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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Reducing the huge federal budget deficit ha s
become the most critical challenge facin g
the Congress and the President . To achieve
any appreciable reduction in the deficit, a
host of tough policy choices will have to be
made regarding the level and composition of
government services and the sources and dis-
tribution of the revenues necessary to
finance those services . Moreover, those
operations and programs that are continue d
will have to be conducted more efficientl y
and economically .

As one step in the deficit reduction pro-
cess, the President, in June 1982, create d
the President's Private Sector Survey on
Cost Control . Better known as the Grace
Commission, the Commission identified 78 4
issues and developed 2,478 associated recom-
mendations which it estimated would save or
increase revenues by almost $425 billion
over a 3-year period . At the request of th e
Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, GA O
examined these issues and recommendations t o
determine whether (1) the issues and recom-
mendations had merit, (2) legislation woul d
be necessary to implement the recommenda-
tions, (3) implementation efforts were com-
pleted or underway, and (4) the Commission' s
savings estimates were realistic .

BACKGROUND

	

The Commission's report consists of 4 7
volumes addressing federal programs an d
operations government-wide . Of these, 3 6
were developed by separate task force s
assigned responsibility for studying speci-
fic agency programs or cross-cutting func-
tions such as personnel and automated dat a
processing . The Commission managemen t
office produced another 11 reports o n
selected issues that covered many of th e
same program and management areas include d
in the 36 task force reports .

The Commission organized its findings int o
subject areas which it termed "issues ." For
each issue, the Commission developed one or
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more recommendations . The Commission the n
estimated the dollar savings that could b e
expected from implementing the recommenda -
tions within each issue .

In February 1984, GAO teamed with th e
Congressional Budget Office to issue a join t
report that evaluated the merits of thos e
issues estimated by the Commission to save a
billion dollars or more .

In developing this report, on the other
hand, GAO examined all of the Commission' s
issues regardless of the estimated savings
potential . The report is divided into two
volumes . Volume I summarizes GAO's finding s
while Volume II provides detailed 'views on
each of the individual issues .

RESULTS IN BRIEF

	

Many of the issues and associated recommen-
dations on which GAO expresses an opinion ,
particularly those related to improvin g
management, have overall merit . A good
number of these recommendations have alread y
been implemented by either legislative o r
administrative action . Many more require
additional legislative action to fully
implement .

Although many of the issues and recommenda-
tions reviewed have merit, GAO questions the
accuracy of many of the Commission's asso-
ciated savings estimates . In a number of
cases, GAO found flaws in the methodolog y
the Commission used to develop its estimate s
and in many others it found the descriptio n
of the methodology insufficient to allow a n
assessment of its validity . In most of the
instances where GAO questions the Commis-
sion's estimating methodology, it believe s
the savings were overstated .

GAO'S ANALYSIS

	

GAO had conducted sufficient previous wor k
to express its views on 581 of the issue s

Merits of the

	

presented by the Commission . Of these, GAO
Issues

	

found overall merit in 441, questioned th e
merits of 104, and offers information bu t
expresses no position on 36 . In general ,
GAO supports the Commission's management
improvement issues more frequently tha n
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the policy-oriented issues . However, the
policy-oriented issues make up a larg e
portion of the Commission's total estimate d
savings . For example, two issues GAO doe s
not support--restructuring federal subsid y
programs and fixing federal health car e
costs to a percentage of the gross nationa l
product--represent nearly $88 billion of t" .e
Commission's total estimated savings . GAO
also disagrees with selected aspects of the
Commission's recommendations to reduce
civilian and military retiremen t
benefits--estimated to save another $5 8
billion by the Commission--although it also
sees a need for reforms in this area .

GAO's overall support for the Commission' s
issues is consistent across an subject
areas but is most extensive in the areas
aimed at strengthening federal managemen t
systems, federal ADP operations, federa l
credit and cash management efforts, an d
civilian procurement and property managemen t
activities . Proportionately, GAO questions
more issues dealing with human service s
programs and civilian personnel management .

Of the 2,478 specific recommendations pre-
sented by the Commission, GAO had sufficien t
information to offer an opinion on 1,436 .
Of these, GAO generally agrees with 1,158 .
In nearly half of these cases, GAO had made
similar or related recommendations in pas t
reports and testimony .

Implementation

	

For the 581 issues analyzed, additiona l
Authority and

	

legislative action would be necessary to
Status

	

fully implement the associated recommenda-
tions in 259 cases . Of these, GAO supports
the issues' overall merits nearly 75 percen t
of the time . GAO will be working with the
Senate Governmental Affairs Committee durin g
the coming weeks in support of its effort s
to develop a legislative proposal t o
implement many of the recommendations .
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CHAPTER1

INTRODUCTION

The federal government has had a budget deficit in ever y
fiscal year since 1970 . Although the size of the deficit ha s
fluctuated from year to year, the clear trend over the last quar-
ter of the century has been toward ever larger deficits . If tha t
trend continues, there is a broad consensus that it will presen t
ever-increasing risks to the U .S . economy .

Reducing the deficit is the most critical challenge now fac-
ing the Congress and the President . To achieve any appreciabl e
reduction of the deficit, a host of tough policy choices wil l
have to be made regarding the level and composition of governmen t
services that can be afforded . Moreover, those government opera-
tions and programs ultimately continued will have to be conducte d
more efficiently and economically .

BACKGROUND

As one step in the process to reduce the deficit, the
President, on June 30, 1982, signed Executive Order 12369 estab-
lishing the President's Private Sector Survey on Cost Control
(FPSSCC) . Frequently called the Grace Commission in recognitio n
of its chairman, J . Peter Grace, the PPSSCC was to identify
opportunities for increased efficiency and reduced costs i n
federal government operations . The PPSSCC was organized into 3 6
task forces, 22 of which were assigned to study specific depart-
ments and agencies and 14 to study cross-cutting functions, suc h
as personnel, data processing, and procurement practices . Eac h
task force produced a separate report to the President . In addi-
tion, the PPSSCC Management Office staff, which helped to coordi-
nate the task forces, prepared another 11 reports on selecte d
issues .

The PPSSCC organized its findings into subject areas whic h
it termed "issues ." In most cases, the PPSSCC developed a numbe r
of specific recommendations within each issue . In all, the 4 7
PPSSCC reports contain 2,478 specific recommendations on 784 1
different issues . These recommendations were aimed at improvin g
government efficiency, reducing waste, increasing revenue collec-
tions, and just as significantly, making structural revisions t o
many federal programs . Following an 18-month effort, the PPSSC C
concluded its efforts with a final two-volume summary report to
the President in January 1984 .

1We examined 761 of the 784 issues . The remaining 23 issue s
were actually restatements or summaries of issues individuall y
identified elsewhere in the PPSSCC reports .



The PPSSCC estimated that implementing all of its recommen-
dations could result in net savings and revenue increases o f
$424 .4 billion over 3 years . It also estimated that accelera-
tions of tax collections, debt repayments, and other receipt s
could amount to another $65 .5 billion in cash-flow savings over 3
years . The PPSSCC, however, characterized its estimates as being
of a "planning" nature and not of "budget" quality . The esti-
mates were to represent potential savings during the first 3
years of implementation, not specific fiscal years . 2 The PPSSCC
projections of cost savings and revenue increases were based o n
the assumptions that the annual inflation rate and the averag e
interest rate would be 10 percent .

The overlapping nature of the work assignments given to th e
36 task forces led to several instances of double counting o f
possible savings . The 11 Management Office reports also cove r
many of the same program and management areas included in th e
task force reports, thereby adding to the duplication of th e
PPSSCC savings estimates . In its final report to the President ,
the PPSSCC estimated that these duplications amounted to $120 . 6
billion . The sum of the savings estimates for the issues con-
tained in the 47 volumes is therefore $120 .6 billion higher tha n
the net savings estimate of $424 .4 cited by the PPSSCC .

Since the report's issuance in January 1984, the PPSSCC's wor k
has been repeatedly cited by the President as a major componen t
in his strategy to reduce the deficit . The Congress has also
recognized the report's significance by incorporating provision s
in the Deficit Reduction Act that require (1) the President t o
report on the administration's progress in implementing th e
PPSSCC recommendations and (2) each authorizing committee to mak e
recommendations to the budget committees on legislative change s
necessary to implement the recommendations identified in th e
President's report .

To help it compile the information necessary to prepare it s
mandated report and to ensure that each recommendation was thor-
oughly reviewed, the administration initiated a rigorous recom-
mendation assessment and tracking process . Office of Managemen t

and Budget (OMB) Bulletin No . 84-18, issued in September 1984 ,
requires each agency with implementation responsibility to iden-
tify the actions taken or being taken to implement each PPSSC C
recommendation and the associated savings expected to be achieve d
in fiscal years 1985, 1986, and 1987 . The agency submission s
have been incorporated in an OMB automated data base . The admi-
nistration did not release the comprehensive results of it s

2Throughout this report, any identified estimates of savings o r
revenue generated are for a 3-year period following implemen-
tation unless otherwise noted .
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tracking efforts in time to be addressed in this report . How-
ever, a preliminary administration report involving about half o f
the PPSSCC's issues stated that 118 recommendations involvin g
about $41 billion had already been implemented and were incorpo -
rated into the fiscal year 1985 budget baseline . The report not-
ed that another 562 recommendations, representing an additiona l
$63 billion, were included in the President's fiscal year 198 5
budget or had been accepted and were pending implementation .

Much of the continuing momentum behind implementing th e
PPSSCC's recommendations can be attributed to an intensive publi c
awareness and technical assistance campaign conducted by th e
PPSSCC and its spin-off organizations . At least three organiza-
tions--the President's Private Sector Survey Foundation, Citizen s
Against Waste, and the Private Sector Council--are activel y
involved in either mobilizing public support for implementing th e
PPSSCC's recommendations or in arranging for technical assistanc e
from the private sector to assist agencies in implementing th e
recommendations . These activities have kept the PPSSCC's find-
ings alive in the public mind and, accordingly, have ensured tha t
the PPSSCC's recommendations are actively considered as part o f
congressional and administration budget-cutting activities .

PREVIOUS GAO WORK RELATED
TO THE PPSSCC

We have devoted a great deal of attention to the PPSSCC fro m
the outset of its efforts . During the data-collection activitie s
of many PPSSCC task forces, we responded to requests for assis-
tance and provided literally hundreds of previous GAO report s
identifying cost saving and management improvement opportuni-
ties . Since the draft PPSSCC task force reports were released i n
May 1983, we have also been involved with assessing the merits o f
the PPSSCC's issues and recommendations .

In this regard, we teamed with the Congressional Budge t
Office (CHO) to issue a joint report in February 1984 that eval -
uated the merits and cost saving potential of 90 sets of PPSSC C
issues (involving about 400 recommendations) with PPSSCC-esti-
mated savings of a billion dollars or more . In that joint
report, developed for the Senate and House Budget Committees, an d
in subsequent testimony, we concluded that about two-thirds o f
the recommendations evaluated had overall merit . We also noted ,
however, that the recommendations we disagreed with involve d
broad public policy questions and, according to the PPSSCC, ha d
the highest dollar-saving potential . While noting that th e
savings estimates the PPSSCC prepared were in large measure to o
high, we agreed that regardless of the actual savings potential ,
recommendations having merit should be vigorously pursued an d
implemented .

In addition to the joint report with CBO, we have issue d
several other products dealing with PPSSCC activities . In
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June 1984, we issued a report entitled Comparison of Retiremen t
Benefits for W .R . Grace and Company_and Civil Service Employees
(GAO/OCG-84-1, June 12, 1984) in response to a request by th e
House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service . In tha t
report, we found that the Grace retirement program offere d
potentially greater benefits than those most federal employee s
receive under the current federal system . We cautioned, however ,
that this comparison should not be the sole basis for reachin g
conclusions about the overall generosity of the federal system .
We followed the June 1984 report up with another to the sam e
committee on February 13, 1985, entitled, Analysis of Grac e
Commission Pro osals to Change the Civil Service Retirement ,
System (GAO GGD-85-31) . That report lays out the same views o n
those issues as are contained in this report .

We also testified on two occasions before a subcommittee o f
the House Post Office and Civil Service Committee on PPSSC C
activities . In September 1982, soon after the PPSSCC was formed ,
we testified on the applicability of Federal Advisory Committe e
Act requirements to the PPSSCC . In this testimony, we conclude d
that PPSSCC task forces were advisory committee subcommittees a s
defined in the act and were therefore governed by its standard s
and requirements . In May 1983, we testified on the PPSSCC' s
draft task force report on personnel management . In thi s
testimony, we expressed concern about the basis for the tas k
force's savings estimates and recommendations calling for majo r
cuts in federal employee benefit programs .

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

Our previous assessments focused on only a portion of PPSSC C
activities . Our most extensive previous work, culminating in the
joint CbO/GAO report issued to the House and Senate Budget Com-
mittees, addressed only about 15 percent of the PPSSCC's recom-
mendations . Following completion of that report, we realized
that the Congress would need a more comprehensive review t o
assist it in its deliberations on the issues presented by th e

PPSSCC . In June 1984, we began a review on all the remaining
PPSSCC issues and recommendations . On July 3, 1984, the Senat e
Governmental Affairs Committee endorsed this review and requeste d
that our assessment address the merits and implementatio n
feasibility of each recommendation and the validity of th e
associated PPSSCC savings estimates .

In conducting our review, we examined each of the PPSSCC' s
issues and recommendations, including those assessed nreviousl y
as part of the joint CBO/GAO report . We included previously
assessed issues within the scope of this effort to update ou r
views where necessary and to present in one document a complet e
package of our views on the PPSSCC issues . On the basis of an _
initial examination, we concluded that we had insufficient infor -
mation to offer an informed opinion on about 190 issues . For th e
remaining issues, we evaluated the merits of the issue and th e
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associated recommendations, determined whether legislation wa s
necessary to implement the recommendations, measured the statu s
of implementation efforts, and commented on the validity of th e
PPSSCC's savings estimates . Although we analyzed the PPSSCC' s
savings estimates, our emphasis was on determining whether th e
issues had merit . Our assessment of each individual issue an d
its associated recommendations is presented in Volume II .

In conducting our review, we did not undertake any new audi t

work . Instead, we relied on past work that related directly t o
the issues or on broad institutional knowledge obtained throug h
long-term involvement with the subject . We also did not attemp t
to develop alternative savings estimates for each issue, bu t
rather reviewed the methodology and basis used by the PPSSCC t o
prepare its estimates and, where available, cited estimates we o r
CBO prepared in previous reports .

Finally, in evaluating the implementation status of th e
PPSSCC's recommendations, we attempted to obtain comprehensiv e
information through OMB's PPSSCC recommendation tracking system .
OMB staff told us, however, that this information could not b e
made available prior to release of the fiscal year 1986 budge t
and therefore not in time for us to include in our analysis .
Consequently, we relied on information collected directly fro m
individual agencies or developed during our previous work . Where
such information was available, we have incorporated it into th e
individual issue assessments in Volume II .

STRUCTURE OF REPORT

Our report is composed of two volumes . Volume I (Summary o f
Findings) sets forth the highlights of our views on all th e
PPSSCC issues reviewed . These issues span federal programs ,
management systems, and activities virtually government-wide .
For purposes of presentation, we organized the issues into 1 0
broad subject areas . These are

--federal management and administrative systems ;

--federal cash and credit management ;

--defense and international affairs programs ;

--human services and wage protection programs ;

--natural resource and community development programs ;

--commerce and banking programs ;

--federal civilian personnel management ;

--federal property, printing, travel and transportatio n
management, and civilian procurement ;
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--federal automated data processing/office automation ; and

--revenue matters .

Volume I addresses each of these areas in a separate chapter an d
contains our conclusions and overall observations on the PPSSCC' s
issues . When discussing examples of individual i-sues, thi s
volume also identifies the PPSSCC task force code for the issu e
being discussed so that more information on that issue can b e
obtained in Volume II .

Volume II presents our more detailed assessment of eac h
individual issue reviewed . These inaues are organized in th e
same broad subject areas as presented in the summary . For ease
of reference, Volume II also includes a cross-referenced inde x
organized by PPSSCC task force code for each issue .
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CHAPTER 2

FEDERAL MANAGEMENT ANDADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEMS

After 18 months of study, the PPSSCC concluded that the
most fundamental problem hampering successful federal governmen t
operations was the lack of effective overall management systems ,
including accounting, budgeting, monitoring, and oversight . I t
stated that these system weaknesses were the root cause of mos t
of the specific program and other inefficiencies identified i n
its various task force reports and hence were the so"rce of most
of the savings potential . It further noted that federal program
waste would be substantially reduced if proper management sys-
tems were in place .

The PPSSCC found that no single department or agency i s
responsible for overall executive branch administrative direc -
tion and policy setting . Responsibilities for property, fina n-
cial management, human resources, and automated data processing
(ADP) management are distributed among many agencies . The
impact of this fragmentation, in the PPSSCC's view, is a "lac k
of attention focused on significant opportunities for cos t
reduction and management improvements . "

As one of its most important recommendations, PPSSCC urged
the establishment of an Office of Federal Management (OFM) i n
the Executive Office of the President . This top-management
office would be responsible for policy development and directio n
in the areas of financial management, budgeting and planning ,
human resources, administration, and management improvement .
OFM also would carry out the budget functions of OMB and provid e
policy direction for the General Services Administration (GSA )
and the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) .

In addition, the PPSSCC noted that the increasing size and
complexity of the federal government require that the Congres s
and executive branch managers have timely, :enable, and usefu l
information upon which to make effective policy and ,operationa l
decisions . Advances in management and accounting have enhance d
the government's ability to plan, execute, and report on it s
activities and to institute management improvements . However ,
the absence of a sound financial management structure has inhi-
bited management improvements aimed at providing the informatio n
upon which effective policy and operational decisions can b e
made .

The PPSSCC recognized the need for improved financia l
information and presented 26 sets of issues and associated
recommendations to improve accounting systems, budgeting proces -
ses, and the management of such government-wide administrativ e
functions as planning . Most of the issues do not lend them -
selves to quantifying savings so the PPSSCC did not estimate
savings for those issues . We believe that many of the issue s
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have merit, as shown in the following table . But, improvement s
in the way the government is managed should be based on a commo n
foundation that links the planning/programming, budgeting, exe-
cution, and evaluation phases of the financial management pro-
cess . An integrated financial management process will facil-
itate actions to strengthen the management of government func-
tions .

Summary Of GAO Positions On PPSSCC
Financial Management Issues

Number of issue s
requiring

Number

	

Percent congressional action

Agree with merits

	

23

	

88

	

1 3
Disagree with merits

	

3

	

12

	

3
Total

	

26

	

100

	

1 6

In this chapter, we summarize our views on the recommenda -
tions contained in the PPSSCC's federal management systems ,
financial asset management, and financial management reports .
Later chapters of this report cover related cross-cutting man-
agement issues involving cash and credit management, personnel ,
procurement, and information systems .

OVERALL MANAGEMENT OF GOVERNMENT-WIDE
ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS

The PPSSCC identified "serious structural and procedura l
problems in Executive Branch management processes, organization ,
information flow, budgeting, planning and evaluation procedures ,
continuity of management, and communication practices ." Th e
PPSSCC's federal management systems task force report called fo r
a businesslike approach to federal management and noted tha t
current activities had evolved with little recognition of th e
need to provide central guidance and direction to achieve a
well-coordinated overall management process .

The PPSSCC found that reporting relationships among th e
central management agencies (OMB, GSA, OPM and the Treasury) an d
other agencies for administrative functions are generally ill -
defined and that management information provided to centra l
agencies is incomplete . In addition, the PPSSCC found tha t
tenure in key management positions is short, resulting in a lack
of management continuity .

To provide more coherent policy development and direction ,
the PPSSCC made six recommendations related to establishing a n
OFM within the Executive Office of the President that woul d
consolidate currently fragmented and overlapping managemen t
responsibilities (FMS 1) . Although we have not yet taken a
position on the need to establish OFM because sufficient
information is not yet available on the outcome of curren t
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administration management reforms, we believe that most of th e
associated PPSSCC recommendations merit further consideration .

For many years, efforts to strengthen federal management
have centered on solving problems through the powers of the cen -
tral management agencies . Despite the efforts of many abl e
people, however, this approach has not been as successful a s
anticipated .

We looked closely at the history of centrally directe d
management improvement programs in the decade since 1970 whe n
OMB was established and found a record of periodic initiatives ,
few of which made a lasting impact . We reported in a staf f
study entitled Selected Government-Wide Management Improvemen t
Efforts--1970 to 1980 (GAO GGD-83-69, Aug . 8, 1983) that th e
overall results of these initiatives were sufficiently discou r-
aging to lead various experts to suggest that the problem of
sustaining broad management improvement needs urgent attention .
In addition, the National Academy of Public Administration, i n
its 1983 report Revitalizing Federal Management pointed out
that, at least in some areas, central management agencies hav e
impeded, rather than promoted, effective management .

Since 1981, the administration has begun several managemen t
initiatives through the Cabinet Council on Management and Admin-
istration, including Reform '88, 1 and other mechanisms . Al-
though recent history suggests that not all these initiatives
will be successful, it is too early to forecast their outcome .

Drawing on suggestions made by others and on discussion s
with knowledgeable observers, our staff study provided severa l
options that ranged from accepting the current managemen t
improvement initiatives to establishing a separate, central
organization for addressing management issues . Although our
staff study did not endorse any specific option, we are con-
cerned about the poor track record of centrally directed manage-
ment reform initiatives. We therefore believe greater responsi-
bility should be placed on individual agencies for improving
their managerial capacities .

The President and the central agencies nevertheless have a
responsibility to provide guidance and support in cross-cuttin g
areas, such as procurement, information management, and finan-
cial management. Consistency among agencies is also necessary
to provide government-wide financial data for the President' s
budget . In addition, central agencies should encourage and sup -
port operating agencies' management improvement efforts an d
ensure that agencies share experiences with each other .

1 Reform '88 is the administration's management and administra -
tive systems improvement program initiated in 1982 .
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The PPSSCC recommendations raise important institutiona l
issues about the central agencies' capabilities to provide lead -
ership for needed cross-cutting management improvements . We
agree that greater continuity is needed to sustain managemen t
reforms, and we believe that the PPSSCC recommendation that OFM
(or OMB) officials be appointed for specific terms of offic e
under contractual agreements deserves consideration . OMB ha s
had eight deputy directors since its establishment in 1970 an d
has had two associate directors for management since 1981 . Thi s
turnover exemplifies the need for greater continuity in key man -
agement positions .

The administration has not acted to establish OFM . How-
ever, Reform '88 has laid out a long-term agenda to reduc e
waste, fraud, and abuse and to restructure federal managemen t
and administrative systems . In addition, annual OMB managemen t
reviews for the fiscal year 1985 and 1986 budgets have estab-
lished agency-specific agendas . Agencies have also prepared
5-year ADP plans and individual management improvement plans .

The PPSSCC did not provide an estimate of either the cost s
or the savings that would result from implementing its federa l
management system report recommendations . Substantial addition-
al resources may be required for OFM's (or OMB's) augmente d
responsibilities . The cost of these resources could be offset ,
at least in part, by savings from improved performance . We
agree with the PPSSCC, however, that these net savings cannot b e
quantified .

INTEGRATED GOVERNMENTFINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

The PPSSCC reported opportunities to improve executiv e
branch accounting and budgeting systems and thereby improve th e
quality of information available to the Congress for authorizin g
executive branch programs and to agency managers for in citutin g
management improvements, reducing costs, and minimizing agenc y
exposure to fraud, waste, and abuse . We agree that accountin g
and budgeting system improvements are needed, but we believ e
they must be part of a comprehensive effort to develop a govern -
ment-wide integrated financial management structure . Such an
effort must have a solid base of fundamental concepts to guid e
it and to present the baseline assumptions from which change s
can be made . We have prepared a two volume report, Managtag the
Cost of Government :	 Building an Effective Financial Managemen t
Structure, (GAO/AFMD-85-35, February 1985) that provides a com -
prehensive framework for building a sound financial managemen t
structure .

Accounting system improvement s

The PPSSCC made several recommendations to improve the gov -
ernment's accounting systems and financial reporting . The mos t
prominent recommendations (FMS 3, FINANCE 2) include directing
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(1) the Treasury to assume leadership in developing a standard ,
government-wide accounting system ; (2) GAO to revise th e
Comptroller General's accounting principles, standards, an d
related requirements prescribed for executive agencies ; and (3 )
individual executive agencies to gain our approval for thei r
accounting systems . The PPSSCC also recommended that the gov-
ernment prepare a comprehensive annual financial report . We
agree that assigning responsibility to develop a standard
accounting system could foster improved accounting and financia l
reporting by individual agencies as well as contribute to con-
solidated financial reporting by the go\, ernnhent .

The issue of GAO revising the Comptroller General' s
accounting principles, standards, and related requirements (FM S
3) has already been resolved . In November 1984, the Comptroller
General issued a revised title 2, GAO Policy and Procedures Man-
ual for Guidance of Federal Agencies, that updates the account -
ing principles and standards of the federal government t o
reflect the many recent advances in accounting theory and prac-
tice .

The PPSSCC recommendation that legislation be introduced to
require agencies to gain Comptroller General approval of thei r
accounting systems (FINANCE 2) is already addressed by the Bud -
get and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950 (31 U .S .C . 3512) .
Each agency head is required to establish and maintain adequat e
systems of accounting and internal control that conform to th e
Comptroller General's requirements . Additionally, the Federa l
Managers' Financial Integrity Act of 1982 requires each agency
head to report annually to the President and the Congress on
nether the agency accounting system complies with thos e
requirements . We believe that such annual reporting will spu r
agencies to improve their accounting systems, thus precludin g
the need for additional legislation .

We agree with the PPSSCC recommendation for comprehensiv e
annual reporting by the government (FINANCE 2) . From both a
policy and a control perspective, it is important to have a s
complete a picture as possible of total government activities .
Yet, control can best be exercised when the whole is broken dow n
so that its component parts can be analyzed in some detail .
However, if reporting is restricted to low levels of detail, w e
can reasonably expect a proportionate loss of the policy per-
spective that reporting on the whole can provide .

The government operates many independent, but often inter -
related, programs through numerous departments and agencies . In
this environment, assets are acquired and maintained and liabil -
ities are incurred . Only through auditing and consolidating
departmental operating results and financial positions can th e
complete picture of government activities be portrayed reli-
ably . Inf^rmation that compares the expenses of operations wit h
the revenue available to fund those operations is importan t
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for effective cost analysis of government activities . Also, the
total value of government-owned property and the amounts owe d
for unpaid goods and services can be compared to reveal th e
financial position of the federal government as a whole . This
type of summary financial information is important to an in -
formed electorate and to government officials who are concerne d
with effective admininstration .

The PPSSCC's issues are designed to improve the govern-
ment's financial management, but such initiatives will not pro -
duce the full range of improvements needed in federal financia l
management . We believe that the federal government also needs a
conceptual framework for the financial management structure to
enable the government to provide reliable, consistent informa-
tion for policy formulation and management control . A conceptu-
al framework should be designed to improve the foundation of th e
financial management process : financial information and feed -
back on results . A conceptual framework for financial manage-
ment should include underlying concepts such as the follow`ng :

--Use a structured planning and programming j ocess for
evaluatin g and choosi n g alternatives to achieve desire d
objectives This process would assist policymakers in
focusing on what government should be doing, how best to
accomplish this, and how to measure performance based o n
expectations .

--Make	 resource allocation decisions within a unified bud -
Policymakers at all levels are aided in making

informed resource allocation decisions when total
requirements are known and deficits are fully disclosed .

--Budget and account on the same basis . Provide a common
set of rules so managers can make valid comparison s
between planned (budgeted) and actual (accounting )
results .

--Use accountin g +rinci .les that match the deliver o f
services	 with associatedcost . Use accrual accounting
principles to provide policymakers and managers consis -
tent information to compare costs between periods o r
agencies, with minimal interperiod distortions .

--Encourage financial accountability . Provide detailed and
summary management reports that identify costs and accom-
plishments by the managers and organizations assigne d
responsibility for controlling costs .

--Measure out .uts as well as inputs . Incorporate
performance measurements that relate costs with output s
to determine if objectives are achieved at an acceptabl e
cost .
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--Prepare consolidated reports . Provide an overall picture
of the government's financial condition to help policy -
makers make decisions and analyze resources and commit-
ments .

Implementing financial management improvements will require
active congressional and executive branch support . Congression-
al hearings covering the full breadth of current and futur e

issues surrounding federal financial management could foste r
consensus on the general outline for financial management

reform . Hearings might culminate in the passage of a bill o r
resolution setting forth the objectives of the long-term
rebuilding effort for federal financial management . Executive
branch support would involve a commitment of resources dedicated
to financial management improvement projects .

Bud et develo•ment and •resentation im p rovement s

The PPSSCC identified specific instances where the federa l
budget could be revised to disclose more fully the magnitude of
government operations and make the budget a more comprehensive
document (FINANCE 1, ASSET 31, FMS 5) . The federal budget i s
purported to be the financial plan for a given fiscal year . As

stated in the previous section discussing the conceptual frame-
work for financial management, the budget should encompass al l
governmental activities and provide information in a usefu l

form .

The PPSSCC recommended that (1) the budget be expanded i n
scope to include federal entities that are now "off-budget "
(FINANCE 1) ; (2) the practice of offsetting certain revenues an d
outlays be discontinued (FINANCE 1) ; (3) a federal capital bud-
geting process be instituted that is integrated with overal l
resource planning and allocation systems (FMS 5) ; and (4) the
budget include the full cost to fund the liabilities of federa l
pension, retirement, and disability plans (FINANCE 1) .

Conceptually, we agree with the concept of the PPSSCC
recommendations, which is to improve the federal budget presen-
tations (FINANCE 1) . For example, we have previously advocated
a unified federal budget, which would include the Federa l
Financing Bank (FFB) and other "off-budget" agencies . The cur-
rent practice of excluding FFB from budget totals, for example ,
significantly understates the amount of the reported budge t
deficit . FFB was created to reduce the cost of federal debt .
Consequently, many agencies borrow funds through FFB, which the n
obtains funds from the Treasury . Since FFB is an "off-budget "
entity, the budget does not report such outlays in its totals .

We have also recommended that the budget include al l
outlays on a gross basis and on a net basis (gross outlays les s
receipts) (FINANCE 1) . The practice of offsetting understate s
the level of federal activity since revenues and outlays ar e
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netted . We believe that presenting gross as well as net amount s
will improve congressional consideration of the President' s
budget .

We have also been concerned about how the government plan s
and budgets for the nation's capital investments (FMS 5) . We
believe capital investment decisions need greater visibility an d
a better framework than the budget currently provides . The Pub-
lic Works Improvement Act of 1984 provides for the establishmen t
of a council to assess the nation's infrastructure and identif y
program priorities . This act is a positive step in improvin g
the management of the capital investment process, althoug h
greater disclosure of capital items within the budget is stil l
needed .

The recommendation to include the full cost of federa l
benefit plans in the budget merits consideration (FINANCE 1) .
This issue, however, involves complex presentation issues tha t
would have to be resolved, such as the effect on the federa l
deficit of including the full cost of pension plans .
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CHAPTER3

FEDERAL CREDIT AND CASH MANAGEMEN T

The federal government has historically experienced prob-
lems in conducting its credit and cash management operations .
Recognizing these problems, we have recommended numerous actions
to improve these operations ; however, agencies have not alway s
implemented our recommendations . Recently, with Congress' an d
OMB's increased emphasis on credit and cash management, agencie s
have made improvements . As the PPSSCC points out, however, mor e
needs to be done .

The PPSSCC presented 34 issues affecting federal credit and
cash management . Many of the PPSSCC issues required legislativ e
action to be implemented . However, with the enactment of the
Debt Collection Act of 1982 and the Deficit Reduction Act o f
1984, a number of the PPSSCC's issues have been addressed . Ou r
analysis of the merits of the 34 PPSSCC issues on `.ederal credi t
and cash management is discussed below .

Summary Of GAO Positions On PPSSCC
Federal Credit And Cash Management Issues

Number of issue s
requiring

Number Percent congressional action

Agree with merits

	

29

	

85

	

1 0
Disagree with merits

	

3

	

9
No position on merits

	

2

	

6

	

2
Total

	

34

	

100

	

1 2

For the 34 issues, the PPSSCC estimated that the government
could save about $38 billion . We are unable to affirm whethe r
this estimate could actually be attained . We believe, however ,
that most of the PPSSCC recommendations in these areas should b e
implemented and that substantial savings would undoubtedly re -
sult .

To facilitate consideration of the individual issues in
this category, we grouped the PPSSCC's credit and cash manage-
ment issues into three broad areas : (1) debt collection, (2 )
cash management, and (3) federal loan management .

DEBT COLLECTION

Debts owed the government are enormous and growing eac h
year . Billions of dollars in debts are delinquent . Federa l
agencies reported that at the start of fiscal year 1984 tota l
receivables from U .G . citizens and organizations totaled approx -
imately $312 billion, with delinquencies amounting to $3 8
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billion . Of this amount, nontax l delinquencies totaled abou t
$13 billion . Further, in fiscal year 1983, over $3 .1 billion i n
uncollectible receivables were written off . Another $24 billio n
in receivables is currently in a rescheduled status because th e
borrowers are unable to repay their debts under the terms origi -
nally specified in the agreement .

The PPSSCC presented numerous issues to improve credit man-
agement--which includes debt collection--in the federal govern-
ment (ASSET 11, 12, 26, 27, 28, 29 and FINANCE 4) . The issue s
and associated recommendations, call for such actions a s

--assessing interest and penalties on delinquent debt ,

--using credit bureaus and private collection agencies to
supplement collection efforts ,

--improving the government's accounting and reporting o f
debts ,

--using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) offset of ta x
refunds as a means to collect nontax delinquent debts ,
and

--developing and using private-sector loan models as a
means of reducing future delinquencies .

Overall, we believe the PPSSCC's recommendations are feasi -
ble and are consistent in concept with our previous recommenda-
tions . The framework for implementing the recommendations is i n
place ; however, continued emphasis is necessary to correct th e
longstanding problems in this area . Implementing the recommen-
dations should provide a business-type environment and improv e
the government's credit management and debt-collection activi-
ties .

Previous GAO debt collection recommendation s

We have long called for strengthened government debt col-
lection . In October 1978, we reported on the results of a
government-wide review which pointed out that the government wa s
not effectively accounting for and collecting its debts (The
Government Needs to Do a Better Job of Collecting Amounts Owed
by the Public (FGMSD-78-61, Oct . 20, 1978)) . This review iden-
tified federal agencies' lack of prompt and aggressive collec-
tion action on delinquent debts and inaccuracies in accountin g
for and reporting accounts receivable . In a 1979 report, we
noted that the government's collection methods were slow, expen -
sive, and ineffective when compared with commercial practice s

1 Nontax debts are delinquent receivables owed the governmen t
that arise from various loan and/or benefit programs . They
are not debts owed the Internal Revenue Service for delinquen t
taxes .
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(The Governme' Can Be More Productive in Collecting its Debt s
by Following Commercial Practices (FGMSD-78-59, Feb . 23, 1979)) .
Recommendations resulting from these studies included institut-
ing better financial reporting and adopting certain private -
sector collection practices . In a March 1981 report to the
House Budget Committee, we estimated that billions of dollars i n
budget savings were possible through strengthened debt collec-
tion . We noted then that achieving these savings would requir e
a "sustained high-priority, high-intensity effort to put in
place much stronger policies, procedures, and systems and t o
operate them aggressively once they are installed (Improved
Administrative Practices Can Result in Further Budget Reduction s
(PAD-81-69,

	

Mar .

	

30,

	

1981)) .

Further,

	

as discussed in a 1983 report, Significant
Improvements Seen in Efforts to Collect Debts Owed the Federa l
Government (AFMD-83-57, Apr .

	

28, 1983), many agency debt col-
lection improvements are long-term efforts, such as developin g
improved accounting systems . We believe that continued over -
sight to ensure that debt collection receives sustained, high -
priority attention is imperative . The framework and momentu m
are in place, and continuing the current emphasis is important .

Recent legislation and OMB initiative s
address many PPSSCC debt collection concern s

The PPSSCC recommendations basically parallel our prio r
recommendations and ongoing OMB initiatives regarding debt col-
lection . Many of the recommendations required legislative an d
administrative action to be implemented . In this regard, th e
Congress has enacted two significant laws--the Debt Collectio n
Act of 1982 and the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 . These laws
provide agencies with authority to use many u ... the credit man-
agement techniques needed to improve debt collection that PPSSC C
recommended . In addition, OMB has initiatives underway which ,
when implemented, will address some of the PPSSCC's concerns .

On October 25, 1982, the President signed into law the Deb t
Collection Act of 1982 . Among other things, the ac t

--allows agencies, except the IRS and the Social Securit y
Administration (SSA), to disclose information about a n
individual's debt to credit bureaus ;

--authorizes agencies to contract for debt-collectio n
services ;

--permits agencies to disclose to debt collection con -
tractors current addresses of individuals owing money t o
the government when the addresses were obtained from th e
IRS ; and
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--requires agencies to charge a minimum rate of interest ,
as well as penalties and administrative charges, o n
delinquent nontax debts .

The act will undoubtedly increase debt collections by givin g
federal agencies management tools already widely used in th e
private sector . In March 1984, we and the Department of Justic e
issued revisions to the "Federal Claims Collection Standards" to
reflect changes set forth in the act .

The PPSSCC also recommended that offsetting of IRS ta x
refunds be used as a means to collect nontax delinquent deb t
owed the government (ASSET 27) . In two reports (The Governmen t
Can Collect Many Delinquent Debts by Keeping Federal Tax Refund s
as Offsets (FGMSD-79-19, Mar . 9, 1979) and Oregon's Offset Pro-
gram For Collecting	 Delinquent Debts Has Been Highly Effective
(FGMSD-80-68, July 17, 1980)) and numerous testimonies, we hav e
recommended using an IRS tax offset . The Deficit Reduction Ac t
of 1984 provides new and specific statutory authority concerning
offsets against income tax refunds . For example, section 265 3
of the act requires federal agencies to refer debts owed to th e
United States to IRS so that it may take offset action agains t
any income tax refunds owed to the debtor . Specific procedura l
requirements are set out in the act . The Secretary of th e
Treasury is required to issue regulations to implement thi s
section and is authorized to test the offset procedures with
selected programs before proceeding to full implementation .

We support the IRS offset with two important qualifiers .
First, our support should not be interpreted as a recommendatio n
that the IRS become a debt collection "clearinghouse ." Deb t
collection is the primary responsibility of each federal agency .
It is incumbent upon top management of each agency to establis h
debt collection as a priority and to ensure that the debt col-
lection initiatives underway and planned are successfully imple -
mented . We believe effective arrangements for using IRS offse t
to collect nontax debts can be worked out on the basis of inter -
agency agreements between IRS and the federal agencies wishin g
to refer debts for offset . Second, we are concerned that littl e
quantifiable evidence is available to indicate how IRS' involve -
ment in non-tax administration activities could affect voluntar y
compliance with the tax system--a system that produced more tha n
$600 billion in revenue for 1984 . The most current evidence, a
recent IRS study, indicated that the refund offset program fo r
delinquent child support payments resulted in a significan t
increase in nonfilers and thus had a measurable adverse impac t
on taxpayer compliance . Thus, in testing the program, the
Treasury should attempt to analyze the effects of offsets o n
compliance with the tax system .

Prior to the PPSSCC report, OMB had also identified credi t
management as a problem and had initiated a program to deal wit h
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this issue . Credit management is the overall process by whic h
the federal government grants credit approval and collects wha t

it is owed through its debt collection activities . OMB has
divided the credit management area into five projects, whic h

are :

--Credit standards, write-off po-icy, and risk anal sis .
The project includes the development of uniform standard s
for extending credit and writing off bad debts as wel l
as innovative risk analysis and credit-scorin g
procedures .

--Credit a royal . This project requires the developmen t
of systems and procedures for

--applying credit standards to credit decisionmaking ,

--ensuring that credit managers have access to
accurate and reliable information on credit ap -
plicants, and

--preventing overpayments by the federal government .

--Account management . The objective of this project is to
develop automated systems and procedures for handling

--billing ,

--remittances ,

--aging accounts ,

--escrow, and

--management reporting .

--Collections . This project cover s

--automating collection systems ;

--contracting for collections, litigation, and
liquidation ; and

--referring cases to credit bureaus .

--Loan sales . This project's objective is to develop
standards and procedures for selling selected loan and
related assets .

These various projects, if successful, will largely address th e
concerns the PPSSCC raised regarding the federal governmen t
credit management process .
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CASH MANAGEMEN T

The federal government is the largest single spender an d
recipient of money in the United States . The PPSSCC offered a
series of issues and associated recommendations to improve th e
federal government's cash management practices (ASSET 4, 6, 9 ,
and AG 41) . The recommendations are feasible, and their imple-
mentation should improve the cash management practices of th e
federal government .

The PPSSCC recommended the use of electronic funds trans-
fer, invoice payment due dates, and delayed draw down of fund s
by grantees as ways to improve the government's cash managemen t
operations . In addition, the PPSSCC made recommendations t o
accelerate receipts from the sale of such natural resources a s
timber .

Using electronic funds transfe r

The PPSSCC stated that additional incentives for direc t
deposit/electronic funds transfer of payroll and benefit dis-
bursements, such as those for Social Security, should be estab-
lished by the Treasury (ASSET 6) . We have previously reported
on the merits of using electronic funds transfer (Millions Paid
Out in Du•licate and For•ed Government Checks (AFMD-81-68, Oct .
1, 1981)) . Under the electronic funds transfer program, th e
Treasury issues payments on magnetic tapes and sends the tape s
to financial institutions, which make the funds available to th e
recipients on the payment date . This program, which is entirel y
voluntary, has many benefits, including the following .

--Reduced costs (for the government) in the issuance, mail-
ing, and clearance of checks .

--Improved service (to the beneficiaries) through the elim -
ination of check loss, theft, and forgery ; the elimina-
tion of check-cashing problems ; and the convenience of
regular deposits .

--Reduced operating costs (for the financial community) a s
well as earlier deposits .

According to a Treasury official, legislation is being con -
sidered within the Department to give the Treasury the authorit y
to require federal employees to receive payroll payments throug h
electronic funds transfer, with various exceptions . However ,
the Department is opposed to the PPSSCC's recommendation con-
cerning benefit checks because of perceived congressional oppo-
sition to making these types of payments mandatory . Tre Treas-
ury would prefer, at this point, to keep the benefit progra m
voluntary . Making electronic funds transfer mandatory or creat-
ing disincentives for receiving checks will not, in our view, b e
a simple undertaking . Broad support has existed in the past fo r
preserving an individual's freedom to choose among availabl e
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benefit payment methods . In addition, some individuals do no t
use financial institutions .

Although there may be some practical obstacles to imple-
menting the recommendations, their primary objectives are to us e
more efficient payment mechanisms in disbursing governmen t
funds . In our opinion, the recommendations are generally con-
sistent with the principles of sound cash management .

Making timely federal payments

The PPSSCC made three recommendations regarding federa l
expenditures for procurement and grants (ASSET 4) . First, pur-
chase vouchers should all be marked with a due date before bein g
submitted to the Treasury, which should pay bills on that date ,
not earlier or later . Second, the Treasury should implement a
system to ensure that grant funds are not being invested by
state governments before disbursement for grant purposes . The
PPSSCC recommends contracting for such a system until the
Treasury is able to implement its own . Third, the Congres s
should amend section 203 of the Intergovernmental Cooperatio n
Act of 1968 to allow the Treasury to impose penalties an d
interest charges on states that misuse federal grant funds .

In regard to the first recommendation, the Prompt Payment
Act of 1982 has significantly modified agencies' payment prac-
tices . The act was intended to discourage agencies from makin g
tardy payments by requiring them either to pay bills on time
(with a 15-day grace period) or pay interest penalties if pay-
ments are late . To assist agencies in implementing the act, OM B
issued Circular A-125, which requires agencies to pay thei r
bills on time, not late or early . Further, all agencies are
required to attach due dates to their vendor payment voucher s
submitted to the Treasury . In addition, the Treasury has been
stressing to agencies the need to avoid early payments . The
Prompt Payment Act and OMB's and the Treasury's continued empha -
sis on this issue have addressed the PPSSCC's concerns in thi s
area .

Concerning the PPSSCC's second recommendation, the Treasur y
is implementing a system--Letter of Credit-Treasury Financia l
Communication System (wire transfer of funds)--for grant pro -
grams that would not release federal grant money until a chec k
for grant-related activities is actually cashed . The Treasury
has estimated that the system should be in place by the end o f
1985 . According to the Treasury, grant programs currently oper-
ate on a letter-of-credit system and states can receive advanc e
payment for 3 nays of monetary needs . This results in a "float "
period between the time the money is advanced and the time it i s
spent, during which the Treasury could be earning interest .
Instead, State governments that routinely invest federal gran t
funds prior to disbursment are able to earn interest on the fed -
eral government's money . Agencies that use the system shoul d
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be able to monitor grant payments and ensure that funds are no t
drawn until needed . Successful implementation of wire transfe r
of funds should correct this situation and address the PPSSCC' s
concerns . However, some state constitutions require that feder-
al money be in a state account before the state can issue check s
for federally supported programs . Thus, delaying draw-down s
could create some problems for these states if they cannot sat-
isfy their timing requirements for transferring federal funds to
state accounts for check-cashing purposes .

In regard to the last recommendation, congressional actio n
would be necessary to amend section 203 of the Intergovernmenta l
Cooperation Act to allow the federal government to charge inter-
est to states that draw grant funds prematurely . Amending sec-
tion 203 would help alleviate the early draw-down of federa l
funds by states . Although we have not reviewed this issue, suc h
an amendment seems feasible .

Accelerating timber sale receipts

The PPSSCC recommended the Forest Service impose a fla t
payment schedule on future timber contracts (AG 41) . In th e
past, under most existing timber contracts, purchasers have bee n
required to pay for timber only as it was being removed from th e
forest . However, the average duration of a timber contract i s
3 to 4 years, and purchasers typically wait as long as possibl e
to harvest . Therefore, the federal government does not receiv e
payment for most of the timber sold until 3 to 4 years after th e
expenses of the sales preparation have been incurred . Th e
effect of the PPSSCC recommendation would be to accelerate For-
est Service receipts ; complete payment for a timber contract ,
however, would continue to take 3 to 4 years .

Although we have not reviewed the issue of acceleratin g
timber sale receipts, we generally concur with the concept o f
improving the flow of the Treasury's timber receipts to put th e
timber sales program on a more businesslike basis . Neverthe-
less, because of numerous other initiatives in this area, which
are discussed below, implementing the PPSSCC's recommendatio n
may not be appropriate at this time .

The Forest Service has taken several steps over the pas t
served years to improve cash flow management of timber sales ,
including :

--placing on a payment schedule all sales included unde r
the 5-year timber sale extension program authorized i n
August 1983 and

--requiring an up-front deposit of 10 percent of the bi d
value of a timber sale .

The Forest Service states that after evaluating the results o f
the actions already initiated, it will consider further steps ,
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such as a flat payment schedule . In our view, it does not see m
appropriate to make further changes before the results of th e
Forest Service's revised payment regulations are evaluated .

FEDERAL LOAN MANAGEMEN T

The PPSSCC made several recommendations to modify th e
operation of the federal government's loan programs (ASSET 13 ,
15, 18, 23, and 24) . They include :

--charging interest rates that more closely approximate
market rates on loan programs an d

--establishing more loan guarantees as opposed to direc t
loans .

To implement most of the PPSSCC recommendations in this are a
would require legislative action . Although we agree with mos t
of the PPSSCC recommendations, we were unable to formulate a n
opinion for some issues .

Charging higher interest rate s

The PPSSCC recommended that the interest rate for federa l
credit programs be (1) raised when market interest rates ris e
and (2) reviewed to ensure that actual subsidies are consisten t
with program objectives (ASSET 15, 23, and 24) . Authority to
implement the first recommendation varies by program . In some
cases, the interest rate the government charges is set by th e
Congress . In those instances, the Congress would have to amen d
the authorizing legislation to provide for charging a highe r
interest rate to the borrower . In other cases, the Congress ha s
allowed the respective Secretary or program administrator to se t
the rate . In these instances, administrative action would b e
necessary to implement the PPSSCC recommendation . The second
recommendation can be implemented through administrative action .
The executive branch could, on its own authority, present to th e
Congress an analysis of the subsidy costs in different program s
and recommendations for program changes based on that analysis .

For many federal credit programs, the portion of the loan
interest rate subsidized by the government generally was set a t
a time when interest rates were lower . As interest rates hav e
risen, the government has also increased its subsidy, with th e
loan interest rate paid by the program beneficiaries remainin g
fairly constant . Reducing the government's subsidy would resul t
in program beneficiaries paying a larger portion of the interes t
rate on subsidized loans .

OMB has recently attempted to implement the first recommen -
dation, without legislative action, and has moved in a directio n
that is consistent with the second recommendation . On Augus t
24, 1984, OMB issued revised Circular A-70 to require that (1 )
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interest rates on new direct-loan programs be related to marke t
interest rates and vary with market conditions and (2) propose d
legislation to establish a new or amend an existing credi t
program contain an explicit statement of any subsidies in th e
program . If an existing program requires legislative action t o
allow for charging higher interest rates, the agency, as part o f
its annual budget submission, must either submit to 0MB propose d
legislative changes or submit a separate justification fo r
nonconformity .

Increasing use of loan guarantee s

The PPSSCC recommended that the government, where possible ,
move from direct lending to a well-controlled, guaranteed loa n
program (ASSET 13 and 18) . Under the guaranteed loan program, a
private investor makes the loan--rather than the federal govern -
ment--and the government guarantees repayment of the loan if th e
borrower should default . We support efforts to seek the leas t
costly way of financing appropriate federal credit program
objectives, but we believe this is best done on a case-by-cas e
basis .

We believe that, when taken in isolation, the PPSSCC recom -
mendation to move from direct lending to guaranteed lendin g
would not necessarily lead to better control of federal credi t
programs . In terms of both applicant screening and qualifica-
tion, as well as in terms of budget process, control over pro -
grams could be diminished by moving from federally originate d
on-budget direct loan programs to privately originated off-bud-
get guarantee programs .

Further, we believe the PPSSCC raised a policy question
that needs to be resolved by the Congress . The Congress gener -
ally has viewed direct-lending programs as a means of assistin g
small businesses, farmers, and rural residents and communitie s
that are unable to obtain private financing--with or withou t
federal guarantees--at reasonable interest rates or terms . By
nature, these borrowers and the related direct loans they
receive are more risky . Without a direct-lending program, cer-
tain groups might not be able to obtain credit . Therefore, the
viability of the recommendation will rest on a congressiona l
decision to forego direct lending as a means of financiall y
assisting these groups .
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CHAPTER4

DEFENSE AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS PROGRAMS

The defense and international affairs areas encom pas s
domestic and international programs concerned with protecting
the population and advancing the international, oolitical ,
economic, and military interests of the United States .
Administration plans are to build up U .S . military forces i n
response to Soviet threats by investing between 81 .5 and $ 2
trillion in defense during a 5-year period ending in 1988 . No t
surprisingly, therefore, the PPSSCC focused considerabl e
attention on this area . The PPSSCC defense and internationa l
affairs issues are diverse, ranging from general subjects suc h
as the defense acquisition process, which encompasse s
procurements of major weapon systems to office supplies, t o
specific issues such as government loans to cover travelin g
exoenses of refugees coming to the United States .

In the defense and international affairs areas, the PPSSC C
identified 130 issues within which it made 316 recommendations .
The PPSSCC estimated that savings of about $115 billion could b e
achieved if all its recommendations were implemented . It shoul d
be noted that some of the larger dollar savings were associate d
with recommendations that called for policy changes, includin g
many personnel issues such as military health care and retire-
ment, as contrasted with improved government operations .
Moreover, although a majority of the issues have merit, we agre e
with only a small percentage of the savings estimates .

We concluded that 101 of the 130 PPSSCC issues examined had
overall merit and should he considered . We disagreed with 1 9
issues and had insufficient information on which to develo p a
position on 10 issues . The agency or department could implement
97 of the issues without authorizing legislation . Thirty-three
issues require enabling legislation . For example, legislation
would be required to ensure more consistent and widesprea d
compliance with the government's policy that encourages procur-
ing goods and services from the private sector when it is mor e
economical than providing the same goods and services in-house
with government employees . Finally, we had previously mad e
recommendations related to 68 of the 130 PPSSCC issues .
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Summary of GAO Positions on PPSSC C
Defense and International Affairs Issue s

Number requiring
Number

	

Percent

	

congressional action

Agree with merits

	

10 1
Disagree with merits

	

1 9
No position on merits

	

1 0
Total

	

130

7 8
1 4

	

8

	

1

	

100

	

3 3

28
4

We could not agree with the savings estimates associate d
with 42 issues, or 27 percent of the projected savinqs . Much of
our disagreement stems from the way the PPSSCC handled inflation
in its estimates . The PPSSCC did not provide sufficient infor-
mation on 67 issues to enable us to assess the estimated
savings . One example is the uncertain and unanalyzed recruit-
ment and retention imp : ations of the PPSSCC recommendation to
increase the retirement age for military personnel . We agreed
with PPSSCC's projected savings for 21 issues, or 4 Percent o f
the projected savings .

PPSSCC defense and international affairs issues generall y
fell into the broad categories of acquisition, logistics, per-
sonnel, contracting out, and international affairs . A
miscellaneous category includes three issues . To illustrate the
nature of PPSSCC concerns and GAO's analysis, examples ar e
discussed under each major category . Except for the possibilit y
of deficit reduction through decreased spending, there is no
common thread linking the issues which came from 22 PPSSCC'task
force reports . Therefore, issues presented as examples wer e
selected on the basis of projected savinqs, need for enabling
legislation, and our analysis of the merits of the issue .

ACQUISITION

PPSSCC acquisition issues dealt with i mprovements to DOD' s
and the military_ services' procurement processes . We examined
31 acquisition issues including internal auditing, dual-sourc e
contractinq, cost estimating, multiyear contracting, production
of nuclear materials, the acquisition process, and careers i n
acquisition . We found that 29 of the 31 issues had merit, 2 di d
not . The following issues are illustrative of the thrust o f
PPSSCC's acquisition issues and our analysis .

The PPSSCC recommended that DOD rank its Acquisitio n
Improvement Program (AIP) initiatives and concentrate on six
main issues (PROC 3) . DOD ranked the AIP initiatives, althouq h
its cateqories were not identical to those recommended, and con -
solidated its efforts in seven areas : (1) program stability ,
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(2) multiyear procurement,

	

(3) economic production rates, (4 )
realistic budgeting,

	

(5)

	

improved readiness and s upport, (6 )
encouragement of competition, and (7)

	

industrial bas e
responsiveness .

	

We recognize the benefits of AIP and encourag e
DOD to continue implementing the initiatives .

The PPSSCC estimated that S17 billion could be saved if DOD
adopted a stable spending plan and economical oroduction rates
for acquiring new weapon systems (ARMY 11, NAVY 1, OSD 23) . We
agree with the PPSSCC's recommendation that priorities must be
established in order to optimize the procurement of weapo n
systems . (Too many weapon systems proposed for the limite d
funding available results in program stretch out an d
uneconomical production rates .) However, we also believe tha t
improving DOD's planning and budgeting is not only a necessar y
part of any effort to improve DOD's acquisition process, but i s
part of a larger requirement to streamline and strengthe n
financial management throughout the federal government .
Legislation would be required to authorize biennial budgeting ,
an important recommendation of the PPSSCC acquisitio n
improvement issue . We do not recommend adoption of a biennia l
budget cycle at this time because problems go well beyon d
biennial budgeting . The entire financial management system o f
the government should be reexamined (see ch 2) . The accuracy o f
the PPSSCC's $8 billion cost savings estimate for biennia l
budgeting could not be assessed because the PPSSCC did no t
provide a basis for its underlying assum ptions .

The PPSSCC estimated that the Army could save S2 .6 billion
in weapon system acquisition costs if it improved its managemen t
and development of major weapon programs (ARMY 10) . We general-
ly agree with the PPSSCC's conclusion that the acquisition pro-
cess could be improved, but we do not agree with all th e
recommendations . For example, while we support the thrust o f
PPSSCC's recommendation to improve cost estimates, improved cos t
estimates will not result in real cost savings unless the scop e
of some weapon system programs are reduced .

LOGISTICS

PPSSCC logistics issues affect processes essential to
supoortability, maintainability, sustainability, and readines s
of the U .S . military fighting force . We examined 34 issue s
t ecting military logistics, including consolidation of base -
support services, supply management, war reserves, aircraf t
overhaul, ammunition management, and others . We concluded that
31 of the 34 issues had merit . The following logistics issue s
dealing with (1) inventory management, (2) common weapon system
parts and standards, and (3) vehicle maintenance are illustra-
tive of the thrust of PPSSCC concerns and our analysis .

The PPSSCC made numerous recommendations designed to
improve DOD's asset management, including the need to ex pedit e
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modernization of ADP systems to process inventory data mor e

accurately and promptly (ADP 16, OSD 2, PROC 10, PROC 11) . The
PPSSCC estimated that savings of $6 billion would result from a
one-time reduction in spare parts inventory levels, with
corresponding reductions in support and procurement costs . We
generally agree with the PPSSCC recommendations that deal with
improvements to asset management and have previously r eported on

these needs . However, concerninq the PPSSCC recommendations to

expedite modernization of ADP systems, we believe that impleme n -
tation of the recommendations should be in conjunction and con-

sideration of related problems . For example, in recent report s

we pointed out that inaccurate and outdated information and the

lack of adequately trained personnel were primary contributor s
to insufficient inventory manaqement and control .

The PPSSCC recommended that DOD reduce both the number o f
inventory items mainta'_ned and the cost of major weapon system s

by increasing the use of common hardware components, subsystems ,
and other parts at an estimated savings of $7 .3 billion (OS D

20) . We generally agree with the PPSSCC recommendation but hav e
no basis to assess the validity of estimated savings .

The PPSSCC estimated that improved manaqement of comba t
vehicle maintenance practices could save S26 million (ARMY 20) .

It also Projected savings of $15 million annually at one nava l
air rework facility if aircraft engine maintenance management
practices and processes were improved (NAVY 13) . Finally ,

annual savings of $105 million were projected if more cost-
effective overhaul service patterns were adopted to provide fo r

less frequent airframe overhauls (NAVY 10) . The thrust of these
recommendations is that performance monitoring, rather tha n
specific overhaul intervals, should be the basis for determinin g

the need for equipment maintenance . We have advocated th e
merits of actual condition assessment, rather than strict
adherence to maintenance schedules, in determining the need fo r

equipment maintenance .

PERSONNEL

The 31 PPSSCC personnel issues examined included permanen t
change-of-station moves, recruiting, military hospitals, troo p
feeding, accrued-leave oav, cost-of-living adjustments, and pen-

sions . We concluded that 21 of the 31 issues examined had over -
all merit, 6 did not, and we had no basis to judge the merits of

4 . The following issues dealinq with the Civilian Health an d
Medical Program of the Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS), retirement
age, and cost-of-livinq adjustments to military pensions are
illustrative of personnel issues examined by the PPSSCC .

The PPSSCC estimated that DOD could' save $1 .2 billion if i t
modified CHAMPUS to reduce steadily increasing costs (OSD 28) .
The PPSSCC recommended that DOD hospitals provide medica l
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attention to all military dependents and retirees who reques t
it, with few exceptions . Currently, dependents who are turned
away from military hospitals, due to inadequate facilities o r
lack of p rofessional staff, obtain treatment from private-secto r
health care facilities that are reimbursed by CHAMPUS . We
question whether it is appropriate to make such a blanke t
recommendation until it is conclusively demonstrated tha t
military hosp itals can absorb the additional workload . Our work
has shown that military hospitals often have neither the prope r
mix of physician specialties nor adequate facilities to meet al l
demands . The PPSSCC's savings estimate was not reduced t o
reflect additional costs, such as drugs, supplies, and othe r
services, that DOD's direct-care system would incur as a resul t
of treating more patients .

In the case of the second example, the PPSSCC projected
that significant savings would result if federal retiremen t
costs were reduced by increasing the age at which military mem-
bers could retire with full pension benefits (FRS 1) . Cur-
rently, military personnel can retire as early as age 37, com-
pared with the typical private-sector retirement age of 62 .
While we believe the thrust of the PPSSCC issue has merit, thi s
action could result in increased compensation costs if recruit-
ing and maintenance of required manning levels were adversel y
affected . Accordingly, this issue deserves considerably mor e
analysis before retirement changes are made . Prior studies have
shown that implementation of recommendations similar to th e
PPSSCC's would reduce overall personnel costs . However, our
analysis indicates that the PPSSCC's savings estimate i s
overstated . Accrued costs could be reduced, but expenditure s
would not be reduced for 11 years because military members wit h
10 years of service or more would be grandfathered . Near term
expenditures could increase to achieve recruiting and retentio n
goals .

Concerning the third exam p le, the PPSSCC projected signifi-
cant savings if cost-of-living adjustments of the militar y
retirement system were more consistent with prevailing privat e
sector practices (FRS 5) . As a general rule, military retire-
ment pay is fully indexed to the Consumer Price Index (CPI) .
The PPSSCC maintained that, on average, private sector pension
plan adjustments only offset about 33 percent of the increase i n
the CPI . We agree that reducing the inflation protection tha t
the miltary retirement system provides would substantiall y
reduce costs . However, if reductions in retention level s
resulted, increases in current pay to maintain manning goal s
would have to be considered as offsets against projected
savings .

CONTRACTING OUT

PPSSCC contracting out issues deal with government effort s
to rely more heavily on the private sector for commercial-type
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supplies and services when it is deemed more economical than
providing the services or oroducts in-house with governmen t
employees . PPSSCC issues in this area include contracto r
services, contracting for highly skilled personnel, contractor
modernization/productivity enhancement, and the National Space
Transportation System . We concluded that 11 issues in thi s
category have merit ; we have no basis to judge 2 . The following
issue is illustrative of the PPSSCC concerns in this category .

The PPSSCC estimated that the government could save more
than S7 billion if it fully implemented the provisions of OM B
Circular A-76 (PROC 18 and others) . Circular A-76 direct s
government agencies to rely on the private sector for commercia l
oroducts and services when it is more economical than providing
the same service in-house with government employees . We agre e
with the PPSSCC recommendations and further agree that legisla-
tion would be required to ensure more consistent and widesprea d
compliance with the government's policy that encour a g es p rocure-
ment of goods and services from the private sector when it is
more economical than providing .he same goods and service s
in-house with government employees .

INTERNATIONAL	 AFFAIRS

PPSSCC international affairs issues included Agency for
International Development (AID) assistance projects, purchase s
of foreign currencies, Export-Import Bank interest rate manage-
ment, foreign military sales (FMS), and refugee transportation
loans, to name a few . Of the 18 issues examined, we conclude d
that 8 had merit, 9 did not, and there was no recent GAO work o n
which to formulate a oosition on 1 . The following issue s
dealing with management of real property, AID projects, and
agriculture export promotion are illustrative of the thrust o f
PPSSCC concerns and our analysis .

The PPSSCC predicted that significant savings would resul t
if the Department of State (1) devel oped a real property manage -
ment system, (2) expanded its cost accumulation system, (3) con-
solidated fiscal authority for all real estate expenditures i n
its Office of Foreign Buildings, (4) developed procedures t o
identify excess property, and (5) allocated all operating and
maintenance costs to using agencies (STATE 3) . We believe the
PPSSCC recommendations have merit . Further, the Department o f
State is implementing the PPSSCC recommendations .

Regarding AID assistance projects, the PPSSCC estimate d
that $33 million could be saved if AID reduced the amount o f
time its personnel spent planning, monitoring, and approving AI D
projects (STATE 6) . We and AID generally agree with the PPSSCC
recommendations designed to accomplish these objectives and, i n
most cases, action is being taken to implement them . For
example, AID is currently pursuing ways to reduce congressiona l
reporting requirements . However, significant reductions i n
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reporting requirements are questionable because the Congres s
desires to closely monitor AID activities .

The PPSSCC projected that $37 million could be saved over 4
years if the Foreign Agricultural Service's Coonerator Fundin g
Program were phased out (AG 24) . The PPSSCC believes that the
beneficiaries of export market development--namely, privat e
sector commodity promotion organizations, producers, and
exporters--should bear export promotion costs, not the govern-
ment . The PPSSCC recognized the merits of using federal fund s
as "seed money" to assist new groups in developing foreign mar-
kets but concluded that as the program matured, it would b e
inappropriate to continue open-ended federal funding . We agree
and have expressed similar views in prior recommendations to the
Secretary of Agriculture . We believe the PPSSCC saving s
estimate is reasonable .
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CHAPTER 5

HUMAN SERVICES AND WAGE PROTECTIONPROGRAMS

The federal government operates and/or finances a wid e
variety of human services programs that provide millions o f
people such benefits as health care, education and training, and
retirement and disability income . According to the President' s
fiscal year 1986 budget, federal outlays for human service s
programs will be over $400 billion, or about half of tota l
federal outlays, excluding interest costs . The PPSSCC estimated
that the amount of federal or federally funded contracts covere d
by the wage protection laws also discussed in this chapter i s
over $120 billion a year .

We examined 82 PPSSCC issues dealing primarily with human
services and wage protection programs . The PPSSCC estimate d
that the total savings from implementing its recommendation s
relating to the 82 issues would be about $168 billion . Th e
S168 billion includes some duplication because different PPSSCC
reports addressed some of the same issues .

While potential savings from improved program administra-
tion are significant, the greatest potential savings fro m
changes the PPSSCC recommended woulo involve policy changes tha t
are relatively controversial . These controversial areas includ e
changing the approaches used to contain the rising costs o f
medical care, changing eligibility requirements as to who should
receive means-tested benefits and to what extent, and changin g
the government's role in setting private sector wages for peopl e
working on government-sponsored projects .

As shown below, we generally agree with the merits of the
PPSSCC's proposals on most of the issues . However, included
among the issues with which we disagree are two issues for whic h
the PPSSCC estimated savings of about $88 billion . The two
issues involve approaches to containing health care costs an d
limiting eligibility for benefits from means-tested programs .

Summary of GAO Positions on PPSSCC
Human Services and Wage Protection Issue s

Number of issues
requiring

Number

	

Percent

	

congressional action

Agree with merits

	

5 7
Disagree with merits

	

1 7
No position on merits

	

8

69

	

4 1
21

	

9
10

	

4

Total

	

82

	

100

	

5 4
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Nearly every issue merits consideration . Often, we dis-
agree with some of the recommendations in an issue but believe
that other recommendations discussed in that issue have merit .
In many cases, including cases where we agree with the PPSSC C
recommendations, we believe the PPSSCC's savings estimates ar e
overstated . However, even if the savings are much less than th e
PPSSCC estimates, they are often substantial . Also, the saving s
usually would continue well beyond the 3 years the PPSSCC use d
in its estimates .

For purposes of discussion, we categorized the 82 PPSSC C
issues into six areas--health care, education, retirement an d
disability, means-tested programs, wage-protection laws, an d
"other ." The distinction among these areas is not always pre-
cise ; some programs could fit in different categories . Fo r
example, Medicaid is included under health care although it i s
also a means-tested program . A discussion of each of the cate-
gories, except "other," which involves seven issues with PPSSCC-
estimated savings of $175 million, is presented below .

HEALTH CARE

We reviewed 24 health care issues covering federall y
operated health care programs, such as the Veterans Administra-
tion's (VA's) hospitals, and the health financing programs :
Medicare and Medicaid . The PPSSCC estimated that about $53 . 4
billion could be saved by such actions as constructing fewer ne w
facilities, obtaining reimbursement from beneficiaries and thei r
censurers, developing reimbursement systems designed to hold dow n
costs, and more efficient management .

We generally agree with the PPSSCC recommendations on 1 6
issues with PPSSCC-estimated savings of $21 .2 billion, disagree
on 6 issues involving PPSSCC-estimated savings of about $30 . 6
billion, and have no position on 2 issues involving PPSSCC-
estimated savings of about $1 .6 billion . For example, two
PPSSCC issues dealt with having insurance companies pay the cos t
of care for beneficiaries who have private health insurance .
The PPSSCC stated that about $1 .2 billion could be recovered b y
DOD for care provided to insured, inactive military benefici-
aries (HOSP 11) . It also estimated that VA could recover abou t
$1 .4 billion for care provided to insured veterans (HOSP 13) .
We agree with the PPSSCC recommendations, which would requir e
legislation to implement .

We agree with the PPSSCC's position on sharing of healt h
care resources by VA and DOD (HOSP 2) . However, while we agree
with many of the recommendations in issues dealing with th e
construction and use of VA medical facilities, we are not sur e
that savings of the magnitude envisioned by the PPSSCC wil l
materialize . Much of the savings in three issues (HOSP 4 ,
HOSP 5, PRIV 4) would result from reducing the number of acute -
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care hospital beds, converting acute-care beds to nursing beds ,
building smaller replacement facilities, and ceasing construc -
tion of nursing homes . We believe that the PPSSCC has over -
estimated both the number of excess VA acute-care beds and th e
savings to be achieved by eliminating excess beds . Even more
important, future needs for medical facilities depend on th e
number of veterans without service-connected disabilities tha t
VA will serve . The Congress needs to decide to what extent VA
will serve such veterans before changes of the nature proposed
by the PPSSCC are made .

Several PPSSCC recommendations were to improve administra-
tion . For example, the PPSSCC estimated savings of $23 .9 mil -
lion if the Health Care Financing Administration's contractors
processed Medicare physicians' claims for beneficiaries of th e
Railroad Retirement Board (RRB) (BANK 16) . It also estimated
savings of about $447 million in Medicare costs if better audit s
and medical reviews were performed (HEALTH 2) . We generall y
agree with the PPSSCC's recommendations and have made similar
ones in our previous reports .

We disagree with the PPSSCC's recommendations to limit the
increase in federal health expenditures to the growth rate i n
the Gross National Product, allocate Medicare and Medicaid fund s
to geographic areas on a per-capita basis, and obtain medica l
services competitively (MEDIC 1) . The PPSSCC-estimated saving s
for these recommendations is $28 .9 billion .

Although rising federal health expenditures are a seriou s
problem, we believe the above recommendations should not b e
implemented because there are numerous uncertainties about th e
outcome of the PPSSCC's recommendations . For example, the
PPSSCC makes no provision for cost increases associated with th e
increasing use and intensity of services and applications o f
costly technology. To the extent these costs could not be off -
set by efficiencies in other areas, they would have to be pai d
for by beneficiaries or offset by reductions in service qual-
ity . Although the PPSSCC apparently assumes competitive biddin g
would increase efficiency, it does not present convincing evi-
dence that efficiency would in fact increase . The outcome o f
its recommendations could be lower levels of health care and/o r
shifting costs to beneficiaries . Also, although the PPSSCC' s
proposals include programs other than Medicare and Medicaid ,
such as DOD and VA programs, how the PPSSCC's recommendation s
would affect these other programs is unclear .

We also question the PPSSCC's recommendation to institut e
system-wide, fixed-priced competitive contracting for processing
Medicare claims (HEALTH 1), which the PPSSCC estimates would
save S54 million . We have not found sufficient bases for com-
pletely changing to fixed-price contracting . Poor controls ove r
benefit payments that resulted from administrative cost-cuttin g
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initiatives could result in benefit cost increases that greatl y
exceed administrative cost savings .

EDUCATION

Five PPSSCC education issues involve PPSSCC-estimate d
savings of about $3 .5 billion . We generally agree with th e
PPSSCC on four issues for which the PPSSCC estimated savings o f
about $1 .9 billion and have no position on one issue involvin g
about $1 .6 billion .

The PPSSCC estimated savings of about $1 .2 billion by con-
solidating the Department of Education's student loan program s
and disbursing loans over an academic year rather than once a
year (ED 1) . We believe that these recommendations have meri t
and that the savings, although less than the PPSSCC estimated ,
would be substantial .

We believe that the recommendations to improve collections
on student loans (ED 3), estimated by the PPSSCC to save abou t
$500 million, have merit . Although we did not evaluate the
reasonableness of the PPSSCC's savings estimate, the Departmen t
of Education estimated that implementing the PPSSCC's recommen-
dations would save about $550 million .

We have no position on the PPSSCC's recommendation to
increase educational loan origination fees, which are deducte d
from loan proceeds, from 5 percent to 10 percent, resulting i n
savings of about $1 .6 billion (ASSET 19) . We agree that the
recommendation would result in substantial savings because orig -
ination fees are deducted from the interest subsidies paid b y
the Department under the program . However, while some student s
could borrow more to offset the higher fees, those at the loan
limit would experience a reduction in money available to them .

RETIREMENT ANDDISAEILITYPROGRAMS

We reviewed 19 issues in this category involving PPSSCC -
estimated savings of about $17 .4 billion in programs of th e
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC), RRB, SSA, and VA .
We generally (11 agree with the PPSSCC on 13 issues involvin g
PPSSCC-estimated savings of $5 .9 billion, (2) question 4 issues
with PPSSCC-estimated savings of $10 .9 billion, and (3) have n o
position on 2 issues involving PPSSCC-estimated savings of abou t
$0 .6 billion .

We agree, for example, with the PPSSCC's recommendations t o
increase insurance premiums (BANK 1) and amend the Employee Re-
tirement Income Security Act to minimize such abuses as termi-
nating pension plans and transferring liabilities to the insur-
ance program administered by PBGC (BANK 2) . The total saving s
in these issues, about $350 million, appear reasonable .
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The PPSSCC estimated that about S1 .2 billion would be saved
if the Congress no longer provided general revenue funding fo r
"windfall benefits," benefits received by retirees from both the
railroad retirement and social security systems that are highe r
than what retirees would receive if their benefits were earned
under only one of those systems (BANK 12) . The PPSSCC's esti-
mated savings from eliminating general revenue funding of wind -
fall benefits appear reasonable . While we do not have a posi-
tion on how windfall benefits should be funded, we have recom-
mended that the Congress reevaluate how to fund windfall bene-
fits and presented several alternatives .

Two of the four issues we question involve PBGC's premiu m
rate structure and SSA's disability claims system . The PPSSCC
recommended that the rate structure for premiums PBGC charge s
for insuring pension plans be improved and that special assess-
ments he considered for underfunded plans (BANK 5) . It esti-
mated that PBGC could collect $3 .2 billion through special as-
sessments on unfunded liabilities . We agree that the premium
structure, under which all plans now pay the same rate, could be
improved by relating premiums to risk . However, we believe tha t
the concept of charging a special assessment requires additiona l
study and the 5-percent assessment on unfunded liabilities pro-
posed by the PPSSCC would exceed PBGC's funding requirement s
over the next 3 years . Also, major uncertainties are connecte d
with the key elements, such as the amount of unfunded liabili-
ties, used by the PPSSCC in its $3 .2 billion estimate .

The PPSSCC made 36 specific recommendations for modifying
SSA's system for handling disability claims (SSA 10) . It esti-
mated that implementing these recommendations would save $3 . 6
billion . Although some of the recommendations appear to hav e
merit, we question the recommendations' overall focus, which i s
to limit the role of administrative law judges to that of deci-
sion reviewers who may not accept evidence or consider issue s
not previously introduced in the administrative process .

MEANS-TESTED PROGRAMS

We reviewed 17 PPSSCC issues, involving PPSSCC-estimated
savings of 573 .3 billion, in this category, which involves pro-
grams that provide cash and other assistance based on benefici-
aries' incomes and assets .

We generally agree with the PPSSCC on nine issues involvin g
PPSSCC-estimated savings of about $10 .8 billion, disagree wit h
the PPSSCC on six issues where it estimated about 561 .5 billio n
could be saved, and have no position on two issues involvin g
PPSSCC-estimated savings of about S1 billion .
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The PPSSCC recommended that benefits from other nutritiona l
programs, such as the School Lunch Program, be considered in de-
termining food stamp benefits (AG 13, AG 14) . We agree . In
1978, we recommended that the Department of Agriculture stud y
the feasibility of considering benefits from child nutritio n
programs for determining food stamp eligibility and that the
Congress consider eliminating the overlap in benefits if th e
study showed such a change was feasible .

Several PPSSCC issues addressed improved verification o f
the income of means-tested program recipients through the inter -
change and computer matching of income data . In a summary issue
on computer matching (INFO 4), the PPSSCC did not develop a sav-
ings estimate but stated that savings related to computer match -
ing recommendations in other PPSSCC issues were $11 .3 billion .
We agree with most of the PPSSCC recommendations for compute r
matching but believe that appropriate safeguards are needed t o
protect personal privacy when managing the data . While we have
not evaluated some of the savings estimates that make up th e
$11 .3 billion and believe that others are too high, the poten-
tial savings from computer matching are substantial . In 1982 ,
we reported that improved verification of welfare recipients '
income and assets could save hundreds of millions of dollar s
annually .

The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 provided for computer
matching with appropriate privacy safeguards in several welfar e
programs . However, further legislative action is needed to ex -
nand computer matching opportunities . For example, the Congres s
should consider providing the Department of Housing and Urba n
Development legislative authority, with appropriate privac y
safeguards, to require social security numbers and obtain acces s
to federal and state wage data files .

We disagree with the PPSSCC on an issue which represent s
about 80 percent of the PPSSCC-estimated savings in the means -
tested area (SUBS 1) . The PPSSCC discussed four subsidy areas- -
means-tested programs, subsidies for the elderly, farm subsi-
dies, and user charges--and recommended that (1) each federa l
agency issue a W-2-type form to each subsidy beneficiary with a
copy to the IRS, (2) the concept of consolidating benefit pro-
grams he pursued, (3) federal agencies provide more accurat e
data on the administrative costs of subsidies, and (4) povert y
statistics include in-kind (noncash) benefits . The PPSSCC esti-
mated savings of 558 .9 billion in means-tested programs but mad e
no estimate for the other three subsidy areas .

Our prior reports have supported the need to consolidat e
programs and recognize benefits provided by other programs i n
determining benefit levels and to improve agency accounting sys -
tems . However, we are concerned with the underlying concept s
which relate to the PPSSCC's conclusions .
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The PPSSCC believes that retargeting means-tested program s
is necessary because these programs have not closed the povert y
gap . We believe that all the expenditures of these program s
cannot be expected to close the poverty gap because many means-
tested programs were not designed to close the poverty gap and
are not limited to the poor . Also, not all costs or benefit s
are used in computing the poverty level . For example, Medicaid ,
the largest means-tested program, pays for services to mee t
health needs that otherwise would be unmet . These needs are not
considered in determining who is poor, nor are the benefits ,
paid to providers of health services, counted as beneficiar y

I. n come .

The PPSSCC noted that, to achieve savings, means-teste d
programs would have to be refocused so that

"all funds are geared to the truly needy at the lo w
end of the income spectrum rather than those lower -
budget, lower-middle income and middle-income house -
holds which now also receive means-tested benefits . "

The PPSSCC's estimated savings would not be achieved b y
only improving administration or ensuring that benefits went t o

intended recipients . Instead, the Congress would need to make
major changes in many programs that were developed and refined
over the last two decades to exclude persons who are now en-

titled to benefits .

Other issues we question include a number of recommenda-
tions to simplify and automate means-tested programs . We gener-
ally agree with the desirability of program simplification an d

automation . However, we believe that a number of issues an d
problems need to be addressed before many of the PPSSCC's recom-
mendations can or should be implemented . For example, standard-
izing eligibility requirements and forms, addressed in tw o
PPSSCC issues (LISAB 5, LISAB 6), would require major efforts to
reach consensus on definitions of such items as what constitute s
income and assets at the federal and state level . Different
programs have different purposes, and the most appropriate defi-
nition for any one program depends on its particular objective .
Also, the PPSSCC recommends the use of untested model automated
systems in these two issues .

WAGE PROTECTION LAW S

The PPSSCC estimated savings of about $20 billion in 1 0
issues dealing primarily with the repeal or modification o f
three laws designed to protect the wages of certain workers .

In three issues, the PPSSCC estimated savings of $11 .6 5
billion from (1) repealing the Davis-Bacon Act (WAGE 1), which
regulates wages to workers on federal or federally assisted
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construction projects ($4 .97 billion) ; (2) repealing the Walsh -
Healey Act (WAGE 2), which regulates wages of workers on federa l
contracts for materials, supplies, articles, and equipment, o r
eliminating the act's daily overtime requirement (S3 .37 bil-
lion) ; and (3) repealing the Service Contract Act (WAGE 3) ,
which regulates the wages paid to employees of contractors who
provide services to the government ($3 .31 billion) .

The recommendations in seven other issues were simila r
except that three dealt only with Air Force contracts and one
dealt with the impact of the Service Contract Act on federa l
contracts for custodial services . The S8 .3 billion in PPSSCC -
estimated savings for the seven issues duplicates the saving s
for the three issues discussed above .

We generally agree with the PPSSCC's recommendations on al l
10 issues . We previously reviewed the activities that are the
subiect of the PPSSCC recommendations regarding these wage pro-
tection laws and have, in prior reports, proposed that the Con-
gress consider repealing the Davis-Bacon and Service Contrac t
Acts and modifying the daily overtime provisions of the Walsh-
Healey Act . While savings estimates would vary considerabl y
depending on the assumptions used in preparing them, we believe
that the savings from implementing the PPSSCC's recommendations
would be substantial . We have previously reported that th e
Davis-Bacon Act and Service Contract Act each could be adding
hundreds of millions of dollars annually to government contrac t
costs .
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CHAPTER6

NATURALRESOURCESAND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Federal nrograms relati ng to natural resources and communit y
development encompass such diverse operations as environmenta l
protection, agriculture and food assistance, energy research and
development, federal land and water management, housing and
community development, and transportation systems and policies .
In total, 29 different PPSSCC task forces prepared 233 issue s
relating to these program areas . They estimated that the federa l
government could generate savings or additional revenues totaling
S82 billion by improving management operations, charging o r
increasing fees for federal program assistance, eliminatin g
unneeded facilities and governmental functions, and/or sellin g
certain power-generating facilities and public lands . Of thes e
233 issues, we had sufficient information to comment on 153 ,
representing about $75 billion of the estimated $81 billion
savings for the 233 issues .

This chapter discusses 79 of the 153 issues on which we com-
mented, representing about S43 billion of the estimated PPSSC C
dollar savings . The remaining 74 issues, while relating t o
natural resources and community development programs, deal with
the operations of regulatory agencies, ways to increase federa l
revenues through user fees, improved cash management, specifi c
federal entitlement programs, or additional matters discussed i n
other chapters of this report .

For 63 of the 79 issues, we generally agree that the issue s
have merit, although we often question the feasibility of imple -
menting the PPSSCC's associated recommendations or have no basi s
for judging the reasonableness of the PPSSCC savings estimates .
These 63 issues represent about $37 billion in PPSSCC saving s
estimates . For the remaining 16 issues, we disagree with th e
merits of 14 and provide some information on 2 without taking a
position on their merits . We also found that 43 of the 79 issue s
would require some type of legislative action to implement fully .
The following chart summarizes our positions on the 79 issues .

Summary ofGAOPositions on PPSSCC
Natural Resources and Community Development Issue s

Number of issue s
requirin g

Number .

	

Percent

	

congressional actio n

Agree with merits

	

63

	

80

	

3 3
Disagree with merits

	

14

	

18

	

1 0
No position on merits

	

2

	

2

	

0

Total

	

79

	

100

	

4 3
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The PPSSCC issues discussed in this chapter generally fal l

within six general program areas--agriculture, energy, environ-

mental protection, housing, interior, and transportation--and deal

primarily with suggestions to improve or streamline the managemen t

operations of the applicable federal agencies .

AGRICULTURE

We analyzed 16 PPSSCC issues relating to specific Departmen t

of Agriculture activities . Associated PPSSCC savings estimate s

total $3 .8 billion . In addition, the PPSSCC estimated that $1 3
billion could be saved by restructuring the government's far m

price-support programs . Because it recognized that this recomme n-

dation needs further study, however, the PPSSCC did not includ e
the $13 billion estimate in its savings totals .

We believe that 11 of the 16 issues, representing about $1 . 3

billion in PPSSCC-estimated savings, have overall merit . In mos t
of these cases, we have no basis for assessing the appropriatenes s
of the PPSSCC savings estimates . On the remaining five issues, we
disagree with the merits of three ($2 .2 billion in PPSSCC saving s
estimates) and take no position on the other two ($264 .7 million

in PPSSCC savings estimates) . In terms of potential savings, some

of the more significant PPSSCC proposals are to reduce federa l
involvement in financing rural electrification activities ,
restructure farm price-support programs, and reduce commodit y

inventories .

Financing rural electrification activitie s

The PPSSCC estimated that the Department of Agriculture' s
Rural Electrification Administration (REA) 1 could shift $ 3
billion to $4 billion in government borrowing to the privat e
sector, save $99 million in interest costs, and generate fe e
revenues of $43 million (AG 56 and AG 57) . The PPSSCC believed
this would occur if REA loan guarantees for rural electri c
generation and transmission cooperatives were reduced to an annua l
level of S3 billion in 1986 (from $4 .7 billion in 1983) ; electri c
distribution cooperatives were required to obtain 50 percent ,
instead of 30 percent, of their loan funds from non-REA sources ;
and REA charged fees for both loans and loan guarantees to offse t
administrative costs . Legislation would be needed to full y
implement these recommendations .

We generally agree with the objective of reducing rural
electric cooperatives' reliance on federal assistance but cautio n

1 REA, a credit agency of the Department of Agriculture, provide s
loans to eligible utilities to extend electric and telephon e
service to rural areas .
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that all cooperatives are not equally strong financially . On loan
guarantees, we have advocated in previous reports that REA encour-
age greater private sector participation, require generation an d
transmission cooperatives to study all reasonable alternatives t o
new or expanded construction for meeting power requirements, an d
charge a loan guarantee fee . Also, we have recommended that REA
(1) develop criteria to determine which distribution cooperative s
qualify for private sector financing and (2) establish a minimu m
equity level goal for borrowers with low equities and require the m
to develop plans to achieve the goal . We also believe the Con-
gress needs to reexamine the objectives of providing low-interes t
rate loans to distribution cooperatives and in light of thes e
objectives, establish criteria to better tailor assistance on th e
basis of borrower needs .

Restructuring farm price-support programs

The PPSSCC recommended that the government's role in the far m
economy be redirected from maintaining farm incomes to providing a
"safety net" to protect producers from disastrously low prices i n
the event of substantial, sharp, short-term market declines (A G
21) . According to the PPSSCC, current farm legislation i s
intended to maintain farmers' income at a modestly comfortabl e
level, well above subsistence . The PPSSCC also said that U .S .
efforts to support crop prices may have provided a price umbrell a
that has encouraged foreign competitors to increase their cro p
output and capture a greater share of world agricultural trade .
The PPSSCC, therefore, believed that an opportunity existed t o
reduce federal farm subsidies while maintaining adequate foo d
supplies at reasonable prices . While suggesting such actions as
eliminating target prices and reducing farm price-support levels ,
which, it said, would require congressional approval, the PPSSCC
recommended further study of the entire issue of restructuring th e
Department of Agriculture's farm programs . We believe that, i n
principle, this issue has merit and that a study is warranted .

The PPSSCC estimated that $13 billion (not included in it s
savings estimate total) in anticipated outlays under existin g
programs could be saved by restructuring federal farm programs .
We agree that budget outlays would be reduced if the suggeste d
actions were implemented but the savings amount would depend on a
number of unpredictable variables, such as crop yield estimates ,
weather, and domestic and worldwide demand . These variables woul d
influence crop prices and the resulting federal outlays that woul d
be needed to provide farmers a base level of support .

Reducing commodity inventorie s

The PPSSCC estimated that savings of $1 .2 billion could be
achieved if other government agencies were required to reimburse
Agriculture's Commodity Credit Corporation for commodities tha t
the Corporation acquires under price-support program s
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and donates to the other agencies for use by schools, veterans '
hospitals, and others (AG 22) . The PPSSCC recognized that the
cost of the commodities would merely be shifted from th e
Corporation to the other agencies but assumed that when the tru e
cost of donations is known, the Congress will reduce donations i n
half . We believe the recommendation would improve accountability
but that it would not result in savings unless it spurred actio n
to reduce purchases of surplus products . According to Agriculture
officials, however, Agriculture and OMB plan no action on th e
PPSSCC recommendation because, in their opinion, it i s
"legislatively infeasible . "

ENERGY

We provided comments on 16 PPSSCC energy-related issues ,
totaling $28 .5 billion in PPSSCC-estimated savings . The bulk of
these savings estimates, $26 .5 billion, relate to the generatio n
of additional revenue by either improving the management opera-
tions and pricing policies of the Power Marketing Administration s
(PMAs) or selling their power generation and transmission facili-
ties to private sources . The remaining issues suggest additiona l
savings or management improvements at the Tennessee Valley Author -
ity, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and Department of Energy .

Of the 16 issues, we believe that 14, representing practi-
cally all of the estimated savings, have overall merit . As shown
in the following two examples, however, most of the PPSSCC -
estimated savings may either be difficult to achieve or wer e
realized prior to the issuance of the PPSSCC's report . In the
first example, legislation on politically sensitive issues woul d
be required to obtain much of the $26 .5 billion in PPSSCC-estima -
ted savings from PMA-related recommendations, In the secon d
example regarding the Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR), some o f
the recommended actions had already been taken by the Departmen t
of Energy prior to the PPSSCC's report .

Power Marketing Administration s

The PPSSCC recommended either selling the PMAs' facilities o r
adjusting the PMAs' user fees, ratemaking process, and pricin g
structure . In total, the PPSSCC estimated savings for thes e
activities at about $26 .5 billion .

The largest portion of the PPSSCC savings ($18 .5 billion )
would come from selling the PMAs' facilities (PRIV 2) . We believe
that a decision to implement this recommendation would be
premature before several questions are addressed . For example ,
these facilities, besides producing electricity, are operated for
such purposes as irrigation, navigation, flood control, and fis h
and wildlife protection . Detailed negotiations and comprehensiv e
contracts would be needed to ensure that these interests are ade-
quately protected . Additionally, to sell the PMAs, the adminis-
tration would have to seek legislative authority, find qualified
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buyers, and overcome resistance from public bodies and electri c
cooperatives who stand to lose their preference rights to purchas e
the relatively inexpensive power, which is provided for by curren t
law .

The PPSSCC also recommended that PMAs (1) increas e
electricity rates sufficiently to provide for a fixed annual re -
payment of the federal investment that would raise about $1 . 3
billion and (2) impose a user fee to provide $3 .2 billion i n
additional revenue (profit) to the U .S . Treasury (USER 5) . We
agree that the electricity rates should be increased t o
sufficiently cover all the PMAs' costs .

	

However, the current
legislative mandate of the PMAs is to recover costs and not make a
profit . We question whether a revenue-generating fee should be
established until a study is performed to assess the impact an d
need for such a change in the pricing structure .

In this regard, the PPSSCC recommended repealin g
appropriations legislation which prohibits PMAs from using fund s
to study the potential for changing their electricity pricin g
structures to reflect "market" prices (CONG 3-2) . As required b y
law, PMAs currently set rates to recover their operating costs .
We believe that such a study appears reasonable and could addres s
the costs and benefits of revising PMAs' current method of
establishing electricity rates and provide options for th e
Congress to evaluate . In order to change PMAs' electricit y
pricing structure for achieving the PPSSCC's $785 million saving s
estimate, the Congress and the executive branch would need t o
change their long standing policy and regulatory decisions tha t
have supported PMA's current method of setting electricity rates .

Improving Strategic	 Petroleum Reserve operation s

Beginning in 1976, the government began implementing a pla n
to store oil for use in the event of an oil emergency . To date ,
about 450 million barrels of oil have been stored in undergroun d
salt caverns, each generally holding about 10 million barrels o f
oil, at five different locations in Louisiana and Texas . The
Department of Energy, which is responsible for the program, i s
currently developing additional storage space to eventually stor e
750 million barrels and is filling the SPR at about 159,00 0
barrels per day during fiscal year 1985 .

The PPSSCC identified almost $1 .3 billion in savings from
operating the SPR more cost-effectively (ENERGY 7) . Almost all o f
the savings would come from (1) reducin g the SPR fill rate from
300,000 to 220,000 barrels per day and consequently avoiding cost s
associated with short-term leasing of private facilities to stor e
the oil prior to putting it in salt caverns ($923 million), (2 )
deferring installation of oil measurement meters on individual SP R
storage caverns ($124 million), and (3) exempting the SPR oi l
shipments from Cargo Preference Act requirements ($213 million) .
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While we generally agree with the PPSSCC that improvements i n
SPR operations are possible, most of the savings estimates ha d
been achieved by the Department of Energy prior to issuance of th e
PPSSCC's report . For example, the administration and the Congres s
had already reached agreement on the fisca l . year 1984 and 1985 SPR
oil fill rates that were below the 220,000 barrels-per-day rat e
recommended by the PPSSCC . Also, the Department of Energy neve r
requested, and the Congress never appropriated, funds for the oi l
measurement meters . in addition, to realize the PPSSCC' s
estimated savings by exempting SPR oil shipments from the Carg o
PYaference Act (which requires that at least one-half of all SP R
oil shipments be carried by U .S . flag tankers), the Congress woul d
have to reverse its longstanding support for the act . The PPSSCC
study did not determine what effect exempting SPR shipments woul d
have on the national security need for a U .S . merchant fleet .

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

We analyzed and provided comments on 15 PPSSCC issues rela-
ting primarily to programs and activities at the Environmenta l
Protection Agency (EPA) . Thee issues represent about $851 mil -
lion in PPSSCC-estimated savings and deal primarily with opportun -
ities to either improve EPA's program management or transfer cur -
rent EPA program responsibilities to the states and/or privat e
sector . In total, we agree that 11 of the 15 issues, representin g
$647 million in PPSSCC-estimated savings, have overall merit ,
although we often question, or take no position, on the saving s
estimate and believe that many of the recommendations may b e
difficult to implement . We disagree with the merits of th e
remaining four issues, representing $204 million in PPSSCC saving s
estimates . The following examples describe the PPSSCC's recommen-
dation to delegate environmental programs to the states an d
consolidate EPA facilities and activities .

Delegating programs to state s

The PPSSCC estimated that $64 million could be saved by dele -
gating certain environmental programs to the states, leaving EP A
with primarily an oversight role . In one issue for example, th e
PPSSCC suggested that EPA accelerate the delegation o f
environmental prog rams--primarily EPA's oversight of the wate r
program--to the states (EPA 2) . Once this occurs, the PPSSC C
believed that EPA's oversight of the water pollution contro l
programs could be significantly reduced, potentially eliminatin g
118 full-time employees .

We agree with the merits of this issue and point out tha t
EPA's delegation actions in three national air pollution contro l
programs have already resulted in state and local government
agencies assuming from 65 to 96 percent of the operational respon -
sibilities for these programs . We caution, however, that some
state agencies (based on e ur preliminary work in the air pollution
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area) do not have the technical capabilities at this time t o
administer national environmental programs . Thus, it may not be
possible for EPA to fully realize the magnitude of the saving s
the PPSSCC envisioned .

Consolidatin• facilities and activitie s

For the most part, we agree with the issues which pertain t o
consolidating facilities and activities to improve EPA' s
efficiency (EPA 4, 6, 7 and 8) .

We agree, for example, with the PPSSCC's recommendation t o
use class permits for certain hazardous waste treatment or storag e
facilities (EPA 4) . Currently, each treatment or storage facilit y
must submit a detailed permit application . EPA or a n
EPA-authorized state then must review the application and, i f
appropriate, develop a permit . In commenting on thi s
recommendation, EPA said that using class permits for certai n
low-risk facilities, such as above-ground storage tanks, woul d
consolidate the application process and result in reduce d
paperwork because a standardized application form could be used .
The standardized form would require less facility-specifi c
information and would also entail a streamlined EPA or stat e
review process . The PPSSCC's estimate that such class permits
would save $48 .7 million appears to be reasonable and achievable .

Further, we agree that closing and consolidating some under -
used regional laboratories could make more effective use o f
personnel and equipment (EPA 6 and 8) . Although we have no basi s
to judge the reasonableness of the savings estimate and have no t
done any work to determine which laboratories should be closed ,
the PPSSCC estimated that closing or consolidating eight labora-
tories would result in savings of $27 .8 million . EPA, however ,
does not plan to carry out these consolidations, concluding tha t
"decisions to close or consolidate laboratories have been politi -
cally difficult and will likely remain so . "

We question the PPSSCC's recommendations to consolidate EPA' s
grant programs into a block grant program and reduce the federa l
funding level for state program grants to 25 percent of the tota l
project costs (EPA 3) . These actions could have a detrimenta l
effect on EPA's overall environmental goals and mandates . Under a
block grant, for example, some air and water programs could b e
penalized if the states decided to use their grant funds primaril y
for other environmental programs such as hazardous waste . I n
addition, if federal funding levels for state program grants are
reduced to 25 percent of the total project costs (as compared wit h
the current 45 to 50 percent), EPA may find that some states ar e
unable to maintain their environmental programs . Thus, thes e
states may have no choice but to return the programs to EPA, which
is their option under current environmental regulations .
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HOUSING

We commented on seven PPSSCC housing-related issues totalin g
$508 million in PPSSCC-estimated savings . Our analysis shows that
all seven issues generally have merit, but in many instances th e
cost savings appeared to be overstated . These issues deal primar-
ily with recommendations to improve management policies, proce-
dures, and practices at the Department of Housing and Urban Devel -
opment (HUD) . The PPSSCC believes most of its recommendations ca n
be implemented within existing administrative authority . The
following examples describe our views on the PPSSCC recommenda-
tions to improve the overall organization and administrativ e
functions of HUD and to sell HUD-owned mortgages to the Federa l
Financing Bank (FFB) .

Improving HUD organizationand administratio n

The PPSSCC estimated that HUD could save $69 .6 million by
eliminating overlap, duplication, and unnecessary managemen t
layering and by implementing a more effective organizationa l
structure (HUD 2) . Key recommendations were that HUD (1) revie w
all major organizational units to identify and eliminate duplica-
tion and overlap of administrative efforts, (2) hold agenc y
managers accountable for proper organizational management, an d
(3) proceed with its proposed field reorganization plan . We agree
that this issue has merit, and in a 1984 report, Increasing the
Department ofHousin and Urban Development's Effectivenes s
Through_ Improved Management (GAO RCED-84-9, Jan . 10, 1984) ,
made a number of related recommendations regarding organizationa l
matters . These recommendations included the need to determine and
allocate work force requirements, to assess productivity, and t o
consider various alternatives for enhancing manageria l
accountability . Although these changes can be implemented unde r
existing HUD authority, informal restrictions by the Congres s
require the Secretary of HUD to clear major reorganizations wit h
the House and Senate Appropriation Committees and perform a
cost-benefit analysis if the reorganization involves a fiel d
office .

Although we did not conduct a detailed analysis of th e
PPSSCC's estimated savings, the approach and methodology used t o
develop the estimated savings appear reasonable . HUD, however ,
believes the savings are overstated by about $15 million because ,
according to HUD, the PPSSCC overestimated staff and spac e
savings .

Selling HUD-owned mortgage s
to the Federal Financing Ban k

Controversy exists over whether HUD and the Government
National Mortgage Association (GNMA) should hold their acquired
mortgages or sell them to the private market . While sales to the
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private market have been undertaken to increase revenues and thu s
offset budget costs, HUD personnel have raised concerns that suc h
sales create the possibility of undue enrichment for purchaser s
and are extrer.;ely costly to the government (i .e ., most sales to
the private market are made at huge discounts) . The PPSSCC
believes that the FFB could be substituted for the private marke t
(HUD 6), thereby accomplishing the administration's budgetar y
goals while retaining the mortgages for the government's long-term
benefit, curbing potential abuses arising from sales to the pri-
vate market, and possibly capturing significant profits from th e
difference between the government's cost of capital and the yiel d
on GNMA and HUD mortgages .

We agree that if the choice is between the sale of mortgages
to the private sector or to FFB, then FFB is preferable . Th e
Treasury can borrow funds and relend them to FFB to finance a
mortgage portfolio at less cost than HUD and GNMA can raise fund s
through the sales of mortgages in the private market . In terms of
current budgetary accounting, HUD and GNMA could continue to mee t
their buCletary goals by selling to the off-budget FFB just as i f
they were selling to the private market . On several occasions ,
however, we have recommended against continuing the off-budge t
status of the FFB because it leads to understating the budge t
totals (see discussion on p . 14) .

Budgetary considerations aside, we believe that the sam e
objectives could be realized whether HUD and GNMA sell th e
mortgages to FFB or hold them themselves . In either case, the
Treasury would provide the financing, the assets would be held b y
the government, and the overall federal deficit would remain th e
same .

We believe that the approach and methodclogy the PPSSCC use d
to estimate its savings are reasonable . However, it appears that
the PPSSCC overestimated HUD and GNMA loan sales in developing it s
savings estimate . On the basis of actual and projected loa n
sales, we estimated that the revenues would be $73 million, rathe r
than the $109 .2 million the PPSSCC estimated .

INTERIOR

We focused on 11 PPSSCC issues relating to the Department of
the Interior, representing $4 .7 billion in PPSSCC-estimated sav-
ings or increased revenue . These issues included actions such a s
selling unneeded public lands, improving land management activi-
ties, and integrating certain required environmental reviews wit h
the Environmental Impact Statement process under the Nationa l
Environmental Policy Act .

We agree, in principle, with the merits of 8 of the 1 1
interior-related issues, representing $1 .6 billion in estimate d
savings . We disagree with the remaining three issues, totalin g
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$3 .1 billion in estimated savings . The following are examples o f
the PPSSCC issues relating to the sale of unneeded public land s
and improved land management, including a PPSSCC recommendatio n
that the Minerals Management Service become an off-budget ,
independently funded entity .

Selling unneeded public land s

The PPSSCC estimates that $900 million in net revenues can b e
achieved from the sale of excess public lands--about 0 .5 percen t
of all public domain lands . This new revenue would reduce deb t
service costs by $146 million . The PPSSCC recommended that cur -
rent laws be changed so that land sales revenues could be place d
in the Treasury's general fund, rather than special-purpose fund s
for federal land p urchases and other purposes . According to the
PPSSCC, this legislation is needed to permit such increase d
revenues to be used to reduce the government's debt .

We generally agree that the federal government could be doin g
a better job of selling unneeded public lands . However, changing
existing law to place the revenues in the general fund instead o f
the land acquisition funds of the Interior Department (as th e
PPSSCC suggests) would do little to reduce the federal debt . For
example, without land acquisition funds, the Department of th e
Interior would have to seek congressional appropriations fro m
other sources for future land purchases . Thus, there would con-
tinue to be some offset of the benefit received from the lan d
sales, even if the sales revenues were transferred to the genera l
fund . Further, in light of continuing federal budget deficits, i t
is unlikely that sales of unneeded public lands would make a
significant dent in the national debt . Although we did not esti-
mate the revenue that would result from a large-scale Bureau o f
Land Management (BLM) land sale program, enough information i s
available to cast doubt on the PPSSCC's $900 million estimate .
For example, the PPSSCC noted that its estimate was based o n
highly speculative assumptions about the acreage that BLM woul d
sell ; the land's market value ; and buyer demand for BLM land, mos t
of which is remote desert without roads, utilities, or water .

Improving minerals managemen t

The PPSSCC estimated that $410 .4 million could be saved b y
improving the management of the Minerals Management Service (LAN D
1) . The PPSSCC also assumed that $1 .5 billion could be saved b y
making the Minerals Management Service an off-budget, indepen-
dently funded entity and eliminating congressional oversight .
However, this $1 .5 billion was not included in the PPSSCC's fina l
estimate of savings because it was based on subjective revenu e
estimates by the Department of the Interior .

We support the PPSSCC's recommendations aimed at improvin g
the management of the Minerals Management Service, particularl y
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those relating to the continued analysis and use of alternativ e
bidding systems in leasing offshore lands . These alternativ e
systems are designed to reduce the amount of up-front mone y
required from companies to obtain an offshore lease, in return fo r
a greater share of the revenues to the government from any follow -
on production .

We do not believe, however, that the Minerals Management
Service should be made an off-budget entity . We have consistent-
ly taken the position that the public interest is best served whe n
congressional control over federal agencies is exercised throug h
the annual appropriation process . We note, however, that the
Congress, in exercising its oversight responsibilities, woul d
still have the opportunity to assure that offshore exploratio n
meets congressional goals even if the Minerals Management Servic e
became an off-budget agency . This oversight is provided for by
the 1953 Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act and the 1978 amendment s
to the act .

TRANSPORTATION

We analyzed and commented on nine transportation-related
issues representing about $3 .2 billion in PPSSCC-estimated cos t
savings . With two exceptions--totaling about $121 million i n
estimated savings--we believe that these issues have overal l
merit, although we generally lacked sufficient information t o
assess the associated cost savings . These issues relate primaril y
to streamlining the management operations of various DOT agencies ,
including suggestions to close existing facilities, make curren t
operations more efficient, and prevent overlap or duplication o f
activities . The following examples describe the PPSSCC's recom-
mendations to set priorities among certain Coast Guard activitie s
and to consolidate certain federal highway programs .

Privatizing selected Coast Guard service s

The PPSSCC recommended privatizing certain Coast Guard activ-
ities, including non-life threatening search and rescue opera-
tions, short-range aids to navigation, and commercial vesse l
safety programs (PRIV 8) . The PPSSCC estimated that privatizing
these services would produce savings of $1 .3 billion . The Coas t
Guard, under existing authority, can contract with the privat e
sector to perform these types of functions on behalf of the Coas t
Guard .

We believe that using private-sector assistance for certain
Coast Guard services could permit direct savings through cos t
avoidance and a redistribution of existing Coast Guard resources .
For this reason, we recommended in 1980 (The Coast Guard--Limite d
Resources Curtail Abilit to Meet Res onsibilities (GAO/RCED-
80-76, Apr . 3, 1980)) that the Coast Guard consider private-sector
performance for certain aspects of some of its programs . While we
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agree that privatizing certain Coast Guard functions could resul t
in savings, we do not have enough information to determine if th e
PPSSCC savings estimates are valid .

Consolidating federal highway program s

The PPSSCC estimated that $983 .1 million can be saved if DOT
used better resource allocation techniques (TRANS 6) . According
to the PPSSCC, the savings would be achieved by consolidatin g
highway programs and allowing the states to determine which pro -
grams to fund . The PPSSCC believed this would lead to the states
eliminating funding for many highway programs . While we have not
specifically evaluated consolidating highway programs, we hav e
been in favor of consolidating closely related programs within a
functional area to improve administration efficiency and reduc e
the potential for duplication in other programs . However, we have
no basis for an opinion on this particular savings estimate be -
cause the PPSSCC does not explain why the states would choose to
eliminate funding for certain highway programs .
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CHAPTER7

COMMERCE AND BANKINGPROGRAMS

The PPSSCC issues dealing with commerce and banking rang e
from streamlining the banking industry regulatory structure t o
transferring certain of the Small Business Administration' s
(SBA's) loan responsibilities to the private sector and reformin g
certain U .S . Postal Service administrative operations . Thes e
issues could affect the regulation of financial institutions, th e
level of mail service given to postal patrons, and the amount o f
credit available to small business persons .

As the table below shows, we agree with the merits of 5 2
issues, disagree with the merits of 10, and have no position o n
the merits of the 9 remaining issues .

Summary of GAO Position s
on PPSSCC Commerce and Bankin• Issues

Number of issue s
requirin g

Number

	

Percent

	

congressional actio n

Agree with merits

	

52

	

73

	

1 6
Disagree with merits

	

10

	

14

	

7
No position on merits

	

9

	

13

	

6

Total

	

71

	

100

	

2 9

Although we generally agree with the merits of most of the issues ,
we do not agree with many of the PPSSCC's savings estimates, whic h
total about $4 .5 billion .

BANKING

We analyzed 11 PPSSCC issues aimed at improving the function-
ing of the bank regulatory agencies or banking-related matters .
We generally agree with three of the issues, disagree with two ,
and have taken no position on the remaining six . Of the 1 1
issues, we believe that 2 could be accomplished by executiv e
action and 9 would require congressional action to full y
implement .

Among the most significant PPSSCC issues in this area wer e
those that would require congressional action to eliminate o r
consolidate bank regulatory agency functions to reduce adminis-
trative and/or examination costs (BANK 27 and 29) . The PPSSCC
recommends transferring the Federal Reserve System's examinatio n
function to the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (BANK
29) . While we have previously supported streamlining the ban k
supervision process, we have not taken a position on the specific s
of the PPSSCC's recommendations in this regard .
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Numerous studies and recommendations have been made concern-
ing the structure of the bank regulatory agencies . Arguments for
consolidation center on concerns over how responsibility should b e
divided in such areas as supervision of failing banks by more tha n
one agency and supervision of bank holding companies . Argument s
against consolidation center on concerns about excessive central-
ization of power in one agency . We do not_ believe that the PPSSC C
has clearly demonstrated that consolidation would result in signi-
ficant savings or provide for more effective supervision o f
depository institutions . Furthermore, any savings realized fro m
such consolidation would accrue to the industry and would no t
reduce taxpayer funding of government operations, since th e
regulatory agencies are funded by the institutions they regulate .

Moreover, the regulatory structure should be appropriate fo r
the industry that is being regulated . The PPSSCC mentions, bu t
does not analyze, the many changes taking place in the financia l
services industry . The Congress is now debating these changes ,
which include allowing previously segregated lines of business ,
such as deposit-taking and securities underwriting, to be conduct-
ed by the same business organizations . Such changes may, o f
necessity, affect the regulatory structure . We believe it is no t
advisable to undergo a major reorganization until the broade r
issues have been resolved to the point where it is known how th e
regulatory structure may be influenced by them .

We agree with the PPSSCC that the financial institutions '
examination processes should be made more efficient . The PPSSCC
cites possible improvements, such as more reliance on stat e
examinations, modifications of the examination process, an d
improved training, as potential enhancements (BANK 28) . We and
the regulators have supported these concepts for several years .
We disagree with the PPSSCC's assessment that the Federa l
Financial Institutions Examination Council, an interagency body
intended to better coordinate the process, need not continu e
operating (BANK 30) . Unless the Congress decides to consolidat e
the federal regulatory agencies, we believe that some form o f
structured coordination is needed for the agencies to deal wit h
common problems and promote uniform supervision .

Two of the PPSSCC's issues involve levying charges in a n
attempt to put a price on the value of the agency status enjoye d
by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board (BANK 19) and Farm Credi t
System (BANK 39) . By virtue of having agency status, thes e
entities are able to borrow funds at lower rates than would exis t
in the absence of such status . They, in turn, are able to pas s
the savings along to users of the system, in this case, housin g
and agricultural borrowers .

We believe that the proposals to charge the Farm Credi t
System a user fee for agency status and to require the System t o
invest only in U .S . government securities are questionable as lon g
as the System has the responsibility to provide a flexible flow o f
credit to the nation's agriculture sector . While the agency
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status of the System results in lower borrowing costs, the subsid y
conveyed to farmers and fishermen was intended by the Congress as
a means of promoting investment in these particular activities .

On the other hand, we have no position on the PPSSCC' s
recommendation to have the Treasury charge the Bank Board a use r
fee for use of agency status . It has long been federal policy t o
promote investment in the housing sector through various subsi-
dies . The diversion of thrift industry activities away from
housing finance would tend to argue for eliminating the Ban k
Board's agency status . However, this movement is a very recen t
phenomenon whose outcome is uncertain . Furthermore, the curren t
condition of the thrift industry is sufficiently precarious t o
make questionable any congressional action that would furthe r
weaken its condition .

Finally, the PPSSCC proposed that the Treasury monitor use o f
government banking and account management in order to manag e
interest on funds more aggressively (ASSET 7) . Through its sug-
gested procedures, the PPSSCC asserted that savings would accru e
by accelerating the government's cash receipts, thereby reducin g
interest costs because levels of borrowing would be reduced . One
recommendation would eliminate placing the Treasury's cash bal-
ances in noninterest-bearing accounts in exchange for bankin g
services and, instead, place such funds in interest-bearin g
accounts with payment for banking services on a fee basis . Whil e
we believe this issue has merit, executive action to implement i t
should only be taken after the Treasury acts to ensure that th e
government's banking operations would not be unduly disrupted .

POSTAL SERVIC E

We analyzed 31 PPSSCC issues affecting the U .S . Posta l
Service . These issues concerned potential improvements in the way
the Service finances its operations, processes and delivers mail ,
procures real property and equipment, and deals with its workforc e
and customers . The PPSSCC quantified savings for 19 of the 3 1
issues . Of the 19 issues, some would not produce net savings t o
the federal government, others call for action that would b e
difficult to take, and still others call for increased emphasis o n
actions currently being taken by the Service . We believe 27 o f
the 31 issues we analyzed have merit, and we disagree with th e
merits of the 4 remaining issues . Of the 31 issues, we believe
that 24 could be accomplished by executive action and 7 woul d
require congressional action to fully implement .

We question the PPSSCC's assumption that savings associate d
with several issues could be translated easily into reductions i n
the federal deficit . These issues concern Service investment s
(BUS-USPS 2), interest income (BUS-USPS 3), and check processin g
or disbursement costs (BUS-USPS 5) . For these issues, the action s
the PPSSCC proposed would increase the Treasury's cost of financ-
ing the government's operations . For example, the PPSSCC recom-
mended that the Service acquire authority to invest in commercia l
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securities (BUS-USPS 2) . The Service must invest in Treasur y
securities unless the Treasury agrees otherwise or the la w
changes . If the Service would invest in commercial securities ,
the cash invested would not be available to the Treasury (vi a
Treasury securities) . As a result, the Treasury would need t o
increase its borrowing from the private capital markets, whic h
would increase its interest costs .

The PPSSCC recognized that the Treasury's costs woul d
increase and offered a remedy . It believed the Congress shoul d
reduce the Service's operating appropriation by the amount of th e
expenditure savings or additional income realized from the recom-
mendation . Otherwise, the savings would accrue to future postal
patrons in the form of lower mailing charges and not to th e
government as a whole in the form of lower total expenditures .
(BUS-LISPS 2, 3, and 5 each include the same belief .) Unti l
recently, the Service received two appropriations annually, one t o
help provide service everywhere in the nation and the other t o
subsidize certain preferred mail categories . Since fiscal year
1983, the Service has received only the latter appropriation .
Reducing it may, therefore, have the affect of forcing up rate s
for the categories of users that the Congress intended t o
subsidize .

The actions the PPSSCC proposed for several other issue s
would be difficult to fully accomplish because the Congress, th e
Service, or both oppose the actions . The issues are concerned
with increasing centralized mail delivery (BUS-USPS 13), replacin g
post offices with alternative services (BUS-USPS 17), reducin g
mail delivery days (BUS-USPS 18), and increasing the number of
contract postal stations (BUS-USPS 36) . The Congress has opposed
implementation of the central delivery program to older deliver y
areas and has prohibited (until the end of fiscal year 1987) th e
Service from conducting any study which could lead to reduce d
delivery days . The Service opposes the wholesale conversion o f
postal stations and branches to contract stations . And, both the
Congress and the Service oppose replacing rural post offices wit h
alternative services ..

For several issues, the PPSSCC recommended that the Servic e
increase the emphasis on actions it had already begun or planne d
to begin . All of the issues in this category have merit . Fou r
concern mail processing and delivery . The PPSSCC recommended tha t
the Service implement its ZIP + 4 and automation program s
(BUS-LISPS 6) ; these have been implemented . It recommended tha t
the Service continue to mechanize "flat" mail sorting and proces s
more letter mail on existing sorting equipment (BUS-USPS 8) .
According to the Service, installation of mechanized equipment to
sort fiat mail and efforts to process all machinable, letter-siz e
mail on letter sorting machines should be completed during fisca l
year 1985 . The PPSSCC encouraged growth in the Service' s
"presort" mail programs (BUS-USPS 9) ; growth has surpassed th e
PPSSCC's estimate . Finally, many of the programs the PPSSC C
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recommended to reduce nondelivery of correctly addressed third -
class mail (BUS-USPS 7) have been or are being implemented ,
according to the Service .

Two other issues in the increased emphasis category concer n
payments to postal employees : employee overtime (BUS-USPS 31) and
sick leave and leave without pay (BUS-USPS 37) . We reported on
these issues in 1983 and 1982, respectively, and believe th e
issues are still valid . The Service continues to pursue ways to
reduce overtime, sick leave, and leave-without-pay usage .

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AN D
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERC E

We analyzed seven issues dealing with operations of SBA an d
the Department of Commerce . We believe six issues have merit and
disagree with one issue . We have no basis for verifying the
PPSSCC savings estimates for the six issues that we support . Of
the seven issues, we believe that five could be accomplished b y
executive branch action, with the other two requiring congres-
sional action .

One of the PPSSCC's issues suggests that businesses an d
individuals who are able to obtain disaster loans from commercial
lending sources not be eligible for SBA's disaster loan program s
(SBA 5) . It further recommends that farmers not be eligible for
SBA disaster assistance . We agree with these legislative propos-
als and have recommended previously that farmers be excluded fro m
SBA disaster loan programs .

The PPSSCC also recommends that SBA transfer more of its loa n
responsibility to the private sector (SBA 1) . We believe tha t
legislatively reducing SBA's maximum guarantee percentages o n
guaranteed loans has merit . Reducing the percentage of SBA' s
guarantee would affect (1) the number of loans banks approve, (2 )
the maturity period of the loans, and (3) the size of the loan s
because of the increase in risk borne by banks under the pro-
posal . We do not agree with the recommendation to transfe r
greater loan application analysis and approval authority to th e
private sector . We have found previously that (1) lenders ofte n
submitted incomplete loan application packages, (2) lender s
frequently prepared inaccurate or unreliable credit analyses, an d
(3) SBA had not realized any material resource savings as a resul t
of transferring loan-making responsibility to the private sector .
We also believe that one drawback of the PPSSCC's recommendatio n
to eliminate SBA direct lending would be the possible conflic t
with current congressional policy objectives to assist applicant s
that ore unable to obtain private financing, with or withou t
federal guarantees at reasonable terms . Finally, the PPSSC C
recommendation that SBA transfer the responsibility of liquidatin g
troubled loans to banks is logical and practical to the exten t
that banks are willing and capable of performing this function an d
it is demonstrably cost-beneficial to the government .
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The PPSSCC's issue involving administratively terminatin g
Economic Development Administration (EDA) grants for projects tha t
are delayed or inactive (COMM 4) seems to have merit . Such term-
inations would be especially applicable in instances where loca l
conditions may have changed to the extent that EDA cannot b e
assured that the long-delayed projects would accomplish thei r
original objectives if they were completed .
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CHAPTER 8

FEDERAL CIVILIAN PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

About 2 .2 million civilian employees are employed by th e
federal government, not including about 660,000 postal workers ,
and their pay and benefits cost about $76 billion annually .
Another 1 .9 million retirees and survivors received about $2 1
billion from the civil service retirement system in 1983 .

The PPSSCC made recommendations about the practices an d
policies governing federal employee pay and benefits, productiv-
ity, and personnel management . We examined 45 of these issue s
and support most, as shown in the table below .

Summary of GAO Positions on PPSSCC
Federal Civilian Personne l

Management Issue s

Number Percent

Number of issue s
requiring congres-

sional action

Agree with merits 27 60 9
Disagree with merits 14 31 1 1
No position on merits 4 9 2

Total 45 100 22

The major issues that we support call for changing th e
process for setting federal pay rates, improving productivity ,
improving the accounting for and funding of the civil servic e
retirement system, and bringing the Foreign Service retiremen t
system in line with the civil service system .

Of the 27 issues we support, the PPSSCC estimated cost sav-
ings of about $20 .8 billion . While we believe these issues hav e
merit, they would not produce the level of savings estimated b y
the PPSSCC .

The following sections of this chapter discuss our positio n
on the PPSSCC's proposals and savings estimates in the areas o f
(1) pay and position classification, (2) civilian retirement ,
(3) other employee benefits, (4) productivity, and (5) personne l
management .

PAY AND POSITION CLASSIFICATIO N

We examined nine issues directed at federal pay, incen-
tives, and position classification . We generally agree wit h
six (PER 6 through 8, ASSET 10, LABOR 7, and CONG 2-10), have no
position on two (BUS-FTC 6, and PER 5), and disagree with on e
(ENERGY 2) . For the six issues that we support, the PPSSC C
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estimated that savings would aP)unt to $8 .4 billion . While we
agree with the recommendations- ae do not agree that they woul d
save money, at least in thE near future .

Issues PER 6 and PER 7, which we support, recommend modifi-
cations in the processes for determining general schedule and
blue-collar pay rates. The modifications would include estab-
lishing locality-based pay systems for certain employees an d
expanding the pay surveys to include state and local govern-
ments, additional occupations and smaller firms . The PPSSCC' s
savings estimates are based on the assumption that federa l
employees are already receiving pay rates as determined by th e
current pay-setting system . However, limitations on pay in-
creases in the past several years have caused federal pay rate s
to lag behind the rates called for by the pay surveys . If th e
PPSSCC's estimates for it$ recommendations are correct (we hav e
not verified the accuracy of the surveys), this only means tha t
the lag would be reduced, and the changes would produce no sav-
ings . We believe that making these changes to the pay system s
would require legislation .

While we agree with the PPSSCC that overgrading in the fed -
eral government should be minimized, we are not certain of th e
extent of the problem . The PPSSCC also did not consider tha t
downgraded employees have protections against pay cuts, whic h
would significantly reduce the estimated savings from reducin g
overgrading .

RETIREMENT	 (CIVILIAN )

We addressed 10 issues in the areas of retirement for fed-
eral civilian employees . We disagree with seven, (FRS 1 throug h
6 and 8) agree with two, (FRS 7 and STATE 2), and have no posi-
tion on the merits of one (FRS 9) .

The PPSSCC's major recommendations call for sweepin g
changes in the civil service retirement system based on the
PPSSCC ' s view that the system is much more costly and generou s
than private sector retirement programs .

We agree with the PPSSCC that certain features of the civi l
service retirement system—,acre superior to those in retiremen t
programs typically available in the private sector . Long-term
employees (those with 30 or more years of service) can retir e
without a benefit reduction at age 55 . In most private secto r
pension plans, benefits are reduced when employees retire befor e
age 62 . Similarly, civil service benefits are adjusted for in -
creases in the cost of living, whereas, full inflation protec-
tion is generally not available to private sector retirees .

The civil service retirement system has historically bee n
the only source of retirement income earned by covered employee s
during their government employment . Federal employees hire d
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after December 31, 1983, are covered by social security . How-
ever, a private sector retirement program generally consists o f
three parts--social security, a pension plan, and a capita l
accumulation plan (employee stock-ownership plan, profit-sharin g
plan, thrift plan, deferred compensation plan, etc .) .

In our opinion, private sector retirement practices are on e
standard that can be used in evaluating the federal retiremen t
system . We found the PPSSCC's recommendations, in many re-
spects, to be representative of private sector pension plan fea -
tures . However, the PPSSCC's proposals did not include a
capital accumulation plan which is a major element of privat e
sector retirement programs . Adopting the PPSSCC's recommenda-
tions could result in lower benefits for federal employees tha n
those generally available to private sector employees . More -
over, some of the recommendations would reduce the amounts no w
being paid to retirees and the benefits that active employee s
have already earned . We question the equity of such retroactive
cuts and believe they could be subject to question in th e
courts .

We agree with the PPSSCC's recommendation that congres-
sional action is needed to improve accounting practices in th e
civil service retirement system (FRS 7) . The practices cur-
rently used to calculate and allocate retirement costs to agen-
cies cause accruing costs to be understated . Accruing costs are
determined on a "static" basis, using the assumptions tha t
covered employees will receive no pay raises to increase thei r
future retirement benefits and that retirees' annuities will no t
be adjusted for inflation . Consequently, because of thes e
unrealistic assumptions, the true costs of government program s
are understated and an unfunded liability has been created i n
the retirement system .

The PPSSCC did not estimate any savings from this recommen-
dation . We agree with the PPSSCC that increasing agency contri-
butions to fully fund accruing retirement costs would not resul t
in any direct savings to the retirement system . However, i t
would result in increased federal revenues through greater con-
tributions from off-budget agencies (those whose operations ar e
not funded by appropriated funds, such as the U .S . Postal
Service) . Many such agencies have been established to operat e
on a self-supporting basis . To the extent that they would b e
required to contribute more to the retirement fund, federa l
revenues would increase . For example, the Postal Service coul d
be required to increase its retirement contribution by over $ 3
billion a year if it were charged the full accruing retiremen t
costs for its employees . As the PPSSCC recognized, implementing
this recommendation would require legislation .

The PPSSCC also recommended that the unfunded liability o f
the retirement system be funded (FRS 7) . Because the civi l
service retirement fund is required by law to be invested i n
federal securities, the government would fund the liability b y
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writing itself an IOU, which would have no effect on tota l
government expenditures or revenues . We agree with the PPSSCC ,
however, that funding the unfunded liability would be consisten t
with the legal requirement that private sector pension plan s
fund their unfunded liabilities .

We also agree with the PPSSCC recommendation to bring
benefits under the Foreign Service retirement system in lin e
with those of the civil service system (STATE 2) . The PPSSCC
maintained that the more generous retirement age and benefi t
formula provisions in the Foreign Service system were not needed
or justified . We believe the special circumstances on which th e
separate system is based could be accommodated by existing pro-
visions in the civil service retirement system .

The PPSSCC estimated that this recommendation would sav e
$4 .9 million if it were phased in for new employees . This esti-
mate had assumed that the current Foreign Service system wil l
not otherwise be changed . However, Foreign Service hires afte r
December 31, 1983, are under social security, and the Congres s
is designing a new system to supplement the social securit y
benefits. Therefore, the savings estimate will need modifica-
tion . Implementing this recommendation would require legisla-
tion .

OTHER EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

We examined two PPSSCC issues involving revising the fed-
eral employee sick and annual leave programs (PER 3 and PER 4) .
The PPSSCC estimated that the annual leave changes would sav e
$3 .8 billion and the sick leave changes would save $3 .7 bil-
lion . The associated recommendations are based on the PPSSCC' s
view that the government's sick and annual leave programs ar e
more generous than those in the private sector . We found, how-
ever, that the PPSSCC tended to understate the amount of paid
leave in the private sector . Other studies have shown no signi -
ficant difference in paid time off between the government and
private firms .

The PPSSCC's savings estimates for these issues also appea r
to be overstated . They assume that each day of leave cut would
save a day's worth of payroll . However, having fewer days o f
leave accrue each year would not directly reduce outlays unles s
staffing levels were also reduced . The PPSSCC did not addres s
the extent to which staffing levels would be affected . In addi-
tion, the PPSSCC recommended a ceiling on the amount of sic k
leave employees could accumulate . If employees are unable t o
save sick leave beyond a ceiling amount, some may tend to us e
it, which could cause sick leave use to increase rather than
decrease .

We examined two PPSSCC issues on minimizing abuses (o r
fraud) in the federal workers' compensation program for on-the -
job injuries (LABOR 1 and 2) . The PPSSCC estimated that saving s
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of $189 million could be achieved upon implementing additiona l
reporting and investigative procedures to help ensure that onl y
eligible employees are receiving benefits . The estimate wa s
based on reducing, by 25 to 30 percent, increased costs tha t
have occurred in the program since 1966 . We believe the esti-
mate is unrealistic because legislation liberalized the progra m
during that period, thus contributing to the increased cost, an d
the Department of Labor has already acted to tighten its admin-
istration of the program. Nonetheless, we agree that a mor e
effective system can help detect abuses and that most of th e
recommend ations have merit . In our opinion, the recommendations

can be ii,.plemented administratively .

PRODUCTIVITY

We reviewed four issues on increasing government productiv-
ity (PER 16, ARMY 16, LABOR 4, and EX 4) and believe that they
all have merit . The PPSSCC estimated that, if implemented ,
these recommendations would save about $11 .7 billion .

The major issue calls for establishing a central office fo r
promoting and coordinating formal, visible programs for produc-
tivity improvement throughout the federal government (PER 16) .
We agree that a central focus on productivity improvement i s
needed in federal operations .

With the recent elimination of government-wide productivit y
programs, there is little central support or encouragement o f

the subject . We have found that federal productivity is improv-
ing at a much slower pace than in private and public organiza-
tions that have focused on improving productivity . We have
issued several reports on productivity in the federal sector and
elsewhere and made recommendations that would support the
PPSSCC's recommendations .

The PPSSCC's savings estimate is based on assumed increase s
in productivity and cannot be supported with hard data . Never-
theless, the estimate follows logically from the assumptions .
We and the PPSSCC share the view that productivity improvemen t
offers a significant opportunity for cost reduction that is no t

being adequately addressed . Some central management assistance
and support--at OMB or elsewhere--is clearly needed . We agree
with the PPSSCC that the issue could be implemented administra-
tively .

The remaining three productivity issues contain specifi c
recommendations about cost containment and productivity improve -
ment programs in certain agencies . We generally agree with th e
recommendations because they would focus top management atten-
tion on productivity improvement .
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PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

We addressed a wide variety of PPSSCC issues in the broa d
area of personnel management, including training, promotions ,
work force planning, reduction-in-force, personnel ceilings, an d
other areas . Of 17 issues we generally support 13 (TREAS 2 ; FMS
8 and 9 ; PER 13, 14, and 18 ; CONG 4-6 ; ADP 7 ; LABOR 10 ; USAF 6
and 22 ; PER 17 ; and STATE 1) and disagree with 4 (PER 11 and 15 ;
ED 8 ; and BUS-TVA 3) .

For the 13 issues that we generally support, the PPSSCC
estimated savings of about $562 million . We were unable to
evaluate much of the savings estimates because the PPSSCC di_a
not support its estimates or use assumptions that would offer a
basis for judging . Fol. example, the PPSSCC estimated that maxi-
mizing competition for consulting services contracts in the Ai r
Force would save 20 percent, or $227 .7 million . While we agree
that agencies need to obtain more competition when procurin g
these services, we have not estimated the savings that coul d
result, and the PPSSCC did not indicate how it arrived at its 2 0
percent estimate .

Four of the 13 issues concern the control of civilian staf f
levels either at specific locations or across the government .
We agree that personnel ceilings should not be used to determin e
the size of the work force and that cost/benefit analyses an d
other work force planning methods should be used to determine
staffing needs . Neither we nor the PPSSCC have estimated the
savings from proper work force planning . Two of the 13 issue s
would require congressional action .
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CHAPTER 9

PROPERTY, PRINTING, TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT ,

AND CIVILIAN PROCUREMENT

Federal civilian agencies spend an estimated $35 billio n
annually to procure property and support services, $2 billio n
annually for travel and transportation of things, and $1 billio n
for printing and reproduction . These agencies also occupy and
manage almost 1 billion square feet of buildin g space . The
PPSSCC made many recommendations for management improvements i n
these areas .

We examined 37 PPSSCC issues involving a wide variety o f
procurement, property management, printing, records management ,
and travel and transportation management matters . We generall y
agree with 35 issues, on the basis of their conceptual merits ,
and have no position on the merits of 2 . In many cases, we be-
lieve savings can be achieved through the management improve-
ments recommended . However, the PPSSCC's reports frequently d o
not provide sufficient information for us to express an opinio n
on the reasonableness of the estimated savings .

The table below summarizes our position on the 37 PPSSC C
issues we examined .

Summary of GAO Positions on PPSSCC Property ,
Printing, Travel and Transportation Management ,

and Civilian Procurement Issue s

Number of issue s
requiring

Number

	

Percent congressional action

Agree with merits

	

35

	

95

	

1 2
Disagree with merits

	

0

	

0

	

0
No position on merits

	

2

	

5

	

2
Total

	

37

	

100

	

1 4

As shown in the table, 12 of the PPSSCC issues with whic h
we generally agree would require some legislative action . Thes e
issues include such matters as establishing a threshold fo r
applying socioeconomic programs to the procurement process ,
making changes to the congressional approval process for leasin g
and repairing buildings, and establishing a flat-rate per die m
system for federal employee travel . In certain other cases, al -
though legislative action would be required to implement th e
PPSSCC's recommendations, we do not necessarily support such ac -
tion . For example, the PPSSCC recommended legislation to allo w
agencies to retain a portion of the proceeds from the sale o f
excess real property . The objective of this recommendatio n
was to provide an incentive to dispose of unneeded property in a
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timely manner . We have reservations about this action becaus e
it could circumvent the congressional authorization and appro -
priation process .

The two issues on which we take no position would also re -
quire congressional action to approve proposals for consoli-
dating office space within two executive agencies . The re-
maining 23 issues could be implemented by executive branch ac-
tion alone . We believe most of the PPSSCC issues would yiel d
some savings but, in many cases, we are not confident that th e
amount of savings the PPSSCC projected can be achieved .

The following sections of this chapter summarize our views
on the 37 PPSSCC issues we examined .

CIVILIAN PROCUREMENT

We examined 10 issues directed toward improving various as -
pects of federal procurement . The PPSSCC estimated savings o f
about $2 .6 billion . Three of the 10 have government-wide appli-
cability ; 7 are directed to specific civilian agencies . We
agree that all 10 issues have overall merit .

One of the most significant government-wide PPSSCC procure-
ment issues calls for the administration to continue its action s
to implement basic procurement reforms required by Executive
Order 12352 (PROC 1) . In December 1983, the Congress enacte d
Public Law 98-191, which largely incorporated the reforms calle d
for by the executive order and made them specific responsibili-
ties of agency heads . The basic thrust of these reforms, which
we support, calls for upgrading key features of agency procure-
ment systems and reversing the excessive reliance on regula-
tions . Although some progress has been made, we believe con-
tinued congressional oversight will be needed to ensure the
timely and effective implementation of these needed reforms .

Four of the PPSSCC's issues were directed specifically to
GSA . These issues called for improving the organization o f
GSA's Federal Supply Service, which carries out central procure -
ment for other federal agencies (PROC 15) ; increasing competi-
tive procurements (PROC 22) ; tightening controls over the awar d
of multiple contracts for similar items (PROC 21) ; and increas-
ing centralized procurement of common-use items (PROC 20) . We
have made similar recommendations and agree that their implemen -
tation would yield savings, although we are uncertain of th e
amount .

For example, the PPSSCC estimated savings totaling $31 2
million from increased centralization of the procurement o f
common-use items by GSA . We support this proposal and believ e
that savings can be obtained through increasing the amount o f
common-use items procured by GSA . The PPSSCC concluded tha t
further study was needed to completely identify the magnitude o f
the opportunity for increased centralization of civilian agenc y
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procurement . We agree that additional work is needed to accur-
ately estimate the amount of savings in this area .

Three of the 10 procurement issues addressed by the PPSSC C
required legislation, and the Congress has already acted i n
these cases . The PPSSCC issues calling for continued efforts t o
implement procurement system reform (PROC 1) and transfe r
government-wide procurement policy responsibility from GSA t o
the Office of Federal Procurement Policy (PROC 14) were ad -
dressed by Public Law 98-191, enacted in December 1983 . Also ,
Public Law 98-369, enacted in July 1984, established the dolla r
threshold for the use of simplified small-purchase procedures b y
civilian agencies at $25,000 as the PPSSCC recommended (PRO C
2) . A closely related PPSSCC recommendation has not, however ,
been acted on by the Congress . The PPSSCC called for legisla-
tion to tie the thresholds for major socioeconomic programs to
the threshold for simplified small-purchase procedures . We sup-
port this recommendation .

The seven remaining procurement issues addressed by th e
PPSSCC could be implemented by executive branch action .

REAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AND CONSTRUCTION

We examined 12 PPSSCC issues on real property managemen t
and 4 issues dealing with federal construction activities . The
PPSSCC estimated savings of about $4 .9 billion . We generall y
agree that 14 issues have overall merit . However, we have res -
ervations about several specific recommendations related to
three of the four issues dealing with construction .

We take no position on the merits of two issues calling fo r
consolidating office space within two executive agencies (TREA S
23, BUS-FTC 2) . Although space consolidation usually results i n
savings, we have no basis to assess if these two cases shoul d
take precedence over other space needs .

Most of the PPSSCC's $4 .9 billion estimated savings in thi s
area are related to three issues . These issues call for (1) im-
proving the productivity of government employees who perfor m
maintenance on the federal government's real property (PROP 6) ,
(2) increasing the use of performance specifications on federa l
construction projects (CONST 18), and (3) making wider use o f
value engineering on federal and federally sponsored construc-
tion and facilities projects (CONST 19) .

The PPSSCC's findings and recommendations for improving th e
productivity of federal maintenance personnel are generally con -
sistent with our prior work in the area, and we support th e
PPSSCC issue and its related recommendations (PROP 6) . These
include establishing a comprehensive maintenance productivity
program ; fixing central responsibility for productivity improve-
ment in each agency ; developing performance indices for propert y
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maintenance ; increasing the use of performance standards an d
variance analysis ; and, if needed, employing outside consultant s
to help start the program . We agree with the PPSSCC that sub-
stantial cost savings can be attained through increased produc -
tivity of maintenance personnel, although the savings are no t
likely to be as great as the $1 .1 billion the PPSSCC estimated .

The second PPSSCC issue calls for the increased use of per -
formance specifications on federal construction projects (CONS T
1S) . The PPSSCC estimates that $1 .3 billion could be saved by
this action . Performance specifications identify the level o r
degree of performance required for a building system, subsystem ,
or other component in contrast to prescriptive specification s
that define the materials and components to be used in the pro -
ject . We agree that savings can be realized through increase d
use of performance specifications in federal construction ; how-
ever, we do not fully support the PPSSCC recommendations . Per-
formance specifications cannot be applied to all constructio n
projects--or even to all portions of construction projects a s
the PPSSCC apparently assumed . Much remains to be learned about
how to develop and use performance specifications before they
can be broadly applied . Also, estimating the potential savings
from using performance specifications would be difficult even i f
the universe of projects to which they are applicable were wel l
defined .

The third PPSSCC issue calls for increased use of valu e
engineering--a systematic process for achieving cost savings--o n
federal construction projects (CONST 19) . The PPSSCC estimate d
savings of $662 million for this issue .

Value engineering, as applied in the construction industry ,
involves a multidisciplined study team that systematically eval-
uates a project's proposed design and construction methods t o
identify ways to achieve the lowest possible life-cycle cost fo r
the project . We agree with the PPSSCC that value engineering i s
a proven cost-saving technique, and we support its use i n
planning, designing, and constructing federal and federally
funded facilities . We have issued several reports that demon-
strate opportunities for savings by wider use of value engineer -
ing . We do not, however, fully support all of the PPSSCC's rec -
ommendations related to this issue . Care must be taken in im-
plementing a value engineering program . Mandating its use, a s
the PPSSCC suggests, will not necessarily generate savings .
Personnel must be trained in this technique, and lessons learne d
in both effective and ineffective programs must be considere d
before requiring that all agencies use value engineering . Too
often, the focus of value engineering has been on reducing con -
struction costs instead of on life-cycle costs, which can resul t
in long-term cost increases instead of savings . The most criti -
cal factor impeding greater use of value engineering is the lac k
of top management acceptance and support .
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The remainder of the PPSSCC issues in this section are re-
lated to overall property management (PROP 1) ; leasing (PROP 8 ,
PROP 9) ; reducing office space (PROP 2, BANK 8) ; acquiring ,
managing, repairing, and disposing of real property (PROP 3, HU D
4, CONG 3 - 7) ; and reducing energy costs in government -
controlled buildings (PROP 7) . We generally support thes e
PPSSCC issues, although in several cases we believe the PPSSCC' s
savings estimates are not adequately supported .

Eight of the real property issues the PPSSCC addresse d
would require some legislative action . We generally agree with
the more significant measures the PPSSCC recommended . These
primarily involve making changes in the congressional approva l
process for leasing and for repair and alteration projects . Th e
objectives of these changes are to provide a better basis fo r
congressional oversight and avoid unnecessary delays and re-
sulting cost increases . For example, the PPSSCC recommended
legislation to provide for congressional authorization of lease s
based on the full-term obligation over the life of the lease ,
rather than the current practice of considering only the firs t
year's rental cost (PROP 9) . We favor application of the full -
funding concept to leasing so that the total budgetary impact o f
both leasing and construction projects is disclosed and can b e
compared . Currently, the full-funding concept applies to con-
struction projects, but not to leasing .

TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT

We examined six PPSSCC issues addressing travel, transpor -
tation, and vehicle fleet management . The PPSSCC estimated
savings totaling over $3 .1 billion for these issues . We agre e
that the six issues have overall merit, although we do not sup -
port all of the PPSSCC's specific recommendations . Also, whil e
we believe some savings can be obtained, we generally believ e
the PPSSCC's savings estimates are not adequately supported .

One PPSSCC issue calling for improvements in managing th e
federal government's fleet of over 436,000 nonmilitary vehicle s
(PRIV 7) accounts for estimated savings of about $1 .3 billion ,
or 42 percent of the total estimated savings in this area . The
PPSSCC recommends immediately reducing the fleet by 100,000 ve-
hicles, developing a government-wide fleet management informa-
tion system, and taking other steps to improve management of th e
remaining vehicles .

Reducing the size of the federal vehicle fleet to the de-
gree proposed by the PPSSCC would obviously result in savings .
However, the PPSSCC ' s recommendation was not based on an assess -
ment of agencies' vehicle requirements . We have not studie d
agencies' vehicle requirements and therefore have no oasis t o
determine the feasibility of an immediate 100,000-vehicle reduc -
tion . We agree that development of a management information
system should contribute to determining the optimum size of th e
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federal vehicle fleet and would probably result in savings ove r
time, but we have no basis to support the PPSSCC ' s savings esti -
mate of $1 .3 billion .

The PPSSCC addressed three issues dealing with federal em-
ployee travel and estimated potential savings of about $1 . 1
billion for these proposals . The issue with the largest esti-
mated savings, about $984 million, calls for GSA to develop a n
in-house travel service contracting and negotiating unit, estab -
lish some federal employee-operated travel centers, and continu e
to rely on some contractor-operated travel centers (TTM 1) .

We agree with the intent of this issue, but we do not sup -
port all of its underlying recommendations . GSA already has a
centralized in-house travel service contracting unit and i s
making extensive use of travel agent-operated travel services a t
little cost to the government . We are not aware of any evidence
that would suggest a need to return to government-operated trav -
el centers .

The remaining two PPSSCC issues dealing with travel cal l
for improvements in travel administration and accounting (TTM 2 ,
BANK 26) . The PPSSCC estimated savings of about $173 millio n
for these issues . We generally agree that these issues hav e
merit and that some savings would result, although we have n o
basis for assessing the reasonableness of the PPSSCC ' s estimate .

The PPSSCC addressed two other issues which dealt with
traffic management (TTM 3) and transportation audit (TTM 4) .
Estimated savings for these issues total about $695 million . We
support these proposals and believe that savings can be achieve d
through their implementation, although we believe the PPSSC C
savings estimates are overstated . For example, the PPSSCC base d
its transportation audit savings estimate on $4 .6 billion i n
freight charges for fiscal year 1982 . However, GSA data for
fiscal year 1982 shows that only about $2 billion in freight
charges were subject to its audit .

Three of the six PPSSCC issues include recommendations tha t
we believe would require legislative action . First, legislatio n
would be required to establish a flat-rate per diem system fo r
federal employee travel . An OMB Interagency Travel Management
Improvement Project report estimated substantial cost reduction s
from such a system, and we believe it merits consideration by
the Congress . Second, the PPSSCC recommended reenactment of ex-
pired legislation that authorized GSk to collect data from the
agencies on outstanding travel advances and other trave l
matters . The information was used by GSA to monitor governmen t
travel and report to the Congress on areas needing improvement .
Although we believe GSA could request such data from the agen-
cies without legislation, GSA's position would be strengthene d
if it were again authorized to collect and analyze relevan t
government-wide travel information .
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Finally, the PPSSCC recommended that GSA seek repeal o f
legislation preventing prepayment audits of freight bills and
reduction of freight charges (TTM 4) . We believe GSA should ex-
plore this issue, although its accomplishment may not be feas-
ible without delaying payment to carriers .

RECORDS MANAGEMENT AND PRINTING

We examined five PPSSCC issues directed toward improvin g
federal records management and printing activities . The PPSSCC
estimated savings of about $833 million for these issues . We
believe all of these issues have merit and agree that they would
result in significant savings, although probably not as great a s

the PPSSCC estimates .

The PPSSCC made recommendations for reducing federal rec-
ords storage costs (LAND 3), improving mail management practice s

(PPAV 3, PPAV 4), and closing or consolidating unneeded printing
and duplicating facilities (PPAV 5, CONG 2 - 9) . However, we
believe that the savings potential for these issues is not a s
great as the PPSSCC estimates . For example, the PPSSCC esti-
mated savings of about $159 million from printing plant closing s
and consolidations, increased commercial printing, operation o f
a central printing plant, and various combinations of these op-
tions . OMB has estimated savings of $31 .5 million from 11 1
printing plant closings already undertaken . We believe it i s
unlikely that further efforts in this area will yield th e
savings estimated by the PPSSCC . Two of the five issues would
require legislative action ; three could be implemented by execu-

tive branch action .
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CHAPTER 1 0

AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING/

OFFICE	 AUTOMATION OPERATIONS

Even though the federal government's automated data
processing/office automation (ADP/OA) operations make up only 1 . 6
percent ($12 billion) of the federal budget, virtually every dolla r
the government spends or receives is processed, controlled, an d
monitored by an automated system . Vital weapons systems, phon e
systems, air traffic control, and weather forecasting are lust a
few examples of government functions completely dependent on compu-
ter support . Clearly, ADP's importance to the smooth, effectiv e
functioning of the government is greater than its cost implies .

The PPSSCC identified 65 issues related to ADP/OA activities .
It estimated that the federal government could realize a cos t
savings of $29 .5 billion by establishing an effective ADP/OA man-
agement structure, making managerial improvements, and reducing th e
cost of ADP/OA activities . This chapter, however, deals only wit h
39 issues representing about $15 billion in cost savings estimate d
by the PPSSCC . The remaining issues, while relating to ADP/O A
activities, address such issues as the government's efforts to
improve its cash management and financial systems, debt collection
systems, and inventory management systems . These efforts are
discussed in other chapters of this report .

The ADP/OA issues, l which focused on ways to increase the
effectiveness of federal ADP/OA activities, were broken down into
three broad categories :

--Central ADP/OA management and agency leadership .

--Government-wide management of major information resources ,
including ADP hardware, software, telecommunications, an d
OA .

--Specific issues identified in agencies' ADP/OA operations .

As summarized =n the table below, we agree that 38 of the 3 9
issues have overall merit . We do not believe the remaining issu e
and its principal recommendation--accelerating the automation o f
the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service's county
offices (AG 36)--have merit .

1 Most of the issues centered on agencies' ADP/OA operations .
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Summary of GAO Positions on PPSSCC ADP/OA Issue s

Number of issue s
requiring

Number

	

Percent

	

co ngressional action

Agree with merits

	

38

	

9 7
Disagree with merits

	

1

	

3
No position on merits

	

0

	

0
Total

	

39

	

10 0

Of the 39 issues, we found that five issues (ADP 1, 5, and 6 ;
ED 2 ; and FMS 2), which we aqree have merit, contain recommenda-
tions which require some type of legislative action to fully imple -
ment. We favor legislative action on one recommendation--to
increase the size of the Inspector General's staff at the Depart-
ment of Education (ED 2) . However, we do not agree with the recom-
mendation establishing a Federal Information Resources Mana g ement
Office (ADP 1), nor do we believe that the Federal Informatio n
Resource Manaqer is the proper authority to implement specifi c
ADP/OA recommendations (ADP 5 and 6) . We also do not aqree wit h
the recommendation to have us review OA in every government agency
on a published schedule (ADP 6) . Further, we take no position on
the recommendation to assign responsibilities to OFM 2 (F1S 2) ,

For the most part, we have no basis for judging the reason-
ableness of the PPSSCC's savings estimates related to ADP/OA activ-
ities because the PPSSCC did not discuss its assumptions an d
approaches in sufficient detail .

CENTRAL ADP/OA	 MANAGEMENT
AND AGENCY LEADERSHI P

The PPSSCC found that the federal government has not bee n
effectively managing its information technology resources . The
qovernment has not (1) developed a centralized management mecha-
nism for its information technology resources, (2) provided fo r
leadership at the agency level, and (3) fixed accountability for
acquiring up-to-date technology . As a result, the government's ADP
operations are obsolete and inefficient . According to the PPSSCC ,
the primary reason information technology resources have not bee n
managed effectively is that OMB has not exercised manaqerial con-
trol over these resources . Instead, OMB's Office of Informatio n
and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) has directed its efforts towar d
regulatory reform .

To improve the management, leadership, and technical suopor t

2 We do not take a position on the establishment of OFM, a PPSSCC -
proposed executive office to provide centralized leadership an d
policy direction (FMS 1) .

5
0
0
5
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of information resources, the PPSSCC recommended the following :

--The President should appoint a Federal Information Resource
Manager to serve in the proposed Office of Federal Informa-
tion Resources Management, and the resources provided to OMB
under the Paperwork Reduction Act should be moved to thi s
office (ADP 1) . The Federal Information Resource Manage r
would be responsible for ensuring that agencies fully
complied with the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (Publi c
Law 96-511) and for establishing priorities for upgrading
information technology management in the agencies . Th e
Federal Information Resource Manager's responsibilities
would also include establishing and chairing a government-
wide information technology steering committee to (1) devel -
op goals and directives and short- and long-term plans for
upgrading information technolo g y, (2) exchange innovative
ideas and applications, and (3) address the challenges an d
opportunities posed by new technologies .

--The roles of agency information resource managers should be
expanded and more clearly defined (ADP 2) . The agency
information resource manager would oversee ADP/OA manage-
ment, report directly to the agency head, and be assisted by
an information management steering committee to link agency
programmatic plans and strategies to ADP/OA planning . Also ,
federal agencies should assign the functions of their infor-
mation resource managers to Senior Executive Service caree r
professionals who have appropriate training and experience .

--GSA should provide better guidance to federal agencies on
the acquisition process for ADP/OA equipment and service s
and streamline the acquisition process (ADP 3) . Also, when
agencies demonstrate technical competence, GSA should grant
federal agencies more procurement autonomy and improve it s
technical assistance role by publishing an ADP acquisition
guidebook, maintaining up-to-date inventories of ADP/OA
equipment and software, and using benchmarkin g 3 (a long and
expensive process) more judiciously .

Although the PPSSCC did not develop a savings estimate fo r
this central ADP/OA management category, it stressed that th e
savings associated with the other categories could be realized onl y
if the government acted on this group of ADP/OA management issues .

We believe that, for the most part, the PPSSCC issues an d
associated recommendations addressing the need for improved manage -
ment, leadership, and technical support of information resource s
have merit and could be implemented . We take exception, however ,

3 Benchmarking is a process in which computer Programs an d
associated data are tailored to represent a particular workloa d
and are used to evaluate the performance and cost of propose d
automated information systems .
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to the PPSSCC recommendation to establish a new central AD P
management mechanism--the office of Federal Information Resource s
Management--within the executive branch (ADP 1) .

Implementing this recommendation by creating a new office
would do little to strengthen the existing management structure pu t
in place by the Paperwork Reduction Act . The act established OIRA
within OMB . The functions and responsibilities of the propose d
Federal Information Resources Management Office are essentially
identical to those of OIRA . Creating a new office, in and of it -
self, will not ensure that the remaining PPSSCC ADP/OA recommend a-
tions will be effectively implemented or that OIRA's existing AD P
responsibilities, which would be transferred to the new office ,
would be better carried out .

The PPSSCC proposed that a cor porate approach be applied to
the federal government by consolidating within OFM all policyset -
ting responsibilities for human resources, financial, property an d
procurement, and information resources management (FMS 1) . We ar e
not sure that following the corporate approach of centralizing th e
administrative policymaking function is appropriate for the federa l
government . The government differs from the private sector i n
several significant ways . It is vastly bigger than the larges t
Fortune 500 companies, unique in many of its uses of ADP, subjec t
to top management discontinuity, and diverse in its operations .
There is no comparable model in private industry .

As recognized by the PPSSCC, many of its ADP/OA findings are
not new and have previously been raised by other commissions an d
projects, such as former President Carter's ADP Reorganization Pro -
ject . The fact that these problems continue to persist is evidenc e
of the difficulty in making the transition from problem identifica -
tion to solutions and cost savings .

We believe many of the ADP/OA problems can be corrected withi n
the existing structure created by the Paperwork Reduction Act .
Resolving ADP/OA problems involves obtaining top management atten-
tion and support ; acquiring adequate staff resources ; ranking
problems and identifying specific solutions ; and working, withi n
the current organizational structure and processes, to solve iden-
tified problems .

GOVERNMENT-WIDE MANAGEMENT
OF ADP/OA RESOURCE S

The PPSSCC stated that the Federal Information Resource Man-
ager and the agency information resource managers should be atten -
tive to four areas of ADP/OA management : obsolete hardware an d
software, teleprocessing networks, office automation, and AD P
personnel . According to the PPSSCC, approximately 50 percent o f
the government's ADP inventory is so old that the manufacturers n o
longer provide spare parts and maintenance to support the systems .
Therefore, specially trained federal personnel must maintain th e
ADP systems themselves .
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In addition, the federal government's teleprocessing expendi -
tures in 1981 were estimated by the PPSSCC at $650 million and wer e
increasing by 25 percent annually . Due to increased costs and th e
expanded use of teleprocessing resources, the PPSSCC believed tha t
the rate of growth may well exceed 25 percent annually in th e
future . The PPSSCC emphasized that the cost and use of thes e
resources should be accurately determined so they could be managed .

Past studies of public- and private-sector organizations hav e
shown that using OA significantly increased productivity . The
PPSSCC found, however, that productivity improvement in the govern -
ment was not being achieved because individual agencies were pro -
curing incompatible systems, underusing equipment, improperly plan -
ning and procuring OA, and not ensuring that the OA equipment wa s
being used and operated properly .

According to the PPSSCC, the federal government could sav e
about $11 .1 billion (net) if :

--Agencies, under the direction of information resource man-
agers, upgraded and replaced ADP systems with current tech-
nology and examined ways for consolidating and improving
their systems (ADP 4) . The PPSSCC did not identify the cos t
of replacing the ADP systems, but estimated a net savings o f
S4 billion for this issue .

--The Federal Information Resource Manager and agency informa -
tion resource managers analyzed all ADP systems that emplo y
significant, recurring levels of teleprocessing resources to
determine the potential for consolidation and sharin g
(ADP 5) .

--The Federal Information Resource Manager required agencie s
to submit an annual OA plan, the Federal Informatio n
Resource Manager and GSA provided guidance for agencies i n
developing long-range OA plans, and we reviewed OA in every
government agency on a published schedule (ADP 6) .

By implementing its recommendations, the PPSSCC expects tha t
the government could (1) improve productivity by eliminating costly
manual operations and improving computer processing efficiency an d
(2) reduce costs of ADP operations by replacing obsolete equipment
and software .

We agree with the PPSSCC that the government-wide issue s
involving ADP/OA resource management have overall merit and warran t
intensive, high-level management attention . However, managemen t
should consider the costs involved before implementing the PPSSCC' s
recommendations, particularly those dealing with upgrading an d
replacing obsolete ADP systems . Except for the recommendation tha t
we review agency OA activities discussed below, the DPSSCC recom-
mendations are generally feasible and can he carried out by th e
federal agencies .
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We agree with the PPSSCC that effective management of OA coul d
improve the productivity of federal managers, professionals, and
clerical workers . Our report, Strong Central Management of Offic e
Automation Will Boost Productivity (GAO AFMD 82-54, Sept . 21 ,
1982), noted that agencies would have to establish strong centra l
management of OA if potential benefits were to be achieved withou t
wasting resources . However, we disagree with the PPSSCC recommen-
dation to have us review OA in every government agency on a pub-
lished schedule . In our opinion, the objectives sought by thi s
recommendation are the primary responsibility of agency management
and the internal audit staff . However, we will selectively review
agency OA activities in the future .

We also believe teleprocessing resources need to be mor e
effectively managed . In a report, Financial Information Lacking on
Government Telecommunications Services and Equipment (GAO/MASAD
83-16, Feb. 25, 1983), we pointed out that the government was no t
ready to accurately accumulate government-wide teleprocessing cost
data because some inconsistencies in cost classification needed t o

be resolved first . Therefore, before teleprocessing management i n
the federal government can be improved, OMB must act on the PPSSCC
recommendation to issue new guidance clarifying its instructions to
the agencies on documenting teleprocessing costs .

AGENCY- OR APPLICATION-SPECIFICPROBLEMS

In exploring areas for savings related to ADP/OA, the PPSSC C
found that individual agencies were experiencing a variety of prob-

lems . For example, some agencies' organizational structures fo r
managing ADP/OA resources and applications were weak or nonexis-
tent . In some instances, the agencies had not established a long -
range planning process or developed effective management informa-
tion systems . Further, the agencies were not using technology t o
meet their mission objectives in a cost-efficient manner . To
correct these problems, the PPSSCC made specific recommendations t o
the cognizant agencies and anticipated that improved fiscal and
management control over agency programs could be achieved . The
PPSSCC estimated that the federal government could realize cos t
savings of about $18 .4 billion by implementing the agency- or
application-specific recommendations .

We believe that, for the most part, the PPSSCC issues an d
related recommendations to improve the agencies' ADP/OA system s

have merit . Furthermore, we believe the recommendations can b e
implemented under existing executive branch authority and that they
warrant high-level attention by the cognizant civilian and militar y

agencies .

We do not believe the issue and principal recommendation t o
accelerate the automation of the Agricultural Stabilization an d
Conservation Service's county offices have merit (AG 36) . We
reviewed the Service's cost/benefit analysis of the nationwid e
county office automation and found that (1) certain benefits wer e
overstated ; (2) costs for the largest cost category, equipment and
maintenance, appear to have been understated ; and (3) potentia l
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risks were increased because the Service planned to use unteste d
technology . In a report, ASCS Needs Better Information to
Adequately Assess Proposed County and State Office Automation
(GAO/IMTEC 84-11, May 25, 1984), we recommended that, rather tha n
accelerating the automation, the Service proceed with a prototype
project and defer the planned nationwide automation of the county
offices .

The following two examples describe situations in which the
PPSSCC believed that savings could be realized if the respective
agency (1) improved its use of ADP resources to support its missio n
and (2) established a clear organizational structure .

In the first example, the PPSSCC believed that the improve d
use of ADP resources for inventory management would better enabl e
the defense agencies to carry out their missions (ADP 16, OSD 2 ,
PROC 11) . The PPSSCC reported that, in DOD supply systems ,
reporting and processing of inventory data was automated, but the
ADP equipment was frequently obsolete . Present computer facilitie s
should be modernized so inventory data can be processed more accur-
ately and promptly . To address this issue, the PPSSCC recommended
that DOD modernize its automated logistics system for inventory
management and control . However, the PPSSCC believed that DOD must
first correct management practices and system design before modern-
izing its inventory management system . According to the PPSSCC ,
DOD could save about $6 .1 billion by implementing the relate d
recommendations described in this issue .

We agree that modernizing ADP facilities would help improve
inventory management . As described by the PPSSCC, however, part of
the problem of inventory management is the high error rate in the
data used to manage the inventory . We believe that the data prob-
lems as well as the shortage of adequately trained personnel should
be solved in conjunction with DOD's investment to modernize it s
computer facilities .

The second example is the Army's need for an organizationa l
structure for managing ADP/OA (ADP 10 and ARMY 15) . The PPSSC C
found that, even though the Army depends heavily on automation to
fulfill its mission, it had no clear organizational structure for
ADP/OA . To correct this problem, the PPSSCC recommended that the
Army establish an Automation Command . One of the command's respon-
sibilities would be to develop short- and long-term plans for the
coordinated use of ADP/OA . The PPSSCC estimated that implementing
its recommendations would save S827 .5 million .

We agree with the PPSSCC that the Army needs to focus mor e
attention on ADP/OA management . However, we question the need fo r
forming an Automation Command with Army-wide ADP responsibilitie s
when an accountable official with such responsibilities alread y
exists : the agency's information resource manager, as required b y
the Paperwork Reduction Act . Without further clarificatons, th e
Automation Command could easily duplicate, as well as confuse an d
dilute, the role of the information resource manager .
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CHAPTER 1 1

REVENUEMATTERS

Although most deficit reduction proposals center aroun d
reducing federal spending, achieving substantial progress toward a
balanced budget may require the federal government to rais e
additional revenues . In fiscal year 1983, the latest year fo r
which data is available, federal government receipts totaled ove r
$600 billion . The receipts were comprised of income tax revenu e
(both individual and corporate), social security taxes an d
contributions, excise taxes, estate and gift taxes, an d
miscellaneous other receipts . The PPSSCC identified several way s
to increase federal revenues by enhancing the tax system and b y
instituting new or increased user charges for services that ar e
currently provided to the public at little or no cost .

Some of the PPSSCC revenue issues would address problems of
major proportions which, taken together, currently create substan -
tial revenue losses for the federal government and undermine th e
credibility of the tax system . For example, several recommenda-
tions are directed at taxpayer noncompliance that results in ta x
losses (TREAS 7) . IRS has estimated these losses at approximatel y
$90 billion for 1981, up from about $69 billion for 1979 . In
addition, many other PPSSCC recommendations are intended to hel p
IRS collect from taxpayers with delinquent accounts (TREAS 1) . At
the close of 1983, almost 2 million taxpayers were delinquent i n
paying $7 .7 billion of assessed tax, penalties, and interest .
Accordingly, recommendations for revenue enhancements have th e
potential to significantly affect the budget deficit .

We examined 43 PPSSCC issues directed at raising revenue s
through (1) more effectively administering and broadening th e
applicability of federal taxes and (2) expanding the use of fee s
charged to those who use government facilities and services . We
generally agree with the PPSSCC on the merits of 33 of the issues ,
disagree with the PPSSCC on six others, and lacked sufficien t
information to take a position on the remaining four .

Summar

	

of GAO Positions on PPSSCC Revenue Issue s

Number o f
issues requiring

Number Percent
congressiona l

action

Agree with merits 33 77 2 4
Disagree with merits 6 14 3
No position on merits 4 9 3

Total 43 100 30
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The PPSSCC has estimated that increased revenue of $21 .8 bil-
lion could be attained if its recommendations are implemented fo r
the 33 PPSSCC issues with which we generally agree . While we gen-
erally agree with the PPSSCC on those issues, we do not alway s
agree with the merits of each specific PPSSCC recommendatio n
included in the discussion of the issue, nor could we endorse th e
PPSSCC's estimates of increased revenues related to most of the 3 3
issues . Fully implementing a number of issues would require leg-
islation . For example, implementing those relating to enhanced
IRS collections and examinations would require additional staf f
and, therefore, approval by the Congress through the appropriatio n
process . In addition, implementing increases in user fees or
taxes to increase revenue is also subject to congressiona l
approval .

TAXES

The PPSSCC identified 13 issues directed at increasing ta x
revenues . The issues were primarily directed toward more effi-
ciently and effectively administering tax laws but were also aime d
at amending the tax laws to selectively raise tax rates an d
eliminate some tax exemptions .

The improved administration of the tax laws would be accom-
plished through IRS' (1) exploiting modern ADP technology (AD P
17), (2) accelerating government receipts (ASSET 2 and 3), (3 )
improving collection methods (TREAS 1), (4) changing it s
organizational structure (TREAS 4), (5) using voluntee r
professionals (TREAS 6), (6) expanding enforcement of the incom e
and occupation taxes (TREAS 7 and 12), and (7) creating a
decentralized appellate tax board (TREAS 3) . The PPSSCC estimated
that implementing the 40 recommendations to improve tax adminis-
tration would decrease costs and increase revenues for a tota l
benefit of $14 .9 billion .

The four PPSSCC issues that would raise tax revenues throug h
changes to the tax laws involve (1) increasing the payroll ta x
rate for railroad unemployment and sickness insurance premium s
(BANK 13), (2) removing the income tax exemption for certain enti -
ties of the Farm Credit System (BANK 38), (3) taxing credit union s
(BANK 23), and (4) reducing the volume of tax-exempt bonds issue d
(EX 2) . The PPSSCC estimated that fully implementing these fou r
issues would increase government revenues by $6 .7 billion .

We agree with the PPSSCC on the merits of 8 of the 13 issue s
directed at raising tax revenues . In fact, many of the relate d
PPSSCC recommendations are similar or related to recommendation s
we have made in previous reports . We believe, however, that fou r
PPSSCC issues concerning (1) ADP use, (2) appeals and tax cour t
backlog, (3) taxation of the Farm Credit System, and (4) organiza -
tional restructuring to eliminate functional overlap are generall y
without merit . We do not have a position on the remaining PPSSC C
issue concerning the taxing of credit unions .
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The PPSSCC issues on which we have taken a position and whic h
would have the greatest effect on revenues are directed at tax -
payer noncompliance, outstanding delinquent tax accounts, and ta x
court backlog . Certain PPSSCC recommendations would increase IRS '
examination and collection staff, improve IRS' collection tech-
niques, and establish a decentralized appellate tax board . We
have noted in our work that IRS resources in the examinations an d
collections areas have not kept pace with the mounting workloads ,
and we agree with the PPSSCC contention that the costs of addin g
resources to those areas would be more than offset by the addi-
tional revenue collected . However, increasing IRS resources woul d
require legislative approval . We also agree with the PPSSCC on
the merit of IRS' adopting many of the suggested collection tech-
nique enhancements, such as using payroll deductions to collec t
installment payments .

We disagree with the PPSSCC on th en merits of establishing an
appellate tax board to hear small tax cases to relieve the Ta x
Court of its huge backlog of cases . While we agree with th e
PPSSCC that this enormous backlog threatens the Tax Court's effec-
tiveness, we disagree with the PPSSCC on its proposed solution . A
report we issued in 1984, Tax Court Can Reduce Growin• Case Back -
lo• and Ex•enses Throu•h Adm

	

rovemen
(GAO/GGD-84-25, May 14, 1984) contains several administrativ e
recommendations, generally agreed to by the Tax Court, whic h
should greatly increase the Court's case closings at little addi-
tional cost . We believe implementing those recommendations shoul d
eliminate the growth in case backlog and accelerate revenu e
collections .

USER CHARGE S

The federal government supports a variety of economic activi -
ties out of general revenues, such as providing facilities an d
services to specific groups without charge or substantially belo w
cost . Though the Congress created such subsidies to pursue na-
tional objectives, many original goals have now been met, an d
federal priorities have shifted . When this is the case, continue d
subsidization distorts federal spending, widens the budget defi-
cit, creates economic inequities, and leads to excessive deman d
for the subsidized product or service .

A desire to improve efficiency in the economy, coupled wit h
concerns about fairness and the federal deficit, has resulted i n
greater interest in user financing for federal services . Use r
fees--generally, any tax or other levy designed to recover th e
costs of government services from identifiable beneficiaries--ar e
not new . The Bureau of Reclamation, for example, has collecte d
partial fees for irrigation water for nearly a century . And ,
since 1956, most federal highway spending has been paid for by
special taxes earmarked for the Highway Trust Fund .
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We examined 30 issues relating to federal programs where use r
fees could be an appropriate financing alternative . The PPSSCC
estimated that these issues and the attendant recommendations, i f
implemented, could result in increased revenues of $6 .4 billion .
The user fees issues involve, for example, the interstate an d
defense highway system (USER 21), the Coast Guard (USER 16 an d
TRANS 19), GNMA (HUD 10 and BANK 37), and several agricultura l
programs .

We believe that all but five PPSSCC issues--GNMA (HUD 10), 1
Forest Service recreation fees (AG 44 and USER 3), the U .S . Cus-
toms Service (USER 18), and Washington National Airport (TRAN S
17)--have merit . Two of the five issues--GNMA (HUD 10) and th e
U .S . Customs Service (USER 18)--are generally without merit . We
do not have a position on the other three issues . We also foun d
that 19 of the 30 issues will require legislative action to full y
implement . Of the 19 issues requiring legislation, we believe 1 6
have merit and one has no amerit . We do not have a position on two
of the issues .

We believe the Congress should consider the 16 issues tha t
require legislation to implement . The user charge issues we
believe the Congress should consider are the Coast Guard (USER 1 6
and TRANS 19), Federal Communications Commission (FCC) (BUS-FCC 3
and USER 14), the National Pars; Service (INT 4 and USER 4) ,
interstate and defense highway system (USER 21), the Agricultura l
Marketing Service (USER 11), the Corps of Engineers (USER 2), th e
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (USER 15), the Commodit y
Futures Trading Commission (BUS-CFTC 2), grazing programs (AG 46 ,
USER 6, USER 7, and INT 2) and government publications (PPAV 2) .
Six of the 16 user charge issues we believe the Congress shoul d
consider are discussed in greater detail below . Although we agree
with the merit of two issues that require legislation, we do no t
agree with a recommendation in one grazing program issue (INT 2 )
calling for a special study, and are not in a position to agree o r
disagree with the recommendation in the government publication s
issue (PPAV 2) .

Coast Guard user charge s

The Coast Guard provides services (i .e ., performing safet y
inspections and towing disabled craft to safety) that primaril y
benefit specific user groups . The PPSSCC estimated that a saving s
of $418 .2 million in USER 16 and a savings of $1 .6 billion i n
TRANS 19 could be realized if the beneficiary, rather than th e
general public, assumed the cost of providing such services . I n

1 The PPSSCC made conflicting recommendations concerning th e
GNMA fees . In one issue, the PPSSCC recommended the guarantee
fee be increased from 6 to 10 basis points . However, in anothe r
issue, the PPSSCC recommended no fee change .
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addition, the PPSSCC commented that many of these services no w
provided by the Coast Guard could be provided by local government s
or the private sector .

As far back as 1955, we recommended that the Coast Guard con-
sider charging for certain services performed primarily for th e
benefit of specific individuals or private entities . We repeate d
this recommendation in an April 1980 report, The Coast Guard--
Limited	 Resources Curtail Ability to Meet Responsibilities
(GAO/CED-80-76) in addition to recommending that the Coast Guar d
transfer certain functions . We believe that transferring certai n
aspects of Coast Guard programs to the private sector could hel p
free-up scarce resources to handle other Coast Guard missio n
responsibilities, such as enforcement of laws and treaties ,
promote more efficient service delivery, as well as lower cost .

Federal Communications Commission
user charge s

In fiscal year 1984, FCC spent about $16 million in carryin g
out its licensing activities . The PPSSCC estimated that saving s
of between $132 .4 and $140 .3 million could be realized if the FC C
could recover one half of its annual budget through user fee s

(BUS-FCC 3 and USER 14) .

The PPSSCC recommended that FCC establish a user charg e
schedule to recover the full cost of providing a product, service ,

or privilege to a particular party . We have formally recommende d
such action to FCC and supported it in congressional testimon y
since the late seventies . Although we have not independentl y
analyzed the savings that would result from implementing a use r
charge schedule, FCC's Associate Managing Director for Operation s
stated that savings of $20 to $30 million per year is a reasonabl e
estimate .

National	 Park Service recreation charges

The PPSSCC concluded that those who directly use and enjo y
the nation's parks should pay a larger share of the costs o f
operating and maintaining them (INT 4 and USER 4) . The PPSSCC
said that, in fiscal year 1982, 90 percent of the $176 .1 millio n
cost for operating and maintaining those parks that charged a fe e
was paid for by the general public . It recommended that th e
Congress adopt legislation that would repeal existing legislatio n
that (1) froze park entrance fees and prohibited collectin g
entrance fees at additional units and (2) limited the price of a
Golden Eagle Passport to $10 .

We agree that visitors to the parks should pay a larger per-
centage of park operating costs and, in the past, we have mad e
recommendations similar to those made by the PPSSCC . In ou r
report, Increasing Entrance Fees--National Park Service (GAO/CED-
82-84, Aug . 4, 1982), we recommended (1) repealing legislatio n
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that froze entrance fees and the price charged for Golden Eagl e
Passports and (2) extending the hours entrance fees are collec-
ted . In an October 10, 1980 report, Facilities	 in Many Nationa l
Parks and Forests Do Not Meet Health and Safety Standard s
(GAO/CED-80-115), we recommended repeal of legislation freezing
park entrance fees and the greater use of camping fees by the Par k
Service .
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CHAPTER 1 2

CONCLUSIONS ANDOBSERVATIONS

We found overall merit in about three-fourths of the PPSSC C
issues on which we had a basis to offer an opinion . Moreover ,
many of the recommendations associated with the PPSSCC's issue s
are either based on, or are consistent with, our previou s

recommendations . Most of the issues we found to have merit can
be implemented administratively, but a significant number wil l
require legislative action before full implementation can b e
achieved . While we support many of the PPSSCC's issues on th e
basis of their conceptual merits, we again question many of th e
PPSSCC's associated savings estimates .

ISSUE MERITS

Of the 581 issues on which we had sufficient information t o
prepare an evaluation, we found overall merit in 441, questione d
the merits of 104, and offered information but had no position o n

36 . Our overall support for the PPSSCC's issues was consisten t
across all subject areas but was most extensive in the area s
aimed at strengthening federal management systems, federal AD P
operations, federal credit and cash management efforts, and civi-
lian procurement and property management activities . Proportion-
ately, we questioned more issues dealing with human service s
programs and civilian personnel management .

In general, we supported the PPSSCC's management improvemen t
issues more frequently than the policy-oriented issues . However ,
the PPSSCC's policy-oriented issues made up a large fraction o f
the PPSSCC's total estimated savings . For example, we questioned
the merits of two issues dealing with restructuring federal sub-
sidy programs (SUBS 1) and fixing federal health care costs to a
percentage of the gross national product {MEDIC 1) which togethe r
represent nearly $88 billion of the PPSSCC's total estimate d
savings . We also disagreed with selected aspects of the PPSSCC' s
recommendations to reduce civilian and military retirement bene-
fits (FRS 4)--estimated to save another $58 billion by th e
PPSSCC--although we also see a need for reforms in this area .

Relatedly, considering only those issues the PPSSCC esti-
mated would save less than 51 billion and hence not examined a s
part of the joint GAO/CBO analysis, we found nearly 80 percent t o
have overall merit . However, according to PPSSCC estimatee, .c,m-
bined savings from all of these issues totalled about $4 5
billion, or only about 10 percent of the total from all th e

PPSSCC issues .

The PPSSCC normally developed a number of specific recommen -
dations within each issue . In all, the PPSSCC prepared 2,47 8
recommendations . Of these, we had sufficient information to
offer an opinion on 1,436 . Among the 1,436 on which we had a n
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opinion, we generally agreed with 1,158 . In about half of these
cases, we had made similar or related recommendations in previou s
reports and testimony . We generally disagreed with 278 other
recommendations .

IMPLEMENTATIONAUTHORITYAND STATU S

Of the 581 issues we analyzed, we found that legislativ e
action will be necessary to fully implement the associated recom-
mendations in 259 instances . Of these, we support the issues '
overall merits nearly 75 percent of the time . These issue s
include enhancing the use of electronic funds transfer to reduce
the cost of federal check writing ; expanding the application o f
OMB Circular A-76 to increase contracting out where appropriate ;
repealing the Davis-Bacon Act to reduce the cost of federal con-
struction projects ; improving accounting practices in the civi l
service retirement system to fully reflect accruing costs, parti-
cularly for obtaining full cost recovery from off budget agencie s
such as the Postal Service ; making changes to the congressiona l
approval process for leasing and repairing buildings ; increasing
a variety of user charges to increase revenues, etc . Congress-
ional action on these and other issues would contribute to in-
creased government efficiency, reduced costs, and increase d
revenues . Over the coming weeks we plan to work with the Senat e
Governmental Affairs Committee to help the committee develop a
legislative proposal to implement many of the recommendations .

Concerning the status of implementation, we noted that a
number of PPSSCC recommendations have already been implemente d
either by agency action or as the result of legislation . For
example, the Debt Collection Act of 1982 and the Deficit Reduc-
tion Act of 1984 implemented a number of the PPSSCC's recommenda-
tions aimed at improving federal credit management and deb t
collection techniques . As stated earlier, we did not have access
to OMB's automated PPSSCC recommendation tracking system for us e
in preparing this report . Instead, we assessed implementatio n
status to the extent possible from information obtained from ou r
previous and ongoing work or shared by individual agencies .
Consequently, we did not have available the information necessar y
to present a comprehensive picture on the extent of recommenda-
tion implementation . Such a broad assessment will await analysi s
of information from OMB's tracking system . We plan to work wit h
the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee over the coming week s
to update our report with the latest information available fro m
the tracking system .

VALIDITY OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE S

As in the joint GAO/CBO report, we raised numerous question s
concerning the savings estimates the PPSSCC attached to it s
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issues . In this report, we did not attempt to develo p
independent estimates of savings that could be expected fro m
implementing either all the PPSSCC issues examined or thos e
issues we believed had overall merit . As discussed in chapter 1 ,
we limited our scope in this area to examining the methodolog y
and basis used by the PPSSCC to prepare its estimates .

In assessing the PPSSCC's individual savings estimates, w e
frequently questioned the PPSSCC's estimating basis and methodo-
logy . In many cases, we either could not determine the basi s
used by the PPSSCC to come up with its estimates or believed th e
basis used had flaws that would significantly impact on the esti-
mates' accuracy. Most of the time we believed these methodologi-
cal problems resulted in overstated savings, but, in some instan-
ces, we believed estimated savings were actually understated . I n
preparing its savings estimates the PPSSCC noted that its number s
were of a "planning", not "budget," quality . Hence they wer e
more useful for rough projections than highly spociiic budge t
accounting .

It is important to recognize that improved govermen t
efficiency and reduced waste can only he counted on to contribut e
in part to reducing the deficit . Ultimate success .n the budge t
balancing arena depends on the willingness and ability to mak e
tough policy choices about the desired level and composition o f
government services and the sources and distribution of th e
revenues necessary to finance those services .

(000081)
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PREFACE

This volume contains GAO's analyses of 581 individual issue s
and associated recommendations made by the President's Privat e
Sector Survey on Cost Control (PPSSCC)--commonly known as the Grac e
Commission . The issues addressed touch aspects of federal program
areas government-wide . Similar to the Volume I summary, GAO's detai l-
eu analyses of the issues in Volume II are presented in chapter form
along subject matter lines (e .g ., defense, human services and wag e
protection programL, etc .) . Each chapter contains a capsulized dis-
cussion of GAO's views on the issues addressed by the PPSSCC followed
by the analyses of the relevant individual issues .

While we organized our analyses of the PPSSCC's issues along
broad subject matter lines, for ease of reference we also included e n
index as an appendix to the report . This index lists the page number
for each PPSSCC issue we analyzed in alphabetical order by PPSSCC task
force code number . For example, the index enables a reader interested
in PPSSCC issue "Energy 7" to turn to page 645 for our analysis .

The PPSSCC also identified 190 issues on which we have no t
included analyses as part of this report . For these issues, we had
insufficient information or had not performed the work necessary t o
offer an informed opinion on the issues' merits . These issues are
identified in the index .
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CHAPTER 1

FEDERAL MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM S

The PPSSCC concluded that the most fundamental problem impedin g
successful federal government operations was the lack of effective
overall management systems . It stated that these system weaknesse s
were the root cause of most of the specific program and other in -
efficiencies it identified in its various task force reports an d
hence the source of most of the savings potential . It further noted
that federal program waste would be substantially eliminated if prope r
management systems were in place .

To help correct these management deficiencies the PPSSCC pre-
sented recommendations on 26 issues aimed at developing improvement s
in accounting systems, planning and budgeting processes, and the man-
agement of government-wide administrative functions . The ultimate
objective of these recommendations was to provide the government wit h
a sound management structure upon which more effective policy an d
operational decisions could be made . While the PPSSCC believed th e
issues it identified were crucial to improving overall management ,
it recognized that most of its recommendations did not lend themselve s
to quantification of savings .

GAO found most of the PPSSCC's management and administrativ e
system issues to have overall merit . Specifically, GAO found overal l
merit in 23 of the 26 issues addressed in this chapter and questione d
the merits of three issues . Of the 26 issues, 16 would require legis-
lative action to fully implement .
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FMS 1 :	 ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT- -
FUNCTIONS, METHODS, ANDORGANIZATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"How can the overall management of government-wid e
administrative function(' be strengthened? "

The PPSSCC projected no cost savings .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC found that no single department or agency i s
responsible for overall executive branch administrativ e
direction and policy setting . Responsibilities for property ,
financial management, human resources, and ADP management ar e
distributed among many agencies . The impact of this fragmen-
tation, in the PPSSCC's view, is a "lack of attention focuse d
on significant opportunities for cost reduction and manage-
ment improvements . "

The PPSSCC also found that reporting relationships be -
tween central agency staffs (OMB, OPM, GSA, Treasury) and
their agency counterparts for administrative functions ar e
generally ill-defined and that management information pro-
vided to the central agencies is incomplete . In addition ,
tenure in key management positions is short, resulting in a
lack of management continuity .

The PPSSCC made six recommendations centered aroun d
establishing an Office of Federal Management (OFM) within th e
Executive Office of the President to provide centralize d
leadership and policy direction .

While GAO is not taking a position on the establishment
of an Office of Federal Management, the PPSSCC's recommenda-
tions have merit because they raise important institutiona l
issues about the central management agencies' capabilities t o
provide leadership to needed crosscutting management improve-
ment initiatives . Individual federal agencies have primar y
responsibility for improving internal management, but th e
President and OMB also have a responsibility to provid e
guidance and support in crosscutting areas such as procure-
ment, information management, and financial management . A
GAO study of major management reforms undertaken during th e
1970's (GAO/GGD-S3-69) showed that the overall results of
these reforms were sufficiently discouraging as to lead
various experts to suggest that the problem of sustaining
broad management improvement needs urgent attention .

Drawing on suggestions made by others and discussions
with knowledgeable observers, GAO provided several options in
its study report--without endorsing any of them--which range d
from accepting the current management improvement framewor k
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to establishing a separate central organization to addres s
management issues . Given the poor track record of centrall y
directed management reform initiatives, GAO believes more o f
the responsibility should be placed on individual agencie s
for improving their managerial capacities . Regarding whethe r
an OFM should be established, sufficient information is no t
yet available on the outcome of current Administration man-
agement reform efforts . These efforts should be closely mon-
itored to determine whether further institutional changes ar e
required .

For those crosscutting issues within the province of th e
central agencies, GAO agrees that greater continuity i s
needed to sustain management reforms . The PPSSCC recommended
that OFM (or OMB) officials be appointed for specific term s
of office under contractual agreements of 5 years, or in th e
case of a chief financial officer, 15 years . GAO believe s
this recommendation deserves consideration . Since OMB was
established in 1970, there have been eight deputy directors .
Since 1981, there have been two associate directors for man-
agement . This turnover in key management positions exempli-
fies the need for greater continuity . GAO reserves judgment ,
however, on the PPSSCC recommendation that there should b e
specific officials designated for financial management, huma n
resources, administration, management improvement, and budge t
and planning . Similarly, while there may be merit i n
establishing a senior financial officer position, GA O
questions the need for the incumbent to be appointed in th e
same manner and with the same 15-year term as the Comptrolle r
General . How many officials there are and what they should
do might be left to the discretion of the OFM (or OMB )
director and the President, given OFM's (OMB ' s) location i n
the Executive Office of the President .

GAO also questions the need for direct reporting of OP M
and GSA to OFM as recommended by PPSSCC . OMB exercises con-
siderable leverage (as presumably would an OFM) over thes e
agencies through the budget process and direct participatio n
in Presidential management initiatives . In addition, the
Cabinet Council on Management and Administration provide s
policy guidance to all three agencies--in effect alread y
establishing a clear working relationship . Subordinating OPM
and GSA to an OFM might also make it more difficult to fin d
qualified top managers for these two agencies .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC stated that, like OMB, OFM could be created
by Executive Order of the President, while certain aspects o f
other recommendations would require statutory change .
Actually, OMB's predecessor, the Bureau of the Budget, ha d
been statutorily established and OMB itself was created i n
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1970 pursuant to Reorganization Plan No . 2 . Recent amend-
ments to the Reorganization Act provided that a reorganiza-
tion plan would take effect only if, within 90 days, both th e
House and Senate pass a joint resolution approving the pla n
and the President signs the legislation into law . The
President's authority to reorganize under that act, however ,
expired on December 31, 1984 . Therefore, legislation would
be required to establish OFM .

The Administration has taken no action to establish a n
OFM. However, the President's Reform 88 initiative, estab-
lished in September 1982, has laid out a long-term agenda t o
reduce waste, fraud and abuse and to restructure federa l
management and administrative systems . In addition, annua l
management reviews conducted by OMB for the fiscal year 198 5
and 1986 budgets have established agency-specific agendas .
Agencies are preparing 5-year ADP plans and individua l
management improvement plans .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC did not provide an estimate of either th e
costs or the savings that would result from implementation o f
its federal management systems report recommendations .
Substantial additional resources may be required for th e
OFM's augmented responsibilities which could be offset a t
least in part by savings from improved performance . GAO
agrees with the PPSSCC, however, that these net savings can -
not be quantified .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-83-69 Selected Government-Wide Managemen t
Improvement efforts--1970 to 1980 (Aug .
8, 1983 )

Testimony

	

Improving the Management of the Federa l
Government, by William J . Anderson ,
Director, General Government Division ,
before the Subcommittee on Civil Service ,
Post Office and General Services, Senat e
Committee on Governmental Affairs .
Sept . 19, 1984 .

VI . GAO CONTACT

Gene Dodaro 275-8387
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JUSTICE 10 :	 IMPROVEMENTS OF INSPECTOR GENERAL OPERATION S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the Offices of Inspectors General (IGs) be sup-
ported by administrative or legislative means to enhanc e
their capacity to promote audit and management improvemen t
systems throughout the Federal Government ?

"Savings are not q uantified for this issue, but ca n
be expected to result from improved overall management an d
from reductions in fraud, waste, and abuse in the Federa l
Government . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC recommends that there be established "at a
central level of Government an office responsible fo r
coordinating the activities of IGs, providing technica l
assistance to them, as needed, and assuring that IG per-
sonnel and bud get resources are adequate . "

GAO believes there is no need for such an office .
Presently, the President's Council on Integrity and Effi -
ciency (PCIE) helps strengthen IG efforts by coordinating
some activities and serving as a forum for the exchange o f
ideas . PPSSCC points out that "PCIE could effect essen-
tially the same benefits that would be provided by such a
centralized IG administrative organization or by a Chie f
Inspector General" but believes that PCIE "currently lack s
sufficient support staff to provide an appropriate leve l
of timely support to the administrative functions conduct -
ed by the IGs," GAO believes the need for additiona l
coordination and support as suggested by PPSSCC should
arise from the perceived needs of PCIF members .

GAO also believes that, depending on its powers, a
"coordinating office" could be seen as affecting the IGs '
independence . PPSSCC does not make clear what powers the
office would have . PPSSCC points out that PCIi "has n o
authority to direct the activities of the individual IGs "
but does not state if the coordinating office would b e
given the authority to "direct" IGs . GAO believes the
IGs' independence would be affected if the coordinatin g
office directed IG efforts .

GAO believes there is merit to PPSSCC recommendation s
that the executive branch (1) develop more joint trainin g
and exchange programs to improve IG effectiveness, (2 )
develop a means for exchanging the best IG managemen t
ideas with agencies without statutory IGs, and (3) main-
tain a central reference file of IG reports and finding s
for the use of all IGs . However, consideration should be
given to how such initiatives would be implemented .
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Currently PCIE has developed a "basic skills" inven-
tory for federal auditors and recognizes the need to up -
grade skills . Also, internal audit group heads and IGs
actively participate in Inter governmental Audit Forum
activities . In addition, the executive order establishing
PCIE also established a Coordinating Conference compose d
of the PCIE chairman and representatives of each executiv e
agency not represented on PCIE . The Conference currently
serves as a forum for sharing information with agencie s
without statutory IGs .

The IGs' role is not clearly defined in the PPSSC C
recommendation that the executive branch "explore with th e
Congress the possibility of involvi n g I(,s in the lawmak in g
process so that new legislation contains appropriate audi t
and cost-monitoring provisions." The Inspector General
Act of 1978 already provides that each IG shall "revie w
existing and proposed legislation and regulations relatin g
to programs and operations of [his/her agency] and . . .
make recommendations in the semiannual reports . . . con-
cerning the impact of such legislation or regulations o n
the economy and efficiency in the administration of pro -
grams and operations administered or financed by [his/he r
agency] or the prevention and detection of fraud and abus e
in such programs and operations . . ." GAO believes tha t
the IGs can sufficiently comment on existing and proposed
leg islation within the framework of the IG act .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC believes that its recommendation to establis h
an office responsible for coordinating the activities o f
the IGs "can be implemented under the existing authority
of the President ." GAO does not know if the office coul d
be established under existing presidential authority
because PPSSCC does not make clear what powers the offic e
would have or where it would be located in the govern-
ment .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC did not quantify savings for this issue bu t
believes that "savings will accrue to the Government as a
result of improved functioning of the IGs, which wil l
result in further reductions in fraud, waste, and abuse . "

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD°84-78

	

Impact Of Administrative Budget Proce-
dures On Independence Of Offices O f
Inspector General (Sept . 26, 1984 )
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GAO/AFMD-84-38

	

Use Of Investigative Information B y
Inspectors General To Identify And
Report Internal Control Weaknesses (Feb .
24, 1984 )

AFMD-81-94

	

Examination Of The Effectiveness O f
Statutory Offices Of Inspector Genera l
(Aug . 21, 1981 )

FGMSD-80-39

	

GAO Findi ngs On Federal Internal Audi t
--A Summary (May 27, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John J . Adair 275-9359
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R&D 4 : IMPROVED MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES IN FEDERA L
®

	

RESEARCH LABORATORIE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can Federal research and development (R&D) costs b e
reduced by managing funds, personnel, facilities an d
equipment of Federal research laboratories more effectively ?

Savings from improved resource management are estimate d
to be $153 .0 million in the first year, $168 .3 million i n
the second year, and $185 .1 million in the third year fo r
three-year total savings of $506 .4 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC discussion of the need to improve th e
quality and productivity of work done by federal laborator-
ies is the latest in a series of reports issued on federa l
laboratories . The 1983 "Packard Report," issued by the
White House Science Council, made a number of similar recom -
mendations covering all federal laboratories . The labora-
tories, listed as 755 by the Office of Science and Technol-
ogy Policy, account for about one-third of the federal gov-
ernment's expenditures for research and development--mor e
than $15 billion in fiscal year 1984 .

The PPSSCC makes seven recommendations beginning wit h
periodic reviews of all federal laboratories accompanied b y
a study of opportunities for consolidation of labs and th e
creation of more "centers of excellence ." This concept is
defined as "the concentration of efforts to pursue researc h
in a given area and centrally locate the resources to per -
form that research ." PPSSCC also recommends more latitud e
in the areas of budget and personnel for lab management an d
suggests a better definition of what constitutes a labora-
tory . Its final recommendation would remove the exemption
of R&D from OMB Circular A-76, which requires cost compari -
sons of work done by the private and public sectors .

In general, GAO supports the improved management o f
federal labs but would suggest more attention to other man-
agement issues such as the utilization of research equipmen t
and internal controls over property management . Past GAO
reports on federal laboratories have made recommendations i n
each of these areas .

The first recommendation to form an evaluation tea m
periodically examining all federal labs has not been speci -
fically addressed by GAO work . In the case of individua l
agencies, such as the Environmental Protection Agency, GA O
has recommended that intramural research proposals receiv e
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the same rigorous evaluation through peer review as extra -
mural research (GAO/CED-81-124 ; January 14, 1981) . On e
alternative to forming a new, centralized evaluation tea m
would be to examine whether current review mechanisms coul d
be improved .

The two PPSSCC recommendations to study opportunitie s
for consolidation and create new centers of excellence ca n
be viewed as an attempt to better clarify the roles an d
responsibilities of Federal labs . GAO work at several agen-
cies has addressed this issue in two ways : first, in call-
ing for better integration of labs with parent agencies i n
the planning process and second, by recommending the carefu l
assessment of the work done by existing labs before commit-
ment to further expansion of either facilities or of role s
and responsibilities . GAO has recommended consolidation i n
the case of laboratories performing agricultural research ,
stating that this would encourage greater interactio n
between scientists and more efficient use of equipment ,
facilities and administrative resources . Recognizing tha t
consolidation is politically difficult, GAO recommended tha t
any plan drawn up by the Secretary of Agriculture would nee d
to be reviewed by appropriate Congressional committee s
(GAO/RCED-84-30 ; January 16, 1984) .

GAO's past work in research administration an d
financial management supports the fourth recommendation fo r
flexibility for lab managers in shifting funds among speci-
fied budget categories, provided that appropriate procedure s
are in place to ensure accountability . A recent GAO repor t
on problems in attracting engineers and others in occupa-
tions characterized by shortages or areas of high pay to th e
federal government would tend to support the fifth recommen-
dation for more flexibility in pay and personnel system s
affecting scientists and engineers (GAO/G3D-84-54 ; March 30 ,
1984) . Better definition of federal laboratories as a basi s
for a new inventory of such facilities might assist GAO and
others in evaluating the activities of federal labs . I n
work undertaken to assess compliance of federal laboratorie s
with Section XI of the Stevenson--Wydler Act, GAO found th e
task of data collection complicated by different ways i n
which agencies define the term "laboratory" .

GAO has not studied the issue of whether R&D should be
covered by OMB Circular A-76 and has no position on it .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO does not fully agree with PPSSCC's assessment o f
the authority needed to implement its recommendations .
PPSSCC identifies the first three recommendations (formin g
additional centers of excellence as well as a laborator y
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evaluation team and initiating a study of consolidation) a s
requiring action by the agencies . Congressional action i s
listed as necessary for implementing the last four recommen -
dations (increasing the control of lab directors over th e
use of funds, establishing a new personnel system for scien -
tists and engineers, better defining what constitutes a
laboratory and removing the exemption of R&D from A-76) .
Although executive action is listed for the first thre e
recommendations, congressional approval may be needed fo r
the creation of additional "centers of excellence" to th e
extent that the creation of centers of excellence occu r
through the elimination of facilities which Congress ha s
specifically authorized or for which funds have been speci-
fically appropriated . The first two of the last four recom-
mendations (giving lab directors more control over use o f
funds and establishing a new personnel system for scientist s
and engineers) can be implemented through combined executiv e
and legislative action . The final two recommendation s
(improving the definition c'' laboratories and removing th e
exemption of R&D from A-76) can be implemented by th e
executive branch without Congressional approval .

Several PPSSCC recommendations overlap with those mad e
in the Packard report which is now being implemented by th e
executive branch and therefore are not likely to receiv e
separate attention . According to OMB and OSTP staff, imple-
mentation of the 1983 Packard report addresses the thrust o f
the PPSSCC recommendations . This report, based on inter-
views and past studies of federal laboratories, includin g
eight GAO reports, makes 16 recommendations in the areas o f
mission, personnel, funding, management and interaction wit h
universities, industry and users of research results .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

In estimating three-year savings of $506 .4 million ,
PPSSCC attributes $337 .6 million of this figure to improved
productivity and $168 .8 million to increased use of A-76 .
GAO cannot €ialuate PPSSCC's estimate of $337 .6 million i n
savings since PPSSCC does not identify which recommendation
would lead to such savings .

PPSSCC estimates that removal of the current exemption
of Government R&D from application of OMB Circular A-7 6
would conservatively allow 5 percent of the current labora-
tory in-house budget to be contracted out . A 10 percen t
savings on the contracted-out work would then be realized .
Since PPSSCC does not show the basis for the percentage s
used to estimate savings, GA0 is unable to evaluate thes e
cost savings .
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V. LIST OF RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/RCED-84-30 A Long-Term Plan Is Needed To Guide DO E
and Multi-Program Laboratory Researc h
and Development Activities (Jan . 16 ,
1984 )

Testimony

	

Before the Subcommittee on Departmen t
Oper .tions, Research and Foreig n
Agriculture, House Committee o n
Agriculture At Oversight Hearings on
Agricultural Research, (June 22, 1983 )

GAO/AFMD-83-38 Internal Control Weaknesses a t
Department of Energy Research
Laboratories (Dec . 15, 1982 )

GAO/PSAD-79-97 Interagency Laboratory Use : Curren t
Practices and Recurring Problem s
(Sept . 4, 1979 )

GAO/EMD-78-62

	

The Multiprogram Laboratories : A
National Resource for Nonnuclear Energ y
Research, Development and Demonstration
(May 22, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Herbert McLure 275-778 3
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R&D 5 : ADMINISTRATION OF RESEARCH GRANTS TO UNIVERSITIES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can changes in the manner in which the federa l
government administers research grant :- to universities : (a )
improve government-university relationships ; (b) control the
increases that have occurred in indirect cost reimbursemert ;
and (c) provide an improved framework for gran t
administration . "

PPSSCC estimates that revision in the negotiatin g
principles for indirect cost reimbursement and revised gran t
administration procedures should result in savings opportun-
ities of $117 .2 million in the first year, $128 .9 million i n
the second year, and $141 .8 million in the third year .
Total estimated savings opportunities over three years ar e
$387 .9 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECO ENDATION E

The federal mechanisms for supporting universit y
research have evolved over the past 40 years . Various
aspects of these mechanisms (e .g . time and effort reporting
and indirect cost rates) have be e p at the heart of many con -
troversies between universities and the government for ove r
10 years . GAO believes PPSSCC has properly identified thes e
topics as needing attention . PPSSCC dealt with the issue o f
university administration of all federal research grants i n
R&D 5, and with the administration by the National Insti-
tutes of Health of its extramural research program i n
HHS-PHS 1 . (See GAO analysis of HHS-PHS 1 . )

GAO generally agrees with PPSSCC recommendation s
relating to its past work but cannot comment on the thir d
recommendation . This recommendation would have OMB develop
an optional simplified method for determining indirect cos t
rates for institutions receiving less than $10 million a
year . PPSSCC's first recommendation to fix the administra-
tive component of indirect cost recovery rates may wel l
relieve the universities of a large administrative burden .
GAO has recommended that there be a fixed rate for depart -
mental administration (the largest category of indirec t
costs) (GAO/HRD-84-3) . GAO also agrees with PPSSCC's secon d
recommendation, that agencies implement new funding mechan-
isms and grant administration procedures--i .e . a wider adop-
tion of the National Science Foundation (NSF) change (whic h
allows universities to selectively pool budgets of awarde d
grants and reallocate funds among particular budge t
categories-GAO/PAD-82-7), and greater use of multiyea r
funding .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that all of the recommendation s
can be implemented by executive action .xcept in those
instances where agencies need legislation to implemen t
multiyear funding . An Office of Science and Technolog y
Policy staffer believes that the issue of research gran t
administration is already being adequately addressed by a
subcommittee of the White House Science Council . A subcom-
mittee report expected to ae issued this year will trea t
issues related to indirect costs as part of an overall study
of government support for universities . OMB staff also
noted that agencies have begun their own initiatives i n
improving administration of research grants . The Department
of Health and Human Services and the Department of Defens e
have participated in a limited experiment at two institu-
tions where the departmental administration component o f
indirect costs have been fixed for several years and th e
requirement for faculty time and effort reporting has bee n
dropped .

With regard to the second recommendation, the Publi c
Health Service (PHS) has begun a limited experiment in gran t
administration giving 36 universities some of the sam e
responsibilities for post-award project budget changes as i n
the NSF system . The PHS experiment began in spring 1984 and
will be completed by the end of 1985 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

While PPSSCC estimates total three-year savings o f
$387 .9 million to this issue, $325 million are attributabl e
to the recommendation which would modify the handling o f
indirect costs . The PPSSCC report assumes that a fixe d
indirect cost rate will reduce the administrative component s
of indirect costs by 3 percent . Although some savings would
occur due to the resulting administrative simplification fo r
the universities, GAO has no basis to agree or disagree wit h
the 3 percent savings assumption. However, GAO found two
mathematical errors in computation in the PPSSCC report ,
which resulted in overstating the savings . First, the
report uses the entire indirect cost rate (43 .6%) in figur-
ing the savings amount, although the 3% savings only per-
tains to the three administrative components of the indirec t
cost rate (24 .8/43 .6 of the direct cost pool) . Second ,
PPSSCC multiplied the total research expenditures by th e
fraction of direct costs (1/1 .436) rather than the correc t
fraction of indirect costs .436/1 .436 . Therefore, if th e
report's other assumptions are correct, the savings woul d
instead be about $80 .4 million over three years .
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RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-84-3 Assuring Reasonableness of Risin g
Indirect Costs on NIH Research Grants--A
Difficult Problem (Mar . 16, :984 )

GAO/PAD-82-7 NSF Experiment in Research Gran t
Administration Promising--Changes Neede d
to Assure Accountability (Sept . 10, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Herbert McLure 275-778 3
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R&D 3 :	 PRIVATIZATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can cost savings be realized if the governmen t
privatizes certain federal research and development (R&D )
undertakings?

The federal government has a recognized role to play i n
supporting R&D in the United States, but areas exist wher e
transfer of R&D responsibilities would generate cost savings
and strengthen R&D capabilities . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC R&D task force expands the definition o f
privatization used by its Privatization task force . Accord-
ing to the latter, "privatization in a literal sense, mean s
to turn over an activity, or part of an activity, currentl y
performed by the Federal Government to a non-Federa l
entity ." The R&D task force states that it carries the con-
cept of privatization even further . It believes that b y
creating an environment that reduces the level of risk i n
R&D investments, the Federal Government can stimulat e
increased R&D activity in areas normally avoided by the pri-
vate sector . PPSSCC makes three recommendations to accomp-
lish the privatization of R&D : transfer by Federal agencie s
of the production of R&D goods and services to non-federa l
entities ; assessment by federal agencies of R&D activitie s
that either compete with the private sector or are no t
worthy of federal sponsorship ; and increasing private sector
participation in high-risk, long-term projects by use of th e
R&D tax credit, the R&D joint venture and R&D limited part-
nerships . The R&D tax credit now allows companies a ta x
credit of 25 percent of incremental R&D expenditures but i s
due to expire in 1985 . Both limited partnerships and join t
venture would allow companies to jointly support R&D .

GAO reviews of agency research programs have supporte d
a clear delineation of the respective roles and responsibil -
ities of the public and private sectors in research and
development . Such a delineation is implicit in the PPSSCC' s
first two recommendations . A 1981 GAO report on the elec-
tric utility industry noted that divestiture by the federa l
government of R&D activities should occur only after a care -
ful assessment of the industry involved or of individua l
projects . This report stated that a cancellation of R&D
efforts on any other basis can result in commercializatio n
of promising technology being delayed or lost . Past GAO
work would support the third recommendation to increase pri -
vate sector participation in certain types of R&D . Coopera-
tive efforts between the private sector and Government i n
R&D is a means to defray costs as well as reduce barriers t o
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the use of research results by firms . Recent GAO testimony
however, raises questions about the expansion of R&D ta x
credits one of the three mechanisms listed . Although
expenditures for research and experimentation have increase d
since enactment of the tax credit, it is not clear how much
of the increase is attributable to the credit .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION, AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC states that implementation can be undertaken at
the agency level and through existing statutory and adminis-
trative authority (e .g ., Stevenson-Wydler Act and OMB Circu-
lar A-76) . While PPSSCC correctly identifies the Stevenson -
Wydler Act as an example of existing authority which ca n
increase the flow of technology from the Federal to the non -
Federal sector, OMB Circular A-76 does not currently cove r
R&D in its requirement for cost comparisons between the pub-
lic and private sectors . In addition, GAO believes tha t
congressional approval would be necessary for privatizatio n
through divestiture as well as through "indirect" mechan-
isms, particularly limited partnerships, constrained b y
antitrust considerations, and for the R&D tax credit whic h
was established by the Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) o f
1981 .

The Administration has already taken actions to dives t
the Federal Government of a number of R&D activities as wel l
as to promote a number of mechanisms which PPSSCC claims
would create "indirect" privatization . The President' s
Science Advisor has described the philosophy behind the
Administration's actions as one of continued support o f
basic research with a concurrent reduction of support for
demonstration, development and applied research projects
viewed as more appropriate for the private sector . Adminis-
tration attempts to implement privatization through the bud-
get process experienced less than complete success due to
Congressional opposition . For example, according to a
AAAS 1 analysis of the FY 1984 budget, the 98th Congress ha s
restored cuts requested by the Administration in a number o f
civilian agencies . The Administration had argued that th e
private sector could support these programs . Included were
R&D efforts in the National Bureau of Standards, th e
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the Depart-
ment of the Interior and the Environmental Protectio n
Agency, as well as the non-nuclear programs of the Depart-
ment of Energy . In such instances as solar energy, th e

1 American Association for the Advancement of Scienc e
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legislation or accompanying reports included languag e
stating explicitly that Congress believes a federal role i s

both appropriate and necessary .

Executive action in support of indirect privatizatio n
includes promotion of limited partnerships by the Departmen t

of Commerce ; and an administration bill to reduce obstacle s
to joint industrial R&D programs entitled the Nationa l
Cooperative Research Act of 1984 and just signed by th e

President .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC does not quantify any savings which may be
realized by privatizing R&D . It does, however, illustrat e
the savings potential from privatization of R&D by listin g
savings identified by other task forces .

For more specific analyses of the validity of the cos t
savings attributed to each case, see GAO discussions of th e
National Fertilizer Development Center (BUS-TVA 7), th e
Cooperative State Research Service (AG 54), privatization o f
certain DOE projects (DOE 11), and the fifth space shuttl e
orbiter (PRIVATE 3) .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-84-60

	

Federal Agencie s ' Actions To Implemen t
Section XI of The Stevenson-Wydle r
Technology Innovation Act of 198 0
(Aug . 24, 1984 )

GAO/EMD-81-145

	

Analysis of Federal Funding fo r
Electric Utility R&D Projects
(Sept . 28, 1981 )

GAO/FGMSD-80-32 U .S . Must Spend More to Maintain Lea d
In Space Technology (Jan . 31, 1980 )

Testimony

	

Use and Effectiveness of the Research
and Experimentation Tax Credi t
by Johnny Finch, General Governmen t
Division, before the Subcommittee
on Oversight, House Committee on Ways
and Means (Aug . 2, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Herbert McLure 275-778 3
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ASSET 35 : GOVERNMENT TRAINING PROGRA M

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AN SAVINGS

"Should the Office of Personnel Management (OPM )
provide acencies and departments with improved financia l
asset management training programs? "

i'If Implemented such programs would positively effec t
the overall federal government's financial managemen t
operation . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

GAO believes that agencies, with the assistance o f
OPM and the Joint Financial Management Improvemen t
Program, should develop financial management trainin g
programs for their personnel, and, hence, GAO agrees wit h
the proposals set forth by PPSSCC . Developing adequate
financial management training programs will help improve
the financial operations of the government .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENNTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The recommendation set forth by PPSSCC is feasibl e
and can be implemented through administrative action b y
OPM and the agencies . For fiscal year 1985, OPM is offer -
ing a wide variety of courses related to financial manage -
ment . These courses are offered throughout the year and
cover subject areas such as :

--automated accounting systems ,

--budget presentation and justification ,

--budget execution ,

--introduction to cost accounting, an d

--introduction to financial management .

GAO believes agencies should be aware of thes e
courses, and others that are sponsored by other govern -
mental and private organizations, to ensure that agenc y
employees are properly trained to perform the duties an d
responsibilities they are assigned . However, it must b e
realized that agencies may require additional funds t o
ensure their employees receive appropriate training .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC did not attribute specific savings to thi s
issue .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

John Simonette 275-948 9
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ASSET 25 :	 CREDIT ELSEWHERE/CREDIT WORTHINES S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should credit elsewhere and credit worthiness tests
be implemented and audited in all federal guarante e
programs? "

"Such imp'ementation would result in reduced costs /
outlays for disbursements for guarantee claims sinc e
borrowers with little reasonable prospects for repaymen t
would not receive government guarantees ." PPSSCC did not
estimate specific savings for this issue .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

PSSCC's recommendations would require a gencies to
develop credit standards to ascertain i f

--applicants for federal guarantee loans are finan-
cially capable of securing credit elsewhere without
the guarantee, and

--applicants for federal guarantee loans have the
financial resource to repay the loan .

Although GAO has not previously ascertained i f
"credit elsewhere" and "credit worthiness" test should b e
implemented in all federal guarantee programs, it believes
that the development and use of such test would help
reduce the amount of debits owed the government . Many of
the initiatives that OMB has underway in the credit man-
agement area could be used in the various guarante e
programs and should help address the concerns raised by
PPSSCC .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes, that for most prog rams, the PPSSCC
recommendations can be implemented through administrativ e
action, and they are feasible . However, since the govern-
ment is lender of last resort, there may be some federa l
guarantee loans for which legislative action is necessary
in order to develop credit worthiness tests .

GAO's report "Significant Improvements Seen I n
Efforts To Collect Debts Owed The Federal Government "
points out that OMB has acted to ensure that federal man-
agers place high priority in the near future on improving
their debt collection systems. In addition, OMB ha s
divided credit processing into five areas :
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--credit standards, write-off policy, and risk
analysis ;

--credit approval ;

--account management ;

--collections ; and

--portfolio sales .

These areas were assigned to one or more lead agencies .
Lead agency responsibilities for these new efforts includ e
designing a pilot project and developing a work plan with
milestones and target dates .

In the area of credit standards, write-off policy ,
and risk analysis, lead agency responsibility has been
assigned to Treasury . This area includes the developmen t
of uniform standards for extending credit and writing of f
bad debts, as well as innovative risk analysis and credi t
accounting procedures . Successful completion of th e
project should help address the concerns raised by PPSSCC .

W. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVING ESTIMATE

FPSSCC did not attribute specific savings to thi s
issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD 83-57 Significant Improvements Seen I n
Efforts To Collect Debts Owed The
Federal Government (Apr . 28, 1933 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Simonette 275-948 9
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ASSET17 :	 SUNSET LEGISLATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVIN G

"Should sunset legislation be made to apply to direc t
federal lending programs? Sunset legislation establishe s
a termination date at which time appropriations woul d
cease . Because it is not possible to predict what loan
programs may be eliminated using this technique, PPSSC C
did not calculate a potential saving for this issue . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC recommended that legislation be introduced
requiring that all federal credit programs, both existin g
and any newly enacted ones, be subject to a sunset provi-
sion whereby the program would automatically expire at th e
end of 5 years unless specifically renewed . GAO agrees
with the basic intent of the PPSSCC ,ecommendation . How-
ever, GAO does not believe that it would be appropriate t o
establish sunset legislation for all direct lending pro -
grams because some programs are servicing a viable nee d
that will always be present .

Sunset provisions generally provide for periodi c
analysis of government programs to determine if th e
objectives of the program have been achieved or if th e
government needs to continue the programs . When viewed as
a means to establish a systematic and thorough legislativ e
review, sunset provisions can have a beneficial effect b y
providing greater congressional oversight of governmen t
activities and policy making . However, when viewed solel y
as a process to reduce government size and spending, th e
costs of sunset reviews could outweight their benefits .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO and PPSSCC agree that congressional action woul d
be necessary to implement the recommendations . I n
September 1983 in testimony before the Senate Committee o n
Finance, GAO recommended a sunset provision be included i n
the "First Time Homebuyers Assistance Act of 1983 ." Some
federal direct lending programs are currently serving a
viable need, such as those administered by the Veteran s
Administration, and this need will always be present .
While GAO recognizes that in some instances enactment o f
sunset review legislation would assist the Congress i n
establishing a systematic approach to examining the nee d
to continue specific lending programs, such legislatio n
could also be a considerable burden on the Congress an d
may not be appropriate for all programs .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVING ESTIMATE

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that it is impractical t o
project saving based on implementing this recommendation .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony First Time Homebuyers Assistance Act o f
1983, by J . Dexter Peach, Resources ,
Community, and Economic Developmen t
Division, before the Senate Committee o n
Finance (Sept . 13, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Simonette 275-948 9
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R&D	 RESEARCH PROGRAM REPORTING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Can unnecessary research project redundancy be reduce d
by use of an automated central data file as part of th e
research and development (R&D) project initiation an d
ongoing management ?

PPSSCC estimates that implementation of a centralized
data base containing records of all non-classified, feder-
ally funded, completed and ongoing R&D projects will reduc e
unnecessary program redundancy in basic and applied researc h
by a minimum of 0 .5 percent in the second year and by 1 . 0
percent in the third year . According to PPSSCC, this wil l
result in net savings of $71 million in the second year an d
$158 .5 million in the third year . PPSSCC lists $4 .0 million
in start-up costs and then estimates three-year total ne t
savings to be $225 .5 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

To support its case for the need to use a central data
file on R&D projects, PPSSCC cites four examples of duplica -
tion including the conduct of parallel research on genetic
engineering by agencies not consulting with each other .
PPSSCC then makes four recommendations : expansion of the
National Technical Information Service (NTIS) data base i n
order to provide ready access to all unclassified, new ,
ongoing, and completed federally funded R&D . Mandatory con-
tribution to and use of the data base by federal agencies, a
requirement that contractors and grantees supply materia l
for the data base and assuran_ . by agency sponsors of R&D
that new projects will not duplicate past or present
research .

While GAO has supported the use of data bases to avoi d
project duplication and the need to better manage scientifi c
and technical information activities, it is not clear tha t
further centralization of scientific information is prefer-
able to alternatives such as a network of decentralized dat a
bases . According to an October 1984 GAO report entitle d
"Outlook for Expanding the Federal Research in Progres s
System", adequate information to determine which is th e
better choice does not now exist .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC states that implementation can be accomplishe d
by the agencies involved . However, GAO believes that legis-
lative approval may be needed for increased appropriation s
to assist agencies in defraying the costs of participation .
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The system proposed by the PPSSCC could only work if th e
data base were well promoted to R&D managers . A central
data base depends on the quality of input which is con -
trolled by R&D managers . To include all the informatio n
necessary to allow automated matching of projects woul d
require very careful abstract writing, highly detaile d
thesaurus and dictionary guidelines, and a great deal o f
data collection .

GAO believes that the administration of such a n
information system and the maintenance of data quality are
likely to be difficult for NTIS, which is required to b e
self-supporting and has no administrative authority ove r
other agencies . Without a strong central authority, i t
would be difficult to get timely and accurate informatio n
from the over 30 agencies which fund R&D projects . Further-
more, a number of these agencies would need funding t o
develop the reporting capability required, and to pa y
increased operating costs .

An OSTP staff member told GAO that while there is a
need for a more comprehensive data base, the curren t
diversity of information systems should not be eliminated .
The staff member also noted that the PPSSCC recommendation s
would be costly to implement . OMB staff said that effort s
are already underway to improve and expand the current R& D
data base .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATES

PPSSCC assumes that no savings will occur in the firs t
year and that a start-up cost of $4 .0 million in the firs t
year would result from the development of a standardize d
renorting format and method for all agencies and contracto r
involved . Subsequent annual operating costs are estimate d
to be $2 .0 million . PPSSCC then assumes that the level o f
unwarranted redundant R&D that can be eliminated in th e
second year of implementation represents 0 .5 percent of the
total estimated Federal basic and applied research for F Y
1983 ($13 .3 billion) . This percentage is assumed t o
increase to 1 .0 percent by the third year .

GAO believes that these estimates underestimate cost s
and overestimate savings . It is not clear whether th e
start-up and subsequent operating costs are for NTIS only o r
include agencies with R&D budgets . The percentages used t o
calculate savings are based on undocumented assertions abou t
the amount of " unwarranted redundancy ." Also, since DOD
does not report to the Federal Research In Progress System ,
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its portion of the research budget (about 65 percent) shoul d
be subtracted from the base to which the percentage i s
applied .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-85-15 Outlook for Expanding the Federa l
Research in Progress System (Oct . 22 ,
1984 )

GAO/NSIAD-83-67 ACDA's Coordination of Federal Arm s
Control Research and Management of It s
External Research Program Still Need
Improvement (Sept . 30, 1983 )

GAO/CED-82-4 6

GAO/PSAD-79-6 2

VI . GAO CONTACT

Better Ways to Provide for Use o f
Agricultural Information (Feb . 26 ,
1982 )

Better Information Management Policie s
Needed : A Study of Scientific and
Technical Services (Aug . 6, 1979 )

Herbert McLure 275-778 3
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CONG 5 : LINE ITEM VETO AUTHORIT Y

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Citing broad public support and a successful track
record in 43 states, PPSSCC recommends institution o f
item veto authority over appropriations acts . While
PPSSCC makes no estimate of the dollar value of it s
recommendation it asserts a general "favorable impact on
cost reduction and productivity programs ." This overall
benefit would be achieved because item veto authorit y
would : 1) curtail wasteful spending induced by legisla -
tive riders on appropriations acts, and 2) free Execu-
tive Branch agencies from the need to observe informa l
nonbinding requirements expressed by congressional com-
mittees by removing the threat of their enforcemen t
through a legislative rider on the agency's appropria-
tion act .

Congress would exercise legislative authority b y
overriding item vetoes, thereby preserving, according t o
PPSSCC, the balance of power . In fact PPSSCC comments
that such practice would conform more closely with th e
original intent of the Constitution's drafters . PPSSCC
also suggests that a grant of item veto power could b e
accomplished by simple legislation .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECD

	

DATION

In recent testimony before the House Rules Commit -
tee, GAO expressed general opposition to a line ite m
veto on separation of powers grounds . Before GAO can
comment substantively on a particular item vet o
proposal, it needs precise information on the scope and
use of veto authority . The exact nature of vet o
authority that PPSSCC recommends be secured is unclea r
in its statement . It naturally includes authority to
veto the final dollar figures in appropriations acts ,
but it is not clear whether it includes authority t o
reduce those figures pending override . Apparently i t
also includes authority to strike provisions in the law
which do not provide any money, but instead authoriz e
activity or place conditions on spending .

PPSSCC's practical discussion of the item vet o
authority is mostly confined to eliminacing the per-
ceived problems caused by legislative riders on appr o-
priations bills, but it seems that the main feature o f
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item veto authority is the power to reject the dolla r
figures stated in appropriations acts . PPSSCC, however ,
does not mention the existing statutory procedure for
preventing unnecessary or inappropriate spending. The
Impoundment Control Act of 1974 provides a cooperativ e
framework for postponing untimely expenditures and can-
celling excessive ones . The Act prescribes the specifi c
roles of the President and the Congress in arriving at
these spending reduction decisions . GAO's view is tha t
the Act was not affected by the Supreme Court decisio n
on legislative vetoes . At a minimum, PPSSCC needs to
identify the extent to which the benefits of its recom-
mendation exceed the benefits which are now achieved
under the Impoundment Control Act procedures .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

CAO disagrees wih PPSSCC's opinion that item vet o
authority could be instituted by simple legislation . GAO
has long taken the position that if an item veto were t o
be established it should only be by authority of a con-
stitutional amendment . Irrespective of historical argu-
ments about the original concept of a "bill" or abou t
the early practice of legislative drafting, the Consti-
tution itself contains no authority for the President t o

approve or reject a bill in part . Even if this were no t
the case, however, creation of an item veto (particu-
larly of the sweeping type that PPSSCC apparentl y
recommends) would substantially shift power in th e
legislative process . Whether the shift would "restore
the balance of power," as PPSSCC asserts, or forfei t
legislative prerogatives, as opponents would argue, i t
would profoundly change the relationship between th e
Executive and Legislative Branches . As a policy matter ,
such a truly significant change should only be accomp-
lished by the most deliberate means available, a consti -
tutional amendment .

We agree that certain benefits of economy coul d
likely be derived from a line item veto, but we als o
note the possibility of its abuse, for example, t o
"discipline recalcitrant congressmen by eliminatin g
funds for their districts . " To maximize the construc-
tive use of the veto, we had recommended as the mos t
appropriate procedure for its institution, "a constitu-
tional amendment authorizing Congress to legislate o n
this subject, thereby reserving to the Congress a mean s
of attaching detailed and specific safeguards and
restrictions upon the power ." We still feel that would
be the optimum approach to creating an item veto if i t
were deemed to be desirable to do so .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC did not make any estimate of the cost sav-
ings that would result from this issue . However, the
use of the item veto would probably result in some
reduction of expenditures . How much would depend on th e
frequency of use, the subjects of its use and Congress '
ability to override .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony

	

Impoundment of Appropriated Funds by
the President, by Elmer B . Staats ,
Comptroller General, before th e
Senate Committees on Governmen t
Operations and on the Judiciar y
(Jan . 30, 1973 )

Testimony

	

Impact of Chadha on the Impoundmen t
Control Act of 1974, by Milton J .
Socolar, Special Assistant to th e
Comptroller General, before the Hous e
Rules Committee (Mar . 1, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Harry R. Van Cleve 275-5207
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ASSET34 :	 GOVERNMENT-WIDESTANDARD FINANCIAL AND ACCOUNTING
MANAGEMENTSYSTEMS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the Department of the Treasury take the lead i n
developing a government-wide, standard financial an d
accounting system?" Recomm€►dations relating to the need to
upgrade and integrate financial management systems ar e
included in the Federal Management Process Task Force
Report .

PPSSCC did not make specific recommendations for thi s
issue, nor did it estimate specific cost savings .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The Comptroller General has identified the improvemen t
of the government's financial management structure as a
priority effort . To that end, he commissioned a task force
which developed the two-volume GAO report "Managing The Cos t
Of Government : Building An Effective Financial Managemen t
Structure ." The report supports the need for a financia l
management structure that integrates accounting and bud -
geting processes, uses a structured planning and programmin g
process, relies on a unified budget, uses accounting princi -
ples which match the delivery of services with the cost o f
services, encourages financial accountability, measures out -
puts as well as inputs, and supports the preparation of con -
solidated reports .

GAO has not specifically stated that Treasury is th e
agency which should be vested with responsibility fo r
leading the development of a governmentwide financial an d
accounting system . The issue for GAO has not been wha t
organization should develop an improved financial managemen t
structure, but rather, that an improved structure should b e
put into place . However, GAO has assisted the Department o f
Transportation in its efforts to (1) develop a mode l
accounting system for the various Transportation agencie s
and (2) develop a standard accounting system for domesti c
agencies (executive agencies except DOD and State) . OMB
has encouraged Transportation in its efforts under th e
standard accounting system project .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that individual departments and
agencies have the authority to develop accounting system s
which meet their organizational needs . In fact, the Budget
and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950 makes the head of eac h
executive agency responsible for establishing and maintain -
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ing an accounting system which complies with principles an d
standards prescribed by the Comptroller General .

Developing a more uniform financial and accountin g
system is certainly feasible and should be accomplishe d
because it would facilitate comparisons among agencies an d
programs and would facilitate development of consolidate d
financial reporting by the government . GAO's support of
this concept is evidenced by our assisting the Department o f
Transportation in its efforts to develop a standard account -
ing system for domestic agencies .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

No specific cost savings were attributable to thi s
issue .

V. LIST OF RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-85-35 Managing the Cost of Government :
Building An Effective Financial
Management Structure (February 1985 )

VI. GAO CONTAC T

John R. Cherbini 275-948 7
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FINANCE 2 :	 ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"What actions need to be taken to bring Federal agenc y
accounting systems more in line with generally accepted
business practices? "

No specific cost savings were attributable to thi s
recommendation .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC suggests that a central controllership functio n
be established in the executive branch and that comparabl e
functions be established in the departments and agencies .
The central controller should develop comprehensive account -
ing policy, financial reporting requirements, and internal
control standards . PPSSCC also recommends introducing leg-
islation to require agencies to gain Comptroller General
approval for their accounting systems and to develop com-
prehensive annual reporting for the government .

GAO strongly supports the need for increased attentio n
to the financial management requirements of the governmen t
and hence agrees with the intent of the PPSSCC proposal . I n
the GAO report "Managing the Cost of Government : Building an
Effective Financial Management Structure," GAO describes a
conceptual framework that provides theoretical support for a
new financial process . The major concepts of the framework
include the modernization and integration of th e
government's budgeting and accounting processes . Such
improvements will provide government managers with bette r
information to manage the cost of government throug h
improved program and resource allocation decisions . Imple-
menting significant revisions to the current government fi-
nancial management process will necessitate strong leader-
ship . GAO has not taken a position on the necessity o f
creating a new entity to provide the central controllership
function because sufficient information is not yet availabl e
on the outcome of current management reform efforts . How-
ever, GAO believes improving the financial management capa-
bilities of the individual departments and agencies wil l
require competent trained financial and data processin g
professionals .

With regard to the PPSSCC recommendation for legisla-
tion to require agencies to gain Comptroller Genera l
approval of their accounting systems, it should be note d
that existing legislation established this requirement . In
addition, enactment of the Federal Managers' Financia l
Integrity Act of 1982, with its annual reporting require-
ment, provides additional incentives for agencies to improv e
their accounting systems . GAO believes that the intent o f
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the recommendation concerning comprehensive annual reportin g
is already being addressed . GAO has long recognized the
need for consolidated reporting on the financial activitie s
of the government and has worked with Treasury in it s
development of the prototype consolidated financial state-
ments of the U .S . government . In addition, the GAO repor t
"Managing The Cost Of Government" specifically cites th e
need for consolidated reporting as one of the underlyin g
factors for the conceptual framework to support improvemen t
of the government's financial management structure .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC's recommendation concerning the creation of a n
establishment in the executive branch to provide accountin g
policy, financial reporting requirements, and internal con-
trol standards would require a change to existing legisla-
tion which currently places those responsibilities with
GAO, OMB, and Treasury . Title 2 of the GAO Policy an d
Procedures Manual for Guidance of Federal Agencies estab-
lishes accounting, financial reporting, and internal contro l
standards for the government .

Under 31 U .S .C . 3512, the head of each agency i s
required to establish and maintain adequate systems of ac-
counting and internal control that conform to the accounting
principles, standards, and related requirements and interna l
control standards prescribed by the Comptroller General .
Any guidelines and instructions that the Department of th e
Treasury may issue should be consistent with the standard s
promulgated by the Comptroller General .

Enactment of the Federal Managers' Financial Integrit y
Act of 1982 requires each agency head to report annually t o
the President and the Congress whether the accounting system
complies with the Comptroller General's accounting princi-
ples, standards, and related requirements . Such annual re -
porting will provide an incentive to agencies to improv e
their accounting systems . Consequently, additional legisla-
tion to require agencies to gain Comptroller General ap-
proval of their accounting systems is not needed .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

No specific cost savings were attributable to thi s
issue .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-85-35 Managing the Cost Of Government :
Building An Effective Financial
Management Structure (February 1985 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John R. Cherbini 275-948 7
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FMS 3 : FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND AUDIT : FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Is there presently an appropriate level of guidanc e
and coordination of Government-wide financial managemen t
activities to assure development of accounting systems tha t
provide adequate management information at central Govern-
ment, department, and agency levels? "

No specific cost savings were attributable to thi s
issue .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

This issue principally concerns the establishment of a
centralized organization in the executive branch which woul d
foster improvement in the government's financial managemen t
structure . PPSSCC believes that improvements would occur a s
a result of guidance and coordination provided by this cen-
tral organization for the development of the format fo r
external government reporting, revising budgetary classifi-
cations and financial management objectives, and increasin g
the staffing levels and disciplines in department and agency
controllership offices . Additionally, the issue addresse s
the need for GAO to reexamine accounting requirement s
promulgated by the Comptroller General and the need t o
expedite or abolish the accounting systems approval process .

GAO fully agrees with the objective of improving th e
government's financial management structure . Our recen t
revision of title 2 of the GAO Policy and Procedures Manua l
for Guidance of Federal Agencies, which contains principles ,
standards, and related requirements prescribed by the
Comptroller General demonstrates our interest in improvin g
government financial management . We have not taken a posi-
tion, however, on the need to create a new organizatio n
responsible for such improvements . PPSSCC recommends estab-
lishing a new organization . That approach may work . But ,
assigning responsibility to an existing organization migh t
work equally as well . The important issue is to strengthe n
the financial management capabilities of individual depart-
ments and agencies .

In GAO's report "Managing the Cost of Government :
Building an Effective Financial Management Structure," GA O
specifically supported the need for consolidated reporting
by the government, with the long-range objective that suc h
reporting would be subject to an annual audit . GAO has also
called for integration of the budgeting and accounting pro-
cesses, a process that would benefit from changes in th e
budgetary classifications and financial management objec -
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tives . The report describes a conceptual framework for
government that includes seven concepts to improve financia l
management : use structured planning/programming ; adopt a
unified budget ; budget and account on the same basis ; use
budgeting and accounting principles that match the deliver y
of services with cost ; encourage financial accountabilit y
through reporting ; measure outputs as well as inputs ; and
prepare consolidated reports from audited financia l
statements .

Two other actions directly support the efforts to
improve the government's financial reporting . First, GAO
completed a major project to update the accounting princi-
ples, standards, and related requirements prescribed fo r
executive agencies . That project produced a revised title 2
of the GAO Policy and Procedures Manual for Guidance of_
Federal Agencies . The second action, enactment of the
Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act of 1982, provide s
agencies incentive to improve their accounting systems .
Effective December 31, 1983, the act requires the head o f
each executive agency to report annually to the Presiden t
and the Congress whether the accounting systems comply wit h
the Comptroller General requirements . This disclosure o f
the status of agency accounting systems will provide infor-
mation to enable the Congress, the President, and the publi c
to identify agencies that are not making satisfactory pro-
gress in improving their accounting systems .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC believes and we agree that creation of a new
organization to assume responsibility for government finan-
cial management would require legislation . GAO is no t
taking a position on the need for the executive branch to
establish a new organization to foster improvement of the
government's financial structure because sufficient informa-
tion is not yet available on the outcome of current Adminis -
tration management reform efforts . The PPSSCC recommenda-
tion for modification of budgetary classifications recog -
nizes that it should be a cooperative effort between th e
executive and legislative branches to achieve greate r
correlation of information on plans and performance .
However, the executive branch does not have authority t o
supersede GAO's responsibilities for establishing accounting
requirements and approving accounting systems .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

No specific cost savings were attributable to thi s
issue .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-85-35 Managing The Cost Of Government :
Building An Effective Financia l
Management Structure (February 1985 )

GAO Policy and Procedures Manual fo r
Guidance of Federal Agencies, title 2
(November 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John R. Cherbini 275-948 7
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HUD 1 :	 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTE M

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Would establishment of a modern accounting and finan-
cial management system within HUD result in cost savings an d
greater efficiency ?

An estimated $172 .4 million could result in saving s
and revenue in the first full year of implementation by
establishment of a modern accounting and financial manage-
ment system within HUD . Cost savings and revenue total
$570 .7 million over 3 years . Cash accelerations o f
$222 .5 million can be made in year one . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The need for improved financial management systems a t
HUD has been the topic of various GAO reports . The issue
generally addresses the need for a chief financial officer ,
improved cash management, and well-planned and execute d
system development efforts . The PPSSCC recommendations in
that regard appear to have merit .

III. CAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC stated that most of the recommendations coul d
be implemented by HUD subject to funding approval by the
Congress, and GAO agrees . PPSSCC appropriately noted tha t
establishment of a new assistant secretary position for th e
proposed chief financial officer would need congressiona l
approval . HUD agreed that many of the recommendations ar e
feasible and concurred with the general thrust of th e
proposal . However, HUD disagreed that a need exists for a
new assistant secretary position for financial matters ,
asserting that many of the concerns raised by PPSSCC can be
eliminated through the current organizational structure .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO does not have sufficient information to assess th e
accuracy of the savings estimate . In an internal document ,
HUD reported that implementation of the recommendation s
would result in savings somewhat less than that estimated by
PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT CAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-84-9

	

Increasing The Department Of Housin g
And Urban Development's Effectivenes s
Through Improved Managemen t
(Jan . 10, 1984 )
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GA®/AFMD-82-1 8

GA®/AFMD-82-1 4

VI . GAO CONTACT

Problems Continue In Accounting Fo r
And Servicing HUD-Held Multifamil y
Mortgages (Aug . 18, 1982 )

Defaulted Title I Home Improvemen t
Loans -- Highly Vulnerable To Fraud ,
Waste, And Abuse (Dec . 7, 1981 )

John F . Simonette 275-949 0
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ENERGY 8 : MULTIPLE ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the multiple accounting systems within th e
Department of Energy (DOE) be improved and coordinated to
provide better control and lower costs ?

Potential savings of between $3 .5 million and $4 mil -
lion can be pinpointed by centralizing the control and pro-
cessing of financial data and payrolls, and by rationalizin g
the present systems of property records and activity report -
ing . The added net savings that may result from introducing
a computerized Financial Information System (FIS) cannot ye t
be estimated accurately . Various reforms should also pro -
vide more useful data, while reducing the risk of fraud o r
waste throughout the Department . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The general thrust of this issue is to improve contro l
over DOE's financial management and increase the efficiency
of certain accounting operations . To accomplish that objec-
tive, PPSSCC made several recommendations aimed primarily a t
centralizing financial management and accounting operations .
As such, the issue is valid . One of the more significan t
recommendations would have the controller's responsibilitie s
expanded to include all accounting matters at all fiel d
locations, a suggestion GAO has made in the past . For exam-
ple, GAO previously recommended that the Secretary of DO E
provide headquarters program and functional managers wit h
direct lines of authority over their respective field staff s
("A New Headquarters/Field Structure Could Provide A Bette r
Framework For Improving DOE Operations," GAO/EMD-81-97) .
GAO reiterated that recommendation in a subsequent report
("Major Financial Management Improvements Needed At Depart-
ment Of Energy," GAO/OCG-82-1), in which GAO discussed the
controller's difficulty in having policies and procedure s
properly implemented in field locations .

Other recommendations also have merit, r .ut additional
study is needed in several cases because their implementa-
tion could be costly . For example, one recommendation call s
for consolidating and centralizing the processing of al l
employee payroll and personnel data for headquarters an d
field operations . Generally, consolidation of such activi-
ties offers the potential of achieving economies of scal e
and corresponding cost reductions, but usually not withou t
an initial investment . Additional recommendations includ e
centralization of control and processing of financial data ,
and reducing the frequency of various accounting reports .
However, the PPSSCC report did not provide adequate informa-
tion to allow GAO to comment on the merit of those recommen -
dations .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that most of the PPSSCC recommendation s
could be implemented within DOE's existing authority an d
structure, but the major obstacle for some of the recommen-
dations is their possible cost . For example, the cost o f
centralizing the control and processing of financial data ,
consolidating headquarters and field payroll operations, and
installing a new computerized financial information syste m
would need to be weighed against the benefits such changes
would be expected to provide . On the other hand, other
recommendations apparently would involve little or no cost s
to implement . These include raising the dollar amount fo r
capitalizing personal property and reducing the frequency o f
certain financial reports .

As for the key recommendation of making the controller
responsible for field office accounting operations, DOE has
decided not to implement our past recommendation which woul d
have accomplished that by giving headquarters program and
functional managers direct lines of authority over thei r
respective field staffs . DOE stated that the existing
organizational structure is sound and that the recommenda-
tion would, among other things, require excessive amounts o f
staff and impede day-to-day program accomplishment throug h
excessive centralization .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO did not have sufficient information to judge th e
reasonableness of the savings .

Internal Control Weaknesses At Depart-
ment Of Energy Research Laboratorie s
(Dec . 15, 1982 )

Major Financial Management Improve-
ments Needed At Department Of Energ y
(Sept . 15, 1982 )

GAO/EMD-81-97

	

A New Headquarters/Field Structure
Could Provide A Better Framework For
Improving Department Of Energy
Operations
{Sept . 3, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John F . Simonette 275-949 0

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-83-3 8

GAO/OCG-82-1
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ENERGY 10 :	 AUDITS BY INSPECTOR GENERAL

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"How can the Inspector General's office (IG) [at th e
Department of Energy] carry out its audit function mor e
effectively? The most cost-effective way for the IG t o
broaden internal audit coverage appropriately would b e
through a substantial increase in entry-level and junior -
level staffing and the selective use of outside auditin g
assistance . Net annual savings, as a result of greate r
cost avoidance and cost recoveries for the Department o f
Energy (DOE), are calculated conservatively at $22 millio n
for the first year . Total savings would amount to $72 . 9
million over a three-year period . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC recommends that "the number of auditors i n
the IG office at DOE should be increased to broaden cover -
age" and that "in hiring new employees, the trend shoul d
be to recruit as many entry-level auditors as possible . "
PPSSCC states that, "it would be cost-effective to enlarg e
the IG's staff of auditors," that most "professionals o n
the staff are the Government equivalents of partners o r
managers in private sector audit firms," and that "ther e
are no auditors in the office at what a commercial fir m
would consider the staff or entry level ." PPSSCC's analy-
sis of savings is based on hiring 190 entry-level audi-
tors .

GAO does not know how many auditors the DOE-IG need s
because it has not done a detailed analysis of the IG' s
annual audit plan and staff needs assessments . As o f
December 1984, IG's Office of Audit had 97 full-time perm -
anent staff . GAO believes the IG should justify the need
for each staff member in terms of its audit universe an d
priorities . In addition, the IG's requests for resource s
must be weighed against the needs of the other component s
within DOE . A GAO report in 1979 on the DOE-I G
(EMD-80-29) stated that the IG needed a comprehensive
audit plan to set priorities and better determine staf f
requirements .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC believes that staff at the DOE-IG could b e
increased on the authority of the Secretary of Energy an d
that the Office of Management and Budget will concur wit h
the increase based on the cost-effectiveness of addin g
staff in the manner proposed . GAO believes that the
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secretary's ability to increase IG staff must be consider -
ed in light of the constraints imposed by appropriation s
acts . If the IG receives funding under a separate appro-
priation, congressional concurrence would be required .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC believes that the cost of additional audi t
staff would be more than offset by the increased saving s
realized from their work . PPSSCC compared the DOE-IG' s
audit costs for fiscal year 1982 with the amount of "cos t
avoidance and recoveries" for that year and found tha t
audit costs "represented a return of more than $6 .50 fo r
each $1 .00 expended ." The cost of more auditors was the n
multiplied at this ratio to derive a total savings o f
$72 .9 million for 3 years .

GAO believes that additional audit staff will no t
necessarily realize savings at the ratio projected b y
PPSSCC . PPSSCC projects a straight-line rate of saving s
based on the ratio of $6 .50 in savings for each $1 .00 in
audit costs . PPSSCC states that the cost of 190 addition-
al auditors "should be able to maintain the recorded rati o
of $6 .50 in cost-avoidance and recovery savings per $1 .0 0
invested ." However, PPSSCC also points out that, "addin g
auditors will not continue to produce savings at a
straight-line rate indefinitely ." GAO agrees with thi s
statement but does not know how many new auditors can b e
hired before "diminishing returns" result .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Impact Of Administrative Budget Proce-
dures On Independence Of Offices O f
Inspector General (Sept . 26, 1984 )

Internal Control Weaknesses At Depart-
ment Of Energy Research Laboratorie s
(Dec . 15, 1982 )

Weaknesses In Internal Financial An d
Accounting Controls At Department O f
Energy Accounting Stations (Sept . 17 ,
1981 )

EMD-80-29

	

Evaluation Of The Department Of Energy' s
Office Of Inspector General (Nov . 28 ,
1979 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

John J . Adair 275-935 9

GAO/AFMD-84-7 8

GAO/AFMD-83-3 8

AFMD-81-106
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FMS 4 : FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND AUDIT :	 AUDIT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Does the Federal Government's internal audit organi-
zation function effectively on a decentralized, departmen t
and ag ency basis in the application of audit resources? "

PPSSCC did not auantify the savings that might result
from its recommendations in this area .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC recommends that there be established in the
Office of Management and Budget "a full-time audit suppor t
division headed by a director of audit coordination, re -
placing the part-time staff support now provided to th e
PCIE [the President's Council on Integrity and Effi-
ciency] . . .to assist PCIE in addressing common proble m
areas and deficiencies in audit administrative function s
and technical performance areas ." PPSSCC believes PCIE i s
currently understaffed and that PCIE activities should be
"broadened to include monitoring of the scope and qualit y
of audit work currently performed, with a view toward
providing counsel to the individual IGs on matters dealing
with the depth and breadth of audit coverage (scope) and
the application of technical audit procedures ." PPSSCC
states that PCIE "should monitor" the activities of th e
audit support division and that the purpose of its recom-
mendation is to "strengthen PCIE activities through in -
creased staff support in the form of the audit support
division . "

GAO believes there is no need for such a division .
According to PPSSCC, one purpose of the audit suppor t
division would be to develop and oversee a quality assur-
ance program. However, several OIGs are currently plan-
ning or conducting self-assessments of their work . Also ,
GAO has begun quality assessment reviews of OIGs and othe r
federal internal audit organizations and will review the
operations of all OIGs within 5 years .

GAO believes that PCIE members should decide if th e
"common problem areas and deficiencies" noted by PPSSC C
warrant the full-time staff suggested by PPSSCC .

GAO agrees with PPSSCC's proposals that IGs increas e
the attention given to internal control evaluations and
assure the resources needed to perform them . With enact-
ment of the Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act i n
1982 and promulgation of the Comptroller General' s
Standards for Internal Controls in the Federal Government ,
IGs have already begun to take steps to improve their
internal control evaluations and conduct more of them .
Agency heads and IGs also appear to be working together t o
improve agency vulnerability assessments .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that establishment of a n
audit support division in the Office of Management an d
Budget could be accomplished by executive action . How-
ever, the Congress would have to increase OMB's appropria-
tions to fund the activities of such a division .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC did not quantify the savings that would
result from establishment of an audit support division i n
the Office of Management and Budget .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/OCG-84- 3

GAO/AFMD-84-2 7

GAO/AFMD-83-3 5

FGMSD-80-3 9

VI . GAO CONTACT

Implementation Of The Federal Managers '
Financial Integrity Act : First Year
(Aug . 24, 1984 )

Internal Control Weaknesses At Th e
General Services Administration (June 1 ,
1984 )

Selected GSA Peal Property Operation s
Contain Internal Control Weaknesses
(Jan 14, 1983 )

GAO Findings On Federal Internal Audi t
--A Summary (May 27, 1980 )

John J . Adair 275-9359
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FINANCE 1 :	 THE TRUE SIZE OF THE FEDERAL BUDGE T

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"What is the size of the federal government and doe s
the federal budget fully disclose the level of all federa l

activities ?

The expenditures of the federal government, a s
currently defined in the federal budget, significantly
understate the true level of federal activity because the y
exclude or only partially include major governmenta l
spending commitments .

PPSSCC estimates that fully reflecting these items a s
part of a more encompassing presentation of governmenta l
activities would result in federal expenditures an d
obligations for fiscal 1984 of approximately $1,81 2
billion, more than double budgeted government outlays o f
$849 billion . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC recommended that the following actions b e
taken in order to fully reflect the level of federa l
activities in the federal budget and make the budget a
truly comprehensive document :

--Include offsetting collections in both revenue an d
outlay totals . This change in data presentation
does not change the reported deficit but woul d
reflect the true (gross) government activity on a n
agency/function basis .

--Place off-budget federal entities back onto the budge t
since they pursue government based activities .

--Include guaranteed loans in budget outlays sinc e
government policies provide credit to borrowers at mor e
favorable terms than are otherwise available in th e
private market, thus reallocating credit towar d
federally selected uses .

--Include government-sponsored enterprises (i .e ., the
Federal National Mortgage Association) in budget outlay s
for the same reason as guaranteed loans .

--Include the full cost to fund the liabilities of federa l
pension, retirement, and disability plans in the federa l
budget .

GAO is concerned about the government's practice o f
offsetting certain types of revenues when computing an d
reporting budget outlay and revenue totals . Thi s
understates outlay and revenue totals since they ar e
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reported on a net rather than gross basis . GAO believe s
that budget totals would be more meaningful if thes e
offsetting and off-budget practices were eliminated .
Fully disclosing total levels of federal activities woul d
allow the Congress to more effectively exercise contro l
over the federal budget . GAO concurs in its PPSSCC
recommendation .

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that the unified budget should
encompass the full scope of programs and transactions tha t
are within the federal sector .

The last three recommended actions involve ver y
complex issues, and GAO currently has no opinion about th e
most appropriate budget treatment . Fuller disclosure i s
desirable, but simply combining loan guarantee amount s
with cash outlays may produce a misleading measure o f
total government activities . Many of the technicalitie s
of how best to make these disclosures have not yet bee n
worked out .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Some of the off-budget activities have been place d
off-budget by law . However, bills have been introduce d
to put some of these activities on-budget, such as th e
Federal Financing Bank . With the passage of these bills ,
OMB and Treasury will be able to make the changes neces -
sary to implement the thrust of PPSSCC recommendations .
Some difficulties exist in computing the anticipated cos t
of loan guarantees, but CBO is working on this issue .

OMB published a revised version of Circular A-70 ,
"Federal Credit Policy," on August 24, 1984 . Circular
A-70 encourages agencies to focus more closely on develop -
ments in the financial markets and to relate their credi t
assistance to conditions in those markets . This revision
is a positive move on OMB's part to better control federa l
credit .

GAO is already on record with regard to including
offsetting collections in both revenue and outlay total s
and disclosing the full cost to fund the liabilitie s
of federal pension, retirement, and disability plans i n
the federal budget . OMB and Treasury need to take th e
steps necessary to do so . Funding the full cost of thes e
liabilities in the budget at this time is probably no t
feasible because of the already large existing deficit .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC did not compute a savings estimate for thi s
recommendation .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PAD 81-36 Federal Budget Concepts And Procedure s
Can Be Further Strengthened (Mar . 3 ,
1981 )

GAO/PAD 81-22 Federal Budget Totals Are Understate d
Because Of Current Budget Practice s
(Dec . 31, 1980 )

GAO/PAD 80-29 Spending Authority Recordings I n
Certain Revolving Funds Impai r
Congressional Budget Control (July 2 ,
1980 )

GAO/PAD 79-20 Federal Budget Outlay Estimates : A
Growing Problem (Feb . 9, 1979 )

GAO/PAD 77-70 Government Agency Transactions Wit h
The Federal Financing Bank Should Be
Included On The Budget (Aug . 3, 1977 )

IV. GAO CONTACT

Kenneth W . Hunter 275-957 7
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ASSET 31 : FEDERAL FINANCING RANK BUDGETARY TREATMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the activity of the Federal Financing Ran k
(FFR1 he reflected in the unified budget total ?

First year savings of 5146 .5 million and 3 yea r
cumulative reduction of costs/outlays of 5484 .9 millio n
have been identified . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO a g rees with PPSSCC that the activities of FF E
should be reflected in the unified budget totals . GAO
believes that the unified budget should encompass the ful l
scone of programs and transactions that are within th e
federal sector . The FFR was created by the Federa l
Financing Rank Act of 1973 subject to the general su per-
vision of the Secretary of the Treasury . The bank wa s
established to consolidate and coordinate all direct an d
indirect aovernment borrowings and, by providing a mor e
ordered government securities market, to achieve the bes t
cost (i .e ., the lowest rate) for those borrowin g s . Th e
off-budg et status of FFR and the budoetary treatment o f
its purchase of certificates of beneficial ownership and
g uaranteed loans has resulted in congressional_ control an d
oversight problems since FFB was created . The off-budge t
status also understates by billions of dollars outlay an d
deficit totals, which are key points of control in th e
budget process .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Several bills have been introduced and hearings hav e
been held on the issue . Treasury and the cabinet Counci l
on Economic Policy agree that FEB should be on-budget .

GAO and PPSSCC also support this legislation .

	

GAO has
testified in favor of such legislation, sup ported it i n
bill comments, as well as reporting several times on thi s
issue . H .R . 5247, the Congressional Budg et Act Amendment s
of 1984 ; is a recent bill which requires the activities o f
the FFB to be placed on-budget . The bill is the result o f
the extensive work of the Task Force on the Budget Proces s
of the House Rules Committee in its efforts to develo p
improvements to the congressional budget process . Th e
task force was concerned that the current budget treatmen t
of. FFB obscures the amount and purposes of federal credi t
activity . Given the number of bills which have bee n
introduced to put FFB on-budget and the receptivity of th e
executive branch to this idea, there should be littl e
proolem in doing so . However, Congress would have to pas s
legislation to do this .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The rationale PPSSCC used in estimating the 3-yea r
savings of $484 .9 million is based on the premise that th e
budget is the primary control point for expenditures .
Therefore, PPSSCC concludes, any significant amounts pu t
on-budget should force more cuts in expenditures an d
therefore, reduce Treasury borrowing . Reduced Treasury
borrowing should - decrease demand in the capital markets ,
which, in turn, should result in lower Treasury costs ,
according to PPSSCC .

GAO agrees that the budget is a primary control o f
expenditures and that Treasury borrowing may affec t
interest rates in the capital markets . However, it i s
hithly speculative that placing FFB on-budget would force
cuts in expenditures, and even more speculative that suc h
cuts would be significant enough to lower the borrowing
costs for Treasury . GAO believes that it is not possibl e
to calculate the savings which may result from putting FFB
on-budget .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PAD-81-36 Federal Budget Concepts And Procedure s
Can Be Further Strengthened (Mar . 3 ,
1981 )

GAO/PAD-81-22 Federal Budget Totals Are Understate d
Because Of Current Budget Practice s
(Dec . 31, 1980 )

GAO/PAD-77-70 Government Agency Transactions Wit h
The Federal Financing Bank Should Be
Included On The Budget (Aug . 3, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth W . Hunter 275-9577 .
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FMS S : CAPITAL BUDGETING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"How can the planning and budgeting for capita l
expenditures and assets be improved?" For the purposes of
this issue, ca p ital expenditures were defined by PPSSCC a s
long-term financial investments in assets representin g
large commitments of resources that commonly include land ,
buildings, facilities, equipment, and vehicles .

PPSSCC has concluded "that implementation of a
government-wide capital budgeting process would result i n
better management and utilization of capital assets an d
funds, lonq-term improvements in the nation's physica l
assets, planned maintenance and repair activities an d
long-term cost reductions . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

In the past few years, GAO has been concerned abou t
the important question of how we plan and budget for thi s
nation's capital investments . Our general conclusion i s
that the government as a whole does not do a very good jo b
in this area . PPSSCC also sees much room for improve-
ment . The weaknesses in aaency capital investment plan-
ning are coupled with the lack of an integrated strateg y
or planning structure for considering investment priori -
ties among agencies . GAO supports greater visibility fo r
capital investment decisions and a better framework fo r
making those decisions than is currently provided in th e
budget . The "Public Works Improvement Act of 1984" shoul d
help in achieving this goal .

As a result of its work, PPSSCC made the followin g
recommendations :

--Prepare a comprehensive special capital analysi s
within the Special Analysis section of the annua l
budg et .

--Institute a federal capital budg eting and plannin g
process, separately constituted but int e g rated with
overall resource planning and allocation systems .

The recommendations are in accord with GA O
recommendations on this issue . PPSSCC relied heavily o n
GAO's work for this portion of its study .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The passage of P .L . 98-501 on October 19, 1984 ,
provides new and specific statutory authority for improv-
ing the planning and budgeting for capital expenditures .
It establishes a National Council on Public Works Improve -
ment, which is to prepare and submit to the President an d
the Congreas a report on the state of the nation's infras -
tructure . The law also requires the President to submi t
with his budget materials extensive information related t o
public civilian and military capital investment needs .
This law requires a substantial improvement in the wa y
capital budgeting is carried out .

PPSSCC recommendations are feasible and can b e
implemented . The requirements of P .L . 98-501 should
adequately address the thrust of PPSSCC recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC did not compute savings estimates for th e
recommendation .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PAD 83-1 Pros and Cons Of Separate Capita l
Budget For The Federal Governmen t
(Sept . 22, 1983 )

GAO/PAD 81-19 Federal Capital Budgeting : A
Collection Of Haphazard Practice s
(Feb . 26, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth Hunter 275-9577 .
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FMS 6 :	 PLANNING AND BUDGETIN G

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"How can long-range planning processes within the
executive branch be improved? "

No specific cost savings were attributable to thi s
issue .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

This issue involves establishing a process within th e
executive branch that links long-term presidential objec-
tives, budgeting, and agency plans to improve resourc e
allocation . Responsibility for overseeing the new plannin g
process would be assigned to the Office of Federal Manage-
ment that PPSSCC believes should be created .

GAO has recognized the need for a governmentwid e
process that would enable the Congress, the President, an d
agency officials to focus policy deliberations more systema -
tically on the nation's long-term issues . In GAO's repor t
"Managing the Cost Of Government : Building An Effectiv e
Financial Management Structure," GAO said that such a
process would highlight major policy and program options an d
their likely benefits and costs and would result in better -
defined goals, strategies, and priorities . The PPSSCC
recommendation for an improved planning process is limite d
to the executive branch, while GAO's preferred approac h
would result in a governmentwide process . We support the
PPSSCC plan to the extent that it prepares the way for a
governmentwide planning and programming system . GAO is not
taking a position on the need for a new organization withi n
the executive branch to provide oversight responsibilitie s
because sufficient information is not yet available on th e
outcome of current Administration management reform efforts .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC believes that the executive branch has th e
authority to implement a long-range planning process . GAO
agrees that the executive branch has such authority .

The Department of Defense Planning/Programming %
Budgeting System provides an example of a sophisticate d
process with a program structure, program reviews, updatin g
procedures, and a multiyear plan . These general features ,
with appropriate modifications, could be employed by othe r
agencies . For example a major problem with Defense's sys-
tem, and similar systems operated by other agencies, is th e
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absence of sufficient integration and consistency with th e
agency accounting system . This type of problem should b e
avoided in designing new systems .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTI4AT E

No specific cost savings were attributable to thi s
issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

DOD/GAO

	

DOD's PPBS (September 1983 )

GAO/AFMD-35--35 Managing The Cost Of Government :
Building An Effective Financia l
Management Structure (February 1985 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John R. Cherbini 275-948 7
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R&D 1 : STRATEGIC PLANNING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND ESTIMATED SAVING S

"Can improvements in strategic planning, particularly
in the goal-setting process, result in improved and mor e
cost-effective research and development (R&D) management i n
the agencies? "

The PPSSCC believes that significant improvements ar e
possible in the R&D management process through the implemen-
tation of effective strategic planning . The PPSSCC esti-
mates that implementation of specific recommendations woul d
result in savings of $2 .2 billion in the first year, $2 . 4
billion in the second year, and $2 .7 billion in the third
year for total three-year savings of $7 .3 billion .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO supports the PPSSCC's view of strategic planning a s
essential to good R&D management . An important element o f
strategic planning is an organization's ability to asses s
and forecast the environment in which it functions . This
element of strategic planning is particularly relevant fo r
agency research and development programs which operate in a n
environment containing the needs and interests of differen t
levels of government, the scientific community and industry .
The PPSSCC makes three recommendations in its discussion o f
the need for better strategic planning : redirection o f
agency planning efforts toward goal-setting, developin g
improved strategic planning concepts and procedures, and
using strategic planning as a basis for subsequent budgetin g
and operational management .

These recommendations were based on the followin g
findings : federal goals for research and development lac k
clarity, specificity and the ability to be measured ; agency
processes for strategic planning are characterized by suc h
problems as lack of coordination within an organization ; and
finally, the strategic planning process in the governmen t
does not work within realistic budget constraints or resul t
in implementation plans .

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that goal-setting is a necessar y
element in planning and generally supports their findings o n
lack of clarity in statements of goals . In some programs ,
however, goal-setting is inherently difficult because of th e
unpredictability of basic research . GAO would add that goa l
setting for R&D should not only occur within agencies bu t
across agencies as well .

PPSSCC also calls for the development of improve d
strategic planning concepts and procedures . GAO agrees bot h
with PPSSCC's statement that a single system cannot b e
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applied uniformly to all agencies, and with their documenta -
tion of problems with agency processes for strategi c
planning .

The third recommendation emphasizes that strategi c
planning should be used as a basis for s ubsequent budgeting
and operational management . GAO reports on strategic plan-
ning have criticized instances of the lack of integratio n
between the planning and budgeting process . Such reports
discuss the need for this process to operate in a systemati c
fashion, linking it to other management processes such as
budgeting and operational planning .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that all thre e
recommendations could be implemented through executive
action . However, strategic planning in government shoul d
require the input of entities outside of the executive
branch--the Congress, other levels of government, and the
scientific community . Many aspects of government policy -
making counteract the objectives of the planning process .
These include the relatively short tenure of senior execu-
tive branch and congressional officials, changing political
considerations, and the annual budget cycle .

In the first recommendation, PPSSCC discusse s
goal-setting without recognizing the active involvement o f
Congress in setting goals for research programs . The ease
or difficulty of developing strategic planning concepts an d
procedures, the subject of the second recommendation, wil l
be influenced by agency experience with strategic planning
and the extent to which strategic planning is adopted by th e
President, his staff and cabinet, and the Congress . The
third recommendation would link budgeting with strategi c
planning but political factors can weaken the efficiency o f
this linkage in three ways . First, funds might not be
appropriated which are needed to carry out plans and mee t
goals . Second, delays in funding can inhibit plann .r,g and
operational guidance . Third, priorities may chang e
significantly with each newly elected administration .

While the executive branch has not taken a fina l
position on the three recommendations, OMB staff told GA O
that clear well-defined goals and strategic plans will no t
eliminate waste in R&D spending . They also said tha t
because of the number of "externalities" affecting the fat e
of R&D projects, the success of strategic planning is les s
promising for the federal government than for industry .

Other agencies have claimed that they are implementin g
the PPSSCC proposals on strategic planning . For example ,
during House appropriations hearings in early 1984, th e
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Secretary of DOE said that the Administration responded t o
concerns over DOE's mission by defining the federal role i n
energy research and development as concentrating on long -
term, high-risk basic research . In a NASA issue paper o n
R&D management improvement studies, it was noted that cur -
rent planning efforts at NASA already address the PPSSC C
recommendations on strategic planning . EPA's Office of th e
Comptroller has cited the agency's development of a fiv e
year research strategy, updated annually with the help o f
program offices .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC stated that implementation of the three recom-
mendations related to strategic planning would result in a
total potential savings of $7 .3 billion over three years .
They arrived at this estimate by employing two techniques :
first, extrapolating savings estimated by the PPSSCC tas k
force on Office of the Secretary of Defense and second ,
using the collective judgment of agency management person-
nel, public interest leaders, and senior private sector R& D
managers . Aside from noting that these two techniques lend
themselves to speculation or subjective estimates, GAO ha s
no specific basis for commenting on these estimates .

The Department of Defense's Planning ,
Programming and Budgeting System by th e
Joint DOD/GAO Working Group on PPB S
(Sept . 1983 )

The Office of Science and Technolog y
Policy : Adaptation to a President' s
Operating Style May Conflict Wit h
Congressionally Mandated Assignment s
(Sept . 3, 1980 )

Testimony

	

Before the Subcommittee on Science ,
Research, and Technology of the House
Committee on Science and Technology o n
"Long-Term planning for National
Science Policy" (July 31, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Herbert McLure 275-778 3

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/OACG-84- 5

GAO/PAD-80-79
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R&D 2 ANDENERGY13 :	 R&DMANAGEMENT ANDTHE BUDGET PROCES S

I .a . PPSSCC ISSUE (R&D 2) AND SAVINGS

"Can the detailed process associated with the budget b e
improved to make the research and development (R&D )
management process more efficient? "

PPSSCC believes that implementation of it s
recommendations will significantly improve the overall man-
agement of R&D. Major savings opportunities are availabl e
in the actual R&D and associated procurement funds . Several
PPSSCC Task Forces recommended changes in this area wit h
estimated savings opportunities of c25 .9 billion over three
years . These savings opportunities impact both th e
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT&E) budge t
and the associated procurement budget . The R&D Task Force
estimates three-year savings opportunities of $3 .67 billion
in the RDT&E budget if major reforms are implemented in the
budget process .

I .b . PPSSCC ISSUE (ENERGY 13) AND SAVING S

Can the costs of administering the DOE budge t
associated with the operation of the National Laboratorie s
be reduced by moving to multi-year budgeting? The PPSSC C
estimated savings of 25 percent by NASA and 20 percent to 3 0
percent by several DOE offices for multi-year budgeting .
Conservatively, PPSSCC believes that savings of 5 percent o f
the expenditure or $125 million in the Administration' s
request for FY 1983 can be realized .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO supports R&D budget reform, especially for basi c
and exploratory applied research and development which ar e
generic and essential to a strong science and technolog y
base . PPSSCC's R&D Task Force argues that the characteris-
tics of the annual budget cycle lead to inefficiency, admin-
istrative burdens, and cost growth for R&D programs . Suc h
characteristics include : extensive budget detail and justi-
fication, the two to three year lag between initial budge t
planning and subsequent funding actions, and excessive us e
of technical staff . Similarly, the task force on th e
Department of Energy describes the annual budget process a s
"wasteful of scientific progress, research talent and
facilities . "

GAO believes the PPSSCC recommendations begin t o
address these problems . The PPSSCC's R&D task force call s
for establishing multiyear budgeting, reducing budgetar y
details, shortening the two to three year budget cycle an d
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reducing technical staff . Such recommendations coul d
increase the stability of funding for R&D programs, stream -
line the budgeting process, and provide linkages betwee n
strategic planning and policymaking .

PPSSCC also proposed that the Executive Branc h
introduce legislation which would budget R&D for DOE' s
national labs on a rolling three year term . Each year, the
budget proposed for the following three years would be
reviewed including two years from the budget approved in th e
previous year with the addition of a newly proposed thir d
year . In a 1981 report on multi-year authorizations fo r
research and development GAO concluded that a rolling multi-
year author :l.zation process is an additional way to increas e
continuity and stability in R&D programs .

GAO has taken the position that budgetary reform by
itself may not achieve the desired results . GAO believes
that the PPSSCC recommendations should be reviewed in th e
context of restructuring the financial management system o f
the federal government . In addition, it is not clear tha t
budgetary reforms will reduce cost growths in R&D program s
because escalation in cost is affected by other factors suc h
as the desire of program advocates to sell the program t o
both agency management and the Congress with low-cos t
estimates .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

According to the R&D task force of PPSSCC ,
implementation of its recommendations would require congres-
sional approval preceded by discussions between OMB, agen-
cies, and congressional staff . In recommending multi-year
budgeting for DOE, the PPSSCC task force on that departmen t
calls for statutory change by Congress . GAO agrees that
legislation would be required to change the authorizatio n
and appropriations process now followed by DOE .

OMB is evaluating these recommendations and thei r
impacts on the budget for 1986 and future years . Th e
initial reaction of OMB staff is that implementation woul d
be difficult because of congressional unwillingness to sup -
port multiyear budgeting in any but the most stable an d
routine programs . OMB staff now supports estimates o f
firmer outyear costs to encourage planning by agencies . The
Department of Energy, in commenting on ENERGY 13 (whic h
would introduce a rolling multi-year authorization proces s
for the national labs) said that while the recommendation is
sound, it does not have plans for immediate implementation .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVING ESTIMATE

While GAO has no basis for assessing the PPSSCC cos t
savings estimate associated with the R&D and DOE budge t
issues, it believes improvement in government operation s
would result in saving opportunities derived from budgetar y
reforms .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PAD-81-61 Multiyear Authorizations For Researc h
and Development (June 3, 1981 )

Testimony

	

Before the Senate Committee on
Governmental Affairs on Perspectives on
Budgeting for State and Local Needs and
Biennial Budgeting (May 5, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Herbert McLure 275-778 3
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TRANS 1 :	 RESEARCHAND DEVELOPMENTWITHI N
THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Are Department of Transportation (DOT) research and
development (R&D) programs and expenditures being manage d
effectively in keeping with Congressional mandates an d
departmental missions and goals pertaining to critica l
issues facing transportation in the United States? "

The PPSSCC reports that the organization and managemen t
of R&D in DOT can be greatly improved . Its recommendation s
show an initial savings of $85 .5 million in R&D appropria-
tions . The PPSSCC also reports that, although futur e
savings depend on policy-guided research goals and priori -
ties determined in the Office of the Secretary (OST), it i s
possible to generate additional savings of $94 .6 million and
$104 million in the second and third years of implementatio n
by following its recommendations so that the 3-year saving s
would be $284 .2 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC makes three recommendations to improve th e
management of DOT R&D programs . DOT, through the Office of
the Secretary of Transportation, should create an entit y
responsible for R&D policy, goal-setting and monitoring an d
also establish a new DOT R&D organization structure an d
management review process . The third recommendation
encourages joint research between DOT and industry .

In past reports, GAO has recognized the relationshi p
between improvements in organizational structure and effec-
tive management of research activities . Such work leads u s
to support the PPSSCC in its concern for better managemen t
and organization of research at DOT . GAO reports on
research activities sponsored by such DOT administrations a s
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA )
and the Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) lis t
some of the problems reported by the Grace Commission : the
need for formal planning tools, less than well-define d
organizational responsibilities for research, and the lac k
of formal processes to assess the impact or use of researc h
results . Another GAO report concluded that the establish-
ment of a system for developing and implementing polic y
department-wide could strengthen the handling of issue s
affecting more than one operating administration . R&D i n
support of highway safety is an example of a cross-cuttin g
issue common to a number of DOT administrations . GAO ha s
also issued reports on other research agencies in othe r
departments which have noted the value of establishing a
focal point in the organization for identifying an d
sponsoring long term research .
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GAO also agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation t o
encourage joint efforts with industry in transportatio n
R&D . A GAO 1982 report on UMTA's R&D prgram concluded tha t
UMTA needed to design a means of ensuring that its researc h
program is directed at the most important, widesprea d
industry needs . In addition, similar research was being
carried out by UMTA and the transit industry in severa l
areas . GAO said in the case of UMTA that "where private
industry is interested in a specific research proposal bu t
is unwilling to undertake all the costs or risks associate d
with it, UMTA could work cooperatively with industry . . .
Cooperative efforts could also reduce barriers to researc h
use ." Such cooperation would "steer UMTA away from researc h
that private industry is willing and able to conduct on it s
own . "

III, GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC states that the Secretary of DOT can implemen t
all three recommendations. In response, the Department has
appointed a science advisor to the Secretary who will advis e
her on departmental R&D policy and goals . While a science
advisor can inject important scientific perspectives int o
top-level decisions, it is not clear that the appointment o f
a science advisor can be equated with the organizationa l
changes proposed by PPSSCC . Also, the number and workload
of the science advisor's staff, if any, are not specified a t
this point by the Department of Transportation and it i s
unlikely that a science advisor with a small staff and a
heavy workload would be able to assume many of th e
responsibilities outlined in the three recommendations .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC estimated 3 year total savings of $284 .2 million
which assumes that expenditures for noncritical and/or R& D
projects left to the private sector can be eliminated . GAO
finds it difficult to comment on the precise figure s
employed by the task force since specific projects and thei r
current and projected costs are not listed by PPSSCC . GAO
does agree that savings could be realized by better coordi-
nation of DOT research activities with industry through th e
planning process . Knowledge of current industrial researc h
might eliminate the need for agency research which privat e
industy is able to conduct on its own .

Past GAO work has illustrated the costs of duplica-
tion . A 1982 GAO report on UMTA listed two projects wher e
UMTA supported research similar to that in industry . In th e
first project, UMTA and several manufacturers ccncurrentl y
developed an electronic system of monitoring the location
and operational status of vehicles cn city streets--t o
increase a transit system's safety aad productivity . The
total cost of the UMTA project was $13 million . In th e
second project, UMTA awarded one bus manufacturer a n

$88,833 .87 contract in 1976 for designing a wheelchair lif t
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device that could be installed on existing buses, even afte r
two other bus manufacturers informed UMTA that they had bee n
developing that kind of equipment on their own .

V® RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-82-102 Strengthening Transportation Polic y
Development and Implementatio n
(Sept .

	

9, 1982 )

GAO/CED-82-1 7

GAO/CED-80-8 7

VI . GAO CONTACT

UMTA's Research and Development Progra m
Should Pay Closer Attention to Transi t
Industry Needs (Jan . 20, 1982 )

Highway Safety Research and
Development--Better Management Can Mak e
It More Useful (July 28, 1980 )

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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FMS 10 :	 IMPROVEMENT OF FEDERAL EVALUATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the activities, results and utilization of Federa l
Program evaluations be improved ?

Program evaluation is the systematic collection of informa-
tion about program requirements, activities, outputs and outcome s
for the purposes of management and service delivery improvement .
By tying the evaluation results to budgeting and planning, execu-
tives and managers are able to identify opportunities for progra m
improvements and to establish priorities for resource allocation .

According to the PPSSCC the Government will realize saving s
from more cost-effective resources (funds and staff) expende d
for program evaluation activities, and through the ability to mak e
better informed program decisions . Coordination of evaluatio n
with the budget process will give the Administration greate r
control over program operations .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes the issue and three component recommendation s
raised by the PPSSCC have overall merit and deserve support .
Specifically, the recommendations to require agencies to (1) deve-
lop annual evaluation plans (2) improve the quality of data avail -
able to program managers on a routine basis and (3) utilize pro -
gram evaluation results more consistently are important and ca n
serve as a means of improving the evaluation process . In addi-
tion, while not recommended by the PPSSCC, GAO believes a promi-
nent role by the Office of Management and Budget in encouragin g
agency program evaluation efforts would help improve the perfor-
mance and utilization of federal program evaluation efforts .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Although the OMB has the authority to implement these thre e
recommendations, it has not chosen to do so . GAO believes these
PPSSCC recommendations will not be effectively implemented unles s
OMB, the departments, and agency staffs fully support them . Ther e
is little evidence of effort by OMB in terms of support for th e
evaluation process itself . OM3 for the past several years ha s
chosen to leave evaluation in the hands of each department o r
agency . OMB has also rescinded OMB Circular A-117, which outline d
guidance for the development am) application of program evalua-
tions . Currently, the vitals"cy of program evaluation efforts var y
from agency to agency, and department to department .
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IVa GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC did not estimate savings from this issue and GAO
agrees such an estimate would be extremely difficult to make .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/IPE :

	

Special Stud y
A Profile of Federal Program Evaluation
Activities (Sept . 1982 )

GAO/PAD-78-8 3

GAO/PAD-79-2

GAO/PAD-78- 3

VI . GAO CONTACT

Status and Issues - Federal Program
Evaluation (Oct . 1978 )

Assessing Social Program Impac t
Evaluations :
A Checklist Approach (Oct . 1978 )

Finding Out How Prc)(Lams Are Working :
Suggestions for Congressional Oversigh t
(Nov . 22, 1977 )

Lois-ellin Datta 275-165 2
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CHAPTER2

FEDERAL CREDIT AND CASH MANAGEMEN T

The federal government historically has experienced problems
in conducting its credit and cash management operations . GAO ha s
recommended numerous actions to improve operations in these areas
but agencies have not always implemented these recommendations .
Recently, with Congress' and OMB's increased emphasis on credit and
cash management, agencies have made improvements . As PPSSCC points
out, however, more needs to be done .

The PPSSCC presented 34 issues affecting federal credit and cash
management . Of these 34 issues, GAO found overall merit in 29, ques-
tioned the merits of three, and had no position on two . The PPSSCC
estimated that implementing the recommendations that make up its
credit and cash management issues would either save, or increase or
accelerate collections by approximately $38 billion over a 3 year
period . GAO could not conclusively affirm whether this estimate coul d
actually be attained but nonetheless believes substantial saving s
would result .

Many of the PPSSCC issues required legislative action to be fully
implemented . With the enactment of the Debt Collection Act of 198 2
and the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, a number of the PPSSCC's issue s
have been addressed . In fact, for the 34 issues, 22 either have bee n
implemented already or can be implemented through administrativ e
action . Twelve require additional legislative action to be full y

implemented .
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VETS 3 : DEBT COLLECTION AT VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING

"Can the Veterans Administration (VA) improve the
results of debt collection efforts through the use o f
current private sector practices and improved managemen t
procedures and reporting techniques?" PPSSCC estimate s
that VA could recover $208 million of debt and achieve an
additional reduction of $53 .9 million in interest cost s
over 3 years if VA implements these debt collectio n
recommendations .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Debt collection has been a significant problem in V A
for a number of years . PPSSCC made five recommendation s
to help alleviate this long-standing problem :

--establishing a new accounting management structure ,

--assigning of debt collection responsibility t o
VA's field stations ,

--assigning of debts delinquent over 1 year t o
outside collection agencies ,

--increasing the limit for transferring past du e
debts to the Department of Justice, and

--pursuing legal action to collect debt throug h
execution of a judgment .

Except for the last recommendation, for which GAO has n o
basis for opinion, it agrees with the merits of the othe r
recommendations . Both GAO and VA's Inspector General have
also identified the potential for VA to improve its deb t
collection techniques by using private sector practice s
and improving management procedures and techniques .

PPSSCC's first recommendation that a new accoun t
management structure be established for VA debt was recog -
nized as a problem in GAO's report "Significant Improve-
ments Seen In Efforts To Collect Debt Owed the Federa l
Government" (AFMD 83-57, April 28, 1983) . GAO pointed out
that fragmented accounting information was a problem
hampering VA debt collection efforts and that VA ha d
initiated efforts to update its ADP system to correct the
problems .
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PPSSCC also recommended that VA assign responsibilit y
for debt collection to the field station and provide nec -
essary tools and procedures to support this responsi-
bility. Timely and direct contact with veterans as soon
as practical after a delinquent debt is recognized ca n
increase VA debt collection prospects . Such aggressive
collection efforts have proven `heir worth in both th e
public and private sector . A VA official advised us tha t
establishing debt collection groups in each of its 5 3
regional offices would be costly because it would requir e
hiring additional personnel to perform a direct contac t
effort which is now done through letters generated at a
central location .

With respect to PPSSCC's recommendation that V A
assign all debts over 1 year to outside collection agen-
cies, GAO reports, as well as a January 1983 VA Inspecto r
General report, recommended that VA test the use of pri-
vate collection agencies . In addition, the House Appro-
priations Committee has directed VA to test the privat e
collection agency technique . However, a VA officia l
advised us that the test has not yet been undertake n
because other items such as implementation of the Federa l
Managers'Financial Integrity Act were given priority .

In addition, PPSSCC also recommended that in those
instances where VA instituted legal action to collec t
debt, it should carry through the action to the executio n
of judgment . A VA official advised us that legal actions
are normally pursued through execution of judgment when i t
is cost effective . For example, VA does not pursue lega l
action if it would force the debtor veteran into bank-
ruptcy or if legal action would cost more than the deb t
owed .

PPSSCC further recommended that the monetary limi t
for transferring jurisdiction for debt collection action
to the Department of Justice be increased . Public law
96-466 (38 U .S .C . 3116) provides statutory authority fo r
VA to litigate its own debts . In a memorandum of under -
standing between VA and the Department of Justice, it wa s
agreed that VA could litigate all debts under $1,200, pro -
vided substantive legal issues were not involved and lega l
action to collect debts of $1,200 or more be re-ferred t o
the Justice Department . Because of the small size of th e
individual VA debts and the large workload of the U .S .
Attorney's Office, little formal legal action is initiate d
within the Justice Department on VA's referred debts . A
higher limit would place responsibility for legal actio n
with VA, which recently was autorized an additional 12 0
positions in its General Counsel's Office for litigatin g
debt . Thus, an increase in dollar amount of debt whic h
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VA itself could litigate would seem appropriate . A VA
official advised us that Justice and VA have not been abl e
to reach an agreement on increasing the $1,200 limi t
because the Justice Department itself could not reac h
agreement on what the new limit should be .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The recommendations can be implemented through admin-
istrative action by the Veterans Administration and in one
instance the Department of Justice . However, the imple-
mentation of the recommendations may not be cost-effectiv e
in every case, especially considering the costs involve d
in the other debt collection procedures VA has recentl y
implemented . For example, VA has taken a number of steps,
to improve its debt collection process, including som e
actions implementing, at least in part, the PPSSCC recom-
mendations . Thus, before proceeding with each recommenda-
tion, a comparison of the amounts of additional debts tha t
will be collected with the additional costs incurred t o
collect the debt should be made . To the extent the recom-
mendations are cost-effective, successful implementatio n
will further improve VA efforts to collect past-due debts .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVING ESTIMAT E

Because the data PPSSCC used to establish its esti-
mate of savings is not clear, GAO could not form a basi s
for analyzing the PPSSCC survey estimate . However, a s
VA's Inspector General has projected past-due debt arisin g
from VA programs will be about $1 billion at the end o f
fiscal year 1985 . Thus, collection of such debt doe s
offer the potential for significant savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FGMSD 83-57 Significant Improvements Seen I n
Efforts To Collect Debt Owed Th e
Federal Government (Apr . 28, 1983 )

GAO/FGMSD 78-50 The Government Can Be Mor e
Productive In Collecting Debts B y
Following Commercial Practices
(Feb . 23, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Simonette 275-948 9
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ASSET 11 :	 DIRECT LOAN PRICING--FEES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should federal lending agencies charge fees for
direct loan origination, servicing, and delinquency? "

If these fees were assessed, a potential exists for a
3-year cumulative reduction in the deficit of $2 .88 6
billion from increased revenue/receipts and interes t
earnings .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommendations in this issue area concer n
charging interest and penalties on delinquent loans ,
decreasing the current definition of delinquency from 3 0
days past due to 15 days past due, and charging nonrefund -
able loan application and origination fees for all loa n
applications .

The recommendation regarding interest and late pay-
ment penalties on past due debts is consistent wit h
current provisions in the Federal Claims Collectio n
Standards and Treasury Financial Manual . Subsequent to
completion of PPSSCC's review, the Debt Collection Act o f
1982 (Public Law 97-365) was enacted . Section 11 of the
act requires the assessment of interest on all types o f
debts past due . PPSSCC also recommends charging lat e
payment penalties in addition to assessing interest o n
amounts past due . Section 11 of the act requires assess-
ment of penalties and administrative cost on all delin-
quent debts owed the government . In addition, the act
outlines the procedures to be followed by federal agencie s
in assessing these charges . In March 1984, GAO and the
Department of Justice issued revised Federal Claim s
Collection Standards to reflect the changes set forth i n
the act .

Collection Standards describes "delinquency" a s
occurring if payment is not made by the "date due" a s
specified in a demand letter . Section 11 of the Deb t
Collection Act of 1982 states that interest shall begin t o
accrue when notification in the form of a demand letter i s
mailed . However, interest shall not be collected if th e
amount due is paid within 30 days after the individual ha s
been notified . Further, section 11 specifically state s
that interest, penalties, and administrative cost shal l
not apply if the authorizing legislation, regulation o r
loan agreement prohibits the assessment of these charge s
or explicitly fix the amount that can be assessed . There-
fore, the implementation of PPSSCC's recommendation t o
redefine delinquency date would not be possible withou t
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amending the Debt Collection Act of 1982 . In addition ,
GAO has not performed sufficient work to evaluate th e
merits of PPSSCC's recommendation that a nonrefundabl e
application or origination fee be assessed on all loans t o
initiate and service the loans .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The Debt Collection Act of 1982 currently bein g
implemented by federal agencies requires the assessment o f
interest, penalty, and administrative cost on all delin-
quent nontax debts owed the government--including direc t
loan programs as specified by PPSSCC . Within constraint s
imposed by the statute, the "User-Charge" statute (31 USC
9701) would allow federal lending agencies to impose a fe e
to recoup loan origination costs .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF PPSSCC SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has not estimated the amount of savings that ca n
be achieved by assessing interest and penalties on delin -
quent debts and assessing a nonrefundable application fe e
for direct federal loans . GAO believes that the assump -
tions used by PPSSCC to project its savings appear reason -
able . However, there may be additional cost incurred fo r
equipment and personnel to implement this proposal ,
partially offsetting any savings .

It is reasonable to assume that, with the assessmen t
of interest and penalties, delinquencies will declin e
because borrowers will have an incentive to repay monthl y
loans owed the government . GAO has previously reported
that not charging interest on delinquent debts serves as a
disincentive for borrowers to repay amounts owed . In
regard to loan origination fees for initiation and
servicing of loans, GAO is not in a position to comment on
the projected 3-year savings of $514 million .

V. RELEVANT GAO reports

GAO/AFMD 83-57

	

Significant Improvements Seen In
Efforts To Collect Debts Owed The
Federal Government (Apr . 23, 1983 )

GAO/AFMD 78-59 The Government Can Be Mor e
Productive In Collecting Its Debt s
By Following Commercial Practice s
(Feb . 23, 1979 )

GAO/FGMSD 78-61 The Government Needs To Do A Bette r
Job Of Collecting Amounts Owed B y
The Public (Oct . 20, 1978 )
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VI . GAO CONTACT

John Simonette 275-948 9
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ASSET 12 :	 CREDIT PROCESSIN G

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"How can the federal credit process be made more
efficient ?

Improving the federal government's credit process by
which it grants, services, and collects its direct loan s
can result in decreased default rates and subsequen t
charge-offs . Reductions in default would have a 3-yea r
cumulative benefit of $5 .572 billion in accelerated
revenue plus $1 .010 billion in interest savings ; totaling
$6 .582 billion .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

PPSSCC recommendations include such areas as ;

--developing private sector loan models ,

--establishing a centralized credit department i n
each agency, and

--developing uniform credit definitions, and manage -
ment information systems .

The PPSSCC recommendations would improve the govern-
ment's credit process--that is the methods used to mak e
and collect amounts it is owed for direct loans . Improve-
ments in these areas would provide federal agencies bette r
information to evaluate the status of the loans it ha s
made, and thereby help reduce default rates and subsequen t
write-offs .

The recommendations are feasible and the implementa-
tion would provide a business-type environment to th e
government's credit processing . In essence, the recommen-
dations are to develop and use good management practice s
and, accordingly, be consistent in concept with GAO' s
traditional positions . It must be recognized however ,
that the federal credit process, including direct loa n
programs, is intended to fill a recognized social need .
As a result, more lenient and flexible credit extensio n
and servicing terms are available in the public secto r
than in the private sector .

OMB has also recognized that problems exist in th e
government's credit processing and has assigned variou s
agencies specific responsibilities for developing pilo t
projects for issues such as the development of credi t
standards and automated collection systems . GAO's report
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"Significant Improvements Seen In Efforts To Collect Debt s
Owed The Federal Government (AFMD-83-57, Apr . 28, 1983 )
discusses in detail each agency's specific responsibili -
ties in developing the pilot projects . Lead agency
responsibilities for these new efforts include designing a
pilot project, developing a work plan with milestones an d
target dates, and reporting project status to OMB .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that improving loan managemen t
practices within each agency could generally be imple-
mented administratively . Many of the recommended activi-
ties are already priorities for several agencies . For
example, the Department of Education has created a credi t
department to oversee collection of student loans, and th e
Departments of Agriculture and of Housing and Urba n
Development are automating manual records and updatin g
computer equipment . How long it will take to complet e
this task throughout the government is uncertain . GAO
believes that agencies should develop and be held to a
reasonable schedule for implementing effective accountin g
systems . To the extent that implementing the PPSSCC
proposals would require additional resources -- fundin g
and personnel -- congressional approval would be needed .

In GAO's opinion, meeting the administration's futur e
goals of improving credit processing and loan managemen t
will require OMB's continued attention, as well a s
sustained improvement in federal agencies' collectio n
efforts. Because debt collection problems did not develop
overnight, resolving such long-standing needs as bette r
accounting systems, which contributes to these problems ,
will take time . A great deal remains to be done ,
especially regarding the need to design new automate d
accounting systems .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF PPSSCC SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

In the GAO and CBO joint study titled "Analysis o f
the Grace Commission's Major Proposals on Cost Control "
(February 1984), CHO estimated for the PPSSCC's proposal s
no savings were associated with this issue area . The
report states that the savings estimate may be to o
optimistic given that many government lending programs ar e
intended to meet credit needs different from thos e
provided by the private sector . There may also b e
additional costs for equipment and personnel to implemen t
this proposal, partially offsetting any savings . Thus ,
the savings from the proposal are highly uncertain .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Significant Improvements Seen I n
Efforts To Collect Debts Owned
The Federal Government (Apr .
23, 1983 )

The Government Can Be More
Productive In Collecting Its
Debts by Following Commercial
Practices (Feb . 23, 1979 )

GAO/FGMSD 78-61

	

The Government Needs To Do A
Better Job Of Collectin g
Amounts Owed By The Publi c
(Oct . 20, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Simonette 275-948 9

GAO/AFMD 83-5 7

GAO/FGMSD 78-59
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ASSET 26 :	 FEDERAL DEBT COLLECTION MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the government's collection efforts be bette r
managed and more efficiently organized in order to improve
its debt collection efforts ?

"Three-year cumulative accelerated revenues/receipt s
of $4 .6 billion, plus a slowing of delinquent debt of $3 . 5
billion, and reduced interest costs/outlays of $1 .19 1
billion have been identified for a total of $9 .291 billion
reduction in the budget deficit . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommendations calls for improvements in
the government's debt collection and related accountin g
and reporting. The basic thrust of PPSSCC's recommenda-
tions are to promote economy and efficiency in the govern-
ment's debt collection efforts . The recommendation is to
develop and use sound business practices and, accordingly ,
is consistent in concept with positions traditionally hel d
by GAO .

GAO has long called for strengthened government deb t
collection . In October 1978, GAO reported on the result s
of a governmentwide review which pointed out that the
government was not doing an effective job of accounting
for and collecting its debts ("The Government Needs To D o
A Better Job Of Collecting Amounts Owed By The Public" ,
FGMSD-78-61) . In addition, GAO has continually testifie d
in support of debt collection legislation aimed at improv-
ing debt collection in the federal government . The PPSSCC
recommendations are generally in line with the recommenda-
tions that GAO has made in the debt collection area .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that the recommendations can
be achieved through administrative action . However, as-
sociated with these recommendations is the possible need
of additional funding to obtain state-of-the-art computer s
and related services necessary to use the equipmen t
effectively .

If the necessary funds are received, it is difficul t
to specify how long it will take to develop and implement
an efficient, effective, and economical accounting and
related debt collection system . In this regard, however ,
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agencies should be required to develop and be held to a n
implementation schedule that would detail the time frames
for developing and implementing an effective accounting
and related debt collection system .

] . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC estimates that the proposed improvement s
would prevent some delinquencies as well as increas e
collections of delinquent debts owed the federal govern-
ment . These estimates ►may be optimistic . Allowanc e
should be made for planning and implementation time lags ,
as well as additional costs requiring congressiona l
action . As stated above, there may be additional cost s
for equipment and personnel to implement this proposal ,
partially offsetting any savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD 83-57 Significant Improvements Seen I n
Efforts To Collect Debts Owed Th e
Federal Government (Apr . 23, 1983 )

GAO/FGMSD 78-59 Government Can Be More Productive I n
Collecting Its Debts By Following
Commercial Practices (Feb . 23 ,
1979 )

GAO/FGMSD 78-61 The Government Needs To Do A Bette r
Job Of Collecting Amounts Owed by
The Public (Oct . 20, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Simonette 275-948 9
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ASSET 27 : INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE (IRS) REFUND OFFSE T

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

PPSSCC believes debts owed the government should b e
offset against Internal Revenue Service (IRS) tax refunds .

"Three-year cumulative accelerated reven :'es/receipt s
of $1 .930 billion and reduced interest cost/outlays o f
$ .397

	

billion have been identified for a reduction o f
the budget deficit of $2 .327 billion . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

GAO in two reports and numerous testimonies ha s
encouraged and supported the use of IRS offset to collec t
nontax delinquent debts owed the government . GAO's review
showed that many debtors who refuse to pay amounts due the
government receive a federal tax refund . Because collec-
tion by reducing tax refunds can be economically feasible ,
this collection method should be tested as a fina l
administrative attempt to recover amounts due the
government from those who have successfully evaded agenc y
collection efforts .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, 4EASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The passage of the Deficit Reduction Act of 198 4
(Public Law No . 98-369) provides new and specific statu-
tory authority concerning offsets against income ta x
refunds . The legislation was signed into law in July
1984 . PPSSCC concluded that legislative and executiv e
action was necessary but its analysis of the issue wa s
performed prior to enactment of the legislation . At the
present time, GAO and PPSSCC agree that executive actio n
is still necessary for the successful implementation o f
the law . Section 2653 of this act requires federa l
agencies to refer debts owed to the United States to IR S
so that it may take offset action against any income ta x
refunds that may be owed to the debtor . Specifi c
procedural requirements are set out in section 2653 . The
Secretary of the Treasury is required to issue regulation s
to implement this section and is authorized to test th e
offset procedures with selected programs before proceedin g
to full implementation .

The PPSSCC recommendation is feasible and can b e
implemented . However, GAO's support of the IRS offse t
should be viewed in light of two important qualifiers .
First, GAO's support of the IRS offset should not b e
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interpreted as a recommendation that the IRS become a deb t
collection "clearinghouse . " Debt collection is th e
primary responsibility of each federal agency . It i s
incumbent upon top management of each agency to establis h
debt collection as a priority and to ensure that the deb t
collection initiatives underway and planned are success -
fully implemented . GAO believes effective arrangement s
for using IRS offset to collect nontax debts can be worke d
out on the basis of interagency agreements between IRS an d
the federal agencies wishing to refer debts for offset .

Second, GAO is concerned that little quantifiable
evidence is available to address the impact of IRS '
involvement in non tax administration activities could
have on voluntary compliance with the tax system--a syste m
that produced more than $600 billion in revenue for 1984 .
The most current evidence, a recent IRS study, indicate d
that the refund offset program for delinquent child
support payments resulted in a significant increase in
non-filers and thus had a measureable adverse impact o n
taxpayer compliance . Thus, in testing the program ,
Treasury should attempt to include an analysis of th e
effects of offsets on compliance with the tax system .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS

In a joint GAO/CBO study issued in February 1984, CBO
estimated that savings from this proposal would be approx-
imately $2 .4 billion, excluding interest savings . Collec-
tions out of this sum, and out of projected future addi-
tions to this category of debt, were assumed to be sprea d
over 5 years . A 1979 GAO study concluded that, for a
sample of debts totaling $413,000, up to 36 percent could
ha^e been collected over a 2-year period using a tax re -
fund offset . As of September 30, 1983, the total nonta x
debt delinquent by at least 360 days was about $1 1
billion . Collections out of this sum, and out of project-
ed future additions to this category of debt, were assume d
to be spread over 5-years .

PPSSCC estimates about the same savings--$2 . 3
billion--but in a 3-year period, including interes t
savings .

	

PPSSCC's estimate includes a percentage of deb t
delinquent under 360 days past due, is based on debt s
outstanding as of June 1982, and assumes that collection s
are made within 3-years .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FGMSD-80-68 Oregon's Offset Program For Collec t
ing Delinquent Debts Has Been Highl y
Effective (Jul . 17, 1980 )
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GAO/FGMSD-79-19 The Government Can Collect Man y
Delinquent Debts By Keeping Federa l
Tax Refunds As Offsets (Mar . 9 ,
1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Simonette 275-948 9
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ASSET 28 :	 OUTSIDE COLLECTION EFFORT S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should collection agencies and credit bureaus be use d
to supplement the collection and credit-granting effort s
of the Government?

PPSSCC identified a three-year cumulative accelerated
revenues/receipts of $1 .489 billion and reduced interes t
costs/outlays of $307 million, for a total reduction o f
the budget deficit of $1 .796 billion .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that credit bureau s
and--if appropriately justified and controlled--privat e
collection agencies should be used to supplement th e
collection and credit-granting efforts of the government .
The PPSSCC ' s recommendations are consistent with prior GAO
recommendations that the government follow commercia l
practices in collecting debts ; that legislation, i f
needed, be introduced to allow credit bureaus t o
redisciose student loan default data provided by th e
Government ; and that the utilization of private collectio n
agencies be monitored to insure that their use is the mos t
cost-effective means of collecting defaulted studen t
loans .

The PPSSCC ' s recommendations are also consistent with
Federal Claims Collection Standards issued jointly by th e
Comptroller General and Attorney General which provid e
that agencies (1) are required to develop and implemen t
procedures for reporting delinquent debts to commercia l
credit bureaus and (2) should consider contracting fo r
collection services providing the agencies retain th e
ultimate responsibility for debt collection . The Federa l
Claims Collection Standards have been amended to reflec t
the passage of the Debt Collection Act of 1982 which als o
authorizes the use of private debt collection and consume r
credit reporting agencies .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As noted above, some of the actions proposed by the
PPSSCC have already been implemented . The proposal that
legislation be enacted to allow credit bureaus to receiv e
debtors' addresses from IRS and redisciose them fo r
credit-granting purposes wGuld require consideration of a
number of "privacy" issues .
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IV% GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC did not develop savincjs estimates related
to its recommendation that the government utilize th e
services of credit bureaus . Regarding its recommendation
that the government utilize private sector collectio n
agencies, the PPSSCC estimated three-year cumulativ e
accelerated revenues/receipts of $1 .489 billion and
interest savings of $307 million . Because the PPSSCC di d
not describe the basis for certain assumptions used t o
arrive at the accelerated revenues and savings estimates ,
GAO was unable to assess the reasonableness of th e
estimates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-83-57 Significant Improvements Seen
In Efforts to Collect Debts
Owed the Federal Government
(Apr . 28, 1983) (See Appendi x
II for list of prior GAO
reports on debt collection )

GAO/HRD-81-124 Stronger Actions Needed to
Recover $730 Million i n
Defaulted National Direct
Student Loans (Sept . 30 ,
1981 )

GAO-FGMSD-73-59 The Government Can be Mor e
Productive in Collecting Its
Debts by Following Commercial
Practices (Feb . 23, 1979 )

VI• GAO CONTACT

Joseph Eglin, Jr . 245-962 3
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ASSET 29 : DELINQUENT DEBT INTEREST AND PENALTY CHARGES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the government charge interest and penaltie s
on delinquent debt and ensure that such charges are ac-
tually assessed and paid? "

"Three-year cumulative accelerated revenue/receipt s
of $1,085 million have been identified . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

From an overah. perspective, GAO agrees with th e
PPSSCC findings and recommendation that all delinquen t
debts owed the government should be charged interest an d
penalties . This is in line with GAO's previous recommen-
dations . GAO believes implementation of the recommenda-
tion will help reduce delinquent debts owed the govern-
ment .

Historically, agencies have not assessed interest o n
delinquent debts, even though required to do so by th e
Federal Claims Collections Standards . As a result, bor-
rowers had no incentive to repay their debts . The passag e
of the Debt Collection Act of 1982 now requires agencie s
to assess interest, penalties, and administrative cos t
except in certain specified circumstances . Assessing
these charges will add incentive for borrowers to repa y
their debts more rapidly .

Since October 1978 when GAO's first report on deb t
collection titled "The Government Needs To Do A Better Jo b
Of Collecting Amounts Owed By The Public" (October 20 ,
1978, FGMSD-78-61) was issued, GAO has frequently recom-
mended that federal agencies charge interest on delinquen t
debts . However, as stated in GAO's March 1981 repor t
"Improved Administrative Practices Can Result in Further
Budget Reduction" (PAD-81-69), the charging of interest ,
although required by federal regulations was generally no t
being complied with .

YII . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC expressed the view that legislative an d
administrative action was necessary for the effectiv e
implementation of its recommendation . Subsequent to the
completion of the PPSSCC study, legislation-- the Deb t
Collection. Act of 1982-- was passed requiring agencies t o
assess interest, penalties, and administrative cost o n
delinquent debts 90 days past due . However, section 11 o f
the act specifically states that interest, penalties an d
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administrative cost shall not apply if authorizing legis-
lations, regulation, or loan agreement prohibit th e
assessment of the charges or explicitly fix the amoun t
that can be assessed . Therefore, for accounts not covere d
by the act, specific legislation and penalties woul d
probably be necessary to implement the recommendation .
PPSSCC recommends adding these charges immediately . The
Debt Collection Act of 1982 requires that personal notic e
be given prior to assessing these charges . GAO assumed
that any new legislation authorizing interest and penalt y
charges would impose a similar requirement .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC 3-year projected savings of $1,085 millio n
results from assessing interest on delinquent debts owed
the government . PPSSCC clearly states that the saving s
calculations consider only the interest revenue from
charging interest on the average delinquent debts out -
standing, assuming that debts owed the government hav e
been reduced as provided for in other sections of th e
PPSSCC report . However, there may be additional cost for
equipment and personnel to implement this proposal ,
partially offsetting the projected savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/AFMD 83-57

	

Significant Improvements Seen In
Efforts To Collect Debts Owed The
Federal Government (Apr . 28, 1983 )

GAO/FGMSD 78-61 The Government Needs To Do A Bette r
Job Of Collecting Amounts Owed B y
The Public (Oct . 20, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Simonette 275-948 9
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COMM 5 : EDA DEBT COLLECTIO N

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Economic Development Administration (EDA )
take actions which will decrease the number of delinquen t
loans in its $1 billion business loan and loan guarante e
portfolio ?

PPSSCC estimated that improvements in the deb t
collection process could result in increased collection s
in the range of $5 million per year for at least the nex t
three years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

In 1981, EDA awarded a consulting contract to
determine the overall status of its loan portfoli o
totaling about $1 .1 billion . That study showed that a
large percent of the portfolio was of very low quality .
For example, the consultant found that as of June 30 ,
1981, $197 million, or about 18 .6 percent, of EDA's loa n
portfolio was in liquidation and another $190 million, o r
about 18 percent, was either in "special servicing" or wa s
delinquent more than 60 days with irregular or no payment s
during the last year . In assessing EDA°s debt collection
process, PPSSCC concluded, among other things, that :

--processing new loans interferes with c•-)llecting an d
servicing of existing loans .

--site visits can provide valuable information on
business status and help identify potentia l
problems .

-

	

-EDA lacked formal loan administration procedure s
and needed better documentation practices .

--EDA performed inadequate financial analysis befor e
and after loan approval .

GAO, in its report on EDA's Trade Adjustment Program ,
found many of the same weaknesses in the loan approval an d
loan servicing activities .

PPSSCC made nine recommendations for improving deb t
collection activities, including separating credit grant-
ing and credit collecting functions, using paraprofes-
sionals to perform low-level tasks, implementing loan ris k
criteria, increasing financial analysis, and returnin g
loan approval authority to the regions . PPSSCC noted tha t
several of the recommendations would be applicable only i f
EDA is given new budget authority for business loans . GAO
believes that the recommendations are consistent wit h
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sound management principles and supports the recommenda -
tions that EDA should increase emphasis on loan
administration and debt collection .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that EDA has ample authority to imple-
ment PPSSCC's recommendations . The Department o f
Commerce, including EDA, is participating in th e
government-wide debt collection program established b y
OMB . Also, EDA has increased its efforts to bring loan s
current and has conducted one bulk sale and severa l
individual sales of loans from its portfolio .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATES

PPSSCC recognized that, while proper implementatio n
of its recommendations would increase debt collection, th e
recommendations are not of the type where a specific
i m pact can be readily estimated . In spite of that PPSSSCC
estimated that EDA could save S15 million over a 3 yea r
period through improving its debt collection process .

GAO believes that the recommendations are consisten t
with sound management principles and their implementatio n
will result in savings to the Government . However, GAO
agrees with PPSSCC that the recommendations are not of th e
type where a specific dollar impact could be readily esti-
mated . Accordingly, GAO has no position as to the reason-
ableness of the S15 million, 3-year savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-82-58

	

Management of Trade Adjustmen t
Program Shows Progress (Apr . 2, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-6111
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FINANCE 4 :	 DEBT COLLECTION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"What steps does the federal government need to tak e
in order to bring its debt collection efforts in line wit h
acceptable business practices? "

The savings related to this issue area are discusse d
in the Financial Asset Management Task Force Reports . Asse t
26 - Debt Collection Management .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC made five specific recommendations :

--accelerate the timetable for the implementation o f
new accounting and debt collection systems ,

--establish performance standards in debt collection ,

--establish a permanent debt collection staff withi n
the Office of Federal Management, which was pro -
posed by the PPSSCC ,

--exert more pressure on private institutions to u p
grade the quality of their collection effort, an d

--enact legislation to provide for the offse t .of
delinquent nontax debts against federal ta x
refunds .

GAO agrees with the basic thrust of these recommenda -
tions because they are generally in accord with numerou s
recommendations GAO has made to improve debt collection i n
the federal government .

GAO has long supported the need for improved system s
in order to better record, track, and monitor the statu s
of debts owed the government . Without this data, th e
agencies are unable to ascertain the status of debts owe d
the government . Further, this data is essential for each
agency to implement effectively the provisions of the Deb t
Collection Act of 1982 .

In addition, we have previously recommended that IR S
be permitted to offset debts owed the government agains t
federal tax refunds . Further, in our report "Action s
Underway To Reduce Delinquencies In The Health Profession s
And Nursing Student Loan Programs," we recommended tha t
delinquency-rate standards be established for th e
programs . The Department of Health and Human Service s
subsequently acted upon our recommendation .
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Aside from the issue of establishing an Office o f
Federal Management, we believe that, from a pure busines s
perspective, debt collection would be greatly enhanced i f
the effort was centralized--at least within eac h
department--from a policy perspective . At the presen t
time, as pointed out by PPSSCC, the debt collection func-
tion is somewhat disjointed in some agencies . Further ,
some agencies do not have standard debt collection proce -
dures and, therefore, each group within an agency ma y
operate differently .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND SATUS

The PPSSCC's recommendations are feasible and ar e
currently being acted upon by OMB under its "Reform 88 "
initiatives . OMB is addressing the credit managemen t
area, which covers all facets of the credit approval and
debt collection process . GAO agrees with the PPSSCC view
that its recommendations can be implemented through admin-
istrative action, though the recommendation for a perman-
ent debt collection staff is dependent on legislatio n
establishing an Office of Federal Management .

In regard to accelerating system development efforts ,
GAO strongly supports the idea that effective and effi-
cient debt collection systems should be implemented a s
soon as possible . However, if the system implementation
time frames are to be shortened, a high-priority, sustain-
ed effort is necessary in order to ensure that the new
systems produce accurate and reliable data . Often time s
agencies will devote considerable resources--personnel and
oney--to design and implement systems on a "fast track . "
In such cases, GAO has sometimes found that, although th e
system is operationa l ` it is not capable of performing th e
functions as management intended .

In regard to the use of IRS offset, the Congress
recently passed legislation authorizing such a program .
The President signed the legislation into law on July 18 ,
1984 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The Financial Management in the Federal Governmen t
Task Force Report states that savings from the implementa-
tion of these recommendations are included in the saving s
related to Asset-26--Debt Collection Management, discusse d
in the Financial Asset Management Task Force Report .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAU/AFMD 83-57

	

Significant Improvements Seen I n
Efforts To Collect Debts Owed Th e
Federal Government (Apr . 28, 1983 )
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GAO/AFMD 83-7

	

Actions Underway To Reduc e
Delinquencies In The Health Pro-
fessions And Nursing Student Loan
Programs (Dec . 1, 1982 )

GAO/PAD 81-69

	

Improved Administrative Practice s
Can Result In Further Budge t
Reductions (Mar . 30, 1981 )

GAO/FGMSD 79-19 The Government Can Collect Man y
Delinquent Debts By Keeping Federa l
Tax Refunds As Offsets (Mar . 9 ,
1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Simonette 275-948 9
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PHS 7A : NATIONAL HEALTH	 SERVICE CORPS DEBT MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can monitoring efforts and collection procedures b e
enhanced to increase revenue received from health care
institutions for services rendered by National Healt h
Service Corps (NHSC) personnel? "

The PPSSCC estimates interest cost savings of $4 . 6
million over a 3-year period would result from an increas e
in debt collections of $21 .7 million over a 3-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The NHSC was established in 1970 to place health car e
professionals in Health Manpower Shortage Areas (HMSAs) .
In 1972 this program was complemented when the Nationa l
Health Service Scholarship program was established t o
provide financial assistance to medical students i n
exchange for obligatory service in the NHSC with mandator y
assignment to health care institutions in HMSAs afte r
graduation . HHS bills these health care institutions fo r
the services rendered by the NHSC personnel . PPSSC C
reported that HHS collections ofamounts due th e
government have not kept pace with the billings . For
example, PPSSCC estimated that only about 10 percent o f
the approximate $100 million billed in 1981 wa s
collected .

GAO agrees that HHS needs to increase its effort t o
collect revenues owed it for services rendered by NHS C
personnel . GAO believes that, for the most part, th e
PPSSCC recommendations which address increased monitorin g
efforts and improved collection procedures are reasonabl e
and should serve to increase revenues collected . HHS ha s
indicated agreement or agreement in principal with most o f
these recommendations . HHS does not agree with the PPSS C
recommendations addressing the recruitment and placemen t
of scholarship recipients since no new scholarships ar e
being awarded and none are planned .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC made a number of recommendations to enhance
the likelihood of regional office success in increasin g
collection on bills that have been rendered . HHS has
agreed with most of these recommendations and has th e
necessary legislative authority to implement them. HHS
has reported that aggregate receivables have been reduce d
from $28 .7 million to $13 .7 million and NHSC site
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collection procedures have been strengthened . According
to PHS, policies have also been revised requiring al l
sites with NHSC personnel to reimburse the government fo r
services rendered within 45 days from the end of eac h
billing period . In addition, such personnel will be
either removed or not replaced at the location if the bil l
is not paid . HHS disagreement with two of the PPSSC C
recommendations dealing with regional office recruitmen t
and placement of NHSC personnel would not in GAO's view ,
adversely affect the overall objective of improving th e
debt collection activities .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC savings estimates were based on increase d
collections from bills that had not yet been verified bu t
may be collectible, improvements in the billing policie s
and procedures and reduced interest cost . HHS ha s
implemented most of the PPSSCC recommendations and the
Inspector General of HHS is planning to assess the impac t
of the improvements made in the billing process .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-81-90 GAO Staff Study-Reimbursement fo r
National Health Service Corp s
Personnel (Jun 4, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275-6207
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HUD 3 :	 DEBT COLLECTION MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the debt collection performance of the Departmen t
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) be improved ?

Through reorganization, procedural, accounting, an d
automated data processing (ADP) changes, collections woul d
be increased by approximately $134 .2 million in the firs t
full year after implementation . Three-year cost savings o f
$49 .4 million plus revenues of $19 .3 million would result . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

To improve the debt collection performance of th e
Department of Housing and Urban Development, PPSSCC recom-
mended that greater use be made of outside contractors i n
the debt collection management process . PPSSCC recommended
that consideration be given t o

--contracting with private vendors for automated dat a
processing of receivables ,

--assignment of existing portfolios of closed-ou t
accounts to private collection agencies, an d

--proceeding as soon as possible with the award o f
HUD's pending nationwide loan servicing and account -
ing contract for multifamily mortgages .

GAO has not performed sufficient work relating to th e
first two recommendations and therefore, is unable to judg e
the merits of the recommended actions . However, GAO has
issued several reports relating to the third issue concern -
ing the adequacy of HUD's loan servicing and accountin g
activities for multifamily mortgages .

GAO made numerous recommendations in these report s
for improving HUD's servicing and accounting functions .
According to HUD, GAO's findings were, in part, the impetu s
that resulted in them awarding a demonstration contract i n
December 1981 with a private mortgage firm to perform loa n
servicing and accounting functions for HUD multifamily mor t-
gages in its Region III area .

In March 1983 GAO issued a report on HUD's award an d
administration of its demonstration contract and the planned
expansion of this contract on a nationwide basis . Although
GAO agreed that there was merit in exploring the private
sector servicing approach, GAO questioned several aspect s
of HUD's award and administration of the demonstration
contract . Among other things, GAO found (1) no documente d
evidence that HUD considered the income accruing to th e
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contractor from holding escrow funds for the mortgages i n
determining the contractor's fees, and (2) that HUD had no t
established an adequate basis for evaluating the contrac-
tor's performance in relation to its past collection perfor -
mance .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

In July 1984, the contractor selected by HUD for th e
award of the nationwide loan servicing contract notifie d
HUD that it was withdrawing from the proposed contract .
The contractor said there was no need to grant a nationwid e
contract to solve the problems with servicing the portfoli o
and recommended HUD take certain steps to allow the servic -
ing to be handled in-house .

HUD informed GAO that in light of this development an d
other factors it was not awarding the nationwide contract a s
planned . Instead, HUD plans to improve its computerize d
accounting systems and retain the performance of the loa n
servicing and accounting functions in-house .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO questions the $16 .9 million of savings from
increased collections PPSSCC estimated would result from a
nationwide contract for private sector servicing of multi -
family mortgages . The estimate for increased collection s
was projected on the basis of an interim study comparing th e
performance of the demonstration contractor to prior HU D
performance over a period of 4 months -- a study that GAO
concluded did not represent a logical and consistent basi s
for comparison and that contained numerous inaccuracies .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-83-78

	

HUD's Loan Servicing Contracts For
Multifamily Mortgages Need Bette r
Management (March 14, 1983 )

GAO/AFMD-82-18

	

Problems Continue In Accounting For
And Servicing HUD-Held Multifamil y
Mortgages (Aug . 18, 1982 )

GAO/FGMSD-80-43 HUD Should Make Immediate Changes I n
Accounting For Secretary-Held Multi-
family Mortgages (May 16, 1980 )

GAO/CED-80-43

	

Analysis Of Multifamily Assigne d
Mortgages (Jan . 16, 1980 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

John F. Simonette 275-949 0
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INT 7 :	 DEBT COLLECTION IN BIA

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the collection of delin quent loans and dis-
allowed costs {e .g ., those not allowed by statute, regula -
tion, or contract provision) owed to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA) reduce borrowing costs to the Treasury? "

"Reduced interest of $3 .6 million over 3 years ca n
result from a cash acceleration of $10 .6 million . Filling
the currently vacant position of Chief, Division o f
Financial Assistance at an annual cost of approximatel y
$69,000 could potentially avcid costs of $5 .6 millio n
annually through improved loan program controls . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC report on the issue of debt collection at
BIA covers disallowed costs under contracts and grant s
with Indian tribes and loans made to tribes and individua l
Indians and makes three recommendations to (1) hold back
monies on contracts and grants pending final contract and
grant closeout, to help ensure the recovery of disallowed
costs, (2) appoint a Chief of the Division of Financia l
Assistance to strengthen collection of loans, and (3 )
enhance the Inspector General's (IG's) audit follow-up
system to help ensure that audit findings are corrected .

The PPSSCC's recommendations to strengthen collection
of disallowed costs under contracts and grant : appear to
have merit with the exception of the recommendation to
hold back monies on contracts with Indian tribes . The
provisions of title 25 of the Code of Federal Regulation s
relative to contracts with Indian tribes under the Indian
Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act limit th e
right of the government to recover unused funds unde r
these contracts .

Under the Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) may
issue a grant to a tribe to provide the tribe wit h
resources to train its members to carry out a program on
the reservation--for example, an adult training program .
At the end of the grant priod, title 25 of the Code o f
Federal Regulations (CFR) 'provides that any unused fund s
advanced to an Indian tribe under a grant shall be immedi -
ately refunded to BIA (25 CFR Section 276 .15), and BI A
shall make a settlement for, and recover the funds relate d
to, disallowed costs . A 5-10 percent holdback of monie s
under the grant could help in recovering unused gran t
funds and payments made for disallowed grant expenditures .
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Under the Indian Self-Determination and Educatio n
Assistance Act, BIA may also issue a contract to a n
Indian tribe to carry out, on a fully independent basis, a
program on a reservation which would normally be carrie d
out by BIA . These programs include, for example, law
enforcement, construction, and social service programs .
Title 25 of the CFR does not require that unused spending
authority made available to an Indian tribe be recovere d
by the government at the end of the contract period .
Rather, the CFR provides that unused spending authority
may be used to provide additional services or benefit s
under the contract, or may be carried over into the suc -
ceeding fiscal year . However, amounts carried over shal l
not reduce the amount that would been available in the
succeeding year if there had been no carryover, but rathe r
shall be added to the contract amount for that year (2 5
CFR Section 271 .55) .

With regard to disallowed costs under a contract, th e
rights of the government to recover contract payments mad e
for costs ultimately disallowed are not addressed in the
BIA regulations and presumably would be determined unde r
the terms of the contract . The Indian Self-Determinatio n
and Education Assistance Act, however, specifies tha t
unused funds under a contract with an Indian tribe do not
revert to the government . Until the Congress changes the
provisions of the Act regarding unused contract funds, a
5-10 percent holdback of funds under a contract does not
appear to ensure the recovery of disallowed costs unde r
contracts with Indian tribes .

Concerning the PPSSCC's recommendations to hold bac k
monies under contracts and grants, BIA's primary tools fo r
monitoring contractors' and grantees' drawdown and use o f
funds are (1) Treasury's cash management requirements and
(2) BIA's administrative requirements for contracts an d
grants . Specifically, Treasury's requirements limit th e
amount of cash contractors and grantees can hold at an y
given time--3-day cash supply under a letter of credit_ _
and require reports to the cognizant agency on advance s
and uses of cash . BIA's administrative requirement s
call for contractors and grantees to report monthl y
and quarterly on cash advances received and disbursement s
made . The recommendation to hold back monies under con -
tracts and grants pending final contract and grant close -
out would be add-ons to BIA's primary tools .

Overall, GAO agrees that implementing a 5-10 percen t
holdback for grants will provide an additional tool i n
recovering unused grant funds and payments made for dis -
allowed costs . It is uncertain what effect a holdbac k
of funds would have on contracts because, by law, unuse d
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contract funds do not revert to the government at the en d
of the contract and may be carried over to the next year .

The rights of the government to recover contrac t
payments made for disallowed costs would have to b e
determined under the terms of the contract . Unti l
congress changes the provisions of the Indian Self-Deter-
mination and Education Assistance Act relative to unuse d
funds under contracts with Indian tribes, it does no t
appear that a 5-10 percent holdback of funds under con-
tracts will ensure that the government will recover
disallowed costs .

PPSSCC's second recommendation requires the Secretary
of the Interior to fill the position of Chief of the Div i-
vision of Financial Assistance and to direct this indiv i -
dual (or the assistant secretary until this position i s
filled) to begin immediately all necessary actions t o
cancel loans which are not collectible and initiate appro-
priate legal action against delinquent parties . The
direction should include a comprehensive review of defi-
cient loans and include a matching of factors found i n
the review with loan approval procedures . The objective s
are to spot and stop potential "troubled" loans befor e
they are made . In addition, monitoring of loan repayment
activity should be active and aggressive . Foreclosure
steps should begin quickly to protect the government' s
interests .

The recommendation to fill the position of Chief o f
the Division of Financial Assistance will not, in and of
itself, ensure that controls over loans will be enhanced .
Simply put, appointing a chief will not guarantee tha t
this individual will put into place systems and procedures
to manage effectively loans and loan guarantees . The
recommendation that the secretary direct either a newly
appointed chief or the appropriate assistant secretary to
begin all needed actions to protect the government' s
interest relative to loans and loan guarantees is a viabl e
recommendation . Actions should be taken to (1) recover to
the extent practicable delinquent loans, and (2) preven t
the issuance of questionable loans in the first place .

With respect to PPSSCC's third recommendation t o
strengthen the IG's audit follow-up system, GAO agree s
that, on a general basis, any system that provides fo r
improved tracking of audit findings, recommendations, an d
corrective actions will provide management with a viabl e
tool for ensuring that all appropriate actions are take n
on all audit recommendations . From this perspective, thi s
recommendation has merit .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that implementation of these
recommendations is within the authority of the Department
of Interior and BIA except for the holdback of 5-1 0
percent of funds under contracts with Indian tribes .
Specifically :

--The implementation of a 5-10 percent holdback o f
final payments, under grants under the Indian Self -
Determination and Education Assistance Act, shoul d
be within the authority of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and should be feasible to be implemented .
BIA has not acted to implement this recommendation .

--The implementation of a 5-10 percent holdback of
final payments under contracts under the India n
Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act
does not appear to ensure the recovery by the
government of disallowed costs . The law specifies
that unused contract funds do not revert to th e
government but remain available to the tribe .
Until Congress changes the law, this recommendation
does not appear feasible to implement .

--Appointment of a Chief of the Division of Financia l
Assistance can be accomplished at the executive
direction of the Secretary of the Interior . In
responding to the PPSSCC report, Interior stated
that it has filled the position of BIA's Chief of
the Division of Financial Assistance .

--The implementation of a project to enhance the
Inspector General's Management Information System
is within the authority of the Department of th e
Interior, and, consequently, the feasibility of
implementing this recommendation should be assur-
ed . The Department of the Interior, in commentin g
on the PPSSCC report, stated that the Bureau o f
Indian Affairs is planning its own audit report
follow-up system .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC report did not detail how the projecte d
savings of $3 .6 million was computed . Further, our prio r
work relating to BIA's accounting systems showed tha t
these systems produce unreliable information . In addi-
tion, in view of the provisions of 25 CFR concerning the
rights of the government to recover unused spending
authority and/or disallowed costs under a contract with an
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Indian tribe, it is not possible to evaluate the PPSSCC' s
$3 .6 million estimate of savings to accrue to the
government by the adoption of its recommendations . The
Bureau of Indian Affairs, however, in responding to the
PPSSCC report stated that the White House Office o f
Cabinet Affairs showed a savings of $3 .1 million by
holding back final grant and contract payments .

The cost estimate to fill the position of Chief of
the Division of Financial Assistance appears reasonable .
However, the simple appointment of an individual to a top
executive position will not, in and of itself, guarante e
that systems and procedures will be put into place to
manage effectively loans and loan g uarantees . Consequent-
ly, we cannot comment that filling this position will re-
sult in $5 .6 million in avoided costs under BIA's loa n
programs .

If BIA's current systems for loans and loan guaran-
tees are not adequate and need strengthening, then thes e
systems may have to be completely redesigned at a substan-
tial cost . This system redesign cost would have to be
considered in estimating the savings to accrue to the gov-
ernment as a result of implementing the reyommendation .
In addition, implementing this recommendation may also re-
quire hiring additional staff to assist the Chief of th e
Division of Financial Assistance, and their salaries woul d
have to be considered as a cost of implementing thi s
recommendation .

The PPSSCC attached no savings estimate to it s
recommendation to enhance the IG's Management Information
System .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD 82-71 Major Improvement Needed In Th e
Bureau Of Indian Affairs' Accountin g
System (Sept . 8,1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Simonette 275-948 9
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JUST 1 : UNCOLLECTED REVENUE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the Department of Justice (DOJ) collect an d
manage outstanding debt receivables more efficiently? "

The PPSSCC estimates that improving debt receivable s
management and using private collection agencies fo r
uncollected debt would result in 3-year revenue enhance -
ment of $626 .1 million ; cash acceleration of $44 . 2
million ; and interest savings of $5,0 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees that Justice can improve its debt
collection practices and has long supported the need fo r
improvements throughout the federal government . GAO has
reported many times on federal agencies' inability t o
collect debts .

In an ongoing review of the collection practices o f
the Justice Department and the Federal District Courts ,
GAO has found, for example, that Justice and the Court s
are not collecting criminal fines promptly nor are the y
enforcing the collection of fines from offenders who d o
not pay . GAO also reported in 1984 that Justice' s
Immigration and Naturalization Service needed to improv e
its debt collection practices .

The PPSSCC recommended that Justice enhance its deb t
collection efforts by establishing a uniform reportin g
system for forwarding claims to Justice ; creating a
Special Assistant U .S . Attorney to oversee and facilitat e
debt collection ; and considering the use of privat e
collection agencies . These recommendations are consisten t
with the types of actions taken in recent years by
Congress, OMB, and Justice to improve efforts to collec t
debts .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC conclusions that it s
recommendations can be implemented through Justice and OMB
actions . In addition, the Debt Collection Act of 198 2
(Public Law 97-365) allows the use of private collectio n
agencies, as the PPSSCC suggests, to supplement th e
agency's own collection program .
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Justice has increasingly emphasized its debt col-
lection program since OMB reported in 1981 on the need fo r
strengthened debt management . In a move similar to the
PPSSCC call for a Special Assistant U .S . Attorney to fa-
cilitate debt collection, Justice established a debt col-
lection team headed by the Assistant Attorney General ,
Civil Division . According to Justice officials, specifi c
personnel have also been assigned in U .S . attorneys '
offices to the collections area . In 1983, Justice devel-
oped a standard report for agencies' use in forwardin g
claims for litigation . Justice officials have, however ,
generally declined to use private collection agencie s
because they consider the use of such agencies inappro-
priate since Justice pursues collection through litiga-
tion .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO's analysis indicates that savings will b e
realized because of Justice's additional efforts to col-
lect outstanding debts . However, GAO cannot determine
without doing suk3tantial work whether the entire $63 1
million estimated by the PPSSCC could be realized . To
achieve all or a portion of the estimated savings, Justic e
would have to change its position on the use of privat e
collection agencies .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-84-86 Opportunities For Immigration And
Naturalization Service To Improv e
Cost Recovery And Debt Collection
Practices (July 13, 1984 )

GAO/AFMD-83-57 Significant Improvements Seen In
Efforts To Collect Debts Owed The
Federal Government (Apr . 28, 1983 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Arnold Jones 275-838 9
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AG 7a : DECENTRALIZING CASH CO"ALECTION S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC ,

"Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) collections
from loan repayments can be accelerated and im-
proved by decentralizing the collection process .
* * * interest and other cost savings of * * *
$57 .6 million over three years * * * and recov-
ered delinquent principal and interest o f
$44 .1 million will result . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

Most collections arising from loan repayments ar e
received and processed by FmHA in two ways : (1) direct
payments to FmHA's St . Louis, Missouri, Finance Office an d
(2) payments to the local FmHA county/district offices ,
which are forwarded to the Finance Office . According to the
PPSSCC, for the year ending December 31, 1981, a total o f
$7 .2 billion was collected from loan repayments as follows :

Type o f
payment

Dollar
volume

Per-
cent

Trans-
action
volume

Per-
cen t

County office
payments $6,056,056,000 84 3,234,000 2 7

Direc t
payments 1,160,269,000 16 8,774,000 7 3

Total $7,216,325,000 100 12,008,000 100

The PPSSCC said that under existing procedures ,
receipts were not separated from the accounting function a t
an early enough stage . Cash collections had therefor e
become centralized with the accounting system in St . Louis ,
with the result that there was an unnecessary and excessiv e
float (the elapsed time from receipt of payments to thei r
deposit) of an average of at least 6 .2 days in mail and
processing time for county office payments and 2 .2 days i n
the processing of direct payments . According to the PPSSCC ,
this float could be reduced to 1 day for each type of pay-
ment if FmHA would decentralize all loan collections .

In an April 1984 letter to the FmHA Administrator, GA O
made similar observations on improving the processing o f
loan repayments . Also, FmHA states that this recommendatio n
generally supports the findings of an FmHA collection syste m
study, which showed that a banking system with local deposi t
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and collection would be the most efficient method of han -
dling field office collections .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that this recommendation can be imple-
mented through the FmHA Administrator's existing authority .
The resul ;:s of FmHA's collection system study corresponde d
with the PPSSCC's recommendation which is being imple-
mented . Training for FmHA staff nationwide was scheduled to
be completed by October 1984 . FmHA estimates that th e
system should be in operation, with all states on board, by
February 1985 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC attributes $17 .4 million of the
$57 .6 million in estimated savings to the first year i n
which a banking system with local deposit and collectio n
would operate . According to FmHA, operational experience
over a 2-week period in one state indicated that som e
additional costs, as well as lower interest rates now bein g
used to calculate savings, may lead to savings on the orde r
of $7 million in fiscal year 1985, the expected first fisca l
year of operations . GAO's recent audit work did not include
an assessment of the reasonableness of either the PPSSCC' s
estimate or FmHA's estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

Letter report Review of FmHA's Controls Over Cas h
Management (Apr . 27, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG 7b : DECREASE FLOAT IN CASH COLLECTIONS PROCESSIN G

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC ,

"Float [the time it takes to process cash collec-
tions] arising out of Farmers Home Administra-
tion's (FmHA's) cash collections can be reduced
through changes in current operating procedures .
If emphasis is redirected toward depositing th e
large-dollar/low-volume collections (count y
office payments) before the small-dollar/high-
volume collections (direct payments) [and if al l
county office payments are separated and depos-
ited before processing, using deposit slips /
receipts for posting to the borrowers' accounts] ,
an estimated saving of * * * [$27 .1 million in 3
years] could be achieved while decentralizatio n
is being accomplished * * * . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RE

	

ENDATIONS

FmHA's Finance Office receives cash collections on
loans in two ways : directly and through FmHA's county
offices . During the period the PPSSCC reviewed, FmHA count y
office collections accounted for 84 percent of the dolla r
volume of the monthly collections the Finance Offic e
received . The Finance Office allocated only 27 .3 percent o f
its personnel resources for processing these collections ,
resulting in an average processing time of 3 .2 days . Con-
versely, the Finance Office devoted 72 .7 percent of its per-
sonnel resources to processing direct collections for a n
average processing time of 2 .2 days . Direct collection s
accounted for only 16 percent of the Finance Office's dolla r
volume of monthly collections during the period .

GAO believes that this issue and the associated recom-
mendations have merit because they are in line with goo d
internal controls and accounting practices for ensuring that
all collections are deposited promptly and appropriate
records of all cash received are made immediately afte r
receipt . Also, GAO believes that by giving higher priorit y
to processing county office payments than to processin g
direct payments, as the PPSSCC recommended, FmHA coul d
reduce the average processing time (time from collection to
deposit) of the large dollar value county office collection s
and save actual interest costs resulting from delays i n
depositing these payments .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

According to FmHA, the recommendations were implemented
in the collection unit of FmHA's Finance Office in fiscal
year 1983 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC attributed $8 million in savings for fiscal
year 1985 to the institution of the improvements in FmHA' s
cash collection processing . FmHA instituted improved
collection processing procedures in fiscal year 1983 and ,
according to FmHA, it believes the savings have bee n
captured in the past and cannot be treated as new savings i n
fiscal year 1985 . FmHA did not state how much actua l
savings it realized in fiscal year 1983 . GAO's recent audi t
work regarding the processing of loan repayments did no t
include assessments of either the PPSSCC's savings estimat e
or FmHA's comments .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

Letter report Review of FmHA's Controls Over Cas h
Management (Apr . 27, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG 41 : IMPROVE TIMBER SALES CASH MANAGEMEN T

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC ,

"A flat payment schedule should be implemented i n
contracting for timber sales . While the tota l
Government receipts from each timber-sale s
contract will not change, accelerating the
receipt of these amounts by our proposal wil l
save $459 .9 million over three years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

Annually, the U .S . Department of Agriculture's (USDA's )
Forest Service sells about 11 billion board feet of timbe r
which generates receipts of about $600 million and result s
in the building of roads valued at about $200 million .
Under most timber sale contracts outstanding at the time o f
the PPSSCC's review, purchasers were required to pay fo r
timber only as it was being removed from the forest . As a
result, the government did not receive payment for most o f
the timber sold until 3 or 4 years after the expenses o f
sales preparation had been incurred .

GAO has not reviewed the issue of accelerating timbe r
sale receipts . However, GAO generally concurs in the con-
cept of improving the flow of timber receipts to the
Treasury in order to put the timber sale program on a mor e
businesslike basis . Nevertheless, GAO believes that th e
recommendation may not be appropriate at this time because

--a flat payment schedule, especially during a
period in which business is depressed, may resul t
in lower bid rates and reduce purchaser flexibility
to adjust to cyclical fluctuations an d

--changes should not be made until the results o f
the Forest Service's revised payment provi-
sions, which became effective in April 1982 ,
are evaluated . These payment provisions, which
are being evaluated, generally require timbe r
purchasers to pay more money up front and
encourage earlier timber harvests .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

USDA has the administrative authority to implement th e
PPSSCC's recommendation . Pursuant to its revised paymen t
provisions, the Forest Service has taken several action s
over the past 2 years to improve cash flow management o f
timber sales :
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1. All sales included under the 5-year timbe r
sale extension program authorized in August
1983 will be placed on a payment schedule .

2. Sales currently sold require a mid-contrac t
period payment even though operations ma y
not have started .

3. Early payment discounts are being offered on a
trial basis for some timber sales on the wes t
side of the Pacific Northwest Region .

4. An up-front deposit of 10 percent of the bi d
value of a timber sale is required .

According to the Forest Service, it will consider fur -
ther steps, such as a flat payment schedule, after evaluat-
ing the results of the actions already initiated .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The estimated savings of $459 .9 million over 3 year s
appear to be overstated . The PPSSCC's computed savings ar e
based on assumed sales volumes (net o' road constructio n
allowances) of $1 .5 billion in 1983, $, .575 billion in 1984 ,
and $1 .65 billion in 1985 . According to the Forest Service ,
actual gross 1983 timber sales amounted to $774 million an d
could approach $1 billion by 1985 . These gross amounts are
significantly lower (even without considering road construc -
tion allowances) than those used by the PPSSCC and woul d
result in much lower savings . Savings could also be reduce d
if, in the future, bidders bid less to adjust for the impac t
that faster payment has on the bidders' estimated profits .

In its October 3, 1984, implementation status report ,
USDA stated that the timber sale procedures already adopte d
would accomplish some of the objectives of the recommenda-
tion, and it estimated savings of $30 million for fisca l
years 1985-87 .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPOR2S

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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ASSET 4 :	 TIMELY PAYMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should Treasury take responsibility for designin g
the systems and controls necessary for the government to
effect timely payment of its bills, including urging
Congress to amend laws that inhibit disbursement con-
trols?" Three-year cumulative savings and reduced in-
terest costs/outlays savings of $6 .347 billion have been
identified .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO has completed a number of reviews of cash manage-
ment issues such as timely payment of bills and use o f
letters of credit by state or local government and privat e
grantees to finance federally funded programs . The firs t
of the three PPSSCC recommendations in this area calls for
the Treasury to require a suspense date for each govern-
ment payment voucher, a position GAO also has supported .
Since 1978, GAO has recommended that payment due-dat e
standards be developed and agencies be required, when
possible, to specify in each contract and purchase order
the date when payment is due . The Congress reacted to
such concerns by passing the Prompt Payment Act of 1982 ,
The implementing regulations reauire payments to be mad e
when due, not earlier or later .

To eliminate the holding of excess federal cash by
grant recipients, the second PPSSCC recommendation called
for Treasury to take responsibility for designing a gov-
ernmentwide system which would delay drawdowns unde r
letter-of-credit programs until grant recipients had a n
imminent need for the federal monies . Although GAO ha s
not done any governmentwide reviews of letter-of-credi t
operations, its work at individual departments and
agencies as a part of broader financial management review s
shows that problems exist in this area . PPSSCC also
recommended that section 203 of the Intergovernmenta l
Cooperation Act be amended to permit charging interest and
penalties to states for excessive and early drawdown of
funds under letters of credit . GAO agrees with the basi c
thrust of these proposals to slow down letter-of-credi t
disbursements and reduce excess cash held by grantees .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILIT Y
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that two of the recommen-
dations related to timely payments can be implemented b y
executive action . These are (1) the proposal that Trea-
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sury require a suspense date to be issued with each vouch-
er authorized for payment and (2) a Treasury initiative
for designing a governmentwide system which would allow
delaying drawdowns of federal cash under the letter-of-
credit programs .

	

GAO also agrees with the PPSSCC that
the third recommendation, to charge interest for excessive
and early drawdown of funds under letters of credit, woul d
require ccnaressional action in order to be implemented .

The PPSSCC proposal for a suspense date to be issued
with each voucher is similar to GAO's previous recommenda-
tions in this area . Accordingly, GAO believes that imple-
mentation of this PPSSCC recommendation is feasible .
Treasury has acted on this issue, and since April 1983 al l
agencies have been required by regulation to attach du e
dates to their vendor payment vouchers submitted to
Treasury .

The Treasury also is currently implementing a govern-
mentwide system to ensure that grant recipients do not
prematurely withdraw federal monies under the letter-of-
credit programs . The system should be substantially in
place about the end of 1985 . GAO has not carried out a
detailed review of the need to modify section 203 of the
Intergovernmental Cooperation Act to permit Treasury to
charge interest and penalties to states for excessive an d
early drawdown of funds under letters of credit . Although
such a modification is possible and could discourag e
premature drawdowns of federal funds, the associated
efforts to assess and collect interest and penalties coul d
be q uite burdensome .

Another factor, as stated in the February 198 4
joint Congressional Budget Office and General Accountin g
Office study on the analysis of the PPSSCC's major
proposals for cost control, is that some state constitu-
tions require that federal money be in a state account
before the state can issue checks for federally supported
programs . Thus, depending on the specific provisions o f
such a measure, delaying drawdowns could create some
problems for these states if they cannot satisfy thei r
timing requirements for transferring federal funds to
state accounts for check cashing purposes .

GAO is not aware of any congressional initiative t o
amend the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act to charge
interest or penalties .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF PPSSCC SAVINGS ESTI4ATE

Regarding the projected savings of $1 .308 billion
from assigning a suspense date to each voucher, an equiva-
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lent savings in interest expense could result from effec-
tive agency actions in response to the Prompt Payment Ac t
signed into law in May 1982 . As noted previously, tha t
act resulted in regulations stipulating that payments be
made when due, not earlier . Also, the Treasury alread y
requires agencies to schedule payments as cl^se as
administratively possible to, but not later than, the du e
date . GAO believes that agencies' adherence to thes e
existing requirements should generate significant savings .

GAO has not performed governmentwide reviews relatin g
to delaying drawdowns of feder a l. monies under the letter -
of-credit system programs or to charging interest or
penalties on inappropriate drawdowns . GAO believes tha t
substantial savings could be achieved through either o f
these initiatives but is not in a position to commen t
specifically on the projected savings of $ .201 billion and
$1 .03 billion, respe^tively .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/OGC-82-1

	

Major Financial Management Improve-
ments Needed at the Department of
Energy (Sept . 15, 1982 )

:AO/AFMD-82-1

	

Actions To Improve Timeliness O f
Bill Paying By The Federal Govern-
ment Could Save Hundreds Of Millions
Of Dollars (Oct . 8, 1981 )

GAO/FGMSD-80-65 Continuing and Widespread Weaknesse s
In Internal Controls Result i n
Losses Through Fraud, Waste, an d
Abuse (Aug . 28, 1980 )

GAO/FGSMD-80-6 HEW Must Improve Control Ove r
Billions in Cash Advances (Dec . 28 ,
1979 )

GAO/FGMSD-80-5 Better Cash Management Can Reduc e
the Loss of the National Direc t
Student Loan Program (Nov . 27 ,
1979 )

GAO/FGMSD-78-16 The Federal Government's Bil l
Payment Performance Ic Good But
Should Be Better (Feb . 24, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Simonette 275-9489
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ASSET 6 : ELECTRONIC	 FUNDS TRANSFER (EFT) DISBURSEMENT INCENTIVE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should Treasury establish direct deposit/electroni c
funds transfer (DD/EFT) incentives for benefit check dis -
bursements as well as payroll disbursements ?

Three-year cumulative slowed cash disbursements o f
$1,918 .0 million and reduced interest costs/outlays o f
$634 .9 million have been identified for a total budge t
impact of $2,552 .9 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

Although there may be some practical obstacles t o
implementing the recommendations under this issue, thei r
priwary objective is to increase the use of more efficien t
payment mechanisms . As such, GAO believes the issue ha s
merit . One recommendation calls for mailing payroll check s
to government employees' homes on the date due, rather tha n
any earlier date, to encourage employees' use of EFT . For
those employees not electing the use of EFT, their check s
would be mailed on the designated payday . GAO has previ -
ously reported on the merits of using EFT (GAO/AFMD-81-6 8
and GAO/FGMSD-80-80) . Under the EFT program, Treasur y
issues payments on magnetic tapes and sends the tapes t o
financial institutions which make the funds available t o
the recipients on the payment date . This program, whic h
is entirely voluntary, provides some benefits as follows .

--Beneficiaries get improved service through th e
elimination of check loss, theft, and forgery ; th e
elimination of check cashing problems ; and the
convenience of regular deposits .

--The financial community gets reduced operating cost s
as well as increased deposits and a ,core efficien t
new-depositors system .

--The government gets reduced costs in the issuance ,
mailing, and clearance of checks .

The program, however, is completely voluntary, and i t
is not known how significantly participation would increas e
under the PPSSCC recommendation .

The other recommendation calls for Treasury to sponsor
legislation requiring benefit checks (Social Security, etc . )
to be mailed on the due date rather than mailed to arrive on
the due date, and that EFT payments be sent on the due date .
Although this proposal also offers benefits, there is likely
to be considerable opposition, as discussed in the following
section .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Making EFT mandatory or creating disincentives fo r
receiving checks will not, in GAO's view, be a simpl e
undertaking . There has been broad support in the past fo r
preserving individuals' freedom to choose among availabl e
payment methods . In addition, some individuals do not dea l
with financial institutions for various reasons . GAO also
believes that there would be public opposition to change s
that would delay the dates Social Security recipient s
receive their checks .

According to a Treasury official, legislation is under
consideration within the department to give Treasury the
authority to require employees to receive payroll payment s
through EFT, with various exceptions . However, the depart-
ment is opposed to the recommendation concerning benefi t
checks because of perceived congressional opposition . Trea-
sury would prefer to keep the program voluntary at thi s
point .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO does not have sufficient information to comment on
the reasonableness of the savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-81-68 Millions Paid Out In Duplicate An d
Forged Government Check s
(Oct . 1, 1981 )

GAO/FGMSD-80-80 Electronic Funds Transfer--Its Poten-
tial For Improving Cash Management I n
Government (Sept . 19, 1930 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

John F . Simonette 275-9490



ASSET 9 :	 CASH MANAGEMENT INCENTIVES ADMINISTRATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should agencies/departments be provided with adminis-
trative incentives and controls to perform cash managemen t
and cash flow forecasting? "

No specific cost savings were attributable to thi s
issue .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO supports the need for the government to seek con-
tinually ways to effectively manage its cash as a means o f
managing the cost of government . PPSSCC recommended tha t
OMB establish cash management goals and request action plan s
from each department and agency to meet those goals in the
budgeting process, but it did not suggest specific incen-
tives to encourage agencies to achieve the goals . The
recommendation said that OMB goals should be to establis h
accounting systems and data reporting techniques for cash
management of disbursements and collections and to appl y
those systems and techniques to identify cash managemen t
improvement areas and progress toward implementaiton .
PPSSCC believes that including such specific information i n
the budgeting process will instill a greater level o f
commitment to improve cash management .

Establishing cash management or other goals is con-
sistent with recommendations included in GAO's repor t
"Managing the Cost of Government : Building an Effective
Financial Management Structure ." In that report, GAO state d
that financial management systems should include effective
performance measurement information . The cash management
goal setting process recommended by PPSSCC would provide a n
opportunity for participants to agree on objectives and
relevant measures of accomplishment . Information obtained
by comparing cash management results with the established
objectives would permit determinations of the degree o f
accomplishment . The results of those determinations coul d
then be considered in each organization's next budge t
review .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that OMB, with Treasury, coul d
appropriately establish cash management goals from both a
budgetary consideration of minimizing the budgetary impac t
of programs and administrative functions and also from a
management perspective of gaining the best use of governmen t
resources .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

No specific cost savings were attributable to thi s
issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-85-35 Managing The Cost Of Government :
Building An Effective Financia l
Management Structure (February 1985 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John R . Cherbini 275-948 7
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ASSET 33 :	 BOND INTEREST PAYMENTS BY ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the Department of the Treasury use electroni c
funds transfer (EFT) to pay interest on registered bonds an d
notes, discounts at the time bills are purchased, and th e
maturity amount on bills, rather than writing individua l
checks ?

First-year savings of $1 .6 million and 3-year cumu -
lative reduced costs/outlays of $5 .3 million have bee n
identified . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees that EFT offers the potential for reduce d
payment processing costs and improved efficiency . Accord-
ingly, GAO believes the PPSSCC recommendation that Treasur y
should transmit the security, interest, and discount trans-
actions by EFT has merit . Generally, making payments by EFT
costs less than by check, and a properly operated EFT syste m
can consistently time payments so they are made neither to o
early nor too late .

III. GAO I►SSESSMENT OF IMMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that Treasury could implement
the recommendation within its existing authority . According
to a Treasury official, a new system being developed fo r
handling Treasury securities will include the capability
to make EFT payments by 1986 . Receiving payments via EFT
rather than check may be left to the option of the reci-
pient, instead of EFT being mandatory as PPSSCC suggests .
Although the number may be small, some Treasury securitie s
investors may not have bank accounts to which the EF T
payments can be sent .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO believes that the savings estimate is probably
overstated . As PPSSCC notes, the estimated savings fro m
reduced payment processing costs would be offset by cas h
costs if float time is lost by EFT payments arriving sooner
than checks clear . With checks, the government's cash i s
not drawn until the checks are presented for payment, which
may be several days after the check is issued . However ,
with EFT payments, the government's cash is drawn down as
soon as the payment is issued . This would probably occur i n
at least some cases, but neither PPSSCC nor Treasury has
studied the issue to determine what that amount would be .
Therefore, the estimated savings could be reduced by some
unknown amount . PPSSCC itself suggested that additiona l
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study be performed prior to implementation to ensure tha t
this added cost element is not potentially large enough t o
override the savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FGMSD-80-80 Electronic Funds Transfer--It s
Potential For Improving Cash
Management In Governmen t
(Sept . 19, 1980 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

John F . Simonette 275-949 0
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HHSMGMT 8 :	 CASH MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Are there significant financial advantages to th e
government in the management of Medicaid funds by bringin g
the remaining 20 states under the delay-of-drawdown progra m
and/or by adopting the checks-paid letter of credit approac h
for all states ?

Total savings in reduced interest costs would b e
$48 million annually or $144 million over a 3-year period . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

This issue is aimed at improving cash management prac-
tices in providing federal funds to the states . As such ,
GAO believes that the issue has merit . The PPSSCC recom-
mends that the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS )
initially bring all states receiving funds through the Medi-
caid program under the delay-of-drawdown letter-of-credi t
method of financing, and that ultimately, only the checks -
paid letter-of-credit technique be used for providing such
payments to the states .

In situations where letters of credit are used as a
means of transferring funds to grantees, GAO has generall y
advocated "checks-paid" letters of credit . Under tha t
method, federal funds are not drawn down until checks writ -
ten by the funding recipient are presented to the bank fo r
payment . A somewhat similar method is the delay-of-drawdown
technique, under which federal funds are drawn down as ofte n
as daily to cover the grantee's checks that are expected t o
be presented for payment the next business day . Although
GAO has preferred the checks-paid method because it delay s
drawdowns of government funds to the maximum extent, bot h
methods delay drawdowns of federal funds and, thereby, help
to reduce the government's interest costs .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that HHS has authority to
implement the recommendations . Although the checks-paid
letter of credit method offers clear advantages to th e
federal government because it delays drawdowns of federa l
funds, there has been opposition from some states whos e
constitutions require funds to be available before disburse -
ments are authorized . To overcome this problem, four states
have been testing various alternative methods of conducting
state/federal cash transfers .

An HHS official stated that the department has not
implemented the PPSSCC recommendations because of oppositio n
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from some segments of the Congress . As such, the departmen t
has chosen to participate in the above-mentioned test .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Sufficient information was not available to allo w
GAO to evaluate the reasonableness of the PPSSCC saving s
estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

John F. Simonette 275-949 0
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BANK 14 :	 CASH MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

" Could the Railroad Retirement Board (RRB) institut e
changes to improve its cash position? "

Under this issue, the PPSSCC recommended that the
Treasury Department collect railroad retirement taxes with
the same frequency as it does social security taxes .
PPSSCC also recommended that the Treasury Departmen t
should accelerate the deposit of tax monies into th e
railroad retirement account .

The PPSSCC estimates that the railroad retiremen t
account will realize over $344 million over a 3-year
period because of these recommendations .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees with the recommendations . They would
increase revenues to the railroad retirement account whil e
(1) making deposit requirements for rail employers '
railroad retirement taxes similar to those required o f
non-rail employers for social security taxes and (2 )
causing such deposits to be credited to the railroad
retirement account as soon as received . GAO made the same
recommendations in a September 1981 report .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The recommendations have been implemented . Under the
Railroad Retirement Solvency Act of 1983, railroa d
employer payroll tax deposits will be accelerated to
conform to social security's tax deposit schedules .
Effective January 1, 1984, the Treasury Department adopte d
methods requested by the Railroad Retirement Board to
credit deposits of railroad retirement taxes into th e
railroad retirement account on the same day as the
deposits are made .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimates are considerably higher tha n
either those of the Railroad Retirement Board or th e
Congressional Budget Office . The PPSSCC estimates tha t
over a 3-year period, the railroad retirement account wil l
realize over $344 million if these recommendations wer e
enacted . The Railroad Retirement Board and the
Congressional Budget Office estimated that the railroa d
retirement account would realize additional funds of $26 3
million and $189 million respectively . GAO has not
developed updated figures since its 1981 report .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD 81-112 Delays in Receiving and Investin g
Taxes Are Reducing Railroa d
Retirement Program Interest Income
(Sept . 24, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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ED 5 : CASH	 MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Could the Department of Education realize significan t
savings through improvement of cash management practices ?

Over 3 years an estimated $62 .2 million in interes t
can be saved through cash flow improvements totaling $29 1
million, which result from cash deceleration techniques .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC made specific recommendations to improve cash
management within the department . These include :

--development and implementation of a new paymen t
system ,

--increased use of letters-of-credit, and

--compliance with the provisions of the Promp t
Payment Act of 1982 .

The recommendations set forth by PPSSCC are viable and
should he implemented . Successful implementation should
improve cash management and the financial managemen t
structure of the department .

Financial management within the Department of
Education has been and still remains a problem . During
our review of the department ' s first-year implementation
of the Federal Managers' Financial I :.,.egrity Act we con-
cluded that improvements are needed in the accountin g
systems to effectively and efficiently control and accoun t
for funds .

For example, the department reported that the
internal control in the Accounts Receivable System th e
Department of Education Payment System (EDPMTS) do no t
provide reasonable assurance that the systems wil l
classify, summarize and report receivables and payments i n
a timely and accurate manner .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The recommendations set forth by PPSSCC are feasibl e
and can be implemented through administrative action by
the department . However, additional funding may need to
be authorized for the development and implementation of a
new payment system . Improving overall cash management in
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the department will require an accurate and reliable
payment system--something the department does no t
currently have .

The department's payment system (EDPMTS) wa s
scheduled to be operational in fiscal year 1984, but
because of design problems full implementation has bee n
delayed indefinitely . During the first-year ' s Federa l
Managers' Financial Integrity Act review of the depart-
ment, an official in the Financial Management Servic e
stated that the Department of Health and Human Services '
new Payment Management System may be utilized instead . At
the present time, the department has not made a fina l
decision as to whether to proceed with the implementatio n
of EDPMTS or to use another agency's payment system . I n
addition, based on a current GAO review of the depart -
ment's second-year efforts to implement the Federa l
Managers' Financial Integrity Act, many of the previousl y
reported internal control weaknesses still exist .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC projected saving does not address th e
issue of the cost required to design and implement a
payment system . These costs can be very significant .
Therefore, GAO believes the actual savings may be les s
than that estimated by PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD 83-57 Significant Improvements Seen I n
Efforts To Collect Debts Owed The
Government (Apr . 28, 1983 )

GAO/HRD 81-124 Stronger Actions Needed To Recove r
$730 Million In Defaulted Nationa l
Direct Student Loans (Sept . 30, 1981 )

GAO/HRD 81-139 The Guaranteed Student Loan Informa -
tion System Needs a Thorough Redesign
To Account For The Expenditure o f
Billions (Sept . 30, 198 1

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Simonette 275-948 9
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INT9 :	 CASH MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can Interior further accelerate collection of key
receipts and reduce excess cash balances held by letter-
of-credit recipients and, t- lereby, reduce Treasury borrowing
needs and resulting interest expense ?

The estimated 3-year interest cost savings potential i s

$23 .3 million to $58 .8 million based on minimum cash accel-
erations of $219 .9 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The general thrust of this issue is to enhance Inter-
ior's cash management, primarily through electronic and

other advanced collection means . GAO agrees that the issue

has merit . Two such mechanisms that are advocated are th e
Treasury Financial Communications System (TFCS) and lock -
boxes for collecting such things as deposits on oil and ga s
leases, oil and gas royalty payments, and other miscella-
neous fees . TFCS is Treasury's computer-to-computer lin k
with the New York Federal Reserve Board and commercia l
banks, and allows depositors to electronically transfe r
payments to the government . With lockboxes, on the other
hand, government debtors submit their payments to a speci-
fied postal box serviced by a bank which is required t o
process the payments to Treasury's account . Because both
TFCS and lockboxes allow the payments to bypass the agencie s
and corresponding processing time, there is a potential fo r
accelerating the collections to Treasury . In testing and
implementing these mechanisms, however, it is essential tha t
precautions be taken to ensure that (1) the overall cost t o
the government of using these mechanisms does not excee d
expected savings from accelerated collections, (2) accurate
accounting data is transmitted and promptly recorded, an d
(3) delays in transferring the funds to Treasury can b e

prevented or detected .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

According to information reported by Interior, some
action has been taken on all of the PPSSCC recommendations
under this issue . For example, Interior states that TFCS i s
being used for collecting most bonus deposits for outer con-
tinental shelf oil leases, major oil royalty payments, and
major abandoned mine land reclamation fees . In addition ,
BIA and the Office of Surface Miniig have implemented TFCS
for letters of credit . However, lockbox implementation has
been delayed until Treasury and Interior further review the
matter .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC does not provide adequate information on how th e
savings it projected were computed and, as such, it is no t
possible for GAO to verify the accuracy of the amount .
However, the savings could be overstated depending on th e
assumptions us-_)d in the calculations . For example, par t
of the savings claimed in the report is attributed to reduc -
ing or eliminating the time for clearing checks Interio r
receives by switching to the TFCS and receiving same-day o r
possibly next-day funds availability . The report assert s
that cutting back on check-clearing time will accelerat e
funds to Treasury and, thereby, reduce interest or borrowin g
costs . However, the report does not recognize that the cur-
rent system is designed to provide day-after-deposit availa -
bility of funds rather than the 3 days mentioned in th e
report . If the savings were to be computed using only 1 day
for check clearing, the savings would be less than th e
estimate using 3 days . Although it appears that 3 days wa s
used in the PPSSCC computation, GAO cannot verify the figur e
because of inadequate information .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-82-6

	

Oil And Gas Royalty Collections - -
Longstanding Problems Costing Million s
(Oct . 29, 1981 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

John F . Simonette 275-949 0
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TRANS 2 : DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (DOT) CASH MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the Department of Transportation (DOT) cas h
management be improved through more efficient procedures
for making cash advances and cash disbursements to gran t
recipients? "

PPSSCC estimates that the recommendations will resul t
in 3-year total savings of $144 .4 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The cash management proposals made by PPSSCC on thi s
issue are consistent with previous GAO recommendations .
In GAO's view, PPSSCC was accurate in its finding tha t
providing grantees with funds through letters of credi t
(LOCs) -- although preferable to advances by Treasury chec k
-- allows grantees to draw funds prior to or in excess of
actual need, since grantees assess their own drawdown needs .
Specifically, the grantee determines when, and how much eac h
drawdown request will be . Very little information is avail-
able to DOT to determine if excess cash will result from a n
individual drawdown request .

PPSSCC concluded, and GAO concurs, that DOT foregoe s
potential interest earnings because :

--DOT's grant drawdown procedures do not minimize the tim e
elapsing between the transfer of funds to the grantee and
their disbursement by the grantee . The funds are idl e
while they are held by the grantee .

--DOT's grant management procedures allow grantees to hol d
federal funds prior to disbursing them to contractors .

--DOT°s cash management procedures for grantees do no t
require grantees to use common bill-paying practice s
Therefore, many grantees were paying their bills early .

--DOT does not aggressively recover excess or idle cash hel d
by grantees .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The proposals appear practical, and as claimed b y
PPSSCC, could be implemented by DOT . The Assistant Secre-
tary for Administration stated by memorandum that DOT ha s
discussed the estimated savings with the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget and that, in general, DOT is in agreement .
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An official in the assistant secretary's office respon -
sible for coordinating DOT's response to the PPSSCC finding s
stated that DOT is allowing Treasury to take the lead i n
cash management. Accordingly, two independent Treasury
initiatives currently address the PPSSCC recommendations .
First, DOT is modernizing its payment procedures by con-
verting to the Treasury Financial Communications System
(TFCS) . The TFCS utilizes electronic wire capabilities to
transfer funds . Although DOT has made substantial progres s
in converting to TFCS, full conversion is not expected unti l
December of 1985 . Second, DOT is involved with Treasury' s
pilot project for developing a "State/Federal Equity Pro-
gram ." According to a DOT official, the pilot project wa s
initiated to achieve an equitable system of intergovernmen-
tal cash management . Specifically, the project is intended
to determine the amount of outstanding cash balances in th e
states and the associated interest costs to the federa l
government .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO does not have sufficient information available to
determine the accuracy of the estimated savings computation .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/OCG-82-1

	

Major Financial Management Improve-
ments Needed At Department Of Energy
(Sept . 15, 1982 )

GAO/AFMD-82-1

	

Actions To Improve Timeliness Of Bil l
Paying By The Federal Government Coul d
Save Hundreds Of Millions Of Dollars
(Oct . 8, 1981 )

GAO/FGMSD-78-16 The Federal Government's Bill Payment
Performance Is Good But Should Be
Better (Feb . 24, 1978 )

GAO/FGMSD-75-17 Opportunities For Savings In Interes t
Cost Through Improved Letter-Of-Credi t
Methods In Federal Grant Programs
(April 29, 1975 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John F . Simonette 275-9490
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AG 6 :	 INVEST PROCEEDS OF SUPERVISED BANK ACCOUNTS (SBACs )

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Loan funds in Supervised Bank Accounts (SBACs) shoul d
be invested while they await disbursement . If interest-
bearing accounts were used, estimated revenue to the Farmer s
Home Administration (FmHA) would be approximately $35 .7 mil-
lion per year and $118 .2 million over 3 years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees that opportunities exist for improving cash
management within FmHA, but with methods other than tha t
recommended by PPSSCCO PPSSCC recommended that FmHA direc t
all county supervisors and district directors to us e
interest-bearing SBACs, or otherwise invest loan proceed s
awaiting disbursement, to the maximum extent possible . The
basis for the PPSSCC proposal was that after FmHA and a
rural borrower executed a loan agreement, portions of th e
full loan amount were periodically deposited in noninterest -
bearing accounts at local banks . However, some of thes e
funds were not immediately needed by the borrower an d
remained idle . To overcome this problem of idle funds an d
lost interest, in an April 27, 1984, letter to the FmHA
administrator, GAO suggested that FmHA use alternat e
disbursing systems, such as checks/drafts-paid letters o f
credit to disburse funds . Using this technique, recipient s
of federal financing do not receive funds until needed fo r
disbursement . This helps to eliminate effectively th e
problems of idle cash and interest losses that result whe n
temporarily unneeded portions of loans are placed i n
noninterest-bearing SBACs . PPSSCC acknowledged that letters
of credit could provide an alternative solution to the
problem .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

FmHA regulations already provide for the use of inter-
est bearing accounts . According to a FmHA official, such
accounts are now being used whenever possible . However, the
interest proceeds are credited to the loan recipient . The
official stated that because the recipient must pay interes t
on any funds placed in the bank account as part of the loa n
agreement, the recipient is entitled to any interest earn-
ings generated from those funds . Therefore, FmHA's positio n
that it does not have authority to retain the interest
earnings on the government's behalf appears reasonable .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Although there is an opportunity for savings in
this area, GAO believes savings would be attained throug h
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alternative means, as we have suggested, rather than throug h
implementation of this recommendation . As mentioned ear-
lier, when the loan recipient pays the government interest
on the funds in the supervised bank account, the loan recip -
ient and not the government is entitled to any interest tha t
may be 'ned on the funds . Furthermore, although GAO doe s
not have adequate information to comment on the accuracy of
the PPSSCC estimate, it does question whether the amount
should be included in the overall PPSSCC savings figure s
because it may duplicate savings claimed under anothe r
issue . ASSET 7-2 states : "FmHA should instruct its fiel d
loan offices to invest supervised bank account funds and
collect the interest ." The claimed savings under that
recommendation, which apparently is the same as the on e
under this issue, are $193 million . Duplicate savings wer e
not to have been included in total PPSSCC savings, but GAO
is uncertain if the savings related to this issue have bee n
eliminated .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

John F. Simonette 275-949 0
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ASSET 13 : PRIVATE SECTOR INCREASED PARTICIPATIO N

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can certain direct Federal loans be made by privat e
lenders? 1 Certain direct loan programs could be
decreased gradually by inviting a larger participation i n
these loans from private sector lenders . "

PPSSCC stated that loans of $4 .6 billion could be
made by private lenders resulting in 3-year cost saving s
of $185 .4 million . It also stated that additional cas h
accelerations could result .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC recommended that all existing direct loan pro -
grams be analyzed closely to determine which loans coul d
be absorbed by private lenders without government guaran-
tees . PPSSCC had reviewed 19 1 direct loan programs tha t
had a total of $31 .7 billion in direct loan obligations i n
fiscal year 1983 . It concluded that $4 .6 billion out o f
$12 .3 billion in loans in 9 programs could be made b y
private lenders .

Because the government's policy in general is t o
avoid engaging in direct competition with the private sec -
tor, GAO agrees that PPSSCC's recommended analyses t o
determine the extent to which direct federal loans coul d
be absorbed by private sector lenders should be conducted .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

To implement its recommendation, PPSSCC stated tha t
(1) congressional action will be required to convert som e
direct loan programs into guaranteed or private ones ,
(2) each agency needs to review specific loan programs an d
determine the private marketability of (loan) portfoli o
assets or the conversion from direct to guaranteed pro -
grams, and (3) each agency observe guidelines for loa n
approval or rejection--agencies should draft regulation s
to require borrowers to show they are unable to obtai n
credit from private sources ("credit elsewhere" test) .

1 Excludes Rural Electrification Administration and Export-Impor t
Bank direct loans which are discussed in Asset 14 .
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PPSSCC's implementation strategy suggests that agen-
cies should consider selling their loan assets as one wa y
of obtaining greater private sector participation . When
and if such sales are actually contemplated, GAO believe s
agencies offering loans for sale will have to exercis e
care to ensure that the proceeds from loan sales ar e
reasonable relative to the expected return the governmen t
could realize if the agency held onto these loan assets .
Any loan can go bad, thereby diminishing the expected rat e
of return . Further, if the loan is inadequately secured ,
losses can be incurred . Consequently, the more informa-
tion one has about a loan, including the borrower, the n
the better able one is to assess the risk of default, it s
effect on the rate of return, and the potential fo r
losses . If potential purchasers should be denied an y
essential information that is available to the government ,
for example, because of the Privacy Act, then potentia l
purchasers, as a hedge against lossses, will tend to over -
estimate risk in comparison to the government's perceptio n
of the risk . As a result, they will tend to purchase th e
loan at a substantial discount by bidding prices that ma y
be lower than what the government could collect if it hel d
onto the loan .

GAO believes inclusion of a "credit elsewhere" tes t
in direct loan programs is an appropriate step towar d
encouraging more private sector participation . With a
"credit elsewhere" test, applicants for direct federa l
loans would have to show they were unable to obtain a pri-
vate sector loan . Because the private sector is given th e
opportunity first to make the loan, the test serves t o
avoid undue government competition with the privat e
sector .

Although PPSSCC contends that congressional action i s
only needed for the conversion of some direct loan pro -
grams, it did not specifically identify these programs .
GAO has not attempted to ascertain what programs woul d
require congressional action . GAO believes that regard -
less of the need for congressional action, the Congres s
should have an opportunity to concur with any and al l
planned conversions, if for any reason, to confir m
congressional intent .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC's savings estimates were based on assumption s
on the magnitude of shifts to the private sector . Since ,
the validity of these assumptions will not be known unti l
PPSSCC's recommended program analyses are completed, GAO
could not assess the reasonableness of the saving s
estimates .
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V . RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-6111
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ASSET 15 :	 DIRECT LOAN PRICING-INTEREST RATE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND ESTIMATED SAVINGS

"Should efforts be made to raise federal lendin g
rates to approach market rates? "

"Raising rates to approach market rates in selecte d
loan programs would produce three-year cumulativ e
increased revenues/receipts of $2 .371 billion . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC made four recommendations about th e
pricing of direct loans to the public for programs such a s
housing, student aid, and small business loans . Thes e
credit programs in effect provide subsidies that cover th e
difference between the program interest rate and the free -
market rate . The PPSSCC's first recommendation is to rais e
interest rates for these programs to free-market rates o r
to intended subsidy levels . The remaining thre e
recommendations are designed to implement the first one .
They are : to estimate free-market rates of interes t
applicable to each program ; to determine the intended leve l
of subsidy (defined by the PPSSCC as a pegged interest rat e
differential that is adjusted as market interest rate s
change) for each loan program ; and to revise legislation or
agency regulations so that direct loans are priced at rate s
reflecting market rates of interest or the originall y
intended subsidy gap between market rates and program
rates .

The fundamental premise of the recommendations is tha t
loan rates for government credit programs generally were se t
when all interest rates were lower . Thus, although interes t
rates throughout the economy have risen, the rates o n
government loan programs have stayed the same . As a
result, subsidy levels have grown in the current highe r
interest rate environment . This premise appears to b e
valid . The figures contained in the PPSSCC report provid e
convincing evidence that net government outlays hav e
increased by at least several billion dollars as a result o f
the higher rates, but neither GAO nor the PPSSCC has figure s
on the full impact of the government's loan pricing policy .

GAO supports review of the credit programs and of th e
subsidies involved, full disclosure of loan program costs ,
and proper budgeting for those costs . However, GAO hold s
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the position that costs for government loan programs shoul d
be calculated for budget purposes in terms of the govern-
ment's cost of money, not in terms of higher private secto r
borrowing costs .

According to the PPSSCC's analysis of governmen t
credit programs, the higher amount of federally sponsore d
credit is "crowding out" private credit in capital markets .
This crowding out, in the PPSSCC's view, diminishes capita l
available for uses more productive in the long run--such a s
building factories--than for basic consumer needs, such a s
housing . GAO agrees with the concern that adequate capita l
be available in the economy . However, the PPSSCC has no t
demonstrated how federal credit programs crowd out privat e
sector investment more than spending for any other govern -
mental activity . Allocating resources--whether it b e
to corporate stock, charities, housing, or troubled
industries--inherently crowds out resources that, by defi-
nition, could be directed elsewhere . How these resource s
are allocated, then, is a matter of policy--individual ,
public, and corporate . To determine the effect of govern -
mental lending upon the private sector would require
thorough analysis of the relationship between governmen t
credit programs and investment in other areas of th e
economy .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that implementation
authority for most of the recommendations lies with Con-
gress, while identification of current free-market rate s
and needed regulatory changes can be accomplished throug h
executive action .

No legislative action has been taken to implement the
PPSSCC recommendations . Executive action has centered o n
OMB's revision of Circular A-70 ("Federal Credit Policy ; "

Aug . 24, 1984) . This circular incorporates the need t o
take better account of market factors when pricing loan s
and calculating subsidies . Particularly in light of the
OMB circular, the intent of these PPSSCC recommendation s
should be contained in budget or legislative proposals fo r

individual programs .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO has not previously estimated the amount of saving s
that the government could achieve by raising interest rate s
to market levels or by explicitly adjusting subsidy levels .
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Since no one has done a program-by-program analysis, mor e
careful scrutiny of individual programs would be necessar y
to arrive at reasonable anticipated savings levels . The
PPSSCC itself recognizes there is no generally accepte d
method for quantifying the present value of interes t
subsidies . However, the PPSSCC estimates of saving s
resulting from increased rates do not take into account th e
decline in loan demand that would probably result from
repricing, as well as the reduction in tax revenues tha t
would result from program beneficiaries writing of f
estimated higher levels of interest expenses .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PAD 83-12 Catalog of Federal Credit Programs an d
Their Interest Provisions (Dec . 28 ,
1982 )

GAO/PAD 82-22 The Congress Should Control Federal
Credit Programs to Promote Economi c
Stabilization (Oct . 21, 1981 )

GAO/PAD 79-5

	

Exposure Draft : A Methodology for
Estimating Costs and Subsidies from
Federal Credit Programs (Jul . 17, 1979 )

GAO/PAD 78-31 Federal Credit Assistance : An Approach
to Program Design and Analysis (May 31 ,
1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-8678
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ASSET 16 :	 ACCEPTABLEDEFAULTLEVELS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should acceptable maximum default levels be state d
explicitly for direct loan programs?"

"This issue is a subset of Asset 12 : Credit Proces s -
ing . The benefits from this proposal, however, can be
realized immediately, while Asset 12 is a longterm pro-
ject . Setting acceptable default levels, without regar d
to Asset 12, would produce three-year cumulative decrease s
in default levels of $626 million and interest vavings o f
$137 million, totaling $763 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOENDATIONS

PPSSCC concluded that default standards are missin g
in federal government direct loan programs . Defaul t
standards, long a part of private sector lending prac -
tices, provide management with information on the statu s
of outstanding accounts . The standards can be used to
assist management in the monitoring of an account and
provide indications as to when a borrower may not b e
making timely payments . In addition, default standard s
provide indicators as to when a loan should be written-of f
as uncollectable, which helps to more fairly present th e
financial position of the agency . Further, the PPSSC C
stated that the development of such standards would
provide managers with more accurate and timely data fo r
prompt action against loans that appear to be approachin g
a default status often resulting in higher collections an d
lower defaults . To correct this situation PPSSCC recom-
mended that :

--Governmentwide definitions of default should b e
developed .

-

	

-Each direct lending program should have explicitl y
stated maximum acceptable default levels .

-

	

-Mechanisms should be put in place to ensure tha t
each agency's management information system includ e
timely and accurate statistics for defaults .

--Each department/agency st-ould be required to submi t
detailed reports to OMB whenever default level s
exceed an agreed-upon maximum .

-

	

-Individual program officer's performance appraisal
should refer to default levels for programs unde r
their supervision .
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These recommendations have merit, and their implementatio n
would provide a business-type environment to the govern-
ment's credit processing .

GAO's report "Significant Improvements Seen I n
Efforts To Collect Debts Owed The Federal Government, "
(April 28, 1983), indicates that one of the problem s
identified under OMB's "Reform 88" initiatives is credi t
management, which covers all facets of credit approval and
debt collection processing . OMB has divided the area int o
five projects, each assigned to one or more lead agen-
cies . These five projects are :

--credit standards, write-off policy and risk
analysis ,

--credit approval ,

--account management ,

--collections, and

--portfolio sales .

Lead agency responsibilities for these efforts include
designing a pilot project, developing a work plan with
milestones and target dates, and reporting project status
to OMB .

OMB's efforts should address many of the concerns
raised by PPSSCC . OMB's initiatives to restructure the
federal government's credit processing were undertaken
prior to completion of the PPSSCC study and not i n
response to its recommendations .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC expressed the opinion that the recommendations
can be implemented by executive action . GAO generall y
agrees with PPSSCC's opinion .. Further, PPSSCC's recommen -
dation that individual program officer's performanc e
appraisal refer to default levels may require statutory
authority in order to apply to the pay or compensation of
employees below the grade of GS-13 .

Many of the PPSSCC concerns should be addressed b y
the initiatives OMB has set forth under "Reform 88 . "
Further, each federal agency currently reports quarterly
to 0MB on the status of its accounts receivable due from
the public . In addition, section 12 of the Debt Collec-
tion Act of 1982 requires federal agencies to report, a t
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least annually to OMB detail data on each loan program .
However, not every agency has a system that is capable o f
providing such data . In order for this information to b e
provided an agency's system may have to be upgraded there -
by requiring an extensive expenditure of funds . The
recommendation regarding each direct lending program
having explicitly stated maximum acceptable default level s
is feasible, can be implemented, and is in accordance with
previous GAO recommendations .

W. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has performed many reviews in the debt collectio n
area . These reviews have not focused on estimating sav-
ings that can result by reducing default levels . However ,
based upon the numerous initiatives that OMB has under-
taken in the credit management area GAO believes signifi -
cant savings can be achieved . GAO however, is not in a
position to validate whether the three year projected
savings of $763 million can be achieved .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/AFMD 83-57 Significant Improvements Seen I n
Efforts To Collect Debts Owned Th e
Federal Government (Apr . 28, 1983 )

GAO/AFMD 83-7 Actions Underway To Reduce Delin-
quencies In Health Professions And
Nursing Student Loan Programs
(Dec . 1, 1982 )

VI. GAO CONTAC T

John Simonette 275-948 9
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ASSET 18 :	 PRIVATE SECTOR FINANCING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) phase ou t
its direct loan programs and the Small Business Adminis-
tration (SBA) phase out its 7(a) direct loans and mov e
toward partially guaranteed loans through the privat e
sector?

PPSSCC stated that three-year cumulative revenu e
enhancements of $1,726 .1 million, reduced interest costs /
outlays of $100 .0 million a-ic, cash accelerations of $76 . 1
million have been identified for a total budget defici t
reduction of $1,902 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes the issue raised by PPSSCC is a polic y
question to be resolved by the Congress . The Congress
generally has viewed FmHA and SBA direct lending as a
means to assist small businesses, farmers and rural resi-
dents and communities which are unable to obtain, a t
reasonable interest rates or terms, private financing wit h
or without federal guarantees . By nature, these borrower s
and the related direct loans they receive are more risk y
and were expected to have a higher default rate . Withou t
a direct lending program, there would be groups that woul d
not be able to obtain credit .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC recognized that congressional action would b e
needed to phase out FmHA and SBA direct loans . GAO con-
curs that implementing this recommendation would requir e
that the Congress provide no funding for direct lendin g
assistance or repeal authority to provide direct lending .
FmHA agrees with PPSSCC recommendations and SBA has mad e
several proposals to the Congress to eliminate its direc t
lending program .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO could not assess PPSSCC's total dollar estimates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-6111
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ASSET 23 :	 IMPROVED ACCOUNTING AND REPORTIN G

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"What data should be gathered to adequately monito r
the quality of lending agency portfolios? "

"Savings that would accrue from increased agenc y
accountability and improved management cannot be
calculated . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO has long supported the basic thrust of the recom-
mendation to improve the budgeting, accounting, and report-
ing aspects of credit program management . GAO also welcomes
developments such as the revised OMB Circular A-70 ("Federa l
Credit Policy") issued on August 24, 1984 . GAO has not ,
however, made a recommendation on the best way to accoun t
for credit program costs . GAO agrees that the present value
of expected losses should be included in credit progra m
costs in the President's budget, and that actuarially soun d
estimates of guarantee fees, as well as concise accountin g
for loan portfolio quality and yield, would provid e
extremely useful information for decisionmaking purposes .
However, as the PPSSCC recognized, alternative methodologie s
can be used for estimating the value of subsidies . And, i n
the case of large, one-time, single-entity loan guarante e
programs, such as that for the Chrysler Corporation, it i s
not possible to actuarially estimate expected losses .
Furthermore, there are important, unresolved questions ove r
whether the responsibility for estimating the costs of
guarantee programs should reside with the programming
agency or with OMB and, regardless of where responsibilit y
resides, whether there is a need for legislative oversigh t
of the quality of both the methodology and the estimates .

Two problems need to be considered especially carefully
in trying to implement the PPSSCC recommendation . One is
the rate of interest that loan programs should use in thei r
budgets for calculating subsidies ; the second problem is th e
way in which loan programs handle interest rate risk i n
their budgets . (See Asset 15, for a discussion of the natur e
of these problems . )

Although GAO has not taken a position on exactly how
to value credit program subsidies for budget purposes, GAO
has considered these matters . In 1979 GAO prepared an
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exposure draft, cited by the PPSSCC, entitled : A
Methodology for Estimating Costs and Subsidies From Federal
Credit Assistance Programs (GAO/PAD-79-5, July 17, 1979) .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that implementation
authority for this recommendation lies with the executiv e
branch . The Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 authorize d
the President to develop the budget that is submitted t o
Congress . He is also authorized to develop and refine th e
reporting concepts upon which his budget presentation i s
based . This authority has been used in preparing th e
revised OMB Circular A-70 that incorporates aspects of thi s
recommendation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

No savings estimate was provided by the PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PAD-83-1 2

GAO/RCED-83-22 Federal Credit Policy on Guarantee d
Loans Should Be Clarified and Enforce d
(Nov . 4, 1982 )

The Congress Should Control Federa l
Credit Programs to Promote Economi c
Stabilization (Oct . 21, 1981 )

Exposure Draft : A Methodology for
Estimating Cost and Subsidies fro m
Federal Credit Programs (Jul . 17, 1979 )

GAO/PAD-78-31

	

Federal Credit Assistance : An Approach
to Program Design and Analyse s
(May 31, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-867 8

Catalog of Federal Credit Programs
and Their Interest Provision s
(Dec . 28, 1982 )

GAO/PAD-82-2 2

GAO/PAD-79-5
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ASSET 24 : ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY OF GUARANTEED GOVERNMENT LENDING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should interest rate subsidies in Federal credit pro -
grams be reduced in order to increase productivity an d
economic efficiency? "

Savings that will accrue from the improved financia l
asset management resulting from this reduction cannot b e
calculated directly and were not estimated by PPSSCC .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO believes this issue has merit because of th e
danger of resource misallocation and the need for greate r
congressional control over credit subsidy programs . Th e
PPSSCC addresses our concerns about resource misallocatio n
and program control with two recommendations . Specifically
the PPSSCC recommends (1) that the subsidy be reduced b y
allowing interest rates in federal credit programs to ris e
when market interest rates rise, and (2) that interes t
rates across federal credit programs be rationalized t o
ensure that actual subsidies are consistent with progra m
objectives .

Federal credit programs have usually arisen from th e
premise that credit markets are not allocating enoug h
credit to an activity that Congress judges to be beneficia l
to society as a whole . In each case the Congress ha s
determined at some point in time that social benefits ar e
greater if credit is redistributed by allocating more to a
given activity than the market alone would have allocate d
to that activity . Thus, the Congress has made a decisio n
to sacrifice certain benefits from a market allocation fo r
broader social benefits . Frequently, however, these deci-
sions are not reconsidered in light of changing marke t
conditions . By raising this issue, the PPSSCC is arguing
that under current conditions these programs may be to o
costly, i .e ., the interest rate subsidy is too large .

GAO agrees that the interest rate subsidy for som e
programs could be too large . The current practice of fix-
ing the interest rate when a program is established could
unintentionally cause, in future years, a significant real -
location of credit . This is especially true during period s
of abnormally high interest rates . Our recent experience
with double-digit inflation and record high interest rate s
provided increased incentives for investors to qualify fo r
various federal credit programs because these programs ha d
interest rates substantially below market levels . The
effect of such a movement would be to crowd out othe r
investors who could not qualify, but may have used th e
capital more efficiently .
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As federal credit programs have expanded, the need fo r
greater Congressional control has become more apparent . In
a previous report, we argued that controlling subsid y
levels could lead to a more stable economy and a bette r
allocation of credit . Thus we support, in principle ,
attempts to create a stronger control system for federa l
credit activity .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Authority to implement the first recommendation varie s
by program . In a previous report cataloging federal credi t
programs, GAO found that in some cases the interest rat e
charged by the government is set by Congress ; in other
cases Congress may allow the respective Secretary or pro -
gram administrator to set the rate . Sometimes the Secre-
tary is given a specific range or authorized to conside r
the range of rates prevailing in the private sector . The
executive could implement the second recommendation on it s
own authority to the extent that it involved simply pre-
senting to the Congress an analysis of the subsidy costs i n
different programs and recommendations for program change s
based on that analysis . Modification of the way in whic h
Congress considers credit programs in the congressiona l
budget process would require legislative action .

The PPSSCC's first recommendation is feasible . I n
principle, the PPSSCC°s second recommendation is also fea -
sible, but in practice it will be more difficult to imple -
ment because data limitations and conceptual problems ma y
complicate the task of developing a measure of the size o f
credit subsidies that is common across programs .

The OMB has recently attempted to implement the firs t
recommendation and has moved in a direction that is consis -
tent with the second recommendation . On August 24, 1984 ,
0MB issued a revised Circular A-70 to require (1) tha t
interest rates on new direct loans in these programs b e
related to market interest rates and vary with market con-
ditions, rather than remain at static levels that becom e
outmoded when market conditions change, and (2) that credi t
legislative proposals contain an explicit statement of an y
subsidies in the program . If an existing program does no t
conform to revised Circular A-70, the respective agency, a s
part of its annual budget submission, must submit to OM B
proposed legislative changes that bring about conformity o r
submit a separate justification for nonconformity .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC did not make an estimate of savings and GAO
agrees that such an estimate would be difficult to develop .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/PAD-83-12 Catalog of Federal Credit Programs an d
Their Interest Rate Provisions
(December 28, 1982 )

GAO/PAD-82-22 The Congress Should Control Federal
Credit Programs to Promote Economi c
Stabilization (October 21, 1981 )

GAO/PAD-78-31 Federal Credit Assistance : An Approach
to Program Design and Analysis (May 31 ,
1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Bothwell 275-408 3
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BUS-INS 14 :	 LOAN GUARANTEES VERSUS DIRECT LENDIN G

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the Government's credit policy be accomplishe d
through greater use of loan guarantees as opposed to direc t
lending? "

The PPSSCC did not provide a savings estimate for thi s
proposal .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommends that the government, where possi-
ble, should move from direct lending to a well-controlle d
guaranteed loan program . Additionally, the PPSSCC recom-
mended that OMB Circular A-70, which deals with federal
credit policy, should be revised and reissued .

GAO supports efforts to seek the least costly way o f
financing appropriate federal credit program objectives, bu t
GAO believes this is best done on a case-by-case analysis .
GAO believes that when taken in isolation, the PPSSCC recom-
mendation to move from direct lending to guaranteed lendin g
would not necessarily lead to better control or lowered
costs of federal credit programs . In terms of both appli-
cant screening and qualification as well as the budget pro-
cess, control over programs could be diminished by movin g
from federally originated on-budget direct loan programs t o
privately originated off-budget guarantee programs . In
terms of cost, other things being equal, the PPSSCC seems t o
assume that the private sector would be more successful a t
servicing loans than the government . This point, however ,
needs to be demonstrated, not assumed . Over the life of a
loan or loan program there is no reason to expect defaul t
costs to differ between well-managed direct and guarantee d
loans, though loan origination and servicing costs might be
reduced somewhat under a loan guarantee program .

With regard to the PPSSCC recommendation to revis e
OMB Circular A-70, revisions were issued on August 24, 1984 ,
and address the PPSSCC's concerns . Revised Circular A-7 0
requires those receiving federal loan guarantees to pay fo r
part or all of the expected federal default liability on the
guaranteed loans . Circular A-70 also encourages ris k
sharing with the private sector by offering less than th e
100 percent guarantee now frequently used .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that implementatio n
authority to convert direct loan programs to guarantee d
ones would require passage of legislation . GAO has issued
a number of reports about credit policies, stating tha t
agencies were not sharing the risk with private lenders an d
were not prohibiting the guarantee of loans with excessiv e
interest rates . Additionally, GAO supported the reissue o f
revised OMB Circular A-70 . GAO also urged Congress t o
continue to strengthen its procedures for controllin g
federal credit programs through the budget .

In issuing the revised A-70, OMB recognized that mor e
work needs to be done to implement the Circular . No legis-
lative action has been taken on the PPSSCC recommendation t o
move from direct to guaranteed loan programs .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

No savings estimate was provided by the PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PAD-83-12

	

Catalog of Federal Credit Programs and
Their Interest Provisions (Dec . 28, 1982 )

GAO/RCED-83-22 Federal Credit Policy on Guaranteed Loan s
Should Be Clarified and Enforce d
(Nov . 4, 1982 )

The Congress Should Control Federal Credi t
Programs to Promote Economic Stabilizatio n
(Oct . 21, 1981 )

Exposure Draft : A Methodology for
Estimating Costs and Subsidies from Federa l
Credit Programs (Jul . 17, 1979 )

GAO/PAD-78-31

	

Federal Credit Assistance : An Approach t o
Program Design and Analysis (May 31, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-867 8

GAO/PAD-82-2 2

GAO/PAD-79-5
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STATE 7 :	 INTEREST RATES ON AID LOANS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Do the interest rates on new Agency for Internationa l
Development (AID) loans provide an opportunity for addi-
tional revenues? The PPSSCC recommended that AID estab-
lish a minimum "base" lendi ng rate for all official devel-
opment assistance loans based on the cost of funds to th e
U .S . Government, apply interest rates and maturities o n
borrower capacity to repay, and deny additional loan prin -
cipal where the proceeds would be used to pay the higher
interest rate debt .

PPSSCC asserted that implementation of these recom-
mendations can be expected to reduce government costs b y
as much as $60 million annually and, over a 3-year period ,
would generate $360 million in additional revenues .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

In GAO's opinion, establishing a minimum base rate
for concessional lending based on the cost of funds to
the U .S . Government would not give AID the flexibility i t
needs to accomplish U .S . political and security interests .

The long-standing U .S . policy on developmental o r
concessional AID loans, embodied in foreign assistanc e
legislation, is that terms of assistance should funda-
mentally reflect the recipient country's level of develop -
ment and its economic capacity to service the debts i t
incurs . Debt relief is not to be provided as a form o f
development assistance . Although the capacity of an econ-
omy to service extended credits depends on many factors ,
the U .S . and other donor nations have used per capita
income as the best single measure of a country's level o f
development, capacity to service debt, and ability to ta p
the private capital markets .

As a lender of last resort, terms of AID loans ar e
based more on developmental, political and strategic con-
siderations than on economic rationale . Congress recentl y
reinforced this notion in AID's FY 1985 Continuing Appro-
priations by eliminating the 30 percent "loan floor, "
i .e ., the minimum portion of official development assist-
ance which must be in the form of loans as opposed t o
grants . Congress also specified that loans to privat e
sector institutions be at or near the cost of money t o
the U .S . Treasury .

The United States would find it difficult to accomp-
lish foreign assistance objectives without adequate flexi-
bility in loan terms on official aid, given the disparity
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in loan recipients' ability to pay and the policy influenc e
the U .S .is seeking to obtain .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION ,
AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY AND STATUS

Under foreign assistance legislation, the Presiden t
has the authority to determine the interest payable on any
development assistance loan based on the economic circum -
stances of the borrower, except that loans may not be mad e
at rates below a specified minimum (3 percent following a
10-year grace period of 2 percent) . Food For Peace loan s
have similar minimum terms, but Economic Support Fund loan s
have no statutory "loan floor ." Thus, the PPSSCC's recom-
mendations can be implemented by executive action . However ,
AID opposes the principal PPSSCC recommendation that it se t
a base lending rate based on the cost of funds to the U .S .
Government and does not plan to implement it .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The savings estimate anticipates that all new foreign
assistance loans be raised by an average of 1 percent annu-
ally for the next 3 ye'rs . Although the estimated saving s
appear to be valid in mathematical terms, other factors nee d
to be considered which probably would negate the savings .
Borrower capacity to repay the debts they incur and U .S .
political/strategic considerations are the prime factors
which determine interest rates on AID loans, not cost o f
funds to the U .S . Government . Overall levels of conces-
sional aid to loan recipients, and the mix of loans an d
grants that comprise this aid, are intended to meet these
objectives . It is possible that some savings could b e
realized by upward adjustment of interest rates in selected
countries as they achieve higher levels of development . I n
this regard, AID ca n
and accelerates repayments

and does impose higher interest rate s
on loans when it determines tha t

recipient countries have the ability to pay them .

V . RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/ID-83-2 3

GAO/ID-83-43

Donor Approaches To Developmen t
Assistance :

	

Implications For Th e
United States (May 4,

	

1983 )

Political And Economic Factors

GAO/ID-83-13

Influencing Economic Support Fun d
Programs

	

(Apr .

	

18,

	

1983 )

U .S . Development Efforts And
Balance-of-Payments Problems I n
Developing Countries (Feb .

	

14,

	

1983)

14 6



GAO/ID-79-14 Efforts To Improve Management Of U .S .
Foreign AID--Changes Made And Change s
Needed (Mar . 29, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Kelley 275-579 0
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CHAPTER3

DEFENSE AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS PROGRAM S

PPSSCC issues affecting defense and international affairs activ -
ities were diverse, ranging from broad subjects such as the defens e
acquisition process to specific issues such as government loans to
cover traveling expenses of refugees coming to the United States . In
all, GAO analyzed 130 issues in the defense and international affair s
program areas . GAO concluded that 101 of these 130 PPSSCC issues ex -
amined had overall merit . GAO questioned the merits of 19 issues an d
had insufficient information on which to develop a position on 10
issues . To fully implement the 130 issues, legislative action would
be required in 33 cases . For example, legislation would be require d
to ensure more consistent and widespread compliance with the govern-
ment's policy that encourages procurement of goods and services from
the private sector when it is more economical than providing the same
goods and services in-house with government employees .

The PPSSCC estimated that savings of about $115 billion coul d
be achieved if all of its recommendations were implemented . Whil e
GAO concluded that a majority of the PPSSCC issues have merit, i t
found in many cases that the savings estimates associated with those
issues were questionable . In some cases the PPSSCC did not provid e
sufficient information to enable GAO to assess the estimated savings ,
and in other instances GAO concluded that the savings estimates were
overstated .
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OSD 36 :	 DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PUBLIC AUDITCOMMITTEE

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"The Department of Defense (DOD) should seek legis-
lation that will permit it to establish a public audi t
committee comprised of members from the private sector ap -
pointed by the President of the United States . . . to con-
duct thorough and independent reviews of DOD interna l
audit practices, procedures, and controls, and to evaluat e
the adequacy of the internal audit responsibilities ,
mission, and scope for DOD . "

"[I]ncreased importance placed on the audit functio n
will result in substantial savings ." However, the savings
are " difficult to measure ." PPSSCC did not quantif y
savings for this proposal .

II, GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO believes there is no need for a DOD Public Audi t
Committee . The establishment of a statutory Office o f
Inspector General (OIG) at DOD on September 8, 1982, cen-
tralized audit and investigative functions within DOD an d
provided for OIG oversight of other DOD internal audi t
groups . For example, most Defense Audit Service staff an d
functions were transferred to the DOD-OIG .

According to PPSSCC, the Public Audit Committee woul d
assist or provide guidance to top managemert on such
issues as audit policy and planning, internal controls ,
audit followup, and coordination between audit organiza-
tions . However, these matters in many instances hav e
already been addressed by legislation, existing governmen t
auditing standards, or Office of Management and Budge t
(OMB) directives .

For example, the Federal Managers' Financial Integ-
rity Act of 1982 requires the agency head to report on th e
adequacy of internal control systems . As a result, OIG
will likely increase its review of such systems . OMB
Circular A-123 states that IGs are encouraged to provid e
technical assistance in the agency effort to evaluate an d
improve internal controls in addition to performing thei r
own reviews of internal control systems .

OMB Circular A-73 establishes policies to be follow -
ed in audits of federal operations and programs . The
objective of the circular is to improve audit planning ,
coordination, and follow-up and assure proper applicatio n
of auditing standards . OMB Circular A-50 sets forth pro-
cedures to be followed by agency managers when considerin g
reports issued by federal audit organizations .
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PPSSCC does not make clear what the relationshi p
between the DOD Public Audit Committee, the DOD-OIG, an d
the Secretary of Defense would be . PPSSCC states that th e
committee's role would be "comparable to that of privat e
sector audit committees, which serve in an advisory capa -
city to corporate boards of directors" and recommends tha t
"the DOD Public Audit Committee work directly with th e
Secretary of Defense and the DOD Inspector General . " I t
also proposes that the committee "review the duties, re-
sponsibilities, and activities of the Inspector General' s
Office of DOD . . . "

GAO believes the DOD-OIG's independence could b e
affected if the OIG were to report to the Public Audi t
Committee rather than to the Secretary of Defense . GAO
also believes that private sector executives whose firm s
do business with DOD could be seen as having a potentia l
conflict of interest if they served on the DOD Publi c
Audit Committee . PPSSCC does not state if such person s
would be excluded from committee membership .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that establishment of a DO D
Public Audit Committee would require congressional action .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC did not quantify the savings that would resul t
from establishment of a DOD Public Audit Committee .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/OCG-84-3

GAO/AFMD-83-3 3

FGMSD-80-3 9

VI. GAO CONTACT

Implementation Of The Federal Mana-
gers'Financial Integrity Act : Firs t
Year (Aug . 24, 1984 )

DOD Can Combat Fraud Better By
Strengthening Its Investigativ e
Agencies (March 21, 1983 )

GAO Findings On Federal Interna l
Audit--A Summary (May 27, 1980 )

John J . Adair 275-935 9
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OSD 37 :	 PROCUREMENT AUDIT SERVICE

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should DOD establish a central audit group, the
Prucurement Audit Service, with responsibility fo r
internal audit of all DOD procurement practices ?

"The Procurement Audit Service should repor t
to the DOD Inspector General . The financia l
impact of this recommendation is very diffi -
cult to quantify . Assuming a productivity
factor of .5 percent through improved audi t
and review, the Office of the Secretary of
Defense (OSD) Task Force estimates cost
avoidance and efficiency improvements coul d
total about $500 .0 million annually . Poten-
tial non-financial benefits are discusse d
below . "

"There may be some implementation cost, no t
quantified here, to the extent that additional
personnel are required to handle assignments
previously performed by auditors . In light o f
the authorization of 100 new spaces for pro-
curement auditing in the FY 1983 budget, an d
the transfers proposed herein, further addi-
tional personnel may not be required . "

PPSSCC estimated savings in the first 3 years ,
assuming an annual inflation factor of 10 percent, woul d
be $1,655 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

PPSSCC concluded that there was no centrally direc-
ted, comprehensive oversight review of the entire procure-
ment process . The OSD Task Force felt that a highl y
trained, specifically directed procurement audit force
would provide significant monetary benefits . Equall y
important, according to the Task Force, are the followin g
potential nonfinancial benefits :

--high level, independent audits of procurement and
research and development expenditures ;

--coordination of procurement audits ;

--ranking of procurement audits by priority ; and

--uniform and consistent procurement audit policies .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's objectives in recommend-
ing a Procurement Audit Service . However, GAO believes
that the DOD Inspector General is already mandated to
accomplish these objectives as a part of its overal l
responsibilities under the Inspector General Act of 1978 ,
as amended .
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GAO notes that the Inspector General has take n
several steps intended to strengthen procurement and con -
tract auditing in DOD . For instance, it established a
contract audit policy and oversight group . Also 16 8
people were assigned to the Assistant inspector Genera l
for Auditing and organized into major audit groups con-
cerned with such areas as (1) major acquisition programs ,
(2) acquisition support programs, and (3) contract audit
programs. This staff is in addition to military audi t
service staffs, who work on procurement audits, an d
Defense Contract Audit Agency staff, who audit contracto r
costs and operations . The Inspector General may reques t
audit assistance as needed from these other audi t
organizations .

Gi""en the emphasis the DOD/IG is placing on procure -
ment audits, GAO disagrees with the PPSSCC recommendatio n
to establish a Procurement Audit Service .

III. ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The objectives of the PPSSCC recommendation have
been met by establishment of the DOD/IG and the steps i t
has taken to increase procurement audits . Since the DOD/
IG has the necessary procurement audit authority, the
Secretary of Defense could establish the Procurement Audi t
Service envisioned by PPSSCC through administrativ e
orders . However, as stated above, GAO believes the DOD/I G
has already been mandated to accomplish the objectives o f
establishing a Procurement Audit Service .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO believes that increased audit attention will lea d
to procurement system improvements and savings to the
government. However, PPSSCC did not provide sufficien t
information for GAO to assess the validity of the saving s
estimates. Further, GAO does not believe it is possibl e
to estimate or identify the specific (percentage) impac t
this effort will have on procurement costs now or later .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-84-57

	

Audits of Federal Programs : Reasons
for the Disparity Between Cost s
Questioned by Auditors and Amount s
Agencies Disallow (August 8, 1984 )

GAO/AFMD-84-4

	

Department of Defense Progress i n
Resolving Contract Audit s
(October 27, 1983 )
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GAO/NSIAD-83-54 More Effective Use of Audit Report s
Needed to Reduce Contract Cost s
(October 11, 1983 )

GAO/AFMD-82-26 Who is Watching the Defense Dollars ?
(February 5, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4587
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NAVY 3 AND	 USAF20 :	 DUAL SOURCING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

PPSSCC believes the Navy should take actions t o
increase competition in the acquisition of major weapon
systems by maintaining at least two sources during th e
entire production life of Navy weapon programs . PPSSCC also
believes that the Air Force can implement, monitor, an d
manage its dual source programs more effectively .

PPSSCC estimates that a savings of approximately $1 .02
billion can be achieved over a 3-year period by maintainin g
at least 2 competitive sources during the entire productio n

life of Navy weapon programs . PPSSCC also estimates that
better use of dual sourcing will decrease Air Force weapo n
acquisition costs by about $342 million during the firs t
year of implementation and about $2 .42 billion over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC proposes dual source procurement as a means fo r
obtaining additional competition in the acquisitio n

process . Under dual sourcing, production contract award s
are split between two or more sources, with the larger shar e

usually going to the lower price supplier . In the past, the
primary objective of dual sourcing has been to assure a n
adequate industrial mobilization base . In essence, PPSSCC
recommended that each service : (1) develop guidance and
methodology for identifying dual source candidates, (2 )
evaluate all procurement programs for their suitability fo r
dual sourcing, (3) provide up-front funding when dua l
sourcing is cost effective, and (4) revise regulations t o
permit and encourage dual sourcing .

GAO concurs with the need for dual sourcing guidance ,
but believes that DOD should develop and provide th e
services uniform guidance for price competitive dua l
sourcing rather than each service developing its own .

GAO also concurs with the PPSSCC recommendatio n
regarding the need for evaluating programs for their genera l
suitability for dual sourcing, prior to the performance o f
full cost/benefit analyses . GAO doubts, however, that i t
would be practical or cost effective to require that al l
programs undergo full cost/benefit analysis . GAO believes
it appropriate to first screen the programs against a
standard set of procurement characteristics indicative o f
potentially good dual source candidates which, in part ,
might include : (1) high assurance of large quantit y
procurement, (2) high level of design stability, (3 )
delivery schedules which provide sufficient time for secon d
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source development and qualification, (4) little need fo r
new or additional tooling, equipment, or facilities t o
establish second source production capability or capacity ,
and (5) minimal dependency upon proprietary data an d
processes . Full cost/benefit analyses could then be made t o
select the most cost effective programs from the field o f
screened candidates .

Regarding PPSSCC's third recommendation, GAO agree s
that implementation of a dual sourcing decision may requir e
a substantial government investment to cover the costs fo r
establishing a second source . Additional costs are also
involved in maintaining a second source once it i s
established . Because dual source procurement's cos t
effectiveness has not been demonstrated, GAO believes DO D
should proceed cautiously in using the new authority i n
Public Law 98-369 . This legislation will, on April 1, 1985 ,
expressly authorize use of production dual sourcing by DOD
and civil agencies when (1) it will increase or maintain
competition and likely result in reduced costs or (2 )
national defense purposes specified in the Act will b e
served .

GAO also concurs with the PPSSCC's fourth
recommendation that agency regulations should be revised t o
implement the new authority for price competitive dua l
sourcing coincident with the effective date of Public La w
98-369 .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Prior to the enactment of Public Law 98-369 ,
authorization for dual sourcing solely for production pric e
competition had not been resolved and, in GAO's view, it wa s
not clear that agency regulations could be revised to
authorize this form of dual sourcing without statutor y
amendment . However, since this recent legislation remove s
the uncertainty about the use of dual sourcing, GAO believe s
official DOD policy and guidance need to be developed t o
implement the new authority . DOD has informed GAO that it
is developing guidance and analytical methodology fo r
competitive production dual sourcing .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC savings expectations derive from an assump-
tion that dual sourcing is a cost effective procuremen t
strategy . Based upon available evidence reflected in prio r
GAO reports, GAO believes the cost effectiveness of the dua l
sourcing concept is uncertain and remains to be demonstra-
ted . For example, in a recent report, GAO reviewed Army ,
Navy, and Air Force use of dual sourcing and concluded tha t
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the award of a larger share of a production quantity or a
higher percentage of profit to the low price dual sourc e
supplier can provide some incentive for production price
competition . But maintenance or improvement of the
industrial mobilization base has been the primary objective
of dual sourcing, and GAO found insufficient evidence t o
conclude whether or not the incentive generates pric e
reductions adequate to yield a net overall reduction in cos t
when all recurring and nonrecurring costs for establishin g
and maintaining a second source(s) have been counted . GAO
also reached a similar conclusion in two earlier report s
concerning consideration for dual sourcing the IR Maverick
and HARM missile programs .

The PPSSCC savings estimates are based on variou s
assumptions which GAO could not validate . For example ,
PPSSCC states that its savings estimate of $340 million a
year ($1 .02 billion over 3 years) through dual sourcing o f
Navy programs was derived from general assumptions, sinc e
actual data was not available to support service-wide
conclusions . PPSSCC also states it found insufficient data
on the actual results of past dual source procurement to
permit a historical analysis of Air Force dual source
savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD-84-111 Cost Effectiveness of Dual Sourcin g
for Production Price Competition I s
Uncertain (August 31, 1984 )

GAO/NSIAD-83-59 Analysis of HARM Procurement
Strategies (September 12, 1983 )

Correspondence

	

Letter to Senator David Pryor Re :
GAO/IPE

	

U .S . Air Force's IR Maverick Program
(May 4, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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OSD22 :	 ESTIMATINGWEAPONS SYSTEMS COSTS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"The Secretary of Defense should establish procedure s
to ensure more accurate estimates of weapons costs in
order to permit better planning and reduce cost overruns .
Specifically, provision should be made for establishing a
new production cost baseline at Milestone III . [Milestone
III is the major acquisition milestone at which the deci-
sion is made to allow a major weapon system acquisition
program to continue into the production phase of th e
acquisition process .] The Secretary should also establis h
procedures to create a policy-oriented data base for us e
by DOD management . The Department of Defense Comptrolle r
should be assigned the responsibility for analyzing the
affordability of proposed weapons systems and for monito r-
ing actual costs versus estimated costs . Internal DOD
budget data should not be disclosed to contractors at th e
preaward stage, because such disclosure encourages con -
tractors to submit bids that are less than their ow n
internal cost estimates . In addition, prior to issuing a
Request for Proposal (RFP), DOD should consult with indus -
try in order to give contractors a better understanding o f
the complexity of the project . Finally, in order to give
contractors more incentive to estimate costs more realis-
tically, contracts should be used which require contrac-
tors to absorb a greater share of cost overruns . "

PPSSCC found that improved cost estimates which, i n
most cases, would be higher than existing cost estimate s
would result in the elimination of an estimated 3 to 1 0
percent of major programs prior to entry into production .
Improvement in the estimation of weapons systems costs i s
a necessary condition for reduction in instability in th e
weapons acquisition process . PPSSCC did not attempt t o
calculate discrete savings attributable to its recommenda -
tions regarding each of these two issues . Estimated
savings from the reduced instability recommendation s
(Issue OSD 23) include potential savings attributable t o
better estimation of weapons systems costs .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommends procedures leading to mor e
accurate DOD cost estimates so that better decisions ca n
be made regarding weapon systems and so cost overruns ca n
be reduced . GAO agrees that DOD should develop bette r
cost estimates and that decisionmakers should have bette r
information to use in their deliberations regarding weapo n
systems .
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The PPSSCC recommends that more emphasis be placed o n
affordability by assigning the responsibility for analyz-
ing the affordability of weapon systems to the DOD
Comptroller . GAO would agree that affordability should b e
given more emphasis and assigning this responsibility t o
the Comptroller may provide an independent evaluation o f
weapon system affordability made in the context of a broa d
perspective of DOD financial matters .

The PPSSCC also recommends DOD use the higher of th e
Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG) or program offic e
estimates when budgeting the acquisition of weapons sys -
tems . However, GAO believes that arbitrarily using th e
higher of the CAIG or program office estimates may limi t
the responsibility of the services to develop accurat e
cost estimates . Because the CAIG analysis--which is not
necessarily a complete and detailed estimate--usually
results in a higher figure than the program office esti-
mate, the CAIG would be setting the budget for the ser-
vices' programs .

GAO agrees that the Milestone III cost estimat e
should be established as a baseline for measuring cos t
growth . GAO believes at this point in the acquisitio n
process DOD should have a clear understanding of the con -
figuration of the weapon system and can make a reasonabl y
accurate cost estimate . Furthermore, GAO believes that in
order to maintain cost discipline, this estimate should b e
established as a not-to-exceed threshold . However, i n
order for decisionmakers in the Congress and in DOD t o
understand the context--in terms of the reliability of th e
weapon system's cost estimates--in which they are makin g
their decisions, the cost history of the weapon syste m
should be retained . In addition, GAO believes the decen-
tralization policy pursued under the Acquisition Improve-
ment Program (Carlucci Initiatives) has blurred the dis-
tinct production decision point (Milestone III) . Under
the new policies Milestone II (program go-ahead) is th e
last program approval decision made by the Secretary o f
Defense . The Milestone III (production) decision has been
decentralized to the services . Because the Milestone II I
decision is no longer made by the Secretary of Defens e
this decision may lose some of its significance . Making
the cost estimate associated with the Milestone III deci-
sion a not-to-exceed threshold would force more attentio n
to this estimate and renew the visibility of the Mileston e
III decision .

The PPSSCC recommends placing more financial respon -
sibility on contractors by using contracts that requir e
contractors to absorb a greater share of cost overruns .
This recommendation appears meritorious in theory becaus e
it should encourage more realistic cost estimates, how -
ever, GAO knows of no empirical evidence which demon-
strates that the theory is correct .
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The PPSSCC recommends withholding budget data from
contractors so they cannot tailor their bids to fall with -
in the programs budget constraints . Because the Defens e
budget is debated publicly it is unlikely that this recom -
mendation is workable . In addition, the potential fo r
abuse, in terms of manipulation of the budget figures--by
reporting fewer units than actually planned, using low
cost estimates, using funds for purposes other than those
they are budgeted for, and so on--resulting from cutting
off public scrutiny of the DOD budget may outweigh th e
benefits of stopping contractors from tailoring their bids
to a program's budget constraints .

The PPSSCC recommends DOD, prior to the issuance of a
Request for Proposal, should informally consult wit h
potential contractors in order to aid in contractor under -
standing of the project and to allow contractor input .
The PPSSCC states that "studies have indicated that som e
cost underestimation results when contractors do not fully
understand the scope and complexity of the program ." Con-
sulting with potential contractors appears to be a work-
able idea and is being done in some cases in the form o f
Requests for Information .

The PPSSCC recommends a more useful Selected Acquisi -
tion Report (SAR) format be pursued . It is difficult t o
comment on the merits of this recommendation because th e
PPSSCC was not specific on the format changes . However ,
GAO strongly supports making the SARs more informative and
easier to comprehend to a busy reader . GAO also believe s
it is important that the data in the SARs be made mor e
reliable . At present, much of the cost data in the SARs
is taken from memorandum records, rather than from the DO D
accounting systems .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recommendations appear to be possible t o
implement through executive action .

Assigning responsibility for affordability decision s
to the OSD Comptroller appears feasible although it ma y
cause some organizational disputes within OSD .

Using the higher of the CAIG or program office cos t
estimates would require the CAIG to make complete cos t
estimates on all programs . Given the time it takes to d o
an estimate and the fact that the CAIG only reviews esti -
mates, and it only reviews those estimates of major pro -
grams that are going through a Defense System Acquisitio n
Review Council review, it does not appear practical t o
implement this recommendation without a significan t
increase in CAIG staff .
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Establishing a new production cost estimating base -
line appears possible to do . The danger, as discussed i n
section II, is that the cost history of the program may b e
lost .

Using contracts that would place more financia l
responsibility on contractors would depend upon DOD' s
ability to negotiate the necessary contract types .

The PPSSCC recommendation regarding releasing
Requests for Proposals to industry without disclosin g
budget figures does not appear possible to implemen t
because it does not appear practical for DOD to withhol d
budget figures from the public .

Informal consultations with contractors before th e
issuance of a Request for Proposals seem feasible .
Something similar is being done through Requests fo r
Information .

Revising the SAR is feasible . Determining a forma t
that is useful to both DOD and the Congress which i s
easily and quickly understood is the problem .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF THE SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

No collar savings were estimated for the recommenda-
tions of the issue, however, $5 .26 billion were estimate d
to accrue from an overall reduction in instability in th e
acquisitio;l process (PPSSCC Issue OSD-23) which may resul t
in part from the recommendations of this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD-84-70 DOD Needs to Provide More Credibl e
Weapon Systems Cost Estimates to the
Congress (May 24, 1984 )

GAO/PSAD-80-37 "SARs"--Defense Department Report s
That Should Provide More Informatio n
to the Congress (May 9, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4587
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PROC 8 :	 COST ESTIMATING AND SCHEDULING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"How can current estimating, scheduling, and ris k
management techniques be improved and incentives put int o
the system to improve cost/schedule estimates and produc e
the 'most likely' results? "

The PPSSCC estimates improved systems can result i n
3-year cost savings of $2,940 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

This PPSSCC issue appears to be valid as evidenced by
DOD's historic tendency to underestimate program costs .

One of the two PPSSCC recommendations include s
strengthening the services' cost estimating and scheduling
functions, instituting greater discipline over cost esti -
mates, and improving "early warning" indicators of cos t
problems . These items have merit--it is certainly desir-
able to strengthen DOD's cost estimating function . Thi s
recommendation, if adopted, should lead to better cos t
estimates .

The other recommendation suggests the Selected Acqui -
sition Reports (SARs) show cost figures adjusted fo r
inflation and quantity changes, and the SARs be rebase-
lined when significant configuration changes occur .

The SARs now present cost figures showing the impac t
of escalation shortfalls and quantity changes . The SARs
also present cost estimates in constant dollars and i n
escalated dollars . The SARs also show the unit cost of
the weapon in constant and escalated dollars . Th e
PPSSCC's recommendation regarding inflation and quantity
changes would, therefore, not appear to have much impac t
because it is recommending things that are already being
done by DOD .

Rebaselining major systems that undergo major change s
would provide DOD the opportunity to update the SAR figure
shown as the development estimate . Comparisons of the SAR
current estimate to the SAR development estimate would no
longer be possible . Thus, GAO believes that any rebase-
lining of a major weapon system should not be done unless
a clear track of the cost history of the program is main-
tained .
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III . ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC lists 13 steps for implementing its recom -
mendations . Some of these steps appear feasible . Other s
appear more difficult to implement . It appears that the
recommendations could be done through executive actio n
except, perhaps, for the changes to the SAR . Depending
upon their extent, changes to the SAR format or rebase-
lining may require legislative action .

Integrating the estimating and scheduling functions
and strengthening those functions appears feasible .
Improving the services' systems for expressing the confi-
dence they have in their estimates (referred to as a n
estimate classification system by the PPSSCC) appear s
feasible but making those classification systems defin e
the statistical accuracy of the estimates is more diffi-
cult . It is more difficult for the same reasons that make
identifying program risks, establishing contingency
reserves, and presenting range estimates difficult--DOD
does not want to make public any estimate except th e
budget estimate of its officially approved program for th e
weapon system .

Budget estimates are point estimates, not ranges, an d
DOD believes that the Congress will cut out reserves fo r
contingencies contained in range estimates when it review s
the DOD budget requests . GAO agrees with the PPSSCC tha t
the risks inherent in the development and procurement of a
weapon system that could cause the acquisition of tha t
system to be delayed or go over budget should be identi-
fied, and contingency reserves established to account fo r
those contingencies . However, these reserves should b e
established on an individual program basis, rather than o n
a blanket percentage of budget basis, and should b e
reviewed thoroughly to ensure the reserve is fully justi -
fied . In addition, although management reserves have bee n
established for some programs, these reserves are usuall y
not established because they are one of the first element s
cut in the budget review process .

The PPSSCC recommends an approach to forecastin g
escalation which focuses on the specific weapon system .
Some steps have been taken that would address this recom -
mendation . DOD has received approval from OMB to use dif -
ferent escalation rates for different types of weapon sys -
tems . The objective is to use forecasting rates that more
closely approximate the actual experience of the industry .

The PPSSCC recommendations regarding SAR reportin g
and cost estimate rebaselining would probably be rela-
tively easy for DOD to implement . However, as discussed
earlier, rebaselining should not result in the loss of a
system's cost history .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC based its estimate of the savings for thi s
issue on a comparison of the observed performance of DOD
in the acquisition process and the performance of the pri-
vate sector in the implementation of major capital invest-
ments for new facilities . No details were provided tha t
would allow a determination of whether this is a vali d
approach based on valid assumptions . Thus, GAO cannot
verify the validity of these estimates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD-84-70 DOD Needs to Provide More Credibl e
Weapon Systems Cost Estimates to
the Congress (May 24, 1984 )

GAO/MASAD-81-7 Recommendations to Improve Defens e
Reporting On Weapon Systems
(March 2, 1981 )

GAO/PSAD-78-12 A Range of Cost Measuring Risk an d
Uncertainty In Major Programs--A n
Aid to Decisionmaking (February 2 ,
1978 )

B-163058

	

Theory and Practice of Cos t
Estimating for Major Acquisitions
(July 24, 1972 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4587
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USAF 19, NAVY 2, PROC 4 : INCREASED USE OF MULTIYEAR PROCUREMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

These three issues discuss the increased use o f
multiyear contracts for weapon systems and civil acquisi-
tions, and the potential cost savings associated with multi -
year contracting . The PPSSCC identified single-year and
out-year savings estimates . A summary of single-year saving s
attributed to DOD's increased use of multiyear contractin g
totals approximately $2 .85 bilion . A three-year estimate
totals approximately $6 .065 billion .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC advocates the increased use of multiyea r
contracting for civil and defense agencies, and presents 1 0
recommendations to support its position . GAO has been sup-
portive of the multiyear contracting initiative in both th e
defense and civilian sectors . However, this support has bee n
caveated with the need for caution and safeguards to assur e
that the intended benefits are achieved . In addition, thes e
benefits should exceed any added risks to the government .

GAO's analyses of DOD's proposed multiyear contract s
have shown that some candidates have not clearly met th e
legislated multiyear contracting selection criteria containe d
in P .L . 97-86 .

GAO supports 5 of PPSSCC's 10 recommendations . GAO
agrees with those recommendations related to the increased
use of multiyear contracting, provided its application i s
appropriate, consistent with the legislative criteria, and
its use will yield savings to the government .

GAO also supports PPSSCC's recommendation to use presen t
value analysis (discounting) in evaluating multiyea r
candidates . Several GAO reports have emphasized th e
importance of this analysis .

The remaining recommendations generally involve interna l
agency matters related to multiyear contracting . For
example, one recommendation states the services, OSD and OM B
should work together to develop a strong approach to
Congress, thereby gaining more multiyear contract approvals .
Another states that OSD should establish a position as a
focal point for review and maintaining the multiyear
contracting initiative . GAO has not conducted previous wor k
on these matters and therefore has no opinion on thes e
recommendations .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION, AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ® AND
STATUS

DOD has had multiyear contracting authority since th e
1960's and increased authority since enactment of P .L . 97-8 6
in 1982 . DOD has awarded many large multiyear contracts and
currently submits proposed multiyear contracts annually fo r
Congressional selection . GAO believes that under appropriat e
circumstances, multiyear procurement is feasible and ca n
oroduce budgetary savings .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE S

GAO has not identified savings of the magnitude PPSSC C
presents . PPSSCC's savings estimates of almost $3 billion a
year are based on service-provided estimates and applying a
general percentage (7 .5 percent) to the DOD procuremen t
budget . GAO has questioned the quality of service estimate s
in several of its reports . GAO further questions the
application of a general percentage because no basis exists t o
select one rate to apply to the entire DOD procurement budget .

In addition, PPSSCC recognizes the need for present valu e
analysis in its discussion of multiyear issues and in on e
recommendation . However, its savings estimates are presented
in budget dollars unadjusted for the earlier expenditures o f
funds generally inherent in multiyear contracting, and th e
time value of money .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

NSIAD-85-9

	

Analysis of the Department. of Defense' s
Fiscal Year 1985 Multiyear Procuremen t
Candidates (Oct . 25, 1984 )

NSIAD-84-74 Analysis of Benefits Realized fro m
Multiyear Contracting for the Black Haw k
Helicopter (May 9, 1984 )

NSIAD-83-70 Analysis of Multiyear Procurement
Candidates Included in Defense's Fisca l
Year 1984 Budget Request (Sept . 30, 1983 )

NSIAD-83-57 Analysis of Fiscal Year 1984 Budge t

NSIAD-83-57A Requests for Approved Multiyea r
Procurements (Sept . 30, 1983 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4587
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ENERGY 15 :	 PRODUCTIONOF PLUTONIUMAND TRITIUM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"How can reactor products for defense
purposes--plutonium and tritium--best be provided? B y
expediting a decision on the site and design of a ne w
production reactor (NPR), gaining approval for initia l
construction funding in FY 1984, and bringing this vitall y
needed facility into operation by the mid-1990s on a
tightly monitored schedule, hundreds of millions o f
dollars in escalated construction costs can be avoided . "

The PPSSCC noted that the Department of Energy (DOE )
estimated that, by minimizing the effects of inflation ,
$250 million or more might be cut from the eventual tota l
cost of the NPR (about $6 billion), and that the earlie r
availability of the NPR would also hedge against presen t
risks in supplying special nuclear materials (plutoniu m
and tritium) required by the Department of Defense (DOD) .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC made three recommendations within thi s
issue . Energy 15-1 recommended that DOE, the Office o f
Management and Budget, and the Congress vigorously suppor t
the necessary funding to complete several DOE initiative s
to increase nuclear materials production for weapon s
activities, begun in fiscal year 1981 . Energy 15- 2
recommends prompt construction of the NPR and Energy 15- 3
recommends conducting annual reviews of the NPR project' s
progress, its current estimated total cost, and it s
justification, including periodic reexamination of al l
alternative sources of supply for the special nuclea r
materials required for national defense .

GAO concurs with the PPSSCC's support for funding o f
the DOE's nuclear materials production initiatives (Energ y
15-1) . Since the late 1970s, GAO has been interested i n
the DOE's ability to meet DOD's nuclear weapons an d
nuclear materials requirements . In a 1981 repor t
(C-MASAD-81-21), GAO assessed the capabilities of DOE' s
nuclear weapons complex to respond to a surge in annua l
requirements between 1982 and 1989 . The report made
several recommendations to the Secretaries of Energy an d
Defense to strengthen DOE's long-range planning and t o
better ensure the timely implementation of materia l
production initiatives and weapons complex restoration .
We also suggested that the Congress could use DOE's lon g
range plans to verify progress in achieving the goals an d
objectives .
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Since 1981, DOE has been pursuing variou s
initiatives to meet the defense nuclear materials
requirements whose continued funding is supported b y
the PPSSCC's Energy 15-1 recommendation . For example ,
some of the initiatives and their current status ,
according to DOE, include :

(1) restart of the Savannah River Plant's "L "
nuclear materials production reactor which had
been shut down in 1968 ; restart has been delayed
until at least the fall of 1985 ;

(2) conversion of the Hanford Plant's "N" reactor
to weapons-grade plutonium production, which was
completed in 1982 ; and

(3) restart of the Hanford's PUREX plant, which
had been shut down in 1972, to recover plutonium
and uranium from the "N" reactor's spent fue l
elements ; PUREX restart was completed ahead o f
schedule in November 1983 .

GAO is supportive of the management principle s
proposed for the NPR major acquisition (Energy 15-2 an d
15-3), but believes the requirement for the NPR acquisi-
tion must first be justified due to the large budgetary
implications required for its construction .

Considering the age and condition of the presen t
materials production reactors and the 10- to 12-year lea d
time required to bring a new reactor on line, DOE believes
that design and construction of an NPR should begin
promptly to assure a continued reliable source of tritiu m
to maintain the nuclear weapons stockpile . While the DOE
has not received all the congressional approvals require d
to initiate the environmental impact statement (EIS )
process, the EIS is planned to cover three reacto r
concepts and three potential sites . DOE plans to make a
recommendation to the President in mid FY 1985 on the
concept and site so that the NPR can be considered in the
FY 1986 budget cycle . Because DOE has not received ful l
congressional approval to initiate the formal EIS process ,
the final EIS will not be ready for the mid PY 198 5
recommendation to the President .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The DOE has the authority to implement thes e
recommendations, but needs the support of both the Offic e
of Management and Budget and the Congress to obtain th e
necessary funds .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC noted that DOE estimated escalate d
construction costs totaling 5250 million or more could b e
avoided if DOE gained early funding approval for initia l
construction of the NPR . However, due to the uncertaint y
of the validity of this cost savings, the PPSSCC did no t
include this prospective cost avoidance in its fina l
report totals .

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that the savings are question-
able given that the range of estimates for the NPR go from
$3 billion up to $16 billion as well as the uncertaintie s
associated with future inflation rates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/C-MASAD-81-21 De partment of Energy's Weapon s
Complex--Increased Demand on Aging
Plants (September 25, 1981 )

GAO/MASAD-81-33 Department of Energy Can Improve
Management of the Acquisition o f
Major Projects (June 22, 1981 )

GAO/C-PSAD-80-3 Uncertain Requirements Complicate
Planning and Production Decisions
for Nuclear Material s
(December 10, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Landicho 275-6504
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ENERGY 17 :	 MULTIPLE INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION PROGRAMS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Is it cost-effective to continue three differen t
programs in an effort to produce nuclear fusion throug h
inertial confinement? If, by the end of FY 1983 the
choices are narrowed to the two approaches that best fi t
the needs of defense programs, the least promising effor t
could be terminated, saving approximately S25 million th e
first year and more than S40 million in each of the two
subsequent years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The Department of Energy's (DOE) Inertial Con-
finement Fusion program is to study weapons physics an d
assist in nuclear weapons research, development and test -
ing activity . Inertial fusion may also have a long-term
potential for commercial power production . The program
includes three major efforts :

(1) the ANTARES carbon dioxide (CO2) gas laser
project at Los Alamos National Laboratory ;

(2) the NOVA glass laser project at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory . This effort i s
supported by experimental activity at KM S
Fusion, Ann Arbor, Michigan ; the Laboratory for
Laser Energetics of the University o f
Rochester ; and the Naval Research Laborator y
(NRL) ; and

(3) the Particle Beam Fusion Accelator-II facility
at the Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque ,
New Mexico, whose pulse power activity i s
supported by NRL .

The PPSSCC noted difficulty in trying to analyze th e
technology involved in the program . PPSSCC evaluated the
program from a purely budgetary perspective . The PPSSCC
recommended in Energy 17-1 that D09 accelerate it s
selection decision on which two of the three competin g
efforts should continue . PPSSCC pointed out that such a
cut would involve some increase in technical risk .
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In Energy 17-2, the PPSSCC recommended that the
University of Rochester effort be reassessed to ascertai n
whether it is sufficiently germane to near-term objective s
to warrant continued support by the DOE defense programs ;
if not, it recommended that budgetary support should com e
from other sources .

DOE evaluated and disagreed with an Inspector Genera l
recommendation, similar to Energy 17-1, to cut out on e
effort . The Inspector General recommended that th e
ANTARES project be discontinued .

The Administration's FY 1985 budget request for th e
Inertial Confinement Fusion program did not fully fund
operations for all three major efforts . Congress ,
however, supported continuance of all three major effort s
in anticipation of the 1987 technical evaluation and
increased funding to maintain the program operations .

Congress in FY 1985, also directed the establishmen t
of a presidentially-appointed Technical Review Group to
review the Inertial Confinement Fusion program' s
accomplishments, goals and anticipated contributions an d
report its findings before May 1986 .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that DOE, while it has the authority t o
implement the PPSSCC recommendations, would need th e
support of the Office of Management and Budget and th e
Congress . Actions supporting the PPSSCC recommendations
have not been forthcoming to date .

GAO has no basis to evaluate the technical merit o f
the PPSSCC recommendations . However, GAO believes that
DOE will resist making a selection decision on th e
research program before 1987 when test data are to b e
available . Further, the Congress has been supportive o f
DOE's continuing all three major efforts .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis on which to analyze the PPSSC C
estimate of savings . GAO believes, however, the PPSSC C
saving estimates have been overtaken by events . Congress
believes the experimental efforts offer great promise t o
the nuclear weapons program and possibly for commercia l
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power production and has consistently increased fundin g
from that shown in the Administration's budget requests .

V. REVELANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

John Landicho 275-650 4
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ASSET1 :	 DEPARTMENT OFDEFENSE CONTRACT FINANCING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

PPSSCC makes three recommendations under the issue o f
DOD contract financing . The first two deal with the need
for a DOD acquisition policy study to address Contract ,
Pricing, Profit, and Financing and a DOD capability to
perform sophisticated management analyses of existing and
proposed acquisition policy actions . The third recom-
mendation, the only one with a specific savings identi-
fied, deals with progress payments .

For the third recommendation, 3-year cumulativ e
reduced costs/outlays of $9,425 million and reduce d
interest costs/outlays of $1,725 .2 million were identifie d
by PPSSCC for a total budgetary impact of $11,150 .2 mil-
lion .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

Concerning PPSSCC's recommendation on progres s
payments rate, GAO believes that no action on the
recommendation should be taken until the issue i s
thoroughly examined .

The PPSSCC recommends that the current progress pay-
ment rates on negotiated contracts (90 percent for other
than small business and 95 percent for small business) b e
returned to the February 1981 levels of 80/85 percent .
This would be accomplished by modifications to the Defense
Acquisition Regulation which govern defense procuremen t
and subsequently limiting the progress payment provisio n
in each applicable negotiated contract to 80/85 percent .
The PPSSCC bases its recommendations on its understandin g
that the 10-percent rise in rates was temporary, pendin g
the development of a flexible progress payment system . In
September 1981, the flexible progress payment system wa s
established . With the availability of flexible progres s
payments, PPSSCC recommends that the 10-percent increase
in progress payments should be rolled back .

PPSSCC's recommendation does not take into accoun t
that the 10-percent increase in rates consists of two
5-percent increases which occurred in March and August o f
1981 . Only the first of these two 5-percent increases wa s
related to development of a flexible progress paymen t
system . The second was based on DOD's analysis tha t
restricting contractors to uniform monthly billings for
progress payment purposes was desirable . DOD provided the
second 5 percent (from 85/90 percent to 90/95 percent) t o
make up for the elimination of biweekly (every 2 weeks )
progress payment billings .
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The PPSSCC's merging of the two 5 percent increase s
and subsequent recommendation to roll the 10 percent bac k
does not address the validity and appropriateness of DOD' s
action to provide the second 5 percent increase i n
exchange for limiting the frequency of progress payment s
to monthly . Further, with regard to the first 5 percent
increase, the PPSSCC recommendation is made in the absence
of an assessment of the recommendation's impact on con -
tract terms and conditions . One area in which the impact
is likely to be felt is the reaction of contractors to the
removal of something they value (a more positive cas h
flow) . To an unknown extent contractors are going to
expect changes somewhere else in the terms and condition s
of government contracts to compensate for what they ar e
surrendering . Thus, the net benefit which would resul t
from the recommendation is unclear .

Concerning PPSSCC's recommendation on an acquisitio n
policy study, GAO concurs with the finding and conclusio n
that DOD needs to conduct an acquisition policy study wit h
a broad scope which addresses the interrelated aspects o f
contract pricing, costing, profit, and finance . In an
October 1983 speech, the Comptroller General observed tha t
a review of DOD profit policy was overdue . This observa-
tion was based on events which have taken place since the
last DOD profit study in 1975, including the eliminatio n
of the Renegotiation Board and the Cost Accounting Stand-
ards Board, the abolition of the Vinson-Trammell Act, and
the changes in the economic condition of the country . DOD
is conducting such a study now .

Concerning the PPSSCC recommendation on DOD computin g
capability, GAO agrees with the finding and conclusio n
that DOD does not possess adequate management data analy -
sis capabilities to comprehensively analyze on a prospec -
tive basis the anticipated impact of its policy actions .
GAO believes this is an area which needs specifi c
attention and further study .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC's recommendation to scale back the pro-
gress payment rates on Defense contracts to the pre-198 1
level could be accomplished within DOD's existing regula-
tory authority . This change would only affect contract s
awarded after the regulatory change was made . The feasi-
bility of any action or this recommendation is pending th e
outcome of DOD's study of Defense contract financing, pro -
fit, and pricing policies . As part of the Defense Finan-
cial and Investment Review (DFAIR), as the study i s
titled, the study group is examining the appropriatenes s
of DOD contract financing policies and their relationshi p
to contract profits and pricing . The study is currently
scheduled to be completed by May 1985 .
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DOD is currently conducting the broad based acquisi-
tion policy study recommended by the PPSSCC . GAO i s
monitoring the study and will report to congressional com -
mittees on GAO's evaluation of the study and its recommen -
dations .

Based on the state of the art in data base managemen t
and the level and detail of the acquisition policy analy-
ses desired, the implementation of the PPSSCC's recommen-
dation to establish a data base system is feasible . The
Defense Financial and Investment Review study is examinin g
the feasibility of establishing a "feedback" monitorin g
system . Indications are that this may be the first ste p
in implementing a data base management system . GAO wil l
review and evaluate the study group efforts in this area .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO believes that the savings estimated for rollin g
back progress payments are not realistic . It is likel y
that contractors will demand and frequently receiv e
changes in terms and conditions commensurate with the
benefit they are surrendering (lower progress payments) .
If the recommendation was implemented GAO doubts that sav -
ings of the magnitude cited could be achieved . There were
no savings estimated for the two remaining recommec .Ja-
tions .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4587
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NAVY5 :	 WEAPONS SYSTEMS TRAINING NEED S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Would earlier introduction of training requirement s
into the weapons system acquisition process result i n
savings? Better accommodation of training needs would
result in estimated savings of $100-S200 thousand fo r
minor weapons systems and up to 1 million or more for
major systems . "

The PPSSCC states, "Accurate estimations of cos t
savings under this issue are difficult because of the
number, size and diversity of we apons systems. The record
shows, however, that the training reprogramming cost fo r
small systems has run from S100-5200 thousand, as a
minimum, and from several hundred thousand to over a
million dollars for a large, highly technical system .
Given the sizeable number of weapons systems, it i s
evident that opportunities exist to avoid costs totalling
many millions of dollars . "

II, GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

PPSSCC recommended that training requirements be
identified early in the planning process of new systems .
The need for improvements in the manpower, personnel, an d
training (MPT) planning process for new systems has bee n
documented by GAO . In a recent report (GAO/NSIAD-84-6) ,
GAO acknowledged that the Navy recognized the problems i n
MPT and developed the Military Manpower versus Hardwar e
Procurement (HARDMAN) methodology to address them . Among
other things, the HARDMAN methodology is designed to hel p
weapon system project managers analyze potentia l
hardware/manpower trade-offs by (1) identifying tota l
quantity and quality of nersonnel and training needed t o
support each design option, and (2) estimating the cost o f
MPT over the systems life for each alternative design .
Having long emphasized the need for sound front-en d
analysis, GAO supports Navy's efforts to improve the MPT
planning process .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes the implementation authority for
addressing weapons systems training needs is within th e
executive agencies . Identifying and planning for training
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needs early in the acquisition process is feasible and i s
currently being attempted within the Navy through it s
HARDMAN system .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO believes significant savings are available i f
training requirements are recognized early in the planninq
and acquisition process . Although the GAS) repor t
(GAO/NSIAD-84-6) does not identify a specific dolla r
amount that could be saved, it does indicate that life
cycle costs could be reduced . While GAO agrees with th e
PPSSCC that savinqs are attainable, we have no basis fo r
estimating how much .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/NSIAD-84-6 Comments on Navy's Man power ,
Personnel, and Training Plannin g
Process (October 7, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Landicho 275-650 4
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NAVY 6 :	 PROGRAM ACQUISITIONSTRATEGIES

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the Navy minimize weapons systems cost increase s
and production delays by having project managers formulat e
acquisition strategies that include projected cost an d
production schedules, and by grading them on their succes s
at implementing those strategies? If project manager s
were required at the initial stage of an acquisition pro -
gram to develop an acquisition strategy for approval b y
all offices that will approve subsequent implementing
documents {e .g ., Request for Authority to Negotiate ,
Determination and Findings), the Navy could achiev e
greater baseline stability in its acquisition programs ,
and provide a clear standard by which to judge the per-
formance of project managers . "

The PPSSCC did not identify any costs savings wit h
this issue .

II, GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

According to the PPSSCC, project managers of mos t
major Navy programs formulate acquisition plans or strate-
gies setting forth in varying levels of detail a progra m
for developing and producing their weapons system .
Although the Naval Material Command (NAVMAT) approve s
these plans and strategies, they are often not approved a t
the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (ASN) level . ASN ,
instead, often approves these plans and strategies during
subsequent program reviews. Additionally, various NAVMAT
offices sometimes use subsequent review procedures to con -
duct overall program reviews, even though NAVMAT ha s
already approved the plans and strategies implementing th e
program . These ASN and NAVMAT procedures introduce
changes and delays in the middle of the Navy's acquisitio n
programs .

To remedy this, the PPSSCC recommended that ever y
weapons program which has been designated by the Navy as a
major system acquisition have an acquisition strateg y
developed which sets forth comprehensively the manner i n
which the weapons systems will be developed and produced .
Input and approval for these strategies should be obtaine d
at the outset of the program from all offices that wil l
approve or review the program's implementing documents .

Once these offices have approved a program's acquisi-
tion strategy, the PPSSCC recommendation would have the m
confine themselves during subsequent reviews to assurin g
that implementing decisions follow the previously approve d
strategy and to reviewing the reasons given for propose d
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deviations from that strategy . Only where requirements
for the weapons system have significantly changed should
earlier decisions be reexamined .

GAO has not completed any work which addresses thi s
specific issue and associated recommendation . GAO has ,
however, spent many years analyzing major weapon system
acquisition programs and the associated cost growth and
schedule slippage problems . Based on this work, GAO
agrees with the general thrust of the PPSSCC's recommend a-
tion but believes that the recommendation would be diffi-
cult to implement in today's acquisition environmen t
because program funding decisions required to suppor t
acquisition strategies are often adversely affected b y
yearly budgetary pressures and funding changes at al l
levels . Expected benefits from the PPSSCC recommendation
will thus be limited to those programs having a strong an d
consistent military service commitment supported by suf-
ficiently stable yearly funding to effect the planned
acquisition strategy .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The Navy has the authority to implement the recom-
mendation . However, the above discussed constraints wil l
hinder effective implementation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

None estimated by PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

None completed directly addressing this issue .

VI. GAO Contact

Paul Math 275-4587
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OSD 18 : INDEPENDENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COSTS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND ESTIMATED SAVINGS

Independent Research and Development (IR&D) costs
should be recoverable by defense contractors in the sam e
manner as other bonafide overhead expenses . The burdensome
regulatory process currently used should be eliminated .

The PPSSCC estimates that direct Department o f
Defense costs associated with administration of the IR& D
program and indirect costs would be reduced by approxi-
mately $100 million in the first year and $331 millio n
over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND RECOMMENDATION S

The system by which the Department of Defense reim-
burses contractors for IR&D and Bid and Proposal (B&P )
costs allows such costs as part of the contractors' over -
head expenses . However, DOD has adopted a ceiling proce-
dure that limits the amount of IR&D and B&P costs tha t
will be reimbursed to contractors through overhead .
Amounts of IR&D and B&P expenses which a contractor elect s
to incur in excess of that ceiling may not be charged as
overhead against government contracts . Contractors
annually incur hundreds of millions of dollars in exces s
of those IR&D/B&P ceilings .

The PPSSCC characterizes the process by which DO D
establishes these ceilings as burdensome and recommend s
that it be eliminated . The PPSSCC estimates that suc h
action would reduce administration and indirect costs b y
$100 million in the first year and $331 million over 3
years . The PPSSCC argued that competition would effec-
tively keep IR&D costs at constrained and reasonabl e
levels .

GAO questions whether "competition" would effectivel y
keep IR&D costs at the level currently represented by th e
ceilings negotiated annually pursuant to FAR 31 .205-18 and
42 .1007 . GAO agrees that elimination of the regulatory
process would reduce certain administrative costs, but GA O
believes these savings could be more than offset b y
increases in overall program costs . As explained below ,
in fiscal years 1981 and 1982, contractor incurred IR& D
and B&P costs consistently exceeded the negotiated ceil-
ings by amounts that were greater than the estimate d
savings associated with implementing the PPSSCC recom-
mendation .
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The PPSSCC recommendation is silent on Bid & Proposa l
expenses . In the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) ,
IR&D and B&P are included in a common section (31 .205-18 )
under contract cost principles and procedures . The ceil-
ing which would be affected by the PPSSCC recommendation
covers both IR&D and B&P and the costs may be combine d
under this single ceiling . GAO believes the regulation s
associated with IR&D should not be changed without also
addressing B&P, since these two expenses may be combined
under one common ceiling that is negotiated pursuant to
FAR 42 .1007 .

III. ASSESSMENT OF IEMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Implementation of this recommendation would require
the modification or repeal of section 203, P .L . 91-44 1
which establishes some control of Independent Research an d
Development expenditures . Such repeal, however, coul d
seriously degrade responsible management of IR&D and B&P
expenditures by eliminating current controls which are
designed to prevent duplication of research projects an d
limit expenditures to established ceilings .

IV. ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO believes that this recommendation could increas e
the costs to the Government by millions of dollar s
annually . There are currently over 100 contractors with
which DOD has negotiated IR&D/B&P ceilings . In 1981 the
total of the ceilings for these contractors was approxi-
mately $3 billion . The total IR&D/B&P for these same con -
tractors was $3 .9 billion, representing $900 million over
the negotiated ceilings . In 1982 the total of the ceil-
ings for these contractors was $3 .6 billion . The total
IR&D/B&P cost for these same contractors was $4 .5 billion ,
or $900 million over the negotiated ceilings . To remove
the ceilings could increase the Government's expenditures
substantially .

In addition, the administrative regulations which th e
PPSSCC's recommendation would eliminate include provision s
for certain technical reviews . The regulations requir e
the review of each IR&D project in a contractor's techica l
plan, and require the government to make an on-sit e
inspection of the contractor's operation at least onc e
every 3 years . Without the review of these technica l
plans and the triennial review of contractors' programs b y
a central body, GAO believes that there could be a sub-
stantial unnecessary duplication of contractor researc h
and development efforts .
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Elimination of DOD Directive 5100 .66 and FAR 31 .205-1 8
may reduce some administrative costs, but in GAO's opinio n
these savings would be more than offset by substantia l
increases in overall program costs .

V. LIST OF RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4587
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OSD 19 : DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE LABORATORIE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should DOD intensify the data exchange between it s
in-house defense research laboratories and their paren t
military services to highlight emerging new technology ?
Should there be more effective coordination among thes e
laboratories by OSD to eliminate duplication of project s
and staff? Shall the labs be excluded from the late r
stages of the weapon development cycle? Is there a need
to step up technology transfer from the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) ?

The PPSSCC estimates savings at $700 million annuall y
and 3-year savings at $1,593 .7 million through mor e
effective integration of research data into the syste m
acquisition process and through better coordination an d
limitation of laboratory research programs by OSD .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The in-house laboratories owned by the military ser-
vices participate in the research and development proces s
from Basic Research (6 .1) through to procurement of ne w
systems . They act as advisors to their parent militar y
services to make them "smart buyers" of technology in ne w
systems .

The PPSSCC has found that :

--At present only the early development phases--Basi c
Research (6 .1) and Exploratory Development (6 .2)--
have visibility across all the services . The onl y
centralized work is DARPA's high-risk advance d
technology programs . The services, however, ofte n
view DARPA's work as competitive rather tha n
complementary with its own .

--A centralized coordinated effort to disseminat e
technology data among the in-house laboratories and
the services is needed to provide a better under -
standing of emerging technology for defense system s
and to avoid unnecessary duplication of lab staf f
and projects .

--Some in-house laboratories continue their develop -
ment projects through Engineering Developmen t
(6 .4) although that phase of the work is more cos t
effectively conducted by the services themselves .
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The PPSSCC recommended that :

--OSD should extend its monitoring of Basic and
Exploratory Development to include Advanced
Development (6 .3) and Engineering Developmen t
(6 .4), whether performed in-house or by contrac-
tors .

--DARPA should support only programs having very hig h
risk or multiservice potential and transfer them i n
demonstration form to a "lead" service .

--The in-house laboratories should not usually do
Engineering Development (6 .4) .

--The laboratories should serve as consultants on
components and should support system standardiza-
tion .

--Lab technology position papers should be readily
available to DOD bidders and all military commands .

--Labs should be tasked with broad mission require-
ments rather than specific hardware needs .

--Communication and data exchange programs should b e
established between the labs, the combat force s
they serve, and other services working on the same
or related technologies .

--Lab managers should have more latitude to choose
research and development projects .

GAO has not taken a position on all these recommenda -
tions, but some of the research and development problem
areas have been identified by a number of studies of DO D
research and technology management done by other distin-
guished observers in the recent past, such as a stud y
sponsored by the Under Secretary of Defense (Research and
Engineering) titled "USDR&E Independent Review of DOD
Laboratories" (dated March 22, 1982) .

GAO has found that the defense laboratories have bee n
placed in a position of neglecting basic and applie d
research in favor of short-term problems . GAO has also
criticized the state of data exchange among governmen t
research centers .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The recommendations can be implemented through execu-
tive action . However, given the persistent criticisms of
laboratory administration and management, implementatio n
of the PPSSCC recommendations will require resolute sup -
port and interest of top OSD executives and military ser-
vice heads .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Although GAO believes that substantial savings can be
realized by eliminating such practices as unnecessary dup-
lication in projects and staff, GAO cannot verify the
dollar estimates of the PPSSCC .

Letter to the Secretary of Defense ,
The State of Basic Research in DOD
Laboratories (February 19, 1981 )

Federal R&D Laboratories- -
Directors' Perspectives on Manage-
ment (November 28,1979 )

Better Information Management
Policies Needed : A Study of Scien-
tific and Technical Bibliographi c
Services (August 6, 1979 )

B-167034

	

Letter to the Secretary of Defense
(March 14, 1974 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-458 7

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/MASAD-81- 5

GAO/PSAD-80- 8

GAO/PSAD-79-62
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OSD 39 :	 GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED MATERIALS (GFM )

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

DOD should accelerate the implementation of DO D
Instruction 4140 .48, which requires control of access b y
maintenance contractors to DOD inventories and expand th e
instruction to cover production contractors . Furthermore ,
DOD should establish interim procedures to contro l
Government-Furnished Material (GFM) until the instructio n
can be fully implemented .

Annual savings of $20 million to $60 million ar e
possible by improving controls over GFM provided to
contractors .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The need for accountability and control over materia l
DOD provided to contractors has been documented i n
congressional hearings and in GAO and Military Service
audit reports . The most recent GAO report s
(GAO/PLRD-81-36 and GAO/FGMSD-80-67) were the subject o f
testimony on October 1, 1981, before the Subcommittee on
Legislation and National Security, House Governmen t
Operations Committee . The hearings and reports were use d
by PPSSCC to support its position on the issue . Moreover ,
a February 1984 DOD Inspector General's repor t l indicates
that the PPSSCC recommendations are valid and should be
implemented .

GAO recommended in its 1980 report that the Secretar y
of Defense instruct the services to develop accountin g
systems that establish a means of determining the quantit y
and value of GFM (1) contractually allowed to contractors ,
(2) actually provided to contractors, (3) reported a s
received by contractors, (4) reported as used by contrac-
tors, and (5) reported as on hand by contractors . Thes e
systems should also include adequate accounting for GF M
that is obtained by contractors directly from DOD suppl y
systems . Further, GAO recommended that DOD identify
production contracts which have significant amounts of GF M
and determine whether such material is authorized an d
required .

These recommendations were based on findings that DO D
had little accountability and control over its GFM . I n
addition, GAO found, as did PPSSCC, that improved manage-
ment of GFM could save millions of dollars .

1 Government-Furnished Material at DOD Production Contractor s
(No . 84-032) .
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PPSSCC made four specific recommendations relating t o
the need for stronger accountability and control ove r
DOD's GFM . The recommendations are as follows :

--Expand and amend DOD Instruction 4140 .48 to include
GFM across all Government contractors, instead o f
only maintenance contractors .

--Establish a GFM project office within each of th e
services and DLA .

--Review existing criteria for exceptions to the
general policy requiring contractors to furnis h
materials in order to execute Government contracts .

--Review contract specifications for GFM and, to th e
extent possible, define allowable quantities beyon d
which requisitions are determined to be excess o r
require exception approval .

GAO agrees with these recommendations . They are consis-
tent with prior GAO recommendations and other report s
examining DOD's management of the materials it provides t o

contractors .

IlI . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,

STATUS

DOD has the authority to implement PPSSCC's recomme n-
dations and GAO believes it is feasible to do so . How-
ever, on the basis of DOD's comments on the February 198 4
DOD Inspector General's report, it appears that little ha s
been done to implement the recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Based on prior GAO work and the recent Inspecto r
General report, GAO believes the savings estimate s
provided by PPSSCC are realistic . In February 1984, th e
Inspector General reported that significant problems stil l
exist in DOD's accountability for an estimated $9 . 6
billion worth of GFM at contractors' plants . For example ,
the Inspector General reported that limited tests of onl y
15 of the contractors identified $24 .8 million of excess
GFM. These excesses resulted from DOD shipping mor e
material to the contractors than required .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

TESTIMONY

	

Better Management and Accountabilit y
are Needed For Government Materia l
Furnished to Defense Contractors, by
Henry W . Connor, Procurement ,
Logistics, and Readiness Division ,
before the Subcommittee on
Legislation and National Security ,
House Committee on Governmen t
Operations (October 1, 1981 )

GAO/PLRD-81-36 The Navy Is Not Adequatel y
Protecting the Government' s
Investment in Materials Furnished t o
Contractors for Ship Construction
and Repair (June 9, 1981 )

GAO/FGMSD-80-67 Weaknesses In Accounting Fo r
Government-Furnished Materials a t
Defense Contractors' Plants Lead to
Excesses (August 7, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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PROC 6 :	 WEAPONS ACQUISITION PLANNIN G

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"How can the procurement process be improved throug h
the timely development of more comprehensive Progra m
Management Plans? "

"How can acquisition planning, including the choice o f
contract type and incentives, be enhanced to improve th e
acquisition process? "

A 3-year savings of $2,940 million was estimated by
PPSSCC as a result of PPSSCC recommendations . The PPSSCC
made this estimate by evaluating the observed performanc e
of DOD and the services in the acquisition process com-
pared with the performance of the private sector in th e
implementation of major capital investments for ne w
facilities . The PPSSCC stated that this approach, thoug h
largely judgmental, has proved to be an effective too l
and is used in the private sector for comparing an d
evaluating available alternatives .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

To improve major weapon systems procurement, th e
PPSSCC recommended that OSD and the services emphasiz e
timely development of comprehensive Program Management an d
Acquisition Plans at the program level, including (1 )
expanding the scope of these plans and maintaining them a s
living/working documents, (2) using the plans as the basi s
for cost and schedule estimates, and (3) delegatin g
authority to contract and manage programs on a
decentralized basis in accordance with approved plans .

Although GAO's work has not focused directly on the
specific areas cited by the PPSSCC, information develope d
during GAO's individual weapon system reviews generall y
supports the thrust of the PPSSCC recommendations an d
steps outlined by the PPSSCC to implement them . GAO, how-
ever, does not agree with one of the suggested ways t o
implement the recommendations . Specifically, establishing
a program planning function in each "Syste m " Command, as
suggested by the PPSSCC to assist Program Managers, ma y
duplicate existing DOD management structures .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
ANC STATUS

The PPSSCC recommendations can be implemented withi n
DOD's existing authority, given the necessary commitment
and support at the Secretary of Defense level .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Although GAO agrees that better weapons acquisitio n
planning can result in significant dollar savings, GA O
cannot verify PPSSCC's estimated dollar savings because o f
a lack of detailed information on the estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD-84-22 Joint Major System Acquisition b y
the Military Services : An Elusive
Strategy (December 23, 1983 )

GAO/NSIAD-83-7

	

Weapon System Overview : A Summary
of Recent GAO Reports, Observa-
tions, and Recommendations on Major
Weapon Systems (September 30, 1983 )

GAO/MASAD-83-2 7

GAO/PSAD-79- 9

VI. GAO CONTACT

Better Planning and Management o f
Threat Simulators and Aeria l
Targets is Crucial to Effectiv e
Weapon Systems Performanc e
(June 23, 1983 )

Observations on Office of Manage-
ment and Budget Circular A-109- -
Major System Acquisitions by th e
Department of Defense
(February 20, 1979 )

Paul Math

	

275-4587
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USAF 1 :	 FINANCIAL REPORTING AND CONTRO L

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can modification of Air Force finarcial reporting an d
control processes prompt greater operating efficiency with -
out diminishing military effectiveness? "

PPSSCC estimates that annual savings of at leas t
$350 .0 million and $1,158 .5 million over 3 years are pos -
sible .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that modification of Air Forc e
financial reporting and control processes can promp t
greater operating efficiency without diminishing militar y
effectiveness . The problems PPSSCC discusses under thi s
issue are, for the most part, endemic to federal budgeting
and accounting in general, rather than being unique to th e
Air Force . GAO has for a long time advocated--and con-
tinues to advocate--policies and practices which addres s
these problems .

Specific problems PPSSCC identified are (1) the use o f
the obligation basis of accounting for budget development ,
execution and control ; (2) the absence of a system whic h
relates expenses incurred to officials responsible fo r
their incurrence ; and, (3) budget presentations which d o
not provide the Congress with the informati i needed t o
make the most responsible decisions possible on allocation s
of public resources .

PPSSCC recommends that the focus of congressiona l
appropriations should be shifted from an obligation basi s
to an accrued expenditure basis, and that 31 U .S .C .
3512(d), requiring agencies to use accrual accounting ,
should he implemented . On an obligation basis, economi c
events are measured when resources become obligated, e .g . ,
when orders are placed and when contracts are awarded . On
an accrued expenditure basis, expenditeres are recorded
when goods are received and services performed .

GAO continues to support and advocate the use o f
accrual accounting . GAO, believes, however, that the focu s
should be on costs rather than accrued expenditures . Cost s
are a measure of resources consumed . GAO believes this i s
the most appropriate and reliable basis for evaluation o f
program effectiveness and management performance .

Focusing on accrued expenditures in lieu of obliga-
tions would however be a significant step forward towar d
focusing ultimately on costs . Accrual accounting is a
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necessary feature of accounting systems for measuring eithe r
accrued expenditures or costs . For these reasons GAO agrees
with PPSSCC that the focus should be shifted to an accrue d
expenditure basis, and that the requirement for accrua l
accounting should be enforced .

PPSSCC believes that, in the Air Force, the basi c
responsibility accounting entity is the organizational uni t
and recommends that funds be budgeted and accounted for a t
that level . GAO agrees but believes additionally that i n
the Department of Defense, including the Air Force, fund s
should be budgeted and accounted for at the project an d
program levels, thus providing a basis for responsibilit y
accounting at these levels as well .

PPSSCC recommends that the Air Force's operatin g
expenses--as distinct from investment outlays--be aggregate d
in one appropriation . PPSSCC, believes, and GAO agrees, tha t
it is important for the Congress to be aware of operating
expenses in the aggregate . GAO does not believe it i s
necessary, however, to change the appropriation structure t o
achieve this purpose . An alternative solution would be to
submit budget presentations which include, or are supporte d
by, information which shows Air Force operating expenses i n
the aggregate .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Implementation of high quality financial reporting and
control processes, for the Air Force and for the governmen t
as a whole, is fully feasible within the existing framewor k
of authority . Improvements will require commitment ty the
central management and operating agencies as well as majo 7
changes in present budgeting and accounting systems .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMhTE

PPSSCC's savings estimate does not appear to have an y
valid statistical basis . PPSSCC applied a factor of on e
percent to the Air Force's budgeted annual operatin g
expenses (at the time of the study) to arrive at the $35 0
million annual savings estimate . The estimate of $1,158 . 5
million savings over 3 years was developed by applying a 1 0
percent inflation factor to the $350 million estimate o f
annual savings . There is no practical way, that GAO knows
of, to reliably estimate the savings effect of high-qualit y
financial reporting and control processes in the Air Force
or in the government as a whole . However, GAO believes that
such processes are essential to efficient and economica l
operation and that the potential savings are significant and
material .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/AFMD-85-9

	

Progress In Improving Budge t
Information For Congressional
Use (Oct . 12, 1984 )

GAO/AFMD-84-43 & 43A Managing The Cost Of Govern -
ment—Building An Effective
Financial Management Structure
(Draft - for discussion only ,
March 1984 )

GAO/PLRD-82-62

	

Defense Budget Increases : How
Well Are They Planned And
Spent? (April 13, 1981 )

Title 2 of the GAO

	

Accounting Principles And
Policy and Pro-

	

Standards For Federal Agencie s
zedures Manua l
For Guidance o f
Federal Agencies

VI . GAO CONTACT

Virginia Robinson 275-951 3
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USAF	 18 :	 SMALL BUSINESS ACT - SECTION8(a )

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Section 8(a) of the Small Business Act should b e
amended . PPSSCC estimates that amendment will generat e
"$23 million annual savings to the Air Force or $76 . 1
million over three years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The Small Business Administration's (SBA) 8(a) pro -
gram provides noncompetitive government contracts t o
socially and economically disadvantaged firms to encourag e
business development . Using its authority under sectio n
8(a), SBA contracts with government agencies and the n
subcontracts the work to certified 8(a) firms . Partici-
pating 8(a) firms are expected to graduate from the pro -
gram after achieving a competitive position in the ope n
marketplace .

GAO's 1982 report evaluating the impact of the 8(a )
program on the Department of Defense--the program' s
largest participant--concluded that the 8(a) program ca n
result in higher contract prices, lost progress payments ,
unproductive use of supply center procurement funds ,
supply shortages, and/or extensive administrative
efforts . GAO found that procurement activities took steps
to minimize some of the negative impacts from the 8(a )
program by (1) screening the requirements offered unde r
the 8(a) program to ensure that contracts for producin g
entire quantities of high priority items would not b e
awarded solely to 8(a) firms, (2) borrowing items in shor t
supply from other activities, and (3) making emergenc y
buys to replenish supply .

PPSSCC makes three recommendations for improving th e
8(a) procurement program .

USAF 18-1, which would make the procurement agency
responsible for administering the entire contract process ,
resembles the direct contracting option identified by GAO .
Such an approach has the advantage of (1) maintaining th e
integrity of the relationship between buyer and seller ,
(2) translating to the 8(a) firm that it is accountabl e
for its performance, and (3) permitting timely resolutio n
of contracting problems .

USAF 18-2, which would introduce the competitiv e
bidding process missing from the present 8(a) program ,
differs from GAO's competitive option by limiting th e
field of competition to 8(a) firms alone . Under GAO' s
option, 8(a) firms would compete with other businesses fo r
procurements . However, offers from 8(a) firms woul d
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receive priority for award . Given certain ground rules ,
SBA would be responsible for paying the procurement agenc y
any difference between the competitive fair market pric e
and the 8(a) firms' price . While GAO's proposal offers
greater cost visibility, PPSSCC's recommendation is a n
improvement over the strictly sole source procurements now
made and is similar to another GAO proposal to introduc e
competition among 8(a) firms that have entered a "secon d
tier" of the 8(a) program

	

firms that have achieve d
a degree of competitiveness) .

USAF 18-3 states that "graduation from the 8(a )
program should be a statutory requirement, rather than a
regulatory matter ." GAO supports the need for bette r
graduation criteria but has not addressed whether a statu -
tory change is needed . In (GAO/CED-81-55), GAO recom-
mended that the SBA Administrator "remove inappropriat e
8(a) firms by assuring that the graduation criteria bein g
developed is aggressively implemented and terminatio n
requirements set forth in SBA's procedures are followed . "

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

All three recommendations require legislativ e
change . Such action will require the support of the Smal l
Business Committees, which have jurisdiction over matter s
affecting 8(a) firms .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE S

According to PPSSCC, improvements in section 8(a )
contract awards and administration will generate an esti-
mated $23 million in annual savings to the Air Forc e
alone . Similar percentage savings are available to th e
Army, the Navy, the General Services Administration, an d
other federal agencies . This multiplier effect coul d
increase savings beyond $300 million . PPSSCC did no t
provide sufficient data to enable us to verify the vali-
dity of its estimates . However, GAO has previously stated
that introducing competition can result in savings and
other benefits .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-83-4 Proposals for Minimizing the Impact o f
the 8(a) Program on Defens e
Procurement (Oct . 12, 1932 )

GAO/CED-U1-55 The SBA 8(a) Procurement Program-- A
Promise Unfulfilled (Apr . 8, 1981 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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NAVY 7 :	 WEAPON SYSTEM ACQUISITION AND INTEGRATED LOGISTIC S
SUPPORT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Navy Issue 7 addresses two interrelated questions .
First, can t':e Navy increase the efficiency of the weapo n
system acquisition process by transitioning management o f
programs from technical/engineering managers to busines s
and financial managers as weapons acquisition program s
mature? Second, can the Navy increase life cycle weapo n
system support and readiness of integrated logistic s
support (ILS) management if systems acquisition is placed
under the direction of personnel who will ultimately b e
responsible for the logistical support of the weapo n
systems in the fleet ?

PPSSCC did not identify quantifiable savings in it s
presentation of this issue . Anticipated benefits were
cited as (1) improved management of Navy acquisitio n
programs, (2) better utilization of scarce engineering and
operational talent in all aspects of systems acquisition ,
and (3) smoother introduction of new systems in the fleet .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OP ISSUE AND SAVINGS

In considering this issue, PPSSCC recognized the need
for more effective career development of ILS personnel and
for strengthening the ILS process during the weapon system
acquisition process . In previous reviews of weapon system
acquisition programs, GAO has identified deficiencie s
which were traced to the need for greater emphasis o n
logistics considerations during the systems acquisitio n
process . Thus, GAO agrees in principle with the concepts
addressed in the issue and believes that actions on th e
part of the Navy (and the other military services) to
improve ILS planning and implementation will increase life
cycle weapon system support and system readiness .
However, GAO does not believe that implementation of th e
first PPSSCC recommendation associated with thi s
issue--regarding the assignment of ILS managers--i s
practicable, and GAO disagrees with the second
recommendation regarding the selection of Supply Corp s
Officers as program managers . GAO concurs with the third
recommendation regarding the need for improved caree r
development training .

GAO is concerned that while PPSSCC stated that th e
objective of this issue was to improve integrate d
logistics support management in the Navy, the repor t
recommendations addressed only the Navy's suppl y
community . Supply is only one aspect of ILS . The repor t
stated that skills in business and contracting are mor e
important, than technical engineering skills in th e
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management of a weapo;,s program when the system ha s
trancitioned from development to production . GAO believe s
that this conclusion does not give adequate recognition t o
the fact that technical and engineering skills are criti-
cal to the effective performance of an ILS manager . Prin-
ciples of maintenance, configuration control, reliability ,
maintainability and supportability, and other aspects o f
logistics management should be based on sound technica l
and engineering analysis .

GAO concurs in concept with PPSSCC's recommendatio n
7 .1 that the Chief of Naval Material take steps to ensure
that "assigned project integrat ;d logistics managers are
officers who will ultimately be re sponsible for support o f
the systems in the Fleet and to the Fleet ." In its 198 1
report entitled "Effectiveness of U .S . Forces Can Be
Increased Through Improved Weapon System Design" (GAO/
PSAD-81-17), GAO stated that many weapon systems cannot b e
adequately operated, maintained, or supported because o f
inadequate attention to various "ownership considerations "
during weapon system design . GAO believes that assignin g
adequately trained multiskilled logisticians to IL S
program management positions will foster improved
supportability and readiness in the design of futur e
weapon systems .

Recommendation 7 .1 suggests that ILS project manager s
should be Navy officers . While GAO agrees with th e
concept behind this recommendation--to bring a user s
viewpoint to ILS planning--it questions whether or not th e
implementation would be feasible . First, many ILS program
management positions (including that of the ILS manager )
are staffed by Navy civilians . This is part of the Navy' s
career enhancement program for development and caree r
progression of civilian logisticians and acquisitio n
managers . Second, there are many Navy programs that do
not have full-time ILS managers because there are no t
enough trained civilians or personnel slots to accomodat e
them . It is even more unlikely that qualified militar y
officers could be made available to fill these positions .
GAO does agree, however, that appointing qualified Nav y
officers to ILS manager positions in key programs woul d
offer many benefits and should be considered whe n
practicable .

GAO does not concur in PPSSCC recommendation 7 .2 that
Supply Corps officers be selected as program managers whe n
ILS concerns are the predominant factors in the system s
acquisition program . GAO does not believe that Supply
Corps officers should receive more favorable consideratio n
as program managers than qualified officers from othe r
career fields who are involved in other aspects o f
logistics .
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Another factor which should be considered in a n
analysis of the merits of recommendation 7 .2 is that few
acquisition programs involve supply support as the predom -
inant program management considera' .ion . From early pro-
duction through most phases of system operation, man y
engineering and technically complex tasks must be accomp-
lished such as evaluating engineering change proposals and
system modifications, managing maintenance and overhau l
programs, defining technical data requirements, and pro-
viding technical input to the design process for definin g
future systems requirements . Since program manager
responsibilities include these and other technical and
engineering oriented tasks, the traditional education an d
training requirements for Supply Corps officers may not b e
any more desirable than the education and training
received by officers in other fields . In summary, GAO
does not believe that implementing this recommendatio n
would result in achieving desired imprGvements in the Nav y
weapon system acquisition process .

GAO concurs in the PPSSCC task force report recom-
mendation 7 .3 that the Navy develop an Integrated Logis-
tics Support Career Development Program for Supply Corp s
officers . GAO has previously commented in several report s
that more effective career development is an importan t
factor in improving military capability in general .
Development and implementation of the training program
recommended by PPSSCC should enhance the Navy's weapon
system acquisition and logistics support operations .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As discussed in the previous section, there ar e
aspects of these recommendations (all of which could b e
implemented by executive action) which may not be feas -
ible, particularly recommendations 7 .1 and 7 .2 .

The Navy has initiated action to implement recommen -
dation 7 .3 . In fiscal year 1985, a prototype ILS Career
Development Program is to be initiated to formally star t
preparing Naval Supply Corps officers for integrate d
logistics support management positions . Four officer
billets (positions or slots) will be used in fiscal yea r
1985, and the Navy had plans to expand to a 30 bille t
intern program in fiscal year 1986 . However, funding for
this program was not included in the final version of th e
President's 1986 budget .

While GAO believes this program is a positive ste p
toward improving weapon system acquisition management i n
the Navy, other Navy career development programs may hav e
as much potential for accomplishing the objective envi-
sioned by PPSSCC . For example, the Assistant Secretary of
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the Navy (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) and the Chief o f
Naval Personnel have announced plans to reorganize th e
Navy's Weapon System Acquistion Management Career Field .
Additionally, revisions to the career management o f
civilian acquisition management specialists have also bee n
undertaken . GAO believes that in developing plans for
these and similar programs, the Navy should ensure tha t
adequate emphasis is placed on ILS facets of the weapon s
acquisition process .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

There were no quantifiable savings identified fo r
Navy Issue 7 in the PPSSCC report .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/LCD-80-65 Operational and Support Costs of th e
Navy's FA-18 Can Be Substantiall y
Reduced (June 6, 1980 )

GAO/LCD-79-415 Alternatives to Consider in Planning
Integrated Logistics Support for th e
Trident Submarine (September 28 ,
1979 )

GAO/PSAD-81-17 Effectiveness of U .S . Forces Can Be
Increased Through Improved Weapon
System Design (January 29, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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PRUC 9 :	 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"What can be done to enhance the role, responsibil-
ity, authority, and accountability of the Program Manage r
(PM) and improve the efficiency/effectiveness of progra m
management? "

PPSSCC estimated that improvement of the PM rol e
could result in a 3-year cost savings of $980 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

DOD Directive 5000 .1, covering Major System
Acquisitions, establishes the basis for weapon systems
acquisition programs, including management principles /
objectives and fundamental responsibilities of lin e
authority from the level of OSD through the assigned PM .
Within DOD, the three services (Air Force, Army, and Navy )
are responsible for administering the acquisition pro -
grams . Further, within the services, the organization s
most directly involved are the various "Systems" Command s
and "Commodity" Commands .

The services and their responsible subordinate Com-
mands augment DOD Directive 5000 .1 by publishing acquisi-
tion regulations and guidelines covering program manage-
ment and the role of the PM . These publications generally
establish the services' program management concepts ,
responsibilities, policies, and procedures to b e
implemented by the assigned PM .

In general, the PM is an individual who has overal l
responsibility for, and is the advocate of, the acquisi-
tion program to which he/she is assigned . In the case o f
a major weapons system, the PM has a great deal o f
responsibility for a wide range of political, technical ,
business, administrative, and management matters . The
success of the program depends, in large part, on the PM' s
authority matching his/her responsibility, adequat e
resources being made available for the team, strong func-
tional unit support, and the ability to lead and orches-
trate the total effort .

PPSSCC found that :

--The Systems Commands' responsibility for progra m
results and PM activities is not always apparent .
Further, these Commands do not appear to fully
underwrite PM and program performance .
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--The PM's responsibility, authority, and account -
ability are often a mismatch given the way the
system actually works .

-

	

-Multi-layered staff and management briefing s
coupled with numerous requests and inquiries divert
the PM's attention from managing the program .
Instead of the Systems Commands shielding the PM
from these non-productive activities, the variou s
ss ._vice staffs contribute significantly to them .

--Program management career paths are limited and do
not generate enough experienced people .

--There is a perceived difficulty in using outside
management support services .

--The system does not facilitate program success to
the extent it should and depends upon strong ,
aggressive, and innovative PMs to move program s
ahead .

--Concern with future investigations leads to defen-
sive management and a reluctance to delegate .

To deal with these problems, PPSSCC recommended tha t
OSD and the service s

-

	

-fully integrate the program management organizatio n
in each service to actively support and underwrit e
the effectiveness of PMs and strengthen disciplin e
and delegation of authority in the acquisition
process, and

--establish positive career paths leading to flag
rank in each program management skill area for
personnel in the services and the civil service ;
increase the use of technically trained people i n
all program management skill areas ; and conside r
greater use of o°tside resources, when needed, t o
complement resources and skills available in th e
services in program management skill areas .

GAO believes these issues are longstanding and th e
services have been unable to deal with them effectively .
In theory, the PM is chartered with a great deal of
authority and responsibility . However, in practice th e
Congress, OSD, the services, and Systems Commands have no t
usually given the PM the latitude to run the program .

While GAO agrees with the PPSSCC thoughts on integra -
tion of the program office and Systems Command and clearl y
seer the need for its support, higher levels cannot b e
expected to relinquish their decisionmaking authorit y
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easily . Some balance must be found which gives the PM
authority and responsibility for program decisions .
Higher authority should review these decisions based on a
broader perspective .

Because experienced and well qualified PMs are criti -
cal, GAO supports PPSSCC's recommendation to establish a
positive career path in program management . An ongoing
GAO study in this area strongly supports the recommenda-
tion and suggests further that reserving flag position s
would help to provide the incentives necessary to attrac t
high quality managers to this field .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The recommendation to integrate the program offic e
and Systems Command and strengthen delegation of authorit y
can be accomplished by executive action and appears to fi t
well with the current Administration's philosophy o f
decentralization .

As far as a positive career path in program manage -
ment is concerned, such a program could be instituted b y
executive action . However, congressional action may b e
desirable to provide additional support . In any event ,
there are several barriers to effective implementation .
Of these, the military's traditional emphasis on it s
operational career fields is perhaps the mos t
significant . The military culture would have to chang e
and provide incentives for officers as well as civilian s
to commit to program management as a career .

At the conclusion of its current study, GAO expect s
to make a series of recommendations in this area .

IV. ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis for estimating savings in this area .
Further, GAO could not evaluate the PPSSCC estimate due to
a lack of quantitative information .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

1985 .
None . An ongoing GAO study will be completed in

VI . GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4587
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ARMY 10 :	 MAJOR WEAPONS SYSTEMS ACQUISITION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the Army more eZfectively manage the development
and acquisition of major weapons systems? "

Beginning with a savings of $342 million in the firs t
year, PPSSCC estimates $2 .6 billion could be saved durin g
the first 3 years of partial implementation with $1 .6 bil -
lion in estimated annual savings following full implemen-
tation of the recommendations .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO generally agrees that the Army can more effec -
tively manage the development and acquisition of majo r
weapons systems . GAO believes that some of the PPSSC C
recommendations addressing this issue have merit . How-
ever, we do not agree with all of the recommendations .

The PPSSCC recommends the Army adopt regulations tha t
promote a tailored acquisition approach . The PPSSCC views
tailoring of the acquisition process as modifying and
streamlining the process to recognize the individuality o f
programs . GAO also recognizes the importance of flexi-
bility in developing an acquisition strategy and agree s
with OMB Circular A-109, which states that major system s
acquisitions should employ a tailored acquisition strat-
egy, encompassing test and eva cation criteria and busi-
ness management considerations and that the strateg y
should be refined throughout development . In a 198 2
report on the impact of OMB Circular A-109 on weapon sys-
tem acquisitions, GAO stated that DOD should affirm it s
commitment to A-109, particularly to the flexibilit y
inherent in the directive .

Thus, GAO would endorse the tailored acquisitio n
approach in certain situations . For example, the Multiple
Launch Rocket System (MLRS) program met its cost an d
schedule goals, and the program progressed satisfac-
torily . GAO agreed that, in this case, the acquisitio n
strategy, referred to as a tailored acquisition strateg y
by the PPSSCC, was a success . However, GAO notes it s
concern with the PPSSCC statement that the Division Ai r
Defense Gun (DIVAD) program testifies to the effectivenes s
of the Army Regulation (AR) 70-1 provisions for tailore d
acquisitions because the acquisition of the DIVAD ha s
encountered problems . DIVAD did not demonstrate that i t
could meet performance expectations . Limited government
testing was part of the DIVAD°s tailored acquisitio n
strategy, and we believe this limited testing has bee n
partly responsible for the problems DIVAD has experienced .
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The Selected Acquisition Reports (SARs) are docu-
ments DOD sends to the Congress to provide a status repor t
of weapon systems' cost, schedule, and technical perform-
ance . As part of their cost information the SARs show a
baseline cost estimate--usually the estimate associate d
with the Milestone II decision point--and track cos t
changes from that baseline . The cost changes are allo-
cated to seven variance catagnries . The PPSSCC recommend s
the structure of the SSARs be revised to preclude unrealis -
tic baseline estimation . However, GAO believes that an y
rebaselining of a major weapon system should not be don e
unless a clear track of the cost history of the program i s
maintained .

The PPSSCC recommends the Army recruit high qualit y
personnel from the Army, other services, and industry t o
staff program offices as soon as a new weapon system i s
emerging . The PPSSCC points out that it is unlikely tha t
there are sufficient people with adequate skills withi n
DOD and it may be necessary to recruit more people fro m
industry . GAO agrees it is important to recruit the high-
est quality staff possible . GAO notes, however, DOD ha s
experienced losses of high quality people to higher paying
positions in private industry . Therefore, there appear s
to be a question as to whether DOD will be able to attrac t
sufficient high quality people to staff all the offices .

The PPSSCC would place more emphasis o n
producibility--the practice of making the initial desig n
of a weapon system as easy to produce as possible--b y
allocating 5 to 10 percent of the positions on any desig n
team (in every case at least one person) to personne l
skilled in production start-up techniques . Clearly, it i s
desirable to have enough people skilled in producibilit y
and production start-up techniques in each program office
to adequately accomplish production-related tasks. How -
ever, the number of such people required would vary fro m
program to program. Establishing an arbitrary percentag e
or number of people to focus on producibility for all pro -
grams may not result in the best allocation of huma n
resources . Based on GAO's review of the transition to
production process on the Black Hawk helicopter program ,
one person addressing producibility in the program offic e
is not enough . The more difficult question is how many
people are enough, which cannot be equitably answered by a
set percentage .

The PPSSCC recommendation to include the producibil-
ity of proposed designs in the measurement of a Program
Manager's performance, and establish a technique for eval -
uating the effectiveness of producibility engineering ,
appears desirable but would be difficult to implemen t
properly. The Program Manager with the most influence o n
producibility is the Program Manager assigned to th e
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program during its early phase . Increasing the tour
length of the Program Manager may permit the implementa -
tion of this recommendation in some cases .

The PPSSCC recommends reorganizing the Materie l
Development and Readiness Command (DARCO1) Headquarters to
separate its procurement and production functions . Once
separated, the PPSSCC states, the numbers and expertise o f
production engineers in the new production offices should
be raised . Presumably, this will improve the Army' s
ability to address weapon system producibility issues .
GAO believes a more effective strategy for approachin g
producibility problems would focus on the lack of produc-
tion engineers in the Army's program offices rather tha n
at DARCOM . Reorganizing DARCOM would not appear t o
address this problem and therefore GAO disagrees with thi s
particular recommendation . (Note : DARCOM is now the Army
Materiel Command . )

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

It appears that the PPSSCC recommendations associated
with this issue can all be implemented through executiv e
action . Some of the PPSSCC recommendations appear easy t o
implement while others appear more difficult . The recom-
mendations regarding an emphasis on producibility an d
implementing AR 70-1 appear relatively easy to implement
because they would require the Army to put more emphasis
on a particular policy .

The recommendation regarding including producibilit y
of proposed designs in the measurement of a Progra m
Manager's performance appears more difficult . The Program
Manager most responsible for producibility is usuall y
transferred out of the program office before the effects
of his decisions are felt .

The PPSSCC recommendation regarding recruitment o f
high quality personnel would be possible to implement onl y
if the proper conditions prevailed . The recruitment o f
high quality personnel to staff program offices would be
possible if there were sufficient high quality people an d
DOD could afford the salaries necessary to attract the m
from industry or other government agencies .

IV. ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATES

The PPSSCC claims the savings from this issue would
be $2,611 .7 million for the_first 3 years of implementa -
tion with $2,124 million in the fourth year . The PPSSCC
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expects $3,494 million of the 4-year savings to come fro m
improved cost estimating ; $663 million of these savings t o
result from a reduction in requirements changes ; and th e
remainder to come from a more effective focus on th e
activities of DARCOM's Procurement and Production Direc-
torate and the Program Manager's Procurement and Produc-
tion Division . However, the PPSSCC points out tha t
improved cost estimating will not result in real saving s
unless the scope of some programs is reduced . The PPSSCC
also points out that some of the higher estimates would b e
accepted and planned for in t i-a budget process .

GAO agrees that cost estimating is not necessarily a
source of cost growth--making the estimates accurate woul d
not, by itself, reduce cost . The higher costs would
simply be reported earlier . Some cost savings may b e
realized if decisienmakers were able to determine, base d
on accurate cost estimates, the most efficient productio n
schedule for a weapon system and were able to buy the sys-
tem in the most economic manner .

The PPSSCC did not provide adequate information fo r
GAO to determine the validity of the savings attributed to
the reduction in requirements changes or the reorganiza-
tion of DARCOM .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD-84-70 DOD Needs to Provide More Credibl e
Weapon Systems Cost Estimates t o
the Congress (May 24, 1984 )

The Army Should Confirm Sergean t
York Air Defense Gun's Reliability
and Maintainability Before Exercis-
ing Next Production Optio n
(January 27, 1983 )

The Army's Multiple Launch Rocke t
System is Progressing Well and
Merits Continued Suppor t
(February 5, 1982 )

GAO/PSAD-80°37 "SARs"-Defense Department Reports
That Should Provide More Informa-
tion to the Congress (May 9, 1980 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-458 7

GAO/MASAD-83-8

GAO/MASAD-82-13
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ARMY 11 : MAJOR WEAPONS SYSTEMS PROCUREMENT STABILIT Y

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND ESTIMATED SAVINGS

"Can increases in costs for major weapons system s
acquisition be reduced by creating a biennial budget? "

"Stabilization of production rates would generate ,
when fully implemented, cost avoidance and efficiences tha t
will save at least $2 .0 billion each year or $6 .62 billio n
over 3 years including inflation . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The five recommendations in this issue go far beyon d
the question of creating a biennial budget in DOD and would
seek to stabilize production costs by requiring changes i n
Selected Acquisition Reports (SARs), changes in baselin e
cost estimates, and revisions in reprogramming guideline s
as well as a comprehensive study of production stretc h
outs . As discussed below, GAO agrees that recommendation
ARMY 11-3 has merit but does not fully agree with the othe r
PPSSCC's recommendations proposed within ARMY 11 .

PPSSCC ARMY 11-1 "recommends that a fully funded bien-
nial budget be instituted for major weapon system procure-
ment. Budgeting for the procurement of major weapons sys-
tems at 2-year intervals will allow more time to develo p
comprehensive program alternatives, and will alleviate th e
conflict caused by planning future budgets, while justify-
ing current budget requests . Program decisions would be in
effect for a 2-year period, and as such, would not be sub-
ject to the annual compromises that accommodate funds fo r
emerging programs . "

At this time GAO does not recommend adopting a
biennial budget cycle . While GAO supports efforts to
alleviate problems of planning and budgeting for majo r
weapon systems, financial management problems go wel l
beyond the question of biennial budgeting .

GAO believes it is time to reexamine the entire finan-
cial management system of the federal government . There i s
a need to develop systems and procedures which are mor e
effectively integrated and less time-consuming and whic h
eliminate excessive detail and repetitious decisionmakin g
for the executive agencies and Congress .

With appropriate systems and procedures, GAO believe s
the workload associated with the annual budget process ca n
be brought within manageable proportions . These improve-
ments will substantially reduce the need to shift to a
biennial budget across the board . Moreover, the results
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could be disappointing if biennial budgeting were adopte d
without the needed improvements in the rest of the finan -
cial management structure .

PPSSCC ARMY 11-2 "recommends that the SARs b e
reformatted to provide program price information that ha s
been adjusted to factor out the effects of inflation an d
quantity change . It further recommends that in the evert a
system undergoes a major configuration change, a new
baseline be established by mutual consent of DOD and th e
Congress . "

GAO does not agree that ARMY 11-2 has merit . With
respect to reformatting the SARs, the changes recommende d
are not needed because the SARs already report the impac t
of inflation and changes in quantity .

GAO's agreement with the second part of this PPSSC C
recommendation hinges largely on what constitutes a "majo r
configuration change ." If a truly major change occurs ,
i .e ., the program is essentially revamped, GAO agrees a ne w
baseline should be established . GAO also believes the new
program should be rejustified to the Congress .

If changes occur that are not major configuration
changes, i .e ., the program remains as originally justifie d
even though the estimated cost could increase signifi-
cantly, GAO does not believe the baseline should b e
changed . GAO believes DOD should maintain historical base -
lines to establish a clear track of the cost of acquisition
programs from their initial estimates . This history coul d
be lost if rebaselining occurs .

PPSSCC ARMY 11-3 "recommends that an audit trail b e
established from the updated baseline cost estimate to th e
succeeding budget projection . If trade-offs have to b e
made in translating the cost estimate to the budget projec -
tion, they should be able to be documented . The firs t
budget projection made after the recommended baseline cos t
estimate revision could then be used as the basis fo r
assessing unit cost growth . The Army and DOD should the n
be accountable for this growth, in accordance with th e
'Nunn-McCurdy Amendment' guidelines ." (P .L . 97-252, Sec .
1107, Sept . 8, 1982 )

"Thresholds, similar to those stipulated by the
'Nunn-McCurdy Amendment' for reporting projected unit-cos t
increases, should be instituted to report actual unit-cos t
increases . This would ensure timely and accurate informa-
tion concerning actual cost increases . "
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GAO and PPSSCC agree that DOD should maintain an audi t
trail between cost estimates and the budget projections fo r
major acquisition programs . GAO believes a clear cos t
trail requires that services (1) compute -a detailed base -
line cost estimate based on actual cost experience and tied
to a clearly defined work breakdown structure to suppor t
the production decision, (2) fully document all estimate s
and maintain documentation in a clear, traceable form, and
(3) use the detailed baseline cost estimate to formulat e
succeeding budget projections . The cost estimate that sup-
ported the production decision can then be used as a basi s
for identifying areas of cost growth that occur during the
production phase . GAO believes, however, that overall pro-
gram cost growth should be tracked from the cost estimat e
prepared when the program was originally justified . I n
summary, GAO believes the recommendation has merit .

PPSSCC ARMY 11-4 "recommends that the guidelines fo r
reprogramming monies authorized and appropriated by
Congress for lower priority projects be revised . Ful l
funding of essential systems is the objective of thi s
recommendation . When budget pressures create funding
levels that do not allow planned unit production schedule s
to be maintained, the Ann, should be allowed to cancel or
reduce less essential acquisition programs and use th e
funds to protect essential system procurement . "

GAO has reported that the Army should fully fund thos e
new weapons systems deemed essential to bringing its mos t
important missions up to the desired capability, even at
the expense of cancelling or reducing other acquisition
programs . To meet this objective, GAO believes that
trade-offs between programs must be made to insure ful l
funding of essential programs .

The PPSSCC recommendation, ARMY 11-4, however, woul d
appear to give the Army flexibility to disregard or alte r
congressional funding decisions without justifying th e
merits of the reprogramming action . If the Army sees the
need for reprogramming after the budget is approved, GA O
believes the justification for this action should also b e
reported to the Congress .

Thus, GAO does not agree that the recommendation a s
stated has merit .

PPSSCC ARMY 11-5 "recommends a complete analysis o f
the impact of "stretching" production to understand how i t
affects cost increases . Most major weapon systems hav e
started or will start full-scale production in the 1980s .
Careful prioritization may save billions of dollars between
now and 1990 ."
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GAO agrees that this recommendation has merit an d
believes that the causes as well as the impact o f
stretching production should be analyzed .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes ARMY 11-1, calling for a biennial budget ,
would require both executive and legislative action . Four
biennial budgeting bills were introduced in the 98t h
Congress (H .R . 750, S .12, S .20, and S .922), but none were
specific to DOD or weapons systems procurement . ARMY 11- 2
and ARMY 11-5 require executive action only . ARMY 11- 3
requires executive action, but a legislative change may b e
necessary if the concept of the "Nunn-McCurdy Amendment" i s
to be applied to the audit trail . ARMY 11-4 require s
executive action and could possibly require legislatio n
depending upon the particular reprogramming action bein g
requested .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis for determining if the PPSSCC 3 year s
savings potential of $6 .62 billion is realistic .

V. LIST OF RELEVANT GAO REPORTS AND RELATED DOCUMENT S

GAO/17CCPAD83

	

Letter report to the Honorable Jack
Brooks, Chairman, Committee o n
Government Operations, House o f
Representatives (Sept . 21, 1983 )

GAO/MASAD-82-5 Budgetary Pressure Created by th e
Army's Plans to Procure New Majo r
Weapon Systems Are Just Beginnin g
(Oct . 20, 1981 )

GAO/MASAD-81-7 Recommendations to Improve Defens e
Reporting on Weapon Systems
(Mar . 2, 1981 )

GAO/PSAD-80-37 SARs - Defense Department Report s
That Should Provide More Informatio n
to the Congress (May 9, 1980 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

C . William Moore 275-841 2
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NAVY 1 :	 PROGRAM STABILITY AND ECONOMIC PRODUCTION RATE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND ESTIMATED SAVINGS

"Are weapons systems being procured at optimum
production rates to the maximum extent feasible in view o f
the inherently destabilizing effects of current pro g ram-
ming, budgeting and management processes? Correctiv e
actions would result in an opportunity to realize saving s
between $500 million and $1 billion annually . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees that procuring Navy weapons systems at les s
than optimum production rates increases program costs . I n
addressing this issue, the PPSSCC made four recommenda-
tions, discussed below . Although all have merit, GAO doe s
not fully agree with NAVY 1-2 and 1-4 .

PPSSCC recommendation Navy 1-1 states that the Nav y
should "establish the objective of restricting, with iden -
tified exceptions, the number of programs in production t o
those which it has the ability to fund at, or close to ,
economic production rates . "

GAO has reported that the Navy should procure weapo n
systems under contracts providing for optimum production
rates whenever possible . GAO has studied many factors that
deter program stability and increase the cost of purchasin g
weapon systems . Overprogramming is a factor that reduce s
available funds to individual programs and impedes economi c
procurement of weapon systems, and thereby can adversel y
impact fleet capability . GAO has recommended that trade -
offs must be made to fully fund essential new weapon sys-
tems . However, in a limited funding environment, decisions
on trade-offs between programs can only be made if there i s
agreement on program priorities .

GAO believes this recommendation has merit to th e
extent that priorities are established that identify essen -
tial systems .

PPSSCC recommendation Navy 1-2 states that the Nav y
should "make every effort to gain approval of OSD, th e
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and Congress to fun d
a management reserve of 5-10 percent of total majo r
weapons systems dollars in order to have the required flex -
ibility to effectively deal with unforeseen fiscal emergen -
cies and thereby reduce the need for program stretch-outs . "
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GAO agrees in part that adequately budgeting fo r
unforeseen fiscal emergencies can help to reduce progra m
stretch-outs, and, in fact, Congress currently provide s
management reserves for certain weapon systems . The PPSSCC
recommendation implies that a blanket reserve for the Nav y
should be established to support the acquisition of al l
weapon systems . GAO believes that contingency funds shoul d
be justified and approved system by system, based on th e
degree of risk or uncertainty inherent in each program .

GAO believes this recommendation has merit if reserve s
are established for individual programs and are approve d
cautiously to ensure that requests are fully justified .

PPSSCC recommendation Navy 1-3 states that the Nav y
should "work with the other Services to convince OSD of th e
need to stabilize the entire PPBS process through such
actions as issuing consistent and firm defense and fisca l
guidance at the outset of the annual cycle as well a s
bringing together the programming and budgeting phases . "

GAO agrees that DOD's planning, programming, and budg -
eting process needs improvement . In this regard, GAO
recognizes the need for DOD planners and policymakers to
issue guidance that is timely and consistent with th e
general direction and priorities of the Administration .
GAO also agrees that the PPSSCC recommendation calling fo r
a stablized PPBS process has merit .

PPSSCC recommendation NAVY 1-4 states that the Nav y
should "work with the other Services, OSD and OMB to gain
administration support for a 2-year congressional budget--
at least for major weapons systems programs . "

At this time GAO does not recommend adopting a bien-
nial budget cycle . While GAO supports efforts to alleviat e
problems of planning and budgeting for major weapon
systems, financial management problems go well beyond the
question of biennial budgeting .

GAO believes it is time to reexamine the entire finan-
cial management system of the federal government . There i s
a need to develop systems and procedures which are mor e
effectively integrated and less time consuming and whic h
eliminate excessive detail and repetitious decisionmaking
for the executive agencies and Congress .

With appropriate systems and procedures, GAO believe s
the workload associated with the annual budget process can
be brought within manageable proportions . These improve-
ments could substantially reduce the need to shift to a
biennial budget across the board . Moreover, the results
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could be disappointing if biennial budgeting was adopted
without the needed improvements in the rest of th e
financial management structure .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes DOD has the authority to initiate actio n
for implementing NAVY recommendations 1-1 and 1-3 . NAVY
1-2 and 1-4, however, would require both executive an d
legislative action . With respect to 1-4, we noted that
four biennial budgeting bills were introduced in the 98t h
Congress (H .R . 750, S .12, S .20, and S .922), but none wer e
specific to DOD or weapon systems procurement .

W. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has insufficient data to determine if the
PPSSCC's savings estimated between $500 million and $1 bil-
lion annually for this issue is realistic .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/17CCPAD83 Letter report to the Honorable Jac k
Brooks, Chairman, Committee on
Government Operations, House of
Representatives (Sept . 21, 1983 )

GAO/PLRD-83-62 The Defense Budget : A Look A
Budgetary Resources, Accomplishments ,
and Problems (April 27, 1983 )

GAO/PLRD-82-62 Defense Budget Increases : How Wel l
Are They Planned and Spent ?
(April 13, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

C . William Moore 275-841 2
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OSD 17 :	 REGULATORY CONSTRAINTS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

DOD "should take appropriate action to simplify th e
complex regulatory system which governs the acquisition o f
weapon systems . "

The PPSSCC stated that (1) while it is difficult t o
quantify, simplification should reduce direct governmen t
costs and indirect contractor compliance costs reimburse d
by DOD and (2) attracting additional suppliers to th e
industrial base should lead to lower contractor bid s
through increased competition .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Both the Congress and GAO have supported propose d
reforms to the federal procurement system, includin g
efforts to simplify and reduce the proliferation of pro-
curement regulations and increase the professionalism o f
procurement personnel, as PPSSCC has recommended . How-
ever, GAO has not endorsed a few of the specific sugges-
tions which the PPSSCC cited, such as limiting the manda-
tory flow-down of contractual terms, conditions, and regu-
lations to subcontractors and eliminating profit and fee
limitations, because it has not been convinced that these
actions would be cost-effective .

GAO is currently examining whether agencies' and sub -
agencies' supplementing and implementing regulations unde r
the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) system are
unnecessarily duplicating, or modifying without the neces -
sary statutory authority, the provisions of the FAR relat -
ing to the recently enacted Competition in Contracting
Act . Results of this effort are expected to be availabl e
during 1985 .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Public Law 93-400 required development of a system o f
simplified and uniform procurement policies, regulations ,
procedures, and forms . In response to that requirement ,
the FAR was issued and took effect on April 1, 1984 . The
FAR replaced the three primary procurement regulation s
(the Defense Acquisition Regulation, the Federal Procure-
ment Regulations, and the NASA procurement regulations) .
The Office of Federal Procurement Policy has stated tha t
it expected the FAR system to result in a 62-percen t
reduction in the volume of primary regulations and th e
elimination of nearly half of all agency secondary an d
lower level regulations .
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Further improvements in streamlining the regulation s
and improving the professionalism of the procuremen t
work force are possible through executive action .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC did not estimate the savings associate d
with this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PSAD-79-80 Recommendations of the Commission o n
Government Procurement : A Fina l
Assessment (May 31, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4587
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OSD21 :	 MAJOR WEAPONS SYSTEM NEW START S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"The Department of Defense (DOD) should install self-
disciplinary limits on the number of new weapons program s
started each year . Before a new start is approved, a n
estimate should be made of the projected cost of that new
weapons system through production . DOD should then con-
sider the impact of that incremental cost on the overal l
acquisition process, in view of the limited funds tha t
would be available for that new system and other major
systems already being developed or produced . Limits o n
new starts would ensure that there are sufficient funds to
carry out all weapons programs economically and effi-
ciently . "

The PPSSCC estimates that limiting the number o f
development programs should result in annual research ,
development, test and evaluation (RDT&E) savings of a t
least $1 .1145 billion (in then-year dollars) after ful l
implementation over a 5-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC states "there are too many program s
already in the production cycle to permit funding at effi-
cient rates ." The PPSSCC points out that "the lack o f
effective controls over new starts results in each pro-
gram being given less than the required resources which ,
in turn, increases system costs and delays introduction o f
capabilities ." To address the problems associated with
these situations the PPSSCC recommends changes to DOD' s
program review and approval cycle . These changes include :
in-depth affordability reviews ; reviewing new star t
affordability in relation to all other new starts an d
established programs ; using conservative budget estimate s
in these reviews ; allowing a 140-percent overprogrammin g
factor at the new start stage ; and modifying the Selecte d
Acquisition Reports to provide data for affordabilit y
analyses on both new starts and approved systems .

The PPSSCC raises a number of good points about DOD' s
new starts . The PPSSCC points out that "the services d o
not necessarily request the most cost-efficient programs ,
but rather that they are driven to propose what wil l
sell ." The PPSSCC discusses outside pressures to retain a
program once it gets started . The PPSSCC also points ou t
that limited funding information is available when the
decision to start a new program is made and that curren t
DOD policy requires that affordability through the earl y
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acquisition phases of concept exploration an d
demonstration/validation be shown rather than basing th e
decision on affordability through the entire acquisitio n
process, including the tore expensive phases of full-scal e
development and production .

The PPSSCC would change the official DOD policie s
regarding affordability reviews to require the item s
listed above . GAO agrees with these recommendations, how-
ever, GAO also believes these actions need to be comple-
mented with efforts to address the incentives within DOD
which lead to cost discipline problems and an excess num-
ber of new programs . There appear to be no incentives to
encourage DOD personnel to limit new starts or to elimi-
nate marginal programs . Personal success is based upo n
one's ability to get his/her program started and fielded .
Changing the official DOD policies regarding the afford -
ability of new starts may not be adequate to change the
incentives for people to start and maintain new programs .
DOD's reward structure must also be changed to make elimi -
nating marginal programs more acceptable .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

It is possible to implement this issue's recommenda-
tion on affordability reviews through executive action .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

According to the PPSSCC, OMB has indicated that th e
total projected cost of all programs is approximately 230
percent of the funds that are likely to be available . The
PPSSCC states that a reduction from the current averag e
over-programming of 230 percent to a level of 140 percen t
would result in a 40-percent reduction in RDT&E expendi-
tures . It is difficult to determine the basis for thi s
assumption--no basis or background calculations are pro-
vided to show how the 40-percent figure is calculated .
The PPSSCC also assumes 14 new starts a year (which ,
according to the PPSSCC, is the average number of new
starts per year) with the changed policy and a 10-percen t
future inflation rate, both of which may or may not occur
in the future . Thus GAO can not verify the accuracy o f
the PPSSCC estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-82-62 Defense Budget Increases : How Well
Are They Planned and Spent ?
(April 13, 1982 )
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GAO/MASAD-82-5 Budgetary Pressures Created by th e
Army's Plans to Process New Majo r
Weapon Systems Are Just Beginning
(October 20, 1981 )

GAO/MASAD-81-7 Recommendations To Improve Defense
Reporting on Weapon Systems
(March 2, 1981 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4587
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OSD 23 :	 INSTABILITY IN THE WEAPONS ACQUISITION PROCES S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"The Department of Defense (DOD) should commit to a
stable five-year spending plan for the acquisition of wea -
pon systems at economical production rates . DOD should
focus the attention of Congress on any significan t
increase in costs that would result from proposals t o
change the plan . Critical to achieving such a plan fo r
program stability is DOD's ability to relate financia l
affordability to proposed new systems early in the budge -
tary cycle . This would avoid accumulating systems tha t
cannot be funded in economic production quantities durin g
the entire production cycle . "

Cost growth due to instability on 25 major program s
studied recently was estimated to be $27 billion per year .
PPSSCC stated that while it is not possible to contro l
instability completely, the improvements recommended fo r
Issue OSD-22 and this issue should save at least 5 t o
10 percent of the annual weapons costs (approximatel y
$70 billion), or approximately $5 .26 billion (in then-year
dollars) once full implementation is in place . The 3-yea r
total estimated savings is $7 .18 billion (adjusted fo r
inflation) .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

Recognizing past program instability, the PPSSC C
recommended that OSD should exercise its authority an d
play a more aggressive role in controlling the acquisition
of weapon systems . PPSSCC recommended OSD should exercis e
control in the following ways :

--For its own and external use, such as congressiona l
relationships, DOD should make firm 5-year spending
plans based on economical rates of production .

--Minimize cost growth through commitment to program
stability that is best evidenced by multiyea r
procurement contracts .

--Address both the financial affordability of
proposed systems and the defense need for th e
systems in the annual Defense Guidance Report .

--Reestablish its baseline production cost estimate
at Milestone III, when program costs can be
estimated more realistically .
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Recognizing that program managers play a key role i n
the acquisition process, PPSSCC recommended that DOD take
action to lengthen the assignment period of program man-
agers ; develop a career path for program managers to pro -
vide incentives for improved performance ; and hold program
managers accountable for those aspects of the program tha t
they are able to control .

GAO supports efforts to establish an acquisitio n
strategy which is mutually agreed to by the Congress and
the Administration for accomplishing the developmen t
and production of each new major weapon system . The
strategy should be prepared by the executive branch fo r
each major milestone of a system's progress through the
acquisition process and be reviewed and refined at each
major milestone .

GAO also agrees with the PPSSCC that inefficient pro-
duction rates result in higher unit costs, reduce DOD' s
purchasing power, and result in program instability . I t
has not been possible, however, to produce all the weapo n
systems at the most economical production rate because o f
many competing requirements for defense dollars as well a s
other considerations, such as maintaining a productio n
base . It is recognized that trade-offs have been made t o
expedite the production of certain systems critical to
defense needs and to continue to fund others with signifi-
cant potential in future years at lower levels . GAO
believes the important thing is to establish, for eac h
weapon system, the various levels at which economies ca n
be achieved so that decisionmakers in the Congress and DO D
are aware of what the economic impacts are when the y
increase or decrease program funding .

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that there are too many pro -
grams for the available level of funding . The result is
that programs are underfunded, costs increase, and
programs are delayed . To procure systems at the mos t
efficient rates would require substantial increases i n
appropriations . The alternative is to reduce the numbe r
of programs .

Multiyear procurement is a contractual procedure
whereby DOD agrees to purchase from a contractor a state d
number of weapons systems each year for several years ,
usually at a fixed price, but possibly with escalation
provisions . Multiyear procurement is presently a part o f
the DOD practice for acquiring weapons systems . The con-
cept of multiyear procurement contracting to help provid e
weapons systems program stability is supported by GA O
whenever the legislative criteria for use of multiyea r
contracting is met . The desirability of using multiyea r
contracting must be based on a case-by-case assessment o f
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potential benefits and added risks that can result fro m
awarding a multiyear contract instead of a series o f
annual contracts .

A GAO study of the status and accountability of pro -
gram managers was performed in the early to mid-1970s . At
that time, GAO reported similar findings as pointed out b y
the PPSSCC . GAO is presently evaluating whether th e
federal procurement work force is able to effectively
accomplish its complex task . The assignment, when com-
pleted, should help provide a more current perspectiv e
addressing program manager qualifications, roles, an d
responsibilities in making key decisions on acquisitio n
programs .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes the executive branch has the authorit y
to initiate action for implementing the PPSSCC recommenda-
tions . The executive branch has implemented, in varyin g
degrees, major acquisition improvements along the lines o f
those recommended by the PPSSCC . For example, initiatives
include multiyear procurement and more efficient produc-
tion rates .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC does not provide sufficient informatio n
to make a judgment on the validity of the cost savings .
The savings are based on across-the-board percentag e
reductions in expenditures . GAO has not assessed th e
overall cost savings to DOD should the measures recom-
mended by the PPSSCC to bring stability to the weapon s
systems acquisition process be fully implemented .

GAO has found that Defense's estimated savings fo r
its proposed multiyear weapon systems candidates for fis-
cal years 1983 and 1984 are disappointing when compared to
DOD's 10-20 percent savings projected when Public Law 97-
86 was under consideration . On the averac-e, GAO reported
that discounted savings for the 22 weapon candidates i s
about 7 .3 percent . GAO also found that many of the candi-
date systems were submitted for multiyear contractin g
approval prematurely since they did not fully meet all o f
the legislated criteria . If a multiyear contract wer e
awarded and later changed significantly or terminated, th e
ultimate cost of the effort could be higher than unde r
annual contracting .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD-85-9

	

Analysis of DOD's Fiscal Year 1985
Multiyear Procurement Candidate s
(October 25, 1984 )
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GAO/NSIAD-83-70 Analysis of Multiyear Procuremen t
Candidates Included in Defense' s
Fiscal Year 1984 Budget Request
(September 30, 1983 )

GAO/PLRD-83-62 The Defense Budget : A Look At
Budgetary Resources, Accomplish-
ments, and Problems
(April 27, 1983 )

GAO/PLRD-82-62 Defense Budget Increases : How Wel l
Are They Planned and Spent ?
(April 13, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4587
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PROC 3 : CARLUCCI INITIATIVES (THE ACQUISITION IMPROVEMEN T
PROGRAM )

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"What actions can be recommended to accelerate th e
implementation of the most promising of the Carlucc i
Initiatives? "

"The Carlucci Initiatives can be more effective and
produce quicker results by focusing on part of thos e
initiatives . "

Potential savings for the recommendations in thi s
issue were not quantified .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended DOD prioritize the Acquisitio n
Improvement Program (AIP) initiatives and concentrate on
those that are more significant than others . The PPSSCC
developed six issues it considered promising and which i t
said encompassed nearly half of the initiatives contained
in the AIP . The PPSSCC recommended that DOD focus it s
attention on the six PPSSCC issues .

DOD has already taken action to prioritize the AI P
initiatives, although DOD's categories differ from those
recommended by the PPSSCC . To focus its implementation o f
the initiatives, DOD has consolidated them into the fol-
lowing seven areas :

--program stability ,

--multiyear procurement ,

--economic production rates ,

--realistic budgeting ,

--improved readiness and support ,

--encouraging competition, and

--industrial base responsiveness .

It appears, therefore, that this PPSSCC recommendatio n
addresses an issue that has already been recognized b y
DOD . GAO cannct offer an opinion as to which of th e
prioritizations is better because : (1) several of th e
PPSSCC issues appear similar to the DOD areas and (2) th e
PPSSCC did not identify which of the AIP initiatives it s
issues encompassed . GAO would encourage DOD to continu e
with its implementation of the AIP so that it can realiz e
the benefits inherent in the initiatives .
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GAO would agree with the remaining three
recommendations : setting goals and objectives for
implementi .g the AIP ; requiring program managers to
incorporate the AIP in their program plans ; and expanding
the AIP concepts to non-weapon acquisitions . These step s
may provide additional impetus to the acceptance and
execution of the AIP in weapon system and non-weapo n
acquisitions .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The implementation of these recommendations appears
feasible . Implementation would require administrativ e
action by DOD that should be within DOD's authority .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

No potential savings for the recommendations in this
issue were quantified .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD-85-9

	

Analysis of DOD's Fiscal Year 198 5
Multiyear Procurement Candidate s
(October 25, 1984 )

GAO/NSIAD-84-70 DOD Needs to Provide More Credible
Weapon Systems Cost Estimates to the
Congress (May 24, 1984 )

GAO/MASAD-82-13 The Army's Multiple Launch Rocket
System Is Progressing Well an d
Merits Continued Suppor t
(February 5, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4587
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PROC 5 : PROGRAM PRIORITIZATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

How can program prioritization and implementation b e
improved both in the services and the Office of the Secre-
tary of Defense (OSD) in a limited funding environment ?

The PPSSCC says significant cost savings will b e
involved in this issue but the savings are not precisel y
quantifiable . The PPSSCC says the greater value lies i n
bringing more discipline and analysis to the decisionmak -
ing process .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC points out that under DOD's current Plan-
ning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) there ar e
too many programs for the funding available . The PPSSCC
says this is a result of several factors : the objectiv e
of PPBS appears to be to provide each service with it s
fair share rather than addressing the services' changin g
requirements ; once programs start it is very difficult to
cancel them ; there are no incentives in the system fo r
canceling programs ; programs are stretched out rather than
canceled .

The PPSSCC's findings appear to be reasonable . It s
recommendations also appear to be reasonable . Program
stability should be increased and marginal programs elimi-
nated . The financial trade-offs resulting from new start s
should be identified and assessed and the number of new
starts should be limited by realistic assessments of fund-
ing requirements and constraints . Financial implication s
associated with programmatic decisions should be expli-
citly identified and approved . A closer link betwee n
budgeted funds and system programming would be beneficial .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

It appears that executive action would be the metho d
for DOD to use to implement the recommendations associated
with this issue . The implementation of the PPSSCC recom-
mendations appears feasible in some cases and more diffi-
cult in others . Changes to DOD's PPBS procedures may be .
possible to implement, as would requiring updates to
program budgets whenever major changes occur . Establish-
ing a high priority program list should be relativel y
easy--establishing a low priority list would be more dif-
ficult . Requiring specific information on the trade-off s
that must be made to fund a new start could be done by
establishing an administrative procedure . It will be
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more difficult, however, to get the services to provide a
candid assessment of the negative aspects of a new start .
Restricting new starts and canceling marginal programs ha s
been, and probably will continue to be, difficult . Th e
PPSSCC touched on the reason in its opening discussion- -
lack of incentives to eliminate marginal programs .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

No specific savings were projected for this issue and
its recommendations .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-82-62

	

Defense Budget Increases : How
Well Are They Planned and Spent ?
(April 13, 1982 )

GAO/MASAD-82-5

	

Budgetary Pressures Created by th e
Army's Plans to Procure New Majo r
Weapon Systems Are Just Beginning
(October 20, 1981 )

GAO/C-MASAD-81-18 Integrated Approach to U .S . Ai r
Defense of Central Europe Shoul d
Result in More Effective Mission
Accomplishment (September 18 ,
1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4587
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PROC 7 :	 WEAPONS ACQUISITIONCONTRACTING

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

What can be done to improve (1) the source selectio n
process for the prime contractor (e .g ., award to lowes t
"total cost," upgrade proposals prior to selection) an d
(2) the performance of subcontractors and the flow-down o f
incentives from the prime contractor to subcontractors ?

By streamlining and making the source selection pro-
cess more efficient and effective, and strengthenin g
government efforts to monitor and upgrade the prime con -
tractor's subcontracting activities, the PPSSCC believes
that $980 million in savings can be achieved over 3 years .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

PPSSCC stated that insufficient emphasis appears to
be placed on

"the potential 'total cost' of a major wea-
pons program (i .e ., the contractor's overal l
capabilities to perform all phases of th e
program plus the 'life-cycle' costs of th e
weapons system) during the source selectio n
process . "

Life-cycle cost is made up of (1) initial acquisitio n
cost, and (2) ownership costs, which include maintenanc e
and support costs during the useful life of a product o r
system such as spare parts, training, fuel, and the pa y
and allowances for personnel to operate and maintain th e
system .

Regarding the PPSSCC recommendation that contractor s
be selected based on the lowest "total cost," GAO ha s
urged DOD to consider life-cycle logistics and backu p
equipment requirements early in the weapons planning cycl e
because it has noted that logistics considerations hav e
traditionally received a relatively low priority durin g
the acquisition process .

More than 10 years ago GAO reported on Ways to Make
Greater Use of Life-Cycle Costing Acquisition Technique s
in DOD (B-178214, dated May 21, 1973) . In another repor t
the following year, GAO noted that limited use of life -
cycle cost estimates for major weapon systems stemmed fro m
uncertainty about the soundness of data used to develo p
the estimates . These estimates can indicate which system ,
of several under consideration, would likely result in th e
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least ownership cost (GAO/PSAD-75-23) . The need to give
more attention to "ownership considerations" was also th e
subject of a 1981 report (GAO/PSAD-81-17) .

Although GAO does not believe that source selectio n
decisions on major weapon systems should always be base d
on lowest "total cost," GAO supports PPSSCC's intent t o
increase the emphasis on the use of this factor in th e
source selection process .

GAO believes that more weight should often be give n
to total cost in the source selection evaluation criteri a
when reasonably reliable estimated costs are available .
However, GAO does not believe that the government should
rely solely rn contractors' estimates of lowest total cos t
as the basis for award . Use of government estimates o f
total cost (based on more complete contractor information
and other available data) may be practicable when the
government has sufficient assurance that its estimates a- e
reasonably reliable . Depending on the circumstances fo r
each contract award, consideration should also be given to
using other appropriate criteria, such as contractors '
technical competence, management, cost realism, and rel e-
vant prior performance .

PPSSCC also recommended that the Office of the Secre-
tary of Defense strengthen DOD efforts to monitor an d
upgrade prime contractors' subcontracting activities .
Because GAO has not done any work on this subject, it ha s
no basis for an opinion on the recommendation .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC's recommendations can be implemented through
executive action .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC conducted interviews with DOD, service ,
and contractor personnel and reviewed various articles ,
regulations, and studies in order to evaluate DOD and th e
services' performance relating to the weapons acquisition
process . The PPSSCC estimated potential savings by com-
paring DOD and the services' observed performance with th e
performance of the private sector in implementing majo r
capital investments for new facilities .

The PPSSCC savings estimate with a 10 percent infla-
tion factor is $980 million over a 3-year period . Upon
full implementation the PPSSCC expects that annual savings
will amount to abou' $500 million (1983 dollars) on a bas e
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of $60 billion a year, or slightly less than 1 percent o f
annual spending on weapons systems . The savings estimate ,
as the PPSSCC admits, is "largely judgmental ." It is no t
supported by any data GAO can examine . Thus, GAO has no
basis for offering an opinion on the realism of th e
PPSSCC's estimated savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PSAD-81-17 Effectiveness of U .S . Forces Can Be
Increased Through Improved Weapons
System Design (January 29, 1981 )

GAO/PSAD-80-6

	

Impediments to Reducing the Costs o f
Weapon Systems (November 8, 1979 )

GAO/PSAD-75-23 Life-Cycle Cost Estimating--Its
Status and Potential Use in Majo r
Weapon System Acquisitions
(December 30, 1974 )

B-178214

	

Ways to Make Greater Use of the Life-
Cycle Costing Acquisition Techniqu e
in DOD (May 21, 1973 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4587
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FULL IMPLEMENTATION OF OMBCIRCULARA-76 (EX 1, PROC 18, PER 12 ,
OSD 7, CONST 17, PROP 5, USAF 21, CONG 4-7, ENERGY 4 )

I. PPSSCC ISSUES AND SAVINGS

OMB Circular A-76 directs government agencies to rely
on the private sector for its commercial products and ser-
vices as long as it is more economical than providing the
services in-house with government employees . Numerous
PPSSCC issues concern OMB Circular A-76 . The PPSSCC recom-
mends greater emphasis on OMB Circular A-76 through legisla -
tion and through OMB promotional efforts . It also recom-
mends procedures for streamlining the comparison of federa l
in-house and contracting-out costs, including exemption o f
small activities from comparisons altogether . The PPSSCC
recommends also that OMB seek legislation that would repea l
existing congressional prohibitions against contracting out
of certain commercial functions .

The PPSSCC estimated savings on eight of these nine
issues . Three-year cost savings for the eight issues wer e
projected to be $13 billion . PPSSCC recognized that saving s
in some of its different task forces were duplicative and ,
in arriving at its total savings estimate, reduced by $8 . 8
billion its savings from all A-76 recommendations .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUES AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Over the past 2 years, the administration has made
efforts to accelerate and gain support for the A-76 program .
In August 1983, OMB issued revised guidelines that simpli-
fied cost comparison procedures and exempted small function s
from the cost comparison requirements . In addition, OMB i s
currently examining ways to change the focus and implementa-
tion of the circular to place greater emphasis on the pro-
ductivity improvement objectives of the program . In spit e
of these actions, GAO agrees with PPSSCC's position tha t
legislation would be beneficial in encouraging more consis-
tent and widespread compliance with the A-76 policy . GAO
has advocated that the Congress legislate a national policy
of reliance on the private sector for the government's good s
and services since 1978 .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ®
AND STATUS

Reliance on the private sector for commercial product s
and services has been federal policy since 1955, but withou t
widespread compliance by agencies . GAO agrees with the
PPSSCC that effective implementation is not likely to occu r
unless the Congress legislates a national policy of relianc e
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on the private sector for the government's goods and
services . Although several bills have been introduced ove r
the years advocating a national policy, none have bee n
enacted . Also, the Congress has passed legislation whic h
limits the implementation of the circular by precluding some
agencies from contracting certain commercial functions ou t
of concern for the potential impact on other areas, such a s
national security and veterans . As stated above, some
PPSSCC recommendations have already been implemented throug h
legislative or administrative action .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC estimates that, over 3 years, savings o f
$13 billion would result from implementing the recommenda-
tions associated with these issues . However, the PPSSCC ha s
recognized that its different task forces, in making saving s
estimates, duplicated each other . In arriving at its tota l
savings estimate, therefore, the PPSSCC subtracted $8 . 8
billion to reflect and compensate for its double counting o f
savings from all its A-76 recommendations . GAO has not mad e
an estimate of the potential savings if the A-76 program wa s
fully implemented . CBO made a comprehensive study in 198 2
and estimated that, in the long term, savings from full y
implementing the A-76 program government-wide would be $1 . 1
billion a year . PPSSCC estimates incorporate much larger
average savings per conversion to contract than did CBO i n
its study . The CBO estimates reflect comparisons, by
occupation and region, of federal and private sector uni t
labor costs .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PSAD-78-118 Development Of A National Make-Or-Bu y
Strategy--Progress And Problems
(September 25, 1978 )

GAO/FPCD-81-4 3

GAO/PLRD-83-7 4

VI . GAO CONTACT

Civil Servants And Contract Employees :
Who Should Do What For The Federa l
Government (June 19, 1981 )

Synopsis of GAO Reports Involving
Contracting Out Under OMB Circula r
A-76 (May 24, 1983 )

Harry Finley 275-4268
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NAVY 4 :	 MODERNIZATION AND PRODUCTIVITY ENHANCEMENT O F
CONTRACTORS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

What actions could the Navy take to reduce the uni t
costs of major weapon systems, equipment and materia l
being procured from industry?

The PPSSCC stated that current unit costs could b e
greatly reduced if contractors were motivated to substan-
tially increase their capital investments in productivit y
enhancing equipment and facilities . It suggested there i s
potential for hundreds of millions of dollars to be save d
on weapon systems if the Navy fully implements the new DO D
Industrial Modernization Incentives Program (IMIP) and
increases funding for the Manufacturing Technology Program
(MTP) . According to PPSSCC, fiscal year 1984 funding o f
MTP should bring savings of $285 million based on only a 5
to 1 return, with increasingly greater savings in the ou t
years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The issue--namely, the need to reduce the high leve l
of Navy weapon systems acquisition costs--is a valid con -
cern which GAO has long recognized and reported on fro m
numerous perspectives . Given the validity of the issue ,
GAO has two basic concerns with the PPSSCC's approach :

--First, the issue applies equally to all services an d
DOD activities, although PPSSCC recommendations addres s
only Navy activities .

--Second, the PPSSCC recommendations represent a limite d
approach to dealing with the overall issue .

Although the PPSSCC's concerns regarding acquisitio n
costs are valid, GAO cannot endorse any of the three asso -
ciated recommendations . For the first--Navy endorsemen t
of the Industrial Modernization Incentives Program
(IMIP)--the action recommended would be premature . IMI P
is still being tested and no evaluation of its effective-
ness or ramifications have been completed . The second
recommendation calls for the Navy to strongly support a
flexible interpretation of Cost Accounting Standard 40 9
(Depreciation of Tangible Capital Assets) which woul d
result in shorter service lives for capital assets . The
recommendation is directed at encouraging productivity -
enhancing investments . DOD issued clarifying guidance o n
the appropriate use of shorter service lives as prescribe d
under CAS 409 . The guidance emphasized that shorter ser-
vice lives may be used when the CAS 409 criteria of uniqu e
purpose or special circumstances have been met . GAO
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agrees with the guidance . The PPSSCC recommendation doe s
not provide the necessary emphasis on meeting the criteri a
set forth in the standard for use of shorter service live s
and could result in significant problems . The third
recommendation--increasing funding for the Manufacturin g
Technology Program--requires support from OSD and the Con -
gress as well as the Navy . In prior years, either OSD o r
the Congress has cut Navy requests for an increased Manu-
facturing Technology Program budget . The PPSSCC recom-
mendation was based on an estimate that there would be a 5
to 1 return on program funding . GAO has been unable to
verify direct cost savings resulting from this program ,
although various other benefits have been documented .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO generally agrees with the PPSSCC that the Secre-
tary of the Navy has the authority to implement thes e
recommendations . This authority, however, is tempered by
OSD and congressional direction and authority . For exam-
ple, in 1983, the Appropriations Committees directed OS D
and the services to proceed cautiously in establishing
IMIPs . The House Appropriations Committee had initiall y
recommended that each service be limited to two programs .
The Navy is actively participating in the IMIP test effor t
by working with several contractors to establish busines s
arrangements for modernization . In contrast, the Army ha s
virtually withdrawn active support for this program .

The Department of Defense clarified its position o n
the use of shorter service lives for capital assets in a
memorandum issued June 22, 1983, to Heads of Military Ser -
vices and Directors of Defense Agencies . GAO agrees that
this standard provides flexibility regarding service live s
when the criteria have been met and believes the Nav y
should follow DOD's guidance . Encouraging use of shorte r
service lives without meeting the criteria may lead t o
unintended consequences, including increased costs .

For the past several years, the Navy has bee n
requesting increased funding for the Manufacturing Tech-
nology Program, although the requests have fallen fa r
short of the PPSSCC recommendation . The Congress, how -
ever, has been reluctant to significantly increase fundin g
for the program in all services due to a lack of demon-
strable cost savings . In FY 1985, OSD acted to limit th e
Navy's request for the program . The initial request fo r
the FY 1985 budget was $68 .5 million, an increase of $11 . 5
million over FY 1984 apropriations . However, OSD reduced
the request to $50 .5 million .
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IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC tied a specific savings estimate only t o
the recommendation to expand the Manufacturing Technolog y
Program, and stated, more generally, that full implementa -
tion of the IMIP would save "millions of dollars ." GAO
cannot comment on the validity of these savings estimates ,
since the rationale for their development is described i n
very general terms .

Based on GAO's current and past work relative to th e
DOD Manufacturing Technology Program, the savings esti-
mated by PPSSCC cannot be verified . GAO has found that i t
is very difficult to substantiate actual cost saving s
attributable to the program . The 5 to 1 return cited by
the PPSSCC is a Navy goal rather than a documented resul t
of the program .

Concerning the impact of a looser interpretation o f
Cost Accounting Standard 409 on depreciation, GA O
believes, at least in the short term, the Government woul d
incur large increases in cost--not reductions . In the
third area, which deals with implementation of the Indus -
trial Modernization Incentives Program, GAO believes tha t
until the current test is completed and cost savings ar e
identified, it is premature to state that the Program wil l
save "millions of dollars . "

V, LIST OF RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PSAD-79-99 Manufacturing Technology--A Cos t
Reduction Tool at the Department o f
Defense That Needs Sharpenin g
(September 11, 1979 )

Correspondence Signed by Robert Gilroy, Senio r
Associate Director, re : Cost
Accounting Standard 40 9
(November 17, 1982 )

GAO/NSIAD-85-5 DOD Manufacturing Technolog y
Program--Management Is Improving Bu t
Benefits Hard to Measur e
(November 30, 1984 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4587
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PRIVATE 5, O:'7 32, CONG-01-03 : COMMISSARY OPERATION S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The military commissary system was examined by tw o
separate PPSSCC task forces, the OSD Task Force, and the
Privatization Task Force . Issues and recommendations from
both task forces are discussed in this section .

The OSD Task Force asked whether the Department o f
Defense should discontinue operating commissaries in the
continental United States and whether it should permi t
exchanges to sell food and staple items in those areas wher e
adequate commercial food stores are not available . Assuming
an annual 10 percent inflation factor, the PPSSCC estimated
that closing commissaries in the United States would save
$972 .7 million over 3 years .

The Privatization Task Force also looked at the commis-
sary system and asked whether the present system should be
privatized in order to improve the commissary stores and to
offset the need for appropriated funds and, if so, what leve l
of privatization should be employed . The PPSSCC estimated
that total privatization would provide a 3-year savings o f
about $2 .4 billion .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUES AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes that insufficient analysis has been done t o
warrant taking a firm position on whether either PPSSC C
recommendation--to close commissaries or to privatize them- -
should be implemented . However, GAO does agree with th e
PPSSCC proposal that an independent market basket survey b e
performed . Such a survey would help establish the extent t o
which commissary patrons actually save on their total grocer y
bill .

The need and justification for military commissaries i n
the continental United States--particularly in major metro-
politian areas--have been examined by GAO on several occa-
sions over the past 20 years, most recently in January 198 0
(FPCD-80-1) . GAO reported that, based on the original--and
to date unchanged--legislative criteria for establishin g
commissaries, many stores in the United States can no longe r
be justified . These criteria concern the reasonableness o f
price, distance to food stores, and the adequacy of foo d
selection .

GAO did not recommend, however, that stores not meetin g
these criteria be closed . Instead, GAO recognized that, ove r
the years, the availability of commissaries has come to b e
viewed by military personnel as an important non-cash elemen t
of compensation . Therefore, GAO recommended that (1) th e
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Congress redefine the justification criteria for havin g
military commissaries to recognize formally that they are a
compensation benefit and, as with any other component of th e
compensation package, that commissaries must be shown to be a
cost-effective incentive to improve recruiting, retention ,
and motivation, and (2) DOD evaluate the cost-effectivenes s
of this compensation benefit versus available alternatives to
achieving the same recruiting, retention, and motivationa l
goals .

DOD continues to argue that the military services should
operate commissaries and that any change in this practic e
would be considered by military personnel as a reduction in
the compensation package . However, DOD has never evaluate d
whether this component of the benefit package is a more or
less cost-efficient incentive than other available alterna-
tives, or whether the same benefit value would accrue if com -
missaries were operated by private sector contractors . GAO
believes that such an evaluation as we previously recommende d
is still needed and should be done before any action is taken
to close commissaries as recommended by the PPSSCC's OSD Tas k
Force .

The PPSSCC ' s Privatization Task Force recommendation wa s
in two parts ; first, that an independent market basket surve y
be done to compare commissary and commercial grocery stor e
prices, and second, that stores not meeting the price crite-
ria be "privatized" ; that is, that operation of these commis -
saries be contracted-out .

Over 60 percent of the commissaries operating in the
United States are justified on the basis that commercia l
supermarket prices are too high . GAO and others have criti-
cized the price survey as being unrepresentative, possibl y
biased, and frequently deficient in items covered . There-
fore, GAO agrees with the first part of the PPSSCC recommen-
dation concerning the need for an independent market baske t
survey . Such a survey would help establish an objectiv e
measure of how much commissary patrons actually save on thei r
grocery bills, and is a first step in determining whether th e
commissary benefit is a cost-effective compensation element .
The second part of the recommendation that commissary store s
be "privatized" may have merit, but it needs more study
because the impact of such a decision on service members ha s
never been evaluated .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC believed that commissaries in the United
States could be closed or privatized without any specifi c
legislative action, except that in certain cases DOD may b e
required to comply with 10 U .S .C . 2687--a statute dealing
with installation closures and major functional realignments .
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GAO agrees that authority to close or privatize commis -
saries in the United States--or overseas--currently reside s
in the DOD . However, it is equally clear that even if DOD
agreed with either recommendation (which it does not) and
began action to implement one or the other, congressiona l
attention would be immediately forthcoming .

The military commissary system is strongly supported b y
both the House and Senate Committees on Armed Services . Thi s
support was most recently evidenced in hearings held during
March 1984 by the House Committee on Armed Services on the
PPSSCC proposals . The Committee concluded that commissaries
are a key element in the total military compensation package
and are critical to recruiting, but more importantly, to
retaining high quality personnel . They recognized, however ,
that the pricing surveys used to justify commissaries have
been controversial, and they directed that an independent
survey comparing commercial and commissary prices be done by
a private sector firm--as recommended by the PPSSCC--and
that the report be submitted to the Committee by December 31 ,
1985 . The Committee stated that "when completed it shoul d
demonstrate to taxpayers, Congress, military personnel and
industry that commissaries provide substantial savings to
patrons and are justified on a cost benefit basis" (House
Rept . 98-691, April 19, 1984) .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Terminating commissary operations in the United State s
would reduce the Operations and Maintenance appropriatio n
accounts, probably by an amount close to the PPSSCC estimate .
However, this does not necessarily mean that overall saving s
would accrue to the government . Since military members vie w
commissaries as part of their compensation package, elimina-
ting this benefit would be seen as a reduction in pay .
Several DOD-sponsored studies have shown that actual or per-
ceived reductions in compensation adversely affect recruitin g
and retention . Consequently, to offset these personnel loss -
es, some other component of the compensation package migh t
have to be increased . This would mean an increase in the
military personnel appropriation accounts . Furthermore, i f
members place a higher value on the commissary benefit tha n
it costs the government to provide the benefit, eliminating
the benefit could increase total costs rather than result 'i n
any savings .

GAO's analysis indicates that the 3-year savings esti-
mate of $2 .4 billion from privatization is overstated, an d
that, assuming no adverse recruiting or retention impact from
implementation, a more realistic estimate would be in the $ 1
billion range . The reason this PPSSCC estimate is overstated
is that, in addition to a reduction in the identifiabl e
appropriated fund costs (about $402 .2 million in fiscal yea r
1983), the PPSSCC estimated that $170 .5 million in indirec t
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costs and $26 .4 million in interest on the investment i n
inventory would be saved annually . The 3-year savings wa s
then projected using a 10 percent inflation factor . In
GAO's opinion, savings in these areas are questionable .
GAO reviews have shown that commissaries do benefit fro m
certain base support services such as fire protection, sno w
removal and grounds maintenance for which they do not pay .
However, GAO has found no evidence that the cost of suc h
functions would be reduced without commissaries or if com-
missaries were contracted out, although contractors coul d
be required to pay for such services .

	

Also, recent histo-
ry indicates that a 10 percent inflation assumption i s
excessive .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-80-1

	

Military Commissaries : Justification
As a Fringe Benefit Needed ;
Consolidation Can Reduce Dependence
on Appropriations (January 9, 1980 )

GAO/FPCD-75-88 The Military Commissary Store : It s
Justification and Role in Today' s
Military Environment (May 1975 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-5140
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PRIV 3 :	 PRIVATIZATION OFNATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTE M

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the fifth Space Shuttle and Expendable Launch
Vehicles (ELVs) of the National Aeronautics and Spac e
Administration's (NASA) National Space Transportation System
(NSTS) be privatized ?

Privatizing space launching services could enable NSTS
to increase the economic base of the United States, compete
more effectively with foreign competitors, and strengthe n
U .S . space leadership .

By accepting private sector investors in a fifth space
shuttle, the government could avoid $2,300 million in costs
over 5 years . The PPSSCC estimates the cost avoidances for
the first 3 years would be $1,522 .6 million . While not
estimated, private sector participation in other shuttles
and ELV systems could yield other cost avoidances .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The privatization of a fifth space shuttle needs to be
examined from a different perspective than that used to con-
sider the question of whether NASA's ELVs can be priva-
tized . The space shuttle is the government's primary Spac e
Transportation System (STS) and it is anticipated that abou t
two-thirds of the payloads launched on the space shuttl e
will be government payloads . NASA's studies indicate th e
four orbiter fleet will be sufficient for the remainder o f
this decade . Thus, the actual need for a fifth orbiter i s
still a much debated question that has yet to be resolved .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that privatization of the
space transportation system is a concept which should ge t
further consideration . However, as discussed in a Decembe r
1982 report, GAO also believes that the issue which shoul d
be addressed is not solely that of the operation of a poten -
tial fifth orbiter, but the broader issue of who should
operate the "total" shuttle fleet--regardless of its size .
(See our report GAO/MASAD-83-6 . )

The July 4, 1982, national space policy provides tha t
for the near term, the shuttle will continue to be managed
and operated in an institutional arrangement consistent wit h
the current NASA/DOD Memorandum of Understanding . Th e
analysis supporting that space policy decision was issued b y
NASA in August 1982 . It states that the evolving NASA/DO D
partnership, strengthened by infusion of DOD personnel int o
the functional line management of the space shuttle, is th e
organizational setting best suited to direct near-ter m
national shuttle operations . This partnership provides the
flexibility for a far-term transition to a new institutiona l
setting if required .
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The privatization of ELVs is a different matter .
NASA's plans are to phase out of the ELV business as th e
space shuttle launch capability grows . Privatizing the ELV
operations will maintain a launch system to complement th e
space shuttle . However, the space shuttle will be competin g
for payloads with the ELVs and this does add problems that
NASA must deal with particularly in establishing the spac e
shuttle pricing policy .

The PPSSCC recommended that the President and the
Congress should develop and enact legislation to allow
private sector participation in the space program and
initiate cooperative agreements offering incentives t o
private sector firms investing in space transportation
systems . These recommendations appear to be in consonanc e
with the July 1982 U .S . national space policy goal to
" . . .expand U .S . private sector investment and involvement i n
civil space and related activities" and the May 16, 1983 ,
Presidential announcement that the U .S . Government full y
endorses and will facilitate commercial operations of ELVs
by the U .S . private sector .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

In October 1983 the NASA advisory council, a group of
prominent individuals from the scientific community which
provides advisory input to NASA management, recommended tha t
NASA separate the operating budgets, facilities and
personnel required to support the operational spaca shuttle
from the rest of NASA's programs . One reason for thi s
action is to ease the transfer of shuttle operations to the
private sector or to some other government operating agency ,
should such a transfer be desired . The House Committee on
Science and Technology endorsed this view and required NASA
to submit to the Committee by December 31, 1984, 1 a prelim-
inary time table for the completion of activities to separ-
ate all of the shuttle's operating budgets, facilities and
personnel including a rationale for the timing of each mile -
stone .

On the other hand, NASA and the Congress have already
started action to privatize the ELVs . NASA began the solic-
itation/negotiation process in September 1983 to turn the
operation of the Delta and Atlas/Centaur ELVs over to th e
private sector . In addition, the Congress recently passed
the Commercial Space Launch Act, and the bill became la w
when signed by the President on October 30, 1984 .

The purpose of the Commercial Space Launch Act is to
encourage the growth of a commercial space launch capabilit y

1 NASA said this information will be provided to the Committee in
January 1985 .
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which will complement NASA's space transportation system .
This act designates the Department of Transportation (DOT )
as the lead government agency for encouraging and facilitat-
ing the commercialization of expendable launch vehicles .
DOT provides a single face to space entrepreneurs an d
replaces the previous 18 federal agencies and 22 statute s
previously involved in the approval process . DOT will be
required to consult with the Department of State in matter s
affecting foreign policy, and the Department of Defense i n
matters affecting national security .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC's 3-year cost avoidance estimate of $1,522 . 6
million is a straightforward calculation based on the Offic e
of Management and Budget's cost estimate for a fift h
orbiter .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/MASAD-83-6 Issues_ Concerning The Future Operatio n
Of The Space Transportation Syste m
(Dec . 28, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Harry Finley 275-4268
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STATE 6 :	 IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PROJECT PLANNING, APPROVAL AND
MONITORING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

PPSSCC concluded that the management process a t
the Agency for International Development (AID) can be
improved to eliminate waste and overcontrol in the plan-
ning, approval, and monitoring of development projects .
PPSSCC estimated cost savings from reducing personnel tim e
spent planning, approving, and monitoring AID projects a t
$32 .8 million over the next 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND RECOMMENDATION S

GAO generally agrees that AID°s planning, approval ,
and monitoring of development projects can be streamline d
and made more effective . PPSSCC made five recommendation s
under this issue .

First, the PPSSCC recommended that AID increase th e
dollar value of block grants. GAO agrees that increasing
the flow of development assistance funds to private volun -
tary organizations could reduce AID's cost of planning ,
approving and monitoring project activities . However, the
extent of such reductions may be limited in view of con-
straints on the capability of such organizations to handl e
large increases in assistance programs and the fact tha t
these organizations will also incur program administrativ e
costs .

Second, the PPSSCC recommended that the Agency Direc -
tor request congressional action to return deobligation /
reobligation authority to AID . Congress granted AID thi s
authority as part of the fiscal year 1985 continuing reso -
lution .

Third, the PPSSCC recommended that the Agency Direc-
tor empower a panel of AID officers to study ways of fur-
ther decentralizing authority . GAO agrees that opportuni-
ties exist for AID to delegate greater decisionmaking
authority to overseas missions . AID is intended to be a
field-based organization, and although the ratio of Wash-
ington to field personnel has improved, more AID personne l
are still located in the Washington headquarters than ar e
assigned overseas . A 1983 AID task force concluded tha t
AID/Washington's excessive involvement in the project re -
view and approval process results in over-designed, highl y
complex, and labor-intensive projects . The task force
recommended that field missions be given greater projec t
development responsibility and authority . Using the task
force recommendation AID is currently experimenting wit h
new project development procedures in the Asia Bureau .
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AID plans to use the successful components of this experi-
ment in other geographic regions .

Fourth, the PPSSCC recommended that the Agenc y
Director instruct members of his/her staff to consul t
with congressional staffers about ways to reduce the tim e
associated with congressional reporting requirements b y
15 percent . AID annually expends significant time and
effort responding to congressional reporting req uirements .
AID regularly submits to Congress, detailed information o n
all ongoing and proposed project activities . In addition ,
AID must report to the Congress modifications in projec t
scope or funding within 15 days of anticipated changes .
While GAO believes there is potential for reducing th e
volume of information sent to Congress, the Congress ha s
historically maintained close scruitiny over AID activi-
ties . Thus, it is unlikely that significant reductions i n
reporting requirements would be accepted by congressiona l
oversight committees .

Fifth, the PPSSCC recommended that the Agency move to
a 2-year budget submission cycle . At this time GAO doe s
not recommend adopting a biennial budget cycle . GAO
believes that financial management problems go well beyond
the question of biennial budgeting and that it is time to
reexamine the entire financial management system of th e
federal government .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION, AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO and AID generally agree and support the recom-
mendations for improving AID's planning, approval, and
monitoring of development projects . In all cases, action
is either being taken or is being considered . Assessmen t
and status of the five recommendations follow .

--Although implementable through executive action, GAO
believes, and AID agrees, that the potential for
increasing the dollar value of block funding to privat e
voluntary organizations is constrained by the limite d
capability of such organizations . In a 1982 report, GAO
found that private voluntary organizations generall y
lack the administrative and technical capabilities t o
handle any large or rapid funding increases withou t
becoming financially dependent on AID . AID official s
also told GAO that the developmental objectives of pri-
vate voluntary organizations are not always consisten t
with U .S . foreign policy . AID is currently meeting the
congressional requirement for channeling 12 percent o f
development and disaster assistance through privat e
organizations .
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--AID requested and received, in the fiscal year 198 5
continuing resolution, authority to deobligate an d
reobligate appropriated funds .

--AID is currently experimenting in the Asia region with
new procedures that would further decentralize decision -
making authority . This experiment is testing opportuni-
ties for delegating greater project development deci-
sicnmaking authority to field missions . At the conclu-
sion of the experiment, the AID Administrator expects to
exercise his executive authority and extend the success-
ful components of the experiment to the rest of the
Agency .

--AID has discussed reducing reporting requirements with
various oversight congressional committees ; as a result ,
a few requirements have been eliminated . Although the
bulk of AID's congressional reporting requirements are
not formally mandated by legislation, any changes would
have to be mutually agreed upon by AID and the responsi -
ble congressional committees . Based on Congress '
expressed desire to maintain close scrutiny over AID
activities, GAO believes it is questionable whethe r
significant reductions in reporting requirements can be
expected .

--AID is in favor of using a 2-year budget cycle, but
Congress has not passed the required enabling legisla-
tion .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO has no basis for estimating cost savings result-
ing from the recommendations . Although GAO agrees tha t
savings could be realized from implementing these recom-
mendations, primarily through AID staff reductions, th e
PPSSCC projections can only be considered rough estimates .
Specifically, the PPSSCC cost estimates of $32 .8 million
over three years are based on an old consultant repor t
(1978) and unquantifiable AID staff opinions .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/ID-82-25 Changes Needed To Forge An Effectiv e
Relationship Between AID and Voluntary
Agencies (May 27, 1982 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Joseph Kelley 275-579 0
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STATE 8 :	 FOREIGN SERVICE ROTATION POLICY

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

PPSSCC recommended thrt AID's Foreign Service rotatio n
policy be changed to reduce personnel transfer costs an d
make the oeriormance of the officers more effective . By
enforcing the policy of 4-year minimum assignments, the
PPSSCC aaserted that annual transfer cost savings of $1 . 6
million could be achieved, based on fiscal year 1982 out -
lays, and that project oversight and implementation would
be improved . Three-year savings are estimated by PPSSCC at
$5 .3 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND RECOMMENDATION S

GAO has not done work directly related to this issu e
recently and, therefore, has little basis for expressing a n
informed opinion as to its merits . However, obvious bene-
fits from longer overseas tours would include cost savings
from less frequent moves and greater continuity and insti-
tutional memory at overseas posts . These benefits may be
offset somewhat by the fact that in some countries, longe r
tours may pose a hardship on employees and their families ,
adversely affecting morale and possibly recruitment and
retention .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION, AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The current AID policy on foreign
embodies the PPSSCC recommendation of

service
enforcing

assignments
4-year

assignments .

	

The AID policy, as described in Handbook 25 ,
dated February 25,

	

1977, states that the normal oversea s
tour is 2 years followed by home leave, with reassignment
for an additional 2 years in the same country .

	

AID state s
that the average assignment lasts less than 48 months be-
cause some hardship posts do not require a second tour
and some tours are shortened on compassionate grounds . AID
believes that its tours of duty are gradually achieving the
48 month target .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

In concept, lengthened tours of duty should result in
fewer transfers of personnel, reduced travel and transpor-
tation costs, and modest cost savings to AID . With respec t
to the PPSSCC's savings estimate, GAO has no basis fo r
commenting .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None .

VI. GAO CONTACT

Joseph Kelley 275-579 0
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STATE 4 AND EX

	

PURCHASE OF FOREIGN CURRENCI E S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Does the purchase of foreign currencies ($1 . 6
billion in FY 1981) by the Department of State for paymen t
of overseas operating expenses in other countries provid e
an opportunity for cost savings? "

If conditions similar to those between FY 1973 to FY
1980 continue, cost savings of over $17 .1 million could be
achieved on non-defense expenditures over the next thre e
fiscal years by implementing the recommendations to reduce
exposure to foreign currency fluctuations . (STATE 4 )

The PPSSCC further estimated that implementation o f
its recommendations within the Department of Defense would
save an additional $421 million over three fiscal years .
(EX 7 )

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Department of State disbursing officers purchas e
foreign currencies on a "spot basis" for payment o f
State's and other agencies' overseas operating expenses .
The PPSSCC claims that between FY 1972 - FY 1980 ther e
were $52 million in non-defense budget overruns due to a
decline in the value of the dollar . The PPSSCC recommend s
that to avoid these "losses", State establish a system ,
comparable to that used by private businesses, to reduc e
its exposure to foreign currency fluctuations .
Specifically, the PPSSCC recommends that Stat e

--develop an accounting system to gather foreig n
exchange needs ,

--establish a foreign exchange/forward desk, and

--hire staff and define functions for the tradin g
desk .

These recommendations do not fully consider th e
significant differences between activities of the privat e
and government sectors .

The private sector uses the forward or futures marke t
to insure the home currency value of a future expenditure
or receipt of foreign currency . The absence of a futures
contract would expose contracting parties to possible
gains or losses from currency fluctuations which coul d
inhibit longer term contracts in international commerce .

Possible "gains" or "losses" to the government ar e
not comparable . Such "gains" or "losses" are in fact jus t
deviations from the exchange rate assumptions involved i n
the budget process . The important issue is that of prope r
budget process and congressional control . If the dollar
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is worth more than the value assumed in the budget, agen -
cies get more real resources than Congress appropriated .
If the dollar is worth less, agencies get fewer resource s
and must cut back programs or seek supplemental appropria -
tions . One solution to this problem is a multiyea r
revolving fund into which gains relative to exchange rat e
assumptions in the budget are deposited and from which
losses would be made up . Such a solution is consisten t
with the implemented GAO recommendations that the Depart -
ment of Defense initiate an alternative funding method t o
eliminate exchange rate gains and losses from the Depart-
ment's budgetary process . This is also the ration -
ale behind State's Buying Power Maintenance Account .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Department of the Treasury regulations prohibi t
agency use of future/forward foreign currency option con -
tracts . Treasury would have to rescind or revise thi s
Trohibition . In addition, State foresees the need for a
change in authorizing legislation .

PPSSCC recommendations have been rejected by the
administration, primarily on the basis of Treasury's his -
torical opposition to such proposals . Treasury believes
that adoption of such a system would be a speculative us e
of government resources, would impact on foreign currenc y
markets either because of the size of the contracts o r
political interpretation of the purchases, and would no t
necessarily result in exchange rate savings as currency
fluctuations balance out over time .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The savings estimate depends on the particula r
years used to make the estimate . Because the dollar ha s
steadily increased in value over the past five years ,
there would be no aggregate "losses" due to currency
fluctuations over this most recent period . Had futures
contracts been purchased at the beginning of each of th e
past five fiscal years, the United States would have los t
substantial sums of money .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/ID-78-33 Better Program Management Throug h
Eliminating Exchange Rate Gains and
Losses from DOD Budget Proces s
(April 7, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Allan Mendelowitz 275-481 2
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NAVY14 : CURRENCY BALANCE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Could the Navy reduce its holding of currency, bot h
foreign and domestic, without adverse impact? "

PPSSCC estimated annual savings of $6-7 million i n
interest costs and a reduction of risk due to foreign ex -
change value fluctuations . The estimate is based on a 13%
interest cost presently incurred to carry a $51 millio n
currency balance -- $45 million to cash military payrol l
checks and $6 million for foreign currency exchanges -- hel d
by disbursing officers, which appears excessive to the need s
of the Navy . To realize these savings, PPSSCC recommend s
that the Navy assure closer monitoring of currency balances ,
encourage earlier implementation of the system for direct
deposit of payroll, and establish banking arrangements with
certain European banks on foreign currency matters .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation that Navy can
improve its cash management by closer monitoring of its cur -
rency balances and by encouraging implementation of the pa y
check direct deposit system .

According to PPSSCC, the Navy pays most military person-
nel by check but then proceeds to immediately cash most o f
the checks for the payees . PPSSCC believes that if funds t o
cover payroll were directly deposited to payee banks, th e
Navy could reduce the cash balances it needs to meet the pay-
roll needs of its shore activities . PPSSCC recommends tha t
the Navy monitor its currency balances and encourage it s
personnel to participate in the direct deposit program . Thi s
could reduce the need for disbursing officers to hold cash
for paychecks by $45 million .

The remaining recommendation by PPSSCC to improve cas h
management in the Navy would involve establishing banking
arrangements with banks located in Italy, Spain, and th e
United Kingdom to reduce the amount of foreign currency hel d
by the Navy . The Navy now holds foreign currency to pay fo r
minor portside services, to provide for local money exchange
for military personnel, and to provide for travel advances i n
foreign countries . These banking arrangements would includ e
local banking officers boarding incoming ships to perfor m
currency exchange transactions for personnel . This would
reduce the amount of foreign currency held by disbursing
officers on ships . Although GAO has not done work in thi s
area the recommendation appears to have merit .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that the Navy has authority t o
effect the recommendations . GAO forsees no major practica l
obstacles to the Navy implementing the recommendations . In
November 1985, the Navy intends to implement a new system for
direct deposit of pay checks for shore based military person-
nel . Military personnel, however, have the option to partic-
ipate in the direct deposit program .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC believes that implementation of its recommenda-
tions would result in potential reductions in cash holdings
of $45 million for payroll and $6 million in foreign cur-
rency . PPSSCC assumed an interest rate of 13% to this reduc-
tion and projected a potential annual savings of $6 .6 mil -
lion . PPSSCC does not show the basis for estimating the cas h
holdings and the interest rate it applied .

Although greater participation in the direct deposi t
program will reduce the amount of cash the Navy disbursing
officers would need to retain to cash payroll checks, the
amount of the reduction would depend on the degree of in -
creased participation in the direct deposit program and othe r
factors such as whether the Navy will permit the cashing of
personal checks, in lieu of payroll checks, at disbursing
officers' facilities .

While the amount of potential savings may be in doubt ,
implementation of PPSSCC's recommendations would result i n
better cash management, a reduction in cash holdings, and a n
increased savings to the federal government because of th e
reduction of funds Treasury needs to borrow to maintain thes e
cash balances at Navy activities .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

John F . Simonette 275-949 0
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AG 24 :	 PHASE OUT FAS COOPERATOR FUNDING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The Foreign Agricultural Service ' (FAS) Cooperato r
Funding Program should be phased out . The PPSSCC esti-
mated that $36 .7 million could be saved over three years ;
total savings over the recommended 4 year phase-out perio d
are estimated at $61 .2 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

FAS and private sector agricultural commodity o r
product organizations (known as cooperators) jointly fund
a variety of foreign market development activities . FAS '
fiscal year 1983 expenditures for these activities wer e
about $21 .7 million ; the cooperators and foreign thir d
parties spend about $25 .2 million and $32 .8 million ,
respectively, on these activities .

The PPSSCC ' s recommendation to phase out FAS funding
of the cooperators' overseas activities is based on th e
view that the beneficiaries of export market development ,
namely the private sector cooperators and their produce r
and exporter members and not the government should bea r
the costs of export promotion . The PPSSCC recognizes the
possible merit of using federal funds as "seed money " to
assist new groups in developing foreign markets but
concludes that as the groups and their programs mature it
is inappropriate to continue open-ended federal funding .
According to the PPSSCC, the cooperators could readily
replace lost FAS funds and also continue to avai l
themselves of non-financial FAS support in planning ,
coordination, and country assistance .

Philosophically, the PPSSCC's position is appealing .
GAO has expressed the view in prior recommendations to th e
Secretary of Agriculture to

"(1) establish criteria for determining when product s
supported under the cooperator program are wel l
established in a market and no longer warran t
Foreign Agricultural Service assistance" an d

"(2) review current support to cooperators and eliminate
or phase out assistance no longer appropriate ." 1

Unlike the PPSSCC's recommendation to phase out all FAS
funding, GAO's recommendations were limited to phasing ou t
FAS funding of activities in established markets and

1 The Agricultural Attache Role Overseas : What He Does and How
He Can Be More Effective for the United States, ID-75-40, Apri l
11, 1975 .
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activities of established cooperators . GAO believes tha t
under certain circumstances government assistance fo r
foreign market development activities may be appropriate .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recommendation could be implemente d
through Executive Branch action . However, the cooperato r
program has strong congressional and constituent support .
In the Agriculture and Food Act of 1981 (Public Law 97 -
98), Congress requested that the Secretary of Agricultur e
continue the cooperator program "at the same funding leve l
(adjusted for inflation) as provided during fiscal yea r
1970 ." Complete elimination of this program, therefore ,
would be difficult to achieve . FAS has not implemented
the PPSSCC recommendation on the grounds that it is base d
on incorrect information and that implementation would b e
inadvisable .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC savings estimate is based on the assump -
tion of a constant program level reduced 25 percent each
year over a 4-year period plus an assumed proportionat e
reduction in associated administrative costs . The esti-
mate is reasonable .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/ID-75-40 The Agricultural Attache Role Overseas :
What He Does and How He Can be More
Effective for the United States (Apri l
11, 1975 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Allan Mendelowitz 275-481 2
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AG 26 :	 REDUCE P .L . 480 FREIGHT DIFFERENTIAL PAYMENT S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"The payment of the Titles I and III ocean freight
differentials should be administered more efficiently .
There are potential cost reduction savings of $12 millio n
per year, $39 .7 million over three years, if recipients
are given incentive to negotiate lower rates on American
carriers . In addition, Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS )
administrative costs could be reduced by about $140,00 0
per year . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Shipments of agricultural commodities under Titles I
and III of the Public Law 480 food assistance program are
subject to the Cargo Preference Act of 1954 which require s
that at least 50 percent of the cargo be transported on
U .S . flag vessels . The cost of ocean freight is paid by
the recipient countries upon delivery of the commodities ,
except that the U .S . government pays the ocean freigh t
differential . The differential is essentially the extra
transportation cost of U .S . carriers over that of th e
foreign carriers that, without the cargo preference
requirement, would have transported the cargo .

Under the present system used by the Department o f
Agriculture (USDA), recipient countries or their transpor -
tation agents solicit bids, negotiate rates, and selec t
U .S . and foreign flag vessels . USDA oversees thi s
process . The PPSSCC concluded that there is no incentiv e
in the system for countries or their agents to negotiate
the lowest possible rates on U .S . flag vessels because the
United States pays whatever freight differential exist s
between U .S . and foreign flag carriers . The PPSSCC
further concluded that the freight differential payment
procedures used by other U .S . government agencies, namely
the Agency for International Development (AID), under it s
foreign assistance program provided significant incentive s
to negotiate the lowest possible transportation costs .
Therefore,the task force recommended that Agricultur e

--adopt a P .L . 480 freight differential paymen t
procedure similar to the one used by AID an d

--transfer the functions of monitoring P .L . 480 cargo
preference compliance to AID after disbanding th e
Agriculture group currently responsible .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that under Titles I an d
III of P .L . 480, recipient countries or their agents have
no incentive to negotiate the lowest possible rates o n
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U .S . flag vessels . However, the PPSSCC does not provid e
the basis for its conclusion that AID's procedures provid e
significant incentives to r_egotiate low transportatio n
rates . Presumably, the PPSSCC ' s rationale involves the
fact that AID-financed transportation costs are included
in AID's grants and loans to foreign countries . Thus ,
foreign countries would have an incentive to negotiate
lower transportation costs to (1) maximize the value o f
goods purchased and (2) minimize, to the extent that th e
assistance is in the form of loans, the portion of future
loan repayments attributable to transporation costs . Thi s
incentive, however, is diminished by the fact that most o f
AID's assistance (over two-thirds in fiscal year 1984) i s
in the form of grants . In addition, the liberal repaymen t
on AID loans (e .g . loans to less-developed countries ar e
repayable over 40 years) also dull any incentive to nego-
tiate lower transportation rates .

Based on ongoing work, GAO disagrees with th e
PPSSCC ' s recommendation that USDA transfer the cargo pref-
erence monitoring functions to AID . This recommendation
does not appear organizationally sound . USDA, which has
overall responsibility for implementation of this P .L . 480
program would have to transfer the significant monitorin g
function to another agency .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recommendations could be implemente d
through Executive Branch action but would require signifi-
cant changes in regulations and P .L . 480 agreements with
recipient countries . USDA expenditures would als o
increase if USDA adopted AID's practice of financing th e
entire costs of U .S . flag shipping, not just the differ-
ential above foreign flag costs . In time, USDA, however ,
would recover the shipping costs as P .L . 480 loans are
repaid .

USDA has not implemented the PPSSCC recommendation s
as stated . Instead, USDA is experimenting with othe r
cost-cutting program changes, such as chartering vessel s
for certain countries for specific periods of time rathe r
than by individual voyage .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC based its estimate of savings in trans -
portation costs on testimonial evidence of savings by
other agencies using different procedures for programs
other than Titles I and III of P .L . 480 . Without
additional information, GAO could not validate thi s
estimate .
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The estimate of savings in administrative costs i s
presumably based on the actual budgetary costs of the USD A
unit recommended to be disbanded and, therefore, should b e
accurate . However, the estimate should be adjusted fo r
any increased costs which AID would incur by assuming th e
monitoring functions .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/OCE-84-03 Economic Effects of Cargo Preferenc e
Laws (January 31, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Allan Mendelowitz 275-481 2
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AG 27 :	 TRANSFER FREIGHT FORWARDING ACTIVITIES TO PRIVATE SECTO R

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"U .S . Department of Agriculture (USDA) should not b e
involved in P .L . 480 freight forwarding activities . An
estimated $2 .5 million annually, $8.2 million over three
years can be saved by completely eliminating USDA' s
freight forwarding activities, transferring them to spon -
soring agencies and to the private sector . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND RECOMMENDATION S

Responsibility for arranging ocean transportation fo r
P .L . 480, Title II commodities is split between USDA an d
private organizations, such as CARE, that use privat e
freight forwarders . In prior work, GAO concluded that th e
performances of USDA and private freight forwarders wer e
comparable . ) The PPSSCC concluded that private freight
forwarders do a better job than USDA with resulting cos t
savings . The PPSSCC, therefore, recommended the transfe r
of all freight forwarding responsibilities under the pro -
gram to the private sector and disbandment of the
currently involved USDA units . (Note : The major PPSSCC
recommendation mistakenly refers to reassignment of al l
freight forwarding responsibilities under the (P .L . 480 )
" Title I " program. The recommendation should read "Title
II") .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The recommendations can be implemented through Execu -
tive Branch action . USDA has accepted the recommendation s
and is in the process of implementing them .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC estimates annual savings at $2 .5 million ,
of which $2 million would be in form of lower freight
costs through more effective chartering by private secto r
freight forwarders . This estimate is reportedly based o n
one comparative analysis by a private freight forwarder .
Details of this analysis are not specified .

In the GAO work mentioned above, a forwarder claime d
comparable "savings" through rate negotiations . The
savings claimed represented the difference between USDA
estimated costs and the freight rates the forwarder wa s
actually able to obtain . USDA estimates freight rates o n
the basis of published ocean freight tariffs filed with

1Mana•In• the Trans p ortation of U .S .-Donated Food to Develo•i n
Countries, GAO ID-83-24, March 3, 1983 .
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the Federal Maritime Commission by carriers offerin g
regularly scheduled liner service . These tariffs change
frequently, are usually established by members of a
shipping conference for the purpose of minimizing price
competition, do not cover all types and larger amounts o f
cargo, and do not apply to unscheduled or "tramp "
carriers . In short, the tariffs are "asking" rates ,
comparable to automobile "sticker" prices, and subject to
negotiations . Thus, the entire amount of difference
between these tariffs and actual rates paid should not b e
considered as savings . To the extent the PPSSCC estimate
is based on the same methodology, it overstates potentia l
savings .

The remainder of the estimated savings is presumably
based on the budgetary savings resulting from the dis-
banding of the USDA unit responsible for this activity
and, therefore, should be accurate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/ID-83-24 Managing the Transportation of U .S . -
Donated Food to Developing Countrie s
(March 3, 1983 )

GAO/PAD-82-31 Cargo Preference Requirements Add to
Costs of Title II Food For Peac e
Programs (August 2, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Allan Mendelowitz 275-481 2
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AG 33 : IMPROVE	 CREDIT EVALUATION PRACTICES

I. FFSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) and the For-
eign Agricultural Service (FAS) should do more credi t
analysis in the implementation of CCC's Export Credi t
Guarantee Program (GSM-102) . Savings cannot be measure d
but loan defaults may be avoided .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Under the GSM-102 program, Agriculture guarantee s
repayment of bank loans to foreign entities for the pur-
chase of U .S . agricultural commodities .

In principle the PPSSCC's recommendations t o
strengthen bank credit and country-risk analyses hav e
merit from the standpoint of sound business practices .
Government credit and guarantee programs, ho%aver, are no t
comparable to private sector financing and creditworthi-
ness is not always the paramount consideration .

Recent worldwide economic/debt conditions and U .S .
agricultural surpluses have led to a situation where CCC
is deliberately taking more risks in the GSM-102 program .
GSM-102 guarantees were an integral part of the U .S .
Treasury-arranged balance of payments support packages fo r
Mexico and Brazil . The justification for these guarantee s
was that they were necessary to maintain the Mexican and
Brazilian markets for U .S . agricultural exports and th e
guarantees would also encourage other creditor countrie s
to extend trade financing . In Mexico, CCC took an extr a
step of guaranteeing 100% of the principal and interest a s
opposed to its normal practice of covering only 98% of th e
principal and up to 8% of the interest because the commer -
cial banks reportedly would not assume any of the risk s
involved . Overall, about $1 .1 billion, or approximately
27%, of the fiscal year 1984 GSM-102 guarantees wer e
extended to countries for balance of payments as well as
market development purposes .

This does not mean that GSM-102 guarantees ar e
extended without country-risk analysis or any considera-
tion of creditworthiness . FAS analyzes the repaymen t
potential of countries but, on a case-by-case basi s
creditworthiness is not always the determining factor . I n
sum, the recent purposeful use of CCC guarantees in som e
countries makes the PPSSCC recommendations less relevan t
than they might appear .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recommendations could be implemente d
through Executive Branch action . It is doubtful, however ,
that Agriculture would implement changes which would mak e
creditworthiness the determining factor in extendin g
guarantees . In fact, FAS has not implemented the recom-
mendations on the grounds that major portions ar e
"impractical and programatically undesirable . "

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

No savings are estimated . The anticipated benefit s
would come from the avoidance of loan defaults .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None .

VI. GAO CONTACT

Allan Mendelowitz 275-481 2
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BANK 7 :	 INTEREST RATE EXPOSURE

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

" Can the Export-Import Bank (Eximbank) reduce it s
exposure to interest rate fluctuations by better matchin g
the maturities of its fixed-rate assets and liabilities? "

"While the impact of this exposure can be substan-
tial, savings are not identified . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO reported in 1975 on Eximbank's practice o f
financing long-term loans, at fixed interest rates, wit h
short-term borrowings . ) As a result, Eximbank could no t
predict the ultimate costs of its funds and ran the risk s
of exposure to rising interest rates . GAO recommended
that Eximbank adopt a goal of complete correlation o f
borrowing and lending repayment periods and work t o
achieve the goal as soon as practicable . The PPSSCC ha s
recommended that the Eximbank take similar action and
establish a more formal system for reviewing interes t
rates .

In principle the GAO and PPSSCC recommendations
would, over the long run, help protect against losses du e
to rising interest rates and enable Eximbank to establish
interest rates on its loans which more closely approximate
its cost of funds . It should be noted, however, that a n
abrupt shift to longer term borrowings during a period o f
abnormally high interest rates would adversely affec t
costs and income .

Eximbank's authorizing legislation stipulates that i t
"shall consider its average cost of money as one factor in
its determination of interest rates" but emphasizes tha t
Eximbank export financing should be fully competitive with
that of other countries . Congress strengthened thi s
emphasis on competitiveness in 1983 amendments to
Eximbank's authorization .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recommendation could be implemente d
through Executive Branch action . Eximbank has moved
toward implementation by lengthening the maturity terms o f
its borrowings . Eximbank management, however, has decided

1Weakened Financial Condition of the Exort-Imort Bank of the
United States, ID-76-17, October 17, 1975 .
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that complete correlation of borrowing and lendin g
repayment periods is not warranted .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Savings are not identified . Any savings would be
determined by the future movement of interest rates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-84-48 Examination of the Financial State-
ments of the Export Import Bank o f
the United States for the Fisca l
Year Ended Sept . 30, 1983 (April 26 ,
1984 )

GAO/ID-81-48

GAO/ID-76-1 7

VI . GAO CONTACT

To be Self-Sufficient or Competitive ?
Eximbank Needs Congressional Guidance
(June 24, 1981 )

Weakened Financial Condition of the
Export-Import Bank of the United
State$ (October 19, 1975 )

Allan Mendelowitz 275-481 2
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COMM 1 (A) :	 ORGANIZATIONAL/FUNCTIONAL EFFICIENCY OF ITA

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The export promotion efforts of the Department o f
Commerce's International Trade Administration (ITA) can be
restructured to achieve a substantial gain in overal l
effectiveness, as follows : Integrate the functions of th e
Office of Trade Development (OTD) and the U .S . Commercia l
Service (USCS) into a single organization, structured o n
•ectoral lines . PPSSCC estimated that staff could b e
reduced by 32 percent and that $68 .3 million could be
saved, in combination with Commerce 1(B), over the first 3
years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

ITA's export expansion programs and activities ar e
basically developed and carried out in three major organ -
izational areas : Office of Trade Development, U .S . and
Foreign Commercial Services, and International Economi c
Policy . Funding for these areas during fiscal year 198 4
totaled about $122 million and provided for 1,820 person-
nel .

PPSSCC recommended that the functions of OTD and USCS
be integrated into a single, headquarters-based organi-
zation which can target and counsel high-potential U .S .
exporters via electronic communication from Washington .
As part of this reorganization, USCS' 47 district offices
would be phased out . According to the PPSSCC, this shif t
in focus to high-potential firms and industries would
greatly improve the efficiency and quality of ITA' s
export-promotion services and substantially increase it s
results .

In 1984 GAO concluded a nationwide review of th e
export promotion activities of ITA's district offices an d
expects to issue a report to the Congress in early 1985 .
Based on this review, GAO believes there is merit to som e
aspects of PPSSCC's recommendation, especially that ITA' s
export promotion efforts be focused on U .S . firms and
industry sectors having high potential for export . Com-
merce Department officials agree this action is needed an d
efforts have already begun in ITA to target those indus-
tries offering a high export potential, i .e ., those capa-
ble of making an initial export shipment .

GAO noted that PPSSCC's definition of a high -
potential industry or firm equates " high potential" with
large dollar-volume exports, generally of $1 million o r
more . This definition does not coincide with ITA's funda-
mental objective--which has congressional approval--of
encouraging small and medium-size firms to make a n
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initial export shipment . It cannot be assumed, as di d
PPSSCC, that because an initial export transaction is o f
low dollar-value that it is also low-potential . High-
potential firms can and usually do begin with initial lo w
dollar-volume sales and increase them graduallly through
follow-on sales . Thus, it is not realistic to discoun t
the contribution of small and medium-size firms to tota l
U .S . exports . In fact, Commerce Department records show
that, in the aggregate, small and medium-size firms con-
sistently generate the growth in U .S . exports .

GAO also noted that PPSSCC, in developing its cas e
that ITA should focus on firms and industries capable o f
high dollar-volume exports, used USCS performance statis-
tics and reports . But based on its recent work and find-
ings by the Commerce Department Inspector General, l
GAO believes that USCS performance data are not suffi-
ciently reliable to support the PPSSCC's overal l
conclusions--especially with respect to high value export s
of $1 million or more reported by USCS as having been pro -
moted by its field offices .

Reporting problems aside, GAO found that the distric t
offices are an important delivery mechanism for expor t
services and provide vital daily interaction with smal l
and medium-size firms nationwide . Moreover, these office s
provide a grass-roots link with the Foreign Commercia l
Service staffs at 124 posts in 68 countries where valuabl e
market leads and export opportunities can be developed fo r
potential U .S . exporters . And the district offices sup -
port and complement the export promotion activities of th e
state and local governments . The ability to carry ou t
these functions would be greatly diminished or lost if th e
district offices were phased out as recommended .

PPSSCC's recommendation for centralized export-
promotion services would, in GAO's opinion, shift ITA' s
program emphasis away from numerous small and medium-siz e
firms to a relatively few firms having the greatest poten-
tial for high-value exports . These typically large firms
are not the ones having the greatest need for ITA
assistance because they generally possess in-house exper-
tise, resources, and information on exporting and worl d
markets .

Centralizing ITA's domestic export-promotion activi -
ties, as PPSSCC recommended, and relying on electroni c
communication with prospective exporters nationwide pre-
sumes a communications capability which the Commerc e

'Problems Hamer Foreign Commercial Service's Pr o
ID-83-10, October 18, 1982 .

ress ,
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Department currently lacks . And even if immediate fundin g
were available, the system could not be made operable i n
the immediate future . GAO also questions whether th e
field offices' supportive, frequently client-tailored
services are functions which could be handled as effec-
tively by electronic communication from Washington .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The delivery of export promotion services throug h
USCS' district offices--essentially an outreach program t o
small and medium-size U .S . businesses--has strong congres-
sional and constituent support . Moreover, the Congress i s
beginning to emphasize an additional feature : the federa l
program's importance in forging a stronger and more effec -
tive partnership with state and local government export-
promoting organizations . Therefore, virtually complet e
elimination of USCS' district office-based outreach pro -
gram to exporters could not be easily achieved . But if i t
were achieved, the fundamental purpose of the program a s
envisioned by the Congress, i .e ., direct, localized inter-
action with and stimulation of export-capable firms, would
be lost .

ITA has not implemented the PPSSCC recommendation on
the basis that implementation would disrupt its ability to
aid small and medium-size businesses to export .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC estimated that substantial savings could be
realized from phasing out ITA's district offices and con-
tacting export-capable firms throughout the nation vi a
electronic communications from headquarters . But PPSSCC
did not consider that Commerce Department lacks the elec-
tronic communications capability necessary to fully cen-
tralize ITA's domestic activities in Washington nor did i t
offset the cost of acquiring such capability . Commerc e
attempted to create this capability in 1979-81 with a sys -
tem known as the Worldwide Information and Trade System .
Projected costs were almost $50 million and, after les s
than 2 years' trial, Commerce concluded in early 1982 i t
was not cost effective . Based on its review and recen t
discussions with Commerce officials, GAO believes th e
costs of a nationwide electronic communications system a t
1984-85 prices would probably equal the PPSSCC's estimated
savings over the first 3 years .

Also, the savings estimate did not consider the fac t
that annual revenues of about $500,000, now being gene -
rated through the district offices' sales of export -
related services, market data, and informational products ,
would be eliminated or greatly reduced under PPSSCC' s
recommended approach . In view of these substantia l
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offsets, GAO does not believe that the savings estimate i s
realistic .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/ID-83-21 GAO STAFF STUDY : Efforts to Promot e
Exports by Small, Non-Exporting
Manufacturers (January 18, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Allan Mendelowitz 275-481 2
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COMM 1 (B) :	 ORGANIZATIONAL/FUNCTIONAL EFFICIENCY OF IT A

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

The export promotion efforts of the Commerce Depart-
ment ' s International Trade Administration (ITA) can b e
restructured to achieve a substantial gain in overal l
effectiveness, as follows : Integrate the functions of th e
Office of International Economic Policy (IEP) and th e
Foreign Commercial Service (FCS) into a single organiza-
tion . The resulting reductions in FCS' overseas staff an d
organizational restructuring would be reflected in th e
overall $68 .3 million savings discussed in Commerce 1(A) ,
which PPSSCC estimated for ITA over the first 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The IEP, with over 200 employees and a budget o f
about $10 million, has responsibility within ITA fo r
gathering information on country-specific trade matters i n
order to counsel U .S . firms on trade-related issues and t o
advise and assist government officials in trade polic y
matters and interactions with foreign governments an d
firms . The FCS has almost 700 American and non-U .S .
employees posted in 68 countries in order to provide over-
seas marketing assistance to U .S . firms and to report mar-
ket data and commercial intelligence . It functions as th e
overseas counterpart of ITA's domestic-based U .S . Commer-
cial Service discussed separately under PPSSCC recommenda -
tion Commerce 1(A) .

The PPSSCC recommendation to integrate the function s
of IEP and FCS into a single organization, with substan-
tial reductions in FCS overseas staffing, is based on th e
perception that (1) both are heavily involved in marke t
data and commercial intelligence gathering and reportin g
and (2) high-potential trade promotion functions oversea s
can be accomplished effectively with fewer personne l
assigned to those duties, even at the larger posts .
PPSSCC claimed that much of FCS' overseas staff is engage d
in marginally productive activities and is largely servin g
low export-potential U .S . firms .

The recommended IEP/FCS integration is philosophi-
cally compatible with ITA's emphasis on streamlined ,
effective commercial intelligence gathering and reportin g
and with many of its operational procedures for oversea s
activities . And GAO has expressed a similar view in prior
recommendations to the Secretary of Commerce to reduce th e
administrative and routine reporting duties which limi t
FCS officers' time available for direct export promotio n
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effort . l Unlike the PPSSCC recommendation to reduc e
overseas staffing, GAO ' s recommendations were aimed at
more efficient use of existing staff resources to aggres -
sively pursue trade opportunities and improve commercia l
services for the U .S . business community .

A formal integration of IEP and FCS would furthe r
weaken organizational ties between the domestic Office o f
Trade Development/USCS and the FCS as overseas deliver y
arm for these programs . On the basis of its reviews o f
the Commerce Department's domestic and overseas export-
promotion programs, GAO believes such integration togethe r
with heavily reduced staff could lead to (1) undue empha -
sis overseas on economic reporting and policy-related
activities at the expense of export promotion and (2) sub -
stantially less assistance to small and medium-size firms .

In developing its rationale for reducing FCS' over -
seas staffing, PPSSCC correlated staffing levels with
individual country imports of U .S . manufactured goods .
This approach ignores both the importance of U .S . servic e
sector exports (as opposed to manufactured goods) and th e
need for adequate levels of overseas staff to represen t
American industry, promote U .S . exports, seek solutions to
trade problems and impediments, and furnish trade leads t o
potential U .S . exporters .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

ITA is already addressing certain elements of the
PPSSCC recommendation by seeking to (1) minimize routine
functions at FCS posts, (2) emphasize out-of-office visit s
and contacts to generate trade leads, and (3) target hig h
export-potential industry sectors . Moreover, there i s
considerable congressional interest in the FCS and it s
potential, as a relatively new and revitalized commercia l
service, for impacting on U .S . exports . Thus a substan-
tial reduction in its overseas presence and efforts woul d
not be easily achieved at this stage .

ITA has not formally implemented the full PPSSCC
recommendation on the grounds that total implementation
would disrupt export services to small and medium-siz e
firms .

1Problems Hamper Foreign Commercial Service's Progress ,
ID-83-10, October 18, 1982 .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC's proposed reduction of overseas FCS staf f
from 672 (175 U .S . and 497 non-U .S .) to 320 tota l
employees does not indicate what the proportional cut
would be between these two groups . This omission i s
important because it ignores distinct differences between
salary levels and associated costs of U .S . and non-U .S .
employees . Without more specific information, GAO has no
basis to judge whether the savings estimate is realistic .
GAO noted, however, that the savings estimate ignored th e
fact that, in many foreign countries where the FCS ha s
posts, non-U .S . employees must be paid the equivalent of 1
or 2 years' salary if terminated . Thus the recommended
reduction in overseas staff could generate substantia l
costs during the implementation phase .

The PPSSCC based its savings estimate on informatio n
provided by ITA and its own interviews and estimates . ITA
questioned some of the cost factors used by PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

ID-83-10 Problems Hamper Foreign Commercial Ser-
vice's Progress (October 18, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Allan Mendelowitz 275-481 2
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OSD 40 AND USER 10 : FOREIGN MILITARY SALE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Department of Defense (DOD) improve foreig n
military sales (FMS) program pricing policies so as t o
recover 100 percent of the cost of administering the pro -
gram, as well as the cost of the products, as mandated b y
Congress ?

Based on DOD audit service and GAO studies of the FM S
program, PPSSCC estimated that DOD loses between $50 mil -
lion to $150 million annually due to underpricing of FM S
contracts . Assuming the mid-range, the PPSSCC concluded
that revenue increases could be approximately $100 millio n
in the first year, $110 million in the second year, and
$121 million in the third year, for a total 3-year revenu e
of $331 million . PPSSCC believes these savings can b e
achieved by consolidating or centralizing certain pricing
and financial management functions under the DOD comptrol -
ler .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

In past reviews of DOD's management of the FMS pro-
gram, GAO has concluded that savings could be realized b y
improver-Nits in a number of areas such as improved pricing
practices, and full recovery of nonrecurring costs . In a
report issued in May 1979, GAO recommended centralizatio n
of financial management as the best long-range solution t o
financial problems of the FMS program . Subsequently, how-
ever, GAO withdrew support of efforts to centralize FM S
accounting and disbursing because (1) a 1982 DOD test- -
which GAO reviewed--found centralization would not be cos t
effective and (2) centralization would not affect most o f
the savings GAO had identified in its prior work . For
example, GAO believes that substantial savings could b e
achieved through improved pricing procedures for secondar y
items sold from DOD inventories and expanded efforts t o
collect various charges, such as recovery of nonrecurrin g
research and production costs, but these improvement s
would not require centralization of FMS disbursing an d
accounting functions by DOD .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

DOD has the authority to implement the PPSSCC recom-
mendation . In February 1982, the Defense Security Assis-
tance Agency (DSAA) completed a test of centralize d
disbursing and accounting for FMS procurement contract s
that directly cite the FMS trust fund . Test results indi-
cated that the principal benefit of centralizing disburs-
ing at the Security Assistance Accounting Center (SAAC )
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would be a reduction of what, under the current system, i s
known as a disbursing float . The disbursing float is the
difference between the aggregate monthly FMS disbursement s
reported by the military departments to the Treasury an d
the FMS disbursements reported for the same period b y
military departments to SAAC .

The military departments, as part of the DSAA effort ,
reported that centralization would unnecessarily compli-
cate cash management for remaining reimbursable transac-
tions, create coordination problems in obtaining funding
from two sources, and result in additional inventor y
accounting to segregate assets bought with FMS funds .
Overall, the Department of Defense concluded that whil e
centralization was feasible it was not cost effective .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Cost data developed as part of the DOD test projec t
indicated that implementing the centralization concep t
could increase FMS annual operating costs by as much a s
$169 million . Of this total, $159 million would be th e
Army's cost for the extra workload in processing procure-
ments for secondary items, citing the FMS trust fun d
rather than Army funds . Of the remaining $10 million, $ 5
million would be the annual cost for SAAC's centralize d
disbursing and accounting functions, and $5 million woul d
be the annual cost for Army, Navy, and Defense Logistic s
Agency functions that would be generated by centraliza-
tion . DSAA concluded that the Army likely overestimate d
and SAAC probably underestimated costs . DSAA projected
that centralization would increase FMS annual operating
costs in the range of $50 million to $75 million in th e
first year . Based on the results of the test, and notin g
the deficiencies in the FMS financing system cited by GAO ,
DSAA concluded tha t

"The benefits to be derived from centrali-
zation would not do much to resolve thos e
deficiencies, and thus did not justify th e
additional workload and expense that would
be incurred throughout the Department o f
Defense in order to implement the centrali-
zation concept . "

GAO concurs with the DSAA cost analysis and believe s
it is unlikely the savings cited by the PPSSCC can b e
achieved through implementing the centralization concept .
GAO still believes, however, that these savings ar e
achievable by implementing other needed improvements i n
the FMS program, such as pricing procedures and cas h
management .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/AFMD-81-105 Defense Continues to Subsidiz e
Sales of Secondary Items to Foreig n
Governments Because of Poor Pricing
Policy (October 5,1981 )

GAO/AFMD-81-62 Millions in Losses Continue o n
Defense Stock Fund Sales to Foreig n
Customers (September 10, 1981 )

GAO/FGMS-79-36 Efforts to Charge for Usin g
Government-Owned Assets for Foreign
Military Sales : Marked Improvement s
But Additional Action Needed (June 1 ,
1979 )

GAO/FGMS-79-33 Centralization : Best Long-Range
Solution to Financial Managemen t
Problems of the Foreign Military
Sales Programs (May 17, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joan McCabe 275-4128
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STATE 3 :	 OFFICE OF FOREIGN BUILDING S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

What cost saving opportunities exist in the areas o f
responsibility of the Office of Foreign Buildings (FBO )
which has a budget authority of $190 million for fisca l
year 1983 ?

The PPSSCC did not quantify specific savings oppor-
tunities in this area . It did indicate, however, that
savings should be significant with the implementation of a
real property management system .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUES AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Based on GAO's work, there appears to be a firm basi s
for the PPSSCC's recommendations . GAO has issued severa l
reports supporting the PPSSCC's position that the Depart-
ment of State needs to improve its management of oversea s
real estate . In fact, since 1963 GAO has repeatedl y
reported problems in State's real property management a t
foreign locations . Although State has generally agreed
with the thrust of GAO's individual recommendations ,
including the latest GAO report in 1981, we generall y
found that problems continued . Beginning in 1983, the
State Department began working on a new property manage-
ment system .

The PPSSCC made five recommendations for real estat e
management overseas . These were to (1) develop a rea l
property management system, (2) expand the cost accumula-
tion system and report, (3) consolidate fiscal authorit y
for all real estate expenditures in the Office of Foreig n
Buildings, (4) develop procedures to identify excess pro-
perty, and (5) fully allocate all operating and mainte-
nance costs to using agencies .

Problems identified by the PPSSCC were noted by GA O
in a 1981 report (ID-81-15) dealing with State's manage-
ment of overseas real estate . GAO recommended, among
other things, that State (1) accelerate FBO development o f
an integrated property management information system, (2 )
maintain records that will identify all costs related to
property management, (3) consolidate budgeting and contro l
authority for real estate funds within FBO, and (4) estab -
lish criteria to identify and dispose of excess or uneco-
nomical property .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION, AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Our assessment of information provided by the Depart-
ment of State indicates the agency agreed with th e
PPSSCC's findings and has taken steps to overcome problem s
identified in the PPSSCC report as well as in past GAO
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reports . In particular, during the summer of 1984, Stat e
installed the first phase of its new real propert y
management system . Installation of the system at the
first test post (Paris) was completed in September 1984 ,
and it is expected to be installed in about 12 post s
during fiscal year 1985 .

Successful implementation of State's new real pro-
perty management system would, to a large extent, addres s
problems in four of the five deficient areas identified b y
the PPSSCC concerning property management . The fifth area
dealing with the consolidation of fiscal authority fo r
property management is still under discussion within Stat e
and would require congressional concurrence . The Depart-
ment has prepared a consolidation plan and is now workin g
out implementation details .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

As pointed out in Section I, the PPSSCC did not quan-
tify savings that might accrue from improved management o f
overseas real property . GAO agrees with the PPSSCC, how-
ever, that the establishment of a comprehensive, inte-
grated real property management system should provid e
State with more reliable information on which to make
decisions concerning overseas real estate which coul d
result in cost savings to the government .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/ID-81-15 Much More Can Be Done By The Stat e
Department To Improve Overseas Rea l
Estate Management (Febreuary 9, 1981 )

GAO/ID-78-16 The Department of State Has Continuin g
Problems In Managing Real Estate
Overseas (July 12, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joan McCabe 275-4128
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STATE 5 :	 DEPARTMENT OF STATE, BUREAU FOR REFUGEE PROGRAM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

PPSSCC recommended various changes to the Refuge e
Transportation Loan Program's procedures in order to maxi -
mize the collection rate . The PPSSCC expected its recom-
mendations to result in savings and accelerated collec-
tions of approximately $22 .9 million in the first year ,
$21 .5 million in the second year, and $20 .2 million i n
the third year .

What modifications can be made in the managemen t
practices regarding monitoring the performance of volun-
tary agencies and international organizations? Although
future savings were not determinable, the PPSSCC said tha t
enhanced monitoring could reveal that various organiza-
tions were dispensing funds in ways that were not in the
best interests of United States foreign policy .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND RECOMMENDATION S

Refugees borrow federal funds through the Intergov-
ernmental Committee for Migration (ICM) to cover part, or
all, of their transportation costs to the United States .
Under agreements with the Department of State and ICM ,
voluntary agencies are responsible for collecting loa n
repayments due from refugees and transferring these col -
lections to revolving transportation loan accounts main -
tained by ICM . Each year, State augments these loa n
accounts with appropriated monies needed to cover ne w
loans and other refugee transportation costs .

The PPSSCC concluded that the voluntary agency col-
lection rate on refugee transportation loans was "low rel -
ative to private sector experience," and results in con-
tinual appropriations . The PPSSCC also raised concern s
about (1) the effectiveness of voluntary agencies and
international organizations in carrying out the trans-
portation loan program, and the absence of a formal evalu -
ation and monitoring process for measuring their effec-
tiveness and (2) inadequacy of the federal government' s
ability to aggregate data on refugees' utilization of com -
bined public assistance programs . It also noted that th e
State Department cannot provide voluntary agencies wit h
up-to-date information on refugees' addresses and thereb y
assist them in their collection functions . To rectify
these collection problems, the PPSSCC recommended tha t
the Secretary of State should direct :

--an assessment of the voluntary agencies' ability t o
increase loan collections ;
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--establishment of a centrally managed collectio n
activity within the Department of State ;

--a change of regulations to obtain sponsor guarantee s
for refugee promissory notes ; and

--application of funds for future transportation cost s
from loan receivable collections .

The PPSSCC also recommended that the Secretary o f
State (1) develop performance criteria for measuring the
effectiveness of voluntary agencies and internationa l
organizations and, (2) request funding for a computer sys -
tem which will integrate pertinent data on all refuge e
public assistance programs .

GAO believes that refugee loan collection rates ca n
and should be improved and that all PPSSCC concerns abou t
collection problems have merit . However, the PPSSCC rec-
ommendations, if implemented independent of other actions ,
will not significantly improve the voluntary agencies '
collection rate . In an ongoing review of the refuge e
transportation loan programs, GAO has found that refugee s
do not repay their loans primarily bec- , use repayment is
not enforced and no penalty is established for nonpayment .
GAO believes that before the voluntary agencies' collec-
tion rate can experience marked improvement, refugees '
loan repayment obligations must be reinforced and refugee s
must be aware of specific consequences for nonpayment . In
the ongoing review, GAO is developing proposed changes i n
the transportation loan program to address these roo t
problems .

GAO has analyzed neither the probable costs involve d
in implementing the PPSSCC's recommendations nor their
potential benefits when, and if, they are fully imple-
mented . However, GAO agrees in principle that Stat e
should continually strive to improve its management o f
the program .

III . ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC's recommendations can be implemente d
through executive actions . Further, GAO found that State ,
through its normal program implementation, has responde d
positively to management's need for assessing voluntar y
agencies' ability to increase loan collections, an d
establishing performance criteria for voluntary agencies '
activities .
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Furthermore, GAO believes that the proposals for State to
develop a centrally managed collection activity, and a
computerized tracking system are feasible . Currently ,
State is inquiring about the availability of computerized
refugee data, including addresses, from the Immigratio n
and Naturalization Service's data system .

The PPSSCC's recommendation that performance crite-
ria be developed for international organization activi-
ties will be constrained by State's lack of authority to
review the books and records of such organizations . Also
PPSSCC's proposed program chang e calling for refugee spon-
sors to guaranteerepayment of loans would require a sig-
nificant policy change involving who would be entitled to
admission into the United States as a refugee . State
believes that a person's admission to the U .S . as a
refugee should not be influenced by the financial standing
of that person's sponsor--usually members of thei r
family . GAO believes that useful implementation of thes e
recommendations does not appear feasible until appropriat e
international agreements are obtained and U .S .policy on
refugee admission is changed .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimated that savings of about $65 mil -
lion would materialize from their recommendations . The
PPSSCC assumed that refugee transportation loans can b e
equated with private sector loans and therefore, should
have a minimum annual repayment rate of 21 .7 percent .

The PPSSCC's assumption is not completely valid i n
GAO's view . GAO believes that until refugee loan repay-
ment obligations are made legally enforceable and refugee s
are fully aware of the consequences of nonpayment, refu-
gee transportation loans cannot be equated or considere d
parallel to U .S . private sector loans, and thus the sav-
ings estimates appear to be high . Currently, a high per-
centage of refugees holding loans with outstanding
balances are ignoring billings received from voluntary
agencies . GAO also believes that savings can be achieve d
when State can enforce loan repayments and refugees can b e
accurately tracked for billing purposes .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD-84-106 Central American Refugees : Regional
Conditions and Prospects and Poten-
tial Impact on the United State s
(July 20, 1984 )
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GAO/NSIAD-84-35 Oversight of State Department' s
Refugee Reception and Placemen t
Program (Sept . 30, 1983 )

GAO/HRD-83-85

	

Greater Emphasis on Early Employmen t
and Better Monitoring Needed in
Indochinese Refugee Resettlemen t
Program (March 1, 1983 )

GAO/ID-83-2

	

International Assistance to Refugees
in Africa Can Be Improve d
(December 29, 1982 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Joseph Kelley 275-579 0
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STATE 10 : EVALUATION PROCEDURES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

What opportunities for cost savings exist at the
United States Information Agency (USIA) where FY 198 3
appropriations exceed $588 million and are estimated t o
exceed $828 million for FY 1984 ?

The PPSSCC did not quantify potential savings . The
PPSSCC explained that such savings would depend on th e
results of USIA's evaluation of the Agency's planne d
expansion, which include (1) increasing grants fo r
exchange of persons activities, (2) modernizing facilitie s
of the Voice of America, and (3) expanding programs an d
staff at the overseas missions . The PPSSCC report added
that the deferral of the expansion by one or more year s
would result in cost reduction in each budget year unti l
the expenditures are made .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendations callin g
for USIA (1) to establish an analytical resource capabil-
ity within the Agency to regularly evaluate USIA program s
and (2) to defer planned expansions until evaluation o f
existing activities can be completed . In developing its
findings, the PPSSCC drew on information published i n
various GAO reports .

In a 1982 report (ID-82-1), GAO noted that USI A
needed to better evaluate the results of its communicatio n
practices at overseas missions . Specifically, G;'.D pointed
out that the Agency's country plans contained issues to b e
addressed that were too broad and did not set forth an y
measurable goals to be achieved . The report also note d
that the overseas communication environment had change d
while USIA's programs and staffing patterns basically had
remained the same at each post . GAO recommended that the
Agency reassess communication methods at each mission and
discontinue programming those methods that were no t
needed .

In another 1982 report (ID-82-37), GAO reported tha t
the Voice of America (VOA), the operating arm of USIA' s
Broadcast Services section, had given little consideratio n
to long-range planning for its technical facilities . GAO
recommended that these modernization projects be delayed
until VOA established a comprehensive long-range plan .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION, AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

In GAO's opinion, USIA actions to date in response t o
the PPSSCC's findings have been positive . USIA has the
authority to implement the PPSSCC recommendations and ha s
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taken some action to do so . In particular in fiscal yea r
1984, the Agency administratively established a Resource
Management Committee, composed of senior management offi-
cials, to provide the USIA Director with evaluations and
recommendations regarding major Agency proposals . With
respect to planned program expansions, USIA states tha t
the 1983-84 agency budgets reflect a realistic level of
expansion with some implementation deferred to outyears .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC did not quantify potential savings in thi s
particular area . GAO believes, however, that effective
evaluation techniques could maximize the economy and effi-
ciency of USIA's operations, lead to sounder judgements o n
Agency expansion, and possibly result in some cost avoid-
ance .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/ID-82-37 The Voice of America Should Addres s
Existing Problems To Ensure Hig h
Performance (July 28, 1982 )

GAO/ID-82°1

	

U .S . International Communicatio n
Agency's Overseas Programs : Some More
More Useful Than Others (February 11 ,
1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joan McCabe 275-4128
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BUS —INS 1 :	 OPIC PURCHASE OF REINSURANC E

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the practice of the Overseas Private Investmen t
Corporation (OPIC) of purchasing reinsurance on its incon-
vertibility and expropriation risks be curtailed? PPSSC C
recommended that OPIC phase out reinsurance of these risk s
as soon as possible, since it is expected to be more costl y
than self-insurance, but seek reinsurance of war risk on a
short-term basis to determine if this private sector marke t
can be developed at reasonable cost . PPSSCC estimated that
$3 .75 million could be saved annually by implementing thi s
recommendation .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation that OPIC
phase out its purchase of reinsurance on its inconvertibil -
ity and expropriation risks as soon as possible, but dis-
agrees that OPIC should seek to reinsure war risk on a
short-term basis .

OPIC insures U .S . investors against political risks .
It reinsures a portion of these risks with private under-
writers . The reinsurance agreement that OPIC entered int o
in January 1984 for protection of catastrophic expropria-
tion and inconvertibility (excluding war risk) losses wa s
designed to ensure that ODIC, at reasonable cost, would b e
able to continue to operate on a self-sustaining basis with-
out having to seek congressional appropriations or Treasur y
borrowings in the event of an unanticipated world catastro-
phe .

Section 237(c) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 ,
as amended, provides that the full faith and credit of th e
United States is pledged for the full payment and perform-
ance of obligations incurred by OPIC under its insurance and
guaranty contracts . OPIC is required to maintain separat e
insurance and guaranty reserves to discharge respective
liabilities incurred under these contracts . If claim set-
tlements exceed available reserves and retained earnings ,
then OPIC would be required either to borrow funds from the
U .S . Treasury or request supplemental funds from the Con-
gress to pay the claims .

OPIC has returned the aggregate amount of $106 millio n
appropriated to it, not used any of its $100 million borrow -
ing authority, and maintained capital and reserves of $88 3
million at September 30, 1984 . Existing reinsurance provi-
sions would provide OPIC with a maximum annual benefit o f
$120 million if recurring unrecoverable losses of $300 mil -
lion were to occur . OPIC has experienced no catastrophi c
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losses since its inception in 1969 ; cumulative unrecovered
losses amount to $37 million . In these circumstances, i t
would appear to be more prudent to use the reinsuranc e
premiums to build up OPIC's reserves than to reduce it s
exposure in the unlikely event of a world catastrophe .

The private sector currently does not offer war ris k
reinsurance . An OPIC official informed GAO that it is
likely that the cost of such coverage, if a market could be
developed, would be prohibitive . Also, according to an
Arthur Young & Co . study OPIC's reserves are considered t o
be adequate for all but the worst world scenarios .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION, AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

OPIC can implement the PPSSCC recommendation by termi -
nating its reinsurance agreement . No legislation i s
required .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC's savings estimate is based on a gradua l
phas=-out of existing reinsurance contracts with premium s
valued at $5-6 million annually, reduced by a 50 percen t
projected loss rate due to claims . Although $6 .1 millio n
was spent for inconvertibility and expropriation risk rein-
surance premiums in fiscal year 1983, premiums were reduced
to $3 .75 million annually for the three years commencin g
January 1, 1984 . The reduced premium is attributable to a
change in reinsurance coverage which limits recoverability
to 60 percent of catastrophic losses, i .e ., those ranging
between $100-300 million . Consequently, the expected ne t
"savings" from curtailment of the existing reinsurance
agreement, assuming no claims losses exceeding $100 million ,
would be $3 .75 million annually .

It should be pointed out that this "savings" would be
used to increase the equity of this wholly-owned governmen t
corporation to protect against future claims . It would no t
reduce the federal deficit or have any budgetary impact .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-85-25 Examination Of The Overseas Privat e
Investment Corporation's Financial
Statements for The Year Ende d
September 30, 1984 and 198 3
(January 1985 )
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GAO/AFMD-84-28 Examination Of The Overseas Privat e
Investment Corporation's Financial
Statements For The Year Ende d
September 30, 1983 and 198 2
(December 30, 1983 )

GAO/ID-83-4 0

GAO/ID-82-3 3

VI . GAO CONTACT

Examination Of The Overseas Privat e
Investment Corporation's Financial
Statements For The Fiscal Years Ende d
September 30, 1982 and 1981 (May 6 ,
1983 )

Examination Of Fiscal Year 198 1
Overseas Private Investment Corpora-
tion Financial Statements And Relate d
Issues (August 16, 1982 )

Joseph Kelley 275-5790
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BUS-INS 2 :	 ADEQUACY OF OPIC RESERVE S
_es	

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Are the insurance reserves carried by the Oversea s
Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) sufficient in th e
event of a catastrophic loss? The PPSSCC recommended tha t
OPIC increase its insurance reserve by $170 million (to $70 0
million) to reduce the probability of having to seek addi-
tional appropriations to cover large political and war ris k
claims . The PPSSCC also recommended that OPIC reduce its
war risk exposure by setting country and regional coverage
limits, increasing rates, and seeking partial reinsurance .
Further, the PPSSCC recommended that OPIC consider carrying
out an in-depth analysis of its reserve position .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDA .IONS

Available evidence suggests that OPIC's insurance an d
guaranty reserves are sufficient for all but the most ad -
verse political and economic climate . An Arthur Young &
Co . study, completed in May 1983, concluded that short o f
a truly catastrophic chain of world events, OPIC's insur-
ance programs would continue to be financially viable . The
study projected that OPIC reserves would continue to expan d
even if claims become triple the rate of OPIC's five wors t
claims years . In addition, GAO concluded) in 1981 that
OPIC's combined reserves of then $644 million were adequat e
to discharge obligations arising from its estimated maximu m
exposure of $3 .3 billion . As of September 30, 1984, OPIC' s
reserves had increased by $181 million to $825 millio n
($673 million for insurance and $152 million for guaran-
tees) while its estimated maximum exposure had increase d
by $0 .1 billion (or less than the reserve increase) to
$3 .4 billion . Therefore, GAO does not agree with th e
PPSSCC's recommendation that OPIC needs to increase it s
insurance reserve .

The Corporation's war risk exposure is of the sam e
magnitude and balanced concentration as the other risks i t
insures . Its average war risk exposure in the five mos t
heavily insured countries was 6 .4 percent of worldwid e
exposure in 1983, down from 9 .3 percent in 1978 ; this i s
roughly equivalent to its inconvertibility and expropriatio n
exposure . Furthermore, the Congress has established limit s
of insurance that the Corporation is permitted to have out -
standing with any single investor . The Corporation is wel l
within these limits . Therefore, with current reserves o f
$825 million considered adequate for all but the worst worl d

', Examination Of Fiscal Year 1981 Overseas Private Investmen t
Corporation Financial Statements And Related Issues (ID-82-33 ,
Aug . 16, 1982)
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scenarios and with net income and reserves rising at a fa r
faster pace than claims, GAO does not feel it is necessary
for ODIC to set war risk coverage limits to increase it s
rates for war risk coverage or seek reinsurance for thi s
type of exposure .

As discussed above, the Corporation carried out a n
in-depth analysis of its reserve position through Arthu r
Young & Co . in 1983 . This study concluded that OPIC' s
reserves were adequate and provided a model for futur e
determinations of reserve adequacy . Thus, GAO considers
that action has been completed on this recommendation .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION, AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

OPIC has the authority to implement PPSSCC's recommen-
dations . If OPIC were to increase its insurance reserve i n
an amount greater than what it could transfer from retaine d
earnings, it would have to seek congressional appropriation s
or Treasury borrowings to do so . OPIC has no such plans ,
nor does GAO feel such action is warranted .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC estimated no savings for this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-85-25

Examination Of The Overseas Private
Investment Corporation's Financial
Statements For The Years Ende d
September 30, 1983 and 198 2
(Dec . 30, 1983 )

Examination Of The Overseas Private
Investment Corporation's Financial
Statements For The Years Ende d
September 30, 1982 and 1981 (May 6 ,
1983 )

GAO/ID-82-33

	

Examination of Fiscal Year 198 1
Overseas Private Investment Corpor-
ation Financial Statements and
Related Issues (Aug . 16, 1982 )

VI® GAO CONTACT

Joseph Kelley 275-5790
28 3

Examination Of The Overseas Private
Investment Corporation's Financial
Statements For The Year Ende d
September 30, 1984 and 1983 (Jan .
1985 )

GAO/AFMD-84-2 8

GAO/ID-83-40



AND ARMY 19 :	 CONSOLIDATION OF BASE SUPPORT
OPERATIONS

1 3P ROCOSD 8

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

It is feasible to consolidate many base-support
activities . DOD should requite the services to participat e
in the Defense Retail Interservice Support (DRIB) program i n
order to do so .

PPSSCC estimates that annual savings in the range o f
$100 million to $500 million are feasible .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUES AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Military installations support themselves with over 10 0
categories of support services, including such things as
civilian personnel, finance and accounting, police ,
custodial, fire, and real property maintenance services .
These services cost about $18 billion per year, of whic h
about 60 percent is military and civilian personnel costs .

The. need for reducing base operations support costs ha s
been documented in GAO reports and testimony . DOD bases and
supply depots are stationed around the world, often close to
one another .

PPSSCC concluded that DOD efforts to date to achiev e
major savings had not been successful, largely because o f
service resistance to losing control over resources . To
address these problems, PPSSCC recommended that DO D

--require all base commanders to participate in the
DRIS program ;

--establish a timetable of not more than 2 years fo r
completion of all interservice consolidation
opportunities already identified by the DRIS program ;

--perform prototype studies on potential base suppor t
consolidation candidates ;

--require the DRIS program staff to develop a rigi d
schedule to implement, within 5 years, all base
support consolidation candidates proven feasible by
the prototype studies ;

--establish a Defense Facilities Group to relieve th e
tactical commander of day-to-day responsibilities for
the facility ;

--make the Defense Facilities Group responsible fo r
developing a consolidation plan ;
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--conduct an economic review of the contracting ou t
of certain services ; and

--establish milestones for base support budge t
reductions .

GAO agrees with PPSSCC on the need to consolidate bas e
support operations and believes these recommendation s
provide a reasonable approach for moving DOD toward it s
stated goal of reducing base operations support costs .
PPSSCC recognizes, as does GAO, that strong managemen t
emphasis is necessary to overcome service resistance, whic h
has long been an obstacle to significant savings . PPSSCC' s
recommendations generally reflect those presented by GAO i n
both reports and testimony .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

These recommendations are feasible and incorporate th e
goals of DOD's base support cost reduction programs . The
Secretary of Defense has the authority to implement th e
recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE S

The PPSSCC savings estimates are reasonable . PPSSCC
used GAO's June 1982 testimony figures as a range of
potential savings but did not state precisely how it ha d
arrived at its own figures .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony

	

Consolidation of Base Support Service s
by Werner Grosshans, Procurement ,
Logistics, and Readiness Division ,
before the Subcommittee on Legislatio n
and National Security, House Committe e
on Government Operations . (June 22 ,
1982 )

GAO/LCD-80-92 Consolidating Military Base Suppor t
Services Could Save Billion s
(September 5, 1980 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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OSD4 :	 MAINTENANCE DEPOTCONSOLIDATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

DOD should consolidate depot-level maintenanc e
facilities and management functions where there ar e
opportunities for increased efficiencies and cos t
reductions .

Based on DOD data, potential operational savings fro m
consolidation of depot-level maintenance are estimated a t
approximately $50 million . A one-time savings of $30 0
million to $400 million is possible due to a reduction i n
specialized maintenance equipment that would not be neede d
if maintenance functions were consolidated . Interest
savings on this equipment would be about $35 million pe r
year .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC recommended that DOD (1) establish a timetabl e
for the consolidation of depot-level maintenance function s
where there are opportunities for savings, and (2) requir e
strict adherence to DOD Handbook 7220 .29 H and DOD
Instruction 4151 .15 so that uniform cost accounting systems
are used to generate necessary data .

GAO concurs with PPSSCC's recommendations which ar e
consistent with prior GAO reports and recommendations .

GAO has proposed the consolidation of depot maintenanc e
within the Department of Defense . A July 12, 1978 report ,
GAO/LCD-78-406, identified a significant degree of exces s
depot maintenance capacity and propose . . that a centralize d
or single manager be established within the Department o f
Defense to stop waste by making appropriate consolidations .
GAO testified before the House Government Operation s
Subcommittee on Legislation and National Security in Marc h
1983 that excess aircraft depot maintenance continued to
exist and that service actions had not addressed thi s
problem .

GAO has also identified problems with servic e
implementation of DOD Handbook 7220 .29H and DOD Instruction
4151 .15 dealing with cost accounting and work load
distributions . GAO has informed the Congress that th e
services are not consistently applying 4151 .15 to calculate
depot maintenance capacity and data inputs to 72220 .29H, to
track depot maintenance costs, have been inaccurate .
Service implementation of these guidelines is needed t o
assure that depots are properly managed .
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III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The recommendations could be implemented through
executive action . It would require the Secretary of Defens e
to develop and implement a plan to consolidate maintenance
facilities and management functions .

	

However, GAO is no t
optimistic that consolidations will be made without th e
commitment and leadership of the Secretary of Defense .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The facilities and equipment at aeronautical depot s
alone are valued at almost $7 billion, and DOD plans to
spend billions more for their modernization . It appears
reasonable to expect that consolidation could result in a
3-year savings potential of the general magnitude projected
by PPSSCC . In fact, GAO testified before the Hous e
Government Operations Committee, Subcommittee on Legislatio n
and National Security, that as much as 42 million direc t
labor-hours of excess physical capacity exists at th e
aeronautical depots and that DOD could save an estimated
$100 million in annual operating expenses by consolidation
of duplicate and excess capabilities . This figure could b e
even higher depending on the degree of actual consolidatio n
and whether these actions resulted in any base closures .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony

	

Department of Defense Opportunities to
Achieve Savings by Improving th e
Management of Aircraft Depot
Maintenance, by Werner Grosshans ,
Procurement, Logistics, and Readiness
Division, before the Subcommittee on
Legislation and National Security ,
House Committee on Governmen t
Operations . (March 8, 1983 )

GAO/LCD-78-406 Aircraft Depot Maintenance : A Single
Manager Is Needed To Stop Waste
(July 12, 1978 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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OSD 5 :	 WHOLESALE DEPOT CONSOLIDATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

The Department of Defense (DOD) should develop an d
implement a plan for wholesale depot consolidation usin g
the prototype system in the recent Wholesale Interservice
Depot Support (WIDS) study as a model . Also, the existing
warehouse reporting system should be improved to provid e
more accurate warehouse physical capacity information an d
better measure of warehouse productivity .

Implementation of the PPSSCC recommendation woul d
eliminate the DLA depots at Columbus, Ohio ; Richmond ,
Virginia ; Memphis, Tennessee ; and Ogden, Utah .

Net operating and transportation cost savings o f
$115 .5 million were projected for a 3-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Every recent study of the DOD wholesale depot system
has recognized the existence of excess capacity and the
need for consolidation of depots . This need was
recognized in GAO's evaluation (GAO/LCD-79-227) of th e
1979 American Management Systems, Inc . (AMS) study of the
realignment of DOD's material distribution system . Thi s
study was referenced in the PPSSCC report, to support its
conclusion that there is a need for consolidation . GAO' s
report pointed out that the AMS study was too narrow in
scope to constitute a comprehensive study of the Defens e
distribution system because it considered closure of onl y
DLA depots . GAO believes a comprehensive study shoul d
consider which depots could best serve the needs of al l
customers, regardless of ownership .

While there is little doubt the PPSSCC recommendatio n
to close four DLA depots could be implemented wit h
resulting savings, GAO is not sure that the resultin g
system would be optimum and believes a more comprehensiv e
study is needed .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes the PPSSCC recommendation could be
implemented through executive action . However, DOD
officials have resisted the large scale closure of DLA
depots in the past . Military service officials have also
resisted the closure of service-owned depots . In view of
the reluctance of defense components to close any of thei r
depots, GAO believes a comprehensive consolidation ma y
only be accomplished if directed by legislative action .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

On the basis of GAO's analysis of the AMS study ,
which recommended closure of four DLA depots includin g
those at Ogden and Columbus, GAO believes the estimates o f
annual savings to be reasonable . However, the estimated
one-time costs to close the depots may be understated .
AMS estimated the cost of closing Ogden and Columbus a t
about $30 million . PPSSCC estimated the cost of closing
these depots, plus the depots at Richmond and Memphis, a t
only $50 million . Since the depots at Richmond and
Memphis are larger, we believe the cost of closing the m
should be somewhat higher .

V. LIST OF REFERENCED GAO REPORTS

GAO/LCD-79-227 Realignment of DOD's Materia l
Distribution System (Aug . 8, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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OSD 9 CONG 01-01 :	 BASE REALIGNMENT AND CLOSURE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUES AND SAVINGS

PPSSCC stated that the Department of Defense shoul d
recommend and Congress should concur with an aggressiv e
program to close or realign a significant number of militar y
bases in the United States . PPSSCC further stated that
while the subject is politically painful to pursue, the nee d
for vigorous action is clear . Because of the deep-seate d
resistance that springs up to oppose any specific candidat e
for closure, PPSSCC recommended that an umbrella approach be
taken . Two alternative approaches were suggested for
consideration :

--The President should appoint an independent
commission to make a comprehensive study of the bas e
realignment problem ; o r

--DOD should declare all bases as candidates fo r
closure, give appropriate notice to Congress and the
public, and commence the requisite studies .

PPSSCC estimates annual savings of $2 .0 billion, an d
believes that this savings estimate is a conservative goal ,
based on information in previous DOD and Office o f
Management and Budget (OMB) analyses .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

Of the numerous military installations now bein g
maintained in the United States, GAO believes that som e
could be closed--or their activities phased down--withou t
affecting military preparedness . GAO sees no problems wit h
the PPSSCC's recommendation that the President appoint a
commission to study such closings .

GAO does not, however, agree with the PPSSCC' s
alternative approach whereby DOD would declare all base s
candidates for closure and would begin preparing environmen -
tal impact statements as required by the National Environ-
mental Policy Act . This suggestion appears inconsisten t
with the PPSSCC's recognition (elsewhere in the report )
that : "Environmental impact statements can be very expen-
sive, often costing $100,000 to $1 million to perform an d
can take months and sometimes years to finalize ." Since i t
is not reasonable to expect that all installations could b e
closed, a universal canvass of all bases could waste bot h
manpower and budgetary resources .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION, AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Implementing the PPSSCC's proposals would require
executive branch initiatives and Congressional notificatio n
of closure action . Either the Secretary of Defense woul d
have to identify all bases to be closed and develop a pla n
to consolidate their activities, or the President would hav e
to appoint a commission to study and recommend bases fo r
closure .

PPSSCC noted that base realignments and closures hav e
been minimal since the mid-1970s, as the services becam e
more reluctant to agree to changes and as the Congres s
enacted legislation requiring its oversight to both bas e
closures and realignment decisions . Such legislation
includes 10 U .S .C . 2687, which requires advance notification
and justification of such decisions to Congressiona l
committees in certain circumstances .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC provided no details as to how the estimated
3-year savings of $2 .7 billion was arrived at . While GAO
agrees that the potential savings from closing of DOD base s
is theoretically large, the amount of potential savings from
the PPSSCC proposal cannot be calculated or assessed by
GAO .

V. LIST OF RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-82-11 Planned Realignment of Fort Indiantow n
Gap, Pennsylvania (October 21, 1982 )

GAO/PLRD-81-15 Slow Progress in Developing th e
Capability to Supply Troops Adequatel y
If Fixed Parts Are Not Available for
Modern Transport Ships and Tanker s
(December 1, 1980 )

GAO/LCD-80-104 Changes in DOD's Base Structure Fro m
1957 to 1978 (September 11, 1980 )

GAO/LCD-80-11

	

Modernizing the Air Forces--Mor e
Emphasis on Logistics Support Needed
(November 6, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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ADP 16, OSD 2, PROC 11 :	 IMPROVE AUTOMATED INVENTORY MANAGEMEN T

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

PPSSCC recommended that DOD modernize its automate d
data processing (ADP) system for inventory management an d
control . Additionally, PPSSCC recommended that new ADP
systems should be compatible across services and should b e
centralized through an ADP logistics policy group . The same
recommendations appear in three different volumes o f
PPSSCC's reports . PPSSCC estimates that its proposals would
save $13 billion to $14 billion over 3 years . The saving s
would result from inventory reductions and other managemen t
improvements . PPSSCC has indicated, however, that thi s
estimate is overstated by at least $6 billion because o f
double counting . Also PPSSCC calls for DOD to invest $1 . 4
billion over 4 years in new inventory management systems to
accomplish these savings . However, it is not clear wha t
goods or services would be purchased with the $1 .4 billion .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO generally agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation s
that deal with the need for improved asset management at th e
wholesale and retail levels . GAO has issued a number of
reports which address these needs . With respect to th e
PPSSCC recommendation concerning the need to expedite
modernization of ADP systems, GAO believes that a decision
to implement the recommendation should be in conjunctio n
with consideration of other related problems . In testimony
before the Senate Armed Services Committee on the level o f
computerization in DOD for the procurement of spare parts ,
GAO testified that (1) computer equipment is or soon will be
technologically current ; (2) computer software programs ,
with one exception, are logically and technically outdated ;
(3) computer-based information provided officials for buyin g
aircraft engine spare parts is limited ; and (4) compute r
capabilities being used to identify and prevent unwarrante d
price increase range from limited to none . In reports
GAO/NSIAD-83-48, GAO/PLRD-82-22, GAO/PLRD-82-12, an d
GAO/PLRD-82-26, GAO pointed out that inaccurate and outdate d
data as well as the lack of adequately trained personne l
were primary contributors to insufficient inventor y
management and control . GAO believes these problems need to
be corrected in conjunction with DOD's investment i n
modernized ADP equipment and facilities .

GAO has not examined whether ADP systems should b e
compatible across the services or the need for a central AD P
logistics policy group . Therefore it has no basis to
comment on the PPSSCC recommendation .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

To modernize the ADP system and bring it up to privat e
sector standards, DOD wound have to adopt the program an d
include it in the budget . Congressional action would the n
be required to authorize and appropriate the funds . Under
Public Law 97-86, purchase of ADP equipment for routin e
administrative and business purposes, including logistics ,
is not exempted from the requirements of the Brooks Act (4 0
U .S .C . 759) . The Brooks Act requires that an annual ADP
acquisition report be filed with the Office of Managemen t
and Budget and the Congress by any federal agency purchasin g
computer equipment, unless it is to be used for intelligenc e
and related purposes or is an integral part of a weapo n
system or military or intelligence mission .

DOD could establish a central ADP logistics polic y
group through executive action .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE S

PPSSCC did not provide sufficient data to validate it s
estimated savings . If the $13 billion to $14 billio n
savings estimated by PPSSCC would result, the savings woul d
likely occur more slowly than the 3 to 4 years PPSSCC
projects . For example, an attempt to modernize logistic s
systems at Wright Patterson Air Force Base is estimated t o
take more than 4 years to validate requirements, design th e
system, and begin the selection process for the hardware .
Considerable additional time would be required to prepar e
the software and transition the software to the new
hardware . Thus, only after more than 4 years of added costs
could any savings begin to occur .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/IMTEC-84-7 Air Force Progress in Implementing th e
Phase IV Base Level Compute r
Replacement Program (Jan . 18, 1984 )

Testimony

	

Department of Defense Spare Part s
ProcurementPractices, by Warren G .
Reed, informatfoManagement and
Technology Division, before the Senat e
Committee on Armed Services (Oct . 26 ,
1983 )

GAO/NSIAD-83-48 Navy Logistics Data Base Problems Nee d
Increased Management Attention
(Aug . 19, 1983 )
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GAO/PLRD®82-22 More Credibility Needed in Air Forc e
Requirements Determination Proces s
(January 7, 1982 )

GAO/PLRD-82-26 The A•'iation Supply Office Continue s
to Have Problems With the Accuracy of
Its Requirements Determination s
(December 29, 1981 )

GAO/PLRD-82-12 The Services Should Improve Thei r
Processes for Determining Requirement s
for Supplies and Spare Parts
(November 30, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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ARMY 13 : MANAGEMENT OF WAR RESERVE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The Army can reduce its investment in war reserve s
through increased reliance on commercial sources .

PPSSCC estimates that a $4 .2 million one-time saving s
could be realized through inventory reductions . Reduced
purchasing levels would mean some additional annua l
savings of $0 .54 million, or $1 .78 million over 3 years .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The basic recommendations were as follows :

--Restrict major commands' ability to add items tha t
have been identified as commercially available to
the War Reserve Stockage List .

--Pursue vendor stocking of perishable items .

--Couple war reserve stockpiles more tightly wit h
industrial preparedness planning .

-

	

-Upgrade the Army's inventory reporting systems s o
that management-level summaries of funds invested
in war reserves are reported alongside achieve d
readiness levels .

All these, except for the last one, have merit i n
that they support reduced investment in war reserve stocks
through increased reliance on commercial sources .

GAO is not convinced of the merit or benefit to be
gained from reporting funding levels alongside achieve d
readiness levels as recommended by Army 13-4 because the
methodology to link funding to readiness has yet to b e
developed .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

These recommendations could be implemented b y
executive action . The military services would need t o
place added emphasis on existing regulations/directive s
applicable to development of the War Reserve Stockage Lis t
and industrial preparedness planning .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC estimated 3-year savings of $6 million i s
based on very general assumptions . It first estimate d
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the percentage of the dollar investment by type of com-
modity in the war reserve inventory which represente d
commercially available items . This ranged from 0 percen t
for subsistence items to 25 percent for packaged petro-
leum, oil, and lubricants . PPSSCC then applied a range o f
inventory reductions of from 1 .5 to 15 percent which i t
said is not unusual in the private sector from increased
attention by management to inventory investments . Becaus e
of the general nature of these assumptions and the fac t
that GAO has not done any recent work in the area GAO
car—;t comment on the reasonableness of the estimate d

.Ings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-81-22 DOD's Industrial Preparedness Program
Needs National Policy to Effectivel y
Meet Emergency Needs (May 27, 1981 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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NAVY 8 :	 SUPPLY/INVENTORYMANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

" Are present Navy plans and proqrams for improving s upply
and inventory manaqement operations adequate to maximize per-
formance and overcome critical deficiencies? Redirection o f
the Navy's current improvement efforts into a larger, multi-
faceted, closely coordinated project would enable the Navy to
derive significant additional benefits . Savinqs from lower
inventory investment, reduced inventory losses and decrease d
personnel costs should approximate Si billion over five year s
beqinning in January 1986 . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OE ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees that improvements in Navy supply and inventor y
management operations could achieve significant benefits .
Over the years, GAO has issued numerous reports identifyinq
weaknesses in supply management . These weaknesses relate to
such matters as requirements determinations, data bas e
accuracy, and physical inventory controls . While the Navy has
taken some corrective actions, further improvements are
necessary .

The PPSSCC makes 18 recommendations to bring about supply
management improvements . The difficulty with implementing
these recommendations, however, is that while some are very
specific (consider eliminatinq the shins manning document )
most are quite general . For example, PPSSCC recommends tha t
the Navy develop a plan for improved supply and inventor y
manaqement for the 600 ship fleet but does not qo into detai l
on what the plan should encompass .

On balance, however, the PPSSCC recommendations provide a
good vehicle for making improvements in supply and inventor y
management .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC groups the 18 recommendations into four major
topic areas (1) new policies and procedures, (2) work
standards and strengthened manaqement, (1) new comp ute r
systems and strengthened personnel, and (4) studies, includin q
logistics plans to support a 600 ship fleet . In addition ,
PPSSCC recommended that a full-time management team b e
established to oversee implementation action . Improvements in
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these areas are feasible and can be accommodated within the
existing executive authority . Additional fundinq would be
required for some of the improvements, such as the
acquisition of new computers to strenqthen stockpoin t
computer system support .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC states that the benefits from imp'.ementinq the
recommendations will be substantial ; however, they are very
difficult to estimate accurately in financial terms . Never-
theless, with the objective of establishinq a financial goal ,
PPSSCC states that annual savinqs benefits should approximat e
$1 billion through reductions in inventory levels, inventory
losses, personnel costs, and component purchasing costs over
the five years beginning in January 1986 .

GAO agrees that the financial benefits from implementin g
the PPSSCC recommendations should be substantial .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD-84-150 Navy Can Improve Manaqement o f
Nonaviation Depot-Level Repairable
Spares (September 20, 1984 )

GAO/NSIAD-84-9

	

Navy's Progress In Improving Physica l
Inventory Controls and The Maqnitude ,
Causes, and Impact of Inventory Recor d
Inaccuracies in the Army, Air Force ,
and Defense Logistics Agenc y
(November 4, 1983 )

GAO/NSIAD-83-48 Navy Logistics Data Base problems Need
Increased Management Attention
(August 19, 1983 )

GAO/PLRD-82-26

	

The Aviation Supply Office Continue s
to Have Problems with the Accuracy of
Its Requirements Determination s
(December 29, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Landicho 275-650 4
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PROC 10 AND PROC 12 : IMPROVED INVENTORY MANAGEMEN T

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

PPSSCC believes that the use of the Economic Orde r
Quantity (EOQ) system will enhance military readiness an d
minimize inventory costs . PPSSCC also advocates that th e
taking of "wall-to-wall" physical inventories will result i n
savings by highlighting theft and fraud .

PPSSCC estimates that these actions will result i n
3-year savings of about $5 billion .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC made five recommendations concerning the issu e
identified in PROC-10 and two recommendations concerting the
issue identified in PROC-12 .

GAO generally agrees with the PPSSCC (PROC-10 )
recommendations dealing wit h

--eliminating the variations in the services' deman d
forecasting techniques (PROC 10-1) ,

-

	

-utilizing current and accurate carrying and pro-
curement cost data for determining optimal inven -
tory levels (PROC 10-2) ,

-

	

-establishing an essentiality coding system (PRO C
10-4), and

--revising the rating criteria for item managers .
(PROC 10-5) .

GAO has issued several reports with recommendation s
similar to those shown above . For example, in the repor t
GAO/PLRD-82-12, dated November 30, 1981, "The Service s
Should Improve Their Processes for Determining Requirement s
for Supplies and Spare Parts," GAO discussed the variation s
in the services' demand forecasting techniques and the need
to achieve greater commonality and consistency i n
forecasting demands .

In another report, GAO/PLRD-81-30, dated June 5, 1981 ,
"Better Investment Decisions Can Save Money at GSA and FAA, "
GAO discussed the need for using current and accurat e
inventory carrying and procurement cost data for determinin g
optimal inventory levels . Although this report dealt wit h
GSA and FAA, the same principle would apply to DOD . In two
other reports, GAO/PLRD-81-52, dated August 10, 1981 ,
"Logistics Managers Need to Consider Operational Readines s
in Setting Safety Level Stocks," and GAO/PLRD-82-25, date d
January 13, 1982, "Mission Item Essentiality : An Importan t
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Management Tool for Making More Informed Logistic s
Decisions," GAO discussed how essentiality coding--relatin g
the need for an item to the mission of the end item--could
be used to enhance readiness, make better allocation o f
resources and help managers make better stockage decision s
for those items that impair user operational capability .

With respect to the PPSSCC recommendation in PROC 10-5 ,
GAO has not specifically addressed the need to revise th e
rating criteria for item managers . However, the essence o f
the recommendation--to use something other than the rate o f
filling requisitions as a measure of effectiveness--make s
sense . In a report, GAO/PLRD-81-52, dated August 10, 1981 ,
"Logistics Managers Need to Consider Operational Readines s
in Setting Safety Level Stocks," GAO pointed out the con-
flicting objectives of inventory (item managers) and thos e
responsible for maintaining a ready force . The objective of
inventory managers is to maintain a high requisition fil l
rate . Thus, they try to ensure that they have a sufficient
stock of items on hand which are most frequently requested .
However, these type items are not the ones that necessaril y
cause significant equipment downtime which places the equip -
ment in a non-operational ready status . GAO believes tha t
the emphasis on inventory management should be on maintain-
ing high equipment readiness rather than on maintaining high
requisition fill rates .

GAO does not totally agree with the PPSSCC recommenda -
tion (PROC 10-3) that modernizing computer facilities wil l
necessarily improve stock status accuracy and demand fore-
casting . Prior GAO reports (GAO/NSIAD-83-48, GAO/PLRD-
82-22, and GAO/PLRD-82-20) have shown that before or as a
part of DOD's investment in updated computer facilities an d
equipment, it needs to correct more immediate problems .
More specifically, DOD needs to correct problems concerning
the lack of current and accurate inventory data which i s
used to forecast demands . Furthermore, DOD needs to elimi-
nate the differences among the services on how demands ar e
forecasted .

GAO does not agree with PPSSCC recommendatio n
(PROC-12-1) that DOD should initiate a program of "wall-to -
wall" inventory taking on a periodic basis . GAO's recentl y
completed DOD-wide review of physical inventory controls an d
adjustments showed that the frequency or types of physica l
inventories taken by DOD components were not the problem .
Instead, the problem was that inventory record errors ,
revealed by physical counts, were not corrected because o f
erroneous reconciliations of physical inventory difference s
and improper reversals of physical inventory adjustments .

However, GAO believes that the PPSSCC recommendatio n
(PROC 12-2) concerning DOD's Logistics Application o f
Automated Marking and Reading Symbols (LOGMARS )
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implementation plan does have merit . GAO's observations of
the use of LOGMARS on ammunition items showed that whe n
fully implemented LOGMARS should improve inventor y
accountability .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

In GAO's view, the PPSSCC recommendations can be
implemented by executive action . In fact, DOD has taken
certain actions on several of the recommendations containe d
in PROC-10 . For example, DOD is trying to define an d
develop a more uniform demand forecasting system for use b y
the services . It also :ecognizes the need for using current
and accurate carrying and procurement cost data fo r
optimizing EC() inventory levels and has promoted the use o f
essentiality coding . Furthermore, DOD recognizes tha t
effectiveness of item managers, in general, and mor e
specifically the supply system, should be based on equipmen t
operational ready rates rather than requisition fill rates .

DOD has no plans to take "wall-to-wall" inventories a s
recommended in PROC-12 . However, its LOGMARS implementatio n
plan is being implemented by the service components .

IV. ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC report does not provide sufficient detail t o
evaluate the reasonableness of the savings estimate . Our
various reports have identified savings in many of the sam e
areas ; however, these savings related to a particula r
service or agency or to a particular aspect of inventory
management .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD-84-9 Navy's Progress in Improving Physica l
Inventory Controls and the Magnitude ,
Causes, and Impact of Inventory Record
Inaccuracies in the Army, Air Force ,
and Defense Logistics Agency
(November 4, 1983 )

GAO/NSIAD-83-48 Navy Logistics Data Base Problems Nee d
Increased Management Attention
(August 19, 1983 )

GAO/PLRD°-81-30

	

Better Investment Decisions Can Save
Money at GSA and FAA (June 5, 1981 )

GAO/PLRD-82-22 More Credibility Needed in Air Forc e
Requirements Determination Proces s
(June 7, 1982 )
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GAO/PLRD-82-25 Mission Item Essentiality : An
Important Management Tool for Makin g
More Informed Logistics Decisions
(January 13, 1982 )

GAO/PLRD-82-26 The Aviation Supply Office Continues t o
Have Problems With the Accuracy of Its
Requirements Determinations
(December 29, 1981 )

GAO/PLRD-82-12 The Services Should Improve Thei r
Processes for Determining Requirements
for Supplies for Spare Part s
(November 30, 1981 )

GAO/PLRD-81-52 Logistics Managers Need to Conside r
Operational Readiness in Setting Safet y
Level Stocks (August 10, 1981 )

VT . GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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OSD 3 AND PROC 17 :	 TRANSFER OF CONSUMABLE INVENTORY ITEMS FROM
THE MILITARY SERVICES TO DLA

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

DOD management of consumable supply items, such a s
minor spare parts which are either consumed in use o r
discarded when no longer serviceable, should be centralize d
in the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) to improve managemen t
efficiency and achieve more economical operations .
Consequently, the 900,000 consumable items managed by the
military services should be transferred to DLA . Phased over
an 18-month period these transfers would result in annua l
savings of $75 million . Savings would be attributable to
personnel reductions from DLA's higher ratio of items pe r
manager and increased competitive bidding on procurements .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO concurs with the thrust of PPSSCC°s recommendatio n
to transfer consumable items managed by the military serv-
ices to DLA . However, GAO does not believe the resulting
savings will be as large as those estimated by PPSSCC
because all 900,000 items will not likely be transferred .
Management of consumable supply items in DOD and the Genera l
Services Administration (GSA) is a subject of long-standin g
interest to GAO . In an earlier report (GAO/LCD-75-232) GAO
commented on the duplicate management of consumable suppl y
items and the need to establish one source of supply for al l
government users . In a more recent report (GAO/NSIAD-84-82 )
GAO evaluated the validity of a test transfer of 200,00 0
consumable supply items from the military services to DLA .
GAO believes that screening of consumables against the ne w
weapon system management sensitive criteria recentl y
approved by DOD will preclude the transfer of all the item s
to DLA . The new weapons sensitive criteria identify item s
selectively because of their criticality to the readiness o f
the weapon/end item or to the mission performance and make s
them subject to specialized management or controls .

Similarly, screening of consumables against the ne w
weapon system management criteria will preclude the transfe r
of all 900,000 items on a fixed schedule as recommended b y
PPSSCC .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

In response to GAO's most recent report, DOD
established an Integrated Materials Management Committee t o
provide a plan to implement agreed-to recommendations .
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In August 1984, the committee published a DOD-approve d
implementation plan for application of new/revised item
management coding criteria for consumable items . GAO
generally agrees with the provisions of the implementatio n
plan and sees no reason why it cannot be accomplished . DOD
has already started actions to review items, althoug h
completion of all item reviews may ultimately take severa l
years .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that transfer of consumabl e
supply items to DLA will result in annual savings . GAO also
agrees with the manner in which PPSSCC estimated it s
savings ; however, the amount of savings is not realistic an d
probably is overstated because these estimates assume tha t
all 900,000 remaining items will be transferred to DLA .
There is no way of knowing what percentage of the tota l
items will migrate to DLA until all items are subjected t o
item management coding requirements in the implementation
plan . It appears the number would be considerably less tha n
900,000 . The annual savings will depend on the number o f
consumable items ultimately transferred .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD-84-82 Test Transfer of Consumable Suppl y
Items to the Defense Logistics Agenc y
From the Military Services (March 28 ,
1984 )

GAO/LCD-75-232

	

Status and Progress Toward
Implementing a National Supply Syste m
(February 18, 1976 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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ARMY 20 :	 COMBAT VEHICLE MAINTENANC E

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The Department of the Army can (1) improve its abilit y
to ascertain and report combat vehicle depot maintenanc e
costs, such as those resulting from implementation o f
Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM), (2) improve contro l
of these costs, and (3) reduce these costs through th e
introduction of postproduction unit cost analysis reporting .

PPSSCC estimated that improvement of vehicle depo t
maintenance management could save $26 .2 million over 3 year s
after allowing for implementation costs .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The Army decided to apply RCM to combat vehicles to
improve depot overhaul vehicle selection and to avoi d
unnecessary overhauls . RCM replaces routinely scheduled
depot maintenance with only that work being done which i s
determined necessary to retain safety and reliability .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendations that (1) th e
U .S . Army Material Development and Readiness Command/Depot
System Command (DARCOM/DESCOM) should develop and publis h
regularly, in useful format, Postproduction Cost Analysi s
Reports with appropriate levels of detail for the variou s
echelons of management and (2) Letterkenny and Anniston Arm y
Depots should establish labor standards for at least 8 0
percent of eligible labor hours (equivalent staff-years) .
These recommendations are aimed at improving the effectiv e
and efficient implementation of RCM which includes highe r
visibility and increasing productivity goals whil e
decreasing costs . The two PPSSCC recommendations ar e
consistent with the intent of past GAO recommendations .

GAO believes, and the Army recognizes, that th e
implementation of improved combat vehicle depot maintenanc e
practices, such as RCM, can save money . A valuable tool t o
help achieve the effective and efficient implementation o f
these practices would be an accurate data system designed t o
monitor, measure, report on, and provide feedback on th e
costs, changes in work volume, parts shortages, rewor k
levels, etc ., associated with the implementation . Thi s
system would also permit analyses aimed at reducing cost s
and would elevate visibility of the program's progress t o
high level Army officials .

After the completion of the first year's cycle for RC M
in 1980, the Army reported that it would be developing a
statistical data base to use in forecasting depot program s
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and to assess cost savings . The Army projected that i t
should be in a position to make these kinds of evaluation s
by fiscal year 1983 . According to PPSSCC, the Army is stil l
not routinely reporting data to accomplish these purposes .

Another money-saving mechanism related to comba t
vehicle depot maintenance is the use of sound labo r
standards which would establish the pace for a mor e
efficient depot work force .

In August 1980 GAO reported that productivity at U .S .
Army combat vehicle depots could be increased and sizabl e
savings realized if (1) problems related to estimating labo r
requirements on the basis of sound labor standards and wor k
methods were alleviated and (2) the work measurement system s
were fully implemented . A 1983 follow-up survey by GAO
indicated that the Army still needs to do more to address
these problems .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBIILTY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that adoption of PPSSCC's two recommen -
dations is feasible and desirable . These recommendation s
can be implemented by the Army Materiel Command, formerl y
DARCOM, under existing authority .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

While the savings estimate of $26 .2 million for the
effective implementation of RCM made by PPSSCC appear s
reasonable, based on its figures and the size of the Army' s
total depot overhaul program, it is important to note tha t
at least a portion of the $26 .2 million is already bein g
achieved by the ongoing RCM program . PPSSCC recognizes tha t
its estimate includes the impact of RCM but states that the
estimate also reflects an anticipated cost discipline tha t
would result from the analysis and publication of th e
related data . Adoption of the two recommendations would
likely add to the savings already being realized an d
included in the $26 .2 million . Since the Army has not
developed its statistical data base, as it reported that i t
would, to measure the savings generated by RCM, it i s
difficult to say precisely how much of the $26 .2 million i s
already being saved by RCM and then to project potentia l
savings above that amount .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/PLRD-81-20

	

Improved Work Measurement Program
Would Increase DOD Productivit y
(June 8, 1981 )
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GAO/LCD-80-82 Significant Savings Possible Through
More Efficient Depot Maintenance o f

GAO/PSAD-80-46

Army Combat Vehicles (August 7 ,

Military Standard on Work

1980)

Measurement--A Way to Control Cost and
Increase Productivity (June 3, 1980 )

VI. GAO CONTACTS

H . Connor 275-4141
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NAVY 10 :	 AIRCRAFTOVERHAUL

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

PPSSCC proposes that Navy aircraft maintenance can b e
made more cost effective by changing overhaul servic e
patterns to provide for less frequent airframe overhaul s
through the introduction of special inspection programs a t
the organizational level . PPSSCC estimated that the
proposal would result in annual savings of $35 million and a
return of 20 aircraft to the operational fleet . PPSSCC also
stated that this is a conservative estimate since it i s
based on only two aircraft--the F-4 and F-14 .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

To the extent that the Navy has not implemented th e
recommendation contained in GAO/LCD-77-'432, GAO agrees wit h
PPSSCC's recommendation to lengthen intervals between majo r
depot overhauls for Navy aircraft . In the 1976-1977 time
frame GAO concluded the Navy's interval between depot visits
for its aircraft was chosen relatively arbitrarily and had
remained fairly static . The interval was chosen soon afte r
design of the aircraft, when very little reliability data i s
available, and it is slowly, if ever, changed . Ir contrast ,
Air Force planes are initially maintained under a program
aimed at determining whether periodic depot work will be
necessary and, if so, what the interval should be . GP_')
believes the Navy should also systematically review al l
aircraft maintenance intervals and adjust them based on the
study results .

DOD concurred in the GAO conclusions and recommenda-
tions that a logical process for determination of th e
interval between maintenance should be used and that th e
implementation of a reliability centered maintenance concept
(which through inspections and engineering studies a
determination is made as to when a part should be repaire d
just prior to its failure) would foster this goal .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC's proposals could be implemented by th e
Secretary of Navy within existing authority .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO does not agree with the methodology used t o
estimate potential savings . PPSSCC compared maintenance
costs and operations data from 3 airline cargo/passenge r
aircraft with similar data on 2 Navy fighter/bombe r
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aircraft . Given the vast differences in mode of operation
and intended purposes of these aircraft, this is not a vali d
comparison . Nevertheless, GAO does believe implementation
of the PPSSCC recommendation would lead to cost savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/LCD-77-432 The Navy Depot Level Aircraf t
Maintenance Program--Is There a Seriou s
Backlog? (September 1, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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NAVY 13 : AIRCRAFT POWER PLANT MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The maintenance of the aircraft power plants at th e
depot level should conform to the state-of-tne&art fo r
similar activities in the air transport industry, an d
maintenance management practices and processes should be a s
effective as the industry's .

Savings of approximately $5 million annually ar e
achievable at the Naval Air Rework Facility (NARF) in Sa n
Diego alone . Similar savings opportunities are probable at
other NARFs .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC had a total of eight recommendations that wer e
grouped under six categories . In most of these areas GAO
believes that the PPSSCC recommendations have merit .

PPSSCC recommends that engine performance monitorin g
rather than specific intervals be used to determine whe n
engines should be removed for maintenance . GAO has long
advocated the removal of engines for maintenance based o n
condition rather than scheduled intervals . This maintenance
concept would eliminate the overhaul of engines that hav e
reached a certain cycle but whose condition does not requir e
maintenance .

PPSSCC recommends that the reason for aircraf t
component removal be documented and that this documentatio n
accompany the component to the overhaul depot . GAO agree s
with this based on prior work in the area of Navy aircraf t
overhaul . Specificaily, GAO found that the Navy identifie d
a small inventory of components which represented a larg e
percentage of the total overhaul costs . Documentation of
maintenance by component serial number would help th e
services identify these problem components, so they could b e
taken out of use . Furthermore, documentation of las t
overhaul date and reasons for the current removal will hel p
isolate repair needs and eventually overhaul costs .

PPSSCC found that the depots had a highly polarized an d
vertical structure which limits lateral communications an d
cooperation . In its work GAO has also identified a lack o f
communication and cooperation between the services o n
maintenance issues and has questioned the degree o f
communication and cooperation between the Navy aircraf t
depots . (PPSSCC did not make a specific recommendation to
this finding .)
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PPSSCC recommends that there be a closer monitoring o f
decisions made by examination and evaluation personne l
regarding the depths of repair and the time allocated fo r
repair . Also, PPSSCC recommended that daily reports o f
man-hour and material expenditures on engine overhauls nee d
to be prepared . GAO has stressed the merits of accurate and
timely management information systems . Without timely and
accurate information, managers have little basis for making
decisions that can help improve depot operations .

PPSSCC recommends that NARF efficiency be measured an d
work allocated to the depots on the basis of depot effi-
ciency . Work standards need to be established to form th e
basis for determining the efficiency of the depots . GAO ha s
found that a low percentage of maintenance actions have
established work standards and that depot workload distribu-
tion is not based on depot efficiency . GAO has made simila r
recommendations that the Navy depots increase their use o f
engineered work standards as a means of improving depo t
efficiency . Moving workload around, however, may not b e
realistic since each depot already has an investment in
facilities, equipment, and personnel that will be there
whether the work is there or not . Also, in some instances ,
moving workload would involve moving workload from one coas t
to another, resulting in an increased transportation cost .

PPSSCC recommends that inventories be monitored an d
that excess and obsolete material be removed from the inven -
tory system . GAO has questioned the lack of inventor y
visibility at the retail level . Consequently, users of a n
item have no way of knowing if other users have the item i n
supply at their installation . This may result in suppl y
inventories excess to what is needed to satisfy demands .
Also, it is logical that existing excess or obsolete inven-
tories should not be kept in supply .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that most of the recommendations are logica l
and can be implemented if given the appropriate attention by
Navy headquarters and industrial installation officials .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC estimated annual savings of $5 million at th e
can Diego NARF was based on very general assumptions and
therefore GAO cannot assess the reasonableness of the
estimate .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/LCD-•76-433 Management Action Needed in th e
Department of Defense to Realiz e
Benefits From a New System of Aircraft
Maintenance (November 10, 1976 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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ARMY 12 : STORAGE OF INDUSTRIAL PLANT EQUIPMEN T

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the military spend millions each year to stor e
and maintain idle production equipment that is largel y
obsolete ?

Annually, $6 .3 million could be saved and a one-tim e

savings of $9 .4 million could also be realized . Tota l
3-year savings would equal $30 .2 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees that millions are spent each year to stor e
and maintain idle plant equipment that is largely obso-
lete . In a recent report (GAO/NSIAD-84-164), GAO looked
at the management of DOD's general reserve of industria l
plant equipment and found, as did the PPSSCC, that the
average age of this equipment is well over 25 years ; mos t
of the equipment has been in storage and has not been use d

in years ; and much of the equipment is obsolete .

GAO concurs with the three PPSSCC recommendation s
that would

--require users of the DOD general reserve of IPE to fun d

storage and repair cost ;

-

	

-permit users to submit their requests to search the IP E
inventory directly to the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA )
Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center (DIPEC) and t o
allow users to base their new versus used equipmen t
decision on which has the lowest life cycle cost . I f
DIPEC cannot respond to search requests in two days ,
abolish the mandatory DIPEC screen .

--require an evaluation of the machines in the genera l
--reserve to determine which can be usefully saved an d

which could be scrapped or sold .

Implementation of the PPSSCC recommendations would ,
in GAO's opinion, cause users of the general reserve to
purchase equipment that is lowest in cost to the DOD .
Currently, since general reserve IPE is free to the use r
he chooses them over new machines more often then if h e
had to reimburse DIPEC for the storage and repair costs .
As a result more old machinery with its associated cost s
is being used . Implementation of the recommendation s
would also save time and paperwork on requesting a searc h
of the general reserve IPE inventory and keep only thos e
machines in the general reserve that can be used .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILIT Y
AND STATUS

The Defense Industrial Reserve Act Public Law 93-15 5
established a general reserve of industrial plant equip-
ment and directs DOD to manage it . The Defense Logistic s
Agency's (DLA) Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Cente r
(DIPEC) has the respcnsibility for carrying out the inten t
of the act . Thus, DOD has the authority to implement
PPSSCC's paperwork and disposal recommendations . We note ,
however, that the Act does not provide explicit authorit y
to charge users of the reserve for storage and repai r
cost .

In GAO's recent report (GAO/NSIAD-84-164), it was
pointed out that in August 1984 DLA took certain action s
to improve the management of the general reserve equip-
ment . One of DLA actions requires DIPEC to dispose o f
unneeded equipment from the general reserve as the PPSSCC
recommended . DLA also plans to look at the feasibility of
implementing the other two PPSSCC recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Although the PPSSCC savings estimate is based mostl y
on assumptions, the assumptions appear realistic . How-
ever, no mention is made of the costs the services woul d
have to incur in procuring new equipment . Currently ,
repaired equipment from the general reserve is free to the
user ; the repair, overhaul and storage costs are al l
incurred in the DLA budget . The users budget does no t
bear the full cost of used equipment, even though it mus t
bear the full cost of new equipment .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD-84-164 DLA's Restructuring of the Industria l
Plant Equipment General Reserve Wil l
Improve Its Management, If Properl y
Implemented

VI. GAO CONTACT

Kenneth Coffey

	

275-514 0
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ARMY14 :	 AMMUNITIONMANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The Army can save a significant amount of money by
improving its management of conventional ammunition .

PPSSCC estimatea that the Army could save $96 . 8
million the first year and $332 million over 3
implementing its recommendations .

years by

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

To improve management of conventional ammunition ,
PPSSCC recommended (1) providing the Conventional
Ammunition Working Capital Fund with advance contract
authority, (2) providing the Single Manager for Conven-
tional Ammunition greater control over the ammunition
managed, (3) using less expensive packaging for training
ammunition, and (4! expediting contracting-out reviews a t
government-owned and government-operated ammunitio n
plants .

GAO agrees that there are opportunities fo r
substantial dollar savings by strengthening the role o f
the Single Manager and using less expensive packaging fo r
small arms training ammunition . However, GAO believe s
there are questions as to whether advance contrac t
authority is necessary to achieve additional savings and
whether savings would result from contracting out the
operations of two ammunition plants . GAO's analysis o f
these issues and associated recommendations is presented
below .

The Conventional Ammunition Working Capital Fund wa s
established on October 1, 1981 . The purpose of the Fund
was to achieve economies in the procurement of ammunitio n
by allowing the consolidation of purchase oraers for al l
the military services and reducing paperwork . Some
savings have already been achieved . The Army managers o f
the Fund are considering a request to use contrac t
authority to achieve additional benefits and savings .
Contract authority would enable the Fund to purchas e
ammunition components in advance of receiving funded
orders from the military services . In this way, it would
offset delays in receipt of funded programs and result i n
accelerated obligations, thereby reducing the effects of
inflation . However, use of contract authority coul d
result in procuri ng unusable inventories for reasons suc h
as changes in service requirements and congressional o r
agency budget reductions . GAO believes alternative
approaches, such as earlier congressional appropriations ,
having the military services take greater advantage o f
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continuing resolutions, and quicker release of
appropriated funds to the Single manager, could probabl y
accomplish the same objectives without the risk s
associated with contract authority .

In 1973 GAO recommended that DOD establish centra l
control to improve ammunition logistics . The Secretary of
the Army was designated Single Manager for Conventiona l
Ammunition in 1975 and made responsible for acquisition
and logistics functions for assigned items . Much progress
has been made since then and substantial savings have been
achieved . However, the services continued to retai n
significant control over procurement and production an d
major control over inventory management . For example ,
many items are not assigned to the Single Manager, he doe s
not control all facility acquisition decisions, and hi s
role in procurement is more nearly that of a buyer than a
manager . GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the Singl e
Manager needs more control to provide efficient and
economic inventory management . The results can b e
millions of dollars saved and a system capable of
providing the intensive management which is essentia l
during a war . Currently, control over ammunitio n
management is fragmented between the Single Manager and
the services . For example, each service continues t o
maintain its own inventory control points through whic h
requisitions for conventional ammunition must flow . This
adds 6 days to the time it takes to fill a requisition .
Army officials have estimated that adding 6 additiona l
days to the pipeline would require additional inventor y
investment of $200 million during a wartime environment .
Attempts to lay the groundwork for eliminating thi s
fragmented management have encountered stiff resistanc e
from the services . The PPSSCC recommendation to provid e
the Single Manager greater control is basically a
restatement of GAO's position in a 1979 report .

GAO also believes that the PPSSCC's recommendation on
using less expensive packaging for training ammunitio n
should also be implemented . In a 1981 report GAO con-
cluded that the Department of Defense could save million s
of dollars by using less expensive fiberboard container s
and outer packs and by eliminating items, such as bando-
liers, stripper clips, and loader adaptors, not used i n
training exercises . GAO recommended that all blank and
live small arms training ammunition use less expensiv e
packaging . PPSSCC cited this report and the Army' s
position on the report to support its recommendation .

The last area cited by PPSSCC to improve ammunition
management was to convert the two government-operated
ammunition plants (McAlester and Crane) to contracto r
operations . Another plant, Hawthorne, was contracted ou t
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in 1980 . PPSSCC believes savings were achieved at
Hawthorne and the experience at Hawthorne was applicable
to the larger McAlester and Crane plants . In 1981 GAO
reported that the Army disregarded serious shortcomings i n
the contractor's proposal in making its cost comparison .
As a result, it was questionable whether the Hawthorne
conversion should have taken place .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Advance contract authority cannot be provided to th e
Conventional Ammunition Working Capital Fund withou t
congressional action . In this respect, the Hous e
Appropriations Committee report on the Department o f
Defense Appropriations for fiscal year 1984 (Report No .
98-427, Oct . 20, 1983, at p . 136) points out tha t
additional improvements and experience under curren t
procedures should be made before such a change could be
justified .

Strengthening the role of the Single Manager could b e
implemented through executive action . However, efforts to
expand the concept have encountered considerable resist-
ance from the services .

The PPSSCC recommendation on less expensive packaging
can be implemented through executive action . I n
commenting on GAO's August 1981 report, the Army agreed
that all blank and 75 percent of the live trainin g
ammunition could receive less expensive packaging . The
Army is making some changes to its fiscal year 198 5
procurements to use less expensive packaging .

The PPSSCC recommendation to have the Army expedit e
contracting-out reviews for its two remaining ammunition
plants operated by government personnel could be imple -
mented by executive action . However, the Army has n o
actions under way or planned to study the possibility to
make these conversions .

IV. ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATES

PPSSCC estimated that providing advance contract
authority to the Conventional Ammunition Working Capita l
Fund would lead to savings estimated at $53 .6 million a
year during the first 3-year period . These estimated
savings were based on the Single Manager's estimates o f
cost savings from advance contract authority . The Single
Manager no longer supports the earlier cost estimates and
is revising the estimates downward .
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PPSSCC's estimate of $29 .2 million annually i n
potential savings by strengthening the role of the Single
Manager was based on the assumption that greater contro l
would generate a 1 percent savings on the Single Manager' s
fiscal year 1983 budget of $2 .92 billion . While GAO
agrees that there is a potential for greater efficiency
and economy in operations and stated so in GAO's 197 9
report, GAO has no basis for assessing the reasonableness
of the 1 percent savings assumption and therefore, the
savings estimate .

Similarly, PPSSCC estimated that if the McAlester and
Crane ammunition plants were converted to contractor
operations, the Army could save about $14 million
annually . This was based on the assumption that the Arm y
saved money by converting the Hawthorne plant t o
contractor operations in 1980 . In December 1984, the Arm y
contracting officer for Hawthorne told GAO that the Army
does not know whether or not the Hawthorne conversion
resulted in savings .

GAO believes the PPSSCC's sayings estimate for use o f
less expensive ammunition packaging is reasonable . In an
August 18, 1981, report (GAO/PLRD-81-53), GAO recommended
that all blank and live training ammunition use les s
expensive packaging and estimated the savings potential a t
$33 million . PPSSCC used this report and the Army' s
position that all blank and 75 percent of the liv e
training ammunition could use less expensive packaging a s
the basis for its $20 million of savings estimate .

V. LIST OF RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-81-53 DOD Can Save Millions by Using Less
Expensive Packaging for Small Arm s
Training Ammunition (August 18, 1981 )

GAO/PLRD-81-19 Factors Influencing DOD Decisions to
Convert Activities From In-House to
Contractor Performance (April 22 ,
1981 )

GAO/LCD-80-1

	

Central Ammunition Management--A Goa l
Not Yet Achieved (November 26, 1979 )

B-176139

	

Effective Central Control Coul d
Improve DOD's Ammunition Logistic s
(December 6, 1973 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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NAVY12 : AIRCRAFT REWORK FACILITYENGINEERINGSTAFFING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Is there a proper relationship between the staffing o f
the Navy aircraft maintenance engineering function and th e
degree of technical support required and provided to the Nav y
Aircraft Rework Facilities and to the Fleet ?

The PPSSCC estimated that better defined staffing
requirements could result in savings of approximately $1 0
million annually .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

This PPSSCC issue dealt with the size of th e
engineering staff at the six Naval Air Rework Facilitie s
(NARFs) . In comparing the size of the Navy's engineerin g
staff to that of the U .S . commercial airlines, which PPSSC C
asserts has similar responsibilities and geographi c
separations, PPSSCC concluded that the Navy's engineering
service is overstaffed . PPSSCC recommended that the staffing
level of NARF technical support organizations be thoroughly
analyzed with the objective of reducing the manhours
presently utilized (in-house and contractor) .

Since GAO has not examined the NARF engineering
function, we are not able to assess the validity of the
PPSSCC comparison of NARFs to U .S . commercial airlines .
However, differences in functions performed and the number ,
types, and variation of aircraft they deal with, and/o r
differences in frequency, required turnaround, or extent o f
maintenance could easily render such a comparison question -
able and therefore such differences would have to b e
considered .

GAO recently completed a review of SHORSTAMPS (NSIAD 85- -
43) which was the Navy's program for determining shore man -
power needs, including the manpower required at NARFs . GAO
found that the projected workload parameter variables tha t
are part of the SHORSTAMPS staffing equations are of ques-
tionable reliability . To the extent that this is true of th e
NARF engineering workload parameters, their manpower require -
ments are likely to be either overstated or understated . GAO
recommended more rigorous application of the manpower stand-
ards and the implementation of controls and oversight .

In sum, while GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's recommenda -
tion of the need for more thorough analysis of NARF staffin g
levels, GAO is unable to validate their rationale for arriv-
ing at that recommendation .

	

Previous GAO analyses provide no
basis for confirming that there are excessive numbers o f
engineers at Navy NARFs .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The implementation authority for this recommendatio n
lies within the Department of the Navy . GAO sees no basi s
for questioning the feasibility of analyzing NARF staffing .

In December 1983, the Navy reconstituted its manpowe r
requirements determination processes under an umbrell a
program called Navy Management Engineering Program (NAVMEP) .
This new program has established a target date of Januar y
1986, for having 100 percent of shore functions subject to
manpower standards or guides . Thus, although the Navy plan s
to review staffing at NARFs as well as other operations, the
depth and rigor of such a review is uncertain at this time .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO has no basis for determining if the PPSSCC estimat e
of savings is realistic .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD 85-43 Navy Manpower Management : Continuing
Problems Impair the Credibility o f
Shore Establishment Requirements (I n
Process )

GAO/FPCD 80-29

	

The Navy's Ehore Requirements ,
Standards, and Manpower Planning
System (SHORSTAMPS)--Does the Nav y
Really Want It? (February 7, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-5140
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OSD 38 :	 FREIGHT BILL AUDIT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Since DOD is the largest government procurer o f
commercial transportation services, the audit function fo r
its freight bills should be delegated by the Genera l
Services Administration (GSA) to DOD . DOD should then
contract out the audit function to the private sector when -
ever practicable . Any amounts that are recovered due t o
freight bill overcharges or duplicate payments should be
credited to the budgets of the offices which procured th e
transportation services, in order to provide better incen-
tives for diligent audit of carrier rating errors, duplicate
billing, and classification errors .

PPSSCC estimates annual savings of $53 million based o n
increased freight claim recovery ($50 million) and reduction
of GSA staff and redistribution of personnel to the trans-
portation-procuring agencies (S3 million) . In addition, it
estimates a one-time savings of $72 million from auditin g
the existing backlog of freight bills .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the basic thrust of the PPSSCC finding s
and its recommendation, but not with the dollar saving s
estimates .

The federal government has long recognized the poten-
tial for freight cost recovery . Until 1975, transportation
invoice audit was performed by GAO . In 1975, transportation
invoice audit was transferred to GSA . Initially, GSA ha d
over 1,000 people assigned to the audit functions . However ,
successive budget reductions have reduced the GSA audi t
staff to under 200 people .

GAO has found that the government has long had problem s
in keeping its transportation audit current and ensuring
that it is done effectively . However, recent GSA initia-
tives appear to have reversed the trend of declining
effectiveness . Through hiring a few more administrative
staff, working overtime, and contracting out part of th e
workload, GSA is recovering significantly more in over -
charges than has long been the case . Productivity indica-
tors have shown improvements . Cost-benefit ratios hav e
improved .

Yet, some problems remain . The audit is as far behind
as it has been since the years immediately following Worl d
War II, when the backlog was nearly 3 years . Some payment s
now are not being audited for 22 months . The average pay-
ment is not being audited for 18 months . Such delays are
costing the government $5 million a year .
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GSA's problems raise questions about the relativ e
advantages of having GSA perform the audit or having th e
procuring agencies perform the audit . The last government
study in this area was in 1972 . It recommended no change i n
audit reponsibilities, but it left open the possibility i f
computerized rate audit became available or the audit could
be integrated in the shipping, billing, and paymen t
processes . Full computerization has not been achieved, bu t
since DOD has now expressed a willingness to perform th e
audit function, integration of the audit now appears mor e
feasible . Key changes would relate to decentralization o f
the audit, greater use of commercial audit firms, and use o f
prepayment audits .

GAO notes that this PPSSCC recommendation is similar t o
its TTM 4 (Transportation Audit) recommendations . The TTM- 4
recommendations addressed the audit of all governmen t
transportation payments, not just those of DOD .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GSA and DOD can carry out the PPSSCC recommendation
without any changes in statutory authority . In October
1984, GSA and DOD began to develop a plan for carrying ou t
this recommendation . Its status is unclear, but preliminar y
plans are for implementation in the October-December 198 5
timeframe . GAO has a draft report in process on this issu e
and is working with both agencies on this matter .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO does not agree with the PPSSCC savings figures .
PPSSCC based its estimate on the premise that the governmen t
spends $7 billion a year for commercial transportation an d
that DOD represents about 80 percent of that . GAO record s
show that DOD spent only about $1 .5 billion in fiscal yea r
1983 ($526 million for government bill of lading freight
shipments and $855 million for government bill of ladin g
personal effects shipments) . Assuming a 2-percent recover y
rate, savings would be about $30 million annually .

The 2-percent overcharge recovery rate was based o n
discussions with people who audit commercial accounts . Th e
1983 figures showed GSA's recovery rate to be 0 .81 percent .
GAO does not know if the transfer of audit responsibilit y
would increase the recovery rate as assumed by PPSSCC .

GAO's 1984 audit showed that GSA's audit backlog i s
costing the government about $5 million a year . In addi-
tion, there are some bills not being audited, but GAO doe s
not know the loss resulting from this lack of audit .
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V . RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD-85- Changes in Transportation Audi t
Would Yield Even Greater Benefits to th e
Government (forthcoming) .

VI, GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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EX 3 AND USAF 16 :	 SPARE PARTS BREAKOUT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corp s
realize significant savings by intensifying the breakou t
program to increase competitive procurement of spar e
parts?

An estimated 3-year savings potential of $1,374 . 9
million is indicated .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The spare parts breakout program refers to the effor t
to either compete acquisitions or purchase directly from
the contractor that actually manufactures the part . Suc-
cessful breakout of a part generally means acquisition o f
the part from a contractor other than the prime contrac-
tor,' unless the prime contractor actually manufacture d
the part .

Opportunities for breakout are only being achieved t o
a limited extent . This is borne out by GAO's report, Air
Force Breakout	 Efforts Are Ineffective (GAO/PLRD-83-82 ,
June 1 , 19 3), and the Air Force Management Analysi s
Group's (AFMAG) report on "Spare Parts Acquisitio n " , dated
October 1983 . The latter report was issued by a DOD orga-
nization . Both reports indicated substantial opportuni-
ties for breakout and/or competition that are not bein g
achieved . The AFMAG report states that, dollarwise, th e
Air Force procures about 21 percent of its spare part s
competitively. Ten years earlier, a comparable competi-
tion rate in the Air Force was about 37 .5 percent .

Available data show that in FY 1982 the Army and Nav y
procured, respectively, 46 percent and less than 16 per-
cent of their spare parts on a competitive basis . A DOD
Inspector General report, dated May 1984, indicated tha t
there were numerous procurements that were overprice d
because they were not purchased (a) from the actual manu-
facturer or (b) competitively . Specific PPSSCC recommen-
dations are discussed below .

PPSSCC recommended (USAF 16-1) that Air Force System s
Command should establish a formal process during th e
weapons system acquisition phase to obtain the reprocure-
ment engineering/technical data before the system i s

'The prime contractor is an individual or firm that has bee n
awarded a contract directly by a government agency for supplie s
and/or services .
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transferred to the Air Force Logistics Command . 2 Thi s
would allow the Logistics Command to expand the high -
dollar spare parts breakout program without excessiv e
costs and delays .

In the past, technical data packages needed for
reprocurement were often not obtained . Instead, technica l
data packages (TDP) were obtained primarily to facilitat e
maintenance of the item within the military service .
These latter TDPs often included markings that claimed th e
data was proprietary to the contractor and explicitl y
limited the government's ability to use such TDPs for
reprocurement . Experience has indicated that the time to
negotiate for unlimited rights in technical data is durin g
the weapons acquisition phase when the government has
greater leverage in dealing with contractors .

GAO agrees that obtaining reprocurement data as earl y
as possible would facilitate and increase opportunitie s
for breakout . Coupled with this is a recognized (by DOD )
need to better manage, review, store, and distribute a s
needed the data already received by services .

PPSSCC also recommended (USAF 16-2) that two breakout
method s 3 can be employed, based on technical and economic
feasibility, to determine whether spare parts may be
reprocured from other than the prime contractor . PPSSCC
indicated that these breakout methods are well known and
effective and that increased usage is what is needed . GAO
agrees with the Commission's recommendation since ou r
recent examination and report (GAO/NSIAD-84-36) reached
similar conclusions .

PPSSCC further recommended (USAF 16-3) that the
Office of the Secretary of Defense should recommen d
changes in section 9 of Defense Acquisition Regulation i n
order to modify the restrictive and complex languag e
regarding technical data rights . GAO agrees that improve-
ments are desirable to the regulatory coverage on techni-
cal data rights especially where data was developed by a
combination of government and contractor contribution .

2Air Force Logistics Command is an organization that is responsi -
ble for supply management and procurement of spare parts afte r
acquisition of major weapons . It includes a group of 5 spar e
parts buying organizations called Air Logistics Centers (ALC) .

3 First method : Competitively purchasing spare parts which
previously had been purchased noncompetitively .

Second method : Purchasing spare parts directly from actual man-
ufacturers rather than from prime contractor s
which are not actual manufacturers .
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III. ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

We believe that almost all aspects of the PPSSCC' s
proposal are practical and can be implemented withi n
existing executive branch authority .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

While GAO agrees that there are opportunities for
greater competition in the procurement of spare parts, GAO
has not performed work sufficient to comment on th e
PPSSCC's statement that an additional 15 percent of th e
spare parts dollars could be competed or at least procure d
from the actual manufacturer and that a 30 percent saving s
on average is achievable .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD-84-36 Logistics Support Costs for the B-1 B
Aircraft Can Be Reduced
(September 20, 1984 )

GAO/PLRD-83-82 Air Force Breakout Efforts Are
Ineffective (June 1, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4567
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OSD 20 :	 INCREASE USE OF COMMON PARTS AND STANDARDS IN WEAPON
SYSTEMS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

PPSSCC proposes that DOD increase its use of common
hardware components, subsystems, and other parts in order t o
reduce the costs of major weapons systems . In addition ,
PPSSCC recommends greater use of parts and equipmen t
designed to meet commercial standards, rather than solel y
military standards and specifications (MILSPECS) .

PPSSCC's estimated net savings of $7 .3 billion over 3
years assumes a 4 .8-percent across-the-board reduction i n
all weapon systems costs .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Defense and industry specialists generally agree tha t
the only effective way to restrain the proliferation of new ,
unessential parts and associated costs is to standardiz e
parts at the time new equipment is designed . GAO agree s
with the PPSSCC's recommendations to (1) have DOD provid e
seed money as front-end funding to carry out cross-servic e
military hardware design standardization, (2) encourag e
contractors to challenge unnecessary requirements, and (3 )
reduce the use of MILSPECS .

A 1970 report by the House Committee on Governmen t
Operations (H . Rept . 91-1-718) took a slightly differen t
approach and suggested that incentives be developed t o
encourage contractors to use preferred items throug h
positive and negative reward clauses included in the con -
tracts . GAO, in its report GAO/LCD-79-403, dated March 15 ,
1979, reported that DOD's parts control programs which ar e
intended to achieve standardization objectives were mandated
for use on all major weapon system acquisition programs .
However, application of the standardization technique wa s
left out of many new design and development contracts or th e
standardization techniques were tailored to the point tha t
few standardization benefits were derived .

GAO agrees with PPSSCC's recommendation that use o f
MILSPECS in certain contracts should be challenged .
Contractors should be encouraged to challenge the require-
ment for military specifications if the particular end ite m
or component procured does not appear to warrant the use o f
applicable MILSPECS . Indiscriminate use of specification s
can result in excessive acquisition costs .
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PPSSCC also concluded that the decreased use of lowe r
tier (covering parts, pieces and small subsystems of majo r
items) MILSPECS is a way to encourage more firms to bid on
defense contracts . Among other things, with the greater use
of industry standards to build military hardware, les s
specialized tooling would be required to produce defens e
materials . PPSSCC believes this action would widen the
defense industrial base and might increase competition amon g
contractors . DOD believes, however, that further use o f
commercial parts and standards might decrease military
readiness . In DOD's view, MILSPECS promote standardized
quality for parts and components, encourage emergin g
technologies, and ensure that each new weapon will meet the
perceived threat for which it was designed .

GAO agrees with the issues raised by PPSSCC that onl y
those MILSPECS that relate especially to the particula r
needs of the end item being procured should be involved .
These kinds of needs would be defined as the peculiar
military requirements which could not be satisfied with th e
commercial or industry standard item. GAO believes ,
however, that, in many cases, MILSPECS will need to be
specified in lower tiers to ensure that the end item meet s
certain rigid specifications . GAO is also concerned that
making lower tier specifications simply reference document s
will hinder imp]ementation of the PPSSCC recommendatio n
which calls for DOD to further standardize equipment for th e
intended purpose of reducing costs and improving perform-
ance, reliability, and maintainability .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC proposals could be implemented by the
Secretary of Defense within existing authority . In 1978 and
1979, DOD parts control programs were mandated for use on
all major weapon system acquisitions, and more recently
DOD's Acquisition Improvement Program of 1981 (the so-called
Carlucci Initiatives) emphasized the role of the services i n
identifying candidate programs, for common parts an d
standard operational systems, early in the acquisitio n
process .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC's estimated savings of $7 .3 billion over 3 year s
assumes a 4 .8-percent across-the-board reduction in al l
weapon systems costs . This has been offset by annual imple-
mentation costs of approximately S100 million . Neither
PPSSCC's report nor the staff has provided data with whic h
to assess the validity of the assertion that the 4 .8-percen t
reduction is possible .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD-84-22 Joint Major System Acquisition by th e
Military Services : An Elusive
Strategy (December 23, 1983 )

GAO/LCD-80-30

	

Increased Standardization Would Reduce
Costs of Ground Support Equipment fo r
Military Aircraft (February 7, 1980 )

GAO/LCD-79-403

	

Fragmented Management Delay s
Centralized Federal Cataloging and
Standardization of 5 Million Supply
Items (March 15, 1979 )

GAO/PSAD-78-105 Management of the Development an d
Procurement of Airborne Electronic s
Equipment (Avionics) by the DOD
(May 12, 1978 )

GAO/PSAD-77-171 Government Specifications for
Commercial Products--Necessary or a
Wasted Effort? (November 3, 1977 )

GAO/LCD-75-420

	

Effective Item Entry Control in the
Complex Government Supply System Can
Reduce Costs (November 20, 1975 )

IV. GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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OSD 14 AND CONG 03-6 : HOUSEHOLD GOODS MOVES TO ALASKA AND HAWAI I

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Competitive bidding procedures should be expanded t o
include household goods moves to Alaska and Hawaii .

PPSSCC reported that introduction of competition int o
the rate setting process on moves to Alaska and Hawaii woul d
save DOD $19 million a year . Another $2 million a year in
reduced claims could be achieved by packing shipments t o
Alaska the same as other overseas shipments are packed .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OP ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

PPSSCC noted that since 1976, DOD has solicite d
competitive bids for the international movement of th e
household effects of its military personnel . Prior to 1976 ,
all household goods carriers meeting the lowest pric e
offered were allowed to share equally in the traffic ;
therefore, there was no incentive to bid a low rate .

PPSSCC also noted that DOD attempted to expan d
competitive bidding for Alaska and Hawaii in 1977 . Initial
bids received were more than 20 percent lower than thos e
previously offered . However, restrictive language wa s
included in the DOD Appropriations Act for 1978--and in
subsequent bills--which precluded introduction of competi-
tion on moves to Alaska and Hawaii .

PPSSCC recommended (OSD 14-1) that DOD seek legislation
which will permit the extension of the international compet -
itive rate program to Alaska and Hawaii . PPSSCC also
recommended (OSD 14-2) that DOD require that household good s
moved to Alaska by sea be packaged in the same manner as al l
other overseas shipments of household goods .

GAO supports competition in the setting of transporta -
tion rates to the maximum extent feasible . In a repor t
dated May 6, 1976, GAO concluded that DOD should introduc e
more competition into its procedures for setting rates fo r
international household goods shipments . However, GAO
cannot presently comment on whether the international rat e
setting procedure should apply to Alaska and Hawaii becaus e
it has done no work in this area .

Similarly, since GAO has not done any work on the wa y
household goods are shipped to Alaska it cannot comment o n
PPSSCC recommendation OSD 14-2 .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As recognized by PPSSCC the recommendation to exten d
the international competitive rate program to Alaska an d
Hawaii would require legislation . Congressional delegation s
from these states and their constituents have taken th e
position and the Congress has agreed that applying fre e
market principles to the movement of household goods woul d
adversely affect the states° economies . They maintain tha t
shipments to Hawaii and Alaska should be treated n o
differently than shipments between the other 48 states .

The recommendation to require that household good s
moved to Alaska by sea be packaged in the same manner as al l
other overseas shipments could be accomplished by executiv e
action .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC's estimate of savings to be achieved b y
introducing the international competitive rate program to
Alaska and Hawaii was arrived at by applying the average
percentage reductions achieved in the 1977 competitiv e
proposal to the projected cost of moving household goods t o
these two locations in fiscal year 1983 . Because of the age
of the rate reduction percentages used, GAO cannot commen t
on the reasonableness of the PPSSCC estimate .

PPSSCC did not provide sufficient information for GA O
to assess the estimate of savings to be realized through a
reduction in claims .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/LCD-76-225 Adoption of a Single Method of Shippin g
Household Goods Overseas--Pros and Con s
(May 6, 1976 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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OSD 10 :	 UNIFICATION OF TRAFFIC MANAGEMEN T

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

DOD should seek legislation that would permit it t o
establish a single traffic management agency within th e
Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) that would b e
responsible for the surface and air traffic managemen t
functions currently vested in the Military Sealift Comman d
(MSC), the Military Airlift Command (MAC), and MTMC . The
responsibility for the actual transportation equipment an d
its operation would remain with MSC, MAC, and MTMC . The new
traffic management agency would be responsible solely fo r
traffic management and coordination .

Consolidation, according to PPSSCC, is expected t o
result in $66 million savings over the first 3 years of th e
new agency's operations . Savings are based on improved
operating efficiency .

An additional $20 million one-time savings is believe d
attainable because the improved efficiency would allow DO D
to cut down on materiel inventory for overseas activities .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Military traffic management is administered by MTMC ,
MSC, and MAC . Under the current system, operators of the
DOD transportation resources make decisions on whether t o
use these resources or whether to contract for the service s
in the marketplace .

Currently, MTMC coordinates land transportation, excep t
for container movements, and operates military ocean
terminals . MSC coordinates inland container movement ,
procures commercial ocean cargo space, and provides ocea n
lift using Navy or charter vessels . The individual service s
handle the movement of air cargo . The passenger traffic
function is divided between MTMC, which generally control s
commercial air travel in the continental United States, an d
MAC, which controls international air travel, using bot h
commercial carriers and the MAC fleet .

PPSSCC found that the function of mode selection an d
traffic management within DOD was fragmented and often in
conflict with good management practice . Specifically, many
of the decisions relating to the utilization of commercia l
air transportation services to points outside th e
continental United States were made by MAC, which als o
operates a fleet of military and cargo aircraft for DOD .
The need to justify and utilize these resources ofte n
overrode economic criteria in carrier selection decision s
and resulted in the use of military aircraft in situation s
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where commercial air carriers might have been chosen i f
purely economic analysis had been allowed to influence th e
transportation decision .

Further complicating this process, according to PPSSCC ,
was the fact that the decisions on domestic personne l
movements were made by MTMC, which does not own any of it s
own resources . MTMC decisions often conflicted with the
decisions made by MAC, particularly where movement from a n
inland point in the continental United States to an oversea s
destination was involved . Similarly, MSC operated its own
resources and contracted for commercial cargo space . Again ,
operational considerations often overrode economic deci-
sions . Finally, MTMC offered a career development path fo r
military transportation specialists, whereas the Navy an d
Air Force did not provide for progressive career developmen t
in this specialized field .

The problem with implementing the recommendation ha s
long been interservice concerns over loss of traditiona l
responsibilities--the Navy and Air Force feel they have muc h
to lose in any consolidation .

Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird first proposed thi s
idea in 1971 . The Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secretary
of the Navy were not pleased with the idea and the Congres s
rejected it .

The Secretary of Defense proposed the idea again i n
1980 . In a letter to the Secretary (OGC-81-1, Jan . 21 ,
1981), GAO said that it thought the plan was meritorious and
suggested he expand the concept . (The Secretary's plan
called only for MSC/MTMC consolidation and GAO suggested MA C
be added .) The House supported the plan ; the Senate did
not . Eventually, legislation was enacted (section 1110 o f
the Defense Authorization Act, 1983) to prohibit use o f
appropriated funds for such consolidation .

The issue is still : How can DOD best establish a
transportation/traffic management structure to improv e
operational readiness and realize peacetime economies an d
efficiencies while not diminishing traditional servic e
responsibilities for modal and facility operations? Th e
present structure works, but because it is so fragmented, i t
does not work as well as it could .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Implementation of this recommendation would requir e
repeal of section 1110 of the Defense Authorization Act ,
1983 . In its fiscal year 1985 authorization request, DO D
suggested repeal of this provision . The Congress did not
repeal the provision .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC savings estimates appear reasonable . They
are in line with DOD's own 1980 study (the Harbridge Hous e
study) and 1979 and 1980 House Appropriations Committe e
studies . GAO has not, however, independently verified an y
of those figures .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-81-27 Weaknesses in Negotiating Rates an d
Services for Commercial Containerized
Sealifts (April 28, 1981 )

GAO/OGC-81-1

	

Proposed Agenda of Significant
Management Improvements and Cos t
Reduction Opportunities--Department o f
Defense (January 21, 1981 )

GAO/LCD-77-227 Centralized Department of Defens e
Management of Cargo Shipped in
Containers Would Save Millions and
Improve Service (November 8, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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OSD 11 :	 INLAND CONTAINER TRANSPORTATION PROCUREMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The Military Sealift Command (MSC) should discontinu e
its requirement that ocean carriers provide through
(combination overland and overocean) bills of lading fo r
intermodal (combination truck/rail and ocean) cargo
movement . MSC should procure only ocean containe r
transportation services . Local DOD shipping and receivin g
entities should procure inland container transportatio n
services . The Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC )
should be permitted to negotiate inland transport rates upo n
request by local shippers and receivers .

PPSSCC estimates that savings of $24 .9 million over a
3-year period would result by eliminating the 10-percen t
management fee charged by ocean carriers for managing inlan d
transportation and from the flexibility local shippers wil l
have in negotiating inland transportation rates .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

In a 1981 report, GAO discussed a number of problems
related to the transportation of containerized shipments .
It did not, however, assess or explore the possibility o f
abandoning the through rate negotiation concept which PPSSC C
is now advocating . Therefore, GAO cannot evaluate the meri t
of PPSSCC's recommendation .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

There is a question, given the language of section 111 0
of the Defense Authorization Act, 1983, whether any chang e
of negotiation responsibility can be made withou t
legislative change . That section reads :

"None of the funds appropriated pursuant to a n
authorization of appropriations in this or any othe r
Act may be used for the purpose of consolidating any o f
the functions being performed on the date of th e
enactment of this Act by the Military Traffic
Management Command of the Army, the Military Sealif t
Command of the Navy, or the Military Airlift Command o f
the Air Force with any function being performed on suc h
date by either or both of the other commands . "

PPSSCC is recommending that a function (inlan d
negotiation) performed by MSC be taken over by MTMC . Since
the Act seems to prohibit that, any transfer would, GA O
believes, have to be reviewed by the Armed Service s
committees .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

While savings may be possible, PPSSCC does not provid e
sufficient detail for GAO to analyze .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-81-27 Weaknesses in Negotiating Rates and
Services for Commercial Containerized
Sealift (April 28, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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OSD 12 :	 CONTAINER DETENTION CHARGES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) shoul d
establish a cargo dispatch function which would coordinat e
cargo shipments with the unloading and storage capabilitie s
at receiving locations . This would eliminate or minimiz e
commercial carrier charges associated with detention o f
carrier equipment .

Savings, based on eliminating the container detentio n
charges, offset against the additional costs for a dispatc h
function, are estimated by PPSSCC at $2 million in each o f
the first 3 years of the new function's existence .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUES AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Although GAO has not specifically considered th e
feasibility of establishing a dispatch function, based on
extensive experience in the area of containerization GA O
believes the PPSSCC recommendation offers a reasonabl e
solution to the detention problem . In GAO's opinion the
problem is the result of fragmented management, an d
consolidation of the dispatch function, which would contro l
the flow of containers between the shipper and receiving
locations, should minimize detention charges .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Section 1110 of the Defense Authorization Act, 1983 ,
prohibits transfer of functions between MSC and MTMC .
Assuming the Congress does not view the establishment of a
dispatch function as such a transfer, GAO believes DOD ca n
implement the PPSSCC recommendation under existing executiv e
authority .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC did not provide data with which to assess th e
validity of its estimate . However, GAO reported (GAO/TCD -
75-2) that DOD was incurring $1 million annually in deten-
tion charges at the Kaiserslautern Cold Stores Warehouse i n
Germany .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/LCD-77-227 Centralized Department of Defens e
Management of Cargo Shipped i n
Containers Would Save Millions an d
Improve Service (November 8, 1977 )
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GAO/LCD-75-2

	

Delays in Unloading Seavans at the
Kaiserslautern Cold Stores Warehouse i n
Germany (February 10, 1975 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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OSD 13 :	 CARGO DATAINTERCHANGE SYSTEM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

In its program to improve and update the Militar y
Standard Transportation and Movement Procedure (MILSTAMP) ,
DOD should consider the extent to which it can integrat e
systems developed by the Cargo Data Interchange Syste m
(CARDIS) . DOD's use of CARDIS should be contingent upo n
successful development of the system by the Nationa l
Committee on International Trade Documentation (NCITD )
(which is funded solely by the private sector) .

One-time savings are estimated by PPSSCC at $4 millio n
to $5 million based on a 1-year avoidance of costs relate d
to systems development and purchase of new compute r
hardware .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

DOD moves millions of tons of cargo around the worl d
each year . Much of this cargo moves by civilian commercia l
carriers . In the early 1960's, DOD developed MILSTAMP t o
provide semiautomated cargo documentation and tracin g
capability . This system consists of packets of 80-column
cards for each unit shipped . The cards are input at variou s
stages of cargo movement to provide cargo documentation an d
tracing .

Cargo movement in the private sector is accomplishe d
through the use of bills of lading, commercial invoices, an d
packing lists, which perform the same function as th e
MILSTAMP cards . Both private sector and military systems ,
according to PPSSCC, are in need of major improvement t o
keep pace with changes in the transportation industry ,
improvements in transportation technology, and the advent o f
integrated electronic data processing systems which ma y
eliminate the need for much of the printed document an d
punched card formats currently in use in the private an d
public sectors .

The MILSTAMP system has been modified in an attempt t o
make it more compatible with the realities of today' s
transportation system. The MILSTAMP system utilizes a
technology which is 20 years old and is considered by man y
outdated and cumbersome by today's standards . Frequen t
modifications to the existing system also make it difficul t
to administer .

The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Supply ,
Maintenance, and Transportation recognized that the MILSTAM P
system was in need of overhaul and directed the formation o f
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the MILSTAMP Improvement Program in January 1980 . The
MILSTAMP group was specifically directed to address options
available for improvement of documentation, accounting, an d
administration procedures ; cargo-in-transit visibility an d
control ; interface with commercial carriers ; and the need
for long-term development of a modernized DOD transportatio n
and movement system which would completely replace MILSTAMP .

CARDIS is a prototype system of cargo documentatio n
being developed by NCITD . CARDIS seeks to integrate th e
data and tracking requirements of shippers, carriers, censu s
offices, customs departments, banks, insurance companies ,
and consignees, which are all parties to the various trans -
actions which support the flow of goods in internationa l
commerce .

NCITD began to work on the concept of electronicall y
transmitting cargo transportation data in the early 1970's ,
when it became apparent that technology would provide th e
ability to develop electronic cargo mail . A prototype
system was developed and tested in 1979, in a joint projec t
funded by NCITD and the Federal Maritime Administration .
The system test, according to PPSSCC, proved the utility o f
the CARDIS concept and provided a basis for refinement o f
system specifications . Revised CARDIS specifications hav e
been published, and two potential vendors, Tymeshare an d
ADP, have announced their intention to provide a CARDIS-typ e
service .

PPSSCC also says the MILSTAMP system is obsolete i n
terms of recognizing users' needs, compatibility with the
deregulated transportation environment, and curren t
electronic data processing technology . The private secto r
is currently wrestling with similar transportation and
documentation problems . A combined effort by DOD and th e
private sector, says PPSSCC, could lead to considerable cos t
avoidance by DOD in upgrading MILSTAMP if a commercially
acceptable cargo documentation and tracing system can b e
developed .

CARDIS is designed to provide cargo tracking an d
documentation to the private sector export market . Cargo
configuration, transportation modes, and documentatio n
requirements are basically similar for the private secto r
and DOD . Therefore, development of a common cargo dat a
system, says PPSSCC, offers a good area for government an d
private sector cooperation as well as economies of scale fo r
both organizations .

GAO pointed out problems with MILSTAMP in a 1976 and a
1977 report (GAO/LCD-76-234 and GAO/LCD-77-226) . The issue
was aired in a hearing before the Federal Maritime Commis -
sion in 1976 . However, GAO has done no work on MILSTAM P
since that time .
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GAO agrees with PPSSCC and DOD that MILSTAMP shoul d
interface with the commt=cial carriers' system to the exten t
possible .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

DOD has the authority and ability to carry out th e
recommendation and it is giving it consideration .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC estimated the $4 million to $5 million could b e
saved by not developing new systems or acquiring additiona l
hardware . Although PPSSCC did not provide sufficient dat a
to validate its estimate, GAO believes that, given the cos t
of current system development and hardware, the estimates d o
not appear unreasonable .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/LCD-77-226 Letter report to the Secretary o f
Defense following up on the Secretary' s
comments to GAO/LCD-76-234 (May 3 ,
1977 )

GAO/LCD-76-234 Letter report to the Secretary o f
Defense on the Procurement o f
Containerized Shipping Service to
Puerto Rico, Hawaii, and Guam
(August 4, 1976 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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USAF	 11 :	 NO-SHOW PASSENGERS FOR MILITAR Y AIRLIFT COMMAND FLIGHTS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

DOD should take action to ensure better management o f
the use of seats on aircraft chartered from commercia l
carriers to move military personnel worldwide .

PPSSCC estimated that military members who do not sho w
up for their designated flights (no-shows) are costing DO D
about $15 million a year .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Each year the Military Airlift Command (MAC) contract s
with commercial air carriers for the transportation o f
military personnel worldwide on chartered aircraft . MAC
buys the number of seats the military services say they wil l
need for passengers traveling on official business .

PPSSCC reported that about 12 percent of the seats o n
chartered aircraft were not used by space-required (officia l
duty) passengers . The passengers did not show up for their
flights for various reasons . Some of the seats wer e
eventually filled by space-available travelers for whom th e
government is not required to provide transportation .

In a report to the Secretary of Defense, dated
April 22, 1983, GAO called attention to the no-show proble m
and recommended that DOD (1) study the no-show issue t o
isolate the causes, and (2) take appropriate correctiv e
action after causes are determined . GAO also recommended
assessment of penalty billing if the no-show rate is no t
reduced .

PPSSCC recommended that DOD review GAO's report an d
complete a detailed study of the issue . It, like GAO, also
recommended penalty billing against sponsoring units fo r
members who do not show up for flights .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The recommendation can be implemented through executiv e
action . DOD has taken or is planning corrective actio n
which GAO believes is responsive to GAO and PPSSC C
recommendations . DOD has established procedures to provid e
a monthly listing of no-shows to the sponsoring militar y
services . It has also tasked the Air Force with developin g
and coordinating with the military services a proposal fo r
an incentive billing system for no-show passengers .
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Also, in a move made subsequent to issue of the GAO an d
PPSSCC reports, the Congress reduced the 1984 Air Forc e
budget by $15 million as an incentive to better manage sea t
use on chartered aircraft .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC estimated that better management of the use o f
seat space would save DOD $15 million a year . GAO believes
this estimate is reasonable. In its report, GAO estimated
the savings at about $13 .5 million annually .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-83-55 More Effective Use of Contract Airlif t
Could Reduce DOD's Transportation Cost s
(Apr . 22, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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USAF 12 : CONTRACT TRAVEL BY THE MILITARY AIRLIFT COMMAND

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Non-DOD agencies with significant international trave l
should be required to utilize major Military Airlift Comman d
(MAC) channels . Also, a special team under the leadership
of the Office of Management and Budget, with representative s
from MAC, the General Services Administration (GSA), and
other user agencies, should negotiate with American-fla g
international carriers to procure special fares fo r
government employees on official business .

PPSSCC reported that the government could sav e
approximately $6 million to $10 million annually by using
MAC flights and by negotiating lower rates .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

MAC, as DOD's single manager for airlift, provide s
support for the military services . MAC's global network o f
cargo and passenger service covers most of the areas of th e
world where the United States has major overseas bases o r
provides logistical support to allied countries . MAC' s
primary mission is to provide Joint Chiefs of Staff with a
strategic airlift force for immediate use in emergencies .
To carry out this mission, MAC has a large fleet of aircraf t
supplemented with airlift procured from commercial carriers .

At present, MAC international passenger operations ar e
used only by DOD personnel . MAC has been able to provide o r
procure travel for such personnel at rates substantiall y
lower than commercial fares .

Non-DOD agencies sponsor a considerable amount o f
international travel at standard commercial rates . Although
GSA has been able to obtain discount fares for such agencie s
on domestic travel, overseas travel is usually at regula r
tariff rates .

In GAO's opinion, the PPSSCC recommendation that OMB
negotiate with air carriers for discount : rates has merit .
Although commercial airlines may object to giving discoun t
fares to non-DOD agencies because it reduces their revenues ,
GAO believes the government has sufficient market power t o
obtain lower rates for non-DOD travelers .

GAO has no basis to comment on the recommendation tha t
non-DOD travelers be required to use major MAC channels ,
because GAO has not done any work concerning this matter .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC's recommendation that non-DOD civilians b e
required to use MAC flights could be implemented throug h
executive action . However, for reasons stated above, GA O
cannot comment on the feasibility of this recommendation .

GAO believes, based on its work on the GSA domestic ai r
fare program, that it is feasible to negotiate for discoun t
fares for non-DOD travelers on international travel . Quali-
fied air carriers would be competing for the governmen t
business . The recommendation can be implemented by execu-
tive action .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO cannot validate the overall PPSSCC estimate o f
savings . PPSSCC did not give the basis for its assumptio n
that 10 percent of non-DOD overseas trips could have bee n
made by MAC .

That part of the PPSSCC estimate pertaining t o
negotiating discount fares appears more valid . The savings
per trip is based on rate reductions DOD has been able t o
obtain . However, PPSSCC's range of possible traveler s
involved--25,000 to 50,000--is wide and, therefore, make s
this estimate uncertain .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None .

VI. GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-4141
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USAF 3 :	 STREAMLINING THE PROGRAMMING AND BUDGETING REVIEW PROCES S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the amount of time and paperwork required fo r
preparation and review of the Air Force Program Objectiv e
Memorandum and budget be further reduced ?

An estimated 120,000 staff-hours ($2 .4 million) can be
saved annually, and a 50 percent reduction in paperwork ca n
be achieved, if program and budget processes are done at th e
same time . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

This issue concerns consolidating the program an d
budget reviews now performed by the Air Force into a singl e
review. PPSSCC estimated savings of $7 .2 million ($7 . 9
million with inflation) for a 3-year period ($2 .4 million
annually) beginning with fiscal year 1985 .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO has reservations about the merits of this pro-
posal . GAO believes that the benefits of merging the pro-
gram and budget reviews may be offset by new problem s
created by reliance upon "soft" numbers for budget pur-
poses. Currently, the Air Force first develops program
objectives during its "programming" phase work . Information
developed in that process is subject to being refined in th e
subsequent "budget" review--which should produce bette r
estimates . Consolidating the reviews would eliminate an y
subsequent refinement process . The reviews should not be
consolidated unless there is clear evidence that the progra m
reviews can be conducted with budget-quality information .

GAO's assessment of this issue is based upon wor k
performed by a joint DOD/GAO working group which studied th e
Department of Defense Programming/Planning/Budgeting Syste m
("DOD's PPBS,"September 1983) .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO has no basis for estimating the reliability of th e
PPSSCC savings estimate for this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

The following joint DOD/GAO report presents ou r
position on this issue .

DOD/GAO

	

DOD's PPBS (September 1983 )
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VI . GAO CONTAC T

John R . Cherbini 275-9487
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USAF 8 :	 CONSOLIDATION AND COORDINATION OF AIR FORC E
RESERVE AND AIR NATIONAL GUARD ACTIVITIE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Will coordinating and consolidating some Air Forc e
Reserve and Air National Guard operations provide cos t
savings? "

The PPSSCC recommended a detailed review by DOD of Ai r
National Guard and Reserve facilities, aircraft basing, an d
overall operations to identify opportunities for facilitie s
consolidation, aircraft collocation, and better coordina -
tion . It also recommended that future aircraft deploymen t
decisions consider savings available from greater squadro n
size and coordination of aircraft support between Reserve
and Guard units .

"Cost savings from facilities consolidation, improved
aircraft basing practices, and Air National Guard partici-
pation in the Associate Program are estimated at 8165 . 5
million over 3 years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OP ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the thrust of the PPSSCC recommenda-
tions . Cost savings that could accrue from more aggressive
management of the Air Force's Reserve components has bee n
documented in GAO reports . For instance, in a report o n
the logistics support provided Air Reserve Forces as the y
are modernized (GAO/LCD-80-11), GAO found that substantia l
savings and increased effectiveness could be achieved by
using alternative basing and support structure and b y
making the Air Reserve Forces more like the Active Ai r
Force .

GAO recommended in that report that the Secretary o f
the Air Force reconsider modernization plans for the Air
Reserve Forces with emphasis on reducing support require-
ments . GAO also recommended that the Secretary of Defense
require the Secretary of the Air Force and the Chief of th e
Air National Guard Bureau to operate and support the peace -
time Air Reserve Forces' support structure as it would b e
in wartime ; collocate common type aircraft and centraliz e
support functions to a greater extent ; locate Air Reserv e
Forces on Active Air Force bases to a greater extent ; and
expand the Nir Force Associate Program to other missio n
areas and include the Air National Guard in the Program .
The Associate Program houses Air Force reserve units a t
active military installations where reservists and full -
time active duty people--side-by-side--fly and maintain
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the same equipment . As a result, reserve units have a
smaller overhead structure and do not require funding fo r
provision or maintenance of additional equipment .

These recommendations were based on findings that th e
Air Reserve Forces, supposed to be as similar as possibl e
to the Active Air Force, were actually structured, based ,
and supported quite differently . And, when aircraft wer e
transferred from the Active Air Force to the Air Reserv e
Forces, these differences caused severe and costly s upport
problems . In addition, GAO found, as did the PPSSCC, that
Air National Guard units were not participating in the Ai r
Force Associate Program--a successful and economical mean s
of integrating Air Reserve units with their active counter -
parts—when there were opportunities to do so .

In their comments on GAO's recommendations, DOD and th e
Air Force agreed that improved planning could result i n
better logistics support of the Air Reserve Forces, bu t
stated that the complex issues involved required long-ter m
study . Local recruiting potential for Air Reserve Force
units was cited as a vital consideration in collocatin g
Reserve units . DOD and Air Force officials also commented
that the Tactical Air Command recommended against the us e
of the Associate Program in the command after a 2-year tes t
of the concept at an Air Force base apparently failed .
(GAO did not evaluate the test results .) The official s
"agreed in principle", however, that other mission area s
should be examined for application of the Associate uni t
concept .

GAO concurs with the PPSSCC's recommendations for th e
Air Reserve Forces as regards facilities consolidation ,
current and future aircraft basing, and better coordinatio n
of overall operations . These recommendations are supporte d
in several GAO reports on the subjects . Greater consolida-
tion of military base support activities and services, col -
location of common type aircraft, and coordination o f
Active and Reserve Component Forces' operations offer tre-
mendous opportunities for cost reduction . However, more
aggressive pursuit of the opportunities for cost savings b y
military decisionmakers is needed if the savings are to b e
realized .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

DOD has the authority to implement the PPSSCC's recom-
mendations . However, notwithstanding the potential saving s
involved, neither the reserve components nor the Ai r
Force--and, by extension, DOD--found the recommendation s
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attractive because they interfered with the components '
prerogatives and would have adverse oolitical implication s
for the state governors and local populations . The
governors, by law, command their respective Guard forces i n
peacetime . Moreover, the Guard units' presence on munici-
pal airports benefit the airports . For these reason s
little has been done on the issues . Accordinqly, GAO
believes that DOT) would have to have the strong support of
the Congress to take the actions called for by the PPSSCC .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC savings estimates were based primarily on
savings that could accrue from restructuring smaller Air
Reserve Forces' aircraft squadrons of particular tyoes t o
larger, more economical squadrons . The PPSSCC's estimate s
were consistent with similar savinqs estimates in GA O
reports . GAO believes the PPSSCC's and GAO's past esti-
mates are conservative because (1) current Air Forc e
Reserve estimates, made at GAO's request, and durinq testi -
mony by the Chief of the Air Force Reserve during DO D
appropriation hearings for fiscal year 1984, indicat e
substantially qreater savinqs could accrue from suc h
restructuring, (2) there are a qreater number of candidat e
squadrons today than when the GAO or PPSSCC reports wer e
completed, and (3) the PPSSCC's estimates did not conside r
all types of candidate aircraft squadrons that could b e
restructured . Moreover, the PPSSCC's savinqs estimates did
not consider the potential savinqs that could accrue fro m
the Air Guard's participation in the Air Force Associate
Program . These savings, though potentially considerable ,
could not be quantified without extensive analysis by th e
Air Force and the National Guard Bureau .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/LCD-80-92

	

Consolidatinq Military Base Suppor t
Services Could Save Billions
(September 5, 1980 )

GAO/LCD-80-11

	

Modernizing The Air Reserv•9
Forces--More Emphasis On Logistics
Support Needed (November 6, 1979 )

GAO/LCD-79-404 Can The Army And Air Force Reserve s
Support The Active Forces Effectively ?
(April 25, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Landicho 275-650 4
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ARMY 1 : RECRUITMENT, TRAINING,ANDDISTRIBUTION OF NEW ENLISTEE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Can the Army save money by improving the planning an d
control of recruitment, training, and distribution o f
initial-entry enlisted personnel ?

The PPSSCC made four recommendations associated wit h
this issue (1) the appointment of a permanent manager to pla n
and coordinate the process of determining requirements ,
recruiting, training, and distributing initial-entry enliste d
personnel, (2) revision of the enlisted personnel assignmen t
system, eliminating the requisition system and replacing i t
with an automated assignment system to the ultimate unit o f
assignment, (3) implementation of policies which mandate tha t
enlisted personnel be used only in positions for which the y
were trained, and (4) addition of hardware and communication s
capability to integrate an Army-wide system . They projected
a savings over 3 years at $189 .5 million from improve d
process management .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the concept of the recommendations and
the PPSSCC findings tend to parallel those of GAO .

To be properly implemented, the first three recommenda-
tions need some form of an integrated Army-wide system o f
hardware and communications capability to function adequate-
ly, and the Army has been moving in that direction .

Also, the Army has a structure which should be able t o
achieve the needed integration of functions--the Deputy Chie f
of Staff (DCS) for Personnel . However, increased coordina-
tion might be achieved by moving the Training Directorat e
from under the DCS for Operations and Plans to the DCS for
Personnel as is the current practice in the other services .

GAO has reported on problems with the Army's assign-
ment system as early as February 16, 1978, (GAO/FPCD 78-6) ;
and as recent as March 20, 1984 (GAO/NSIAD 84-17) . In each
of these reports, GAO found that the Army was using traine d
individuals to work in occupations outside their skill area .
Also, in each report, we made recommendations to streamlin e
the assignment process and assign individuals to occupations
for which they were trained . The findings of the PPSSCC seem
to parallel those in our reports on the Army enlisted assign-
ment system concerning the misuse of trained people .

On March 20, 1984, GAO issued a report Army Can Better
Use Its Soldiers Trained in Critical Shortage Occupations



(GAO/NSIAD 84-17) . One of GAO's recommendations was that th e
Secretary of the Army ensure compliance by commanders, withi n
the limits of their discretionary authority, to Army polic y
requiring the utilization of bonus recipients in their pri-
mary occupations . Another recommendation asked the Secretary
of the Army to examine whether additional Army-wide polic y
should be established to limit the discretionary authority o f
commanders to utilize NCO's in select critical shortag e
occupations for tasks outside of their prime occupations .

GAO also issued a report on February 17, 1984, Army
Could Do More to Reduce Imbalances in Military Occupational
Specialties (GAO/NSIAD 84-20) . GAO recommended that th e
Secretary of the Army implement, on a test basis, the Army' s
stated policy for controlling first-term reenlistments i n
over-strength occupations and retraining soldiers int o
understrength occupations .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Implementation authority for these recommendations lies
within the Department of the Army .

The portion of the PPSSCC recommendation that personne l
and assignment policies be enforced without exception i s
stronger than would appear feasible or practical considerin g
the size of the Army, the number of worldwide locations, an d
humanistic factors which are certain to impact personnel an d
assignment policies .

With regard to the PPSSCC recommendation which calls fo r
replacing the requisition system with an automated assignmen t
to the ultimate unit of assignment, such a system would
streamline the assignment process . However, there are some
humanistic factors in assigning individuals--such as compas-
sionate assignments, choice of duty station, the Army's con-
sideration for families, situations where members are
married, and morale--which will impact the process to stream -
line assignments to the ultimate unit level . The Army also
has a large "in-transit" pool of enlisted personnel, and i t
is uncertain how it would be affected .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC estimated a savings over 3 years of $189 . 5
million . While GAO believes that streamlining the assignmen t
process, would result in some savings, GAO has no position o n
the amount that could be saved .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/NSIAD 84-20 Army Could Do More to Reduc e
Imbalances in Military Occupational
Specialties (February 17, 1984

GAO/NSIAD 84-17 Army Can Better Use Its Soldier s
Trained in Critical Shortag e
Occupations . (March 20, 1984 )

GAO/FPCD 78-6

	

Management and Use of Army Enlisted
Personnel--What Needs to Be Done ?
(February 16, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-514 0
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ARMY 2 : OVERSEAS TOURS OF NEW ENLISTEE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the Army reevaluate whether overseas tour lengt h
for first-term enlistees in long-tour areas could be
increased from 18 to 30 months ?

The PPSSCC estimated that reinstituting a 30-month tou r
for new enlistees would, after an 18-month phase in, save
$253 .6 million over a 3-year period . This estimate assumes a
10 percent inflation factor .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that the Army reestablish th e
tour length for first-term enlistees in long-tour areas a t
30-months . GAO has not fully evaluated the pros and cons o f
this recommendation ; however, an ongoing study of how DOD an d
the services justify and modify overseas tour lengths wil l
provide additional information relative to this issue .

GAO's ongoing study indicates that systematic analyse s
of proposed tour length policies--including an analysis o f
associated costs and benefits--are not routinely performed .
In support of DOD's 1980 decision to shorten tours for
first-term enlistees from 30 to 18 months, the Army collecte d
extensive data to show that morale was low and disciplinary
actions were occurring at a higher rate at long-tour oversea s
locations than in the United States . The Army hypothesized
that a change in tour length policy would result in improved
morale, fewer drug and other disciplinary problems, increase d
reenlistments, and improved combat readiness .

Since that time, the Army has continued to collect dat a
to track improvements in these areas . Slight improvements
have been noted, but it has not been possible to determin e
whether these improvements can be attributed to shorte r
tours for first-term personnel, or whether the improvement s
have come about for other reasons . However, indications ar e
that other changes that have occurred since 1980 in areas o f
compensation and recruitment policy may have had a greate r
impact on these improvements than the tour length change .

For example, two across-the-board catch-up pay raise s
were granted, one in fiscal year 1981 (11 .7 percent),and
another in fiscal year 1982 (an average of 14 .3 percent) .
As a result, military pay became competitive with pay in th e
private sector for the first time in several years . Recen t
DOD attitudinal surveys show that these increases improve d
morale .

Also since 1980, the percentage of "high quality "
recruits--those scoring in the top-three mental categorie s
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of the military aptitude test or those with a high schoo l
diploma--has increased dramatically . For example, in fisca l
year 1980 only 54 .3 percent of new Army recruits were hig h
school graduates, whereas by fiscal year 1984, 91 percent o f
the Army's non-prior service accessions were high schoo l
graduates, and 90 percent scored in the top three menta l
categories . A 1979 GAO study (FPCD-78-52) found that, as a
group, high school graduates, particularly those in the to p
mental categories, are much less likely to become discipli-
nary problems and are better able to successfully adapt to
military life .

II . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the Army, with th e
concurrence of DOD, has the authority to implement this
recommendation . The PPSSCC suggested that th e
recommendation be phased in to apply only to people who
enlist after the effective date of the policy change .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC 3-year savings estimate of $253 .6 million
generally appears reasonable, except for the 10 percent
inflation factor which may not be realistic . However, th e
estimate assumes that Army end-strength can be cut by 2,80 0
soldiers, the number currently carried in the "Individual s
Account" for people in transit . End-strength reductions
account for about $92 .7 million of the estimated savings .
If end-strengths are not reduced, this budgetary saving s
will not materialize, but other unfilled manpower require -
ments could be met for an overall increase in readiness .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-78-52 AWOL in the Military : A Serious and
Costly Problem (March 30, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-514 0
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NAVY	 16 : CAREER MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can rotation costs be reduced within the Navy throug h
the introduction of more effective career managemen t
techniques and more cost-effective rotation policies an d
procedures?

The PPSSCC calculated that if about 15 percent o f
officers and 15 percent of enlisted personnel were selecte d
into a high potential pool and the tours of these personne l
were extended by one year, the attendant savings would b e
approximately $8 .5 million in reduced relocation costs in FY
1983 .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC concluded that the Navy career managemen t
system has a number of problems that lead to higher rotatio n
costs . While noting that the assignment process involves an
imprecise judgmental balancing of Navy military needs and th e
career needs of individuals, they identified several ke y
weaknesses :

--Detailers (assignment officers) are not long-ter m
career planners .

--Data on long-term career objectives does not exist .

--There are no provisions for identifying those wit h
truly high potential and for charting their career s
more carefully .

The PPSSCC sees the following benefits inherent in mor e
intensive management of the careers of a selected group (the y
recommend 15 percent) of officers and enlisted personnel :

--Improvements in individual productivity .

--Improvements in overall Navy readiness .

--Reduction in pipeline training .

--Reduction in costs associated with rotations .

An implication that was not really dealt with in th e
PPSSCC analysis is that, in order to raise the average tou r
length by a year, the Navy would have to target a highe r
reduction . The reason for this is that a change in the tour
length policy would not eliminate the need for exceptions an d
therefore some tours will continue to be curtailed fo r
various reasons such as the needs of the service or compas-
sion for those with personal hardships . GAO's 1978 repor t
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(FPCD 78-28) showed that such job turbulence (i .e ., peopl e
holding jobs for relatively short durations) is particularl y
prevalent Among senior officers .

While GAO has not addressed the specific recommendation s
made by PPSSCC, it has dealt with related issues . With
regard to the recommendation that calls for the conduct o f
audits to ensure appropriate quality of personnel, GAO ha s
endorsed the Navy's conduct of research aimed at measurin g
personnel productivity and determining whether manpowe r
requirements can be developed that will lead to increases i n
the Navy's level of readiness (NSIAD 84-30) . GAO also
reported that grade and experience requirements, which ar e
the Navy's measures of "quality," are highly judgmental an d
are the weakest link in the overall manpower requirement s
determination process .

Two of the PPSSCC's recommendations call for extendin g
the tour length of certain groups of personnel . While GAO
generally endorses the concept of longer tour lengths, we d o
not agree with singling out specific subgroups (such a s
"fast-burners" or detailers) for disparate treatment . GAO
believes that the advantages to be derived from longer tou r
lengths can accrue in many assignments . GAO would, there-
fore, broaden the recommendation to urge that the Nav y
explore the possibility of longer tours in other kinds o f
assignments as well . It should be noted however, tha t
lengthening tours in undesirable assignments is likely to
have adverse effects on job proficiency, morale, an d
retention .

With regard to the establishment of a high-potentia l
pool, GAO has not made recommendations along those lines .
PPSSCC's analysis does not make it clear what problems thi s
recommendation is aimed at solving and, therefore, GAO has n o
basis for agreeing or disagreeing with this recommendation .
If tour-length were increased Navy-wide, this recommendatio n
would be moot .

Another PPSSCC recommendation calls for a civilia n
career planning/succession planning expert to manage th e
high-potential program . While GAO does not see the need for
a high-potential program as a means for reducing rotatio n
costs, GAO has endorsed an upgrading of professionalism i n
the manpower/personnel management areas . In 1979, GAO
recommended that the services establish and support viabl e
career fields for civilians and officers in the manpower /
personnel function (FPCD 79-1) . However, GAO does not see
the need for the position that PPSSCC proposed the Nav y
establish .

In sum, GAO favors a general slowdown (i .e ., one not
limited to just a select group) of tour rotations for severa l
reasons :
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--to lower PCS costs ,

--to improve job proficiency ,

--to increase decision-making accountability, an d

--to improve quality of life by reducing famil y
disruption .

However, in implementing longer tours, it is important t o
consider the possible adverse effects that might resul t
from increasing tours in assignments that are considere d
undesirable .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The implementation authority for the PPSSC C
recommendations made concerning this issue lies within th e
Department of the Navy .

The feasibility of the recommendation to establish a
high-potential pool is likely to raise issues which were no t
addressed by the PPSSCC such as fairness and equal opportun -
ity .

	

Also, it does not appear to account for the selectio n
system problems such a program would be likely to encounter .

To GAO's knowledge, no action with regard to thes e
recommendations is either in process or being planned .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO has no basis upon which to judge the reasonablenes s
of the estimated savings computed by PPSSCC . However, GAO
found no indication that the PPSSCC analysis recognized tha t
the needs of the service and compassion for those wit h
personal hardships will continue to cause a significan t
number of curtailed tours nor did GAO find any analysis o f
the cost of establishing and maintaining the high-potentia l
program .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD 84-30 Confusion Over Validity and Effects o f
Purported Petty Officer Shortag e
(June 27, 1984 )

GAO/FPCD 79-1

	

Military and Civilian Managers o f
Defense Manpower : Improvements
Possible in Their Experience, Trainin g
and Rewards, Volumes I and I I
(February 16, 1979 )
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GAO/FPCD 78-28

	

Reassignment of Senior Military
Officers Can Be Managed Better
(March 21, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey, 275-5140
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OSD 33 : PERMANENT CHANGE OF STATION MOVE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should DOD eliminate unnecessary permanent change o f
station (PCS) moves and strictly limit the number of excep -
tions (curtailments) granted under existing PCS policy ?

Should DOD undertake a comprehensive analysis o f
appropriate minimum tour lengths and possible cost savin g
measures to determine whether existing PCS policy should b e
revised ?

The PPSSCC estimated that full implementation of it s
recommendation to better manage PCS moves would result i n
savings of $331 million over 3 years--assuming a 10 percen t
inflation factor .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

In support of this issue, the PPSSCC recommended tha t
DOD require better management of PCS moves and place stric t
limits on the number of reportable exception moves allowed .
In connection with this recommendation, the PPSSCC said tha t
a comprehensive analysis of PCS policies and reportin g
requirements should be conducted, and revisions made fo r
better control and more cost-effective management of PC S
moves .

GAO agrees that DOD and the military services shoul d
more closely manage tour curtailments, and that DOD shoul d
direct that a comprehensive analysis be done of the appropri -
ate tour length at each overseas location . GAO's ongoing
evaluation of how DOD and the services justify and chang e
overseas tour length policies and how they manage tou r
curtailments indicates the following :

--No regular process exists for analyzing the cost /
benefit tradeoffs of differing tour lengths .

--The criteria for approving tour length changes are
vague and, as a result, decisions rely heavily o n
personal judgments .

--The estimated cost of changing an overseas tou r
length, although usually calculated, generally doe s
not weigh heavily in the decision whether to chang e
the tour length .

The PPSSCC was concerned that most tour curtailments ar e
unnecessary . A thorough and complete evaluation of the tou r
management process, including an assessment of the reason s
for shortened tours, cannot be performed at this time b y
either GAO or DOD because the military services' data base s
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are incomplete and inaccurate, and contain inconsisten t
information . In September 1983, a Joint Services PCS study
concluded that

"Existing management information systems are unabl e
to capture key information necessary for analysi s
and detailed understanding of the PCS program . For
example, the services are unable to track averag e
time-on-station, and as a consequence are unable t o
define how their PCS programs and initiatives trans -
late into greater stability at the unit level . "

GAO agrees with this Joint Services Study Grou p
conclusion, and with the suggestion that a uniform PC S
management information system be developed . To date, the
services have not agreed upon a uniform managemen t
information system .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that authority to implement
the recommendations in this issue resides with the Secre-
tary of Defense . DOD and the services began to partially
address this PPSSCC issue when it established the PCS Stud y
Group in August 1983 . DOD and the services have taken sever-
al actions to strengthen the management of this program, an d
other actions are planned or are under active consideration .
These actions include a complete reexamination and update o f
the DOD instructions governing PCS and tour length policies .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Based on the data reviewed, GAO believes that the PPSSC C
methodology overstates the estimated savings . Although the
PPSSCC recommended that PCS moves be "better managed" an d
that limits be put on the number of curtailments, its saving s
estimate was calculated on the assumption that all curtail-
ments would be denied . In GAO's opinion, this assumption an d
the 10 percent inflation rate are unrealistic . Also, the
PPSSCC calculated its savings estimate by multiplying th e
number of tour curtailments by the cost per move . This meth-
odology assumes that individuals' tours were curtailed imme-
diately upon arrival on station .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/FPCD-83-31 Navy Could Reduce Costs By Bette r
Monitoring Its Enlisted Transfe r
Policy (June 14, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-5140
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ARMY 6 : EXTENDING ARMY CAREERS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Army extend the careers of some of its militar y
personnel, thereby lessening the cost of recruiting an d
training, and increasing the average proficiency of its men
and women in uniform?

The PPSSCC estimated that $387 .3 million would be save d
over a 3-year period--assuming 10 percent inflation--if al l
five of its recommendations in this area were adopted .
Estimated savings were not identified separately for eac h
recommendation .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Currently, most military personnel retire from th e
service shortly after having served 20 years . The PPSSCC
identified five specific recommendations associated with
extending the careers of Army enlisted personnel an d
officers . The specific recommendations were as follows :

--The Army should undertake a study of options for
modifying the "up-or-out" system and report it s
findings to the Secretary of Defense who shoul d
determine when and if their findings should b e
forwarded to the Congress .

--The Army should evaluate the experience of our
European allies who, among other things, utilize
two-track (i .e ., a combination of career an d
"up-or-out") systems .

--The military retirement system should be modified .

--The Army should establish valid physical measure s
for each military occupation specialty and fil l
requirements in terms of those measures .

--The Army should accelerate implementation of th e
Force Competency Plan currently being considered fo r
testing .

GAO basically agrees that each of these specifi c
recommendations has merit and should be pursued ; however ,
GAO's views on how the rather broadly stated recommenda-
tions should be implemented may differ from those of th e

PPSSCC .

Regarding the first recommendation, GAO has lon g
supported a reexamination of the "up-or-out" personne l
system . As pointed out in a March 13, 1978, GAO repor t
(FPCD-77-81), the "up-or-out" system is not concerned wit h
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an individual's ability to perform effectively, but with hi s
relative standing among his peers . DOD's force structur e
policies do not permit members who are passed over for promo-
tion but are still capable of performing effectively t o
complete full careers . A fundamental change in the "up-or-
out" system would necessitate other changes in the way th e
Army manages personnel, such as the promotion and assignmen t
systems . However, in view of the demographic changes tha t
are occurring and the anticipated need to retain older work-
ers, GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation that it i s
time to reexamine the traditional "up-or-out" militar y
policy .

In this regard, GAO also agrees with the PPSSCC's secon d
recommendation that a review of our allies' personnel manage-
ment systems including their two-track policies and experi-
ence would be beneficial . A 1983 GAO study which compared
the United States military retirement system with those o f
several other countries found, for example, that militar y
personnel in other countries frequently had longer averag e
careers and retired at an older age than in this country . Of
the six allied countries studied, only one had an "up-or-out "
promotion policy somewhat resembling that of the U .S . Army .
This is not to suggest that personnel systems of other coun-
tries should necessarily be the model for the U .S . system ;
however, the experiences and lessons learned by our allie s
using alternative systems may prove to be valuable to th e
U .S . Army as it develops plans to deal with the changin g
demographics and the resulting manpower challenges it wil l
face through the next decade .

Regarding their third recommendation, the PPSSCC Arm y
Task Force did not examine in detail the military retiremen t
system, and therefore did not make any specific recommenda-
tions on how the system should be modified . It did state
that 20-year careers are too short and that the curren t
system encourages 20-year careers, but the Army Task Forc e
deferred to the OSD Task Force to make recommendations o n
specifically how the retirement system should be modified .
The final PPSSCC recommendations on the military retiremen t
system are contained in the PPSSCC Management Office Selected
Issues, Volume VI, Federal Retirement Systems . GAO's evalua-
tion of these final recommendations on military retiremen t
are contained in the section of this report dealing wit h
PPSSCC issues FRS 1, FRS 4, FRS 5, FRS 6, and FRS 7 .
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Regarding the fourth PPSSCC recommendation, GAO has als o
questioned whether the Army's desire for "youth and vigor" 1
continues to be a requirement for all military jobs . As
observed in a 1978 GAO report on the military retirement sys -
tem, the issue of "youth and vigor" versus experience i s
becoming increasingly important as weapons become mor e
sophisticated and highly developed skills learned throug h
experience become a more important factor in soldier perfor-
mance . Thus, GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation tha t
the Army should establish valid physical and mental require-
ments for each military occupational specialty and fill th e
occupational specialties in terms of those requirements .

Regarding the last PPSSCC recommendation, GAO als o
supports the early testing of the Force Competency Plan .
Basically, this plan would provide financial and non -
financial rewards for people who increase in job proficienc y
without having to be promoted in rank . Under the current
system, in order to reward an outstanding hands-on journey -
man, he or she must be promoted in rank . This usually place s
the individual in a supervisory position--a position fo r
which he or she may or may not be suited . GAO doubts whethe r
the current system is efficient in achieving maximum soldie r
productivity and believes that the Force Competency Pla n
should be tested .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC assessment that DOD can ,
without any additional congressional authorization, (1) stud y
various options for modifying the "up-or-out" system, (2 )
study foreign military personnel systems, including ou r
allies' experience with two-track systems, and (3) establis h
valid physical measures for each military occupation . Whil e
the studies can be done without additional legislative
authorization, any fundamental modifications of the militar y
personnel system which might result from these studies woul d
require changes in legislation .

In GAO's opinion, either testing or full implementatio n
of the Army's Force Competency Plan would require congres-
sional approval because the plan would fundamentally chang e

1The term "youth and vigor" is frequently used by the military an d
others in reference to the belief that strong foot soldiers ,
alert young pilots, and physically and mentally fit personnel--as
opposed to old sergeants and colonels--are needed in all militar y
assignments . The services contend that all service members must
be able to carry out physically demanding jobs over a protracted
period, and therefore that they must be able to rid themselves o f
those who do not measure up . However, the services have no t
determined when their personnel are no longer young and vigorous .
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the way some enlisted people are financially rewarded fo r
increases in their skill proficiency . The underlying concep t
of an approach such as this is that the compensation o f
enlisted members would increase as their skill proficienc y
increases without the individual being promoted in rank .

Modifying the military retirement system would als o
require legislation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC provided no details for quantifying th e
projected savings estimate for this issue . The PPSSCC
assumed that the recommended studies would show that Arm y
careers could be lengthened, and that this would result i n
the need to recruit and train 4,500 fewer enlisted personne l
and 975 fewer officers (annually), at a savings of $11 7
million per year .

As stated, GAO believes that the specific PPSSC C
recommendation to study various personnel management option s
have merit and should be pursued . However, it is prematur e
to (1) predict whether the studies being recommended by th e
PPSSCC would support the need for fundamental changes i n
personnel management or (2) calculate the extent to whic h
savings would occur . Only after the studies have bee n
completed will GAO or the Army be able to estimate th e
potential savings involved .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony

	

How the U .S . Military Retirement System
Compares with Other Systems, by Kennet h
J . Coffey, National Security and
International Affairs Division, befor e
the Subcommittee On Military Personne l
and Compensation, House Committee o n
Armed Services . (July 29, 1983 )

GAO/FPCD-77-81 The 20-Year Military Retiremen t
System Needs Reform (March 12, 1978 )

GAO/FPCD-77-42 Urgent Need for Continued Improvement s
in Enlisted Force Managemen t
(Sept . 29, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey

	

275-5140
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HOSP 1 :_	 MILITARY HOSPITALS OPERATING LESS THAN 50 BEDS OR A T
LESS THAN60PERCENT OCCUPANCY

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can programmed and budgeted major renovations and
replacement projects for military hospitals be eliminate d
or reduced in view of low utilization rates? "

By eliminating programmed renovation or replacemen t
projects for hospitals operating 50 beds or less and fo r
larger hospitals operating at less than 60 percen t
occupancy, and referring inpatients from these facilitie s
to civilian or other federal hospitals, the PPSSC C
estimates three-year savings of $687 .7 million . (The
savings discussed in the narrative of the report, $752 . 1
million, does not agree with the total, $687 .7 million ,
presented in the schedule explaining how the estimate s
were calculated . )

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Ongoing work by GAO concerning small DO D
hospitals -- 50 beds or less -- indicates that saving s
are possible by converting some of these facilities t o
outpatient clinics and referring inpatients to othe r
nearby civilian facilities . Conversion of small hospital s
could also result in savings if planned constructio n
projects for these facilities are eliminated .

The PPSSCC recommends that DOD beneficiaries seek
medical care in private or other federal facilities wher e
appropriate . GAO supports this recommendation i n
principle .

To encourage the use of private facilities, th e
PPSSCC suggests that DOD consider reducing or eliminatin g
the CHAMPUS (Civilian Health and Medical Program of th e
Uniformed Services) deductible . CHAMPUS is a program
which partially pays for medical care in civilia n
facilities for certain DOD beneficiaries . This suggestion
conflicts with the PPSSCC's findings and recommendation s
outlined in Issues OSD 28 and OSD 30, which (1) state tha t
DOD beneficiaries should be required to use direct car e
facilities and should pay more for care obtained from th e
private sector, and (2) encourage increasing the CHAMPU S
deductible .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Eliminating or reducing major renovation o r
replacement projects may require congressional action .
Reducing or eliminating CHAMPUS deductibles would als o
require legislative action since these amounts ar e
established by law. GAO is not aware of actions by DOD t o
seek congressional approval for the reduction o r
elimination of the CHAMPUS deductible .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVING` ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC savings estimates are based on tw o
components : (1) savings achieved through eliminating
construction projects at small or underutilized DO D
medical facilities, which are offset by (2) increase d
costs to the government by encouraging the use of privat e
or other federal facilities .

-Regarding the first component, the PPSSCC estimat e
may be optimistic . It assumed that planned constructio n
will take place as scheduled . In the past, DOD ha s
deferred projects . Moreover, the possibility exists tha t
the Congress might not appropriate all or any of th e
requested funds .

In addition, the PPSSCC recommends eliminating
construction or renovation projects at larger facilitie s
operating at less than 60 percent capacity and base s
occupancy rates on normal beds . (Normal beds are define d
as constructed capacity less space permanently converte d
to other (non-bed) use .) In many cases, this gives a fals e
impression of current patient workload . DOD has closed
down patient beds for various reasons . When patient load
is calculated based on operating beds -- staffed beds - -
most hospitals reviewed by the PPSSCC exceeded 70 percen t
occupancy and some exceeded 80 percent . These rates ar e
in excess of the PPSSCC criteria (60 percent) fo r
eliminating construction or renovation projects .

The PPSSCC estimate on the second component - -
increased costs -- may be too high because it assumed tha t
(1) all inpatients would be referred to civilian
facilities instead of some being referred to other federa l
facilities, and (2) civilian care is more expensive, a
premise which the PPSSCC agrees may be disputed .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/HRD-81-24

	

Legislation on Sizing Militar y
Medical Facilities Needed to Correct
Improper Practices, Save Money, and
Resolve Policy Conflict s
(Dec . 17, 1980 )

GAO/HRD-78-54

	

Legislation Needed to Encourage
Better Use of Federal Medica l
Resources And Remove Obstacles to
Interagency Sharing (June 14,1978 )

GAO/MWD-76-117 Policy Changes and More Realisti c
Planning Can Reduce Size of New San
Diego Naval Hospital (Apr . 7, 1976 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275-6207
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HOSP 3 and OSD 29 :	 CENTRALIZED MANAGEMENT OF THE MILITARY
HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Should a central entity be developed by th e
Department of Defense (DOD) that would be responsible fo r
the centralized management and administration of the thre e
separate military medical services and the Civilian Healt h
and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS) ?

Cost savings from creating such an entity ar e
estimated at $744 .7 million in HOSP 3 (direct care system )
and $943 .3 million in OSD 29 (direct care plus CHAMPUS )
over a three year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC issue and recommendation s
that more cooperation and, in many cases, more
coordination among military medical services and/o r
CHAMPUS is needed to ensure that medical resources an d
expenditures are efficiently utilized . In an August 16 ,
1979 report, GAO reported on a variety of problems which ,
in part, could be attributed to the unclear mission an d
role of the military medical care system as a peacetim e
health care delivery system as well as an instrument o f
national defense . GAO recommended that the Congres s
reevaluate the role and structure of the military medica l
care system and direct DOD to establish a structure t o
improve its ability to serve beneficiaries in peacetime .

With respect to the issue of whether DOD shoul d
create a Defense Health Agency as recommended by th e
PPSSCC, GAO did not formulate a position on any particula r
system needed to address those problems found in the 197 9
report .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Legislation may be necessary to create a Defens e
Health Agency . DOD has recently made some progress i n
centralizing management for the military medica l
services . In October 1984, a DOD directive was issue d
assigning to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Healt h
Affairs) responsibility for exercising oversigh t
responsibility for all DOD health resources . The degree
to which centralized management occurs for the militar y
medical systems will evolve from the new directive .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimated that 5 percent of DOD's healt h
care budget (exclusive of CHAMPUS costs) could be save d
if a Defense Health Agency was created . Five percent wa s
used, according to its report, because several studie s
"have consistently indicated that a 5 percent reduction i n
overall costs would immediately result" if such an agenc y
was created .

These studies were not listed by the PPSSCC and GAO
is not aware of any documentation of savings that migh t
result through creation of a single health agency . A GAO
literature search in 1982 found that, of the numerou s
studies made on this issue, none projected savings . GAO
also questions whether a reduction in overall costs woul d
occur in the near-term if a Defense Health Agency wa s
created . Under the centralized management proposa l
discussed by PPSSCC, each service would retain its medica l
personnel and medical treatment facilities . Thi s
structure could increase costs if additional personne l
were needed to staff a Defense Health Agency .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD--81-67 Will There Be Enough Trained Medical
Personnel In Case Of War ?
(June 24, 1981 )

GAO/HRD-81-5 DOD Needs Better Assessment O f
Military Hospitals' Capabilitie s
To Care for Wartime Casualitie s
(May 19, 1981 )

GAO/HRD-80-76 The Congress Should Mandate
Formation Of A Military-VA-Civilian
Contingency Hospital System
(June 26, 198J )

GAO/HRD-79-10 Military Medicine Is In Trouble :
Complete Reassessment Needed
(Aug . 16, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275-6207
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OSD 28 : THE CIVILIAN HEALTH AND MEDICAL PROGRAM OF TH E
UNIFORMED SERVICES (CHAMPUS )

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

The PPSSCC stated that the Department of Defens e
(DOD) should require modifications to the Civilian Healt h
and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS) i n
order to reduce the steadily increasing CHAMPUS costs . I t
recommended that the issuance of nonavailabilit y
certificates be prohibited for beneficiaries in th e
hospital catchment areas, except for emergency care an d
for certain psychiatric care . (A catchment area is th e
geographic area within a 40 mile radius of the hospital . )

Savings are estimated to be about $1 .2 billion ove r
three years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

CHAMPUS coverage is generally provided for inpatien t
treatment within the catchment area of a militar y
hospital -- the area from which a hospital draws it s
patients -- for care that is not available in the direc t
care system or that must be provided on an emergenc y
basis . The PPSSCC report provides general statistic s
indicating underutilization of military hospitals an d
states that the direct care system has the capacity t o
absorb additional patients from CHAMPUS .

Several studies, including GAO work, have reporte d
that the military hospital system, especially at smalle r
hospitals, does not have the proper mix of physicia n
specialties and support staff .or adequate facilities and
equipment to meet all the demaris placed on it . GAO
believes that until it is demonstrated that DOD hospital s
would be able to absorb the resulting additional workload ,
a blanket recommendation to prohibit issuance o f
nonavailability certificates (authorizations fo r
beneficiaries to use the CHAMPUS program because of th e
unavailability of required services in a militar y
facility) may be questionable .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recommendation could be implemente d
without additional legislative authority . However, i t
should be noted that this recommendation to require mor e
use of the military health care system conflicts wit h
Issue HOSP 1 which encourages more use of the privat e
sector health care system .

IV. GAO ANALYSISS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC calculated savings on the assumption tha t
all health care (except emergency and certain psychiatri c
treatment) needed by beneficiaries living within 40 mile s
of a military hospital could be provided in suc h
facilities . GAO does not believe that the assumption mad e
by the PPSSCC in determining estimated savings is vali d
because no determination was made to assess the capabilit y
of the military hospitals to absorb the additiona l
workload .

Finally, the savings estimate was not adjusted t o
reflect additional costs such as drugs, supplies and othe r
services that the DOD direct care system would incur as a
result of treating more patients . See GAO comments on
issues HOSP 8 and HOSP 9 .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-81-75 New Claim Forms and Changes I n
Administrative Procedures May
Increase Improper CHAMPUS
Payments (May 15, 1981 )

GAO/HRD-81-38 Performance Of CHAMPUS Fisca l
Intermediaries Needs Improvements
(Feb . 2, 1981 )

GAO/HRD-79-107 Military Medicine Is In Trouble :
Complete Reassessment Neede d
(Aug . 16, 1979 )

GAO/HRD-79-24 Savings To CHAMPUS From
Requirement To Use Uniforme d
Services Hospitals (Dec . 29, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275°6207
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HOSP 10 :	 MEDICAL CARE COST RECOVERY BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENS E

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the Department of Defense (DOD) improve it s
procedures for recovering the cost of medical care fro m
third-party payers? "

The PPSSCC estimates an additional $68 .5 million can
be recovered over three years if improvements and change s
are made in the DOD recovery process .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations in this issue are directed toward
recovery of costs of medical care provided by DOD t o
beneficiaries as a result of the negligence o r
irresponsibility of a third party . The PPSSCC proposes a
series of recommendations to enhance the efficiency of th e
collection process, including recommendations that DO D
should :

--revise medical care information forms to mor e
effectively gather necessary information and requir e
patients to complete these forms before leaving th e
hospital ;

--establish a central claims authority ;

--provide incentives for effective medical care cos t
recovery, such as those used in contracts with CHAMPUS
fiscal intermediaries, to reward superior performance ;

--develop a cost system to better reflect the cost o f
medical care ; and

--continue to pursue reimbursement through mandator y
insurance .

PPSSCC further recommended that Congress amend the Federa l
Medical Care Recovery Act to (1) permit reimbursement fro m
mandatory insurance programs such as workmen' s
compensation and no fault insurance and (2) eliminate
exclusionary clauses in insurance contracts -- clause s
that generally prohibit reimbursement where medical car e
is rendered at no cost to the patient .
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GAO generally supports recommendations that woul d
enhance DOD's ability to recover medical care costs .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The actions proposed by the PPSSCC to enhance the
efficiency of the collection process can be initiated b y
the Secretary of Defense . Elimination of exclusionary
clauses in private health insurance contracts would ,
however, require legislation . The House o f
Representatives considered two bills (H .R .4666 and H .R .
5372) during the 98th Congress to prohibit exclusionar y
clauses in medical health insurance contracts . No final
action was taken on these bills before Congres s
adjourned . In addition, DOD is attempting to improve the
Uniform Chart of Accounts -- DOD's cost accounting syste m
for the military health care system -- to better reflec t
the cost of health care .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Although GAO believes there are potential savings ,
the PPSSCC estimates are not supported by factual evidence
which GAO could corroborate . The estimated increase in
medical cost recoveries appears to come from estimate s
provided by claims officers with whom the PPSSCC spoke .
GAO also notes that one of the problems which the PPSSC C
pointed out was a lack of staff to handle the collectio n
claim caseloads . It does not appear that the PPSSC C
reduced the savings to reflect a possible increase i n
staff and resources .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/HRD-82-49 Stronger VA and DOD Actions Needed
to Recover Cost of Medical Service s
Provided to Persons with Work -
Related Injuries or Illnesse s
(June 4, 1982 )

GAO/FGMSD-77-8 Uniform Accounting and Workloa d
Measurement System Needed for
Department of Defense Medica l
Facilities (Jan . 17, 1978 )

GAO/HRD-77-132 New Strategy Can Improve Process fo r
Recovering Certain Medical Care Cost
(Sept . 13, 1977 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275-6207
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OSD 30 : HEALTH CARE COST CONTAINMEN T

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"The Department of Defense (DOD) should introduc e
more effective cost containment measures in the militar y
health care system by requiring that patients pay a
greater portion of health care costs . Specifically, thi s
would include charging for outpatient visits at direc t
care facilities, increasing the deductible for outpatien t
visits covered by the Civilian Health and Medical Progra m
of the Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS), and increasin g
co-payments for inpatient visits at direct care facilitie s
and in-patient visits covered under CHAMPUS ." PPSSCC also
recommended "that DOD prioritize the full implementatio n
of the Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting Syste m
(DEERS) . "

The PPSSCC estimated three-year savings of $933 . 7
million from requiring patients to pay a greater portio n
of costs . No estimated savings were provided i n
connection with full DEERS implementation .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes that the user fee issue merits study .
Based on the information presented in its report, however ,
the PPSSCC's assumptions, estimates, or conclusions ma y
not be valid . For instance, it provides little rationale
for choosing to recommend a fee amount of $10 pe r
outpatient visit or a maximum of $100 per year for suc h
visits . In addition, it alleges unnecessary use
of outpatient services and presumes that a fee will affec t
such usage, but provides no support for the existence o f
the undesired use nor the causal link between user fee
and unnecessary use .

PPSSCC's analysis does not factor in (1) decrease d
use due to institution of a fee ; (2) potentia l
cost-savings possible from decreased use ; and (3) the
potentially significant costs of imposing an d
administering fee collection . In addition, its us e
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of a 25 percent factor to reduce gross visits over th e
recommended maximum, i .e ., 10 visits per person per year ,

is undocumented and seems much too large . PPSSCC' s
analysis did not consider the effect of a direct care use r
fee on CHAMPUS use, which in turn would affect bot h
CHAMPUS costs and direct care costs . For the above
reasons, GAO has no basis to comment on the PPSSC C
recommendation in OSD 30 to increase the deductible fo r
outpatient CHAMPUS visits concurrently with instituting a

$10 user fee .

PPSSCC's recommendation in OSD 30 to prioritize th e
full implementation of DEERS is consistent with those
contained in GAO's December 1982 report on the DEER S
system and with which DOD generally concurred and eithe r
had taken or planned corrective actions .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,

AND STATUS

The Secretary of Defense currently has sufficien t
statutory authority under 10 U .S .C . 1078 (b) to charge a

user fee to discourage excessive use of outpatien t
services at military direct care health facilities b y
dependents of active duty military members and retirees .
One of the legal issues being addressed by an ongoing GA O
review of this issue is whether there is statutor y
authority to allow user fee charges for retirees .

GAO concurs with the PPSSCC observation tha t
legislation would be required to increase current CHAMPUS
deductibles for active duty dependents and retirees an d

their dependents . The PPSSCC appears to mak e
contradictory statements concerning the status o f
authority for increasing direct care inpatient charges .
In one sentence the PPSSCC states that the Secretary o f
Defense under the authority of 10 U .S .C . Section 107 8
should prescribe the increase in co-payments for inpatien t
care for active duty dependents and dependents of retiree s
in military treatment facilities discussed previously . In
the following sentence it states that DOD should seek
legislation to increase the admission charge for inpatien t
care for active duty dependents . We believe that the
Secretary of Defense has the authority under 10 U .S .C .
1078 to increase inpatient charges paid by dependents .
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DOD generally concurred with GAO's 1982 report on th e
status of the DEERS system in preventing unauthorize d
persons from obtaining military health care benefits an d
providing demographic data that will improve militar y
health care resource planning . DOD has taken or plans to
take corrective actions .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Due to PPSSCC's questionable assumptions an d
estimates, GAO believes PPSSCC's savings estimates may b e
overstated .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-83-155 Verifying Eligibility for Militar y
Health Care : Some Progress Has
Been Made, But Reliability Problem s
Remain (Dec . 1, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275-6207
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HOSP8 : REDUCING MEDICALSUPPLYINVENTORIE S
IN THE FEDERAL HOSPITAL SYSTE M

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the costly practice of maintaining medical suppl y
inventory depots by the Veterans Administration (VA) and
Department of Defense (DOD) hospital systems be eliminated ?

PPSSCC has estimated that $141 .2 million could be saved
in year 1, $147 .4 million in year 2, and $188 .7 million i n
year 3 by closing VA medical supply depots, maintaining DO D
medical supply depots for military-unique items only, broad -
ening the negotiation and use of national contracts to pre-
clude time-consuming local negotiations, and supporting a
procurement practice that uses automated ordering system s
with direct delivery from manufacturers rather than a depo t
system .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

PPSSCC made nine recommendations aimed at reducing
depot inventories of medical supplies for both VA and DOD
with the goal of closing VA depots and maintaining a maximum
of $100 million of military-unique items in DOD depots .
Depots would be replaced by nationally negotiated contract s
against which individual hospitals would order . Supplie s
would be delivered directly from the manufacturers . Th e
recommendations include introducing management objectives to
ensure implementing the inventory reductions and depo t
closings, requiring the use of a "cart system" to maintai n
control of inventories in hospital user areas, and halting
planned renovation of the VA Depot at Hines, Illinois .

GAO has not addressed the question of eliminating the VA
depot system and limiting the DOD depot system to storin g
military-unique items . As a result, GAO has no basis fo r
commenting on the feasibility of implementing the PPSSCC
recommendations . GAO has, however, recommended reducing
depot inventories of medical items for both VA and DOD . In a
report to the VA Administrator, VA Should Use Economic Orde r
Quantity Principles in the Wholesale Supply System (GAO/PLRD
82-108, August 18, 1982), GAO recommended using Economi c
Order Quantity (EOQ) principles in computing wholesale inven-
tory order quantities and reducing excess inventories compat-
ible with EOQ principles . In a report Better Controls and
Data Needed to Distribute Defense Medical Suppslie s (LCD-80 -
77, June 25, 1980), GAO identified excess medical supply in-
ventories and recommended reducing medical supplies and im-
proving control over perishable items . VA generally agreed
with the report's recommendations . DOD, however, responded
that the high incidence of outdated perishable stock resulte d
from causes beyond its control .
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GAO has not addressed the question of limiting the maxi -
mum value of DOD inventory to $100 million of military-uniqu e
items based on current inventory . However, the recommenda-
tion implies two assumptions which would need to be examined .
First, that existing inventories are sufficient to meet war-
time requirements and, second, that there are no non-unique
items whose wartime requirements exceed short-term production
capacity .

GAO has reported on the need for DOD to better contro l
local procurements and has suggested alternatives which
include central purchasing or field purchasing under centra l
contracts . In addition, implementing GAO recommendations i n
the above-mentioned report aimed at reducing VA inventorie s
could have eliminated the need to renovate the Hines Depot .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

For those recommendations discussed above, GAO agree s
with the PPSSCC view that executive rather than legislativ e
action would be adequate for implementation . However, GAO is
unaware of any action that has been taken to implement the
specific recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

With the exception of the recommendation to halt renova-
tion of the Hines Depot, GAO has no basis for determining
whether the savings estimated by PPSSCC are realistic . In
the case of the Hines renovation, VA officials told GAO that
the renovation was completed in October 1984 .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD 82-108 VA Should Use Economic Order Quantity
Principles in the Wholesale Suppl y
System (August 18, 1982 )

GAO/LCD 80-77

	

Better Controls and Data Needed to
Distribute Defense Medical Supplie s
(June 25, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-514 0
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HOSP 9 : REDUCING THEAMOUNT OF FEDERAL HOSPITAL COS T
SPENT ON THE OPEN MARKET FOR MEDICAL SUPPLIE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the costly practice of spending between 38 and 4 2
percent of the total federal hospital medical supplies budge t
on the open market be reduced to the 15 to 25 percen t
normally spent by private sector hospitals ?

PPSSCC has estimated that $67 million could be saved i n
the first year or $221 .8 million over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

To address the issue of DOD and VA spending between 3 8
and 42 percent of the total hospital medical supplies budge t
on the open market, PPSSCC made five recommendations . GAO
agrees with the merits of three and has no basis for commen -
ting on two of the recommendations . The recommendations an d
GAO analysis are discussed below .

In reviewing DOD and VA purchases of medical supplies ,
the PPSSCC found that the percentage of local purchases hav e
grown from about 10 percent in the early 1960s to the cur-
rent level of about 40 percent . PPSSCC indicated that th e
increase in local purchases may stem in part from allowin g
physicians greater individual choice of medical supplies pur -
chased to encourage their remaining in government service, a
policy that was instituted in the early 1970s after the draf t
was eliminated .

PPSSCC also found that neither VA nor DOD has a procure-
ment data system that shows how frequently hospitals elect to
buy medical supply items on the open market that could other -
wise be obtained under existing national contracts . VA is
able to obtain overall statistics, but there is a distinc t
lack of specific procurement information on all local pur-
chases . DOD similarly lacks information on local purchases .
While DOD officials indicated that 38 percent of their tota l
medical supplies were obtained by local-level open-marke t
purchases, a survey by PPSSCC revealed that 62 percent were
made by the local hospital or through local base procurement .
While some portion of these purchases may be placed agains t
national contracts, there is not enough data to accurately
isolate all locally negotiated buys .

PPSSCC has recommended that VA and DOD identify item s
that should be added to national contracts, compare federa l
and private sector national contracts because of the greater
success the private sector has had in negotiating the con-
tracts, improve ADP programs and methods to better accumulat e
data, increase the use of national contracts, and establish
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an implementation task force to implement greater use o f
national contracts .

GAO agrees that identifying items for inclusion i n
national contracts, comparing federal national contracts t o
private sector contracts, and increasing the use of nationa l
contracts all have merit as ways to improve medical suppl y
purchasing . GAO has previously noted that inadequate infor-
mation is one of the factors that hampers efforts to contro l
local purchases . GAO has also recommended increased contro l
over local purchases and increased use of centralized pro-
curement . Further, GAO agrees that comparison of federal to
private sector contracts could provide useful informatio n
especially if the private sector has been substantially mor e
successful than the federal sector in negotiating these con -
tracts as is indicated by PPSSCC .

GAO has no basis for commenting on the PPSSCC recommen-
dations for establishing an implementation task force an d
improving ADP programs and methods . However, it is not clea r
how a temporary task force would be given authority to direc t
agency actions, particularly on aspects which impact on DOD' s
national security responsibilities . Further, the recommenda-
tion for improving ADP programs and methods has implication s
far beyond the work associated with national contracts sinc e
it would address information needs for the entire medica l
supply area .

III. GAO ASSES.MENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees generally that the recommendations could b e
implemented through executive action on the part of VA an d
DOD . However, whether a joint task force would need addi-
tional authority to direct agency actions is unclear .

GAO is unaware of any actions that have been taken t o
implement the PPSSCC recommendations by either DOD or VA .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

19SSCC has estimated a 3-year savings of $221 .8 million .
GAO has no basis for evaluating the projected savings .
PPSSCC has noted, however, that local purchasing is caused i n
part by the policy which allows physicians greater individua l
choice of medical supplies . This policy is based on the need
to retain physicians in the government without being able t o
compete with private sector physician pay . While implementa-
tion of the recommendations may result in the savings, thes e
savings may be offset by the need to provide some additiona l
inducement for physicians to remain in federal service .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/LCD 80-77 Better Controls and Data Needed to
Distribute Defense Medical Supplies
(June 25, 1980 )

B-164031(a)

	

How to Improve the Procurement and
Supply of Drugs in the Federa l
Government (December 6, 1973 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-514 0
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ARMY8 : STAFFING MANDATED PROGRAM S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Army improve its management of programs that dea l
with various social, environmental, and energy programs ?

Some additional involvement of line management might mak e
management of these programs more effectie, as well as
provide limited opportunities for cost savings if some staf f
involvement could then be reduced .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The ?PSSCC examined the number of Army personnel
involved in four mandated programs (EEO, OSHA, Environmenta l
Prctection, and Drug and Alcohol Abuse), comparing thes e
numbers to a survey of ten large U .S . manufacturing
companies . They found that the Army devotes far more peopl e
to these programs than do private sector firms . The PPSSCC
concluded that, although there are differences between th e
Army and the private sector which could explain some of the
disparity, the Army could reduce some staff positions if it
increased the role of line managers in these areas .

While GAO cannot disagree with the recommendation that
the Army explore opportunities to increase line managemen t
involvement in these programs, GAO does not believe that th e
PPSSCC analysis which led to that recommendation has made th e
case . The PPSSCC analysis did not show a full appreciatio n
of the military's involvement in the off-duty lives of its
personnel .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The implementation authority fcr this PPSSCC
recommendation lies within the Department of the Army . GAO
is unaware of any action currently being taken or considered .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC did not cite any savings associated with thi s
issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None .

VI. GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-5140
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ARMY 9 : LEARNINGRESOURCE CENTERS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the Learning Resource Center Program be
continued ?

PPSSCC estimated that $10 .2 million could be saved
annually and $33 .7 million over three years if this program
were terminated .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECONNENDATIONS

The PPSSCC's report says that the Learning Resource s
Center Program began in 1978 . There are over 125 course s
ranging from introductory accounting (140 hours) to time
management (28 minutes) at 25 Learning Resource Centers . The
Army plans to add 19 additional centers . The report also
says that the Assistant Deputy for Resources and Managemen t
considers it an excellent program for self-development, and
staff at the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Person -
nel say that the program is intended to be used only b y
employees on their own time, but is more often used o n
Government time .

GAO has not evaluated the Learning Resource Center
Program and, therefore, has no opinion on the merit of th e
PPSSCC recommendation to cancel the program immediately .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recommendations could be implemented within
existing executive authority (Army) . Since GAO has not
evaluated the Learning Resource Center Program, its status i s
unknown to GAO .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC estimated $10 .2 million could be saved the firs t
year and $33 .7 million over 3 years by terminating this pro -
gram . The PPSSCC estimated savings is computed over a 3-yea r
period using a 10 percent inflation factor which is wel l
above the 5-6 percent experienced over the last 2-3 years .

Other than the inflation assumption, the information and
cost data PPSSCC used were from the Army Material Command and
appears reasonable . However, since GAO has not evaluated
this program GAO has no opinion on the merit of the estimate d
savings .
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V. RELEVANT GAO RErORTS

None .

VI. GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-514J
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FEED 5 :	 TROOP FEEDINGSERVICES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Are there ways to reduce the cost of Department o f
Defense (DOD) troop feeding? An estimated $50 .5 million
could be saved in the first year, $55 .6 million in the
second year, and $61 .2 million in the third year, for a
three-year total of $167 .3 million ." These savings woul d
result largely from reducing (1) the amount of food wasted
due to overbudgeting and (2) the unauthorized use of mea l
services .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

A 1981 GAO report (PLRD-82-3) concluded that DOD' s
Food Service Program needs contracting and managemen t
improvements . In this regard, GAO found (1) contracting
problems, (2) the basic food allowance fosters la x
accountability and potential wasteful consumption, and (3 )
a need for greater control at the Pentagon .

GAO generally agrees with three of the PPSSCC's fou r
recommendations to reduce the cost of DOD troop feeding
and improve the management of the program . These recom-
mendations are as follows :

--replace the Basic Daily Food Allowance with a budge t
costing factor which is more closely related to what i s
actually served ;

--speed development of a uniform management informatio n
system for feeding which would accurately monitor foo d
purchases and use, as well as labor, transportation, an d
overhead costs associated with feeding operations ; and

--develop a separate budget and accounting category fo r
feeding .

PPSSCC also recommended better controlled access to food
service by extending the identification card system now
being tested to all dining facilities as soon as feasible .
GAO is not in a position to endorse the specific identifi -
cation card system proposed by the PPSSCC . GAO believe s
the system should be pilot tested before full implementa-
tion .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

All the recommendations can be implemented by DOD ,
with the exception of the first one, which would requir e
congressional action . Implementation of three of the fou r
recommendations seems feasible . As mentioned above, GAO
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is not in a position to comment on the feasibility of th e
identification card system before it is pilot tested .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC's savings estimate appears to be reason -
able . In its report on DOD's Food Service Program (PLRD -
82-3), GAO found that the weighted-average cost per poun d
of meat in the food cost index was 35t per pound highe r
than the amount actually served . Since 13 .4 ounces o f
meat per person per day is budgeted, nearly 30t per perso n
per day is overbudgeted . The PPSSCC arrived at this same
overbudgeted 30t per person per day by a different set o f
calculations . In its survey of major private sector feed-
ing firms, the ?PSSCC determined that the ay .:rage dail y
cost of raw food for college students was $2 .66--91t per
day less than the average raw food costs for enlisted per -
sonnel . Because of diffe-ences between the two popula-
tions, the PPSSCC conservatively estimated that DOD over -
budgets 30t per person per day .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-d2-3 Department of Defense Food Servic e
Program Needs Contracting and Manage-
ment Improvements (October 20, 1981 )

IV. GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4587
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R&D 7 :	 NASA COST REPORTING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can project management in the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) be strengthened by expanding th e
scope and coverage of the systems used to manage NASA
resources, to include civil service personnel ?

The PPSSCC believes that the recommendation presented
in this issue will permit NASA to improve the overall man -
agement of the agency . No specific savings are attributed
to this management improvement .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO concurs with the PPSSCC's recommendation that NASA
should expand the systems used to manage NASA projects to
cover all resources available to it, including the costs fo r
civil service personnel . The PPSSCC shows this as primarily
a manag ement improvement issue but suggests economies are
possible if NASA would plan, monitor, and control its inter-
nal resourc-s to the same degree it does its money for con-
tractual services . GAO agrees . Realistic cost estimate s
are indispensable to both the Congress and NASA managemen t
throughout the entire project planning, approval, and devel -
opment process because they provide a better basis fo r
deciding what projects are to be developed, continued, modi -
fied, or stopped .

GAO has reported it is necessary to include all cost s
which are directly identifiable with a project in order to
fully show the total economic impact a project has on th e
overall NASA budget . In a July 1975 report, GAO recommended
that the NASA Administrator provide for summarizing and
reporting costs to the Congress, including the project cos t
and all additional costs directly identifiable with th e
project . Similar recommendations were included in GA O
reports issued in 1977 and 1980 .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS .

GAO believes the NASA Administrator can readily imple -
ment the suggested project cost reporting improvements .
Costs for civilian personnel are periodically allocated b y
NASA field centers to the various projects, and could be
identified by project during the budget process .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

This is a management improvement issue and the PPSSC C
did not identify specific savings that can be attributed t o
the recommendation .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PSAD-75-90 Need For Improved Reporting And Coa t
Estimating On Major Unmanned Satellit e
Projects (July 25, 1975 )

GAO/PSAD-77-54 Improved Reporting Needed On Nationa l
Aeronautics and Space Administratio n
Projects (Jan . 27, 1977 )

GAO/PSAD-80-15 NASA Should Provide The Congres s
Complete Cost Information On The Space
Telescope Program (Jan . 3, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Harry Finley 275-4268
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ARMY7 AND EX 10 :MILITARY ACCRUED LEAVEPAY

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Is it appropriate for new recruits who do not complet e
six months of service to receive accrued leave pay ?

Defense-wide cost savings from not allowing new recruit s
to become entitled to accrued leave benefits until they hav e
shown minimum suitability for military service would be abou t
$9 .4 million over 3 years (assuming a 10 percent inflatio n
factor) .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Data shows that about 9 percent of new Army recruit s
(but a smaller percentage of recruits from other services )
leave the service before completing 6 months of duty . Cur-
rently such individuals are entitled to 2 .5 days leave fc r
each month served and, if discharged early for unsuitability ,
are paid for any unused leave . The PPSSCC recommended tha t
new recruits be required to serve at least 6 months befor e
becoming entitled to accrued leave benefits . In GAO's opin-
ion, this recommendation would not hurt recruiting since new
recruits expect to serve a minimum 3-year tour when they ini-
tially enlist . GAO believes, therefore, that this recommen-
dation should be adopted .

Attrition of first-term enlisted personnel--that is ,
separation from service before completing their tours--ha s
been a serious and costly problem of the All-Volunteer Force .
While the dimensions of the problem vary from time-to-tim e
depending on factors such as recruit quality and the public' s
attitude toward the military, GAO has estimated that durin g
fiscal years 1974 through 1977 about $5 .2 billion was los t
through early attrition . This loss resulted from unrecovere d
training investment, higher recruiting and salary costs ,
veteran's benefits, and unemployment compensation . The
PPSSCC proposal is one way to recover a small portion o f
the high cost of early attrition .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC assessment that a change i n
legislation was required to implement this recommendation .
Such legislation was enacted as part of the Department o f
Defense Authorization Act, 1985, (Public Law 98-525, sec .
606 ; October 19, 1984) . The act amended 37 U .S .C . 501(e) to
authorize the Service Secretaries to require that those wh o
enlist on or after the date of the act, will forfeit all ac-
crued leave if discharged for failure to serve satisfactoril y
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before completing 6 months of active duty service . There-
fore, statutory authority now exists for the Secretaries to
issue regulations to implement the recommendation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The estimated savings appears reasonable, but may b e
slightly overstated because (1) experience has shown that the
10 percent inflation factor used by PPSSCC is too high, and
(2) attrition rates tend to fluctuate depending upo n
unemployment rates and recruit quality . Recruit quality ha s
been up recently and early attrition has decreased over th e
base year (1981) used by the PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-80-10 Attrition in the Military--An Issu e
Needing Attention (February 20, 1980 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-514 0
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OSD 27! UNUSED LEAVE AT RETIREMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Should the Department of Defense seek legislation t o
require that the effective date for the commencement o f
retirement pay be deferred until retiring members hav e
received compensation for any accumulated unused leave? Thi s
restriction should apply only in cases of nondisabilit y
retirement .

The PPSSCC estimated that this recommendation would sav e
$125 .6 million over a 3-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that the effective date fo r
beginning to pay military retirement benefits be move d
forward from the active duty termination date by the number
of days of accumulated unused leave . The PPSSCC said tha t
this would ensure that a retiring memoer does not receive
retired pay for a period during which he or she is als o
eligible for active duty pay .

GAO believes that this recommendation should not b e
implemented . If a recommendation such as this were to be
implemented, it is very likely that most members contempla-
ting retirement would remain on the active duty rolls unti l
the unused leave had been used, during which time they would
continue to earn additional leave . Consequently, under the
current retirement system's benefit formula, implementatio n
of this recommendation would, over the long term, cost th e
government money rather than result in savings . This i s
because individuals continue to earn retirement credits an d
additional leave while on terminal leave . For example, if a
Lieutenant Colonel or Navy Commander remained on the activ e
duty rolls for an additional 1 .4 months--the average unuse d
leave at retirement--the "savings" resulting from delayed
retirement payments would be $2,412 . However, the presen t
value of retired pay credits earned while using up termina l
leave--based on actuarial assumptions--is $2,878 .00, for a
net cost to the government of $466 for this one individual .

Also, in most cases, in addition to basic pay, militar y
personnel are entitled to basic allowance for quarters an d
for subsistence while on terminal leave . However, if the
member receives a lump-sum payment for accrued leave at th e
time of discharge, the payment is based on basic pay alon e
(37 U .S .C . 501(b)(1)) .

	

Thus, it may be more appropriate to
prohibit the practice of placing a member on terminal leav e
rather than requiring a member to remain on active duty a s
the PPSSCC proposed .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recommendation would require legislation to b e
implemented . Legislation has not been introduced .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OP SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC said that the simultaneous payment o f
accumulated unused leave and retired pay results in duplicat e
compensation to the retiring member for a period equal to th e
length of unused leave . However, the PPSSCC analysis did no t
take into account that retirement credits and additiona l
leave would continue to be earned while individuals use u p
their accumulated unused leave, or that members would contin -
ue to receive subsistance and housing allowances while o n
terminal leave . Our analysis indicates that the presen t
value of the additional retirement credits earned while o n
terminal leave exceeds the cost of "buying-out" the individ-
ual's unused leave . Thus, the PPSSCC proposal may result i n
additional cost rather than savings to the government .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None .

VI. GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-514 0
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OSD34 : SELECTIVE	 REENLISTMENT BONUS PROGRAM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Should payments under the selective reenlistment bonu s
(SRB) program be restricted to those skill areas manned a c
less than 100 percent of desiced levels, and should SRB pay-
ments be eliminated for those members with 10 or more year s
of service ?

PPSSCC estimated that its three specific recommenda-
tions under this issue would save $625 .6 million over a
3-year period in the Navy and Marine Corps .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC made three recommendations for this issue :

--That management of the SRB program, including the
criteria employed in designating skill areas eligibl e
for payments, be redirected toward eliminatin g
payments in those areas not experiencing retention
problems, and that the services act more rapidly to
remove skill areas from eligibility once a retentio n
problem has been resolved .

--That the effectiveness of SRB payments in sk111 area s
not involving high technology training costs h e
reevaluated .

--That payments to those in zone C be eliminated .

GAO believes that the first two recommendations hav e
merit ; however, these criteria have been included in DOD' s
SRB management guidance since the program's inception .
While closer adherence to DOD guidance would result in som e
savings, it is very doubtful that a perfectly manage d
program would result in the large savings suggested by th e
PPSSCC . Essentially, these two recommendations call for th e
services to manage better ; that is, to continue following
DOD guidelines for managing the SRB program, but to do i t
better . GAO supports better management and has made
numerous recommendations for improvements .

In GAO's opinion, the PPSSCC proposal that authority t o
pay zone C bonuses be immediately discontinued has no meri t
and should not be implemented . F:owever, due to the high
marginal cost of zone C bonuses, the services should closel y
monitor their use . Zone C bonuses are paid to people wit h
10 through 14 years of service who are in shortage occupa-
tions or in occupations with inadequate retention rates .
For most occupations, retention rates are in the high 9 0
percent range for people beyond the 10 year-of-servic e
point . This aggregate view would indicate that zone C
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bonuses are unnecessary . However, an examination of reten-
tion rates for individual occupations indicates that som e
fall below the levels needed . GAO has found that the margin -
al cost of selectively paying zone C bonuses can be less tha n
the cost of replacing the individuals ; however, because the
marginal cost is high, GAO believes that the services shoul d
be very judicious in exercising the authority to pay zone C
bonuses .

While GAO and others 'lave recommended specific improve-
ments in SRB program management, it is equally important t o
note that GAO's prior and ongoing reviews of the SRB program
have found it to be among the most closely managed and cost -
efficient compensation programs the services use to retai n
people in occupations with critical shortages . On severa l
occasions, GAO has urged the services to make more extensiv e
use of targeted incentives, such as bonuses, instead o f
across-the-board pay raises, as a more efficient way to solv e
specific recruiting and retention problems .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC stated that authority to implement its SR B
proposals rests with the Secretary of Defense . GAO agrees
with this assessment .

While GAO knows of no current DOD plans to take specifi c
action on the PPSSCC recommendations, DOD's Fifth Quadrennia l
Review of Military Compensation (January 1984) did evaluat e
the cost-effectiveness and usefulness of this program ,
including the zone C bonuses . This report concluded, as GAO
has, that the program is generally an efficient compensatio n
incentive . This report stated, however, that while zone C
bonus authority should be continued, if reenlistment behavio r
of the past several years continues, the services shoul d
recognize that zone C bonuses are marginally effective a t
best and may be ineffective relative to other factors tha t
influence reenlistment decisions beyond 10 years of service .
The report suggested that zone C bonuses should not be use d
when economic and retention conditions are like the condi-
tions which existed through January 1984 (the date of th e
report) .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC stated that by eliminating SRB payments i n
zones manned at 100 percent, the Navy alone could save $110 . 4
million in fiscal year 1983, and that by discontinuing zone C
payments it could save another $37 .6 million, a total 1-year
savings in the Navy of $148 million . The Navy's fiscal year
1983 SRB budget was $162 .6 million ; thus by these two
actions, the PPSSCC stated that the Navy could reduce it s
SRB budget by over 91 percent .
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While some savings can no doubt be accomplished throug h
improved management techniques, GAO believes that savings o f
the magnitude cited by the PPSSCC are not possible . GAO' s
examination of Navy's SRB program indicates that it is care -
fully managed, and that judgments which must be made in set -
ting bonus levels are supported by extensive and soun d
analysis . GAO's on-going evaluation of the Navy SRB program
indicates so far that it does not pay bonuses in occupation s
that are 100 percent manned unless, on a career basis, it i s
cost-effective to do so, or in situati,lns where this is nec-
essary because of the expanding fleet . GAO generally agree s
with the Navy that when manpower requirements are expanding ,
it is necessary to manage the SRB program against an out-
year objective force profile in order to achieve the mannin g
goals .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony

	

Military Compensation Issues, by
Kenneth J . Coffey, National Security
and International Affairs Division ,
before the Senate Committee on Arme d
Services, Subcommittee on Manpower and
Personnel, on Military Compensatio n
Issues . (April 7, 1983 )

Testimony

	

Military Personnel Issues, by Kenneth
J . Coffey, NEtional Security an d
International Affairs Division, before
the House Committee on Appropriations ,
Subcommittee on Defense . (April 21 ,
1983 )

Testimony

	

Military Pay Raise and Enlisted an d
Aviation Officer Bonus Programs, by
Kenneth J . Coffey, National Securit y
and International Affairs Division ,
before the Senate Committee on Armed
Services, Subcommittee on Manpower and
Personnel . (August 10, 1982 )

GAO/FPCD-82-70 Perspectives on the Effectiveness o f
Service Enlisted Bonus Programs .
(August 23, 1982 )

V . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth Coffey 275-514 0
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OSD 35 : AVIATION	 CAREERINCENTIVEPAY

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the Department of Defense limit payments unde r
the Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP) program to member s
who are serving on regular and frequent Flight duty assign-
ments, and should ACIP payments be reduced for members wit h
more than 12 years of service ?

The PPSSCC estimated that $261 .2 million would be save d
over 3 years---assuming a 10 percent inflation factor--if DO D
(1) eliminated ACIP except for individuals actually perform-
ing operational or proficiency flying duty pursuant t o
orders, and (2) even for this group, reduced payments fo r
individuals with more than 12 years of service .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO does not agree with the specific PPSSCC recommenda-
tion to eliminate ACIP except for individuals actuall y
performing duties under orders ; however, GAO believes tha t
considerable savings might be attained by restructuring the
ACIP program to conform more closely to the management need s
and labor market demands associated with each aviation
community ; (i .e ., jet pilots, prop pilots, helicopter pilots ,
and navigators) .

The PPSSCC premised its recommendation on two assump-
tions : (1) that ACIP is paid for hazardous duty, and (2) tha t
restructuring and changing the purpose of ACIP would have n o
effect on aviator retention patterns . GAO believes thes e
assumptions to be incorrect . ACIP replaced "flight pay" i n
1974, at which time the underlying purpose of such pay was
changed to reflect the fact that flying duty was no longer a s
hazardous as it once was, and that competition for trained
pilots by the airline industry was increasing .

Whereas the old "flight pay" was primarily compensatio n
for hazardous duty, ACIP is primarily a career incentive
pay . The concept behind ACIP was that, barring unforesee n
circumstances, ACIP should be no more and no less than tha t
needed to maintain an adequate aviator force at all office r
grade levels and for all aviation specialties . This concept
was supported by GAO in two previous studies concerning

aviator pay (FPCD-82-56 and FPCD-80-31) .

While the ACIP program may be less cost-efficient tha n
it could be and may warrant some structural alteration, GA O
does not believe that the specific recommendation of th e
PPSSCC should be adopted .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

According to the PPSSCC, authority to implement thi s
recommendation resides with the Secretary of Defense . In
GAO's opinion, any change in the ACIP program structure a s
proposed by the PPSSCC would require legislative action .
Section 301a, 37 U .S .C ., establishes ACIP as an entitlement ,
specifies the rates of pay, and prescribes the criteria fo r
receiving this incentive pay . While the Secretary of Defens e
must establish implementing regulations, GAO believes that h e
has no authority to establish regulations which woul d
contravene the specific requirements of the statute .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC savings estimate of $261 .2 million over 3
years is premised on the assumption that aviator retentio n
rates would not decline if individuals not performing actua l
flying duty were precluded from receiving ACIP . Experience
has shown that this is a false assumption . During period s
when aviation career pay failed to keep pace with what indi-
viduals can earn in the private sector, severe pilot short-
ages developed . Thus, GAO doubts that the savings estimate d
by the PPSSCC can be achieved by implementing its recommenda -
tions to eliminate ACIP for all aviators except those flyin g
under orders . Since the cost of training one jet pilot cur-
rently exceeds $1 million, any savings achieved through re-
ductions in ACIP would likely be offset--perhaps exceeded--b y
the increased training costs prompted by reduced pilot reten -
tion rates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-82-56 Millions Spent Needlessly in Navy an d
Marine Corps' Aviation Bonus Program
(August 9, 1982 )

GAO/FPCD-80-31 The Navy's Pilot S :iortage : A Selective
Bonus and Other Actions Could Improve
Retention (February 15, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-5140
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USAF 4 : AIR FORCE PAY

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Is Air Force military pay competitive with pay in the
private sector ?

PPSSCC said that, although military pay is generall y
superior to pay in the private sector, the current pay syste m
is difficult to understand because it is so complex . It said
that this may contribute to personnel retention problems and
the belief that the military is underpaid . To remedy this ,
the PPSSCC recommended that an annual summary information
statement be given to each military member which would clear -
ly show total yearly compensation, including tax advantages
associated with various components of pay . This, they said ,
should promote a better understanding of the real value o f
military pay and benefits and might well increase retentio n
levels . PPSSCC said that positive benefits and savings ar e
likely to result from implementing their recommendation, bu t
none were estimated .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The question raised by PPSSCC, i .e ., is military pa y
competitive with private sector pay, is certainly a vali d
question, and one GAO is continuing to study . However, th e
PPSSCC analysis did not directly address this question .
Instead, the PPSSCC recommendation focused on the issue o f
"pay visibility" ; that is, whether military personnel under-
stand and recognize the full value of their very comple x
total compensation package . In support of its concern abou t
the visibility of military pay, the PPSSCC cited a GAO repor t
(GAO/FPCD-77-20, August 1, 1977) and testimony given by GAO
before the Senate Committee on Armed Services (May 8, 1981 )
and before the House Committee on Appropriations (June 1 ,
1981 .

GAO also reported on the problem of pay visibility i n
1975 (GAO/FPCD-75-172), 1977 (GAO/FPCD-77-20), and 197 8
(GAO/FPCD-78-27) . In these studies, GAO found that mos t
military personnel underestimated the value of their tota l
pay package by a substantial percentage, and concluded tha t
the unrecognized amount does little to enhance recruiting or
retention . GAO recommended that action be taken to hel p
military members and potential members understand the ful l
value of their compensation package .

Since DOD did not implement this recommendation, i n
1980 the House Committee on Appropriations directed that, a s
a pilot program, the Air Force provide an annual statement t o
each service member quantifying the full value of tha t
member's total compensation--including the value o f
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retirement benefits, health benefits, commissary and exchang e
benefits, the imputed tax advantage on untaxed allowances, e t
cetera . (See House Rept . 96-1317 .) The Committee directive
was implemented by the Air Force effective January 1982 (fo r
calendar year 1981), and by the other three military service s
effective January 1983 (for calendar year 1982) . While the
services have already mplemented this recommendation ,
subsequent research has not been done to determine whether
the annual statements being distributed by the services have
remedied the problem of pay visibility .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As stated, the PPSSCC recommendation has been
implemented .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Neither PPSSCC nor GAO calculated an estimate o f
savings which would flow from service members having a better
understanding of the value of their pay package .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony

	

The Proposed 14 .3 Percent Military Pa y
Raise, by Kenneth J . Coffey, National
Security and International Affair s
Division, before the Subcommittee on
Defense, House Committee on
Appropriations, June 1, 1981 .

GAO/FPCD-78-27

	

Need to Better Inform Military
Personnel of Compensation Change s
(July 12, 1978 )

GAO/FPCD-77-20

	

Military Compensation Should Be Changed
to a Salary System (August 1, 1977 )

GAO/F2CD-75-172 Need to Improve Military Members '
Perceptions of Their Compensatio n
(October 10, 1975 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-514 0
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USAF7 : AIRFORCESEVERANCEPAY

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Is the severance pay granted to officers for nonpromo-
tion discharges fair and reasonable ?

PPSSCC estimated that basing officer severance pay on
one week's pay for each year of service (using basic militar y
compensation as the base) instead of the current formul a
would save the Air Force $17 .5 million over 3 years . (Whil e
this estimate includes only the Air Force, severance pay i s
available to all of the armed services . )

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Separation pay is granted to regular officers--but no t
regular enlisted personnel--for nonpromotional discharge s
when the individual has had at least 5 but less than 20 year s
of service . l The current separation pay formula is 10 per -
cent of annual basic pay for each year of service up to a
maximum of $30,000 . Based on current pay rates, most offi-
cers involuntarily separated for nonpromotion receive the
maximum amount of separation pay . The PPSSCC stated tha t
military severance pay is too generous when compared wit h
private sector practice, and recommended that such pay b e
based on one week's pay (basic military compensation 2 ) for
each year of service, with no monetary maximum . The PPSSCC
calculated that this change in the formula would result i n
average severance pay of about $8,700 .

The PPSSCC recommendation is based on the observatio n
that the military severance pay program is more generous
than prevailing industry practices and the belief that th e
military program should more closely reflect private secto r
practices . However, the PPSSCC did not consider the fact
that military retirement is not vested until 20 years o f
service whereas private sector pension plans are sometime s
either partially or fully vested at 5 years of service an d

1 With enactment of the Defense Officer Personnel Management Ac t
(Public Law 96-513, Dec . 12, 1980, 94 Stat . 2835, 2870) what wa s
previously "severance pay" (for regular officers) and "readjust-
ment pay" (for reserve members, including enlisted members wit h
5-years of continuous active duty) was for most purpose s
abolished, and "separation" pay was authorized in their place (1 0
U .S .C . 1174 (1982)) .

2 Basic Military Compensation (BMC) is defined as basic pay, basi c
allowance for quarters, basic allowance for subsistance, and th e
imputed tax advantage on the tax free allowances . BMC differ s
from Regular Military Compensation (RMC) in that the latter als o
includes variable housing allowance and overseas station
allowance .
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frequently fully vested at 10 years of service . The
military contends that its more generous separation pay fo r
officers partially offsets the lack of retirement vesting .

GAO reviewed the federal government's severance pa y
programs--civil service and military service programs--in
1978 (GAO/FPCD-78-68) and made some rough comparisons wit h
private sector practices . GAO concluded that the civi l
service severance pay plan was generally about the same a s
the more liberal private programs, but that separation pa y
for involuntarily separated military officers was substan-
tially better than either the more liberal private plans o r
the federal civil service plan . On the other hand, GAO
concluded that the military's separation pay program treat -
ed regular enlisted members denied reenlistment unfairly i n
that they received nothing . (Although the PPSSCC's recom-
mendations are generally aimed at having the military pro -
gram conform with private sector practices, it did no t
address the inequitable treatment of regular enlisted per-
sonnel and did not recommend that they be included in th e
separation pay program . )

GAO's 1978 report concluded that severance pay shoul d
not be viewed as a substitute for retirement vesting in tha t
different purposes are served by each . At that time ,
retirement reform legislation, which included 10-year vest-
ing and a reduced severance pay formula--for officers and
enlisted personnel--was pending before Congress . In light
of this, GAO recommended that the uniformed services' sever -
ance pay program be revised to conform with the federa l
civilian severance pay program . GAO also recommended tha t
enlisted members be included in the program . Retirement
reform legislation, however, did not pass, and no action wa s
taken on either GAO recommendation .

GAO supports the general thrust of the PPSSCC recommen -
dation that the military's severance pay program be mor e
closely aligned with private sector practices . However, GAO
believes that any change in the program should be made i n
conjunction with changes to the retirement system . So long
as military personnel are forced out of their careers as a
result of the "up-or-out" promotion policy--a policy tha t
requires them to be promoted after a specified period or t o
leave the service--after having generally invested man y
years of service, but short of 20, a somewhat more generou s
severance pay program than that offered in the privat e
sector would seem justified . GAO also continues to suppor t
bringing enlisted personnel into the program .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC assessment that revising th e
separation pay program would require a change in law ;
however, the change wo-tld be to Title 10, United State s
Code, rather than Title 37 . However, GAO does not believ e
that such a change should be made until and unless the
military retirement system is modified to include vesting o f
benefits before 20 years of service .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO's analysis indicates that implementing this PPSSC C
recommendation, without making other changes that would b e
necessary to ensure equitable treatment of military person-
nel, may result in savings in the range estimated by the
PPSSCC . However, to be fully consistent with private secto r
practice, retirement benefits should be vested earlier tha n
20 years of service, and enlisted personnel should receiv e
severance pay when terminated or refused reenlistment for
nonpromotion . Both of these actions would substantiall y
reduce the estimated savings, and might result in an overal l
cost increase to the government .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-77-81 The 20-Year Military Retirement Syste m
Needs Reform (March 13, 1978 )

GAO/FPCD-78-68 The Federal Government's Severanc e
Pay Programs Need Reform (December 7 ,
1978 )

GAO/FPCD-78-49 Need For Overall Policy and Coordinate d
Management of Federal Retiremen t
Systems, Volume I (December 29, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-5140
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USAF10 :AIRGUARD ANDRESERVEBONUS PROGRAM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Are the Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve
enlistment and reenlistment bonus programs effectivel y
administered ?

While PPSSCC did not specifically recommend eliminating
the bonus programs, it believed that the programs were unnec -
essary and estimated that if the programs were eliminated ,
3-year savings would amount to $30 .4 million--assuming a 1 0
percent inflation factor . It stated that significant saving s
would also be achieved if the programs were continued bu t
applied in strict conformity with DOD guidelines .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC found that enlistment and reenlistmen t
bonuses were being paid to fill vacancies in units without
regard to criticality of the skill (contrary to DOD guidance
and legislative criteria), that decentralization of the Guar d
program has permitted payment of bonuses to non-critica l
skill personnel, and that insufficient data are maintained t o
determine the cost-effectiveness of the programs . The PPSSCC
therefore recommended that the cost-effectiveness of the pro -
grams be evaluated and that, if they cannot be justified on
this basis, they be eliminated .

While GAO has not examined the Air Guard and Reserve
bonus program, the conditions described in the PPSSCC repor t
appear to be nearly identical to the conditions GAO found in
the Army Guard and Reserve program . If these conditions are
the same, then GAO agrees that the PPSSCC recommendatio n
should be implemented . The legislative criterion for using
selective enlistment and reenlistment bonuses is that bonuse s
be targeted to skills which have critical personnel short-
ages, taking into account training costs and retention rates .
If the skill or occupation does not meet the criterion ,
bonuses should not be used .

GAO reviewed the Army National Guard and Reserve bonu s
programs (GAO/FPCD-83-10) and found that, although it is Arm y
policy to target incentives to high-priority units and crit -
ical skills, over one-third of the incentives awarded went t o
persons in noncritical skills in low-priority units . This i s
the same situation the PPSSCC said was occurring in the Air
Guard and Reserve bonus program . GAO recommended, and th e
Secretary of the Army agreed, to make eligibility criteria
for bonuses more stringent and to evaluate the program' s
effectiveness .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC said that the Office of the Air Force
Reserve and the Director of the Air National Guard have the
authority to analyze the cost-effectiveness of the bonu s
programs, and that legislation is not required . GAO agrees
with this assessment .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

While considerable savings should be achieved by apply-
ing more stringent criteria to the Air Guard and Reserv e
bonus program, the exact amount may be more or less than the
PPSSCC 3-year estimate of $30 .4 million . The estimate was
based on eliminating the entire program and was calculated
using the fiscal year 1982 bonus budget . The bonus budge t
fluctuates considerably from year-to-year depending upon
particular manpower requirements, and it does not appear
reasonable to assume that the 1982 budget is representative .
Also, even if Air Force Guard and Reserve bonus program i s
managed in strict compliance with existing legislative cri-
teria, it is unlikely that the program would be completely
eliminated .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-83-10 Army Incentive Funds Need More Effectiv e
Targeting to Reduce Critical Personne l
Shortages (March 2, 1983 )

GAO/FPCD-82-70 Perspectives on the Effectiveness o f
Service Enlisted Bonus Programs
(August 23, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-514 0
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FRS

	

RETIREMENT AGE(MILITARY )

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Could federal retirement costs be substantially reduce d
by increasing the age at which unreduced pension benefits ar e
available--from as early as 37 in the Military Retiremen t
System--to the more typical private sector retirement at ag e
62?

The PPSSCC estimated that $4 .519 billion could be save d
in the first 3 years on a present value basis following ful l
implementation .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

To understand and evaluate the PPSSCC recommendation s
regarding the military retirement system, it is necessary t o
first comment on the differing philosophical approaches use d
by DOD in justifying the current system and by the PPSSCC i n
recommending major changes to it . These differences were
highlighted in the introduction to the PPSSCC report whic h
stated that :

"Retirement systems in both the public and privat e
sectors are generally designed to fulfill three basi c
objectives--attracting, retaining and, ultimately ,
separating employees in a socially acceptable manner .

While similar in objectives, public and private secto r
retirement programs differ considerably in the relativ e
importance attributed to each objective and the
specific program provisions by which these objective s
are attained . "

This difference in emphasis is clearly seen in th e
structure of the military retirement system . DOD contend s
that military retirement is first and foremost a forc e
management tool designed to complement personnel managemen t
requirements, and only secondarily is it an old age pensio n
program .

In contrast, the PPSSCC stated that providing for ol d
age security should be the primary objective, as it is wit h
private-sector retirement plans, and that force managemen t
should be a distant secondary objective . The PPSSCC contend s
that force management goals can be achieved more efficientl y
and effectively with adjustments in current active duty pa y
rather than in deferred compensation .

While differences between these two approaches may see m
inconsequential at first glance, accepting either "forc e
management" or "old-age security" as the controlling objec-
tive of the military retirement system becomes extremel y
important, first because each approach leads analysts to ask
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a different set of questions ; second, different conclusion s
will be reached on how the system should be structured ;
and finally, the total cost of military personnel--bot h
current and deferred costs--will most likely be considerabl y
different .

If, for example, one accepts the approacn that militar y
retirement should be used primarily as a force managemen t
tool, then the first questions analysts generally ask con-
cerns the desired shape of the manpower force profile- -
usually displayed in a years-of-service distribution .

On the other hand, if providing for old-age security i s
accepted as the controlling objective, analysts generall y
focus on questions about what portion of preretiremen t
income should be replaced by post-retirement income--fro m
pensions and social security--and at what age individual s
should begin drawing retired pay .

GAO has not taken a specific position on whether th e
military retirement system shr-uld be primarily a force man-
agement tool or an old-age pension . However, GAO has stated
on numerous occasions that no element of the compensatio n
package should be evaluated in isolation as has bee n
frequently done by those on both sides of this question .
GAO believes that tradeoffs must be analyzed, and that th e
total mix of compensation--including basic pay, allowances ,
bonuses, special and incentive pays, and retired Ea--should
be only great enough to attract, retain and motivate th e
number and quality of people the services need to carry ou t
their respective missions . In other words, the overridin g
goal should be to implement that set of compensation an d
personnel policies that will result in the desired force- -
quantity and quality--at the least cost .

Most studies, including those done for DOD, have show n
that active duty compensation, in one form or another, i s
generally more cost efficient as a recruiting and retentio n
incentive than deferred compensation . Thus, GAO agrees tha t
when force management concerns can be more efficientl y
addressed through adjustments to the various components o f
current compensation that this is the preferred course o f
action . However, since the retirement system is a majo r
component of the total compensation package, and one of th e
most stable elements currently in the package, significan t
reductions, as recommended by the PPSSCC, would seriousl y
affect retention of military personnel . Therefore, GAO
believes that, while the thrust of PPSSCC proposals may hav e
merit, the force manning concerns and the increased curren t
compensation cost that would be necessary deserv e
considerably more analysis before any retirement syste m
changes are made . The PPSSCC did not address these issues .
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In keeping with its "old-age pension" approach, th e
PPSSCC made three recommendations associated with th e
retirement-age issue aimed at making the military syste m
more consistent with private sector plans . These were that :

--Unreduced military retirement benefits should b e
available at age 62, or at age 55 if actuariall y
reduced . (This would apply only to new military
personnel or those with less than 10 years o f
service . )

--Military retirement benefits should be vested afte r
10 years of service .

--In recognition of the services' claimed need for a
"young and vigorous" force, DOD should determine th e
need for a 5-year transition payment for thos e
retiring with 20 or more years of service (but shor t
of age 62) . Such a transition payment might b e
normal retired pay in the first year, with a
progressive 20 percent reduction for each of th e
remaining four years .

Whereas GAO's analysis generally confirmed the simi-
larity of the PPSSCC recommendations to private sector prac-
tices, the PPSSCC limited its analysis to pension plans and
social security and did not consider the capital accumula-
tion plans (profit-sharing plans, stock-ownership plans, an d
thrift plans, for example) that many private sector employ-
ers sponsor to provide additional retirement income to thei r
employees . Thus, it considered only two parts of what i s
frequently a three-part retire m ent package in the privat e
sector . While some form of a capital accumulation pla n
could be a part of the military package, such a p lan is no t
now available as part of military service .

Further, since the PPSSCC did not consider the forc e
manning implications of its proposals or evaluate the off -
setting cost of increases in the current compensation com-
ponent of the total pay package that would be needed, GA O
cannot endorse its proposals as being sound policy for mili -
tary personnel . Studies show that adoption of changes suc h
as these, without counter-balancing changes elsewhere in th e
total compensation package, would put the military at a
distinct competitive disadvantage in recruiting and
retaining quality personnel . However, some variation o f
these proposals may be appropriate after the total cost and
force manning implications have been analyzed .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As the PPSSCC stated ; legislation would be required
before the proposals could be implemented . No such
legislation has been proposed . If the legislation wer e
enacted to implement these specific changes without makin g
other major revisions to the overall compensation an d
personnel management systems, serious manpower problem s
could ensue .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC savings estimate of $4 .519 billion is based
on a multitude of economic and demographic assumptions--mos t
of which were not stated in the PPSSCC report--which led t o
the conclusion that the changes would reduce the retiremen t
system's entry-age normal cost l by 3 .7 percent of payroll .
The estimated savings was then calculated by applying th e
3 .7 percent reduction in entry-age normal cost to the pro-
jected payroll in the years 2001-03, discounted to 1983 at 6
percent a year ; a very long-term cost savings . There would
be no effect on outlays for at least 11 years because of th e
recommendation to grandfather those with more than 10 year s
of service .

While GAO believes that the PPSSCC recommendations, o r
some variation of them, probably would result in overal l
military personnel cost savings, the PPSSCC estimate appear s
to be overstated . Although sufficient data are not current-
ly available to accurately estimate the cost savings, th e
following items were not taken into account by the PPSSCC :

--The PPSSCC did not deduct from its estimated saving s
the added cost resulting from its suggestion tha t
5-years of transitional payments be available t o
every retiree under its proposal .

-

	

-The added cost of its 10-year vesting recommendation s
was not calculated and offset against the overal l
savings estimate .

--The additional active-duty compensation costs whic h
would be required to counteract retention losse s
resulting from reductions in retirement benefits wer e
not calculated and offset against projected savings .

IEntryfage normal cost is an actuarial term that represents th e
charge--expressed as a constant percentage of pay--that must b e
set aside each year to fund future retirement annuities that ar e
earned by the work force in the current year .
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Also, for several reasons, GAO believes that the PPSSC C
method of calculating the estimated 3 .7 percent reduction i n
entry-age normal cost is of questionable validity .

First, GAO has serious questions about the reasonable-
ness of using a 1 percent real interest rate assumption i n
calculating a normal cost percentage . The Social Securit y
Administration and most private sector pension plan manager s
assume a higher real interest rate when calculating entry -
age normal cost, usually in the 2 percent range . Since each
1 percentage point change in the real interest rate assump-
tion results in approximately a 25 percent change in th e
normal cost estimate, using a higher real interest rat e
assumption would substantially lower the savings estimate .

Second, the calculation assumes that military personne l
who draw retired pay would continue in the service until ag e
62 . In GAO's opinion, this is an unreasonable assumptio n
and, by recommending a 5-year transition payment, the PPSSC C
seems to acknowledge that most people would not remain i n
the military until age 62 when they would be eligible t o
draw regular retired pay .

Finally, work force demographics, such as the averag e
age, length of service, and age at retirement, have a
significant influence on the normal cost percentage . The
PPSSCC methodology implicitly assumed that demographically ,
the civil service (which formed the basis for th e
calculations) and the military are identical, an assumptio n
GAO believes is not valid . Data shows that demographicall y
the civil service work force looks considerably different i n
several respects than the military work force .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/OCG-84-2

	

Features of Nonfederal Retiremen t
Programs (June 26, 1984 )

Testimony

	

How the U .S . MilittaRetirement -System
ComparesWithOther1stems, by Kennet h
J . Coffey, National Security an d
International Affairs Division, befor e
the Subcommittee on Military Personne l
and Compensation, House Committee o n
Armed Services, (July 29, 1983 )

GAO/FPCD-77-81 The 20-Year Military Retiremen t
System Needs Reform (March 13, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-514 0
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FRS 4 : BENEFIT	 FORMULA(MILITARY )

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Could the military retirement system benefit formula b e
revised so as to reduce costs and bring annuities more in
line with private sector practices ?

The PPSSCC estimated that $17 .1 billion could be saved
over a 3-year period, on a present value basis, followin g
full implementation .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

As stated in FRS 1, the underlying premise of all PPSSCC
recommended changes in military retirement is that the system
is first an old age pension, and only secondarily a force
management tool . This PPSSCC premise is in contrast to th e
DOD position that the primary objective of the retiremen t
system is to support the manpower force management
requirements .

Consistent with its view that the military retiremen t
system should provide benefit levels slightly better than the
best private sector plans, the PPSSCC recommended that th e
benefit formula be changed as follows :

--That the formula for calculating retirement benefit s
be changed from the current 2 .5 percent of basi c
pay for each year of service (equivalent to 1 .8 5
percent of basic military compensation--BMC 1 ) to 1 . 6
percent of BMC (with a 1 .25 percent social securit y
offset for each year of military service at age 62) .
The current formula would apply to time served prio r
to implementation of the recommendation, and the new
benefit formula would apply to subsequent service .

--That the base for applying the calculation formula be
the individual's highest BMC earnings averaged over 5
years (high-5) . Currently, terminal basic pay is the
calculation base for those who entered military
service prior to September 8, 1980 ; and for those who
entered on or after that date the calculation base i s
the high 3-year average of basic pay .

1 BMC consists of basic pay, basic allowance for quarters, basi c
allowance for subsistence, and the imputed tax advantage on the
tax-free allowances . BMC is generally thought of as the mili-
tary equivalent to a civilian salary .
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--That retirement benefits be vested after 10 years o f
service . (This recommendation was also included i n
FRS 1 : Retirement Age . )

Some of the PPSSCC recommendations may have merit i f
implemented in conjunction with other changes in the tota l
compensation system which would ensure that an adequat e
number and quality of people are attracted to and retaine d
in the military . However, GAO believes these recommenda-
tions, taken by themselves, could have a serious adverse
effect on the military's ability to recruit, and particular-
ly to retain, the number and quality of people needed to
carry out their mission .

GAO's analysis indicates that the proposed benefi t
formula is generally comparable with formulas in private
sector pension plans . Similarly, the proposed 10-year vest-
ing requirement is consistent with private sector practices
and could be appropriate along with other reform proposals .
Seven of nine major studies of military retirement done ove r
the past 15 years have recommended early vesting, usually a t
10 years . Many critics claim that the current system--2 0
year vesting--results in too many people with 10 to 20 year s
of service, with too few remaining beyond 20 years .
Military officials contend that 10-year vesting would resul t
in a heavy loss of experienced career personnel, and in the
long term may cost more than the current system . Althoug h
GAO has previously recommended earlier vesting, the forc e
structure and cost implications of this recommendation have
not been fully assessed .

The reasonableness of the PPSSCC recommendation tha t
the military retirement system go almost immediately to a
high 5-year average salary calculation base is question-
able . While GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that many privat e
sector plans use a high 5-year average salary base for
computing benefits, studies indicate that the more libera l
plans, typically found in the oil and chemical industries ,
use a high 3-year average salary base . Since the PPSSCC
stated that the military retirement plan should be somewha t
better than the best private sector plans, it seems
reasonable that the more liberal plans which use a high- 3
salary base would serve as a better model . But, again ,
force manning and offsetting cost implications should be
addressed before such a change is implemented .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As the PPSSCC recognized, legislation would be require d
before the proposals could be implemented . No such legisla-
tion has been proposed, If the legislation were enacted to
implement these specific changes without making other major
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revisions to the overall compensation and personnel manage -
ment systems, serious manpower problems could ensue .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC estimated that changing the credit for eac h
year of service from 2 .5 percent of basic pay (1 .85 percent
of BMC) to 1 .6 percent of BMC with a social security offset ,
or 1 .3 percent without a social security offset, would sav e
$13 .5 billion over 3 years, and that changing from a high 3 -
to a high 5-year average salary calculation base would save
an additional $3 .6 billion--a savings of $17 .1 billion .
This savings estimate was calculated for fiscal years 200 1
to 2003, discounted to present value at 6 percent .

In GAO's opinion, the savings estimate appears to be
overstated ; however, sufficient data are not currentl y
available to accurately estimate the cost savings . The
PPSSCC did not include in its calculation ;

--the added cost of 10-year vesting, or

--the additional active-duty compensation costs which
would be incurred to offset retention losses tha t
would result from reductions in retirement benefits .

Also, the calculation method used by the PPSSCC
produces questionable results . For example, the PPSSCC' s
$13 .5 billion savings was calculated on the assumption tha t
the entry-age normal cost for the military retirement system
is 35 percent of BMC . However, as previously explained ,
this entry-age normal cost calculation assumes a 1 percen t
real interest rate, a rate not typically used in calculatin g
the cost of private sector plans . If, for example, a more
typical 2 percent real interest rate were used, the 3-year
savings estimate would be reduced by about 25 percent .

The savings estimate for changing from a high-3 to
high-5 calculation base also used questionable assumptions .
In addition to the question regarding the reasonableness o f
the normal cost, the PPSSCC assumed a 10 percent per yea r
pay increase . Based on this assumption a high-5 calculation
base is 8 .3 percent less expensive than a high-3 calculation
base . However, calculating the difference using a 5 percent
pay increase assumption rather than a 10 percent assumptio n
shows that a high-5 calculation base is only 4 .6 percent
less expensive than a high-3 base . Using this more
reasonable assumption substantially reduces the saving s
estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/OCG-84-2

	

Features of Nonfederal Retiremen t
Programs (June 26, 1984 )
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Testimony

	

How the U .S . Military Retirement System
Compares With Other Systems, by Kenneth
J . Coffey, National Security and
International Affairs Division, before
the Subcommittee on Military Personne l
and Compensation, House Committee on
Armed Services, (July 29, 1983 )

GAO/FPCD-77-81 The 20-Year Military Retirement System
Needs Reform (March 13, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-514 0
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FRS 5 : COST-OF-LIVING ADJUSTMENTS IN FEDERA L
PENSION SYSTEMS (MILITARY )

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

What savings could result if federal retirement benefit s
were no longer fully indexed to inflation ?

The PPSSCC estimated that savings of $2 .9 billion coul d
be achieved over three years, on a present value basis, i f
cost-of-living (COLA) provisions of the military retiremen t
system were consistent with prevailing private secto r
practices .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

As a general rule, military retired pay is fully indexe d
to increases in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) . (A temporary
exception to full indexing was applied to nondisabilit y
retirees under age 62 during 1983 to 1985, whereby they wer e
essentially limited to one-half of the estimated increase t o
be granted to other annuitants .) The PPSSCC concluded tha t
federal retiree adjustments, including those for military
retirees, were more liberal than those granted to privat e
sector retirees . It acknowledged that Social Security bene-
fits are also fully indexed but maintained that, on average ,
private sector pension plan adjustments offset only about 3 3
percent of the increase in the CPI .

To make the military retirement system comparable wit h
private sector pension programs, the PPSSCC recommended tha t
(1) for retirees under age 62, the COLA increase would b e
limited to the lower of the CPI or the annual military pay
raise, and (2) since military personnel are covered by Socia l
Security, for retirees age 62 and over, the COLA adjustmen t
be limited to the prevalent adjustment in the private sector ,
currently 33 percent of inflation .

GAO has consistently maintained that the federa l
retirement COLA provisions--including those of the militar y
retirement system--are excessive compared with COLA provi-
sions in private sector programs . Therefore, conceptuall y
GAO agrees with the PPSSCC proposal that the military retire -
ment system's COLA provisions be applied in a manner that i s
more consistent with private sector practice . However, th e
first part of the PPSSCC recommendation--that retirees unde r
age 62, in essence, be fully indexed--does not appear to b e
consistent with private sector practice or consistent wit h
the overall thrust of the PPSSCC proposal . Instead, in GAO' s
opinion, it would be more consistent if those under age 6 2
were indexed at something less than the full CPI--fo r
example, 70 to 75 percent of the CPI .
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GAO also conceptually agrees that the second part o f
the PPSSCC recommendation has merit . Since Social Security
is fully indexed, limiting the COLA adjustment for thos e
receiving Social Security benefits to an amount equivalen t
to adjustments received in the private sector may be reason -
able . However, 33 percent indexing is low compared to pri-
vate sector plan practices--a study done for the Departmen t
of Labor indicates that benefits increased by 38 percent o f
the CPI, on average, and that for plans covering 10,000 o r
more recipients, the average increase was 57 percent of th e
CPI .

While GAO basically agrees that the change in COL A
policy should be implemented, it is important to note tha t
partial indexing of retiree pay would reduce the expecte d
lifestream earnings of career personnel . Studies of how
people behave in response to changes in compensation sho w
that reductions in benefits generally have an adverse effec t
on retention patterns, although in the short-term servic e
members already eligible for retirement benefits or thos e
nearing retirement eligibility may, if allowed, decide to
remain in the service longer to avoid lower retiremen t
benefits--particularly if high inflation rates are anticipa-
ted . Thus, if current retention patterns serve a legitimat e
military manpower requirement, then the long-term reductio n
in retention rates that may result from these PPSSCC recom-
mendations would have to be offset by increases in othe r
compensation elements .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As the PPSSCC recognized, legislation would be require d
before this proposal could be implemented . While proposals
such as this have been made in the past, a permanent cap o n
COLAs has not been enacted .

In contrast to other retirement reform proposals ,
implementation of this proposal is feasible without making
other major revisions to the overall compensation an d
personnel management systems . However, since lifestrea m
earning would be reduced by such a change in COLA policy ,
some oftsetting increases may be needed in other compensa-
tion elements in order to counteract any long-term negativ e
effect the change may have on retention of career personnel .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Reducing the inflation protection in the militar y
retirement system to 33 percent on all amounts above th e
Social Security level (for those age 62 and over) would cu t
costs substantially . However, as previously discussed (se e
issue FRS 1), the PPSSCC's savings estimates for it s
recommendations are based on economic assumptions that ma y
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or may not be valid . Also, computed savings should b e
offset by any increases in active-duty compensation whic h
may be necessary to counteract long-term retention losse s
brought about by this change in COLA policy .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/OCG-84-2 Features of Nonfederal Retiremen t
Programs (June 26, 1984 )

GAO/OPP-82-2 U .S . General Accounting Office :
Comments on the President's Februar y
18, 1981, Budget Proposals an d
Additional Cost-Saving Measure s
(March 3, 1981 )

GAO/OPP-82-1 U .S . General Accounting Office : Staf f
Views on the President's Fiscal Yea r
1983 Budget Proposals (March 5, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-514 0
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FRS 6 : FEDERAL PENSION INTEGRATION (MILITARY )

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Could cost savings be achieved if the federal govern -
ment coordinates the delivery of pension benefits by inte -
grating the civil service retirement system, the militar y
retirement system, and Social Security ?

The PPSSCC estimated that integrating the militar y
retirement system and social security benefits could sav e
$225 million over three years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC's recommended Social Security integratio n
formula is the prevailing private sector practice, and may
be worthy of consideration as part of a larger package o f
retirement reforms . However, as with its other reform
proposals, the PPSSCC did not address the force mannin g
implications of this reduction in overall retirement bene -
fits, nor did it consider the increased current compensa-
tion costs that may be necessary to maintain the required
number and quality of personnel .

The PPSSCC said the objectives of its recommendation s
under this issue were to recognize the federal government
as a single employer and to eliminate windfall benefit s
employees could receive from overlapping and duplicativ e
benefits in the civil service, military, and Socia l
Security retirement programs .

To accomplish these objectives, the PPSSCC recommende d
that the military retirement system be fully and explicitly
integrated with Social Security by offsetting (i .e ., reduc-
ing) military retirement benefits at the prevailing private
sector rate . According to the PPSSCC, the usual private
sector practice is to reduce pension benefits (the offse t
begins at age 62) by 1 .25 percent of the primary Socia l
Security benefit for each year of service . (This mean s
that at age 62, a retired military member with 20 years o f
service would have his or her retired pay reduced by 2 5
percent (20 times 1 .25 percent) of the individual's primar y
Social Security benefit . The average primary Socia l
Security benefit in 1983 was $5,040 . Under this proposa l
25 percent of this amount--for a 20-year retiree--would be
subtracted from the individuals retired pay . )

Military personnel were brought under full Socia l
Security coverage in 1957 by legislation which had as it s
main purpose securing improved survivor benefits fo r
service members ; with only limited consideration given at
that time to the implications of this action on caree r
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personnel or the military retirement system . Thus, th e
two systems were not explicitly or implicitly integrated ,
and Social Security old-age benefits were, and remain ,
fully additive to the existing military retirement system .

The question of whether the military retirement system
should be fully and explicitly integrated with Socia l
Security, as are 80 to 90 percent of private sector plans ,
has been addressed by each of the nine major studies which ,
over the past 15 years, have addressed military retiremen t
issues . Most of these, except the Defense Manpower Commis-
sion and the recent 5th Quadrennial Review of Military
Compensation, recommended explicit integration of Social
Security . Two proposals--one made by the President' s
Commission on Military Compensation in 1978 and another by
the Carter Administration's 1979 proposed Uniformed
Services Retirement Benefits Act--contained an explici t
percentage offset provision nearly identical to the PPSSCC
proposal .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that legislation would be
required to implement this proposal to offset Social
Security benefits . No such legislation has been proposed .
However, if legislation were enacted to implement this
specific proposal without making other adjustments to th e
compensation and personnel management systems, personnel
retention patterns could change and offsetting increases i n
other compensation elements may be needed .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimated that full Social Security
integration would save $225 million over 3 years, phased i n
at a rate of 25 percent of the full offset over a 4-year
period . The PPSSCC estimate assumed that military retire-
ment benefits for each retiree over age 65 would be cut b y
an average of $1,260 a year . In making this estimate, th e
PPSSCC assumed that all military retirees over age 65 wer e
receiving Social Security benefits equal to the average
benefit received by all Social Security recipients over ag e
65 . It also assumed that each of the retirees had only 2 0
years of military service . Data are not available to vali-
date these assumptions ; however, they generally appear
reasonable, except the assumption that military personne l
retire with an average of 20 years of service . Curren t
data indicates that officers have an average of about 2 4
years of service and enlisted personnel have about 22 . 5
years of service at retirement. Using a higher year-of-
service average in the calculation would slightly increas e
the savings estimate .
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V. RELE ThNT GAO REPORTS

GAO/OCG-84-2

	

Features of Nonfederal Retirement
Programs (June 26, 1984 )

Testimony

	

How the U .S . Military Retiremen t
System Compares With Other Systems ,
by Kenneth J . Coffey, National
Security and International Affair s
Division, before the Subcommittee o n
Military Personnel and Compensation ,
House Committee on Armed Service s
(July 29, 1983 )

GAO/FPCD-78-49 Need for Overall Policy an d
Coordinated Management of Federa l
Retirement Systems, Volume I .
(December 29, 1978 )

GAO/FPCD-77-81 The 20-Year Military Retirement Syste m
Needs Reform (March 13, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-514 0
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FRS 7 : GOVERNMENT PENSION ACCOUNTING PRACTICES (MILITARY )

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Could improvements be made in the accounting practi-
ces of the government concerning the military retiremen t
system ?

Saving s from the recommendations are generally not
quantifiable because of the broad and encompassing nature
of the suggested improvement .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC concluded that the cost and liabilities o f
the military retirement system are much greater than recog -
nized by current costing and funding procedures . It called
for full recognition of accruing retirement costs--usin g
"dynamic" 1 estimating assumptions--in service budgets and
for amortization of the retirement system's unfunde d
liability .

GAO has long supported recognizing in current budget s
the full cost of future federal retirement benefits as the y
accrue, with future costs being estimated using dynamic
rather than static estimating assumptions . However, GAO
disagrees that recognition in the budget of the dynami c
unfunded liability would result in all the advantages th e
PPSSCC suggests . The dynamic approach merely gives a
better picture of the system's ultimate liability .

Beginning in fiscal year 1985, the military personne l
budgets will include the estimated cost of retirement bene -
fits that will be paid in the future to those individual s
expected to remain in and retire from the service . These
costs will be calculated using "dynamic" estimating assump -
tions . (Public Law 98-94 ; 97 S tat . 614, 644-648, Sept . 24 ,
1983 .) . In GAO's opinion, the major benefits that will be
realized from this new legislation are that (1) the future
cost of promised retirement benefits will be explicitl y
recognized in current military service budgets, and (2) as
manpower management decisions are considered and made, suc h
as the decision on whether to have a larger or smaller pro-
portion of the force as first-term personnel or as caree r

1 When estimating the future cost of retirement benefits, assump -
tions must be made, including assumptions regarding wage in-
creases, cost of living increases, mortality rates, interes t
rates, inflation rates, et cetera . Assumptions concerning wag e
and cost of living increases, in particular, can be "static" o r
"dynamic ." Static assumptions assume no increases in wages or
prices and result in a low estimate of future costs . Dynamic
assumptions attempt to estimate the actual increases expecte d
in wages and prices, and consequently result in a more realis -
tic estimate of actual future costs .
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personnel, the future retirement cost of these decision s
will be visible and recognized even though actual outlay s
may not occur for many years . This is in contrast to the
earlier " pay-as-you-go" system where future retiremen t
liabilities were not charged to current budgets and retire-
ment costs were not always considered when manpower manage-
ment and force profile decisions were made .

It must be recognized in evaluating this issue that a n
important difference exists between federal and privat e
sector pension funding practices . Contributions to private
sector pension funds are usually made in cash or marketabl e
securities by employers and/or employees . The cash contri-
butions are invested in income-producing securities which
are then sold in the securities markets when needed to make
benefit payments . The essence of the private sector pen-
sion fund is that its receipts and balance represent cas h
or assets that can be converted to cash . On the other
hand, the newly established military retirement fund is re-
quired by law to be invested in federal securities . There
is no cash involved in this kind of intragovernmenta l
transaction, only bookkeeping entries . When funds are
needed to make benefit payments, the Treasury obtains the
cash through its normal channels of tax receipts or borrow-
ing from the public . Thus, the primary beneficial effec t
of fully funding military retirement costs, as they accrue ,
is to enhance cost recognition and budgetary discipline, a s
well as improve fiscal and legislative decision making .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that amortization of th e
unfunded liability is consistent with the legal requiremen t
that private sector pension plans amortize their unfunde d
liabilities . The 1984 Defense Authorization Act (Public
Law 98-94 ; 97 Stat . 614, 644-648, Sept . 23, 1983) require s
the military retirement system's unfunded liability to be
amortized beginning in fiscal year 1985 over a period o f
years to be determined by the newly appointed DOD Boar d
of Actuaries .

The above discussion relates to the policy of fully
funding estimated future pension costs by including them i n
the budget currently, even though outlays will not be made
for some time . It does not relate to accounting for the
government's liability for purposes of presenting curren t
financial information which is subject to Title 2 of th e
General Accounting Office Policy and Procedures Manual fo r
Guidance of Federal Agencies . This manual requires tha t
the actuarial present value of accumulated plan benefits i s
to be calculated and recorded using dynamic assumption s
concerning benefit increases but not future pay increases .
This computation is consistent with current pensio n
accounting guidance provided by the Financial Accounting
Standards Board .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Although not enacted in response to the PPSSCC recom-
mendation, legislation was enacted in September 198 3
(Public Law 98-94 ; 97 Stat . 614, 644-648) which basically
implemented the PPSSCC recommendations . The new legisla-
tion calls for recognizing the full cost of retiremen t
benefits in current budgets as benefits are earned and for
liquidating the unfunded liability . While the act does not
specifically state that dynamic estimating assumptions ar e
to be used, the Report of the House Committee on Armed
Services which accompanied the act, recommended that
dynamic assumptions be used to calculate the aggregate
entry-age normal cost percentage (House Rept . 98-107) .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that full funding o f
estimated future retirement costs would not result in an y
direct savings to the retirement system .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-77°48 Federal Retirement Systems ;
Unrecognized Costs, Inadequate
Funding, Inconsistent Benefits
(August 3, 1977 )

GAO/FPCD-78-49 Need for Overall Policy an d
Coordinated Management of Federal
Retirement Systems (December 29, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Kenneth J . Coffey 275-5140
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CONG 3-1 :	 REMOVE RESTRICTIONS ON STOCKPILE SILVER SALE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The PPSSCC recommended that the General Services
Administration (GSA) seek legislation to sell 105 . 1
million troy ounces of the 139 .5 million troy ounces of
silver in the National Defense Stockpile . The PPSSCC
estimated that $1 .04 billion would be realized by sellin g
the entire 105 .1 million troy ounces in 1 year at $9 .9 5
per troy ounce .

The PPSSCC characterized this revenue as a budgetary
savings . The PPSSCC, however, also noted that the revenu e
could be used to purchase other needed stockpile
materials .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

While $1 .04 billion could be realized by selling th e
105 .1 million troy ounces at $9 .95 per troy ounce, th e
stockpile silver must first be found to be excess to
stockpile requirements . The Strategic and Critica l
Materials Stock Piling Act, as amended, requires that al l
funds from the sale be placed in a separate fund in th e
U .S . Treasury--the National Defense Stockpile Transactio n
Fund--and be used only to purchase needed stockpil e
materials . Accordingly, sale proceeds cannot now be used
directly to fund other programs, although increases in th e
Fund balance allow the Treasury to reduce the amount i t
must borrow from the public to finance other programs .

The fiscal year 1982 Defense Appropriation Ac t
(Public Law 97-114) suspended the disposal of stockpil e
silver pending (1) a presidential redetermination that the
silver to be disposed of is excess to stockpile require-
ments, and (2) congressional approval of any proposed dis -
posal method . In making the redetermination, the Presi-
dent is required to consider certain factors, includin g
the findings and recommendations in GAO's January 198 2
report, National Defense-Related Silver Needs Should B e
Reevaluated And Alternative Dis•osal Methods Ex•lored .

The Comptroller General, in legislative comments
dated August 8, 1984, reiterated GAO's view tha t

"In the absence of conclusive information tha t
the silver to be disposed of is excess, we
believe that the Congress should call for and
consider the redetermination report before taking
final action to dispose of any stockpile silver . "
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The fiscal year 1985 Dapartment of Defense Appropria -
tions Act again prohibited any disposal of Nationa l
Defense Stockpile silver until the redetermination repor t
by the President has been submitted to the Committees o n
Armed Services of the Senate and the House of Representa -
tives . As of January 1985 the President's report has not
been submitted to the Congress .

GAO believes that the existing legislativ e
requirements constitute a well-defined, logical course o f
action to ensure that the silver is in excess of stockpile
requirements before it is disposed of and, if found to b e
in excess, is disposed of in such a manner as to minimize
or eliminate any short-term market price disruption . GAO
believes that the potentially adverse effect on nationa l
security and domestic silver producers should be
considered in any decision to dispose of the stockpil e
silver .

Even if the silver is found to be excess to stockpil e
requirements, the Continuing Appropriations Act for Fisca l
Year 1983 (Public Law 97-377) limits annual stockpile
silver sales to no more than 10 percent of the silver
produced from existing domestic mines in the preceding
12-month period . As domestic production has generally
been about 40 million troy ounces, this provision limit s
annual sales to about 4 million troy ounces of stockpil e
silver . This limitation implements the provision of th e
Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling Act, a s
amended, which states that in disposing of stockpil e
materials, efforts be made to avoid undue marke t
disruption .

IIIe GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC proposal calls for legislative action t o
eliminate restrictions on the sale of stockpiled silver .
GAO agrees that legislation would be needed to implemen t
the PPSSCC proposal .

First, the various legislative restrictions specifi c
to silver disposal would need to be rescinded . Also ,
general legislative constraints would need to be waived ;
for example, the requirement that disposals not hav e
adverse market impact would certainly be violated by a n
attempt to dispose of the entire 105 .1 million troy ounce s
of silver in one year, as PPSSCC suggests .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimates that $1 .04 billion in saving s
would be realized selling stockpile silver, and tha t
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these procedes could be used to offset the cost of othe r
stockpile acquisitions . The $1 .04 billion estimate wa s
based on a market value for silver of $9 .95 per troy
ounce . However, any estimate of the value of such a
savings is dependent on the market price of silver . That
price is constantly fluctuating . Based on the curren t
market value of $6 .00 per troy ounce, this estimate woul d
be reduced to $630 .6 million .

Further, both CBO and GAO previously estimated tha t
selling the stockpile silver over an extended period o f
time would maximize revenues . We found that abou t
4 million troy ounces per year could be sold withou t
significantly lowering the market price, bringing in abou t
$40 million annually (about $24 million as of Januar y
1985) .

Finally, the PPSSCC stated that silver disposa l
revenue could be used to buy other stockpile materials .
However, if this were done the revenue generated from th e
silver sale would be offset by expenditures made t o
acquire other needed stockpile materials, and there woul d
be no savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

B-205617 Comments on Provis`ons in H .R . 516 7
and S . 2723 to Dispose of Nationa l
Defense Stockpile Silver (Aug .

	

8 ,

GAO/RCED-83-7

1984 )

Unresolved Issues Concerning th e
Disposal of Stockpile Silver (Feb . 18 ,
1983 )

GAO/EMD-82-24 National Defense-Related Silver Need s
Should Be Reevaluated And Alternativ e
Disposal Methods Explored (Jan .

	

1 1 ,
1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Gryszkowiec 275-551 4
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CHAPTER4

HUMAN SERVICES AND WAGE PROTECTION PROGRAMS

The federal government spends about $400 billion a year on huma n
services programs which serve millions of people . These programs pro -
vide health care, education, retirement and disability income, and
cash and non-cash benefits for the needy . The government also regu-
lates the wages of workers on federally-funded contracts estimate d
to exceed $120 billion a year .

This chapter discusses 82 issues, primarily dealing with human
services and wage regulation, where PPSSCC estimated savings of abou t
$168 billion . The issues involving the greatest potential saving s
involve policy matters that are relatively controversial such a s
changing (1) the approaches used to contain the costs of medical care ,
(2) eligibility requirements and the amounts of benefits from programs
for the needy, and (3) the government's role in setting wages fo r
persons working on government-funded contracts .

Of the 82 issues addressed, GAO found overall merit in 57, ques -
tioned the merits of 17, and had no position on eight . Legislative
action would be required to fully implement PPSSCC's recommendation s
for 54 of the 82 issues . While GAO found the majority of the issue s
to have overall merit, it questioned the merits of issues with some
of the largest PPSSCC savings estimates .
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MEDIC 1 : FEDERAL HEALTH CARE COST S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"PPSS recommends basic long-term changes in the U .S .
health care financing system intended to accomplish th e
following two primary objectives :

1. Create fiscal controls that will enable th e
Federal Government to restrict Federa l
expenditures for health care to acceptable rate s
of increase in the future .

2. Make it possible for the Federal Governmen t
to continue to fulfill the goals of the majo r
Federal entitlement programs, such as Medicar e
and Medicaid, to provide adequate health car e
coverage for elderly, poor and disabled people .

"PPSS is recommending the use of competitive market s
to accomplish this difficult task . "

Three year savings of $28,900 million could b e
achieved .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

Federal health expenditures have been increasin g
faster than the rate of inflation and the rate of growt h
in GNP and these expenditures are consuming an increasin g
portion of the federal budget . To reduce the growth i n
federal health expenditures and to improve the overal l
efficiency and quality of the health care delivery system ,
PPSSCC recommended (1) establishing a cap on the increase
in total federal health expenditures equal to the rate o f
growth in GNP, (2) setting per capita amounts for Medicar e
and Medicaid expenditures, (3) allocating Medicare and
Medicaid funds to geographic areas based on the number o f
beneficiaries and the per capita amounts, (4) obtaining
competitive bids to provide services to the beneficiarie s
within the geographic allocations of funds, and (5 )
providing beneficiaries with vouchers and allowing them t o
select from the bidding plans and pay or pocket th e
difference between the voucher amount and the plan's cost .

Although rising federal health expenditures are a
serious problem, GAO does not believe it is appropriate t o
implement the system described by PPSSCC at this tim e
because of the many uncertainties about the outcome o f
such a system and because of the numerous assumption s
which have to be made for the system to work as envisione d
by the PPSSCC .
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The PPSSCC recognizes that many factors have resulted
in the increased cost of health care . It lists as factor s
(1) general inflation, (2) health care price inflation
above the rate of general inflation, (3) growth of the
population served, (4) increased use of services on a pe r
capita basis, (5) changes in medical technology, and (6 )
increased medical intensity . PPSSCC recommends that the
inc rease in total federal health expenditures and the pe r
capita amount for Medicare and Medicaid be limited to th e
increase in GNP . This action would basically only accoun t
for the first and third of the six listed factor s
affecting health care costs . Given this fact, the
provision of medical care would have to chang e
dramatically if there is not to be a lowering of the leve l
of health care provided to beneficiaries or a shift o f
costs to them .

The increasing use of services, increasin g
application of costly technology, and/or increasin g
intensity of services would (1) virtually have to stop ,
(2) be paid for by the beneficiary, or (3) be offset b y
efficiencies in other areas . PPSSCC does not presen t
convincing evidence that the third of these alternative s
(efficiencies) would occur, but apparently assumes i t
would through competitive bidding . This in turn assume s
that the successful bidders could obtain lower prices than
Medicare and Medicaid now pay and/or better control th e
use of services than Medicare and Medicaid . Because
bidders would have to cover at least the same range o f
services as Medicare and Medicaid do and would probabl y
have less leverage with providers because fewe r
beneficiaries would be covered under each plan, it i s
difficult for GAO to see how bidders could accomplis h
this without sacrificing quality of services or reducin g
access to medical care .

The PPSSCC recommendation also envisions geographi c
allocations of Medicare and Medicaid funds based on th e
number of beneficiaries in the area and the per capita
amounts . PPSSCC states that some adjustments may b e
necessary to account for regional differences such as cos t
of living . However, regarding Medicaid, many othe r
factors, such as differences in federal Medicaid sharin g
rates and the range of services provided under the variou s
state Medicaid plans, would have to be considered if majo r
shifts in federal funds from some states and regions t o
others are not to occur .

GAO also notes that to implement this recommendatio n
many programs beside Medicare and Medicaid presumabl y
would be affected . For example, the DOD and VA direc t
delivery systems and the health research programs of NI H
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would have to have their growth limited by the same
percentage as Medicare and Medicaid . If the Congress were
to increase military health benefits or increase researc h
funding for cancer, it would have to decrease the limit in
another area ,

This analysis of the PPSSCC recommendation does no t
address all of the uncertainties and assumption s
associated with it . Those discussed, however, rais e
enough questions to cause GAO to believe implementation i s
not appropriate at this time .

The federal government faces a dilemma regardin g
health care costs . Although, PPSSCC has raised a vali d
concern of national importance about the increasin g
proportion of federal expenditures going to the healt h
programs, GAO does not believe there is sufficien t
evidence to support that PPSSCC°s recommended solutio n
will work as envisioned by it . As the PPSSCC ha s
correctly pointed out, government expenditures for healt h
care are tied to a dynamic growth industry which has bee n
consuming a larger and larger portion of GNP . If, a s
expected, the industry continues to grow, the governmen t
will have to commit more resources to health care programs
unless changes are made in them . However, the solutio n
proposed by the PPSSCC involves too many uncertainties an d
requires too many assumptions for GAO to endorse at thi s
time . On the other hand, GAO does note that the federa l
and state governments are currently experimenting wit h
many of the elements included in the overall PPSSC C
recommendation . Over time, these experiments may hel p
answer the questions raised by PPSSCC°s competitive healt h
care strategy .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Numerous actions would need to be taken to implemen t
the recommendation . The Congress would have to amend man y
laws . Regional allocations for Medicare and Medicaid (an d
presumably a distribution formula for VA, the India n
Health Service, etc .) would have to be calculated . Bid s
would have to be solicited and evaluated for Medicare an d
Medicaid and contracts awarded . An appropriate
administrative structure would have to be established .
All of this would take quite some time to accomplish .
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%~ . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC savings estimate is the difference betwee n
the estimated 13 percent annual rate of increase i n
federal health expenditures for the fiscal years 1984-8 6
period and a 9 percent annual increase . If expenditure s
were capped at the 9 percent level, approximately thi s
amount would be saved . However, because, in GAO' s
opinion, it would take a number of years to implement th e
fundamental changes envisioned by this recommendation, th e
savings could not be realized in the period used b y
PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/HRD-83-21 Financial and Other Problems Facin g
the Federal Employees Health Insuranc e
irogram (Feb . 28, 1983 )

GAO/HRD-82-92 A Primer on Competitive Strategies fo r
Containing Health Care Costs (Sept .
24, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Zimmerman 275-619 5
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HEALTH 3 :	 HOSPITAL REIMBURSEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"What changes are necessary in the Medicare hospita l
reimbursement methodology to restrain the increase i n
hospital costs ?

"Medicare program savings of $5 .694 billion over 3
years could result by changing to a prospectiv e
reimbursement system. Significant additional saving s
under Medicaid could be possible under such a system . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Medicare hospital costs have increased dramaticall y
over the years and part of this increase was due to th e
lack of incentives to hold down costs under the program' s
cost reimbursement system . Under cost reimbursement ,
hospitals are paid retrospectively their actual reasonabl e
costs of providing covered services . Prospective paymen t
systems provide incentives to contain cost growth becaus e
the amount a hospital receives is predetermined and, i f
its costs exceed the payment, the hospital suffers a
loss . The PPSSCC recommendation is moot because th e
Congress adopted a Medicare prospective payment system fo r
hospitals in April 1983 .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As part of the Social Security Amendments of 198 3
(Public Law 98-21), Congress authorized Medicare to pay
hospitals on a prospective basis . During fiscal year 198 4
all hospitals not exempted under the law were phased int o
the prospective payment system .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The savings estimated by PPSSCC are far in excess o f
those that will be realized under the prospective paymen t
system adopted by the Congress . This results because the
law requires for fiscal years 1984 and 1985 that th e
prospective payment system be budget neutral ; that is, the
prospective system must result in the same total payment s
as the previous reimbursement system would have durin g
these 2 years . As far as the PPSSCC savings estimat e
itself is concerned, its accuracy is questionable becaus e
it is based on a straight extrapolation to all states o f
experience in only 8 states . This assumes that the othe r
states would have the same experience .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-80-72 Rising Hospital Costs Can oe Restrain -
ed by Regulating Payments and Improv-
ing Management (Sept . 19 1 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Zimmerman 275-619 5
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HEALTH4 :	 PHYSICIANREIMBURSEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the current fee-for-service physicia n
reimbursement system under Medicare be changed? "

Savings of $1,010 million in 1984 Medicare costs ar e
possible if the rate of increase in physician fees fo r
reimbursement can be limited to 10 percent . Three-year
savings total $3,343 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Medicare's costs for payments to physicians have bee n
increasing much faster than the general rate of infla-
tion . To decrease the rate of %edicare cost increase ,
PPSSCC listed three alternatives . One alternative- -
legislation to authorize the use of alternative deliver y
systems, primarily Health Maintenance Organizations--i s
already permitted by law and in operation, and has th e
potential to hold down Medicare cost increases . The other
two alternatives--use of fee schedules and competitiv e
bidding for physician services--would be relativel y
complicated to implement, and could have impacts o n
program beneficiaries such as restricting freedom-of-
choice and access to physician services . PPSSCC also
recommended a program to provide consumer information t o
beneficiaries . A program to provide consumers with
information seems to be worthwhile and could be
implemented, assuming necessary funds are available .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The Social Security Amendments of 1972 (Public La w
92-603) provided for an alternative delivery system b y
authorizing Health Maintenance Organizations to contrac t
with Medicare .

	

This authority has been expanded throug h
amendments to the law . Implementing either of the
remaining alternatives--the use of fee schedules o r
competitive bidding for physician services--would requir e
major legislative changes and could result in unintende d
impacts on program beneficiaries . Both of these remainin g
alternatives would involve substantial administrativ e
effort to implement and maintain .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC's estimate assumes a 5 percent decrease i n
the expected rate of increase in Medicare payments t o
physicians . No data is presented to substantiate tha t
this magnitude of savings is feasible .
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V% RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

None

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Zimmerman 275-619 5
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LISAB 8 :	 MEDICAID HOSPITAL AND LONG-TERM CARE COSTS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Could Medicaid in-patient hospital costs and long-term
care costs be reduced by replacing retrospective paymen t
systems with prospective payment systems and by utilizin g
community-based care where institutional care is no t
necessary? "

PPSSCC states that prospective payment systems woul d
create estimated savings of $490 .7 million for 3 years ;
estimated savings for utilizing community-based service s
would be $540 .6 million over 3 years . Total federal saving s
for this issue are estimated at $1,031 .3 million over 3
years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes that controlling Medicaid hospital an d
long-term care costs is crucial because they represent abou t
75 percent of program costs . GAO agrees with the concept o f
using prospective payment systems for reimbursing hospita l
costs . In GAO's opinion, however, mandating the replacemen t
of retrospective payment systems with prospective systems i n
Medicaid requires further evaluation . Legislative action
has already been taken to allow states some flexibility i n
designing ways to contain Medicaid hospital and long-ter m
care costs . Provisions of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1981 (OBRA), authorized a change in reimbursement fo r
hospital services from an institution's reasonable costs t o
costs deemed reasonable and adequate to meet the costs whic h
must be incurred by efficiently and economically operate d
facilities . It was hoped that this provision would hel p
states to curb dramatic increases in Medicaid expenditure s
for hospital care . Since OBRA of 1981, many states hav e
abandoned the Medicare reasonable cost-based reimbursemen t
principles and adopted more cost-control oriented systems .
However, this legislation did not require states to develo p
prospective payment systems . The basic principle o f
prospective payment systems is that a payment reimbursemen t
rate or maximum amount is set in advance that is, before th e
services are provided . In theory, a prospective system
provides incentives to providers to be efficient becaus e
they know in advance how much they will be paid and tha t
they will suffer a loss if costs are higher . In contrast ,
under a retrospective system at the end of a period, usuall y
a year, the actual allowable costs of providing care ar e
determined and payments are made equal to that amount .
Generally, there is little incentive for providers to b e
efficient because final payments reflect the actual cost s
incurred .
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OBRA also contained a provision which allowed states t o
provide home and community-based care services through th e
Medicaid program under waiver, as a less costly alternativ e
to institutionalization . Preliminary indications are tha t
this approach may not be cost-effective if one consider s
those costs that are assumed by other public federa l
programs when patients are maintained in the community, suc h
as cost to Supplemental Security Income (SSI), Socia l
Services, and Administration on Aging programs .

GAO believes that additional support is needed t o
justify implementing the changes recommended by the PPSSCC .
In GAO's opinion, it is premature to require the changes
that the PPSSCC recommendations suggest because existin g
prospective payment and home and community-based program s
have not been thoroughly evaluated to determine whether the y
contain health care costs and assure access to quality care .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's assessment of implementa-
tion authority for the recommendations on Medicaid hospita l
and long-term care costs . Legislation would be necessary to
require that all states adopt prospective payment system s
for Medicaid inpatient hospital reimbursement and to requir e
that competitive forces be created in the private and publi c
health care sectors . Only administrative action would be
necessary to encourage implementation for all-payer hospita l
rate setting programs (i .e . all payers pay the same rate fo r
health care services) and to require prescreening and cas e
management as a condition of participation in community -
based services . However, the feasibility of implementing
these recommendations is questionable . For example, ther e
are problems with implementing the PPSSCC recommendation s
for encouraging all-payer hospital rate setting programs .
Establishing all-payer systems for hospitals is administra-
tively difficult and often requires data not currentl y
available to states . In the past, GAO found that saving s
could be realized from competitive procurement for selecte d
services . We recommended competitive procurement unde r
Medicaid for services such as laboratory and eyeglasses, an d
this recommendation was included in OBRA in 1981 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC used many assumptions and did not conside r
certain costs in computing its savings estimate . For
example, it assumed that all other states would realize th e
same savings from prospective payment as the PPSSCC esti-
mated average savings for the 10 states it reviewed . Also ,
PPSSCC assumed that all states would have the same experi-
ence with alternatives to nursing home programs as five
states had in the past and that all individuals who coul d
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be served in the community would be served at the cost s
incurred under more limiting programs in the five states .

GAO questions the national application of the data PPSSC C
used but does not have sufficient information to determin e
the reasonableness of the assumptions . In estimating the
savings from utilizing community-based services, PPSSCC onl y
considered Medicaid costs and did not include costs t o
several other public programs . Because of these factors and

others, GAO questions the cost-effectiveness of community -
based services care and whether the data used by PPSSCC ca n

be generalized nationwide .

V. RELEVANT GPO REPORT S

GAO/HRD-82-92 A Primer on Competitive Strategies fo r
Containing Health Care Costs {Sept . 24 ,
1982 )

GAO/HRD-80-72 Rising Hospital Costs Can be
Restrained by Regulating Payments and
Improving Management(Sept . 19, 1980 )

GAO/PAD-80-12 Entering a Nursing Home--Costl y
Implications for Medicaid and th e
Elderly (Nov . 26, 1979 )

GAO/HRD-78-60 Savings Available by Contracting fo r
Medicaid Supplies and Laborator y
services (July 6, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Zimmerman 275-619 5
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HEALTH2 : MEDICARE AUDITING AND MEDICAL REVIE W

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should Medicare Auditing and Medical Review
procedures and reporting be improved and should fundin g
for these areas be increased? "

An estimated $446 .8 million could be saved over a
3-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Medicare cost audits and medical reviews are cos t
beneficial ; that is, the cost of the audits and reviews
are more than offset by the unallowable expenditure s
identified . Therefore, GAO supports the PPSSCC' s
proposals aimed at improving audits and medical reviews .

Currently, Medicare cost audits and medical review s
of nonhospital services are performed by the sam e
contractors that process claims . PPSSCC recommended
experimenting with audit and medical review contract s
separate from the intermediary and carrier contracts an d
determining the best allocation of audit and medica l
review dollars . Such experiments or allocation method s
hold promise to provide information on alternativ e
administrative mechanisms which could help contro l
Medicare cost increases .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The Congress would have to appropriate the additiona l
audit and medical review funds PPSSCC recommends as wel l
as authorize the experiments with contractors other tha n
carriers and intermediaries for these functions . HCFA
could institute PPSSCC's recommended improvements in audi t
and medical review reporting and allocation of audit an d
medical review funds .

In GAO's February 1983 report on medical review an d
its June 15, 1982 testimony on possible ways to reduc e
Medicare costs, GAO recommended that audits and medica l
reviews be improved and additional funds be appropriate d
to carry out these functions . The Congress did authoriz e
additional funding for audits and medical reviews fo r
fiscal years 1983-85 and PPSSCC recommends that even mor e
funds be appropriated for these functions .
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IV. GAO ANAYYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC's savings ratio of $10 in unallowabl e
expenditures saved to every $1 in audit and review cost s
is probably high . Based on GAO's audit work a rati o
between 5 to 1 and 7 to 1 would be more realistic .
Therefore, PPSSCC's savings estimate may be overstated .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-83-16 Improving Medicare and Medicaid Sys-
tems to Control Payments for Unneces-
sary Physicians' Services (Fb . 8 ,
1983 )

Testimony

	

1983 Budget Proposals Relating to th e
Medicare Program, by Gregory J . Ahart ,
Human Resources Division, before th e
House Committee on Ways and Means ,
June 15, 1982 .

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Zimmerman 275-619 5
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HEALTH 1 :	 MEDICARE CONTRACTING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should the Health Care Financing Administratio n
(HCFA) institute a system-wide, competitive bid ,
fixed-price process for contracting the administration o f
Medicare claims? "

PPSSCC estimated that $60 million could be save d
annually upon full implementation in addition to a n
estimated savings of $15 million per year in existin g
fixed-price contracts .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC recommended that HCFA aggressively pursu e
legislative authorization to use competitive fixed-pric e
contracting for all Medicare claims processing contracts .
Over the last 5 years GAO has looked twice at th e
advantages and disadvantages of competitive contractin g
for Medicare . In both cases GAO found insufficient basi s
to make a wholesale change to fixed-price contracting fo r
Medicare claims processing services . GAO identifie d
alternative means of achieving savings and improvin g
contractor operations available under Medicare law . Also ,
the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 authorized a limite d
expansion in the number of fixed-price contracts . I n
granting that authority, the Congress has required GAO t o
evaluate HCFA's ability to implement a fixed-price-con-
tracting system for Medicare claims processing and submi t
a report to the Congress by July 18, 1985 .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Congressional action will be necessary to implemen t
PPSSCC's recommendation . In June 1979 GAO recognized tha t
HHS might need a long time to evaluate the effects o f
competitive fixed-price contracting . Therefore, GAO
suggested that Congress consider providing HHS contingenc y
authority to expedite the use of competitive fixed-pric e
contracting after fully evaluating the experiments an d
demonstrating to the Congress' satisfaction that n o
measurable adverse effects will occur . The Congres s
implemented GAO's recommendation in the Deficit Reductio n
Act of 1984 (Public Law 98-369) .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC's savings estimate may represent a realisti c
reduction in Medicare administrative costs . However ,
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administrative costs represent only about 3 percent o f
total Medicare costs with the remainder being comprised o f
benefit payments . Good controls over benefit payment s
cost money and GAO believes that such controls can be
lessened or compromised as a result of administrative cos t
cutting initiatives . Poorer controls over benefi t
payments can easily wipe out any administrative saving s
and increase total program costs .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/HRD-82-17 Experiments Have Not Demonstrate d
Success of Competitive Fixed-Pric e
Contracting in Medicare
(Dec . 1, 1981 )

GAO/HRD-79-76 More Can Be Done to Achieve Greate r
Efficiency in Contracting fo r
Medicare Claims Processin g
(June 29, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Zimmerman 275-619 5
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LISAB 9 : MEDICAID QUALITY CONTROL

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"What steps can be taken to make the Medicaid Quality
Control Program more effective as a management tool? "

PPSSCC recommendations aim at realizing the 3 percen t
error rate established by Congress . Savings are no t
included because they have already been projected in th e
budget .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the view that steps should be taken to
make the Medicaid Quality Control (MQC) program more effec-
tive as a management tool . The MQC program was designed a s
a coordinated effort by the state and federal governments t o
improve the administration of the Medicaid program . Its
primary objective is to measure, identify, and eliminate o r
reduce dollar losses . To encourage states to improve thei r
Medicaid administration, the Congress and the Health Car e
Financing Administration have tied an error rate developed
by quality control to fiscal sanctions . In 1982, Congres s
established a 3 percent error rate target which states mus t
meet or be subject to penalty . GAO believes the main objec-
tive of the program should be to develop and implement mean-
ingful corrective action programs . Generally, the PPSSCC
recommendations are directed toward this end . They are
designed to improve the effectiveness of the MQC program a s
a management tool through stronger corrective action/incen-
tive programs and improved monitoring capability . In the
past GAO has made several recommendations for improving th e
quality control program. Although GAO's recommendations ar e
not exactly the same, we believe that the PPSSCC recommenda-
tions have merit and are basically consistent with GAO' s
overall position .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC assessment of implementatio n
authority for the recommendations in this issue . The
results of the first recommendation to reevaluate th e
current disallowance system and consider replacing it, woul d
require legislative action if it were decided that th e
system should be replaced . The other three recommendation s
which involve improving the usefulness of the system's dat a
output and the ability to monitor the MQC program, could b e
accomplished administratively .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC believes that costs savings can be realized i f
states meet the 3 percent error rate established b y
Congress, however, the report did not quantify a saving s
amount . States not meeting the rate target are subject t o
penalty in the form of disallowed federal matching funds .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/HRD-82-6 Medicaid Quality Control System Is No t
Realizing Its Full Potential (Oct . 23 ,
1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Mij ;hael Zimmerman 275-619 5
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BANK 16 : REMOVE MEDICARE ADMINISTRATION FROM THE RAILROA D
RETIREMENT BOARD

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the present industry-wide Part B Medicare syste m
be turned over to the Health Care Financing Administratio n
(HCFA) and the railroad community be included in th e
regular Medicare 'area carrier' system ?

"Three-year savings are projected at $23 .9 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The Railroad Retirement Board maintains a separat e
nationwide contractor (called a carrier) to process claim s
for physicians' services for the more than 800,00 0
eligible Board beneficiaries under part B of the Medicar e
program . Most of the other 28 million part B beneficiar-
ies use carriers under contract with HCFA which serv e
specific geographical areas such as a state . PPSSC C
recommended that legislation be requested to have railroa d
Medicare beneficiaries' claims processed by HCFA's are a
carriers .

GAO pointed out in a June 1979 report that the HCF A
area carriers could process the relatively small volume o f
Railroad Retirement Board related claims at a lower cos t
than incurred by the Board's nationwide carrier (Th e
Travelers Insurance Company) . In addition, the use of th e
HCFA area carriers could result in more uniformity i n
payments because Travelers pays different amounts than th e
area carriers for the same services by the same physicia n
about 80 percent of the time .

GAO's June 1979 report and PPSSCC's report both
include recommendations to the Congress that Railroa d
Retirement Board beneficiaries be placed under the HCF A
area carrier system that is responsible for processing an d
paying most other beneficiary claims . PPSSCC als o
suggested an alternative that would allow the railroa d
community to maintain its separate system if it wa s
willing to pay the additional administrative cost s
associated with this rather than passing them on to th e
taxpayers . GAO believes this alternative suggestion als o
has merit .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Implementation of this recommendation would requir e
repeal of the provision in the Medicare law permitting the
Railroad Retirement Board to contract separately for a
Medicare carrier for its beneficiaries . The President' s
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budgets for fiscal years 1984 and 1985 included a legis-
lative proposal for the HCFA area carriers to process th e
Railroad Retirement Board beneficiary claims instead of a
separate contractor . In addition, in response to a
request from the Chairman, Subcommittee on Commerce ,
Transportation and Tourism, House Committee on Energy an d
Commerce, GAO issued a September 1984 report updating th e
findings and conclusions in the June 1979 report . The
request was made with the view toward considerin g
legislation to implement the PPSSCC and GAO recommenda-
tion ; however, no legislation has been enacted . Althoug h
GAO believes this recommendation is still valid an d
represents the preferable course of action, it has prove n
to be controversial and the Congress has chosen not t o
adopt it .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO's current estimate of savings is about $6 millio n
a year as compared with PPSSCC's estimate of about $ 8
million . GAO's estimate is lower because it had more
current (fiscal year 1983) cost data . PPSSCC used cos t
data for fiscal year 1982 . In addition, PPSSCC include d
savings of about Si million for eliminating the Railroa d
Retirement Board's personnel costs related to administer-
ing the contract with Travelers and for reductions i n
other administrative functions associated with the Board' s
involvement with Medicare . GAO did not attempt to
estimate a savings for these factors .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-84-54 Use of a Separate Carrier to Proces s
Medicare Claims for Railroad Retire-
ment Beneficiaries (Sept . 26, 1984 )

GAO/HRD-79-76 More Can Be Done to Achieve Greate r
Efficiency for Medicare Claims Pro-
cessing (June 29, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Zimmerman 275-619 5
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HEALTH 8 : ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Is the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA )
appropriately organized, staffed, and located to adminis -
ter the Medicare, Medicaid programs? "

The proposed reduction of 322 positions and th e
relocation and consolidation of HCFA to a central sit e
could result in 3-year savings of $32 .2 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC made several recommendations directed a t
improving HCFA's organization and staffing . Over 9 0
percent of PPSSCC's estimated savings come from a reduc-
tion in HCFA's staffing level but PPSSCC acknowledged tha t
it could not justify a specific staffing level, althoug h
it did recommend a reduction of 322 staff years . Such a
reduction could have far reaching effects on HCFA' s
program management capabilities and until appropriat e
staffing levels are established, GAO questions the wisdo m
of implementing this recommendation .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The staff reductions and centralization of HCFA
recommended by PPSSCC could be implemented through execu -
tive action . In the absence of defensible staffing leve l
requirements, the feasibility of making the recommende d
staffing level cuts is questionable .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Most of the PPSSCC's estimated savings is attribute d
to a reduction in staffing with the balance resulting fro m
improved productivity due to centralization of staff .
Because PPSSCC did not conduct an adequate staffing leve l
needs assessment, GAO could not determine how it justifie d
a staffing reduction of 322 employees .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Michael Zimmerman 275-619 5
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HEALTH7 : PLANNING AND POLICY

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Is there a need within the Federal Government fo r
long-range strategic planning related to the health car e
system, specifically in the areas of cost containment ,
financing and quality of health care ?

"It is not possible to put a dollar figure on th e
potential of savings owing to the general nature of thi s
issue . In the long run, however, the savings could b e
very substantial .

"The lack of long-range strategic planning within th e
Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) is considere d
to be a management issue related to the Task Force' s
comments on Managerial Findings contained in the Executiv e
Summary and Additional Materials section of this Report . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC was of the opinion that long-range, strategi c
planning for financing and controlling costs within th e
health care system was largely absent within HCFA . PPSSCC
recommended changing HCFA into a Health Care Financin g
Commission with Commissioners serving 7-year terms ,
establishing a long-range planning committee within HCF A
reporting to an Administrator appointed for a 7-year term ,
and appointing a Presidential Commission to study futur e
courses of action . Although GAO agrees that improve d
long-range planning for the health financing program s
would be beneficial, implementation of PPSSCC's recommend -
ations would have numerous potential ramifications on th e
administration of Medicare and Medicaid in addition to th e
long-range planning aspect . For example, changing HCFA
into a commission would result in an entirely differen t
organizational and decision-making structure . A commis-
sion-type structure has normally been used when a deliber -
ative, representative approach to managing an agency wit h
broad adjudicatory and rulemaking powers was desired . A
commission structure diffuses decision-making authorit y
and can result in delays in making decisions . GAO note s
that the Congressional Panel on Social Security Organiza-
tion recently studied a similar proposal for a commissio n
structure for the Social Security Administration an d
concluded that to achieve accountability and managemen t
effectiveness, a single administrator was preferable to a
commission (see Senate Print 98-204, June 12, 1984) . GAO
has serious reservations about the overall impact o f
PPSSCC's recommendations on the administration of Medicar e
and Medicaid .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Implementation of PPSSCC's recommendations wil l
require congressional action . Because the recommendation s
have numerous potential ramifications for the administra-
tion of Medicare and Medicaid, GAO believes the PPSSCC
recommendations should be viewed from an overall impac t
prospective and not just from a long-range planning basis .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC made no savings estimate for this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Michael Zimmerman 275-619 5
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HOSP_ 6 : ORGANIZATION AND DECISION MAKING IN THE VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL SYSTEM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the organizational structure of the Veteran s
Administration (VA) hospital system be modified to giv e
hospital directors much greater control over facilit y
planning, budgeting, and staff? "

The PPSSCC did not estimate savings resulting from it s

recommendations in this issue . It concluded that savings i t
had estimated in six other issues relating to VA hospita l
management were, to an extent, contingent upon providin g
incentives to individual facility directors to provide mor e

cost-effective care .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that VA (1) decentralize contro l
over several hospital management functions, includin g
day-to-day operations, planning, and budgeting ; (2) increase
hospital directors' authority and provide them wit h
incentives ; and (3) propose legislation to eliminat e
congressional constraints on VA hospitals . GAO agrees wit h
the PPSSCC conclusions and recommendations regarding th e
extent to which authority over and responsibility fo r
day-to-day operations should be delegated to hospita l
directors . GAO believes that the directors need flexibilit y
to adjust their operations to meet the needs of thei r
patients including, for example, authority to hire staff ,
purchase equipment (within certain limitations), and shif t
resources from one program area to another . However, GAO
also believes that while VA hospital directors should b e
allowed to manage their hospitals, VA central office shoul d
hold the hospital directors accountable for efficien t

operations .

GAO does not believe that the congressional constraint s
on VA hospitals have prevented them from operatin g
efficiently . The requirement on the minimum number o f
operating beds was intended to ensure that the VA syste m
would be available to back up the Department of Defense i n

time of war . The legislation covers both hospital an d
nursing home beds ; therefore VA is not prevented from
converting underused hospital beds to nursing home beds ,
which, on the average, are less expensive to operate . GAO
is unaware of any legislative constraints on the number o f
nursing homes or occupied beds .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC stated that its recommendations concerning
decentralization and incentives could be implemented withi n
VA's existing authority and the recommendation concernin g
congressional constraints would take legislative action .
GAO agrees .

VA's health care system is already decentralized i n
that hospital directors are responsible for controllin g
funds and staff . They also have the authority to organize
and operate the hospital and to change internal procedure s
or workflows as dictated by local conditions . Regarding the
PPSSCC recommendation to provide incentives for hospita l
directors, VA expects its new resource allocation system t o
create substantial incentives for managers to make thei r
facilities more efficient .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC made no savings estimate for this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-80-76 The Congress Should Mandate Formation o f
A Military-VA-Civilian Contingenc y
Hospital System (June 26, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

David Saine 275-6207
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PRIV 4 :	 VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Do privatization opportunities exist within th e
Veterans Administration (VA) which could reduce expenditure s
and improve the health care benefits delivered to veterans? "
By improving the efficiency of the system, the delivery o f
health care to veterans would be improved .

The PPSSCC estimated that implementation of a limite d
trial privatization program could save about $1 .4 billion
over a 3-year period . If fully implemented within the
entire VA system on a permanent basis, the PPSSC C
recommendations could save $13 .2 billion over 20 years i n
the cost of constructing hospitals, $474 million over 5
years in constructing nursing homes, and $2 .2 billion
annually in the operating costs of hospitals and nursin g
homes .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC's premise in this issue is that th e
introduction of private-sector hospital management into th e
VA health care system could provide better service at les s
cost . It concluded that (1) use of a private-secto r
construction manager would produce savings in VA
construction projects ; (2) long-term contracts with privat e
nursing home operators would result in nursing homes bein g
built and operated for VA patients, with appropriate V A
quality assurance safeguards, at one-third to one-fifth o f
VA's construction cost and at one-half of VA's operatin g
costs ; (3) private-sector expertise would improve VA' s
management information systems, forecasting methods ,
resource allocation processes, and sharing of high-cos t
services with non-VA hospitals, and (4) these efficiencie s
would improve the health care benefit delivered to
veterans . The PPSSCC recommended that VA phase out it s
construction of hospitals, not construct any nursing home s
not already under contract, contract for private managemen t
of three of its hospitals as a trial, and be subjected to a
certificate-of-need process .

GAO believes that the PPSSCC recommendations go beyon d
the concept of introducing private sector techniques int o
the VA system . The recommendations concerning phasing ou t
VA construction of hospitals and nursing homes, for example ,
appear to be inconsistent with current congressional policy ,
most recently stated in Public Law 97-306, that VA mus t
maintain a comprehensive health-care system . The PPSSCC
assumed that VA could meet its nursing home bed needs b y
either converting underused hospital beds or increasing it s
use of contract nursing home beds . Several factors may
limit VA's ability to significantly use these options :
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(1) underused hospital beds may not be economicall y
converted to nursing home beds because of engineerin g
problems or functional limitations such as finding enoug h
underused hospital beds in one location to form a nursin g
home unit, and (2) contract nursing homes may not hav e
enough beds available to meet VA's projected needs becaus e
of cost containment pressures exerted on them by states .
The intent of the PPSSCC recommendations, as stated in th e
report, is more reasonable . Based on audit work at VA
hospitals and outpatient clinics, GAO agrees that the V A
hospital system can benefit from private sector hospita l
management techniques, such as use of construction manager s
on major building projects, alternatives to building ne w
nursing homes, and improved management information systems .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC stated that the recommendation regarding th e
certificate of need process would need legislative actio n
and the others could be accomplished through VA and OM B
actions .

	

GAO agrees . VA's nursing home planning proces s
now includes consideration of less costly alternatives t o
new construction for each proposed project . The PPSSCC
recommendation about sharing with non-VA hospitals might b e
difficult to implement because of the congressiona l
commitment to a separate health-care system for veterans .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO believes that the PPSSCC savings estimates for eac h
of its recommendations is overstated . The PPSSCC estimate d
that VA could reduce hospital construction costs by 4 0
percent (saving $543 .6 million over 3 years) if i t
contracted with hospital companies to construct facilitie s
according to performance specifications and the companie s
leased the facilities back to VA . GAO believes that savings
would only be possible if the facilities were built wit h
non-federal funds because federally-sponsored constructio n
projects are subject to federal laws and regulations whic h
do not apply to non-federal projects . VA officials hav e
estimated that these laws and regulations add about 2 5
percent to a federally-sponsored project .

The PPSSCC estimated VA could save $313 .8 million over
3 years if it stops building new nursing homes . GAO
believes that VA would save construction funds if it coul d
convert acute care beds into nursing home beds, or avoi d
construction by increasing its use of contracted beds .
However, each project must be considered individually . GAO
believes that the PPSSCC estimate of $78 .0 million i n
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savings over 3 years from reduced operating costs i s
reasonable because VA costs for contract nursing home car e
is about half the cost of operating its own beds .

The PPSSCC estimated VA would save about $95 .3 millio n
annually (almost entirely due to reduced lengths of stay) at
the three hospitals where private-sector managers would b e
used on a trial basis . GAO questions the PPSSCC methodolog y
for estimating these savings . GAO believes that reduced
lengths of stay will produce savings of the magnitud e
estimated only if a facility's workload is reduced to the
point where a unit is closed or restaffed at a lower level .

Finally, the PPSSCC estimated VA could save about
$396 .2 million over 3 years through increased VA-communit y
sharing .

The basis for the PPSSCC estimate was bringing the
occupancy of the VA hospital system up to 80 percent .
Because VA's actual occupancy rate is over 80 percent, n o
savings would result . GAO believes, however, that the
PPSSCC recommendation could result in significant cost
avoidance if new facilities are not built or are downsized ,
or if new equipment is not purchased .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/HRD-82-114 VA Should Consider Less Costly
Alternatives Before Constructing Ne w
Nursing Homes (Sept . 30, 1982 )

GAO/HRD-82-28 Opportunity To Reduce The Cost O f
Building VA Medical Facilitie s
(Dec . 30, 1981 )

GAO/HRD-78-102 Inappropriate Number Of Acute Care
Beds Planned By VA For New Hospital s
(May 17, 1978 )

B-164031(3)

	

Study Of Health Facilities Constructio n
Costs (Nov . 20, 1972 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275-6207
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HOSP 4 :	 PLANNING AND RESOURCEALLOCATION IN THE VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL	 SYSTEM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

" Can the Veterans Administration (VA) improve it s
planning and resource allocation processes to more
accurately portray the needs and demands of the vetera n
population? "

The PPSSCC estimated that, by using a diagnosis relate d
group (DRG)-based resource allocation and planning proces s
to reduce lengths of stay and to improve occupancy levels ,
VA could save up to $4 .9 billion over a 3-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC made several recommendations to affect the
future number and mix of beds in the VA health care system .
GAO agrees with these recommendations, but believes th e
future size and shape of the VA system will depend more o n
congressional policy choices than on the processes VA use s
to project the sizes of individual facilities . GAO believe s
that the key to VA's plans for the future number and mix o f
beds is a policy decision on the portion of veterans seekin g
care from VA that the agency should be ready to serve .
Veterans with no service-connected disabilities are eligibl e
for VA hospital and nursing home care only to the exten t
space is available . VA has been planning its facilities o n
the assumption that it would continue to serve the sam e
portion of these veterans as it has historically . However ,
VA's recent report, "Caring for the Older Veteran, "
suggested that a substantially larger portion of thes e
veterans may seek VA care in the future . GAO believes tha t
any decision to expand the VA system to enable it to car e
for a greater portion of veterans with no service-connecte d
disability should be explicitly made by the Congress . Thi s
decision, more than the actions recommended by the PPSSCC ,
will determine the resources needed to operate VA's hospita l
system in the future .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC stated that VA has the authority to
implement its recommendations and GAO agrees . In GAO' s
opinion, VA has implemented or is planning to implemen t
these recommendations . In fiscal year 1985 VA began using a
diagnosis-related group (DRG)-based system to allocate it s
medical care funds to the 172 VA medical centers . VA i s
conducting a test using DRG's as a basis for estimating be d
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requirements and has begun using an improved patien t
treatment file, all consistent with PPSSCC recommendations .
In addition, VA's nursing home planning process includes a
requirement that local officials consider less costl y
alternatives, such as conversion of underused hospital beds ,
before building new nursing homes . Regarding be d
requirements for hospitals to be replaced or modernized, V A
uses a bed sizing model based on historical utilizatio n
trends .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO believes that the PPSSCC's savings estimates are
not reasonable . The PPSSCC assumed that reduced lengths o f
stay would allow VA to reduce its variable costs . GAO
believes that savings of the magnitude estimated will onl y
result when a facility's workload has been reduced to th e
point where bed sections or wards are closed or restaffed a t
lower levels . The PPSSCC's estimates of savings from using
private sector lengths of stay for bed projections ar e
overstated because VA's methodology for facility sizin g
currently takes private sector lengths of stay int o
account. Finally, PPSSCC's calculations of savings which
will result if VA closes enough beds to achieve an 8 0
percent occupancy rate are inaccurate . The PPSSCC concluded
that VA would need about 83,400 hospital beds to operate a t
an 80 percent occupancy rate, and recommended that VA clos e
5,560 beds at a savings of about $1 .2 billion . Recent VA
data show that its hospitals, as a system, already had a n
80 .1 percent occupancy rate . Using the PPSSCC methodolog y
and these VA data, there would be no savings from thi s
recommendation .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-82-114 VA Should Consider Less Costl y
Alternatives Before Constructin g
New Nursing Homes (Sept . 30, 1982 )

GAO/HRD-78-102 Inappropriate Number Of Acute Care Bed s
Planned by VA for New Hospital s
(May 17, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275-6207
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HOSP 2 : SHARING HEALTH RESOURCES IN THE FEDERAL HOSPITAL SYSTEM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the Veterans Administration (VA) and Departmen t
of Defense (DOD) Health Care Systems take advantage o f
opportunities for the sharing of health care resource s
that would be beneficial to both veterans and members o f
the armed forces and result in reduced costs by minimizin g
duplication and under use of those resources? "

By actively promoting the sharing concept an d
pursuing sharing opportunities, VA and DOD can mor e
efficiently use health care resources . Due to the number
of sharing opportunities available, however, the PPSSC C
stated that "it is impossible to accurately determine th e
savings that could potentially accrue from sharing" healt h
resources . PPSSCC nevertheless concluded that the mos t
essential -- although not quantifiable -- benefit from
shared health resources would be improved effectivenes s
and efficiency resulting from a well-planned, consistent ,
health planning policy .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO concurs with the intent of PPSSCC' s
recommendations which call for centralized DOD sharin g
oversight responsibility, hospital bed sharing between V A
and DOD, and joint ADP needs assessments and system s
development on a coordinated basis . GAO notes, however ,
that a PPSSCC recommendation in HOSP 3 which calls fo r
immediate expansion of TRIMIS (tri-service medica l
information system) may be inconsistent with it s
recommendation to conduct joint VA/DOD medical ADP need s
assessments .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Due to the numerous programs and program element s
which comprise the VA and DOD health care systems, the
implementation authority, feasibility, and status o f
sharing of medical resources must be examined on a
case-by-case basis . Many sharing opportunities can be
pursued by VA and DOD without further congressiona l
involvement . Other sharing opportunities would requir e
legislative action, such as amendments to th e
Veterans° Administration and Department of Defense Health
Resources Sharing and Emergency Operations Act (Public La w
97-174, (1982) .
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DOD and VA have made progress in pursuing sharing
initiatives . In January 1984, DOD established a ne w
(part-time) position whose incumbent is responsible fo r
monitoring implementation of DOD/VA sharing activities and
assisting in DOD policy development relating to sharing .
VA appointed a Director of Emergency Operations an d
Health Resources Sharing in August 1983 .

As of October 1984, there were 81 sharing agreement s
at 51 locations in effect between VA and military healt h
facilities . These agreements include sharing of inpatien t
services in many cases . In addition, VA is considerin g
proposing legislation in 1985 to more fully define the
eligibility of DOD dependents for shared services unde r
Public Law 97-174 . VA's current interpretation of tha t
law prohibits VA from providing services to DOD dependent s
of active duty, retired, or survivors of deceased militar y
members .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's conclusion that the
improved effectiveness and efficiency resulting fro m
sharing can not be accurately quantified except on a
case-specific basis . However, GAO found numerou s
instances where sharing between federal facilities woul d
be cost-effective and believes that increased sharin g
among these facilities would result in substantial saving s
to the government .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-81-13 Sharing of Federal Medical Resource s
in North Chicago/Great Lakes ,
Illinois Area (Oct . 6, 1980 )

GAO/HRD-78-54 Legislation Needed To Encourag e
Better Use of Federal Medica l
Resources and Remove Obstacles t o
Interagency Sharing (June 14, 1978 )

VI, GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275-6207
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HEALTH5 : EXCESS CAPACITY

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should financial incentives/disincentives be incor-
porated as a collateral function in hospital reimbursemen t
programs under Medicare and Medicaid to reduce exces s
hospital capacity ?

"Savings of $939 million in three years could resul t
from changing hospital reimbursement programs . Anothe r
$662 million of new revenues could be possible over thre e
years if Congress would reduce the availability of tax -
exempt financing . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Excess hospital capacity increases the overall cos t
and Medicare's cost of providing hospital services . Some
form of incentives/disincentives to control excess capac-
ity is needed . PPSSCC made a number of recommendation s
designed to decrease excess capacity through controls o n
Medicare payments related to hospital capital costs an d
controls over tax-exempt financing for hospital construc-
tion . PPSSCC recommends implementation of two provisions
of Medicare law (sections 2101 and 2102 of the Omnibu s
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (Public Law 97-35)) tha t
were designed for Medicare's cost reimbursement system an d
that may not be the most appropriate in view of the enact-
ment of a prospective payment system . Prospective paymen t
provides a different set of overall incentives and disin-
centives to hospitals than the former cost reimbursemen t
system .

PPSSCC also recommends that certain specific control s
over hospital capital costs be included in the prospectiv e
payment system . GAO agrees that controls are needed t o
ensure that unreasonable capital costs are not paid .
However, the method for paying capital costs unde r
Medicare's prospective payment system has not been decide d
by the Congress and many options are available to th e
Congress . For example, the options include (1) continuing
to pay for hospital capital costs on a reasonable cos t
basis, (2) grouping hospitals by selected criteria such a s
bed size and/or location and paying all hospitals in a
group the average capital costs of hospitals in tha t
group, and (3) paying hospitals the same amount based o n
the average capital costs incurred by all hospitals . The
method selected will determine the incentives towar d
capital expenditures hospitals will have and, therefore ,
the controls that will be necessary to prevent the incen-
tives from having perverse effects . Thus, the selection
of a method will, in large part, determine the kinds o f
controls that will have to accompany it . Therefore, GAO
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cannot determine at this time whether the capital cos t
controls recommended by PPSSCC will be the mos t
appropriate ones under the yet to be selected methodolog y
for paying hospitals for capital costs .

Finally, PPSSCC recommends that the use of tax-exemp t
financing of hospital projects be limited . This migh t
increase tax revenues (if it reduced the total amount o f
tax-exempt borrowing) and could have some impact i n
reducing excess hospital capacity . However, limiting
tax-exempt financing could also have negative impacts o n
the ability to finance and/or the cost of financing thos e
hospital capital projects that are still needed .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC's recommendation to implement sections 210 1
and 2102 of Public Law 97-35 could be accomplished b y
administrative action . Its recommendations to institut e
specific capital cost controls and to limit tax-exemp t
hospital financing would require legislative action .
Implementation of sections 2101 and 2102 of Public La w
97-35, originally designed for a cost reimbursemen t
system, may not be feasible or desirable under Medicare' s
new hospital prospective payment system . Under the
prospective payment system, capital costs such as interes t
and depreciation are currently not used in establishin g
the prospective rate but rather are passed through an d
paid to the hospital on a reasonable cost basis . The
Social Security Amendments of 1983 require HHS to repor t
to the Congress on the methods, along with proposals fo r
legislation, by which the capital-related costs associate d
with inpatient hospital services can be included in th e
prospective payment system . If a method acceptable to the
Congress of doing this is found, capital costs will b e
included in the prospective payment rates beginnin g
October 1, 1986 .

GAO has addressed the PPSSCC recommendation to limi t
tax exempt financing in a broader context . Under Ex 2 :
Tax Exempt Bonds, GAO noted a sharp increase in th e
volume of tax-exempt bonds and found merit in raising th e
issue of whether steps should be taken to limit the use o f
these bonds, including hospital bonds . Some limitation
has already occurred . The Congress enacted, throug h
provisions included in the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 ,
some restrictions on one of the tax-exempt financin g
mechanisms--Industrial Development Bonds--used by som e
hospitals . But the general limitation issue deserve s
further consideration .
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IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The savings estimate for the recommendations is to o
high because it assumes virtually all excess capacity
would be eliminated and, moreover, eliminated almos t
immediately .

Because of Medicare's recent conversion to a prospec-
tive payment system and because the method for including
hospital capital costs under this system has not bee n
decided by the Congress, it is uncertain what effect th e
actions PPSSCC recommends would have on excess hospita l
capacity. Also, adjustment of hospital supply to change s
in payment mechanisms would most likely be a gradua l
process taking a number of years . The revenue increase
from restricting tax-exempt bonds for hospital construc-
tion assumes that a 50 percent reduction in their use
would result but provides no support for this level o f
decrease . Any revenue increase would also depend on
whether or not tax-exempt borrowing for other projects
substituted for the hospital projects and, if not, then
whether or not investors found other, equally effective
ways of sheltering income .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Michael Zimmerman 275-619 5
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HOSP 5 : THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HEALTH FACILITIES
CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS
"Can the high cost of constructing Veteran s

Administration (VA) hospitals and nursing homes be reduce d
so that the costs begin to approximate the constructio n
costs of well-managed private multihospital and nursing home
systems?" The PPSSCC estimated that efficient management o f
the VA construction program could produce savings of abou t
$1 .3 billion over a 3-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC conclusion that VA shoul d
pursue alternatives to building more nursing homes . In a
1982 report, GAO recommended that VA consider conversion o f
underused acute care beds for long-term care and increase d
use of community facilities before building new nursin g
homes . However, GAO believes that the PPSSC C
recommendation--that the VA stop constructing new nursin g
homes--is too extreme . The PPSSCC assumed that VA coul d
meet its nursing home bed needs by either convertin g
underused hospital beds or increasing its use of contrac t
nursing home beds . At least two factors may limit VA' s
ability to significantly use these options : O l) underuse d
hospital beds may not be economically converted to nursin g
home beds because of engineering problems or functiona l
limitations such as finding enough underused hospital bed s
in one location to form a nursing home unit, and (2 )
contract nursing homes may not have enough beds available t o
meet VA's projected needs because of cost containmen t
pressures exerted on them by states .

GAO does not agree with the PPSSCC recommendations that
VA contract with a medical care consulting group to develo p
sound construction criteria and reorganize the Office o f
Construction .

As discussed in issue HOSP 4, GAO believes that the ke y
to VA construction planning is a policy decision on th e
portion of veterans with no service-connected disabilitie s
that VA should plan to care for in its facilities . GAO
believes that once that decision is made, VA has th e
capability, either through its inhouse staff or through its
use of private sector engineering firms, to plan an d
contract for the construction of new facilities to serve
those veterans .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC stated that its recommendations could b e
implemented within VA's existing authority and GAO agrees .
As GAO recommended in a September 1982 report, VA's nursin g
home planning process includes a requirement that loca l
officials consider less costly alternatives to constructio n
of new facilities . VA has authority to contract fo r
planning assistance and has contracted with a consultin g
firm for a comprehensive study of VA's organization an d
procedure for constructing health care facilities .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Almost half of the PPSSCC's projected savings woul d
result from abandonment of VA's nursing home constructio n
plans . GAO believes, however that the PPSSCC (1 )
overestimated VA's construction costs per bed, (2 )
underestimated the cost of converting an acute care bed int o
a long-term care bed, (3) miscalculated the number of exces s
acute care beds, and (4) erroneously assumed that th e
Congress mandated that VA have 14,000 nursing home beds b y
1987 . The other savings would result from a reduction i n
staff of VA's Office of Construction, a reorganization an d
streamlining of the construction management process, an d
changes in construction planning criteria . GAO had no basi s
to assess the PPSSCC's estimates regarding the proper siz e
of the Office of Construction . GAO questions the PPSSCC' s
conclusion that changes in VA's construction policies an d
procedures would reduce the cost of VA hospital constructio n
to a figure not appreciably higher than the cost o f
comparable non-federal hospitals . GAO believes that because
federally-sponsored construction projects are subject t o
federal laws and regulations which do not apply to
non-federal projects, the PPSSCC's savings estimates ar e
overstated . VA officials estimated that these laws an d
regulations add about 25 percent to a federally-sponsore d
project . GAO also believes that savings attributable t o
smaller sized replacement facilities are erroneous becaus e
VA has already sized these facilities based on privat e
sector lengths of stay (see issue HOSP 4) .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-82-114 VA Should Consider Less Costl y
Alternatives Before Constructing Ne w
Nursing Homes (Sept . 30, 1982 )

GAO/HRD-82-28

	

Opportunity To Reduce The Cost O f
Building VA Medical Facilitie s
(Dec . 30, 1981 )
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VI . GAO CONTAC T

David Baine 275-6207
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HOSP 13 : MEDICAL CARE COST RECOVERY OPPORTUNITIES IN THE
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL SYSTEM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can Veterans Administration medical care cost recover y
be improved if exclusionary clauses in private healt h
insurance contracts are prohibited, and if means tests ar e
established for veterans with non-service-connnecte d
illnesses? "

The PPSSCC estimated that additional recovery coul d
amount to about $1 .4 billion over 3-years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

This issue involves VA's ability to (1) collect fro m
private health insurers for care provided to thei r
beneficiaries in VA hospitals and (2) develop a means tes t
to determine whether nonservice-connected veterans under ag e
65 have the ability to defray the cost of necessary medica l
care . Many private health insurance policies have clause s
which preclude payment for care provided in federa l
hospitals . Regarding the means test, VA has been authorized
to develop such a test since 1980 but as of December 198 4
had not done so . GAO believes the issue and the associated
recommendations made by PPSSCC are valid . GAO has long
advocated VA recoveries from private health insurance .
However, the Senate Committee on Veterans' Affairs did no t
support legislation that would have eliminated th e
exclusionary clauses because of questions about, among othe r
things, the constitutionality of such legislation, th e
administrative costs that would be associated with recover y
efforts, and the possibility that insurance companies woul d
refuse to pay for VA care on the grounds that VA could no t
provide an itemized bill for the service provided . Th e
Committee also expressed concern about the reliability o f
VA's cost savings estimate and questioned whether thos e
veterans who had private health insurance coverage had use d
up their coverage before they turned to VA . Although the
PPSSCC did not address these concerns, GAO is completing a
review which addresses each concern .

Although GAO has not reported on the subject of a means
test, it believes that implementation of such a test woul d
result in savings from a reduced patient load if significan t
numbers of nonservice-connected veterans under the age of 6 5
are deemed to be able to defray the cost of their care .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY, AN D
STATUS

The PPSSCC stated that legislation would be needed t o
prohibit exclusionary clauses in private health insuranc e
contracts and that VA had the authority to devise a mean s
test . GAO agrees . Congressional action to prohibi t
exclusionary clauses may be dependent on the Congres s
getting answers to the questions raised during Senat e
hearings . VA currently seeks recoveries in workers '
compensation and negligent third party cases . Althoug h
recovery from private health insurance would significantl y
increase the number of claims to be prepared and processed ,
the system framework is in place if legislation is passed .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO believes that the PPSSCC's estimate of recoverie s
from private health insurers is generally reasonable . The
PPSSCC's estimate of about $1 .4 billion over a 3-year perio d
included costs such as long-term costs that are not normall y
covered by private health insurance . In arriving at it s
estimate, the PPSSCC also assumed that veterans with privat e
health insurance had not used up their coverage befor e
coming to VA . Because the Senate CoL .aittee on Veterans
Affairs previously expressed concerns about such saving s
estimates, GAO believes the PPSSCC's estimate will be viewe d
as inconclusive . Ongoing GAO work on this issue, based o n
fiscal year 1982 data, indicates that VA recoveries fro m
private health insurance companies for in-hospital car e
would have ranged from $98 million to $284 million ,
depending on whether insurance companies would reimburse VA
(1) based on actual lengths of stay or on communit y
averages, and (2) for between 80 and 100 percent of th e
costs. GAO's estimate of potential recoveries i s
conservative, however, because many veterans excluded fro m
GAO's questionnaire universe probably had private healt h
insurance . The PPSSCC did not estimate any savings from it s
recommendation to establish a means test .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-81-62

	

Cost Cutting Measures Possible I f
Public Health Service Hospital Syste m
Is Continued (June 10, 1981 )

GAO/HRD-77-132 New Strategy Can Improve Process Fo r
Recovering Certain Medical Care Cost s
(Sept . 13, 1977 )
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3-114859

	

Possible Ways For The Veteran s
Administration To Seek Reimbursemen t
From Insurance Companies For Hospita l
Care Furnished To Privately Insure d
Veterans (Feb . 3, 1970 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275-6207
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HOSP 11 :_ MEDICALCARE COSTRECOVERY	 FROMINSUREDINACTIVE
MILITARYBENEFICIARIE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS
"Can the Department of Defense (DOD) collect the cos t

of medical care provided by DOD medical facilities from a n
eligible, inactive beneficiary covered by private healt h
insurance? "

An estimated $1,211 .4 million in revenue could b e
generated over a three-year period by actively pursuin g
such claim opportunities .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommendations are directed towar d
permitting DOD to recover costs from private healt h
insurers of non-active duty DOD beneficiaries for car e
provided to these beneficiaries in DOD medical facilities .
DOD is now prohibited from doing this by exclusionar y
clauses in insurance contracts which generally stipulat e
that no payments will be made for care in federal medica l
facilities . The PPSSCC issue and recommendations ar e
consistent with prior GAO findings and recommendations .
GAO has advocated government recoveries from privat e
health insurance . In a September 1977 report on DO D
medical care recoveries, GAO recommended that DO D
revise admission forms, revise regulations to insure tha t
recovery from private health insurance is pursued, an d
develop procedures to determine the reasonable cost o f
medical care provided . The report also discusse d
legislation to prohibit exclusionary clauses .

GAO believes that a PPSSCC-recommended special stud y
of potential DOD recovery opportunities should be delaye d
until the results of DOD's 1984 Health Care Beneficiar y
Survey are assessed . That survey includes questions o n
the extent to which beneficiaries have private healt h
insurance .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Legislation would be necessary to prohibi t
exclusionary clauses in private health insuranc e
contracts . Such legislation was considered by the Hous e
of Representatives during the 98th Congress (H .R . 5372 and
H .R . 4666) . No final action had been taken on the bill s
prior to adjournment of the 98th Congress . DOD support s
passage of such legislation .
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DOD is conducting the 1984 Beneficiary Survey whic h
includes many questions on beneficiaries' health car e
insurance coverage . GAO was told by DOD officials that th e
Uniform Chart of Accounts is being refined over time t o
produce increasingly accurate data on the real costs o f
providing care .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC savings estimate may be overstated becaus e
it (1) assumed that any beneficiary who had medical car e
coverage had "full private health insurance" that would hav e
paid 80 percent of inpatient and outpatient costs, (2) doe s
not consider the administrative costs to process billings ,
(3) assumes that all outpatient services would be covered b y
private health insurance (although some services, such a s
dental care, are generally not covered), (4) does no t
compensate for the longer lengths of stay in DOD hospital s
which may not be covered, and (5) does not determine th e
extent to which beneficiaries had exhausted their privat e
health insurance coverage before turning to DOD .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/HRD-82-499 Stronger VA and DOD Actions Needed to
Recover Cost of Medical Service s
Provided to Persons with Work-Relate d
Injuries or Illnesses (June 4, 1982 )

GAO/AFMD-82-2 Government Loses Revenue Because o f
Low Medical Care Charges to Liabl e
Third Parties (Dec . 16, 1981 )

GAO/HRD-81-33

	

Performance of CHAMPUS Fisca l
Intermediaries Needs Improvement s
(Feb . 2, 1981 )

GAO/HRD-77-156 Letter Report to the Secretary o f
Defense Regarding Inadequacy
of Reimbursement Rate to Cove r
Costs of Inpatient Care at Army' s
Burn Center (Sept . 29, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275-6207
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HOSP 12 : REDUCINGDUPLICATE PAYMENTS IN THE FEDERAL HOSPITAL	
SYSTEM	
	 ~. ~~~~,_,~

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

" Has the Veterans Administration (VA) or the India n
Health Service (IHS) determined the full extent of erroneou s
payments for medical services and taken appropriate action? "

The PPSSCC estimated that an estimated $1 .131 billio n
could be saved over a 3-year period if reimbursemen t
criteria were standardized and fiscal intermediarie s
contracted to process claims .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

This PPSSCC issue concerns the systems used by VA an d
IHS to pay for care provided to their beneficiaries b y
non-federal facilities and professionals . The PPSSCC found
that VA and IHS reimbursement programs paid different fee s
for similar services and used costly systems to proces s
claims . GAO agrees with the PPSSCC conclusion that VA and
IHS should pay for health care provided to their benefi-
ciaries by non-federal hospitals and physicians on a basi s
that is similar to Medicare . That is, VA and IHS shoul d
judge the reasonableness of the charges for care using fe e
schedules similar to Medicare's . The advantages of use o f
the same fee system for the several federal programs are :
equity, in that the federal government will be allowing th e
same up-to-date charges for common services in specifi c
areas (payments will vary because of differences i n
co-payment and deductible requirements) ; accuracy, in that
processing clerks will not have to interpret physician bill s
but can rely on a common coding system and common forms ; and
timeliness, as reduced clerical activity should result i n
timelier reimbursements .

The PPSSCC also concluded that because VA and IH S
claims processing systems were costlier than the Medicar e
system, VA and IHS should use fiscal intermediaries t o
process the claims . GAO disagrees because the PPSSCC use d
unreliable and probably overstated data to reach tha t
conclusion .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC concluded that VA and IHS had the authorit y
to pay claims on a basis similar to Medicare and to us e
fiscal intermediaries . It also concluded that VA and IH S
would need additional legislative authority to use th e
Medicare manuals . GAO believes that VA and IHS have th e
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authority to pay claims on a basis similar to Medicar e
including use of data from the Medicare manuals, but tha t
additional legislative authority would be necessary to allo w
fiscal intermediaries to pay claims .

VA has begun development of a system to review claim s
for inpatient services using Medicare's diagnosis-relate d
group (DRG) based prospective payment system . GAO i s
completing a review of the need for and feasibility of V A
switching to a Medicare-type fee schedule for review o f
physician claims . According to HHS, IHS has implemented a
DRG type system and plans to propose legislation to mak e
private hospitals ineligible for Medicare reimbursemen t
unless they accept Medicare rates as the maximum IHS need s
to pay for contract care .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC's savings estimate was based on lowe r
payments for contract care, lower claims processing cost s
and reduced duplicate payments . Based on preliminary audi t
work on VA payments to private physicians, GAO believes tha t
the PPSSCC savings estimate regarding lower payments i s
reasonable, assuming VA pays at the same rates as Medicare .
The savings would be less if VA used Medicare data but pai d
based on higher rates . The data from which the PPSSC C
estimated lower payments at IHS has been revised downward b y
about 50 percent ; therefore, these estimates are overstated .
GAO believes that PPSSCC also overstated the estimate d
savings due to lower claims processing costs because th e
estimate of current VA and IHS processing costs are probabl y
much lower than cited . GAO has no comment on the PPSSC C
savings estimate for reductions in duplicate payments .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD 80-10 Duplicate Payments for Medical Service s
by VA and Medicare Program s
(Ort . 22, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275-6207
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PHS 2 : INDIAN	 HEALTH SERVICE (IHS)CONTRACT HEALT H
SERVICES PROGRA M

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can an improved fee reimbursement system and method s
of claims processing be implemented for the contrac t
care program of the Indian Health Service (IHS), resultin g
in reduced costs and higher levels of patient care? "

Cost savings are estimated at $116 .9 million over a
3-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes establishing an improved fe e
reimbursement system and methods of claims processing fo r
the IHS contract care program could result in reduce d
costs . However, how higher levels of patient care can be
achieved from these actions was not addressed . The PPSSCC
made five recommendations which if adopted and implemente d
could result in program savings . These are

--establish a standardized fee reimbursement syste m
based on the Medicare rate structure ;

--contract with a fiscal intermediary to provid e
claims processing services ;

--develop benefits packages for contract car e
services unique to each service unit ;

--develop an automated system of recording commitmen t
and payment information for all service units ; and

--reduce the contract care staff by approximately 16 0
positions .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Legislation would be required to implement the firs t
two recommendations . According to HHS, IHS has, similar
to Medicare, implemented a diagnostic related groupin g
(DRG) reimbursement system and plans to propos e
legislation to make private hospitals ineligible fo r
reimbursement unless they accept Medicare rates as th e
maximum that IHS will pay for contract care . HHS
determined it was not cost effective to contract wit h
fiscal intermediaries to process contract health car e
claims . With regard to the remaining thre e
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recommendations, HHS advised GAO that individual triba l
benefit packages have been defined and are under review an d
studies are underway to develop comprehensive ADP plans s o
that IHS can more fully automate its cost accounting an d
patient care billing information . HHS disagreed that IHS
could reduce its contract care program staff by 16 0
positions since some of these staff would be diverted t o
other tasks as automation for cost accounting and patien t
billing is implemented .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO has not evaluated the savings that would resul t
from implementation of the PPSSCC recommendations on thi s
issue . Most of the PPSSCC savings relate to one of the
recommendations--establishing a standardized reimbursemen t
system with rates similar to Medicare . PHS officials stated
that the implementation of a DRG-type reimbursement syste m
in the IHS contract care program has reduced program cost s
and these cost reductions were assumed in the FY 1984 IH S
budget . The officials could not, however, quantify thes e
cost reductions . Proposed legislation to make IH S
reimbursement rates similar to Medicare may further reduc e
program costs .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275-6207
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PHS 1 : NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF 	 HEALTH (NIH) RESEARCH GRANTS
ANDCONTRACT S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can administrative and equipment costs within th e
grants and contracts process be reduced? "

Cost savings resulting from these reductions ar e
estimated at $554 .4 million over a 3-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes savings can be achieved for costs NI H
incurs in administering grants and contracts and in th e
costs of equipment used in support of research . Th e
PPSSCC recommendations suggested to achieve these savings ,
however, may not be feasible . The recommendations attemp t
to reduce costs by establishing a ceiling on the costs o f
processing grants and contracts, eliminating the purchas e
of research equipment, at least temporarily, and reduce b y
10 percent allowable indirect costs for research grants .
The application of an arbitrary, single set of initia-
tives, in GAO's view, may be too stringent for practica l
application . In addition, their adoption may circumven t
the attainment of NIH program goals .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

While agreeing in principle that implementation o f
the proposed recommendations could result in savings, HH S
expressed reservation about the feasibility of implemen-
ting them HHS has authority to control administrative an d
equipment costs associated with research grants an d
contracts .

With regard to establishing a ceiling o n
administrative costs of processing grants and contracts ,
HHS believes an across the board limit is not feasibl e
because of significant differences in program goals amon g
the component NIH institutes . According to HHS, NIH i s
studying the establishment of an acceptable range fo r
these costs which it expects to implement in July 1985 .
GAO believes the studies should be completed and consid-
ered in establishing a limitation on such administrativ e
costs .

Regarding the elimination of NIH funding for
equipment acquired through research grants, HHS believe s
that such action is not appropriate because of a shortag e
of needed research equipment at many research institu-
tions . In this connection, the PPSSCC proposal i s
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based on its observations at only 2 of the 700 NIH grante e
institutions . A 1978 GAO report proposed that OMB
establish minimum requirements for grantees to avoi d
unnecessary equipment purchases, and procedures to chec k
grantee compliance with the requirements . No action wa s
taken on our proposal .

	

According to HHS, NIH is currentl y
studying equipment issues .

	

GAO believes this study should
be completed and appropriate action taken to contro l
research equipment use and purchases .

GAO believes the PPSSCC proposal to reduce indirec t
costs of universities by 10 percent does not contai n
substantiating evidence to support a set percentage
reduction applicable to all universities .

	

In a recen t
report, we proposed that a fixed allowance for large
institutions' departmental administration expenses b e
established to minimize controversy over presen t
subjective estimating methods which are used . HH S
believes that an overall governmental policy on overhea d
costs should be established and advised GAO that OMB i s
studying the matter .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC's savings estimate may not be realistic i n
view of the concerns raised by HHS and the actions it ha s
underway to study the establishment of an acceptable rang e
of administrative costs for processing research grants an d
contracts and for providing necessary equipment t o
research institutions . These actions may result in lowe r
achievable savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-84-3

	

Assuring Reasonableness of Risin g
Indirect Costs on NIH Researc h
Grants--a Difficult Problem (Mar 16 ,
1984 )

GAO/HRD-78-52 Minimum Requirements are Needed fo r
Colleges and Universities to Justif y
Research Equipment Purchases (May 11 ,
1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275-6207
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PHS 4 : IHS SERVICE POPULATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can a clearer definition of the Indian Healt h
Service (IHS) service population better target the limite d
resources available for Indian health care? "

A more precise and uniform definition of the servic e
population could result in estimated savings of $160 . 3
million over a 3-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

At a time when the growing demand for IHS service s
has exceeded the supply of such services that can b e
provided with limited resources, a narrower and clearl y
defined service eligibility requirement seems reasonable .
The PPSSCC recommended that eligibility be restricted t o
persons with at least one-fourth Indian blood . GAO has no
views on specific Indian blood content levels which shoul d
be required for eligibility .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

IHS has the authority to establish a specific bloo d
quantum requirement under existing legislation . However ,
the PPSSCC recommendation addresses an importan t
government policy issue which needs congressional an d
constituent concurrence . The effect on the existing
population, which has grown in recent years, could b e
severe . Action has already been taken to delimit the IH S
service population . Public Law 97-394, December 30, 1982 ,
limited the IHS-provided services to non-Indian spouse s
and dependents to the treatment of pregnancy an d
conditions considered a threat to public health . IHS
would set eligibility criteria according to each tribe' s
standards and has accordingly requested comments fro m
tribes on various options for determining eligibilit y
criteria .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

While GAO has not evaluated the savings estimate, PHS
has stated that these estimates are overstated by abou t
$64 million because they include savings resulting fro m
the removal of non-Indians from regular servic e
eligibility . PHS officials stated that these savings hav e
already been assumed in the IHS budget as a result o f
implementing P .L . 97-394 .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275-6207
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PHS 7 : IMPROVE COLLECTIONS FROM PHS STUDENT LOAN S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can an improvement in the administration of the Publi c
Health Service's (PUS) various scholarship and loan program s
for the health professions improve collections and thereb y
achieve substantial savings in the costs of funding th e
programs? "

PPSSCC cost savings are estimated at $6 million over a
3-year period ; however, these are offset by estimated 3-yea r
implementation costs of $6 .6 million . Accelerated cas h
collections for a 3-year period are estimated at $3 0
million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes that changes in the administraticn o f
PHS's health professionals scholarship and loan program s
recommended by the PPSSCC would help achieve a mor e
reasonable approach to the debt collection aspects of thes e

programs . According to the PPSSCC, present PHS policies and
practices allow debts to be easily waived or forgiven an d
provide extended repayment periods and small monthl y
repayment amounts . PPSSCC made nine recommendations, o f
which six would improve PHS debt collection policies an d
procedures . These six recommendations would :

--reduce debt repayment periods ;

--establish monthly repayment schedules ;

--increase minimum monthly repayment amounts ;

--increase late payment charges ;

--deemphasize repayment avoidance opportunities in loa n
documentation ; and

--increase Health Resources and Service s
Administration (HRSA) financial reportin g
requirements from annual to quarterly, and includ e
accounts receivable aging schedules .

The remaining three PPSSCC recommendations would enhance PHS
debt collection and auditing capability by providing more
debt collection tools, adding in-house audit staff and
reforming the Office of Debt Management within HRSA .
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III % GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILI`T`Y ,
AND STATUS

PHS has taken actions under 42 U .S .C . 292-298(b-3) to
address the majority of the PPSSCC recommendations unde r
this issue . HHS believes that auditing functions, however ,
should remain within the office of the HHS Inspecto r
General . According to HHS, program oversight and monitoring
is being stepped up .

With regard to the various PPSSCC recommendations t o
put PHS debt collection tools on a par with other governmen t
agencies, HHS indicated that it has made several legislativ e
proposals which would enhance PHS' debt collectio n
capabilities along the lines proposed by the PPSSCC .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

While HHS generally agrees with the PPSSCC propose d
initiatives, it is doubtful that the financial improvement s
suggested by the PPSSCC proposals can be fully implemente d
within the timeframe suggested in view of the protracte d
legislative process . Accordingly, the anticipated saving s
may not be realized at the magnitude PPSSCC estimates . The
financial impact of this PPSSCC issue is based on th e
implementation of all the PPSSCC proposals including the
addition of 40 auditing positions within the HRSA . The
PPSSCC has arbitrarily set a goal of $10 million in annua l
increased debt collections over a 6-year period to reduc e
total delinquent accounts to about $5 million . Thus, the
bulk of the savings estimate is actually related t o
accelerated cash collections rather than cost savings . HHS
has indicated that adding audit capability to HRSA is no t
feasible . Further, the legislative proposals made by HHS to
enhance HRSA's debt collection capabilities extend into th e
FY 1986 legislative program .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275-6207
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PUS 8A : CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL (PHOENIX FIELD OFFICE) -
RELOCATION OF DIVISION OF HEPATITIS AND VIRAL
ENTERITI S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the Division of Hepatitis and Viral Enteritis o f
the Center for Infectious Diseases (CID) in Phoenix be
relocated to the Center for Disease Control's (CDC) mai n
campus in Atlanta, Georgia? "

An estimated $1 .6 million could be saved over a 3-yea r
period, less the initial implementation cost of $ .9 million ,
for a net savings o f $700,000 .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO has no position on the merits of the relocatio n
proposal . HHS agreed with the PPSSCC proposal and too k
implementing action in FY 1983 .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

On February 3, 1983, the Secretary, HHS approved a
CDC-initiated organizational change which abolished th e
Division of Hepatitis and Viral Enteritis within the Center
for Infectious Diseases, CDC . The Division functions are
being carried out by other components of the Center fo r
Infectious Diseases in Atlanta .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESa IRAT E

GAO has not reviewed the reasonableness of the saving s
estimates . HHS has indicated substantial agreement with th e
PPSSCC estimates of net savings resulting from the closin g
of the Phoenix field office and has stated that thes e
savings have been assumed in the CDC budget .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

David Baine 275-6207
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ASSET 19 : GSL ORIGINATION FEE INCREAS E

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) originatio n
fee be increased?

Three-year cumulative increased revenues/receipts ar e
estimated by the PPSSCC at $1,572 .2 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

GSL origination fees--currently 5 percent of studen t
loan amounts--are retained by lenders from loan proceeds
to borrowers . For example, a student who borrows--an d
must therefore repay--$1000 receives net proceeds o f
$950 . Increasing GSL origination fees from 5 to 1 0
percent will reduce federal interest subsidies paid b y
the Department since such fees are deducted from th e
subsidies . Students who would normally borrow less tha n
their annual loan limit could probably borrow more t o
cover the higher origination fee . However, there would b e
a reduction in money available to students who would hav e
borrowed their maximum loan amount . GAO has no positio n
on whether this PPSSCC recommendation should b e
implemented .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AHD STATUS

Legislation would be required to increase th e
origination fee . The administration proposed an increase
from 5 to 10 percent for FY 1983, and a similar but more
limited increase for FY 1984 ; both were rejected by the
Congress . If the fees were increased, there should be no
significant implementation problems because the mechanism
for collecting the current 5 percent origination fee is i n
place .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

While GAO agrees with the PPSSCC ' s methodology fo r
estimating the savings that would result from an increas e
in origination fees, the savings were based on Departmen t
of Education FY 1983 estimates of new loan volumes tha t
have since been reduced . Applying the PPSSCC ' s
methodology to the Department's FY 1985 loan volum e
estimates yields three year savings of about $1,24 9
million .

V . RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

None
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VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Eglin, Jr . 245-962 3
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ED 1 : LOAN PROGRAM CONSOLIDATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Department of Education gain significan t
financial benefits from the consolidation of variou s
student loan programs into the larger and mor e
cost-effective Guaranteed Student Loan Program and b y
reducing the Government's role as a lender of last resort ?

According to the PPSSCC, by consolidating the variou s
student loan programs into the Guaranteed Student Loa n
Program, payments to the National Direct Student uoa n
Program can he used to liquidate the $5 billio n
outstanding in the revolving fund . The PPSSCC estimate s
that at least $870 million can be recovered over thre e
years, and that interest savings resulting from this cas h
flow improvement could total $185 .9 million over thre e
years .

An additional $1 billion could be saved over thre e
years oy requiring lenders to disburse loans in increment s
over an academic year rather than once a year, which woul d
cause an improved cash flow of $4,680 million .

Other significant savings would result from greatl y
simplified administration and from the more favorable loa n
default rate of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program .
These are not quantified at this time .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC proposal to consolidate the Nationa l
Direct Student Loan Program with the Guaranteed Studen t
Loan Program, both of which are highly subsidized, ha s
merit and could result in substantial interest savings .
Similarly, requiring lenders to disburse loans in
increments over the academic year could also result i n
significant interest savings . On the other hand, th e
PPSSCC's recommendation to consolidate the Federall y
Insured Student Loan Program--a highly subsidized program
which is being phased out--and the Auxiliary Loans t o
Assist Students Program--which is not highl y
subsidized--with the Guaranteed Student Loan Program ma y
not result in any significant savings . In fact, depending
on the extent to which Auxiliary Loans to Assist Student s
Program borrowers become eligible for the more highl y
subsidized Guaranteed Student Loan Program, such a
consolidation could increase federal interest subsidies .

Regarding the PPSSCC ' s recommendation to reduce th e
federal government ' s role as a lender of last resort ,
there would be little benefit in such an action . Numerous
non-federal organizations already exist at the state an d
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national levels to provide access to students unable t o
obtain loans in their area, so that the federal governmen t
seldom, if ever, needs to be the lender of last resort .

III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Legislation would be required to implement the PPSSC C
recommendations . The PPSSCC noted in its summary that the
Congress has been reluctant to merge the programs eve n
when they serve the same purpose . The Department o f
Education believes the actions are "legislativel y
infeasible" because similar efforts in the past have been
consistently rejected .

GAO was also unable to to assess the extent to whic h
(1) lenders would withdraw from the student loan program s
if required to make multiple disbursements without th e
present financial incentives and (2) states would b e
willing to revise regulations to provide lender of las t
resort authority to state guaranty agencies .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC's estimates of interest savings which
would result from consolidating the National Direc t
Student Loan Program with the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program are based on loan recovery estimates and
Guaranteed Student Loan Program administrative cost s
provided by the Department of Education, and an assume d
Treasury borrowing rate which closely approximates curren t
experience . Accordingly, the savings estimates appear
reasonable . The PPSSCC did not estimate the financia l
impact of merging the Auxiliary Loans to Assist Student s
Program with the Guaranteed Student Loan Program . GAO was
unable to assess the impact on federal costs because th e
PPSSCC did not describe the procedures which would b e
followed after the consolidation--the more highl y
subsidized Guaranteed Student Loan Program differ s
significantly from the Auxiliary Los As to Assist Students
Program in terms of eligibility, repayment terms, an d
borrower interest rates . However, to the extent tha t
Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students Program borrower s
become eligible for guaranteed student loans and
Guaranteed Student Loan Program repayment and interes t
rate terms apply, Federal interest subsidies wil l
increase .

Regarding the PPSSCC's recommendation to requir e
lenders to make multiple disbursements and eliminate the
provision that allows lenders to earn interest paid by th e
Department for loan amounts not disbursed, the estimate s
of three year interest savings are overstated . While the
PPSSCC's estimates of reduced average loan balances may b e
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reasonable, it (1) understated the interest subsidy rate
paid by the Department and (2) inappropriately carried
over first year interest subsidy savings on partiall y
disbursed loans to subsequent years when the loans have
been fully disbursed and the federal government pays ful l
interest subsidies . By increasing the interest rate pai d
by the Department and eliminating carryover interest
savings, GAO estimates that implementation of th e
recommendation would result in three year savings o f
$697 .1 million as compared to the PPSSCC's estimated thre e
year savings of $1 billion .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-81-124 Stronger Actions Needed to Recove r
$730 Million in Defaulted Nationa l
Direct Student Loans (Sept . 30 ,
1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Eglin, Jr . 245-9623
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ED	 3 :	 STUDENT LOAN DELINQUENCIES AND DEFAULT S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Could better procedures and a more effective deb t
management structure within the Department of Educatio n
reduce the student loan default rate and improve th e
collection of currently delinquent loans ?

According to the PPSSCC, three-year savings of $495 . 4
million are possible .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC made a series of recommendations designe d
to increase collections on delinquent student loans an d
reduce loan default rates . One of the PPSSCC's eight
recommendations is to return control for National Direc t
Student Loan (NDSL) delinquencies from educationa l
institutions to the Department . Currently, institution s
must attempt to collect delinquent loans for a statutor y
period of at least two years before the loans may b e
assigned to the Department . The other recommendations
involve structuring the collection operation as a n
independent unit, using private attorneys for uncollecte d
receivables, updating training of collection personnel ,
designing an exit interview form for institutions to us e
when students leave school, establishing realisti c
standards and goals, using ADP in the communication an d
dunning processes with debtors, and requiring parenta l
signatures or co-signers on student loans .

GAO believes that the recommendations by the PPSSC C
reflect good management principles that would result i n
collection improvements . The Department of Educatio n
agrees that the PPSSCC proposals have merit .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Returning control of NDSL delinquencies to th e
Department requires legislation . GAO believes that the
other recommendations can be implemented by the Departmen t
without legislation and are feasible ; GAO sees no signifi-
cant implementation problems .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

According to the PPSSCC, because sufficient data an d
information to accurately estimate savings were no t
available, it used its judgement and assumed certai n
default rate reductions that it believed would result fro m
implementing its recommendations . Since the bases for the
assumptions were not fully explained, GAO is unable t o
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assess the reasonableness of the savings estimate . The
Department estimates that implementing the recommendation s
would result in 3-year savings of $552 .0 million, or abou t
$57 million more than the PPSSCC estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-83-57 Significant Improvements Seen i n
Efforts to Collect Debts Owed the
Federal Government (Apr . 28, 1983 )

GAO/HRD-81-124 Stronger Actions Needed to Recove r
$730 Million in Defaulted Nationa l
Direct Student Loans (Sept . 30 ,
1981 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Joseph Eglin, Jr . 245-962 3
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ED 4 : CONTRACTS AND DISCRETIONARY GRANT S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Could the Department of Education realize major cos t
savings from improvements in the award, administration ,
monitoring and closeout procedures which apply t o
discretionary grants and contracts ?

PPSSCC estimates the three-year total cost saving s
from improved procedures at $207 .6 million, of which ove r
$100 million represents a one-time savings for timel y
action on dormant closeout reports .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECONDATION S

GAO agrees that implementation of the basi c
management principles recommended by the PPSSCC- -
cooperation and communication among relevant staff, use o f
critical path planning, standardization of monitorin g
procedures, use of proper cash flow management procedures ,
having staff with the required specialized skills, an d
developing and using a management information system--ha s
the potential for improving the Department's contracts an d
discretionary grants process by providing better and mor e
timely information and enhanced controls . For the same
reasons, GAO also agrees with the principle of developing
closeout objectives for completed grants and contracts an d
with the recommendations to strengthen informatio n
resources management by raising it in the organizationa l
structure .

GAO has no opinion on two of the PPSSCC' s
recommendations : to accelerate the trend toward use of
block grants and to use regional office staff to scree n
discretionary grant applications . Neither recommendation
is described in enough detail to allow analysis of th e
issues .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The recommendations pertaining to this issue coul d
generally be implemented through administrative action .
However, congressional action would be required to conver t
categorical programs into block grants .

According to a Department of Education status report ,
it began implementing most of the recommendation s
associated with this issue in 1982 and 1983 . For example ,
the head of information resources--or ADP--was upgraded t o
an SES position . However, greater use of block grants ha s
not been legislatively feasible, according to the report .
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ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO is unable to evaluate the PPSSCC saving s
estimates . PPSSCC estimates that appropriate and timely
actions on dormant closeout reports could produce a
one-time savings in excess of $100 million . As backup ,
the report states that since 1973, 80,000 Department o f
Education accounts remain open with a total. value of $58 4
million . However, no information is provided on how th e
PPSSCC arrived at the $100 million figure .

PPSSCC also estimates that implementing it s
recommendations would lead to savings of at least 5
percent of the Department's annual contract and discre-
tionary grant expenditures . Again no information i s
provided on how the PPSSCC arrived at this percentage .
The costs associated with the probable need to hir e
additional staff to carry out these functions are no t
discussed .

The PPSSCC estimates that it will cost $16 .5 million
over three years to implement the recommendations ,
including training staff in the areas of negotiation ,
administration, cost and price analysis, and contractin g
under federal procurement regulations . Information on
implementation expenses, such as the number of staff to b e
trained, the types of training to be offered, and othe r
relevant details are not provided .

A Department of Education status report indicate s
that it expects these recommendations to result in n o
savings in fiscal years 1985 through 1990 .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-83-13 Department of Education Uncertai n
About Effectiveness of its Specia l
Services Program (Nov . 12, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Eglin, Jr . 245-962 3
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ED 7 : MANAGEMENT DIRECTION AND INCENTIVE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Department of Education realize significan t
cost benefits from improved productivity and effectivenes s
by implementing a carefully conceived new "business plan" ?

PPSSCC estimates the three-year cost savings from
improved operations at $35 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees that implementation of the basi c
management principles recommended by th e
PPSSCC--specifying objectives, budget requirements, an d
manpower allocations for each office ; setting performanc e
goals for each employee ; instituting a reward system base d
on employee achievement of goals and objectives ;
developing a system for a periodic accounting of progress ;
preparing job descriptions which clearly indicate th e
abilities needed and using this information to recruit an d
train staff ; engaging in long-range planning ; and
communicating with other units--has the potential fo r
improving the Department's productivity and effectivenes s
by providing management and staff with better informatio n
and clearly defined objectives and rewards .

The PPSSCC's recommendations (1) to divest th e
Department of activities such as civil rights enforcement ,
student housing loans, and rehabilitative services, an d
(2) to return support functions such as personne l
administration and budgeting to the program offices ar e
not described in enough detail to allow analysis, Fo r
example, the PPSSCC does not indicate who would perfor m
the Department's statutory responsibilities for civi l
rights enforcement, student housing loans, and
rehabilitative services if the Department were divested o f
the responsibilities .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The recommendations pertaining to this issue coul d
generally be implemented through administrative action .
However, congressional action would be required to dives t
the Department of activities such as civil right s
enforcement, student housing loans, and rehabilitativ e
services .

According to a Department of Education report, it ha s
begun to improve strategic planning, organizationa l
control, and position management systems .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO is unable to evaluate the PPSSCC°s saving s
estimate . The PPSSCC estimates that implementing it s
recommendations would lead to a $5 million savings in th e
first year, $10 million in the second, and $20 millio n
thereafter for a three-year savings of $35 million . The
PPSSCC arrived at these estimates by asking supervisor s
of the four largest program of f ices what salary and
expense savings might be expected if the offices wer e
provided clear-cut objectives, necessary resources, an d
authority to act . With responses ranging from 10 percen t
to 30 percent, the PPSSCC used the low figure of 1 0
percent of the current $300 million operating budget, o r
$30 million, and then attributed two-thirds--$2 0
million--to implementation of the recommendation s
associated with this issue . GAO has no basis for
evaluating the reasonableness of these assumptions .

A Department of Education report indicates that i t
expects these recommendations to result in a three-yea r
savings of $20 .3 million .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPOT S

GAO/FPCD-81-26 Management and Compensation o f
Military and Civilian Federal Work
Forces : Issues For Plannin g
(Jan . 2, 1981 )

GAO/FPCD-81-4 Federal Work Force Planning : Time
for Renewed Emphasis (Dec . 30 ,
1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Eglin, Jr . 245-962 3
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SSA 10 :	 STREAMLINED AND SIMPLIFIED APPEALS PROCESS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Can a new system and procedure be developed fo r
handling Disability Insurance (DI) claims tAat wil l
improve the quality and timeliness of the current system
and reduce the number of claims that eventually enter th e
appeals system ?

The PPSSCC recommendation is that SSA develop ne w
procedures for the initial processing of disability claim s
and the processing and handling of appeals . Following
this general recommendation are 36 specific
recommendations listed under 7 categories . PPSSCC
estimated that the 3-year savings associated with th e
recommendation would be $3 .6 billion .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Overall, GAO has many reservations about th e
recommendations . The recommendations essentially ar e
aimed at limiting the role of administrative law judge s
(ALJs) to that of decision reviewers, who may not accept
evidence nor consider issues not previously introduced i n
the administrative process . The recommendations also
suggest eliminating oral arguments and testimony before
the ALJs . The effect of these recommendations would be to
restrict the manner in which claimants may pursue thei r
claims . GAO believes this approach represents a
fundamental departure from long-standing agency practic e
and is inconsistent with Administrative Procedure Ac t
(APA) requirements . PPSSCC suggests that SSA ' s operations
dictate procedures different than other agencies, wit h
respect to ALJ hearings and the APA requirements . GAO
does not share the PPSSCC view that SSA's requirements ar e
so unique that they should be outside the APA .

Although GAO does not agree with the basic approac h
taken by the PPSSCC regarding this issue, some of th e
specific recommendations pertaining to better evidenc e
development do appear to have merit and are generall y
supported by GAO .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Some of the recommendations could be implemented b y
agency action . Others, including the more significan t
ones, would require legislation . Most of the
recommendations generally would be very difficult t o
implement . There has been much Congreseional and publi c
concern over the last few years •that SSA may have gone to o
far in tightening up its disability criteria . There also
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has been much testimony and GAO findings regarding
inadequate case development and bad judgments being mad e
at the initial adjudication level . Some of the
recommendations would improve decisions at this initia l
level and may be easier to implement ; others, however ,
would face much opposition .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC prepared an overall savings estimate base d
on all the recommendations . For the 3 years, reductions
in benefits account for $3 .4 billion in savings and
administrative savings account for $245 million . Thes e
are about evenly divided each year . The PPSSCC
calculation did not consider the subsequent year saving s
from reduced disability awards each year . This would add
another $3 billion, bringing the total 3-year savings t o
over $6 billion .

The specific savings estimates were develope d
separately under each group of recommendations . I n
summary, PPSSCC has estimated about a quarter of a millio n
less disability recipients per year based on it s
recommendations . GAO thinks this is highly speculativ e
and has found problems with some of PPSSCC ' s assumption s
and methodology . Therefore, GAO has no basis for agreeing
with PPSSCC's savings estimates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony SSA ' s Continuing Disability Review Program ,
by Peter J . McGough, Human Resource s
Division, before the Subcommittee on Socia l
Security, House Committee on Ways an d
Means (Jun . 30, 1983 )

Testimony SSA's Review of Mentally Impaired Persons ,
by Peter J . McGough, Human Resource s
Division, before the Senate Specia l
Committee on Aging (Apr . 7, 1983 )

Testimony SSA ' s Continuing Disability Review Program ,
by Edward Densmore, Human Resource s
Division, before the Senate Committee o n
Finance (Aug . 18, 1982 )

Testimony SSA ' s Continuing Disability Review Program ,
by Gregory J . Ahart, Human Resource s
Division, before the Subcommittee o n
Oversight of Government Management, Senat e
Committee on Governmental Affairs (May 25 ,
1982)
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VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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SSA 6 :	 EARNINGS AND ENFORCEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the Social Security Administration (SSA) appl y
its Annual Earnings Test more effectively to reduc e
erroneous payments and their opportunity costs and
accelerate collection of overpayments? "

"Over three years total savings would be $2,977 . 0
million and interest revenues would be $980 .0 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC has proposed tightening SSA enforcement o f
the current-law earnings test provisions so tha t
overpayments are reduced . The earnings test reduces or
eliminates Social Security retirement and disability
benefits for workers who earn above a specified amount .

The PPSSCC recommends that all retired workers aged
62 to 69 and all disabled workers be notified annually o f
the earnings test requirement and that they be required t o
estimate their earnings yearly . In addition, PPSSCC
recommends stepped-up enforcement operations in the
collection of overpayments, along with the collection o f
interest on the overpayments . According to PPSSCC, these
steps would enable SSA to begin to reduce benefits fo r
excess earnings earlier, accelerate cash flow, and provid e
interest income to Social Security trust funds .

Concerning the projected savings of nearly $ 3
billion, GAO believes recent administrative actions take n
by SSA as well as ongoing activities essentially compl y
with the thrust of the PPSSCC recommendations .
Consequently, GAO believes the recommendations are moot o r
would have little further impact if implemented . With
respect to interest revenues that could be generated by
charging interest on overpayments, SSA has common la w
authority to charge interest on payments . However ,
we believe--given the sensitivity of this proposal--the
Congress itself should be consulted before proceeding .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC proposals that have not been implemented
can be implemented by executive action and ar e
administratively feasible . SSA has not taken a positio n
on the PPSSCC recommendations .
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IV® GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The Congressional Budget Office estimates that no
additional savings would result from the PPSSC C
proposals . Concerning the revenues which would b e
generated from charging interest on overpayments, GAO
believes some revenue would be realized but is unable to
say how much .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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SSA 4 : MANAGEMENT CONTROL OF WORKFLO W

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the Social Security Administration (SSA) improv e
the productivity of its operating units by improving firs t
line supervisory control of its workflow .

It appears that in the first year $382 .5 million in
staff costs could be eliminated if achievable productivit y
gains were realized . Over 3 years, savings are estimate d
to be $1,226 .0 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The need for improved SSA management control o f
workflow is a valid issue . SSA operates more than 1,300
field offices nationwide and the productivity among th e
SSA offices and regions varies widely . Further, given
the size of SSA's staff and the extensive use of manual
processing, opportunity exists to enhance productivity .

The three PPSSCC recommendations to improv e
management control of workflow are worthy of SSA' s
consideration .

	

Further, we believe the PPSSC C
implementation strategy is a prudent one . The first
recommendation--implementing a supervisory productio n
management system--calls for a test phase in 10 fiel d
offices . At the completion of the test, SSA should be i n
a position to make a judgment on the desirability/
feasibility of proceeding with a national system . The
implementation of the other two recommendations--(1 )
implement a system to manage field office productivity an d
(2) reduce supervisory span of control--is largel y
dependent on the success (or lack of success) encountere d
in implementing the first recommendation .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC's three recommendations could b e
implemented by administrative action . The feasibility a s
well as the desirability of implementing the
recommendations on a national scale however is largel y
unknown . SSA has not taken a position on the PPSSC C
recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC savings estimate is based on the belie f
that SSA is functioning at a 50 percent productivity
level . This position, however, is not wel l
supported in the report .
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The productivity growth envisioned in th e
PPSSCC estimates is drawn both from its general belie f
that most workers perform at half their capacity, and fro m
observations by PPSSCC members of highly productive SS A
claims processors at selected field offices . PPSSCC
findings--that workflow entails too much paperwork an d
handling--confirm results of a 1980 consultant stud y
prepared for the SSA and based on on-site analysis of wor k
practices . Nonetheless, the PPSSCC conclusion is based o n
only one type of claim activity (retirement insuranc e
benefits) and on an unspecified sample size and design .
As a result, extrapolation of findings across the entir e
field of SSA operations may lead to overoptimisti c
expectations about the potential for reducing costs .
Using different and more conservative assumptions, th e
Congressional Budget Office estimates potential savings o f
$300 million over a five-year period .

V RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-83-69 Selected Government-Wide Managemen t
Improvement Efforts--1970 to 1980
(Aug . 8, 1983 )

GAO/HRD-82-47 Social Security's Field Office
Management Can Be Improved an d
Millions Can Be Saved Annually Throug h
Increased Productivity (Mar . 9, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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SSA 1 : EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SYSTEMS MODERNIZATION PLA N

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Does the Social Security Administration (SSA) have a n
effective plan for modernizing its automated data processin g
(ADP) operations? A Systems Modernization Plan (SMP) is no w
being implemented that will take five years to complete at a
cost of $478 .6 million . "

The PPSSCC did not estimate savings . The successfu l
implementation of the plan is a requirement if the SSA/AD P
operation is to avoid further degradation and eventual fail-
ure .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECD ENDATIONS

GAO believes SSA's Systems Modernization Program coul d
present a logical systematic approach for solving th e
agency's pressing software, hardware, data management, dat a
communications, and general ADP management problems, a s
stated in an earlier report, Examination of the Social Secu-
rity Administration'sSystem	 Modernization Plan (GAO HRD-82 -
83) . There is no question that SSA needs an effective stra-
tegic plan to modernize its data processing system . After
recognizing the seriousness of its data processing deficien-
cies, SSA introduced the SMP in February 1982 .

GAO generally agrees with 9 of the PPSSCC's 15 recom-
mendations to modernize SSA's ADP operations . These recom-
mendations call for SSA to :

(1) Reschedule the modernization of one of the logica l
application groups l (LAGS) for earlier comple-
tion . GAO agrees with the rescheduling bu t
believes that it was unreasonable to have expecte d
SSA to have completed implementing a LAG before
the end of the SMP's second year, as the PPSSC C
recommended .

(2) Set priorities early for management controls tha t
are to be implemented . GAO agrees that SSA's man-
ual project control system should be improved t o
include features identified by the PPSSCC .

(3) Change the systems modernization action plan t o
eliminate the use of 370/168 computers as early a s

1 LAG is SSA's term for a group of computer programs an d
files which, together, automate a particular application ,
such as earnings reporting .
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possible . GAO agrees with this concept but note s
that such computers have already been replace d
with newer technology .

(4) Evaluate new operting systems for controlling the
use of SSA's new computers . GAO believes th e
PPSSCC's suggestion that SSA perform a periodi c
operating system update, such as implementin g
every other version or making a once-a-yea r
change, is reasonable .

(5) Select a network architecture that can guide th e
Social Security Administration Data Acquisitio n
and Response System's future development . GAO
believes that selection of a standard networ k
architecture should promote competition in futur e
network procurements and increase the use of off-
the-shelf products .

(6) Select a planning methodology, such as Busines s
System Planning, and use it to determine SSA' s
broad computer systems requirements . GAO agree s
that using a structured planning methodolog y
should he lp SSA to more systematically define it s
ADP requirements .

(7) Organize a security disaster recovery contro l
group to evaluate and implement new protectiv e
procedures for SSA's ADP operations . GAO fully
agrees with this recommendation, since long-ter m
interruption of SSA's systems operations would
adversely affect the well-being of millions of
Americans .

(8) Decentralize the National Computer Center' s
(NCC's) operations to ensure safety of SSA' s
records and recovery from a disaster . GAO
believes that, given the critical need for
processing and data base redundancy, this recom-
mendation is worthy of further consideration .

(9) Develop an agencywide plan that will lay out SS A
management's long-term goals and objectives .
Since 1974, GAO has issued numerous report s
identifying the need for comprehensive agency -
wide long-range planning at SSA to serve as th e
foundation upon which ADP systems planning can b e
based . On the basis of these reports, GAO strong-
ly agrees with this recommendation .

GAO believes that the remaining recommendations to SS A
have little or no merit . These recommendations call for SS A
to :
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(1) Reduce planned efforts for retrofitting documenta-
tion to old programs . Over the years, GAO review s
have repeatedly shown that SSA's documentatio n
deficiencies are a key cause of the agency's sys-
tems problems . Reducing or abandoning the effor t
to document the agency's software directly con-
flicts with SSA's original SMP document of Marc h
1982, the March 1983 update, and specific direc-
tion of the Senate Appropriations Committee t o
document this software .

(2) Split future releases (updates) of the SMP pla n
into a strategic plan and tactical or operatin g
plans . GAO believes SSA's current format (includ-
ing both the strategic and tactical plans in on e
document) is preferable since it permits SSA an d
higher monitoring authorities to clearly relat e
tactical plan implementation to strategic objec-
tives .

(3) Provide emergency power backup for the operatio n
of the elevators in NCC . According to SSA offi-
cials, the tape elevators in NCC have always bee n
connected to backup generators, which make up a
major portion of NCC's "uninterruptable power sup -
ply" system . The elevators are not hooked up t o
the battery system, which provides power durin g
the several-minute interval required to get th e
generators started when a power failure occurs .
However, loss of elevator service for just severa l
minutes would not appear to present a significant
threat to the continuity of operations . Conse-
quently, it is difficult to justify the cost o f
connecting the elevators to the battery system .
GAO, therefore, questions the validity of thi s
recommendation .

GAO has no basis to comment on three PPSSCC recommen-
dations that call for SSA to :

-

	

-Reduce the effort planned for converting assembl y
language programs to COBOL .

--Evaluate and select a new data base management syste m
for use in modernizing SSA's application software .

--Review the SMP from the perspective of user partici-
pation to ensure that users' needs are served .

•III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that each of the recommenda-
tions can be implemented by SSA without legislative action .
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Generally, implementation of the PPSSCC's recommenda -
tions is feasible . Several recommendations are now bein g
implemented, including rescheduling one of the LAGs, settin g
priorities early for management controls, eliminating th e
use of 370/168 computers, selecting a network architectur e
to guide future network development, abandoning efforts t o
develop complete and accurate baseline documentation fo r
existing software systems, and exploring distributed pro-
cessing options .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIiTE

The PPSSCC did not compute a savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/IMTEC-R4-15 Social Security Administration ' s Dat a
Communications Contracts With Paradyn e
Corporation Demonstrate the Need fa ,
Improved Management Controls (July 9 ,
1984 )

GAO/IMTEC-84-23 Additional Information on the Socia l
Security Administration's Managemen t
of Data Communications Contracts Wit h
Paradyne Corporation (Aug . 27, 1984 )

GAO/HRD-82-83

	

Examination of SSA's Systems Moderni-
zation Plan (May 28, 1982 )

Testimony

	

SSA's Data Communications Contract s
With the Paradyne Corporation, b y
Charles A . Bowsher, Comptrolle r
General of the United States, befor e
the Subcommittee on Legislation an d
National Security, House Committee o n
Government Operations . Sept . 13 ,
1984 .

VI . GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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SSA 2s IMPLEMENTATION	 OF SYSTEMS MODERNIZATION PLA N

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Social Security Administration's (SSA's) Office
of Systems effectively implement the Systems Modernizatio n
Plan (SMP) ?

No savings were estimated for this issue

	

The PPSSCC' s
recommendations were intended to strengthen and enhance th e
SMP and were to be considered a part of the overall manage-
ment process being implemented for data processing .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

In GAO's judgment, the need for SSA's Office of System s
to effectively implement the SMP is a valid issue, particu-
larly since the agency is now into the third year of th e
$500-million effort . There is no question that a system s
implementation effort of this magnitude requires highl y
skilled general management and technical personnel ,
knowledge and experience in automated data processing (ADP )
procurement practices, and continual monitoring of th e
program's progress .

GAO generally agrees with 12 of the PPSSCC's 17 recom-
mendations . Those with which GAO agrees include recommenda-
tions that SSA :

(1) Develop more realistic schedules for SMP tasks .
GAO made a similar recommendation in a previou s
report (GAO/HRD-82-83) .

(2) Request full funding for the SMP on a program :
basis . GAO agrees with this recommendation ,
provided that SSA first ensure internal control o f
long-term projects is maintained .

(3) Set up a program to closely monitor the perfor-
mance of contractors . GAO strongly agrees wit h
this recommendation on the basis of past GA O
re"ommendations and on recent findings by th e
Department of Health and Human Services Inspecto r
General's Office, which indicated the failure o f
several key SMP software contracts .

(4) Initiate an executive residency program . Given
SSA's past difficulty in recruiting and retainin g
highly skilled systems technicians, GAO believe s
this recommendation is worthy of furthe r
consideration .
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(5) Develop a plan for the placement of personne l
whose jobs will be affected by the modernizatio n
of ADP . GAO has no reason to question either th e
premise upon whi cr this recommendation is based o r
the validity of its objective .

(6) Develop technical grade and salary scales t o
reward technical excellence . GAO agrees in prin-
ciple with this recommendation . The PPSSCC recog-
nizes that inadequate technical salary scales ar e
a governmentwide problem . Its recommendation ,
however, does not seem to reflect that the solu-
tion at SSA may have to be pursued from a govern-
mentwide perspective .

(7) Create an Office of Planning and Technology . The
thrust of this recommendation is to combine th e
areas of strategic planning and technology in a
single office . On the basis of past audit work ,
GAO agrees with this recommendation as far a s
strategic planning is concerned . GAO has no basi s
to comment on how SSA can organizationally bes t
address the technology issue .

(S) Place budget responsibility in the recommende d
Office of Planning and Technology . GAO favor s
SSA's development and implementation of an inte-
grated planning, budgeting, execution, and feed -
back process for lone-term projects like the SMP .

(9) Place more emphasis on tactical planning . GAO
agrees that (1) responsibila :y for developing
short-term, project-oriented work plans shoul d
be assigned to the individual operating group s
reporting to the Deputy Commissioner for System s
and (2) responsibility for work plan coordinatio n
should be handled by the strategic planning staff .
On the basis of past audit work in this area, how-
ever, GAO believes that the task of implementin g
the project should not ue assigned to those cur-
rently responsible for daily systems operation s
but rather should be a full-time task for th e
assigned party or parties .

(10) Change the reporting relationship of staff groups .
GAO construes this recommendation to mean that of-
fices having SMP responsibility should be elevate d
to report directly to the Deputy Commissioner fo r
Systems . GAO believes that such an elevation o f
responsibility would benefit SMP staff offices .

(11) Improve internal communications . GAO agrees tha t
improving internal SSA communications concernin g
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SMP progress will raise morale within the Offic e
of Systems .

(12) Improve communications with the Congress, th e
press, and the public . Although GAO believes tha t
the goal of improved external communications b y
SSA is desirable, it also believes, unlike th e
PPSSCC, that SSA's status reports should reflec t
both progress and problems and should not be use d
as a vehicle for improving SSA's public image, a s
the PPSSCC implies .

GAO has no basis to comment on the PPSSCC recommenda-
tions that SSA :

(1) Initiate a rotational program for personnel in th e
Office of Programmatic Systems .

(2) Develop a more structured recruiting program .

(3) Create the position of budget analyst .

(4) Expand the technology function .

(5) Create an Office of Network Engineering .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

On 11 of the 12 PPSSCC recommendations upon which GAO
can comment, it agrees that SSA has the authority to, an d
should, implement the proposed action . GAO believes, how -
ever, that congressional action may be required to implemen t
the recommended grade and salary scales .

SSA is now well into the third year of its moderniza-
tion program . Of the 17 recommendations made by the PPSSCC ,
SSA has acted on 5 (developing more realistic schedules fo r
SMP tasks, setting up a program to monitor the performanc e
of contractors, placing more emphasis on tactical planning ,
changing reporting relationships of staff groups, and im-
proving internal communications) .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Because the PPSSCC intended its recommendations t o
strengthen and enhance the SMP and SSA's data processin g
management, it did not compute a savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/IMTEC-84-15 Social Security Administration's Dat a
Communications Contracts With Paradyne
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Corporation Demonstrate the Need fo r
Improved Management Controls (July 9 ,
1984 )

GAO/IMTEC-84-23 Additional Information on the Socia l
SecurLy Administration's Managemen t
of Data Communications Contracts Wit h
Paradyne Cor poration (Aug . 27, 1984 )

GAO/HRD-82-83

	

Examination of SSA's Systems Modern i -
zation Plan (May 28, 1982 )

Testimony

	

SSA's Data Communications Contract s
with the Paradyne Corporation, b y
Charles A . Bowsher, Comptrolle r
General of the United States, befor e
the Subcommittee on Legislation and
National Security, House Committee o n
Government Operations . Sept . 13 ,
1984 .

VI, GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-4659
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SSA 3 :	 STATUS OF DATA OPERATIONS CENTERS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

What is the status of work in the Social Security
Administration's (SSA's) Data Operations Centers and wha t
can be done to eliminate the backlog of data to be entered ?
No savings were projected by the PPSSCC . The recommenda-
tions in this issue deal with suggestions on how to handl e
the Annual Wage Reportin g process within the context of the
Systems Moderntzation Plan (SMP) .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The income side of SSA's processing is performed i n
three Data Operations Centers (DOCs) . The income data i s
captured largely from W-2s and similar forms in a proces s
known as Annual Wage Reporting (AWR) . Problems in the AWR
system have contributed to an increasing backlog of unposte d
earnings to individual accounts--a backlog which, according
to the PPSSCC, had reached $89 billion by 1983 . The AWR
process is critical to SSA's ability to provide timel y
information to field offices regarding potential benefi t
claimants and to perform several earnings comparisons tha t
should be made periodically . SSA's Systems Modernizatio n
Program includes a three-phased redesign of the AWR system ,
an effort which has reached the second phase specifying tha t
a new system be developed and tested .

Although GAO has performed no recent audit work in thi s
area, it generally agrees with the issue raised by th e
PPSSCC and with three of the four PPSSCC recommendations .
Those recommendations with which GAO agrees suggest tha t
SSA :

(1) Redesign the AWR process . GAO audits performed i n
1978, 1979, and 1980 identified significant desig n
and operational problems adversely affecting th e
AWR process . GAO believes, however, that thi s
recommendation may be moot since SSA had alread y
begun redesigni ng the AWR system before the PPSSC C
visited the agency .

(2) Split the suspense account and create an inactiv e
file . l GAO believes that splitting the suspens e

1 The suspense account includes all reported earnings tha t
cannot be posted to individual accounts for reasons such a s
omitted social security numbers . The proposal is to divid e
the account into active--for which there is some hope o f
posting later--and inactive--for which funds must b e
reserved even though there is no hope of posting accounts .
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file in this manner could help identify and reduce
the active balance in the backlog .

(3) Contract out part of the AWR process . GAO agrees
with the thrust of this recommendation (which i s
to provide a comparison of in-house and contracto r
productivity) provided that SSA (a) carefull y
manages and monitors contractor activities an d
(b) corrects system design and operational weak-
nesses (which GAO previously identified in the DO C
process) to ensure the accuracy of comparativ e
information resulting from separate in-house an d
contractor efforts .

Although GAO is doing work in the area of the PPSSC C
recommendation that calls for SSA to impose penalties fo r
habitual erroneous wage and deduction reporting, it is no t
yet in a position to comment on the feasibility of thi s
recommendation .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO found no specific statutory authority in support o f
the PPSSCC's conclusion that the Commissioner of SSA i s
authorized to impose penalties for habitual erroneous wag e
and deduction reporting . However, the Commissioner of the
Internal Revenue Service, which administers this reportin g
with SSA, has such authority . GAO is not yet in a positio n
to comment on the feasibility of this recommendation . GAO
agrees with the PPSSCC that existing executive branc h
authority is adequate to implement the remainin g
recommendations and that implementing these recommendation s
is generally feasible . GAO has also recommended that SSA
begin to plan for completely redesigning SSA's major AD P
systems (including the AWR reporting system) and that SSA
supplement existing systems (such as AWR) staff with outsid e
ADP support . The SMP directly addressed the majo r
recommendation made by the PPSSCC in that it identified a
three-phased redesign of the AWR system . SSA is now in the
second phase . GAO cannot comment on the implementatio n
status of the other three recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC did not make a savings projection for thi s
issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-82-19 Solving Social Security's Compute r
Problems-Comprehensive Corrective Action
Plans and Better Management Neede d
(Dec . 10, 1981 )
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VI . GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-4659
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BANK 11 : INCREASE TAXES OR REDUCE BENEFITS T O
MAINTAIN RAILROAD RETIREMENT SOLVENC Y

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should Railroad Retirement Board taxes be increase d
and/or benefits reduced to shore up the short-ter m
financial condition of the Railroad Retirement Syste m
(RRS)? "

The PPSSCC recommended that a 4 percent increase i n
Tier II (industry pension portion) taxes, equivalen t
reductions in benefits, or combinations thereof, should b e
implemented as soon as practical . It also recommende d
that future increases in railroad retirement benefit s
should be subject to the Employee Retirement Incom e
Security Act (ERISA) funding standards . The PPSSCC
estimated that adoption of this first recommendation woul d
result in an additional $1,442 million ,_n benefit reserve s
over a 3-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECONDATIONS

Over the past decade the railroad retirement progra m
has experienced three financial crises requirin g
legislative remedy . A legislative response to the las t
crisis, in 1983, was effected shortly before the PPSSC C
report was published . This response, the Railroad
Retirement Solvency Act of 1983 'Public Law 98-76) ,
increased Tier II tax rates on employers and employees an d
reduced retiree benefits . Both the Act and the PPSSCC
recommendation to increase taxes and/or reduce benefits ,
were intended to improve the financial condition of th e
railroad retirement system . The Act's passage obviates
the need for this PPSSCC recommendation .

The rail industry is exempt from ERISA requirements .
This exemption has permitted the accumulation of a larg e
unfunded private pension liability, presently estimated a t
$30 billion . The liability is the net present value o f
benefits due to vested workers less the assets availabl e
to pay them . Unless some form of ERISA type fundin g
standards are adopted, the federal government could b e
asked to provide financial assistance if the railroa d
retirement system is unable to pay future Tier II benefit s
due retirees . GAO believes the recommendation has meri t
because it would reduce the program's unfunded liability
and, thereby, the potential for future federal subsidy .
It would also afford vested railroad workers pensio n
protection available in most other industries . However ,
the pace at which the current liability is funded, and
from what sources, will require careful consideratio n
because of its potentially severe effect on the industry .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Both PPSSCC recommendations are feasible and woul d
require legislative action . As already noted, on e
recommendation was essentially incorporated in th e
Railroad Retirement Solvency Act of 1983 . Covering future
benefit increases under ERISA is a complex proposal . I t
could prove difficult to implement and administer .
Finding the most equitable solution to ERISA concerns i s
likely to require a great deal more study .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimates that adoption of its firs t
recommendation would result in $1,442 million in ne w
revenues being realized over a 3-year period . Although
the tax increases adopted in the Railroad Retiremen t
Solvency Act of 1983 were not identical to those propose d
by the PPSSCC, the Railroad Retirement Board estimate s
that the Act will produce $1,531 million in new revenue s
over a 3-year period . GAO has not made any separate
estimates on this issue .

The PPSSCC did not make any estimates regarding it s
recommendation that future increases in railroa d
retirement benefits should be subject to ERISA fundin g
standards .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony Retirement and Unemployment Insuranc e
Programs of the Railroad Retirement Board ,
by Peter J . McGough, before th e
Subcommittee on Social Security and
the Subcommittee on Public Assistance and
Unemployment Compensation, Committee o n
Ways and Means, May 3, 1983 .

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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BANK 10 :	 PRIVATIZATION OF RAILROAD RETIREMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can administrative costs and the possibility o f
increased federal subsidies to the private elements of th e
railroad retirement system be reduced by transferrin g
federally funded elements of the current system to thei r
respective primary agencies and turning railroa d
retirement into a private multi-employer pension plan? "

The PPSSCC stated that such a change would remove a
major portion of the system's approximately $30 billio n
unfunded liability from the federal government, and woul d
significantly reduce administrative costs to the Railroa d
Retirement Board, Social Security Administration, an d
Health Care Financing Administration . The PPSSCC
estimated that changing the tax free status of th e
system's industry pension benefits would produce revenue s
of $331 million over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO has not studied these issues and has no positio n
on (1) the PPSSCC recommendation to bring all railroa d
workers and retirees into the social security system o r
(2) the recommendations to place the railroad unemployment
and sickness program as well as the industry pensio n
portion of the railroad retirement program under a privat e
multi-employer pension plan . GAO notes that these were
part of an Administration proposal made in 1982 . As for
the PPSSCC recommendation to transfer the administratio n
of the unemployment and sickness insurance program to a
private multi-employer pension plan, several bills relate d
to this issue are likely to be introduced fo r
consideration by the Congress in 1985 .

Other related PPSSCC recommendations would provid e
financial security for the private pension fund and
unemployment and sickness insurance program by enacting a
payroll tax on railroads to fund collectively bargaine d
benefit increases . Because these components of th e
railroad retirement program are normally financed in othe r
industries by private contributions, GAO believes th e
financial security of these funds should be improve d
without the use of federal subsidies . However, the
Railroad Retirement Board has questioned the rai l
industry's ability to economically support the level o f
taxes that the PPSSCC recommendation would necessitate .
GAO has no position on this recommendation .
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The PPSSCC also recommended taxing the industr y
pension portion of railroad retirement benefits . GAO
supported this approach in testimony on May 3, 1983 ,
before the House Ways and Means Subcommitee on Socia l
Security and Subcommitee on Public Assistance an d
Unemployment Compensation .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

These PPSSCC recommendations are feasible but woul d
require legislative action by the Congress . The Railroad
Retirement Solvency Act of 1983 (Public Law 98-76) enacte d
the PPSSCC recommendation to tax industry pension
benefits . Several bills are likely to be introduced for
consideration by the Congress in 1985 dealing with th e
possible transfer of the Board's unemployment and sicknes s
insurance program to the federal/state unemploymen t
insurance system or the enactment of tax and benefi t
reforms if the program continues to be administered by th e
Board .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimate that implementing it s
recommendations would remove a major portion of th e
system's $30 billion unfunded liability from the federa l
government needs clarification . The federal governmen t
has no legal obligation to pay benefits affected by the
unfunded liability if the railroad retirement progra m
defaulted . The PPSSCC ' s recommendation would reduce the
program's unfunded liability . It would reduce the cost to
the federal government only if the railroad retiremen t
program was unable to pay benefits and the federa l
government assumed responsibility .

The Railroad Retirement Board does not believe tha t
administrative cost savings would result by implementin g
the PPSSCC recommendations . An ongoing GAO study
indicates that some administrative costs could b e
eliminated by de-federalizing the railroad retiremen t
program along the lines suggested by the PPSSCC .

	

GAO
however, has not estimated what savings would occur .

The additional revenues from taxing industry pensio n
benefits as projected by the PPSSCC are realistic althoug h
possibly understated . PPSSCC estimated that $331 millio n
in new tax revenues would be realized in 3 years if th e
industry pension benefits were taxed . The Railroad
Retirement Board estimated that $738 million will b e
realized in revenue enhancements over a 3 year period
because a similar provision was included in the Railroa d
Retirement Solvency Act of 1983 . GAO did not make any
cost estimates regarding this proposal .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony Retirement and Unemployment Insurance
Programs of the Railroad Retirement Board ,
by Peter J . McGough, before the
Subcommittee on Social Security and th e
Subcommittee on Public Assistance an d
Unemployment Compensation, Committee o n
Ways and Means, May 3, 1983 .

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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BANK 12 : MOVE THE SOCIAL SECURITY EQUIVALENT OF RAILROAD
RETIREMENT TOSSA

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should the portion of the Railroad Retirement Syste m
(RRS) which is equivalent to Social Security retiremen t
benefits be moved to the Social Security Administration
(SSA)? "

Related to this issue was the PPSSCC's recommendatio n
that the Congress should no longer provide general revenu e
funding for windfall benefits . The PPSSCC added tha t
appropriations should, however, be made to ensure tha t
those affected by any cuts do not fall below an adequat e
benefit level . The PPSSCC estimated 3-year savings o f
$1,236 million in general revenue funds if federa l
windfall payments were discontinued .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Bringing the social security portion of the railroa d
retirement program under Social Security highlights th e
issue of whether persons eligible for benefits under both
systems should continue receiving a larger benefit tha n
they would have received if covered by only one program .
Windfall benefits have been funded from general revenu e
since 1975 .

In the past, the Congress has considered variou s
alternative sources of windfall financing--includin g
increasing the taxes of rail industry employees an d
employers and requiring Social Security to fund windfal l
benefits . The Congress rejected increasing railroad
employees' taxes because it believed it unfair to requir e
current workers to finance a benefit they would no t
receive . Congress was also concerned the resulting
increased freight rates would have an adverse impact o n
inflation and the railroads' financial stability .
The Congress also rejected the proposal that the Social
Security trust funds should finance windfall benefits an d
instead appropriated general revenue funds for thi s
purpose .

GAO does not have a position on how windfall benefit s
should be funded . In 1981 and 1982 reports to th e
Congress, GAO l.ointed out that the overwhelming portion o f
windfall benefits went to families in upper benefit range s
and conditions in the rail industry had changed sinc e
Congress considered and rejected alternative fundin g
sources . GAO presented several alternatives and
recommended that Congress reevaluate how to financ e
windfall benefits .
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In contrast to the PPSSCC's recommendation, th e
Railroad Retirement Solvency Act of 1983 (Public La w
98-76) provided an additional $2 billion to the railroa d
retirement system to cover past differences betwee n
windfall benefit appropriations and the windfall benefi t
paid by the Railroad Retirement Board .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The recommendation is feasible but would requir e
legislative action . GAO is not aware of any plans by the
Congress to act on this proposal . Congressional decisions
on windfall funding were made in 1983 . These make i t
highly unlikely that the PPSSCC ' s recommendation wil l
receive favorable consideration in the near future .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimated that adoption of thi s
recommendation would result in savings of $1,236 millio n
over a 3-year period . The savings estimate is realistic .
Windfall budget authority was $430 million in fiscal yea r
1983 and was estimated at $420 million for fiscal yea r
1984 and $405 million for fiscal year 1985 . This amounts
to $1,255 million--almost identical to the PPSSCC' s
estimate of $1,236 million . Actual savings would be
offset by the amount of additional appropriations provide d
to ensure that those affected by any cuts do not fal l
below an adequate benefit level .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD 82-97 Relationship of Dual Benefit Windfal l
Payments to Total Railroad Retirement
Benefits (July 12, 1982 )

GAO/HRD 81-27 Keeping the Railroad Retiremen t
Program on Track--Government and
Railroads Should Clarify Roles and
Responsibilities (Mar . 9, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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BANK 18 : REMOVE SSA FUNDED DISABILITY PROGRAM FROM THE
RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should the portion of the Railroad Retirement Boar d
(RRB) disability program funded by Social Security be
turned over to the Social Security Administration (SSA)? '

The PPSSCC recommended that the Administratio n
request the Congress to place all railroad worker s
directly in the social security disability insuranc e
program, removing the Board's authority to make an y
disability decisions which would be funded by Socia l
Security . It said that the railroads' remainin g
disability program should supplement Social Security's t o
the extent railroad labor and management agree i n
collective bargaining to fund their programs . The PPSSCC
said specific savings to be realized would depend on th e
extent to which incorrect benefit decisions would b e
avoided and could save Social Security " tens of millions
of dollars" annually .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

A primary basis for the recommendation is the belie f
that the Board makes incorrect disability determination s
that might more correctly be made by Social Security . A
GAO sample of 1981 Board disability determinations foun d
that 21 percent were in error or were made withou t
obtaining adequate evidence of the disability . The Board
has since acted to improve its determinations to ensur e
they are in accord with Social Security requirements .
This recommendation is related to the larger issue o f
turning all Board social security equivalent component s
over to Social Security, an issue on which GAO has not
taken a position .

If the Congress decides to place the social securit y
component of the railroad retirement program under the
Social Security Administration, then transferring tha t
portion of the Board's disability program which is subjec t
to social security criteria would be a logical extension .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

This recommendation would require legislative
action . No legislative proposals calling for such a
transfer have been introduced to date .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC made no savings estimate for this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD 84-11 Railroad Retirement Board Disabilit y
Determinations (July 20, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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BANK 15 : FIELD SERVICE ALTERNATIVE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"How can the functions presently performed by th e
Railroad Retirement Board's (RRB) field offices b e
performed more efficiently? "

Upon implementation of other PPSSCC recommendations ,
the PPSSCC recommends that the Railroad Retirement Board
eliminate its field offices and centralize all remainin g
functions . The PPSSCC estimates this would save $2 6
million over a 3-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO has not taken a position on whether all socia l
security functions of the Board should be turned over to
Social Security . If the social security component of the
railroad retirement program were turned over to Socia l
Security and the industry pension portion of the railroa d
retirement program were to be turned into a privat e
multi-employer pension plan as recommended by the PPSSC C
in Issue Bank 10, the elimination of the Board's fiel d
structure would be a natural extension because the Socia l
Security field offices could serve beneficiaries .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

If the Congress decides to take steps toward
privatization such as merging the social securit y
component with Social Security and establishing a
multi-employer private pension organization, th e
elimination of the Board's field structure would mak e
sense . Eliminating the field structure could be
accomplished administratively by the Board but privatizin g
the program would require legislative action . No
legislative proposals have been introduced .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC estimated that eliminating the Board' s
field structure would result in over $26 million in
savings over a 3-year period . GAO has not estimated the
savings from the PPSSCC's proposal and has no basis to
assess the validity of that estimate .
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V . RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI ® GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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BANK 5 :	 RISK-RELATED PREMIUM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the insurance premium charged by the Pensio n
Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) be risk-related? "

Revenue from special assessments charged to sponsor s
who underfund pension plans was estimated at about $3 . 2
billion over three years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees that a risk-related premium could contri-
bute to an improved method for financing the insuranc e
program. Under the present system, all plans pay the same
rate regardless of their funding level or the risk o f
claim against the program . As the rate increases, thi s
approach becomes increasingly more inequitable for well -
funded, low-risk plans .

However, GAO believes that the 5 percent assessmen t
on unfunded liability recommended by PPSSCC could resul t
in a substantial burden on financially weak sponsors ; new
plans, for example, commonly start with large unfunde d
liabilities . Furthermore, if the assessments had to b e
paid out of the funds' resources, such special assessment s
could reduce benefit increases for participants in define d
benefit plans . GAO thus believes the need for such a n
assessment requires further study . Moreover, the 5 per-
cent assessment would exceed PBGC's funding requirement s
over the next three years . If a special assessment i s
established, it should be at a rate more closely aligne d
to the program's requirements .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Congressional action would be needed to implement a
risk-related premium as recommended by the PPSSCC . PBGC
contracted for a study of various alternatives for a risk -
related premium and is presently reviewing the results o f
the contractor's report .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO is concerned about the reliability of PPSSCC ' s
$3 .2 billion estimate based on major uncertainties asso-
ciated witsl key elements used in its computation . For ex-
ample, the 5 percent assessment rate is not related to the
insurance program's risk of exposure or its estimate d
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costs . Further, PPSSCC's estimate was based on th e
assumption that assessments could be made against 70 0
publicly-held companies with unfunded pension liabilitie s
of $19 .3 billion . PPSSCC used data on unfunded
liabilities for 1980 . GAO believes that these liabilitie s
may be overstated because interest rate assumptions use d
to value liabilities for many plans may have increase d
since 1980 . Unfunded liabilities are extremely sensitiv e
to increases in the interest rate and a small increas e
could result in a large decrease in the total unfunde d
liabilities .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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li
BANK 1 : SINGLE EMPLOYER PLAN PREMIUM INCREAS E

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the annual single-employer insurance premiu m
be increased from its current $2 .60 per participant to
$6 .00 as proposed by the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation (PBGC)? "

Revenues from the premium increase are estimated a t
$324 .1 million over a three-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees that the premium rate should be increase d
so that PBGC's present deficit of about $500 million ca n
be reduced . By contrast, the deficit was estimated a t
$236 million when PPSSCC made its recommendation . GAO
believes that the program should be operated on a full -
funding basis and, as such, the premium rate should b e
sufficient to cover the annual insurance claims, admini-
strative costs and retire the existing deficit . At the
time of PPSSCC ' s recommendation, PBGC had requested an in -
crease from $2 .60 to $6 .00 that was expected to retire th e
program's deficit in 5 years . Subsequently, insurance
claims increased significantly and PBGC raised its reques t
to $7 .00 to be effective January 1, 1984 . The program' s
deficit, which increased from an estimated $236 million t o
$462 million as of January 1, 1984, was expected to be re -
tired over 15 years if the $7 .00 rate was approved . Based
on an assessment of PBGC's methodology, GAO believed tha t
an increase of not less than $7 .00 was needed and that an
$8 .50 rate would be needed to retire the higher deficit in
5 years as PBGC initially planned .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Congressional action is required to increase th e
premium rate . On May 5, 1983, S . 1227, was introduced to
increase the premium rate to $6 .00 . During 1984, the
proposed rate was raised to $7 .00 . On March 15, 1984 ,
H .R . 5143 was introduced . During consideration by th e
House Committee on Education and Labor, a provision wa s
added to H .R . 5143 to increase the premium rate to $8 .5 0
as suggested in GAO ' s testimony on March 20, 1984 . Thes e
bills were not passed before the Congressional sessio n
ended in October 1984 .
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IV. GAO ANALLYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC ' s revenue estimate for an increase in the rate
from $2 .60 to $6 .00 is reasonable . According to PBGC' s
1982 premium rate request, the number of participants i n
covered plans should average about 32 million over the
next 4 years . Thus, a $6 .00 rate could generate $19 2
million annually compared to $83 .2 million for the presen t
$2 .60 rate, a difference of $108 .8 million annually or
$326 .4 million over a three-year period . By contrast, an
$8 .50 and $7 .00 rate wouli result in revenue increases o f
$566 .4 and $422 .4 million respectively over a three-yea r
period .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-84-5 Legislative Changes Needed To
Financially Strengthen Single Employe r
Pension Plan Insurance Program (Nov .
14, 1983 )

Testimony

	

Premium Requiremelizs of the Singl e
Employer Pension Plan Insuranc e
Program, by Franklin A . Curtis, Human
Resources Division, before th e
Subcommittee on Oversight, Hous e
Committee on Ways and Means .
(Mar . 20, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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BANK 3 :	 CASH FLOW

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the collection of insurance premiums b e
accelerated to improve the cash flow and relate d
investment return of the Pension Benefit Guarant y
Corporation's (PBGC) revolving fund? "

Savings are estimated at $54 .1 million for reduce d
interest costs resulting from accelerated cash collection s
of $262 million over three years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC recommended a 5-month acceleration in th e
premium collection schedule . GAO believes that such a n
acceleration should only be implemented to (1) soly- a
cash flow problem or (2) save money for premium payers .
GAO does not agree with PPSSCC ' s recommendation because
PBGC does not have a cash flow problem . PBGC estimates
annual cash expenditures of about $200 million in 198 4
compared to estimated current assets of about $1 billion .
Furthermore, GAO believes that significant savings wil l
not accrue to premium payers and many may incur increase d
opportunity costs such as a result of foregone investmen t
earnings . Also, a change in the collection schedule coul d
result in problems and additional expenses relating t o
preparing and processing premium payments . Because data
on participants may not be complete, plans may have to
file estimated payments to comply with the accelerate d
schedule and then submit a final filing after complet e
information is available .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PBGC has the authority to change the premium
collection schedule without congressional approval . PBGC
is considering a change in the collection schedule i n
response to PPSSCC's recommendation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC's $54 .1 million estimated savings is not
realistic because investment earnings are significantl y
overstated . PPSSCC estimated that premium revenue woul d
be $79 million in year 1, $87 million in year 2 and $96
million in year 3 . Assuming a 10 percent rate of return ,
PPSSCC calculated that accelerated collection of thi s
revenue would increase annual investment earnings by $7 . 9
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million, $17 .4 million, and $28 .8 million over thre e
years . PPSSCC's estimates incorrectly assumed that the
increased investment earnings for each year's accelerate d
collection would recur in the same magnitude in subsequen t
years . However, the increased investment earnings from
accelerated collection is a one-time occurrence in eac h
year which should be computed for only a 5-month period .
As a result, GAO estimates that the additional interes t
earnings to PBGC should he about $20 .1 rather than $54 . 1
million .

Although PBGC ' s higher earnings could result in lowe r
premiums in future years, GAO believes that premiu m
payers, if given the choice, may prefer to use the fund s
for an additional 5 months . While the overall effect o f
an accelerated premium would be minimal for those premiu m
payers who have an earnings rate lower than PBGC's retur n
and payers who earn at a rate equal to PBGC, premiu m
payers who have an earnings rate higher than PBGC's retur n
(estimated by PPSSCC as 10 percent) could lose money i f
the premium collection schedule was accelerated .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-82-12 Better Management of Private Pensio n
Plan Data Can Reduce Costs and Improv e
ERISA Administration (Oct . 19, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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BANK 4 :	 INDUSTRY SERVICE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
(PBGC) utilize existing services available from industry
to improve its efficiency and reduce the aggregate leve l
of premiums paid by the pension industry? "

Cost savings from increased efficiency through use o f
existing private sector services were estimated at $132 . 4
million over a three-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC recommended that PBGC evaluate the utilizatio n
of private insurance and related industries for such re-
quired services as pension check disbursement and pla n
administration . GAO agrees that PBGC should explor e
whether increased use of private sector services can re -
duce premiums needed to pay administrative costs an d
claims . In this regard, the program should not compete
with the private insurance industry unless there is a cos t
advantage to premium payers .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PBGC has the authority to contract with the privat e
sector to perform services . However, GAO believes that
the ability to use private insurers depends on the insur-
ance industry capacity and willingness to provide, at a
lower cost, many of the services presently done by PBGC .
Also, the volume of total claims and the low level of pro -
gram assets relative to its liabilities could limit th e
level of private insurance services until additional re -
sources become available . Nonetheless, PBGC is evaluatin g
the feasibility of alternatives for reducing its role i n
providing insurance services available from privat e
industry .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

While GAO agrees with PPSSCC that a thorough saving s
and impact analysis cannot be determined at this time, GA O
is concerned that PPSSCC's estimated budget reductio n
could be significantly overstated . To achieve PPSSCC' s
estimated savings of $132 .4 million over a three-yea r
period, PBGC would have to purchase annuities from privat e
insurance companies for its entire inventory of terminate d
pension plans . However, PBGC does not have enough money
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to do this because the program has a deficit of about $46 2
million which would not be retired even if PBGC receive d
the requested $7 .00 premium rate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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BANK 2 :	 AMEND TITLE IV OF ERIS A

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should Title IV of the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act (ERISA) be amended to close existing loop -
holes which have resulted in 'abusive' claims and th e
opportunity for 'adverse' selection? "

Cost savings from amending ERISA were estimated a t
$30 .1 million over three years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOFNDATION S

Under ERISA, plan sponsors can avoid liability fo r
unfunded benefits by (1) voluntarily terminating thei r
plan(s) when net worth is low (in relation to unfunde d
benefits) or (2) transferring the plan to another compan y
whose net worth is low . Liability can be avoided in thes e
situations because the insurance program can collect un-
funded benefits only from the company sponsoring the pla n
at its termination and the collection is limited to 3 0
percent of the company's net worth .

GAO agrees that ERISA should be amended to minimiz e
abusive claims and remove the opportunity and incentiv e
for ongoing employers to avoid substantial unfunded pen-
sion liability by terminating a plan and transferring lia-
bilities to the insurance program (adverse selection) . A
GAO report (GAO/HRD-84-5) documented that the insuranc e
program incurred large claims when (1) ongoing sponsor s
voluntarily terminated their plans and (2) unfunded liabi-
lities could not be recovered from original sponsors fo r
plans that terminated shortly after being transferred t o
another employer . According to the report, these situa-
tions accounted for about $70 million in claims agains t
the insurance program during its first seven years o f
operation .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Congressional action is needed to prevent abusiv e
claims and the opportunity for adverse selection . S . 122 7
and H .R . 3930 were introduced in 1983 to prevent potential
abuses of the insurance program and improve the program' s
design . The bills were not passed before the Congres s
went out of session in October 1984 .

There is a consensus among PBGC, the Department o f
Labor and the pension community that the program's desig n
should be modified to prevent potential abusive claims .
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However, agreement has not been reached on specifi c
modifications which can be enacted into law .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that a thorough savings an d
impact analysis would be difficult to perform . However ,
PBGC records confirm that about $70 million in abusiv e
claims were incurred during the program ' s first seven
years, an average of about $10 million a year . Therefore ,
GAO believes that the estimated savings of $30 millio n
over three years could be realized if a similar level o f
claims ($10 million a year) were averted through PPSSCC' s
recommended changes .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-84-5 Legislative Changes Needed to
Financially Strengthen Singl e
Employer Pension Plan Insuranc e
Program (Nov, 14, 1983 )

B-211961 Letter Report to the Chairman o f
the Senate Labor Subcommittee o n
S . 1227 (June 13, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-6193
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VETS 2 :	 ERROR PREVENTION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Veterans Administration (VA) reduce erro r
rates in its benefits payments through improved procedure s
and systems ?

There were three recommendations under this issue .
Cost savings from the prevention, detection and collectio n
of benefit overpayments through (1) a detailed study o f
errors, (2) increased computer matching, and (3) improve d
quality control, is estimated at about $1 .5 billion
over three years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that causes of errors i n
benefit payments need to be studied and that mor e
computer matching would be beneficial in detectin g
erroneous payments . Both GAO and VA's Inspector Genera l
have, through computer matches, detected improper benefi t
payments and GAO has recommended improvements in paymen t
controls . GAO is not certain, however, that an erro r
study of the size proposed by the PPSSCC ($3-5 million )
would be cost beneficial . Computer matching project s
should be undertaken only after full consideration of th e
costs and benefits to be derived . Before undertaking
computer matching projects, agencies should assess th e
projects' potential impact on beneficiaries' voluntar y
compliance with information reporting requirements, ensur e
that the projects include adequate safeguards to protec t
the confidentiality of the information exchanged, an d
ensure that individuals' due process rights are observe d
before benefit payments are reduced or eliminated .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC believes the recommendations can b e
implemented by the VA, and GAO basically agrees . However ,
computer matching of tax return infomation, which PPSSC C
did not specifically recommend, would require legislativ e
authority .

VA does perform some computer matches to verif y
benefit payment accuracy and has conducted reviews o f
internal controls in the education and pension benefit s
programs . VA performs routine computer data exchange s
with the Social Security Administration (SSA) to verify
income from Old Age, Survivors and Disability Insuranc e
benefits for pension benefit computations . VA recently
began a similar match with Office of Personnel Managemen t
records to verify civil service annuity income and is i n
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the process of arranging for additional matches to verif y
railroad retirement and Black Lung benefits . Since VA' s
Inspector General has initiated matching with stat e
unemployment insurance files on an audit basis, VA' s
Compensation and Pension Service has not studied th e
feasibility of undertaking this effort on a recurrin g
basis .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO believes the savings estimates are too high . The
PPSSCC assumed that a doubling in detected errors woul d
result in doubling in accounts receivable, and henc e
collections . Doubling detected errors may be feasible ;
however, many accounts receivable do not result fro m
errors but rather benficiaries' failure to promptly an d
accurately report changes in data affecting benefi t
entitlement . An increase in detected errors would no t
result in a proportionate increase in accounts receivable .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-84-13 Dual Compensation Is Paid When
Military Reservists Do Not Waive V A
Disability Benefits (Nov . 18, 1983 )

GAO/HRD-82-9

	

Legislative and Administrative
Changes To Improve Verification O f
Welfare Recipients' Income and Asset s
Could Save Hundreds of Million s
(Jan . 14, 1982 )

GAO/HRD-81-154 Overpayments Of Education Benefit s
Could Be Reduced For Veterans
Enrolled In Noncollege Degree Course s
(Sep . 30, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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VETS 1 : CLAIMS PROCESSING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can processing veterans' benefit claims be made mor e
efficient and field station productivity improved throug h
better utilization of personnel resources and strengthened
management practices ?

There were three recommendations under this issue .
Cost savings from (1) improving the accuracy of the wor k
measurement system, (2) using the revised system to manag e
field station operations, and (3) implementing a
performance appraisal system based on work measuremen t
standards is estimated at $272 million over three years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED € ECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees with the basic issue raised by PPSSCC tha t
productivity needs improvement . GAO, has no basis fo r
judging whether or not the work measurement system need s
to be revised, but notes that VA has begun a review o f
that system, a response with which GAO would agree .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC believes the recommendations can b e
implemented by the VA, and GAO agrees . In response to the
recommendations, VA has awarded a contract to Arthur Youn g
and Co . to conduct a thorough and objective evaluation o f
the Division of Veterans' Benefits' work measuremen t
system to determine its utility and effectiveness to :

--accurately measure the effectiveness of the operation s
of DVB's field station activities ;

--provide a methodology to determine and allocate staffin g
resources ; and

--provide measures to assess performance .

The contract was effective August 1, 1984, an d
planned completion date is February 1, 1985 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO has no basis for assessing the savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-83-12 Improved Productivity Can Reduce th e
Cost of Administering Veteran s
Benefit Programs (Dec . 22, 1982 )
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GAO/HRD-82-45 The Veterans Administration ' s Denve r
Regional Office Needs an Improved
Claims Processing Monitoring System
to Speed Up Service to Veteran s
(Mar . 15, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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ADP 15 :	 AUTOMATION OF CLAIMS AND BENEFIT DELIVERY SYSTEM S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Is there cost savings potential in improving autom a-
tion of claims and benefit delivery systems ?

"Based on documented experiences, significant cos t
avoidance, primarily through personnel reductions, can b e
realized within five years ." The PPSSCC stated that suc h
savings are difficult to project ; therefore, the saving s
have not been specifically quantified .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that the proposed Office of
Federal Management's central agency Federal Informatio n
RE3ource Manager identify, as a key priority area for auto-
m4cion, the upgrading of all major government systems tha t
support claims, benefits, or compensation processes . I t
also recommended that the cognizant agency Informatio n
Resource Managers review all claims, benefits, compensation ,
and other related processing activities .

GAO has performed audit work in the areas of claims ,
benefits, and compensation processes at the Veterans Admin-
istration, the Social Security Administration, and th e
Department of Labor . On the basis of this work, GA O
believes the PPSSCC issue and related recommendations fo r
increasing the use of automation in support of claims an d
benefit delivery systems have merit . GAO also believes tha t
greater use of automation can improve the delivery of ser-
vices to the public .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

While the first recommendation refers to a Specia l
Assistant to the President for Federal Information Resource s
Management, a position which does not now exist, it would be
feasible for the Administrator of the Office of Informatio n
and Regulatory Affairs, Office of Management and Budge t
(OMB), to carry out the recommendation as part of his re-
sponsibilities under the authority of the Paperwork Reduc-
tion Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-511) . Also, informatio n
resources managers for those agencies having claims, bene-
fits, or compensation programs can implement the secon d
recommendation under their existing authority . Furthermore ,
GAO believes that the reviews called for in the second
recommendation are already mandated by the Paperwork Reduc-
tion Act and OMB Bulletin 81-21, which require that agencie s
periodically evaluate their information activities .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC did not develop a savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-82-19 Solving Social Security's Computer Prob-
lems : Comprehensive and Corrective Act -
ion Plan and Better Management Neede d
(Dec . 10, 1981 )

GAO/HRD-83-46 Labor Inaccurately Paid Black Lun g
Benefits--Some Corrective Actions Take n
But More Needed (May 13, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-4659
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SUBS 1 :	 THE MANAGEMENT OF FEDERALSUBSIDIES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

A useful way of viewing Federal expenditures is t o
distinguish between outlays that are clearly made for th e
traditional functions of Government (such as those fo r
national defense, interest on the public debt, and suc h
general Government functions as the administration o f
justice, legislative and executive activities, and fisca l
management) and those nontraditional outlays which ar e
targeted to specific classes of individuals, businesses o r
institutions . From 1962-1982, nontraditional outlays grew
at an average annual rate of 5 .9 percent in constant
dollars, or 2 .5 times as fast as the 2 .4 percent growth
rate for traditional expenditures . In current dollars ,
nontraditional outlays went from $50 .4 billion or 47 . 2
percent of all outlays in 1962 to $461 .8 billion or 63 . 4
percent in 1982 and were a driving force in the rapid
growth of Federal spending .

PPSSCC studied four areas of nontraditional spendin g
on subsidies and formulated four recommendations which ,
when fully implemented, will result in three-year cos t
savings of $58 .9 billion .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC issue covers the following four subsid y
areas : means-tested programs, subsidies for the elderly ,
farm subsidies and user charges . Its recommendations : (1 )
each federal agency issue a W-2 type form to each subsid y
beneficiary showing the amount of the subsidy provided ,
with a copy of the form going to IRS ; (2) the concept o f
consolidating benefit programs be pursued ; (3) federa l
agency accounting systems be improved to provide accurat e
data on subsidy program administrative costs ; and (4 )
poverty statistics be redefined to include in-kin d
benefits--are generally aimed at all four subsidy areas .
Its savings estimate is calculated on means-tested program s
only .

GAO believes that the thrust of the PPSSCC issue, the
need to deal with burgeoning federal benefit payments an d
program proliferation, has merit and is generall y
consistent with prior GAO findings and recommendations .
GAO has supported the consolidation of many of the
federally subsidized programs when savings could b e
achieved and the level of benefits Congress has decided to
provide in these programs could be maintained . In a
February 1980 report GAO noted that the costs of income
security programs had soared by 250 percent over the pas t
10 years making them the largest part of the federa l
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budget . These programs had also been under constan t
criticism for being too profuse, inequitable, inefficient ,
difficult to manage, and for discouraging individuals fro m
working . GAO recommended the establishment of a n
independent national body to bring changes i n
policymaking, management and evaluation of the incom e
security system . GAO ' s June 1978 report identifie d
overlaps in food assistance programs and recommende d
consolidation of certain federal food programs .

GAO feels that issuing the W-2 type subsidy form fo r
the purpose of taxing benefits may be feasibl e
administratively but it leads to cutting benefits befor e
determining potential impacts on the needy . GAO feel s
this recommendation has no merit until the potentia l
impacts have been fully assessed .

The other recommendations have merit but could b e
difficult to implement . However, while most of the
recommendations have merit, GAO does not agree with th e
overall thrust of the issue .

The PPSSCC believes that retargeting of means-teste d
programs is needed because, in its view, a wide range o f
means-tested programs have failed to reduce the povert y

gap .

PPSSCC stated that means-tested programs, which
totaled $124 billion in expenditures in 1982, failed t o
reduce the poverty gap because they served individual s
above the poverty thresholds . Because they consider thi s
to be poor targeting, PPSSCC recommends cuts of $58 . 9
billion over a 3-year period . Included in this grouping
of programs are : Medicaid, Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC), Food Stamps, Child Nutrition, Foo d

Donations, Housing Assistance, Supplemental Securit y
Income, Low-Income Home Energy Assistance, Guarantee d
Student Loans and Pell Grants, Protective Services fo r
Children and Adults, Community Care for Elderly an d
Disabled, Pensions for Low-Income and Disabled Veteran s
who served during the war, and Indian and refugee healt h
services .

However, when these programs were established ,
generally with the exception of Food Stamps, Congress di d
not directly relate benefit amounts or eligibility limit s
for each program to poverty thresholds . The largest of
these programs is Medicaid (with federal and state
expenditures of $32 .5 billion in 1982) and it does not
provide cash to recipients . Persons qualify for Medicaid
by not having enough income or resources to pay fo r
medical health services . Medicaid funds go to provider s
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of care because only health services are paid for . The
expenditure of Medicaid funds would not reduce the numbe r
below the poverty level or the poverty gap because it i s
only meeting an unmet health need .

Many of these programs (AFDC, SSI, Veterans pensions )
are intended to serve individuals who are unable to wor k
(e .g . the aged, disabled, children) . At the same time ,
individuals who do not fit in these categories, even i f
they are poor and would be considered in poverty, do no t
receive such benefits .

Other programs, such as Pell Grants, were enacted t o
provide low-income persons with the opportunity to escap e
poverty through education . Education costs are not used
to compute the poverty level so programs, like Pel l
Grants, could not reduce the " poverty gap" . It is no t
surprising, therefore, that these combined program
expenditures do not totally eliminate the poverty ga p
(however defined) since the programs were not set up b y
Congress to accomplish this .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC explained that the purpose of accumulatin g
total federal subsidy amounts by beneficiary (through th e
use of a "W-2" type form provided to IRS) was, in effect ,
to tax all benefits which, when added to income, exceede d
an established cut-off point . Congressional action woul d
be needed to provide such broad-based taxing authority .
The other three recommendations for (1) improving agenc y
accounting systems, (2) improving the definition o f
poverty statistics and (3) pursuing consolidation o f
benefit programs are feasible to implement but on th e
latter two, there is no general consensus as to how t o
accomplish them . The PPSSCC did not present a plan fo r
how either recommendation could be implemented .

None of these recommendations has been introduced t o
the Congress as proposed legislation as far as GAO i s
aware .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC savings estimate is based on th e
assumption that there is a $50 .1 billion poverty gap
(before means-tested transfer payments) and that this ga p
was reduced by only $37 .4 billion after expenditures o f
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$124 billion on means-tested programs for the poor . It i s
PPSSCC ' s assessment that this occurs because benefits ar e
going to individuals whose incomes are above the povert y
line . PPSSCC theorizes that the $124 billion should no t
only have brought all households out of poverty, bu t
should have been sufficient to bring all households to 12 5
percent of the poverty level with $47 .5 billion left
over . Of the $47 .5 billion, they estimate that 75 percent
($35 .7 billion) represents federal funds . They also
estimate the federal government could reduce these cost s
by half over three years or by $58 .9 billion ($17 . 8
billion in Year 1, $19 .6 billion in Year 2, and $21 . 5
billion in Year 3 (assuming 10 percent inflation) .

PPSSCC ' s "savings " estimate of $58 .9 billion
would not be achieved by implementing its specifi c
recommendations or by improving efficiency in th e
operation of means-tested programs . Instead, it is based
on making major program changes, including revisin g
program objectives and changing who is served in eac h
program . This would be in conflict with the legislatio n
which established each of these programs .

PPSSCC acknowledged that to achieve savings of $58 . 9
billion over a three-year period would require majo r
refocusing of these means-tested programs so that "al l
funds are geared to the truly needy at the low end of the
income spectrum rather than those lower-budget ,
lower-middle income and middle-income households which now
also receive means-tested benefits ." This, therefore ,
represents not a savings in current programs but i s
instead a view that the Congress should make majo r
programmatic changes .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-80-33 U .S . Income Security System Need s
Leadership, Policy and Effectiv e
Management (Feb . 29, 1980 )

GAO/CED-78-113 Federal Domestic Food Assistanc e
Programs--A Time for Assessment and
Change (June 11, 1978 )

VI® GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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AG 14 : ELIMINATE OVERLAP IN CHILD NUTRITION BENEFI T

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC ,

"Overlapping Child Nutrition entitlements coul d
be added to income calculations in determinin g
Food Stamp Program eligibility and entitlemen t
values . Eliminating this duplication of nutri-
tional assistance will save * * * [$536 .2 million
over 3 years] in the School Breakfast, Child Car e
Food, and the Summer Food Service Programs . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

GAO believes that this proposal, which is conceptuall y
similar to the PPSSCC's recommendation to eliminate th e
overlap between school lunch and food stamp benefits, als o
has merit . However, it should be recognized that adding th e
value of meals received under these programs to the partici-
pant household's unearned income would not eliminate, bu t
would reduce, the overlapping benefits . (See GAO's comments
on AG 13 . )

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As GAO noted in its comments on AG 13, food stamp
legislation would have to be amended to allow counting non -
cash food assistance benefits as income when determinin g
Food Stamp Program eligibility and benefit levels . Also ,
the U .S . Department of Agriculture (USDA) could encounte r
some difficulty in implementing this PPSSCC proposal .
First, there are no detailed participation records for th e
Summer Food Service Program . Second, because child car e
centers and homes may provide up to two meals and one snac k
per day, the PPSSCC proposal would require each provider t o
maintain records on which combination of meals and snack s
are given to each child . Such records would be needed t o
accurately determine which children simultaneously partici-
pated, and to what extent, in one or more of these programs
and the Food Stamp Program . Because of these limitations ,
GAO believes that, as recommended in its 1978 repor t
(GAO/CED-78-113, 6/13/78), USDA should study the feasibilit y
of considering benefits from child nutrition programs when
determining Food Stamp Program eligibility or benefits . GAO
also recommended that if USDA's study shows the change to be
feasible, the Congress should eliminate the overlap i n
benefits. According to USDA's implementation status repor t
dated October 3, 1984, the PPSSCC's recommendation was being
reviewed for further consideration .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO has not analyzed the PPSSCC savings estimate be -
cause USDA does not have readily available information o n
the extent of benefits received by particular household s
from such child nutrition programs as the Summer Food Ser-
vice and Child Care Food Programs . This information is
needed to determine the extent to which child nutrition pro-
gram coverage overlaps with that of the Food Stamp Program .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony

	

GAO Reviews of the Food Stamp Program ,
by Henry Eschwege, Director, Communit y
and Economic Development Division ,
before the Senate Committee on Agri -
culture, Nutrition, and Forestr y
(Apr . 2, 1981 )

Testimony

	

GAO Reviews of the Food Stamp Program ,
by Brian P . Crowley, Community and
Economic Development Division, befor e
the Subcommittee on Domestic Marketing ,
Consumer Relations, and Nutrition ,
House Committee on Agricultur e
(Mar . 19, 1981 )

GAO/CED-78-113 Federal Domestic Food Assistance
Programs--A Time for Assessment an d
Change (June 13, 1978 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG 13 : ELIMINATE OVERLAP OF THE SCHOOL LUNCH BENEFI T

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC ,

"Federal reimbursements for free lunches could b e
automatically added to income calculations whe n
determining Food Stamp Program eligibility an d
entitlement values . Eliminating this duplicatio n
of nutrition assistance would save * * *
$1 .724 billion [over three years] . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

GAO supports the concept of considering benefits fro m
the various food assistance programs when determining eligi-
bility and benefits under any particular food program . GAO
therefore believes that the PPSSCC recommendation to elimi-
nate overlap between school lunch and food stamp benefit s
has merit . However, it should be noted that the PPSSCC pro-
posal would not eliminate, but would reduce, the overla p
between Food Stamp and School Lunch Program benefits . Food
stamp procedures for calculating eligibility assume tha t
participating households will use 30 percent of their dis-
posable income to purchase food . Consequently, countin g
school lunch benefits as income when determining eligibilit y
for the Food Stamp Program would eliminate about 30 percen t
of the overlap between the two programs . (Of course, th e
overlap would be entirely eliminated in cases where th e
added countable income made the household ineligible fo r
continued food stamp benefits . )

In 1978, GAO reported (GAO/CED-78-113, 6/13/78) tha t
some low-income families participated in as many as si x
different federal programs offering food assistance . Thi s
multiple participation, specifically allowable unde r
legislation authorizing most food assistance programs, ha s
resulted in some households obtaining more in food benefit s
than the average amount American families of comparable siz e
spend for food, and substantially more than would be calle d
for under the U .S . Department of Agriculture's (USDA's )
dietary guidelines . GAO recommended that USDA study th e
feasibility of considering food benefits from child feedin g
programs, primarily school lunch, but also other feedin g
programs, when determining food stamp eligibility an d
benefits . GAO also recommended that the Congress eliminat e
the overlap in benefits, particularly from food stamp an d
school lunch participation, if the study showed such a
change was feasible .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Food stamp legislation specifically prohibits countin g
the value of noncash food assistance benefits for purpose s
of determining household eligibility and monthly benefi t
levels . There have been some legislative initiatives to
remove that restriction but, thus far, they have not bee n
adopted . GAO believes that if the legislative changes wer e
made, state and local food stamp officials could administer
the measures by using School Lunch Program participatio n
data available from local schools or school districts . USDA
has not committed itself to advancing legislative proposal s
that would allow implementation of the PPSSCC's recommenda-
tion . According to USDA's implementation status repor t
dated October 3, 1984, this recommendation was bein g
reviewed for further consideration .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that substantial savings ar e
achievable but has estimated that the savings would be abou t
$400 million annually, somewhat lower than the PPSSCC' s
estimate of $521 million . The principal reason is that th e
PPSSCC's assumptions do not precisely reflect existing cost s
and participation in the School Lunch Program . Specifi-
cally, the PPSSCC analysis included the 23-cent subsidy tha t
is a part of all school lunches, regardless of whether stu-
dents buy the lunches at the set price with household incom e
or receive federal assistance in securing free or reduced -
price lunches . Considering only the amount solely attribut-
able to free school lunches and including a factor for stu-
dent absenteeism would have yielded a lower savings figure .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED1-152

	

Comments on Food Stamp Progra m
Legislation (S . 884 introduced Apr . 7 ,
1981 )

Testimony

	

GAO Reviews of the Food Stamp Program ,
by Henry Eschwege, Director, Communit y
and Economic Development Division ,
before the Senate Committee o n
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestr y
(Apr . 2, 1981 )
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Testimony

	

GAO Reviews of the Food Stamp Program ,
by Brian P . Crowley, Community and
Economic Development Division, befor e
the Subcommittee on Domestic Marketing ,
Consumer Relations, and Nutrition ,
House Committee on Agricultur e
(Mar . 19, 1981 )

GAO/CED-78-113 Federal Domestic Food Assistanc e
Programs--A Time for Assessment and
Change (June 13, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-5138
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AG 9 : UPDATEFAMILY MAKEUP FOR THE THRIFTY FOOD PLAN

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

According to the PPSSCC ,

"Age and sex characteristics of [Food Stam p
Program] participants should be included in th e
annual update of the Thrifty Food Plan * * * .
This change would save * * * $3 .439 billion ove r
three years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

Maximum monthly food stamp benefits are based on th e

U .S . Department of Agriculture's (USDA's) annually adjuste d
cost of feeding a model four-person household (a man an d
woman, 20 to 54 years old, and two children, one 6 to 8
years old and another 9 to 11) . This benefit level, afte r
adjustments for any countable net household income and th e
number of persons in the household, is meant to be suffi-
cient to help needy persons obtain a nutritionally adequat e
diet . However, the model household upon which USDA i s
basing Food Stamp Program benefit levels does not reflec t
the composition and nutritional needs of the averag e
household which participates in the program . As a result ,
the federal government is paying out more in food stam p
benefits than would be necessary under its procedures t o
meet the nutritional needs of specific categories (by ag e
and sex) of individuals making up the food stamp participan t

caseload .

GAO believes that the PPSSCC proposal, which would base
the maximum monthly allotment on the cost of feeding fou r
"average" participants, would result in savings but woul d
not remedy existing inequities in the program benefi t
structure . Under both the existing and the PPSSCC format s
which involve standard allotments, some households woul d
receive more benefits than they otherwise would receive i f
the specific nutritional needs of the individual members o f
the participating household were taken into account, an d
others would receive less .

In a June 1978 report (GAO/CED-78-113), GAO recommende d
that USDA establish demonstration projects to evaluate a
system of providing food stamp benefits based on the nutri-
tional needs of each household's members . Although this has
not been done, GAO continues to believe that the recommenda-
tion has merit . Such a nutritional-needs approach coul d
achieve savings of the same general magnitude as the PPSSCC
approach, but household benefits would be determined by the
age and sex composition of each participating household ,
thus eliminating the inequities of a system using standar d
allotments . Additionally, GAO said that if demonstratio n
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projects showed the administrative feasibility of a n
individualized-benefit system, the Congress should authorize
the Secretary of Agriculture to implement such a syste m
nationwide .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Any changes in the method of calculating benefits using
other than the model four-person household would require a
legislative amendment . If the law was amended in line wit h
the PPSSCC proposal, USDA could implement the change s
because USDA routinely updates its data on prior year par-
ticipants' age and sex characteristics--information neede d
to calculate what it would cost to feed a household compris-
ing "average" participants .

USDA said that it would need to make further analyse s
before proceeding with this proposal . One of its principa l
concerns was that the PPSSCC proposal would increase th e
proportion of participant households that would receive lea s
benefits than considered adequate by USDA's dietary guide -
lines and current food costs . According to USDA's Octobe r
3, 1984, report on the status of implementing the PPSSCC' s
recommendations, this recommendation was being reviewed fo r
further consideration .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC calculated its estimated savings based o n
the difference between the cost of feeding the mode l
four-person household versus an "average" four-perso n
household . However, since the time of the calculations ,
USDA has proposed some changes to its Thrifty Food Plan tha t
would result in a higher "average" participant cost . Thi s
would narrow the difference in the cost of feeding the model
household versus one with four "average" participants . I n
addition, the PPSSCC should not have included Puerto Rico in
its savings analysis because Puerto Rico receives a
separately administered block grant . Taken together, thes e
two factors would reduce the PPSSCC's $1 billion annua l
savings estimate by about half .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony

	

GAO Reviews of the Food Stamp Program ,
by Henry Eschwege, Director, Communit y
and Economic Development Division ,
before the Senate Committee o n
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestr y
(Apr . 2, 1981 )
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Testimony

	

GAO Reviews of the Food Stamp Program ,
by Brian P . Crowley, Community and
Economic Development Division, befor e
the Subcommittee on Domestic Marketing ,
Consumer Relations, and Nutrition ,
House Committee on Agricultur e
(Mar . 19, 1981 )

GAO/CED-78-113 Federal Domestic Food Assistance
Programs--A Time for Assessment an d
Change (June 13, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275°513 8
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AG 10 : THRIFTY FOOD PLAN ECONOMIES OF SCALE

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC ,

"The economies-of-scale adjustment factors in th e
Thrifty Food Plan * * * should be revised to b e
more in line with * * * [current feeding cost s
faced by households of different sizes] . It i s
estimated that if the factors were adjusted to a
level more representative of the [Food Stamp ]
Program's nutritional objectives, there would b e
* * * savings of * * * $835 .1 million over thre e
years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

Under the U .S . Department of Agriculture's (USDA's )
Thrifty Food Plan, food stamp benefits are based on the
amount determined necessary to feed a model four-perso n
household . Benefits for different size households are the n
determined according to an economies-of-scale adjustmen t
factor, rather than on a proportional basis . The
economies-of-scale adjustment, provided for in food stam p
legislation, is based on research showing that larger house -
holds generally buy food in larger quantities (at lower uni t
cost), experience less spoilage and discard, and are mor e
likely to use other good food management practices .

Using data from a 1965 survey, USDA has establishe d
economies-of-scale factors ranging from 120 percent of th e
pro rata amount for a one-person household to 90 percent for
a household with seven or more persons . The PPSSCC said
that USDA's current factors were outdated and recommende d
revised factors ranging from 109 percent of the pro rat a
amount for a one-person household to 97 percent for a house-
hold with seven or more persons .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the 1965 data that are
the bases for the current economies-of-scale factors may b e
outdated and notes that further USDA research, using mor e
recent data (1977-78), is underway and should shed more
light on how the adjustment factors should be revised .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Changes in the economies-of-scale factors are withi n
USDA's administrative authority . Therefore, if USDA decided
to adopt different factors for the various size households ,
it could recalculate maximum benefit levels for use by stat e
and local food stamp officials . USDA acknowledges that i t
should revise its economies-of-scale factors but said i t
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would wait for the results of its research using 1977-7 8
data before making any adjustments . USDA's implementation
status report dated October 3, 1984, shows that this recom-
mendation had been accepted and implementation plans or pro-
posals were being developed .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Because more recent data being developed by USDA wil l
shed more light on this issue, GAO did not attempt t o
analyze the savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG 11 : ELIMINATE THE $10 MINIMUM MONTHLY BENEFI T

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC ,

"The minimum monthly benefit of $10 which i s
given to all one- and two-person households tha t
minimally qualify for the Food Stamp Program
could be eliminated . About * * * [$138 .3 mil -
lion] could be saved * * * over three years b y
implementing this recommendation . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

GAO believes that having a minimum $10 benefit for al l
one- and two-person households, but not the larger house -
holds, that qualify for food stamp benefits raises question s
of equity . GAO recognizes that this provision was insti-
tuted largely as an incentive to attract elderly partici-
pants; however, elderly persons in households with three o r
more persons would not be eligible for the $10 minimum .

In total, about 435,000 households, which are eligibl e
for food stamps but entitled to less than $10 in monthl y
benefits, received more than they otherwise would have
because of the $10 minimum benefit . Although there is no
detailed breakout of how many non-elderly persons are
receiving the minimum benefit when entitled to less, U .S .
Department of Agriculture (USDA) statistics show that onl y
about 35 percent of one- and two-member households includ e
an elderly person .

Providing a minimum $10 benefit, regardless of whethe r
the household's circumstances make it eligible for tha t
amount of benefits, is a departure from the premise tha t
benefits should only be provided to those applicants wh o
have insufficient resources to secure an adequate diet .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Food stamp legislation would have to be amended if the
PPSSCC proposal were to be implemented . GAO believes tha t
if such an amendment was adopted, implementation should no t
pose a problem because eligibility workers have the neces-
sary information to adjust benefit levels as appropriate .
Although USDA has stated that the $10 minimum monthly bene-
fit is inequitable and should be repealed, it has recognize d
that this issue has some sensitivity . It has placed the
PPSSCC proposal on hold and has recommended that it be con-
sidered in future debates regarding budget options . A
similar proposal was considered but not adopted by the
Congress during 1983 .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO's review of the PPSSCC savings estimate, which i s
based on data from the 1981 survey of the characteristics o f
food stamp households, indicates that the estimate i s
reasonable . Use of data from the recently published 198 2
food program characteristics study might result in sligh t
changes (up or down) to the estimated savings amount .
Benefit savings of up to $10 per household would be realize d
for those who are eligible for less than the $10 minimum .
The resulting caseload reduction also could reduc e
administrative efforts and create some administrative cos t
savings, as the PPSSCC indicated .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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LISAB 2 : ENERGY AND EMERGENCY ASSISTANC E

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Can the Emergency Assistance Program be discontinued ,
and can regulations regarding administration of the Lo w
Income Home Energy Assistance (LIHEA) Block Grant b e
changed to create Federal savings ?

The PPSSCC recommendation would result in estimate d
three-year total savings of $290 .3 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The Emergency Assistance Program, which is part o f
the Social Security Act, was enacted in 1967 and designe d
to assist states in providing temporary assistance--durin g
such emergencies as fires, floods, and other disasters--t o
needy families with children . GAO has no current basi s
for assessing the validity of the Emergency Assistanc e
Program discontinuation issue . However, in 1978, GAO
recommended that the Congress consider whether to continu e
the program in view of limited state participation, othe r
means available to deal with emergencies, and the
disproportionate amount of program funding going to a few
states .

Regarding LIHEA's administration and the prospect s
for federal savings, the PPSSCC recommended eliminatin g
states' authority to transfer LIHEA funds to othe r
programs . GAO believes this recommendation does not hav e
merit . Eliminating the transfer authority withou t
decreasing the LIHEA appropriation would not achiev e
federal savings .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Both PPSSCC recommendations would requir e
legislation . Concerning the LIHEA transfer authority ,
eliminating it would move away from the
principle--embodied in the block grant approach--of giving
states more authority and responsibility for administering
federal programs . Neither recommendation has bee n
introduced to the Congress as proposed legislation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC savings estimate for discontinuing the
Emergency Assistance Program is realistic, because i t
represents the federal appropriation amount . The saving s
estimate for eliminating LIHEA fund transfer authority i s
not realistic because it does not reduce the LIHE A
appropriation by a corresponding amount . Under the LIHEA
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block grant, states have the discretion to establish thei r
own eligibility criteria and benefit levels within broa d
federal parameters and can also carry over up to 2 5
percent of their allocation to the following year . I t
seems likely that if transfer authority was eliminated ,
the states would revise their eligibility criteria o r
benefit levels to spend the funds now being transferred o r
would carry over the funds to the following year (subjec t
to the carryover limit) or a combination of both .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-84-64 States Fund An Expanded Range o f
Activities Under Low-Income Hom e
Energy Assistance Block Gran t
(June 27, 1984 )

GAO/HRD-78-65 Should Emergency Assistance for Need y
Families Be Continued? If So, Program
Improvements Are Needed (Apr . 5, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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LISAB 7 : SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME PROGRA M

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) Program
eligibility criteria and benefit formulas be simplified to
make the program more manageable and cost-effective ?

The PPSSCC estimates that its recommendations woul d
improve the effectiveness of the SSI eligibilit y
verification procedures and the cost-effectiveness of it s
benefit redetermination procedures to produce estimate d
savings of $797 .7 million over a three-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC believes the complexity of the SS I
eligibility criteria and the inflexibility of its benefi t
formula contribute to operational difficulties, it s
administrative cost per recipient is high in relation t o
benefit amounts paid and its high-risk case benefi t
redetermination process is not as effective in disclosin g
benefit errors compared to the extent of review effort a s
is the process used for most other cases . Its
recommendations are aimed at reducing the cost t o
administer the SSI program and avoiding excess payments .

There is a recurring interest, with respect to SS I
and virtually all the needs-based programs, i n
simplifying the programs' eligibility determination an d
benefit computation processes . However, there is a
countervailing interest in carefully measuring the exten t
of a person's actual need and the exact benefit to be paid
so that ineligibles do not receive benefits and eligible s
do not receive more than they should .

The PPSSCC's recommendations to (1) consider standard
amounts of living expenses rather than actual needs and
(2) reduce the sensitivity of benefit amounts to mino r
changes in recipient circumstances by making flat payments
for ranges of needs tends to move away from the underlyin g
concept of paying benefits based on actual needs . Fla t
payments for ranges of needs would mean that some peopl e
would receive more than they need and others less, and
that such variations could be significant depending upo n
how the need ranges were configured . For this reason and
because the administrative effort required to determine
which range of compensable need fit an individual' s
circumstances might approximate what now is required to
determine his or her actual needs and proper benefi t
amount, GAO does not believe these recommendations hav e
merit .
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The PPSSCC recommendation, that SSA reduce the leve l
of benefit redetermination effort on high-risk SSI case s
by relying extensively on client response to an annua l
questionnaire to decide whether in-depth fiel d
investigations including visits to clients are warranted ,
could result in more undetected erroneous payments and, i n
GAO's view, does not have merit at this time . Certai n
information such as living arrangements can only b e
verified by field investigations ; accordingly, some case s
will need to be designated as high risk and investigate d
by field offices . GAO agrees with the PPSSC C
suggestion--and so reached agreement with SSA's Office o f
Assessment in June 1982 (see GAO/HRD-82-126)--that SS A
undertake a cost-benefit study of the SSI benefi t
redetermination process to assess the process' frequenc y
and effectiveness .

GAO believes the PPSSCC recommendation tha t
redetermination of SSI recipient income be done by
computer matching has merit . SSA has been compute r
matching SSI records with various federal and stat e
records in response to GAO's recommendations i n
GAO/HRD-80-4 . Furthermore, the Deficit Reduction Act o f
1984 made this activity a statutory requirement .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The eligibility criteria and benefit amount change s
would require congressional action . A cost-benefi t
study of the SSI benefit redetermination process needs t o
be made before it is changed . As already discussed, th e
proposal on computer matching has been implemented .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Because the PPSSCC did not provide enough information
on how its savings estimate was prepared, GAO has no basi s
for an opinion on its accuracy .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-82-126 Social Security Needs to Determine
the Cost Effectiveness of the
Supplemental Security Incom e
Redetermination Process and t o
Implement Recommendations Made fo r
Eliminating Erroneous Payment s
(Sept . 2, 1982 )

GAO/HRD-80-4 Social Security Should Obtain and
Use State Data to Verify Benefits
for E;11 Its Programs (Oct . 16, 1979 )
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VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275619 3
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LISAB 6 : SIMPLIFICATION OF PROGRAMMATIC	 AND PROCEDURAL
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can simplification and standardization o f
programmatic and procedural eligibility requirements fo r
low income assistance programs result in cost savings ?

Estimated savings calculated for LISAB 5 (Federa l
Incentive Program for Automation of State Welfare Data )
encompass this issue .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

While GAO believer the PPSSCC's identified goal o f
reducing program complexity and erroneous payments ha s
merit, GAO takes exception with the PPSSCC' s
recommendation that states adopt an untested mode l
computer system . Obtaining agreement among progra m
officials would be difficult as to what would constitut e
more simplified and uniform definitions of the qualifying
recipient unit, income and assets and such othe r
eligibility factors . GAO believes that little progres s
can be achieved on procedural simplicity an d
standardization until such programmatic issues ar e
resolved administratively or through legislation .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As stated in issue LISAS 5, GAO does not believe i t
is feasible or appropriate to implement a model compute r
system until it has been appropriately tested an d
validated . The model system has not as yet bee n
implemented by any state,

	

insofar as GAO is aware .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS flF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC indicated the savings estimate for LISAB 5
encompassed this issue . Accordingly, GAO made no separate
analysis for LISAB 6 .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD°81°119 Concerns about HHS' Ability to
Effectively Implement Incentiv e
Funding for State Informatio n
Systems in the Aid to Families wit h
Dependent Children Progra m
(June 29, 1981 )
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VIe GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-6193
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INFO 4 : INFORMATION UTILIZATION--COMPUTER MATCHING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can improved utilization of available government data
through implementation of automated interagency compute r
matching result in significant savings ?

Computer matching is an effective management tool fo r
identifying fraud, waste and abuse of government benefits ,
entitlement and loan programs . Computer matching i s
useful in other ways, too, such as validating billings o f
large government contractors .

Recommendations in other task force reports t o
correct information problems related to better compute r
matching provide opportunities for cost savings an d
revenue increases of $15 .9 billion over three years ($11 . 3
billion when information gaps cited in other issues i n
this information utilization report are netted out) .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECONNENDATIONS

Examples of roadblocks hampering the effective use o f
computer matching which are addressed by recommendation s
in other PPSSCC reports include

--ADP 1 :

	

incompatable computer data and systems thwar t
matching programs because many governmen t
computers can't talk to each other to share
data .

--ADP 6

	

no long-range planning for state-of-the-ar t
and 15 : computer system upgrading results in failure t o

anticipate future needs and causes fragmente d
procurement of new systems .

--LISAB 4 : matching is difficult because the same dat a
are often not collected for entitlemen t
programs with similar purposes such that AFDC ,
Food Stamp and SSI require social securit y
numbers while Medicaid and Secion 8 housing d o
not .

--IHUD 5 :

	

inaccurate and fraudulent financial dat a
prevent computer matching to verify eligibility
for Section 8 rent subsidy recipients .

GAO believes this issue has merit and recommended
that such a policy be implemented in GAO/HRD-82-9 for
welfare programs, with appropriate safeguards to protec t
personal privacy in managing the data . The PPSSCC noted
several computer matching efforts which over the years
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have disclosed fraud, waste and abuse in various federall y
aided programs . Some of these efforts were undertaken a s
a result of GAO recommendations .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The requirement for automated exchange of dat a
(computer matching) in several welfare programs, includin g
appropriate personal privacy safeguards, was included i n
the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (Public Law 98-369) .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC savings estimate is a conglomerate of
estimates largely from various PPSSCC reports with
recommendations to correct information problems related t o
this issue . GAO has separately addressed those estimate s
and in general believes they are overstated or tha t
sufficient information was not provided to provide GA O
with a basis for an opinion on whether or not they were
realistic . However, as these PPSSCC recommendations ar e
being implemented, some budgetary effects can be expected .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-84-72 GAO Observations on the Use of Tax
Return Information for Verification i n
Entitlement Programs (June 5, 1984 )

GAO/HRD-82-9

	

Legislative and Administrative Change s
to Improve Verification of Welfar e
Recipients' Income and Assets Coul d
Save Hundreds of Million s
(Jan, 14, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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LISAB4 :	 IMPROVED INCOME VERIFICATION THROUGH COMPUTER MATCHIN G

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can improved verification of recipient income ,
through implementation of automated interagency exchang e
of wage data, result in significant cost savings ?

A first-year ne t estimated savings from the
recommendations, using a conservative 25 percent reductio n
in the 1982 level of erroneous payments as a basis fo r
projections, are $614 million (includes one-time start-u p
cost of $52 .9 million) . Total three-year savings amoun t
to $2,257 .5 million, of which about $50 million applied to
the unemployment insurance program and about $2 .2 billion
applied to five needs-based programs .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC believed that for the Aid to Families wit h
Dependent Children (AFDC), Food Stamp, Supplementa l
Security Income (SSI), Medicaid and Section 8 housin g
programs, existing federal regulations for verifyin g
recipient income for eligibility and grant ._ .nount purpose s
were minimal . It noted that state administered program s
(AFDC, Food Stamp and Medicaid) have the greatest acces s
to automated wage data, but its use for verificatio n
purposes was not consistent and that some data, such as
tax return information, either have legislativ e
restrictions on their use or lack affirmative legislatio n
authorizing such data to be used .

The PPSSCC recommended legislative changes t o
increase the availability and require the use of automate d
wage data, certain tax return information and othe r
relevant data in the administration of these fiv e
needs-based programs . It also recommended administrativ e
actions to improve the income verification process in par t
through enhanced automated data exchange .

GAO believes these proposals have merit . Virtuall y
all the PPSSCC's recommendations which, for the mos t
part, were based on GAO ' s 1982 report (GAO/HRD-82-9 .
Jan . 14 . 1982) were included in the Deficit Reduction Ac t
of 1984 (Public Law 98-369) .

GAO's major concern is that the PPSSCC did no t
adequately address the need for individual privac y
protection in any automated exchange of data (compute r
matching) . That concern was remedied by the addition i n
the act of due process requirements and restrictions o n
disclosure of personal information by the agencies using
such information .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As discussed above, legislation addressing th e
recommendations has been enacted .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

In making its savings estimate, the PPSSCC assume d
that all overpayment errors resulted from excessive /
unreported income in the five programs it included in thi s
issue . Based on GAO's knowledge of the programs, onl y
about half of the overpayment errors relate to income an d
would be affected by the PPSSCC recommendations . Usin g
the PPSSCC methodology and applying it to half th e
overpayments, GAO estimated three-year savings of $82 5
million rather than the $2 .2 billion estimated by th e
PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-84-72 GAO Observations on the Use of Ta x
Return Information for Verification i n
Entitlement Programs (June 5, 1984 )

GAO/HRD-82-9

	

Legislative and Administrativ e
Changes to Improve Verification o f
Welfare Recipients' Income and Asset s
Could Save Hundreds of Million s
(Jan . 14, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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HUD 5 : VERIFICATION	 OF ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFIT S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the Department of Housing and Urban Developmen t
(HUD) improve verification of eligibility of applicant s
for housin g subsidy benefits? "

If recommendations are adopted, PPSSCC estimated tha t
S470 to S660 million could be saved and more properl y
allocated to qualified recipients of Section 8 Lease d
Housing Program benefits in Year 1 .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The section 8 program provides rental assistance pay-
ments for low-income families . A major criterion for pro -
gram eligibility is the applicant's income, including al l
wag es and certain unearned income benefits provided b y
federal, state, or local governments . Responsibility fo r
determining applicants' eligibility for housing renta l
assistance primarily rests with Public Housing Authoritie s
(PHA) and section 8 project owners . HUD performs manage-
ment reviews to ensure that PHAs and section 8 projec t
owners are carrying out their responsibilities . Th e
PPSSCC findings dealt primarily with HUD and PHAs roles .
It did not address the section 8 project owners' role .
Income verification helps reduce rental assistanc e
overpayments--excessive rent subsidies occur becaus e
eligible applicants underreport income or overpayment s
occur because ineligible applicants underreport income .

PPSSCC reviewed past HUD audits and found that appli-
cants improper income reporting has contributed to mis-
directed subsidy payments by the government . The PPSSCC
noted that HUD's Inspector General estimated that betwee n
12 and 17 percent of the tenants receiving housing subsi-
dies under the section 8 program falsify information to
gain benefits . In each of the five cities the PPSSC C
visited it found that different methods were being used to
verify income data and that many of the officials inter -
viewed believed that HUD could do a better job in trainin g
or better inform PHA management about HUD programs and th e
application eligibility process . Based upon their visit s
and discussions with officials, the PPSSCC team felt tha t
monitoring appeared to receive a subordinate role t o
getting the funds to recipients . Based upon its wor k
PPSSCC concluded that HUD did not have an effective syste m
to verify an applicant's income .

GAO agrees that HUD needs to improve its system fo r
verifying applicant's income . Since 1971, GAO has issue d
a number of reports on section 8 and other subsidize d
housing programs which have identified shortcomings on
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tenant income reporting and verifications . These report s
generally concluded that some tenants pay less for thei r
rent than their fair share, and that inadequate verifica-
tion of tenants' reported incomes contributes to thi s
problem .

To correct the income verification p roblems PPSSC C
recommended that HUD (1) institute a computer matchin g
program using state and federal wage and income data to
enhance the eligibility verification process, (2) bette r
train PHA management responsible for processing applica-
tions for HUD benefits, and (3) improve monitoring of PHA s
to ensure compliance with HUD's eligiblity requirements .
GAO believes the PPSSCC recommendations have merit and ha s
made similar recommendations relating to training an d
monitoring (GAO/CED-80-59) . Also, GAO has recommende d
(GAO/HRD-82-9) that HUD require that available federal an d
state wage data be used in HUD's annual section 8 housing
management reviews to verify that housing managers ar e
accurately determining applicants' or tenants' income .
With respect to computer matching, however, care must b e
exercised to protect the privacy of personal data .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

HUD is currently taking actions to implement th e
PPSSCC recommendations . It is developing a centralize d
quality control system on eligibility determinatiorn whic h
will include computer verification . However, PPSSCC said
before a program of computer matching can be fully imple-
mented, HUD needs legislative authority to require socia l
security numbers, and to obtain access to federal an d
state wage data files . Legislative proposals granting HU D
the necessary authority have been submitted to the Con-
gress, but no action was taken . HUD will submit a
proposal as part of its 1986 budget package .

In responding to the recommendation on training, HU D
said it hired a contractor who developed a Public Housing
Desk Guide for use as a basis for classroom instruction on
application processing . In August 1984 the Guide wa s
scheduled for printing, and training was to begin . To
improve monitoring HUD is revising the instructions fo r
occupancy audits to emphasize income verification . Th e
handbook revision is expected to be completed in Januar y
1985 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC estimated that the improved verification pro-
cess could result in a redeployment of 5470 million to
$660 million from ineligible recipients to qualifie d
recipients in year one . The estimates were derived from
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past Office of Inspector General studies that estimated 1 2
to 17 percent of the tenants in the section 8 progra m
filed false applications . These percentages were then
applied to the 1982 section 8 outlays of $3 .9 billion to
estimate the range of funds available for redeployment .

While GAO's past work has identified variou s
shortcomings on tenant income reporting and verification ,
the work did not include projections on overpayments .
Consequently, GAO cannot comment on the accuracy of th e
PPSSCC projections .

GAO Observations On the Use of Tax
Return Information For Verificatio n
In Entitlement Programs (June 5 ,
1984 )

Legislative and Administrativ e
Changes to Improve Verification o f
Welfare Recipients' Income and Asset s
Could Save Hundreds of Millions ,
(Jan . 14, 1982 )

GAO/CED-81-41

	

Further Actions Needed to Improve
Management of HUD Programs (Feb . 26 ,
1981 )

GAO/CED-80-59

	

Section 8 Subsidized Housing--Some
Observations On Its High Rents ,
Costs, and Inequities (June 6, 1980 )

Testimony

	

GAO Reviews of the Lower Incom e
Rental Assistance Program (Section 8 )
by Henry Eschwege before the Subcom-
mittee on Housing and Urban Affairs ,
Senate Committee on Banking, Housing
and Urban Affairs (Apr . 22, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-611 1

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-84-7 2

GAO/HRDD-82-9
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LISAB 5 : FEDERAL INCENTIVE PROGRAM FOR AUTOMATION OF STATE
WELFARE DATA

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

What are the cost savings and avoidances which can be
realized from state automated data processing (ADP) o f
welfare recipients, and are Federal incentives suceedin g
in boosting such automation efforts ?

Wisconsin is considered to be the flagship state i n
data automation . Extrapolating from the state' s
experience with data automation to a national level, it i s
estimated that three-year total savings could amount to
$2,925 million in federal costs less a potential overla p
of $1,545 .8 million for three years with Issues LISAB 4
and LISAB 7 .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes there is merit to automating stat e
welfare data and also encouraging such automation b y
offering financial incentives . Regarding the prospectiv e
success of federal incentives for encouraging automation ,
the PPSSCC did not provide sufficient information for GA O
to have a basis for comments . The only related work GA O
has done was a review of I-IHS' ability to implemen t
incentive funding for AFDC systems (GAO/HRD-81-119) .

On the PPSSCC recommendations to accelerate federa l
efforts to coordinate welfare recipient data and t o
standardize welfare forms to enhance accessibility o f
common information, GAO believes such actions woul d
enhance integration and automation of applicant an d
recipient information for welfare programs .

The PPSSCC also recommended that a proposed mode l
automated system jointly developed by HHS and Agricultur e
be used as a guide for states to follow in implementing
automated systems . GAO does not believe thi s
recommendation has merit until such a system has bee n
fully tested and validated . To GAO's knowledge, thi s
system currently is only described in the interagency tas k
force draft report .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes the recommendations to accelerat e
federal efforts to coordinate welfare recipient data an d
to simplify welfare forms are feasible to implement ,
although they would require extensive interagency
coordination, in all likelihood necessitating Office o f
Management and Budget involvement . Also, depending on the
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nature and extent of changes, legislation and/or
individual program regulations might have to be revised t o
accommodate any eligibility factor changes or othe r
actions taken to facilitate welfare recipient data
coordination .

GAO does not believe implementation of th e
recommended model automated system should be attempte d
until it has been appropriately tested and validated . GAO
had a similar concern when it reviewed a model computer
system proposed by HHS for use by the states that had no t
been effectively tested and validated and in which GAO
found several deficiencies (GAO/HRD-81-119) .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

While cost savings and cost avoidances may resul t
from automating data on welfare recipients, GAO believe s
that the PPSSCC savings estimate is too high because th e
PPSSCC used incorrect federal cost sharing rates in it s
computations . The PPSSCC assumed the federal sharin g
rates for the AFDC and Medicaid programs were about 62 . 5
percent, whereas the effective rate for each program is 5 4
percent . In addition, GAO believes that extrapolating on e
state's experiences to the national level is not a
reliable predictive base because of the variations amon g
the states in administrative policies, practices an d
procedures, as well as the variable state capabilities t o
implement revised requirements .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-81-119 Concerns about HHS' Ability to
Effectively Implement Incentiv e
Funding for State Information
Systems in the Aid to Familie s
with Dependent Children Progra m
(June 29, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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LISAB 1 : COMBINED WELFARE ADMINISTRATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should funding of the Federal contribution toward s
the state costs of administering the Aid to Families wit h
Dependent Children (AFDC), Medicaid, and Food Stamp
programs be changed from separate, open-ended matching to
a single payment to the states with no matching
requirement ?

The recommendation would result in an estimate d
three-year total savings of $929 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC combined welfare administration (CWA )
proposal would consolidate into one block (based o n
estimated caseloads and current cost levels) the federal
share of state costs for administering the AFDC, Medicai d
and Food Stamp programs currently funded in separate
open-ended appropriations . While the proposal would
provide for adjustments in the block amount for caseload
changes and cost level increases, it would establish a
maximum cost level per case in each program so that bloc k
grants to states with higher per case costs would be
limited to this maximum level . States would pay th e
difference between the federal contributions and actua l
program administrative costs . The proposal woul d
eliminate current incentive funding for states to enhanc e
their programs' management information systems .

While this proposal could encourage states to improv e
operational efficiency, it does have drawbacks . GAO take s
no position on the merit of the proposal but sees th e
following pros and cons .

PROS - Capping the reimbursement per case and eliminating
incentive funding that results in reduced federal suppor t
for welfare administrative costs could provide the state s
incentives for improving their operational efficiency an d
cost effectiveness, such as by adopting past GAO
recommendations to (1) establish staffing levels based o n
performance goals of administrative efficiency develope d
through work measurement and (2) eliminate inefficien t
practices through the use of work simplification method s
and various other operational analysis techniques . Also ,
the proposed change in the federal assistance system coul d
encourage better productivity because states, in effect ,
would retain all cost savings rather than sharing them
with the federal government .

CONS - Drawbacks that GAO sees in the CWA proposal includ e
the elimination of incentive funding for certain
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activities such as improved state management informatio n
systems . Administrative efficiency savings may not b e
enough for states to upgrade their systems, which ar e
needed to improve operational effectiveness and reduc e
erroneous payments .

Also, establishing a uniform nationwide maximu m
administrative cost per case by program (as the CW A
proposal provides for) could unfairly penalize states wit h
above average per case costs currently that result from
higher salary scales, extensive operating practice s
designed to control erroneous payments, and effort s
designed to improve the quality of client service . If a
relationship exists between processing costs and th e
amount of errors made in determining eligibility and gran t
amounts, reducing a state's administrative cost s
substantially could result in more erroneous payments an d
subject the state to fiscal sanctions .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC CWA proposal would require legislativ e
action . GAO does not believe the proposal would b e
feasible to implement without additional modification t o
(1) retain for some time period, such as 2 years ,
incentive funding for improving state managemen t
information systems, and (2) establish a maximum cost pe r
case for each state based on staffing levels develope d
from productivity goals in each state as a basis fo r
determining an administrative budget for federa l
participation . The states would raise objections to thi s
proposal without these modifications, particularly thos e
states with above average costs per case based o n
supportable cost differences, at least for th e
AFDC program . Many states also currently have budgetary
problems so that the loss of significant federal fund s
would pose a significant burden on their public assistanc e
program operations .

If the CWA proposal were to be enacted as recommende d
by the PPSSCC, its effective date should be established s o
that the states would have time to develop worke r
performance goals that would be used to establish staffin g
levels and to begin planning the most effective ways t o
upgrade their management information sytems .

The PPSSCC CWA proposal has not been introduced as
legislation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC savings estimate, at least for the AFD C
program, is not realistic because it is based on a
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proposed maximum cost per case that is understated by a
factor of 3 inasmuch as it is based on the number o f
individual recipients, not the number of cases .

GAO has not previously estimated savings based on th e
CWA proposal, but has calculated savings that could resul t
from improved AFDC administration (GAO/HRD-73-159 ,
Sept . 5, 1978 . )

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-82-20

	

Analysis of Four States' Adminis -
tration of the AFDC Program :
Management Improving but More Need s
to Be Done (Feb . 22, 1982 )

GAO/HRD-78-159 Analysis of the Administrativ e
Efficiency of the Aid to Familie s
with Dependent Children Program i n
Contra Costa County, Californi a
(Sept . 5, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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SSA 8 : ELIMINATION OF FEDERAL FISCAL LIABILITY (FFL )

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Should the Social Security Administration (SSA )
eliminate Federal Fiscal Liability (FFL) payments ?

SSA spends approximately $7 million per year t o
determine the appropriate FFL payments, if any, to 1 7
eligible states . The FY 1983 cost of FFL payments i s
estimated at $27 .2 million . Elimination of FFL woul d
result in three year savings of $115 .8 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommended that HHS administrativel y
eliminate future federal fiscal liability (FFL) payment s
and discontinue all additional sampling of Supplementa l
Security Income (SSI) cases, in states where the federa l
government administers state supplementation payments ,
that are used to measure FFL payment error rates at th e
state level .

Under the SSI program, states have the option o f
administering their own supplementation payments or o f
having the federal government administer them along wit h
the basic SSI payments . Currently 17 states have arrange d
for SSA to administer their supplements . Until the end o f
fiscal year 1984, this federal fiscal liability was a
sanction the federal government by regulation imposed o n
itself because of federal errors made in administerin g
these state supplements . The sanction amount paid to eac h
affected state was that portion of state funds misspen t
due to these federal errors and was found by additiona l
sampling of SSI cases in these states . The federa l
government paid the entire cost of this extra case
sampling and of calculating its fiscal liability . I n
September 1984, SSA rescinded its fiscal liability
regulations .

In GAO/HRD-77-126, GAO proposed that SSA (1) remov e
from its Office of Quality Assur?nce the obligation t o
obtain FFL data so that the office could more effectivel y
measure overall program payment quality and perform mor e
indepth evaluations of the causes of SSI payment errors ;
and (2) use some other mechanism, such as the automated
overpayment system, to satisfy the FFL regulator y
requirement .

GAO does not believe the proposals have merit as a
matter of equity . Federal fiscal sanctions are imposed o n
the states for the federal share of erroneous payment s
above specified error tolerance rates in the state-admin-
istered Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC )
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program . It does not seem equitable for the federa l
government to relieve itself of liability for incorrectly
administering state funds while requiring the states to
maintain liability for incorrectly administering federa l
funds .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC's recommendations have been implemented
by SSA effective with the start of fiscal year 1985 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimate of savings resulting from
elimination of FFL payments and case sampling i s
overstated based on actual fiscal year 1983 FFL of $20 . 7
million (the PPSSCC estimated $27 .2 million) . Also, the
portion of savings the PPSSCC estimated for eliminated
case sampling for FFL purposes ($7 million) is higher tha n
SSA's figure ($5 million) provided in its final rule s
terminating its federal fiscal liability .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/IIRD-77-126 Supplemental Security Income Qualit y
Assurance System : An Assessment o f
Its Problems and Potential fo r
Reducing Erroneous Payments (May 23 ,
1978 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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SSA5 :	 AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN FISCAL SANCTION
POLICY

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

How can the Social Security Administration (SSA )
strengthen its implementation of the fiscal sanction s
policy in the Aid to Families with Dependent Childre n
(AFDC) program as mandated by the Michel Amendment ?

Improvements in the administration of this polic y
would facilitate the assessment of fiscal sanctions fo r
individual states . Imposition of fiscal sanctions could
result in $31 million in savings and $210 million in cash
accelerations over three years .

II. GAO ANALYSTS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIA`T'ED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that HHS impose the "Miche l
Amendment" sanctions and consider withholding in advanc e
estimated future sanctions . GAO takes no position on the
merits of these proposals but has questioned whethe r
fiscal sanctions could be fairly applied in
GAO/HRD-80-80 . Federal fiscal sanctions against th e
states would be based on the AFDC quality control (QC )
error rates in excess of 4 percent by September 30, 1982 ,
as directed under the " Michel Amendment " . In GAO ' s
opinion, fiscal sanctions place the federal and stat e
governments in an adversary relationship at a tim e
--higher than acceptable error rates--when cooperation i s
needed for reducing errors . Also, because error rates can
result in sanctions, states may have incentives to
identify fewer errors . The discouragement of erro r
identification could reduce QC usefulness as a managemen t
tool for developing corrective actions aimed at the cause s
of errors . In GAO/HRD-80-80, GAO also questioned whethe r
QC system error rates were comparable enough to suppor t
sanctions because they (1) varied in statistical precisio n
with some states reviewing smaller case samples and havin g
greater fluctuations in reported error rates ; (2) did not
clearly show the effects of program and policy difference s
among the states ; and (3) were not based on the same erro r
identification procedures in all states .

In addition, GAO believes that (1) the extensive and
complex AFDC program changes made by the Omnibus Budge t
Reconciliation Act of 1981 (Public Law 97-35) ; (2) the
manner and timing with which the states implemented th e
changes ; and (3) Department of Health and Human Service s
(HHS) modifications made to the QC error identificatio n
process during the period the program changes were bein g
implemented could result in inequitable treatment of th e
states if sanctions are based on QC error rates develope d
during this period . The Secretary of HHS has th e
authority to waive sanctions under specified condit=ons .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The AFDC fiscal sanction policy of the "Miche l
Amendment" has been enacted into law . As part of the Ta x
Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (Public Law
97-248), the Congress continued the 4 percent erro r
tolerance limit of the Michel Amendment from fiscal yea r
1982 to fiscal year 1983 and reduced the limit to 3
percent for fiscal years 1984 and 1985 . In its budget
submissions for the AFDC program for fiscal years 1984
and 1985, the administration has included estimated
sanction collections . HHS has stated in appropriatio n
hearings that it intends to collect fiscal sanctions .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The " Michel Amendment" sanctions were to be impose d
beginning with fiscal year 1981 for states whose erro r
rate exceeded an interim target rate for that period . The
PPSSCC fiscal year 1981 savings estimate for sanctio n
liabilities seems reasonable because that period was one
generally of program stability and is based on past error
rate trends . The estimates for fiscal years 1982 and 198 3
are open to question because of the program changes made
beginning with fiscal year 1982 and the error identifi-
cation modifications mentioned above .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PEMD-84-6 An Evaluation of the 1981 AFD C
Changes : Initial Analyses (April 2 ,
1984 )

GAO/HRD-80-80 Better Management Information Ca n
Be Obtained from the Quality Contro l
System Used in tie Aid to Familie E
with Dependent Children Program
(July 18, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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AG 12 : REDUCE COST OF PRINTING FOOD STAMP COUPONS

Ie PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

According to the PPSSCC ,

"The costs of printing food stamp coupons could
be reduced by (1) redefining the individua l
coupon book makeup, (2) adopting a $20 coupon
denomination, (3) creatin< ; a $100 coupon book ,
and (4) distributing loose $1 coupons and elimi -
nating the $2 book . These changes would reduce
the $28 million annul printing cost by 32 per-
cent and save * * * $30 .1 million over thre e
years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes that the best savings potential is in th e
area of using higher coupon values and thus fewer coupons i n
three of the six coupon books ($40, $50, and $65) now used .
The three highest denomination books contain 8, 11, and 1 1
coupons, respectively, and through even modest reconfigur-
ing, should be able to be produced at less cost .

Although the other three recommendations have som e
merit, they also have some drawbacks . Producing a $2 0
coupon and creating a new $100 coupon book could furthe r
reduce the number of coupons required as well as the numbe r
of books needed, thus saving on coupon printing and boo k
binding costs . Revisions such as these provide opportuni-
ties for savings because the average household's benefi t
exceeds $100 . Also, discontinuing the $2 book in favor o f
issuing unbound $1 coupons would reduce coupon book binding
costs .

However, some factors would need to be carefull y
studied in order to maximize production cost savings withou t
giving up other advantages . Currently, stores may giv e
change only in the form of loose $1 coupons and coins up t o
99 cents . Therefore, whatever changes are made would have
to recognize this operating constraint and assure a suffi-
cient supply of $1 coupons . Additionally, the retooling
costs of producing a $20 coupon would have to be considere d
and the design of a higher value coupon would have t o
include whatever features would be needed to offset th e
increased risk of counterfeiting .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Implementation of these PPSSCC recommendations is with -
in the U .S . Department of Agriculture's (USDA's) regulator y
authority and could be accomplished through changes in th e
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coupon procurement process . According to USDA's October 3 ,
1984, implementation status report, it has changed th e
makeup of its $50 and $65 coupon books but does not plan an y
other changes . It said that additional security measure s
would be needed to prevent fraud and counterfeiting if a $2 0
coupon was created, questioned the need for a $100 coupo n
book, and cited potential disruptions in states' mai l
issuance systems that currently cannot handle loose coupons .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has not analyzed the PPSSCC savings estimate i n
enough detail to determine if it is realistic . However ,
because the PPSSCC did not consider the cost of developing a
$20 coupon and any possible increased costs attributable t o
starting production of a new coupon, potential savings coul d
be somewhat less than the PPSSCC projected .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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WAGE 1, LABOR 12, USAF 15 : THE DAVIS-BACON ACT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the Davis-Bacon Act be repealed? If repea l
cannot be accomplished, what modifications can be made t o
the law and regulatory management to reduce the cost o f
compliance while retaining the established protection fo r
workers ?

Cost savings to the federal government from repeal o f
the act which regulates the wages of employees working o n
federal or federally-funded construction projects, wer e
estimated at $4 .97 billion for a 3-year period (WAGE-1) .
Three-year cost savings to the Air Force alone from repea l
were estimated at $1,344 .5 million (USAF-15) . Saving s
from limiting the act's coverage to contracts for $25,00 0
or more and implementing regulatory changes proposed by
the Department of Labor were estimated at $1,986 millio n
over 3 years (LABOR-12) .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO believes that the PPSSCC's recommendations hav e
merit and GAO has made similar recommendations to th e
Congress .

If the Davis-Bacon Act is repealed, GAO believes th e
Secretary of Labor should consider periodically reviewin g
government construction contracts to assess whether an y
egregious situations occurred affecting the employee s
working on contracts .

In the absence of repeal, GAO favors PPSSCC' s
recommendations that the act be amended to raise th e
threshold for contract coverage, permit the unlimited us e
of helpers, and that the Copeland Anti-kickback Act b e
amended to reduce recordkeeping requirements .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Most of the PPSSCC's recommendations would requir e
legislation . Numerous bills have been introduced i n
recent years to repeal or amend the Davis-Bacon Act . None
have passed .

The Department of Labor proposed regulations t o
permit increased use oL semi-skilled helpers, eliminat e
weekly payroll submission requirements (of the Copelan d
Anti-Kickback Act), and change the methods for determining
prevailing wages . The regulations were challenged i n
court . The courts determined that Labor could change th e
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methods for determining prevailing wages and permit th e
use of some helpers . However, eliminating weekly payrol l
submission requirements was not permitted .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The savings estimated by PPSSCC appear reasonable .
The savings for LABOR-12 and USAF-15 should not be added,
because they relate to actions similar to thos e
recommended in WAGE-1 . The savings related to LABOR-1 2
and USAF-15 appear co have been eliminated as duplicate d
savings from the PPSSCC's final summary report .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-81-10 Review to Determine Whether the Davis -
GAO/HRD-81-11 Bacon Act Has an Inflationary Impac t

and Increases Costs on METRO
Construction (Oct . 2, 1980 )

GAO/HRD-79-81 The Davis-Bacon Act Should Be Repeale d
(Apr . 27, 1979 )

B-146842

	

Need for Improved Administration o f
the Davis-Bacon Act Noted Over a
Decade of General Accounting Office
Reviews (July 14, 1971 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Franklin Curtis 275-545 1
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WAGE 2, LABOR 11, USAF 17 : THE WALSH-HEALEY ACT

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Should the Walsh-Healey Act be amended or repealed ?

Repealing the act, which applies to Government con -
tracts for materials, supplies, articles, and equipment ,
or eliminating the daily overtime requirement was esti-
mated, over a 3-year period, to save procurement costs o f
$3 .37 billion in WAGE-2 and $1 .24 billion in LABOR-13 .
Three-year procurement cost savings to the Air Force, b y
amending the act to require overtime rates only for mor e
than 10 hours work in a day, were estimated at $430 . 3
million .

WAGE-2 also recommended (1) repeal of the daily over -
time provision of the Contract Work Hours and Safet y
Standards Act, which applies to contractors who emplo y
mechanics and laborers in constructing public works, an d
(2) in the absence of repeal of the Walsh-Healey Act ,
increasing the dollar threshold for the act's coverag e
from $10,000 to $1 million and exempting businesses wit h
100 or fewer employees . No specific savings were esti-
mated for these recommendations .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO's work in the areas covered by these PPSSC C
issues has largely been limited to the overtime require-
ments of the Walsh-Healey Act and the Contract Work Hour s
and Safety Standards Act and GAO has no opinion on th e
other aspects of these acts . All savings estimated by
PPSSCC relate to the elimination or modification of th e
Walsh-Healey Act's daily overtime requirements .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's recommendations t o
eliminate or modify the daily overtime requirements . I n
1976, GAO reported that altered work schedules can benefi t
employees and employers but several federal laws neede d
revision if employees of government contractors were to b e
permitted to use certain altered work schedules . GAO
recommended changes to the acts to alter the overtime pa y
requirements for employees who work compressed or flexibl e
work schedules . For example, GAO recommended that over -
time only be required for employees who work a 4-day pe r
week schedule when their workday exceeds 10 hours .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

All of the PPSSCC's recommendations would requir e
legislative changes . Legislation has been introduce d
to eliminate the requirements of both acts for payin g
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overtime for work in excess of an 8-hour day . However i t
has not passed . Generally employers favored changes t o
the acts' overtime requirements but labor unions did not .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The savings estimated by PPSSCC are based on effi-
ciency gains and greater competition by increasing th e
numbers of employers who would bid on government contract s
if there were no daily overtime requirements . The PPSSCC
recognized that, while savings appear substantial, the y
are difficult to precisely quantify . For example, WAGE- 2
and LABOR-13 estimate 3-year savings of $3 .37 billion and
$1 .24 billion respectively from the same recommendation- -
eliminating the daily overtime requirement .

GAO has not done work which would enable it to esti-
mate the savings that could be realized from implementin g
the PPSSCC's recommendations . However, GAO believes tha t
the PPSSCC's estimates provide reasonable evidence tha t
substantial savings can result from eliminating o r
modifying the acts' daily overtime requirements .

The savings related to LABOR-13 and USAF-17, whic h
appear to have been eliminated as duplicated savings fro m
the PPSSCC's findl summary report, should not be added t o
the WAGE-2 savings because they relate to simila r
recommendations .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PSAD-76-124 Contractors Use of Altered Work
Schedules For Their Employees- -
How is it Working'? (Apr . 7, 1976 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Franklin Curtis 275-545 1
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WAGE3, LABOR 14, USAF 14, PROP 4 :	 THE SERVICECONTRACT ACT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the Service Contract Act be repealed o r
modified? The act regulates the wages and benefits paid
to employees of contractors who provide services to th e
government . The PPSSCC estimated that its repeal woul d
save $3 .31 billion over a 3-year period (WAGE-3) . Repea l
was estimated to save the Air Force alone $2 .38 billio n
over 3 years, mostly from using contracting personnel wh o
would have administered service contracts to better manag e
other larger contracts (USAF-14) . Three-year savings i n
custodial contract costs from changes in the act and it s
administration were estimated at $926 .2 million (PROP-4) .
Savings were not quantified for LABOR-14 .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO believes that PPSSCC's proposal to repeal the
Service Contract Act has merit . In 1983, GAO reported t o
the Congress that it should consider repeal of the ac t
because (1) inherent problems existed in the act's admin-
istration, (2) wage rates and fringe benefits set unde r
the act are inflationary, (3) accurate determinations o f
prevailing wages and benefits could not be made with
existing data and the data needed would be costly to de-
velop, and (4) the Fair Labor Standards Act and adminis-
trative procedures implemented through the federal pro-
curement process could provide a measure of wage an d
benefit protection for employees the act now covers . I f
the act was repealed, GAO recommended that the Adminis-
trator for Federal Procurement Policy implement adminis-
trative procedures to protect the wages and fringe bene-
fits of service contractors' employees, monitor the impac t
of repeal, and, if repeal adversely impacts employees ,
develop administrative policies or legislative recom-
mendations to deal with the problem .

In the absence of repeal, PPSSCC recommended that th e
act be changed in a number of respects including, increas-
ing the dollar threshold for exempting contracts from th e
act's coverage, eliminating application of the act t o
white-collar workers, broadening the industry exemption s
provision, and revising the way prevailing wage determina-
tions are made . PPSSCC also endorsed some revisions tha t
the Department of Labor was making to regulations imple-
menting the act .

With the exception of increasing the dolla r
threshold, where GAO has no basis for comment, GA O
believes the PPSSCC ' s recommendations have merit . I n
1980, GAO recommended that the Congress amend the act to
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ensure that the act excluded coverage for automated dat a
processing and other high-technology industries commercia l
product support services .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Legislation to repeal the Service Contract Act wa s
introduced in 1984 but was not enacted . The Department o f
Labor published regulations which, although far short o f
repeal, address some of the issues raised by PPSSCC .
However, a court ruling upholding the regulations has bee n
appealed by a number of labor unions .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMLTE

The PPSSCC noted that it was impossible to precisel y
estimate the cost impact of the Service Contract Act . The
estimate of $3 .31 billion in savings in a 3-year period
shown in WAGE-3 was based on reviewing several studies ,
including GAO's, which estimated that the Service Contrac t
Act could be adding hundreds of millions of dollar s
annually to federal service contract costs . GAO believes
that the PPSSCC's estimate provides a reasonable indica-
tion of potential savings from repealing the act . The
savings related to USAF-14 and PROP-4 should not be adde d
to the savings from WAGE-3 since the recommendations are
similar . The USAF-14 savings appear to have been elimi-
nated as duplicated savings from the PPSSCC's fina l
summary report .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-83-4

	

The Congress Should Conside r
Repeal of the Service Contract Ac t
(Jan 31 . 1983 )

GAO/HRD-80-102

	

Service Contract Act Should No t
Apply to Service Employees of AD P
and High-Technology Companies
(Sept . 16, 1980 )

GAO/HRD-80-102(A) Service Contract Act Should Not
Apply to Service Employees of ADP
and High-Technology Companies--A
Supplement (Mar . 25, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Franklin Curtis 275-545 1
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FEED 1 : POLICY AND MANAGEMENT INFORMATION FOR FEDERAL FEEDIN G

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the federal government reduce costs and bette r
manage feeding programs/activities through a clarificatio n
of policy on feeding and through the implementation of a
centralized management information system?

An overall federal feeding policy as well as agency
direction could improve management efficiency and thereb y
reduce costs . The PPSSCC has not attempted to quantif y
specific cost savings that might result .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that the Office of Managemen t
and Budget establish overall guidelines for a uniform
federal feeding policy that will increase the efficien t
management of food service in the federal government .

The PPSSCC recommendation is apparently based on it s
findings that, for the activities it did review, there was
a tremendous lack of information regarding feeding opera-
tions and that the feeding operations it reviewed wer e
generally considered unimportant and unworthy of manage-
ment attention . The PPSSCC noted that, although mos t
feeding programs are a very small part of an agency' s
budget, together these programs add up to a massiv e
program with estimated net governmental expenditures o f
$21 .1 billion in fiscal year 1981 which is larger than th e
entire budget totals of eight cabinet-level departments .

About $16 billion of the net governmental expendi-
tures shown in the PPSSCC report are for Department o f
Agriculture programs which were not reviewed by the PPSSCC
task force responsible for the FEED-1 issue, including $1 2
billion for food stamps and $3 billion for child nutritio n
programs . Another $3 .3 billion is for Department o f
Defense troop feeding including $1 .7 billion for sub-
sistence allowances . A large part of the remaining amount
is for DOD-supported nonappropriated fund activities and
commissaries .

GAO believes that the PPSSCC combined programs tha t
are too diverse to treat as a single policy and managemen t
issue . GAO also believes that some feeding programs ar e
better compared with other programs not directly relate d
to feeding . For example, GAO believes that (1) the Food
Stamp Program is better compared with programs that pro-
vide benerits for the needy than with the space allowe d
for cafeterias in government buildings, and (2) subsis-
tence allowances are better compared in the context o f
overall military compensation than with food service i n
veterans Administration hospitals .
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GAO has not done work relating to the need for a n
overall feeding policy . However, after reviewing 13 majo r
federal domestic programs providing food or food-relate d
assistance to the needy, GAO recommended that (1) th e
federal agencies administering such programs determine th e
extent of benefit overlaps and gaps, propose consisten t
eligibility requirements and procedures, and study th e
feasibility of considering benefits from one program whe n
determining eligibility and benefits in other programs ,
and (2) the Congress, on the basis of the agencies °
studies, approve an explicit national policy on amounts o f
assistance, consolidate programs, and eliminate duplica-
tive benefits .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that a federal feedin g
policy could be developed by the Office of Management an d
Budget . However, GAO believes that a policy covering such
diverse programs would not be useful . Implementation of a
feeding policy could require legislation depending on th e
nature of the policy .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC made no savings estimate for this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-78-113 Federal Domestic Food Assistance
Programs--A Time for Assessmen t
and Change (June 13, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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FEED 4 :	 FOOD SERVICE CONTRACT S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should the General Services Administration (GSA) an d
other agencies implement a nationwide policy of letting foo d
service contracts via competitive bidding on commissio n
(rent) rates? "

The PPSSCC estimates the 3-year savings from this pro-
posal to be $38 .8 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Since full and open competition is the preferred metho d
of procurement, GAO agrees with the PPSSCC proposal tha t
contracts for government cafeteria operations should b e
awarded competitively in situations where adequate competi-
tion can be obtained . However, adequate competition may no t
be possible for many cafeterias because facilities are lo-
cated in areas that have a limited number of potentia l
customers .

The PPSSCC recommendations included (1) developing a
nationwide policy of allowing bidders to bid competitivel y
on commission rates for food service contracts and (2 )
having other agencies with non-GSA contract cafeteria opera -
tions reevaluate rental rates . GAO believes these recommen-
dations should be enacted to the extent practicable to ob-
tain the savings available from competition . GAO has no
basis for opinions on the PPSSCC recommendations to have GS A
adopt a more flexible attitude on contractor requests fo r
cafeteria price increases and to eliminate restrictions o n
food service contract profitability .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC view that these recommenda -
tions can be implemented using GSA and other agencies '
authorities . GSA also agrees and plans to make the change s
needed to establish a policy of competitive bidding o n
commission rates for food service contracts .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

While GAO has not done sufficient work to provide a n
accurate estimate of the savings that are available by im-
plementing the recommendations, available evidence indicate s
that the PPSSCC estimate is overstated . It is doubtful tha t
savings of 7 .5 percent will be realized for all cafeterias ,
especially those located in areas that have a limited numbe r
of potential customers .
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The PPSSCC proposed a savings estimate of 7 .5 percen t
of gross sales for rent instead of the 1 .15 percent that was
received in fiscal year 1983 . Support for the 7 .5 percen t
rate was a consensus of several food service professional s
contacted by the PPSSCC and examples of five food servic e
contracts awarded by GSA in the Washington, D .C ., area tha t
were awarded competitively and returned an average rent o f
11 percent of gross sales .

In response to the PPSSCC recommendations, GSA said i t
awarded eight food service contracts that include competi-
tive bids for rent . Four of these contracts, however ,
either have been terminated or are in the process of termin-
ation, according to GSA, because the contractors are goin g
broke . GSA further advised that the percentage of gros s
sales it receives for rent has been decreasing as the wor d
spreads on contractor experience . In fact, the rental fee
was only three-fourths of 1 percent on a contract that wa s
recently awarded .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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TREAS 16 : REVISED OFFICE OF REVENUE SHARING COMPLIANCE PROCEDURES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can Treasury reduce operating expenses and the burden
on recipient governments by restructuring civil right s
compliance and by amending the Revenue Sharing Act in th e
area of public participation? "

The PPSSCC estimated net savings of $3 .2 million over
three years . This estimate is based on a 50 percent
reduction in Office of Revenue Sharing (ORS) Civil Right s
Division staff and on the elimination of their Public
Participation Branch .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended changes in ORS' responsibilitie s
and procedures for ensuring compliance with civil rights an d
public participation requirements . The Commission proposed
that ORS restructure its civil rights compliance operations ,
delegating much of this responsibility to state, local, an d
other federal organizations . Further, it recommende d
revising the revenue sharing act to allow recipients to mee t
public participation requirements through local budge t
hearings . The Act had required recipients to hold two
public hearings--the first on use of revenue sharing fund s
only ; the second, on use of these funds in relation to th e
entire budget .

GAO has recommended that ORS more actively pursue
cooperative agreements with appropriate state and othe r
federal civil rights agencies to expedite complaint
processing, avoid duplication of effort, and provide adde d
support to compliance efforts . Like the PPSSCC, GAO has
questioned the value of the requirement that recipien t
governments hold an initial public hearing solely on th e
possible uses of revenue sharing funds . The second require d
hearing gives citizens an opportunity for more meaningfu l
participation in budgetary decisions .

Although GAO agrees with recommendations for th e
development of arrangements with other government agencie s
to meet ORS civil rights responsibilities and legislativ e
revision of public participation requirements, it does no t
agree that these actions could permit the staffing change s
and subsequent reductions in ORS' operating expense s
suggested .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the Director of ORS ha s
the authority to restructure the Civil Rights Division . ORS
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is statutorily authorized to enter into cooperative agree-
ments with state and other federal agencies to investigat e
civil rights complaints . The agency currently has such
agreements with two federal and two state agencies and i s
working towards arrangements with other entities .

GAO also agrees with the PPSSCC that Congressiona l
action would be needed to revise the revenue sharing act' s
public participation requirements . The 1983 amendments t o
the Act eliminated the requirement for the initial hearing
on the possible uses of revenue sharing funds .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO believes that the PPSSCC's estimated savings ar e
not reasonable, given the practical and legal limits on the
extent to which ORS civil rights responsibilities could b e
delegated or public participation compliance assumed .
Although ORS is able to enter into cooperative agreement s
with state and other federal agencies, it does not have th e
authority to delegate the final decision as to whether a
recipient government has violated the Act . This decision ,
which leads to fund suspension, is to be made by the ORS .
Further, development of state agency agreements is limited
because some states do not have civil rights agencies,o r
those that exist lack necessary resources, expertise, or
authority under state statutes . Also, revising the hearing
requirement was not intended to diminish public
participation in decisions made on the use of revenu e
sharing funds . Reflecting GAO's position, Congress retaine d
the requirement for the second hearing, and ORS must stil l
ensure recipient compliance .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-81-9 The Revenue Sharing Act ' s 197 6
Amendments : Little Effect On Improvin g
Administration and Enforcement o f
Nondiscrimination Provisions (Dec . 10 ,
1980 )

GAO/GGD-80-41 Compliance With Requirements To Hol d
Hold Public Hearings On Use of Revenue
Sharing Funds (Mar . 25, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Bill Gadsby 275-2854
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JUST 4 : USEOF PARALEGALS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can greater use of paralegals in legal research ,
litigation support, and other legal activities no t
requiring the skill of a lawyer increase productivity and
cost-efficiency in the Department of Justice (DOJ)? "

The PPSSCC estimates that, by using paralega l
specialists to perform selected tasks currently performe d
by Justice attorneys, and by bringing the ratio of attor-
neys to paralegals in line with private sector law
practices, Justice can realize 3-year savings of $13 . 4
million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees that using more paralegals could reduce
costs by increasing efficiency and productivity . Justice
could also enhance its effectiveness if paralegals assumed
more of the nonlitigative functions handled by attorneys .
For example, GAO previously reported that, according to
Justice officials, litigation in support of the Voting
Rights Act had been limited because of, among other rea-
sons, priority demands on attorney resources for handlin g
nonlitigative functions, such as preclearance reviews and
election coverage activities . GAO recommended that Jus-
tice expand paralegals' responsibilities, where possible ,
to allow attorneys greater opportunity for litigation .

GAO's audit work indicates, however, that Justice
needs better measurement data before following through ,
department-wide, on the specific PPSSCC proposals to in -
crease the ratio of paralegals to attorneys, raise th e
personnel ceiling on paralegals, hire paralegals under
excepted service status, and establish an office to coor-
dinate efforts throughout Justice to increase paralegals '
use .

The PPSSCC's principal recommendation calls for Jus-
tice to increase the ratio of paralegals to attorneys t o
approximate the practices of private sector law firms an d
other government agencies . However, the PPSSCC's data o n
private sector practices was essentially limited to a law
journal article reporting on a public accounting firm' s
survey of average-size law firms . Such firms were no t
defined, and Justice officials maintain that a flat com-
parison is inappropriate . Further, while the overal l
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ratio of attorneys to paralegals was lower for the othe r
federal agencies cited in the PPSSCC study, 8 of the 1 1
agencies had a higher ratio than Justice .

The evaluation staff of Justice's management divis .on
has taken the position that work flow analysis is needed
before increasing the number of paralegals . The staff be-
lieves that without an analysis of work flow, any claim s
as to appropriate paralegal-to-attorney-staffing ratio s
are questionable . GAO's ongoing review of Justice's man-
agement practices indicates that the legal divisions an d
offices of U .S . attorneys generally lack sufficient work
measurement data and have no explicit criteria for uti-
lizing paralegals and for setting paralegal-to-attorney-
staffing ratios .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

An increase in personnel ceilings and change i n
hiring status would require approval by OMB and OPM ,
respectively . Justice, however, can change its ratio o f
attorneys to paralegals administratively as long as i t
does not exceed its overall personnel ceiling . GAO agree s
with the PPSSCC view that Justice, under its existing
authority, could establish a paralegal coordinatio n
office .

The Attorney General has stated that the Departmen t
of Justice is working to more effectively use paralegal s
and has requested direct hire authority from OPM . GAO
noted, however, that the Department's fiscal year 198 5
budget request provides, in effect, for an increase in the
ratio of attorneys to paralegals . According to Justice
officials, it is unknown when the work flow and measure-
ment efforts recommended by the management division wil l
be undertaken department-wide . This matter is being con-
sidered .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO's analysis indicates that the PPSSCC saving s
estimate of $13 .4 million over a 3-year period is optimis-
tic . The estimate is based, among other things, on reduc -
ing the number of attorneys for each employed paralegal
from eight to five in the legal divisions and offices o f
U .S . attorneys . As noted earlier, an adequate basis ha s
not been developed for asserting that a ratio of fiv e
attorneys to one paralegal is appropriate . Justice offi-
cials, however, agree that cost savings are possible
through replacing attorneys with paralegals . In an Apri l
1984 letter to OPM, the Attorney General estimated tha t
expanding the use of paralegals could save as much as $ 8
million over the next few years .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-78-19 Voting Rights Act--Enforcement Need s
Strengthening (Feb . 6, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Arnold Jones 275-838 9
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JOST 6 : AUTOMATED LEGAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the Department of Justice (DOJ) use automated
legal support systems to improve the availability of infor-
mation necessary to plan and manage litigation, to allocat e
more cost-effectively its resources, and to handle its ever -
increasing volume of cases?" The PPSSCC estimated tha t
improved operating efficiencies and litigation managemen t
techniques would result in a 3-year savings of $37 . 3
million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC findings on this issue . The
issue is a standard objective of many automation project s
and is certainly applicable to DOJ's litigation activities .
The DOJ initiated automated legal support system efforts i n
most of its litigating divisions and the U .S . Attorney's Of-
fice before the PPSSCC made its recommendations . Some o f
the original efforts, such as those of the U .S . Attorney's ,
date back to the early 1970s . However, as pointed out i n
the GAO report, Department.of Justice Case M_nagem__t Info_r-
:nation System Does Not	 Meet Departmental or Congressiona l
Information Needs (GAO/GGD-83-50, 3/25T83), the systems hav e
not been able to provide management with useful and/or re -
liable data .

GAO also agrees in principle with the PPSSCC recommen-
dations dealing with the implementation of coordinated sys-
tem development efforts in the automated legal support sys-
tems area, enhancement of automated data processing (ADP )
planning activities, improvement in management of ADP ser-
vices provided by the Justice Management Division, and th e
establishment of an advisory committee for automated lega l
support systems . GAO has no basis to judge the remainin g
PPSSCC recommendation on the establishment of procuremen t
procedures to expedite the acquisition of services .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that implementation of thi s
issue can be done under existing DOJ authority . The issue
and associated recommendations are feasible . The issue "to
improve information availability through automation" is a
basic goal of most automation efforts, and the recommenda-
tions can be implemented at the discretion of DOJ manage-
ment .

GAO is not able to comment on DOJ's overall actions t o
implement the PPSSCC recommendations . However, as part o f
its agency management review work, GAO noted that DOJ (1) i s
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beginning to implement, or has implemented, several auto -
mated support systems in its litigating divisions ; (2) se t
up a task group on Information Technology and Law Enforce-
ment to review the case management systems ; and (3) i s
scheduled to nave a depart .aentwide ADP planning process i n
place by FY 1987 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has not independently analyzed PPSSCC's saving s
estimate . However, in DOJ's response to questions from the
House Appropriations Committee on its FY 1985 budget, i t
revised the PPSSCC's 3-year $37 .3 million savings estimat e
downward to $18 .7 million .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-83-50 Department of Justice Case Managemen t
Information System Does Not Meet Depart -
mental or Congressional Informatio n
Needs (Mar . 25, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Watts 275-3455
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JUST 2 : ASSETSEIZUREAND FORFEITURE

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the Department of Justice provide more efficient
management and control of its seized asset inventory fro m
the point of seizure through disposition after forfeiture?

Cash accelerations from implementing the recommenda-
tions are estimated to be $8C .9 million in the first year ,
$95 .6 million in the second year, and $61 .7 million in the
third year for a three-year cumulative cash acceleratio n
of $244 .2 million . Interest savings are expected to be
$8 .7 million in the first year, $19 .1 million in the
second year, and $22 .0 million in the third year for a
cumulative three-year savings of $49 .8 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's proposal to more effec-
tively manage seized assets . The PPSSCC's finding s
resulted in five recommendations . The first four recom-
mendations address problems with the seizure and forfeit-
ure of property that GAO had analyzed in prior reports -
GAO's recommended solutions included using administrative
forfeiture more frequently to expedite disposal and manag -
ing storage and disposal better to prevent the deteriora-
tion of seized assets and the loss of revenue .

The PPSSCC's fifth recommendation concerns seizures
of cash, a subject that was also addressed in a prior GAO
report (GGD-76-105) . Seizing agencies hold cash a s
evidence until the case is closed, whether by coming to
trial or by being dismissed . Since the seized cash is no t
deposited in the U .S . Treasury, interest is lost . GAO ha s
maintained that a certified list of serial numbers an d
photocopies of money would constitute admissable evidence
in such cases, a procedure that would enable the seizin g
agencies to deposit seized cash in the U .S . Treasury .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The Department of Justice and Congress have taken
actions to implement certain portions of the PPSSCC recom -
mendations . Justice has issued a forfeiture guide to Dru g
Enforcement Administration agents which outlines th e
detailed process of seizing and forfeiting crimina l
assets, and Justice is studying the feasibility of estab-
lishing a single unit to handle seized assets . On October
12, 1984, the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 wa s
enacted establishing funding for better management o f
seized assets and increasing to $100,000 the value o f
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seized assets that can be administratively forfeited .
These moves should significantly expedite the forfeitur e
of many assets .

As to the fifth recommendation on cash seizures, both
the courts an,i the attorneys need to agree to GAO's pro-
posed procedure before it can be implemented since man y
attorneys prefer to display actual cash as evidence . No
firm Justice policy has been established requiring cas h
deposits upon seizure .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC's estimates for dollar savings from imple-
menting its proposal are accurate given the stated assump-
tions . GAO has not been able, however, to verify th e
total cash seizures for 1982, which are shown as $79 mil -
lion . If the average length of time cash seizures ar e
held before being forfeited or returned is 2 years, a s
stated, then the Treasury is losing 2 years worth o f
interest on this money .

The actual computation of a 3-year savings of $4) . 8
million may be high, depending upon the seizure amounts ,
forfeiture time, inflation, and interest rates . However ,
in GAO's opinion the underlying analysis is correct .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-83-94 Better Care and Disposal of Seized
Cars, Boats, and Planes Should Sav e
Money and Benefit Law Enforcemen t
(July 15, 1983 )

GAO/GGD-81-51

	

Asset Forfeiture--A Seldom Used Too l
in Combatting Drug Trafficking
(Apr . 10, 1981 )

GAO/GGD-76-105 Drugs, Firearms, Currency, and Other
Property Seized by Law Enforcemen t
Agencies : Too Much Held Too Long
(May 31, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Arnold Jones 275-838 9
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CHAPTER 5

NATURALRESOURCES AND COMMUNITY	 DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM S

The PPSSCC made numerous recommendations for reducing federal
expenditures in the natural resources and community development pro -
gram areas . These areas encompass such diverse federal operations a s
environmental protection, agriculture and food assistance, energ y
research and development, federal land and water management, housin g
and community development, and transportation systems and policies .
This chapter deals with 79 specific PPSSCC issues relating to these
areas, representing about $43 billion in PPSSCC savings estimates .

Of the 79 issues, GAO found overall merit in 63 although it ofte n
questions the feasibility of implementing the PPSSCC's specific recom-
mendation or has no basis for judgi ng the reasonableness of the PPSSC C
savings estimates . For the remaining 16 issues, GAO questions th e
merits of 14 and provides some information on two without taking a
position on their merits . GAO also found that 43 of the 79 issue s
would require some type of legislative action to implement fully .
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AG 1 : PROMOTE LOAN GRADUATION FOR EACH NEW FMHA LOAN BOOKE D

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The PPSSCC said that the loan obligations and relate d
costs of the Farmers Home Administration (FmHA), U .S .
Department of Agriculture (USDA), "should be reduced by im-
plementing a policy of matching each new loan refinance d
from the private sector with the 'graduation' of an existin g
FmHA loan" under the Farm Ownership, Farm Operating, Emer-
gency Disaster, and Single Family Housing Programs . Accord-
ing to the PPSSCC, $4 .6 billion in budgeted new lending fo r
the four programs in the first year could be offset by grad-
uation of existing FmHA loans . The PPSSCC said tha t

"By eliminating Government-financed subsidies o n
these graduated loans, interest expense would b e
reduced * * * and administrative costs * * *
could be avoided, for a savings of $767 .9 million
over three years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

FmHA has primary responsibility for administering loa n
and grant programs to rural Americans . Over the past 10 t
15 years, FmHA has shown exponential growth in the number o f
borrowers and loans outstanding . As of June 30, 1982, FmH A
had about $58 billion of outstanding loans (up from
$6 .5 billion in 1970) to 1 .5 million borrowers . Abou t
1 .2 million loans were outstanding in the Farm Ownership ,
Farm Operating, Emergency Disaster, and Single Family Hous-
ing Programs .

Under several FmHA programs, loans are to be made to
eligible borrowers who are unable to obtain suitable credi t
elsewhere, so that they may continue their operations an d
return (graduate) to private sources of credit as soon a s
possible . Graduation covenants for this purpose are con-
tained in the security agreements and promissory notes FmH A
uses for these borrowers .

The PPSSCC proposed that FmHA declare an agencywid e
policy of matching each new loan booked with the graduatio n
of an existing FmHA loan to a private sector lender .
According to the PPSSCC, this was to be on a loan-for-loa n
basis, regardless of dollar amount, and should apply to th e
Farm Ownership, Farm Operating, Emergency Disaster, an d
Single Family Housing Programs . Other recommendations on
the issue were directed toward providing FmHA field person-
nel with maximum incentive to implement this policy .

FmHA responded that as a lender of last resort, FmH A
would be greatly handicapped by such a policy in servin g
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eligible applicants according to the intent of the Con-
gress . FmHA believes that it would be highly inequitable to
deny an FmHA loan to a fully eligible applicant unless a n
existing borrower could be found who would qualify for an d
accept a private sector loan . Furthermore, FmHA question s
whether private sector lenders will be willing to share th e
government's financial burden of providing credit for rura l
FmHA borrowers .

GAO supports the concept of loan graduation . In 1966 ,
GAO reported (GAO/B-114873, 5/26/66) that the effectiv e
implementation of FmHA's graduation instructions would free
substantial amounts of federal funds invested in loans t o
certain borrowers for use in FmHA's current loan operation s
or for paying to the U .S . Treasury to reduce FmHA's prio r
borrowing . However, GAO has not analyzed the potentia l
impact of the specific PPSSCC recommendation for a one-to -
one loan graduation .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC indicates that the Administrator of FmHA ha s
the authority to implement these recommendations . FmHA has
stated that implementation of this proposal is not consis-
tent with current agency program intent . However, the U .S .
Department of Agriculture ' s implementation status report
dated October 3, 1984, said that the PPSSCC proposal wa s
being reviewed for further consideration .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has not done any recent audit work regardin g
FmHA's loan graduation experience and therefore canno t
assess the validity of the PPSSCC's savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/B-114873 Review of Efforts to Have Borrower s
Refinance Their Government Loans Whe n
Private or Cooperative Credit Become s
Available (May 26, 1966 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG 15 : REDUCE COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION AND WAREHOUSING COSTS

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

According to the '1PSSCC ,

"The Department of Agriculture (USDA) shoul d
(1) negotiate long-term warehouse storage rate s
and (2) * * * [allow] vendor bids on Agricultura l
Marketing Service (AMS) commodity purchases * * *
on a Freight on Board (FOB) origin and/or FO B
destination [basis] . The Department will sav e
* * * $36 .1 million over three years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Conventional USDA contracts for storage of dairy prod-
ucts are negotiated on a per-unit actual use basis . Tha t
is, USDA is not required to maintain a minimum inventory no r
occupy a minimum amount of space . According to the PPSSCC ,
lower storage rates could be negotiated by USDA if the prod-
ucts were stored under long-term arrangements . The reason
for this is that warehouses should be willing to negotiate
lower per-unit storage rates if USDA would guarantee them a
minimum usage level for a specified time . Accordingly, th e
PPSSCC recommended that 2- to 5-year dairy storage contract s
he negotiated at a level commensurate with official USDA
estimates of purchases . GAO has not reviewed the merits o f
this PPSSCC recommendation . According to USDA, it imple-
mented this recommendation in June 1982 . Further, USDA said
that it had about 100 million pounds of cheese unde r
extended storage contract as of July 1984 and that it woul d
consider using extended storage .3ntracts for securing addi-
tional space .

The PPSSCC also recommended that AMS allow bids on a n
FOB origin and/or FOB destination basis . In a July 198 1
report on USDA's commodity donation program (GAO/CED-81-83 ,
7/9/81), GAO recommended that USDA monitor the FOB -
destination procurement of fruits and vegetables for th e
needy family program and, where cost justified, expand suc h
procurements to other commodity donation programs . In fol-
lowing up on this matter, GAO found that USDA had expanded
its use of FOB-destination procurements since July 1981 ;
however, GAO has not done any recent audit work to determin e
whether such procurements could he expanded further . In it s
implementation status report dated October 3, 1984, USDA
said that the PPSSCC recommendation was modified and imple-
mented in July 1984 . USDA said that the proposal would be
adopted for all its red meat purchases .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As discussed above, USDA has taken some actions on eac h
of the two PPSSCC recommendations . GAO has no basis, how -
ever, on which to judge whether it is feasible to expand th e
actions taken by USDA to other commodities .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

In its October 3, 1984, implementation status report ,
USDA said that because current long- and short-term storag e
rate differences are minimal, there are no substantive sav-
ings from entering into the long-term storage contracts fo r
dairy products . It said t"at savings will be realized i f
stocks continue to accumulate and storage space become s
tighter . For both recommendations under this issue, USDA
estimated a 3-year savings of $1 .4 million, compared wit h
the PPSSCC's estimate of $36 .1 million . Because GAO has not
done any recent audit work on either long-term warehous e
storage rates or freight costs on commodity purchases, i t
cannot assess the reasonableness of the PPSSCC's or USDA' s
savings estimates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/CED-81-83 More Can Be Done to Improve th e
Department of Agriculture's Commodit y
Donation Program (July 9, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG 16 : POULTRY SLAUGHTER INSPECTIO N

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC ,

"Federal appropriEtions for postmortem poultr y
inspection can be reduced while maintaining o r
increasing the effectiveness of such inspectio n
* * * and the savings would be $307 .8 millio n
over three years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The law requires the U .S . Department of Agriculture
(USDA) to inspect the slaughter of poultry and the process-
ing of poultry products shipped interstate or to foreig n
markets to ensure that consumers are receiving wholesome ,
unadulterated, and properly marked, labeled, and package d
products . The PPSSCC recommended that (1) postmorte m
poultry inspection be performed by plant personnel in plant s
meeting USDA criteria on quality, technology, cleanliness ,
and management commitment, (2) where plants are determine d
to be incapable of assuming inspection responsibility, USD A
perform the inspection and assess user charges to recove r
its costs, and (3) significant penalties be imposed shoul d
USDA find inadequate inspection by plant employees .

The purpose of inspection is to protect consumers fro m
infectious disease and toxins which may be transmitted to
humans through the handling or consumption of meat or poul-
try . While GAO has recommended that the Congress requir e
meat and poultry processing plants to develop and implemen t
quality control systems of their own (GAO/CED-78-11 ,
12/9/77), GAO has not expressed a similar position on havin g
slaughtering plants assume more responsibility . Slaughte r
inspection is done to ptotect the health of the consuming
public and this has generally been considered the federa l
government's responsibility .

On user charges, GAO believes that charging fees t o
offset the cost of goods, services, and privileges that th e
federal government provides to identifiable recipients i s
appropriate . However, GAO continues to hold the position i t
took in an April 1981 report (GAO/CED-81-49, 4/16/81) tha t
mandatory meat and poultry inspection services clearl y
provide a broad public benefit and that it is appropriate t o
fund the associated federal inspection costs (except fo r
overtime and holiday work) with appropriated funds .
Therefore, GAO believes the recommendation is no t
appropriate .

On penalties, GAO believes it would be logical t o
impose penalties on a plant if plant employees were no t
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doing adequate inspections . However, because GAO does not
support having slaughtering plants assume more inspectio n
responsibility, the question of penalties in such circum-
stances would be moot .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Legislation and new regulations would be needed to
implement these PPSSCC recommendations . Although USDA has
stated that implementation of this broad sweeping proposa l
is legislatively infeasible, its implementation statu s
report dated October 3, 1984, said that the recommendation s
were being reviewed for further consideration .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has not done any recent audit work that woul d
provide a basis for assessing the reasonableness of th e
PPSSCC's savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-81-49 Department of Agriculture Should Hav e
More Authority to Assess User Charge s
(Apr . 16, 1981 )

GAO/CED-78-11 A Better Way for the Department o f
Agriculture to Inspect Meat and Poultr y
Processing Plants (Dec . 9, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG 17 : INTENSITY OF MEAT/POULTRY INSPECTION

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The PPSSCC said tha t

"By giving the Secretary of Agriculture discre-
tion * * * [to determine] the intensity of in-
spection of meat [and poultry and egg products ]
processing operations, a saving of * * *
$27 .7 million [could be realized over] * * *
three years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Federal law requires the U .S . Department of Agriculture
(USDA) to inspect slaughter and processing of livestock an d
poultry products that are shipped interstate or to foreig n

markets . The purpose of the inspection is to ensure tha t
consumers are receiving wholesome, unadulterated, an d
properly marked, labeled, and packaged products . USDA also
is required to inspect egg product processing plants . The
PPSSCC's analysis focused principally on meat and poultry
processing inspection because USDA employed substantiall y
more resources on them than on egg products . USDA ha s
determined that the Federal Meat Inspection Act and th e
Poultry Products Inspection Act require continuous USD A
inspection in most processing plants for all meat and
poultry products prepared for commerce . The PPSSCC believe s
that less-than-continuous USDA inspection at processing
plants can be a more effective and efficient method o f
ensuring the safety and wholesomeness of processed products .

GAO believes that overall this issue has merit . Also ,
GAO agrees with the specific PPSSCC recommendation that USD A
inspection resources could be used more efficiently and
effectively if the inspection frequency of processing plant s
were tailored to the inspection needs of individual plants .
GAO has recommended action to allow periodic unannounce d
inspections of meat and poultry processing plants and
endorsed efforts to have processing plants develop an d
implement quality control systems . (See GAO/CED-78-11 ,
12/9/77 . )

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

USDA's implementation status report dated October 3 ,
1984, stated that USDA had developed legislation to be
pursued . The Congress has not passed earlier legislativ e
proposals to amend the inspection acts to authorize USDA t o
determine the degree of inspection primarily because o f
concerns about the effect on public food safety .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

In its October 3, 1984, implementation status report ,
USDA estimated 3-year savings of $20 .4 million, or
$7 .3 million less than the PPSSCC estimate . GAO has no t
done any recent audit work that would provide a basis fo r
assessing the reasonableness of either the PPSSCC's o r
USDA's savings estimates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-81-49 Department of Agriculture Should Hav e
More Authority to Assess User Change s
(Apr . 16, 1981 )

GAO/CED-78-11 A Better Way for the Department o f
Agriculture to Inspect Meat and Poultr y
Processing Plants (Dec . 9, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG 19 : PRIOR APPROVAL OF	 LABELS

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC ,

"Federal appropriations for the regulation of th e
marketing and labeling of meat and poultr y
products can be reduced, while maintaining o r
increasing the effectiveness of such regulations ,
by replacing premarket approval with preus e
filing of labels . Budget savings * * * could be
* * * $4 million * * * [over] three years . More
substantial savings would accrue to the industry
and consumers . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Federal law requires the U .S . Department of Agriculture
(USDA) to review and approve labels before they can be used
on meat and poultry products shipped in interstate com-
merce . GAO agrees that the label approval process could b e
made more efficient and still adequately accomplish it s
objective--assurance that products are not misbranded o r
labeled misleadingly . GAO pointed out the need to purge the
premarket approval system of duplicate reporting and re d
tape in a 1980 report (GAO/GGD-80-14, 3/10/80) . In Jun e
1983 USDA streamlined the process by granting its super-
visory plant inspectors authority to handle routine labe l
approvals . Although preuse approval is still required ,
immediate inspector approval can now be obtained on the spo t
in most cases .

GAO agrees that the PPSSCC's recommended procedure s
(authority to use the label immediately and automati c
approval unless disapproved by a certain time) would b e
similar to the process that the Food and Drug Administratio n
uses to ensure proper branding and labeling of most othe r
food products . The PPSSCC's argument that plant inspector s
could immediately review and spot any serious problems wit h
new or revised labels seems reasonable ; thus, GAO agree s
that the PPSSCC's recommended procedures likely would no t
result in any perceptible decline in public protection .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that the recommended changes could be imple-
mented administratively . As of September 28, 1984, USDA ,
with the concurrence of the White House Office of Cabine t
Affairs, had put this recommendation on hold because ,
according to a USDA official, the agency's revised premarke t
system is already providing timely label approval (1 to 3
days in most cases) .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Tre PPSSCC's estimated savings assume abolishing th e
Food Safety and Inspection Service's (FSIS') Standards an d
Labeling Division in Washington and having its responsibili-
ties assigned to PSIS' plant inspectors and field offices .
GAO questions the feasibility of field offices absorbin g
this workload with present staff . Also, besides reviewin g
and approving labels, the current division develops forma l
product standards which specify the content and ingredient s
for processed meat and poultry products--a function tha t
applies nationally and which logically should be performe d
by a single organizational unit rather than by a number o f
individual units . GAO also anticipates that a small centra-
lized staff may be needed to handle particularly difficul t
label approval cases and to ensure uniform label approval s
among FSIS field offices . Accordingly, GAO believes that
the PPSSCC's estimated savings are overstated .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/GGD-80-14 Department of Agriculture : Action s
Needed to Enhance Paperwork Managemen t
and Reduce Burden (Mar . 10, 1980 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG21 : REDUCE PRICE SUPPORTS FOR DOMESTIC COMMODITY PROGRAMS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

According to the PPSSCC ,

"Farm price support programs should be restruc-
tured to reduce anticipated outlays and mor e
effectively meet program objectives . Some * * *
[$13 billion] in anticipated outlays can he save d
* * * over three years * * * by eliminating tar -
get prices, reducing support levels on majo r
crops, and capping Farmer-Owned Reserve * * *
quantities at reasonable levels . These and othe r
actions * * * would effectively redirect the Gov-
ernment's role in the farm economy from one o f
maintaining farm incomes to one of providing a
safety net for producers in the event of substan-
tial, sharp, short-term market declines . Current
proposals are stopgap measures . Long-term solu-
tions are needed to keep U .S . agriculture the
world leader . This issue's savings are not
included in the [PPSSCC] Task Force totals, since
much debate will take place before changes ar e
made . Further, the in-depth analysis needed t o
fully support specific legislative changes coul d
not be completed [by the PPSSCC] in the brie f
time available . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

The PPSSCC recommended that the entire issue o f
restructuring farm programs to provide farmers with a safet y
net should be further studied by both the administration an d
the Congress to determine whether the potential savings an d
related impact on the overall economy justify changes i n
these programs . According to the PPSSCC, current farm
legislation is intended to maintain farmers' income at a
modestly comfortable level, well above subsistence . Th e
PPSSCC also said that U .S . efforts to support crop price s
may have provided a price umbrella that has encourage d
foreign competitors to increase their crop output an d
capture a greater share of world agricultural trade . The
PPSSCC, therefore, believed that an opportunity existed t o
reduce federal farm subsidies while maintaining adequat e
food supplies at reasonable prices and providing a " safety
net" to protect farmers against disastrously low prices i n
the event of substantial, sharp, short-term market declines .

GAO believes that, conceptually, this issue and th e
associated recommendation have merit in that they call for a
study of potential changes in a number of aspects of curren t
U .S . Department of Agriculture (USDA) farm programs such a s
eliminating target prices, reducing price-support levels ,
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and capping quantities of commodities put under loan in th e
Farmer-Owned Reserve . All of these measures would have th e
effect of significantly reducing federal outlays . These
programs have been among the fastest growing areas of USDA' s
budget . However, because the changes suggested by the
PPSSCC are very complex and will have a major impact on th e
agricultural economy, a great deal of debate will have to
take place before changes are made . Accordingly, a study by
the administration and the Congress seems warranted .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Fundamental changes in domestic farm program legisla-
tion will have to be made before t!e type of actions sug-
gested by the PPSSCC could occur . The legal framework i n
which today's farm programs operate has been in place fo r
decades and changes to it will be difficult and time consum-
ing . According to USDA, it has been examining alternativ e
methods of achieving the overall objectives outlined by th e
PPSSCC and attempting to identify an approach that will b e
legislatively feasible . In its October 3, 1984, implementa-
tion status report, USDA said that this recommendation woul d
be considered in the context of the fiscal year 1985 far m
bill .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OP SAVINGS ESTIMATE

While implementing the changes suggested by the PPSSC C
would result in a substantial reduction in budget outlays ,
the $13 billion estimate used in the PPSSCC report (but no t
included in its summary of savings) is speculative . Achiev-
ing savings depends on a number of uncontrollable, inter -
woven variables that cannot be predicted at this poin t
(e .g ., crop yield estimates, domestic and worldwide demand ,
weather, etc .) .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-84-137 Department of Agriculture's Acquisi -
tion and Distribution of Commoditie s
for Its 1983 Payment-in-Kind Program
(Sept . 25, 1984 )

GAO/CED-82-86

	

Congressional Decision Needed o n
Necessity of Federal Wool Program
(Aug . 2, 1982 )

GAO/CED-81-70

	

Farmer-Owned Grain Reserve Program
Needs Modification to Improve Effec-
tiveness (June 26, 1981 )
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VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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ASSET 5 : INVENTORY REDUCTION

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The PPSSCC stated the issue as follows :

"Should the Government reduce its inventory o f
commodities held by the Commodity Credit Corpo-
ration (CCC) to increase its cash flow? "

According to the PPSSCC, 3-year cumulative cash accel -
erations of $1 .382 billion plus $661 .4 million of cost sav -
ings have been identified for a total budget impact o f
$2 .0434 billion .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

CCC, a wholly owned government corporation within th e
U .S . Department of Agriculture (USDA), was created in 193 3
to stabilize and protect farm prices and assist in the main -
tenance of adequate supplies and the orderly distribution o f
agricultural commodities . In performing these functions, i t
acquires commodities under price-support programs . The
value of rice, wheat, honey, and dairy products owned by CC C
as of August 31, 1984, totaled about $6 billion .

The PPSSCC recommended two ways of reducing surplu s
agricultural commodities owned by CCC . The first is aimed
at eliminating interagency conflict in the administration o f
the Public Law 480 food aid program, with the objective o f
expediting disposals and thereby reducing surplus inven-
tories by 30 percent . The second is that a designated per-
centage of food stamps be marked for the specific purchas e
of dairy products of the type purchased by CCC . The
percentage so marked would be adjusted periodically t o
reflect market conditions as they relate to dairy suppor t
prices .

Several GAO reports have highlighted the need to mak e
the Public Law 480 interagency decisionmaking process mor e
efficient so that decisions could be expedited . The thrus t
of these concerns has related to the humanitarian an d
developmental aspects relating to developing countries . A
1979 report (GAO/ID-79-25, 10/15/79) recommended that th e
development agency (International Development Cooperatio n
Agency) be given responsibility and authority for the gran t
portion of the Public Law 480 program, including the appro-
priation, determining commodity selection and procurement i n
consultation with USDA, and reporting on program results t o
the Congress . A 1980 report (GAO/ID-80-13, 2/1/80) recom-
mended that the development agency be given final responsi-
bility--not subject to veto by other agencies but in consul -
tation with the other agencies--to carry out the multiyea r
developmental aspects of the program .
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Regarding the PPSSCC proposal to designate a percentag e
of food stamps for dairy product purchase, GAO believes tha t
although the PPSSCC proposal may generate savings for th e
federal government, a number of issues need to be examine d
before adopting such an approach . These include dietary
requirements and existing programs designed to reduce CC C
dairy inventories . Also, as discussed in section III, th e
proposal would require considerable administrative effort to
implement . From a nutritional perspective, dairy product s
contain relatively high levels of saturated fats and salt s
and hence the designated use of dairy products under th e
food stamp program might not be compatible with some indi-
viduals' dietary requirements . Many food stamp recipients ,
particularly the elderly, may be on low-cholesterol and/o r
low-salt diets . As a result, such individuals may not b e
able to use the des i g nated dairy coupons to purchase butter ,
cheese, and nonfat dry milk .

The Congress has already taken steps to help reduce th e
government's dairy surplus inventory . The Dairy Production
Stabilization Act of 1983 (Title I of Public Law 98-180 )
enacted November 29, 1983, among other things, authorized a
15-month milk diversion program under which farmers will b e
paid $10 per hundredweight of milk marketing reductions .
The act also reduced the price-support level by 50 cents an d
requires all producers to be assessed 50 cents per hundred -
weight of milk marketings to help finance the program .
These actions have curtailed production and, coupled with
increased consumption, are reducing the government-owne d
inventory of dairy products . Further, the administration
has targeted the dairy price-support program for major cut s
which, if approved by the Congress, would further reduc e
production and government-owned inventories .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Efforts to streamline the Public Law 480 decisionmakin g
process are constrained by budget implications for th e
respective agencies, commodity availability and composition ,
foreign indebtedness to the United States, and foreig n
policy considerations . Also, substantial increases i n
commodities to developing countries would requir e
consideration of the potential disincentive effect on loca l
developing country production and the efforts of suc h
countries to alleviate their basic food problems .
Legislative requirements relating to U .S . commercial export s
and normal patterns of trade with other countries also woul d
be a consideration .

To implement the PPSSCC recommendation on designatin g
food stamps for dairy products, the Congress would have t o
modify food stamp legislation which currently allows foo d
stamp recipients to purchase any combination of eligible
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food items . As discussed previously, however, GAO has con-
cerns, because of the dietary issue and recent congressiona l
initiatives, about the feasibility of such an approach fo r
reducing the federal inventory of dairy products . In addi-
tion, GAO believes that considerable administrative effor t
would be required by USDA, the states, and retail grocer y
stores authorized to accept food coupons as payment .

The answer to how long it would take or how much i t
would cost to put this practice into effect depends greatl y
on the sophistication of the systems ultimately adopted ,
GAO believes that there would be some increased administra-
tive costs because USDA would need to obtain coupons desig-
nated for the purchase of specific dairy items ; the state s
would have to make sure that each household received th e
proper mix of these specific-use and general food coupons ;
and grocery stores would have to enforce these program regu-
lations by not accepting dairy coupons for nondairy product s
just as they are prohibited from accepting food coupons fo r
items such as tobacco, alcohol, cleaning, and paper prod-
ucts . GAO believes that general and specific-use categories
would create more accounting requirements and additiona l
enforcement needs . As of September 28, 7984, USDA had thi s
recommendation on hold because, in its judgment, it is no t
feasible .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO believes that the PPSSCC proposal to designate a
percentage of food stamps for purchasing dairy product s
would result in savings, but it has no basis for determin-
ing the amount . On the Public Law 480 recommendation, GA O
has not done any recent audit work that would enable it t o
assess the reasonableness of the PPSSCC's savings estimate .
The Congressional Budget. Office stated in the joint CBO/GAO
February 1984 study that it estimates that implementation o f
the food stamp proposal would result in savings of $49 5
million over the 1985-89 period, while the Public Law 48 0
recommendation would result in no additional savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/RCED-84-24 Conditions That Limit Using Barter an d
Exchange to Acquire National Defense
Stockpile Materials (Oct . 19, 1983 )

GAO/ID-81-32

	

Food for Development Program
Constrained by Unresolved Managemen t
and Policy Questions (June 23, 1981 )

GAO/ID-80-13

	

Coordinating U .S . Developmen t
Assistance : Problems Facing th e
International Development Cooperation
Agency (Feb . 1, 1980 )
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GAO/ID-79-25

	

Changes Needed in the Administration o f
the Overseas Food Donation Program
(Oct . 15, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG 22 :	 ELIMINATE DONATIONS MADE TO OTHER AGENCIE S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC r

"Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) donations t o
other Government agencies should be limited o r
eliminated . By eliminating discretionary dona-
tions and requiring other agencies to use appro-
priated funds to purchase commodities from CCC ,
greater accountability will be established and a n
estimated * * * $1,204 .8 million [will be saved ]
over three years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

CCC, a wholly owned government corporation within th e
U .S . Department of Agriculture (USDA), was created in 193 3
to stabilize and protect farm prices and assist in the main-
tenance of adequate supplies and the orderly distribution o f
agricultural commodities . In carrying out these functions ,
CCC acquires commodities under price-support programs . CCC
receives an annual appropriation for reimbursement of its
net realized losses which, among other things, includes the
cost of acquired commodities that it donates for use by
other agencies such as the Food and Nutrition Service an d
the Veterans Administration . In fiscal year 1984, CCC
domestic donations totaled an estimated $ ; .5 billion, of
which about $1 .4 billion was for dairy products (cheese ,
butter, and nonfat dry milk) .

GAO has advocated to the Congress, as a general policy ,
the need for accounting for costs by program and for th e
Congress to maintain strict budgetary control over fund s
spent by government agencies . Consistent with this posi-
tion, GAO believes that the PPSSCC proposal that agencies b e
required to reimburse CCC for any surplus commoditie s
received would improve accountability . At present, the
costs of recipient agency programs are understated becaus e
the CCC products are provided free to those programs . Also ,
as pointed out by the PPSSCC, the Congress appropriate s
funds to cover CCC losses after they occur . This is an
exception to the regular federal budgetary process .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As stated by the PPSSCC, the Secretary of Agriculture ,
under existing executive authority, could require that CC C
be reimbursed by agencies for the value of products trans-
ferred . However, GAO believes that because the implementa-
tion of this requirement would be a significant change fro m
what is currently done, the Secretary should seek the advic e
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and counsel of appropriate congressional committees befor e
taking any action on the recommendation .

According to USDA officials, USDA and the Office o f
Management and Budget plan no action on the PPSSCC proposa l
because, in their opinion, it is "legislatively infeasible . "

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC said that CCC would realize savings in th e
amount of the cost of future donations . It recognized, how -
ever, that these expenses would be incurred by other govern-
ment agencies to the extent that these amounts are directl y
appropriated and that the savings would be partially offse t
in increased CCC storage costs . The PPSSCC savings estimate
is based on the assumption that, when the true cost o f
donations is known, the Congress will reduce donations by
about 50 percent . Although GAO has no opinion on th e
PPSSCC's estimated savings amount, it believes that imple-
mentation of the proposal would result in savings only if i t
spurred action to reduce government purchases of surplu s
products .

In commenting on the PPSSCC proposal, the Congressiona l
Budget Office (CBO) stated in the joint CBO/GAO February
1984 study that although the proposal might enhance th e
agencies' accountability to the Congress, it offers n o
potential for budgetary savings . CBO stated that reimburse-
ment to CCC would merely be an intragovernmental transfer ,
not a reduction in total budget outlays, and that federa l
expenditures for CCC purchases would still occur .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG 35 : USDA COUNTY OFFICE STRUCTURE

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC ,

"The structure of the Department of Agricultur e
(USDA) county offices can be improved to reduc e
cost and improve effectiveness by collocating and
consolidating the Agricultural Stabilization an d
Conservation Service (ASCS), the Soil Conserva-
tion Service (SCS), and [the] Farmers Home Admin-
istration (FmHA) local offices . Responsibility
for local conservation efforts, currently share d
between state/local personnel and Federal person-
nel, should, except for Federal District Conser-
vationists, be assumed by state/local resources .
An estimated * * * $193 .8 million [could b e
saved] over three years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC reported that, as of May 1982, USDA agencie s
had offices in 3,017 of the nearly 3,100 counties in th e
United States and Puerto Rico . In 2,965 of these counties ,
two or more USDA agencies had offices . The three agencie s
discussed under this issue--ASCS, SCS, and FmHA--had 2,838 ,
2,972, and 1,965 county offices, respectively . The PPSSCC' s
working appendix showed that as of that same date, ASCS ,
SCS, and/or FmHA field offices were fully colocated (tha t
is, located together in the same building) in 1,914 of th e
2,965 counties in which two or more USDA agencies had
offices . Also, USDA field offices were partially colocated
in 673 counties, leaving 378 multi-agency-office countie s
without colocated offices .

The PPSSCC recommended that USDA more aggressivel y
pursue colocating ASCS, SCS, and FmHA county offices an d
that USDA be allowed a special exemption from Executiv e
Order 12072, which provides that first consideration i n
locating federal office space be given to central busines s
districts in urban centers . These recommendations cor-
respond to recommendations in an April 1979 GAO repor t
(GAO/CED-79-74, 4/25/79) .

In that report, GAO said that substantial potentia l
existed for additional colocation of USDA field offices, an d
it recommended several actions for increasing colocatio n
efforts and for solving conflicts between USDA and the Gen-
eral Services Administration over the location of fiel d
offices (e .g ., the outskirts of towns and cities versus th e
central business districts of urban centers) and over th e
length of leases (i .e ., long-term versus 1-year leases) .
However, since its 1979 report, GAO has not reviewed th e
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extent -f colocation or the operation of Executive Orde r
12072 relative to USDA field offices . Also, GAO has no t
reviewed the other matters on which the PPSSCC offers recom-
mendations under this issue--consolidating ASCS offices t o
eliminate small offices (those whose normal annual workloa d
equates to three or fewer full-time equivalent personnel )
and phasing out all SCS conservation technical assistanc e
below the level of district conservationist .

III, GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

According to the PPSSCC, USDA has authority to colocat e
ASCS, SCS, and FmHA county offices and consolidate ASC S
offices; the President has authority to allow USDA a specia l
exemption from Executive Order 12072 ; and congressiona l
authority would be needed to phase out SCS conservatio n
technical assistance below the level of district conserva-
tionist . GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's assessment on the
first two matters . On the third matter, GAO believes tha t
while legislative action may not be necessary to phase ou t
SCS conservation technical assistance below the level o f
district conservationist, congressional approval may b e
appropriate because of ongoing congressional interest .

USDA's implementation status report dated October 3 ,
1984, as supplemented by GAO's discussions with USDA offi-
cials, indicates that USDA plans to deal with the colocatio n
and consolidation issues but that USDA strongly disagree s
with phasing out conservation technical assistance below th e
district conservationist level . According to USDA, th e
recommended change in conservation technical assistanc e
would severely weaken the national effort of conserving soi l
and water resources and would be so drastic that it woul d
compromise the National Program for Soil and Water Conserva-
tion that the President sent to the Congress in Decembe r
1982 . USDA also said that similar proposals had been mad e
during the process leading to adoption of the President' s
National Conservation Program and that, on the basis o f
studies and public comments at that time, it had rejecte d
the idea as impractical . USDA said it still considers th e
proposal impractical and harmful to the nation's conserva-
tion effort .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Because GAO has not done any recent audit work on th e
matters covered in this issue, it cannot assess the reason-
ableness of the PPSSCC's savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/CED-79-74 Colocating Agriculture Fiel d
Offices--More Can Be Done (Apr . 25 ,
1979)
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VI . GAO CONTAC T

Brian Crowley 275 — 513 8
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AG 51 : CREATE NATIONAL BOARD OF AGRICULTURE

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC ,

"National objectives and missions for agricultura l
research should be established by organizing a
National Board of Agriculture . Re-alignment o f
the present regions [from the four regions int o
which state agricultural experiment stations ar e
divided to nine regions based on differences i n
agricultural environmental conditions] is als o
suggested . * * * savings would be * * *
$251 .5 million over three years . "

II, GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECONNENDATIONS

In 1977 the Congress assigned the U .S . Department of
Agriculture (USDA) lead agency responsibility for agricul-
tural research, and in 1981 it mandated that USDA perform a
food and agricultural needs assessment as a first step i n
such planning . USDA has assigned this task to the Joint
Council on Food and Agricultural Sciences . The Joint Coun-
cil was established by the National Agricultural Research ,
Extension, and Teaching Policy Act of 1977 to, among othe r
things, coordinate and assist the Secretary of Agricultur e
in carrying out his lead agency responsibilities . According
to the PPSSCC, the research activities of the private secto r
and federal departments other than USDA are not represente d
in a significant way on the Joint Council .

GAO agrees with the need to establish national objec-
tives and missions for agricultural research as well as the
need to undertake long-term planning for such research . I n
two reports (GAO/CED-81-141, 7/24/81, and GAO/CED-77-121 ,
8/23/77), GAO discussed the need to improve goal setting ,
planning, and mission definition in the agricultura l
research area . However, GAO has not looked into the need
for organizing a National Board of Agriculture or for estab-
lishing nine geographic regions based on differences i n
agricultural environmental conditions .

On the matter of realignment, the PPSSCC pointed ou t
that private sector agribusinesses consider the nation i n
terms of seven to nine regions based on agricultural (soil ,
crops, livestock, weeds, etc .) differences and it recom-
mended that nine geographic regions be established based o n
agricultural environmental conditions to replace the fou r
agricultural experiment station regions . GAO has no t
analyzed this proposal .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

According to the PPSSCC, the recommendations could b e
implemented by USDA under its existing authority . USDA' s
implementation status report dated October 3, 1984, stated
that the recommendations were being reviewed for furthe r
consideration .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC estimated 3-year savings of $248 .2 million
for creating a National Board of Agriculture . It said tha t
with the setting of national goals and priorities, les s
appropriate programs could be canceled or funds shifted an d
greater efficiencies attained within the federal sector o f
agricultural research and between the public and privat e
sectors' research . The PPSSCC also estimated a 3-yea r
savings of $3 .3 million for realigning nations.). agricultura l
research programs due to an anticipated reduction in USDA' s
Washington-based staff because management control would b e
at the activity level rather than at the grantor (Washing -
ton) level . GAO has not done any recent audit work that
would provide a basis for assessing the reasonableness o f
the approach and assumptions that the PPSSCC used in comput-
ing its estimated savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-81-141 Long-Range Planning Can Improve th e
Efficiency of Agricultural Research an d
Development (July 24, 1981 )

GAO/CED-77-121 Management of Agricultural Research :
Need and Opportunities for Improvemen t
(Aug . 23, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG 52 : REORGANIZE THE AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH :9RVICE

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The PPSSCC said that "The Agricultural Research Servic e
(ARS) should be reorganized to strengthen management effec-
tiveness ." According to the PPSSCC, this would save
"$84 .0 million over three years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

ARS, the principal intramural research agency of th e
U .S . Department of Agriculture (USDA), carries out basic an d
applied research projects under 69 broad national researc h
programs at about 150 locations . At the time of th e
PPSSCC's review, ARS had, in addition to a headquarter s
office, 13 area directors and 12 directors of major researc h
centers, all located in field offices . The PPSSCC foun d
that ARS' existing organizational structure was inefficien t
and probably inhibited research activities . According to
the PPSSCC, two paramount deficiencies were the lack of con-
gruence between field research programs and nationa l
research goals and excessive administrative superstruc-
tures . The PPSSCC recommended 12 specific reorganizatio n
actions, including elimination or retention of certai n
offices and staffs and establishment, expansion, or centra-
lization of others . The PPSSCC recognized that its recom-
mendations would have a profound effect on the existin g
structure .

In a January 1983 report (GAO/RCED-83-20, 1/14/83), GAO
recommended that USDA develop and submit to the Congress fo r
review and comment a plan to consolidate agricultural re -
search activities at fewer locations, thereby allowin g
greater scientist interaction and more efficient use o f
resources . GAO also commented in that report on th e
potential to reduce the number of regional and area office s
if there were fewer research locations . However, GAO' s
audit work did not include a review of the 12 individua l
reorganization actions that the PPSSCC recommended .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC indicated that its recommended changes coul d
be implemented by ARS but would have to be approved by th e
Secretary . GAO believes that although new legislation i s
not needed to implement the recommendations, some of th e
recommendations involving the elimination and establishmen t
of positions and offices will have congressional interest .
According to USDA's implementation status report and othe r
documentation, actions have been taken to, among othe r
things, eliminate one layer of administrative management i n
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the field ; reorganize and reduce the headquarters adminis-
trative management function ; reorganize the informatio n
staff ; and reorganize regional, area, and center progra m
management units and the national program staff .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC's 3-year savings estimate of $84 million i s
based on the elimination of administrative, regional, an d
area office positions over a 3-year period . Because GAO has
not analyzed the 12 individual reorganization actions tha t
the PPSSCC recommends, it does not have a basis for assess-
ing the reasonableness of the approach and assumptions tha t
the PPSSCC used in computing its savings estimate . Accord-
ing to USDA, the reorganization actions taken through Ma y
1984 had reduced ARS' overhead costs by about $12 million ,
with much of the savings being used to increase or directl y
support research programs .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/RCED-83-20 Federal Agricultural Research
Facilities Are Underused (Jan . 14 ,
1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG 55 : REDUCE AND REDIRECT THE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVIC E
WASHINGTON-BASED STAFF

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC ,

"The role of the Cooperative Extension Service' s
(CES) headquarters staff should be limited to on e
of initiating new programs . This will allow a
reduction in staff, saving * * * $13 .2 million
over three years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

CES, an agency within the U .S . Department of Agricul-
ture (USDA), was set up by the Congress in 1914 to transfe r
technology originating in the state agricultural experimen t
stations to farmers . It has evolved into a network of yout h
and adult education serving the needs as expressed by count y
extension organizations . CES' current organization consist s
of field as well as headquarters staff components . The
field organization is represented by a Director of Extensio n
located at each of the land-grant colleges . The staff orga-
nization component consists of a Washington-based Program
Development, Coordination, and Evaluation staff numbering
200 people . The principal functions of the national staf f
are to identify new initiatives and establish pilot project s
in appropriate areas and to provide liaison with other fed-
eral departments as expressed in 20 interagency agreements .

In an August 1981 report (GAO/CED-81-119, 8/26/81), GAO
discussed the need to clarify CES' mission . It also pointed
out that USDA's role in providing overall program leadershi p
and guidance was not clear . In February 1983, CES reviewed
and restated the role and responsibilities of each of th e
partners in Cooperative Extension .

According to the PPSSCC, its interviews with progra m
officials confirmed the findings leading to GAO's conclu-
sions . The PPSSCC recommended that USDA reduce and redirec t
the CES Washington-based staff and listed specific action s
that should be taken . These were to (1) eliminate about 5 0
positions responsible for coordinating state-driven exten-
sion programs, (2) redirect the Washington-based staff t o
develop programs for other federal departments having exten-
sion funds, and (3) use the existing land-grant colleg e
extension service to administer the non-USDA federal funds ,
eliminating the inefficiencies associated with a second an d
smaller "extension" network . GAO has not studied thes e
specific actions .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

According to USDA's implementation status report date d
October 3, 1984, and other documentation, actions have bee n
undertaken to, among other things, reduce administrativ e
overhead and consolidate resources through restructuring an d
reorganization, identify functions and priority progra m
initiatives for federal program leaders, emphasize nationa l
leadership rather than program oversight, abolish low -
priority positions and functions duplicative of state pro -
gram efforts, and establish innovative approaches to ful-
filling federal responsibilities (which could not be me t
with established personnel ceilings) through networking wit h
state institutions and position sharing with other USDA
agencies .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC's savings estimate assumes that a reductio n
of 50 in the Washington-based staff would result in a
first-year savings of $3 million and that if the remaining
staff administered the extension-like funds from other fed-
eral agencies, permitting a reduction in staff at the othe r
agencies, an additional $1 million could be saved the firs t
year . The PPSSCC estimated that for years 2 and 3, cos t
savings would be $4 .4 million and $4 .8 million, respec-
tively, for a total 3-year savings of $13 .2 million . In its
implementation status report, USDA estimated that $5 .4 mil -
lion could be saved over 3 years by implementing this recom-
mendation . GAO has not done any recent audit work regarding
CES' headquarters staff and therefore it cannot assess th e
reasonableness of the approach and assumptions that eithe r
the PPSSCC or USDA used in computing their savings esti-
mates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/CED-81-119 Cooperative Extension Service's Missio n
and Federal Role Need Congressiona l
Clarification (Aug . 26, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG	 56 :	 REDUCE GENERATION AND TRANSMISSION LOAN GUARANTEES

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC ,

"The Government should begin extricating itsel f
from loans for the generation and transmissio n
(G&T) of power by reducing annual loan guarantee s
by $1 .7 billion by year 3 (i .e ., from
$4 .7 billion annually in 1983 to $3 .0 billion
annually in 1986) . This represents no budge t
cost savings but does represent a first step i n
reducing the dependence of Rural Electrificatio n
Administration (REA) borrowers on Federa l
financing . A loan guarantee fee of $3 millio n
should be put into effect as an offset agains t
Agency obligations . Total three-year revenue s
are $9 .9 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

REA, a credit agency of the U .S . Department of Agricul-
ture (USDA), was established in 1936 to provide loans to
eligible cooperative borrowers and to extend electric ser-
vice to unnerved rural areas . REA moved gradually into mak-
ing loans to power supply cooperatives, called generation
and transmission (G&T) cooperatives, in addition to powe r
distribution cooperatives . Prior to 1973, the annual amoun t
of long-term financing REA provided to power supply bor-
rowers in a single year had not exceeded $200 million .
Since 1973, the amount of annual loan guarantees extende d
has increased rapidly, doubling in cumulative amount out -
standing from $13 .5 billion in fiscal year 1978 to $31 . 6
billion in fiscal year 1980 . According to the PPSSCC, from
an overall government perspective, the sheer magnitude o f
these guarantees has contributed to government borrowing i n
the credit markets, exposed interest rates to upward pres-
sures, and affected debt management policy .

To make less federal credit assistance available to G& T
cooperatives, the PPSSCC recommended (1) reducing REA loa n
guarantee program levels 40 percent over a 4-year period ,
(2) requiring G&T cooperatives to seek supplemental financ-
ing from non-REA sources, (3) adding a "credit elsewhere "
test to REA's loan guarantee program, (4) requiring G&T
cooperatives to obtain power supplies from other source s
rather than through new or expanded construction, an d
(5) increasing the cost of federal assistance by charging a
loan guarantee fee . GAO agrees with the thrust of thi s
issue . In past reports (see section V), GAO has advocated
that REA (1) encourage greater private sector participatio n
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in REA's loan guarantee program, (2) require G&T coopera-
tives to perform in-depth, systemwide studies of all reason -
able alternatives for meeting their power requirements, in-
cluding purchasing power from other sources, and (3) charg e
a loan guarantee fee to provide a reserve for possibl e
losses .

However, GAO questions the practicality of reducin g
guaranteed loan levels by as much as 40 percent over a
4-year period . To date, most of the credit needs of G&T
cooperatives have been met through loans financed by th e
Federal Financing Bank (FFB) 1 a government entity in th e
Treasury Department, with a guarantee from REA--a practice
that converts REA guaranteed loans into direct federa l
loans . Further, many G&T cooperatives now lack the finan-
cial strength to borrow without at least an REA guarantee .
Considering this, GAO believes it could be premature to
reduce REA's loan guarantee levels to the extent the PPSSC C
recommended . Instead, GAO believes that as a first step ,
FFB's participation should be phased out in favor of privat e
sector participation in the REA loan guarantee program . GAO
believes that a "credit elsewhere" test could be used to
preclude any financially sound G&T cooperative from obtain-
ing a guaranteed loan when credit is available from othe r
sources without such a guarantee .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, ' FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that legislation would be required t o
reduce REA's annual loan guarantee level and to charge a
loan guarantee fee, as the PPSSCC pointed out . GAO believe s
also that congressional approval of the other recommende d
actions that the PPSSCC said could be implemented adminis-
tratively may be appropriate because of ongoing congres-
sional interest . REA has repeatedly sought reductions i n
loan guarantee levels through its budget requests and ,
according to USDA's October 3, 1984, implementation statu s
report, the fiscal year 1984 appropriation act provided les s
authority for guaranteed loans due to a significant decreas e
in demand . REA agrees that more supplemental financing i s
needed . To this end, REA says it is now encouraging G& T
cooperatives to issue tax-exempt bonds and/or make mor e
extensive use of leasing arrangements to reduce new plan t
costs by about 25 to 30 percent .

REA has been silent on adding a credit elsewher e
test . Although REA contends that adequate consideration i s
given to alternative credit sources, GAO believes that a
credit elsewhere test should be added to preclude any finan-
cially sound G&T cooperative from obtaining an REA guaran-
teed loan when credit is available from other sources with -
out such a guarantee . REA says it is working to arrive a t
mutually acceptable requirements and procedures to achiev e
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this objective . (This issue is discussed in more detail i n
AG 57 .) REA is precluded by law from charging a guarantee
fee . According to REA, it questions whether a fee i s
desirable now considering other legislative changes bein g
proposed or considered .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC stated that a reduction in loan guarante e
program levels would decrease off-budget lending outlays bu t
would not result in a quantifiable budget reduction .
Instead, it would reduce the unquantified risk of future
defaults that would become budget outlays . GAO concurs .
The PPSSCC also contends that a loan guarantee fee woul d
produce $9 .9 million in 3-year savings . This estimate i s
based on recovering administrative costs, but the PPSSCC di d
not present sufficient data to analyze this estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-81-14 Financing Rural Electric Generatin g
Facilities : A Large and Growing
Activity (Nov . 28, 1980 )

GAO/CED-'80-52 Rural Electrification Administratio n
Loans to Electric Distribution Systems :
Policy Changes Needed (May 30, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG 57 : REDUCE GOVERNMENT FINANCING OF RURAL ELECTRI C
COOPERATIVE S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC ,

"The Rural Electrification Administration (REA )
should expand the use of outside financing fo r
electric distribution cooperatives by expandin g
supplemental lending ratios [from 70-30] to
50-50, increasing insured loan rates [from 5
percent] to 8 percent, and strengthening borrowe r
"times interest earned" ratios (TIER) [the numbe r
of times net income covers interest expenses] an d
equity ratios [the ratio of net worth to tota l
assets] . By charging a [1-percent] loan fee and
by reducing REA borrowing from the Treasury ,
revenue of * * * [$33 .1] million and a * * *
[$99 .3] million cost savings will occur over
three years . A balanced Rural Electrificatio n
and Telephone revolving fund and repayment o f
$7 .8 billion in notes owed the Treasury beginning
in 1993 will result in a cost avoidance of tha t
amount after 1993 . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

REA, a credit agency of the U .S . Department of Agricul-
ture (USDA), was established in the 1930's to provid e
government loans to eligible borrowers for the purpose o f
extending electric service to unserved rural areas . REA
built its program around, and helped form, nonprofi t
cooperatives whose number increased from several dozen a t
the onset to nearly 1,000 current electric borrowers .

In 1973, the Congress established two interest rates
for REA borrowers depending on need, namely 2 percent and 5
percent, and created a revolving fund . REA capitalized th e
revolving fund with nearly $8 billion in loans outstandin g
to REA borrowers from 1953 to 1973 by issuing interest-fre e
notes for the above amount to the Treasury, with revolvin g
fund repayments of the principal to begin in 1993 . Addi-
tional funds were to be provided to the revolving fun d
through REA borrowings from the Treasury in exchange fo r
Certificates of Beneficial Ownership (CEO's) as loan col -
lateral .

According to the PPSSCC, with an annual lending flow o f
$850 million and rising interest expenses paid to th e
Treasury for CEO's, total interest expense in the revolvin g
fund will soon exceed income and interest paid into th e
revolving fund from previous borrowers . The PPSSCC believe s
that unless corrective steps are taken, the imbalance wil l
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increase, with the result that the revolving fund will b e
depleted in the near future .

GAO agrees that more needs to be done to reduce govern-
ment financing of cooperatives . In a May 1980 repor t
(GAO/CED-80-52, 5/30/80), GAO reported that many electri c
distribution cooperatives had the financial strength to bor-
row from private sources . GAO also reported that while som e
cooperatives lacked this financial strength, REA had don e
little to encourage these borrowers to become self -
sufficient . GAO recommended that REA (1) develop criteri a
to determine which borrowers qualify for private secto r
financing and (2) establish a minimum equity level goal fo r
borrowers with low equities and require such borrowers t o
develop plans to achieve the goal . The latter would includ e
increasing TIER and equity ratios .

Under the PPSSCC's recommended change from a 70-3 0
lending ratio to a 50-50 lending ratio, cooperatives woul d
have to obtain half rather than 30 percent of their loa n
funds from non-REA sources . In addition, the PPSSCC woul d
increase loan interest rates from 5 percent to 8 percent .
Both actions would result in treating all cooperatives th e
same when in reality their needs may be different . For
example, some borrowers have the financial strength t o
obtain all their loan needs from non-REA sources . Others ,
although financially sound, may have high electric costs an d
therefore may continue to need REA's low interest rate loan s
if they are to charge reasonable electric rates . GAO dis-
cussed these problems in its May 1980 report and in testi-
mony before the Senate Subcommittee on Agricultural Credi t
and Rural Electrification in April 1984 . GAO believes th e
Congress needs to reexamine the program's objectives and i n
light of these objectives, establish criteria to bette r
tailor assistance based on borrower needs .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's view that implementin g
action would require congressional approval . According to
REA, it agrees that plans are needed to encourage and pro -
mote borrower self-sufficiency . REA believes that althoug h
goals can be established for increasing TIER and equit y
ratios, the borrower is ultimately responsible for increas-
ing electric rates to levels sufficient to achieve thes e
goals . REA believes most borrowers will do this only if REA
amends its loan agreements and policies to require them t o
do so . REA is working on a revision in its loan agreement s
but recognizes that such actions will succeed only i f
supported vigorously by the cooperatives' trade association .
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REA's budget request for fiscal year 1984 was based o n
a 50-50 lending ratio . But to date, the Agriculture appro-
priation acts have included language requiring REA to retai n
the 70-30 ratio in effect as of July 1982 . REA plans to
prepare new rules to provide for a 25-year maturity perio d
on loans in its telephone program but is silent on the nee d
for a similar change on its loans to electric distributio n
cooperatives .

According to USDA's October 3, 1984, implementatio n
status report, REA was pursuing legislation to resolve th e
revolving fund's financial problems . USDA said that thi s
includes provisions that would permit increased supplementa l
lending ratios, increase the interest rate on loans from 5
percent to the cost of Treasury borrowing, and charge loa n
fees to cover REA administrative costs .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimated that adopting a 50-50 lending rati o
would reduce in half REA's borrowings from the Treasury ,
thereby reducing interest costs by $99 .3 million over 3
years . GAO does not believe a change in lending ratio s
alone will produce any savings because changes in lending
ratios do not affect in total how much REA must borrow from
the Treasury to meet its loan obligations . Rather, program
lending levels dictate the amount that must be borrowed, an d
GAO estimates that program lending levels would have to b e
reduced by about 35 percent to produce reduced interes t
costs of the magnitude identified by the PPSSCC . The
PPSSCC's savings estimates, however, are not premised on a
reduction in program lending levels . In fact, in estimatin g
revenues from initiating a 1-percent loan fee, the PPSSCC
assumed that program lending levels would increase
slightly . If program lending levels remain unchanged o r
increase only slightly, a 1-percent loan fee should produc e
revenues of the magnitude estimated by PPSSCC--$33 .1 million
over 3 years .

Although the PPSSCC recommended increasing loa n
interest rates from 5 to 8 percent, it did not provide an y
estimate of the additional revenue this would generate . GAO
estimates that for each $1 billion in 8-percent loans out-
standing, an additional $30 million in interest income woul d
be generated annually .



V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony

	

Integrity of the Rural Electrification
and Telephone Revolving Fund, by Joh n
Luke, Resources, Community, and Economi c
Development Division, before the Subcom-
mittee on Agricultural Credit and Rura l
Electrification, Senate Committee on
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry
(Apr . 12, 1984 )

GAO/CED-80-52 Rural Electrification Administratio n
Loans to Electric Distribution Systems :
Policy Changes Needed (May 30, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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FEED 2 : SUBSTITUTION OF COMMERCIALLY FOR
FEDERAL SPECIFICATION PRODUCT S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

The PPSSCC stated the issue as follows :

"Can the Federal Government realize greater sav-
ings through its efforts to substitute commer-
cially available products for Federal specifica-
tion products? "

The PPSSCC estimated savings of at least $8 .4 million
over 3 years by expanding and accelerating the ongoing sub-
stitution process .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The federal government has traditionally used length y
detailed specifications to purchase food products whic h
often increases the price that must be paid . GAO agree s
that greater efficiency and uniformity in food procuremen t
can be achieved by making greater use of commercially avail -
able products . GAO reports, including those listed in sec-
tion V, have identified instances where increased competi-
tion and lower government procurement costs for food item s
like soups or ground beef could be achieved .

The PPSSCC recommended changing federal food specifica-
tions, implementing a standards-development program, in-
creasing regulatory power, and creating a permanent panel t o
serve as a communications link between the government an d
the food industry on questions relating to product specifi-
cations. Although GAO has not evaluated the merits of thes e
specific actions, it believes such actions would be a way o f
forcing action by agencies buying food to make greater us e
of commercially available products .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO concurs with the PPSSCC that the federa l
food-buying agencies can implement new procedures t o
increase the use of commercially available products . As o f
September 30, 1984, USDA was studying ways to implement th e
PPSSCC's proposals .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO agrees that commercial buying, where appropriate ,
should result in substantial cost reduction for the buyin g
agencies . GAO has no basis for assessing the reasonablenes s
of the PPSSCC savings estimate . Actual cost reductions wil l
depend on the number of future food purchases where th e

AVAILABLE PRODUCTS
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agencies will be able to substitute readily availabl e
products for products purchased on the basis o f
particularized specifications .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-84-150 Establishing New Federal Food-Buyin g
Procedures Would Help Eliminat e
Unnecessary Special Examinations
(Sept . 24, 1984 )

GAO/RCED-84-29

	

Government Could Save Millions by
Revising Its Purchase Specification
for Ground Beef (Feb . 21, 1984 )

GAO/P.SAD-80-1?

	

Implementation of Federal Policy o n
Acquiring and Distributing Commercia l
Products Is Faltering Badly (Jan . 14 ,
1980 )

GAO/PSAD-77-171 Government Specifications fo r
Commercial Products--Necessary or a
Wasted Effort? (Nov . 3, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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PROTEIN EXTENDER IN GROUND BEEF

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The PPSSCC stated the issue and savings as follows :

"What cost savings could be generated if the
U .S . Department of Agriculture (USDA) purchase d
ground beef extended with soy protein for th e
National School Lunch Program (NSLP) ?

"USDA purchases of 20 percent soy-extended ground
beef could generate * * * three-year saving s
total[ing] $83 .9 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

In fiscal year 1984, USDA paid $140 .9 million for 131 . 9
million pounds of ground beef for the NSLP . GAO believe s
that purchasing ground beef containing 20 percent soy pro-
tein extender, as the PPSSCC recommended, would decreas e
USDA's cost to purchase ground beef . According to Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD) tests and other studies, soy extender s
do not detract from the palatability or nutritional value o f
ground beef . The ground beef that DOD purchases for troo p
feeding has added textured vegetable protein .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

USDA has the authority to purchase ground beef extende d
with soy protein for the NSLP . However, USDA policies per-
mit each state government to decide whether the school s
under its jurisdiction should use soy-extended ground bee f
and, if so, at what percentage . According to USDA offi-
cials, USDA plans to partially implement the recommendatio n
by polling the state governments to determine their interes t
in using soy-extended ground beef and offering the soy -
extended ground beef on a voluntary basis .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

According to USDA, the PPSSCC's recommended actio n
would not result in any net savings under the overall pro -
grain because all funds appropriated for the program for a
specific fiscal year must be spent in that fiscal year .
Therefore, according to USDA, any savings resulting fro m
purchases of soy-extended ground beef would have to be use d
to purchase other meat products or other commodities such a s
fruits and vegetables . GAO's recent audit work has no t
included an analysis of either the PPSSCC's or USDA' s
savings estimates ; therefore, GAO does not have a basis fo r
assessing the reasonableness of the estimates .

FEED 3 : SOY
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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ENERGY 3 : GOVERNMENT-OWNED CONTRACTOR-OPERATED FACILITIES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Are savings available through changes in the
contracting, procurement, auditing, and contro l
relationships between the Department of Energy (DOE), an d
its government-owned, contractor-operated (GOCO) facilities ?

The PPSSCC estimated that staff reductions of at leas t
2400 GOCO and 600 DOE employees should be possible without
sacrificing results--for an annual net savings of abou t
$150 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrs with the general thrust of this issue raised
by the PPSSCC and its recommended changes related t o
(1) defining GOCO missions, (2) centralizing control ove r
multiprogram laboratories, (3) establishing multi-yea r
funding, and (4) revising the Davis-Bacon Act . Past GAO
reports which have examined GOCO facilities (primarily th e
National Laboratories) determined that the DOE management o f
these facilities could be improved . DOE had not clearl y
established the missions of these facilities, had unclea r
lines of reporting responsibility between these facilitie s
and DOE headquarters, and had inadequate long-term planning
for these facilities . Further, GAO has recommended, in pas t
reports, (1) repeal of the Davis-Bacon Act, whic h
establishes high minimum wage rates for GOCO contractor s
(see issue Wage-1, Labor-12, and USAF-15 for mor e
information on the Davis-Bacon Act), and (2) multi-year
funding to ensure continuity in GOCO energy research an d
development .

However, the PPSSCC's discussion of this issue covers a
sweeping panorama of perceived problems, and it suggested
actions such as circulation of personnel between GOCOs and
their parent companies and the establishment of an incentive
fee structure using value analysis . GAO cannot specificall y
comment on the merit of such actions since they are outsid e
the scope of its past efforts . Further, the PPSSCC take s
issue with certain government functions, such as review o f
GOCO procurement actions and audits of GOCO activities ,
which are essential functions to maintaining control an d
accountability of federal funds . While GAO does no t
necessarily believe that the recommendations related to
these issues are incorrect, it cannot support thes e
recommendations based on past work .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO is in general agreement with the PPSSCC' s
assessment that DOE could take administrative steps t o
effect some of the recommendations, including changes t o
DOE's GOCO management structure and revisions to it s
practices and procedures for overseeing GOCO activities, an d
that legislative changes are needed to provide fo r
multi-year GOCO funding and to revise the Davis-Bacon Act .
The implementation of these recommendations appear s
feasible, however, as discussed earlier, GAO is not able t o
comment on the appropriateness of some of thes e
recommendations, such as circulation of personnel betwee n
GOCO's and their parent companies, based on past work .

DOE has not yet implemented the PPSSCC recommendation s
on this issue . However, it does believe that th e
recommendations are valid and should be implemented .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Based upon the data presented by the PPSSCC, GAO canno t
support the savings estimate for this issue . The cos t
savings of $150 million are based on projected personne l
reductions of 2400 at the GOCO's and 600 at DOE as a resul t
of the recommendations . However, the PPSSCC has no t
presented a reasonable basis for these reductions . Further ,
the savings appear to be based on an average personnel cos t
of $50,000 per year, but no basis is provided for thi s
figure . Such a personnel cost seems high given that, based
on seniority, less experienced, lower cost personnel woul d
likely be eliminated if staff reductions did in fact result ,
particularly from the DOE workforce .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-84-30 A Long-Range Plan Is Needed to Guid e
DOE and Multiprogram Labortorie s
Research and Development Activitie s
(Jan . 16, 1984 )

GAO/EMD-81-97

	

A New Headquarters/Field Structur e
Provide A Better Framework fo r
Improving Department of Energ y
Operations (Sept . 3, 1981 )

GAO/EMD-80-58

	

Increasing Costs, Competition May
U .S . Position of Leadership In Hig h
Energy Physics (Sept . 16, 1980 )

GAO/EMD-78-62

	

The Multiprogram Laboratories : A
National Resource for Nonnuclear Energ y
Research, Development, and
Demonstration (May 22, 1978 )
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V. GAO CONTACT

Daniel White (301) 353-371 1
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ENERGY6 :	 FEDERAL ENERGY GRANTS PROGRAM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can improvements be made in the administration an d
close-out of Federal energy grants?" The PPSSCC estimate d
that a total of about $9 million in current annual cost s
could be avoided primarily by eliminating the requiremen t
for audit of grants less than $100,000 and improved use o f
letters-of-credit .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC made two recommendations to improve DOE' s
administration and close-out of energy grants . One related
to minimizing DOE's administrative effort on smaller grant s
and the other to reaching an understanding with states on
grant financing . GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's recommenda-
tion for minimizing DOE's administrative effort through th e
establishment of some dollar threshold below which the
requirements for the audits would be exempt . In a recen t
report (GAO/AFMD-84-21), GAO suggested not requiring audits
of federal financial assistance received by state and loca l
governments under $100,000, since audits of grants ove r
$100,000 would provide coverage of most state and loca l
governments receiving federal assistance .

GAO also agrees with the PPSSCC's recommendation fo r
improving grant financing by reaching agreement with state s
on improved use of letters-of-credit . In a September 198 2
report (GAO/OGC-82-1), GAO stated that DOE grantees wer e
receiving cash in excess of their immediate needs . Tha t
report pointed out, among other things, that improvement s
were needed in DOE's use of the letter-of-credit method of
grant funding .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO and the PPSSCC believe that the recommendation s
can be implemented within the present authority of DOE and
in coordination with the Office of Management and Budget .
However, legislative action has been taken with respect to
the audit requirement for grants . On October 19, 1984, the
Congress passed the Single Audit Act of 1984 (Public Law
98-502) exempting state and local governments receiving
federal financial assistance of less than $25,000 from
audit requirements . State and local governments receivin g
$100,000 or more in any fiscal year are required to have a
single audit performed . The single audit concept wa s
incorporated into this legislation at the recommendation o f
GAO to improve the efficiency of audits of federal finan-
cial assistance received by state and local governments .
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The legislation permits an option for state and loca l
governments receiving federal financial assistance betwee n
$25,000 but less than $100,000 . Such governments may elec t
to either perform the single audit or be subject to
existing federal grant audit requirements .

Regarding the improved use of letters-of-credit, DO E
advised GAO that action on the recommendation will not b e
taken until the Office of Management and Budget complete s
its revisic,!s of procedures pertaining to the use o f
letters-of-credit by state and local governments .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC estimated that savings of $9 million woul d
occur if its recommendations were implemented . Of thes e
savings, $7 .5 million was attributed to the grant audi t
requirement and $1 .5 million to improved use of letters-
of-credit . The PPSSCC's $7 .5 million estimated savings wa s
based on waiving the audit requirement on 75 percent of th e
completed grants valued at less than $100,000, using a cos t
of $2,000 per audit . The PPSSCC provided no basis for the
$2,000 per audit . Although GAO believes savings will be
achieved by implementing this recommendation, th e
reasonableness of the $2,000 per audit used by the PPSSCC
to calculate its savings will be a significant factor i n
the amount of potential savings that will result .

The PPSSCC's $1 .5 million estimated savings resultin g
from improved use of letters-of-credit was based on it s
belief that 10 percent of the excess funds paid on
letters-of-credit by DOE could be eliminated . The PPSSC C
estimate was based on $15 .4 million of excess payment s
previously reported by GAO . GAO believes that improved us e
of letters-of-credit will result in reduced borrowing b y
the Treasury Department . Considering that the averag e
Treasury bill rate over the past couple of years has bee n
approximately 10 percent, the 10 percent rate used by th e
Commission and estimated savings of $1 .5 million appears t o
be reasonable .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-84-21 Study of Progress Made in Implementin g
the Single Audit Concept (Mar . 14 ,
1984 )

GAO/AFMD-83-1

	

South Carolina's Objection to a
Letter-of-Credit Procedure Used by th e

°

	

Department of Health and Huma n
Services (Dec . 16, 1982 )

GAO/OGC-82-1

	

Major Financial Managemen t
Improvements Needed at the Departmen t
of Energy (Sept. 15, 1982 )
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VI . GAO CONTACT

John Sprague 275-1441
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ENERGY 7 :	 STRATEGIC PETROLEUMRESERVE

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

" Can the Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) b e
operated more cost-effectively? "

The PPSSCC estimated cost savings for the SPR progra m
of $1 .281 billion over a 3-year period . These estimate d
savings were to come from (1) avoiding interim storag e
costs by reducing the oil fill rate from 300,000 t o
220,000 barrels per day ($923 .0 million), (2) exempting
SPR oil shipments from Cargo Preference Act requirement s
($213 .4 million), (3) deferring installation of custody -
type meters on individual SPR storage cav=erns to measur e
oil quantities ($124 .0 million), (4) awarding a singl e
firm-fixed-price contract for constructing the new Bi g
Hill, Texas, storage site ($11 .7 million), and (5) using a
Government-Owned, Contractor-Operated (LOCO) contrac t
arrangement for managing the SPR ($9 .0 million) .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

Where sufficient work has been done to formulate a n
opinion, GAO generally agrees with the PPSSCC's determina-
tion that improvements in the cost effectiveness of SP R
operations are possible . On the oil fill question, fo r
example, GAO testified before the Senate Committee o n
Energy and Natural Resources that a reasonable objectiv e
for filling the SPR would be to match the fill rate wit h
the availability of permanent storage capacity, thereb y
saving interim storage costs . GAO also agrees that (1) by
exempting SPR oil shipments from the Cargo Preference Act ,
which requires that one-half of all oil shipments b e
carried in U .S .-flag tankers, oil costs would be reduce']
and (2) fixed-price contracting at the Bi? Hill site i s
the preferred contracting methodology . The PPSSCC
study, however, did not determine what effect, if any ,
exempting SPR shipments would have on the nationa l
security need for a U .S . merchant fleet .

Although the PPSSCC recommended deferring installatio n
of meters to improve the precision of measuring the oi l
moving in and out of individual storage caverns, it di d
not recognize that the Department of Energy (DOE) ha d
already determined that the meters were not necessary an d
had no plans to install them .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that implementation o f
four of the recommendations is possible by executiv e
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action and that exempting SPR oil shipments from the Cargo
Preference Act would require congressional approval . GAO
disagrees, however, that legislative action is needed t o
support an executive decision to limit the oil fill rate
to 220,000 barrels per day since that action is authorized
in the Energy Emergency Preparedness Act .

Prior to the issuance of the PPSSCC report in
August 1983, the administration and the Congress alread y
had taken actions that achieved the PPSSCC's objective s
for two of the recommendations . DOE had decided not t o
install custody-type meters at individual storag e
caverns and, in February 1983, the administration ha d
submitted its fiscal year 1984 budget, which proposed a n
SPR fill rate of 145,000 barrels per day for fiscal year
1984 and 100,000 barrels per day thereafter . The
Department of the Interior and Related Agencies Fisca l
Year 1984 Appropriations Act subsequently set the minimum
fill rate at 186,000 barrels per day for fiscal year 198 4
and the accompanying conference committee report indicate d
that this rate would be extended to fiscal year 1985 .
Consequently, the oil fill rates are lower than th e
PPSSCC's proposed rate .

DOE currently is taking actions that would implemen t
in part the PPSSCC recommendation to make SPR facilitie s
construction and operation activities a GOCO activity .
However, DOE cannot award a single fixed-price contrac t
for the bulk of the construction work at Big Hill as wa s
recommended . Prior to the PPSSCC report, DOE had alread y
started to contract for discrete segments of the Big Hil l
work which negated its ability to offer a single lump sum
contract . DOE is, however, using firm-fixed-price
contracts which partially fulfill the objective of the
recommendation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO believes that the PPSSCC savings estimate o f
$1 .28 billion is overstated and that very little, i f
any, is achievable . For example, two of the saving s
estimates--$923 million for reduced interim storage
needs and $124 million for deferred installation of
custody-type meters--were based on expenditures that DO E
did not intend to make and therefore did not budget .
The $213 .4 million savings from exempting SPR oi l
shipments from Cargo Preference Act requirements i s
overstated because U .S .-flag tanker rates have droppe d
substantially in the past 2 years . (GAO estimates tha t
using U .S .-flag tankers added $0 .50 to each barrel of oi l
delivered to the SPR in 1983 as compared with the PPSSCC
estimate of $1 .05 per barrel during the 3-year period . )
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The specific bases for the $20 .7 million savings from th e
two recommendations for improved contracting procedure s
were not identified so an analysis of their reasonablenes s
could not be made .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony

	

Energy Emergency Preparedness, by
F . Kevin Boland, Resources ,
Community, and Economic Developmen t
Division, before the Senat e
Committee on Energy and Natura l
Resources (Oct . 19, 1983 )

Letter

	

Alternative SPR Fill Rates, from J .
Dexter Peach, Resources, Community ,
and Economic Development Division ,
to the Chairman, Subcommittee on
Energy and Mineral Resources, Senate
Committee on Energy and Natura l
Resources, and the Chairman, Sub-
committee on Fossil and Syntheti c
Fuels, House Committee on Energy and
Commerce (June 13, 1983 )

GAO/EMD-82-95 Feasibility and Cost of Interim
Storage for the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve (May 21, 1982 )

GAO/EMD-82-62 Leasing Storage Capacity for the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve (March 12 ,
1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Sprague 275-144 1
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ENERGY11 :	 MISSIONS IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMEN T

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND ESTIMATED SAVINGS

Would the National Laboratories' productivity improv e
if the federal research and development (R&D) mission i n
regard to energy were defined more clearly ?

The PPSSCC believes a sharply defined R&D mission fo r
the Department of Energy (DOE) would focus attention o n
p rograms at the labs that relate properly to the mission and
eliminate the irrelevant ones thereby accelerating progres s
and improving performance .

II„ GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO's work over the past several years dealing wit h
DOE's multiprogram labs generally supports the PPSSCC o n
this issue . In a 1978 report, GAO noted that the missions
of these laboratories i the nonnuclear energy R&D area wer e
not adequately defined, were often small and fragmented, and
were not integrated into DOE's overall R&D efforts .

GAO agrees with the overall thrust of the PPSSCC' s
recommendations . The recommendations, taken together ,
advocate integration of the Congress, industry, and DOE in
the development and implementation of R&D activities . Such
actions would allow for more focused activities at th e
National Laboratories . However, GAO does have some concerns
relative to certain of the material presented by PPSSCC in
support of its positions . The PPSSCC takes issue with a
number of activities which it claims the Congress overfunded
in the past, including ocean thermal energy conversion ,
geothermal technology, and advanced battery research . The
PPSSCC claims that these activities are best left to the
private sector ; however, GAO's reports on these thre e
activities has shown that because of costs and risks ,
industry would not independently support such activities .
The PPSSCC further claims that DOE should continue researc h
only on nuclear and fossil energy technologies, and that al l
others should be dropped because of low potential energy
contributions . Such a policy may be short-sighted, however ,
since (1) the contribution from other energy areas--such a s
solar and geothermal--are potentially large and limited onl y
by current economics and technology, (2) the global energy
situation is unstable, and unforseen events can quickly
disrupt the current energy supply situation, and (3) man y
difficult problems, particularly the public's fear o f
nuclear power and the potential environmental impacts o f
fossil fuels, could restrict further use of nuclear an d
fossil energy . Consequently, the federal involvement i n
alternative energy development should not be arbitrarily
ruled out .
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III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that the recommendations can b e
implemented by the Secretary of Energy. The recommended
actions, with the above qualifications, appear to b e
appropriate and feasible responses to the overall issue .

DOE agrees that the recommended actions should b e
implemented . DOE has not yet implemented th e
recommendations, but intends to achieve the desired
congressional and industry involvement on a
program-by-program basis .

V. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE S

PPSSCC did not claim any cost savings for this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/EMD-82-38

	

Electric Vehicles : Limited Range and
High Costs Hamper Commercializatio n
(Mar . 19, 1982 )

GAO/EMD-81-110 Elimination of Federal Funds for th e
Heber Project Will Impede Ful l
Development and Use of Hydrotherma l
Resources (June 25, 1981 )

GAO/EMD-81-62

	

Full Development of OTEC's Potentia l
May BE Impeded (Apr . 10, 1981 )

GAO/EMD-78-62

	

The Multiprogram Laboratories : A
National Resource for Nonnuclear Energ y
Research, Development, an d
Demonstration (May 22, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Daniel White (301) 353-371 1
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ENERGY12 :	 NATIONAL LABORATORY MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can improved management relationships between th e
National Laboratories and Department of Energy (DOE )
headquarters reduce costs ?

The PPSSCC estimated that about $150 million in annua l
overhead costs, split among DOE headquarters in Washington ,
the regional operations offices, and the laboratories, ca n
be saved for government-owned, contractor-operated (GOCO )
facilities as a whole . [See also issue ENERGY 3 ]

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's assessment tha t
streamlining the DOE laboratory management structure an d
clearly designating lines of responsibility an d
accountability should result in better laboratory
performance and could reduce costs . GAO's reports on the
areas of DOE's field/headquarters office structure and th e
roles and management of the laboratories showed that there
were excessive layers of DOE management, and that mor e
direct communications between the laboratories and th e
cognizant Assistant Secretary in DOE would enhance th e
laboratories functions . Such communications could improv e
the productivity of the laboratories and thereby reduc e
costs and/or better utilize available funds .

The PPSSCC's recommendations on this issue ar e
generally consistent with past GAO recommendations regardin g
overall laboratory management and reporting structure .
However, the PPSSCC does make recommendations which GAO has
not addressed--specifically, extending the laboratories tim e
frames for reporting to DOE, and having DOE field office s
report to the same DOE Assistant Secretary to whom thei r
respective laboratories report--and with which GAO has no
basis to comment .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the recommendations ca n
be implemented by the Secretary of Energy under curren t
authority . GAO believes that the recommendations are
feasible to implement .

DOE has not yet acted upon these recommendations, bu t
it believes the recommendations are valid and should b e
implemented in the future .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The.PPSSCC does not provide a savings estimate for thi s
issue, as it has already been included by the PPSSCC in it s
savings estimate of $150 million for issue ENERGY 3 . With
regard to that savings estimate, GAO found no reasonabl e
basis for the PPSSCC's estimates of personnel reductions an d
related salary savings, and consequently GAO can not suppor t
the projected $150 million savings . [See issue ENERGY 3 ]

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/EMD-81-9 7

GAO/EMD-78-6 2

VI. GAO CONTACT

A New Headquarters/Field Structure
Could Provide A Better Framework fo r
Improving Department of Energ y
Operations (Sept . 3, 1981 )

The Multiprogram Laboratories : A
National Resource for Nonnuclear Energ y
Research, Development, an d
Demonstration (May 22, 1978 )

Daniel White (301) 353-371 1
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ENERGY14 :	 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFERTO INDUSTRY

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can technological innovations and findings b e
transferred from the National Laboratories to privat e
industry more effectively ?

The PPSSCC states that benefits to the nation ar e
likely to come from broader interaction at the researc h
level between the National Laboratories and the privat e
sector . It further states that such benefits will be mutua l
and considerable, but cost savings from the broad array o f
contributions, over an indefinite and irregular variety o f
time spans, cannot be assigned a realistic dollar value .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC has concluded that closer contacts ar e
needed between industry and the National Laboratories ;
however, its discussion of the issue provides littl e
definitive support for its position . Nevertheless, GAO i s
in general agreement with the overall concept of this issu e
based on its broad interaction with industry an d
laboratories during the conduct of its work . Greate r
contact between industry and the laboratories would enabl e
ideas and technical advances to be transferred more easil y
and could possibly reduce duplication of efforts between th e
federal and private sector . The result should be more
efficient and rapid development and deployment o f
technological innovations .

The recommendation of the PPSSCC, to foster greate r
interaction through a DOE task force and an aggressiv e
program to inform industry of the laboratories '
capabilities, seems to be an appropriate response to th e
issue .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the Secretary of Energ y
has the authority to implement this recommendation, an d
believes implementation is feasible .

DOE agrees with the views and recommendation of th e
PPSSCC on this issue, and is seeking to implement thi s
recommendation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATES

PPSSCC did not claim any cost savings for this issue .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/EMD-78-62

	

The Multiprogram Laboratories : A
National Resource for Nonnuclear Energ y
Research, Development, and
Demonstration (May 22, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Daniel White (301) 353-371 1
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ENERGY 19 : POWER MARKETING ADMINISTRATIONS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

PPSSCC believes that the Department of Energy's (DOE )
five Power Marketing Administrations (PMAs) are not managin g
their ratemaking process efficiently . Thus, other organiza-
tional arrangements should be pursued . The PPSSCC estimate s
that, if the ratemaking process properly followed the statu-
tory mandate to recover costs and make repayments in a
manner consistent with sound business principles, at leas t
$390 .0 million in revenues would result in the first yea r
and a total of $1,290 .9 million in revenues would accru e
over 3 years . Furthermore, the PPSSCC stated that PM A
customers would not be precluded from continuing to enjoy
"bargain rates" in comparison with those based on othe r
sources .

PPSSCC estimates that a transfer of assets and operat -
ing responsibilities of the Alaska Power Administration to
the State of Alaska would produce a very large one-time re -
ceipt to the U .S . Treasury, and subsequently eliminate 51 . 6
million in operating expenses in the first year and $5 . 3
million over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation related to
modifying the PMAs' revenue stream . GAO has recommended i n
a number of reports and congressional testimony that th e
present PMA structure needs to be strengthened to assur e
that rates are sufficient to recover all costs, including
federal capital costs . The PMAs' revenues from electricity
sales have not always covered the costs incurred to produce
and market that electricity . The Bonneville Power Adminis-
tration, for example, experienced net operating losses every
year during the period 1973-1983, except for 1975 and 1976 ,
and did not pay all the interest due on the federal invest-
ment during the period 1979-83 . In order to assure long -
term financial viability of federal hydroelectri c
facilities, revenues must be sufficient to recover all cost s
including federal capital costs as currently mandated by
law . (See PRIVATE 2 : Power Marketing Administrations . )

With regard to selling the Alaska Power Administration ,
GAO has not conducted any review directly related to thi s
recommendation . However, GAO sees little incentive for th e
State of Alaska to make a lump sum payment . The U .S . Treas-
ury under the PPSSCC's recommendation would not benefit from
an accelerated flow of funds nor would it receive an y
additional money once the PMA is sold .

Additionally, the 3-year "savings" of $5 .3 million fo r
operating expenses is not really a savings to the Treasur y
since this amount would not be recovered throug h
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electricity sales revenues and repaid to the treasury wit h
interest .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC states, and GAO concurs, that strengthening th e
PMA structure for repaying the federal investment is withi n
the power of the Secretary of Energy and that selling th e
Alaska PMA would require congressional action . Department
of Energy has not publicly announced its position on thes e
recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The bulk of the increased revenues of $1,290 .9 million ,
comes from raising PMA electricity rates to cover all fed-
eral debt costs . While the methodology used to determin e
the estimated revenue increase is sound, the actual amoun t
will vary depending on the assumptions used in making th e
calculations .

The balance of PPSSCC's estimated savings, $5 .3 mil-
lion, accrues after the sale of the Alaska Power Administra-
tion and is attributed to the elimination of operatin g
expenses . As stated above, this cannot be counted as an
actual savings to the Treasury since money appropriated t o
the PMA for operating expenses is repaid to the Treasury
with interest by the PMA .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-84-25 Policies Governing Bonneville Powe r
Administration's Repayment of Federa l
Investment Still Need Revision (Oct .
26, 1983 )

Letter

	

Improving the Repayment Study Interes t
Rate Practices of the Power Marketin g
Administrations, from J . Dexter Peach
to the Acting Assistant Secretary fo r
Conservation and Renewable Energy and
the Bonneville Power Administratio n
(Sept . 20, 1983 )

Testimony

	

F . Kevin Boland, before the Hous e
Committee on Energy and Commerc e
Subcommittee on Energy Conservation an d
Power (Sept . 14, 1983 )

Testimony

	

F . Kevin Boland, before the Senat e
Committee on Energy and Natura l
Resources (Sept . 13, 1984 )
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VT . GAO CONTACT

Daniel White (301) 353-371 1
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PRIVATE 2 : POWER MARKETING ADMINISTRATION S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

PPSSCC believes that the federal government shoul d
begin immediately an orderly process of disengagement fro m
participating in the generation and transmission of electri c
power through its Power Marketing Administrations (PMAs) .
In addition, PPSSCC believes the federal government shoul d
begin to implement a user fee system for the use of th e
falling water that generates electricity at federa l
multipurpose dams .

PPSSCC estimates that proceeds from the sale of federa l
hydroelectric generation and transmission facilities shoul d
yield the government $25 billion over 5 years . in addition ,
PPSSCC estimates that by the sixth year after all the asset s
are sold, reduction in net outlays for capital investmen t
and interest subsidies, plus the collection of user fees and
interest earned on the cash flow, would produce over S 5
billion in savings and revenue for the federal government .
The 3-year PPSSCC estimated impact would total $19,836 . 5
million, including $3,205 .0 million in reduced interest ,
user charges of $1,301 .5 million, reduced costs of $33 0
million, and revenue accelerations of $15 billion .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes several policy and practical concerns nee d
to be fully addressed before beginning to defederalize PMA
electricity generation and transmission facilities . Total
or partial defederalization may have merit but a decision t o
implement the process would be premature before severa l
questions are addressed . For instance, these facilities ar e
operated for the benefit of other purposes such a s
irrigation, navigation, flood control, fish and wildlif e
protection, and power used at the facility, which are inter -
related and need to be operated in concert . Detailed
negotiations and comprehensive contracts would be required
to ensure that all interests are adequately protected .
Additional questions that require resolution would include
the status of current federal-state contracts, power sale s
contracts, and procurement contracts, impacts on treatie s
with Mexico and Canada, effect on customer°s rates, identi-
fying qualified buyers, and establishing an equitabl e
purchase price and payment schedule .

The recommendation for a user fee on the falling wate r
used to generate electricity is evaluated in the section o n
user fees . (See USER 5 : Power Marketing Administrations . )

Ill . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Legislation would be required to sell the PMAs . How-
ever, GAO sees a number of major obstacles in implementin g
this recommendation . As discussed above, a number o f
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questions would need to be resolved . One of the major ob-
stacles would be the resistance of public bodies and elec-
tric cooperatives who would stand to lose their preference
rights to purchase relatively inexpensive power which i s
provided for by current law . Another major obstacle i s
identifying qualified buyers for the PMAs who would b e
willing and able to make the required substantial annua l
payments . The Department of Energy has not taken any actio n
on this recommendation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC calculated both a book value and a potentia l
market value for the hydroelectric system, $13 .3 billion and
S77 .4 billion respectively, and for reasons undisclosed i n
its analysis chose a sale price of $25 billion . GAO has no
basis to assess the merits of PPSSCC's market value esti-
mates or whether PPSSCC's estimated sale price i s
reasonable .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Daniel White (301) 353-371 1
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USER 5 :	 POWER MARKETING ADMINISTRATION S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

PPSSCC believes the current rates (user fees) bein g
charged by the Department of Energy's (DOE's) five Powe r
Marketing Administrations (PMAs) may be inadequate .

PPSSCC believes that under existing policy, the rate s
could be set to recover at least $1, .372 .5 million more rev-
enue in the first year, $1,509 .7 million in the second year
and $1,660 .7 million in the third year for a 3-year total o f
$4,542 .9 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC concluded that PMA electric power rate s
charged to customers are not sufficient to allow the PMA' s
to obtain the revenue necessary to timely repay the federa l
investment in power facilities . Based on this conclusion ,
PPSSCC recommended that PMAs increase rates sufficient t o
provide for a fixed annual repayment of the federal invest-
ment and that a user fee be imposed to provide additiona l
revenue to the U .S . Treasury . (See ENERGY 19 for furthe r
information . )

GAO agrees, based on its past work, that PMA rate s
should be sufficient to recover all PMA costs includin g
amortization of the federal investment and has recommende d
that the Bonneville Power Administration adopt a cost-base d
method for determining future revenue requirements whic h
would include a fixed annual repayment schedule for repayin g
the federal investment .

With respect to establishing a user fee (a fallin g
water fee), while GAO agrees that a user fee can be effec-
tive in raising revenue, the legislated mandate for th e
PMAs is to recover costs and not make a profit . Without a
justifiable basis for establishing a fee in PMAs' legisla-
tive framework, GAO questions establishing a revenue gener-
ating fee without providing a specific purpose o r
demonstrated need .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Legislation already requires PMAs to set electri c
power rates to recover costs and make repayments on th e
federal investment on power facilities . Legislation would
be required, however, to impose a user fee in addition t o
electric power rates . GAO believes the recommendatio n
pertaining to recovering the federal investment i s
feasible .
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The Department of Energy has not announced its positio n
on this recommendation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

According to the PPSSCC's analysis, seventy percent o f
the $4 .5 billion increased revenue (over a 3-year period )
would be derived from the $0 .0075/kilowatt hour user fee .
This fee is supposed to represent half of the differenc e
between the PMA cost of producing electricity and the valu e
of the electricity to the PMAs' utility customers . The
PPSSCC did not tie this fee to a specific purpose o r
need--other than increasing general revenue . If_ a fee i s
imposed, the final rate (whether $0 .0075 or some othe r
amount) would be an arbitrary figure subject to negotiatio n
by the affected parties . The total revenue collected would ,
of course, depend directly on the rate fee established .

The accuracy of the remaining increased revenue esti-
mate ($1 .3 billion) to assure total and timely repayment o f
the federal investment in the PMAs cannot be evaluated .
While the basic methodology used for determining the revenu e
is sound, the overall amount could vary depending upon th e
assumptions used in making the calculations . For example ,
the amount of additional revenue the PMA receives from in -
creased rates charged for its electricity may vary consider -
ably because of the elasticity in the _.emand for electricity
or the availability of alternative sources of power .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-84-25 Policies Governing Bonneville Powe r
Administration's Repayment of Federa l
Investment Still Need Revision (Oct .
26, 1983 )

Letter

	

Improving the Repayment Study Interes t
Rate Practices of the Power Marketin g
Administratio!,s, from J . Dexter Peach
to the Acting Assistant Secretary fo r
Conservation and Renewable Energy an d
the Bonneville Power Administratio n
(Sept . 20, 1983 )

Testimony

	

F . Kevin Boland, before the Hous e
Committee on Energy and Commerc e
Subcommittee on Energy Conservation an d
Power (Sept . 14, 1983 )

Testimony

	

F . Kevin Boland, before the Senat e
Committee on Energy and Natura l
Resources (Sept . 13, 1984 )
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VI . GAO CONTACT

Daniel White (301) 353-371 1
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CONG 3-2 :	 POWER MARKETING ADMINISTRATION S

I® PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

PPSSCC believes the Department of Energy should see k
repeal of legislation prohibiting the study of the pricin g
structure of public power by five Federal Power Marketin g
Administrations (PMAs) . Projected three year savings i s
$785 .3 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

The PPSSCC's recommendation is directed at repealin g
the current prohibition ` contained in PMAs' appropriation s
legislation, against using any funds to study changing thei r
electricity rate structure to reflect "market" prices fo r
electricity provided . PMAs currently establish electricit y
rates to recover their costs of operations as required b y
law .

Overall, GAO believes that a study of establishing PM A
electricity rates based on market prices for electricit y
appears reasonable . Such a study could address the cost s
and benefits of revising PMAs current method of establishe d
electricity rates and provide options for the Congress t o
evaluate .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Implementing the PPSSCC recommendation would requir e
Congressional action .

The Department of Energy has not taken action on thi s
recommendation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC says that "Congress has continued to vot e
taxpayer subsidies (to the PMAs) to the tune of $249 . 2
million in 1983 and $255 .3 million for 1984 ." These figure s
and an estimated figure for 1985 comprise the PPSSC C
"savings" if the recommendation to repeal legislatio n
prohibiting the rate structure study is implemented .

GAO disagrees with this estimate . The savings figure s
appear to be PMA appropriations for operating expenses .
These appropriations are repayed to the Treasury annuall y
with interest from revenues received by the PMAs .
Implementing the PPSSCC recommendation to study the PM A
pricing structure would not obviate the need for thes e
appropriations nor result in any dollar savings .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-84-25 Policies Governing Bonneville Powe r
Administration's Repayment of Federa l
Investment Still Need Revision (Oct .
26, 1983 )

Improving the Repayment Study Interes t
Rate Practices of the Power Marketing
Administrations, from J . Dexter Peach
to the Acting Assistant Secretary for
Conservation and Renewable Energy and
the Bonneville Power Administratio n
(Sept . 20, 1983 )

F . Kevin Boland, before the Hous e
Committee on Energy and Commerce ,
Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and
Power (Sept . 14, 1983 )

F . Kevin Boland, before the Senat e
Committee on Energy and Natura l
Resources (Sept . 13, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Daniel White (301) 353-371 1

Lette r

Testimony
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ENERGY 20 :	 FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the scope and timing of procedures within th e
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) be modified to
reduce cost burdens for both Government and the privat e
sector? "

The PPSSCC made several recommendations to make FERC' s
operations more efficient and effective and said that thes e
improved operations could reduce costs for individua l
energy users . However, the PPSSCC did not quantify the
impact of these improvements on FERC's budget . Also, th e
PPSSCC estimated cost savings of $9 million in the firs t
year and $29 .7 million over 3 years by modifying the
Natural Gas Policy Act (NGPA) and ceasing oil pipelin e
regulation . The PPSSCC did not quantify savings availabl e
from its recommendation to exempt from federal licensing
all hydroelectric projects of 15 megawatts or less .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the general thrust of the PPSSC C
recommendations aimed at making FERC's regulatory function s
more efficient and effective . GAO, however, has no basi s
for commenting on the PPSSCC recommendations to terminat e
federal regulation of oil pipelines and exempt certai n
hydroelectric projects from federal licensing . Also, GAO
does not agree with the PPSSCC recommendation concernin g
the NGPA .

GAO's conclusions on the need for FERC to expedit e
case processing and to reduce reporting requirements o n
utilities under the Public Utilities Regulatory Policie s
Act of 1978 (PURPA) are documented in GAO reports . Based
on its reviews of FERC's activities, GAO has mad e
recommendations similar to five of the PPSSCC recommen-
dations aimed at reducing regulatory delays and reportin g
requirements . GAO has recommended improvements for the
management information system, expanded use of generi c
rulemaking, expedited review of administrative law judg e
decisions, expedited handling of hydroelectric case s
involving reviews by other federal agencies, and reduce d
reporting requirements under PURPA .

The basis for PPSSCC's recommendation that the
Congress reexamine the effectiveness of the NGPA i s
unclear . Since enactment of the NGPA in 1978, the Congres s
has evaluated the act's effectiveness and considere d
alternatives to it .
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GAO has not reviewed the advisability of terminatin g
federal regulation of oil pipelines and exempting from
federal licensing all hydroelectric projects of 1 5
megawatts or less . GAO believes, however, that there ar e
several considerations, such as the adequacy of competitio n
in the oil pipeline industry and the potential environ-
mental impact of raising the hydroelectric exemption leve l
to 15 megawatts, which should be addressed before th e
PPSSCC's recommendations are implemented .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

FERC has implemented those PPSSCC recommendation s
which did not require congressional action . implementation
of the remaining recommendations must await congressiona l
action .

The 98th Congress did not act on proposed legislatio n
to terminate regulation of oil pipeline rates . Also, a
draft bill to give FERC the authority to raise th e
exemption level for small hydroelectric installations to 1 5
megawatts was not introduced in the 98th Congress .

Under its existing authority, FERC is implementing
four of the five recommendations made by GAO and the PPSSC C
for reducing regulatory delays . Concerning the fifth
recommendation, a FERC official stated that FERC ha s
already reduced the utilities reporting requirements under
two sections of PURPA to the statutory minimum . To reduce
the reporting requirements below the statutory minimum
would require legislative action . FERC has no plans to
request such legislation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC estimated savings to FERC of $29 .7 million
over 3 years from implementation of two of it s
recommendations--revising the NGPA ($16 .5 million) and
ceasing oil pipeline regulation ($13 .2 million) . Althoug h
it contemplated some type of natural gas decontrol i n
developing its NGPA recommendation, the PPSSCC did not us e
a clearly defined alternative to NGPA as a basis fo r
comparison with current law . The PPSSCC states in it s
recommendation that it is not " . . .limiting it s
recommendation to a specific alternative . . ." Also, th e
PPSSCC's report did not contain any estimates of the effec t
on FERC's budget of which alternatives, if any, i t
considered . Therefore, GAO has no basis for analyzing th e
PPSSCC's savings estimate .
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As discussed in section II above, GAO believes tha t
the adequacy of competition in the oil pipeline industry
should be a determining factor in deciding whether, and to
what extent, oil pipeline rates should be deregulated .
This determination could impact the PPSSCC's saving s
estimate of 513 .2 million, which is based on complete
deregulation .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-83-51 Federal Energy Regulatory Commissio n
Has Expedited Case Processing :
Additional Improvements Neede d
(June 10, 1983 )

GAO/EMD-81-105 Burdensome and Unnecessary Reporting
Requirements of the Public Utilit y
Regulatory Policies Act Need to b e
Changed (Sept . 14, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Sprague 275-144 1
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ENERGY 21 :	 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

I. PPSSCC ISSUES AND ESTIMATED SAVINGS

Are there potential improvements in the interna l
organization of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), it s
relationship with industry, and its methods of licensing an d
regulation that would permit the goal of safe nuclear powe r
production to be realized more efficiently and effectively ?

The PPSSCC proposes that, although some budget saving s
for the Agency , •ould result from the reforms, the principa l
benefits of the : reforms would be greater concentration o n
the NRC's primary safety mission, a more effective
allocation of industry safety resources, and a dramati c
containment of industry costs that are ultimately borne b y
users of electricity--probably totalling some $10 billion i n
cost savings over the next decade .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The essence of this PPSSCC issue is that increasin g
plant construction costs, an unpredictable and lengthenin g
NRC licensing process, and an undisciplined NRC approach t o
imposing new safety requirements on operating plants could ,
if not controlled, foreclose the nuclear option as a basi c
source of generating electricity . The PPSSCC points ou t
that NRC has a heavy regulatory workload--76 operatin g
plants and 63 others in the construction pipeline at the en d
of 1982--which it must carry out in an "emotionally charge d
and politically polarized" atmosphere .

The PPSSCC notes that since 1973 the time required t o
bring new plants on line has doubled to 12 to 14 years an d
that, according to an Edison Electric Institute survey, mor e
than $30 billion of the cost of new plants entering servic e
in that time period were attributable to new regulator y
requirements . While recognizing that many new requirements
added some unquantifiable increment of safety, the PPSSC C
concluded that the nuclear regulatory process falls short o f
an acceptable level of stability . Corrective action ,
according to the PPSSCC, is needed in (1) the processes NR C
uses to license new plants and impose new safet y
requirements on operating plants, (2) NRC's organization an d
management, and (3) NRC's relationship with the nuclea r
industry .

The major PPSSCC re^ommendations are (1) enactment of
nuclear plant licensing reform legislation proposed by th e
Department of Energy (DOE) and, in conjunction, (2) the
early adoption by NRC of the reforms proposed in the DO E
legislation to the extent that they can be adopte d
administratively .
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NRC and others have also proposed licensing refor m
bills embodying many of the concepts in the DO E
legislation . GAO has not analyzed any of the propose d
licensing reform bills . Therefore, GAO takes no position o n
the specific provisions of the DOE or other bills .
Nevertheless, based on GAO's work over the last 10 years ,
GAO believes that the concepts embodied in the DOE and othe r
bills have merit and are therefore worthy of consideratio n
by the Congress and/or NRC . For example, GAO believes earl y
site and design approvals, standardization, and authority t o
issue a combined construction and operating license before
construction begins all offer opportunities to shorten th e
time it takes utilities to plan and build plants, reduc e
plant construction costs, and help assure that safety an d
environmental issues are surfaced and resolved early .
Implementation of some licensing reform measures, such as a
combined construction and operating license, clearly requir e
change in existing law . Others, such as establishing
standards for imposing new requirements on licensed plants ,
could, and perhaps appropriately should be, adopte d
administratively .

In the area of improving NRC°s organization an d
management, the PPSSCC recommended, among other things, tha t

--all non-safety regulatory functions performed by NR C
should be transferred to other appropriate agencies ,

--NRC should promptly be housed in a single building i n
the District of Columbia, and

--approval authority for off-site emergency plans fo r
nuclear power plant accidents should be transferre d
from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA )
to NRC .

GAO has not analyzed the propriety of transferring al l
non-safety NRC functions . One important non-safety functio n
of NRC, however, is to review any executive branch judgmen t
that export of a nuclear material or technology will not b e
detrimental to U .S . security . In GAO's 1981 report on the
implementation of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978 ,
it did not find sufficient justification to recommen d
transferring this function from NRC .

GAO agrees that NRC should be consolidated into on e
building or building complex . As the PPSSCC points out, NRC
is currently scattered among several buildings in th e
District of Columbia and adjoining suburban Maryland . GAO' s
previous work on this issue, however, leads it to conclud e
that a suburban location should also be considered if i t
would facilitate a prompt consolidation .
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GAO does not agree that offsite emergency plan approva l
authority should be transferred from FEMA to NRC . In a 1979
report on emergency preparedness planning, GAO conclude d
that FEMA should retain this authority because it is th e
lead agency for all federal disaster relief and emergenc y
preparedness activities .

The last area of PPSSCC's recommendations related t o
improving NRC's relationship with licensees by (1 )
facilitating early exchange of views on safety issues ,
(2) providing regulatory incentives for license e
initiatives, and (3) encouraging greater industr y
participation in safety research . GAO believes thi s
recommendation should be explored but cautions that any NR C
initiatives in this area should take into account NBC' s
obligation to provide meaningful opportunities for publi c
participation in its licensing and related regulator y
activities .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC stated that legislative reform of nuclea r
power plant regulation requires action by the President, th e
Congress, and NRC . It added that transferring non-safet y
functions from NRC requires congressional action and
consolidating NRC in one building must be initiated by th e
President . All other recommendations, the PPSSCC said, ca n
be implemented on NRC°s initiative . GAO agrees with th e
PPSSCC's implementation assessment and believes that it s
recommendations are feasible to implement .

NRC has not undertaken any direct actions to implemen t
the PPSSCC's recommendations . However, several NRC
initiatives have addressed some PPSSCC recommendations . For
example, the NRC Commissioners have supported licensin g
reform legislation for several years, and the agency ha s
worked vigorously with the General Services Administratio n
to consolidate NRC in a single building .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE S

The PPSSCC claimed, but did not quantify, some NRC
budget savings from implementation of its recommendation .
The larger benefit, it said--probably $10 billion in th e
next decade--would be in containing utility costs . GAO
agrees that any savings would primarily accrue to utilitie s
and their customers . The estimated $10 billion in industr y
savings, however, is probably too high because much of th e
increased cost of nuclear power plants in the last 10 year s
is attributable to factors other than NRC regulation . Th e
principal factors are lower than expected demand fo r
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electricity, which caused utilities to delay completion o f
many plants, in conjunction with high interest costs an d
inflation .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/EMD-81-76

	

Further Evaluation of the Proposed
Interim Consolidation of the Nuclea r
Regulatory Commission (June 24, 1981 )

GAO/OGC-81-2

	

The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act o f
1978 Should Be Selectively Modifie d
(May 21, 1981 )

GAO/EMD-80-118 Proposed Interim Consolidation of th e
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(September 11, 1980 )

GAO/EMD-78-110 Areas Around Nuclear Facilities Shoul d
Be Better Prepared for Radiologica l
Emergencies (March 30, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Daniel White (301) 353-371 1
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BUS-TVA	 1 : ENGINEERING DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION PROGRA M

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

PPSSCC believes that improvements can he made in th e
management practices and organizational structure of th e
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) Office of Engineerin g
Design and Construction (OEDC) to make TVA's constructio n
program more effective and cost efficient .

PPSSCC estimates net savings from this issue and subse-
quent recommendations are expected to result in a 3-yea r
savings of 8120 .2 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Following its examination of management practices an d
organizational structure of TVA's OEDC, the PPSSCC mad e
seven recommendations which called for organizationa l
changes, reduced personnel levels, improved information ex -
change and decisionmaking processes, monetary quantificatio n
of management goals, incorporating successful features o f
other utility nuclear power plant construction programs int o
TVA's nuclear construction program, and eliminating existin g
cost control disincentives in TVA's rate setting an d
borrowing .

Based on past efforts examining TVA activities, GAO be-
lieves that Improvements could be made in OEDC and tha t
PPSSCC's recommended actions, overall, appear reasonable .
For example, the recent reorganization has already reduce d
the level of personnel needed and fostered better
decisionmaking and information exchange .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC's assessment that authority t o
implement its recommendations rest with TVA . Most, in fact ,
have already been implemented by TVA .

TVA has taken actions consistent with five of th e
seven PPSSCC recommendations . More specifically, a June
1984 reorganization merging the Office of Engineering Desig n
and Construction with the Office of Power has reduced th e
number of personnel and enhanced the continuance of futur e
personnel reductions as well as opened new channels of com-
munications for exchange of information . TVA also has im-
proved the decisionmaking process by incorporation o f
economic conditions, and, where calculable, placed monetar y
values on management goals .

On the other hand, TVA does not believe a comparison o f
its nuclear construction projects with those of other utili-
ties is needed as recommended by the PPSSCC . TVA believe s
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that there are too many construction differences betwee n
nuclear projects, in as much as each nuclear unit is de -
signed to meet the need of the individual utility . TVA also
pointed cut that its nuclear program has been substantiall y
reduced and the four remaining nuclear units under construc -
tion are nearly completed . Thus, TVA sees no advantage to a
comparison at this time .

GAO agrees with TVA that because its nuclear progra m
has been reduced and only four units remain, which ar e
nearly complete, the benefits derived from a compariso n
study may not be timely nor outweigh the cost of the stud y
itself .

TVA also does not believe that any cost control disin-
centives exist due to its rate setting and borrowing prac-
tices . TVA believes its mandate to charge the lowest rate
possible and borrow only when major expenditure is necessar y
are incentives for cost effective management practice s r

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTINETE

The savings estimates provided by PPSSCC are based o n
its assumption that implementation of its recommendation s
will result in a one percent reduction of OEDC's fiscal yea r
1982 budget expenditures . Neither GAO or TVA can determin e
whether this assumed percentage reduction in OEDC's expendi -
tures is accurate or reasonable . Once TVA completes imple-
mentation of the five PPSSCC recommendations with which i t
agrees, TVA will be able to determine a savings amount .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-83-123 Triennial Assessment of the Tennessee.
Valley Authority--Fiscal Year s
1980-1982 (Apr . 15, 1983 )

GAO/RCED-82-54 Tennessee Valley Authority--Options fo r
Oversight (Mar . 19, 1982 )

GAO/EMD-82-50

GAO/EMD-82-49

VI . GAO CONTACT

A Process To Determine Whether t o
Construct Projects In-House or b y
Private Contractor is Needed by th e
Tennessee Valley Authority (Mar . 15 ,
1982 )

The Tennessee Valley Authority Needs t o
Develop a Formal Process fo r
Determining Whether to Construc t
Projects In-House or by Privat e
Contractor (Mar . 15, 1982 )

Daniel White (301) 353-371 1
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BUS-TVA 2 : TVA FINANCING PROGRAM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

PPSSCC believes that improvements can be made in th e
Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA's) financing program t o
reduce TVA's financing costs as well as to reduce borrowing s
from the Federal Financing Bank (FFB) thereby directl y
reducing the financing burden on the U .S . Treasury .

Cumulative 3-year savings in TVA's interest costs ar e
projected by the PPSSCC at S22 .2 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AkD ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

The PPSSCC concluded that improvements could be made i n
TVA's financing program and recommended that TVA obtain it s
short and long-term financing needs on the open marke t
rather than through the FFB . According to the PPSSCC thi s
would reduce TVA's interest costs, provide an additiona l
oversight dimension to TVA's construction program, an d
reduce FFB's financing burden on the U .S . Treasury .

GAO questions the savings of TVA financing its long -
term debt issues on the capital markets and its short-term
debt issues in the discount note market as determined b y
PPSSCC . Based on material provided by WA, TVA could incur
higher interest costs by borrowing on the open market .
TVA's experience during 1963-1974, when they borrowed on th e
open market, disclosed that the interest rates on thei r
short-term borrowing averaged nearly one-half percent highe r
than the rates for comparable Treasury borrowings during th e
same period . Also, a TVA comparison of interest rates o n
long-term bonds from 1978 to 1983 showed that the rate s
averaged about 1 .0 percent higher for triple A utilit y
bonds, the most likely rate for TVA bonds, than for FF1 3
borrowings .

GAO agrees that open market financing would add a n
oversight dimension to TVA's construction program tha t
presently does not exist since neither FFB nor Treasury re -
views TVA's financial status before buying TVA bonds excep t
to assure TVA is within its statutory debt ceiling, cur-
rently set at $30 billion . However, GAO believes that addi-
tional oversight over TVA's financing program could mor e
appropriately be achieved through greater congressiona l
oversight . In a 1982 report, GAO presented to Congress a
number of options for increasing oversight over TVA' s
financing program .

III. GAO ASSESS[4'NT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSC C e s assessment that TVA currentl y
has the authority to transfer its financing from the FFB t o
the open capital markets . However_, since the TVA disagree s
with the PPSSCC conclusion that it would be less costly t o
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finance the electric power system in the open market an d
therefore has not taken any action to implement the recom-
mendation . Furthermore, TVA stated it would resist an y
actions to preclude financing its program through the FFS .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC based its savings calculations on TV A
attaining a one-fourth percent lower interest rate on it s
borrowings in the open market . TVA asserts that when it had
borrowed on the open market it was more costly than Treasur y
borrowings during the same period . In addition, even i f
this rate savings could be attained, the amount of saving s
would be significantly reduced because TVA's projecte d
future borrowing needs have dropped to less than one-hal f
the amount used to calculate the savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/EMD-82-54 Tennessee Valley Authority--Options fo r
Oversight (Mar . 19, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Daniel White (301) 353-371 1
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SUS-TVA 6 : COAL PROCUREMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

PPSSCC believes that changes can be made in Tennesse e
Valley Authority's (TVA's) coal procurement policies an d
practices to reduce the cost of fuel .

PPSSCC estimates that cost savings through more effi-
cient and better planned procurement operations could amoun t
to $42 .7 million over 3 years ,

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

To improve TVA's coal procurement policies and prac-
tices, the PPSSCC recommended that TVA (1) create an Offic e
of Fuel Supply, (2) institute an annual review of coal pro-
curement plans, (3) develop more flexible bidding and awar d
procedures, (4) limit acquisition of new coal reserves, an d
(5) open no new coal mines . Rased on GAO's overall pas t
efforts concerning TVA coal procurement, it believes suc h
actions could contribute to lower fuel costs . There are
similarities between the changes suggested by PPSSCC unde r
this issue and recommendations contained in GAO's 1981 re -
port on TVA coal procurement . In that report, GAO recom-
mended that TVA revise its coal procurement practices an d
implement a better program of forward planning . Also, GAO
recommended changes to improve TVA's method of contractin g
for coal and suggested that TVA proceed cautiously in devel -
oping additional reserves . TVA has taken action on GAO' s
recommendations .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC's assessment that authority t o
implement its recommendations under this issue rests wit h
TVA. Further, most have already been implemented by TVA a s
discussed below .

Regarding TVA's coal reserves and mines, TVA reports i t
has limited acquisition of coal reserves and does not pla n
to acquire any new mines . Although TVA does not intend t o
sell any of its reserves at this time, it has initiated a
limited leasing program of reserves that cannot he utilize d
in the foreseeable future .

Regarding TVA's bidding and award procedures for coa l
purchases, TVA developed a new bidding process and plans t o
implement the process the next time it needs to purchas e
coal . Tinder the new procedures, TVA will use a two-ste p
advertising method as a means of eliminating proposals tha t
are not competitive, from either a cost or technical view -
point . Step two will consist of bid invitations bein g
issued only to those bidders that submitted acceptabl e
technical proposals under the initial bid .
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For its future coal procurements, TVA has taken step s
to improve its projected coal needs by refining its fore -
casting techniques and reinstituting biweekly coal plannin g
meetings . According to TVA, the Office of Power provide s
the TVA Board and General Manager with an annual coal suppl y
plan, along with quarterly updates . Further, that offic e
also conducts an annual assessment of TVA's need for and
utilization of coal reserves .

Finally, TVA reports that it does not intend to estab-
lish an Office of Fuel Supply as recommended by PPSSCC . TVA
officials say their current organizational structure oper-
ates well and they do not believe that creating anothe r
organization will improve fuel supply planning . Although
GAO has not addressed this issue in its audits, TVA's inter-
nal audit report dated June 1983 recommended that TVA retai n
its present organizational structure for coal management .

TVA officials state that changes already made in thei r
coal procurement practices have resulted in lower coa l
costs . During fiscal year 1983, TVA's cost for delivere d
coal was 7 .5 percent below the average of 11 neighborin g
utilities .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The dollar savings estimates provided by PPSSCC ar e
based on its assumption that implementation of its recom-
mendations will result in a 1 percent reduction for fue l
costs . Neither GAO or TVA can determine whether thi s
assumed percentage reduction in expenditures is reasonable .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-83-123 Triennial Assessment of the Tennesse e
Valley Authority--Fiscal Year s
1980-1982 (Apr . 15, 1983 )

GAO/EMD-81-65

	

TVA's Coal Procurement Practices--Mor e
Effective Management Needed (Aug . 14 ,
1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Daniel White (301) 353-371 1
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BANK 41 :	 CHANGE IN PROJECT SELECTION PROCES S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND ESTIMATED SAVINGS

Can administrative expenses at the U .S . Synthetic Fuel s
Corporation (SFC) be reduced (via a more efficient use o f
personnel resources) by changing from a procurement-typ e
project solicitation selection process to an "outreach-type "
process ?

The PPSSCC stated that through such actions SFC wil l
not require the additional personnel resources that it ha d
projected . The PPSSCC states this would reduce projected
administrative expenses by $18 .2 million over a 3-yea r
period--$5 .5 million in fiscal year 1983, $0 .0 million in
fiscal year 1984, and $6 .7 million in fiscal year 1985 .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUR AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATiION S

The PPSSCC's issue and associated recommendations ar e
not germane because SFC changed to an "outreach-type "
project solicitation process in 1982 and consequently di d
not increase its personnel resources as projected . The SFC ,
as required by the Energy Security Act, initially used a
competitive, procurement-type solicitation process t o
encourage open and free competition among companie s
proposing synthetic fuel projects for SFC financia l
assistance . From SFC's inception in August 1980 throug h
1982, it issued three general solicitations which invited
any company interested in building a synthetic fuels projec t
to submit a competitive proposal .

In October 1982, however, SFC began to use a n
"outreach-type" process when it issued the first of 6
targeted solicitations . This process specified the type o f
resource, technology, and geographical location of th e
project, and placed limits on the size and cost of th e
project, which reduced the number of possible projec t
proposals submitted to SFC . With less proposals t o
evaluate, SFC did not increase its staff to projected level s
thereby avoiding the personnel compensation expenditure s
attributable to such staff .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the SFC has th e
authority, under the Energy Security Act, to submit an d
select projects for financial assistance using a n
outreach-type process . As stated above, SFC did adopt a n
outreach-type process in late 1982, which reduced the numbe r
of possible proposals that could be submitted and resulte d
in fewer staff being needed to evaluate proposals .
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IV. GAO APALTSIS OP SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC's estimated savings of $18 .2 million is mad e
up of reductions on projected personnel compensation cost o f
S5 .5 million in fiscal year 1983, $6 .0 million in fisca l
year 1984, and $6 .7 million in fiscal year 1985 if SFC wer e
to undertake an outreach program . GAO can not substantiat e
this amount of savings because GAO has not examined thi s
issue in the past . However, as stated above, any reductions
in projected personnel compensation costs are no t
attributable to the PPSSCC recommendation, but to SFC' s
internal decision to use outreach-type solicitatio n
processes which occurred prior to the PPSSCC recommendation .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

None .

VI. GAO CONTACT

Daniel White (301) 353-371 1
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EPA1 :	 CONSTRUCTION GRk TS PROGRAM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Do cost savings opportunities exist with respect t o
the Federal Government's strong management and implementa -
tion role in the construction grants program? "

program to states are estimated by PPSSCC at $46 .3 million
over a 3-year period . Most of the PPSSCC savings ($1 4
million a year) are based on a reduction of 350 full tim e
employees from EPA as the states assume the progra m
responsibilities .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC's recommendations that EPA (1) transfer th e
management of the construction grants program to state s
and (2) develop national construction grant program polic y
and oversee state implementation are based on the premis e
that the states which do not choose to accept delegatio n
of construction grants responsibility should not receiv e
any federal assistance from EPA for constructing waste -
water treatment plants . Thus EPA, which currently oper-
ates the construction grants program for those state s
considered unable to operate it, could reduce its staff .

GAO agrees that the above PPSSCC recommendations hav e
merit for reducing federal financial assistance . However ,
because some states may have legitimate reasons for no t
accepting program delegation, implementation of PPSSCC' s
recommendations may not always be feasible . If federa l
construction grant funds and other water pollution progra m
activities are left with the states and the states canno t
adequately ensure that the funds are properly expended o r
the activities are carried out, the water pollution clean -
up effort will suffer, and the goals for protecting ou r
nation's waters will not be met .

Further, PPSSCC's recommendation that the EP A
Administrator study and propose to the Congress a plan t o
resolve inconsistencies among construction grant progra m
needs, funding levels, and compliance deadlines does, i n
GAO's opinion, have merit . Both the Congress and EP A
recognize that water pollution control facility construc-
tion needs exceed construction grant funding and tha t
alternative financing is needed to supplement the gran t
program . To this end, the Administrator, EPA, is cur-
rently studying financing alternatives and the Congress i s
considering a grant/loan program as an alternative to th e
grant-only program now in effect . At the same time, EPA
believes that funding should not be used as an excuse fo r
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not achieving compliance and has developed a policy whic h
requires all permittees to be in compliance by 1988 ,
regardless of the availability of federal funding .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC states that its recommendations to direct th e
construction grants program to the states would requir e
congressional action . GAO agrees that (because EPA i s
unable to make, and some states are unwilling to accept ,
the recommended delegations under existing authority) th e
Clean Water Act would have to be amended to accomplish th e
PPSSCC recommendations . GAO notes that such action ha s
:)ot been initiated at this time .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC's major premise for its cost savings estimat e
is based on the assumption that EPA's full time employee
positions would be reduced by 350, once the constructio n
grant program is directed to the states . While the com-
plete transfer of the program to the states would resul t
in some federal staff reductions, GAO is unable to commen t
on the accuracy of the savings estimate because the PPSSCC
report is not clear or complete as to how the saving s
calculation was made .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Hugh Wessinger 275-548 9
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EPA 2 :	 DELEGATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the authorities aid responsibilities of th e
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) headquarters ,
regions, and the states be more clearly defined to encour-
age delegation to the regions and states and will cos t
savings result? "

Cost savings from accelerating the delegation o f
environmental programs to the states are estimated b y
PPSSCC at $17 .8 million over a 3-year period . For the
most part, PPSSCC's savings are based on reducing EPA' s
oversight role in the water program, which is estimated t o
reduce EPA staffing levels by 118 full time employees at a
savings of $5 .4 million annually .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees that accelerating the delegation of envi-
ronmental programs to the states and developing a uniform ,
well-defined oversight program for EPA could reduce fed-
eral spending and consequently eliminate inter-governmen t
duplication . EPA has already taken a number of steps i n
that direction and has achieved a high level o f
delegation . For instance, in the air pollution contro l
area, government agencies assuming from 65 to 96 percen t
of the operational responsibilities of three natonal ai r
pollution control programs . Further, EPA's Federal/Stat e
Relationships Task Force developed policies for al l
environmental program delegations and oversight which th e
Administrator signed in March 1984 .

PPSSCC's recommendations have merit, but their impac t
are based on fully delegated programs which may not b e
practical . GAO's preliminary work in the air program are a
indicates that some state agencies do not have the techni-
cal capabilities to administer national environmenta l
programs ; in those cases EPA would be expected to continue
its administrative role .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that the recommendations mad e
to accelerate the delegations of authority currentl y
allowed can be implemented administratively within EPA .
In fact, EPA has taken steps to increase delegations and
define its oversight role . GAO beleives, however, tha t
some state agencies do not have the capabilities necessar y
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to administer the national environmental programs, an d
efforts by EPA and the states to upgrade those state agen-
cies' capabilities may be more costly than having EPA con-
tinue to administer the programs .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The major premise of the PPSSCC cost savings estimat e
is valid, as increased delegation of programs to state s
and decreased EPA oversight will definitely reduce federa l
spending .

The cost savings, however, could be too optimistic .
They are based on the assumption that, once EPA's wate r
pollution control programs are fully delegated, EPA' s
oversight functions can be reduced to no more than te n
percent surveillance of the states' activities . Thi s
oversight reduction, in turn, is expected to reduce EPA' s
annual staffing requirements by 118 full time employees .
Because full delegation may not be practical or advisabl e
in all program areas due to inadequate staffing capabili-
ties, it may not be possible for EPA to realize the magni-
tude of the savings envisioned by PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GPO CONTACT

Hugh Wessinger 275-548 9
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EPA 3 :	 STATE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM GRANT S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Could the present system of categorical environ-
mental grants to the states be improved so as to promot e
innovative program management and reduce excessive reli -
ance on Federal resources? "

Cost savings from consolidating categorical grant s
and phasing down federal funding levels are estimated b y
PPSSCC at $120 million over a 3-year period . PPSSCC' s
savings are based on reducing (1) the numerous grants int o
a single grant and (2) the federal funding level for stat e
program grants to 25 percent of the total cost (as com-
pared to the current 45 to 50 percent) .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes that full implementation of the recom-
mendations under this issue could have a detrimenta l
effect on EPA's overall environmental goals and mandates .
For example, if categorical grants are combined into on e
block grant, then some air or water programs would be
penalized if states decided to increase grant funds i n
other environmental programs such as hazardous waste .
(EPA has reviewed this issue under its State Grants Task
Force and has concluded that consolidation of categorica l
grants is not feasible at this time .) Further, many ai r
program grantees are already providing 70 to 75 percent o f
the funding for their programs, so a reduction of federa l
funds to 25 percent as suggested by PPSSCC is already i n
effect for those grantees .

Regarding PPSSCC's recommendation to modify state -
matching and level-of-effort requirements to correspon d
with federal funding reductions, GAO has addressed suc h
requirements in the past and agrees that they need modify -
ing . Currently, such laws as the Clean Water and Clea n
Air Acts require states to maintain their funding level s
even if federal funds are reduced . According to PPSSCC ,
such requirements inhibit the states' flexibility t o
direct available resources to their environmental prob-
lems . Regarding PPSSCC's recommendation to support devel-
opment of nonconventional revenue sources for state pro -
grams funding, EPA is reviewing this area . However, GAO
has found that states' efforts to develop user fee system s
to provide additional revenues have met with political an d
industrial opposition, compliance disincentive, adde d
costs, and other unintended effects .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC recognized that efforts to revise the federa l
financial assistance programs and phase down the fundin g
levels to the states would take 12 months planning befor e
legislation could be introduced . GAO agrees that consoli-
dation of categorical grants into block grants would re -
quire legislation . As previously noted, EPA has reviewe d
this issue and has concluded that it would not be feasibl e
to consolidate categorical grants . Further, although EPA
has taken no action regarding the phase down of federa l
funding levels, GAO has found that a number of air progra m
grantees are already being funded at the level suggeste d
by PPSSCC . Other grantees which rely heavily on the fed-
eral funds to operate their environmental programs may b e
forced to return their programs to EPA if the federa l
funds are reduced . Then, EPA will be required by law to
administer those programs returned .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC estimates that the cost savings from reducin g
federal program funding to 25 percent from the present 4 5
to 50 percent) would save $100 million with a time-phase d
transition of five years . While GAO agrees with the prem-
ise that reducing the federal funding level mould sav e
money in some cases, there are many grantees who ar e
already being funded at the level suggested by PPSSCC .
Further, a reduction of federal funds could have a detri-
mental effect on those states who could not make up fo r
the reduction in federal funds, and EPA may be forced to
take over those states' programs, at hi g her operationa l
costs .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-83-75 Potential Impacts Of Reducing Th e
Environmental Protection Agency' s
Budget (Dec . 30, 1982 )

GAO/GGD-81-7

	

Proposed Changes In Federal Matchin g
and Maintenance Of Effort Require -
ments For State And Local Government s
(Dec . 23, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Hugh Wessinger 275-548 S
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EPA 4 :	 PERMITTING PROCESS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the permitting processes for the Resourc e
Conservation and Recover Act (RCRA) and the Nationa l
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) be accom -
plishea at less cect and on a more timely basis? "

PPSSCC estimated cost savings at $91 .4 million over a
3-year neriod from (1) using more class permits for treat-
ment and storage of hazardous waste, (2) expanding the us e
of general permitting for minor dischargers of pollutants ,
(3) amending the Clean Water Act to extend the deadlin e
for achievement of Best Available Technology (BAT) guide-
lines and to extend time limitations of NPDES permit life ,
and (4) discontinuing NPDES grants to unqualified states
after FY 1985 .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that class permits under RCR A
for certain hazardous waste treatment or storage facili-
ties could have merit . Currently, each treatment o r
storage facility must submit a detailed permit applica-
tion . EPA or an EPA-authorized state then must review th e
application and if appropriate develop a permit . EPA
believes that the use of class permits for certain low
risk facilities such as above-ground storage tanks would
result in reduced application paper work because a stand-
ardized application form could be utilized . The standard-
ized form would require less facility-specific informatio n
and would also entail a streamlined EPA or state revie w
process .

GAO has no basis for commenting on the PPSSCC recom-
mendation on issuing general permits to "minor" dischar-
gers because it has not yet reviewed that area . However ,
GAO questions the practicality of the use of general per-
mitting for minor dischargers because such permits estab-
lish pollution limits for a category of dischargers in a
specific geographic region, rather than for individua l
dischargers . Thus, some minor dischargers with unique
pollutants may not be fully covered under a genera l
permit .

The Clean Water Act currently requires industria l
dischargers to comply with EPA-developed BAT guideline s
for toxic pollutants by July 1, 1984 . Extending the dead -
line to July 1988, as recommended by PPSSCC, would provid e
time for NPDES permits to be developed using the guide -
lines and for industry to install needed pollutio n
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control . Also, extending the NPDES permit life beyond th e
current 5-year limit, with periodic recall and review t o
ensure that the permit is still adequate to control pollu-
tion, would also be beneficial . The House passed H .R .
3282 in June 1984 which is in consonance with the PPSSCC ,
but no further legislative action was taken .

Regarding the PPSSCC recommendation for discontinuin g
NPDES grants after FY 1985 to unqualified states, GAO does
not agree . The Clean Water Act provides for NPDES program
delegation to those states that EPA determines can effec -
tively administer the program . Where states are unable or
unwilling to assume delegation, the Act provides for th e
federal government to administer the program . Implement-
ing the PPSSCC recommendation would penalize those state s
that need continued federal funds to acquire staff an d
develop expertise to administer their programs .

T T I . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY
AND STATUS

PPSSCC stated that RCRA would have to be amended t o
:Nllow for class permits . EPA believes that RCRA alread y
allows for class permits and, on July 20, 1984, it issued
a proposed rule establishing class permit applicatio n
procedures for above-ground storage tanks .

PPSSCC also stated that the Clean Water Act would
need to be amended to extend deadlines . In that regard ,
H .R . 3282 (98th Congress 2nd Session) was initiated t o
extend deadlines for the BAT and NPDES issues . The House
passed the bill in June 1984 and forwarded it to th e
Senate, but no further action has been taken .

Regarding the discontinuance of NPDES grants, PPSSC C
stated that it could be implemented within existing EPA
authority, with congressional acceptance of the e'.imina-
tion of program grant funding to states that do not com-
ply . PPSSCC also stated that the use of general permit-
ting was within EPA authority, but such action woul d
require Executive Office support . GAO agrees with the
latter statement but believes that discontinuance of NPDE S
grants would require congressional action .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC estimated that RCRA class permits woul d
save about $48 .7 million over 3 years . EPA estimates a
total $9 .6 million savings for industry and $8 million
savings for the government by utilizing class permits fo r
above-ground storage facilities . EPA intends to revie w
the feasibility of using class permits on other types o f
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treatment or storage facilities but has so far not mad e
any additional cost savings projection . If class permit s
are feasible at other types of facilities, it appear s
to GAO that further cost savings could be realized .

GAO has no views on the cost sa v =.ngs estimate regard-
ing expanded general permitting . PPSSCC made no specific
estimate for the deadline extension issues . GAO has no
basis to evaluate the savings estimate on discontinuin g
grants .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/RCED-83-168 Siting Of Hazardous Waste Landfill s
And Their Correlation With Racia l
And Economic Status of Surrounding
Communities (June 1, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Hugh Wessinger 275-548 9
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EPA5 :	 CONTRACTIN G

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Are Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) contrac t
award and management processes cost-effective with respec t
to internal time, resources, and program results? "

Cost savings from simplifying the contract procure-
ment process and improving contract management are esti-
mated by PPSSCC at $62 .9 million over a 3-year period .
PPSSCC's savings are based on combining 50 percent or mor e
of the separate contract actions (thereby reducing 25 ful l
time employees) and improving the efficiency of contract-
ing procedures by five percent .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

PPSSCC concluded that EPA was not providing adequat e
management of its contractors . PPSSCC estimates tha t
increased oversight, improved controls and the use o f
better trained project managers would result in savings o f
$59 million . GAO agrees that EPA needs to improve it s
oversight and control of contracted activities by develop -
ing inhouse cost estimates and performance specification s
and by evaluating the final products of its contractors .
However, GAO believes that these actions would probabl y
result in higher quality work, not cost savings .

EPA's primary use of contractors is for managemen t
support services such as research and data collection .
A recent GAO report noted that improved contracting con-
trols should result in higher quality work which bette r
meets EPA's needs but not necessarily at lower cost, sinc e
improved contract management would require increased staf f
resources to manage contracts .

PPSSCC assumes a cost savings of $3 .9 million from
consolidating similar small contracts into larger con -
tracts which would reduce staff time for awarding con -
tracts . Although this approach has the potential to pro-
duce some savings, GAO believes its potential is limite d
because, as PPSSCC notes, many of EPA's small contract s
are used to increase contract awards to minority-owne d
businesses . This requirement is a separate contractin g
responsibility of the agency used to further overal l
government policy . The Congress, in establishing thi s
goal, recognized that it might in some cases result i n
reduced competition, and the lower costs provided b y
competition might not be realized .
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An additional consideration is that EPA alread y
purchases the vast majority of its support through larg e
contracts . Since 1976, EPA has been implementing a policy
of mission support contracting which is intended to conso-
lidate contracts to the maximum feasible extent .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC concludes that EPA can implement its recommen-
dations based on its own executive authority . In GAO' s
opinion, PPSSCC is correct, as EPA has adequate authorit y
to improve contract management controls and consolidat e
contracts . However, GAO questions whether EPA can sub-
stantially increase the consolidation of its contracts, a s
its current policy intends to consolidate to the maximum
extent . However, GAO believes it is feasible for EPA t o
improve contract management .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

In GAO's opinion, the savings estimate is probably
overstated . The bulk of the savings ($59 million) i s
estimated to come from improved contract management . How-
ever, as GAO noted in a recent report, improving contrac t
management could possibly result in an increase in spend-
ing as such improvements could require additional EPA
resources to better manage its contracts and increase d
administrative costs on the part of the contractor . Fur-
ther, the savings from better controlled work shoul d
result in more indepth analysis and research of highe r
quality, but not necessarily at less contract cost .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-85-12 The Environmental Protection Agenc y
Should Better Manage Its Use o f
Contractors (Jan . 4, 1985 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Hugh Wessinger 275-548 9
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EPA6 :	 REGIONAL LABORATORIE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Would consolidation of regional laboratories provide
the required technical support at less cost? "

Cost savings from closing and combining EPA' s
regional laboratories are estimated by PPSSCC at $21 . 4
million over a 3-year period (after a one-time cost o f
$9 .6 million) . In addition, PPSSCC expects that the con-
solidation of those laboratories will, among other things ,
make more effective use of personnel and equipment .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSU AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes that the consolidation of regiona l
laboratories, if underutilized, could possibly make mor e
effective use of personnel and equipment . However, a
Federal Coordinating Committee on Science, Engineering an d
Technology study on federal laboratories concluded tha t
"decisions to close or consolidate laboratories have bee n
politically difficult and will likely remain so ." Based
on that study conclusion, EPA has taken no action to close
or consolidate any of the regional laboratories a s
suggested by PPSSCC .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that closing or consolidating
regional laboratories is within the authority of EPA .
However, EPA may need to work with the Congress to avoi d
mandated appropriations for those laboratories EPA wishe s
to close . EPA currently believes that such action is no t
politically feasible, and the agency has no plans to
implement the PPSSCC recommendation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC's cost savings estimate consisted of closing
six underutilized regional laboratories and combinin g
their activities with other EPA laboratories to make fo r
more efficient use of facilities . GAO believes that sav-
ings would be realized by such action, but GAO has no
basis for determining whether PPSSCC's estimates ar e
reasonable .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI . GAO CONTACT

Hugh Wessinger 275-548 9
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EPA 7 : RESEARCH

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the productivity and cost-effectiveness of EPA' s
$200 million annual research effort be improved? "

Cost savings from (1) centralizing a research data
base and eliminating duplicative literature searches, (2 )
ceasing to fund the Centers of Excellence, (3) eliminating
the Office of Research Grants and Centers, and (4) con -
ducting more cooperative research agreements inhouse are
estimated by PPSSCC at $34 .6 million over a 3-year period .
PPSSCC did not estimate savings due to developing a
five-year research strategy .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees that EPA's research efforts can be
improved, based or past review work in this area . I n
response to part of the PPSSCC recommendations, EPA is
implementing a centralized data base to serve as a clear-
inghouse of EPA research results, improving accessibilit y
and efficiency . EPA has also developed a five-yea r
research strategy which it updates annually with the pro -
gram offices . Such a research strategy is consistent wit h
a GAO report recommendation made to EPA in 1981, and i t
could help to prevent duplicate research efforts .

PPSSCC's recommendation to cease funding the Center s
of Excellence program, which EPA established in 1979 t o
build up environmental expertise outside the government ,
has not been carried out, as EPA plans to retain th e
Centers for a long-range research study .

GAO has done no review work related to the PPSSCC
recommendations to eliminate the Office of Research
Grants and Centers and to conduct more cooperativ e
research agreements inhouse ; therefore, GAO cannot com-
ment on those areas .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that most of the PPSSCC recommendation s
can be carried out within the authority of EPA, as indi-
cated by PPSSCC . However, PPSSCC stated that the recom-
mendation to cease funding the Centers of Excellence pro -
gram would require congressional action because suc h
action would reduce the research budget the Congres s
approves . EPA has taken no action to address the latte r
recommendation .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The major premise of the PPSSCC cost savings estimat e
is based on (1) eliminating one-half of the literatur e
searches as a result of implementing a tracking and inven -
tory system, (2) eliminating the funds for eight Center s
of Excellence and reducing the staff levels in the Offic e
of Research Grants and Centers, and (3) conducting an
additional 25 percent of cooperative research agreement s
inhouse . GAO believes that PPSSCC's cost savings esti-
mates are valid if this major premise is carried out a s
PPSSCC anticipates . However, because EPA plans to retai n
the Centers of Excellence for a long-term study, a majo r
savings element ($11 .2 million) may not be realized .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-81-124 EPA's New Research Controls :
Problems Remain (July 14, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Hugh Wessinger 275-548 9
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EPA8 :	 RESEARCH LABORATORY CLOSING S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Do any valid operational or managerial reasons exis t
to continue the operations of the Office of Research an d
Development (ORD) laboratory in Ada, Oklahoma, and the
Large Lakes Research Station in Grosse Ile, Michigan? "

Cost savings from closing the Ada, Oklahoma research
laboratory and Grosse Ile, Michigan field station and con -
solidating their activities with other offices are esti-
mated by PPSSCC at $6 .4 million over a 3-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees that cost savings could possibly be
realized by closing and consolidating research labora-
tories, as discussed in PPSSCC's issue on regional labora -
tories, (EPA 6) . According to PPSSCC, EPA had previousl y
recommended closing the Ada and Grosse Ile laboratories ,
but so far such action had been blocked by the Congress .
Also, EPA participated in a Federal Coordinating Committee
on Science, Engineering and Technology study which con-
cluded that "decisions to close or consolidate labora-
tories have been politically difficult and will likel y
remain so ." With this present philosophy, it appear s
questionable that these PPSSCC recommendations could b e
carried out .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC states that EPA should renew efforts to obtai n
strong support from the executive office and persuade th e
Congress to close the Ada and Grosse Ile laboratories and
transfer the staff and functions to other research office s
in Cincinnati and Duluth, respectively . GAO has no t
analyzed the need for the various research centers, so i t
cannot comment on the PPSSCC statement . At present, EPA
is not planning to implement these PPSSCC recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The major premise of the PPSSCC cost savings estimat e
is based on closing the Ada and Grosse Ile facilities an d
thus reducing operating expenses . In GAO's opinion, some
savings would be realized if the closings occur, but GAO
has no basis for measuring the accuracy of the PPSSCC cos t
savings estimates .
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V% RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

None

VI . GAO CONTACT

Hugh Wessinger 275—548 9
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CONST 1 : INTEGRATE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can federal construction costs and time delays b e
reduced by integrating the National Environmental Polic y
Act (NEPA) process with other special purpose environ-
mental review requirements in all federal agencies having
construction programs? "

Cost savings from integrating environmental reviews
to the maximum extent possible are estimated by PPSSCC a t

$338 .9 million over three years . PPSSCC's savings ar e
based on eliminating 819 duplicative special purpose
reviews each year among the federal agencies, at an esti -
mated $125,000 per review .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The concept of integrating special purpose environ-
mental reviews into the overall review required by th e
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) could have meri t
in some cases . The NEPA process provides a comprehensiv e
framework for reviewing environmental impacts of construc -
tion grant programs . In addition, an estimated 44 othe r
special purpose environmental laws (such as the Clean
Water and Clean Air Acts) also require reviews . Thes e
requirements could at times cause duplicative and
overlapping environmental reviews .

In GAO's opinion, there could be a number of problems
with integrating special purpose environmental review s
which should be addressed . One potential problem is tha t
the need for special purpose reviews is in some case s
found as part of the NEPA review and in some cases afte r
the NEPA review is completed . If the need for a specia l
purpose review is found during or after the NEPA review ,
then it may be too late to consolidate the special purpos e
review with the NEPA review . Another potential difficult y
is that special purpose reviews may require more detaile d
study than the NEPA review (see CONST-8) . Thus, some o f
the additional costs for special purpose reviews woul d
remain even if the reviews were integrated .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that this recommendation coul d
be implemented by executive action . Further, GAO believe s
the recommendation is feasible but it knows of no action
by any agency other than the Department of the Interior to
implement this recommendation .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

In GAO's opinion, the estimated savings could be
overstated . This opinion is based on the Department o f
the Interior's Lstimate that no savings resulted from
implementing this recommendation in the National Par k
Service . Further, no clear basis is presented by PPSSC C
for its estimate of the number of special purpose review s
that are made in the federal agencies, and PPSSCC esti-
mates assume that the cost of all special purpose review s
would be completely eliminated .

As PPSSCC notes, even if the recommendations were
adopted, some special purpose reviews would still be
required . Further, an integrated review would reduce bu t
not eliminate the need for the work required by th e
special purpose reviews . As a result, the recommendatio n
could achieve some cost savings but not the complete cos t
avoidance used in the PPSSCC estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Hugh Wessinger 275-548 9
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CON3T 2 :	 REVISE CEQ REGULATIONS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT (EIS) ALTERNATIVES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the Council on Environmental Quality's (CEQ )
regulations for implc ..tenting the procedural provisions o f
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) be revised to
reduce the range of alternatives that must be considere d
in Environmental Impact Statements (EIS)? "

Savings from reducing EIS preparation costs by 5 to
10 percent annually are estimated by PPSSCC at $33 .1 mil -
lion over three years . Also, PPSSCC stated that delay s
and costs due to litigation could be reduced by a substan -
tial but unquantifiable amount, once regulations have been
revised to delete the requirement that EIS's include
reasonable alternati7es not within the jurisdiction of th e
lead agency or permit applicant .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC recommends eliminating an analysis of project
alternatives when the alternatives are not in the lead
agency's authority . In essence, if the agency responsibl e
for nuclear power plant regulation were considering a
nuclear power plant it would not consider coal or othe r
types of plants or, in the PPSSCC example, if a highwa y
were being evaluated the agency would not have to look at
public transportation as an alternative .

This recommendation would result in a substantial
reduction in alternatives considered in construction
environmental reviews . However, the recommendation could
increase, not decrease, litigation costs as envisioned b y
PPSSCC . This would occur as various public groups fil e
suits based on alternatives not explored by the agency .
The potential for litigation would remain even if NEPA' s
regulations were revised by the Congres3 because publi c
groups could, in many cases, base litigation on othe r
environmental legislation . Further, the government woul d
have greater difficulty in its litigation cases because i t
would not have even considered the alternative . In addi-
tion, it would seem possible that the examination of
alternatives could in some cases identify less costly
alternatives to the original proposal at a savings to the
government .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC indicates that congressional action would be
required to implement its recommendation, and GAO agrees .
The recommendation, however, could weaken the protection
of the environment intended by the Congress . The intent
of NEPA is to ensure that reasonable alternatives b e
reviewed to ensure that the least environmentally damagin g
approach be taken . To date, no action has been initiate d
to have NEPA amended to address this issue .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC provides insufficient documentation to support
its estimated cost of alternative considerations or of th e
savings to be gained by their elimination . In GAO' s
opinion, the recommendation, if implemented, migh t
increase federal litigation costs, possibly in excess o f
any potential savings . GAO is also concerned that th e
recommendation might increase costs because, in som e
cases, the alternative analysis may result in a lower cos t
alternative which results in cost savings . The PPSSCC
recommendation assumes that the examination of reasonabl e
alternatives only results in increased costs without an y
offsetting benefits . This may be the case, but PPSSCC
provides no support for such a conclusion .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Hugh Wessinger 275-548 9
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CONST 3 : INCREASE USE OF NEPA CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION S

i . PPSSCC ISSUE Awn SAYINGS

"Can the use of categorical exclusions, permitte d
under the Council of Environmental Quality's (CEQ) 197 8
regulations for implementing procedural provisions of th e
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), be increased i n
order to reduce drastically the number of much more costl y
environmental assessments (EA)? "

Cost savings from reducing the number of environ-
mental assessments by 50 percent (and subsequently reduc-
ing staff by approximately 250) are estimated by PPSSCC a t
$33 .1 million over three years . According to PPSSCC, the
reductions would occur by CEQ revising its regulations t o
require greater use of generic and flexible categorica l
exclusions .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

In GAO's opinion, the PPSSCC recommendation provides
no evidence that the extension of categorical exclusion s
is warranted . A categorical exclusion is the term applied
to a category of actions which do not individually or
cumulatively have significant impact on the environment .
As a result, federal agencies are not required to prepar e
an environmental impact statement when carrying out a n
action which has a categorical exclusion . Until evidence
is available to demonstrate that this can be done withou t
environmental harm, GAO is concerned that the level o f
protection currently intended by the Congress may b e
reduced . PPSSCC provides no rationale for this actio n
other than the desire to reduce the number o f
environmental reviews .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC believes this recommendation can be
implemented by executive action . Although CEQ has th e
authority to implement this recommendation, GAO believe s
that the change is significant enough to warrant a
demonstration that it can be made without adversel y
affecting environmental protection .

The PPSSCC view that CEQ can reduce environmenta l
assessments by 50 percent is technically correct . I n
fact, according to an assistant secretary for policy ,
budget, and administration in the Department of th e
Interior, implementation of this recommendation based on
executive action has already dropped the number o f
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environmental assessments in that Department from 20,00 0
to 10,000 . Without evidence that the change will no t
result in harm to the environment, however, (and none i s
provided), its implementation governmentwide is probabl y
not feasible . We discussed with Department of th e
Interior officials the effect on environmental protection
of reducing the number of reviews, but the Department had
not yet evaluated this effect .

The Department of the Interior's administrative
implementations of this recommendation have produced mixe d
results . Interior concluded that reducing the number o f
assessments by 50 percent did reduce paperwork and
increased the time given to those assessments which wer e
performed . Interior found, however, that most of thes e
assessments required limited work and only a few staf f
days to prepare . Further, these assessments were per-
formed by hundreds of Department of the Interior employees
throughout the U .S . in addition to their other duties . As
a result, Interior found it achieved no reduction in staf f
and anticipates no cost savings .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC's cost savings estimate assumes that smal l
incremental reductions in manpower over 19 agencies wil l
result in a reduction-in-force of 250 employees . No
evidence is provided, however, to support such a con-
clusion . Further, the Department of the Interior whic h
did reduce its environmental assessments by 50 percen t
found it produced no reduction in force . Interior did ,
however, note benefits from the change, primarily i n
reduced paperwork .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Hugh Wessinger 275-548 9
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CONST 4 :	 RESTRICT MULTIPLE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (EIS )
REVIEWS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should Congress restrict the number and scope o f
multiple reviews of environmental impact statements (EIS )
and environmental assessments (EA) by administrative agen-
cies and the courts, by requiring the scoping process a t
the preliminary stages of planning and environmenta l
review to raise any and all issues and objections? "

Cost savings from restricting the number and scope o f
successive EIS's and their reviews, and improving scoping
methods on all applicable projects, are estimated by
PPSSCC at $26 .5 million over three years .

II. GAO A7ALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The use of scoping in preparing environmental impac t
statements appears to have potential for decreasing th e
number of supplementary reviews after the original stud y
is completed . The scoping process is in essence the us e
of better planning by having all concerned parties partic-
ipate in developing the scope of the original study . Thi s
process can reduce costs by having the reviews done at one
time, which should also result in increased management
efficiencies . In addition, as PPSSCC notes, it may reduc e
social and political tension by having all involve d
parties participate at the beginning of the process s o
that their concerns are included .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that the recommendation o n
improving scoping methods on applicable projects can b e
implemented by the executive branch . Prior to making any
detailed environmental assessments, responsible federa l
officials are required to consult with and obtain comment s
of any federal agency with jurisdiction or specia l
expertise with respect to any impact involved .

One difficulty with assessing the feasibility of th e
process is the lack of actual practice with the techni-
que . As PPSSCC notes in its report, the technique has
been studied but primarily in theory . Until actua l
experience on selected test cases is available, it will be
difficult to assess the usefulness of the concept . Agency
officials questioned on the process by CEQ's staff di d
point out the difficulty of involving parties with diver -
gent views and that the public is often confused by th e
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purpose of the scoping phase . Further, the Department o f
the Interior reviewed its environmental assessments t o
determine the primary cause of having to prepare ne w
environmental studies . Interior, as part of that review ,
found the primary cause of having to prepare new assess-
ments was design changes by the construction applicant ,
not inadequate scoping . When the construction design i s
changed, a new assessment is required . Further, since the
Department is only beginning to use this technique, it i s
not yet possible to evaluate its effect .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO has insufficient evidence to determine if th e
estimated savings are realistic . PPSSCC does not provid e
cost comparison information from projects which used thi s
technique . Until the use of a more comprehensive scopin g
process has been tried and the results analyzed it wil l
not be possible to assess the cost impact, if any, of thi s
approach . GAO also noted that the estimated savings fro m
reviews which are eliminated is not offset against th e
costs (unknown) of expanded and more elaborate planning .
In spite of the uncertainty that this process will resul t
in savings, GAO believes it has merit and should be con-
sidered for implementation . The use of better initia l
planning seems to have potential to result in bette r
environmental assessments even if no savings are realized .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Hugh Wessinger 275-548 9
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CONST11 :	 AMEND SAFE DRINKING WATER ACT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should the Safe Drinking Water Act be amended and
existing procedures modified to eliminate the Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA) veto power over project s
and programs and to rely instead on the National Environ-
mental Policy Act (NEPA) process to address aquife r
contamination issues? "

Cost savings from amending the Safe Drinking Wate r
Act to eliminate the EPA veto power and modifying th e
existing procedures to rely solely on the NEPA process t o
address aquifer contamination issues are estimated b y
PPSSCC at $1 .6 million over three years . PPSSCC's saving s
are based on a reduction of ten staff years at $50,000 .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCI-,TED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC believes that NEPA procedures are an effectiv e
and efficient means of voicing concern over aquifer con-
tamination . It thus recommends that the Safe Drinkin g
Water Act be amended to eliminate EPA's veto power ove r
federal projects affecting sole-source aquifers (i .e ., the
only available drinking water source) . GAO does not agre e
with this recommendation . The Safe Drinking Water Ac t
contains the veto power for EPA so that sole-source
aquifers are protected until states can implement program s
to protect those aquifers .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recommendation would require an amendmen t
to the Safe Drinking Water Act . EPA has not proposed an y
such amendment at this time . While GAO agrees that con-
gressional action would be required, it disagrees with th e
PPSSCC position . NEPA provides EPA with the opportunit y
to voice its concerns over sole-source aquifer contamina-
tion but does not give EPA any recourse if it is no t
satisfied with actions taken to address the concerns . The
veto power under the Safe Drinking Water Act gives EP A
this recourse .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC estimated that its recommendation would sav e
$1 .6 million over three years based on an annual reductio n
of ten staff years . GAO has insufficient evidence t o
determine if those staff year savings would be attained . .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI . GAO CONTACT

Hugh Wessinger 275-548 9
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CONST 20 : IMPROVE EFFECTIVENESS 	 OF ON-SITE MANAGEMENT PRESENC E
IN ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA) CONSTRUCTION
GRANTS PROGRAM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"What steps should be taken to improve inspection
procedures, quality control, and assurance of complianc e
with contract and grant terms at projects funded by th e
Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) constructio n
grants program? "

PPSSCC provided no dollar savings for this issue .
However, PPSSCC stated that more effective use of tax-
payers' dollars would result from improved procedures for
ensuring that adequate quality control provisions are
incorporated into the programs at the state level and i n
all grantee agreements .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC reported that the quality of wastewater treat-
ment plant construction under the construction grants pro-
gram has suffered because of inadequate quality contro l
procedures . PPSSCC recommended that EPA should revie w
state delegation agreements--which detail the state' s
responsibilities for administering the construction gran t
program--to assure that adequate quality control proce-
dures are incorporated into state programs and in grantee
agreements .

GAO agrees that PPSSCC's recommendation of definin g
the roles, responsibilities, authorities and liabilities
of all parties in construction projects would be the firs t
step in assessing the adequacy of the inspection program
for the treatment plant construction . The agreements ,
however sound and complete they are, would not preclud e
poor inspections by resident inspectors, poor monitoring
by the state or Corps of Engineers, or inadequate record-
keeping by resident inspectors . These problems, which ar e
the types of problems GAO reported in January 1983 to th e
EPA Administrator, can only be avoided and overcome b y
effective monitoring and oversight by EPA or the state .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recommendation may help to improve th e
effectiveness of on-site management of treatment plan t
construction and could be adopted by EPA . Currently, how-
ever, EPA has not adopted specific procedures that th e
PPSSCC recommendation would entail .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC provided no savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/RCED-83-73 Better Procedures Needed Fo r
Inspections At Sewage Treatmen t
Construction Projects (Jan . 26 ,
1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Hugh Wessinger 275-548 9
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CONST 22 :	 ENCOURAGE PRIVATIZATION OF WASTEWATER TREATMENT
FACILITIES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Is privatization (private sector financing, design ,
construction, and/or ownership) of wastewater treatmen t
plants a viable option to reduce local and state
dependence on the Federal Environmental Protectio n
Agency's (EPA) construction grants program? "

PPSSCC provided no dollar savings for this issue .
However, PPSSCC stated that privatization of wastewate r
treatment plants would lessen the burden on the federa l
construction grants program, improve water quality, an d
preserve local bonding capacity for other importan t
needs . Also, PPSSCC stated that, because a private secto r
firm would not be federally constrained, it would more
likely construct a facility in less time and at less cos t
than a municipality .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO's preliminary survey work on privatization ha s
shown that the concept has merit and is a potentia l
financing alternative . As few municipalities have tried
privatization, there is not yet sufficient data availabl e
to assess its impact/potential .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that adopting the recommendation ma y
require both congressional and executive action . Some
state and local laws may effectively limit the use o f
privatization if they are not voluntarily modified . For
example, state or local laws may require competitiv e
bidding and prohibit negotiated contracts used in privati-
zation transactions . In those cases where such laws ar e
not changed, congressional action could be required .

Also, treatment works that have received federa l
financial assistance and are dependent on private funding
for expanding or upgrading facilities must currentl y
comply with the Office of Management and Budget (OMB )
Circular A-102 . This circular prohibits the title o f
federally-assisted projects from being transferred to the
private sector, but it could be revised by executiv e
action .
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IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC made no savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI . GAO CONTACT

Hugh Wessinger 275-548 9
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HUD 2 : ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can improved organization and administrativ e
functions at HUD result in additional cost-savin g
opportunities?

PPSSCC estimated that implementation of the improve d
functions will save an estimated $69 .6 million over a
three-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC believes that HUD could eliminate overlap ,
duplication, and unnecessary management layering an d
achieve cost savings through more effective organization .
In particular, PPSSCC noted declining workloads in majo r
program areas, excessive administrative staff in many o f
the program and staff offices, and significant overlap and
duplication of administrative and support services and i n
policy analysis and evaluation activities .

Key recommendations expressed by PPSSCC were that HU D
(1) review all major organizational units--with a focus o n
function and organization, staffing levels management, an d
operational effectiveness—to identify and eliminate dup -
lication and overlap of administrative efforts, (2) hol d
agency managers accountable for proper organizationa l
management, and (3) proceed with its proposed fiel d
reorganization plan .

GAO agrees that the Department's effectiveness coul d
be improved through better organization, and, in a 198 4
report (GAO/RCED-84-9) evaluating the overall managemen t
efficiency of the Department, made a number of recommen-
dations regarding organizational matters . These
recommendations included the need to determine an d
allocate workforce requirements, to assess productivity ,
and to consider various alternatives for enhancing mana-
aerial accountability, includina the creation of th e
position of Under Secretary for Management .

Contrary to PPSSCC's re^ommendation that HUD imple-
ment its proposed field reorganization, GAO, in two 198 3
reports (GAO/RCED-83-100 and GAO/RCED-83-155) and in a Ma y
1983 testimony, disagreed with the proposed reorganizatio n
and recommended that HUD reevaluate its proposal . GAO
believed the proposal overstated potential savings an d
failed to properly address concerns over the reorganiza-
tion's impact on HUD clientele, possible changes in hous-
ing programs and policies, and existing management prob-
lems . After HUD subsequently implemented the fiel d
reorganization, GAO, in its 1984 report on HUD management ,
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recommended that HUD evaluate how well the new fiel d
structure was working in addressing the identified
management problems of the organization .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Within the broad framework set by Congress, the
PPSSCC proposals could be implemented under existing
agency authority and would not require legislative
changes . However, informal restrictions of the Secre-
tary's authority have been imposed by the Congress regard -
ing major reorganizations and reductions . The House and
Senate Appropriations Committees have asked to be informe d
of any organizational changes prior to their implementa-
tion . They have also asked that shifts of staff exceedin g
5 percent among major budget and/or program activities b e
cleared beforehand . Further restrictions were imposed by
the "Dole Amendment" (section 7(p) of the Department o f
Housing and Urban Development Act, as amended) whic h
requires that a cost-benefit analysis be performed and
published in the Federal Register for any HUD field office
reorganizations .

Implementation of the PPSSCC recommendations woul d
require the formation of high-level evaluation teams t o
identify and propose solutions to existing organizationa l
problems . Formation of such teams should not creat e
significant problems for the Department nor involve th e
expenditure of significant resources .

The Department was generally in agreement with th e
PPSSCC recommendations and has begun to implement them o r
modified versions of them .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Although GAO did not conduct a detailed analysis o f
the Commission's savings estimates, the approach and
methodology used by PPSSCC to develop those estimate s
appears to be reasonable . In commenting on the PPSSCC' s
recommendations, however, HUD reduced the estimated sav-
ings by about $15 million, noting that PPSSCC had over -
estimated staff and space savings which might be expecte d
to result from implementation of the recommendations .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/RCED-84-9

	

Increasing The Department Of Housin g
And Urban Development's Effective-
ness Through Improved Managemen t
(Jan . 10, 1984 )
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GAO/RCED-83-155 Impact Of The Department Of Housin g
And Urban Development's Proposed
Consolidation Of Its Field Offices I n
The Dallas And Fort Worth, Texas ,
Area (May 19, 1983 )

GAO/RCED-83-100 Impact Of The Department Of Housin g
And Urban Development's Proposed
Consolidation Plan On Tennesse e
(Feb . 25, 1983 )

Testimony

	

The Department of Housing and Urban
Development's Proposed Field Offic e
Reorganization by J . Dexter Peach
before the House Committee on Bank-
ing, Finance and Urban Affairs, Sub -
committee on Housing and Communit y
Development (May 26, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-6111
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HUD 6 : SALE OF HUD-OWNED MORTGAGES TO THE FEDERAL FINANCING BANK

1 . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the Department of Housing and Urba n
Development (HUD) and the Government National Mortgag e
Association (GNMA) continue to sell mortgages which the y
must by law acquire under various tandem plans and throug h
property foreclosures to the private market, to th e
Federal Financing Bank (FFB), or both ?

PPSSCC estimates that revenues from using the FFB a s
a warehouse/owner of acquired mortgages would be S109 . 2
million over a three-year period .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

Controversy exists as to whether HUD and GNMA shoul d
hold the mortgages they acquire or should sell them to th e
private market . While sales of mortgages to the privat e
market have been undertaken to increase revenues, and thu s
minimize the impact of the various programs on the federa l
budget, concerns have been expressed by HUD personnel tha t
such sales create the possibilities of undue enrichmen t
for purchasers and are extremely costly to the Govern-
ment . Sales to the private market are made at hug e dis-
counts and insurance payments are made at near par . There
is also the potential for paying off mortgages at larg e
discounts in order to convert rental properties to mor e
profitable uses .

PPSSCC recommended that the FFB he substituted fo r
the private market, thereby accomplishing the Administra-
tion's budgetary goals while retaining for the Governmen t
the value of the mortgages, curbing potential abuses, an d
possibly capturing significant profits from the differenc e
between the Government's cost of capital and the yield o n
GNMA and HUD mortgages .

GAO agrees that if the choice is between the sale o f
mortgaces to the private sector or to the FFB, then choos -
ing the FFB is preferable . Treasury can borrow funds an d
relend them to the FFB to finance a mortgage portfolio a t
less cost than HUD and GNMA can raise funds through th e
sales of mortgages in the private market . In addition ,
selling the mortgages to the FFB would retain the mort-
gages for the Government's long-term benefit and woul d
preclude abuses arising from their sale to the privat e
market . In terms of current budgetary accounting, HUD an d
GNMA would continue to meet their budgetary goals by sell -
ing to the "off-budget" FFB just as if they were selling
to the private market . On several occasions, however, GAO
has recommended against continuing the off-budget statu s
of the FFB because it leads to understating the budge t
totals .
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Budgetary considerations aside, the same objective s
could be realized whether HUD and GNMA sell the mortgage s
to the FFF or hold them themselves . In either case ,
Treasury would provide the financing and the assets woul d
be held by the Government .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The proposal could be i mplemented under existin g
ag ency authority and would not require legislative
changes .

Sales of mortgages to the FFB as sug g ested could be
accomplished after the necessary agreements are worked ou t
between HUD, GNMA, the Department of the Treasury, and
OMP . Although not discussed by PPSSCC, consideratio n
would have to be given to servicing (i .e ., providing th e
services normally provided by mortgagees such as maintain -
ing financial records on each mortgage, collecting mort-
gage payments, inducing mortgagors to make timely pay-
ments, and initiating foreclosure actions) those mortgage s
not sold to the private market . As of October 1984, thi s
recommendation has not been implemented .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO believes that the approach and methodology use d
by PPSSCC--comparing the actual average yields obtained by
investors from the auction sale of GNMA-held mortgage s
over the previous year with market yields on 10-yea r
Treasury obligations, and applying this spread to th e
estimated value of loans to be sold in future years—i s
reasonable .

However, it appears that PPSSCC overestimated HUD and
GNMA loan sales—and consequently the additional revenue s
which could be realized by implementing the proposal- -
during the 3-year period studied . Specifically, for th e
years 1983 through 1985, PPSSCC projected additional reve -
nues on the basis of an average of approximately S3 .6 bil -
lion in loan sales annually . In 1983, however, only S2 . 9
billion in loans were sold, and in 1984 and 1985, sales o f
$2 .3 billion and $2 .1 billion, respectively, are being
projected . Using this 3-year average of $2 .4 billion i n
sales per year, GAO projected that the three-year revenue s
v.ould be $73 million, as contrasted to the $109 .2 millio n
estimated by PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/PAD-81-36 Federal Budget Concepts And Procedure s
Can Be Further Strengthened (Mar . 31 ,
1981 )
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GAO/PAD-81-22 Federal Budget Totals Are Understate d
Because Of Current Budget Practic3 s
(Dec . 31, 1980 )

GAO/PAD-77-70 Government Agency Transactions Wit h
The Federal Financing Bank Should Be
Included On The Budget (Aug . 3, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-6111
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HUD 7 : M',LTIFAMILY MORTGAGE ASSIGNMENTS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Could the number of insured multifamily mortgage s
that default and revert to the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) be reduced ?

The PPSSCC estimated that $89 .4,million could be
saved over three years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

HUD insures loans made by private lending institu-
tions for the development and rehabilitation of multi-
family rental housing projects . For varying reasons, man y
owners of these insured projects default on their mortgag e
payments . When this occurs, HUD pays the lender most o f
the unpaid mortgage balance and the mortgage is "assigned "
to HUD . Once the mortgage has been assigned, HUD takes
over the responsibilities and tasks previously performed
by the lender and attempts to bring the project's deb t
service current . If these efforts fail, HUD forecloses on
the project and obtains ownership .

HUD incurs significant costs and losses to it s
insurance fund resulting from the default and assignmen t
of multifamily housing projects . For example, in fiscal
year 1983 about $141 million in claims were incurred as a
result of multifamily mortgage defaults . At the close of
fiscal year 1983, HUD had an inventory of 1,382 assigned
multifamily projects containing about 186,500 units . The
unpaid mortgage balance on this inventory was about $ 3
billion .

PPSSCC made numerous recommendations for improvin g
HUD's servicing of insured and assigned multifamily mort-
gages . The recommendations include requiring earlie r
notification by lenders of mortgage defaults, makin g
greater use of short-term loans to prevent defaults ,
encouraging the sale of troubled projects to owners with
more substantial financial resources, implementing a mor e
stringent policy for reinstating delinquent mortgages and
for foreclosing on properties, implementing a mandatory
system for identifying troubled projects, developing a
model for cost-effectively allocating subsidy funds t o
prevent defaults, and reorganizing the loan servicin g
staffs in the field offices .

Although GAO has performed limited work relating t o
the specific issues raised by PPSSCC, GAO agrees with th e
general thrust of their recommendations . In a January
1980 report on multifamily assigned mortgages (GAO/
CED-80-43), GAO reported that improvements were needed i n
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the servicing of multifamily assigned mortgages . O f
particular concern was the large number of delinquen t
mortgages that were neither in foreclosure nor under a
plan to reinstate the mort g ages . GAO agrees that HUD
should have a more stringent policy for negotiating mort-
gage reinstatement plans and provide appropriate trainin g
to carry this out . In a March 1983 report on HUD's plan s
to contract-out the loan servicing function for multi -
family assigned mortgages, (GAO/RCED-83-78), GAO specific -
ally cited the need for HUD to establish additiona l
criteria and standards and to improve staff expertise fo r
developing mortgage reinstatement plans or recommendin g
foreclosure .

Also, GAO issued a report in November 1984 on HUD' s
Section 8 Loan Management Set-Aside Program (GAO/
RCED-85-29), which provides financial assistance to
insured projects to help prevent their assignment or, i n
the case of assigned projects, their acquisition . GAO
recommended that HUD develop a methodology to allow it t o
measure and compare the cost-effectiveness of using sec-
tion 8 loan management funds on HUD insured versu s
assigned projects . Therefore, GAO is in general agreemen t
with the need to consider the cost-effectiveness of pro-
viding subsidies to prevent mortgage assignments an d
acquisitions .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that the PPSSCC recommendations ar e
feasible and can be implemented under existing agenc y
authority .

HUD is in general agreement with the PPSSCC recom-
mendations and several actions have been initiated t o
address their implementation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The approach and methodology used by PPSSCC to esti-
mate projected savings appears to be reasonable . However ,
the 3-year savings of $89 .4 million estimated by PPSSC C
may be overstated . For example, PPSSCC estimated tha t
$210 million in insurance claims would result in fisca l
year 1983 from mortgage assignments . HUD's budget show s
that only $141 million in claims were ultimatel y
incurred . As a result of the lower amount of claims ,
PPSSCC-projected savings of $27 million in the first yea r
would be reduced to about $18 million . Although th e
claims to the insurance fund are expected to increase i n
fiscal years 1984 and 1985, over that incurred in 1983 ,
HUD's projected claims for these years are substantiall y
below the claims anticipated by PPSSCC .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-85-29 Improving The Process For Allocatin g
Loan Management Set-Aside Funds To
Multifamily Housing Project s
(Nov . 16, 1984 )

GAO/RCFD-83-78 HUD's Loan Servicing Contracts Fo r
Multifamily Mortgages Need Better
Management (Mar . 14, 1983 )

GAO/CED-80-43

	

Analysis Of Multifamily Assigned
Mortgages (Jan . 16, 1980 )

Testimony

	

HUD Policies Concerning Multifamil y
Property Management and Dispositio n
by J . Dexter Peach before the Subcom -
mittee On Manpower and Housing, Hous e
Committee On Government Operations
(May 25, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-6111
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HUD 9 :	 LUMP SUM FUNDING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Is lump sum funding under the Community Developmen t
Block Grant (CDBG) Program cost effective? "

PPSSCC stated that there would be no dollar savings .
However, PPSSCC concluded that, theoretically, lump su m
funding can be cost-effective .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Section 104(g) of the Housing and Community Develop -
ment Act of 1977 authorizes HUD to allow CDBG recipient s
to draw down funds using letters-of-credit in a singl e
lump sum . Thelump sum draw downs are used to establish a
rehabilitation fund in one or more private financia l
institutions for the purpose of financing rehabilitation .
Interest on the lump sums deposited is used to increas e
the rehabilitation fund . A lump sum drawdown is allowe d
only if the financial institution provides one of th e
following commitments :

(1) Leverage of CDBG funds so that the financia l
institutions commit private funds for loans i n
the rehabilitation program in an amount substan-
tially in excess of the lump sum deposit for CDB G
funds .

(2) Commitment of private funds by financial institu -
tions for rehabilitation loans at below-marke t
interest rates, at higher than normal risk, o r
with longer than normal repayment periods .

(3) Provision of administrative services in suppor t
of the rehabilitation program by participatin g
financial institutions at no cost or lower tha n
actual cost .

The alternative to lump sum funding is that grantees woul d
only be allowed to draw down the funds on an as neede d
basis .

PPSSCC found that the cost effectiveness of the pre -
sent lump sum funding program could not be ascertained ,
and that the administrative and accounting methods an d
systems needed to monitor lump sum funding were not i n
place . PPSSCC noted that HUD had recognized this and wa s
in the process of instituting such methods and systems .
PPSSCC pointed out various examples where HUD's Office o f
Community Planning and Development and Office of Inspecto r
General (OIG) had found grantees using the lump sum draw -
downs primarily for earning interest income and in som e
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cases not providing loans at all . Further, PPSSCC sai d
OIG was undertaking a comprehensive audit of the lump su m
program, scheduled for completion in January 1983 . PPSSCC
recommended that HUD (1) undertake a cost/benefit analysi s
of lump sum funding based on the OIG audit, (2) institut e
accounting and management controls to monitor lump su m
funding and (3) train field representatives in lump sum
issues so they can better advise grantees on negotiating
favorable bank agreements to maximize the leverag e
objective .

OIG's May 1983 report on lump sum funding said tha t
the federal government was incurring substantial cost s
(interest costs to the treasury) in order for grantees t o
earn program income . Further, the report said the princi-
pal benefits of the program (leveraging, interest subsid y
and reduced administrative fees) were of only limite d
value . The OIG estimated that the total benefits from al l
lump sum agreements in effect nationwide was approximatel y
5600,000 less than the costs to the federal government fo r
borrowing the lump sum funds . One of the primary cause s
identified for the program's lack of success was excessiv e
grantees' drawdowns which did not appear to be based o n
prior or projected needs . The OIG concluded that the lump
sum program should be eliminated .

While GAO has not performed an evaluation of lump su m
funding, GAO work found similar instances where letters o f
credit were being used improperly . This was reported in a
March 28, 1980, report on cash management in HUD's sectio n
312 housing rehabilitation loan program (CED-80-74) . I n
that report GAO noted cases where local housing agencie s
through letters of credit, were drawing entire amounts o f
CDBG funds for rehabilitation purposes immediately afte r
signing the grant agreements where no apparent nee d
existed .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

In evaluating PPSSCC's recommendations, HUD disagree d
that a cost/benefit analysis was warranted because i t
would duplicate OIG's study on the lump sum funding pro-
cess . In addition HUD maintained that it was taking step s
to improve cash management and implement better control s
thus carrying out the second recommendation . With regard
to training, HUD maintained that it had provided trainin g
and would continue to do so . HUD ag reed with OIG's recom-
mendations that the lump sum program be eliminated and
submitted a legislative proposal to the Congress in it s
fiscal year 1984 budget submission, however, action wa s
not taken .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC estimated no dollar savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/CED-80-74 Better Cash Management Needed I n
HUD's Section 312 Housing Rehabilita -
tion Loan Program, (Mar . 28, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-6111
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USER13 :	 DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBANDEVELOPMENT :
MANUFACTURED HOME INSPECTION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the Director, Office of Manufactured Housin g
and Construction Standards, increase inspection fees or ,
in the alternative, reallocate the apportionment of exist-
ing inspection fees so as to recover the administrativ e
costs of the Office related to manufactured housin g
inspections ?

According to PPSSCC, government budget obligation s
for those activities related to manufactured housing and
enforcement are approximately $400,000 per year . If ful l
costs were recovered, a three-year total of $1 .3 million
would be generated .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC recommended that the Secretary of HUD reques t
a new agreement with OMB that would authorize user charge
receipts to offset HUD's administrative costs related to
the manufactured housing inspection program .

According to the PPSSCC, the federal governmen t
requires an inspection of the design, construction, an d
performance of manufactured (mobile) homes . The Assistan t
Secretary of MUD collects fees for each mobile home pro-
duced, and deposits that fee in a special fund to financ e
inspections and enforcement . The receipts are reflecte d
as budget receipts . PPSSCC statistics reveal that a n
averag e of 254,000 mobile homes have been manufacture d
annually since 1976 . In August 1975, the fee of $19 pe r
unit was established . Of that fee, $10 was paid to th e
HUD monitoring contractor, and $9 was to be paid to th e
states in p'-oportion to mobile homes located in thos e
states to cover the cost of processing consume r
complaints . Surplus in the fund developed because only 3 4
states participated . HUD handled complaints from th e
remaining states . The fee was, therefore, temporaril y
reduced from $19 to $15 from April 1, 1981, to June 30 ,
1982 . Recently, a new monitoring contractor agreement was
reached that reduced the required inspections and contrac-
tor cost to $7 . HUD reinstated the $19 fee and pays th e
$12 balance to the states . During fiscal year 1981, HU D
handled 450 consumer complaints . HUD is not reimbursed
for handling consumer complaints .

GAO agrees with PPSSCC's recommendation and believe s
user fee receipts to offset the costs of HUD's inspectio n
and enforcement activities under the Manufactured Housin g
Program is reasonable .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO concurs with the PPSSCC that authority exist s
under the statute for those activities related to inspec-
tion to be financed from the inspection fee . Even though
the statute allows it, currently by administrative agree-
ment between HUD and OMB, none of the user fee receipt s
are applied to the administrative costs of HUD . Thi s
agreement could be renegotiated to allow recovery of thos e
costs related to inspection activities .

HUD agrees with the PPSSCC recommendations and plans
to implement them during fiscal year 1985 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

According to PPSSCC, the average HUD administrativ e
cost per unit for inspection and enforcement activities i s
$1 .60, as calculated by the Manufactured Housing Office .
Assuming an average of 250,000 units per year, the
resultant revenues would be a total of $1 .3 million ove r
three years .

If the PPSSCC assumptions are valid, the saving s
estimate was correctly computed . Because GAO has not
evaluated the inspection and enforcement issue under thi s
program, it has no basis to comment on the estimates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-611 1
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BUS-INS 11 :	 FEDERAL HOUSINGMUTUAL	 MORTGAGE INSURANCE FUN D

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Using private mortgage insurance practices as a
benchmark, what modifications can be made to the Mutua l
Mortgage Insurance Fund (MMIF) program definition, organi -
zation, and operational procedures to make it mor e
effective and efficient ?

PPSSCC estimated the three-year net savings from thi s
issue to be a total of $13 .2 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

In general, GAO agrees with the thrust of the PPSSC C
conclusions that savings can be achieved in the processin g
of single family government insured mortgage loans by
adopting various private sector practices such as automa-
tion to reduce operating costs . However, GAO believe s
that even more could be saved by relying on commercia l
lenders to perform certain processing activities rathe r
than changing FHA's procedures . This was reported in a
1982 GAO report (GAO/AFMD-82-15) . GAO concluded that VA
and HUD could in their single family home mortgage insur-
ance programs, not only reduce their administration cost s
but also provide more timely service to home buyers by
relying more on commercial lenders, where practicable .
This would reduce duplication of effort between the agen-
cies and lenders and reduce the number of time s
applications are reviewed by the agencies .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC's recommendations concerning underwriting and
the delegation of property value determinations could b e
implemented by executive action . Legislative action woul d
appear necessary for VA to have appraisals sent directl y
to lenders .

	

However, as stated earlier GAO believes an d
both FHA and VA recognized the greater cost savings fro m
reliance on approved lenders for underwriting . Their key
concern was-that lenders and appraisers may tend to over -
value property, thus decreasing the agency's ability t o
recover full value from the property if the borrowe r
defaults . GAO said this could be protected against by
having the agencies select the appraisers and making a
field review of a sample of appraisals, as is done unde r
their regular procedures . In October 1983, HUD complete d
efforts to move forward with a delegated system . VA
agreed to partially implement such a program .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Because GAO's study was directed at estimating sav -
ings on the basis of del e g ati ng activities to commercia l
lenders, GAO has no basis to comment on the PPSSCC thre e
year savings estimate of 513 .2 million .

S=AC estimated that vA and HUn could save betwee n
S4 million and SR million in personnel costs, based on th e
mortgages insured during fiscal year 1980, by followin e
the private mortgage insurers' practice of relying o n
approved commercial lenders for certain underwritin g
activities involved in guaranteeing and insuring singl e
family home mortgage loans . of the savings, about one-
third would accrue from borrower-ability-to-pay processing
and two-thirds from property valuation p rocessing . Th e
amount saved would depend on the method used in process-
ing . VA's procedure is to review each loan package as a
check on lender performance . HUD's procedure is to revie w
thoroughly all loans only until confident of the lender' s
capability ; subsequently, only a percentage of the loan s
are reviewed in such depth . GAO's savings were calculated
app lying VA's process .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

CAO/AF 1n-82.-15 VA and HUD Can Improve Service aa (
Reduce Processing Costs Tn Insurin g
Home Mort g age Loans (June 11, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-6111
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FEMA 1 AND BTJS-IN 3 :	 NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the National Flood Insurance Program reduce o r
eliminate its annual deficit ?

PPSSCC estimated that the annual deficit may b e
reduced by about $660 million over three years by makin g
the program actuarially sound and self-supporting .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The National Flood Insurance Program, operated by th e
Federal Emergency Management Agency, was established i n
1968 to make flood insurance available to property owner s
throughout the nation . As of October 1983, the progra m
had about 1 .9 million policyholders with a federal liabil -
ity, as measured by insurance in force, of about $109 bil -
lion . Cumulative program losses through fiscal year 198 3
totaled about $1 .77 billion . The federal government pro-
vided a subsidy of about $233 million for the progra m
during fiscal year 1983 .

The PPSSCC recommendations about the flood insuranc e
program are designed to reinforce and further the Agency' s
goal of making the program self-supporting by 1988 . Th e
Agency had established this goal in 1981 .

Since 1981, GAO has documented the need for improve-
ments in this program . In a 1983 report (GAO/RCED-83-53) ,
GAO stated that the insurance rate structure was overl y
complex, and that it had not generated sufficient incom e
to cover costs . GAO also found that the Agency's approach
of attempting to eliminate the program's federal subsid y
by fiscal year 1988 is a significant departure from how
the program was previously administered, where a mor e
gradual elimination over several decades was anticipated .

The PPSSCC recommended that Congress pass legislatio n
to facilitate program continuity from one administratio n
to the next, and to set the desired program subsid y
aoals . In its report, GAO addressed congressiona l
involvement and stated that the Congress needs to consider
telling FEMA whether it agrees with the attempt to elim-
inate the program's subsidy by 1988, and giving the Agenc y
specific guidance on how the subsidy should be elimi-
nated . This process was started by the Congress through
committee hearings that were held during 1983, and b y
requiring that the Agency report to Congress on it s
insurance rate increases by June 30, 1984 .
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GAO concurs with the PPSSCC recommendations relating
to improvements in the enforcement of flood plain manage-
ment requirements and underwriting standards . In a 198 2
report (GAO/CED-82-105), GAO made recommendations to
improve the Agency's program for enforcing the flood plai n
management requirements and to address underwriting qual-
ity by correcting the misrating of flood insuranc e
policies .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

No actior has been taken on the PPSSCC recommenda-
tions that legislation be passed to facilitate progra m
continuity and to set the desired program subsidy goals .
The National Flood Insurance Act now calls for flood
insurance rates to be set on an actuarial (or self -
sustaining) basis considering the risks involved and th e
need for flood insurance to be affordable . Congressiona l
oversight hearings, as previously described, provide a
forum for the review of flood insurance rates and thei r
effect on program participation .

GAO questions the necessity of requiring legislative
action to adjust flood insurance rates . The current
legislation now authorizes the agency to develop a n
actuarially sound program . In addition, while a require-
ment to legislatively change insurance rates could provid e
some additional continuity, it could also result in delay s
in needed rate increases .

Achieving the agency's current goal of self -
supporting operations by 1988 depends upon additional
increases in insurance rates, changes in insurance cover -
age, cross-subsidizing with a charge on non-subsidize d
rate payers, or a combination of these options . Insurance
premiums for the program were raised four times since 198 0
from an average of about $79 to about $167, raising th e
concern that participation in the program could decline .
As a result of congressional concern about participation ,
the Agency has decided it will not make additional rat e
increases before October 1, 1985 .

The agency has initiated action to implementing
flood plain management requirements and underwriting
activities .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC savings estimate for making the program
self-supporting is based on the concept that increase d
insurance rates will reduce future program losses . How-
ever, the estimate is also based, in part, on the assump-
tion that future claims frequency will be consistent wit h
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recent experience . Yet, nature is unlikely to cooperate
by causing flood damage at a historically average rate--
flood damage varies from year to year . For example, oro-
gram losses during 1979 were about $482 million, whil e
losses duri ng 19A1 were about $151 million . Rased on 197 9
and 1981 e xperience, program losses could vary from abou t
-450 million to S1 .45 billion over a 3 year period .

The PPSSCC estimate is also based on the assumptio n
that the policyholder base will increase about 5 percen t
-per year while insurance rates are being increased . GAO
recently studied the effect of rate increases on th e
number of poli cyholders (CAC/RCED-83-107) . CAD's analysi s
indicated that rate increases had some influence on th e
decline in p rogram particip ation from about 2,014,50 0
policies in necember 1980 to about 1,860,400 in Novembe r
182 . Eased on these results, CFO believes the PPSSCC
assumption about increasing the policyholder base whil e
also raising insurance rates is q uestionable ?

V. RELEVAr1T GAO REPORT S

('AO/FCFP-83-107 The Effect of Premium Increases O n
Achieving The National Flood Insur -
ance Program's Objectives (Feb . 28 ,
19 8 3 )

CAO/RCFD- 8 3-5 3

CPC/CED-82-10 5

VI . GAO CONTACT

National Flood Insurance Program- -
AMajor Changes Needed If It Is To
Operate WithOut A Federal Subsid y
(Jan . 3, 1983 )

National Flood Insurance : Margina l
Impact On Flood Plain Development- -
Administrative Improvements Needed
(Pug . 16, 198 2 )

John Luke 275°6111
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FEMA 2 : DISASTER GRANTS VS . DISASTER INSURANC E

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING

Can the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA )
reduce the cost of disaster assistance through insurance ?

PPSSCC estimated that S276 .0 million could be save d
over 3 years if federal disaster assistance is not mad e
available for insurable items .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

After the President declares a major disaster, th e
affected communities and individuals may be eligible t o
receive federal grant assistance to help them recover fro m
their losses . During fiscal year 1983, the agency' s
disaster relief expenses totaled about S130 million .

GAO supports the PPSSCC recommendation to eliminat e
federal assistance for insurable public buildings and
facilities of state and local government . In 1982, GAO
reported on federal disaster assistance policy (GAO /
CED-82-98) . Under the Disaster Relief Act of 1974 ,
federal disaster assistance is intended to supplemen t
resources available to state and local governments . How -
ever, GAO found that federal grant assistance was bein g
provided even though states and local governments had th e
capability of covering certain expenses themselves . Thes e
expenses included repair or reconstruction of uninsure d
public buildings and facilities . In addition, a deliber-
ate decision had often been made by state and loca l
officials not to insure, or to underinsure such property .

GAO concluded that federal reimbursement of state an d
local governments for such disaster expenses was no t
reasonable . GAO recommended that the Congress amend the
Disaster Relief Act of 1974 to require that, as a condi-
tion of receiving federal public disaster assistance ,
state and local governments obtain and maintain appropri-
ate hazard and flood insurance as is reasonably available ,
adequate and necessary to protect against the loss o f
public buildings, facilities and equipment . Language to
implement this recommendation is contained in propose d
legislation, as discussed in section III .

The PPSSCC also recommended that legislation b e
adopted to (1) eliminate disaster assistance coverage fo r
the insurable items of individuals, (2) eliminate insur-
ance deductibles as eligible items for grant assistance ,
and (3) increase flood insurance deductibles in relatio n
to the amount of insurance purchased . These recommenda-
tions would reduce federal disaster assistance costs .
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III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recommendation to eliminate public an d
individual assistance for insurable items requires a n
amendment to the Disaster Relief Act . Legislation tha t
would require elimination of grant assistance for unin-
sured public buildings in areas where flood insurance i s
available is being considered by the Congress in the pro -
posed Disaster Relief Act Amendments of 1984 . These
amendments do not address uninsured property owned b y
individuals .

The recommendation to eliminate insurance deductible s
as eligible items for grant assistance and to increase th e
deductibles in relationship to the amount of insuranc e
purchased would require program changes that are withi n
the authority of FEMA . The first of these recommendation s
relating to grant assistance has not been adopted by th e
Agency as of September 1984 . Between 1981 and April 1984 ,
however, the Agency did increase the standard flood insur-
ance deductible from $200 to $500, and began offerin g
additional optional higher deductibles with corresponding
premium re2 uc't i ons .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC savings estimate for this proposal canno t
be precise in part, due to the variable frequency an d
severity of disaster events . If more disaster damag e
occurs than the average, then the savings estimate could
be understated . Likewise, if less disaster damage occur s
than the average, then the savings estimate could b e
overstated .

The PPSSCC also assumed that there would be a 50 per -
cent increase in the number of flood insurance policie s
sold over a two year period . About one million additional
flood insurance policies would need be sold to attain th e
PPSSCC estimate . In contrast, it required over 10 year s
for the National Flood Insurance Administration to reach a
policyholder base of about 2 million policies . Based on
this experience, GAO believes that it is unlikely that th e
proposed change will result in the sale of as many as on e
million additional flood insurance policies over a 2 yea r
period .

In addition, the implementation of other PPSSCC
recommendations regarding flood insurance rate increase s
could potentially affect the pace of future policy sale s
and the extent of existing policy renewals (see FEMA-1 an d
BUS-IN-3) .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-82-98

	

Improved Administration of Federa l
Public Disaster Assistance Can Reduc e
Costs and Increase Effectivenes s
(July 23, 1982 )

GAO/PAD-80-39

	

Federal Disaster Assistance : What
Should the Policy Be? (June 16 ,
1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-6111
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VETS 4 : FORECLOSURE OPTION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the Veteran's Administration (VA) continue to
acquire title to properties financed through its guaran-
teed loan program and terminated through foreclosure ?

Based on budg et figures for fiscal year 1983, th e
PPSSCC estimated that the potential annual savings result -
ing from a policy change that would result in VA acquiring

fewer p roperties at foreclosure would be 868 million i n

the first year . Over three years, it estimated that tota l

saving s would be 5225 .1 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RFCOMMENDATIOM

Before a VA guaranteed home loan is foreclosed VA
must decide whether it will (1) pay the guaranteed amoun t
and leave the property with the lender, or (2) set an
amount that it will pay the lender for the property if i t
is not sold to a hig her bidder at the foreclosure sale .
If the total cost of the foreclosure exceeds the appraised
value by more than the guaranty, then it is in VA's inter -
est to leave the property with the lender and pay th e
guaranty amount . The guaranty payment should be the maxi -
mum loss VA incurs on any property . If, however, the
foreclosure costs exceed the appraised value but by les s

than the g uaranty VA will pay all of the lender's cost s
and take over the property . The same is true if th e
appraised value exceeds the foreclosure costs . In bot h
cases, VA expects to reduce its losses by selling th e
acquired property .

The PPSSCC recommended that VA should only acq uire
properties at foreclosure sales when it is in the bes t
interest of the taxpayers . In its analysis PPSSC C
concluded that the VA could reduce its losses, in almos t
all cases, if foreclosed properties were left with th e
lenders and VA paid the guaranteed amount . It assumed
that the lender could then allow the property to be sol d
at the foreclosure sale at reasonable value to third part y
bidders and that any gain from such a sale would reduc e
VA's guaranty payment . PPSSCC's analysis also assume d
that there would be a substantial number of third party
bidders at the foreclosure sale willing to pay the reason -
able value . GAO, however, does not believe that a signi-
ficant number of third party bidders are willing to bid a
reasonable value for the properties since most of thes e
bidders are speculators interested in making a substantia l
profit by reselling the property . Factors which GA O
believes limit third party participation in foreclosur e
sales include (1) restrictive financing terms ofte n
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requiring full payment within a short period after pur-
chase, (2) potential buyers not ordinarily having th e
opportunity to examine the inside of the house so tha t
they can adequately judge the amount they are willing to
pay for it, and (3) few people being aware of the sale s
due to a limited amount of advertising . Overcoming these
problems could increase bidding by third parties who ar e
not speculators .

VA can also increase third party bidding by adjustin g
the appraised value of the property. The PPSSCC conclude d
that in setting the amount of money that it is willing to
pay for the property the VA had not considered all thos e
factors that should affect this amount . Therefore, VA was
setting unrealistic high bid amounts that reduced buye r
interest and increased government losses . PPSSCC found
that VA was establishing its bid price on the basis of an
appraisal of the property's market value . VA, however ,
has changed its procedures and now bases its bid price o n
the property's appraised value less certain anticipate d
post acquisition costs . These costs include repairs ,
maintenance, security, taxes, and selling expenses . The
adjusted bid price is designed to put the VA in a position
where it will be no worse off if either (1) the propert y
is sold to a third party at the foreclosure sale or (2) i f
VA acquires and subsequently sells the property itself .
Adjusting the appraised value has a two fold effect .
First, it results in more properties left with the lender ,
and secondly, lenders are likely to make lower bids at the
foreclosure sale thus increasing the likelihood of third
party bidders . In both these instances VA would acquire
fewer properties .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that VA has the authority t o
implement this recommendation administratively and
believes that implementation of this recommendation i s
feasible . As discussed above, VA has changed its proce-
dures and now acquires properties only when it is in th e
best interest of the taxpayers to do so . VA's approach i s
also in agreement with PPSSCC's conclusion that VA shoul d
recognize all factors that adversely affect the amount V A
should pay to acquire foreclosed properties .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimated that annual savings of $58 .3 to
$68 million are possible if VA did not acquire any fore -
closed properties in the future . The $58 .3 million dollar
estimate is based on the assumption that VA would not hav e
to acquire the 10,150 properties it expected to acquire a t
foreclosure in fiscal year 1983 . If so, VA would sav e
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s19 .6 million in realtor/broker commissions, S20 .5 millio n
in management costs, and $18 .2 million in interest sav-
ings . The higher estimated savings amount--S69 million- -
was determined by multiplying vA's average loss on eac h
property sold--S6700--by the 10,150 properties it expecte d
to acquire in fiscal year 1983 .

While GAO believes that the establishment of a mor e

realistic price ETA will pay to acquire foreclosed proper-
ties is likely to result in increased sales to third par -
ties, it does not believe that the PPSSCC estimated sav-
ings are realistic . Adjusting the appraised value of th e
properties by anticipated post a cq uisition costs will hav e

an im pact in some cases, but in most instances the differ-
ence between the total foreclosure costs and the adjuste d
appraised value will still be less than the guaranty and
likely to result in the VA ac q uiring title to the pro-
perty . In fiscal year 1982, when VA did not adjust th e
appraised value of the properties for anticipated pos t
acquisition costs it left about 1 .5 percent of the fore-
closed properties with lenders . In fiscal year 1983, whe n
it did make the adjustment, it left 3 .25 percent of th e
properties with lenders . Also, foreclosure sales to thir d
parties--other than speculators--is not likely to increas e

substantially because of restrictive financing terms, th e
inability to examine the inside of the property prior to
the foreclosure sale, and a limited amount of advertising
about the sale .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-6111
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INT 1 :	 SALE OF UNNEEDED PUBLIC LAND S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can revenues from sales of unneeded public lands b e
increased and used to reduce Federal borrowing costs? "

The PPSSCC estimated that net revenues of $90 0
million over 3 years might be generated from the Bureau o f
Land Management's (BLM) sale of unneeded public lands .
Assuming a 10 percent rate on Treasury borrowing, th e
PPSSCC estimated that the avoided interest costs resultin g
from unneeded borrowing would amount to $146 million ove r
the same period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The government owns about 730 million acres of th e
nation's land area . The Department of the Interior admin-
isters about 70 percent of the public lands, mainly
through RLM (47 percent) . In 1982, the President aske d
federal agencies to identify and sell land that is unneed -
ed for federal purposes in order to improve land manage-
ment efficiency and to raise revenue to reduce the federa l
deficit and borrowing costs . Each federal agency estab-
lished an Asset Management Program (AMP) to comply wit h
the President's order .

BM's sale of public land is governed by the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA), whic h
calls for federal retention of public land for managemen t
of its natural and mineral resources in the broades t
national interest unless, as the result of land use plan-
ning, BLM determines to sell tracts that are uneconomic t o
manage or that are needed for community or economi c
development .

The PPSSCC recommended that current laws be change d
so that land sales revenues could be placed in th e
Treasury's general fund, rather than special-purpose fund s
for federal land purchases and other purposes . The PPSSCC
states that legislation is needed to permit such increase d
revenues to be used to reduce the government's debt . The
PPSSCC also states that increased land sales revenues wil l
reduce the amount of money that the government borrows .
Changing existing law to place the revenues in the Genera l
Fund instead of the land acquisition funds of the Interio r
Department as the PPSSCC suggests would do little t o
reduce the federal borrowing costs . Funds could still h e
appropriated by the Congress from other sources for lan d
acquisition . Further, in light of continuing federa l
budget deficits, it is unlikely that sales of unneede d
public lands would make a significant dent in the nationa l
debt .
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The PPSSCC recommended that RLM revise its land us e
planning and sales regulations to make procedures mor e
efficent and effective . ELM revised its sales and
planning regulations in 1984 and 1983, respectively .

The PPSSCC recommended that BLM give specia l
attention to AMP so that implementation could be underway
by early 1983 . Although BLM implemented the AMP program
in early 1932 and eventually sold about 10,000 acres o f
land, Interior cancelled the grogram in August 198 3
following bipartisan criticism from the public, wester n
governors, and the Congress . Much of the criticism
concerned RLM's process for identifying the land for sale
and the perce p tion that RLM did not adhere to the
procedures . GAO's position, based on reviews of land
disposal activities at four agencies (RLM, Bureau o f
Reclamation, Corps of Engineers, and the Forest Service) ,
is that agencies need to do more to identify and sel l
unneeded land according to existing authorities an d
ongoing land use planning .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The first recommendation would require the Congres s
to amend the Reclamation Act of 1902 so that public land
sales revenues would go to the general fund rather tha n
the Reclamation Fund . In March 1983, the Office o f
Management and Budget submitted a legislative proposal t o
amend the Reclamation Act so that receipts from publi c
land sales could be placed in the general fund . However ,
the Congress took no action on this proposal during th e
98th Congress .

RLM implemented the PPSSCC's second recommendatio n
with the promulgation of streamlined land use planning an d
sales regulations (in May 1983 and July 1984, respective-
ly) . ELM revised the rules to better implement AMP' s
anticipated large-scale sales . Even with AMP's cancella-
tion and the now anticipated small-scale sales, RLM
expects improved planning and sales administration .

PPSSCC's third recommendation was implemented in 198 2
but the AMP program was cancelled in 1983 because o f
considerable bipartisan criticism of the program . Publi c
land sales will continue, however, under its ongoing lan d
management and disposal programs .

IV, GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO did not estimate the revenue that would hav e
resulted from BLM's large-scale land sale program planne d
under AMP, but enough information is available to cas t
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serious doubt on PPSSCC's $900 million estimate . For
example, PPSSCC's estimate was based on admittedl y
problematic assumptions about the acreage that RLM woul d
sell ; the land's market value ; and buyer demand for BL M
land . Also GAO found that BLM's early AMP estimates fo r
acreage and revenue were inflated, and thus, PPSSCC' s
estimates are even higher .

The PPSSCC also estimates S146 million savings i n
federal borrowing costs (interest) realized from the $90 0
million sales revenue being deposited in the genera l
fund . Since GAO believes the $900 million revenue esti-
mate is unrealistically high, GAO similarly concludes tha t
federal interest savings would be less than $146 million .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/RCED-85-44 The Bureau of Land Management' s
Efforts To Identify Land For Disposa l
(draft )

GAO/RCED-85-41 The Corps of Engineers Should Revis e
Its Policy For Identifying Unneede d
Land (draft )

GAO/RCED-85-25 The Bureau of Reclamation Coul d
Identify More Unneeded land (draft )

GAO/RCED-85-16 Forest Service's Program To Identif y
Unneeded Land For Potential Sale I s
Stalled (November 6, 1984 )

11CCPAD83

	

Letter report (April 19, 1983) to th e
(B-200111)

	

Chairman, House Committee on Govern-
ment Operations, commenting on a
draft bill entitled National Debt_
Retirement Act of 1982 .

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Gryszkowiec 275-551 4
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INT 3 : REORGANIZATION OF LAND MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can coordination of land management function s
between the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in the Depart -
ment of the Interior and the Forest Service (FS) in th e
Department of agriculture reduce costs and improve servic e
to the public? "

The PPSSCC "claims no savings from this issue ; how -
ever, based on a study prepared by the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget (OMB) in 1979, adjusted for inflation, th e
savings over three years may be estimated at 595 .4 t o
$120 .0 million ." The PPSSCC estimated that "conservative-
ly assuming only one-third of these savings would mea n
three-year savings of S31 .R to $40 .0 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

Traditionally, the BLM managed mostly grazing an d
desert land while the FS managed forests . As a result o f
broadened federal policies, however, both agencies no w
have the capacity to manage almost any type of land .
Because of this expanded capacity and because much of th e
land managed by these two agencies in the western United
States is located in the same or nearby areas, increased
coordination of administrative functions and improved land
management patterns through jurisdictional transfers ar e
Possible . Studies carried out by the two agencies hav e
shown that transferring agency jurisdiction to consolidate
the land into large blocks can reduce land managemen t
costs, increase its management efficiency, and improv e
Public service .

The PPSSCC recommended that BLM and the FS combin e
administrative functions and expand jurisdictional trans-
fers . with respect to administrative functions, th e
PPSSCC recommended that common functions such as permi t
application procedures, personnel training, and publi c
affairs responsibilities be combined at BLM and FS field
offices in the West, beginning in those locations wher e
both agencies have offices . With respect to jurisdic-
tional transfers, the PPSSCC recommended that the two
agencies immediately evaluate how jurisdictional transfer s
could be more widely implemented and define a schedule fo r
transfers . GAO agrees with these recommendations .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the Secretaries o f
the Interior and Agriculture (through the BLM and Fores t
Service, respectively) should be directed to plan an d
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schedule a program for increased jurisdictional transfer s
and for elimination of administrative overlap between th e
two agencies . In this regard ; the RLM Director and F S
Chief signed an interagency agreement in May 1980 estab-
lishing a jurisdictional transfer program . The program' s
goal is to identify and evaluate opportunities to transfe r
the two agencies land management responsibilities and
develop proposed legislation to effect transfers tha t
would reduce land management costs, increase managemen t
e " iciency, and improve public service .

Consolidation of administrative functions and identi -
fication of land jurisdiction transfer opportunities ar e
possible through executive actions . To achieve maximum
management efficiency, however, transfers of lan d
jurisdiction between BLM and the FS would requir e
legislative actions .

The PPSSCC recommended that the RLM and P S
(1) immediately evaluate how jurisdictional transfers
could be more widely implemented and (2) develop a sched-
ule by December 31, 1983, for transferring land and begi n
implementing transfers by July 1984 . GAO does not believ e
that these timeframes are realistic . GAO reviewed the tw o
agencies' implementation of the jurisdictional transfe r
program and found that joint progress stopped in Januar y
1983 . Further, joint field work on the program was sus-
pended at that time because the BLM Director and FS Chie f
could not agree on the size and scope of the transfer s
that would be included in the first legislative proposal .
If the joint effort is resumed, more time will be needed
than PPSSCC estimated to carry out the detailed fiel d
analysis and evaluation required to develop cost effectiv e
transfer proposals and develop legislative proposals tha t
are acceptable to both agencies .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC did not make its own estimate of th e
potential savings . However, the PPSSCC noted that a stud y
prepared by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB )
estimated savings of $95 .4 to S120 .0 million over a thre e
year period . The OMB savings result from a reduction o f
750 to 950 employees and a consolidation of administrativ e
functions . The PPSSCC commented that conservativel y
assuming only one-third of these savings, the saving s
would be about $31 .8 million to $40 .0 million .

In its report on the BLM and FS jurisdictional trans-
fer program, GAO noted that a preliminary estimate pre -
pared jointly by the two agency program coordinator s
indicated annual savings of about S30 million might b e
achieved through the jurisdictional transfer program .
Although this estimate was preliminary and not based o n
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detailed evaluation and analyses, it indicates that th e
level of savings reported by the PPSS Y could be possible .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/RCED-85-21 Program To Transfer Land Between Th e
Bureau Of Land Management And Th e
Forest Service Has Stalled (Dec . 27 ,
1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Gryszkowiec 275-551 4
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INT 5 :	 NATIONAL PARK SERVICE CONCESSIONS MANAGEMEN T

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the handling of concessioner contracts b e
changed to seek more revenue that might be used to hel p
offset increasing maintenance and repair costs? "

The PPSSCC estimated that revenues could be increase d
approximately $4 .9 million, over 3 years, if the averag e
concessioner franchise fee were increased from 2 to 4
percent of gross receipts and other legislative and admin -
istrative steps were taken including the receipt o f
contributions from private sources . According to th e
PPSSCC, annual revenues eventually would increase by $6 . 0
million over current levels .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Many Park Service-owned buildings that are operate d
by concessioners are deteriorating and, according to the
PPSSCC, the government often spends more each year i n
rehabilitation or reconstruction of these buildings than
it takes in from franchise fees . The PPSSCC said that i t
agreed with the views of the Office of Management an d
Budget and GAO, that this problem has resulted, in part ,
from the Park Service's preference to allow concessione r
user charges and franchise fees to remain relatively low
in exchange for some physical improvements to Service -
owned buildings by some concessioners . However, thi s
policy causes the general taxpayers to pay a subsidy tha t
may not be necessary or appropriate, and also has resulte d
in a deterioration of many park facilities .

The PPSSCC recommended that legislation be initiate d
to eliminate a provision that gives concessioners a lega l
"preference" in the offering and renewal of contracts i n
parks where they have been operating . GAO made a simila r
recommendation in reports issued in July 1975 and Jul y
1980 (see Part V) .

The PPSSCC also recommended that the Congress adop t
then-pending legislation (S .2715) that would earmark a
portion of concessioner fee receipts for the repair an d
maintenance of Park Service-owned facilities and als o
permit the use of supplementary matching funds, to b e
obtained from private contributions, for the sam e
purpose . A GAO report issued October 10, 1980, entitled
Facilities In Many National Parks andForests Do Not Mee t
Health and Safety Standards (GAO/CED-80-115), discussed
the need to obtain funds to upgrade Park Service-owne d
visitor facilities .
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III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The Concessions Policy Act of 1965 authorizes th e
Park Service to have a concessioner operate all simila r
facilities and services in a national park area . Also, to
encourage continuity of concessions operations, the ac t
requires the Secretary of the Interior to give existin g
concessioners preference in the renewing of their con -
tracts if the Secretary determines that they have operated
satisfactorily . The PPSSCC recommended that in order t o
improve competition, and thereby increase revenue . the
Secretary of the Interior initiate legislation to elimin-
ate the right of preference for contract renewal . GAO
believes this is feasible and made a similar recommenda-
tion in reports issued in 1975 and 1980 . The Chief of the
National Park Service's Concessions Division contends tha t
the Park Service can negotiate a reasonable fee presently
and therefore there is no need to eliminate the right of
preference . As of October 1, 1984, the Secretary had no
plans to submit the recommended legislation .

The PPSSCC also recommended enactment of a pendin g
bill (S . 2715) that would provide funds for repairin g
buildings owned by the Park Service and used by conces-
sioners . The proposed legislation was enacted (Public Law
97-433) on January 8, 1983 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTI ,TE

PPSSCC's saving estimate, $4 .9 million over 3 years ,
consists of $1 .9 million from increases to franchise fee s
and $3 .0 million from private donations . The PPSSCC' s
estimate of increased revenues from franchise fees ($1 . 9
million) was based on a doubling of the average fee, fro m
2 to 4 percent of gross receipts, which it said would be
more comparable to the fees at similar facilities operate d
by the states . According to the Chief, Concession s
Division, in 1985 the Park Service plans to implement new
procedures for setting franchise fees as GAO recommended
in a July 1980 report . The Chief stated that these new
procedures should result in increased franchise fees bu t
will still take into consideration the amount of profit s
the concessioner agrees to spend to upgrade the concession
facilities they operate . Therefore, he stated it may no t
be possible to double the franchise fees .

The PPSSCC also may have overestimated the amount o f
private donations . Language in the proposed legislatio n
(S .2715) provided for up to Si million of private dona-
tions annually but the law, as enacted, (P .L . 97-433 )
provides for up to a total of Si million during the entir e
6 years the program is to operate . An official of the
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National Park Foundation, a foundation that is administer -
ing these funds, said that this change in language was no t
intended, however, and is confident that the Congres s
would amend the law to raise the ceiling on private dona-
tions if the amount of donations approached the $1 millio n
limitation . No private donations had been received as o f
October 1, 1984 .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/CED-80-102 Better Management of National Par k
Concessions Can Improve Service s
Provided to the Public (July 31 ,
1980 )

GAO/RED-76-1

	

Concession Operations in the Nationa l
Parks--Improvements Needed in
Administration (July 21, 1975 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Gryszkowiec 275-551 4
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INT6 :	 OUTERCONTINENTAL SHELF (OCS )

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Would streamlining the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS )
leasing/permitting process and eliminating certain requir-
ed Interior reports to the Congress be time and cos t
efficient? "

The PPSSCC estimated that $4 .9 million can be saved
over the three-year period following implementation o f
such actions .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

As a result of the 1978 OCS Lands Act Amendments an d
other legislation--particularly environmentally-relate d
statutes--various federal as well as state agencies ar e
involved in managing OCS activities and various approval s
and permits are needed before exploration and developmen t
activity can begin . GAO has reported that the permitting
process could be better integrated among the involve d
agencies to provide for more cost-efficient operations and
reduce permitting delays . (See Impact of Regulations- -
After Federal Leasing--On Outer Continental Shelf Oil an d
Gas Development, GAO/EMD-81-48, February 27, 1981 .) Also ,
eliminating three legislatively mandated reportin g
requirements, which are expensive and unnecessary, would
be time and cost efficient . (See Repeal of Unneeded Oute r
Continental	 Shelf Production Rate-Setting Functions Would
Cut Costs, GAO/EMD-82-97, September 10, 1982, and Congres s
Should Consider Eliminating Requirement ForInterior
Report On Shut-in Or Flaring Wells, GAO RCED-84-19 ,
October 24, 1983 . )

The PPSSCC recommended that Minerals Managemen t
Service (MMS), Army Corps of Engineers, Environmenta l
Protection Agency, and U .S . Coast Guard meet and discuss
possible areas of consolidation and coordination an d
produce a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) outlinin g
specific agency responsibilities for pre- and post-permi t
inspections and monitoring . Although GAO has not prev-
iously recommended that agencies produce a MOU, it ha s
recommended that the Congress enact legislation to estab-
lish standard, reasonable timeframes within which al l
federal agencies would complete their postlease approva l
and permitting processes .

The PPSSCC recommenced elimination of the OCS Land s
Act requirement for an annual report to the Congress b y
Interior on shut-in and flaring OCS wells . In initially
requiring the annual report, the Congress was concerne d
whether well operators were deliberately withholding pro-
duction in anticipation of higher prices once pric e
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controls were lifted . However, the environment under
which the reporting requirement was enacted has changed .
Legislation and administration actions to fully decontro l
oil prices and to phase-out controls over natural ga s
prices make the report of questionable value, because th e
incentive to withhold production in anticipation of higher
prices resulting from decontrol has been largely elimin-
ated . Thus, GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that given the
report's limited value, the costs incurred by Interior to
prepare its report do not appear justified .

The PPSSCC also recommended and GAO agrees tha t
certain production rate-setting requirements be modified .
The OCS Lands Act requires Interior to determine thre e
maximum production rates (based on different factors) fo r
all producing offshore wells and report these rates to the
Congress . ('AO has found that most of interior's rate -
setting effort is not useful or necesisary and could b e
curtailed .

The OCS Lands Act, as amended, also requires Interio r
to notify and seek approval from the Congress for royalty
refunds . The PPSSCC reported that the Congress shows
little or no interest in being notified and that the ne t
effect of this requirement is to delay royalty refunds .
It, therefore, reco-_uiended that legislation be introduce d
to eliminate the need for congressional approval of OC S
refunds . GAO has not reviewed the process for Interior t o
seek approval from the Congress for OCS royalty refunds to
lease operators .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IlPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC's assessment of authority t o
implement these recommendations .

The implementation of the first recommendation woul d
require the coordination and cooperation of MMS, Corps o f
Engineers, Environmental Protection Agency, and the U .S .
Coast Guard . On May 31, 1984, Interior and the Environ-
mental Protection Agency approved a limited Memorandum o f
Understanding for coordinating offshore environmenta l
permits . However, it is too early to assess its effect .
No action has been planned among the other agencies t o
produce a MOU, although it may be relatively simple .

GAO has discussed the need for repeal of the tw o
annual reporting requirements--on shut-in or flaring well s
and maximum production rates--with Senate and Rouse com-
mittee staffs . On September 5, 1984, H .R . 6189, which
would eliminate these reporting requirements, wa s
introduced in the Congress . No action was taken prior to
Congress' adjournment .
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GAO has not reviewed the process for Interior to seek
approval from the Congress for OCS royalty refunds to
lease operators ; however, implementation of the recommen-
dation would require congressional action .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis for assessing the reasonableness o f
two of the PPSSCC estimates, while the other two wer e
similar to GAO's previously estimated savings .

The PPSSCC concluded that the most substantial con-
solidation of inspections would occur between Interior and
the Coast Guard . For purposes of fiscal evaluation, the
PPSSCC assumed that 30 percent of these agencies' inspec-
tions would be combined . The PPSSCC estimated first-yea r
savings were $1,050,000 for Interior only . Coast Guard
savings were not included, and the estimated savings hav e
been allocated evenly to both agencies . GAO has no basi s
for assessing the reasonableness of this PPSSCC estimate .

GAO has estimated that repeal of Interior's .phut-in
and flaring reporting requirements would save $250,000 t o
$280,000 a year--the same as the PPSSCC savings estimate
for this recommendation .

In 1982, GAO estimated that eliminating the maximum
production rates requirements could save Interior $137,10 0
per year compared with the PPSSCC's estimated savings o f
$131,000 for the first year of implementation .

GAO has not reviewed the process for Interior to seek
approval from the Congress for OCS royalty refunds t o
lease operators and, as a result, GAO has no basis fo r
determining whether the PPSSCC's savings estimate for thi s
recommendation is realistic .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-84-19 Congress Should Consider Eliminating
Requirement For Interior Report On
Shut-in Or Flaring Wells (Oct . 24 ,
1983) .

GAO/RCED-83°10 Interior's Report Of Shut-in Or Flar-
ing Wells Unnecessary, But Oversigh t
Should Continue(Oct . 5, 1982) .

GAO/EMD-82-97

	

Repeal Of Unneeded Outer Continenta l
Shelf Production Rate-Setting Func -
tions Would Cut Costs (Sept . 10 ,
1982) .
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GAO/EMD°81-48

	

Impact of Regulations--After Federal
Leasing°-On Outer Continental Shel f
Oil And Gas Development (Feb . 27 ,
1981) .

Testimony

	

Evolution of the Offshore Program, by
Douglas L . McCullough, Energy and
Minerals Division, before the
Subcommittee on the Panama Canal and
the Outer Continental Shelf, House
Committee on Merchant Marine and
Fisheries (Mar . 31, 1981) .

VI . GAO Contact

Michael Gryszkowiec 275-551 4
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LAND 1 : OFFSHORE MINERALS MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can savings and additional revenues from mineral s
exploration and development on the Outer Continental Shel f
(OCS) be generated through improved managerial initia-
tives? "

The PPSSCC concluded that the Congress in carrying -
out its oversight responsibilities has unnecessaril y
delayed and cancelled OCS lease sales . As a result, the
Congress has cost the government millions in los t
revenues .

The PPSSCC proposed that Interior's Minerals Manage -
ment Service (MMS) become an off-budget, independently -
funded entity . It also proposed that MMS continue t o
study and use alternative bidding systems, and use seven-
year, rather than ten-year, lease terms for tracts i n
harsh environments . The PPSSCC estimated cost saving s
from using the optimum alternative bidding systems a t
$410 .4 million over the next three years . Also, PPSSCC
estimated an additional saving of $1 .5 billion in the nex t
three years by making MMS an off-budget agency . However ,
this saving was not included in PPSSCC's final estimat e
because it was based on subjective revenue estimates b y
Interior .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMNENDATON S

In contrast to PPSSCC's position, GAO believes tha t
MMS should be financed through direct appropriations . GAO
has found that public interest is best served when con-
gressional control over federal agencies is exercised
through the annual appropriation process . GAO has also
opposed off-budget status for governmental entitie s
because it reduces the comprehensiveness of the budget an d
the consistency with which the discipline of the budge t
process is applied to government activities . GAO notes ,
however, that in this case making MMS an off-budget agenc y
would not necessarily eliminate congressional oversigh t
because of reviews provided for by the 1953 OCS Lands Ac t
and the 1978 amendments to the Act .

GAO supports the PPSSCC ' s recommendation that MMS
should continue to analyze and use alternative biddin g
systems in leasing offshore lands . The alternative
systems currently in use are designed to reduce the amoun t
of up-front money required from companies to obtain a n
offshore lease, in return for a greater share of th e
revenues to the government from any follow-on production .
The Congress intended that Interior should take int o
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account a variety of factors when using the alternativ e
systems, with government revenues being just one of thes e
considerations . The Congress suggested for example tha t
Interior should also consider the effect of alternativ e
bidding systems on competition, speculation, exploration ,
and production .

	

(See Congress Should Extend Mandate T o
Experiment With Alternative Bidding Systems In Leasing
Offshore Lands, GAO/RCED-83-139, May 27, 1983, an d
Interior Should Continue Use Of Higher Royalty Rates For
Offshore Oil And Gas Leases, GAO/RCED-83-30, Dec . 20,
1982 .)

The use of 10-year lease terms is relatively ne w
(since 1981) and, as a result, GAO has no basis fo r
assessing the PPSSCC's recommendation that Interior should
use a 7-year lease term instead of a 10-year term .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC's assessment that legislativ e
action is needed to make MMS an off-budget agency . Thi s
would be politically complex because of the number o f
states and local governments, and environmental issue s
involved with OCS production, as well as raising contro-
versial issues concerning the comprehensiveness of th e
budget process .

While Interior generally agrees that a modes t
increase in royalty rates could possibly be accommodate d
without unfavorably affecting overall revenues and produc-
tion, it currently opposes increasing royalty rates, main-
taining that the risks of not leasing tracts under a
higher royalty rate outweigh possible gains .

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority t o
offer a lease for a period up to 10 years when the Depar t-
ment finds the longer period necessary to encourag e
exploration and production in areas with unusually advers e
conditions . Although the Secretary can use a 7-year leas e
term at any time, Interior does not believe that a 10-yea r
lease term negatively affects OCS exploration and is no t
planning to implement the recommendation .

W . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO believes that the PPSSCC's estimated savings ha s
a large degree of uncertainty . For example, the PPSSC C
estimated that making MMS an off-budget agency and elim-
inating congressional review of the OCS program would save
an additional $1 .5 billion over three years . GAO believes
that this estimate, based on prior leasing results, i s
questionable since it is based on subjective revenu e
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estimates by Interior for specific sales . The PPSSCC also
noted that the estimate was not fully supported due to th e
uncertainty of future OCS revenues . Therefore, the PPSSC C
did not include these savings in its final estimate . (See
Outlook For Achieving Fiscal Year 1983 Offshore Revenu e
Estimate--Possible But Not Likely, GAO/EMD-82-83, June 8 ,
1982 .)

Also, insufficient time has elapsed for most tract s
leased under alternative bidding systems with highe r
royalty rates to be explored and placed in production .
Without production, the effect on royalty and tota l
revenues to the government cannot be measured . Thus, GAO
believes additional time is needed to determine the actua l
effects of the alternative systems on governmen t
revenues . Accordingly, GAO believes PPSSCC's saving s
estimate of $410 .4 million is highly uncertain .

Other factors to consider include the normally sub-
stantial lead-time between the time a lease is awarded and
exploration begins, the uncertainty associated with find-
ing oil and gas, and the long time until production
begins . Therefore, it is very difficult to predict wha t
effect a 7-year lease term would have on governmen t
revenues . No estimate was given for the implementation o f
a 7-year lease term .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/RCED-83-139 Congress Should Extend Mandate To
Experiment With Alternative Bidding
Systems In Leasing Offshore Land s
(May 27, 1983 )

GAO/RCED-83-30

	

Interior Should Continue Use o f
Higher Royalty Rates For Offshor e
Oil and Gas Leases (Dec . 20, 1982 )

GAO/EMD-82-83

	

Outlook For Achieving Fiscal Yea r
1983 Offshore Revenue Estimate--
Possible But Not Likely (June 8 ,
1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Gryszkowiec 275-551 4
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INT	 8 :	 BLOCK GRANT S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can regional administrative costs be reduced in th e
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) through the introductio n
of block grants? "

The PPSSCC estimated that "administrative cost reduc -
tions totaling $9 .6 million over three years are possible ;
however, these Federal administrative savings would bene-
fit the states in the form of increased revenues to them . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

The FWS provides grants under the Pittman-Robertso n
(1937) and Dingell-Johnson (1950) Acts to states for th e
purpose of administering fish and wildlife restoratio n
projects . The funds to implement the grant program ar e
collected through excise taxes levied on the sale of fire-
arms, ammunition, and archery and fishing equipment . Up
to 8 percent of restoration funds can be used for federa l
administrative purposes ; the remainder is distributed to
the states on a land area and number of fishing and
hunting licenses formula basis for reimbursement (up to 7 5
percent) of state expenditures for fish and wildlif e
restoration projects .

The states decide which projects they would lik e
funded by FWS . Generally, the FWS regional office s
approve and monitor the states' use of the federal aid ,
unless the states have been approved to receive fund s
under the acts' "comprehensive plan option" (1970 amend-
ment to the authorizing legislation) . This option-- a
block grant-like approach--allows state fish and wildlif e
agencies, having an adequate and approved planning system ,
to manage their federal restoration aid and fund specifi c
projects without individual FWS project approval .

The PPSSCC recommended implementation of a bloc k
grant approach to reduce staff in FWS regional offices and
produce administrative cost savings . The PPSSCC note d
that there has been excessive and generally nonproductiv e
paperwork at FWS regional offices resulting in administra -
tive waste . The FWS has already instituted the comprehen-
sive plan approach in at least one of its 7 regions ,
thereby reducing 7ederal grant oversight and administra-
tive responsibilities .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recommends that the FWS design and imple-
ment a block grant approach for funding its restoratio n
aid programs . The PPSSCC recommendation can be implement-
ed only with congressional approval . The current legisla-
tive authority provides that the states, not the Interior
Department, can select one of two reimbursement options-- a
project-by-project option or a comprehensive plan option .
In order to implement a general block grant approach, GAO
believes that FWS would need to propose a legislativ e
change . FWS is not planning to request this legislativ e
change, according to FWS officials .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has not reviewed the feasibility of administerin g
FWS programs through the introduction of block grants and ,
as a result of insufficient cost savings information, GAO
cannot determine the reasonableness of PPSSCC's saving s
estimates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Michael Gryszkowiec 275-551 4
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CONST 5 :	 RESTRICT MITIGATION OUTLAY S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Are the current expenditures for mitigation and
mitigation damages, in connection with the environmenta l
process on construction projects, justified in terms o f
purpose and benefit or should new criteria to contro l
these expenditures be developed? "

The PPSSCC estimated that $300 million could be save d
out of the construction budget for Year 1 and $993 millio n
over three years, if mitigation expenditures ar e
controlled .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, the Archeo-
logical and Historic Preservation Act, and the Endangered
Species Act, as well as numerous other environmental law s
require federal construction agencies to mitigate environ -
mental damages cEused by project construction . The
Council on Environmental Quality defines mitigation t o
include :

--avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a
certain action or parts of an action ,

--minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magni-
tude of the action and its implementation ,

--rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating o r
restoring the affected environment ,

-

	

-reducing or eliminating the impact over time b y
preservation and maintenance operations during th e
life of the action, and

--compensating for the impact by replacing or providi ng_
substitute resources or environments .

The acts require the federal construction agencies to
consult with Interior on the proposed mitigation actions .

The PPSSCC stated that through the extensive appli-
cation of mitigation concepts, some agencies, such a s
Interior's Fish and Wildlife Service, have been able t o
increase significantly funds available over and above
their congressional authorizations and appropriations by
demanding or requiring the construction agencies t o
provide mitigation as a condition of project sign-off .
The PPSSCC found numerous instances of mitigation which i t
concluded were excessive . These excesses, in part, occur -
red in the form of unreasonably expensive outlays fo r
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little measureable benefit . The PPSSCC therefore recom-
mended that "mitigation policies and practices be reviewe d
at the highest level to identify not only occasiona l
instances of excessive mitigation, but also situation s
where unreasonable mitigation and even enhancement ha s
been systematically introduced into the constructio n
process" . GAO has no position on whether expenditures for
mitigation or mitigation damages are justified in terms o f
purpose and benefit .

GAO, however, reported in 1981 that the Fish an d
wildlife Service was unable to (1) respond to all request s
for studies, comments, and recommendations on how t o
minimize the impact of land and water development project s
on fish and wildlife, (2) adequately study or timel y
recommend the potential impact of development projects o n
fish and wildlife, and (3) to routinely follow up o n
recommendations to federal agencies on fish and wildlife
conservation efforts . This has resulted in FWS studie s
being performed after project planning is completed ;
costly delays in the planning process ; and, at least i n
one case, a construction agency taking more action tha n
necessary to protect the natural resources .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC stated that the results of the recommende d
review group should result in an Executive Order prescrib-
ing new guidelines and review responsibilities . Enforce-
ment should be based on a monetary threshold bearing a
reasonable relationship to the magnitude of the projec t
and its impact . GAO disagrees that the actions propose d
by the PPSSCC could be implemented through executiv e
action . The Congress would have to amend the variou s
environmental laws in question to allow federal agencies
to use a monetary threshold in determining the reasonable-
ness of mitigation actions at federal or federally-
assisted projects . For example, the Endangered Specie s
Act, as amended in 1978, precludes federal agencies from
taking any action that would jeopardize survival of a n
endangered species regardless of the costs or benefits t o
be derived, unless the Endangered Species Committee grant s
an exemption from the protective provisions of the act .
The committee may grant an exception only if it determine s
that the benefits of a federal action are in the publi c
interest, clearly outweigh the benefits of conserving a
species or its critical habitat, and that no reasonabl e
and prudent alternatives to the federal action exist .

According to the Chief, Office of Endangered Species ,
no action has been or will be initiated to implement th e
PPSSCC recommended actions because FWS disagrees with th e
PPSSCC findings .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Rased on data from the Corps of Engineers and th e
largest construction agencies, the PPSSCC estimated tha t
"approximately 1 percent of the annual federal construc-
tion budget, $300 million, could be saved through the
elimination of unreasonable mitigation" . GAO has not made
a comparative analysis of the costs associated with th e
PPSSCC recommendation .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-84-114 Federal Government's Progress I n
Implementing A National Archeologi -
cal and Historic Preservation
Program (May 30, 1984 . )

GAO/CED-81-107

	

National Direction Required Fo r
Effective Management of America' s
Fish and Wildlife (Aug . 24, 1981 . )

GAO/CED-81--61 Are Agencies Doing Enough Or To o
Much for Archeological Preserva-
tion? Guidance Needed (Apr . 22 ,
1981 . )

GAO/CED-79-65

	

Endangered Species--A Controversia l
Issue Needing Resolution (July 2 ,
1979 . )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Gryszkowiec 275-551 4
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CONST 8 :	 ELIMINATE DUPLICATIVE HISTORIC PRESERVATIO N
REGULATIONS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the complex procedural requirements developed
by the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) 1
implementing Section 106 of the National Historic Preser-
vation Act be eliminated, since the National Environmenta l
Policy Act (NEPA) provides adequate procedures fo r
complying with Section 106? "

The PPSSCC estimated that S40 million could be save d
annually amounting to $132 .4 million over three years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Ac t
of 1966 requires federal agencies to provide the ACHP a
reasonable opportunity to comment on any proposed federa l
or federally assisted or licensed undertaking on an y
district, site, building, structure, or object that i s
included in or eligible for inclusion in the Nationa l
Register before an agency approves any federal funds o r
issues any license . Under the 1976 amendments to the act ,
ACHP is authorized by section 211 to p,omulgate such rule s
and regulations as it deems necessary to govern th e
implementation of section 106 . These regulations, issue d
as 36 CFR 800, describe the process by which the head of a
federal agency is to take effects into account and affor d
ACHP an opportunity to comment .

The PPSSCC believes that the ACHP regulations contri -
bute significantly to project development time, result i n
duplication of reports, and involve substantial additiona l
costs to be paid out of federal funds . The PPSSCC con-
cluded that the NEPA environmental review process could b e
used to achieve the desired coordination with the Advisor y
Council .

The PPSSCC therefore recommended that section 106 o f
the National Historic Preservation Act be retained, bu t
that the ACHP regulations he eliminated . GAO does no t
agree with the PPSSCC recommendation that ACHP procedura l
requirements be eliminated . NEPA is a generalized statut e
which identifies broad goals and objectives with n o
specific standards or criteria for the measurement o f
environmental quality, although it does provide for a
process to discover, specify, and evaluate potentia l

1 .An independent agency within the executive branch tha t
advises the President and the Congress on histori c
preservation matters .
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impacts on environmental elements, which is accomplished
through the preparation of an Environmental Impact State-
ment (EIS) . However, NEPA does not resolve conflict s
between development and environmental interests nor doe s
it require agencies to address the impact of development
on historic properties, as does the section 106 consultin g
process . Therefore, the NEPA process is less reliabl e
than is the section 106 process as a means of ensuring
that historic properties are adequately taken into account
in agency planning, which is the fundamental requiremen t
of section 106 . Also, the ACHP estimates that at least 9 5
percent of their current caseload consists of cases whic h
are not covered by an EIS . Therefore, if the current ACHP
regulations were to 0e eliminated, many projects whic h
could effect historic properties would not he identified
and reviewed .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC believes the recommended action can be imple -
mented by rescinding the present executive order and sub -
stituting a new one which would simply assign the subject
matter to the NEPA umbrella process . Since the onl y
executive action referred to in CONST 8 is the suppose d
direction received from President Carter's Water Resourc e
Memorandum dated July 12, 1978, the implication is tha t
there is a Carter executive order that undergirds ACHP' s
regulations . This is incorrect . The regulations wer e
published in essentially their present form on January 25 ,
1974, as "procedures", and were in place when Presiden t
Ford signed into law section 21, of the National Histori c
Preservation Act in 1976, which established ACHP's rul e
making authority . These procedures were amended and
published as regulations in 1979, incorporating th e
requirements of President Carter's Water Resource
Memorandum .

GAO does not believe the recommendation can b e
implemented simply by executive order as the PPSSC C
suggested . Elimination of the ACHP's regulations woul d
require either congressional action to repeal ACHP' s
authority to promulgate regulations or actions by ACHP t o
repeal its regulations . GAO agrees with the PPSSCC tha t
the President by executive order can require executiv e
branch agencies to solicit and address ACHP's comments a s
part of the NEPA process . As a practical matter, however ,
this would allow agencies to meet their responsibilities
under section 106 only when the proposed development is a
"major federal action" and an EIS is prepared . If the
development is not so classified, federal agencies woul d
have to solicit ACHP's comments by some other mechanism .
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During the fiscal year 1985 appropriation hearings ,
Congress made it clear that the ACHP's regulatory syste m
has worked well in the past and should continue wit h
revisions only to reflect the National Histori c
Preservation Act Amendments of 1980 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC's estimated annual savings of $40 million wer e
derived from federal agencies as follow s

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)

	

$10 million
(based on estimated time spent o n
ACHP regulation compliance )

Corps of Engineer s
(based on 45 staff years of effor t
to comply with preservation regula-
tions at $60,000 per staff year )

Three other federal agencie s
(based on 450 staff years a t
$60,000 per staff year )

Total

$ 3 millio n

$27 million

$40 million

GAO believes PPSSCC's estimated cost savings ar e
overstated . Various agencies, in commenting on PPSSCC' s
estimated savings, stated that FHWA's effort to ascertai n
ACHP regulation compliance cost relied on cost data whos e
accuracy was questioned by those who supplied it . The
Corps of Engineers, commenting on a draft of CONST 8 ,
stated that it could not substantiate the $3 million cos t
attributed to it, and projected annual costs of abou t
$600,000 instead . ACHP, in trying to ascertain how
PPSSCC's $27 million for other federal agencies were
derived, contacted these agencies and found no documentar y
or other basis for PPSSCC's assumptions . Based upon dat a
ACHP received from these agencies, ACHP was able to pro-
ject costs in the neighborhood of about half of the $2 7
million attributed to them by PPSSCC . However, it must be
recognized that the costs identified may not always b e
those of complying with the ACHP's regulations per se ,
because ACHP's section 211 regulations are only a smal l
part of about 44 laws addressing environmental concern s
and historically, agencies have not broken these costs ou t
on a per law basis .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/RCED-81-11 4

GAO/CED-81-6 1

VI . GAO CONTACT

Federal Government's Progress I n
Implementing A National Archeologi-
cal and Historic Preservatio n
Program (May 30, 1984 )

Are Agencies Doing Enough Or Too
Much For Archeological Preserva-
tion? Guidance Needed (Apr . 22 ,
1981 )

Michel Gryszkowiec 275-551 4
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CONST 12 :	 COMBINE ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSULTATION WITH
NEPA REVIEW

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the regulations implementing Section 7 of th e
Endangered Species Act be revised to integrate endangere d
species reviews within the National Environmental Polic y
Act (NEPA) process? "

The PPSSCC estimated that annual savings in adminis-
trative costs would be $6 million and three-year saving s
$19 .9 million .

II. GhO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

The Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended ,
prohibits federal agencies from taking any action which i s
likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any
threatened and/or endangered species or which will resul t
in the destruction or adverse modification of the habita t
for such species . Section 7 of the act provides th e
framework for an elaborate consultation process whic h
gives the Department of the Interior an effective vet o
over projects affecting such species . Each agency mus t
perform a biological assessment on a project-by-projec t
basis to determine whether the proposed project will hav e
an adverse affect on endangered species or their habitat .

The PPSSCC stated that the then current Endangere d
Species Act procedures clearly needed to be improved .
Two of the objectives that should be considered fo r
improvement and change were :

--Integrating endangered species reviews with th e
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) process unde r
the National Environmental Policy. Act, and

--Establishing minimum requirements for agencies t o
meet in their biological assessments to assure tha t
they will be acceptable .

The PPSSCC noted that the Department of the Inter-
ior's then current draft Proposed Rules for Interagency
Cooperation partly addresssed most of the PPSSCC's con-
cerns . However, the PPSSCC stated that "minimum require-
ments for biological assessments and accelerated consult -
ing procedures when species are identified after comple-
tion of the EIS (or after construction has commenced) ar e
not specifically addressed . "

The PPSSCC therefore recommended that the regulation s
implementing Section 7 be revised to integrate endangere d
species consultations within the NEPA process and that th e
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Fish and Wildlife Service propose guidelines for biologi-
cal assessments . GAO agrees that the two processes should
be better integrated to eliminate duplication while meet-
ing each law's specific objectives and that minimum
biological assessment criteria be developed .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC stated that the recommendation can b e
implemented under current executive authority . GAO
agrees . According to the Chief, Office of Endangere d
Species, the Department of the Interior proposed revise d
Section 7 regulations in mid-1983 which (1) place mor e
emphasis on coordinating activities under the Endangere d
Species Act and NEPA and (2) specify minimum data that i s
needed to perform a biological assessment . The fina l
regulations are awaiting review by Interior's Office o f
the Solicitor .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Based on saving three staff-months (estimate provide d
by agency environmental staffs) per project, the PPSSC C
estimated a net savings in personnel costs of about $ 6
million annually assuming 500 federal projects . Saving s
for years 2 and 3 are estimated at $6 .6 million and $7 . 5
million . A FWS official responsible for developing th e
revised Section 7 regulations, however, could not estimat e
the potential savings that would result from thi s
revision . This official stated that FWS alway s
coordinated its activities with the NEPA process t o
minimize duplication . GAO has not reviewed the two
processes and therefore has no basis for evaluating th e
PPSSCC savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Letter report To the Assistant Secretary of th e
Interior for Fish and Wildlife and
Parks concerning actions taken on
recommendations contained in the
following report . (Apr . 1, 1982 )

GAO/CED-79-65 Endangered Species--A Controversia l
Issue Needing Resolution (July 2 ,
1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Gryszkowiec 275-551 4
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CONST 14 : CHANGE DREDGED MATERIAL DISPOSALPOLICIES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should policies, regulations, and guidelines govern -
ing the disposal of dredged material in open water s
(including the ocean) be revised to achieve a bette r
balance between environmental protection and projec t
costs? "

The PPSSCC estimated that one-time savings of $35 9
million and annual savings of $65 million for a three yea r
saving of $574 .2 million could be achieved by revisin g
current policies, regulations, and guidelines .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

The Corps of Engineers dredges material from river o r
harbor bottoms to provide or restore navigation channels .
Disposal of this dredged material is affected by 5 majo r
pieces of environmental legislation . The objective o f
each law is to protect one aspect of the possible disposa l
mediums such as the ocean, rivers and streams, ground -
water, wetlands, and land . The PPSSCC maintains tha t
these laws--enacted over a period of several years--an d
their implementing regulations are thus fragmented, inade -
quately coordinated, and have contradictory objectives .
According to the PPSSCC, this has resulted in increase d
disposal costs .

The PPSSCC recommended that the President have OM B
set up a multi-agency group to look at the specific, tech -
nical program changes suggested in its report and develo p
a national dredged material management strategy and imple -
mentation procedures . GAO agrees that the issue ha s
merit. In a section of a 1978 GAO report dealing with air
and water pollution laws, GAO noted that in some cases ,
the then-current federal strategy of establishing uniform ,
rigid requirements based on control technology i s
environmentally counterproductive . GAO further noted tha t
these

. . laws and resultant regulations ofte n
overlap confusingly in their effects bot h
physical and fiscal . The situation ofte n
arises where compliance with one law or regu -
lation results in violation of another . "

For example, traditionally, most sludge from munici -
pal waste treatment plants has been either incinerated o r
dumped in the oceans . Current laws, however, eithe r
prohibit or severely restrict these modes of disposal ,
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thus land application has increased . This has caused
problems, especially for large urban areas, because o f
high costs, unavailability of land, and unknowns concern-
ing sludge effects on drinking water and food products .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC states that all the improvements calle d
for by its suggested program changes could he accomplishe d
without legislative action . GAO is not so sanguine that
major program changes such as these could he successfull y
promulgated and implemented by executive branch actio n
alone . The existing allowable pollution levels and th e
regulations implementing them have been forged betwee n
three branches of the federal government with intens e
citizen involvement . Regulations promulgated under exist-
ing law are subject to intense review within and outsid e
government, and federal agencies responsible for environ-
mental protection are subject to congressional review an d
oversight . When GAO examined EPA efforts to control th e
total pollution in 1978, it recommended that the Congres s
should give EPA the authority to use alternative contro l
strategies, even though the EPA cited sections of existin g
law that would allow them to consider one strategy' s
effect on pollution levels in other media .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE S

The PPSSCC estimated one-time savings of $359 millio n
by (1) utilizing state-of-the-art scientific procedures t o
determine suitability of open water disposal instead o f
diked containment in the Great Lakes, (2) revising EPA' s
policy of requiring EISs for final ocean disposal sit e
designations instead of site-by-site evaluations and us e
of NEPA procedures, and (3) revising EPA's policy that th e
ocean be considered a last alternative for dredge d
material disposal . The PPSSCC also estimated on-goin g
annual savings of $65 million could be achieved by imple-
menting a national dredged material management strategy ,
adopting more scientifically appropriate and less costl y
testing protocols for dredged material, and revising th e
EPA policy of using the ocean as the last alternative fo r
dredged material disposal .

The savings estimates are made up of 3 changes that
are said to offer one-time savings of $359 million, and 3
more changes that would offer on-going yearly savings o f
$56-79 million (captured as $65 million in the openin g
statement) . These estimates of decreased costs rest
almost entirely on PPSSCC assumptions that existin g
testing for pollutants is scientifically incorrect . GAO
did not attempt to validate these assumptions and cannot ,
therefore, comment on the reasonableness of the cos t
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savings from a technical basis . From a methodologica l
point of view, however, only one savings estimate appear s
to be fully supported . To develop this estimate the
PPSSCC used a detailed Corps estimate of savings possibl e
on one port expansion project and extrapolated this to 5
other potential similar projects . This produced one-time
savings of $180 million and annual maintenance savings o f
$6 million if ocean disposal of harbor dredging could b e
used instead of the allowable, but costly alternativ e

methods .

For the remaining $179 million of one-time saving s
and $50-$73 million of annual savings, the estimates ar e
based on much less information and on Corps of Engineers '

opinions . These opinions are not confirmed in the PPSSCC
report through non-Corps sources and are imprecise enoug h

(i .e ., "approximately one-half to two-thirds of this test -

ing is probably unnecessary" ; "at least half this confine -
ment capacity would not be required " ; "precise estimate s
can not be made . . . but about 10-15 percent of curren t
costs could be eliminated") to make the estimates proble-
matical . Because of this, GAO believes that thes e
possible savings should be mentioned as not-yet-proven ,
and that more exact estimates of what savings coul d
result, if any, would depend on the completion of detaile d

studies .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/CED-80-71 Managerial Changes Needed to Spee d
Up Processing Permits for Dredging
Projects (June 9, 1980 )

GAO/CED-78-148B 16 Air and Water Pollution Issue s
Facing the Nation (Oct . 11, 1978 )

GAO/CED-78-17

	

Improvements Needed in the Corps o f
Engineers' Regulatory Program fo r
Protecting the Nation's Water s
(Dec . 23, 1977 )

GAO/CED-77-74

	

Dredging America's Waterways an d
Harbors--More Information Needed o n
Environmental and Economic Issue s
(June 28, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Gryszkowiec 275-551 4
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CONG 2-2 : 	 CLOSING FEDERALFISH HATCHERIE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The PPSSCC recommended that legislation be introduce d
to close twenty-five fish hatcheries operated by th e
National Fish and Wildlife Service . The PPSSCC estimate d
that a three-year savings of $10 .9 million would resul t
from this action .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

The Department of the Interior's Fish and Wildlif e
Service manages a network of fish hatcheries throughou t
the nation whose output is used to restock streams ,
rivers, ponds, lakes and other bodies of water . In 1983 ,
Interior proposed to close or transfer to state managemen t
25 fish hatcheries because they did not contribute sub-
stantially to major federal responsibilities and, in som e
cases, the output of these hatcheries was used to suppor t
management of state-owned waters and to stock farm pond s
on private lands .

The PPSSCC recommended that such hatcheries b e
closed . GAO agrees that the Service should dispose o f
hatcheries which do not contribute to or are not neede d
for fish propagation objectives . In 1981, GAO reporte d
that the National Fish Hatchery System is not effectivel y
managed because the Service has not been able to establis h
national priorities for which species should be propagate d
and which hatcheries should be operated . As a result, the
Service continues to operate hatcheries it consider s
excess to its needs . GAO recommended that Interior direc t
the Fish and Wildlife Service to determine which margina l
refuges and hatcheries could he eliminated, propose a pla n
to the Senate and House Appropriations Committees settin g
forth the reasons why they should be discontinued, an d
seek approval from the committees to close them .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that congressional author-
ity will be needed to close hatcheries . In a report on
the 1980 appropriations bill, the Senate Appropriation s
Committee directed that any changes affecting any state o r
other cooperator be submitted for committee review an d
approval before implementation . Since the PPSSCC repor t
was issued the FWS has transferred 16 fish hatcheries t o
states and/or a university . Four others are now bein g
funded by the Bureau of Indian Affairs . In its fisca l
year 1984 budget request the FWS proposed closing and/o r
transferring 7 other hatcheries, but the Congress did no t
concur . FWS has not requested any closures or transfer s
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in subsequent budget requests . According to a FWS
official, rather than closing a facility the agency i s
changing the particular species to he propagated to on e
that is in the national interest .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC's saving estimate, $10 .9 million over 3 years ,
appears reasonable based on an Interior 1983 estimate tha t
$3 .3 million could be saved annually by closing the 2 5
fish hatcheries . However, according to a FWS official ,
the savings are somewhat high because the actual number o f
hatcheries to be closed and/or transferred keep s
changing .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/CED-81-107 National Direction Required fo r
Effective Management of America' s
Fish and Wildlife (Aug . 24, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Gryszkowiec 275-551 4
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TRANS 3 :	 GRANT MANAGEMENT & CONTROL OF UMTA

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

" Does the Urban Mass Transportation Administratio n
(UMTA) employ management and financial tools that permi t
adequate execution of its grant administration responsibili-
ties?"

The recommended changes will generate net savings o f
$48 .0 million in the first year and a total three-year cos t
savings of $163 .5 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO and UMTA have been aware of problems with UMTA' S
management information system for several years before th e
PPSSCC study . GAO had reported to the Congres s
(GAO/CED-81-28, February 26, 1981) that UMTA's automate d
information systems needed to be substantially improved .
The report stated that the automated financial informatio n
and the automated project information system was unreliable ,
and that reports produced by the automated systems wer e
inaccurate . GAO recommended that the Secretary of Transpor-
tation direct the UMTA Administrator to give top priority t o
determining the agency's needs for automated information
systems, initiating appropriate action to fulfill thes e
needs, and assuring that the agency efficiently use existin g
automated information systems . The report did not includ e
any savings estimates that would result from system improve-
ments .

GAO concurs with the PPSSCC's recommendations that (1 )
UMTA and DOT should make a commitment to design, develop ,
install and maintain a new management information system ,
(2) DOT and UMTA should select a full-time project genera l
manager to work on the project through completion, and (3) a
project team of users should be selected to design, develop ,
install and maintain the new system . Implementation of the
recommendations should achieve the improvements needed .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Implementation of the recommendations is within th e
authority of the agency . No legislation is needed . UMTA
agrees with the basic intent of the PPSSCC's recommendations
and began revising its management information system i n
1981 . Issuance of the PPSSCC's report gave UMTA additiona l
support for changing the system . A new financial managemen t
system was implemented on October 1, 1983 . UMTA requeste d
and received approval for a major investment in new compute r
hardware for improving the grants management system . A
contract award for this hardware is planned for early fisca l
year 1985 .
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IVs GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Although GAO made no independent savings estimate, GA O
questions whether the savings estimated by the PPSSCC wil l
materialize . DOT officials advised us that while benefit s
will occur, they will not be in the form of savings claime d
by the PPSSCC . DOT has estimated that during fiscal yea r
1985 the net savings from implementing the recommendation s
will amount to $1 .25 million, considerably less than th e
amount estimated by the PPSSCC . The savings will resul t
from more timely disbursement of funds under current progra m
requirements thereby reducing Treasury borrowing costs .

UMTA officials said that the savings will not materia-
lize as claimed by the PPSSCC because most funds are now
provided to grantees by formula and the local government s
will receive the same amount of money regardless of ho w
effective the management information system is . GAO wa s
told by UM-'A that the PPSSCC estimate was based on providin g
grants on a dLscretionary basis, which would permit denial s
of funds .

Since more funds are now provided to grantees b y
formula than was done when the PPSSCC made its recommenda-
tion and UMTA cannot deny formula funds to local govern-
ments, it appears that the lower savings estimate made b y
DOT is more in line with the benefits that will occur .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/CED°81-28

	

Soaring Transit Subsidies Must Be
Controlled (Feb . 26, 1981) .

VIe GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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6TRANS FEDERAL HIGHWAY PROGRAM CATEGORIE S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

The PPSSCC believes cost effectiveness of federal high -
way programs can be improved by using better techniques o f
resource allocation .

An estimated $297 .0 million in grant funds can be save d
in the first year according to the PPSSCC, $326 .7 million i n
the second year, and $359 .4 million in the third year ,
resulting in a total of $983 .1 million over 3 years . The
savings would result as states eliminated what the PPSSCC
describes as marginal programs in the consolidation process .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC has made four recommendations which i t
believes would improve the cost effectiveness of federa l
highway programs . The recommendations are (1) to consoli-
date programs ; (2) turn revenue back to the states ; (3 )
implement multiyear funding ; and (4) increase states' cros s
program funding flexibility . GAO has in the past argued i n
favor of consolidating closely related programs, has no
basis for an opinion on turning revenue back to the states ,
and believes that multiyear funding and cross program fund -
ing flexibility already exists .

GAO believes the recommendation to consolidate program s
has merit . GAO favored consolidating closely related
programs within a functional area to improve administrativ e
efficiency and reduce the potential for duplication . In it s
report, Fundamental Chan es Are Needed in Federal	 Assistance
to State and Local Governments, GGD-75°75, August 19, 1975 ,
GAO concluded that government-wide the number and variety o f
federal assistance programs has made it extremely difficu .A
for state and local governments to use this assistance
effectively and recommended that the Congress consider con-
solidating programs serving similar objectives into broade r
purpose programs . In its report, Consclidation of Federa l
Assistance Resources Will Enhance the Federal-Stat e
Emergency Management Effort, GAO/GGD-83-92, August 30, 1983 ,
GAO concluded that a consolidated assistance program tha t
retains state accountability for achieving specific federa l
objectives would substantially enhance the effectiveness an d
efficiency of the federal-state emergency management effor t
and recommended that the Federal Emergency Managemen t
Agency, the subject of the report, prepare a legislativ e
proposal to remove statutory restrictions that prevent o r
complicate related program consolidation . Although GAO has
not evaluated the effectiveness of the sum of the nationa l
and special purpose highway programs, the PPSSCC i s
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recommending reducing the number and variety of suc h
programs which on the surface appear to have potential fo r
consolidation .

GAO has no basis for an opinion on the separate recom-
mendation to turn highway tax revenue collected by th e
federal government back to the states . For this recommenda-
tion to be viable, the states would need the authority to
determine what funds should be spent and appropriate fundin g
levels . If this were the case, Congress will have to decid e
whether the states should be extended this authority .

GAO believes the PPSSCC recommendations to implemen t
multiyear funding and increase the flexibility to shif t
funds between programs are moot because this authority
already exists . Contract authority in the highway progra m
currently provides the Secretary of Transportation authority
to obligate interstate highway funds for 2-year periods and
noninterstate funds for 4-year periods . The large majorit y
of highway program authorizations already allows for th e
transfer of funds among certain highway programs .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that consolidating programs has merit, bu t
its implementation depends on the Congress' taking legisla-
tive action to consolidate programs . GAO as previousl y
noted, has no basis or opinion on turning revenue back to
the states . With respect to implementing multiyear fundin g
and increasing cross program flexibility, authority alread y
exists to do so . The Department states that multiyea r
funding for contract authority and cross program fund flexi -
bility was enacted with the passage of the Surface Transpor -
tation Assistance Act of 1982 .

As of September 24, 1984, the Department had requeste d
no funds in the FY 1985 budget for many of the program s
identified for elimination by the PPSSCC, although it ha s
not taken a position on eliminating the programs per se .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC's entire $983 .1 million savings estimate i s
associated with the recommendation to consolidate programs .
The PPSSCC did not quantify savings associated with th e
other three recommendations .

GAO has no basis for an opinion on the savings estimat e
because the PPSSCC does not provide support as to why th e
states would, in the course of consolidating programs ,
eliminate expenditures as assumed by the PPSSCC . These
expenditures are the source of the PPSSCC's savings .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/CED-84-69 The Department of Transportation' s
Program to Preserve the Highways :
Safety Remains An Issue (Dec . 23, 1983 )

GAO/GGD-83-92 Consolidation of Federal Assistanc e
Resources Will Enhance The Federal-Stat e
Emergency Management Effort (Aug . 30 ,
1983 )

GAO/GGD-82-79 Early Observations on Block Gran t
Implementation (Aug . 24, 1982 )

GAO/GGD-75-75 Fundamental Changes Are Needed i n
Federal Assistance to State and Local
Governments (Aug . 19, 1975 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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TRANS 10 :	 POTENTIAL FOR CONSOLIDATING FEDERAL RAILROAD
ADMINISTRATION SAFETY AND R&D FUNCTIONS AN D
INITIATING A SYSTEM OF USER FEES

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Does the Federal Railroad Administration's (FRA )
having separate research and development (R&D) and safety
functions lead to duplication and unnecessary expense ?
Should a system of user fees be established for them? "

The PPSSCC estimated that $3 .3 million can be save d
over 3 years bl ,oasolidating the two above functions .
Savings from reducing the number of FRA-funded R&D project s
and from collecting user-fee income and/or fines over 3
years are estimated at $78 .4 million . Included in the $78 . 4
million is $4 million from transferring FRA's test facilit y
(Facility for Accelerated Service Testing) to the privat e
sector .

II® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

While in cases like TRANS-6 and -11 reorganizations ma y
result in savings or improved efficiency, in this situatio n
GAO disagrees with consolidating FRA's safety and R&D func-
tions and setting fines to fully recover R&D and safet y
costs . GAO also questions the advisability of charging user
fees for these services .

Although combining the safety and R&D functions, as th e
PPSSCC recommends, may produce possible savings, GAO doe s
not believe they should be combined because the function s
have different, although interrelated, missions . The R&D
function relates to testing existing rails, tracks, and
equipment including new practices and standards to enhanc e
railroad safety . The regular safety program is designed to
fulfill FRA's day-to-day responsibility to enforce regula-
tions governing train operations .

FRA has performed some comprehensive system assessment s
that focused broadly on the railroads' overall safety pro-
grams . Based on these assessments FRA has fined railroad s
when safety violations indicate such action is warranted .
The PPSSCC recommends that FRA continue to perform broad -
based system assessments of railroad safety . In addition ,
the PPSSCC recommends that (1) FRA charge a user fee t o
recover the costs of such assessments and (2) the assess-
ments not result in potential violations citations but in a
:list of needed safety improvements . FRA would follow up o n
the railroads' corrective action taken in 6 to 12 months an d
cite violations if corrections are not made . PPSSCC
suggests that railroads have the option of FRA performin g
the broad based assessments for a user fee . For those rail -
roads not opting for an assessment, however, FRA would per -
form mandatory inspections with fines for noted violations .
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In the interest of safety, some railroads perform suc h
assessments with their own personnel, and as a result, ma y
not opt to have FRA perform such assessments . While no t
eisagreeing with FRA performing broad based assessments, GA O
believes that FRA, when carrying out its safety inspections ,
should not be precluded from initiating immediate enforce -
ment action based on such an assessment . If FRA found a
major safety problem during such an assessment, it shoul d
have available all enforcement options to require immediat e
corrective actions, including imposing a fine . This would
be precluded under the process PPSSCC recommends .

The primary purpose of fines, according to the PPSSCC ,
is to enforce railroad safety and cost recovery is a secon-
dary purpose . The PPSSCC added that the combined fee and
fine recovery should cover FRA's R&D and safety costs ,
exclusive of administration . GAO believes that considerin g
recovery of costs as a basis for fines could distort the
fines, making them too large or too small for the viola-
tion . The amount of a fine should be established based o n
the type and severity of the violation and not related to
cost recovery .

The study recommends that FRA offer additional R&D ser-
vices to the private sector on a user fee basis in a manne r
similar to private consulting firms . The PPSSCC does not
discuss whether the safety benefits of an FRA R&D projec t
would be available to other railroads who did not contract
for such services . GAO does not agree with this PPSSCC
recommendation because in GAO's opinion, the potentia l
benefits should not be limited . Since FRA has a responsi-
bility to promote safe rail transportation, any potentia l
safety enhancement should be offered to other railroads so
that the public can realize such benefits .

GAO has no basis for an opinion regarding the recom-
mended transfer of the Facility for Accelerated Servic e
Testing to the private sector . The facility is used to
support tests and experiments on track and components and on
vehicles and their components by operating a train unde r
controlled conditions .

III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

According to the PPSSCC, the Administrator, with the
Secretary's approval, should develop a plan for consolidat-
ing the safety and R&D functions and narrowing the R&D focu s
and make funding requests for the House Appropriation s
Committee's approval . Further, PPSSCC recommends that th e
Secretary submit a legislative proposal to authorize th e
imposition of user fees .

While consolidating FRA safety and R&D functions may b e
feasible within FRA's authority, GAO is concerned about th e
negative effect on safety and R&D of such a consolidation .
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Regarding FRA charging for system assessments, some rail -
roads have their own safety assessment programs and there -
fore may not participate in FRA's program . Further, as dis-
cussed previously, charging fees based on the type an d
severity of she violation raises questions of equity .
Charging for its R&D projects, as private consulting firm s
do is legal, but is not a traditional role of a federa l
agency . The Department is not pursuing the recommendation
to collect such user fees . GAO believes that the Congress ,
through its oversight function, should be involved becaus e
of the recommendations' impact on safety and the railroad
industry .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC's $3 .3 million estimated savings over a
3-year period from combining FRA's safety and R&D functions
is based on eliminating 16 positions and narrowing the R&D
focus . GAO agrees that should the R&D effort be reduced ,
staffing could be reduced . Also, savings occur from reduc-
ing the R&D effort .

The PPSSCC estimated that about $78 .4 million over a
3-year period would be collected from user-fee income and/o r
fines . In developing this estimate the PPSSCC study i s
assuming that fu l l recovery of R&D and safety costs will be
achieved in the third year . Since no basis is given for th e
the estimated amount to be collected, GAO cannot comment on
the ability to recover the entire $78 .4 million . However ,
the $4 million of savings from transferring the test facil -
ity to the private sector is correct .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-83-32 Assessment of the Department o f
Transportation's Systems Safety Plan
(Dec . 21, 1982 )

GAO/RCED-82-51 The Federal Approach to Rail Safety
Inspection and Enforcement : Time
for Change (Apr . 19, 1982 )

Testimony

	

Rail Safety Inspection and Enforcemen t
by Oliver W . Krueger, Resources ,
Community, and Economic Developmen t
Division, before the Subcommittee o n
Commerce, Transportation and Tourism ,
House Committee on Energy and
Commerce . (Apr . 22, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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TRANS 11 : SAFETY FUNCTIONS OF THE LAND MODALADMINISTRATION S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"What modifications can be made in the organizationa l
structure and programs of the DOT lane modal administration s
to make the safety function more effective and efficient ?

The Task Force [PPSSCC] recommendations will result i n

first-year savings of $2 .8 million, second-year savings o f

$5 .7 million, and third-year savings of $6 .4 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

GAO believes that certain DOT safety functions hav e
potential for review to determine whether or not consolida -
tion would be more effective and efficient . Presently ,
similar responsibilities for rulemaking, enforcement, and
providing grants to states and local governments are sprea d
among several DOT administrations--the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), the Federal Highwa y
Administration (FHWA), and the Bureau of Motor Carrie r
Safety (BMCS) FHWA . Many of the regulatory activitie s
overlap the responsibilities of these administrations .
These administrations regulate motor vehicles, commercia l
trucks, vehicle parts, commercial vehicle operators ,
transportation of hazardous waste material, and administe r
grants aimed at motor vehicle and highway safety and th e
promotion of mass transit systems . For instance, FHWA i s
primarily oriented toward highway construction ; however, i t
shares the responsibility of highway safety with NHTSA .

Generally, the PPSSCC recommendations for consolidatin g
DOT's safety functions should be fully explored . However ,
neither PPSSCC, DOT nor GAO performed a cost/benefit stud y
regarding the consolidation of the motor vehicle and highwa y
safety regulations and enforcement activities, grant activi -
ties, and the hazardous waste material activities . GAO
believes that lacking such a study, whether any net benefi t
can be attributed to consolidating these agencies i s
questionable .

III© GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

DOT indicates that legislative authority is needed t o
permit the consolidation of the safety functions . As of
September 1984, the Congress had not acted on the Depart-
ment's proposal seeking authority to reorganize the variou s
safety administrations .

IVe GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC's position that consolidation of DOT's safety
functions will result in more efficient and effective admin -
istration of these activities should be fully explored .
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Rulemaking and enforcement of safety requirements for moto r
vehicles and commercial trucks and operators must be wel l
managed and coordinated with industry and states and loca l
governments in addressing motor vehicle safety-relate d
issues if savings are to be achieved . The consolidation o f
responsibilities and staffs under a single agency may be
able to achieve some measurable dollar savings and result i n
more effective and efficient safety functions .

GAO believes, however, that PPSSCC's estimate of staf f
reduction of 124 people and savings of about $5 million over .
3 years does not take into account the congressional concer n
that the Department needs to increase the safety function s
in the areas of motor vehicle safety, commercial trucks, and
transportation of hazardous waste materials .

In October 1983, the Secretary of DOT transmitted a
draft of a proposed bill to the Congress . The purpose o f
the legislation was to seek authority to consolidate, in a
newly established National Traffic Safety Administration ,
DOT functions and programs relating to highway safety tha t
are now distributed in two existing administrationsm®NHTSA
and BMCS, DOT indicated that, while there may be some cos t
savings as a result of the reorganization, primarily through
the consolidation of support functions, they would not be
significant nor are they among the reasons for undertakin g
the reorganization . The main purpose was to enhanc e
safety . Although bills were introduced in the Congres s
seeking authority to consolidate certain DOT safety func®
cions the bills were not acted upon by the oversigh t
committees .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-8224 Strengthening Transportation Polic y
Development and Implementation (Sept . 9 ,
1982 )

GAO/CED-82®22 Better Administration of Capital Grant s
Could Reduce Unnecessary Expenditures o n
Mass Transit Projects (Apr . 20, 1982 )

GAO/GGD-81®32 The Trucking Industry's Federal Paper -
work Burden Should Be Reduced (Mar, 3 ,
1981 )

GAO/CED-80®87 Highway Safety Research an d
Development—Better Management Can
Make It More Useful (July 28, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275®611 1
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TRANS 15 :	 FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION ORGANIZATION
AND STAFFING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) staffing be
reduced by consolidating facilities? "

Recommendations to accelerate consolidation of some
regional offices and Air Route Traffic Control Center s
(ARTCC) are estimated to reduce staff by 654 and produc e
3-year savings of $445 .4 million with no adverse impact o n
safety .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommended that FAA consolidate its nine
regional offices into seven regions, by consolidatin g
Eastern region headquarters (New York) with New England
region headquarters (Boston) ; and co : .solidating Great Lake s
region headquarters (Chicago) with central region head-
quarters (Kansas City) . Based on our 1982 comments in a
letter to Senator Hart (B®206454 ; February 25, 1982 ; Code
341038) about the FAA plan to close the Denver and Honolul u
regional offices and consolidate their function with the
Seattle and Los Angeles regional offices, respectively, GAO
agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation that regional office
consolidation could result in savings .

PPSSCC also recommended that ARTCCs be reduced from 2 2
to no more than 15 . GAO has not reviewed the matter o f
ARTCC consolidation, and accordingly has no opinion .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that consolidation of FAA
regions and reduction of ARTCCs can be accomplished b y
executive action s

The Department of Transportation stated that th e
consolidation of ARTCCs referred to by the PPSSCC has bee n
replaced with the Area Control Facility (ACF) concept which
is part of the National Airspace System Plan, The AC F
concept calls for consolidation of air traffic contro l
facilities while maximizing the utility of advance d
automation . ACF will realign boundaries based on traffi c
flows throughout large geographic areas, and will reduce the
number of radar control facilities from 208 (20 ARTCCs and
188 terminal radar approach control facilities) to 23® Th e
ACF concept is consistent with PPSSCC's recommendation t o
reduce the number of ARTCCs e

While FAA's plan to adopt the ACF concept addresses th e
recommendation to reduce the number of ARTCCs, it does no t
cover the recommended FAA regional office consolidation .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OP SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO agrees that consolidation of FAA regions ca n
eliminate staff positions and result in long-term savings .
The PPSSCC's estimated 3-year savings of $27 million i s
based on a staff reduction of 234 people . On the othe r
hand, the 1981 FAA consolidation plan, on which GAO
reported, estimated 5-year savings of $28 .3 million by
eliminating 156 positions . The 1981 FAA plan called fo r
closing FAA's Denver and Honolulu offices and consolidatin g
them with the Seattle and Los Angeles offices, respectively .
The Grace Commission recommended the consolidation of FAA' s
Boston and New York regions with Boston being the favored
location for the regional headquarters, and the consolida-
tion of the Chicago and Kansas City regions with Kansas Cit y
being the favored location . The Grace Commission's proposed
consolidations are different locations than what FAA pro-
posed in 1981 . We have no basis for assessing the cost -
benefit or other factors which may influence the relocatio n
of regions for consolidation .

Since GAO has not reviewed the matter of ARTCCs con-
solidation, we have no basis by which to judge the saving s
associated with such a consolidation .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-82-45 Assessment of the Federal Aviatio n
Administration's Plan to Close It s
Denver and Honolulu Regional Office s
(Feb . 25, 1982 )

Testimony

	

FAA's Planned Consolidation of Regiona l
Offices, by Henry Eschwege, Director
Community and Economic Developmen t
Division, Before the Subcommittee on
Government Activities and Transporta-
tion, House Committee on Governmen t
Operations (July 21, 1981 )

VI, GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-011 1
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TRANS16 :	 CLOSING OR RESTRUCTURING THE OPERATIONS OF LOW-VOLUM E
CONTROL TOWERS

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can low-volume airport control towers be closed o r
more effectively managed locally by public or privat e
airport operations ?

"A combination of these activities could result i n
first-year savings of $45 .6 million and 3-year cost saving s
of $150 .9 million . "

II ® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's recommmendations t o
discontinue or reduce operating hours of some airpor t
traffic control towers . In a June 1981 report (CED-81-100) ,
GAO identified millions of dollars in savings if FA A
identified and closed economically unjustified contro l
towers .

GAO's June 1981 report pointed out that FAA's airpor t
control tower discontinuance criteria is not uniform, and
has resulted in the continued operation of economicall y
unjustified control towers . GAO also reported that FAA i s
not surveying air traffic activity levels at some 24°hou r
control towers to identify possible reductions in hours o f
operation .

The PPSSCC recommendations to close towers according to
FAA criteria and reduce operating hours of many towers wer e
substantially the same as the recommendations contained i n
GAO's June 1981 report .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the FAA Administrator
has the authority to implement the recommendations .

In commenting on the June 1981 report, FAA stated tha t
it generally concurred with the report recommendations . I n
November 1981, FAA established uniform decommissionin g
criteria for towers .

Because of the air traffic controller strike in Augus t
1981, FAA temporarily closed 80 towers, including 49 of th e
66 identified by GAO . However, as of November 30, 1984, 5 4
of the 80 towers had been reopened . Decommissioning cri -
teria were not applied in either the temporary closing o r
re-opening of these towers .

In commenting on the PPSSCC recommendations, FAA state d
that it reviews the operation of all control towers on a n
annual basis for continued operation, reduced operatin g
hours, or discontinuance . FAA also stated that a program i s
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under development which will consider contracting-out th e
operation and maintenance of low activity visual flight rul e
control towers where appropriate .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OP SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO agrees that millions of dollars in savings ar e
possible if FAA applies its uniform criteria to identify
economically unjustified control towers and closes suc h
towers . GAO also agrees that savings are possible throug h
staff reductions if operating hours are reduced at some
24-hour control towers .

In arriving at its estimate that $150 .9 million could
be achieved over a 3-year period by closing towers, the
PPSSCC assumed that cost-benefit and site specific analysi s
would support closing 50 of the 80 towers . PPSSCC also
estimated that $14 .5 million could be saved over a 3-yea r
period if operating hours at another 56 towers were reduced .

In its June 1981 report, GAO, while concluding tha t
millions of dollars in savings are possible, did not arriv e
at a precise savings estimate through closing towers o r
reducing hours of operation because some of the values use d
in FAA's benefit-cost analysis of facility closures wer e
outdated and not reliable . Moreover, the agency did no t
perform evaluations to ensure that no adverse impact on
safety and little inconvenience to users would occur i f
operating hours were reduced . For these reasons, plus th e
fact that some towers referred to by the PPSSCC may still b e
decommissioned as the result of the air traffic controller' s
strike, GAO cannot confirm the PPSSCC savings projections .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/CED-81-100 FAA Misses Opportunities to Discontinu e
or Reduce Operating Hours of Some
Airport Traffic Control Towers (June 1 ,
1981 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-6111



TRANS 18 : FLIGHT SERVICE STATION (FSS) CONSOLIDATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the consolidation of flight service stations (FSS )
be accelerated ?

"Immediately closing 100 FSSs would produce 3-year ne t
cost savings of $39 .6 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSC :IATED RECOMMENDATIONS

FAA Flight Service Stations (FSS) provide pre-fligh t
and in-flight services particularly to general aviatio n
pilots . Additionally, some FSSs make weather observations ;
issue airport advisories ; provide enroute flight advisory
service ; and give customs and immigration officials infor-
mation about transborder flights . Some FSSs have communica -
tions equipment to relay information to towers and to ai r
route traffic control centers, and for use to provid e
services in emergencies .

While GAO agrees that the immediate closing of selected
flight service stations would result in a reduction of staf f
positions, such r- nsolidations could be disruptive to FAA' s
present transition plans, the objectives of which are to
provide continuous flight information service nationwide .

As part of the National Airspace System (NAS) plan, FA A
plans to consolidate its approximately 300 existing manuall y
operated stations into 61 automated facilities by 1992 . Its
plans are contingent upon new space becoming available ,
automated equipment deliveries, and community involvement in
FAA's selection process for replacement sites for automate d
stations . In July 1981, FAA announced a selection proces s
for automated facility locations that calls for solicitin g
competitive lease offers for facility locations from loca l
communities within a defined area . FAA regional offices ar e
presently evaluating proposals submitted by communities for
automated facility locations based on what the facility wil l
cost FAA .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

On December 1, 1984, FAA provided the Congress, a s
required by the Senate Committee on Appropriations, an
update to its planned office and facility consolidations .
FAA has been directed by the Committee not to proceed with
FSS consolidation until the plan has been reviewed and i t
receives written approval from the Committee to do so .
However, FAA would have to assure the Congress and the
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flying public that flight safety and services would not b e
disrupted .

In commenting on the PPSSCC recommendation, FAA state d
that consolidation of the stations is an integral part o f
the Flight Service Station Reorganization Plan, whic h
provides for the consolidation of existing stations into a
national network of 61 automated flight service stations .
As of November 5, 1984, FAA had selected sites for 52 of th e
locations for automated flight service stations . Offers had
been received, with the decisions pending, for the remaining
nine locations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO agrees that the immediate closure of 100 fligh t
service stations would result in a reduction of fligh t
service station specialist staff . However, GAO cannot agre e
with the magnitude of the savings projected and believes i t
to be too high . The PPSSCC estimates are based o n
terminating about 300 positions . GAO believes that the
PPSSCC estimate does not adequately reflect all the cost s
associated with the immediate closing of 100 flight servic e
stations . The estimate assumes that space will be availabl e
at the consolidated sites to accommodate the equipment an d
personnel transferred from the closed facilities . It i s
likely that not every consolidated site will have sufficien t
space available . Additional relocation costs would also be
incurred if the consolidated site is not the locatio n
ultimately selected for the location of an automated flight
service station . The PPSSCC estimate also does not appea r
to reflect the communication costs associated with closing
100 stations . GAO recently reviewed FAA's selectio n
criteria for automated flight service stations (GAO/RCED
84-95, March 2, 1984) and pointed out that communication s
are a significant cost element, generally making up 50 to
80 percent of the total long-term cost estimate of a site .

V ® RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/RCED-84-95 The Federal Aviation Administration' s
Process of Selecting Locations for
Automated Flight Service Station s
(Mar . 2, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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TRANS 21 : REFORM OF THE SHIP FINANCING (TITLEXI) PROGRAM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

" Can more prudent management of Maritime Administra-
tion's (MarAd) loan guarantee program (Title XI) reduce out-
lays while allowing MarAd to meet its statutory and policy
objectives? "

The PPSSCC " recommendations would better target th e
issuing of loan guarantees to realize MarAd's stated priori -
ties, reduce MarAd's financial exposure on nonpriority
transactions, and raise $8 .0 million in Year 1 by increasin g
the fees charged those seeking and obtaining loan guarantee s
for a three-year increase of $26 .5 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO concurs with the recommendation to allocate Titl e
XI ship construction loan guarantees consistent with priori -
ties which specify the type of U .S .-flag vessels, floating
dry docks, and oil rigs built in U .S . shipyards . There has
been significant recent growth in this loan guarantee pro -
gram . One billion dollars in guarantees was issued betwee n
1938 to 1970, while $10 billion was issued between 1970 an d
1982 .

The expansion in guarantees since 1970 was influence d
by the Alaskan oil trade and the Merchant Marine Act of 197 0
both of which stimulated tanker construction, and by th e
1972 amendments to Title XI which stimulated inland tug -
barge construction . This latter expansion in loan guaran-
tees for inland waterway vessels is now controversial a s
noted in tr .e House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committe e
Report dated July 10, 1984, which stated that "there are a s
many as 4,000 excess hopper barges in the trade today . "
Moreover, the Committee Report stated that " barges, tow-
boats, and supply vessels consumed 64 percent of the tota l
guarantees issued by the Maritime Administration in fisca l
year 1982 . "

Significant use of loan guarantees by an overbuil t
segment of the U .S . shipping market demonstrates the nee d
for an assessment of current numbers and capacities of U .S .
vessel types in internal and domestic markets and a n
analysis of market supply and demand conditions for thos e
vessel types in international and domestic markets . The
PPSSCC has recommended that such a vessel market assessmen t
be used in MarAd's Title XI loan guarantee der'isions, an d
GAO concurs with this recommendation .

GAO has no basis for an opinion on the merits of th e
PPSSCC recommendation that MarAd structure financing term s
to grant its most attractive terms to the highest-priorit y
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vessels and develop a sliding scale of guarantees for othe r
projects, because GAO has issued no reports on this sub-
ject . Neither does GAO have a basis for opinion on th e
merits of the recommendation (TRANS 21-3) that MarA d
increase its investigative and annual guarantee fees, sinc e
GAO has issued no reports on this subject .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Pursuant to current statutory requirements, MarAd
should reject applications for loan guarantees for propert y
or projects that would not be economically sound . Legisla-
tive action would be necessary to increase guarantee fee s
and the remaining recommendations may be implemented by
executive actions . GAO has not addressed the feasibilit y
issues in the PPSSCC recommendation that MarAd structure it s
financing terms to grant its most attractive terms to th e
highest priority vessels and develop a sliding scale o f
guarantees for other projects . The Department of Transpor -
tation is considering the policy changes suggested by th e
PPSSCC in the above three recommendations (Trans 21-1, 21-2 ,
and 21-3) in revisions being made by DOT to pertinent regu-
lations, but has not yet taken a position on the feasibility
or merit of these recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATES

The PPSSCC made no savings estimates for the recom-
mendation that Title XI loan guarantees be allocated con-
sistent with priorities (Trans 21-1) . Neither did the
PPSSCC estimate any savings for the recommendation tha t
MarAd structure its financing terms to the benefit o f
"high-priority" vessels (Trans 21-2) .

GAO has no basis to comment on the Grace Commission' s
savings estimates for Trans 21-3 regarding the increase o f
investigative and annual guarantee fees . The PPSSCC calcu-
lated these savings estimates by multiplying new, PPSSCC -
recommended investigative and annual guarantee fee rate s
times PPSSCC estimates for the total dollar volume of Title
XI guarantees to be issued . The PPSSCC provided no justifi-
cation for either its new fee rates or its estimates o f
Title XI guarantees . Therefore, GAO has no basis fo r
assessing the merit of these savings estimates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/CED-77-68 Review of Certain Aspects of th e
Maritime Administration's Title XI
Federal Ship Financing Program (May 16 ,
1977 )

VI® GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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PRIV8 :	 PRIVATIZING SELECTED COAST GUARD SERVICE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Are there Coast Guard services that can be privatized ,
thereby permitting direct savings through cost avoidance an d
redeployment of existing resources? "

"Implementation of [the PPSSCC] recommendations t o
transfer to the private sector the operation of Coast Guar d
services in the areas of search and rescue (non-life threat -
ening), short-range aids to navigation, and commercia l
vessel safety will result in cost savings and cost avoidance
of $380 .5 million the first year, $418 .5 million the secon d
year, and $460 .4 million the third year, for a 3-year tota l
of $1,259 .4 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO believes there is merit in using private sector
assistance for certain Coast Guard services that may permi t
direct savings through cost avoidance and redistribution o f
existing resources . GAO believes that contracting out or
transferring certain aspects of various Coast Guard program s
may prove cost effective and has recommended in an Apri l
1980 report that the Coast Guard consider the private secto r
performance for certain aspects of some of its programs ,
including maintenance of its aids to navigation identifie d
by the PPSSCC .

PPSSCC recommendations TRANS-19-2, 3 and 4, and
USER-16-1 are related to PRIV-08 recommendations .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The Coast Guard, under existing authority, can transfer
to or contract with the private sector for the performanc e
of a particular function on behalf of the Coast Guard . GAO
believes the feasibility of implementing the PPSSCC recom-
mendations will be determined by the availability of quali -
fied and cost effective commercial organizations to handl e
the subject workload .

GAO believes the feasibility of implementing the PPSSCC
recommendation concerning the utilization of the private
sector towing industry in non life-threatening search and
rescue incidents should be assessed after an analysis of the
past and projected non life-threatening search and rescu e
workload, projected assistance from the Coast Guard auxili-
ary and the availability of qualified companies which would
be interested in this activity .

The feasibility of using the private sector to perform
maintenance of aids to navigation has already been addresse d
by the Coast Guard in response to GAO's April 1980 report .
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According to Coast Guard officials the Coast Guard agree d
with and is in the process of implementing GAO°s recommenda -
tion . The agency is currently conducting several experi-
ments in contracting out certain Coast Guard program s
including the maintenance of aids to navigation .

Further, the feasibility of using the private sector to
provide Commercial Vessel Safety (CVS) services of vesse l
inspection and measurement and to explore expanding the us e
of the private sector to provide other CVS services ha s
already been demonstrated to a major extent by the Coas t
Guard agreements with the American Bureau of Shipping to
perform vessel inspection services .

In adclitition, the Coast Guard official stated that the
agency has established a task force responsible for studying
a number of programs in order to determine what can o r
cannot be contracted out or turned over to the privat e
sector or state and local governments .

However, as of December 1, 1984, the Department had no t
officially responded on the status of these recommendation s
as requested by OMB and the White House .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimated 3 year savings of $1,259 .4 million
for utilizing the private sector for the operation of Coast
Guard services in the area of non-emergency search and
rescue, short range aids to navigation, and commercia l
vessel safety . These savings estimates are based on th e
results of PPSSCC reviews of the Coast Guard budget, supple -
mented by interviews with Coast Guard executives to deter-
mine the type and quantity of the financial savings possible
from utilizing the private sector to perform certain Coast
Guard functions . GAO does not have enough information t o
assess the validity of the PPSSCC estimated savings and th e
criteria used for these estimates . Therefore, GAO has no
basis for an opinion . GAO has not estimated saving s
resulting from the recommended action .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED®80-76 The Coast Guard—Limited Resource s
Curtail Ability to Meet Responsibilitie s
(Apr . 3,1980 )

GAO/CED-79-54 How Effective is the Coast Guard i n
Carrying Out Its Commercial Vesse l
Safety Responsibilities? (May 25, 1979 )

GAO/CED-79-37 Coast Guard Action Needed to Promote
Safer Marine Transportation (May 21 ,
1979)
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VI . GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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COMM 10 : COMMERCIALIZATION OF CIVIL NOAA SATELLITE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Is it possible for NOAA to recover a substantia l
portion of the Government's investment in civilian lan d
remote sensing satellites as it implements the Administra -
tion's plan to cease funding civilian land remote sensin g
activity by 1988? "

PPSSCC estimated its recommendations for commercia l
processing and distribution of land remote sensing dat a
could save $497 million over three years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

Since 1972, the United States has maintained in orbi t
a series of land sensing satellites called Landsats .
Landsat "senses" the earth's surface and sends the dat a
back to earth in a form which can be processed into photo -
graphic images or computer-compatible tapes . Landsat data
ere used around the world to estimate and manage crop pro -
duction ; explore for minerals, including petroleum ; make
and revise maps ; and accomplish other purposes . Landsa t
data are used in the United States by federal and stat e
agencies, industrial and service businesses, an d
universities .

According to PPSSCC's two recommendations, 1) th e
government should cease processing and distributing dat a
and 2) a private firm should buy the "right" from th e
government to sell Landsat data . By FY 1986, governmen t
revenues could reach $320 million, PPSSCC said, bu t
government and private sector estimates of Landsat sale s
are much lower .

The Department of Commerce is trying to commercializ e
the entire land remote sensing satellite system, rathe r
than following the PPSSCC's recommendation for the govern -
ment to commercialize the production and distribution
system .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The Land Remote Sensing Commercialization Act of 198 4
(P®L . 98-365) gave the Secretary of Commerce authority t o
enter a contract with a private sector party . The Depart-
ment of Commerce has chosen to enter a contract for opera -
tion of the entire current Landsat system and building a
follow-on system . The feasibility of PPSSCC's recommenda-
tions is in question since the current contract proposa l
will not require the private operator to pay the federa l
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government for anything, including data distributio n
rights . The federal government will pay for building a
follow-on satellite system and U .S government facilitie s
will be used until 1987 for processing and distribution o f
the data at no cost to the operator . The current commer-
cial proposal requires federal funds, facilities, equip-
ment, and services to assist the private operator . The
contract proposal is contrary to the PPSSCC concept tha t
the private operator would pay the government for dat a
rights and share income from data sales and that the gov -
ernment could avoid expenses for processing and distribut -
ing Landsat data . In January 1985, the Department o f
Commerce was negotiating the contract .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC based its savings estimate on the assumptio n
that the Department of Commerce would sell the right t o
process and distribute the satellite data . The PPSSCC
projected savings do not appear realistic because neithe r
the government nor any private sector analyst who ha s
recently appraised Landsat data found it had commercia l
value as great as the PPSSCC assumed . The Department of
Commerce chose to commercialize the entire system wit h
fed(r°al financial assistance . None of the acceptable bid s
proposed that the private operator would pay the govern-
ment for the right to distribute the data and all bid s
sought federal funding to operate of an entire satellit e
system .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-84-93 Effects on Users of Commercializin g
Landsat and Weather Satellite s
(Feb . 24, 1984 )

GAO/RCED-83-111 Costs and Uses of Remote Sensin g
Satellites (Mar . 4, 1983 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Herbert McLure 275-490 5
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COMM 11 : NOAA MAPPING, CHARTING AND SURVEYING SERVICE
(MCSS )

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Is it possible for NOAA Mapping, Charting, an d
Surveying Services (MCSS) to raise prices and cover a
larger percentage of its production and distributio n
costs? "

Price increases could be implemented that would yiel d
increased revenues of $21 million over three years ,
according to PPSSCC .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

MCSS produces charts of the nation's coastal region s
for use by mariners and aeronautical charts for commercia l
and general aviation . The products are sold to governmen t
and non- government users . Current chart prices for the
public range from about $2 to $6 . Current prices ar e
designed to recover printing and distribution costs, abou t
one third of the full cost . Other costs are data collec-
tion and overhead . PPSSCC wanted to increase chart price s
20 to 30 percent per year for 6 years until all costs are
recovered . PPSSCC did not indicate how much a chart woul d
eventually cost .

While GAO has not specificially explored the feasi-
bility of increased user charges for MCSS products, it ha s
in general supported expanding the application of use r
charges by federal agencies .

III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY ® FEASIBILITY ®
AND STATUS

A precondition for increasing revenues would be, a s
PPSSCC recommended, to obtain legislation providing MCS S
products with copyright protection . This would aid th e
federal sale of nautical charts which is limited by th e
availability of commercially com petitive products .

The Department of Commerce has not attempted t o
obtain copyright protection, but it tried to get authorit y
to increase prices . Its FY 1985 budget proposal containe d
price increases of 50 percent over three years . However ,
the Congressional authorization for FY 1985 did not allo w
for the proposed increase . The Department of Commerce
budget submission for FY 1986 seeks to increase NOAA char t
prices .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC assumed a price increase of 25 per cent pe r
year . This is a higher increase than the Department o f
Commerce proposed in its FY 1985 budget request . PPSSCC
recognized that increasing prices would reduce sale s
volume . To adjust its savings estimate to reflect reduce d
sales volume, PPSSCC assumed that increased revenues woul d
be halved . GAO's prior work has not been directed a t
evaluating user charges in this area, and GAO has no basi s
to determine the validity of the PPSSCC's estimates an d
assumptions . GAO noted, however, that the PPSSCC estimat e
is based on the assumption that the Congress pass legisla -
tion giving MCSS full copyright protection against lowe r
pricing by private competition . Congress has not passed
such legislation .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PAD-8O-25 The Congress Should Consider Explorin g
Opportunities to Expand and Improve
User Charges by Federal Agencie s
(Mar . 28, 1S80 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Herbert McLure 275-490 5
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CHAPTER6

COMMERCE AND	 BANKING PROGRAMS

The PPSSCC issues dealing with commerce and banking range from
streamling the banking industry regulatory structure to transferring
certain of SBA's loan responsibilities to the private sector, and to
reforming certain Postal Service administrative operations . Thes e
issues could affect how financial institutions are regulated, th e
level of mail service given to postal patrons, and the amount o f
credit available to small business persons .

GAO evaluated 71 PPSSCC issues in these areas . GAO found overal l
merit in 52 of these issues, questioned the merits of 10, and did no t
take a position on 9 . The PPSSCC attached savings estimates totalling
about $4 .5 billion to these issues but GAO thinks the individual issue
estimates making up this total were frequently too high . Of the 7 1
issues, 29 will require legislative action by Congress to fully imple-
ment .
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BANK 27 AND 29 :	 RATIONALIZATION OF BANKING REGULATORYAGENCIE S
AND TRANSFER OF FRS REGULATORY FUNCTIONSTO OC C

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can a more functional and cost-effective approach
for regulation of the banking industry be accomplished? "

"Can the bank examination and supervisory function s
of the Federal Reserve System (FRS) be absorbed by th e
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC)? "

In Bank 27 the PPSSCC estimated that consolidation o f
the three federal bank regulatory agencies into one agenc y
would result in net cost savings totaling $57 .6 million
over a 3-year period . In Bank 29 the PPSSCC estimate d
that savings of approximately $7 .2 million would be
achieved over a 3-year period if the bank examination an d
supervision functions of the FRS were merged into the OCC .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC made several separate recommendations tha t
dealt with the structure for regulating financial institu -
tions . In Bank 27, the PPSSCC recommended that a new
agency, entitled the Federal Banking Commission, be estab -
lished which would encompass the bank regulation and in-
surance functions that are currently conducted by the OCC ,
the FRS, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporatio n
(FDIC) . In the event that Bank 27 was not adopted, th e
PPSSCC recommended, in Bank 29, that the Federal Reserve' s
examination and supervision functions be merged into th e
OCC .

There have been many studies along with proposals to
restructure the federal supervision of depository institu -
tions, including a study completed in 1984 by the Vice -
President's Task Group on the Regulation of Financia l
Services entitled Blueprint for Reform . The principa l
arguments for and against consolidating the regulator y
system are widely known and have been cited by
congressional committees, trade associations, governmen t
advisory groups, academicians, and bank regulators .
Proponents of consolidation argue that a consolidate d
agency would avoid the problems related to the division o f
responsibility in such areas as failing banks or ban k
holding companies . Opponents of consolidation expres s
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concerns about excessive centralization of power in one
agency and the effect that this centralization would have
on the federal and state banking systems .

GAO has issued two reports to Congress and one stud y
on matters that relate to the regulatory structure . I n
addition, GAO has one ongoing assignment that looks at th e
implications of regulation by function rather than indus-
try, and plans to undertake additional work on the sub-
ject . While GAO believes that the federal regulator y
structure should be studied and that alternative struc-
tures should be explored, GAO does not believe that th e
PPSSCC study demonstrates that its reorganizationel pro-
osals are the best solution to the issue . In view of th e
lack of success of past efforts to consolidate the exami-
nation and supervision functions of the bank regulatory
agencies, GAO believes that any restructuring proposal, i f
it is to receive serious congressional consideration, mus t

clearly demonstrate that the new system will provide mor e

effective supervision .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FUSIBILITY ,

AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that a statutory chang e
would be necessary to restructure the bank regulatory sys-
tem . The Vice-President ' s Task Group on the Regulation o f
Financial Services transmitted its report to the Presiden t
on September 24, 1984, with its recommendations fo r
regulatory reform . While it is possible that the 99t h
Congress will address the questie- of regulatory
structure, including the proposals of the Vice-President' s
Task Group and the PPSSCC, some regulators believe tha t
other banking issues have a higher priority which may
preclude consideration of the regulatory structure issue .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The net savings shown or Bank 27 totals $57 .6 million

over a 3-year period . This amount is attributed t o
savings in administration, supervision, and overhead . The
PPSSCC report does not, however, provide any details on

how these savings were computed . GAO therefore has n o
basis for evaluating the estimated savings . Nevertheless ,
it is important to remember that Congress does no t
appropriate funds to the bank regulatory agencies bu t
rather their operating costs are paid for by the bank s
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under their jurisdiction . Therefore, any savings woul d
accrue to the industry and would not reduce taxpaye r
funding of government operations .

For Bank 29, the PPSSCC estimated savings of $7 . 2
million over 3 years . As in Bank 27, GAO has no basis for
an opinion as to whether these estimated savings ar e
realistic .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-84-4

	

Federal Financial Institution s
Examination Council Has Made Limite d
Progress Toward Accomplishing It s
Mission (Feb . 3, 1984 )

GAO/GGD-81-21 The Federal Structure for Examinin g
Financial Institutions Can Be Improved
(Apr . 24, 1981 )

GAO/OCG-77-21 The Debate on the Structure of Federa l
Banks (Apr . 14, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-867 8
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BANK28 :	 A MORE EFFICIENT FEDERAL
REGULATORY EXAMINATION PROCES S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the use of the private sector, increased reli-
ance on the work of the states, and modifications in th e
examination process and training improve the efficiency
and reduce the cost of the federal regulator y
examinations? "

"A 10 percent reduction in annual examination cost s
is a reasonable expectation within the next three years .
This reduction would be approximately $24 .3 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC believes that Congress and the Presiden t
should mandate that the federal financial institutio n
regulators reduce examination expenditures 3-1/3 percen t
per year until a 10-percent reduction is achieved . Th e
PPSSCC believes this reduction can be accomplished throug h
six savings actions which include requiring Certifie d
Public Accountant (CPA) audits and accrual accounting for
banks and savings and loan associations, as well as credi t
unions with assets in excess of $2 million ; requiring
engagement letters for the above audits ; expanding publi c
disclosure requirements ; increasing the use of stat e
examinations ; improving off-site surveillance ) throug h
computer-based monitoring systems to reduce the frequency
and depth of examinations ; and reducing individual agency
training expenditures through common training courses .

GAO is generally supportive of actions similar to
those suggested by the PPSSCC to improve the economy an d
efficiency of federal regulators' examination activities ,
provided that these actions do not impair the ability o f
the federal regulators to carry out their supervisor y
responsibilities . There are, however, several matters no t
addressed in the PPSSCC report which may preclude an y
significant reduction in the federal cost to examin e
financial institutions . GAO believes that, in view of th e
large number of failed and problem institutions tha t
exist, any change in the regulatory scheme should be based

1 Banks submit quarterly financial data to the regulator s
who in turn convert this information to computer record s
including various financial ratios . The regulators moni-
tor this data to flag unusual patterns or chances and t o
set priorities for on-site examinations .
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on the expectation that the change will improve th e
quality of supervision .

Another concern involves the PPSSCC recommendatio n
that some work now performed by federal regulators be per -
formed by CPAs . While GAO has not studied the concept o f
regulators making greater "se of CPA audits, it is no t
clear from the PPSSCC report that CPAs can do this wor k
better or cheaper than federal regulators . In fact, thi s
subject of CPA audits and engagement letters has bee n
debated over the years .

GAO has not reviewed the PPSSCC suggestion to mak e
use of accrual accounting and expanded disclosure . GAO
did note that many banks already are required to repor t
their financial data to their federal regulator on an ac-
crual basis and all banks will be so required by 1985 . I t
is not clear from the PPSSCC report what type of publi c
disclosure is contemplated or how cost savings woul d
accrue .

Some of the PPSSCC recommended actions are similar to
those made in prior GAO reports on which some regulator s
have taken action . It is not clear to what extent addi-
tional actions should be taken to reduce examinatio n
costs . GAO has studied and generally agrees wit h
increasing the use of state examinations, improvin g
off-site surveillance, and utilizing common trainin g
programs . In a 1981 report, GAO recommended that federa l
regulators develop a governmentwide policy to monitor th e
quality of state examinations and accept those that ar e
competently performed . In a 1982 report, GAO recommended
that the banking agencies formally assess the costs an d
benefits of their off-site surveillance systems t o
accelerate the integration of surveillance with on-sit e
examinations . Further, in a 1977 report, GAO supported
the concept of establishing common interagency examinatio n
courses . However, in a 1984 report, GAO concluded tha t
until financial regulators can agree on common examination
principles and a more standard examination format, it wil l
he difficult to combine all examiner training .

GAO disagrees with the PPSSCC recommendation t o
mandate a reduction of 10 percent in the federal agencies '
examination costs . Such action seems arbitrary and no t
based on measurable savings that could be achieved by
taking the specific actions suggested by the PPSSCC .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY ® FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that legislative actio n
would oe necessary to mandate a 10-percent reduction o f
expenditures of the five federal regulators . GAO does no t
support such action . No statutory action is required t o
implement the six individual savings actions .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

In assessing the PPSSCC savings estimate, it shoul d
be remembered that the cost of federal supervision an d
examination is provided by the respective financial insti-
tutions (for example, banks) that are regulated rathe r
than by funds appropriated by Congress . Therefore ,
ultimately any savings would be realized by these
financial institutions and not by the federal treasury .
In addition, the PPSSCC savings estimates are based o n
assumptions that are not necessarily appropriate . Fo r
example, no justification or explanation is given showing
how the 10-percent reduction of expenses is achieved b y
implementing the individual savings actions . Moreover ,
while the banks may save a portion of their federa l
examination costs, this savings may be offset by CP A
fees . Finally, additional cost savings could not accru e
from increased reliance on state examinations for th e
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) and th e
National Credit Union Administration (NCUA), since state s
have no jurisdiction over the banks examined by OCC, and
NCUA already relies almost extensively on state examina-
tions . The PPSSCC estimates, however, inappropriatel y
included a savings by shifting examination costs from
these two federal agencies to state authorities .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/GGD-84-4

	

Federal Financial Institution s
Examination Council Has Made Limite d
Progress Toward Accomplishing It s
Mission (Feb . 3, 1984 )

GAO/GGD-82-21 Despite Recent Improvements, Ban k
Supervision Could Be More Effective
and Less Burdensome (Feb . 26, 1982 )

GAO/GGD-81-12 Federal Examinations of Financia l
Institutions : Issues That Need to Be
Resolved (Jan . 6, 1981 )
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VI . GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-867 8
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BANK 30 :	 DISSOLVE THE FEDERAL FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS	 EXAMINATION COUNCI L

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the Federal Financial Institutions Examinatio n
Council (the Council) be dissolved upon completion of it s
recommendations pertaining to issues currently unde r
study?

The PPSSCC estimated that dissolving the Counci l
would save the regulatory agencies approximately $2 . 1
million annually and $6 .9 million over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The Federal Financial Institutions Examination
Council was established by law in March 1979 to prescrib e
uniform principles, standards, and report forms for th e
federal examination of financial institutions . The
Council's other responsibilities include making
recommendations to promote uniformity in the supervision
of financial institutions, developing uniform reportin g
systems for federally supervised financial institutions ,
and conducting schools for examiners employed by the five
member agencies .

GAO's 1984 report on the Council showed that it ha d
made only limited progress toward accomplishing these ob-
jectives . The report does not support the findings of th e
PPSSCC that the Council has :!ompleted, or nearly com-
pleted, its mission of accomplishing these objectives .
Unless Congress decides to consolidate the federal regula -
tory agencies, GAO believes that some form of structure d
coordination is needed for the agencies to deal with com-
mon problems and to promote uniform supervision . GAO als o
believes that the Council could help facilitat e
restructuring the regulatory systems in the event tha t
Congress authorizes some change in the present system .

The PPSSCC states that the Council would no longer b e
necessary if its recommendation to restructure th e
regulatory system by consolidating the bank regulator s
into one Federal Bank Commission is implemented . Such a
concept was studied by Vice-President Bush's Task Group o n
the Regulation of Financial Services . However, the
compromises reached by the task force left the three bank
regulators intact but with new responsibilities . Th e
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continuing existence of three regulators (even though onl y
two agencies would have extensive examiner forces )
suggests that some type of coordinating mechanism, such a s
the Council, would still be necessary .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Amendments to Public Laws 95-630 and 96-399 would b e
necessary to dissolve the Council . It is unlikely tha t
any action will be taken to dissolve it until Congres s
addresses the issues of restructuring the current system
of regulating financial institutions . No legislativ e
action has been taken .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC savings estimates are based on assumption s
that are not valid . PPSSCC's analysis of the Council' s
fiscal year 1981 budget did not consider the lodging ex-
penses of examiners, which would remain a cost of examine r
education . Further, the survey did not consider that a
portion of the Council's direct operating expenses woul d
most likely have to be absorbed by the agency (Office o f
the Comptroller of the Currency) assuming the trainin g
responsibility . Thus, only a portion of the $590,00 0
in direct operating expenses would be saved by abolishin g
the Council instead of the reported $2 .1 million saving s
for fiscal year 1981 .

It is important to remember that the Council's budge t
is funded by the five financial institution regulators .
These regulators' budgets are based on nonappropriated
funds ; that is, they assess their respective industries t o
cover supervisory costs . Thus, any savings from
abolishing the Council will not affect taxpayer fundin g
of government operations .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/GGD-84-4 Federal Financial Institution s
Examination Council Has Made Limite d
Progress Toward Accomplishing It s
Mission (Feb . 3, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-867 8
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BANK 19 :	 USER FEES FOR AGENCY BORROWING S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB )
System be subject to user fees on its use of issues o f
obligations with agency status? "

According to the PPSSCC, savings potential ove r
3 years, if these recommendations were adopted, i s
$296 .7 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The district banks of the FHLBB System raise funds by
borrowing from the public at agency rates, which are highe r
than those of U .S . Treasury obligations but, in general ,
significantly lower than private offerings of simila r
quality . The PPSSCC recommends that the Treasury charge th e
FHLBB System a user fee for the use of agency status, to b e
increased each year until the cost of the funds to th e
System approximates that of the private market . GAO has no t
taken a position on the PPSSCC recommendation .

If the PPSSCC recommendation were implemented, th e
FHLBB System's cost of borrowing would increase . Thi s
increase would provide a greater incentive for the FHLBB
System to cut other operating costs . More importantly, the
PPSSCC recommendation would effectively phase out th e
subsidized borrowing by savings and loan associations (S&Ls )
from the FHLBB System that now represent about 7 percent o f
the S&L industry's assets .

Traditionally, borrowing from the FHLBB System ha s
helped finance S&L housing activities in addition to helpin g
S&Ls meet liquidity demands . In view of the changed power s
of thrift institutions, it would make sense to reexamine th e
role of the FHLBB System, including the favored access t o
funds represented by borrowing from the FHLBB System .

The FHLBB views borrowing from the FHLBB System as an
aid to housing . While the PPSSCC recognizes the relevanc e
of housing policy issues, its recommendation reflects a
judgment that a subsidy for this particular housing-related
activity is no longer appropriate .

GAO has not done a study rf:lated to the PPSSCC recom-
mendation . Justification for continued favored treatmen t
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for some of the federally sponsored housing finance agencie s
can legitimately be questioned on the grounds of whethe r
they are the most efficient way to provide subsidies t o
those who most need them .

The FHLBB also argues that, in view of the somewha t
precarious position of the S&L industry, it would not mak e
sense to change financing arrangements at this time . It i s
GAO's understanding that in meetings of the PPSSCC member s
and White House staff, the PPSSCC agreed at this time to g o
along with the FHLBB's argument for retaining existin g
arrangements . One problem with the recommendation is tha t
the FHLBB System-favored borrowing rates result from th e
market's perception that the federal government will bac k
the FHLBB System, not from official government action t o
provide a subsidized rate . (By law the securities are ,
however, exempt from state taxes .) There would, therefore ,
be technical problems in deciding exactly what user fee to
charge, since the differential between what the FHLBB System
now pays, and what it would pay without agency status ,
changes according to market conditions .

The PPSSCC report suggests that FHLBB borrowing s
increase Treasury's cost of financing the public debt .
There is a measure of plausibility to the contention tha t
increased agency borrowing does raise Treasury's cost o f
borrowing, but the state of the art does not allow thi s
eff3ct to be measured very precisely .

GAO assumes that the PPSSCC's recommendation--to limi t
district bank investments to U .S . Treasur y
obligations--refers to investing excess FHLBB System
borrowings that are not immediately needed to finance S& L
housing activities . If this is the case, it is necessary t o
examine how these excess funds are currently invested befor e
GAO can comment on the utility of the recommendation . For
example, in analyzing how Farm Credit borrowings wer e
invested, GAO found that all investments were for cas h
management purposes and none for arbitrage . In that case ,
limiting investments to only U .S . Treasury obligations would
unduly constrain the program's cash management practices .
(See Bank 39 . )

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that legislation would b e
required to implement this recommendation . No simila r
recommendation regarding the FHLBB System has been made b y
GAO and no legislative or executive implementation actio n
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has been taken on the recommendation . However, the FHLBB
opposes the recommendation, stating that the savings and
loan industry is too fragile to impose a user fee . OMB and
Office of Policy Development agree that the recommendatio n
is programmatically infeasible and undesirable . The PPSSCC
conceded and the recommendation has been tabled
indefinitely .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

A savings estimate of $296 .7 million over 3 year s
was provided by the PPSSCC . GAO has no basis for an opinio n
as to whether the savings estimate is realistic .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-8678
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BANK 21 :	 COLLECTION OF PREMIUMS, ASSESSMENTS, AN D FEES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Can the Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) and the
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) col -
lect assessments, fees, and premiums by debiting members '
accounts ?

The PPSSCC estimates that the Treasury would save $10 . 9
million over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The FHLBB collects a number of fees and assessments
from member institutions . These collections are currentl y
handled by billing the members, who in turn pay with check s
that are processed manually . The small volume of check s
received and the irregular pattern of receipt has made auto-
mating the process difficult and not cost-effective . How-
ever, all member institutions maintain accounts at 1 of th e
12 FHL Banks . If the FHLBB could collect premiums an d
assessments by debiting these accounts and by making inter-
nal funds transfers, the PPSSCC contended that the saving s
noted above would occur .

GAO agrees that the issue is germane and that the rec-
ommendations make sense . The current method of using check s
is more costly than direct debiting . FHLBB officials also
agreed with this recommendation .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC conclusion that the agency
has the authority to implement this recommendation and tha t
it is feasible . Its feasibility is evident because it i s
now being implemented ; plans for direct debiting wer e
included in the agency's 1984 budget .

W. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Though GAO has done no work on this matter, both th e
FHLBB and the Office of Management and Budget concur wit h
the savings estimate .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI ® GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-867 8
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BANK 39 : NEUTRALIZING AGENCY STATU S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"How can the advantages of agency status for the Farm
Credit System (FCS) be moderated without jeopardizing th e
performance of its mission? "

The PPSSCC estimated new revenues could total $223 . 2
million over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OP ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that the FCS pay a user fee o n
its outstanding debt, that the FCS invest only in U .S .
government securities, and that Federal Land Banks an d
the Federal Land Bank Associations limit their loans .
Each of these recommendations is discussed below .

Congress provided the FCS with competitive advantage s
as part of an overall program to ensure its success . Im-
plementing the PPSSCC recommendation that Congress author -
ize an annually increasing fee, calculated in basis point s
( .01 percent), on outstanding FCS debt payable to th e
Treasury could remove one of the FCS°s competitiv e
advantages--perhaps its most important advantage . The fee
would compensate the government for allowing the FCS to
retain its agency status . The recommendation is designed
to establish a fee that will become so onerous that th e
FCS will eventually be forced to seek legislation tha t
would remove its agency status . This fee would result i n
higher credit costs to farmers, fishermen, and othe r
system borrowers .

GAO favors instituting user fees where appropriate .
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular No . A-25 ,
which GAO supports, limits user fees to the cost o f
providing the government service--not the value received
by the beneficiary . Clearly, FCS's agency status ha s
value, but it is not clear whether the status costs th e
government anything . Since there may be no governmen t
cost involved, a fee may not be appropriate . OMB Circular
No . A®25 states that as a general policy, no fees shoul d
be charged for services when the identification of th e
ultimate beneficiary is obscure and the service can b e
primarily considered as broadly benefiting the genera l
public . The circular also states that exemptions may be
made if the beneficiary is engaged in a nonprofit activit y
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designed for the public welfare . Without furthe r
research, GAO cannot say that the FCS would not qualif y
for one or both exemptions . If the FCS qualified for
either exemption, a user fee would not be appropriat e
under the A-25 criteia .

The PPSSCC recommends that Congress mandate tha t
organizations having agency status be allowed to inves t
only in government securities other than investments pur-
suant to their mission . This recommendation would margin -
ally affect FCS's costs . While association with the gov-
ernment allows FCS to sell bonds on the open market a t
favorable rates, its borrowing rate is higher than Trea-
sury's on issues of comparable maturity . Furthermore ,
most FCS investments in non-U .S . securities are in over -
night federal funds . Given the nature of these funds, i t
would appear that they are used solely for liquidity and
cash management purposes . While the argument that FCS' s
agency status should warrant investment in only Treasur y
securities has some appeal, GAO believes it is unduly re-
strictive since there is no evidence that the FCS is usin g
excess balances to seek profitable investment opportuni-
ties .

The PPSSCC also recommends that Congress restric t
Federal Land Banks loans not related to land acquisitio n
or improvement to 10 percent of the land's value . The
objectives of this recommendation are to limit using lan d
to collateralize loans for speculative purposes and t o
prevent farmers from using their land to obtain loans fo r
personal needs . One of the purposes of establishing th e
FCS was to provide needed financing to farmers becaus e
other lending institutions were reluctant to provid e
financing using farm land as collateral . The financia l
options farmers currently have would be reduced by thi s
recommendation . The stated objective of the FCS is t o
improve the income and well-being of farmers an d
ranchers . It is not clear from the PPSSCC report that th e
loans (that is, education, travel, and car) the
recommendation would preclude are, in fact, inconsisten t
with the objectives of the FCS .

As long as the FCS has the responsibility of making a
flexible flow of credit available to improve the incom e
and well-being of the Nation's farmers, fishermen, an d
ranchers by furnishing them with sound, adequate, an d
constructive credit, the recommendations concerning thi s
issue are questionable .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that these recommendation s
could only be implemented through legislation . The FCS i s
against all PPSSCC recommendations and will strongly de -
fend its position against any proposed legislation . OMB
plans to seek legislation allowing a user fee, but as o f
December 1984 no decision had been made on the amount o f
the fee . This decision may be contrasted with OMB' s
decision not to adopt the PPSSCC's recommendation t o
collect user fees from the Federal Home Loan Bank Boar d
because of the weakened condition of the thrift industry .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The 3-year additional revenue projected by the PPSSC C
is correct based on $74 .4 billion in outstanding loan s
over a 3-year period at a fee of 5 basis points the firs t
year, 10 basis points the next, and 15 basis points th e
next .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-867 8
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ASSET 7 :	 BANK ACCOUNT MONITORINGAND CONTROLS

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should Treasury, through the Bureau of Governmen t
Financial Operations (BGFO), monitor the use of governmen t
banking and account management in order to manage interest
on funds more aggressively ?

Accelerated revenues/receipts of $1,016 million and
reduced interest costs/outlays of $337 million have bee n
identified for a total budget impact of $1,353 million . "

II® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

This issue is aimed primarily at improving certai n
aspects of the government's cash management, includin g
some matters that GAO has addressed in the past . For exam-
ple, one recommendation would have Treasury eliminate th e
practice of placing noninterest-bearing deposits (known a s
compensating balances) with commercial banks in return fo r
banking services . PPSSCC recommends that such arrangement s
should be competitively bid, wherever possible, with th e
banks being compensated on a service fee basis . GAO
believes that because the compensating balances are no t
part of Treasury's budget, there is a reduced incentive t o
minimize banking costs . Paying for banking services on a
fee basis with complete disclosure of the associated cost s
in the budget could help to overcome this problem .

PPSSCC also recognized the need for improving th e
management of certain loan funds by the Farmers Home
Administration (FmHA) in supervised bank accounts, and
recommended that such funds be invested and interest col-
lected . However, in an April 27, 1984, letter to the FmH A
Administrator, GAO suggested that FmHA use alternate disbur-
sing systems, such as checks/drafts-paid letters of credit ,
to disburse funds . Using this technique, recipients o f
federal financing do not receive funds until needed fo r
disbursement . This helps to eliminate effectively the pro-
blems of idle cash and interest losses that result when tem-
porarily unneeded funds are placed in noninterest-bearin g
supervised bank accounts .

Finally, PPSSCC recommended that the Small Busines s
Administration (SBA) require that Small Business Investmen t
Companies (SBICs), among other things, draw down fund s
against an investment line of credit only as needed for
immediate program outlays . PPSSCC reported that SBICs use d
funding supplied by SBA to provide equity and/or long-ter m
financing for small business . PPSSCC found that this pro -
gram had resulted in $275 million of idle funds . GAO agree s
with the PPSSCC suggestion that the funds should be drawn
down only as needed .
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III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that Treasury and SBA have the authority
to implement the recommendations directed to them, as PPSSC C
indicates, with congressional approval of any necessar y
funding . For example, funds would be needed to pay th e
banks' service fees if that recommendation were adopted .
Treasury and SBA have indicated that the practicality o f
some of the PPSSCC's specific recommendations may be ques-
tionable . Treasury officials stated that Treasury does no t
endorse the service fee basis for paying banking services .
There is some concern that the government's banking
operations could be disrupted if the necessary fundin g
was delayed in the budget process .

SBA officials stated that the Small Business Investment
Company (SBIC) regulations were revised to strengthen SB A
control over SBIC liquidity management . However, after
considering letters of credit as a means of controlling
disbursements, the SBA officials found the alternative not
to be cost-effective .

In regard to the PPSSCC recommendation on FmHA usin g
interest-bearing bank accounts for loan funds, a FmHA offi-
cial stated that such accounts are now being used whenever
possible . However, the interest proceeds are credited t o
the loan recipient . The official stated that because th e
recipient must pay interest on any funds placed in the ban k
account as part of the loan agreement, the recipient is
entitled to any interest earnings generated from thos e
funds . Therefore, FmHA's position that it does not hav e
the authority to retain the interest earnings on the govern-
ment's behalf appears reasonable .

IV® GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO does not have adequate information to comment o n
the accuracy of the entire savings estimate for this issue .
However, GAO does not believe the three year savings of $19 3
million attributed to having FmHA instruct its field loa n
offices to invest supervised bank account funds and collec t
the interest can be achieved . As mentioned earlier, whe n
the loan recipient pays the government interest on the fund s
in the supervised bank account, in FmHA's view, the loa n
recipient and not the government is entitled to any interes t
that may be earned on the funds . Although there is an
opportunity for savings in this area, GAO believes saving s
would result through alternative methods, as we have sug-
gested, rather than through this recommendation . Further -
more, these claimed savings appear to duplicate saving s
claimed under another issue . AG-6 states : "The Adminis-
trator of FmHA should direct all county supervisors an d
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district directors to use interest-bearing SBACs, or other-
wise invest loan proceeds awaiting disbursement, to the
maximum e.:tent possible ." Although duplicate savings wer e
not to have been included in total PPSSCC savings, GAO i s
uncertain if the claimed savings related to this issue hav e
been eliminated . Revenue of $118 .2 million is attributed t o
adoption of that recommendation, which is apparently th e
same as recommendation ASSET 7-2 included under this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

John F . Simonette 275-949 0
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TREAS 17 :	 USE OF OFFSET PRINTING FOR CURRENC Y

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP) produc e
one dollar notes at a lower cost if offset printing rathe r
than intaglio printing is used for the back ?

Savings were not claimed .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC did not initiate study of this issue . I n
June 1983, Senator Garn requested that GAO review th e
advisability of printing the backs of $1 notes by other than
the intaglio (i .e ., engraving) method and the capacity o f
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing to meet the nation° s
currency needs, notwithstanding the printing method . Th e
Bureau had proposed using a different method in order t o
save money and take advantage of higher speed technologies .
This was not the first time the Bureau had made this pro-
posal . GAO concluded that the proposal was probably wort h
trying, but did not make a recommendation to that effect .
The PPSSCC did, however, recommend that the Buteau use a
different method of printing the backs of dollar notes .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Both the PPSSCC and GAO agree that legislation i s
needed to enact the proposal . S .1120, the enabling legisla-
tion, was the subject of hearings of the Senate' Banking Com -
mittee on June 22, 1983 . The legislation has been strongl y
opposed by the Plate Printers Union . As of October 16 ,
1984, the bill had not been reported out of committee . GAO
has not been informed whether the legislation will b e
reintroduced in the next Congress .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC, as was its general policy, made no estimat e
of savings because the Treasury Department, which initiate d
the proposal, had already done so . GAO examined th e
Treasury estimate, which was for annual savings in the $5 to
$6 .1 million range, depending on the volume of currenc y
produced . The estimate appeared reasonable, although GA O
has not assessed in detail the validity of severa l
assumptions underlying the estimate .
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V. RELEVANT GAO PORTS

GAO/GGD-83-98 5 .1120 : An Administration Proposal to
Print the Backs of One Dollar Notes
by Other Than the Intaglio Method
(Aug . 15, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-8678
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BANK 32 : RISK-RELATED INSURANCE PREMIUM : FDIC, FSLIC, AND NCUSI F

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the deposit insurance agencies charge membe r
institutions insurance premiums in proportion to th e
riskiness of the institutions' operations? "

"No direct cost savings would be generated by thi s
recommendation ; however, the potential for a drain on the
Treasury as a result of failure of any of the insuranc e
funds would be reduced . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommends that the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation (FDIC), the Federal Savings aid Loan Insur-
ance Corporation (FSLIC), and the National Credit Unio n
Share Insurance Fund (NCUSIF) adopt a variable-risk premiu m
system . GAO has no position on the PPSSCC recommendation .

In principle, the recommendation has appeal becaus e
commercial arrangements for most other types of insuranc e
vary premiums, so that those who create the biggest insur-
ance risks also pay the highest premiums . One of the possi-
ble desired effects of a risk-based premium system is tha t
insured institutions would take action to reduce their risk s
in order to reduce their insurance premiums .

GAO's analysis to date suggests, however, that th e
issues surrounding variable rate deposit insurance ar e
more complex than the PPSSCC's discussion indicates .
Deposit insurance is an integral part of the entire
regulatory environment, intended to maintain the safety an d
soundness of the financial system . Unanswered question s
include : how risk in financial institutions can b e
identified and priced ; what the roles and responsibilitie s
of the various federal agencies that regulate financia l
institutions are ; how effective alternative variable rat e
insurance arrangements would actually be in inducing bank s
to reduce risks ; and how a variable rate system would affec t
both insurance fund finances and the relative cost o f
insurance for large and small banks . It is not at all clea r
that a suitable, objective basis for levying variable rate s
can be established, or that it is politically feasible t o
vary insurance premiums enough to significantly affec t
risk-taking by financial institutions . The most pressin g
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problem with deposit insurance financing is making certai n
that the deposit insurance agencies and the Federal Reserve
System have the resources needed to liquidate or assist th e
largest commercial and savings banks .

Officials from two of the federal insurance funds--
FDIC and FSLIC—state that their agencies favor takin g
immediate, although limited, steps toward a variable rat e
system . FDIC has proposed adjusting deposit insuranc e
premium rebates to member institutions that occur in mos t
years, so that the rebate depends on the classification o f
banks into three risk classes, according to the amount o f
bank capital and their exposure to interest rate risk .
FSLIC has requested the authority to impose additiona l
insurance assessments on associations that engaged i n
unauthorized activities or violated limitations on use o f
assets .

An official from the National Credit Union Administra-
tion (NCUA) stated that the recommendation to adopt variabl e
rates for credit unions is impractical because there woul d
be no way to enforce it . Credit unions do not have equity
capital . In addition, a high percentage of credit union s
are tied closely to a single employer ; therefore, if a
variable rate were required, there would be no capital bas e
to evaluate, and the employing organization would have to b e
rated in order to determine which rate to apply .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that implementing thi s
recommendation would require legislation . No simila r
recommendation has been made by GAO and no legislativ e
action has been taken on the recommendation . It is GAO' s
understanding that, as with many other matters that affec t
the regulation of federal financial institutions, the PPSSCC
has deferred on this issue to the Vice President's tas k
group on Regulation of Financial Services . FSLIC and FDI C
officials agree with part of the recommendation and hav e
proposed legislation accordingly . NCUA does not support th e
recommendation, noting that their insurance funds operat e
differently and the risks they face are not similar . N o
congressional action has been taken to date .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

No savings estimate was provided by the PPSSCC .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-8678
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BANK 33 : FDIC, FHLBB, FSLIC AND NCUAADEQUACYOF INSURANCE FUND S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Are the reserves of the federal deposit insuranc e
agencies (the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) ,
the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) ,
and the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fun d
(NCUSIF)) adequate to meet the demands of potential claim s
without recourse to the Federal budget? "

"If reserve levels are inadequate, a severe drain o n
the U .S . Treasury could occur . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC made several recommendations regarding th e
issue, including the undertaking of a study to determine ,
first, if insurance funds should be consolidated, an d
second, if Congress should mandate that the funds be self -
sustaining by increasing the agencies° authority to charg e
premiums that are consistent with attaining an adequat e
level of reserves . The PPSSCC also recommended tha t
Congress act to permit all institutions to obtai n
supplemental deposit insurance from private sector insurer s
and to permit private sector insurance to substitute fo r
federal insurance . GAO has no position on the PPSSC C
recommendations .

As cited in the PPSSCC report, consolidation of th e
funds would take place in conjunction with a genera l
consolidation of regulatory functions to form a nationa l
banking and thrift agency . The general consolidation i s
discussed in Bank 27, 28, and 30 .

One of the current arguments for consolidation is th e
growing similarity in the authority and operations o f
depository institutions . Although a process of homogeneit y
is underway, it is not clear that most institutions wil l
end up alike . Non-profit, cooperative credit unions ar e
very different from commercial banks, and there seem to b e
renewed efforts in the savings and loan (S&L) industry t o
retain sufficient focus on housing finance to distinguis h
this industry from commercial banks . Hence, consolidatin g
the insurance funds on the basis of institutions' similarit y
may be premature .

It is likely that private sector deposit insurance fo r
banks and S&L's, to the extent it would be available, woul d
be much more costly than federal insurance and is therefor e
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not likely to serve as a practical alternative . An offset-
ting factor that might tend to lower private insurance cost s
for some banks or S&Ls would be private insurance firms '
ability to provide insurance only to the least risky firms .
If this possibility occurred, it could increase insurance
costs for firms that stay with federal funds .

An additional problem concerns the capacity of th e
insurance industry to provide insurance to the larges t
banks . FDIC's study of private deposit insurance arrange-
ments points to problems with the ability of private insur -
ance firms to back the deposits of very large banks whos e
assets are greater than those of the insurance firms them-
selves . Questions about the ability of private insurers t o
honor their commitments could undermine the confidence i n
financial institutions that deposit insurance was intende d
to provide .

GAO has been informed that in meetings with Whit e
House Staff, the PPSSCC representatives have deferred to th e
Task Group on the Regulation of Financial Services, chaired
by the Vice President . The Vice President's task force ha s
developed a proposal for consolidating commercial ban k
regulatory functions, but it has not supported combinin g
FHLBB and NCUA functions with those for commercial banks .
It is also GAO's understanding that the task force's fina l
recommendation will not support consolidation of th e
insurance funds at this time, but that the task force migh t
indicate that this issue could be considered at a late r
date .

While GAO has not addressed the issue of reserves, GA O
agrees that the ratio of funds to insured assets shoul d
reflect as nearly as possible the risks involved . GAO also
supports the principle that the cost of the risks should b e
paid by the insured institutions, not the general public .
But the PPSSCC has not demonstrated that there is a
problem . Even if reserves are adequate, the payment o f
claims will always result in a cash drain on the U .S .
Treasury, since the insurance fund must redeem U .S . Treasury
obligations from the Treasury in order to make cas h
payouts .

To date, all insurance fund losses have been paid fo r
out of the industry-financed insurance funds . The revenue s
generated by the current assessment system for FDIC an d
FSLIC, the two largest funds, have been able to maintain th e
level of reserves at about 1 .0 to 1 .2 percent of insured
deposits . The PPSSCC has no evidence that the funds ar e
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actually under-financed, and agency repesentatives state tha t
the present system seems adequate, given the lack o f
definitive criteria for establishing fund reserves .
FHLBB officials also point out that the industry's conditio n
make it difficult to raise premiums at the present time .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ®
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the implementatio n
authority for consolidating the insurance funds lies wit h
Congress . No similar recommendation has been made by GAO
and no legislative or executive implementation action ha s
been taken on the recommendation . An FDIC official stated
that FDIC supports the recommendation for combining th e
funds . He said it was inevitable that the funds should b e
combined and that this action would lead to a stronger an d
safer insurance system . Both FHLBB and NCUA oppose th e
recommendation . As noted above, the Vice Presidents' tas k
group on Regulation of Financial Services is not expected t o
favor consolidation at this time .

GAO has reservations concerning the PPSSCC positio n
that the authority for FDIC and FSLIC to change thei r
insured assets-to-fund ratio lies with the executive branch ,
since these insurance funds are comprised of assessment s
determined according to statutory formula . No
recommendation to change the ratios has been made by GAO an d
no agency action has been taken on the recommendation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

No savings estimate was provided by the PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-84-3 The FSLIC Insurance Fund—Recen t
Management and Outlook for the Futur e
(Oct . 14, 1983 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-867 8
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BANK 24 :	 NCUA CENTRAL LIQUIDITY FACILITY

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should credit unions have their own "central bank"---th e
National Credit Union Administration's (NCUA's) Central Liq -
uidity Facility (CLF)--since they now have access to th e
Federal Reserve discount windows ?

The PPSSCC estimated 3-year savings of $5 millio n
if CLF were eliminated .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO has not done enough analysis in this area to
take a position on whether CLF is fulfilling its liquidit y
function, or on whether it should be continued . Abolishing
it, however, would not save tax dollars .

CLF--designed to provide credit unions' liquidity--i s
funded by deposits and capital stock that member credi t
unions purchase and by loans from the Federal Financing Ban k
(FFB) . In turn, CLF makes short-term liquidity loans t o
credit unions much the way the Federal Reserve does fo r
banks . The PPSSCC found that CLF is also making longer-term
loans, called Protracted Adjustment Credits, that are no t
used solely to maintain credit unions' liquidity . Accordin g
to the PPSSCC, CLF is, in effect, getting a governmenta l
interest subsidy because it borrows from FFB at less tha n
full market rates . The PPSSCC maintained that CLF i s
"arbitraging " these relatively cheap rates by investin g
unloaned funds in higher yielding instruments, such a s
Eurodollars . Finally, since credit unions now have acces s
to the Federal Reserve discount window, CLF is, in th e
PPSSCC's view, an unnecessary duplicative mechanism .

The PPSSCC recommended abolishing CLF, or, if not ,
restricting the kinds of investments it can make in unloane d
funds to Treasury securities (so it cannot invest at highe r
rates than its FFB borrowings) . Alternatively, according t o
the PPSSCC, the Congress should recognize the subsid y
involved and appropriate directly for it .

NCUA said that it does not arbitrage borrowings fro m
FFB . The CLF president said the PPSSCC staff was incorrec t
on the use of funds borrowed from FFB . He defended use o f
FFB on policy grounds, saying it helps insulate CLF fro m
crises in the credit union industry . He said there is no
real subsidy involved because unions pay CLF a rate higher
than their normal source of liquidity, corporate credi t
unions . NCUA also does not believe that CLF duplicates th e
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Federal Reserve because the Federal Reserve may not provid e
sufficient loans to fulfill their legitimate needs .
Besides, NCUA pointed out, credit unions established thi s
facility because they believed they needed it . CLF does not
waste any tax dollars, according to NCUA, since the credi t
unions themselves fund its operations .

If CIF is performing its liquidity function, as long a s
the industry needs it and is paying for it, CLF should b e
maintained . The CLF's use of FFB is, in fact, a policy
decision which might be reviewed by Congress or th e
administration . The federal government would not save ta x
dollars by abolishing CLF .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC believes that NCUA and CLF have authority t o
implement the recommendations, and GAO agrees . NCUA ha s
implemented some of the PPSSCC objectives but not in th e
manner recommended by the PPSSCC . NCUA could implement the m
by administrative action, but it would have to seek som e
sort of consensus by its members to drop the CLF . Given th e
fact that the CLF was begun by the member credit unions ,
such consensus is unlikely .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Since the PPSSCC presented no detailed backup for it s
figures, GAO could not analyze the PPSSCC's saving s
estimate . Since member credit unions pay for the CLF' s
administrative expenses, abolishing CLF would not save an y
money for the government .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275°867 8
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BUS-INS 12 :	 SIZE OF RESERVES NEEDED FOR INSURANCE AND GUARANTE E
PROGRAM S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Are the reserves of the various insurance and guaran -
tee programs adequate to account for possible catastrophi c
loss? "

The PPSSCC stated that savings potential is uncertain .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO supports the basic thrust of the PPSSCC recommen -
dations to assess the potential for loss under governmen t
insurance and guarantee proposals and to adjust reserv e
requirements accordingly . GAO agrees that, to the exten t
possible, adjustments to reserves should be made program-
by-program .

Although GAO supports full funding of insuranc e
reserves wherever possible, in the case of many insuranc e
programs it is doubtful how precise cost estimates ca n
really be . Also, several considerations make it less urgen t
that efforts be devoted to this activity . The government i s
better able to absorb risks than private insurers and th e
consequences of having the government face insurance claim s
that exceed accumulated reserves are not so severe . It is ,
however, important if claims are to be honored promptly to
be sure that the insurance funds can borrow from the Trea-
sury or from other sources if they need to . In such a n
event, the costs of such borrowing should be borne by futur e
premium charges against a relevant class of insuranc e
beneficiaries, much the way this is now handled with the
deposit insurance funds . (See Bank 33 for a discussion o f
the adequacy of insurance funds . )

The government needs to exercise some restraint i n
raising premiums on the basis of subjective cos t
estimates . As the sole provider of insurance--in some
cases mandatory insurance--the government is in a positio n
to impose whatever fees on private concerns it believes i s
appropriate . If set too high, these fees could work to th e
competitive disadvantage of those who are intended progra m
beneficiaries . Also, because some of the insurance prog-
rams are related to accomplishing other goals (such as sta-
bility of the financial system), it may not be possible t o
spell out in advance exactly what limits the governmen t
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will impose on claims which it will pay . At the time of a
catastrophe the government may in effect honor claims tha t
represent only a moral rather than a legal obligation .
Furthermore, the government's total potential contingen t
liability for catastrophic loss (whether a legal or mora l
one) is spread over a number of insurance risks, and it i s
therefore extremely unlikely that worst case scenarios woul d
occur simultaneously in a large number of the insuranc e
programs .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATU S

GAO a,rees with the PPSSCC that implementation author-
ity for these recommendations lies with OMB and other
executive agencies . GAO work has been devoted to individua l
insurance programs . No legislative or executive action ha s
been taken on the PPSSCC recommendation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

No savings estimate was provided by the PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/ID-82-33

	

Examination of Fiscal Year 198 1
Overseas Private Investment Corporatio n
Financial Statements and Related Issue s
(Aug . 16, 1982 )

GAO/CED-82-105 National Flood Insurance-mMargina l
Impact on Flood Plain Development- -
Administrative Improvements Neede d
(Aug . 16, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-867 8
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SUS-INS 13 :	 RISK-RELATED PREMIUMS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should the premium and fee rates charged by federa l
insurance and guarantee programs be computed by methods tha t
more accurately reflect the true cost of the protection pro -
vided? "

The PPSSCC did not state savings potential for it s
proposals .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OP ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that all federal business insur -
ance programs compute the total premium needed to operate a t
a break-even level, increase their rates to a break-eve n
basis (where necessary and where explicit subsidies are no t
provided), and implement rates by several risk categories .
GAO has no position on the PPSSCC recommendations . However ,
GAO supports the principle that beneficiaries of insurance ,
rather than the general public, should be responsible fo r
the cost of insurance to the extent possible .

In GAO's opinion, the PPSSCC report does not adequatel y
address two aspects of trying to tie insurance program fund -
ing more precisely to long-run costs of individual risks .
One aspect is the complex issues concerning the extent t o
which the powers of government should be used in handlin g
the costs of risk elements in various programs . Most fed-
eral insurance programs are likely to have additional publi c
interest goals beyond providing insurance on a businesslik e
basis. This is certainly true of deposit insurance, wher e
the insurance arrangement is one of several program s
intended to enhance the safety and soundness of the nation' s
financial system . Furthermore, there may be legitimat e
reasons why the government would find it more desirable t o
spread risks over a broader class of institutions rathe r
than trying to target higher premiums on particular
subgroups that are believed to pose higher insurance risks .

The second aspect concerns the precise estimate o f
costs . Using banking as an example once again, it is no t
possible to assess risks to banking insurance funds on a n
actuarial basis so that one can know what premium should b e
charged . Furthermore, the PPSSCC has not demonstrated tha t
the present system of industry-financed reserves i s
inadequate . (See discussion of recommendations Bank 32 and
33 that deal with deposit insurance . )
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OP IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the initiative fo r
implementing these recommendations lies with the agencies .
In the deposit insurance area, FDIC and FSLIC have propose d
limited authority to vary insurance costs by risk . Congress
would have to approve recommendations for actually changin g
insurance program financing .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

No estimated savings were cited by the PPSSCC for thes e
recommendations .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-8678
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BUS-INS6 : SALE AND DELIVERY OF CROP INSURANCE--FEDERAL CRO P
INSURANCE CORPORATIO N

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The PPSSCC stated the issue as follows :

"What is the appropriate Federal role in sale an d
delivery of crop insurance ?

"There are no near-term savings associated wit h
this issue . However, the [PPSSCC] Task Force
believes that implementation of its recommenda-
tions [that the primary delivery system consis t
of private insurance companies reinsured by th e
Federal Crop Insurance Corporation (FCIC)] * * *
will reduce present program operating costs . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

Federal crop insurance is currently sold by private in -
surance companies through two delivery systems--(1) rein-
sured companies which write policies under their names an d
obtain reinsurance from FCIC to protect them from part o f
the risk of insuring crops and (2) master marketers whic h
sell and service insurance for FCIC . The PPSSCC recommende d
that the primary delivery system be the first type, that is ,
private insurance companies reinsured by FCIC .

The Federal Crop Insurance Act of 1980 authorizes FCI C
to use the private sector to sell and service crop insur-
ance . FCIC has moved in this direction as an estimated 3 6
percent of premiums were written by reinsured companies i n
fiscal year 1983 . Further, FCIC estimates that about 5 5
percent of its insurance coverage will be offered throug h
reinsured companies in fiscal year 1985 . However, GAO
believes the PPSSCC's recommendation that the primar y
delivery system be reinsured companies is premature . In a
1984 report (GAO/RCED-84-65, 3/14/84), GAO recommended tha t
the reinsurance program's expansion be moderated until th e
operation of the current reinsurance arrangement can be
evaluated to assure that it is cost-effective for both th e
government and the insurance companies .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OP IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

FCIC has authority to implement the PPSSCC's recom-
mended change . The Federal Crop Insurance Act of 198 0
authorizes FCIC to use the private sector to sell and ser -
vice crop insurance . It also directs FCIC to provid e
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reinsurance, to the maximum extent practicable, to privat e
insurance companies and others that will insure producer s
under plans acceptable to FCIC .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC did not quantify savings on this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/RCED®84-65 More Attention Needed in Key Areas of
the Expanded Crop Insurance Program
(Mar . 14, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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BUS-INS 7 : FINANCIAL, MANAGEMENT SYSTEM—FEDERAL CRO P	 _
INSURANCE CORPORATION
	 	 ________

	

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

The PPSSCC stated the issue as follows :

"Should the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation' s
(FCIC) financial management reporting system b e
revised to more adequately control costs ?

"Implementation of an improved financial manage -
ment system is expected to produce overall sav-
ings, although the [PPSSCC) Task Force is unabl e
to quantify these savings at this time . "

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

In crop year 1982, FCIC sold crop insurance in abou t
3,000 counties nationwide, up from 1,928 counties in crop
year 1981 . According to the PPSSCC's report, 46 .8 million
acres, or about 19 percent of the total eligible acres, wer e
insured for crop year 1981 . The number of contracts writte n
was 323,913, which accounted for a premium volume of S383 . 7
million . The PPSSCC noted that any analysis of federal cro p
insurance data is complicated by the lack of synchronizatio n
in the reporting of expenses and premiums . For example ,
fiscal year 1982 (Oct . 1, 1981, to Sept . 30, 1982) include s
premiums and losses from the 1982 crop year (Jan . 1, 1982 ,
to Dec . 31, 1982), as well as expenses from both the 198 1
and 1982 crop years . According to the PPSSCC, this makes i t
difficult to match and track expenses against the prope r
premiums .

The PPSSCC recommended that FCIC immediately devise a
financial reporting system which presents financial data o n
a crop year basis as well as a fiscal year basis . In a 1984
report (GAO/RCED-84-169, 7/13/84), GAO discussed the nee d
for FCIC to revise its financial reporting system . Although
GAO did not make any recommendations, it pointed out tha t
FCIC reports information for each crop year on a fiscal yea r
basis .

FCIC is developing information for fiscal year 1984 to
comply with the Financial Accounting Standards Board's 1
statement entitled "Accounting and Reporting by Insuranc e
Enterprises" which requires a matching of costs an d
revenue . GAO is planning a research project with FCIC i n
the summer of 1985 to determine if the Board's statemen t

1 The Financial Accounting Standards Board is a privat e
sector organization which determines the financia l
accounting standards to be used in preparing financia l
reports .
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would be beneficial as an integral part of FCIC's financia l
management system or only for annual external reporting t o
be in compliance with generally accepted accountin g
principles . A potential problem is that accounting i n
compliance with the Board's statement would be in additio n
to, and may produce accounting information that conflict s
with, existing Treasury/budgetary accounting .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

FCIC has the authority to implement the recommenda-
tion . According to an FCIC official, the U .S . Department of
Agriculture is examining the development of the financia l
reporting system on a crop year basis as the PPSSC C
recommended .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC did not quantify savings on this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/RCED-84-169 The Federal Crop Insurance Corpo-
ration's Efforts to Provide Monthly
Reports to the Senate Committee o n
Appropriations (July 13, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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BUS-INS 8 : PREMIUMS—FEDERAL CROP INSURANCE CORPORATION

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The PPSSCC stated the issue and savings as follows :

"Are the [insurance] races of the Federal Cro p
Insurance Corporation (FCIC) actuarially sound ,
and is the overall level of premium adequate t o
pay losses and provide a reasonable reserve fo r
unforeseen losses as required by the Federal Cro p
Insurance Act of 1980 ?

"Additional revenues from raising premium rate s
would be $45 .2 million in Year 1, $93 .9 millio n
in Year 2, and $158 .3 million in Year 3 for a
total three-year revenue increase o f
$297 .4 million . "

II® GAO ALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC said that it strongly supports FCIC's hiring
of a consulting actuary to recommend a rate-making methodol -
ogy that would use current actuarial techniques to comput e
an adequate and equitable rate structure, and it recom-
mended that rates be increased to comply with the new calcu -
lations .

For crop year 1982, FCIC offered insurance in 2,999 o f
the nearly 3,100 counties in the United States . In some
counties, several different crops are insured, and in other s
only one . Each type of crop insured in each county i s
called a county crop program . During the 1982 crop year ,
insurance coverage was available for 28 crops under 14,49 8
separate county crop programs . Premiums are develope d
through an actuarial process which uses insurance experienc e
of the crop insured, average county yields, the risk of cro p
failure in the area, and the amount of insurance protectio n
per acre, including the price selection .

In an August 10, 1982, letter to FCIC and a 1984 repor t
to the Secretary of Agriculture (GAO/RCED-84-65, 3/14/84) ,
GAO discussed the need for FCIC to improve the actuaria l
soundness of its program . In the 1984 report, GAO pointe d
out that FCIC did not give appropriate attention to th e
actuarial soundness of its insurance and therefore ha d
little assurance that the premiums set were adequate t o
cover potential loss claims . GAO recommended that FCIC give
increased attention to completing actuarial reports depict -
ing insurance experience for crop years 1980 and 1981

	

and
that it consider using actual crop yield data to establish
homogeneous risk groups and the proper relationships amon g
each group's yield and risk rates .
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The PPSSCC also recommended that FCIC provide the com-
mitment necessary to develop software programs to provide a
computerized system of rate development and that FCIC hire a
permanent full-time professional actuary who is either a n
Associate or Fellow of the Casualty Actuarial Society . I n
its recent audit work, GAO has not reviewed the merits o f
these specific proposals .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Existing legislation provides that premiums for insur-
ance be set at rates actuarially sufficient to cover claim s
for losses and to establish a reasonable reserve against un -
foreseen losses .

FCIC has made substantial progress in implementing th e
1980 act which called for expanding the crop insurance pro -
gram . In a 2-year period (1981-82), FCIC increased the num-
ber of county crop programs by 8,529 . However, many o f
FCIC's personnel were involved in the expansion effort whic h
deferred normal actuarial review and evaluation activities .
Since the expansion effort is substantially complete, staf f
time will be available to resume review and evaluatio n
activities . Further, the recent hiring of an actuary shoul d
strengthen FCIC's actuarial practices .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

While GAO has called for changes to FCIC's actuaria l
practices, its recent audit work did not include an assess-
ment of the reasonableness of the PPSSCC's savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-84-65 More Attention Needed in Key Areas o f
the Expanded Crop Insurance Program
(Mar . 14, 1984 )

Letter report

	

Concerns About the Actuarial Soundnes s
of the Federal Crop Insurance Progra m
(Aug . 10, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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BUS-USPS1 :	 CAPITAL FINANCING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Is Federal Financing Bank (FFB) financing the mos t
effective method of obtaining capital for United State s
Postal Service (LISPS) project funding? "

The PPSSCC said estimated savings (reduced costs )
from obtaining financing directly from private capita l
markets would total $6 .8 million over 3 years . This esti-
mate was based, in part, on the assumption that the Serv-
ice would finance its planned capital expenditures of $ 1
billion in each of the "next" 5 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes the FFB is the most effective method o f
obtaining capital for financing Service projects and ,
therefore, does not agree with the PPSSCC ' s conclusion
that the FFB may not be the source of the lowest cost o f
capital in the future . When agencies issue debt instru-
ments directly to private capital markets, the rates ar e
generally higher than those they can obtain from th e
Treasury Department, where FFB obtains its funds .

The PPSSCC concluded that the Service cannot realiz e
the full potential of its charter as an independent estab -
lishment of the executive branch of the government sinc e
it is precluded from direct access to private capita l
markets . On the basis of this conclusion, together with
the conclusion that the FFB may not be the source of th e
lowest cost of capital in the future, the PPSSCC recom-
mended that the Service be allowed to sell obligation s
directly to the public . GAO disagrees with this recommen-
dation because it believes the Service is allowed by stat -
ute to obtain financing directly from private capita l
markets .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ®
AND STATUS

GAO disagrees with the PPSSCC's view concerning th e
authority to implement the recommendation . The PPSSCC
said the Treasury Department and the Service should sign a
working agreement whereby general restrictions on the sal e
of Service obligations are agreed upon . And, if an agree-
ment cannot be established, Congress should revise the la w
to allow the Service to sell its obligations . GAO doe s
not believe an agreement is necessary for the Service t o
sell its obligations directly, although such an agreemen t
may be beneficial . GAO does not believe the law must b e
changed rather, GAO believes the law already provide s
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the necessary authority. Moreover, GAO believes the Serv-
ice will continue to obtain the most advantageous financ-
ing from the FFB .

The Service said that, although it is independent, i t
is also a part of the federal establishment . And, in tha t
context, Treasury has a very important debt-managemen t
role to play and the Service does not need to be place d
outside that umbrella . The Service continued that, o n
balance, FFB financing is the most effective method of ob-
taining capital for Service project funding . The Service
said it would attempt to sell its obligations directly t o
the public only if required by the FFB .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO believes it would cost the Service more to issu e
debt obligations directly to the public than to use th e
FFB. Therefore, GAO does not believe that savings woul d
result . In addition, GAO believes that agencies that is -
sue their own securities incur additional administrativ e
costs and underwriting expenses .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony Operations of and the Budgeting for
the Federal Financing Bank, by
Harry S . Havens, Assistant Comptrolle r
General of the United States, before th e
Senate Subcommittee on Federal Credi t
Programs, Committee on Banking, Housin g
and Urban Affairs . Apr . 5, 1983 .

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BUS-USPS 2 :	 WORKING CAPITALAND CASH FLOATINVESTMENTS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the U .S . Postal Service (USPS) cash invest-
ments be limited to Treasury Department securities? "

The PPSSCC estimated that the Service could earn
$168 .8 million over 3 years by improving the return on it s
investments . The PPSSCC added that the additional revenu e
the Service would realize would result in a cost to th e
U .S . Treasury . It concluded that Congress should reduc e
any Service operating appropriation by the amount of addi -
tional revenue the Service earns .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

GAO believes the Service should not be permitted t o
invest in commercial securities as recommended by th e
PPSSCC . If the Service is allowed to invest in non-
Treasury securities, then other agencies and program s
should have the same opportunity . (Examples of these
agencies are the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ,
Social Security Trust Funds, and the Federal Savings and
Loan Insurance Corporation .) As of June 30, 1984, th e
amount of Treasury debt held by federal agencies exceeded
$250 billion . GAO believes the Treasury Department's in-
terest costs would increase if it had to finance thi s
amount of debt from private sources . Another considera-
tion is that some of these agencies could borrow fund s
from the Treasury Department (i .e ., the Federal Financin g
Bank (FFB)) at a rate which may be less than the rate the y
could earn from investments in commercial securities .
Therefore, it could be advantageous for individual agen-
cies to borrow the maximum amount possible from th e
Treasury Department and then invest it in private securi-
ties in order to take advantage of the "spread" betwee n
interest earned and interest paid .

IIIo GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEPENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the Service could no t
implement the recommendation without an agreement with th e
Treasury Department or a legislative change . The Service
would not favor making investments in commercial securi-
ties unless it was mandated to borrow funds from the pri-
vate sector . Service management has found that the FF B
provides more advantageous long-term financing terms tha n
are available in the private sector . Moreover, the Serv-
ice is assured access to up to $10 billion in credit from
the FFB . To assure access to its lowest-cost debt source ,
the FFB, the Service wants to continue to limit its short-
term investments to Treasury securities .
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W. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC estimated about a 2-percent point increas e
in the yield on the Service°s investments . Since the
PPSSCC did not specify what type of investments wer e
acceptable, GAO has no basis to determine if the rate i s
realistic . In addition, the funds now appropriated to th e
Service are direct subsidies to preferred mail categories .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275®8676
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BUS-USPS 3 : INTEREST INCOME VS . INTEREST EXPENS E

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the United States Postal Service (USPS), a s
an independent Government agency, be allowed to continu e
to earn interest income ac a rate better or worse than it s
existing interest rate on debt? "

The PPSSCC estimated earnings (revenue enhancements )
of $110 .5 million over 3 years . The PPSSCC stated that
implementation of the recommendation results in a loss o f
revenue to the Treasury Department . The PPSSCC conclude d
that net interest income realized by the Service should b e
offset against the federal appropriation for postal opera-
tions for as long as the Service receives such an appro-
priation .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

GAO would not favor the PPSSCC's recommendation i f
maintaining the interest spread (i .e ., the difference
between interest earned on short-term investments and th e
amount of interest paid on debt) required investment i n
commercial securities . The PPSSCC recommended that the
Service continue to conduct its investment and borrowin g
program based on business decisions that benefit th e
postage rate payer . In other words, the interest earne d
on short-term investments should continue to be greate r
than the amount of interest paid on debt . Over the years ,
the Service has invested its cash in Treasury bills an d
sold its debt obligations through the Federal Financin g
Bank, a unit of the Treasury Department .

GAO's position concerning the recommendation i s
guided by its position on BUS-USPS 2 . GAO does not
believe the Service should invest in commercial securitie s
because of the potential increased costs to the Treasur y
Department to borrow from private sources funds whic h
would have been otherwise provided by the service an d
other agencies . Another reason is that agencies coul d
borrow funds from the Federal Financing Bank at a rat e
which may be less than the rate they could earn from
investments in commercial securities . Therefore, it could
be advantageous for individual agencies to borrow the
maxinum amount possible from the Federal Financing Bank
and then invest it in private securities in order to tak e
advantage of the "spread" between interest earned and
interest paid .
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III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the Service has the
authority to invest in Treasury securities to ear n
interest at a rate better than it is paying on debt . GAO
and the PPSSCC agree as well that the Service would nee d
an agreement with the Treasury Department or a legislativ e
change to invest in commercial securities .

The Service did not concur with the PPSSCC's vie w
that congressional appropriations should be reduced . One

is that the Service receives no general operatin g
appropriation as such . The Service said the only fund s
appropriated are direct subsidies to preferred mail cate-
gories .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The savings estimate assumes a positive--income pro-
ducing--spread between interest earned on short-ter m
investments and interest paid on debt . Although unti l
recently this has been true, it is more typical for rate s
on short-term securities to be lower than those on long -
term securities . For example, in early November 1984 ,
yields on 3-month Treasury bills were 9 .72 percent, whil e
those on 5-year Treasury notes were about 11 .4 percent .
Therefore, there is no basis for assuming that the posi-
tive spread characteristic of the late 1970s and earl y
1980s will be typical in future years and that revenu e
enhancements as estimated by the PPSSCC will occur .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BUS°USPS 4 :	 NET INCOME

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the U .S . Postal Service attempt to earn suffi -
cient net income to restore U .S . taxpayers' equity to its
proper level ?

No savings (additional net revenues) are directly at -
tributed to the issue . Rather, the key is that taxpayer s
will not be required to subsidize Service users throug h
lost equity, operating indebtedness appropriations, an d
unfunded liabilities .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

When the Service was established as an independen t
agency in 1970, it received the equity of all the asset s
held by the old Post Office Department . This equity was
considered the taxpayers' equity in the new Service .

Service operating deficits over the years have erode d
the taxpayers' equity, and the eroded equity has provided
an unauthorized subsidy to Service users . By law, users
are supposed to pay the full cost of the services the y
receive, which the postage rates should reflect .

GAO believes the PPSSCC's proposal is valid becaus e
Congress, when it established the Service, never intended
for the taxpayers' equity to subsidize postage rates ,
which is what has occurred . Because the PPSSCC's recom-
mendations are aimed at restoring the taxpayers' equity ,
each has merit . The PPSSCC recommended that the Servic e
increase postage rates in excess of costs to generate a n
operating surplus sufficient to allow the taxpayers' eq-
uity to be restored . To obtain this increase and surplus ,
the PPSSCC recommended that (1) Service costs for fisca l
years 1983 and 1984 be reviewed and, where possible, re-
duced and (2) the Service, after its costs are reviewed ,
prepare a rate case for submission to the Postal Rat e
Commission which will allow the taxpayers' equity to b e
restored over the next 10 years . (The Commission mus t
review proposed rate changes before they can b e
implemented . )

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the authority t o
implement the recommendations rests with the Service and
the Postal Rate Commission . Restoring taxpayers' equit y
will require the Service to reduce its operating cost s
and/or to increase postage rates . Both approaches are
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clearly feasible, and the Service has said it is following ,
with minor modification, all three of the PPSSCC' s
recommendations .

The Service adjusts postage rates every few years, an d
the latest adjustments will be implemented in Februar y
1985 . The cost base for establishing rates includes an
amount for recovery of prior year losses, which should hel p
to restore taxpayers' equity . The Service has taken th e
position that net income should be high enough to allo w
equity to be restored over a 9-year period .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

No savings are directly attributed to the issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

Non e

VI® GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BUS-LISPS 5s DISBURSEMENT COST S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the U .S . Postal Service (USPS) be restricted
to Treasury checks as a disbursement vehicle? "

The Service could accrue savings (net increased reve -
nues) of $60 .1 million over 3 years by paying commercia l
rates for check disbursement instead of the rates charge d
by the Treasury Department . Because such savings to th e
Service would be a cost increase to the rest of th e
government, the PPSSCC recommended that any savings real-
ized be offset by reductions in the Service's appropria-
tion .

YIa GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO does not entirely agree with the PPSSCC on thi s
issue . The Treasury Department requires the Service t o
deposit enough money to cover checks as of the date draw n
(the date on the check) rather than the date cleare d
(paid), which is later . The money kept on deposit between
these dates is called the check float . Because the floa t
is not available to the Service to earn interest income ,
the Service incurs an implicit cost to use the Treasur y
Department to disburse checks . The PPSSCC calculated thi s
cost to be about $1 .00 per check . The PPSSCC believes
that with the 22 million checks the Service issues annu-
ally, the Service could obtain more favorable treatment a t
most banks, which generally charge 10 cents per check for
their services . The PPSSCC recommended that the Servic e
be allowed to negotiate the floats or implicit check proc -
essing costs with the Treasury Department and, if the
Department cannot provide competitive rates, the Servic e
should be allowed to obtain adequate services elsewhere a t
the most advantageous cost .

Unlike the PPSSCC, GAO does not believe the Service
should use a commercial bank(s) to handle its checking
account . The Service receives certain benefits from usin g
the Treasury Department as its check disbursing agent suc h
as the use of Treasury's system for following up and con -
trolling duplicate, lost, and stolen checks . To an un-
known extent, these benefits offset the implicit cost the
Service pays the Treasury Department .

However, GAO does agree with the PPSSCC that the
Service and the Treasury Department should negotiate the
float or implict check processing costs . GAO believes the
Service should be treated like the Social Securit y
Administration and other agencies that have negotiate d
with the Treasury Department to receive benefits of th e
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float . Besides the benefits the Treasury Departmen t
provides, the negotiations should consider the chec k
disbursement activities the Service performs that th e
Treasury Department does for other agencies . For example ,
the Service processes payment requests and prepares an d
mails the checks . Treasury performs these functions for
many agencies .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC believes the Service and the Treasury
Department have the authority to implement the recommenda-
tion to negotiate check processing costs, and GAO agrees .
However, the PPSSCC believes the Treasury Department "cur-
rently" has no incentive to offer the Service reasonabl e
rates or to allow it to use commercial institutions . I n
this case, the PPSSCC believes Congress would have to mak e
a statutory change to allow the Service to shop around fo r
the most appropriate source of check services . GAO agrees
that congressional action would be necessary .

Service management said the Service should not be
restricted to Treasury checks if a reasonable price pe r
check cannot be negotiated with the Treasury Department .
But the Service pointed out that it has no leverage a t
present in negotiating such prices . However, the issue
would become moot if Treasury checks are replaced wit h
electronic funds transfer payments, and the Treasury
Department is moving in that direction . Electronic fund s
transfer payments would eliminate the float .

W. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis to question the savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BUS-USPS 6 :	 ZIP + 4/AUTOMATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the U .S . Postal Service (USPS) increase produc-
tivity and reduce costs through the implementation of th e
ZIP + 4 program and the deployment of a new system o f
automation? "

The PPSSCC estimated net savings of $277 .4 million
for the first 3 years of the automated system . The
ZIP + 4 program was considered an integral part of th e
automated system .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC ' s recommendations tha t
the Service implement its automation and ZIP + 4 programs .
GAO has studied the issue of automation and ZIP + 4 fo r
the past 3 years and believes automation and ZIP + 4 wil l
increase Service productivity while reducing costs . The
automated mail sorting equipment and ZIP + 4 will enabl e
the Service to sort letters much faster and with fewe r
personnel than the mechanical and manual operations no w
require .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO does not agree with the PPSSCC that congressiona l
action is necessary to permit the Service to implement th e
automation-ZIP + 4 programs . Public Law 97-35, enacte d
August 13, 1981, prohibited ZIP + 4 implementation befor e
October 1, 1983 . Because Congress did not extend the pro-
hibition, the ZIP + 4 progam could begin in October 1983 ,
and it did . Implementation of the automation program ha s
also begun . Automation equipment will be bought and in-
stalled in two phases . All of the equipment for the firs t
phase has been bought and installed . For the second
phase, the central pieces of equipment, optical characte r
readers, were purchased in July 1984 .

The Service is providing postage discounts to volum e
mailers who address their First-Class letters and post-
cards with ZIP + 4 codes . The Service needs ZIP + 4 ad -
dressed letters and cards from these mailers to maximiz e
savings from the automated system . The discounts becam e
available October 9, 1983 .

Even with the discounts, mailers' use of ZIP + 4 dur-
ing the program's first year fell far short of the leve l
the Service envisioned . Whether use will eventually reac h
the future levels the Service predicted is unknown at thi s
time .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The automation-ZIP + 4 program designed by th e
Service will not produce $277 million in net savings dur-
ing its first 3 years as estimated by the PPSSCC becaus e
capital investment costs will exceed the savings th e
available equipment produces . Nevertheless, as GA O
reported in January 1983, savings over the program's life ,
after netting for items such as equipment costs an d
postage discounts, should average close to or more tha n
$277 million annually, provided mailers use ZIP + 4 code s
to the extent and as soon as the Service estimated .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-84-78 Comparative Review Of Single-Line An d
Multiline Optical Character Reader s
Used In Mail Processing (Aug . 7, 1984 )

Testimony

	

Comparative Review of Optical Char-
acter Readers Used in Mail Processing ,
by William J . Anderson, Director ,
General Government Division, befor e
the House Committee on Post Office and
Civil Service . June 14, 1984 .

GAO/GGD-83-84 Conversion To Automated Mail Process-
ing And Nine-Digit ZIP Code--A Statu s
Report (Sept . 28, 1983 )

GAO/B-206332

	

September 19, 1983, letter from th e
Director, General Government Division ,
to the Chairman, Committee on Pos t
Office and Civil Service, House o f
Representative s

GAO/GGD-83-24 Conversion To Automated Mail Process-
ing Should Continue ; Nine-Digit ZI P
Code Should Be Adopted If Condition s
Are Met (Jan . 6, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BUS-USPS 7 :	 NONDELIVERY OF CORRECTLY ADDRESSED MAI L

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"To what extent can the U .S . Postal Service (USPS )
increase its revenue by reducing or minimizing nondeliver y
of correctly addressed mail? "

The PPSSCC estimated that net revenues of $30 .4 mil -
lion could be realized over 3 years if nondelivery o f
correctly addressed third-class mail was cut in half--from
8 percent to 4 percent .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that nondelivery of correctl y
addressed third-class mail should be reduced from 8 per -
cent to 4 percent and that Service management shoul d
devote substantial management attention and resources to
correcting the problem . Although GAO does not know th e
size of the problem nor the amount of resources needed to
correct it, GAO agrees with the basic ideas--managemen t
attention and reduced nondelivery--underlying the recom-
mendations .

The issue concerns so called "nonpreferential" mai l
(second- and third-class mail, especially the latter) .
Such mail represents the fastest growing segment of th e
Service's business . GAO has not examined the delivery or
nondelivery of nonpreferential mail . However, studies
performed by a large third-class mailer and the Servic e
demonstrated that the Service should be concerned abou t
nondelivery of correctly addressed nonpreferential mail .
The Service agrees that nondelivery must be reduced an d
also agrees that third-class mail generates additiona l
mail (e .g ., responses to advertisements) and, therefore ,
additional postal revenue .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC said Service management can implement th e
recommendations under existing authority, and GA O
agrees . According to the Service, many of the programs
the PPSSCC recommended are being or have been implemented .

W. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO has not done the work required to evaluate th e
savings estimate . The estimate is based on a reduction i n
the number of nondelivered (but correctly addressed )
third-class letters and the amount of mail c,'nerated i n
response to a delivered third-class letter . The Service
believes the PPSSCC's figures--both of the size of th e
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problem and the amount of additional revenue that would b e
generated if delivery improved-mare overstated . However ,
it still believes the savings would be substantial .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BUS-USPS 8 : MECHANIZATION

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can U .S . Postal Service (USPS) costs be reduced and
productivity improved through the expanded use of mechani -
zation in mail processing systems? "

The PPSSCC estimates that net savings from the mecha -
nization program and better utilization of letter sortin g
equipment would total $220 million over 3 years .

II® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

The PPSSCC made a three-part recommendation, and al l
parts have merit for they are aimed at improving the effi -
ciency of mail processing operations and thereby reducin g
Service costs . The recommendation calls for the Service
to (1) continue to mechanize the sorting of flat mail (fo r
example, large envelopes and magazines), (2) process mor e
letter mail on existing sorting equipment rather tha n
sorting it manually, and (3) develop alternatives to mai l
sacks to containerize second- and third--class mail .

Much of the mail the Service processes even today i s
sorted by hand . For example, in fiscal year 1982, abou t
half of the First-Class and third-class letter mail sorte d
in major post offices to carrier routes was sorted by
hand . (The percentage was probably higher in nonmajo r
offices .) Moreover, the kinds of mail the Service is most
likely to sort manually has grown in volume in recen t
years . Manual sorting translates to lower productivity
and higher processing costs, and the Service's costs ar e
reflected in the postage rates postal customers pay .
Clearly, the Service must lessen the amount of manua l
sorting it does in order to hold down its operating cost s
and postage rates .

III ® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the recommendatio n
can be implemented under existing Service managemen t
authority .

Installation of mechanized equipment to sort "flat "
mail is scheduled to be ce.npleted during fiscal yea r
1985 . Also, according to the Service, efforts to proces s
all machinable, letter size mail on letter sortin g
machines are underway and should be completed durin g
fiscal year 1985 . The Service is examining several way s
to receive bulk business mail in containers other tha n
sacks . Elimination of sacks for bulk business mail woul d
enable the Service to process such mail more efficiently .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC ' s estimate is built upon a Service study
and its own, separate calculations . GAO has not reviewe d
the Service's study and therefore is unable to endorse o r
reject the PPSSCC ' s savings estimate . However, mail proc-
essing is a very labor intensive operation and reducin g
labor costs, which is what further mechanization would do ,
will probably produce sizeable savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BUS-LISPS9 :	 PRESORT PROGRAMS

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the U .S . Postal Service (USPS) achieve furthe r
cost reduction by expanding the mail volume in its curren t
presort programs? "

According to the PPSSCC, net savings from convertin g
5 percent of the "current" nonpresort First-Class an d
third-class letters to presort programs would total $279 . 9
million for 3 years .

IIa GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Because presorted mail lowers the Service's operatin g
costs, GAO, like the PPSSCC, favors further growth in pre -
sort mail volume . Mailers who participate in the presor t
programs separate their mail by ZIP Code or, in addition
to ZIP Code, carrier route number . The programs are di-
rected toward large volume mailers . Mail that has been
presorted bypasses certain of the Service's mail process-
ing steps, which reduces the Service's costs .

The PPSSCC made two recommendations, the first o f
which contained several parts : increase marketing ef-
forts, increase cooperation with mailers, and make presor t
regulations more compatible with mailers' needs . The re -
commendation was designed to encourage greater use of th e
presort programs, and GAO concurs with this objective .

The second recommendation concerned the postage dis-
counts mailers receive for presorting their mail . The
PPSSCC said the Service should intensify efforts to ensure
that the different presort discounts do not exceed relate d
savings in processing costs . GAO has not examined th e
reasonableness of the discounts for they are reviewed by
the Postal Rate Commission . Nonetheless, from the stand -
point of fairness to all postal customers, GAO agrees wit h
the recommendation . GAO has, however, examined whethe r
mailers were doing all they were supposed to do to receiv e
the discounts . They were not, and the Service has insti-
tuted procedures to correct the situation . The PPSSCC
said the Service should continue its efforts to ensur e
that mailers are doing the work for which they receiv e
postage discounts .

III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that Service managemen t
has the authority to implement the recommendations .
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Perhaps the most effective catalyst for enlarging th e
volume of presorted mail is the size of the discount s
mailers receive for presorting . On September 7, 1984, th e
Postal Rate Commission recommended discount increases t o
the Postal Service Governors . On December 12, 1984, th e
Governors announced their acceptance of the Commission' s
recommendations ; the new postage rates and discounts wil l
go into effect in February 1985 .

Currently, mailers receive a 3-cent discount for eac h
qualified, First-Class letter presorted to ZIP Code and 4
cents for each letter presorted to carrier route . Th e
Postal Rate Commission recommended a 1-cent increase fo r
both discounts . (The Postal Rate Commission also recom-
mended that the price of a First-Class stamp be increase d
from 20 to 22 cents .) Both the absolute and relative siz e
of the recommended discounts should attract more mail t o
the presort programs .

Presort growth may harm the Service's automation -
ZIP + 4 program (see issue BUS-USPS6) . To maximize bene-
fits from its new automated mail sorting equipment, th e
Service wants businesses to add ZIP + 4 codes to the ad -
dresses on their First-Class Mail . Mail that is carrie r
route presorted bypasses the automated equipment . Mai l
presorted to ZIP Code does go through the automated equip -
ment . However, mailers who presort to ZIP Code may no t
see the need to add ZIP + 4 codes to their address file s
in light of any increase in the presort discount . Th e
Service is counting on ZIP Code presorters to generat e
impetus and mail volume for the ZIP + 4 program .

W . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC's estimate of savings appears quite con-
servative . It used certain First-Class and third-clas s
mail figures from fiscal year 1981 as a base and estimate d
that the related presort volumes would increase, in total ,
about 9 .5 billion pieces over 3 years . The actual in-
crease has been much greater, due mainly to the increas e
in presorted third-class mail . Over 2 years--fiscal years
1982 and 1983--the increase approximated 13 .8 billion
pieces . Therefore, assuming the PPSSCC's savings-per-
piece estimates were correct, total savings should b e
higher than estimated .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-82-72 Acceptance Procedures For Bul k
Mailings : Postal Initiatives Show
Promise (June 28, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BUS-USPS10 :	 AIR-TO-SURFACEDIVERSION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the diversion to surface transportation of mai l
transported by air yield additional cost savings [to the
U .S . Postal Service] without degradation of service? "

The PPSSCC estimated savings associated with th e
issue totaled $115 .8 million for 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes the PPSSCC raised a valid issue . A
June 1982 GAO report demonstrated that the Service could
achieve sizeable savings, without degrading service, b y
diverting certain mail from air transportion to les s
costly surface transportation .

The PPSSCC recommended that the Service provide it s
regions specific guidelines with which to analyze trans-
portation modes . This recommendation parallels GAO's own
work and GAO concurs with it . However, GAO lacks the de -
tailed information to comment on the PPSSCC's other recom-
mendations . Those recommendations direct (1) transporta-
tion managers at Service headquarters to make more use o f
management science and operations research techniques and
to establish multiple goal criteria for evaluating re-
gional transportation management offices and (2) a Servic e
task force to examine alternative modes of transportatio n
rather than reviewing the contracting process for renewa l
of existing services .

III. GAO ANALYSIS OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC said the Service has the authority to im-
plement the recommendations, and GAO agrees . The Servic e
has taken steps to implement, on a national basis, the me -
thodology used in GAO's 1982 report to analyze transporta -
tion modes . The Service agrees with all but one of th e
air-to-surface recommendations, and says it has taken ac-
tion or action is continuing to implement those recomme n®
dations . The Service disagreed with one recommendatio n
(more criteria to evaluate regional transportation offic e
performance) because it believed its current activitie s
accomplish the intent of the recommendation . GAO lacks
the information to judge whether the Service is correct .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Although GAO is unable to endorse the specific sav-
ings estimate, it does agree that the Service can sav e
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millions of dollars annually by diverting mail, wher e
feasible, from air to surface transportation .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-82-63 Potential Savings From Divertin g
Certain Mail From Air To Surface
Transportation (June 18, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BUS-LISPS13 :	 CENTRAL DELIVERY PROGRAM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can central delivery concepts significantly reduc e
[the U .S . Postal Service's] delivery costs while maintain -
ing adequate service to customers? "

The PPSSCC estimated that savings totaling $154 . 4
million over 3 years could be obtained if internal and
external efforts to market central delivery concepts ar e
accelerated .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that central delivery ca n
lower delivery costs while providing an acceptable servic e
level . Under the central delivery concepts, mailboxe s
("locked" boxes) are placed at central locations--such a s
the lobby of an office building or one or more site s
within a neighborhood--and letter carriers deliver mail t o
these locations rather than going door-to-door . Mail re-
cipients qo to these locations to get their mail . {Boxe s
to collect mail may be at the locations as well .) The us e
of centralized locked boxes provides various benefits ,
such as increased letter carrier productivity due to fewe r
stops on a route .

The Service maintains an elaborate, nationwide mai l
delivery system that consumes a significant share of th e
Service's operating budget . In fiscal year 1984, for ex-
ample, delivery services accounted for nearly 40 percent
of all workhours expended and about 36 percent of all
salary and benefit expenses through August 31, 1984 . Th e
Service will spend over $7 billion on delivery service s
during fiscal year 1984 .

The PPSSCC's recommendations to strengthen and expand
the Service's central delivery program have merit . Th e
PPSSCC recommended strengthening and focusing of centra l
delivery marketing and management, including parcel pos t
lockers at central delivery sites, using effective stand-
ard specifications for central delivery and collection bo x
units, using cost avoidance methods when installing cen-
tral delivery units, evaluating whether "stand-alone" col -
lection boxes are needed (as central delivery units ar e
installed), and attaining the cooperation of all Servic e
employees to ensure the program yields productivit y
benefits .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the Service ca n
implement the recommendations through existing authority .
The Service essentially agrees with the recommendations
and has taken or will take action to implement them . Th e
Service said, however, that it cannot pursue as aggressive
a marketing campaign as the PPSSCC recommended becaus e
Congress opposes conversion of older delivery areas to
centralized delivery . Nevertheless, brochures and slide s
have been distributed to post offices to promote centra l
delivery, and the number of centralized delivery stops ha s
increased substantially .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO has no basis for assessing the validity of th e
assumptions and data the PPSSCC used to estimate savings .
Service management believes the potential savings fro m
central delivery are as large as the PPSSCC reported .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony

	

The Postal Service's Neighborhoo d
Delivery and Collection Box (centra l
delivery) Program, by James Mitchell ,
Associate Director, General Government
Division, before the House Subcommittee
on Government Information, Justice an d
Agriculture, Committee on Governmen t
Operations . Mar . 28, 1984 .

GAO/B-213848 January 13, 1984, letter from the
Director, General Government Division ,
to the Chairman, Subcommittee on
Government Information, Justice an d
Agriculture, Committee on Governmen t
Operations, House of Representative s

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BUS-USPS14 :	 CASINGTRAYS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Do casing trays and associated system efforts offe r
[to the U .S . Postal Service] savings in carrier office an d
delivery effectiveness? "

Because the PPSSCC was unable to determine the cost s
and availability of casing trays, it did not estimate ne t
savings for this issue . However, it did estimate a gross
annual savings of $600 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Letter carriers must sort the mail they receive fo r
their respective routes before deliveries can be made . To
sort or "case" the mail, a carrier inserts mail into th e
compartments (pigeonholes) of a casing box ; each compart-
ment identifies one or more delivery stops on the route .
After casing is completed, the carrier removes the mai l
from the compartments and ties or "straps" it into
bundles . The PPSSCC reported that carriers average thre e
hours each workday shift getting mail ready for delivery .

GAO believes the PPSSCC's casing tray proposal i s
worth examination by the Service . The proposal focuses o n
the possible use of casing trays as a way to increase the
efficiency of the casing-strapping process . Increased
efficiency would enable carriers to spend more time on the
street delivering mail and could reduce the numb=r o f
employees needed to deliver mail, all of which factor s
contribute to lower delivery costs .

The PPSSCC recommended that the Service design casin g
trays and field test prototypes of the trays . Both activ-
ities would be necessary before casing trays could be
utilized .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY ® FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC's recommendations are directed to th e
Service which has the authority to implement them . The
Service has tested the concept of carrier casing trays an d
found the equipment difficult to handle and too space
consuming . However, a redesign of casing equipment gre w
out of the tray concept, and this redesigned equipment ma y
allow much of the savings benefits to be realized . The
modified design shows promise, according to the Service' s
initial indications .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC was unable to estimate the amount of ne t
savings available from the casing tray issue . It did ,
however, estimate gross annual savings of $600 million ,
which the Service disputes . The Service calculated gros s
annual savings of $100 million when it adjusted th e
PPSSCC's computations . Even at the low gross figure o f
$100 million, the potential for significant net saving s
over the long term clearly supports examination into mor e
efficient casing equipment .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275867 6
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SUS-USPS 17 : REPLACING POST OFFICES WITH
ALTERNATIVE SERVICE S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the U .S . Postal Service (USPS) reduce the cost s
of providing service to rural areas while maintaining ade-
quate service levels? "

Anticipated savings associated with the issue woul d
total ', 272 .0 million for 3 years .

Ix . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The issue of replacing small rural post offices wit h
less costly but acceptable alternative services is bot h
valid and sensitive . GAO has examined the issue severa l
times over the years, and the two latest GAO reports, i n
1975 and 1982 respectively, showed that the Service coul d
save at least $100 million annually if it replaced smal l
post offices with acceptable alternative mail services .

The PPSSCC recommended that Congress eliminate th e
current post office replacement process to allow the Serv-
ice to realize more quickly the savings associated wit h
replacement . The current replacement process allows pub-
lic comment and requires public hearings to protect th e
interest of rural communities before closing a post of-
fice . Although the current process should probably b e
completed in less time than it now takes, GAO believes a
community should not lose its post office without a publi c
hearing and appeal rights .

The PPSSCC also recommended that the Service stream -
line its service to rural areas by replacing limited mai l
service offices with alternative services which are pub-
licly acceptable . GAO°s 1982 report took no position and
made no recommendation as to whether small post office s
should be replaced with acceptable alternative services .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OP IHPLENEWTATI AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that implementation of the PPSSCC°s recom-
mendations would require Congress to make a statutor y
change . While Congress has historically urged the Servic e
to streamline its operations in order to save money, i t
has also expressed concern that these efforts, particu-
larly efforts aimed at closing post offices, should no t
result in any deterioration of service to postal patrons .
Further, on several occasions since the creation of th e
Service in 1970, Congress has explicitly moved to protec t
post offices from being closed solely for reasons o f
economy and efficiency .
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The Service disagrees with both of the PPSSCC' s
recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC used GAO's 1982 report to arrive at it s
savings estimate . While GAO was unable to track from th e
PPSSCC's report exactly how tie GAO data was applied, the
PPSSCC's estimate appears realistic .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/GGD-82-89 Replacing Post Offices Wit h
Alternative Services : A Debated But
Unresolved Issue (Sept . 2, 1982 )

GAO/GGD-75-87 $100 Million Could Be Saved Annuall y
In Postal Operations In Rural Americ a
Without Affecting The Quality O f
Service (June 4, 1975 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BUS-LISPS18 :	 REDUCING MAIL DELIVERY DAY S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the U .S . Postal Service (USPS) reduce costs by
reducing the frequency of delivery from six to five day s
while maintaining service levels which are acceptable to
postal customers? "

The PPSSCC believes that appreciable savings are at -
tainable from reduced delivery days, but it did not hav e
time to estimate those savings with acceptable accurac y
during its examination .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Reducing costs without reducing services to an unac-
ceptable level should be a continuing objective of th e
Service . Mail delivery costs should be a prime target for
review and possible reduction . Mail delivery service s
have accounted for nearly 40 percent of all workhour s
spent within the Service during each of the last few fis-
cal years and have cost (in salaries and benefits) clos e
to $7 billion annually . With these figures in mind, GAO
agrees that the Service should study 5-day delivery to de-
termine impact on service and costs . Only after the com-
pletion of such a study could judgments be made as t o
whether a reduction in delivery days would be beneficia l
and acceptable .

The PPSSCC recommended that (1) Congress allow th e
Service to study the issue of 5-day delivery, (2) the
Service conduct the study, and (3) Congress and the Serv-
ice evaluate the study's findings in light of operatin g
and budgetary constraints . The recommendations appea r
reasonable and GAO endorses them .

II%® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that Congress would hav e
to make a legislative change in order for the Service t o
study 5-day delivery . The Omnibus Reconciliation Act o f
1981 (Public Law 97-35) directed the Service to take n o
action from fiscal year 1982 through fiscal year 1984 "t o
reduce or plan to reduce the number of days each week fo r
regular mail delivery ." Through Public Law 98-369, dated
July 18, 1984, the Congress extended the prohibition unti l
the end of fiscal year 1987 . The congressional conferenc e
committee that recommended the recent extension explained
that to even consider a proposal to reduce mail deliver y
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days would violate the legislative prohibition . Accord-
ingly, the Service will not attempt any studies of the
subject until Congress lifts the prohibition . GAO be-
lieves the Service's position reflects the curren t
congressional sentiment .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Although the PPSSCC was unable to estimate saving s
within the timeframe of its examination, it noted that th e
savings estimated by past studies are not considered reli-
able today because they are based on outdated assumptions .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BUS-USPS19 :	 PURCHASING ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILIT Y

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the U .S . Postal Service (USPS) accountabilit y
and career focus for procurement staff be strengthened ,
thereby increasing its contribution to the cost-effectiv e
operation of USPS? "

The PPSSCC said that no estimate of specific saving s
could be made within the scope of its review, but industr y
practice shows that the ability to reduce the cost of pur-
chased goods and services is related to an organization' s
definition of purchasing responsibility and quality of th e
purchasing staff .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC concluded that, within the Service ,
"better buys" and a more professional purchasing functio n
can result from establishing a central purchasing focu s
and organizing the purchasing activities under one manage-
ment authority . It recommended, in part, that the Servic e
organize the responsibility for all procurement activit y
under one purchasing authority. The PPSSCC ' s conclusion
and key recommendation is consistent with Executive Orde r
12352 (which concerns federal procurement reform), a n
Office of Federal Procurement Policy uniform procuremen t
system proposal, and with a 1983 GAO report .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY ® FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC said the authority to implement its recom-
mendations rests with the Service and GAO agrees . The
PPSSCC said the Postmaster General and the Postal Servic e
Board of Governors should establish, under the Deput y
Postmaster General, a Senior Assistant Postmaster Genera l
position which would be responsible for the entire pur-
chasing function (i .e ., procurement and supply, rea l
estate and building, and transportation) . The Service
said, in its estimation, the rationale for establishing a
senior-level procurement position was not overwhelmingl y
supported by the information the PPSSCC compiled . How-
ever, the Service is collecting information on its entir e
procurement and supply function, is open to the concept o f
centralizing the functions, and will consider suc h
centralization during 1985 .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ES1TIMATE

No savings estimate was made .
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Ve RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-83-88 Progress Of Federal Procurement
Reform Under Executive Order 1235 2
(June 17, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-8676
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BUS-USPS 20 :	 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT PROCUREMEN T

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the [U .S . Postal Service's] cost of major cap -
ital equipment be reduced through increased meaningfu l
early participation of [the Procurement and Suppl y
Department] during the design and specification develop -
ment stage of a project? "

In fiscal year 1981, the procurement office at Serv-
ice headquarters committed over $460 million for capita l

equipment . Upon reviewing the equipment list, the PPSSC C
believed that requirements for at least $200 million wort h
of equipment would benefit from increased Procuremen t
Department involvement . This increased involvement woul d
result in net savings of $66 .2 million over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The issue raises the question of whether benefit ca n
be gained from early and meaningful involvement o f
Procurement Department personnel in the equipment acquisi -
tion process . GAO believes the answer is yes . Involve-
ment in all phases of a procurement action is a prope r
function for procurement personnel and would, among other
benefits, help to ensure that all procurement requirement s
are being met .

The PPSSCC's recommendations are directed to
strengthening the Procurement Department's role in the
procurement process and to holding it more accountable fo r
ensuring that the procurement process yields the maximum
value for the dollars spent . Both of these recommenda-
tions appear worthwhile if the Service is to successfull y
integrate the Procurement Department in the whole equip-
ment acquisition process .

III® GAO ASSESS4EN7i DP IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the Service has th e
authority to implement the recommendations . The Service
generally agrees with the recommendations . For example ,
Service management intends to adopt trc recommended "team "
approach . According to the Service, this approach will b e
formalized by issuance of a comprehensive guide designe d
to encourage all parties to work together smoothly earl y
in the procurement process .

The Service believes the Procurement Department ma y
be unable to ensure that the Service receives maximum
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value for the dollars spent, even though the objectiv e
of the PPSSCC's recommendation has merit . The Service
pointed out that the constraints of operating in the
public sector may make the objective difficult to obtain .
Attainment of as much value as possible within the
confines of public sector purchasing is a practica l
objective .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC used its judgment and private sector ex-
perience to arrive at its savings estimate . Inasmuch a s
GAO is unaware of just what that experience was and its
appropriateness in the public sector, it has no basis t o
question or endorse the estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BUS-USPS 21 : SALE OR REUSE OF SURPLUS EQUIPh'EN T

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can greater emphasis on investment recovery improv e
cash flow, reduce warehousing costs, and eliminate unnec -
essary record keeping and paperwork [for the U .S . Posta l
Service]? "

The 10 percent annual improvement in the sale o f
surplus equipment, which the PPSSCC estimated was immedi -
ately achievable, would produce cash accelerations of $8 . 7
million and interest savings of $1 .8 million over 3 years .
The PPSSCC stated that further savings could be generate d
from reductions in warehouse costs, paperwork and recor d
keeping but was not able to quantify such savings .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

The PPSSCC believes an investment recovery program i s
an important management tool for conserving and generatin g
capital . The sale or reuse of surplus equipment is par t
of the Service's investment recovery program . Surplu s
postal equipment includes such items as tables, scales ,
conveyor belts, jeeps and tractor trailers . The PPSSCC
found that the Service's investment recovery program ha s
become more effective (i .e ., more equipment has been iden -
tified and sold or reused) but that improvements in th e
sale or reuse of surplus equipment were possible . The
PPSSCC recommended a 10 percent annual increase in th e
identification and liquidation of surplus equipment . GAO
believes the issue and recommendation appear appropriat e
because the Service is modernizing its mail processin g
equipment which will increase the inventory of equipmen t
available for sale or reuse .

The PPSSCC did not discuss that portion of the issu e
referring to potential savings from reductions in ware -
house costs, paperwork, and recordkeeping . However, it
stands to reason that an increase in the sale or reuse o f
surplus equipment would reduce the Service's cost to stor e
and keep track of such equipment .

III. GAO ASSESS[$ENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ®
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the Service has th e
authority to increase the sale of surplus property by 1 0
percent . The Service concurred with the recommendation .
According to the Service, senior postal management ha s
emphasized the identification, redistribution, and sale o f
equipment since about the beginning of fiscal year 1953 .
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Regional Postmasters General are taking a personal in-
terest in the program . The Service said its headquarter s
is preparing a national program covering supply manage-
ment, and that redistribution and disposal will be a majo r
part of the course . Although not discussed by the PPSSCC
or the Service, greater use or sale of surplus posta l
equipment should reduce the Service's cost to store an d
keep records on such equipment .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The Service anticipates That redistribution of exces s
property will increase approximately 10 percent annuall y
over the next 3 years (1985®1987) as more automation :1. s
implemented and management gets better control of and im -
proves the visibility of available resources . Based on
the Service ' s forecast, the PPSSCC ' s savings estimate
appears realistic .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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SUS®USPS 22 : DISPOSAL OF EXCESS REAL PROPERT Y

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can accelerated efforts to dispose of excess rea l
property improve the U .S Postal Service's (USPS) cash flo w
(cash acceleration)? "

The PPSSCC reported a 3-year cash acceleration o f
$14 .5 million and interest savings of $2 .9 million . Thes e
savings would stem from a 20-percent increase in the leve l
of disposed property which would improve cash flow b y
approximately $4 .5 million annually .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

The PPSSCC sees the disposal of excess real propert y
as an important means of generating cash for the Service .
That conclusion appears reasonable in view of the Serv-
ice's extensive real property holdings and, therefore, th e
PPSSCC's recommendation that the Service accelerate th e
disposal of excess real property appears appropriate .
However, GAO lacks sufficient knowledge to judge whethe r
the second part of the recommendation--a 20 percen t
increase in the property disposed each year--is feasible .

Ill . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC said the recommendation can be implemente d
under the Service's existing authority and GAO agrees .
The Service says it has increased the emphasis on identi-
fication and sale of surplus real property, including th e
creation of a Realty Utilization and Disposal Division i n
its national Office of Real Estate . According to the
Service, additional personnel have been dedicated to th e
disposal program within the regional offices to ensur e
timely sales . The Service said "problem" properties are
being identified to ensure that the problem does not re-
sult in an untimely sale . And, the Service has increase d
its use of local real estate brokers . The PPSSCC believe s
more extensive use of local real estate agents would hel p
speed the disposal process and reduce the Service' s
expense for properties valued at less than $100,000 .

The Service said the establishment of a goal of a 2 0
percent increase in the property disposed of each year i s
unrealistic because only 5 of the 75 postal propertie s
"currently" being processed for sale were vacant and read y
for immediate transfer of title . The Service continue d
that, because the vast majority of all surplus propertie s
results from the construction of a new facility, a perio d
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of 24 to 36 months lead-time generally exists before the
property is available for title transfer . And, when prob-
lems causing delays in sales do arise, their complexity i s
such that they cannot be resolved by implementing an
artificial time constraint .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC based its estimate on the Service's aver -
age annual sales of excess real property over a recen t
5-year period and a 20-percent increase in such sales an-
nually. The dollar base--the Service's sales experience- -
appears reasonable . However, GAO has done insufficien t
work in the area to judge whether the establishment of a
20-percent goal is realistic . As noted earlier, the Serv-
ice believes the establishment of a goaa should not b e
considered .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VIe GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-8676
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BUSmtiSPS 23 : CURRENT PROCUREMENT PROGRAMS

I . PSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Are the current programs being pursued by the U .S .
Postal Service (USPS) Departments of Procurement an d
Supply, and Real Estate and Buildings capable of develop-
ing a strong proactive purchasing function? "

The PPSSCC said these "current" programs have re-
sulted, and will continue to result, in improving the pro-
fessionalism of the function and should increase the con-
tribution that purchasing activities make to the Service .
The PPSSCC added that reinforcement and top-level suppor t
of these programs will increase the Service's abilities t o
achieve savings through effective purchasing- It added ,
however, that those savings, though real, were not quanti-
fiable when it was writing its report .

II© GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED COMMENDATION

The issue the PPSSCC raised concerns the degree of
professionalism within the Service's purchasing function .
It believed the Service would benefit if that profession-
alism was strong . The PPSSCC concluded that both th e
Procurement and Supply, and the Real Estate and Building
Departments have developed strong professional organiza-
tions whose programs are being directed toward improvin g
the contribution they make to the Service operations . Th e
PPSSCC said such developments must be continued and accel-
erated, and recommended continued support from Servic e
management . GAO also believes that continued support fro m
Service management should be provided .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC said the Service has the authority to im-
plement the recommendation and GAO agrees . Service senior
management intends to continue to support a strong, proac-
tive, purchasing function . For example, productivity i s
being improved, according to the Service, by automation ,
simplified procedures and regulations, and attention t o
the quality of working life . Human resources management
will be improved by the development of a broad-base d
career program for procurement personnel .

IV0 GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Savings were not quantified .
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L V T GAO InPO S

Non e

VI0 GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-8676
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BUS-LISPS 25 : MARKETING

X . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the U .S . Postal Service (LISPS) become more
effective in its relationship with its customers and mor e
successful in the implementation of new products an d
services through the establishment of a centralize d
marketing organization? "

Potential savings which would result from this issu e
are not quantifiable .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

In connection with the issue, the PPSSCC recommende d
that the Service establish the position of Senio r
Assistant Postmaster General for Marketing and create a n
appropriate marketing organization .

GAO favors the establishment of both the position an d
the organization . Establishment would elevate the market-
ing function to the same level as other major function s
within the Service and provide needed emphasis to th e
function . GAO's prior work (most recently on the
Service's ZIP + 4 program--see BIDS-LISPS 6) has shown tha t
the Service is deficient in marketing its products .
Further, the Postal Service Board of Governors has state d
that a major factor contributing to the failure of th e
Service's electronic mail program was poor marketing .

XIX GAO ASSESSMENT OP IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC said its recommendations can be implemen -
ted under existing Service authority and GAO agrees . The
Service will continue to consider the recommendation dur -
ing the coming year ®

The Service notes that there would be outside con-
straints on what the PPSSCC wants the marketing organiza-
tion to do . The PPSSCC wants the Senior Assistan t
Postmaster General to be vested with the responsibilit y
for product pricing policy and the authority to set an d
modify procedures to improve the value of products to
mailers® The Service says that much of its pricing polic y
(whoever sets it) is prescribed by statute and Postal Rat e
Commission procedure and that product enhancements ar e
L ten classification changes also subject to statute and
Postal Rate Commission procedures ®
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IV® GAO ANALYSIS OP SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Potential savings are not quantifiable .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275®8676
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BUS-LISPS 26 :	 REVIEW OF THE POSTAL KATE COMMISSION BUDGE T

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should the responsibility for reviewing and fundin g
the Postal Rate Commission (PRC) budget remain with th e
U .S . Postal Service (USPS)? "

The issue will not result in any direct savings t o
the Service or the federal government, according to th e
PPSSCC .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

GAO pointed out in a 1977 report that it is unusua l
for the funds of a regulatory agency--the Postal Rat e
Commission—to be under the control of the regulate d
agency--the Service . By law, the Commission must submi t
its proposed operating budget to the Service and th e
Postal Service Governors can, by unanimous written deci-
sion, approve or adjust the total amount of the propose d
budget . (The Governors cannot approve or adjust specifi c
line items within the budget .) In the 1977 report, GAO
said the scope of the Postal Rate Commission's activitie s
should not be subject to the perceptions of the Governor s
or the state of the Service's financial conditions . For
those reasons, GAO recommended that Congress amend th e
Postal Reorganization Act to provide for congressiona l
approval of any adjustments the Governors make to a Rat e
Commission budget .

The PPSSCC made a different recommendation . It
recommended that the responsibility for review an d
approval of Postal Rate Commission budgets be transferre d
to the Office of Management and Budget . GAO considered a
somewhat similar proposal in 1977 but believed congres-
sional approval was the better alternative . GAO has not
reviewed the matter recently but still believes th e
Governors should not unilaterally control the Rat e
Commission ' s budget .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

According to the PPSSCC, Congress must amend th e
Postal Reorganization Act to bring about the recommende d
change and GAO agrees . Such a change is not opposed b y
the Service . It agrees that the Office of Management an d
Budget should be given oversight responsibility for th e
Postal Rate Commission ' s budget . The Postal Rate
Commission disagrees, however . It believes a more effi-
cient and less costly approach would be for the Governor s
to review the budget only if it increased above a fixe d
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percentage from the previous year . The budget would
receive automatic approval as long as it did not excee d
the fixed percentage amount .

[Note : Funding for the Postal Rate Commission come s
from the Service . The Service, Rate Commission, PPSSC C
and GAO agree that that arrangement should continu e
because the costs of the regulatory agency become part o f
total postal costs and are passed on to the mailer s
through the rate-setting process . The issue the PPSSC C
raised was not who should pay the Postal Rate Commission' s
operating budget but who should approve the budget . ]

IV, GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

No savings were estimated .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-77-20 The Role Of The Postal Rate Commissio n
Should Be Clarified (Apr . 7, 1977 )

VI . CAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-8676
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BUS®USPS	 27 :	 RATE-SETTINGPROCES S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can changes in the existing process of establishin g
postal rates and classifications result in less costly an d
more expeditious decisions while being fair and equitabl e
to the mail users? "

The PPSSCC said its recommended changes should reduc e
the costs of conducting a rate proceeding for the Service ,
the Postal Rate Commission, and the mail users . It could
not, however, reliably estimate the savings amount .

II® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO does not believe that major changes should be
made in the postal ratemaking process because GAO's lates t
examination of the issue, reported in April 1984, foun d
that process works reasonably well . The ratemaking proc-
ess provided all interested parties an opportunity t o
particpate in ratemaking proceedings, developed an eviden -
tiary record upon which rate decisions are based, an d
normally produced Postal Rate Commission recommendation s
to the Postal Service Governors for new postal rates in a
reasonable amount of time . However, GAO did identify
opportunities to improve and shorten the ratemaking
process .

GAO cannot agree that Congress should allow the
Postal Service Governors to modify a Postal Rat e
Commission decision by two-thirds vote rather than unani-
mous vote . Rate Commission decisions are reached afte r
months of work (including the holding of hearings) on rat e

proposals : the Commission has 10 months to reach it s
decision . After such extensive considerations involvin g
all affected parties, a unanimous vote by the Governor s
seems a reasonable requirement . Also, the requirement ha s
not delayed or harmed the ratemaking process .

GAO also does not fully agree with the PPSSCC° s
recommendation that Congress should allow the Service t o
establish pilot products and test rates without Rat e
Commission decisions . In December 1980, the Rat e
Commission established special procedures that ar e
intended to provide the Service with additional flexi-
bility to test market new products and services . Because
the Service believes these procedures prevent meaningfu l
test market exercises, it has not used them, thus makin g
it impossible to draw conclusions as to how well the proc-
ess works . Before Congress is petitioned, the Servic e
should attempt to utilize the special procedures t o
accomplish the objectives of the PPSSCC°s recommendation .
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GAO agrees with two of the four recommendations the
PPSSCC made concerning the rate-setting issue . GAO agree s
that the Service should improve its working relationshi p
with the Rate Commission and that the Service should main-
tain at least a 2° to 3-year interval between omnibus rat e
increases . The interval between the last and the pending
omnibus rate increase that will be implemented in Februar y
1985 will approximate 3 years, and senior postal manage-
ment has talked about the possibility of extending the
future interval to 5 years . Before the Service can imple-
ment new postage rates, fees and mail classifications, th e
Postal Rate Commission must review the proposal and submi t
its recommended decision to the Postal Service Governor s
for approval and action .

GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTAlION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ®
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that (1) legislation i s
necessary to change the voting requirement and to allo w
the Service to unilaterally establish pilot products an d
test rates and (2) the Service has the authority t o
implement the other recommendations .

The Service favors an improved working relationship
with the Rate Commission, elimination of the unanimit y
requirement when the Governors vote to modify a Rate
Commission decision, and the maintenance of interval s
between rate changes . The Service has asked Congress more
than once to grant it authority to establish pilo t
products and test rates and will continue to seek such
authority .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

No estimate was made as to the amount of savings the
recommended changes would produce .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-8410 Opportunities To Improve The Posta l
Ratemaking Process (Apr . 23, 1984 )

GAO/GGDm81-96 A Case Study Of Why Some Postal Rat e
Commission Decisiors Took As Long As
They Did (Sept . 8, 1981 )

GAO/GGD-77-°20 The Role Of The Postal Rate Commission
Should Be Clarified (Apr . 7, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275867 6
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SUS-LISPS 28 : QUALITY OF WORK LIF E

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the employee involvement initiatives of th e
U .S . Postal Service (USPS), aimed at improving the qualit y
of work life, have the ancillary benefits of increasing
job satisfactior ; increasing prodectivity, and generall y
resulting in sr+ 'her and more efficient operations? "

The PPSSC"'

	

id it is impossible to attach a specifi c
savings to the

	

,ae . It added that employee involvemen t
initiatives reprt ent an effort that, if successful ,
potentially will pay ever-increasing and very significan t
future dividends over a period of many years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

Although GAO has not examined the Service's employe e
involvement initiatives, it endorses the concept becaus e
the Service is a labor-intensive organization with majo r
labor-management problems . Employee involvement is a
method of improving the quality of work life--a formal
effort to create a better working atmosphere . Such bene-
fits as increased employee job satisfaction and productiv-
ity are common long-term goals of employee involvemen t
programs . The Service took steps to initiate its employe e
involvement initiatives in 1982 .

The PPSSCC concluded that the Service should procee d
with all appropriate speed and effort to strengthen and
extend the employee involvement initiatives, and recom-
mended that Service management work with the labor organ -
izations to focus attention immediately on a number o f
areas .

XXI . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO concurs with the PPSSCC that the Postmaster
General has the authority to implement the recommenda-
tions . The Service said that, in working with Servic e
labor organizations, management is focusing on those area s
the PPSSCC recommended for immediate attention .

The labor contracts between the Service and the
unions that represent most Service employees were renewe d
in December 1984 and January 1985 . The negotiations to
renew the contracts were bitter and the binding arbitra-
tion procedure was used to produce the new contracts . The
bitterness of the negotiations may adversely impact o n
employee involvement initiatives .
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IV0 GAO ANALYSIS OP SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Savings were not estimated for the issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-83-41

	

Labor-Management Unrest At The Sal t
Lake City, Utah, Post Gffice (Feb .
11, 1983 )

GAO/GGD-82-78

	

Injury Compensation Program At Th e
Fort Worth, Texas, Post Office (Jul y
6, 1982 )

GAO/GGD-82-35 Management/Employee Relation s
Problems At The Bennettsville, Sout h
Carolina, Post Office (Jan® 18, 1982 )

GAO/GGD-81-107 Postal Service Employee Developmen t
Programs Need Better Managemen t
(Sept, 30, 1981 )

Employee Concerns About Working
Conditions At The San Antonio, Texas ,
Post Office (Mar . 30, 1981 )

Management/Employee Relation s
Problems At Evansville, Indiana, Pos t
Office (Feb . 19, 1981 )

GAO/GGD-81-35

	

Personnel Management In Charleston ,
West Virginia (Dec . 19, 1980 )

VI ® GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6

GAO/GGD-81-6 2

GAO/GGD-81-37
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BUS-USPS 29 : GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"To what extent can the effectiveness and efficienc y
of the grievance and arbitration procedures be improved to
result in cost savings for the U .S . Postal Service
(USPS)? "

The PPSSCC estimated savings of $63 .5 million ove r
3 years . This estimate is based on the attainment of a
grievance load that reflects 25 1iercent fewer grievance s
than filed for the 1978 to 1981 contract period and set -
tlement of 50 percent of the remaining grievances befor e
arbitration .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO reported in 1979 that the grievance-arbitratio n
system within the Service was congested with grievances ,
resulting in higher costs than necessary . GAO believed
that an improved system was the key to better labor rela-
tions in the Service . The data presented by the PPSSCC
indicated that the number of grievances is still large ,
the costs are high, and improvements can be made® Th e
Service agrees that there is room for improvement in the
grievance and arbitration procedures and believes tha t
reducing the total number of grievances by an appreciabl e
amount would result in significant cost savings . Because
the "bottomline" of the PPSSCC°s recommendations is a mor e
efficient, less costly grievance and arbitration system ,
GAO believes the recommendations have merit .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

All of the recommendations, according to the PPSSCC ,
can be implemented through Service activity and GA O
agrees . The Service said it has been implementing th e
recommendations, The Service said improved labor-manage-
ment workplace relations is a constant Service goal as
demonstrated by the many labor-management meetings . and
implementation of the Quality of Worklife Program . How-
ever, the Service does not agree that a reduced number o f
grievances would be a measure of improved labor-managemen t
relations ; it believes many other reasons exist for griev-
ance filings . The Service said management has always en-
couraged grievance settlement at the lowest levels of th e
procedures . It said the recommendation to ensure tha t
only the "right" issues are arbitrated and use expedite d
arbitration procedures whenever possible has already bee n
implemented as evidenced by, for example, the use of ne w
backlog procedures since 1981 . Finally, the Service
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agreed that the grievance and arbitration procedure s
should be streamlined and a review with that objective in
mind was occurring .

Affected labor unions must agree to any change i n
contract language concerning the procedures . Although the
Service's statements indicate that the recommendations ar e
not new to Service management, the data the PPSSCC pre-
sents suggests a problem still exists and the Service
agrees that there is room for improvement .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis to judge whether the PPSSCC saving s
estimate (or the Service's view) is realistic . Although
our 1979 report provides ranges of costs, based on 1975 to
1978 data, the figures cannot be readily applied to th e
PPSSCC's savings calculations nor is such an application
approp ;iate given the age of the numbers . GAO woul d
expect, however, that a significant reduction in griev-
ances would result in sizeable savings .

The PPSSCC based its savings estimate on informatio n
the Service provided and on its own interviews, experienc e
and estimates . The Service questions the cost factors the
PPSSCC used but agrees that an appreciable reduction in
the total number of grievances would result in significan t
cost savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/GGD®80-12 Improved Grievance-Arbitration System :
A Key To Better Labor Relations In Th e
Postal Service (Nov . 28, 1979 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-8676
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BUS-USPS 30 : DUAL FILING BY GRIEVANT S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should the present system whereby employees can fil e
independent complaints under both the grievance procedur e
and the Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) complaint proc -
ess be continued, given the high volume of dual filings ?
Also, can savings be achieved by better coordination an d
cooperation between the grievance handling function an d
the EEO function within the U .S . Postal Service (USPS)? "

The PPSSCC estimated that elimination of duplicat e
filing should reduce EEO processing costs by $61 .0 million
over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes the fundamental issue--stop dual filing s
of grievances--has merit . The PPSSCC recommended tha t
Service employees be discouraged or statutorily proscribe d
from engaging in dual filings and that the Service insti -
tute information systems and information exchange system s
for EEO and grievance processing . Both would reduce th e
costs of EEO and grievance processing ; however, GAO doe s
not advocate discouraging employees from securing statu-
torily secured remedies .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that Congress, the Serv -
ice, and the postal unions each possess authority t o
implement some aspect of the recommended actions . The
Service agrees that the present system of dual filings i s
expensive and needs to be controlled .

	

The Service, how-
ever, would employ an implementation strategy differen t
from what the PPSSCC suggested--negotiating a contrac t
provision with the postal unions to prohibit dual filin g
or so amending the Postal Reorganization Act and relate d
regulations . The Service believes a more legally defensi -
ble solution would be to amend Title VII of the Civi l
Rights Act of 1964 to empower arbitrators to fully dispos e
of discrimination claims with direct review of such arbi -
tration awards in the federal district courts .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC used data from a 1979 GAO report as a ke y
factor in developing its savings estimate . Although the
PPSSCC applied that data nationwide, the data applied onl y
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to the Fort Worth, Texas, post office . GAO has no basi s
from which to conclude that the nationwide projection i s
reasonable and therefore believes the savings estimate i s
open to question .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-79-82 Evaluation Of The Discrimination
Complaint System At The Fort Worth ,
Texas, Post Office (Sept . 6, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BUS'USPS 31 :	 OVERTIME

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can cost reductions be realized from a more effi-
cient use of overtime in the U .S . Postal Service (USPS)? "

The PPSSCC estimated that a reduction of union em-
ployees' overtime by about 10 percent would result in a
3-year savings of $327 .4 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO raised the same issue in a 1983 report . The
PPSSCC recommended that the Service (1) train supervisor s
to plan for workload fluctuations and to fully use
straight time work hours ; (2) attain, from the unions ,
more advantageous contract provisions regarding part-time
and casual labor ; and (3) improve labor-management rela-
tions . All three recommendations would have the effec t
of reducing the Service's labor costs and all three hav e
merit .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that Service management
has the authority to implement the recommendations . The
Service agrees that improved training of supervisors wil l
enhance workload planning and reduce overtime . A specifi c
training course for supervisors is expected to be imple-
mented during fiscal year 1985 . Labor contracts were
renewed (through binding arbitration) in December 1984 an d
January 1985 and provisions regarding part-time and casua l
labor remained generally unchanged . The Service has begu n
an Employee Involvement/Quality of Working Life program t o
improve labor-management relations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

To determine savings, the PPSSCC assumed and applied
a 10 percent reduction to the Service's fiscal year 198 2
overtime costs for collective bargaining employees . The
10-percent goal appeared reasonable inasmuch as overtim e
hours declined by about 9 percent between 1981 and 198 2
for collective bargaining employees . However, overtime
hours for all Service employees have increased signifi-
cantly between 1982 and 1983, and the 1984 figure will b e
even larger than 1983 . (Most Service employees fall into
the collective bargaining category .) If a 10-percen t
reduction can be achieved, and GAO believes such a goal i s
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not unreasonable, savings would be even greater than what
the PPSSCC estimated because the base to which the
10-percent would be applied is greater .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-83-36 Postal. Service Needs To Strengthe n
Controls Over Employee Overtime
(Apr . 6, 1983 )

GAO/GGD-83-41 Labor-Management Unrest At The Sal t
Lake City, Utah, Post Office (Feb . 11 ,
1983 )

GAO/GGD-82-35 Management/Employee Relations Problem s
At The Bennettsville, South Carolina ,
Post Office (Jan . 18, 1982 )

GAO/GGD-81-62 Employee Concerns About Workin g
Conditions At The San Antonio, Texas ,
Post Office (Mar . 30, 1981 )

CAO/GGD-81-37 Management/Employee Relations Problem s
At Evansville, Indiana, Post Office
(Feb . 19, 1981 )

VI ® GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BUS-USPS 32 : PERSONNEL LEVELS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"In view of potentially lower future personne l
requirements, to what extent can the U .S . Postal Service
(USPS) take advantage of attrition to effect appropriat e
reductions? "

The PPSSCC recommended additional study of the issue
to determine the number of positions which could be elimi-
nated through attrition . It said savings other than th e
savings presented for other issues in its report (fo r
example, savings derived from automation) cannot be
derived without this further study .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

In GAO's view, the issue the PPSSCC raised is vali d
because the Service's management of human resource s
appears to lack guidance from an organized planning proc-
ess® This lack of guidance is perhaps illustrated in th e
mail processing area® As automation has been introduced ,
an unsophisticated approach to human resources managemen t
has seemingly been used to reduce employee numbers and, a s
a result, a substantial increase in overtime has
occurred . GAO, therefore, favors the PPSSCC's recommenda-
tion that the Service establish an overall centralize d
human resources planning capability to forecast, model ,
and monitor the impact of potential labor reducing occur-
rences . The PPSSCC also recommended that, after the plan-
ning recommendation is carried out, the Service set a goa l
of eliminating all unnecessary positions through attritio n
within the "next" 5 years, GAO does not know whether 5
years or some other length of time is an appropriate goal .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The Service has the authority to implement the recom-
mendations according to the PPSSCC and GAO agrees . The
Service has developed and is developing computerized sys-
tems which should enable it to do better human resource s
planning . For example, it recently finished developin g
major subsystems of a production planning and control sys-
tem to better forecast and match workload and staffing .
Also, Service management agrees that all unnecessary posi-
tions should be eliminated through attrition over the nex t
5 years .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

No savings were estimated .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-8676
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BUS-LISPS33 : WAGE COMPARISON S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Are wages paid to U .S . Postal Service (USPS) employ-
ees in excess of average industry wages and have they out -
paced industry averages in the past? "

Specific savings, according to the PPSSCC, cannot b e
quantified at this time .

IIa GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

The PPSSCC said certain statistics suggest that
Service wage rates exceed the average rates paid in manu ®
facturiny industries in the private sector . By law, the
Service must pay its employees wages comparable to thos e
paid in the private sector . Labor unions represent mos t
Service employees and "current" collective bargainin g
agreements between the unions and the Service had to b e
renewed in 1984 . In light of the wage statistics and th e
scheduled contract negotiations, the PPSSCC recommende d
that the Service study its policies for pay increase base d
on comparability to the private sector during "upcoming "
collective bargaining sessions . Because the law require s
pay comparability and because labor costs account fo r
about 83 percent of the Service's 20-plus billion budget ,
GAO concurs with the recommendation .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ®
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the Service has th e
authority to conduct the pay comparability study . I n
April 1984, the Service and the labor unions that repre-
sent most Service employees began contract negotiations .
In preparation for the contract talks, the Service commis-
sioned a study which compared the wages paid Service em-
ployees with wages paid in the private sector . (The Serv-
ice has also commissioned such studies in the past .) Th e
results of the comparison shaped the Service's positio n
for the negotiations : a wage freeze over the life of th e
new contracts and lower starting salaries for new employ-
ees . The unions, armed with their own wage compariso n
studies, disagreed . Because of the stalemate over wages, •
the binding arbitration step in the contract renewal pro-
cess was used to attain new contracts in December 1984 an d
January 1985 .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC did not estimate savings .
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V . RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI® GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275®867 6
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BUS-USPS 37 : SICK	 LEAVE ANDLEAVE WITHOUTPAY

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"To what extent can reductions in sick leave and
leave without pay usage result in cost savings for USPS
[U .S . Postal Service]? "

The PPSSCC estimated the Service would save $134 . 8
million over three years if sick leave usage each year wa s
reduced about 6 .25 percent below the sick leave level o f
fiscal year 1982 .

II® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO reported in May 1982 that the Service needed
stricter control over employee absences and recommende d
that the Service consolidate absence control responsibil-
ity at the facility level and monitor unscheduled ab-
sences . The report recommended further that the Service
establish standards for identifying employees with poten-
tial attendance problems and ensure that disciplinary
actions were timely and progressively severe .

The PPSSCC recommended that Service management focu s
immediate attention on GAO's May 1982 recommendations and
investigate private sector techniques in controlling sic k
leave costs .

III © GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATTION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the Service has the
authority to implement the recommendations . The Service
said the goal of reducing sick leave and leave without pay
is being pursued, and implementation of changes will be
completed during fiscal year 1985 . The Service said a
"Management Instruction" has been completed, and this wil l
provide for a more detailed and centralized review proce-
dure to monitor employee leave usage . New computer pro-
gramming and data collection methods are being introduce d
to identify employees' use of unschedul-d leave of al l
types . The Service said it has not precluded the investi-
gation and use of private sector programs that have demon-
strated success in controlling sick leave costs . But, the
Service believes its efforts to control sick leave cost s
are best directed to assisting supervisors in identifying
and correcting employees with attendance problems and to
effecting an overall change in those employees' attitude s
toward attendance in general .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO believes reducing sick leave usage would produc e
sizeable savings but it has no basis to fully endorse th e
PPSSCC's estimate . To estimate savings, the PPSSCC trans-
lated sick leave hours used __nto workyears and then multi -
plied by an average workyear cost . In effect, the PPSSC C
said another employee was hired fc every workyear's worth
of sick leave taken . Although thi .. is true to some ex -
tent, the Service also "absorbs" sick leave to some exten t
also . That is, instead of hiring more employees or work-
ing employees overtime, the Service uses available staff ,
during their regular hours, to cover the work the perso n
out sick would do . The Service does not know what portio n
of sick leave usage is absorbed nor the full additiona l
cost associated with sick leave usage .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-82-58 Postal Service Needs Stricter Contro l
Over Employee Absences (May 21, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-8676
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BUS-USPS 34 :	 TRADITIONAL VERSUS STANDARD SERVICE

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can USPS [U .S . Postal Service] transportation
expenses be reduced through adherence to established USPS
standards ('standard service') where service is now
exceeding those standards ('traditional service')? "

The PPSSCC did not estimate savings for this issue .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The Service has established standards for delivering
classes and types of mail . For First-Class Mail, th e
standards are local overnight, 2-day and 3-day deliver y
and are based on t :ie distance between mail origin an d
destination . However, actual mail delivery may be faste r
than the applicable standard . For example, the PPSSC C
reported that approximately 20 percent of the First-Clas s
Mail delivered in the fourth quarter of 1982 exceeded th e
2-day standard and 50 percent exceeded the 3-day standard .

The issue the PPSSCC raised concerns mail that i s
continuously delivered sooner than the prevailing standar d
and what can be done to return the delivery service t o
standard or charge more for the better service . Whether
mail will meet or exceed a delivery standard is greatl y
determined by the transportation network the Service ha s
established to transport mail among post offices .

The issue appears valid for it raises the question of
whether the Service could use cheaper transportation al-
ternatives than now in use and still meet delivery stand-
ards . In this regard, the PPSSCC recommended that th e
Service focus immediate attention on analysis of transpor-
tation costs exceeding service standard and understand th e
composition of the type of mail being moved more quickl y
than the standard . GAO agrees with both recommendations
because they could result in the use of appropriate bu t
less costly transportation alternatives .

However, GAO has no opinion regarding the recommenda-
tion that the Service examine the possibility of collect-
ing additional revenue for mail delivered quicker than th e
prevailing standard . The better service appears inciden-
tal to the work schedules and the transportation networ k
the Service established between post offices . The Service
does not guarantee such better service, although it can
occur because of work schedules and the transportatio n
network .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTRORITY ® FEASIBILIT Y
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the Service has the
authority to implement the recommendations . The Service
agrees with the PPSSCC's recommendation to study transpor-
tation costs and added that it is already part of th e
Service's ongoing effort to reduce aggregate transporta-
tion costs while achieving service standards . The Service
did not recommend pursuing a study of the composition o f
the mail receiving traditional versus standard service and
did not believe it necessary to make a specific examina-
tion of the possibility of collecting additional revenu e
from traditional mail service . It said current and ongo-
ing rate studies are adequate to document cost and servic e
differentials between and among classes of mail .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Savings were not estimated . The PPSSCC said furthe r
study was necessary to determine the savings which may b e
attributed to the issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-82-63 Potential Savings From Divertin g
Certain Mail From Air To Surface
Transportation (June 18, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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SUS-USPS 36 : CONTRACT STATION S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"To what extent can the use of contract stations
(including contract branches and community post offices )
and Self-Service Postal Centers (SSPCs) be increased and
result in cost savings and improved customer service fo r
the U .S . Postal Service (USPS)? "

The PPSSCC estimated savings of $165 .6 million over
3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The issue--having a contract station instead of a
postal facility staffed wits postal employees--is soun d
because Service operating expenses could be reduced .
Contract station ::, which include so-called community pos t
offices, are operated by private sector organizations un-
der contract to the Service . Self Service Postal Center s
use vending equipment, which can be located in post offic e
lobbies or elsewhere, to service routine small transac-
tions such as stamp purchases . The PPSSCC included such
centers in its recommendation that the Service shoul d
aggressively market and pursue contact stations wher e
efficiencies may be gained .

Neither GAO nor the PPSSCC, however, have sufficien t
data on the number of post offices in metropolitan areas
which may feasibly be converted to contract services .
Also, there is no information showing how many planned
postal stations could be replaced by contract stations .
The PPSSCC report states that the conclusions and recom-
mendations are tentative and that further study is re-
quired to validate the conclusions and recommendations
prior to their implementation .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the Service has the
authority to implement the recommendations . The Service
does not support the wholesale conversion of stations and
branches to contract stations because many are posta l
owned facilities which house delivery and mail processing
operations in addition to retail services . The Service
said contract stations can neither supervise mail sortin g
and delivery operations nor provide all the services
stations and branches do .

The PPSSCC would like the Service to aggressively
market and pursue the addition of contract stations . The
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Service said local management determines the need fo r
additional retail outlets and contract stations are adde d
on a case-by-case basis when appropriate .

lVm GAO ANALYSIS OP SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC employed a number of assumptions to
estimate savings . GAO cannot endorse the estimate because
no substantial evidence was provided to support the mos t
critical assumption--the number of post offices whic h
could be replaced by contract stations . Based on th e
Service's view that contract stations should not be added
on a wholesale basis, the conversion of a large number o f
metropolitan post offices to contract stations is no t
likely over the next 3 years .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

V%. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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SBA 1 : TRANSFER OF LENDING TO THE PRIVATE SECTOR

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

How can the Small Business Administration (SBA )
transfer more responsibility to the private sector ?

PPSSCC estimated cost savings from increasing th e
private sector's role in SBA program activities at $246 . 8
million over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

This issue has five recommendations . GAO believe s
one of the recommendations has some merit, question s
another, and has observations on the remaining three .

GAO believes that the recommendation for SBA to
reduce its maximum guarantee percentage on guarantee d
loans from 90 to 75 percent deserves consideration . GAO' s
report "SBA's 7(a) Loan Guarantee Program : An Assessmen t
of Its Role In the Financial Market" (GAO/RCED®8396) dis-
cusses the impact of reducing the percent of SBA's guaran-
tee in terms of (1) the number of loans banks woul d
approve, (2) the maturity period of the loans, and (3) th e
size of the loans . Information obtained from over 70 0
banks showed that a reduction in the guarantee from 90 t o
80 percent would not dramatically affect these thre e
aspects of bank participation . However, a reduction to
70 percent would have a fairly significant effect on thes e
factors since banks would have a much greater exposure t o
financial loss in the event a small business defaulted o n
a loan . In its review, GAO did not ask lenders to commen t
specifically on a guarantee level of 75 percent . Also ,
GAO did not ask banks to comment on whether a reduction i n
the guarantee percentage would affect marginal borrower s
more than others .

The PPSSCC recommendation that GAO questions involv e
transferring greater loan-making authority to the privat e
sector through the Certified Lenders Program (CLP) and th e
Preferred Lenders Program (PLP) . In a 1983 GAO repor t
entitled "SBA's Certified Lenders Program Falls Short o f
Expectations" (GAO/RCED-83®99), GAO found that :
(1) lenders often submitted incomplete loan applicatio n
packages ; (2) lenders frequently prepared inaccurate o r
unreliable credit analyses ; and (3) SBA had not realize d
any material resource savings as a result of transferrin g
loan making responsibility to the private sector .

The three PPSSCC recommendations that GAO can offe r
some observations on are : (1) the SBA should eliminat e
direct lending with respect to business loans ; (2) the
SBA should require banks to liquidate troubled loans ;
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(3) the SBA should utilize private collection services t o
try and recover portions of charged-off loans .

Concerning the PPSSCC recommendation that SBA elimi-
nate direct lending, GAO believes that one possible draw-
back to its adoption would be that congressional policy
objectives of direct lending are to assist applicants that
are unable to obtain private financing with or withou t
Federal guarantees at reasonable terms . By nature, thes e
loans are more risky and were expected to have a highe r
default rate .

GAO believes that the PPSSCC recommendation that SBA
transfer the responsibility for liquidating troubled loan s
over to banks is logical and practical to the extent that
banks are willing and capable of performing this func-
tion . SBA estimates that presently about 30 percent o f
banks are willing and capable of liquidating loans . Thi s
percentage could increase ; however, SBA does not believe
it will ever be possible to have all banks perform thi s
function .

GAO believes that one consideration that might impac t
on SBA's use of private collection services on charged-of f
loans would be the extent that recoveries by private serv -
ices exceeded those achieved under SBA in-house collectio n
procedures . The PPSSCC report does not discuss SBA's in -
house procedures nor demonstrate how a private collection
service would improve upon these procedures . However, GAO
has supported the use of private collection services when
that is shown to be cost-beneficial to the government .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The recommendations pertaining to reducing SBA' s
guarantee percentage and eliminating direct lending
require legislation . The three recommendations on bank
loan liquidation, expansion of CLP and PLP, and use o f
collection services could be accomplished administra-
tively . Except as noted in the preceding section, GAO ha s
no basis for questioning the feasibility of implementing
these recommendations .

SBA has proposed legislation for reducing the guaran -
tee percentage and eliminating direct lending . As o f
October 1984, legislation has not been passed . For th e
remaining three recommendations, SBA is (1) encouraging
banks to liquidate loans, (2) using private collectio n
services on a pilot basis, and (3) implementing PLP on a
national basis .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Based on its work to date, GAO has no basis to asses s
the PPSSCC's total dollar estimates . However, GAO ques-
tions the assumptions used by PPSSCC to estimate that S7 . 2
million in personnel savings would accrue over three years
by encouraging greater lender participation in CLP an d
PLP. GAO documented in its 1983 report on the CLP progra m
(GAO/RCED-83-99) that CLP has limited potential for
achieving substantial personnel savings . This is partl y
because of the small amount of additional time it takes t o
process a loan outside the CLP process . The PPSSCC esti-
mates that 9 hours would be saved in processing a CL P
loan, whereas GAO estimates that only about 2 hours coul d
be saved . Further, the PPSSCC's savings estimate did no t
appear to recognize that the additional SBA staff require d
to monitor lender performance under CLP may not only
cancel out the limited resource savings, but coul d
possibly outweigh such savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-83°99 SBA's Certified Lenders Program Fall s
Short Of Expectations (June 7, 1983 )

GAO/RCED-83-96 SBA's 7(a) Loan Guarantee Program :
An Assessment Of Its Role In Th e
Financial Market (Apr . 25, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275°6111
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TREAS 8 :	 U .S . CUSTOMS :	 BORDER MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Would the consolidation of all border management func-
tions into one agency result in lower costs and a mor e
effective operation ?

PPSSCC estimated net savings of $13 .5 million could be
realized over 3 years if the PPSSCC recommendation to con-
solidate inspection services is implemented .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC proposal is not new and has been the subjec t
of various proposals by the executive branch . GAO agree s
with the PPSSCC recommendations that (1) the administratio n
develop a comprehensive border management policy and (2 )
all responsibility for primary inspection functions cur-
rently performed at ports of entry be placed into on e
agency . GAO has reported on the need for a comprehensiv e
operational plan for border control and single-agency man-
agement in the past and has made recommendations similar to
these by the PPSSCC .

GAO also concurs with the PPSSCC recommendation to
amend the 1911 and 1931 pay laws for Customs and the Immi-
gration and Naturalization Service (INS) . At issue is th e
efforts to bring the overtime, Sunday, and holiday compen-
sation for INS and Customs inspectors more into line wit h
other federal employees . GAO has recommended that legisla-
tion should be considered to provide that the overtime ,
Sunday, and holiday pay of inspectors at ports of entry b e
determined in accordance with the Federal Employees Pay Ac t
of 1945, as amended, with some modifications .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY ® FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The Department of the Treasury acknowledged the issu e
concerning the consolidation of border management func-
tions . The latest proposal for border inspection consolida-
tion was approved by the Cabinet Council on Management an d
Administration and, subsequently, by the President o n
January 5, 1984 . Under the proposal, Customs would assume
responsibility for all airport and seaport passenger primar y
processing . INS would be responsible for all land ports and
patrol functions between the land ports of entry . Congres-
sional approval has not been obtained to implement this pro-
posal . GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that congressiona l
approval is needed for the transfer of authority, .
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Proposed legislation to amend the 1911 and 1931 pa y
laws has been submitted to Congress by Treasury and th e
Department of Justice . No action was taken during the 98t h
Congress .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO has no basis for an opinion on the PPSSCC estimated
cost savings associated with its proposal to consolidat e
inspection services . Customs, however, believes the saving s
may be greater than estimated by the PPSSCC . The PPSSCC di d
not estimate savings for its proposal to amend the 1911 and
1931 pay laws for Customs and INS .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-85-5

	

Observations On Overtime, Sunday, An d
Holiday Compensation For The U .S . Cus-
toms Service, Immigration And Naturali -
zation Service, And The Animal And Plan t
Health Inspection Service Inspector s
(Oct . 16, 1984 )

GAO/GGD-78-17 Illegal Entry At United States-Mexic o
Border--Multiagency Enforcement Effort s
Have Not Been Effective In Stemming Th e
Flow Of Drugs And People (Dec . 2, 1977 )

GAO/GGD-74-91 Premium Pay For Federal Inspectors A t
U .S . Ports-Of-Entry (Feb . 14, 1975 )

GAO/B-114898

	

A Single Agency Needed To Manage Port -
Of-Entry Inspections--Particularly A t
U .S . Airports (May 30, 1973 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Arnold Jones 275-838 9
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JUST 9 : CONSOLIDATION OF PORT-OF-ENTRY INSPECTION SERVICE

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the inspection services for passengers and good s
entering the United States be consolidated or simplified
to produce savings to the Government and increased conve-
nience to travelers and shippers? "

The PPSSCC estimated the 3-year savings to be $47 . 9
million : $11 .0 million in the first year, $17 .6 million
in the second year, and $19 .3 million in the third year .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Over the years, GAO and others have studied the issu e
of simplified border management and have proposed the con -
solidation of border operations . GAO has supported th e
need for consolidated border management in prior reports ,
and GAO believes that the proposed actions would result i n
more efficient operations and cost savings .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC stated that initial improvements could b e
completed under existing Presidential authority, but tha t
complete consolidation would require congressiona l
action . GAO agrees . In this connection, a proposa l
adopted by the Cabinet Council on Management and Adminis-
tration, and subsequently approved by the President o n
Janaury 5, 1984, provides that Customs would assum e
responsibility for primary processing of all airport and
seaport passengers . The Immigration and Naturalization
Service would be responsible for all land patrol function s
between the land ports-of-entry .

The PPSSCC's work on this issue occurred prior to th e
cabinet council's proposal . This proposal, if imple-
mented, would simplify inspection services .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Estimated savings by consolidating positions may wel l
occur, but GAO is not in a position to attest to the mag-
nitude of these savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-78-17 Illegal Entry at United States-Mexic o
Border®WMultiagency Enforcemen t
Efforts Have Not Been Effective i n
Stemming the Flow of Drugs and Peopl e
(Dec . 2, 1977 )
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GAO/B°114898

	

A Single Agency Needed to Manage Port-
of-Entry Inspections—Particularly a t
U .S . Airports (May 30, 1973 )

VI GAO CONTACT

Arnold Jones 275®8389
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TREAS 1 1:	 STREAMLINING CUSTOMS ORGANIZATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the U .S . Customs Service streamline its curren t
organizational structure to more effectively and efficientl y
accomplish its mission ?

The PPSSCC estimated savings of $57 .4 million could be
realized over 3 years, assuming an inflation factor of 1 0
percent .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The question of the most appropriate organizationa l
structure for Customs is not a simple one to address o r
resolve, The U .S . Customs Service is part of the Treasur y
Department . Due to congressional opposition and local com-
munities' objections, Treasury initially rejected the PPSSC C
recommendations to reduce the number of Customs regions ,
districts, and ports and to streamline the districts and
ports by using the area concept of a lead and satellit e
structure . Treasury also initially rejected the recommenda-
tions to centralize the appraisement centers and the admini-
strative centers . Although the specific recommendation s
were initially rejected, more than one organizational form
could effectively accomplish Customs' mission .

On April 9, 1984, Customs recommended that Treasur y
accept the recommendations . The various studies concernin g
the need to reduce the number of regions, districts, an d
ports have been the subject of two GAO reports, and GAO pro-
vided a congressional briefing concerning Customs' efforts
to centralize the appraisement centers . GAO recommended a
reduction in the number of regions and districts in keepin g
with workload requirements and sound organizational prin-
ciples .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OP IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Customs believes that the current economic environmen t
favors further cutting the cost of government and that early
1985 may be the opportune time for Customs to implement fur-
ther reductions . GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that congres-
sional concurrence will be necessary to implement the propo-
sals . While the PPSSCC recommendations are logical, th e
feasibility of the organizational changes and the impact o n
Customs personnel and/or the private sector have not bee n
determined .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO has no basis for an opinion on the cost savings th e
PPSSCC associated with these recommendations .
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V 0 RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-78-74 Reductions Needed In The Number o f
Customs Regions and Districts—Organi -
zational Alternatives (Oct . 10, 1978 )

GAO/FPCD-78-29 Achieving Needed Organizational Change :
A Customs Service Dilemma (Mar® 30 ,
1978 )

W. GAO CONTACT

Arnold Jones 275-838 9
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TREAS 10 :	 STREAMLINING CUSTOMS PROCEDURE S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the U .S . Customs Service reduce the cost of pro-
cessing commercial imports while improving performance an d
giving faster service to importers ?

The PPSSCC estimated savings of $5 .2 million in th e
first year and $119 .7 million within the first 3 years ,
assuming an inflation factor of 10 percent .

II® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO concurs with the PPSSCC recommendations that Cus-
toms (1) maintain strong management support and commitmen t
to the ADP developmental work, (2) emphasize the Automate d
Broker Interface project, (3) develop and publish guideline s
ror office automation, (4) delegate authority to regiona l
commissioners for implementing office automation projects ,
(5) review short and long-term systems availability an d
requirements, (6) implement a system for duty collection by
account as soon as the entry processing system is ready t o
support it, (7) request legislation to raise the maximum
level for informal entries--merchandise entering the countr y
valued at less than $250®-from $250 to $600, and (8) imple-
ment the Model Seaport Concept nationwide . Implementing
these recommendations has the potential to improve the pro-
ductivity of Customs' managers, professionals, and clerica l
workers .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OP IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILIT Y
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the recommendations ca n
be implemented with executive action . Treasury and Custom s
officials accepted the PPSSCC recommendations . The Commis-
sioner of Customs has issued a memorandum concerning th e
development and implementation of an integrated commercia l
system--for the processing of import documentation and
customs duties--for computer application throughout th e

Customs Service . Customs has proposed implementation plan s
for other PPSSCC recommendations concerning office automa-
tion, a nationwide ADP plan, and alternative duty collectio n

plans .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis for opinion on the PPSSCC cost saving s
for these recommendations . The PPSSCC projected savings ar e
too generalized to evaluate .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-82°-09 The Treasury Department And Its Bureau s
Can Better Plan For And Control Compute r
Resources (Feb . 22, 1982 )

GAO/GGD-79-08 Customs' Automated Merchandise Process-
ing System (Oct . 24, 1978 )

GAO/GGD-78-57 AMPS Cost/Benefit Study (Apr . 20, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Arnold Jones 275-838 9
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JUST 7 :	 FEDERAL PRISON INDUSTRIES (UNICOR )

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Can government revenues be enhanced through exces s
profit remittance from Federal Prison Industries, Inc . ,
(UNICOR) and improved management of UNICOR ?

The PPSSCC estimates that revenue enhancements would
amount to $40 .8 million for a 3-year period and ar e
realizable if UNICOR remits 80 percent of the corpo-
ration's excess profits to the U .S . Treasury . According
to the PPSSCC, the government can achieve additional, bu t
unmeasurable, revenue enhancements by increasing corporat e
sales and efficiency through various actions .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO has reported on the need and opportunities to
increase corporate revenues and agrees that UNICOR' s
profits represent potential savings to the government .
These savings will occur if the profits exceed the need s
of the corporation and if they (1) are, as the PPSSC C
noted, paid to the U .S . Treasury or are used to reduc e
Federal Bureau of Prisons' appropriated funds ; or (2) ar e
used to reduce the prices charged federal agencies for th e
corporation's products and services .

The key issue, however, is not how excess earning s
are passed on as savings but whether they exist . UNICOR' s
earnings from operations are used to fund (1) the Bureau
of Prisons' inmate vocational training program and per-
formance pay for prisoners performing prison maintenanc e
work ; (2) the corporation's capital improvement program ;
(3) inmate accident compensation ; and (4) the corpora-
tion's working capital reserves . With the exception of an
annual ceiling set by the Congress for the vocationa l
training program, corporate officials determine the amoun t
of earnings to be spent or allocated to these activities .
In this regard, UNICOR has not paid any earnings to the
Treasury since 1970, and corporate officials do no t
anticipate any excess earnings over the next few years .

Sales revenues and corporate efficiency are also, o f
course, key factors in this issue . The PPSSCC recommenda-
tions for continued aggressive marketing and for liftin g
civilian personnel ceilings imposed on UNICOR should
increase corporate sales, earnings, and jobs . The recom-
mendations are similar to earlier GAO recommendations .
GAO, however, does not agree with the PPSSCC recommenda-
tion that UNICOR be exempted from federal procuremen t
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regulations . Those regulations are designed to ensur e
that items are procured at the least cost to the govern-
ment, and in GAO's opinion, there are no countervailing
reasons to exempt UNICOR from the regulations .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recommends that Justice implement aggres-
sive marketing under its existing authority and that th e
President request Congress to (1) have UNICOR remit exces s
profits ; (2) lift personnel ceilings imposed on UNICOR ;
and (3) exempt UNICOR from the procurement regulations .
No congressional action is required for the marketing rec-
ommendation . While, by definition, the other recommenda-
tions require congressional action, it should be note d
that UNICOR has the authority to determine the extent o f
excess profits and can opt voluntarily to promote saving s
by remitting those profits to the Treasury, as it di d
prior to 1971 .

As noted earlier, UNICOR officials do not anticipat e
remitting any funds to the Treasury over the next few
years . According to UNICOR officials, they prefer to us e
any extra funds for the betterment of the federal prison
system. They also believe that this approach gives man-
agement incentives for generating excess profits b y
providing them with a voice in determining how the fund s
will be used .

UNICOR has taken some action on the other PPSSCC
recommendations . The actions involving the PPSSCC recom-
mendations for more aggressive marketing and for liftin g
personnel ceilings were initiated in response to earlier ,
similar GAO recommendations . UNICOR has re-examined it s
marketing practices and has undertaken various actions to
increase sales and to develop a proactive rather tha n
reactive marketing strategy .

UNICOR, in consultation with the Department o f
Justice's management division, revised its procurement
regulations to allow factories, in certain situations, to
avoid following governmentwide procurement regulations .
The change is supposed to be used only on an exception-
basis and under specified circumstances, such as urgen t
customer need for the product . Further, the exception s
are to involve factory procurements clearly associated
with the production of goods and services and are no t
allowed for administrative procurements . According to a
UNICOR official, no further action is planned on th e
PPSSCC recommendation that UNICOR seek exemption from
federal procurement regulations .
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IV, GAO ANALYSIS 0? SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO's analysis indicates that PPSSCC°s estimate d
savings of $40 .8 million over the 3-year period is unreal -
istic . UNICOR expects to realize less net income and to
spend more on capital improvements than the PPSSCC esti-
mated . According to data available as of the end o f
fiscal year 1984, UNICOR will realize about $13 millio n
less revenue for the 3-year period (fiscal years 1983 ,
1984, and 1985) than estimated by the PPSSCC for the same
3-year period .

Further, the PPSSCC substantially underestimate d
UNICOR's capital improvement expenditures . The PPSSCC
attributed its position on capital expenditures, in part ,
to GAO, which it said had given UNICOR approval to pla n
capital projects and inmate programs over the next 2 to 3
years . However, the PPSSCC was incorrect in saying GAO
had given UNICOR approval to plan capital projects an d
inmate programs . While the corporation is subject to a
GAO financial audit, GAO has no authority to approve o r
disapprove UNICOR programs or funding levels . The PPSSCC
also incorrectly stated that the final decision to declar e
excess profits rests with GAO . That responsibilit y
belongs to UNICOR and the Executive Branch .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-82-37 Improved Prison Work Programs
Will Benefit Correctional
Institutions And Inmate s
(June 29, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Arnold Jones 275-838 9
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BUS-FCC 1 : MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can personnel costs at the Federal Communication s
Commission (FCC) be reduced by improving the existin g
Management-By-Objectives (MBO) Program ; activity cos t
accounting and productivity reporting practices ; and th e
performance evaluation system? "

The PPSSCC expects savings to occur as FCC implement s
the recommendations ; however, the PPSSCC does not offer a
precise quantification of these benefits .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

This issue addresses 9 separate recommendations . GAO
has addressed one of these--the need to establish a cos t
accounting and improved management information system . In
this regard, the PPSSCC cites GAO's 1979 audit repor t
of FCC operations for greater management and regulator y
effectiveness, and, specifically, the GAO recommendatio n
that FCC implement an integrated management informatio n
system . The other 8 PPSSCC recommendations relate t o
detailed changes in FCC's performance appraisal process an d
MBO program—areas which GAO has not specifically reviewe d
and has not taken a position . While GAO has not done the
analysis necessary to specifically support the PPSSC C
recommendations in these areas, based on discussions i n
September 1984 with FCC's Associate Managing Director fo r
Operations, they generally seem to be reasonable .

GAO continues to believe that there is a need for FCC
to establish an internal cost accounting system as a way t o
improve its ability to evaluate the costs involved i n
carrying out its regulatory activities . GAO recognized th e
need for such a system in a 1977 report on FCC user fees, a s
a way to both improve FCC's management and form the basi s
for a FCC user fee schedule . FCC must have a cost account-
ing system in place in order to charge users for actua l
costs of FCC activities . (User fees are discussed furthe r
in issues BUS-FCC-3 and USER-14 . )

III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Most of the 9 recommendations in this issue relate t o
procedural changes . However, one recommendation—the estab-
lishment of a cost accounting system at FCC—could result i n
a substantial improvement in FCC management . The cos t
accounting system could also form the basis for establish-
ment of a FCC user fee schedule . GAO has supported th e
establishment of an FCC cost accounting system, but FCC ha s
taken no action to implement such a system because i t
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believes the cost of establishing and maintaining the syste m
would outweigh its benefits . FCC can establish a cos t
accounting system through administrative action .

IV, GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Savings can be expected to occur as FCC implement s
the recommendations ; however, the PPSSCC does not offe r
a precise quantification of these benefits . The PPSSCC
estimates that it would cost $1 .5 to $2 .5 million to imple-
ment a cost accounting system, but that this cost would be ,
at least, offset by productivity improvements at FCC . GAO
has not carried out a detailed evaluation of the cost o f
implementing a cost accounting system at FCC and, therefore ,
cannot specifically assess the PPSSCC's cost estimates .
GAO, however, agrees with the PPSSCC's view that implemen-
tation of the system will be cost beneficial, particularl y
if it is used as both a management tool and as a basis fo r
establishing user fees .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-79-107 Organizing the Federal Communication s
Commission for Greater Management and
Regulatory Effectiveness (July 30 ,
1979 )

GAO/CED-77-70

	

Establishing a Proper Fee Schedul e
Under the Independent Office s
Appropriation Act, 1952 (May 6, 1977 )

Testimony

	

Effects of Changes in the Telecommun i-
cations Industry on FCC's Operations ,
by J . Dexter Peach, Resources, Commu n-
ity and Economic Development Division ,
before the Government Information ,
Justice, and Agriculture Subcommittee ,
House Committee on Governmen t
Operations (Sept . 27, 1983 )

VI, GAO CONTACT

Herbert McLure 275-490 5
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BUS-FMC 2 :	 HANDLING OF TARIFFS

I PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"What alternatives exist to the current system of
processing and managing tariffs at the Federal Maritime
Commission (FMC) ?

This issue addresses automating and contracting out the
manual system of handling and processing tariffs at FMC .
The recommendation is to complete an examination of the
issue ; therefore, savings estimates have not been include d
in the Report . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

GAO pointed out in a report on the FMC (GAO/CED®80-20 ,
January 18, 1980) that FMC's computer facilities needed
upgrading so that better and more timely information woul d
be provided to users . Upgraded computer facilities' would
permit the process of filing and changing tariffs :o proceed
more efficiently. Therefore, GAO agrees with the PPSSCC
recommendation that FMC should examine alternatives to its
current system of processing and managing tariffs .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY & FEASIBILITY ®
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that FMC has administrative authority to
automate the tariff system and that there are no technica l
barriers preventing this action .

FMC agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation that FMC take
the initative to study the potential for automating the
tariff system, and is taking administrative action to evalu-
ate alternatives automated systems .

FMC has established a task force to determine what type
of automated system will be developed ; that is, whether the
FMC or the private sector will run the system . The task
force has to make major decisions such as, what informatio n
shippers and carriers want, and what they are willing to pa y
to access the automated system . In addition to deciding t o
establish an automated system, the task force has decide d
that the legal filing requirements will continue and tha t
FMC must control whatever system is developed .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC made no savings estimate for an automated
tariff system because its recommendation was that FM C
examine the issue .
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V

	

LEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/CEO-80 ® 20 Essential Management Functions at
the Federal Maritime Commission Are
Not Being Performed (Jan® 18, 1980 )

VI® GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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BUS®FMC 3 : PROCESSING OF AGREEMENT S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"What improvements can be made to expedite agreement s
processing at the Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) ?

Implementation of the Task Force recommendations wil l
significantly improve agreements processing at FMC . Saving s
are not projected from the issue at this time . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OP ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation that FMC take
short-term and long-term actions to expedite the processing
of proposed agreements between carriers and shippers on
rates and other practices . GAO in a 1980 report on FM C
(Essential Mana•ement Functions at the Federal Maritime Com-
mission Are Not being Peformed, GAO CED-80-20, Jan . 18 ,
1980), discussed the agency's case-by-case approach t o
reviewing agreements . GAO recommended setting priorities in
processing carrier-shipper agreement cases and in handling
cases involving formal FMC proceedings which include inves-
tigations of the proposed agreement terms . This prioritiza-
tion of cases would enable FMC to devote its scarce staf f
resources to the higher priority cases first . The Shipping
Act of 1984 expedited agreements processing at FMC by estab-
lishing a 45-day time limit for FMC determination of whether
an investigation of a proposed agreement was needed .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OP IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ®
AND STATUS

On the basis of our prior work GAO agrees with PPSSCC
that FMC can take administrative actions to expedite agree-
ments processing based on a classification system of long-
and short-term actions . The classification system would se t
priorities in the processing of agreements . For example, a s
a long-term action, PPSSCC recommended that FMC requir e
early consultation between various FMC offices to deal wit h
shipper protests to agreements . FMC would then decid e
whether consultation should occur in responding to protested
agreements or to non-protested agreements having competitiv e
consequences .

While GAO has no basis for an opinion on the 45-da y
time limit established by the Shipping Act of 1984, we agre e
with the PPSSCC that setting specific time limits for FMC to
process proposed agreements would require congressiona l
action . In fact, the Congress did take such action in pass-
ing the Shipping Act of 1984 .

FMC developed a classification system of long- and
short-term actions before the Shipping Act of 1984 to speed
the processing of agreements . However, one provision of th e
Shipping Act of 1984 changed FMC's classification process o f
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approving agreements . Under the Act, proposed agreement s
filed by carriers with FMC would automatically become effec-
tive in 45 days unless FMC found some anti-competitive prac-
tice . Before the Act there was no time limit for FMC t o
process a proposed agreement . Because the Shipping Act
requires quick assessments of proposed agreements, FMC' s
Bureau of Agreements has hired economists to develop
economic profiles that would show the likely competitive
impact of proposed conference agreements . The profile s
would also show whether questionable practices exist . I f
FMC found an issue requiring investigation, it must decid e
within the 45-day limit whether to start an investigation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC made no savings estimate . GAO's report also
made no savings estimate, therefore, GAO has no basis for an
opinion on potential savings associated with this recommend-
ation .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-80-20

	

Essential Management Functions at the
Federal Maritime Commission Are No t
Being Performed (Jan . 18, 1980 )

Correspondence Response from Comptroller General to
Chairman, Committee on the Jurdiciary ,
House of Representatives, concernin g
questions relevant to pending legisla-
tion on regulation of the maritime
industry (June 1, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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BUS ® ICC 1 : ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) operations
be improved and conducted in a more efficient and auster e
manner if the ICC establishes long-term goals and a plan fo r
achieving them ?

"Savings of an indefinite amount can be achieved i f
organization and planning are improved, "

II, GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation that IC C
should improve its organization and planning function by
developing a five year plan to identify the most significant
functions remaining after passage of the 1980 legislation .
GAO also notes that another significant statute to be con-
sidered in developing a five year plan was enacted in 198 2
changing ICC's regulation of the interstate bus industry .
The 1980 and 1982 legislation reduced ICC's role in regulat-
ing the surface transportation industries by allowing ne w
carriers to more easily enter the industries and by grantin g
greater flexibility to all regulated carriers to chang e
prices—thereby encouraging greater competition within thes e
industries .

In our recent report—The	 Interstate Commerce
Commission Can Better Manage 	 Its Enforcement Program ,
GAO/RCED®84-131--GAO found that the ICC had not developed
clear and consistent program goals to properly manage an d
allocate its enforcement resources in light of the polic y
changes resulting from the regulatory reform legislation o f
1980 and 1982 . GAO recommended that the ICC Chairman i n
conjunction with the other Commissioners determine th e
proper role for ICC's compliance and enforcement activitie s
as a result of the new legislation by identifying appropri -
ate goals for the activities and establishing meaningfu l
priorities to assist in allocating resources to accomplish
these goals .

However, PPSSCC assumes such a review will result i n
substantial personnel cuts . GAO does not believe that prio r
to development of the plan and delineation of the changing
roles of the ICC, that a significant reduction in personne l
levels should be the focus of the plan . GAO believes that ,
in developing a five-year plan, ICC should emphasize th e
development of an effective, as well as economica l
operation .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEiENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITk ,
AND STATUS

As recognized by the PPSSCC, implementation of th e
recommendation would require an ICC study to determine th e
long-term goals, including appropriate staff levels, mission
to be performed, and the cost-effectiveness of various regu-
latory efforts . Such a study would be within ICC's adminis-
trative authority . However, appropriate budget and staffing
levels developed would be reviewed by Congress .

GAO was told by an official in the ICC Chairman' s
office that in response to PPSSCC recommendations, the IC C
plans to perform a reorganization study . The study wil l
consider what functions ICC should perform in light of th e
new legislation of 1980 and 1982, as well as, what functions
it would perform if legislation being considered by th e
administration to fully deregulate the motor carrie r
(trucking) industry is passed . The primary emphasis will b e
to look at methods to merge functions or activities t o
improve the effectiveness and economy of ICC's organization .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC made no savings estimate for the recommenda-
tion that the ICC establish long term goals and a plan fo r
achieving them .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/RCED-84131 The Interstate Commerce Commission Can
Better Manage Its Enforcement Program
(May 24, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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BUS-ICC 5 : OFFICE OF COMPLIANCE AND CONSUMER ASSISTANCE

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"In view of deregulation legislation passed in 1980 and
current budgetary constraints, has the Office of Complianc e
and Consumer Assistance (OCCA) made appropriate reduction s
in its operations, personnel, and expenses? "

PPSSCC notes that due to the preliminary nature of th e
PPSSCC's study and the need to establish staffing level s
based on long-term planning as also recommended by PPSSCC ,
savings estimates have not been generated .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

GAO does not agree with the PPSSCC recommendation which
states that the opportunities for cutting staff level s
should be investigated and that OCCA should reduce its dis-
cretionary activities in order to reduce staff levels . GAO
recently completed a review of the management of ICC's com-
pliance and enforcement activities--the primary responsibil-
ity of OCCA . In a report issued on that review--The 	 Inter-
state Commerce Commission Can Better Manage Its Enforcemen t
Program, GAO/RCED-84-131--GAO recommended that the Inter-
state Commerce Commission (ICC) establish goals for it s
enforcement program in light of the changes in ICC's regula-
tory role but did not comment on the appropriate staffin g
level for OCCA . GAO believes that the functions and activi-
ties of OCCA should be revised in relation to ICC's new rol e
and that any decision involving staffing levels be con-
sistent with its new role .

The PPSSCC states that over 50 percent of the regional
office staff may be engaged in "discretionary [investiga-
tive] activities which are begun without prior knowledge o f
serious wrongdoing," The PPSSCC further contends that suc h
"investigations do not generally result in findings o f
significant harm to the public interest or in significan t
penalties to the carriers in question . "

In our report, GAO found that ICC regional offices wer e
directed to react to complaints only and, as a result, wer e
not able to direct resources into higher priority or mor e
serious violation areas which the PPSSCC characterized as
"discretionary . " In order to improve the effectiveness o f
ICC's enforcement program, GAO recommended that OCCA be
given adequate flexibility to address the more significan t
areas of enforcement rather than limiting their "discre-
tionary " activities .



III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC notes that within one year, the recommended
reductions in staff could be made on ICC's authority . GAO
believes that a study of OCCA's long-range goals and the
assessment of its appropriate staffing levels can be made
within ICC's administrative authority . However, GAO
believes that appropriate budget and staffing level s
developed would need to be reviewed by the Congress .

ICC has completed its review of goals for its enforce -
ment program and has established new goals and prioritie s
for the program . The question of staffing levels will b e
addressed in a reorganizational study of all ICC function s
that ICC is planning to perform .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC did not quantify specific savings due to it s
study's preliminary nature and the need for staffing level s
to be based on long-range planning . In its report, GAO did
not determine the appropriate staffing levels for OCCA based
on the similar reasoning that enforcement goals needed to b e
established in light of regulatory reform before appropriat e
staffing levels can be determined .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/RCED-84--131 The Interstate Commerce Commission Ca n
Better Manage Its Enforcement Progra m
(May 24, 1984 )

VI, GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275®611 1
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BUS-ICC3 :	 BUREAUOFTRAFFI C

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Would it be desirable to eliminate the [ICC-enforced ]
statutory requirement of tariff filing? Short of a majo r
modification of tariff filing requirements, can savings be
effected in Bureau staffing levels? "

"Three-year cost savings of $11 .2 million may be possi-
ble but should be considered in the long-range developmen t
plan . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OP ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

PPSSCC recommends that ICC investigate the opportunit y
to phase out or reduce tariff filing requirements . GAO
agrees that given the shift in the ICC's role under th e
Motor Carrier Act of 1980 and the Staggers Rail Act of 198 0
a study of ICC's tariff function is appropriate .

These acts allow carriers to adjust their prices more
easily and encourage increased price competition betwee n
carriers . The tariff system may impede timely pric e
changes in that the system requires carriers to notify IC C
of price changes in advance of their effective date .
PPSSCC notes that the importance of the tariff system ha s
been reduced since statutory exemptions and increased use o f
contracts mean that less traffic is now covered by publishe d
tariff rates .

On the other hand, tariff regulations have been left i n
place to protect shippers with limited shipping alterna-
tives, in that, tariffs provide the primary mechanism fo r
these shippers to protest rates .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OP IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As noted by PPSSCC, congressional action would be
required to eliminate tariff filing requirements but invest-
igations of the savings potential and appropriateness o f
such actions could be conducted on ICC's administrativ e
authority .

An ICC official in the ICC Chairman's office stated
that ICC will perform a reorganization study to consider al l
other PPSSCC recommendations, that is, those that call for a
study to establish long-term goals and reduce personne l
levels . However, the emphasis of the study plan is o n
staffing levels and reorganizing ICC and does not include a n
evaluation of ICC's tariff filing system .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC cost savings assume the elimination of al l
tariff filing requirements . PPSSCC recognized that ICC wil l
still receive complaints that carriers are not observing IC C
statutes or regulations with respect to rates . These com-
plaints will require ICC to adopt procedures to collect the
necessary rate data needed to resolve the bulk of these com -
plaints by summary procedures (rather than formal proceed-
ings) . PPSSCC estimates that three quarters of the budge t
of the Bureau of Traffic could be saved, resulting in a
three-year saving of $11 .2 million . PPSSCC provides no
explanation of its basis for the savings projection an d
without an evaluation of the tariff filing system, GAO ha s
no basis to comment on these savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

None .

VI. GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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BUS-CAB 3 :	 FITNESS DETERMINATION S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the current responsibilities of the Civil Aeronau-
tics Board (CAB) to assess the financial stability (finan-
cial fitness) of airlines, and of the Federal Aviatio n
Administration (FAA) to ensure that airlines meet FAA' s
safety standards (safety fitness), be consolidated ?

Sixty percent of the e2fort currently expended by CA B
on financial fitness determinations could be eliminated .
Savings from this issue are $0 .4 million in Year 1, $0 . 4
million in Year 2, and $0 .5 mil'.ion in Year 3 for a total
3°year savings of $1 .3 million .

IIa GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

Public Law 98°443, enacted October 4, 1984, transferre d
CAB's financial fitness functions to the Department o f
Transportation (DOT) upon CAB's sunset (termination) o n
January 1, 1985 . This legislation was needed to eliminat e
uncer,.ainty over the future for certain functions no t
specifically provided for in the Airline Deregulation Act o f
1978 .

Although the Congress thus specifically provided fo r
the continuation of CAB's financial fitness review by DOT ,
it did not specify whether the function might b e
consolidated with FAA's safety fitness function, a s
recommended by PPSSCC .

GAO does not believe the PPSSCC presents an argumen t
sufficient for concluding that the financial and safet y
functions should be consolidated in FAA .

While CAB and FAA fitness activities are somewhat
related, FAA's financial and managerial concerns are limite d
primarily to air carrier safety, while CAB's former role i n
conducting broad and extensive evaluations of air carrie r
financial and managerial capacity is aimed at protectin g
consumers against financially unstable and unscrup'ilou s
carriers .

III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As indicated above, CAB's financial fitness function s
were transferred to DOT through legislation rather tha n
PPSSCC's recommended adminstrative approach . Without such
legislation, the future administration and preservation o f
these functions would have remained uncertain .
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IVs GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

While on the surface there would appear to be merit i n
PPSSCC's cost saving estimates, GAO believes the underlying
assumptions may be inappropriate . The PPSSCC estimated sav-
ings of 60 percent through consolidation of CAB and FAA fit-
ness reviews implies that extensive overlap currently exist s
between the fitness activities of these agencies . As noted
above there are distinct characteristics of a financial and
safety fitness review . Since the PPSSCC estimates did no t
document the overlapping activities to be eliminated throug h
consolidation, GAO was unable to assess the basis for PPSSC C
estimated savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/RCED-84-154 Legislation Needed to Clarify Futur e
of Consumer Protection and Federal
Preemption After the Civil Aeronautics
Board Sunsets (June 13, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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BUS-CAB 4 : ESSENTIAL AIR SERVICE SUBSIDY PROGRA M

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The PPSSCC questioned how cost-effective the essentia l
air service subsidy (EAS) program is and whether the program
can be improved through cost-sharing ?

Essential air service subsidy criteria included in the
Airline Deregulation Act of 1978 (ADA) have resulted in more
cost-effective management of the essential air servic e
subsidy program . PPSSCC claimed that implementation o f
cost-sharing based upon a 1980 Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB )
and Department of Transportation (DOT) proposal would reduc e
federal subsidies for small community air service by $9 . 0
million in Year 1, $9 .9 million in Year 2, and $10 .9 million
in Year 3, for a total three-year savings of $29 .8 million .

I% ® GAO ANALYSIS OP ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

GAO agrees that conceptually it is economically appro-
priate, as the PPSSCC recommends, for state and loca l
governments to share the cost of federally subsidized ai r
service since such air service was intended to benefit th e
community as a whole . However, it may not be appropriate to
restructure the essential air service program at this time ,
because it would amount to federal repudiation of its com-
mitment of 1978 to guarantee local air service throug h
1988 . Furthermore, many states and local communities do no t
support cost-sharing, or might have difficulty funding suc h
a program . However, if the Congress considers extending the
essential air service program beyond 1988, GAO believes tha t
consideration should be given to adopting some form o f
state/local cost sharing . In any event, before a cost -
sharing program is adopted, an economically equitable basi s
for allocating costs to users should be developed, includin g
appropriate decisions on who should bear the cost of sub-
sidized air service, and how costs should be allocated .

GAO ASSESS4ENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that legislation would be required to imple-
ment state/local cost-sharing under the EAS program . Both
CAB and DOT believe that it may not be feasible to institut e
a cost-sharing program before 1988 because of state/loca l
funding difficulties, and the congressional commitment to
guarantee local air service until 1988 . There presently i s
no legislative effort to initiate cost-sharing under the EAS
program .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

While we were unable to take specific exception to th e
projected savings because of limited data on the basis and
methods used by PPSSCC, GAO believes that federal program
cost-allocation decisions should be based on sound economi c
considerations . There is no indication that the PPSSCC
estimated cost savings reflect federal administrative cost s
which would be incurred in implementing a cost-sharing
program .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

@GAO/RCED-83-97 More Flexibility Eligibility Criteri a
Could Enhance the Small Communities
Essential Air Service Subsidy Progra m
(May 18, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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SBA 5 : OTHER DISASTER LOAN PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Small Business Administration (SBA) reduc e
the cost of the disaster loan program by eliminatin g
disaster loans to businesses and individuals who have
credit available elsewhere, and by permanently excludin g
farm loans from the program ?

PPSSCC estimated cost savings from discontinuin g
disaster loans to businesses and individuals with credi t
available elsewhere at $3 million over 3 years . If the
SBA were to permanently exclude farmers from eligibilit y
under the disaster loan program, there would be no direc t
savings since these loans, if justified, would be made b y
the Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommended that (1) SBA discontinu e
disaster loans to businesses and individuals with credi t
available elsewhere and (2) SBA permanently exclud e
farmers from the SBA disaster loan program, since they ar e
already covered by Department of Agriculture disaste r
programs . GAO is in basic agreement with thes e
recommendations .

In 1978, GAO evaluated how well FmHA and SBA coordi-
nated their farm disaster assistance program (GAO/
CED-78®118) . GAO reported that while the two agencie s
were serving essentially the same target population, ther e
were many differences between the two agencies' programs
which not only made it difficult for them to effectivel y
coordinate their efforts but also resulted in confusin g
and inequitable situations for farmers . The most signifi-
cant difference reported by GAO was that FmHA had a
credit-elsewhere test--it did not make loans to farmer s
who could get credit elsewhere--while SBA would make loan s
regardless of whether a farmer could obtain credi t
elsewhere .

GAO recommended that the Congress decide whether o r
not it should be the policy of the Federal Government t o
make disaster assistance loans to farmers who are able to
obtain credit from non-Federal sources . Once this deci-
sion is made, GAO recommended that the Small Business Ac t
be amended so that SBA is no longer authorized to mak e
disaster loans to farmers and, if necessary, that appro-
priate changes be made to FmHA's enabling legislation .

GAO further recommended that if the Congress did not
amend the Small Business Act in the above manner, that the
Congress require FmHA and SBA to establish a task force
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charged with the responsibility of determining what speci -
fic changes should be made to the two agencies' disaste r
loan programs to achieve consistency between the program s
and to avoid overlapping and duplicating efforts by th e
agencies .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Implementation of the PPSSCC recommendations woul d
require legislation . SBA, however, appealed the recommen-
dation requiring credit elsewhere to OMB on the basis tha t
the "political problems" that would be created were no t
worth the estimated savings . OMB concurs with SBA' s
position .

While SBA fully supports the PPSSCC recommendation t o
exclude farmers from its disaster loan program, the Con-
gress has made it clear in the past that it wants farmer s
to be eligible to receive disaster assistance through bot h
SBA and FmHA programs . In previous years the Congress ha s
provided that both FmHA and SBA may provide disaste r
assistance to farmers regardless of whether the farmer ca n
obtain credit elsewhere . ) Public Law 98-270, date d
April 18,

	

1984,

	

is

	

the most recent law to address thi s
issue and provides that for farmers without the ability to
obtain credit elsewhere the borrowing rate SBA can charg e
cannot exceed 4 percent per year .

	

In cases where a farmer
is able to obtain credit elsewhere, the maximum rate tha t
SBA can charge on a disaster loan is 8 percent .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO believes that the PPSSCC may have underestimate d
the potential savings that would accrue if farmers wit h
credit available elsewhere were precluded from receivin g
disaster loans . The PPSSCC's $3 million savings estimat e
is based only on expected credit losses but does no t
include the interest rate subsidy from federal borrowin g
at rates above the 8 percent maximum allowable rate tha t
can be charged on disaster loans . GAO has no basis t o
estimate the cost of this subsidy and the correspondin g
savings that would result if farmers with credit availabl e
elsewhere were precluded from receiving disaster loans .
With respect to excluding farmers from SBA's disaster loa n
program, GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's conclusion that n o
direct savings to the federal government would resul t
because, if justified, the loans would be made by FmHA .

1 P .L . 96-302 ; P .L . 97-35 ; and P .L . 98-270 .
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V . RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-78-118 Difficulties in Coordinating Far m
Assistance Programs Operated b y
Farmers Home Administration and Smal l
Business Administration (May 25 ,
1978 )

VI0 GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-6111
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SBA	 6 :	 REDUCTION OF GUARANTEES ON SURETY BOND S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Can the Small Business Administration (SBA) reduc e
losses in its Surety Bond Program by reducin g it s
percentag e guaranty from 90 percent to 85 percent ?

PPSSCC estimated cost savings from reducing th e
guaranty percentage at 529 .7 million over 3 years .

IIe GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Under the Surety Bond Guarantee Program, SB A
guarantees that it will cover up to 90 percent of a suret y
company's losses on bonds that contractors could no t
obtain without the guarantee . CAO agrees that implementa-
tion of the PPSSCC recommendation on reducing the guarant y
percentage would reduce SBA's losses in its Surety Bon d
Guarantee Program. The reduced losses would result from
(1) lower SBA payout on defaulted contracts (85 percen t
instead of 90 percent on a claim) and (2) greater scrutin y
by surety companies when considering contractor applica-
tions for bonding . Surety companies would likely impos e
more stringent requirements on contractors since the com-
panies loss exposure would be increased when the guaranty
is reduced from 90 percent to 85 percent . For example ,
sureties might require contractors to have a stronge r
financial position before they would execute bonds eve n
with the SBA guarantee .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

This recommendation can be implemented throug h
administrative action . GAO believes the recommendation i s
feasible and that its implementation might preclude cer-
tain marginal contractors from obtaining required bond-
ing . SBA has drafted proposed regulations consistent with
the PPSSCC's recommendation . SBA will publish the draf t
regulations for public comment before they are finalized .

IV0 GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis to assess the PPSSCC's total dolla r
savings estimate . SBA's losses should be reduced both a s
a result of the lower payment (85 percent) and because i t
is likely that surety companies, given their increase d
exposure to losses, would be more selective in bondin g
contractors .
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Vo RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

None

VI . GAO CONTAC T

John Luke 275-6111
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BUS-FMC 1 : COMMISSION HEADCOUNT AND STAFFING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) improve its
management practices and reduce its staff ?

Savings resulting from the Task Force recommendation
to reduce staffing levels by 25 positions would be $0 . 7
million in Year 1, $1 .1 million in Year 2, and $1 .3 million
in Year 3 for a total 3-year savings of $3 .1 million, "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Twelve of the 25 staff reductions recommended by the
PPSSCC were directly related to its recommendation to up-
grade computer facilities in FMC headquarters and in
regional offices . GAO pointed out in a report on the FMC
(GAO/CED-80-20, January 18, 1980), that an upgraded compute r
system could provide better and more timely information to
FMC users . This GAO recommendation was one of a number o f
recommendations directed towards overall management improve-
ments at FMC . Therefore, GAO agrees with the recommendation
(BUS-FMC 1-1) that FMC should upgrade and expand its com-
puter facilities . However, GAO has no basis for an opinion
on the merits of the PPSSCC position that the upgrading o f
computer facilities should result in the reduction of 1 2
staff as estimated by PPSSCC since GAO did not address staf f
reductions associated with the upgrading of computer facili -
ties in our report .

GAO has no basis to comment on the field office review s
and staffing level cuts recommended by the PPSSCC . Also ,
GAO has no basis for opinion on the merits of the PPSSCC
position that 13 staff reductions should be made from fiel d
office staff cuts and workload reductions .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

FMC has taken administrative action to reduce its staf f
and to upgrade its computer system . FMC closed its Mid-
Atlantic district office in Washington, DC in March 1983 ,
and reduced staffing in the Great Lakes District office by
fifty percent by the end of 1983 . FMC's field office staf f
which totalled 44 at the time of PPSSCC's analysis had
declined to about 36 staff by mid-1984 . GAO agrees with th e
PPSSCC that FMC has management authority to update an d
expand its computer system .

FMC has installed modern data-processing equipment i n
its Washington headquarters and in its New York, Sa n
Francisco, and New Orleans regional offices . This equipment
has data communication capabilities which will assist i n
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investigations . Data can be transmitted to and from FM C
headquarters and the three major regional offices .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis to evalute the merits of any of th e
staff reductions cited by the PPSSCC because GAO has done n o
analysis of staff reductions attributable to projected work -

load reductions . PPSSCC projected 12 staff replaced by
automation, and 13 others due to workload reductions . Staff
reduced by projected workload reductions involve 6 adminis-
trative law judge positions, 4 staff at closed regiona l
offices, 1 staff in the Office of Energy and Environmental
Impact, and 2 headquarters staff .

GAO also has no basis to evaluate the merit of the
PPSSCC estimates of average wage costs, benefits and asso -

ciated expenses . These expense estimates were used by th e
PPSSCC to estimate the total three-year savingz associate d
with PPSSCC's staff reduction recommendations .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/CED-80-20 Essential Management Functions
at the Federal Maritime Commissio n
Are Not Being Performed (Jan . 18, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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TRANS 14 :	 A REVIEW OFTHEUNIFORM TIREQUALITY	 GRADING SYSTE M

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Does the Uniform Tire Quality Grading System (UTQGS )
program of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-
tion (NHTSA) serve any purpose? "

Cost savings from elimination of this program are esti-
mated at $3 .3 million over the next 3 years . In addition ,
retail prices to the public may be reduced by the industry' s
cost of compliance, estimated at $11 million annually .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

GAO has no basis for an opinion on the PPSSCC's recom-
mendation that " NHTSA should propose legislative action to
cancel the UTQGS program" because it has not evaluated the
program. However, GAO believes action would be prematur e
before the Department of Transportation (DOT) completes its
ongoing evaluation of the program ,

The PPSSCC relied largely on a June 1982 DOT Inspecto r
General's (IG's) draft report as support for its positio n
that the UTQGS program should be cancelled .

The IG's final report, which was issued on Septembe r
30, 1982, concluded that the program's legislative inten t
was not being achieved because tire manufacturers did no t
assign treadwear grades consistently and most consumers were
unaware of the UTQGS and most of those who were aware of i t
seldom used it . According to the report, these condition s
existed because (1) the treadwear requirements did no t
assure that tire manufacturers assigned uniform treadwea r
grades, (2) NHTSA had not adequately promoted the UTQGS, and
(3) the UTQGS lacked credibility . The IG recommended tha t
NHTSA determine whether technical improvements to the UTQGS
were feasible and the costs of improvements were warranted
based on a comprehensive study of expected consumer accep-
tance and use . DOT is evaluating the program to address the
issues raised by the IG report .

III a GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY p FEASIBILITY
AND STATUS

On September 9, 1966, the Congress enacted the Nationa l
Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 (15 U .S .C .
§ 1381 et seq .) requiring the Secretary to develop and pub-
lish a uniform quality grading system for motor vehicl e
tires . When considering the proposed legislation, the Con-
gress received testimony that a significant number of low -
cost tires were of poor quality, often having fatal defect s
and being incapable of performing safely under norma l
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conditions . With respect to original equipment tires, th e
Congress received a number of complaints of failures at lo w
mileage . Also, the Congress was concerned about the con -
fused and misleading terminology used in marketing tires
such as "1st line," "100 level," or "premium" tire which
varied from one manufacturer to another .

As indicated by the PPSSCC, cancellation of the UTQGS
program would require legislative action by the Congress to
repeal the requirement . As of September 1984, DOT wa s
evaluating the program to determine its appropriateness .
Whether DOT proposes legislation to cancel the program, a s
recommended by the PPSSCC, should depend on the outcome o f
that evaluation .

GAO believes that before the Congress would enac t
legislation to cancel the program, DOT will have to demon-
strate that the program cannot be effectively implemented at
a reasonable cost .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis to question the PPSSCC's 3-year cost
savings estimate of $3 .3 million . The PPSSCC attribute d
that estimate to the DOT/IG's June 1982 report which state d
that the cost to the government for enforcement of the pro -
gram would be $1 million the first year, $1 .1 million the
second year, and $1 .2 million the third year . The PPSSC C
stated that these costs were based on NHTSA's estimate o f
the resources it spends annually to administer the progra m
and conduct compliance testing .

Also the PPSSCC stated that based on NHTSA's estimate
tire manufacturers incur additional costs of about $11 mil -
lion annually to comply with the UTQGS . As noted by th e
PPSSCC, elimination of these costs to the manufacturer s
could reduce retail tire prices . GAO believes that i t
should be noted, however, that such price reductions woul d
depend on the extent to which the manufacturers decide to
pass the savings on to consumers .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

None .

VI. GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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COMM 9 : NBS STAFFING RATIOS

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Are there opportunities for cost savings at the NB S
through adjustments in staffing levels that would increas e
the ratio of technicians to professionals ?

PPSSCC estimates that its recommendations could resul t
in savings of approximately $0 .5 million in the first year ,
$1 .0 million in the second year, and $2 .0 million in the
third year .

II, GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC recommends that the NBS Director study whethe r
the ratio of full-time technicians to full-time profes-
sionals can be increased . It criticizes the current rati o
of three or four professionals to one technician by compari -
son with a typical industrial R&D lab having a one to on e
ratio . To further reduce costs, PPSSCC makes a second
recommendation that students be used to fill the role o f
technicians and that NBS attract a permanent university pre -
sence to its Gaithersburg, Maryland site as a means o f
improving the physical proximity of university students .

GAO supports the concepts of assessing the ratio o f
professionals to technicians to increase economy and effi -
ciency,and investigating opportunities for collaboratio n
with universities .

Regarding the ratio of professionals to technicians ,
some areas, such as computer networks and applied mathema-
tics, may not require any technicians . NBS's role in thes e
areas is to provide expertise and neutral technical revie w
of problems rather than to perform R&D where technicians
would be needed .

GAO recognizes that greater use of students in research
is economical but believes that the PPSSCC's discussion i s
limited in proposing more NBS/university arrangements fo r
the single purpose of enlisting students to reduce salar y
costs . However, a 1981 GAO report on the mission and func-
tions of NBS suggested increased use of joint NBS/universit y
research institutions to enhance the performance of re -
search rather than to provide a pool of students which coul d
serve as a less expensive source of technicians . The Join t
Institute of Laboratory Astrophysics in Boulder, Colorado i s
a collaborative arrangement between NBS and the Universit y
of Colorado in physics research . This joint institute con-
cept is widely considered to be an efficient and effectiv e
way for a mission agency like NBS to perform certain type s
of basic research .
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III m GAO ASSESSMENT OP IMPLEMENTATION, AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

All three recommendations can be implemented b y
executive action, but problems may hamper implementation .
GAO believes that it would be difficult to establish a uni-
versity science department at Gaithersburg for the sole pur-
pose of employing students as technicians . As academic and
research institutions, universities would be unlikely t o
view such a proposal favorably unless it was proposed in th e

conte: of contributing to research and educationa l

objectives .

In commenting on the recommendation regarding th e
professional/technician ratio, NBS said that actual ratio s
of scientists to technicians were within the range of th e
PPSSCC's recommendations . NBS recomputed the professiona l
to technician baseline by separating out employees in two
programs (the Institute for Computer Science and Technolog y
and the Center for Applied Mathematics) which did not len d
themselves to such ratios . GAO believes that this recompu-
tation is valid given the nature of the work done by the tw o
programs .

With regard to the recommendation to use low-cos t
university students, NBS pointed out that 200 such student s
were currently employed by NBS and that the Bureau planne d
to continue university contacts at all levels to insure a
steady flow of university students to NBS . NBS stated that
establishing a university presence was addressed throug h
discussions with the University of Maryland to extend coop-
eration and by continuing to pursue graduate researc h
fellowships and university cooperative programs .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimates that savings of about $2 millio n
per year could be achieved through staffing adjustments tha t
would change the ratio of full-time professionals to techni-
cians from five to one to three to one . PPSSCC then applied
"best guess implementation lead times" to yield savings o f

$0 .5 million in the first year, $1 .0 million in the second
year and $2 .0 million in the third year .

Without an analysis as to whether the quality of NB S
research mission would be maintained by such a shift i n
ratio, GAO cannot comment on whether the "net savings" migh t
be offset by hidden costs such as the loss of in-hous e
expertise .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-81-39 Information on Mission and Functions o f
the National Bureau of Standards (Apr .
22, 1981 )

GAO/CED-80-49 National Bureau of Standards—Answers t o
Congressional Concerns (Feb . 2, 1980 )

GAO/CED-79-29 National Bureau of Standards- -
Information and Observations on its
Administration (Mar . 21, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Herbert McLure 275-778 3
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COMM 7 : PTO PLANNED STAFF INCREASE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) reduce th e
number of new examiners it plans to hire in FY 1983, F Y
1984, and FY 1985 and still reduce average pendency tim e
from 24 months to 18 months ?

According to PPSSCC, such a reduction would save abou t

$2 .4 million in the second year and $7 .0 million in the
third year .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC review of the Patent and Trademark Offic e
consisted of a critique of PTO's "Plan 18/87", which woul d
increase the number of patent examiners from its FY 198 2
level of 1,035 to a level of 1515 by FY 1985 . The purpos e
of "Plan 18/87" is to reduce the average time of paten t
pendency from 24 months to 18 months by the end of FY 198 7
without a deterioration in quality . Patent pendency is th e
period of time from the filing of an application to the dat e
the patent is issued or the application abandoned . Accord-
ing to PPSSCC, the PTO mistakenly assumed that the produc-
tivity of experienced examiners does not erode substantiall y
when they are required to informally assist the large influ x
of new talent. If there is an erosion of productivity, the n
pendency time will still be increasing despite the number o f
new hires . According to PPSSCC, PTO would not need to hir e
new examiners if it had an industrial engineer on its staff
responsible for work simplification and improvements i n
scheduling and workflows . The PPSSCC recommends that the
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks reduce PTO's hiring
goals beginning in FY 1984 as well as immediately hire on e
or more industrial engineers or seek outside advice
PTO's methods and scheduling practices . PPSSCC would reduc e
PTO's planned hires of 180 new examiners in FY 1984 and 21 5
examiners in FY 1985 to 80 in each year to cover attrition .

GAO has no basis on which to comment on the specifi c
PPSSCC recommendations but has issued numerous reports whic h
address the need for comprehensive workforce planning withi n
the federal government and propose various techniques fo r
planning workforce needs . Although GAO cannot commen t
directly on the PPSSCC's specific recommendation for PTO to
hire fewer examiners than it originally planned, GAO work o n
productivity and personnel issues would support the use o f
industrial engineers .
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IYI® GAO ASSUSSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that the two PPSSCC recommendations can b e
implemented administratively but notes that the PTO is wel l
underway in its implementation of "Plan 18/87 ." The plan
was initiated through 1982 appropriated supplemental fund -
ing . In FY 1985 appropriation hearings, PTO rejected th e
first recommendation stating that PPSSCC°s proposed modifi -
cation to the "18 by 87" plan would "make it impossible t o
achieve an 18 month average pendency time by 1987 . "

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimates savings of $2 .4 million in the
second year and $7 .0 million in the third year . This esti-
mate is based on the use of $25,000 per year as the cost o f
an examiner multiplied by the 100 and 135 "person years "
saved in FY 1984 and FY 1985 if the PTO hired only 80 exami -
ners in each of the two years as proposed by PPSSCC . An
original estimate of $2 .7 million savings in year 2 i s
rounded to $2 .4 million in order to absorb an estimated cos t
of $300,000 for industrial engineering support .

GAO has not evaluated the relative effectiveness o f
increased hiring versus a stable workforce to which indus-
trial engineering principles have been applied and therefor e
cannot comment on PPSSCC's savings estimates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD®81®54 Improving the Credibility and Management
of the Federal Work Force Through Bette r
Planning and Budgeting Controls (Jul y
17, 1981 )

GAO/FPCDm81®4

	

Federal Work Force Planning : Time for
Renewed Emphasis (Dec . 30, 1980 )

GAO/FPCD®80-36 A Guide and Checklist for Forecastin g
How Many Workers Government Agencie s
Need (Jan . 28, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Herbert McLure 275®778 3
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COMM 8 : NBS ADMINISTRATION AND PROGRAM EVALUATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Are there cost savings opportunities at the Nationa l
Bureau of Standards through :

--reductions in program activity more appropriate t o
the private sector ;

--increases in private sector support for program areas
which benefit selected industries ; and

--elimination of project activity in which potential
benefits do not justify the costs involved ?

PPSSCC estimates that its recommendations could resul t
in savings of approximately $10 .0 million in the first year ,
$15.0 million in the second year and $20 .0 million in the
third year .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

PPSSCC believes that a private sector panel coul d
assess the appropriateness of NBS involvement in differen t
projects . PPSSCC also asks the NBS director to investigat e
potential for cost reduction and private sector support in a
number of areas .

These recommendations are based on PPSSCC findings tha t
there is some confusion among officials in OMB, the Offic e
of Science and Technology Policy and the Department o f
Commerce concerning the expansion of NBS program activit y
beyond traditional areas of measurement science . This con-
fusion is seen as resulting from the lack of an independen t
review of the appropriateness of individual projects .

Three GAO reports on NBS agree with the PPSSCC' s
comment on the breadth and diversity of the Bureau's mis-
sion . NBS performance of all the responsibilities assigne d
to it has been affected by funding problems as well as dif -
ficulties in prioritizing work . NBS' current policy is to
examine requests by other agencies for work to see if i t
could be done elsewhere .

III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION, AUTORITY, FEASIBILITY . ,
AND STATUS

The establishment of a private sector evaluation pane l
with discretion to evaluate research projects, as suggeste d
in these recommendations, is a legitimate executive actio n
within applicable statutory limits . However, reduction o r
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elimination of programs could not take place without con-
gressional action .

The Department of Commerce did not establish a ne w
Project Evaluation Committee (the subject of the first tw o
recommendations) but current evaluation panels and th e
Visiting Committee reported on NBS programs to the Secretary
in July 1984 . The Visiting Committee, established by NBS° s
organic act to provide an objective, expert review of th e
agency, advises the Secretary of Commerce on NBS operations .
The Department cites the 1984 budget review and propose d
elimination of selected research areas and increased use r
fees in other areas as implementation of the third recom-
mendation . GAO believes that NBS' current evaluation system
and budget review are adequate without adding a new evalua-
tion panel as suggested by PPSSCC .

W. GAO ANALYSIS OP SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC bases its three year savings estimate of $45 . 0
million on proposed reduction of NBS programs in eigh t
areas. GAO believes the PPSSCC estimate is overstate d
because the base figure from which savings are derived doe s
not list how much is performed for other agencies . Accord-
ing to NBS policy, NBS performs work for other agencies onl y
when agencies cannot get work done elsewhere in governmen t
or the private sector . Therefore, if NBS did not perfor m
this reimbursable work the other agencies could not get th e
work done or would have to pay even more to build th e
necessary research facility and acquire the expertise .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CEDm51®39 Information On Mission and Functions o f
the National Bureau of Standards (Apr .
22, 1981 )

GAO/CED-80-49 National Bureau of Standards—Answers to
Congressional Concerns (Feb . 2, 1980 )

GAO/CED-79®29 National Bureau of Standards- -
Information and Observations on It s
Administration (Mar . 21, 1979 )

VIa GAO CONTACT

Herbert McLure 275®775 3
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CONG 2®0 :	 THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT SHOULD SEEK	 LEGISLATION
TO END FEDERAL FUNDING FOR THE REGIONAL INFORMATIO N
SHARING SYSTEMS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Under Regional Information Sharing System (KISS) pro -
grams, state and local jurisdictions share intelligenc e
information on criminal activity . Funding had been pro-
vided by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administratio n
until that agency disbanded several years ago, Th e
Justice Department concluded that if the program wer e
worthwhile, state and local governments should be willin g
to help pay for it . Since they were not, Justice oppose d
assuming the entire financial burden . The Senate Appro-
priations Committee Report on the FY 1984 Justice Appro-
priations Bill directs the agency to spend $9 .9 million on
seven regional information programs .

If this program were eliminated, the 3-year savings
are estimated at $32 .8 million : $9 .9 million in the firs t
year, $10 .9 million in the second year ; and $12 .0 million
in the third year .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO has not taken a position on the feasibility o f
having state and local governments assume funding for thi s
program. GAO's recent review showed that the three RIS S
projects GAO audited have resolved management weaknesse s
identified in previous Justice Department audits . The
projects serve a state and local law enforcement communit y
and Congress continues to fund these projects over th e
Justice Department's objections .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ®
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recommends that the Justice Departmen t
seek legislation to end federal funding of the systems .
In GAO's opinion, no special legislation is needed to end
this program . No administration requests for funding have
been submitted to Congress, yet Congress continues to ad d
funds to Justice's budget each year . As long as Congres s
believes there is a valid need for supporting thi s
program, it will remain .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The Estimated savings are valid if the program wer e
eliminated .
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V.

	

LEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-8 5 ® 17 Regional Information Sharing Systems
(Nov . 5, 1984 )

GAO/GGD-81-36 The Multi-State Regional Intelligenc e
Projects—Who Will Oversee Thes e
Federally Funded Networks ?
(Dec . 31, 1980 )

IV. GAO CONTACT

Arnold Jones 275-8389
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COMM 4 :	 EDA UNLIQUIDATED OBLIGATION S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

What administrative steps can be taken by th e
Economic Development Administration (EDA) to terminat e
grants for projects which are delayed or inactive?

PPSSCC estimated that termination of such grant s
should result in cost avoidance of approximately $60 mil -
lion, including $20 million in FY 1983, $20 million in F Y
1984, and $20 million in FY 1985 .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

Since inception in 1965, EDA has awarded over $9 . 5
billion in grants . Of this amount, about $6 .0 billion was
obligated in fiscal years 1976 and 1977 under a specia l
anti-recessionary program . The remaining $3 .5 billion was
obligated under the Public Works Program . As of April 23 ,
1982, EDA had unliquidated obligations totaling $121 mil -
lion on 783 projects that were 2 years old and older an d
which had no disbursements . Of these, 79 projects, wit h
unliquidated obligations totaling $26 .6 million, were 5
ears old and older .

Although EDA has the authority to terminate grant s
for projects that did not meet the implementation schedul e
set forth in the grant agreement, historically EDA ha d
never done so . PPSSCC recommended that EDA issue termina-
tion letters to all grantees which had no disbursement s
and which did not to meet one or more terms of the gran t
agreement .

GAO agrees with PPSSCC's recommendation . Such termi-
nations would be especially applicable in instances wher e
local conditions may have changed to the extent tha t
EDA cannot be assured that the long-delayed projects woul d
accomplish their originally intended objectives if the y
were now completed . In a 1977 report (GAO/CED-77-86) ,
GAO examined regular public works projects that experi-
enced extended delays in getting under construction an d
found that many projects had to be redesigned because o f
inflation and the projects could not be completed wit h
available funds . Such actions could have reduced the
scope and the potential economic impact of the projects .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

EDA agreed with PPSSCC's recommendation and has take n
administrative action to reduce unliquidated obligation s
on projects which were delayed two or more years, as wel l
as other projects . The Department of Commerce's Office o f
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the Inspector General (IG) has closely monitored FDA' s
project deobligation efforts . The IG's records show tha t
from April 23, 1982, through September 30, 1984, FD A
reduced (mostly through project terminations) it s
unliquidated obligations on the universe of 783 project s
from 5121 million to about S16 million, or about R 7
percent .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE S

PPSSCC estimated that of the 5120 million o f
seriously delayed projects, S40 million will not be termi-
nated for program or political reasons . Of the remainin g
S80 million that will be terminated, PPSSCC estimated tha t
about $60 million rep resent true cost avoidance, assuming
that projects totaling 520 million or less would not hav e
been started anyway . PPSSCC, therefore, estimated that i f
EDA implements its suggestions, savings of abou t
560 million will result .

GAO believes that EDA ' s project termination action s
have resulted in cost avoidance, but it has no basis fo r
determining the amount of such savings . To do so woul d
require knowledge on which projects would have gon e
forward into construction had FDA not taken th e
termination actions .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-77-86

	

Changes Proposed for the Funding o f
Public Works Projects Would Expedit e
Economic Development and Job
Opportunities (July 7, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-6111
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ASSET 14 : PRIVATE SECTOR INCREASED PARTICIPATIO N

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should private sector participation in Export-Impor t
Bank (Eximbank) and Rural Electrification Administration
(REA) direct loans be increased?" PPSSCC stated that over
three years, S1,879 million in Eximbank and REA loan s
could be made by the private sector, thereby saving REA
$15 .2 million in interest cost and reducing Eximbank and
REA processing cost S6 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

REA made about $850 million in direct loans in fiscal
year 1984 to rural electric distribution cooperatives .
These loans are used to finance electric distribution
facilities . The Eximbank's financing programs, whic h
facilitate and aid the export of U .S . goods and services ,
includes direct loans, financial guarantees, and insur-
ance . For fiscal year 1984, Eximbank direct loans wer e
limited to $3 .8 billion .

GAO agrees that private sector financing should b e
encouraged in lieu of direct federal loans wherever feasi-
ble . This would be consistent with the government' s
general policy of avoiding competition with the privat e
sector .

PPSSCC would shift 20 percent of REA direct loans t o
the private sector . In a 1980 report (GAO/CED®80-52), GAO
stated that many REA electric distr_ihstion borrowers ha d
the financial strength to qualify for private secto r
loans . Although some of these borrowers have to charg e
relatively high electric rates to maintain their financia l
strength, GAO reported that others have low costs an d
could absorb the increased interest cost from private
financing and still charge electric rates comparable t o
those charges by neighboring investor owned utilities .
GAO stated, however, that REA did not have criteria t o
determine which borrower could qualify for private sector
loans .

In addition, GAO pointed out that REA's loan makin g
criteria does not adequately correlate the type and/or
amount of subsidized (low-interest-rate) loan REA wil l
provide with the borrowers' needs . For example, some bor-
rowers with high costs and high electric rates receive d
the same or a lower subsidy than those received by bor-
rowers that had low costs and low electric rates . GAO
concluded that REA needed new loan criteria to better
correlate the type and amount of subsidized loan to the
borrower's individual need for assistance .
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PPSSCC also recommends shifting 20 percent o f
Eximbank's direct loans to the private sector . PPSSCC
stated that a typical Eximbank direct loan package con-
sists of a 15 percent cash investment by the borrower ,
42 .5 percent in Eximbank direct loans, and 42 .5 percent i n
private financing . It also stated that seven firms hav e
received about two-thirds of the benefits from Eximbank° s
direct loans and that each of these firms was a Fortun e
500 company whose credit worthiness cannot be questioned .

GAO believes that while the total amount of Eximbank
financing could be arhritrarily reduced, the PPSSCC recom -
mendation does not address the most important factor tha t
influences the need for Eximbank financing . Competitio n
from other countries° export financing programs is a ke y
determinant of the level of Eximbank financing . In addi-
tion, the PPSSCC justification for reducing Eximbank' s
loan level is confusing . For example, the PPSSCC recom-
mendation cites the credit worthiness of major U .S .
exporters as justification for cutting direct loans . How-
ever, these firms are generally not borrowers fro m
Eximbank . The credit worthiness of foreign importers i n
countries who buy U .S . exports is the relevant factor i n
determining the need for government supported expor t
financing .

III. GAO ASSESS@4ENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Although PPSSCC believes legislation is not necessary
to shift Eximbank and REA direct loans to the private sec -
tor, GAO believes legislation would be useful, as a mini -
mum, to clarify that the Congress concurs with such
shifts . GAO recommended in GAO/CED-80-52 that REA develo p
criteria to determine which borrowers qualify for loans
from private sources . However, because of congressiona l
interest in this area, GAO subsequently urg ed the Congres s
in testimony presented in April 1984 to reexamine and
clarify REA's program objectives and the criteria to be
used to determine the level of assistance (subsidy) to be
provider? and the intended beneficiaries to accomplish the
program's objectives .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC's 20 percent shift in REA direct loans to th e
private sector seems reasonable . GAO found that as o f
December 1981, 193 of 921 REA cooperative borrowers ,
almost 21 percent, had the financial strength to borrow o n
their own . Although the number of financially stron g
cooperatives was actually larger than 193, these 19 3
cooperative borrowers all had lower electric races tha n
the rates charged by investor-owned utilities .
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Based on a 20 percent shift, PPSSCC estimated tha t
REA could realize a 3-year savings of $15 .2 million i n
interest costs but GAO believes this estimate is under -
stated . PPSSCC's estimate covers only the first year' s
intere s .: savings on loans made in any one year during the
3-year period when in actuality interest savings woul d
accrue every year over the life of the loans made in an y
one year .

Based on its budget assumption, the PPSSCC estimate d
that cash savings of S1,674 million over 3-years would b e
generated by the diversion of Eximbank loans to privat e
sector financing and by reduction of the overall level o f
Eximbank's participation in loan packages . The projected
budget savings are the result of an assumed 20 percent cu t
in loan activity . However, these savings are in addition
to a forecasted 15 percent annual reduction in Eximban k
loans . In all, Eximbank lending would be reduced by a
total of about 35 percent . This assumes that the privat e
sector would replace this 35 percent reduction in Eximban k
lending and that there would be no reduction in turn i n
U .S . exports, related employment, and tax revenues . I f
this assumption does not hold, there would be budge t
consequences Dffsetting the projected savings .

PPSSCC also estimated a S6 million 3-year savings i n
Eximbank and REA processing cost . GAO has no basis fo r
commenting on these savings because the PPSSCC estimat e
does not contain sufficient detail as to how the estimat e
was prepared .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-80-52 Rural Electrification Administratio n
Loans to Electric Distributio n
Systems : Policy Changes Neede d
(May 30, 1980 )

Testimony

	

The Integrity of the Rural Flectrifi-
cation and Telephone Revolving Fund by
John Luke before the Subcommittee on
Agricultural Credit and Rural Electri-
ficaton, Senate Committee on Agricul-
ture, Nutrition, and Forestry ,
(Apr . 12, 1984 )

GAO/ID-81-43 To Be Self-Sufficient or Competitive ?
Eximbank Needs Congressional Guidanc e
(June 24, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-6111
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CHAPTER 7

FEDERAL CIVILIAN PERSONNEL MANAGEMEN T

The PPSSCC identified various methods to reduce the federal cost s
of compensating about 2 .2 million civilian employees in the federa l
government (excluding about 660,000 postal workers) and 1 .9 million
civilian retirees and survivors . The pay and benefits for employee s
cost about $76 billion annually, and retirees and survivors received
about $21 billion from the civil service retirement fund in 1983 .

GAO examined 45 PPSSCC issues concerning the practices and poli-
cies governing federal employee pay and benefits, productivity, and
personnel management . It found overall merits in 27 of these issues ,
questioned the merits of 14, and took no position on four . The issues
which GAO generally supports concern changing the process for settin g
federal pay rates, improving productivity, improving the accounting
for and funding of the civil service retirement system, and bringing
the Foreign Service retirement system in line with the civil service
system . The PPSSCC estimated that 3-year savings for the 27 issue s
which GAO supports would amount to about $20 .8 billion . While GAO
believes the issues have merit, at most they would produce abou t
one-half the savings that were estimated by the PPSSCC . Twenty-two
of the 45 issues would require legislation to be fully implemented .
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PER	 6 :	 PAY COMPARABILITY

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Is pay comparability, as it is now structured, a
sound approach for the federal sector ?

The PPSSCC believes its five modifications to th e
process for determining federal white-collar pay woul d

save about $4 .1 billion over 3 years .

II, GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

While GAO does not agree with the PPSSCC ' s savings
estimate, GAO has made a number of studies of the Genera l
Schedule pay comparability process which have shown tha t
many of the PPSSCC recommended refinements were needed .
Some of these refinements were included as part of bot h
the Carter and Reagan Administrations ' pay reform legis-
lation, which Congress did not enact .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the federal govern-
ment, with its nationwide, white-collar salary rates ,
overpays in certain labor markets and underpays in others ;
and it supports the PPSSC C ' s recommendation to establish
locality pay systems for certain white-collar employees .
GAO has also recommended including state and local govern -
ments in the pay comparability surveys . This change would
help broaden the comparability processes to include al l
major segments of the nonfederal sector . Furthermore, GAO
believes there is merit in the PPSSC C ' s recommendations to
expand the pay survey to smaller size establishments an d
to make the occupational coverage more representative o f
both the federal government and the nonfederal job struc -
ture . To a great extent, the survey has already bee n
expanded over the years to include additional jobs ,
broader industry coverac=:, and smaller establishments .
Finally, GAO agrees with `he PPSSCC that the survey doe s
not have to be conducted every year to determine compar-
ability . GAO has recommended that off-year pay adjust-
ments could be based on an appropriate statistical indi-
cator, such as the Bureau of Labor Statistic s ' Employment
Cost Index .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY ® FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC stated most of its recommendations wil l
require legislative action . However, several adminis-
trative changes to the pay comparability process have bee n
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made, and additional changes are planned for 1985 an d
1986 . The planned administrative changes to the pay-
setting survey process include : reducing the presen t
minimum size of private sector establishments surveyed ;
surveying the non-profit sector and other presentl y
excluded industries ; using the Bureau of Labor Statistics '
Employment Cost Index in the pay-setting process ; and sur-
veying state and local governments for informational pur-
poses as a step toward eventual legislative reform to
include this information in the pay-setting process .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO does not agree with PPSSCC that the modification s
will result in a $4 .1 billion savings over the next 3
years . Although the PPSSCC's recommendations woul d
improve the means by which pay comparability is deter -
mined, there is no evidence to show that the PPSSCC modi-
fications would be sufficient to offset the current 1 8
percent pay lag between federal and private sector
salaries that has resulted from pay limits imposed over
the last 7 years .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-82-4

	

Proposal to Lower the Federa l
Compensation Comparability Standard
Has Not Been Substantiated
(Jan . 1982 )

GAO/FPCD-81-50 Federal Pay-Setting Surveys Could B e
Performed More Efficientl y
(June 1981 )

GAO/FPCD-76-9

	

Federal White-Collar Pay Systems Need
Fundamental Changes (Oct . 1975 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275620 4
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PER 7 :	 BLUE-COLLAR PAY COMPARABILIT Y

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Is the Federal Wage System for blue-collar employee s
designed and administered so that the principle of pa y
comparability is being achieved as intended ?

If true comparability were achieved, the PPSSCC
estimates that a savings of $1 .8 billion could be achieve d
in the first 3 years of implementation .

II0 GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC focuses on basic prob?ems with the federa l
blue-collar pay system, which GAO had previousl y
identified . These includ e

--using an inappropriate benchmark to establish and
adjust the federal hourly rate so that most federa l
blue-collar employees are paid 8 percent to 1 2
percent more than the average blue-collar employe e
in the private sector ;

--using out-of-area wage data for setting local pay
rates ;

--using night-shift differentials that are highe r
than prevailing practices ;

--not surveying the pay systems of state and loca l
governments ;

--using dual rules and dual calculations to comput e
overtime payments .

GAO supports the PPSSCC recommended changes to th e
blue-collar pay system . The PPSSCC estimated savings wil l
not be realized immediately as discussed in Section IV
below .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLE4ENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIRILI
AND STATUS

As recognized by the PPSSCC, all the elements o f
their proposal, which Congress and present and pas t
administrations have already considered, would requir e
legislative action to implement . The administration did
not seek legislative authority to implement the PPSSC C
recommendations in the Fiscal Year 1985 budget .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC°s estimated an annual 6-percent reductio n
in prevailing usage rates totalling $1 .8 million over 3
years . In the first year, however, these savings canno t
be realized because federal pay rates lag an average 9 .3 7
percent behind the private sector in 134 wage areas, du e
to congressional pay limitations on blue-collar wages ove r
the last several years . Once the system has compensate d
for this pay lag, however, the PPSSCC's estimate appear s
reasonable based on Congressional Budget Offic e
estimates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-78-60

	

Federal Compensation Comparability :
Need for Congressional Actio n
(July 1978 )

GAO/FPCD-76-95

	

How the Fair Labor Standards Ac t
Affects Federal Agencies an d
Employees (Apr . 1977 )

GAO/FPCD-75-122 Improving the Pay Determinatio n
Process for Federal Blue-Colla r
Employees (June 1975 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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PER 8 : EXECUTIVE LEVEL AND SENIOR EXECUTIVE SERVICE PA Y

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Is the current method of setting pay for the Execu-
tive Levels and Senior Executive Service (SES) appropri-
ate, and are there too many SES positions?

The PPSSCC stated that although cost savings coul d
not be projected, they were inherent in the process o f
attracting and retaining key people capable of effective
and efficient management .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended (1) an in-depth study to
determine which SES positions warrant bonus eligibility
and higher salaries and, (2) after this study has bee n
completed and non-executive positions have been remove d
from SES, legislation be developed to increase executive
salaries and to separate executive and congressiona l
salary levels .

In the past GAO has stated that there have bee n
inadequate pay levels for government executives . GAO
advocated the development of an executive pay system that
would provide meaningful pay distinctions and incentive s
for recruiting and retaining top federal executives . GAO
recommended in a July 1980 report (GAO/EPCD-80-72) (1 )
allowing the annual pay increases to take effect for
federal executives and (2) discontinuing the practice o f
linking congressional pay increases to executive leve l
salaries .

GAO has not done any work to assess whether there ar e
too many positions in the SES .

IIIa GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The administration has not initiated a study o f
executive level positions, nor has it drafted legislatio n
that would be required to implement the PPSSCC recom-
mendations on SES pay increases and pay levels .

Previous efforts to substantially raise federal
executive pay levels have not been successful . As a
result, pay compression has been a problem in executiv e
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pay levels . SES has provided some relief in the form o f
performance awards, and legislation enacted in Novembe r
1984 will increase the number of executives eligible fo r
such awards .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE S

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the savings asso-
ciated with these recommendations cannot be measured .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/B-199649

	

Letter to the Chairman, Subcommittee
on Civil Service, Post Office, and
General Services, Senate Committee o n
Governmental Affairs (B-199649) ,
(Nov . 10, 1981 )

GAO/FPCD-80-72 Federal Executive Pay Compressio n
Worsens (July 31, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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ASSET 10 :	 CASH MANAGEMENT INCENTIVESm-INDIVIDUALS

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should greater use be made of individual incentive s
for good cash flow forecasting and cash management in th e
form of presidential, agency, and Senior Executive Servic e
(SES) bonus payments and suggestion awards ?

The PPSSCC did not estimate savings potential, but i t
believes promoting greater individual initiative could hav e
a significant impact on reducing the deficit .

II0 GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees that employee incentive reward systems hav e
the potential to stimulate improved employee performanc e
which can in turn lead to budgetary savings . The PPSSCC
believes that an aggressive approach of granting monetar y
awards to meet specific government needs could be ver y
effective in increasing performance in a particular are a
with minimal cost to the government . The PPSSCC recommend s
the use of this approach to improve performance in cas h
management and cash flow forecasting by (1) including it i n

the SES bonus criteria, (2) having the Cabinet-leve l
secretaries and the President make greater use of bonus
payments to individuals who make major contributions, an d
(3) having agencies educate employees on how to recogniz e
cash management savings and encourage employee suggestions .

The PPSSCC: recognizes that the government does no t
have much experience with incentive programs that are
focused on improving specific operations . For this reason ,
GAO believes the recommendations could be enhanced by
providing for an evaluation of the program . Also, the
recommendations do not establish a control focus to provid e
program definition and implementing guidance . OPM, working
with OMB, is a logical choice for that role .

YYYa GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,

AND STATUS

As recognized by the PPSSCC, the recommendations ca n
be implemented under the provisions of the Governmen t
Employees' Incentive Award Act of 1954 and the Civil Ser-
vice Reform Act of 1978 .

Employee perceptions of the fairness of cash incen-
tive programs could hinder the program . GAO's past wor k
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has shown that incentive award programs did not have high
credibility with employees and many employees believe d
that the motivational goals behind the programs were no t
being achieved . Essential components of incentive pro-
grams that were lacking included linkage with organiza -
tional goals and objectives, an objective system for
setting employee work expectations and measuring perform-
ance, managers with knowledge of how to use the program ,
timely and relevant awards, and an annual evaluation o f
program results . These past problems add support to the
need for a lead agency to guide the program .

GAO received from OPM information only about reco m-
mendations it had already endorsed publicly . No infor-
mation was provided on the implementation status of the
recommendations under this issue .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC did not predict savings because there ha s
been little experience in using incentives for specifi c
application to programs .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-84-32 Testimony of The Comptroller General
on the Impact of the Senior Executiv e
Service (Dec . 30, 1983 )

GAO/FPCD-81-24 Ways To Improve Federal Management an d
Use of Productivity Based Reward s
(Dec . 31, 1980 )

GAO/FGMSD-79-9 Does the Federal Incentive Award s
Program Improve Productivity (Mar . 15 ,
1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-6204
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LABOR 7 : ESTABLISHMENT OF AREA WAGE SCALE S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The Secretary of Labor should recommend to the Offic e
of Personnel Management that it propose legislatio n
calling for the establishment of area wage scales for th e
federal civilian nonsupervisory white-collar work force .

The PPSSCC estimates that savings in payroll cost s
exceed $800 million annually after an area wage scal e
system was fully in place .

II® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the federal govern-
ment ' s use of a single national pay scale does not recog -
nize that private sector firms recruit clerical and tech-
nical employees (nonsupervisory) from the local labo r
market and set their pay rates based on the prevailin g
rates for that area . GAO has supported a locality pa y
system for federal white-collar employees similar to tha t
for federal blue-collar workers . Setting federal white -
collar pay on a locality basis would decrease the situ-
ations where, in some areas, the federal government pay s
its employees more than the going rate, and in othe r
areas, federal employees are underpaid compared to thei r
private sector counterparts .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that a white-collar locality pay syste m
would require legislative action .

The administration did not seek legislative authorit y
to implement the PPSSCC recommendation in the FY 198 5
budget .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATES

GAO has not developed an estimated cost savings fo r
this action . However, the Congressional Budget Offic e
(CBO) did make a cost analysis on the impact of splittin g
the General Schedule and placing clerical and relate d
occupations on a locality pay system (Compensation Reform
for Federal White-Collar Em lo ees : the Administratio n ' s
Proposal and Budgeting Options for 1981, May 1980

	

CBO
found that future federal pay increases for clerica l
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occupations as a group would diminish under a locality pa y
system (as the PPSSCC analysis shows) but that pa y
adjustments for professional and administrative position s
under a national pay system would increase . According to
CEO, "the net result could be to increase the federa l
payroll by some $100 million . "

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-78-60 Federal Compensation Comparability :
Need for Congressional Action (Jul y
21, 1978 )

GAO/FPCD-76-9

	

Federal White-Collar Pay Systems Need
Fundamental Changes (Oct . 1975 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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CONG 2-10 :	 THE GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE (GPO )

I. PPSSCC ISSUE .ND SAVINGS

The Office of Management and Budget should see k
legislation that would bring wages of GPO employees i n
line with their counterparts elsewhere in the federa l
government .

The PPSSCC estimates that this change would save a n
estimated $62 .9 million over the next 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED EC0

	

ATIONS

Since September 1976, GAO has issued three reports o n
GPO's pay system which showed the need to bring GPO wage s
more in line with wages paid to other federal printing an d
lithographic employees . These reports show that GP O
employees who collectively bargain receive higher wage s
than do printing and lithographic employees who work fo r
other federal agencies and private sector firms in th e
Washington, D .C . area .

In 1976, GAO recommended that the Public Printe r
should reevaluate GPO ' s pay policy, pay systems an d
pay-setting processes, with the objectives of determinin g
whether GPO employees should be brought under the Federa l
Wage System and be paid and classified in the same way a s
other federal workers . In 1983, GAO suggested that a
joint labor/management task force be established t o
consider new pay practices for GPO . GAO suggested two
options that the task force should study as possibl e
alternative pay systems for GPO . The first option woul d
modify GPO's collective bargaining process to require tha t
negotiated wage rates be determined on the basis o f
private sector prevailing wage surveys . The second option
would place GPO collective bargaining employees unde r
appropriate federal pay systems such as the Federal Wag e
System and General Schedule . Under this option, most GPO
collective bargaining employees would be placed under th e
Federal Wage System .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recommendation would require legislatio n
which if enacted, would apply the federal wage grades an d
pay rates (printing and lithographic wage scales) to mos t
GPO craft and industrial employees . The GPO compositor s
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(video keyboard operators, proofreaders, text editors ,
etc .) would probably be placed under the General Schedule .
While GPO unions would not have a role in the pay-settin g
process for the General Schedule, they could have a rol e
in the Federal Wage System process through representation
on both the Local Wage Survey Committee and the Federa l
Prevailing Rate Advisory Committee . Other factors that
need to be considered before the legislation could b e
implemented are (1) whether the wage retention provision s
presently applicable to the rest of the government fo r
downgrading positions would apply at GPO or (2) whethe r
present GPO craft and industrial employees should b e
exempt from this legislation .

W . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVING ESTIMATE

If Congress enacts this legislation without wage
retention provisions or exemption provisions, GAO agree s
that the PPSSCC savings estimate appears reasonable . The
savings would be substantially less if the legislatio n
includes wage retention provisions or exempts certai n
employees .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD®8332 Comparison of the U .S . Government
Printing Office ' s Pay and Classifi-
cation System to Other Federal and
Private Sector Systems (June 3, 1983 )

GAO/FPCDm82®49 Comparison of Collectively Bargaine d
and Administratively Set Pay Rate s
for Federal Employees (July 2, 1982 )

GAO/FPCD-75°164 Letter report to the Public Printe r
(Sept . 14, 1976 )

IV, GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-6204
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ENERGY 2 :	 PERSONNEL ANDCOMPENSATION PRACTICE S

I ® PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Would modifications in job classification, job evalu -
ation, performance recognition, and the processes used i n
staff reductions at the Department of Energy (DOE) improve
individual incentives and overall staff stability ?

The principal expected benefits from the recommende d
ir.provements should be better employees, managers who ar e
less preoccupied, less training or retraining time which
cuts down on efficiency, and higher morale and productiv -
ity throughout the Department® The PPSSCC was unable t o
set a dollar value on such factors .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC made several recommendations to "deregu-
late " personnel management at DOE--implement a simpler ,
perhaps innovative classification system, improve th e
integrity of the merit pay system, examine features of the
"excepted" service that might be introduced in the Depart-
ment; and revise reduction-in-force policies . The PPSSCC
cited the need for the personnel system to be responsive
to the agency mission and to efficiently attract, reward ,
and retain talented people . GAO agrees that these con-
cerns with agency personnel systems should be addressed ,
but they are not necessarily unique to DOE . Since such
goals are common to other departments and agencies ,
solutions should be considered for governmentwide applic-
ability. GAO believes that agencies and the Office o f
Personnel Management (OPM) should work together to imple-
ment pilot programs for improvement of personnel system s
and to share the results of their assessments .

III © GAO ASSESSF

	

OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

To some extent the recommendations can be addresse d
by DOE . As the PPSSCC acknowledges, however, some OP M
regulations and federal statutes would have to be revise d
for the full benefits of the recommendations to be
realized . DOE has not taken actions to implement the
recommendations . OPM has initiated a study of government-
wide classification/compensation alternatives .
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IV 0 GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC realistically did not project quantifiabl e
savings from recommended improvements .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI0 GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275®6204
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PER 5 AND BUS-FTC 6 :	 FEDERAL POSITION CLASSIFICATION SYSTE M

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the excessive costs associated with the Federa l
Position Classification System that are due to overgradin g
and administration be reduced ?

According to the PPSSCC, if the PPSSCC's recommen-
dations are implemented, an estimated $992 .6 million could
be saved in Fiscal Year 1984, $1,59002 million in Fisca l
Year 1985, and $2,20704 million in Fiscal Year 1986 .

II® GAO ANALYSIS OP ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The major thrusts of the PPSSCC recommendations ar e
the need for (1) reducing overgrading in general and (2 )
reducing, more specifically, the average grade by one-hal f
of a grade® Although GAO agrees that overgrading shoul d
be minimized, it has not studied the extent to which over-
grading exists and therefore can neither endorse nor crit-
icize the findings in the Office of Personnel Management' s
(OPM's) report on overgrading that form the basis for th e
PPSSCC recommendations ®

The PPSSCC's recommendation that the average grade be
reduced is based on their analysis of the grade levels o f
a relatively higher paid, small portion of the white-
collar work force--i .e ., professional, administrative, and
supervisory positions® The PPSSCC analysis did no t
include federal clerical and technical positions, whic h
make up a large portion of the federal white-collar wor k
force .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OP IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,

AND STATUS

The PPSSCC report correctly states that the Office o f
Personnel Management (OPM) has the authority and responsi-
bility for developing standards and overseeing classifi-
cation of positions . OPM is currently studying th e
standards development process to identify ways to shorten
production time, length and complexity of standards, an d
other user simplification and cost savings improvements ®
More substantive revision toward grade reduction, via th e

standards process, will be limited by the grade leve l
definitions specified in law . However, no such legis-
lative or legal restrictions apply co such initiatives a s
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the administration's current program to reduce the numbe r
of grade 11®l5 positions by 2 percent per year for 4 year s
beginning in fiscal year 1985 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Most of the nearly $5 billion, 3-year projected gros s
savings is based on the reduction of overgrading an d
reduction of the government-wide average grade . Thi s
savings estimate may be overstated .

How much the federal government can anticipate savin g
by reducing overgrading is questionable not only becaus e
of the uncertain extent of the problem, but also becaus e
grade and pay retention regulations would prevent an y
first year savings as assumed by the PPSSCC and would als o
significantly reduce savings for several years there -
after . Furthermore, the PPSSCC did not consider th e
alternatives to downgrading . For example, jobs can b e
restructured to include additional duties that justif y
higher grades .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-75 ® 173 Classification of Federal White-
Collar Jobs Should Be Better Con -
trolled (Dec . 4, 1975 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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FRS 1 : RETIREMENT AGE (CIVILIAN )

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Could federal retirement costs be substantiall y
reduced by increasing the age at which unreduced pension
benefits are available—from 55 in the civil servic e
retirement systemm®to the more typical private sector
retirement age of 62 ?

The PPSSCC estimates that $3 .665 billion could b e
saved in the first 3 years on a present value basis fol -
lowing full implementation .

II © GAO ALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

In evaluating the retirement age issue,

	

should be
understood that age 55 retirement in the civil service re -
tirement system is available only to long-term employees ,
i .e ., those with 30 or more years of federal service .
Employees with shorter periods of service must work to
later ages before retirement is allowed (age 60 after 2 0
years and age 62 after 5 years) . Because of the 30-yea r
service requirement, most federal employees do not qualif y
for retirement at age 55 . Moreover, many employees do not
retire immediately upon reaching retirement eligibility .
The average age at retirement is 61 and only about one- -
third of retirees leave before age 60 .

GAO's analysis of private sector retirement plan fea -
tures confirms the PPSSCC position that age 62 is a com-
monly used "normal" retirement age (earliest age whe n
unreduced benefits are available) . However, some plans
allow long-service employees to retire with unreduce d
retirement benefits at earlier ages, and very few plan s
that use age 62 require employees to have 30 years o f
service before benefits will be paid . For example, a sur-
vey conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of retire -
ment plans covering about 17 million private sector
employees showed that 13 percent of the employees were i n
plans that alloweil retirement at any age if the employees
had 30 years of service . Adoption of the PPSSCC proposa l
would remove the distinction that the civil servic e
retirement system and some private sector plans mak e
between long- and short-service employees .

The PPSSCC also proposed that benefit amounts paid to
federal retirees before age 62 be subject to actuaria l
reduction . GAO's analysis indicates that actuarial reduc-
tion for early retirement is not the prevailing practic e
in private sector plans . Most plans' reductions are based
on percentages that are less than actuarial .
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GAO recognizes that providing full benefits at age 5 5
along with full inflation protection is a more libera l
benefit than found in typical private sector plans and ma y
warrant some adjustment . However, the PPSSCC ' s omission
of a capital accumulation plan as part of its propose d
federal retirement program is a significant shortcomin g
when considering the issue of pension plan benefit reduc-
tions for retirements before age 62 . For example, thrift
plans, the most common type of capital accumulation pla n
in the private sector, typically provide that employer s
will match 50 percent of employee contributions of up to 6
percent of pay . Participating employees may have enough
assets accumulated in the thrift plan to provide a reason -
able level of retirement income in conjunction with thei r
reduced pension plan benefits to make early retirement a
viable option . The PPSSCC°s recommendation could effec-
tively preclude a similar option for federal employees .

Since the PPSSCC did not recommend a retirement pro -
gram comparable to that typically available in the privat e
sector, GAO cannot endorse its proposals as being soun d
personnel policy for federal employees . Adoption of the
proposals could put the government at a competitive disad -
vantage in recruiting quality employees . Moreover, adop-
tion of the PPSSCC proposal to apply the changes t o
employees under age 45 would be a retraction of a promise d
benefit to employees who have worked many years under th e
current provisions . If such a change were attempted i n
the private sector, it could violate the statutory pro-
hibition against reductions in accrued benefits in privat e
sector plans . The Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974, as amended, generally provides that a privat e
sector retirement plan may not be amended to reduc e
accrued benefits of a participant (26 USC Sectio n
411(d)(6) (as amended by Section 301(a)(l) of th e
Retirement Equity Act of 1984, Public Law 95397, 9 8
Stat . 1450 (1984))) .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As the PPSSCC recognized, legislation would be
required before the proposals could be implemented . No
such legislation has been proposed . If the necessary
legislation were enacted, GAO can foresee no administra-
tive problems associated with implementing the proposals .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC ' s $3 .668 billion savings estimate is base d
on the Office of Personnel Managemen t ' s (OPM ' s) determina-
tion that the proposed changes would reduce the retiremen t
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system's cost by 2 .2 percent of payroll . The saving s
estimate is 2 .2 percent of projected payroll in the year s
2001-03 discounted to the present at 6 percent a year . I t
is a very long-term cost savings . There would be no
effect on outlays for at least 11 years, when some curren t
44-year-old employees would otherwise be eligible t o
retire . If the changes were to apply only to new employ-
ees, it would take much longer for outlay reductions t o
result .

In estimating the system ' s cost, OPM must mak e
various assumptions about future economic events . The
cost estimate assumes that (1) the rate of inflation wil l
average 5 percent a year ; (2) federal employees wil l
receive pay raises of 5 .5 percent a year ; and (3) the
retirement fund will earn 6 percent a year on its invest-
ments . The estimate is only as good as these assump-
tions . GAO is particularly uncomfortable with the
interest rate assumption . The fund is currently earnin g
an average rate of return of over 10 percent on it s
4.tivestments and will continue to receive this rate on it s
current holdings . A relatively small increase in the
interest rate assumption would cause a significant
decrease in the cost estimate . For example, increasing
the interest assumption from 6 to 7 percent would reduc e
costs by 25 percent . To the extent that the system's cost
is overstated, the PPSSCC ' s savings estimate is also over -
stated .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/OCG ®84 ® 2 Features of Nonfederal Retiremen t
Programs (June 26, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275®620 4
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FRS 2 :	 EARLY RETIREMENT

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Does inappropriate use of early retirement provision s
in the civil service retirement system result in exces s
federal retirement costs ?

Modification of early retirement provisions woul d
save $1 .2 billion in the first year of implementation an d
$3 .7 billion in the first 3 years on a present valu e
basis .

IIo GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECONMENDATION S

The PPSSCC was concerned about the early retirements
that are allowed under the system during agency reorgani -
zations and work force reductions . In these circum-
stances, eligible employees can retire if they are age 5 0
with 20 years of service or at any age if they have 2 5
years of service . Benefit amounts for the early retiree s
are reduced by 1/6 of 1 percent for each month (2"percen t
a year) that they are under age 55 .

The PPSSCC made two recommendations to reduce earl y
retirement costs . It recommended that ez•.rly retirements
be permitted only in cases where employees were bein g
dismissed as a result of a reduction in force and tha t
actuarial reductions be applied to the benefit amounts s o
the system would incur no additional costs from the earl y
retirements .

In making the first recommendation, the PPSSCC cite d
a GAO report that made virtually the same recommendation .
However, the PPSSCC was apparently unaware tha t
legislation to implement GAO°s recommendation had alread y
been enacted by the Congress (the Omnibus Budge t
Reconciliation Act of 1982) before the PPSSCC report wa s
prepared . Thus, this PPSSCC recommendation is moot .

The effect of the second PPSSCC recommendation woul d
be to require an early retirement reduction at least thre e
times greater than the reduction that is now applied . I n
GAO°s opinion, this recommendation should be evaluated i n
light of the fact that early retirements in the civi l
service system are allowed only in work force reduction
situations, when employees are generally being separate d
through no fault of tneir own and cannot continue thei r
careers . GAO has not analyzed private sector practices i n
similar circumstances, but noted that private employer s
often give added retirement benefits to encourag e
employees to retire early when the work force is being
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reduced . The PPSSCC did not discuss private secto r
practices in this area .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OP IMPLEMENTATION AUTBORITT, FEASIBILITY,'
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that legislation would b e
required to change the early retirement benefit reductio n
formula. No such legislation has been introduced . I f
enacted, a new reduction formula should be quite simple t o
administer .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OP SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

There are no further savings to be realized from th e
first PPSSCC recommendation since the proposed change i s
already law . (The PPSSCC had attributed $117 million o f
the 3-year savings of $3 .7 billion to this recommenda-
tion .)

The estimated 3-year savings of $3 .6 billion for the
second recommendation are far too high . Relatively few
employees get early retirement in the government (5,332 i n
1981 ; 5,323 in 1982 ; and 3,395 in 1983) . The number i s
decreasing because of the enactment of legislative change s
recommended by GAO to tighten the eligibility criteria .
With such a small number of employees involved, it woul d
be impossible to save $3 .6 billion in any 3-year period
solely by increasing the early retirement reduction ove r
its current level . The annual annuities for employee s
retiring early in 1983 totaled less than $50 million .

It appears that the PPSSCC derived its estimate b y
inappropriately using the OPM's estimate of savings fro m
raising the system's earliest optional retirement age to
62 and imposing actuarial reductions for earlier retire-
ment (see issue FRS 1) . The PPSSCC estimates for its
optional retirement and early retirement recommendation s
are identical .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD®01-71 Tightening Eligibility Standard s
Could Cut Involuntary Retiremen t
Costs by Millions of Dollar s
(Sept . 25, 1981 )

GAO/FPCDm01m0 Voluntary Early Retirements in th e
Civil Service Too Often Misuse d
(Dec . 31, 1980 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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FRS 3 :	 LONG-TERM DISABILIT Y

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should disability retirement be removed from th e
civil service retirement system and be established as a
separate longterm disability program structured along th e
lines of most private sector long-term disability plans ?

The PPSSCC estimated savings to federal government o f
$501 million over 3 years on a present value basis .

IIa GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO's analysis of private sector retirement program
features indicates that employees may receive disabilit y
benefits from a pension plan, a separate long-term dis-
ability insurance plan, or both, in addition to disabilit y
benefits from social security . Studies show that th e
separate insurance plan approach is most often used by
employers who sponsor compensation-based pension plans for
their employees . (The civil service retirement system i s
a compensation-based pension plan . Plans of this type
consider salary levels in determining benefit amounts . )
The private sector insurance plans typically provide 6 0
percent or more of pay to disabled workers less any socia l
security or other disability benefits received . Disabil-
ity insurance benefits are paid as long as the disabilit y
continues or until such time as the individual reaches a
specific age (usually age 65) . At that time, retiremen t
benefits are paid, and insurance benefits are terminated .

The PPSSCC recommended that the government use the
separate insurance plan approach . GAO agrees that thi s
would be consistent with private sector practices .
However, the PPSSCC did not recommend that the insuranc e
plan provide the same level of benefits as provided by
private sector plans . As currently structured, civi l
service disability benefits are generally less than 6 0
percent of pay . The PPSSCC apparently intended that th e
insurance plan provide the same level of benefits that th e
civil service system now provides . GAO believes that, i f
the private sector approach to providing disability bene-
fits is adopted, private sector benefit levels should als o
be adopted .

The PPSSCC also recommended that the definition o f
disability used by the civil service system should be
changed to be consistent with social security and private
sector plans, i .e ., inability to perform any gainfu l
employment .
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GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's assertion that the civi l
service disability criteria is more liberal than th e
criteria used in social security and the private sector .
However, the criteria for civil service disabilit y
retirement has been tightened considerably in recen t
years, primarily at GAO's suggestion . Employees must now
be unable to perform their jobs, or any other job at th e
same grade level, before disability retirement will be

approved . The number of employees retiring on disabilit y
has dropped dramatically since this criteria was adopted .
The PPSSCC acknowledged the reductior in disabilit y
retirement approvals and estimated that disabilit y
retirement costs had been cut in half as a result .

III o GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that implementation of the
recommendations in this issue would require legislation .
No such legislation has been introduced . If the recommen-
dations were adopted, a new mechanism to adjudicate, pay ,
and monitor disability claims would be required . Presum-
ably, an insurance carrier, or carriers, would have to b e
selected to operate the program . The government could op t
to administer the insurance plan itself, but this approac h
would not offer any apparent advantages over the curren t
disability claims processing in the retirement system .

IL. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC based its savings estimate on the per -
ceived difference in cost between private sector disabil-
ity plans and civil service disability retirement . (The
PPSSCC estimated civil service disability costs at 2 . 5
percent of payroll and private sector disability costs a t
2 .2 percent of payroll .) It then assumed that, if privat e
sector practices were adopted, a savings equivalent to . 3
percent of payroll, or $501 million on a present value
basis over a 3-year period, could be achieved .

The PPSSCC report did not explain how the 2 .2 percent
private sector cost estimate was derived . Therefore, GAO
could not tell if the estimate was limited to the cost o f
employer programs only or included the cost of socia l
security disability benefits . If social security cost s
were not included, the estimate is understated . Also, th e
cost difference could be caused by the different struc-
tures of the programs in the two sectors . Private secto r
disability insurance benefits terminate when employee s
reach age 65, whereas civil service disability retiremen t
benefits can be paid for life . In any event, with th e
exception of possibly fewer retirements by tightening th e
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eligibility criteria, there would be no savings from the
PPSSCC proposals if the same level of disability benefit s
as the civil service retirement system now provides was
provided under new insurance program . If the higher
benefit levels for private sector employees wer e
considered, the PPSSCC proposals could well result in a
greater cost than civil service disability retirement ,
particularly for those employees hired before January 1 ,
1984, who do not have social security coverage .

V 0 RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/OCG-84®2 Features of Nonfederal Retirement
Programs (June 26, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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FRS4 :	 BENEFIT FORMULA(CIVILIAN )

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Could the civil service retirement system benefi t
formula be revised so as to reduce costs and brin g
annuities more in line with private sector practices ?

The PPSSCC estimated savings of 425 billion over 3
years on a present value basis following ful l
implementation of its proposals .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED CO ENDATION S

The PPSSCC made six recommendations to reduce civi l
service benefit amounts . These were :

--Adopt a benefit formula of 1 .5 percent of average
salary less a social security offset of 1 .2 5
percent for each year of service . The new formul a
and social security coverage would apply to new
employees and all current employees under age 45 .

--Change the salary base used in benefit calculation s
from the current 3-year average to a 5-yea r
average . This change would not apply to employee s
who were within 3 years of being eligible for
retirement .

--Eliminate the practice of crediting unused sic k
leave toward years of service in computin g
benefits .

--Base survivor benefit reductions on actuaria l
factors rather than the fixed reduction percentage s
that are now applied .

--Eliminate survivor benefits for young adult s
between age 19 and 22 who are full-time students i n
post-secondary schools .

--Increase the service requirement for vesting fro m
the current 5 years to 10 years .

Some of the PPSSCC°s recommendations would have merit
if they applied only to federal employees hired afte r
December 31, 1983, who thus have social security cover-
age . For example, the proposed benefit formula appears t o
be generally comparable with formulas in private sector
pension plans . Therefore, it is worthy of consideratio n
for the supplemental plan that must be developed for th e
new federal employees who have social security. Similar-
ly, the proposed 10-year vesting requirement is consisten t
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with private sector practices and could be appropriate fo r
new federal employees whose social security coverage pro-
vides protection for shorter periods of service . Also ,
using the 5-year salary average and basing survivor bene-
fit reductions on actuarial factors would be consisten t
with private sector practices . Whether employees unde r
age 45 hired before January 1984 should be covered by
these provisions (and social security), as the PPSSCC pro -
posed, is a policy matter for Congress to decide . Con-
gress decided in the 1983 Social Security Amendments to
limit social security coverage to new hires .

The recommendation to eliminate survivor benefits for
post-secondary students has merit® These benefits wer e
added to the civil service system in 1962 to be consisten t
with a similar provision in the social security program .
As recommended by GAO, the social security provision has
been eliminated, effective April 1985 0

The reasonableness of the sick leave credit recommen-
dation is questionable . The sick leave credit was added
to the retirement system in 1969 as an incentive fo r
employees to use their sick leave judiciously . While the
proposed change follows private sector practices, the
potential impact on sick leave usage must be considered .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY ® FEASIRILITY p
AND STATUS

As recognized by the PPSSCC, implementation of eac h
of the recommendations would require legislation . No such
legislation has been introduced . If the necessary legis-
lation were enacted, GAO can foresee no feasibilit y
problems associated with implementing the recommendations .

W. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The recommended change in the civil service benefi t
formula accounted for $18 .4 billion of the $25 billion
savings estimated by the PPSSCC for this issue . GAO' s
analysis indicates that little or no savings would be
achieved by this change . The PPSSCC acknowledged tha t
civil service replacement rates at retirement are compara-
ble to private sector replacement rates from pension plans
and social security combined . If so, there would be n o
apparent savings from incorporating the typical privat e
sector benefit formula into the civil service system .
Furthermore, the PPSSCC estimate was based on reductions
in the cost of the current civil service system that woul d
result but did not consider the added cost of socia l
security .
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GAO has no reason to question the estimated saving s
in retirement costs from the other recommendations if the
underlying assumptions used are appropriate . However, the
savings estimates are based on certain economic assump-
tions that may or may not be valid .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/OCG®84®2 Features of Nonfederal Retiremen t
Programs (June 26, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275®6204
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FRS 5 : COST-OF-LIVING ADJUSTMENTS IN FEDERAL PENSION SYSTE M
(CIVILIAN )

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

What savings would result if federal retirement bene-
fits were no longer fully indexed to inflation ?

The PPSSCC estimates that savings of $7 .3 billion
over 3 years on a present value basis could be achieved i f
the cost-of-living adjustment provisions of the civi l
service retirement system were consistent with prevailin g
private sector practices .

Ii o GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

As a ge ..eral rule, civil service annuities are full y
indexed to increases in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) .
The PPSSCC concluded that federal retiree adjustments were
more liberal than those granted to private sector re-
tirees . It acknowledged that social security benefits ar e
also fully indexed but maintained that, on the average ,
private sector pension plan adjustments offset only abou t
33 percent of the increase in the CPI .

To make the civil service system comparable with pri-
vate sector programs, the PPSSCC recommended that curren t
civil service retirees and current employees over age 4 5
receive full adjustments only on the amount of their annu-
ities equivalent to the social security benefits the y
would have received if their federal employment had bee n
covered by social security . Any annuity amount in exces s
of the social security equivalent would be indexed at 3 3
percent of the CPI increase . Similarly, for new employee s
and current employees under age 45, whom the PPSSCC recom-
mended be covered by social security, annuity adjustment s
would be limited to 33 percent of the CPI increase .

GAO generally agrees that civil service cost-of-
living adjustments are higher compared with the adjust-
ments private sector retirees receive from social security
and employer pension plans . However, GAO is concerne d
that the PPSSCC proposals may go too far . GAO's analysi s
indicates that private sector pension plan indexing ,
particularly for the largest plans, is greater than th e
PPSSCC recommended for the civil service system . A study
conducted for the Department of Labor showed that, during
1973 to 1979, private sector pension plans increase d
benefits by 38 percent of the CPI on the average . In
plans with 10,000 or more recipients, the average increas e
during the time period was 57 percent of the CPI increase .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY ® FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that implementation of th e
recommendation would require new legislation . No such
legislation has been proposed .

Insofar as the feasibility of accomplishing th e
recommendations is concerned, the greatest difficult y
would involve the computation of the amounts federa l
employees and retirees would receive in social securit y
benefits if they had been covered by social security . The
PPSSCC suggested that calculating the social securit y
equivalent should not pose a major problem since salar y
histories should be readily available from the Office o f
Personnel Management . GAO is not sure how much of the
needed information is readily available, but, in any
event, analyzing it would be a major undertaking .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Reducing the inflation protection in the civil serv-
ice system to 33 percent on all amounts above the socia l
security level would cut costs substantially . As pre-
viously discussed (see issue FRS 1), the PPSSCC's saving s
estimates for its recommendations are based on economi c
assumptions that may or may not be valid . Otherwise, GAO
has no reason to question the estimated savings associated
with this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO GCG®S4-2 Features of Nonfederal Retiremen t
Programs (June 26, 1984 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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FRS 6 :	 FEDERAL PENSION INTEGRATION (CIVILIAN )

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Could cost savings be achieved if the federa l
government coordinates the delivery of pension benefits by
integrating the civil service retirement system, the mili -
tary retirement system, and social security ?

Integration of social security and civil servic e
benefits could save an estimated $1 .8 billion over 3
years, reducing the costs associated with the receipt o f
multiple retirement benefits from a single employer .

In addition, by eliminating the credit for militar y
service in the civil service pension, $800 million coul d
be saved over 3 years .

IIa GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC said the objectives of its recommendation s
under this issue were to recognize the federal governmen t
as a single employer and to eliminate windfall benefits
employees could receive from overlapping and duplicativ e
benefits in the civil service, military, and social secu-
rity retirement programs .

To accomplish these objectives, the PPSSCC recommend-
ed that a social security offset be applied to retiring
and retired federal employees regardless of retirement
date . The offset to civil service annuities would be 1 .2 5
percent of any social security benefits received multi -
plied by each year of federal service . Another recommen-
dation would eliminate credit for military service in th e
civil service system, including reductions in curren t
retirees° annuities for any military service credits the y
had been granted .

GAO cannot agree with the PPSSCC that the civi l
service, military, and social security retirement programs
provide overlapping and duplicative benefits to federa l
employees . Federal employees hired before January 198 4
were not covered by social security ; therefore, they earn -
ed no social security benefits during their federa l
civilian employment . It is true that many of thes e
employees do obtain social security coverage from employ-
ment outside the government in other jobs . However ,
these social security benefits do not overlap or duplicat e
any civil service benefits the employees receive .
Undoubtedly, many private sector employees also ear n
retirement benefits from more than one employer .

Moreover, the social security law was changed in 198 3
to remove the so-called "windfall" benefits that som e
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federal retirees received from working a relatively shor t
time in nongovernment employment covered by socia l
security. Under this law, social security benefits for
retirees who also receive a civil service annuity will b e
calculated under a less generous formula than the formul a
used for other workers .

Similarly, military service (other than active dut y
periods for reservists) is not creditable under both th e
military and civil service retirement systems . It i s
entirely possible for a person to receive retirement ben e-
fits from the two systems, but the benefits would hav e
been earned during different periods of federal service .

Military service after 1956 was covered by socia l
security . Until legislation was enacted in 1982, federa l
civilian employees who had military service after 195 6
could not use this service period under the civil servic e
retirement system if they became eligible for socia l

security benefits . The legislation allows such militar y
service to be used for both civil service and socia l
security benefits if the employees contribute 7 percent o f
their military pay to the civil service fund . Employee s
hired after the legislation was enacted must make th e
contribution in order for their military service to be
creditable under the civil service system, regardless o f
whether they become eligible for social security benefits .

If enacted, the PPSSCC recommendations would cause a
significant cut in many current retirees' benefits . Such
retroactive benefit reductions could be questioned in th e
courts .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,

AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that implementation of the
PPSSCC's recommendations would require new legislation .
No such legislation has been proposed . If the necessary
legislation were enacted, considerable effort would b e
required to identify the retirees whose benefits would b e
reduced and the amount of the reductions, but these deter -
minations should be feasible to make .

I`1 GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC's $1 .8 billion 3-year savings estimat e
associated with the social security offset recommendatio n
assumed that civil service benefits for each retiree ove r
age 65 would be cut by an average of $1,890 a year . Th e
reduction would be phased in over 4 years . In making thi s
estimate, the PPSSCC assumed that all civil service
retirees over age 65 were receiving social security bene-
fits and that these benefits were equal to the averag e
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benefit received by all social security recipients over
age 65 . It also assumed that each of the retirees had 3 0
years of federal service . These assumptions appear to be
too high, based on a study by the Social Securit y
Administration in February 1983 entitled Civil Service
Retirement System Annuitants and Social Security . The
study showed that in 1979, about two-thirds of all civi l
service retirees over age 62 were entitled to socia l
security benefits from other employment . However, thei r
civil service benefits and their social security benefit s
were less than the average benefits paid under eac h
program .

The $800 million 3-year savings estimate from elimi-
nating military service credits was based on an assumptio n
that 48 percent of all male retirees had an average of 4 . 6
years of military service each . GAO has no information on
the vali,ity of these estimates . Office of Personne l
Management data indicates that the average military serv -
ice credit for all retirees on the retirement roll at th e
end of fiscal year 1983 was 1 .8 years .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAG/FPCD®78-49 Need For Overall Policy and
Coordinated Management of Federa l
Retirement Systems (Dec . 29, 1978 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275®620 4
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FRS 7 : GOVERNMENT PENSION ACCOUNTING PRACTICE S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Could improvements be made in the accounting
practices of the government concerning the civil servic e
retirement system ?

Savings from the recommendations are generally not
quantifiable because of the broad and encompassing natur e
of the suggested improvements .

XI . GAO-ANALYSIS OP ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC concluded that the cost and liabilities of
the civil service retirement system are much greater tha n
recognized by current costing and funding procedures . It
called for full funding of accruing retirement cost s
and for amortization of the retirement system's unfunde d
liability .

GAO agrees that the methods currently used t o
calculate and allocate civil service retirement costs t o
the agencies cause accruing costs to be understated .
Accruing costs are determined on a "static" basis, usin g
the assumptions that covered employees will receive no pa y
raises to increase their future retirement benefits and
retirees' annuities will not be adjusted for inflation .
Consequently, because of these unrealistic assumptions ,
the costs of government programs are understated, and a n
unfunded liability has been created in the retiremen t
system . Many times GAO has urged Congress to require th e
adoption of actuarial valuation methods and fundin g
provisions that reflect the full cost of accruin g
retirement benefits and to charge agency operations wit h
costs not covered by employee contributions .

It must be recognized in evaluating this issue tha t
an important difference exists between civil service an d
private sector pension funding practices . Contribution s
to private sector pension funds are usually made in cas h
or marketable securities by employers and/or employees .
The cash contributions are invested in income-producing
securities that are then sold in the securities market s
when needed to make benefit payments® The essence of the
private sector pension fund is that its receipts and
balance represent cash or assets that can be converted to
cash® On the other hand, the civil service retirement
fund is required by law to be invested in federal securi-
ties® There is no cash involved in this kind of intra ®
governmental transaction, only bookkeeping entries . Thus ,
funding in itself does not cause a financial hardship fo r
the government . When funds are needed to make benefi t
payments, the Treasury obtains the cash through its norma l
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channels of tax receipts or borrowing from the public .
The effect of fully funding civil service retirement
costs, as they accrue, would be enhanced cost recognition
and budgetary discipline as well as sounder fiscal an d
legislative decisionmaking .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that amortization of the
unfunded liability would be consistent with the legal
requirement that private sector pension plans amortiz e
their unfunded liabilities . Also, the 1984 Defense
Authorization Act required the military retiremen t
system's unfunded liability to be amortized beginning i n
fiscal year 1985 .

III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As the PPSSCC recognized, implementation of the
PPSSCC's recommendations would require new legislation .
Such legislation has not been proposed . If the necessar y
legislation were enacted, there should be no problems i n
implementing the recommendations .

IV ® GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that full funding of
accruing retirement costs would not result in any direc t
savings to the retirement system . However, it would
result in increased federal revenues though greater con-
tributions from off-budget agencies (those whose opera-
tions are not funded by appropriated funds) . Many such
agencies have been established to operate on a self -
supporting basis . To the extent that they would be re-
quired to contribute more to the retirement fund, federa l
revenues would increase . For example, the Postal Servic e
could be required to increase its retirement contribution
by over $3 billion a year if it were charged the ful l
accruing retirement costs for its employees .

V. LEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCDm78-49 Need for Overall Policy and
Coordinated Management of Federa l
Retirement Systems (Dec . 29, 1978 )

GAO/FPCD®77®45 Federal Retirement Systems :
Unrecognized Costs, Inadequat e
Funding, Inconsistent Benefits
(Aug . 3, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275®620 4
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FRS 8 : INVESTMENT	 POLICIES OF THE CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT
SYSTE M

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Could improvements be made in the investment policie s
of the civil service retirement system?

If some of the assets were invested in corporate AA A
bonds instead of federal securities, additional revenue s
of $600 million over 3 years on a present value basi s
would accrue to the civil service retirement fund .

II ® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The civil service retirement fund must now, by law ,
be invested in federal securities . The PPSSCC maintained
that investments in corporate AAA bonds would provide a
higher return with minimal risk and recommended that 2 5
percent of the fund's assets be invested in corporate AA A
bonds .

Under current investment practices, marketabl e
federal securities are seldom purchased . Rather, the
civil service retirement fund is primarily invested i n
nonmarketable special issue securities . Interest on these
securities is credited at the average market yield on al l
outstanding marketable Treasury securities maturing or
callable in more than 4 years .

The Treasury tries to minimize adverse effects on th e
financial markets by its borrowings . Thus, it adopted a
policy of not using its good credit rating to earn highe r
interest on trust fund investments through arbitrage . In
GAO's opinion, this is sound government policy .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that implementation of th e
PPSSCC's recommendations would require new legislation .
Such legislation has not been introduced . If the neces-
sary legislation were enacted, implementation should b e
feasible . However, investing in corporate AAA bonds woul d
require more investment management and expertise than i s
now necessary for federal security investments . Moreover ,
the PPSSCC said it did not have the time or resources t o
study the impact that a shift from federal securities t o
corporate securities would have on the financial markets .
It recommended that the Department of Treasury and th e
Office of Personnel Management consider the economi c
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impact of the proposal on the financial markets befor e

implementation . GAO agrees that such an analysis would be

appropriate .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC based its savings estimate on the assump-

tion that the historical 0 .6 percentage point greate r
yield for corporate AAA bonds over Treasury bonds would

continue . Whether this assumption is appropriate i s
unknown, particularly with the added purchases of cor-
porate bonds the government would make if the recommenda-
tions were adopted . Moreover, the PPSSCC assumed that the
current retirement system and associated contributio n
levels would continue without change . This is no lcnger a
valid assumption since the law already requires that a ne w
retirement system be developed and in place no later tha n

January 1, 1986, for those employees covered by socia l

security . The content of the new system and th e
contribution amounts it will require are unknown at thi s

time .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-79°17 Investment Policies, Practices, and
Performance of Federal Retiremen t
Systems (Aug . 31, 1979 )

VI® GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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FRS 9 : CHANGE THE CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT SYSTEM TO A 	 DEFINE D
CONTRIBUTION PLA N

I® PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Could changing the civil service retirement syste m
from a defined benefit to a defined contribution plan hel p
reduce the increasing cost of the pension plan?

Savings are those that arise from reducing curren t
federal costs for the civil service retirement system t o
levels experienced in the private sector . No separate
savings have been calculated for this issue .

IIa GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

There are two types of pension plans--define d
contribution and defined benefit . A defined contribution
plan specifies the rate at which funds will be added t o
each participant's account . The benefits consist of th e
accumulated contributions and investment earnings (o r
losses) at the time of retirement . Defined benefit plan s
use specified formulas that consider such factors a s
salary, age, and years of service to compute benefi t
amounts . The civil service retirement system is a define d

benefit plan .

The PPSSCC did not provide any information on the
design of the defined contribution plan . Thus, GAO cannot
comment on the merits of the proposal other than t o
observe that the proposed approach would not be consisten t
with the manner in which retirement benefits are typicall y
provided in the nonfederal sector .

Available data indicate that nearly all nonfedera l
employers with pension plans use the defined benefi t
approach . The Department of Labor's Bureau of Labo r
Statistics found in a 1982 survey ("Employee Benefits i n
Medium and Large Firms") of 976 pension plans covering 1 7
million employees that 99 percent of the employees were i n
defined benefit plans . Similarly, a 1983 survey of 78 1
pension plans by the Hay Associates ("1983 Noncas h
Compensation Comparison") found that 95 percent of th e
plans were of the defined benefit type . In state
governments, all but one have defined benefit pensio n
plans .

Many nonfederal employers also provide capital
accumulation plans--i .e ., stock-ownership, profit-sharing ,
savings and investment, and deferred compensation—a s
supplements to their defined benefit pension plans .
Capital accumulation plans are considered to be defined
contribution plans . The Bureau of Labor Statistics survey
showed that 74 percent of the companies in the survey had
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capital accumulation plans for their employees ; 64 percen t
had both a capital accumulation plan and a defined benefi t
pension plan .

State governments also often provide capita l
accumulation plans to supplement pension plan benefits . A
1982 survey by the Council of St,ce Governments showe d
that all but 3 of the 36 states surveyed had establishe d
or authorized deferred compensation plans for thei r
employees in addition to their pension plans .

III ® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Replacement of the civil service retirement syste m
with a defined contribution pension plan would require new
legislation . Such legislation was introduced in the 97t h
Congress (S . 2905) but was not approved . If enacted ,
implementation of such a plan should not be a problem .

IVB GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC did not calculate a savings amount fo r
this issue . Without information on how the propose d
defined contribution pension plan would be structured, the
cost of such a plan as compared to the civil servic e
retirement system cannot be determined .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/OCG-84-2 Features of Nonfederal Retiremen t
Programs (Jun . 26, 1984 )

VI .. GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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STATE 2 : FOREIGN SERVICE RETIREMENT AND DISABILITY SYSTE M

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Does the Foreign Service retirement and disabilit y
system present an opportunity to realize cost savings from
comparisons to civil service and private sector retiremen t
programs ?

The PPSSCC recommendations result in a first-yea r
savings of $ .2 million if changes to the system are phase d
in beginning with all new employees and $36 .3 million i f
immediate full implementation is chosen . Savings for 3
years would total $4®9 million if phase-in implementatio n
is elected and $114 .1 million if full implementation i s
chosen .

II. GAO BALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC maintained that the more generou s
retirement age and benefit formula provisions in th e
Foreign Service system were not needed or justified and
recommended that they be changed to conform with the civi l
service retirement system . GAO agrees that the Foreign
Service system should be brought in line with the civi l
service system .

In comparison to the civil service retirement system ,
the Foreigr. Service retirement system provides highe r
benefits at an earlier age for less service . Employees i n
the Foreign Service system have the option to retir e
at age 50 with 20 years of service . The benefit formula
is 2 percent of the employees' highest 3-year averag e
salary multiplied by total years of service . In contrast ,
the earliest optional retirement eligibility in the civi l
service system is age 55 and 30 years of service . Civi l
service employees with only 20 years of service canno t
retire until age 608 The civil service formula is 1 . 5
percent of high 3-year average salary for each of the
first 5 years of service, 1 .75 percent for each of th e
next 5 years, and 2 percent for each year over 10 .
Employees with equal periods of service receive slightl y
greater benefit amounts from the Foreign Service system .

The PPSSCC report did not address or analyze th e
historical reasons for the differing provisions in th e
Foreign Service and civil service systems . The Foreig n
Service system allows retirement at an earlier age tha n
the civil service system primarily to accommodate th e
"selection-out" promotion system used in the Foreig n
Service . Foreign Service officers can be involuntaril y
separated when they fail to be promoted within a
prescribed period of time or fail to meet established
standards of performance® Voluntary retirement afte r
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20 years of service lightens the pressure of th e
selection-out system .

In an earlier examination of the differing provisions
of the various government retirement programs, GAO also
questioned the need for the preferential provisions of th e
Foreign Service retirement system . As the PPSSCC pointed
out, employees under the system retire, on the average, at
age 57 with 28 years of service--only 2 years before the y
would have been eligible to retire optionally under the
civil service system's provisions . Moreover, the civi l
service system has involuntary retirement provisions (ag e
50 and 20 years of service or any age with 25 years) whic h
could accommodate early retirements caused by the Foreig n
Service's selection-out system .

The State Department has maintained that preferential
retirement benefits in the Foreign Service system ar e
needed . According to the Department, the conditions o f
employment are so unlike between most federal and Foreig n
Service employees--with respect to conditions of service ,
health hazards, and length of useful service--tha t
entirely different systems are necessary if Foreig n
Service management and employee interests are to be
served .

III. GAO ASSESS NT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY ® FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC view that implementation
of the PPSSCC's recommendations would require new
legislation . No such legislation has been introduced . I f
the necessary legislation were enacted, implementation
should be feasible .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The savings estimates assume that the current Foreig n
Service retirement system will not otherwise be changed i f
the PPSSCC's recommendations are not adopted . Thi s
assumption does not recognize the fact that new Foreig n
Service hires after December 31, 1983, are under socia l
security, and Congress is in the process of designing a
new system to supplement the social security benefits .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-78049 Need for Overall Policy and
Coordinated Management of Federa l
Retirement Systems (Dec, 29, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275°620 4
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PER 3 : ANNUAL LEAVE

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can annual leave (vacation) costs for the civilia n
workforce of the Executive Branch be reduced by amendin g
the annual leave policy to conform more closely with pri-
vate sector practices ?

If changes were made to federal annual leave prac -
tices, the PPSSCC estimates that $3 .8 billion could be
saved over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Based on its comparison of private sector vacatio n
t;ith federal leave practices, the PPSSCC recommended tha t
new federal employees not be allowed to take leave for 6
months ; that most employees accrue less annual leave each
year ; and that they not be allowed to carry over unused
leave at the end of the year . GAO believes that the
PPSSCC's recommendations have little merit, because th e
proposed cutbacks, intended to reflect private secto r
practices, do not consider paid time taken off fo r
personal reasons . In the private sector, such "persona l
days" are not charged to earned vacation time, but in th e
federal system they are charged to earned leave . Recent
studies indicate that there is no significant differenc e
in total paid time off between the government and privat e
firms . For example, a December 4, 1984, "Study of Tota l
Compensation in the Federal, State and Private Sectors "
for the House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service
showed the federal government's leave plan being mor e
valuable by .8 percent of pay than the private sector's .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY ® FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that the PPSSCC ' s recommendations woul d
require legislative action . The administration has no t
sought legislative authority to implement the PPSSC C
recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC savings estimate of $3 .8 billion is not
realistic . Savings will occur only to the extent tha t
payroll outlays are reduced . These recommendations woul d
not directly affect outlays, because employees will b e
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paid whether they are on leave or at work . The recom-
mendation could indirectly produce some savings by
reducing overtime and workforce requirements becaus e
employees would be absent from work less often .

V ® RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

None

VI . GAO CONTACT

Rosalyn Kleeman 275-6204
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PER 4 : SICK LEAVE

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can sick leave costs for the civilian workforce o f
the Executive Branch be reduced by amending the sick leav e
policy to conform more closely with private sector prac-
tices ?

The PPSSCC estimates that its recommended changes t o
the sick leave policy would save the federal governmen t
$3 .7 billion over 3 years .

IIa GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATE® RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended (1) that employees not b e
allowed to accumulate more than 130 days of sick leave and
(2) that employees who have more than 130 days at the time
the 130 -day restriction is enacted be allowed to keep pr e-
viously accumulated leave balances until used .

GAO believes that the PPSSCC comparison of sick leav e
practices in the federal and private sectors is flawed .
The PPSSCC compared federal sick leave with private secto r
sick leave and short-tern disability provisions . Federa l
employees on extended sick leave would be on long-ter m
cisability in the private sector, but the PPSSCC did no t
incorporate long-term disability in the private sector i n
comparing leave practices . More importantly, GAO does no t
agree with the PPSSCC assumption that the recommendation s
will cause sick leave usage to decrease . If employees
cannot save sick leave, some may tend to use it, whic h
would increase rather than decrease sick leave usage .

III ® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that the PPSSCC recommendations wil l
require legislative action . The administration has no t
sought implementation authority on this recommendation .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO does not believe that the savings will be a s
large as the PPSSCC estimated .

The estimate is based on the assumption that sic k
leave usage would decrease if a limit is placed on th e
amount of sick leave employees can accumulate . We believ e
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it is more likely that sick leave usage will increase, no t
decrease . Secondly, even if sick leave usage di d
decrease, as assumed by the PPSSCC, federal employee s
would still be paid whether they are at work or on sic k
leave . Some savings could be realized from reductions i n
overtime and workforce requirements if employees wer e
absent from work less often, but there is not enoug h
information available to accurately determine the amount
of savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-6204
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LABOR 1 : OPPORTUNITY TO REDUCE ABUSE IN FEDERAL WORKER S '
COMPENSATION DISABILITY	 PROGRAM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can abuse (and any fraud) in the Federal Employe e
Compensation (FEC) system be reduced through the installa-
tion and effective use of a call-up/referral system and th e
institution of a comprehensive package of statistica l
reports in the Automated Data Processing (ADP) system ?

A three year total savings of approximately $18 9
million in benefits payable can be realized by effectivel y
implementing these system enhancements . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees that a more effective FEC-ADP system shoul d
help detect abuses . This system, when implemented by Labor ,
will encompass and integrate automated capabilities an d
manual procedures for use in (1) processing claims fo r
federal worker s ' compensation benefits and (2) administerin g
the FEC program . The PPSSCC calls for the development of a
system of ADP reports for management review that will con-
tain information on claimants and their disabilities, physi-
cians, claims examiners, and others to identify situation s
that deviate from norms . In addition, PPSSCC recommende d
that a master employee eligibility file be created to ensur e
that payments are limited to only those individuals who ar e
identified as being eligible .

With the exception of the master employee eligibility
file, GAO believes that the PPSSCC recommendations ar e
reasonable . The costs of establishing and maintaining a
master eligibility file for all government employees would ,
in GAO's opinion, exceed the benefits . Instead, Labo r
should work more closely with the agencies that employed th e
injured workers to ensure that only eligible employee s
receive benefits .

The development of a FEC-ADP system that identifie s
situations that deviate from norms will provide staf f
responsible for administering the FEC program with informa-
tion for use in following up on employees who are receivin g
FEC benefits to determine if these employees are entitled t o
such benefits . However, GAO is concerned that the existin g
staff could be prevented from adequately following up o n
additional "targeted cases " because of the emphasis place d
on adjudicating claims in a timely manner and on monitorin g
the existing FEC caseload .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that Labor has the authority to implemen t
these recommendations . Labor is designing and implementing
a new ADP system that will attempt to automate, strengthen ,
and standardize many aspects of the FEC program . Efforts to
automate the FEC program have been ongoing since the mid -
1970s . Labor, in January 1984, awarded another contract fo r
an upgraded FEC-ADP system that, when fully implemented ,
should result in a system that has the capability to iden-
tify cases and situations warranting more detailed review .
Labor expects this system to be fully operational in th e
second quarter of fiscal year 1986 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO believes that the PPSSCC savings estimate may b e
overstated . PPSSCC estimated that 25 to 30 percent of the
$380 million in increased compensation costs since 1966
could be saved by reducing the total number of disabilit y
cases or the average length of the disability . GAO ques-
tions the validity of comparing the number of long term
disability cases 15 years ago with the current number o f
cases . Legislative changes liberalized the FEC program i n
1966 and 1974 .

The long term roll has already been reduced from the
48,000 cited by PPSSCC to about 45,800 in January 1984 . Of
the 45,800 cases, nearly 15,300 are either cases wher e
employees have died or cases where the beneficiaries ar e
over 65 years old . Benefit reductions are unlikely in such
cases . For another 16,750 cases, benefits either (1) ca n
not be adjusted because they represent awards specified b y
law for certain physical impairments, (2) have already bee n
reduced by Labor, or (3) have been determined by Labor t o
not warrant reduction . Thus, for the PPSSCC estimated
savings to be valid, further reductions of 4,800 to 6,20 0
cases would appear to have to come from the remaining 13,75 0
cases on the long term roll, a situation that GAO believe s
is unlikely .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD 84-29 Labor Needs To Adjust Compensation
Benefits It Pays Injured Federa l
Employees To Levels Appropriate T o
Their Disabilities (Mar . 26, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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PER 2s FEDERAL EMPLOYEES HEALTH BENEFIT PROGRA M

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SLVINGS

"What changes can make the Federal Employees Healt h
Benefits Program (FEHBP) more cost effective while stil l
maintaining adequate coverage? "

According to PPSSCC, the total cost of FEHBP exceede d
private sector, non-manufacturing experience by 1 percent o f
the payroll, or $618 million in 1981 . In that year, the
federal government paid 62 percent of total cost, and
employees paid the balance . PPSSCC estimated that adopting
its recommendations should result in total savings o f
approximately $1,356 .7 million the first 3 years followin g
implementation .

II® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC report makes 16 recommendations to make th e
FEHBP similar to private sector plans based on the conclu-
sion that the private sector is more cost effective . I n
GAO's view, however, the report does not provide convincin g
evidence that the FEHBP is more expensive than privat e
sector health plans because it does not demonstrate tha t
private sector benefits or salaries are comparable t o
federal benefits or salaries . Some recommendations wil l
result in cuts in enrollee benefits rather than improvement s
in program management . GAO believes that each recommenda-
tion has advantages and disadvantages . However, PPSSCC
provided no basis for determining their ultimate merit an d
GAO has not done sufficient work to determine their impact .

In GAO's opinion, the PPSSCC recommendations do no t
address the fundamental health care reimbursement issues .
For example, GAO has testified that the government shoul d
begin to adopt a more uniform approach for reimbursin g
health care providers that participate in governmen t
financed health programs . Also, GAO believes that the basi s
for the recommendations—that FEHBP costs as a percent o f
payroll should be brought in line with private secto r
costs—masks an important difference between FEHBP an d
private sector health plans . FEHBP costs include employer
and significant employee contributions while the privat e
sector costs are primarily employer contributions . GAO
believes a comparison distinguishing between employer an d
employee costs would shed additional light on difference s
between FEHBP and private sector health plans . GAO believes
such a comparison would show that the significant differenc e
is not in employer cost but rather in employe e
contributions . For example, information in the PPSSC C
report indicates that the federal employee pays five time s
as much as private sector employees .
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UI ® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AHD STATUS

The PPSSCC report indicates that most of its recommen-
dations can be implemented through administrative changes b y
the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) but some woul d
require legislation . Contrary to what PPSSCC suggests ,
however, GAO believes that legislation would be required to
establish a limit of 3 or 4 health maintenance organization s
in a geographic area as recommended by the PPSSCC . Also ,
legislation would have to be amended to develop a system fo r
acknowledging the different needs and experiences o f
employees and annuitants in benefits, premiums, and govern-
ment contributions . Furthermore, administrative action tha t
would limit health benefit coverage in employee associatio n
plans to regular members and annuitants as recommended b y
the PPSSCC, might require the support of legislation t o
minimize resistance to implementation .

Because implementation problems can adversely affec t
the results of well intended program changes, GAO believe s
that careful consideration should be given to th e
feasibility of implementing all the recommendations tha t
affect the FEHBP . During our evaluation of the PPSSC C
report we recognized potential problems with 12 of the 1 6
recommendations directed at modifying FEHBP . For example ,
the recommendation to limit coverage in employee associatio n
plans to regular members and annuitants would restric t
competition . Furthermore, there would be difficulty i n
defining a regular member . Since OPM has taken the position
in the past that the definition of membership is an employe e
organization matter, any attempt to reverse this precedent
would be controversial .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The recommendations made are not and cannot be linke d
to the savings estimate of $1 .36 billion . PPSSCC recognize s
this fact when it states that--"The exact extent of saving s
cannot be ascertained . But the sooner the recommendation s
can be implemented, the sooner the savings can be realized . "
The " savings" were derived not through any estimates base d
on implementing recommendations but rather by suggestin g
that "if the cost of FEHBP as a percentage of payroll wa s
reduced by 1 percent," then money would be saved . As
indicated above, the PPSSCC report does not provid e
convincing evidence that private sector health plans ar e
less costly than FEHBP .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-8321

	

Financial And Other Problems Facing the
Federal Employees Health Insuranc e
Program (Feb . 28, 1983 )

GAO/HRD°79°87

	

Stronger Management Needed To Improve
Employee Organization Health Plans '
Payment Practice (Sept . 7, 1979 )

GAO/HRD-79-174 More Civil Service Commissio n
Supervision Needed to Control Healt h
Insurance Costs For Federal Employee s
(Jan . 14, 1977 )

GAO/MWD/76-83

	

Federal Employees Need Bette r
Information For Selecting A Healt h
Plan (Jan . 26, 1976 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Zimmerman 275-619 5
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LABOR 20	 NEED TO EXPAND INVESTIGATION OF FEDERAL WORKERS '
DISABILITY PAYMENTS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Would it be cost effective to establish an investi-
gative staff to identify Federal employees who collec t
compensation benefits while working in other jobs ?

An estimated $8 .5 million could be saved in the firs t
year through the deployment of 10 additional, well traine d
and supervised investigators . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees that face-to-face contact with beneficiarie s
on the long term compensation rolls can result in identify-
ing beneficiaries who may not he entitled to benefits . GAO
also agrees that it could be advantageous for investigator s
to be assigned to the Federal Employees' Compensation (FEC )
program full time rather than part-time . Under a full time
arrangement, investigators would not have dual responsibili -
ties and, in all likelihood, more FEC cases could b e
reviewed .

PPSSCC recommended that Labor (1) extend its temporar y
program of using Wage and Hour Division employees to inves-
tigate Federal Employee's Compensation Act cases and (2 )
authorize the establishment of a similar investigative forc e
under the control and supervision of the Office of Federa l
Employees' Compensation . After comparing the results of th e
two investigative groups, Labor should authorize the
permanent establishment of the most effective group .

While face to face investigations can result in identi-
fying ineligible recipients, GAO believes that the long ter m
cost effectiveness of establishing such a staff on a perma-
nent basis, irrespective of its organizational location ,
would need to be considered .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY ® FEASIBILITY ®
AND STATUS

GAO believes that Labor has the authority to implemen t
the PPSSCC recommendations . In fiscal year 1985, Labor
expects to establish a permanent capability to investigat e
cases on the long term roll . The establishment of an
investigative force that has face-to-face contact wit h
beneficiaries would, in GAO's opinion, appear to appropri-
ately supplement Labor efforts to establish an automate d
system that would identify situations that deviate from
norms (see LABOR-1) .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTI1AT E

PPSSCC estimates cost savings of $8 .5 million in the
first year of implementation . These savings are also
included in the PPSSCC's savings estimate for issu e
LABOR-1 . The PPSSCC estimate is premised on an investigator
being able to investigate 22 cases per month .

FEC cases are located throughout the nation . GAO
believes that investigators may have difficulty i n
investigating 22 cases per month when such activities as (1 )
review of the case file, (2) travel and investigative time ,
and (3) report preparation time are considered . While some
savings will result, GAO has no basis to judge whether th e
savings estimate is realistic .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-6193
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PER 16 :	 PRODUCTIVITY

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the federal government establish a centra l
office designated with the responsibility to promote an d
coordinate formal, visible programs for productivit y
improvements throughout its operations? "

A 1984 GAO report states : "If the overall federa l
productivity could be increased by 10 percent, personne l
costs could be reduced by more than $8 billion per yea r
without a cutback in services ." A more conservative PPSSC C
estimate, using the fiscal year 1982 federal compensatio n
costs of $63 .6 billion and a productivity increase of 5
percent, indicated a potential reduction in personne l
expenses of $3 .16 billion per year for a total of $10 .5 2
billion (adjusted for inflation) over a 3-year period .

IY a GAO ALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOENDATIONS

The need for a central focus on productivity
improvement called for by the PPSSCC has been documented i n
GAO reports . In a 1984 GAO report on productivity manage-
ment in the federal government, GAO found little centra l
management support and encouragement for productivity, a s
indicated by the recent elimination of governmentwid e
productivity programs . GAO recommended that the Director ,
Office of Management and Budget (OMB), encourage and suppor t
productivity improvement throughout government by (1) build -
ing on existing OMB Circular A-11 requirements to requir e
federal departments and agencies to specify productivity
plans and goals in their budget requests, (2) requiring the
heads of departments and agencies to establish productivit y
management efforts, and (3) ensuring that technical assis-
tance is available to departments and agencies for develop-
ing productivity measures and management efforts and fo r
meeting productivity goals .

These recommendations were based on findings tha t
federal productivity was improving at rates much lower than
that experienced by many private and public organization s
that have focused on productivity improvement . In addition ,
GAO and the PPSSCC found that productivity improvement i n
the federal government could produce billions of dollars i n
savings .

GAO concurs with the PPSSCC's five recommendations fo r
greater OMB and Office of Personnel Management (OPM) atten-
tion to productivity and the need for more incentives an d
accountability for productivity . These recommendations ar e
supported in the GAO reports that have examined productivit y
governmentwide and in various program areas .
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Productivity improvement offers opportunities for cos t
reduction in the federal government, but it is not bein g
adequately addressed . Some sort of central managemen t
assistance and support--at OMB or elsewhere--is clearl y
needed .

III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation that a n
executive order from the President would give OMB and OP M
the authority to design and implement the establishment o f
productivity improvement units in their respective organiza -
tions . The OMB Associate Director for Management told GAO
that the Reagan Administration plans to implement the recom -
mendations . OPM has announced plans to issue regulations
scheduled for implementation on duly 1, 1985, for th e
productivity recommendations which pertain to it .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE S

The savings estimates provided by the PPSSCC appea r
reasonable in light of estimated savings GAO projected in a
1984 report, although they cannot be fully supported and
represent projections based on assumed increases i n
productivity .

GAO's 1984 productivity management report suggested
that a 5-percent increase in productivity could produce a
1-year savings of about $4 .5 billion . The PPSSCC, using a
smaller estimate of federal compensation costs, projecte d
1-year savings from a 5-percent increase in productivity of
about $3 .2 billion, and 3-year savings of $10 .5 billion
(adjusted for inflation) .

	

What is most important is tha t
the PPSSCC and GAO show significant opportunities for
reducing federal costs through productivity improvement .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAhO/AFMD®84®11

	

Increased Use of Productivit y
Management Can Help Control Government
Costs (Nov . 10, 1984 )

GAO/FPCD-81®24 Ways to Improve Federal Management and
Use of Productivity Based Rewar d
Systems (Dec . 31, 1980 )

GAO/FGMSD-79-9

	

Does the Federal Incentive Award s
Program Improve Productivity ?
(Mar . 15, 1979 )
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GAO/FOMSD°78=33 Improving Federal Agency Efficiency
Through the Use of Productivity Dat a
in the Budget Process (May 10, 1978 )

V. GAO CONTACT

Brian Usilaner 275°507 4
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ARMY 16 AND EX 4 :	 ORGANIZING FOR COST CONTAINMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the Department of Defense's organization for an d
implementation of its cost containment programs be made more
effective? "

A total 3-year savings of $891 .6 million was estimate d
for the Army . DOD-wide savings were estimated at $1 . 1
billion .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes the PPSSCC issue has merit . The Army and
the rest of DOD have fragmented cost containment programs .
Most, if not all, productivity enhancing programs are cos t
containment programs . GAO has said that productivity
enhancing programs need top management attention and suppor t
in order to be successful . With the largely disjointe d
implementation of these programs, they are not as effectiv e
as they could be if they were centrally managed and coordi-
nated and received top management attention .

GAO believes that the following five of the seve n
recommendations made in issue Army 16 have merit : (1) sav-
ings from cost containment initiatives that have multiyea r
impact should be allowed to remain in a unit's budget fo r
more than 1 year ; (2) the Army should establish a managemen t
program committee with the Director of Management Resources ,
the Comptroller of the Army, the Director of Program Analy-
sis and Evaluation, and the Director of Management a s
members ; (3) funds for productivity investments should b e
set aside ("fenced") so that these investments do not hav e
to compete with mission-oriented expenditures ; (4) the
formulas and procedures prescribed in Army Regulation AR5® 4
for setting priorities for productivity investment proposal s
should be revised to reflect the time value of money ; and
(5) timely and regular postinvestment audits of the program s
should be implemented to ensure that the programs maintain a
level of credibility necessary to obtain continuous fund-
ing . GAO reported on the need for changes of the type con-
tained in these five recommendations in prior reports listed
below under "Relevant GAO Reports . "

GAO disagrees with the remaining two recommendations .
In the first recommendation the PPSSCC recommended that th e
Secretary of the Army establish a Directorate of Managemen t
Resoures at the Army staff level to provide advocacy an d
coordination of cost containment programs . GAO believes th e
Army has complied with the intent of this recommendation by
establishing a Resource Management Analysis Division of th e
Resource Management Directorate within the Office of th e
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Comptroller of the Army . This division was established to
serve as a focal. point for program integration . GAO be-
lieves the effectiveness of this organization should b e
evaluated before a new organization is established .

The other recommendation opposed by GAO proposes that
the Army Audit Agency (AAA) create a mechanisim to review
independently, on a spot basis, the appropriateness of a
manager's decision whether or not to participate in specifi c
programs . GAO does not believe the AAA should influence a
manager's decision to participate or not participate i n
specific programs . The AAA however, shou9,d validate claime d
savings by performing postaudits .

The PPSSCC issue Ex 4 contains recommendations simila r
to issue Army 16 . GAO comments apply to issue Ex 4 as wel l
as to Army 16 .

III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC stated that the Secretary of the Army an d
the Army Chief of Staff have the authority to jointly pro-
mulgate a regulation establishing the Directorate of Manage-
ment Resources .

GAO believes that the Army has the authority to creat e
a new organization, headed by a general officer, such as th e
PPSSCC recommended . However, the Army has, in GAO's estima-
tion, complied with the intent of the recommendation by
establishing, within the Office of the Comptroller of th e
Army, a Directorate of Management Resources to provid e
advocacy and coordination of productivity programs .

GAO believes that the other recommendations containe d
in issue Army 16 could be accomplished by executive action .

1V0 ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE S

GAO does not believe the PPSSCC savings estimates ar e
realistic . In prior GAO reports on DOD's Productivit y
Enhancing Capital Investment Program, GNO found that many o f
the estimated savings were for projects that would onl y
replace worn-out pieces of capital equipment with equipmen t
that would not increase productivity . Further, many esti-
mates were unsupported and could not be analyzed . Also, the
PPSSCC's use of a 10-percent inflation rate is question -
able . Therefore, while savings from the PPSSCC's proposal s
would undoubtedly occur, GAO believes that the estimate d
savings would be less than the $1 .1 billion estimated by th e
PPSSCC .
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V . RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PAD-03-1

	

Pros and Cons of a Separate Capital
Budget for the Federal Government
(Sept . 22, 1983 )

GAO/AFMD-e31-43

	

Incentive Programs to Improve
Productivity Through Capital
Investment Can Work (Apra 20, 1981 )

GAO/FGMSO®70-44 Full Potential to Achieve Savings by
Investing in Fast Payback Productivity
Enhancing Capital Equipment no t
Realized (July 25, 1978 )

Unnumbered

	

Analysis of Productivity Enhancing
Capitol Investment Opportunities ,
Joint Civil Service Commission, GAO ,
0MB Report (Sept . 1973 )

VI© GAO CONTAC T

Brian Usilaner 275-507 4
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LABOR 4 : PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT AND IMPROVEMEN T

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can productivity measurement and improvemen t
programs result in cost savings for the Department o f
Labor (DOL) ?

Developing quantitiative standards for measurin g
productivity and encouraging a program for productivit y
improvements have a potential for yielding savings o f
$50 .3 million over the next 3 years .

II ® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO is currently making an evaluation of productivit y
in DOL as part of a comprehensive management review . I n
addition, during the past few years GAO has completed tw o
reviews in DOL which addressed the issue of productivit y
of either a federal, state, or local office in processin g
claims--one under the Unemployment Insurance Program an d
the other under the Federal Employees Compensation Act .
Both reviews showed that opportunities exist to improv e
productivity by adopting the best processing practices ,
automation methods, staffing plans, and managemen t
approaches used by the most productive offices .

Generally, GAO is in agreement with the PPSSC C
recommendations on productivity . As mentioned above ,
these recommendations focus on extending quantitativ e
measures throughout the Department . Since, currently ,
such measures exist for only about half the Department' s
positions, the need for developing new measures i s
apparent . Quantitative and/or qualitative measures do no t
exist for about 9,000 positions in DOL .

PPSSCC recommendations 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3 call fo r
extensive work measurement and work sampling activitie s
throughout DOL, starting with the Employment and Trainin g
Administration . The basic purpose of these activities i s
to improve employee control of the quantity of output, an d
extending such control to a larger percentage of th e
Department . GAO feels that this would be a step in th e
right direction, but, that attention must also be paid t o
the development of quality of service measures . In othe r
words, not only are we doing things right but are we doing
the right things? PPSSCC recommendations 4-4, 4-5, 4-6 ,
and 4-7 address productivity improvements . Each of these
recommendations is needed and important . Basically they
call for the development of systems and approaches to
implement productivity improvement ideas and/or projects .
GAO strongly supports these recommendations .
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GAO believes that there should be a closer lin k
between the performance appraisal system and individua l
productivity measures . DOL's current system evaluates an d
rewards performance based, in many instances, o n
activities and inputs ; rather than, outputs and results .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION, AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC view that DOL has the authority t o
implement its recommendations associated with this issu e
is valid . The recommendations can be implemented by DOL
without legislative action or external approvals . The
only substantive action taken by the Department i n
response to the PPSSCC report has been reissue of an orde r
on productivity .

IV© GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATES

GAO cannot express an opinion on whether the saving s
estimate is realistic primarily because the PPSSCC repor t
did not present sufficient information to allow fo r
adequate evaluation of the estimate . The estimate i s
based on the savings realized by companies in the private
sector which (1) developed and used quantitative standard s
for measuring productivity at the individual employe e
level and (2) established and carried out productivity
improvement projects . These initiatives yielded a payrol l
savings of at least 5 percent . The PPSSCC assumption that
a similar 5 percent payroll savings would be realized b y
Labor by adopting such initiatives, while seeming to b e
reasonable, is not substantiated by a specific breakdow n
of where the cost savings will occur . Furthermore, th e
PPSSCC's position that a work measurement program can b e
developed without aditional cost because existing staf f
would be reallocated to do the work is not realistic . The
PPSSCC does not recognize that the normal work output o f
the reallocated staff would not be accomplished during th e
time it takes to develop the program . GAO believes that
the staff costs incurred in the development, testing ,
implementation, and coordination of productivity
measurement and improvement programs should be recognize d
and offset against cost savings derived from suc h
programs .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD®85®8 A Comprehensive Approach Needed For
Further Productivity Improvements i n
the Unemployment Insurance Program
(Oct . 25, 1984 )
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GAO/AFMD 83-72 The Best FECA Practices Could Rais e
Productivity if Implemented at All FECA
Offices (Sept . 27, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Bernard Ungar 523-8706
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TREAS 2 :	 COST/BENEFITOF IRS PERSONNEL ADDITION S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can benefits result from the use of a comprehensiv e
methodology that accurately and consistently determines th e
tangible costs and benefits of personnel additions? "

The PPSSCC could not. ;uantify savings for this issue .
However, this issue was used to recommend methodology fo r
realizing the savings associated with issues TREAS 1 an d
TREAS 7 . The PPSSCC also expects this issue to produc e
intangible benefits, including a better budget approva l
process and better management information for decisio n
support .

11 . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

It is important for any organization to use the bes t
information and methodology practical to make decisions o n
its workforce levels and allocation of personnel . There-
fore, GAO agrees with the thrust of the PPSSCC recommenda -
tion that the Deputy Secretary of the Treasury authorize th e
design and implementation of a comprehensive computerize d
staffing model for IRS . In fact, GAO has recommended tha t
IRS develop the necessary management information to allo w
inter- and intraprogram determination of costs and benefit s
of staffing allocation .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that this recommendatio n
does not require specific legislative action, although fund -
ing for its implementation would need to be approved b y
Congress through the appropriations process . GAO knows o f
no other factors that affect the feasibility of implementin g
this recommendation . IRS is currently exploring the
feasibility of implementing the PPSSCC recommended system .

IV0 GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC was unable to quantify savings for thi s
issue . GAO also has no basis for estimating any saving s
for this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/GGD®53-63 With Better Management Information, IRS
Could Further Improve Its Effort s
Against Abusive Tax Shelters (Aug . 25 ,
1983 )
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GAO/GGD°52®34

	

Further Research Into Noncompliance
Is Needed To Reduce Growing Tax
Losses (Jul . 23, 1982 )

GAO/GGD°52°4

	

What IRS Can Do To Collect More
Delinquent Taxes (Nov . 5, 1981 )

GAO/FPCD-81 ® 14 Better Use Can Be Made of Federa l
Professional Staff (Dec . 31, 1980 )

VI® GAO CONTACT

Johnny Finch 275-6407
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FMS 8 :	 COMMUNICATIONS WITHI N THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH ,
ORIENTATION OF APPOINTEE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

" Can the effectiveness of Executive Branch agencies and
departments be increased by a more comprehensive orientation
program for executive level appointees? "

The PPSSCC projected no cost savings .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

The PPSSCC recommended establishing a comprehensiv e
orientation program for executive level appointees . While
GAO has not performed work in this area, there is a growing
body of literature on the importance of orienting top execu-
tives on the responsibilities of their positions and the en-
vironment in which they will function which supports th e
merit of this recommendation . For example, the Nationa l
Academy of Public Administration 1983 study entitle d
America's Unelected Government stated that : "All noncareer
executives can benefit from participation in a program tha t
introduces them to the political environment in which the y
will be operating ; . . .how to survive and prosper in that
environment ; and . . .provides basic information on such thing s
as the media, the annual budget cycle, the nature o f
decisionmaking in Congress, the structure of the White House ,
and the character of the career service . "

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that this recommendation can
be implemented without legislation . The PPSSCC notes that
some orientation and training programs are being conducted b y
the White House for appointed officials, including a Whit e
House orientation and an introduction to policy issue s
presented by the Harvard University faculty .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's report that it is no t
possible to accurately estimate savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Gene Dodoro 275-8387
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FMS 9s COMMUNICATIONS WITHIN THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH—SURVE Y
FEEDBACK SYSTEM S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can a system be implemented in the Executive Branch t o
elicit employee opinions and provide feedback data to senior
agency management? "

The PPSSCC projected no cost savings .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUES AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

The PPSSCC recommended establishing survey feedback
mechanisms in executive branch departments and agencies . GAO
concurs with the PPSSCC's statement that the use of surve y
feedback has been accepted in the private sector as a
standard method of obtaining organizational data concerning
the general climate and employees' attitudes . GAO has used
survey feedback systems periodically for several years and
found them useful for identifying issues needing managemen t
attention and involving staff in helping to influence thei r
work environment .

For such systems to be effective, however, management
should be commited to getting employee positions and opinion s
on the workplace and then taking actions on the results of
the survey . In addition, employees need to know tha t
management really wants their views and is willing to si t
down and discuss workplace issues from the employees '
perspective . Without this commitment and action, employee s
will become frustrated that their opinions were requested bu t
not acted on .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY
AND STATUS

GAO concurs that this recommendation could be
implemented without further legislation, but it is not awar e
of any action being taken centrally to encourage department s
and agencies to establish survey feedback mechanisms . GAO
believes the departments and agencies should be responsible
for developing their own programs because only they are in a
position to make them work . The agencies should also b e
responsible for obtaining the necessary training and outside
support, rather than having technical assistance provided by
OPM as recommended by the PPSSCC .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC report that it is no t
possible to accurately estimate savings . While GAO agree s
with the PPSSCC that survey feedback systems can generat e
savings through early warnings of developing workforce
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problems and reduced employee turnover, agencies should b e
prepared to incur costs for questionnaire development ,
administration, and analysis . In addition, management's tim e
and energy are required for discussing survey results with
employees and then taking needed actions to address employe e
concerns .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Gene Dodaro 275-838 7
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PER 13 : INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION PRODUCTION FACILITIE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) ac t
as "broke r " and coordinate the utilization of the approx i-
mately 25 separate government-operated television studio s
in the Washington, D .C . and Baltimore area?

The PPSSCC estimated at least $24 .9 million could be
saved in the next three years by centralizing purchas e
of services and products .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMDATION S

The PPSSCC found that government TV production
facilities were underutilized . According to the PPSSCC ' s
analysis, 18 in-house productions reduced costs by $1 mil -
lion through sharing of equipment and technical expertise ,
as suggested by OPM . The PPSSCC recommended that OPM (1 )
serve as a " broker " to match user needs with the mos t
appropriate TV studios, (2) develop a simplified contract -
ing system to facilitate the studios working with th e
brokering group for services, and (3) set up a simplifie d
accounting and funding system to serve the operation .

GAO has not reviewed these particular activities, bu t
it seems reasonable to expect that economies could b e
achieved if one agency exercised a coordinating or clear -
inghouse function to increase resource-sharing activitie s
and centralize procurement . Assuming that the wor k
produced by these government-owned television studios i s
to a large extent related to personnel matters, OPM woul d
be the logical choice as the government ' s "broker" fo r
these services .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY ® FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that its recommendation s
can be implemented through executive action . As the
PPSSCC recognizes, OPM will need to work closely with OM B
and GSA .

Although the idea of a centralized brokering syste m
to match user needs with the appropriate TV studios ha s
merit, OMB may need to initially examine the need for eac h
of the 25 government-operated television studios identi-
fied by the PPSSCC in the D .C ./Baltimore area, Question s
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also remain whether the private sector could provide thes e
services more efficiently and for less cost than th e
government .

OPM provided GAO with information only about recom-
mendations it had already endorsed publicly . No informa-
tion was provided for the recommendations under thi s
issue .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC ' s savings estimate is questionable . The
savings are based on a comparison of actual with budgete d
costs . The PPSSCC analyzed 18 productions that used OPM ' s
resource-sharing approach and found that costs were hel d
to 83 percent of their original budgets . The percentage
of costs saved was then applied to total 1981 expenditure s
for audiovisual materials and adjusted for inflation . The
difference between production costs and budgets might wel l
be attributable, however, to over-budgeting rather than t o
cost reductions . Furthermore, there is no indication o f
the relationship of the 18 productions selected fL.r review
to the total annual workload, or disclosure of how the 1 8
productions were selected for review .

V. REVELANT GAO REPORT S

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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PER 14 : DUPLICATION OF SUPERVISORY TRAINING

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Can a more centrally guided effort, under the direc -
tion of the Office of Personnel Management (OPM), delive r

better quality,

	

lower cost management training programs ?

The PPSSCC estimated cost savings of over $20 million

per year for a total of $66 million, adjusted for infla-

tion, over a 3-year period

II a GAO ANALYSIS OP ISSUE AND RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees, in principle, that a more centrall y
controlled effort by OPM has the potential for improvin g
the delivery of management training programs . The PPSSCC
recommended that OPM conduct a major study to determine
what kinds of generic training for supervisors will mee t
agencies' needs and that OPM then develop the courses .

That study may not be necessary . OPM needs first to
assess current efforts that support the concept of generi c

training for supervisory skills .

GAO concurs with the PPSSCC's recommendation that OP M

serve as a clearinghouse for supervisory training pro-

grams . To some degree OPM already provides a limited for m
of this service through its interagency training pro -

grams . Agencies would benefit from a more systematic ,
aggressive approach by OPM for disseminating this trainin g

information . GAO agrees that agency requests for pro-
posals and contracts for developing supervisory trainin g
programs should be centrally controlled to prevent dupli-
cation .

Since the PPSSCC did not identify any problem wit h
the capability of the agencies' supervisory trainin g
course instructors, it may be premature for OPM to ente r
the business of certifying agency instructors, a s
recommended by the PPSSCC . In addition, the PPSSCC di d
not demonstrate the need for OPM to develop an auditin g
system to ensure that agencies enroll supervisors in basi c

supervisory courses .

III o GAO ASSESSMENT OP IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,

AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that its recommendation s
could be implemented through executive action . OPM has
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already supported the generic training concept in it s
recent efforts to streamline and update its supervisory
courses and to help federal managers identify skill s
needed by first-line supervisors . It is developing a
process--called the "Supervisory Excellence Inventory "
(SEI)®°that will help managers identify their first-lin e
supervisors' developmental needs . The SEI will help thes e
supervisors focus on supervisory skills they need most ©
In addition, OPM already has courses available tha t
address basic or generic types of supervisory skill s
common to all first-line supervisors .

OPM provided GAO with information only about recom-
mendations it had already endorsed publicly . OPM stated
that the PPSSCC's recommendations for determining th e
kinds of generic supervisory training meet agencies '
needs, developing courses, and training the instructor s
have been implemented totally or partially .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC acknowledges that precise cost saving s
based on its work cannot be stated at this time . GAO
agrees . The PPSSCC's estimate is based on interview s
with agency training officers and a random review o f
fiscal year 1981 contracts for training services tha t
exceeded $10,000 . The PPSSCC identified "a number o f
contracts" that it considered off-the-shelf and generic
in nature . The PPSSCC did not identify how it calculated
estimated savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275®620 4
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ED 8 :	 PERSONNEL AND TRAINING

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Could cha_'ges in the delivery of personnel and train -
ing services result in more effective human relations and
reduction in the Department of Education personnel costs ?

The PPSSCC estimates that improvements in the deliver y
of personnel and training services could result in net cos t
savings of $32 .1 million over 3 years .

II® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the general thrust of the PPSSCC recom -
mendations for improving the delivery of personnel an d
training services in the Department of Education . However ,
GAO does not agree with certain approaches suggested by th e
PPSSCC . The PPSSCC's recommendations cover a number o f
unrelated areas : size of staff, centralization of personne l
functions, payroll administration, job classification, and
training .

The PPSSCC recommended that tight budgets and person-
nel ceilings should be substituted for the departmental
employment freeze . GAO is opposed to the use of personne l
ceilings as a staffing control device . GAO has found that
ceilings have an adverse impact on agency operations in a
number of ways, such as causing staffing imbalances and
reductions in services and necessitating disruptive reduc-
tions in force . The size of agencies' staff and associated
personnel costs should be based on sound estimates of staff-
ing requirements and, as the PPSSCC suggests, controlle d
through the budget process .

GAO has no information to judge whether the personne l
management function should be decentralized .

The PPSSCC recommended that the Department use outsid e
assistance to expedite the transition from one payrol l
system to another . GAO has found that generally, th e
Department has had a smooth transition from the Health an d
Human Services' (HHS) payroll system to Interior's payrol l
system . GAO recognizes that when changing from one system
to another, some problems do arise . However, GAO believe s
that the Department's problems do not warrant any outsid e
assistance .

Although GAO supports efforts to minimize overgrading ,
(employees in positions at a higher grade level than can b e
supported by federal classification standards), it has n o
information on whether there is an overgrading problem a t
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the Department . GAO believes that an accurate assessment o f
the Department's classifications process is an importan t
first step in determining whether this situation exists .

GAO believes it would be prudent for the Department t o
adopt the PPSSCC recommendation to improve the organizatio n
of its training centers . The Department has recentl y
undergone many changes in reassessing its mission and re-
aligning its resources . GAO believes it would make sense a s
a sound management practice to (1) redefine its trainin g
center's responsibilities, (2) prioritize the most critica l
work to be accomplished, and (3) allocate available fund s
accordingly .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that implementation of the PPSSCC recommen-
dations can be accomplished through executive branch action .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

To estimate savings, the PPSSCC obtained Departmen t
officials' views on cost reductions from improving personne l
and training services . The PPSSCC then used the lowest sav-
ings estimates and concluded that one-third of the saving s
estimate would be realized . In GAO's opinion the PPSSCC
savings estimate is not based on sufficiently sound estimat -
ing techniques .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275620 4
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PER 18 :	 WORK FORCE PLANNING

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should the federal government have a uniform wor k
force planning method for use within the agencies? "

Specific cost savings were not estimated but th e
PPSSCC believes savings would be significant .

II® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees that work force planning needs more empha-
sis throughout the federal government . The methods and pro-
cedures used by federal agencies to determine work require-
ments and staff needs should be very important aspects o f
personnel management . GAO has stated in a number of report s
that Congress and administration leadership should strive
for a high-quality work force planning capability in eac h
federal department and agency .

The PPSSCC's recommendations are very similar to those
made previously by GAO . However, the PPSSCC minimizes th e
effects of historical constraints on work force planning- -
personnel ceilings, hiring and promotion freezes, etc . GAO
has found that these actions are barriers to effective wor k
force planning and believes they should be eliminated .
Further, corresponding revisions are needed in the federa l
budget process to better identify total work force costs .
GAO found that costs for the indirect (contract) work forc e
are not clearly identified in the budget .

III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO and the PPSSCC concur that a work force planning
policy could be developed by the Office of Personnel Manage -
ment (OPM) and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB )
without legislation . OPM informed us that development of a
work force planning policy began in fiscal year 1984 and i s
continuing .

1V0 ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Although the PPSSCC did not estimate specific cost sav -
ings, GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that improved work force
planning could result in significant savings .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-81-54 Improving the Credibility and Manage-
ment of the Federal Work Force throug h
Better Planning and Budgetary Control s
(Jul . 17, 1981 )

GAO/FPCD-81-4

	

Federal Work Force Planning : Time for
Renewed Emphasis (Dec . 30, 1980 )

GAO/FPCD-80-36 Handbook for Government Work Forc e
Requirements . . .A Guide and Checklis t
For Forecasting How Many Worker s
Government Agencies Need (Jan . 28 ,
1980 )

VI® GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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CONG 4-6 : HOW CONGRESS MANAGES HUMAN RESOURCES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Minimum requirements in personnel ceilings in the
executive branch should be repealed .

The PPSSCC did not estimate cost savings with thi s
proposal .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommends that the President should submi t
legislation to repeal existing minimum requirements on per-
sonnel ceilings . GAO agrees that personnel ceilings, mini -
mum or maximum, should not be used by Congress or the Offic e
of Management and Budget to control the size of an agency' s
work force . However, the PPSSCC does not recommend any
alternative to the use of personnel ceilings . GAO ha s
recommended in a number of reports that staffing level s
should be controlled by establishing budget limitation s
based on sound work force requirements' determinations .
This method would provide a more practical and effective
means of control and would not arbitrarily restrain a n
agency from using the most appropriate work force alterna-
tives to accomplish its programs and functions .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ®
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that Congress would
have to repeal legislatively established minimum personne l
ceilings . In addition, GAO believes that the Office o f
Management and Budget should stop using personnel ceiling s
to control the size of an agency's work force . GAO is not
aware of any executive branch proposals or congressiona l
initiative, for legislation to repeal existing minimum
personnel ceilings .

IV© ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

No cost savings were estimated by the PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-81 ® 54 Improving the Credibility an d
Management of the Federal Work Forc e
Through Better Planning and Budgetary
Controls (Jul . 17, 1981 )
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GAO/FPCD®76-88 Personnel Ceilings- ®A Barrier to
Effective Manpower Managemen t
(Jun . 2, 1977 )

VI® GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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ADP 7 :	 ADP PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT AND MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Will improving the governmen t ' s ability to hire an d
retain skilled automated data processing (ADP) personne l
result in significant cost savings ?

The PPSSCC was not able to quantify projected saving s
expected to result from implementation of its recommen-
dations .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC proposal is aimed at improving federa l
efforts to attract and retain quality ADP personnel . To
accomplish improvements, the PPSSCC recommends stream-
lining classification systems, standards, and the hirin g
process as well as reducing salary lags by increased us e
of cash awards for performance . GAO agrees that agencie s
and the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) should wor k
together to assess and improve personnel systems and t o
share the results of their assessments and pilot pro -
grams . Such improvements may include streamlining classi ®
f . ^ation systems, standards, and the hiring process . Thi s
cooperative effort can contribute to governmentwide initi -
atives to address the attracting and retaining problems i n
all affected occupations . GAO also agrees with the use of
cash awards as an incentive for performance . Such awards
can encourage improved performance and can reduce salar y
lags .

III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC report states that the recommendation s
require management action by the Office of Management an d
Budget, the General Services Administration, OPM, an d
individual agencies for implementation . GAO agrees . OPM
has initiated a study of the entire classification process
including the development of standards . GAO believe s
implementation of the recommendations is feasible and wil l
be enhanced with the November 1984 revisions for cash
awards in the revised merit pay program .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO recognizes the potential benefits from improve-
ments in hiring and classification/compensation and agree s
that such possible savings would be difficult to quantify .
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V . RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

None

VI ® GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-6204
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LABOR 10 :	 CONTROLLING CAREER LADDER PROMOTION S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can career ladder professional and administrativ e
positions in the Department of Labor (DOL) be administere d
in a way that will control promotional cost and motivat e
performance improvements ?

The PPSSCC estimates that $1 .8 million could be save d
in the second year after implementation by directl y
relating promotions to professional and administrativ e
employees' overall performance . The savings estimate i s
based on 13 of the 104 series (job occupations) which hav e
career ladders in DOL . Additional savings would be
achieved with respect to the job series not specificall y
studied .

The PPSSCC also believes this would serve as a moti-
vational tool for improving productivity which coul d
generate additional savings in manpower and dollars . The
latter savings potential, while not measured in this issue ,
could prove to be even more significant, according to the
PPSSCC .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The major issue in the PPSSCC ' s recommendation seems
to focus on performance as the primary basis for compen-
sating and motivating career ladder employees which in tur n
should help the agency save money . Specifically, the
PPSSCC believes that by varying the timing of career ladde r
promotions using performance as the basis, DOL would (1 )
realize significant cost savings, (2) appropriately recog-
nize its top-rated performers by rewarding them wit h
quicker promotions, and (3) motivate DOL employees t o
improve their performance, thus enhancing productivit y
which would generate even more savings . While GAO endorse s
the principle of performance pay incentives, it believe s
that such a system should be established in conjunction
with OPM--the agency responsible for assuming the leader -
ship role in developing performance incentives .

The PPSSCC believes that DOL is not adequately con-
trolling the timing of career ladder promotions to recog-
nize differences in employee performance . Accordingly i t
recommended that DOL (1) better control career ladder pro -
motions by directly relating promotion timing to individua l
performance, and (2) recommend to the Office of Personne l
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Management (OPM) that once developed, DOL ' s policies and
procedures serve as a general guide for all departments i n

the government .

Concerning the first recommendation, GAO has no t

reviewed DOL ' s administration of career ladder promotion s
but agrees in principle with the PPSSCC that employee per -
formance should be a key factor for determining compen-
sation of DOL career ladder employees . In fact, the Civi l
Service Reform Act (CSRA) of 1978 requires that perform-
ance appraisals should be used as a basis for a variety o f
personnel actions, including promotions . However ,
establishing a promotion system such as the one describe d
by the PPSSCC will require careful consideration of pro-
cedures for maintaining fairness and consistency for al l
affected employees and for evaluating the syste m ' s impact
and usefulness as a motivational tool . GAO also believe s
there are many factors affecting the design of such a sys -
tem of which agencies should be aware . For instance ,
while varying promotional timing can be a means o f
increasing employee motivation, it will not necessaril y
guarantee that increased motivation will occur in al l
cases . Also, if promotions are delayed significantly ,
recruitment and retention of career ladder employees coul d
be adversely affected .

GAO believes that the second recommendation whic h
states that whatever promotion system DOL designs shoul d
serve as a general guide for the rest of the federa l
government may not be appropriate . In GAO ' s opinion, OPM ,
rather than DOL, should develop a framework within whic h
fair and consistent promotional guidelines could b e
established and applied to career ladder employee s
throughout the federal government . DOL and other agencie s
could then work closely with OPM to fine tune their caree r
ladder promotion systems to deal with any unique circum-
stances .

IIIa GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, EEA lBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The authority to implement the PPSSCC ' s recommen-
dations exists in the CSRA and in the regulations an d
guidance OPM has provided to federal agencies for estab -
lishing their performance appraisal systems .

OPM has proposed regulations for establishing a
governmentwide performance management system . Agencie s
would be required to give first consideration to promoting
career ladder employees who have the highest summar y
ratings when it is not possible to promote all eligibl e
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employees at the same time within the same career ladder .
These regulations which had been enjoined from being imple-
mented by the U .S . District Court are now due to becom e
effective in July 1985 .

As of July 1984, DOL had developed general managemen t
guidance to stress the importance of relating career ladde r
promotions to individual performance . This guidance als o
provides for the implementation of a monitoring system
which will gather statistical information so that caree r
ladder promotions can be more closely tracked .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

It is difficult to determine whether the saving s
identified are realistic . The PPSSCC's estimated cos t
savings of $1 .8 million is based on data for the Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS) which was the only DOL informatio n
readily available at the time the study was conducted . Th e
promotion experiences at BLS do not necessarily paralle l
those at other DOL agencies . Also, it is not exactly clea r
how the PPSSCC developed its sample promotional timing
guide or how that guide was applied in computing cos t
savings .

V. RELEVENT GAO REPORTS/TESTIMONY

GAO/GGD-83-72 New Performance Appraisals Beneficia l
But Refinements Needed (Sept . 15, 1983 )

Testimony :

	

Merit Pay Reform Act of 1983 an d
Proposed Amendments, by William J .
Anderson, General Government Division ,
before the Senate Committee o n
Governmental Affairs, Subcommittee o n
Civil Service, Post Office and Genera l
Services (July 14, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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USAF 6 :	 CIVILIAN END-STRENGTH CEILING S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Are civilian end-strength ceilings an effective too l

for the Air Force ?

The PPSSCC estimated that removing ceilings woul d
result in 3-year cost savings of $96 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation to eliminat e
the use of personnel ceilings as a means of controlling th e

size of the Air Force staff . GAO and other federal group s
have examined the use of personnel ceilings in the federa l
government and have questioned their value as a staffing
control device . Personnel ceilings are not normally based
on detailed analyses of workload and work force require-
ments . Instead, they are usually based on past staffin g

levels . Substantial evidence has been provided to suppor t
the elimination of ceilings . GAO has found that ceiling s
have a direct adverse effect on federal agencies in severa l
ways, including reduced services to the public as well as to

other agencies ; increased work backlogs resulting from wor k
being deferred and in some instances work being cancelled ;
staffing imbalances between clerical and professional per-
sonnel and shortages in certain skills ; increased use o f

overtime ; increased use of contract services and grants t o
slate and local governments . Sound work force requirement s
estimates and the budget process can provide the needed con-
trol over the direct federal work force and give management
the flexibility to make more efficient and effective
staffing decisions .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY © FEASIBILITY ®

AND STATUS

GAO agrees that the implementation of the PPSSCC' s
recommendation can be accomplished through congressional an d
executive branch action . End-strength ceilings on civilia n
personnel have been placed on the Department of Defense b y
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and Congress .
However, in the fiscal year 1985 Defense budget, Congres s
removed end-strength ceilings on civilian personnel . GAO
does not know whether OMB will take similar action .

IV ® GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO agrees that savings would accrue in the area s
identified by the PPSSCC but has no information for judging
the accuracy of the PPSSCC°s savings estimates .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/FPCD=81®54 Improving the Credibility an d
Management of the Federal Work Force
Through Better Planning and
Budgetary Controls (Jul . 17, 1981 )

GAO/FPCD-76-88 Personnel Ceilings--A Barrier to
Effective Manpower Managemen t
(Jun . 2, 1977 )

VI® GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-6204
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USAF 22 : PROCUREMENT

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can Air Force procurement of management advisor y
(consulting) services and research be improved ?

The PPSSCC estimated that implementing its recommenda-
tions would yield $68 .8 million in savings for the firs t
year an an estimated $227 .7 million over the three year
period .

II ® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC made four recommendations to improve Ai r
Force managerial controls over procurement of consulting
services . Generally, the PPSSCC recommendations direct the
Air Force to establish a control system to more closel y
monitor the awards of consulting service contracts an d
impose a more standardized system for evaluating and moni-
toring the need for consulting services . Prior GAO reviews
have shown that the Air Force, as well as other federa l
agencies, can improve their procurement of consulting ser-
vices . For example, in a March 31, 1981, report, GAO foun d
that the Air Force and other Defense agencies needed t o
obtain more competition when procuring these services an d
more closely review proposed contract awards to assure tha t
the contract services were needed and would be used . Cur -
rent GAO work shows that the Air Force has relied mor e
heavily on sole source procurement for these services sinc e
GAO's 1981 report was issued . GAO agrees with the PPSSC C
therefore that a more systematic approach for dealing wit h
the problem and more oversight should result in improved
management of these services .

III© GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
MID STATUS

GAO agrees that the implementation of three of th e
four PPSSCC recommendations can be accomplished through exe-
cutive branch action . The fourth recommendation is to giv e
the Office of the Secretary of Defense authority to withhol d
funds from the Air Force equal to those found by an indepen-
dent review board to have been misspent in any procuremen t
for consulting services . It is not clear from the PPSSC C
summary which funds would be withheld and the impact thi s
might have on the Air Force's ability to purchase the con-
sulting services it needs . If funds already appropriated
were to be withheld, legislation would be required to imple-
ment this recommendation as current statutory provision s
authorize the withholding of appropriated funds only unde r
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limited conditions . GAO was unable to determine whethe r
actions have been taken to implement the recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC premise that savings would result from
maximizing competition in the award of consultant contract s
and improving management controls over these services i s
valid . However, the PPSSCC does not provide any support fo r
its estimated 20 percent savings from maximizing competi-
tion . Actual savings from implementing the proposed recom-
mendations may be more or less than 20 percent . GAO's 198 1
report on Department of Defense management services did no t
estimate the savings that could result from improvements i n
this area .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/MASAD-81-19 Controls Over DOD's Managemen t
Support Service Contracts Need
Strengthening (Mar . 31, 1981 )

GAO/PSAD-80-35

	

Controls Over Consulting Servic e
Contracts At Federal Agencies Nee d
Tightening (Mar . 20, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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PER 17 : DUPLICATION OF PERSONNEL SERVICE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can federal agencies consolidate certain personne l
offices and services ?

The PPSSCC estimated that potential savings of ove r
$18 million per year would result if the number of person-
nel specialists could be reduced in 700 small fiel d
offices . According to the PPSSCC, over 3 years, a saving s
of $61 .2 million would be achieved, and the resulting man-
agement improvements from consolidation would be substan-
tial .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommends, in general, that agencie s
take action to consolidate field office personnel func-
tions and share personnel administrative services . GAO
agrees that consolidations offer opportunities for cutting
costs and increasing government efficiency . GAO has sup-
ported such measures in past reports and believes that th e
federal field structure is a prime area for exploring
cost-cutting opportunities . However, in making consolida-
tion decisions, more reliable and valid evaluation method s
are needed than those suggested by the PPSSCC .

Specifically, GAO disagrees with the PPSSCC's recom-
mendation on using employee ratios as the basis for making
staffing decisions . The usefulness of aggregate data such
as employee-to-personnel specialist ratios is ver y
limited . There are often many other legitimate factor s
which determine what an appropriate staffing level should
be for an organization or function . The use of ratio s
may, however, serve as an indicator of what needs to b e
examined in more detail .

GAO believes it is important that each agency
develop and apply sound organization and staffing criteri a
(work force planning) to assure that its functional ser-
vices are appropriate for the work to be performed . Once
this is done, agencies can identify staffing imbalance s
and evaluate the need for organizational changes such as
consolidations .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY ® FEASIBILITY ®
AND STATUS

GAO believes implementation of the PPSSCC recommenda-
tions is feasible and can be accomplished throug h
executive branch action. No legislative action is
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required . The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) informe d
GAO that all department and agency heads have reported to
OPM and the Office of Management and Budget on potentia l
consolidation of field office personnel functions .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC's savings estimate is based on an unsupport-
ed assumption that 700 personnel specialists positions, one
in each personnel office, can be eliminated through consoli-
dation . GAO has found that consolidations, if properl y
planned and implemented, offer opportunities for significan t
savings throughout the federal government . However, becaus e
the actual number of personnel specialist positions elimi-
nated could be greater or less than 700, GAO cannot agree
with the projected savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FPCD-80-65 Supervisor to Non-supervisor Ratios in
the Federal Government and the Private
Sector (Sept . 30, 1980 )

GAO/FPCD-80-4

	

Streamlining the Federal Field
Structure : Potential Opportunities ,
Barriers, and Actions That Can Be Taken
Aug . 5, 1980 )

GAO/FPCD-77-39 Standardized Federal Regions--Little
Effect on Agency Management of Person-
nel (Aug . 17, 1977 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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STATE 1 : FOREIGN SERVICE PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SYSTE M

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Are there opportunities within the State Department' s
Foreign Service Personnel Management System, which admin-
isters payroll costs of $291 million (FY 1983), to improv e
the system's effectiveness and reduce operating expenses ?

The PPSSCC estimated that the State Department coul d
reduce its Foreign Service personnel expense- by $86 . 3
million over three years if it (1) decreased tie number of
higher grade personnel, (2) reduced the number of officer s
assigned to positions above or below their personnel rank ,
and (3) eliminated the surplus of senior officers .

The PPSSCC did not quantify the potential saving s
which might accrue from implementing three additiona l
recommendations in this issue area .

II ® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOENDATION S

Although GAO has not undertaken a comprehensiv e
review of the Foreign Service personnel management system ,
in two past reports GAO has dealt with several of the
issues identified in the PPSSCC report and believes fiv e
of the six PPSSCC recommendations have merit . In particu-
lar, the PPSSCC report calls for the State Department t o
(1) review the ranking of positions and realign personne l
to better match position and rank, (2) eliminate staffin g
practices which result in surplus personnel, (3) redesig n
the performance evaluation system, (4) eliminate the con-
flict of interest situations in labor-management prac-
tices, and (5) initiate new recruiting procedures t o
attract officers with management and supervisory skills ,
and encourage development of supervisory skills in curren t
personnel . With respect to the remaining recommendation- -
that the Department of State use a more pyramid-shape d
personnel model--GAO has no basis to agree or disagre e
with the PPSSCC position .

In a 1984 report on the status of the State Depart-
ment's implementation of the Foreign Service Act of 198 0
(GAO/NSIAD-84-65), GAO looked briefly at three areas o f
concern to the PPSSCC . Specifically, GAO identified (1 )
an "overcomplement" or surplus of senior officers for whom
no appropriate permanent positions were available, (2 )
evidence of assignment mismatch, whereby officers wer e
assigned to positions above or below their personnel rank ,
and (3) the potential conflict of interest problem impli-
cit in the inclusion of senior officers in the labor-
management bargaining unit .

Another issue identified in the PPSSCC report is th e
need to place greater emphasis on recruiting Foreign Ser-
vice officers with management skills and developing super -
visory capabilities in current middle level and senio r
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officers . Prior to the PPSSCC study, GAO pointed out in a
1981 report, dealing with the State Department's rea l
estate management system (GAO/ID-81-15), that the Foreig n
Service officers responsible for real property managemen t
lacked the experience and technical know-how t o
effectively fulfill their managerial responsibilities .
GAO recommended that the Secretary of State support mor e
formalized training to enhance managerial skills .

III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION, AUTBORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The Secretary of State has the authority to implement
all PPSSCC recommendations except for the one dealing with
conflict of interest situations in labor-management prac-
tices (this would require change in the Foreign Servic e
Act of 1950) . GAO's assessment of information provided b y
the Department of State indicates that the agency gener-
ally agrees with the ideas or concepts raised by th e
PPSSCC ; however, the Department has stopped short o f
agreeing with specific recommendations . Nevertheless, the
State Department has taken some steps which addres s
problems identified in the PPSSCC report . The State
Department, for instance, has agreed with the Office o f
Management and Budget (OMB) to (1) reduce the number o f
overcomplement employees from 154 to 100 during FY 198 5
and (2) reduce the number of employees in higher grade s
(GS/11-15 and equivalent) over the next five years . In
addition, while the State Department defends its curren t
recruiting and training procedures, it is now developing a
number of new programs for in-service training of al l
officers to improve their supervisory skills .

Despite these personnel actions by the Department o f
State, the agency's position is that some of the PPSSC C
findings and recommendations are invalid or inappropriate .
It is unlikely that State will initiate voluntary actio n
in those areas where it disagrees with the PPSSCC's find-
ings and recommendations . For example, the State Depart-
ment does not believe its distribution of personnel i s
necessarily inappropriate to the Foreign Service system ,
and therefore, State does not support the PPSSCC's posi-
tion to employ personnel models used in the military or in
the private sector .

In terms of the administrative issues concerning the
personnel evaluation system and labor-management prac-
tices, the State Department disagrees with the PPSSC C
findings . For instance, State contends its current per-
sonnel evaluation system is more effective than the PPSSC C
recognized ; therefore, State does not agree the system
should be redesigned . Finally, as the GAO report on th e
Foreign Service Act pointed out, the State Department doe s
not agree with the conflict-of-interest argument for
removing senior officers from the bargaining unit and ha s
no plans to implement the PPSSCC's recommendation t o
expand the definition of management to include senior
Foreign Service officers .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Although the PPSSCC°s methodology for arriving at it s
savings appears reasonable, there are indications tha t
such savings may be overstated . For instance, the PPSSC C
incorporated a 10 percent annual inflation rate in its
computation of Foreign Service salary savings over a
3-year period . Given that the rate of inflation for 198 3
was 3 .8 percent and for 1984 is projected to be about 4 . 4
percent, the PPSSCC may have overestimated the saving s
potential . In addition, the PPSSCC states in its repor t
that implementation of all the recommendations coul d
result in double counting of certain savings, but that th e
extent of this cannot be measured without more precise
information .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/NSIAD-84-65 Foreign Service Act of 1980 :
Implementation Status, Progress an d
Problems (May 1, 1984 )

GAO/ID-81-15 Much More Can Be Done By The Stat e
Department To Improve Overseas Rea l
Estate Management (February 9, 1981 )

VI® GAO CONTACT

Joan McCabe 275-4128
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PER 15 : EXECUTIVE SEMINAR CENTER OPERATION S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can current operating costs of the Office of Perso n-
nel Management's (OPM) Executive Seminar Centers be re-
duced through improved productivity and more efficien t
utilization of facilities ?

The PPSSCC estimated that a net savings of $2 .25
million could be generated over 3 years through relocatio n
and improved management of the centers .

II ® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommends relocating the Western Execu -
tive Seminar Center (WESC) from Denver to California ;
relocating the Kings Point, New York Center to a large r
facility on the East Coast ; and reducing the space used b y
the Center in Oak Ridge, Tennessee . The Commission als o
recommends reducing the number of GS-14 instructor posi-
tions at the three centers from the present level of 1 4
positions to 9 positions .

GAO recently completed a review of costs of th e
WESC, in connection with an OPM proposal to relocate i t
from Denver to Grand Junction, Colorado . The WESC had
moved from California to Denver in 1980 . OPM investigate d
a move back to California in 1982, and rejected the idea
because cost savings were uncertain .

GAO recommended that OPM, as an alternative, take
advantage of the Denver contractor's offer to reduce foo d
and lodging costs . GAO also maintained that no relocation
from Denver should take place before March 1986, becaus e
the lease until then on the current facility will have to
be paid and GSA sees no prospects of using the space for
another purpose .

While GAO has not investigated use of the King s
Point Merchant Marine Academy facility, it was told tha t
the academy is considering expanding its training facility
and OPM plans to use some of its space to increase present
capacity . Therefore the expense of locating and moving t o
a new East Coast facility may not be necessary .

GAO also has not looked specifically at Oak Ridge ©
GAO's review in Denver, however, showed that even in a
Federal Regional Center city, no other Federal agency wa s
likely to use released training center space there . The
renovated basement used in Oak Ridge is not likely to b e
useful to another agency .
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The PPSSCC provides insufficient data and analysis t o
justify its assertion that a reduced number of profes-
sional instructors can effectively handle an increased
enrollment . Such a recommendation could be justified onl y
by a workload analysis, which neither the PPSSCC nor GAO
has performed .

III GAO ASSESSMENT OP IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY ® FEASIBILITY
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that OPM has lega l
authority to implement these recommendations . OPM had
announced plans to transfer the WESC from Denver to Gran d
Junction, Colorado by October 1, 1984 . Opposition by seg -
ments of Congress, coupled with GAO's recommendation to
defer the move on cost grounds, has deferred that plan .
OPM has made no move to negotiate lower costs in Denver .
While a transfer within Colorado may make economic sens e
upon expiration of the present lease in Denver, OPM show s
no inclination to re-open the question of a transfer bac k
to California .

OPM did not provide information sufficient for us to
evaluate the feasibility of implementing or the status o f
the other recommendations .

IV® GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO does not agree with the PPSSCC's estimate that
$200,000 can be saved annually by transferring the WESC to
California . OPM relocated the facility to Colorado from
California in 1980, in part because of high costs in Cali-
fornia, and deferred a possible move back to California i n
1983 because savings could not be demonstrated .

The $50,000 saving attributed to releasing space i n
Oak Ridge is dependent on finding some other tenant fo r
this specially configured space .

Savings of $310,000 annually are ascribed t o
increasing enrollments at all three Centers . Even if thi s
amount of increased revenue to OPM could be achieved, i t
does not necessarily represent a savings to the government
of $310,000 because these revenues come from the budget s
of federal agencies and represent an intragovernmenta l
transfer to OPM .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-84-80 Office of Personnel Management Should
Defer Relocation of the Western Execu-

V%e GAO CONTAC T

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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BUS-TVA3 :	 PERSONNEL AND LABOR RELATION S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can staff reduction and reassignments make th e
Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA) personnel and labo r
relations organization and practices more effective and
cost-efficient? "

The PPSSCC estimated cost savings from the implemen -
tation of these recommendations at $25 .9 million for
the next 3 years .

II a GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC asserts that TVA can eliminate 340 per-
sonnel positions by reducing its personnel staff to a
ratio of personnel staff to total employment comparable to
that of large private sector companies . However, GAO
questions the basis for the PPSSCC's recommendation .
GAO's past work has indicated that the usefulness of dat a
comparing federal sector and private sector functions i s
very limited primarily because of questionable comparabi ®
l :.ty, Concerns with overstaffing should be addressed b y
examining (1) the soundness of agencies' workforce plan-
ning systems ; (2) the constraints within the governmenta l
system that inhibit effective workforce planning and con-
tribute to unnecessary overhead ; and (3) the manner i n
which agencies are organized to minimize duplication o f
effort, fragmentation of authority, and unnecessary level s
of review and overhead .

GAO agrees that the recommendations to remove super-
visors and other management officials and confidentia l
employees (if they are employees privy to labor/managemen t
relations information) from the bargaining unit and t o
remove provisions giving preferential treatment to unio n
employees have merit . Under the Civil Service Reform Ac t
(CSRA) these current practices would not be allowed in th e
federal sector . (The CSRA does not apply to TVA) . GAO has
no basis for judging the other recommendations dealing
with expanded supervisory and secretarial ratios .

IIIa GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that the recommendation to reduce TV A
total staff could be implemented through executiv e
action . Since the time of the PPSSCC survey, TVA ha s
taken several steps to reduce its personnel staff (15 . 5
percent decrease) and further reductions are to be made a s
appropriate .
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GAO does not agree that recommendations to alte r
labor contract provisions can be implemented by executive
action . Contract negotiations require the assent of th e
bargaining unit . A more effective approach would b e
through congressional action extending labor legislatio n
coverage to TVA. TVA has removed some management posi-
tions from the bargaining units and has twice tried ,
unsuccessfully, to negotiate the removal of confidentia l
employees from the bargaining unit . TVA also doubts tha t
eliminating preferential treatment for union employees i s
attainable through negotiations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

If 340 personnel positions could be eliminated, th e
PPSSCC's estimate that $25 .9 million could be saved ove r
3 years appears to be reasonable . It assumes an
average annual cost in salary and fringe benefits o f
$26,500 per employee .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/FPCD°80°65 Supervisor to Nonsupervisor Ratios i n
the Federal Government and th e
Private Sector (Sept . 30, 1980 )

GAO/FPCD-78®12 Additional Safeguards Needed fo r
Tennessee Valley Authority Trades and
Labor Employees to Protect Thei r
Interests in Collective Bargainin g
(Mar . 15, 1978) .

VI . GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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PER 11 :	 REDUCTION IN FORC E

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Are there changes and/or modifications to the curren t
reduction in force (RIF) procedures that will reduce the
disruption, lower the cost, and preserve workforce quality
without adversely affecting employee rights? "

The PPSSCC estimates that approximately $39 .5 million ,
of a total cost of $105 million, could have been saved i n
fiscal year 1982 if the recommended RIF procedures had been
used .

II a GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommends a series of changes to RIF proce -
dures that would

--provide for greater agency flexibility in determinin g
which positions will be affected by a RIF ,

-

	

-give greater weight to performance rather than seniorit y
in deciding which employees will lose their jobs ,

-

	

-limit employees' assignment rights to positions no mor e
than one grade level lower than the position from which
employees are separated, an d

-

	

-assist displaced employees in finding other jobs by
limiting agencies° flexibility to fill vacant position s
through other means when qualified displaced emplcyes are
available .

The present RIF system for federal employees has bee n
characterized by GAO and others as cumbersome, costly, an d
disruptive . However, any changes to the present system ,
which has been in effect for over 20 years, would have bot h
advantages and disadvantages that would have to be con-
sidered . For example, giving greater weight to perfor-
mance rather than seniority as recommended by the PPSSC C
should have the advantage of retaining those employees who
perform at the highest levels . However, this could be a
disadvantage if agencies' performance appraisal systems ar e
not reliable . Previous GAO work has shown that many agen-
cies' performance appraisal systems need further refinement s
so they can be used to make objective and accurate assess-
ments of employees' performance . Using the results of unre-
liable performance appraisal systems as a basis for deciding
which employees lose their jobs could result in imprope r
decisions . Therefore, it may be premature to give greate r
weight to performance in deciding which employees will los e
their jobs .
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The PPSSCC's proposal to restrict employees' assign-
ment rights, to positions no more than one grade level lowe r
than the position from which an employee is released, als o
has pros and cons . The advantage of this proposal is tha t
it may lessen the disruption to agency operations that
occurs when employees whose positions are abolished fal l
back to other jobs, thereby displacing employees in thos e
jobs . A disadvantage is that more senior, higher salarie d
employees could be separated, thus causing increased separa-
tion costs for such things as severance and unemploymen t
payments .

The PPSSCC proposal to assist displaced employees i n
finding other jobs, by limiting agencies' flexibility t o
fill vacant positions, also has advantages and disadvan-
tages . While such a change may result in fewer separate d
employees, it would limit agency managers' prerogative t o
fill vacant positions . The adverse effect of such a
restriction on an agency's operations and on employee moral e
should be considered in deciding whether to implement th e
PPSSCC recommendation .

GAO does not believe that the RIF system that ha s
operated for over 20 years should be changed without furthe r
study of the impact of such changes .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that in the absence of specific congres-
sional action the recommended changes in RIF procedures ca n
be made by revising OPM regulations . OPM has attempted to
implement changes to the RIF procedures similar to thos e
suggested by the PPSSCC . However, Congress was concerned
about the adverse effects of these changes and it has twic e
enacted legislation prohibiting OPM from implementing them .
OPM plans to implement its proposed RIF regulations on July
1, 1985, when the current legislative restriction expire s
unless Congress again takes action to block the changes .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC first year savings of $39 .5 million assume s
a RIF rate comparable to that which occurred in 1982 . Sinc e
1982, the number of Federal employees separated through RI F
procedures has dropped dramatically . As a result, it is
questionable whether the estimated savings would be realize d
in future years . In addition, as mentioned previously, th e
PPSSCC's proposal to restrict employees assignment right s
could increase agencies' cost for severance and unemploymen t
benefit payments .
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Furthermore, the PPSSCC savings estimate is based o n
certain assumptions that may or may not be valid . For
example, the PPSSCC estimates that $29 .5 million in down-
grading costs would be saved by limiting employees' assign-
ment rights to positions no more than one grade level lower
than the position from which an employee is released . This
estimated savings assumes that the average demotion unde r
current RIF procedures is two grade levels . The PPSSCC doe s
not provide any governmentwide data to support this assump-
tion . For these reasons, GAO cannot comment on whether th e
proposed changes to the RIF procedures would save $39 .5 mil-
lion . GAO cannot estimate what savings, if any, woul d
result from implementing the PPSSCC proposals .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony

	

Placement Programs for Displaced
Federal Employees, by Rosslyn Kleeman ,
General Government Division before
the Subcommittee on Human Resources ,
House Committee on Post Office and
Civil Service . Oct . 2, 1984 .

GAO/GGD-83-72 New Performance Appraisals Beneficia l
But Refinements Needed (Sept . 15 ,
1983 )

GAO/FPCD-82-23 Savings From 1981 and 1982 Personne l
Ceiling Reductions (Jan . 15, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Rosslyn Kleeman 275-620 4
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CHAPTER 8

PROPERTY, PRINTING, TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT AND	 CIVILIAN PROCUREMEN T

Federal civilian agencies spend an estimated $35 billion annuall y
to procure property and support services, $2 billion annually fo r
travel and transportation, and $1 billion for printing and reproduc-
tion . These agencies also occupy and manage almost 1 billion squar e
feet of building space . The PPSSCC made many proposals for managmen t
improvements in these areas .

GAO examined 37 PPSSCC issues involving a wide variety of pro-
curement, property management, printing, records management and trave l
and transportation matters . GAO found overall merit in 35 issue s
based on their conceptual merits and took no position on two . Four-
teen of the PPSSCC issues which GAO examined would require some leg-
islative action, and the remaining 23 issues could be implemented b y
executive action alone .

GAO believes that most of the PPSSCC issues could yield som e
savings although, in several cases, it is doubtful that the ful l
amount of savings the PPSSCC projected can be achieved . In general ,
the PPSSCC's savings analyses do not include enough information t o
allow us to express an opinion on their reasonableness .
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PROC	 1 :	 PROCUREMENTREFORM

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

What should be the role of the Office of Federa l
Procurement Policy (OFPP)? What view does the Task Forc e
have on the Uniform Federal Procurement System (UFPS )
recommended by the OFPP ?

No cost savings were estimated for the related recom-
mendations .

II ® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECD ENDATION S

The first PPSSCC recommendation was that the Adminis-
tration should continue its active programs fo r
substantial reforms through the Uniform Federal
Procurement System . The basic thrust of these reforms ,
with which GAO agrees, is to (1) upgrade key features o f
agency procurement systems, and (2) modernize the Federa l
Procurement statutes .

The key agency system features to be upgraded are (1 )
an integrated management structure for procurement, whic h
is built around a procurement executive who reports to a
sufficiently high level in the agency, (2) clear lines o f
contracting authority and accountability extending from
the procurement executive to the contracting officer, (3 )
a simplified procurement process that is responsive and
provides timely results, (4) a professional workforc e
which is able to exercise sound business judgement, and
(5) criteria for (a) determining an acceptable procuremen t
system, and (b) enhancing competition . When these reforms
are in place a substantially reduced and simplified regu-
lation is supposed to replace the current Federal Acquisi-
tion Regulation .

GAO has reported on the progress of these reform s
which were included in a March 1982 executive order
(E .O . 123521 . At the time of the GAO review, procuremen t
executives had been appointed in each agency and consider -
able design work was underway on the remaining reforms .
However, agencies had not given these executives the pro-
curement system responsibilities or authority to carry ou t
the reforms . Further, the top executives had not in tur n
delegated authority to operating levels where the reforms
must be carried out . The OMB Deputy Director has asked
agency heads to give this matter their attention . Also ,
in December 183, the Congress made these reforms th e
specific responsibilities of agency heads . Since tha t
time OFPP has released guidance to the agencies in four o f
the five remaining areas of procurement reform .
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In 1984, the Congress enacted some of the key statu-
tory reforms in the Uniform Federal Procurement System
Proposal . These reforms are embodied in the Competitio n
in Contracting Act . Such actions included updating th e
basic federal procurement statutes and appointing competi -
tion advocates in each agency .

The second PPSSCC recommendation was that the Admin-
istration should fully integrate procurement reform an d
the OFPP role into the existing budget/program revie w
processes of OMB . This would mean an active OFPP role i n
the budget process and the use of that process to ensur e
responsive action on the part of the agencies . GAO
believes this recommendation has merit and that it shoul d
speed up procurement reform .

The third recommendation was that the Administratio n
retain the Federal Acquisition Institute in OFPP/OMB .
This Institute is connected to the procurement reforms
through its charter to strengthen the federal procuremen t
workforce and procurement research . For its first few
years, the Institute resided in DOD and then OMB . In 198 3
legislation, the Congress accepted the Administration' s
proposal to transfer the Institute to GSA . Because thi s
is a recent change it is too early to determine the effec t
on the Institute .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PPSSCC believes some of these actions would requir e
legislation and, as noted, the Congress has responded .
The PPSSCC recommendations in other areas address funda-
mental management reforms both within the operating agen -
cies and in OMB's internal relationship with OFPP . As
indicated by PPSSCC, progress can be expected to be slo w
without the Administration's full support . The Senate
Governmental Affairs Subcommittee on Oversight of Govern -
ment Management plans to hold hearings in late Januar y
1985 on selected PPSSCC procurement recommendations ,
including those affecting OFPP .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC did not estimate any savings for this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD®53®69

	

Selected Government-Wide Managemen t
Improvement Efforts—1970 to 1980 .
(August 8, 1983 )
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GAO/PLRD-83-88 Progress of Federal Procurement
Reform Under Executive Order 12352 .
(June 17, 1983 )

Testimony : Appearances by Milton J . Socolar, Specia l
Assistant to the Comptroller General, in the House
and Senate : for example, hearings of October 19 ,
1983, before Senate Committee on Armed Services o n
Impact of Proposed Regulatory Authority of the Offic e
of Federal Procurement Policy On National Defense and
Related Government Activities .

VI . GAO CONTACT

Paul Math 275-4587
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PROC 15 :	 FSS REVIEW

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the organization of the General Service s
Administration's (GSA) Federal Supply Service (FSS) be im -
proved and streamlined to make it more efficient in it s
mission of supplying government agencies? "

The PPSSCC estimates 3-year savings of $74 million i f
its recommendations were implemented .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

FSS's mission is to provide an efficient and economical
system to supply executive agencies with common-use items .
FSS uses three major purchasing programs to accomplish thi s
mission which involve three commodity centers (Tools ,
Furniture, and General Products) and its regional offices .

The PPSSCC found that opportunities exist to mak e
changes that will improve FSS's mission performance and
made the following recommendations :

—"Convert FSS to a full commodity center approac h
under which each commodity center has 'cradle t o
grave' management responsibility and is operated as a
distinct cost center, as it significantly reduces the
number of locations where procurement and inventor y
management activities are conducted . "

—"Develop and monitor performance indicators tha t
measure the effectiveness of the procurement func-
tion, taking into account the marketplace in additio n
to timeliness of delivery . "

—"Develop a program with specific objectives and "
deadlines to re-evaluate the method of supply fo r
major items," and

—"Develop a program to contract out the direc t
delivery retail facilities to the private sector . "

GAO agrees that the FSS organization should b e
streamlined whenever sufficient evidence has been gathere d
to ensure that planned changes will improve GSA's missio n
performance .

GAO has not done sufficient work to take a position on
the PPSSCC recommendation to convert FSS to a full commodity
center approach .
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While GAO believes it would be useful to measure th e
effectiveness of the procurement function as the PPSSCC
recommended, GAO is uncertain that such a measurement can be
done accurately . GAO has not done sufficient work to take a
position on this recommendation .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation to re -
evaluate the method of supply for major items by estab-
lishing a program having specific objectives and deadlines .
This program should reduce costs by assuring that GSA pur-
chases items using the lowest cost method of supply .

GAO believes that GSA's experiment with two pilot cus -
tomer supply centers should provide direct delivery to cus -
tomer agencies . GAO also supports contracting out commer-
cial type activities when it is cost effective . However ,
GAO has not done sufficient work to take a position on th e
PPSSCC recommendation to contract out the direct deliver y
retail facilities to the private sector .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's position that GSA ca n
implement these recommendations without obtaining additiona l
legislative authority .

GSA, in turn, agrees with the issue and plans to mak e
the changes needed to implement the recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO has not analyzed the savings that might be achieved
by implementing these recommendations and therefore has no
basis for assessing the accuracy of the PPSSCC estimate .
However, some savings seem likely to accrue from more
efficient operations .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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PROC 22 :	 ENHANCINGCOMPETITION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"What actions can be taken to make procurement mor e
efficient by enhancing competition and simplifying th e
process? "

The PPSSCC estimated that 3-year savings will tota l
$131 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Historically, GSA has used detailed specifications t o
purchase common-use items for federal agencies . The PPSSCC
believes that using simplified purchase descriptions woul d
result in lower prices .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that agencies should mak e
greater use of commercial practices when purchasing commer-
cial items, including use of simple- specifications whe n
suitable . GAO also advocates competitive bidding when feas-
ible . In addition, the "Competition in Contracting Act o f
1984" (P .L . 98-369) is intended to increase competition an d
limit the use of inappropriate, noncompetitive procurements .

In GAO ' s view, the PPSSCC ' s recommendation to start a
comprehensive program, with specific implementation plan s
and target dates for shifting to simpler specification s
where warranted, is appropriate .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the recommended change s
can be implemented by agency actions . GSA has initiated a
long-term project to develop commercial item descriptions t o
replace detailed specifications for purchasing common-us e
items .

GAO has also endorsed OFP P ' s plans for greater use o f
commercial practices when buying commercial products .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC's savings estimate is based on a range o f
estimates and reflects anticipated lower prices resultin g
from enhanced competition through use of simplified specifi-
cations . While our past work has shown that increased com-
petition frequently results in better prices, GAO does not
have sufficient information to comment on the accuracy o f
the savings estimate .
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V% RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-82-40 Less Sole-Source, More Competitio n
Needed on Federal Civil Agencies' Con-
tracting (Apr . 7, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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EX 5 : REDUCE AGENCY TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURE S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can agency telecommunications costs be reduced b y
reducing the number of telephones and unnecessary accessor y
equipment/auxiiliary services in comparison to the private
sector ?

The PPSSCC estimated that incremental governmentwid e
savings would be $842 .8 million over 3 years .

II ® GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

In EX-5, the PPSSCC suggested ways that agency tele-
communications costs could be reduced by extending informa -
tion gained in a Department of Labor (DOL) telephone surve y
(Labor-8) of civilian government agencies .

In Labor-8, the PPSSCC cited a General Services Admin -
istration (GSA) seminar entitled "Eight Step Program fo r
Telecommunications Cost Reduction and Control ." Step two
called for the elimination of unnecessary equipment and fo r
the reduction of multiline equipment through the use o f
single-line telephones . The PPSSCC stated that, for the
most part, recommendations in the GSA cost-savings progra m
have not been implemented because, in both the public an d
private sectors, telephone systems and their associated
costs have not received high priority by management .

The PPSSCC DOL Task Force calculated potential tele-
phone equipment savings after examining DOL°s National an d
New York regional (Region II) offices . The primary assump-
tion made by the PPSSCC regarding the findings was that th e
type of equipment in use, the amount of multiline equip-
ment, and the ratio of telephones to employees at Region I I
Headquarters were indicative of the DOL regional offices i n
general .

According to the DOL Task Force analysis, although DOL
has an advanced type of communications system that provide s
software features which minimize the use of multilin e
phones, approximately 90 percent of the telephone equipmen t
in use at DOL is multiline . The PPSSCC stated that privat e
industry standards indicate that 30 percent (or less )
multiline equipment was enough to provide adequate cal l
coverage when using telephone systems with enhanced soft -
ware features .

In addition, the DOL Task Force noted that DOL no w
has more telep hones than employees, i .e ., there is a n
approximate ratio of 8 :7 telephones to employees although ,
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in private industry, even a ratio of 1 :1 telephones t o
employees is considered very high ®

Finally, the DOL Task Force observed a considerabl e
amount of adjunct equipment (such as intercoms) whose func-
tions could be obtained through full use of the present
software feature service ®

In EX-5, the PPSSCC expanded the findings of the DO L
task force governmentwide . It recommended that IDOL (1 )
reduce multiline phones, (2) cut the overall ratio of tele -
phones to employees to 4 :5, and (3) reduce the use of mos t
adjunct equipment . GAO believes the first recommendation

has some merit . Charts in a GAO report (GAO/LCD-80®72 )
demonstrate that the more single-line phones an agency has ,
the more money it saves® However, the report stated tha t
there was an "unknown degree of acceptance for the single -
line concept ." Therefore, cost savings are not the onl y
consideration in a decision to use single-line phones . GAO
has not conducted audit work to be able to take a positio n
on the second and third recommendations .

III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC and GAO agree that the recommendations can
be implemented by executive action . GSA has implementation
authority to make changes in the federal telephone system .
Or GSA can issue a delegation of procurement authority t o
agencies to procure their own systems . In fact, some
government agencies are now procuring their own telecommu-
nications systems, which include single-line telephones .
For example, IDOL is moving some of its operations into dif -
ferent premises and has been changing the telephone equip-
ment to single-line phones .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The 3-year governmentwide savings estimate of $842 . 8
million is an extrapolation of the savings that the PPSSCC
developed from its examination of the DOL's telecommunica-
tions system (see the PPSSCC's Labor-8 issue) . Indeed ,
even in Labor-8, the DOL Task Force conducted on-sit e
analysis only at Region II and then projected savings fo r
all of IDOL by assuming that the conditions at Region I I
Headquarters were indicative of the DOL regional offices i n
general .

The DOL Task Force calculated potential savings base d
on an examination of its National and New York regiona l
offices . It then calculated conversion costs, which wer e
minimal, and projected potential savings on a departme t -
wide scale . Using similar methodology, DOL calculated cost
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savings governmentwide . Thus, the original 3-year saving s
estimated for OOL ($4 .9 million) were extended government -
wide to $841 .7 million .

GAO is not in a position to comment on the accuracy o f
the governmentwide estimate of $842 .8 million because i t
believes an analysis of each government agency's telecommu -
nications systems and needs would be required . Further ,
GAO believes that the PPSSCC should have supported it s
recommendations to DOL with an analysis of DOL's telephon e
requirements rather than an unspecified industry standard .
The same is also true for its governmentwide needs analy-
sis .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/LCD-80®72 GSA's Planned Procurement of a Consoli-
dated Telephone System for the Washing -
ton, D .C . Area (June 27, 1980 )

VI A GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-4659
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PROC 21 : MULTIPLE AWARDS vs . COMPETITIVE LIMITED AWARD S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"What savings can be gained by better controlling th e
award of multiple contracts for similar items in the Federa l
Supply Service (FSS) schedules program? "

The PPSSCC estimates that 3-year savings will total $8 5
million if the federal government implements its recommenda-
tions on this issue .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

Under the multiple award schedules program GSA award s
indefinite quantity contracts to commercial firms that pro-
vide supplies and services at stated prices for a given
period of time . Prices are negotiated using the vendors '
commercial price lists and agencies order directly from ven-
dors they select as having the products that best meet thei r
needs .

The PPSSCC found that multiple awards are not competi-
tive but they do provide good service to customer agencies .
The PPSSCC made the following recommendations to minimize
the number of multiple award contracts .

--"Develop a competitive limited award schedule with
awards normally limited to two to four companies, a s
appropriate . '

--"Minimize the multiple award program in its present
form . "

GAO ' s report to Congress on GSA ' s multiple award
schedules program supports limiting such contracts and
converting them to competitive contracts, where feasible, to
save money . Consequently, GAO agrees with the PPSSC C
recommendation to minimize the multiple award program in it s
present form . However, GAO has not done sufficient work o n
limiting awards to two to four companies under a multipl e
award schedule to express an opinion on this PPSSCC
recommendation .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that GSA can initiate th e
actions it recommends . GSA has taken action to convert som e
multiple awards to competitive purchases, but much remain s
to be done . Industry and trade associations and use r
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agencies often oppose conversions . GSA has also established
controls over some schedule items in an attempt to restric t
the purchase of high-cost items . Higher-level officials i n
user agencies are required to approve purchases of the mor e
expensive items .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Several examples demonstrate that substantial savings
are obtained when multiple award schedules are converted to
single awards . However, GAO has not done sufficient recen t
work to comment on the accuracy of the PPSSCC's estimated
savings figure .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PSAD-80-53 Effectiveness of GSA's Actions to
Improve the Multiple Award Schedul e
Program (Aug . 22, 1980 )

GAO/PSAD-79-71 Ineffective Management of GSA' s
Multiple Award Schedule Program-- A
Costly, Serious, and Longstandin g
Problem (May 2, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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PROC 19 :	 CONSIDERATION OF CONTRACT PERFORMANCE IN MAKIN G
PROCUREMENT AWARD S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"What improvements can be made in bid award and con -
tract management processes so that vendor performance i s
emphasized and enforced, and repeat business with sub -
standard contractors is minimized? "

The PPSSCC estimates that 3-year savings will total $9 7
million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC found that procurement and management per-
sonnel believe that repeat business with unsatisfactory ven-
dors is a significant problem . This problem is compounded
by the lack of government-wide or agency-wide performance
data on vendors .

While GAO has not issued a report that specificall y
addresses repeat awards to substandard contractors, our pro-
curement work has disclosed indications that such awards do
occur .

The PPSSCC believes that procurement officials are
often unwilling to take action against poor contractors be -
cause the officials believe (1) they will be overruled, and
(2) the procurement delays associated with efforts to sus-
pend or debar substandard contractors are not worth th e
effort required . The PPSSCC recommended that agencies tak e
action to develop accountability among procurement personne l
who make awards to known poor performers and fail to take
appropriate corrective action .

GAO agrees with this recommendation . However, GAO i s
not aware of any system to pinpoint accountability whe n
repeat awards to substandard contractors are occurring .

GAO also agrees with the recommendation to establish
information systems on vendor performance . Vendor perfor-
mance data should help contracting officers and other pro-
curement officials award contracts to the most qualified
vendors .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that agencies can implemen t
these recommendations . The problem of repeat business with
substandard contractors will be difficult to overcom e
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because (1) the incentives for contracting officers to tak e
corrective actions are absent, and (2, large numbers o f
procurement personnel are employed by various agencies . GAO
is not aware of any action on the PPSSCC recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO agrees that savings can be achieved if awards to
substandard contractors can be restricted . However, GAO
believes that it is not possible to develop a precise
savings estimate for these recommendations .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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PROC 20 : CENTRALIZATION VS . DECENTRALIZATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"What are the cost savings to be realized throug h
increased centralization of the procurement of goods an d
services? "

The PPSSCC estimates that 3-year savings will total
$312 million after allowing for implementation costs of $80
million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GSA's Federal Supply Service (FSS) has the mission o f
providing an efficient and economical system to suppl y
common-use items for the executive agencies . The PPSSCC
found that in most cases civilian agency procurement
activity is decentralized and purchases are made by program
units . The PPSSCC concluded that there is opportunity fo r
GSA to increase its central purchasing of common-use items .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation for GSA to
increase the central procurement of common-use items for
federal agencies . GAO has reported that legislation clearly
expresses the intent that GSA provide central procurement o f
common-use items for the executive agencies . GAO has also
reported that there can be substantial savings whe n
common-use items are centrally purchased .

The National Academy of Public Administration also
concluded that a central supply system should have federa l
agencies pool their requirements, under FSS leadership, an d
utilize the government's buying power for common-use items
to obtain the most advantageous deal for the agencies .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that GSA can implement thi s
recommendation . GSA has recently initiated an effort to
expand its customer base and increase sales to federa l
agencies . This effort is ongoing and is targeted for
completion by October 1986 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO's 1974 report estimated that the civil agencie s
could save about $300 million if GSA handled an additiona l
$1 .4 billion in agency purchases, While GAO believes ther e
is potential for savings from centralized purchase o f
common-use items, it is uncertain how much savings potentia l
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exists today because the purchasing practices of agencie s
may have changed since 1974 .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PSAD-79--71 Ineffective Management of GSA' s
Multiple Award Schedule Program-- A
Costly, Serious, and Longstandin g
Problem (May 2, 1979 )

GAO/PSAD-75-32 Management of Federal Supply Servic e
Procurement Programs Can Be Improve d
(Dec . 31, 1974 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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PROC 14 :	 GENERAL SERVICESADMINISTRATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Are there opportunities to improve government
procurement, contracting and inventory management for th e
civilian agencies ?

While the PPSSCC believes that certain management
improvements and changes affecting GSA would result in sub-
stantial dollar savings, it did not provide an estimate of
3-year savings .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommended transferring the responsibility
for government-wide procurement policy from GSA to the
Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP) and directing
federal agencies to make greater use of GSA to procure
common-use items .

GAO supported l egislation, enacted as Public Law
98-191, dated December 1, 1983, which assigned responsibil-
ity for overall procurement policy to OFPP . GAO has for
many years also supported greater use of GSA for centralized
procurement of common-use items .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC stated that action by both Congress and th e
executive branch was needed to assign responsibility for
government-wide procurement policy to OFPP . As noted above ,
Congress passed legislation in December 1983, that accom-
plished this goal . The PPSSCC stated that executive branch
action alone could direct agencies to use GSA more to pro-
cure common-use items and GAO agrees .

IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC did not estimate savings for this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PSAD-79-71 Ineffective Management of GSA' s
Multiple Award Schedules Program--A
Costly, Serious and Longstanding
Problem (May 2, 1979 )
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GAO/PSAD-75-35 Management of Federal Supply Servic e
Procurement Progrars Can Be Improved
(Dec . 31, 1974 )

VIe GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-8676
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PROC 2 : SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROGRAMS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Opportunities exist to reduce the burdens that variou s
socio-economic programs place on the procurement proces s
without impeding the objectives of such programs . (See note
1 .) The civilian agency $10,000 limit for using simplifie d
contracting procedures for small purchases is too low . (See
note 2 . )

PPSSCC estimates that "savings in excess of $84 7
million per year may be achieved by initiating a comprehen-
sive reform of socio-economic programs implemented throug h
the procurement process, tying the thresholds for socio-
economic programs to the ceiling for simplified smal l
purchase procedures, and raising the civilian agency ceilin g
for simplified small purchase procedures to $25,000 . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees with the basic thrust of the recommendation s
on socio-economic programs, even though GAO's specifi c
proposals differ somewhat .

PPSSCC recommends that GAO and the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) conduct a joint project to determine the
costs of major socio-economic programs (PROC-2-1) . GAO has
encouraged OMB's Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP )
to undertake a government-wide study . In fact, the Congress
charged OFPP with responsibility for implementing th e
Commission on Government Procurement's recommendations ,
which included the need for a reevaluation of socio-economi c

1 The Congress and the executive branch have often used federa l
contracts to help achieve social and economic goals . In contrac t
provisions, for example, the government can require suppliers t o
maintain fair employment practices and to provide safe an d
healthful working conditions, require industry to refrain fro m
polluting the environment, help handicapped persons attain a
productive status in society, and encourage small and minority -
owned business .

2Two issues are raised concerning "dollar thresholds" : (1) Shoul d
the Congress enact into law a PPSSCC recommendation enabling th e
use of simplified small purchase procedures for procurements u p
to $25,000? (2) Should the threshold for invoking social an d
economic requirements be consistent with the small purchas e
procedure threshold?
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costs and benefits . (See note 3 .) In its report ,
"Proposals for Minimizing the Impact of the 8(a) Progra m
on Defense Procurement" (GAO/PLRD-33-4, Oct . 12, 1982) ,
GAO had hoped to renew interest within OFPP for just suc h
an effort . GAO would be available to review OFPP's plans
and resulting study and offer advice as needed .

PPSSCC's recommendation (PROC-2-2), calling for an
executive order requiring cost-benefit analyses of futur e
socio-economic programs implemented via the procuremen t
process, also appears to be in keeping with the Commissio n
on Government Procurement's views . E .O . 12291, issued
February 17, 1981, imposes a similar requirement on major
regulatory proposals . The order requires agencies to
perform cost-benefit analyses and submit them to OMB for
review . (Agency procurement regu?ations and OFPP polic y
directives are exempt from this requirement . )

GAO also agrees with PPSSCC's (PROC-2-3) recommenda-
tion (which reiterates a prior GAO recommendation) that
the small purchase threshold be established as the minimu m
threshold for all social and economic programs applied t o
the procurement process . (See GAO/PSAD-80-77, Sept . 26 ,
1980) . GAO is also in basic agreement with the intent o f
PPSSCC recommendation (PROC-2-4) that "the President
should pursue legislation, either separately or as part o f
the proposed Uniform Federal Procurement System, t o
increase the ceiling for simplified small purchase proce-
dures to $25,000 Government-wide ." GAO recommended that
the small purchase threshold be raised, government-wide ,
to a level consistent with the inflationary trend that ha s
occurred since it was established at $10,000 in 1974 . GAO
also recommended the use of an escalator clause whic h
could be administratively adjusted . GAO did not specify a
$25,000 threshold, as did PPSSCC .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PROC-2-1 and PROC-2-2 require administrative action .
For example, OFPP could carry out the project referred t o
in PROC-2-1 by convening an interagency task force to look
into the issue . PROC-2-2 requires the issuance of an
executive order by the President .

Both PROC-2-3 an•5 PROC-2-4 require congressional
approval . The new "Competition in Contracting Act o f
1984" establishes the $25,000 threshold for simplified
small purchase procedures recommended in PROC-2-4 .

3 Contained in the Office of Federal Procurement Policy Ac t
Amendments of 1979 (Public Law 96-83, Oct . 10, 1979) .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

According to PPSSCC, estimated savings in excess o f
$847 million per year may be achieved by adopting thi s
series of recommendations . GAO cannot verify these saving s
since no information was provided on how they were derived .
However, past GAO reports, such as GAO/HRD-79-18 (Apr . 27 ,
1 979) and GAO/HRD-83-4 (Jan . 31, 1983), illustrate th e
potential for reducing government expenditures by hundreds
of millions of dollars through elimination of the Servic e
Contract and Davis-Bacon Acts ,

No estimate was given of the costs associated with
conducting the studies recommended in PROC-2-1 and PROC-2- 2
'r the "social costs" of limiting implementation of som e
socio-economic programs . However, PPSSCC notes that som e
programs could be implemented more effectively at less cos t
to the taxpayer .

The Congress Should Consider Repeal o f
the Service Contract Act (January 31 ,
1983 )

Proposals for Minimizing the Impact of
the 8(a) Program on Defens e
Procurement (October 12, 1982 )

GAO/PSAD-80-77

	

Should Small Purchases Be Exempt From
Complying With Social and Economi c
Program Requirements? (September 26 ,
1980 )

GAO/HRD-79-18

	

The Davis-Bacon Act Should be
Repealed (April 27, 1979 )

GAO/PSAD-78-100 Legislative Recommendations of th e
Commission on Government Procurement :
5 Years Later (July 31, 1978 )

IV. GAO CONTACT

H . Connor 275-414 1

V . RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-83-4

GAO/PLRD-83-4
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ENERGY5 :	 PROCUREMENT AND CONTRACT	 ADMINISTRATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can procurement and contract administration (includin g
contract closeout) procedures be streamlined and simplifie d
to reduce costs and delays? The PPSSCC estimated that, b y
encouraging a more effective competitive-bid process an d
making reforms in contract and procurement practices, DO E
could be expected to avoid costs of about $208 million ove r
a 3-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC made 9 recommendations to improve DOE' s
procurement and contract administration . Of these, over 9 2
percent of the PPSSCC's estimated savings were attributabl e
to the recommendation for_increasing competitive bidding,.
The remaining recommendations related to further action s
DOE should take to improve its procurement and contrac t
administration, including more timely closeout of contract s
and grants .

With regard to the recommendation for increasin g
competitive bidding, GAO in a previous report, found that
there was a need for less sole-source contracting and mor e
competition at several agencies, including DOE . GAO also
believes that opportunities exist to improve DOE' s
procurement and contract administration through more timel y
closeouts on contracts and grants . The PPSSCC' s
recommendation in this area is consistent with the position
taken by GAO in prior reports .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that DOE has the authority to implement
the PPSSCC's recommendations . DOE has advised GAO that th e
recommendation pertaining to increasing competitive biddin g
has been implemented and that recommendations pertaining t o
contract closeouts have been partially implemented . Other
recommendations, according to DOE, have been implemented o r
are currently under study .

In July 1984, the Congress passed The Competition i n
Contracting Act of 1984--Title VII of the Deficit Reductio n
Act of 1984 (Public Law 98-369)--which requires the use o f
competitive procedures by all federal executive agencies t o
obtain full and open competition and limits the use of
noncompetitive contracts by specifying seven circumstance s
under which other than competitive procedures may be used .
These procedures take effect on any solicitations issue d
after March 31, 1985 .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OP SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Of the $208 million estimated savings, $193 million ,
or over 92 percent, are attributable to the PPSSCC' s
recommendation for increasing competitive bidding . The
remaining $15 million applies to eight other recommenda-
tions to which the PPSSCC did not attribute individua l
savings .

The PPSSCC estimated that 25 percent of DOE's sole
source procurements could be converted to competitive
bidding at a savings of 7 percent of the contract amount .
GAO has not recently examined DOE's procurement practice s
and therefore cannot comment on the reasonableness o f
PPSSCC's estimate of the number of DOE's sole-source
procurements that could be converted to competitive bidding
and the resultant savings . In addition, since the PPSSCC
did not individually attribute savings to the recommenda-
tions other than competitive procurement, including timel y
closeouts on contracts and grants, GAO cannot comment on
the reasonableness of these savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/OGC°82-1

	

Major Financial Managemen t
Improvements Needed at Department o f
Energy (Sept . 15, 1982 )

GAO/PLRD-82-40 Less Sole-Source, More Competition
Needed on Federal Civil Agencies '
Contracting (Apr . 7, 1982 )

GAO/EMD-80-2

	

The Department of Energy's Practice s
for Awarding and Administerin g
Contracts Need to be Improved (Nov . 2 ,
1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Sprague 275-144 1
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PROP 6 :	 MAKING IN-HOUSE MAINTENANCE MOREPRODUCTIVE

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can significant savings be realized by improving th e
productivity of in-house craftsmen who perform maintenance
on the federal government's real property? "

The PPSSCC estimates that $340 million can be saved i n
the first year by the federal government, starting withi n
approximately 1 year after instituting a program designed t o
ensure that improvement . Three-year cost savings could
amount to $1,125 .4 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC's finding that there is significant room fo r
improvement in the productivity of in-house maintenance fo r
real property is in line with findings GAO has reported o n
in the past . The PPSSCC made several recommendations for a
comprehensive effort to improve the productivity of federa l
maintenance personnel, including introducing a comprehensiv e
maintenance productivity program ; establishing central re-
sponsibility within each agency; establishing performanc e
indices for property maintenance, both as a management too l
and as performance incentives ; using standards and variance
analysis to improve planning and scheduling ; and hiring out -
side consultants to help get the program started . Except
for the last recommendation, similar but not identica l
recommendations have previously been made by GAO . GAO
believes the need for bringing in outside consultant s
should be considered agency by agency provided the necessary
expertise is lacking in-house .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that executive agencies hav e
the authority to implement the recommendations . GAO
believes implementation is feasible provided th e
recommendation has the support of management at all levels .

GAO is aware that GSA has developed implementation
plans to address the PPSSCC recommendations . However, GAO
is not aware of actions that may have been taken by othe r
agencies .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO believes that major cost savings can be attained
through increased productivity ; however, it has question s
about the validity of the PPSSCC estimate .
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The PPSSCC used subjective judgment in estimatin g
current productivity at 42 percent in the federal mainten-
ance workforce and at 62 percent in the private sector . The
judgments were based on observations and opinions of various
knowledgeable in-house and private sector experts . The
PPSSCC also made a basic assumption that prodactivity could
increase from 42 percent to 62 percent, in approximately 1
year after implementation for a savings of approximatel y
$340 million annually .

GAO has no basis for assessing either the PPSSCC ' s
estimate of current productivity in the private sector o r
its assumption regarding the federal productivity increas e
within one year . In 1976, GAO reported on the experience o f
11 companies and local governments which had used work
measurement systems . These organizations had efficiency
increases ranging from 10 percent to 45 percent, with those
systems longest in operation having the highest increases .
This suggests to GAO that the possibility exists that the
assumed increase may not take place entirely in the first
year, but may be spread over a number of years .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-84-11 Increased Use of Productivity
Management Can Help Control Government
Costs (Nov . 10, 1983 )

GAO/LCD-77-343 Improved Productivity in Real Property
Management Would Save Money for Certain
Agencies (May 2, 1978 )

GAO/LCD-76-320 Major Cost Savings Can Be Achieved by
Increasing Productivity in Rea l
Property Management (Aug . 19, 1976 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-8676
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CONST 18 : INCREASE USE OF PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can performance or end-result specifications o n
federal construction projects be used to lower project
costs?

Although the precise amounts saved will vary with th e
type of construction project and its elements, it is esti-
mated that $400 million can be Paved annually and $1 .32 4
billion saved over 3 years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

Standard or prescriptive specifications define a con -
tract quantitatively and qualitatively . Performance speci-
fications, however, do not specify what materials need to be
provided . Instead, they identify the terms and/or degree o f
performance required . The contractor must identify wha t
particular building material or systems will do the job
best and which materials are most economical, consistent
with required quality . GAO agrees that savings can be
realized through increased use of performance specifications
in federal construction ; however, GAO does not fully suppor t
the PPSSCC recommendation because it is based on the premise
that the private sector has the needed expertise to compl y
with performance specifications . The PPSSCC recommends that
the use of performance specifications be vigorously encour-
aged on federal construction contracts . GAO does not be-
lieve sufficient expertise is readily available in the pri-
vate sector at this time nor that verification procedure s
have been perfected to effectively determine compliance .

It seems reasonable to expect that, given the opportu-
nity to advance alternative methods to construct a give n
project, bidders would--at least in some instances--offe r
less expensive, yet equally effective, proposals . I n
general, one would anticipate increased competition and
lower bids, on average, if performance specifications wer e
utilized where applicable . However, performance specifica-
tions cannot be applied to all construction projecto (or to
all portions of construction projects), and it would be
difficult to estimate the possible savings even if the base
of projects to which they are applicable were defined .

Based on our knowledge of the significant procurement
problems that the General Services Administration and the
Department of Defense experienced when performance specifi-
cations were used for building systems and energy monitorin g
and control systems, respectively, we believe that extrem e
care must be exercised when using performance specifica-
tions . Further, many professional organizations agree tha t
not enough is known about many building components '
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performance characteristics to write good performanc e
specifications . In our opinion, more research is neede d
before performance specifications can be used for al l
components .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY,,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that no statutory or admin-
istrative prohibition now prevents the use of performanc e
specifications . In fact, the General Services Administra-
tion and the Department of Defense have used performanc e
specifications for some projects, and the Federal Highwa y
Administration is currently developing performance relate d
specifications for highway construction and rehabilitation .
To encourage their use, the PPSSCC recommends that an execu -
tive order be issued to the agencies .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS POTENTIAL

GAO has some doubts about the reasonableness of th e
PPSSCC savings potential estimate but has not done any wor k
to determine how much has actually been saved on federa l
projects where performance specifications have been used .
Consequently, GAO does not know whether the PPSSCC estimat e
is on target, understated, or overstated . The PPSSCC esti-
mates the 3-year savings from implementing this proposal a t
$1 .3 billion . It based this estimate on the finding that ,
for a sample of government construction contract bids, th e
difference between the two lowest bids averaged between 4
and 5 percent . A base of eligible programs was define d
assuming that performance specifications are applicable t o
different, specified portions of various types of projects .
The PPSSCC multiplied by 4 percent the estimated 1983 obli -
gations for the base of programs it deemed eligible and
reduced this estimate by half to be conservative .

It is not clear that the PPSSCC's estimate of th e
applicable base of projects to which performance specifica-
tions can be applied is accurate . For many projects, i t
assumed that 100 percent of contracts would be eligible fo r
performance specifications ; this probably overstates the
base of eligible projects . In addition, the assumption tha t
the federal government would save 4 percent (or 2 percent )
by switching from method specification to performance speci-
fication contracting is uncertain .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-83-46 Improved Energy Management in th e
Facility Design Process Should Reduc e
Operating Costs for DOD (Apr . 8, 1983 )
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GAO/PLRD-82-90 GSA Could Do More to Improve Energ y
Conservation in New Federal Buildings
(July 12, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-8676
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CONST 19 : VALUE ENGINEERIN G

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can value engineering (VE) when properly applied con-
tribute to construction cost and/or life-cycle cost saving s
on direct Federal construction projects or on Federally
assisted projects? "

The PPSSCC estimates that the 3-year savings from valu e
engineering will total $662 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

VE, as applied in the construction industry, is a com-
bination of analytical techniques used to analyze either a
building system, building material, or construction method .
Using systematic investigative techniques, a project's pro-
posed design and construction methods are evaluated to iden-
tify any features or methods that could possibly be elimin-
ated or modified to achieve the lowest possible life cycl e
cost . GAO has supported its use in planning, designing, an d
constructing federal and federally funded facilities an d
continues to support its use as a proven cost-saving tech-
nique which can supplement other cost control measures . GAO
has recommended greater use of incentive programs and incen-
tive clauses in construction contracts . Consequently, GAO
agrees with the PPSSCC on this issue . GAO does not, how-
ever, fully support all of the PPSSCC's recommendation s
under this issue .

To take advantage of the potential offered by VE, the
PPSSCC makes 13 recommendations . The key recommendation s
are that the Office of Management and Budget (1) establish a
VE coordinating group and require all major federal con-
struction agencies to support and comply with its direc-
tives, (2) develop a consistent VE level of effort in al l
agencies, (3) require a uniform VE approach, and (4) develop
a VE training program to provide agency staff capability t o
oversee VE programs .

GAO's longstanding position is that, while wider use o f
VE is favored, it should proceed rather carefully unti l
personnel are adequately trained . Lessons learned in both
active and effective programs and those which have faile d
need to be taken into account before requiring the use of V E
by all agencies . If VE is not properly applied, there ma y
not only be no savings, but increased costs .

Requiring the use of VE, in itself, will not necessar-
ily generate savings . Savings will be realized only when VE
is applied properly . This will require aggressive suppor t
from top level management extending down through the organi-
zation to the working level relationships with contractors .
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The PPSSCC recommended creating a VE coordinating
group . The tasks suggested for this group could be per -
formed by existing groups, such as the Federal Construction
Council, rather than setting up another new group .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Increasing VE use is a feasible goal and agencies have
implementing authority, as suggested by the PPSSCC . GSA
agrees with the proposal, but the only action planned is to
reemphasize its nationwide VE program . This was accomp-
lished, according to GSA's status report, on September 29 ,
1983 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO cannot support the PPSSCC's estimate of $66 2
million savings . GAO's position is that savings potentia l
cannot be realistically projected, although GAO agrees tha t
savings can result from effective use of VE . Over and above
the large number of variable factors which can affect poten-
tial savings, the ineffective administration of incentiv e
clauses can significantly offset savings or even rais e
costs . Too often the focus of VE has been on reducing con-
struction costs instead of on the life-cycle cost . Savings
in construction costs which are offset by increases in lif e
cycle costs are not truly savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-85-14 Greater Use of Value Engineering Ha s
the Potential to Save the Departmen t
of Transportation Millions i n
Construction Costs (Nov . 2, 1984 )

GAO/RCED-83-127 Water Resources Construction Cost s
Could Be Reduced if Value Engineering
Were Applied to More Designs and
Applied Earlier in the Desig n
Process (May 11, 1983 )

GAO/RCED-83-34 Value Engineering Has the Potential t o
Reduce Mass Transit Construction Cost s
(Dec . 29, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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CONST 23 : LIFE CYCLE COSTING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can savings be realized in fixed-asset acquisitio n
decisionmaking through more effective use of life-cycl e

costing (LCC)? "

No specific cost savings are identified for this issue .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees with the recommendations that LCC analyse s
should continue to be used and their use expanded wher e
possible, and that GSA build a data base for use in LC C
analyses and require the use of LCC on its projects .

GAO agrees that LCC is a valuable management decisio n
tool and has advocated its use in many reports . In con-
struction, LCC is useful in making buy-build-lease deci-
sions, evaluating building design options, and rankin g

materials . It can also be useful in prioritizing competing
projects when available funds are inadequate to finance al l

projects . Agencies are required by executive order to us e
LCC in evaluating the cost effectiveness of potential energ y

conservation and renewable energy investments .

As the PPSSCC points out, the key to effective use o f
LCC potential is the availability and accessibility o f
accurate data bases . Many of the needed data bases eithe r
do not exist or exist in a form not compatible with th e
needs of potential users . However, this situation i s

changing . Attention is being focused on the data base issu e
within the architect-engineer-construction industry . Fur-
ther, the high costs of data gathering and maintenance ,
which have made many needed data bases uneconomical, ar e
rapidly falling as new, more advanced data base managemen t
and telecommunications technology is introduced . As thi s
occurs, needed data will become more accessible to de-
signers, building managers, and others .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,

AND STATUS

The PPSSCC assumed agencies have implementing author-
ity . GAO agrees that agencies can begin developing the dat a
bases which will be required to use LCC effectively . Be-
cause of the lack of readily available data bases in man y
areas, it may be too costly, at this time, to require de -
signers to submit comparative LCC analysis for all desig n

alternatives . However, if agencies do not start developin g
the necessary data bases, full use of LCC will not b e
possible within the foreseeable future .
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GSA ' s approved plan for implementing the PPSSCC recom-
mendations calls for revising, by March 15, 1986, th e
Quality Standards for Design and Construction Handboo k
requirements and methodology to enhance the effectiveness o f
T,CC analyses . However, GSA's plan makes no mention of
actions to " . . .begin to build a data base for use in futur e
LCC analyses" as recommended by the PPSSCC .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

No estimate was made .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-82-41 Evaluation of the General Service s
Administration's Use of Life Cycl e
Costing in the Procurement of Buildin g
Materials (Feb . 17, 1982) .

GAO/EMD-81-93 Energy-Efficient and Cost-Effectiv e
Equipment Should be Installed in New
Government Housing (Sept . 16, 1981) .

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-8676
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CONST 21 :	 IMPROVE CONSTRUCTION PROJECT AND PROGRAM MANAGEMEN T

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can construction project and program managemen t
policies and procedures of those Federal agencies involve d
in direct or indirect (grant) construction be improved to
achieve adequate quality projects at more reasonable costs
and within shorter time frames? "

The PPSSCC estimates that $50 million can be saved i n
the first year and as much as $286 .5 million over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees that improved project management will resul t
in better quality and more reasonable cost projects com-
pleted within shorter time frames . GAO cannot support mos t
of the PPSSCC recommendations under this issue, however, be-
cause they either do not adequately address the issue or
have adverse consequences which apparently have not bee n
taken into account .

The key recommendations made by the PPSSCC under thi s
issue were (1) mandatory use of project management on al l
federal construction from planning through construction, (2 )
creation of a project manager career field, and (3) estab-
lishment of goals for reducing construction contract change
orders .

Mandatory use of project management will not achiev e
the desired results . Effective management, not mandator y
use of a management technique, produces results . The onl y
agency cited by the PPSSCC as doing a good job, the Army
Corps of Engineers, which coincidentally manages the larges t
construction program in terms of number of projects, doe s
not use project management as defined by the PPSSCC .

Experience on several GSA managed projects for which
project management was used shows that success is not guar-
anteed . Three Social Security Payment Center and Federa l
Home Loan Bank Board building projects experienced seriou s
problems and extensive delays in spite of having a projec t
manager assigned .

The PPSSCC did not discuss two critical issues asso-
ciated with the use of program/project management by federa l
agencies : the size of federal construction programs i n
terms of numbers of projects to be managed and the number o f
qualified personnel available to manage construction pro-
jects in federal agencies, especially with cutbacks i n
federal personnel . Few, if any, private sector concern s
operate construction programs of the magnitude of thos e
within the public sector . Most build one project at a time ,
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a few may have several concurrent projects, but none have
hundreds of projects underway at any one time . Also, the
PPSSCC seems to have underestimated the personnel resource s
required to implement its recommendations in all 20-plu s
federal agencies which construct buildings, roads, dams ,
etc .

GAO agrees that the creation of a career field for pro -
ject managers would help agencies retain their qualifie d
project managers in this function . That in itself woul d
probably improve the quality of project management in the
federal construction agencies .

The PPSSCC recommendation that agencies set goals for
change-order reduction is counterproductive . Arbitrarily
reducing the number of change orders could result in poo r
quality construction and may increase claims and litigation
against the government . While change order review proce-
dures need to be strengthened and emphasized, quotas coul d
lead to decisions based on individual goal achievement
rather than an objective evaluation of the need for a
change .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recognized that this would be a complex
issue to implement involving a variety of actions at differ -
ent levels, and GAO agrees .

The PPSSCC seems to have underestimated the impact of
legislative restrictions and outside influences on thi s
issue . Many discussions have already taken place, even be -
fore the PPSSCC reported its findings, to eliminate legisla-
tive and budgetary bottlenecks--all without success . Legis-
lation affecting GSA has been before Congress for severa l
years but there has been disagreement between the two
houses . Also, many of GSA's delays are caused by litigatio n
relating to land acquisition and site selection . Projec t
management will have only minimal effect on these delays .

Within the limits of its responsibility, GSA i s
attempting to implement the following actions to comply with
the PPSSCC's recommendations : (1) collect data on chang e
orders, (2) submit justifications to create a projec t
manager career field, (3) improve inspection standards, (4 )
select project management pilot projects, and (5) set change
order reduction goals . GSA's projected completion date i s
June 30, 1986 . However, some of the pilot projects selecte d
by GSA are in trouble . For example, it selected the Pensio n
Building in Washington, D .C ., as the pilot to reduc e
design/construction time by 25 percent . However, thi s
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project is now experiencing funding problems which will un -
doubtedly delay its completion and invalidate the test .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC provides little to support its estimated
savings of $50 million in the first year and $286 .5 million
over 3 years . One of the keystones in the estimate is th e
experience with the National Air and Space Museum . However ,
the PPSSCC assumes that all time savings for that project
can be attributed to project management . Other methods were
also employed to compress design and construction times ,
such as hiring a construction manager and using phased con-
struction in lieu of traditional construction methods . Con-
sequently, without knowing to what degree these other
methods have contributed to the savings, it is difficult t o
say whether the magnitude of savings attributed to projec t
management by itself in the PPSSCC report is reasonable .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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PROP 1 :	 IMPROVED MANAGEMENT FOCUS AND TECHNIQU E

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the fundamental premises of real propert y
management within the federal government be improved, an d
can management duplications be eliminated? "

The PPSSCC estimated cost savings of $61 .9 million over
the first 3-year period based on a comparison with privat e
sector management .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO's prior work at the General Services Administration
(GSA) identified numerous problems with the federal govern-
ment's real property management, including an automate d
tracking system that cannot provide complete and meaningfu l
data and does not provide reliable oversight reports because
its data base contains inaccurate and outdated information .
Consequently, GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the fede,.a l
government needs to reemphasize improving real property man-
agement by clarifying federal goals, improving data collec-
tion and information flow, making better use of automate d
data processing, implementing an effective management plan ,
and eliminating duplication between agencies . GAO believe s
the recommendations made by the PPSSCC to accomplish th e
above have merit even though in a few instances the dat a
developed by the PPSSCC for support are not specific . In a
few instances, GAO has made similar recommendations .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the recommendations are
feasible and can be implemented through executive branc h
action . GSA has developed implementation plans addressin g
the PPSSCC recommendations involving correcting and updating
the real property data base, selecting and obtaining the
most appropriate software and hardware computer system for
handling such data, and developing a working management pla n
for real property . GAO is unaware of any executive branc h
implementation action taken on the three remaining
recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC stated that an enormous number of data
points would have to be collected and analyzed in order t o
document and quantify the dollar savings that would resul t
from improving the basic federal management process for rea l
property in the ways recommended . However, the PPSSCC mad e
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a comparison between GSA's Public Buildings Service and a
private sector company and concluded that substantial cos t
savings can be made in this area . The PPSSCC developed it s
own estimate of GSA's "total management costs"--$12 5
million--and estimated that a savings of 15 percent could b e
realized by better defining responsibilities and eliminating
duplicative functions .

The PPSSCC estimate of $61 .9 million savings ove r
3 years is associated with one recommendation--eliminating
duplication of responsibilities and functions within GSA .
The PPSSCC did not quantify other possible savings . GAO ha s
no basis to assess the validity of the estimated saving s
because of the limited amount of information presented by
the PPSSCC and GAO's limited knowledge as to the extent o f
"duplication within GSA . "

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-82-87 Better Information Management Coul d
Alleviate Oversight Problems with GSA' s
Construction Program (Jul . 9, 1982 )

GAO/PLRD-82-18 GSA ' s Federal Buildings Fund Fails t o
Meet Primary Objectives (Dec . 11, 1981 )

GAO/AFMD-81-9 Continued Use of Costly, Outmode d
Computers in Federal Agencies Can Be
Avoided (Dec . 15, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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PROP 8 : REVISION OF GSA ' S POLICIES AND PROCEDURES REGARDING
LEASING AND ACQUISITION S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can cumbersome federal leasing requirements be revise d
to save time and money? "

The PPSSCC estimated cost savings resulting fro m
proposed revisions of GSA's leasing policies and procedure s
at $29 .7 million in the first year and $144 .5 million ove r
the first 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that GSA's policies and pro-
cedures for acquiring leased space should be streamlined and
simplified whenever possible . The PPSSCC made 7 recommenda-
tions, several of which have multiple parts, regarding th e
revision of policies and procedures for leasing and acquisi-
tion of facilities . The PPSSCC recommended executive branch
actions (primarily by GSA) to :

--speed up the leasing process by limiting the use of th e
formal solicitation for offers (SFO) procedures an d
revising certain other leasing procedures ;

--introduce greater flexibility in negotiating leases ,
delegating leasing authority to other agencies, an d
lessening restrictions on space location ;

---adopt private sector practices of paying rent i n
advance, measuring space requirements, and consoli-
dating separate leases for space in the same building
into one lease .

The PPSSCC also recommended that Congress repeal legislation
which limits the amount of rent the government can pay and
seek means to allow GSA to adopt local fire safety stand-
ards, if adequate .

GAO believes most of the PPSSCC recommendations hav e
merit . GAO generally agrees with the PPSSCC's recommenda-
tions that GSA should speed up and be more flexible in it s
leasing process, although in some instances GSA's existing
practices are already consistent with the recommendations .
For example, GSA usually acquires space through competitive
negotiations, as the PPSSCC recommended, and not by forma l
advertising, as the PPSSCC apparently believed . GAO also
agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation that Congress repea l
legislation restricting the amount of rent the governmen t
can pay. However, as discussed in Section III below, thi s
recommendation has already been implemented . GAO takes no
position on the PPSSCC's recommendation that Congress seek
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means to allow GSA to adopt local fire safety standards .
There are wide variances in local standards and the PPSSC C
provides limited information in support of its recommenda-
tion .

GAO does not agree with all the PPSSCC recommendation s
for adopting private sector leasing practices . Existing law
(31 U .S .C . 3324) restricts payment in advance for federa l
contracts and GSA's legal counsel has interpreted thi s
statute as prohibiting advance rental payments . Further-
more, the opportunity cost of paying rent in advance ma y
largely offset the potential cost-benefit of such a change .
The PPSSCC's recommendation that GSA adopt private sector
space measurement standards does not appear to GAO to be
feasible because there is no nationwide commercial stan-
dard . However, GAO agrees that multiple leases for space i n
the same building should be consolidated into one lease i f
economically advantageous lease terms can be obtained .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Under 40 U .S .C . 471, the GSA Administrator has broad
authority over the management of space, including the
authority to lease real property, prescribe uniform leasing
regulations, and delegate leasing authority .

The PPSSCC stated that five of its seven recommenda-
tions could be implemented by executive branch action . GAO
disagrees with the PPSSCC in one of the five cases . The
PPSSCC's recommendation that GSA prepay rents would require
a change in existing law (31 U .S .C . 3324) which prohibit s
advance payment for federal contracts . The PPSSCC stated
that the two remaining recommendations required congression-
al action . GAO agrees in one case and, in fact, Congres s
has acted to exempt leases from a provision of the Econom y
Act of 1932 which limited the amount of lease payments . In
the case where the PPSSCC called for congressional action t o
allow GSA to adopt local fire safety standards where poss-
ible, GAO believes the recommendation could be implemente d
by GSA executive branch action ; however, as discussed i n
Section II, GAO takes no position on this recommendation .

GSA has taken or plans some action on five of the
PPSSCC's recommendations and, as noted above, Congress acte d
on one recommendation . GSA plans to review the dolla r
thresholds for using formal SFO procedures which pos e
leasing constraints and will consider revising thes e
thresholds . In addition, GSA has established interagenc y
task forces to address space definition, measurement, and
classification problems governmentwide . Finally, GSA plans
to conduct a review of the entire leasing process to
identify and evaluate steps in the process that might be
eliminated or shortened .
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IV . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC's estimated savings of $29 .7 million for the
first year and cumulative total savings of $144 .5 million
over a 3-year period are questionable . The PPSSCC report
states that GSA leasing procedures and practices increas e
government costs 5 percent to 15 percent and the reporte d
saving is calculated at the upper end of the range (1 5
percent) . The percentages are based on interviews wit h
realtors with no supporting computations as to building
type, age, and efficiency .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-82-46 More Effective Leasing Procedures and
Practices Could Help GSA Reduce Delays
in Meeting Federal Space Needs (May 10 ,
1982 )

GAO/LCD-78-303 More Flexibility Needed by tYe Genera l
Services Administration for Delegating
Leasing Authority to Federal Agencie s
(Jan . 9, 1978 )

GAO/LCD-78-313 Leasing of Social Security
Administration District and Branc h
Offices by the General Services
Administration (Feb . 7, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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PROP 9 :	 REVISION OF PROSPECTUS REQUIREMENTS IN ADVANCE O F
GSA PROPERTY ACTION

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can revisions to the Congressional 'prospectus '
procedure expedite certain actions that the General Service s
Administration (GSA) should take on real property withou t

removing effective controls? "

The PPSSCC estimates cost savings resulting from pro -
posed revisions to GSA's lease prospectus procedures at $2 0
million in the first year and $66 .2 million over the first 3
years .

IT, GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Under 40 U .S .C . 606, GSA is required to obtain con-
gressional approval of all leases having an average annua l
rental in excess of $500,000 and of alterations to a publi c
building involving a total expenditure in excess o f

$500,000 . To obtain approval, GSA submits a prospectus con-
taining information about the proposed lease or alteratio n
project to the House and Senate Public Works Committees .
GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's recommendation to change th e
basis for congressional approval of a lease from the curren t
threshold of $500,000 to a threshold based on square fee t
involved in the lease . However, we have no basis for an
opinion on the PPSSCC's recommended threshold level o f

125,000 square feet . GAO also agrees with the PPSSCC' s
recommendation to raise the threshold for an alteratio n
prospectus from $500,000 to $1 million . GAO believes these

revisions would enable GSA to acquire leased space an d
manage real property more efficiently without eliminatin g
congressional prerogatives for overseeing GSA's major real
property actions . GAO also favors application of the ful l
funding concept to leasing as the PPSSCC recommends . Thi s
would provide disclosure of the total budgetary impact o f
both lease and construction projects and facilitat e
comparisons between the two . Currently, the full funding
concept applies to construction projects, but not t o
leasing .

GAO does not agree with the PPSSCC's recommendation t o
eliminate the prospectus requirement for repairs . According
to the law, "alter" includes "repairing ." Therefore, the
prospectus requirement applies to repairs as well a s
alterations . The PPSSCC believes that the definition o f
"alter" in the law should be changed to exclude "repairing "
and thus eliminate the requirement for repair prospectuses .
GAO does not agree . The distinction between alterations an d
repairs is not always clear-cut . Thus, GSA could circumven t
the requirement for alteration prospectuses by classifyin g
part or all of an alteration project as repairs .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that implementation of th e
PPSSCC recommendations would require legislation--either a
new law or appropriate amendments to existing law .

GAO considers the recommendations feasible, but, in the
case of the recommendation to change the law's definition o f
alterations to exclude repairs, not advisable .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC believes that with rising rental rates, GS A
could lease space faster and save money by avoiding th e
delays experienced with the prospectus process . Although
long lead times were required for some prospectuses, this i s
not the predominant reason for leasing delays . The liberal-
ization of the approval process may expedite the award o f
some leases, but it is doubtful that it will result in sav-
ings of the magnitude cited in the PPSSCC report .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS AND TESTIMON Y

Testimony

	

H .R . 630, a Bill to Establish Publi c
Buildings Policies for the Federa l
Government, etc ., by James G . Mitchell ,
General Government Division, before th e
Subcommittee on Public Buildings an d
Grounds, House Committee on Public Works
and Transportation . Oct . 27, 1984 .

GAO/LCD-82-46 More Effective Leasing Procedures an d
Practices Could Help GSA Reduce Delay s
in Meeting Federal Space Needs (May 10 ,
1982 )

Testimony

	

S . 2080 to Establish Public Building s
Policies for the Federal Government ,
etc ., by James G . Mitchell, Logistics
and Communications Division, before th e
Senate Committee on Environment an d
Public Works . Jan . 29, 1980 .

GAO/LCD-80-7

	

Cost and Budgetary Impact of the Genera l
Services Administration's Purchas e
Contract Program (October 17, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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PROP 2 :	 MEETING OFFICE-SPACE UTILIZATION GOAL S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Could closer management of office space allocation
speed up the attainment of space utilization goals suffi-
ciently to produce significant savings for the federa l
government? "

The PPSSCC states that implementing its recommendation s
should appreciably advance the government's current targe t
to reduce space allocation per employee by 20 percent .
According to the PPSSCC, if this target were attained withi n
5 years rather than at the present pace, ¶•Thich the PPSSC C
estimates will take 13 years, annual space charges would b e
reduced by $293 .0 million over the first 3 years, less a n
estimated cost of implementation of about $58 .6 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The federal government has initiated efforts to reduc e
the use of office space to achieve a goal of 135 square fee t
per employee . The PPSSCC concluded that certain action s
could be taken to achieve this goal more quickly . The
PPSSCC recommended that (1) the current ceiling (congres-
sionally imposed) on rent that agencies pay to GSA be re -
moved, (2) space utilization goals be set for each agency
and executive department, (3) GSA prepare central an d
regional plans for space surveys, (4) GSA's authority i n
allocating space be reaffirmed, and (5) space utilization
submissions and annual review of progress toward those goal s
be required as part of the budgeting process .

GAO believes that improving the utilization of offic e
space by federal agencies could result in reduced spac e
needs . In general, GAO agrees that the PPSSCC recommenda-
tions would assist in achieving that objective, although w e
have no basis to assess the implications of the 135 squar e
feet per employee goal . GAO has reco :a:nended actions simila r
to some of the PPSSCC recommendations . For example, GAO
recommended that the Appropriations Committees requir e
agencies to disclose information on space usage and costs i n
their budget requests . GAO also agrees that the ceiling on
rentals for GSA-managed buildings should be removed .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that implementing it s
recommendations would require action by both the executiv e
and the legislative branches . As for the first recommenda-
tion, in GAO's view, Congress can eliminate problems cause d
by the rental ceiling on GSA-managed buildings by no t
limiting GSA's proposed rental charges . In recent years ,
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Congress has frozen or placed other limits on what GSA wa s
proposing to charge agencies for rent, attempting to hol d
down significantly increasing costs .

Two recommendations require executive branch action (by
the President and OMB)--reaffirming GSA's authority in space
allocation and requiring space-utilization submissions and
annual progress reviews as part of the budgeting process .
GAO has no basis for saying that the President and OMB ar e
not supporting GSA authority in space allocation, and tha t
reaffirmation is necessary . GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that
the OMB would have to reverse its position if it were to ad d
requirements to the budgeting process, as recommended . As
GAO has previously reported, agencies do not currentl y
disclose information on space usage in the budget request s
they send to Congress .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that GSA can and should pre -
pare central and regional plans for space surveys . GAO ha s
made a similar recommendation . Regarding the PPSSCC re -
commendation that space utilization goals be set for eac h
agency and executive department, the administration i s
seeking, in the long run, a 20 percent reduction in space .
Currently, however, it is aiming for a 10 percent reduction ,
which in effect establishes a goal for each agency .

Other than GSA's developing an implementation plan fo r
space surveys, GAO is unaware of any other legislative
branch or executive branch actions taken on the PPSSCC
recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

According to the PPSSCC, at the current pace it wil l
take about 13 years for GSA to meet its goal of 135 square
feet per employee ; the PPSSCC suggests that implementing it s
recommendations would make it reasonable to achieve thi s
goal within 5 years . Instead of reducing the average spac e
allotment by 2 .5 square feet per year, the PPSSCC stated th e
reduction would be about 6 .4 square feet per year pe r
employee . The PPSSCC estimates that this speed-up woul d
result in gross savings of $42 .9 million, $94 .4 million, and
$155 .7 million, in the first 3 years, respectively . Thes e
savings would be offset by implementation costs of $58 . 6
million, leaving a 3-year net savings of $234 .4 million .

While GAO believes that there is a need to improve th e
utilization of office space in the federal government, GAO
cannot determine whether the magnitude of savings the PPSSCC
projects is reasonable or attainable within the time perio d
it has established . There are too many variables--such a s
where the space is located, whether it is leased or owned ,
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what the tenants' requirements are, how reasonable is th e
135 square foot standard--that have, and will continue t o
have, a significant impact on the speed and success of th e
space reduction program .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-82-18 GSA's Federal Buildings Fund Fails to
Meet Primary Objectives (Dec . 11, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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TREAS 23 :	 SPACE CONSOLIDATIO N

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Would consolidating the various Bureau of Governmen t
Financial Operations (BGFO) and Bureau of Public Debt (BPD )
locations improve efficiency and reduce costs for th e
Government as a whole? "

The PPSSCC estimates annual administrative savings o f
$3 .7 million, and improved BGFO and BPD effectiveness i s
likely. However, a consolidated facility for BGFO woul d
need to be found, and thus cumulative net savings are nega-
tive in the first several years . If it were constructed ,
the PPSSCC stated the investment would pay for itself in 6
years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC concluded that BGFO could operate more effi-
ciently and effectively and at a reduced cost if its opera-
tions were to be consolidated in one building . They also
concluded that BPD operations may benefit from consolidation
into a single facility which could be located in either
•Washington, D .C ., or West Virginia . In its recommendations ,
the PPSSCC suggested the BPD action be taken when practic -
able . Regarding its recommended BGFO consolidation, PPSSC C
estimated that obtaining necessary approvals could take more
than 7 years and suggested that the process be looked a t
with the goal of reducing the amount of time required .

As a general rule, GAO believes consolidation of dis-
persed offices could eventually result in some savings t o
the government . However, GAO is not in a position to stat e
that either action should be taken at this time, based o n
the PPSSCC data . There are a number of agencies in th e
Washington, D .C ., metropolitan area alone which are
dispersed in various locations, and they may be potentia l
candidates for consolidations that can possibly result i n
higher savings than those proposed . However, GAO has no t
developed data on how many agencies are considering or
should consider consolidating their operations, or on
whether the Office of Management and Budget and Congres s
would approve such consolidations . (The PPSSCC noted that
GSA agreed to incorporate BGFO ' s request for consolidated
space into its 5-year plan to be submitted to OMB an d
Congress . )

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As noted by the PPSSCC, obtaining a suitable facilit y
for the consolidation of BGFO requires action by both th e
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executive and legislative branches . Executive branch actio n
is required to prepare and approve a prospectus to be
submitted to Congress, and legislative branch action i s
required to both authorize and fund the project . Whether
this proposed consolidation should take priority over othe r
consolidations or projects is ultimately up to Congress to
decide . GAO has no basis to state this propose d
consolidation should be accomplished at this time .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that a reevaluation of BPD' s
space requirements could be implemented under the authority
of the executive branch . However, very limited data wa s
presented by the PPSSCC and GAO has no basis for saying i t
is feasible to accomplish this recommendation at this time .

The only action GAO is aware of is the one noted in the
PPSSCC study in which GSA agreed to incorporate BGFO' s
request for consolidated space into its 5-year plan .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC did not estimate what savings would be
attained by consolidating the BPD operations .

Regarding its recommended consolidation of BGFO opera-
tions, the PPSSCC estimated annual administrative and renta l
savings of $3 .7 million the first year . Assuming a 10 -
percent inflation factor, the PPSSCC estimated savings o f
$12 .2 million over a 3-year period . The estimated savings
were offset, however, for a period of 5 to 6 years due t o
the need to acquire a suitable building for consolidation .
The PPSSCC estimated a cost of $25 .7 million to construc t
and occupy the building . The PPSSCC noted that the cost t o
the government would be less if a suitable building i s
leased or if government space is available . GAO has no
position on the reasonableness of the estimated costs, a s
the PPSSCC used an "average cost of constructing a buildin g
to government standards " with little detail and did no t
include the cost of the land .

Although consolidation may result in some annua l
savings, GAO is not able to state its agreement on the vali-
dity of the PPSSCC savings estimate or on the time frame fo r
such savings . Eighty-seven percent of the estimate i s
savings "accruing to other government agencies able t o
occupy BGFO's current locations ." The PPSSCC assumed tha t
(1) any government-owned space currently occupied by BGF O
could be used to consolidate other agencies currently lo-
cated in leased space and (2) GSA will find other occupant s
for leased space vacated or will sublet to the public . GAO
believes that too many unknowns are built into the PPSSC C
estimate to state when net savings would begin and wha t
those savings may be .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BUS-FTC 2 :	 OFFICE CONSOLIDATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

" Should the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) consolidate
its headquarters offices in Washington, D .C .? "

The PPSSCC estimates that consolidation will result i n
a net average savings over the first 10 years of $1 . 1
million per year . To attain these savings, net start-u p
costs of $1 .3 million would be incurred during the first 3
years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

As a general rule, GAO believes consolidation of dis-
persed offices could eventually result in some savings to
the government . However, based on the PPSSCC facts, GAO i s
not in a position to state that the FTC consolidation should
be made at this time . A number of agencies in the Washing-
ton, D .C ., metropolitan area are dispersed, and they may b e
potential candidates for consolidations with possibly highe r
savings than the FTC proposed consolidation . However, GAO
has not developed data on how many agencies are considerin g
or should consider consolidating their operations or on
whether the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) an d
Congress would approve such consolidations .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

As noted by the PPSSCC, implementation requires actio n
by both the executive and legislative branches . Executive
branch action is required to prepare and approve a prospec-
tus that would be submitted to Congress, and legislative
branch action is required to both authorize and fund the
project . Whether this proposed consolidation should tak e
priority over other consolidations or projects is ultimatel y
up to Congress . GAO has no basis to state that the FTC
consolidation should be accomplished at this time .

The only action GAO is aware of at this time is that ,
according to the PPSSCC, FTC and 3SA were revising a
prospectus for a similar proposal that OMB had turned dow n
in 1981 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

In general, GAO agrees that consolidation of disperse d
offices could eventually result in some savings to the gov-
ernment . However, GAO does not know if the direct savings
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to be achieved will be in the neighborhood of the PPSSCC
estimate of an average of $1 .1 million a year over a 10-yea r
period after costing $1 .3 million for the first 3 years .
The PPSSCC made a number of assumptions about future renta l
rates and actions that GSA must take for the savings to be
achieved . Furthermore, some of the savings can be attri-
buted to the fact that there would be a significant (abou t
30 percent) reduction in square footage . Such savings ma y
be attainable whether or not consolidation takes place . A s
a result, GAO has no basis for assessing the PPSSCC esti-
mate .

V% RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI• GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BANK 8 : REDUCTION IN SPACE USAGE

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

" Can Export-Import Bank (Eximbank) reduce its spac e
usage by returning space to General Services Administratio n
(GSA) commensurate with its reduction in personnel over th e
past 2 years, as well as, by more efficient use of remainin g
space? "

The PPSSCC estimates $0.5 million can be saved in the
first year at indicated 1983 rental costs and could amoun t
to about $1 .6 million in cost savings in over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the space usage ratio
at Eximbank can be improved by returning space to GSA . Ef-
forts are being made within the federal government to reduce
space usage . The amount of space per person at Eximban k
appears excessive in relation to its prior experience .
However, the PPSSCC had no data available that would allow
GAO to take a position on the possibility of having buildin g
improvements made to further improve space usage .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the implementation
authority for reducing space usage at the Eximbank rests
with the executive branch . However, if the recommendation
on improvements is to be implemented, congressional actio n
may be required depending upon the estimated cost of the im-
provements . GAO agrees that it is feasible to reduc e
current space usage . Whether or not it would be feasible to
make building improvements would have to be based on a stud y
by GSA . GAO is unaware of any executive branch implementa-
tion action .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO agrees that space reductions provide potential cos t
savings . The PPSSCC estimated savings based on a reductio n
in Eximbank's payments to GSA . This savings appears to be
within reason if the Eximbank is able to reduce square foot -
age usage and return excess space to GSA .

The PPSSCC did not estimate savings or costs related t o
possible building improvements .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-8676
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PROP 3 :	 DISPOSITION OFSURPLUS REAL PROPERTY

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the present system of locating and disposing of
surplus real property now owned by various Federal agencies
be improved so as to produce a net financial benefit to th e
Government? "

The PPSSCC estimates that 3 years' savings will be
about $295 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC claims that the system of locating and
disposing of surplus real property can be improved, an d
savings will result, if three recommendations to increas e
property sales are adopted . GAO generally agrees with the
need to improve the property disposal system and with the
thrust of the PPSSCC's recommendations .

The first recommendation to establish lower sales goal s
is consistent with a previous GAO report that questioned the
feasibility of achieving the goals in the time allowed . Th e
second recommendation to provide agencies some of the sale s
proceeds as an incentive for declaring property excess woul d
amount to providing agencies with increased funds fo r
carrying out their normal responsibilities . The biggest
drawback to this proposal is that it could bypass th e
congressional appropriation review and approval process .
GAO has not analyzed, and hence has no position on, th e
third recommendation for GSA's use of credit sales or th e
need to provide financial assistance for credit sales for
disposal of real property . GSA currently is authorized to
use credit sales with repayment in 10 years .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC says its recommendation to revise sale s
goals would require White House approval and that it s
recommendations dealing with agency incentives and federa l
assistance to encourage more credit sales would requir e
congressional action . GAO agrees . The sales goal for 1985
has been reduced from $2 billion to $300 million . The
recommendations to provide (1) part of the sales proceeds t o
an agency as an incentive to declare property excess and (2 )
financial assistance for credit sales will require both
executive and congressional action .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC's savings estimate is primarily based on th e
assumptions that property sales can be increased over GSA' s
current sales forecast by (1) returning part of the sale s
proceeds to the agency making property available to GSA an d
(2) facilitating credit sales . While these two steps might
increase total sales, the PPSSC C ' s computation does not show
any deduction for the share of proceeds that is proposed to
go to the agency making the property available . Also, the
computation does not recognize that with credit sales, there
will be lower receipts in the 3-year savings projectio n
because repayment will be over 7 years instead of 1 year fo r
a cash sale . Also, the computation does not recognize tha t
facilitating credit sales might result in some sales bein g
credit sales that otherwise might be cash sales, furthe r
reducing receipts in the 3-year projection . Hence, the
PPSSCC estimated savings are too high .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PAD-83-43 Status Report on the Administration ' s
Proposal for Budgetary Savings i n
Fiscal Year 1983 (June 14, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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HUD 4 :	 ACQUISITIOW, MANAGEMENT, AND DISPOSITION OF REAL ESTAT E

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the acquisition, management and disposition o f
properties that are held or owned by the Department o f
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) be upgraded to realiz e
significant improvements in staff productivity, reduction s
in expenses, and increases in sales proceeds ?

The PPSSCC estimated three-year revenues and saving s
of approximately $242 .9 million after adoption of upgrade d
procedures .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC made numerous recommendations for improv-
ing HUD's policies and procedures for acquiring, managing ,
and disposing of single-family and multifamily proper -
ties . One of the more significant issues addressed by th e
PPSSCC concerned the need for HUD to expedite th e
foreclosure of multifamily housing properties .

The PPSSCC recommended that the foreclosure proces s
be expedited by (1) amending the Internal Revenue Code t o
allow for only cash-based accounting for HUD-financed an d
insured housing, eliminating depreciation deductions upon
the initiation of foreclosure, and requiring that th e
recapture of tax shelter deductions be retroactive to th e
date of the filing of the foreclosure complaint ; (2 )
amending the bankruptcy law to allow HUD adequate and
timely recourse against owners using bankruptcy to delay
foreclosure ; (3) amending section 367(b) of the Multi -
family Mortgage Foreclosure Act of 1981 which require s
that HUD impose conditions of sale in foreclosing o n
projects serving low- and moderate-income persons ;
(4) publishing the final regulations for implementing the
foreclosure act of 1981, (5) allowing HUD to forward fore -
closure complaints directly to U .S . Attorneys and for HUD
attorneys to assume more in-court responsibilities ; (6 )
HUD continuing to advise the IRS of foreclosures to ensur e
owners are complying with the recapture provisions of th e
Internal Revenue Code and (7) designating specific staf f
to monitor and track the processing of foreclosur e
actions .

GAO agrees that improvements can be made in HUD' s
policies and procedures for acquiring, managing, and dis-
posing of properties . Regarding the foreclosure issue ,
GAO, in a January 1980 report on multifamily assigne d
mortgages (GAO/CED-80-43), reported it was taking an aver -
age of over 2-1/2 years to foreclose on multifamil y
projects . GAO pointed out that project owners were moti-
vated to delay foreclosure to extend the period of time b y
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which they could benefit from deductions on their federa l
income taxes .

GAO agrees, for the most part, with the PPSSC C
recommendations for expediting the foreclosure of multi -
family housinc, projects . GAO, however, does not agre e
with certain of the legislative recommendations for amend-
ing the foreclosure act and the Internal Revenue Code .
The PPSSCC is concerned that section 367(b) of the fore -
closure act may inhibit HUD from using the law in it s
entirety . This section requires that HUD impose condi-
tions of sale in foreclosing on projects to ensure, a s
appropriate, the projects remain available to serve low-
and moderate-income families .Hecause the foreclosure ac t
has not been implemented, GAO believes it is too early t o
address the problems, if any, that this section might pre -
sent . Regarding the proposed amendments to the Internal
Revenue Code, the Department of Justice has advised GA O
that the recapture provisions of the Internal Revenue Cod e
are currently retroactive to the date of the filing of th e
complaint for foreclosure ; therefore the amendment cite d
by the PPSSCC may not be needed . The PPSSCC's proposal to
eliminate depreciation deductions upon the initiation o f
foreclosure, however, may have merit .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Congressional action will be needed for legislatio n
(1) amending the bankruptcy law to prevent owners o f
multifamily projects from using bankruptcy to delay fore -
closure, (2) amending the provisions of 367(b) of th e
Multifamily Mortgage Foreclosure Act of 1981 and ,
(3) amending certain provisions of the tax code for multi -
family properties . HUD has submitted legislation in pas t
congressional sessions to amend the bankruptcy law and ha s
indicated its intent to continue to pursue this matter .

The remaining PPSSCC recommendations can b e
implemented under existing agency authority . In fact ,
several of the PPSSCC recommendations have been imple-
mented . For example, HUD published its final rules an d
regulations implementing the foreclosure act of 1981 ; and
HUD and Justice agreed to a new procedure allowing HUD t o
forward foreclosure complaints directly to U .S Attorneys
and for HUD attorneys to assume increased court responsi-
ailities . GAO believes, however, HUD needs to continu e
work toward (1) improving the accuracy of the informatio n
provided to the IRS on HUD foreclosures, and (2) expedit-
ing the implementation of the Multifamily Mortgage Fore-
closure Act of 1981 . HUD's failure to implement th e
foreclosure act of 1981 was the subject of recen t
congressional hearings .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO believes the revenues and savings estimated b y
PPSSCC is, to a large extent, speculative . For example ,
PPSSCC estimates that about $115 million in additiona l
revenues could be realizes: over a three year period by
implementing a year-round sales program in lieu of the
typical practice of rushing to sell properties in th e
last-half of the fiscal year to meet sales° goals . The
additional revenues were based on the differences in the
per-unit selling prices HUD received for properties sold
in the first six months of fiscal year 1981 compared to
those sold in the last six months of the year . This
analysis does not recognize that other variables ca n
affect the selling prices HUD receives for properties i t
sells, including the relative value of the propertie s
being sold, general economic conditions, and the financing
terms being offered in conjunction with the sale of th e
properties . Higher selling prices do not necessaril y
equate to a reduction in losses or savings . In fact, i n
fiscal year 1981 the losses resulting from the sale o f
properties were higher for the first half of the yea r
compared to the second half .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-80-43 Analysis Of Multifamily Assigned
Mortgages (Jan . 16, 1980 )

Testimony

	

HUD Policies Concerning Multifamily
Property Management and Disposition
by J . Dexter Peach before the Subcom-
mittee on Manpower and Housing, Hous e
Committee On Government Operations
(May 25, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-6111
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CONG 3

	

FEDERAL BUILDING REPAI R

1 . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can delays in congressional approval for Federal
building repairs be reduced? "

The PPSSCC estimated the potential 3-year savings from
reduction in excessive delays in obtaining congressiona l
approval for needed repairs on federal office buildings to
be $36 .4 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

In 1979 and 1981, GAO recognized and reported tha t
problems in the congressional approval process for repai r
and alteration projects, as well as for new const-uction ,
needed a legislative remedy . In 1980, GAO supported Senate
bill 2080 providing for an annual authorization bill to
replace the current method of authorizing projects .
However, because of differences between the House and the
Senate, this legislation failed to become law . The House
wants to retain the existing project-by-project approva l
process, while the Senate wants the total annual program to
be approved as a package without approving each individua l
project in the program . GAO concurs with the PPSSCC
recommendation that the General Services Administration
(GSA) seek legislation that would eliminate excessive delays
in obtaining project approvals .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Legislation is needed to remedy the problem . GSA may
be able to suggest a compromise which would be acceptable to
both houses and still eliminate the excessive delays in the
approval process . However, GSA is not planning any action
on this issue at this time .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

While GAO agrees there would be savings from timel y
repair and maintenance, it has no position on the validity
or reasonableness of the PPSSCC savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-81-7 What Has GSA Done to Resolve Previousl y
Reported Problems in Its Construction
Program? (March 27, 1981 )
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GAO/PAD-80-95 Foresighted Planning Budgeting Needed
for Public Buildings Program (Sept . 9 ,
1980 )

GAO/LCD-78-335 Repairs and Alterations of Publi c
Buildings by General Service s
Administration--Better Congressiona l
Oversight and Control Is Possibl e
(March 21, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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PROP 7 :	 REDUCING ENERGY COSTS IN GOVERNMENT-CONTROLLED BUILDINGS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can GSA and DOD take specific steps to reduce th e
costs of energy use in the large number of buildings unde r
their control while still providing reasonable service t o
the occupants?" The PPSSCC estimates that over 3 years ,
the net benefit of implementing the recommendations woul d
be $385 .1 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees with the thrust of the PPSSCC recommenda-
tions, that the government can reduce its energy costs
while still maintaining reasonable levels of service . The
PPSSCC made eleven recommendations which in essence
increase the government's accountability and control of
energy use . Specifically, the PPSSCC recognizes the
benefits of using energy management control systems to both
monitor and manage energy use in its six recommendations to
improve existing control systems at DOD and to expand thei r
use at GSA . The PPSSCC also recognizes the benefits of
making energy users fiscally responsible for thei r
consumption . One PPSSCC recommendation, for example ,
pointed out that GSA should assess federal tenants fo r
their actual energy use, while another stated that DOD
should renew its investigation of metering military famil y
housing so as to provide economic incentives for conserving
energy . In two other recommendations, the PPSSCC suggest s
that GSA collect data on steam production in the Nationa l
Capital Region to improve economic performance .

The last recommendation emphasizes the importance o f
energy conservation as a cost-control measure . GAO fully
agrees. GAO has consistently reported on the need for
better management of federal agency energy conservatio n
programs .

III. GAO ASSESSt4ENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

All of the PPSSCC's recommendations under this issue
are feasible under existing agency authority . However ,
implementation could not occur without adequate funding .

According to a GSA status report, the agency agree s
with all of the specific GSA directed recommendation s
listed under this issue . Projected completion dates rang e
from October 1984 through September 1989 . DOD has not
provided information to GAO on the status of their action s
on the recommendations .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO believes that there are opportunities to effec t
savings through improved management of federal agency
energy use . However, GAO believes the PPSSCC saving s
figures may be overstated because cost estimates of
implementing the recommendations appear understated . The
PPSSCC estimated the costs associated with implementin g
recommendations in only two of the six instances wher e
savings were estimated . The most significant of the fou r
omissions is in the area of metering military housing . The
PPSSCC assumed a 3-year savings of $264 .8 million i f
military families paid for their own utilities, but did no t
account for the cost of installing meters, and o f
developing a meter reading system . A 1980 military study .'
estimated these initial start-up costs at $465 million .
The PPSSCC's savings estimates also excluded the continuing
billing costs and the potential increase in military
allowances to offset the increase in household expenses .

The savings estimates may also be overstated becaus e
of certain -!ssumptions made by the PPSSCC . The PPSSCC
calculates h : the savings from installing energ y
management control systems would apply to all of an
agency's buildings without recognition that it may not be
technically feasible or economically practicable in al l
cases . For example, some GSA buildings may not be larg e
enough to economically justify the use of an energ y
management control system . The savings estimate also did
not account for those buildings that may already be using
an energy management control system .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

Testimony

	

Energy Conservation in the Federal
Government by J . Dexter Peach, Energ y
and Minerals Division, before th e
Subcommittee on Oversight and
Investigations, House Committee o n
Energy and Commerce (Oct . 23, 1981 )

GAO/EMD-80-11 The Federal Government Needs A
Comprehensive Program to Curb Its
Energy Use (Dec . 12, 1979 )

1 Report to the Congress entitled "Family Housing Metering Test, "
prepared by the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary o f
Defense (Installations and Housing), March 1, 1980 .



VI . GAO CONTACT

John Sprague 275-1441
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PRIV 7 :	 FEDERAL VEHICLE FLEET MANAGEMEN T

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the management, utilization and cost-effectivenes s
of the Federal vehicle fleet be improved with the introduc-
tion of a system-wide management information system and mor e
private sector involvement? "

The PPSSCC estimates savings of $1 .26 billion over 3
years : $310 million in the first year, $418 million in th e
second year, and $532 million in the third year . In addi-
tion, the PPSSCC estimates $200 million in revenues from
vehicle sales in the first year .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC states : using a criterion that vehicle s
should be used 15,000 miles per year, that the management ,
utilization, and cost-effectiveness of the federal vehicl e
fleet can be improved if (1) the overall size of the federa l
fleet is immediately reduced by 100,000 vehicles to 336,338
(2) by Presidential directive, the Office of Management an d
Budget immediately initiates programs to develop a
governmentwide fleet management information system, and (3 )
federal managers who are responsible for any federal vehicle
fleet operation develop plans and delegate responsibilitie s
to improve the operation of the remaining 336,338 vehicle s
by utilizing private sector options, such as using consul-
tants to set up the management information system, and usin g
private sector leased vehicles .

A reduction of the size of the federal vehicle flee t
and improved management should result in savings . However ,
GAO has not studied agencies' cu7rent requirements fo r
vehicles and related this to the quantity of vehicles on
hand and how they are being used . Therefore, GAO has no
basis for believing it would be appropriate to immediately
reduce the federal fleet by a specific number of vehicle s
without first determining the optimum size for the fleet .
Implementation of the recommendation to develop an informa-
tion management system should provide the data needed t o
determine an optimum size for the federal vehicle fleet .
GAO believes that whenever possible the private sector op-
tions for improved management of the remaining vehicle s
should be considered .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OR IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC report says that its recommendations can b e
accomplished within the existing authority of federa l
agencies or by Presidential directive . GAO agrees that the
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recommendations do not require legislation, although som e
costs for the establishment of a management information sys-
tem may require congressional appropriation approval . The
General Services Administration opposes immediate reductio n
of the inventory by 100,000 vehicles but has begun to im-
prove its management information system and has taken othe r
steps to reduce the number of vehicles, to improve vehicl e
utilization, and to reduce operating costs .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Improved vehicle management and savings should resul t
from better vehicle information and from consolidation o f
some motor pools . However, because GAO has not estimate d
how many vehicles could be reduced or to what extent vehicl e
usage could be increased it has no basis to judge the accur-
acy of the PPSSCC savings estimate . GSA estimates that com-
bined savings from improvements in federal fleet vehicl e
management would be about $320 million over 3 years .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/LCD-78-245 Replacing Government Sedans Yearl y
Would Result in Fuel and Cost Saving s
(May 8,

	

1979 )

GAO/LCD-77-215 Opportunities to Reduce the Cost of
Government Vehicle Operations (Feb . 28 ,
1978 )

GAO/B-158712 How Passenger Sedans in the Federa l
Government Are Used and Managed
(Sept . 6, 1974 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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TTM 1 :	 FEDERAL TRAVEL PROCUREMEN T

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can federal travel services be provided in more effi-
cient and cost-effective ways? "

The PPSSCC estimates that improved travel administra-
tion, together with the opportunities presented by deregula-
tion, can result in 3-year savings of $984 .0 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC report concludes that travel services to
federal agencies can be provided in a more efficient and
cost-effective way if the General Services Administration
(GSA) (1) develops an in-house travel service contractin g
and negotiating unit, (2) establishes some employee-ru n
travel centers, and (3) also continues to rely on some con-
tractor-operated travel centers .

GSA presently has a centralized travel service con-
tracting and negotiating unit staffed with government em-
ployees . GAO does not believe that travel centers, pre-
viously converted by GSA to contractor-operated centers
should revert to government employee operated centers ,
although it might be appropriate to retain some governmen t
employee operated centers . GSA's April 1983 interim
evaluation of the travel management center program indicated
that the contractor-operated centers seem to be providing
effective service and are operating at less cost to the
government . The government does not pay the contract trave l
agents for the services they provide, although some agent s
currently use government facilities . Reductions of the
number of federal employees involved in trave l
administration have also been been achieved, according to
GSA .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

According to the PPSSCC, GSA has the authority t o
implement the three recommendations, although some
congressional approval for additional funds may be
necessary . GAO agrees with this assessment . GSA has
already implemented the first and third recommendations bu t
is continuing to use contractors instead of implementing th e
second recommendation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has not evaluated the procedures and systems tha t
form the basis for the PPSSCC savings estimate . However ,
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there is an inconsistency in the PPSSCC ' s position . For
example, the first PPSSCC recommendation suggests federa l
travel centers staffed by government employees ; the second
recommendation suggests continued use of contractor-
operated travel centers .

Moreover, much of the savings projected by the PPSSCC
represents the reduced cost of transportation . GSA ha s
already been successful in negotiating contracts with air-
lines that have resulted in reduced transportation costs .
Furthermore, the PPSSCC position is that a government -
operated travel service could obtain commissions from th e
airlines similar to those which private travel agencies are
currently obtaining from the airlines . While we have not
seen any evidence that the airlines are willing to pay the
government commissions or rebates, GSA is attempting to
obtain rebates from some of the contractors who will he
operating the travel management centers .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-8676



TTM 2 :	 TRAVEL EXPENSE ACCOUNTING AND REIMBURSEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Are Federal travel expense accounting and reimburse-
ment policies and procedures cost effective and efficient? "

The PPSSCC believes that improved reporting ,
accounting, and reimbursement procedures will result i n
savings of $171 .2 million over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommended that (1) a more effectiv e
accounting and collection system be established to provid e
an incentive for prompt clearance of cash advances an d
travel expenses ; (2) a simplified voucher and flat-rate pe r
diem system being tested by the Department of State be ex -
tended to other agencies if the system proves successful ;
(3) legislation be reenacted allowing GSA to collect out -
standing travel advance data from federal agencies ; and (4 )
the selective use of government-sponsored charge cards fo r
frequent travelers be explored .

GAO believes the issue addressed by the PPSSCC recom-
mendations has merit . GAO's reports have stressed bette r
control over travel and simplified travel administratio n
and thus are generally consistent with the PPSSCC' s
findings . The PPSSCC recommendation dealing wit h
government-sponsored charge cards is consistent with GSA' s
current program .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC says that the recommendations concernin g
more rapid settlement of expenses and advances, selectiv e
implementation of a flat-rate per diem system and the us e
of credit cards can be implemented within agenc y
authority . The reporting to GSA of data on advances woul d
require renewal of legislation that has expired . GAO
believes these recommendations are feasible but tha t
congressional action may be required for both the flat-rat e
per diem and the data collection . GSA is continuing t o
test the use of credit cards and believes this will als o
provide an incentive to settle travel expenses mor e
quickly .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO believes that the measures proposed by the PPSSC C
would produce savings, but GAO has no basis to assess th e
accuracy of the PPSSCC's savings estimate .
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The current federal travel procurement, cash advance ,
reimbursement, and accounting procedures are not effective -
ly integrated or coordinated so that all expenditure an d
cash advance items can be tracked and accounted for system-
atically . However, the savings attributable to improve d
reporting and accountability provisions through the crea-
tion of incentives for more careful expenditure of the
travel dollar, more accurate recordkeeping, and more timely
clearance of expense accounts are not readily quantifiable .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-81-18 Increased Productivity in Processing
Travel Claims Can Cut Administrative
Costs Significantly (Jan . 19, 1981 )

GAO/FPCD-81-13 Proposals for Improving the Managemen t
of Federal Travel (Dec . 24, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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BANK 26 :	 TRAVEL ADVANCES AND EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENTS--FEDERAL HOM E
LOAN BANK BOARD AND NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATIO N

I. PPSSCC ISSUES AND SAVINGS

"Would the adoption of locality-based flat per die m
rates for reimbursement of subsistence costs for fiel d
examiners be cost effective and can the outstanding trave l
advance balances be reduced? "

The PPSSCC recommended adopting locality-based flat pe r
diem rates to reimburse subsistence costs . It estimated
cost savings for that action at $1 .3 million over 3 years .
The PPSSCC also recommended using corporate credit cards t o
eliminate travel advances and estimated cost savings fo r
that action at $0 .3 million over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUES AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

In a 1981 report, GAO agreed that flat-rat e
reimbursement could potentially reduce processing costs bu t
did not develop cost savings estimates or related recommen-
dations . GAO did cite disadvantages to flat-rate reimburse-
m.+nt though, such as (1) grouping cities by small cos t
increments would create constant pressure to move citie s
from lower to higher brackets, and (2) setting a rate tha t
would provide reasonable reimbursement and still limit th e
potential for overcompensation would be difficult . GAO also
concurred with an Office of Management and Budget Inter -
agency Travel Management Improvement Project (ITMIP )
decision to study the merits of flat-rate reimbursement as a
long-range effort to reduce the cost of travel . ITMI P
finished the study and concluded that the flat-rate reim-
bursement could result in substantial cost reductions . The
PPSSCC recommendation to adopt locality-based flat per die m
reimbursement is based on the ITMIP report . GAO agrees that
the recommendation should result in cost savings and easie r
administration, especially if agencies consider the possib? e
drawbacks cited earlier by GAO .

GAO has not studied the issue of using corporate credi t
cards . The PPSSCC recommendation seems reasonable, however ,
if its assumptions about the decreased administrative cost s
of such a system are valid .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) agreed wit h
the PPSSCC recommendation to adopt flat-rate per diem reim-
bursement . The National Credit Union Administration (NCUA )
said it would convert to a flat-rate schedule if instructe d
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to do so by the General Services Administration (GSA), bu t
suggested that the PPSSCC cost savings estimates are highl y
inflated . For either agency to adopt the recommendation ,
legislation would be required .

Regarding the PPSSCC credit card recommendation, NCU A
was using Diners Club cards prior to the PPSSCC report an d
has already eliminated travel advances . FHLBB began phasing
in Diners Club cards in October 1983 and has practicall y
eliminated travel advances as of August 1984 . FHLB B
reported administrative cost savings of approximately on e
full-time equivalent staff year by using credit cards .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE S

Travel costs can be reimbursed through the followin g
schedules--lodging-plus, actual, mixed (which combines th e
first two), or flat-rate . GAO did not measure the costs o f
processing flat-rate vouchers . However, in 1981 GA O
reported these cost estimates for other reimbursemen t
schedules :

Lodging-plus $20 .62 per vouche r
Actual

	

(high rate areas) $36 .35 per vouche r
Mixed $4G .41 per voucher

The PPSSCC assumed that compared to other reimbursemen t
schedules, flat-rate per diem reimbursement would result i n
reduced administrative processing time and easier mainten-
ance of travel policy manuals . Those _ : ;_;r=.»ions seem
reasonable . The PPSSCC also assumed a 13-percent cos t
differential between lodging-plus and flat-rate reimburse-
ment schedules . GAO cannot substantiate that assumptio n
since it did not measure the costs of processing flat-rat e
vouchers .

Even if the PPSSCC assumption is correct, however, it s
savings estimate for implementing flat-rate reimbursemen t
may be too high . The PPSSCC estimated that adoptin g
flat-rate reimbursement schedules would result in cost sav-
ings of $392,058 per year . The cost savings estimate i s
high since it is based only on a comparison to the highes t
(mixed reimbursement) cost figure of $46 .41 . Use of th e
$46 .41 figure would only be accurate if all travel claim s
required a mixed reimbursement method in processing . That
is not the case . The low cost savings estimate, if al l
claims were processed according to the lodging-plus method ,
would be $36,984 . Thus, savings based on the PPSSCC assump-
tions could range between $36,984 and $392,058 per year .
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The logic of the recommendation to use corporate credi t
cards is sound . The predicted savings should occur if th e
administrative costs of using credit cards are not greate r
than those of the current system .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-81-18 Increased Productivity in Processing
Travel Claims Can Cut Administrative
Costs Significantly (Jan . 19, 1981 )

GAO/FGMSD-80-13 Improving the Productivity of Federa l
Payment Centers Could Save Millions
(Feb . 12, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Usilaner 275-507 4
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TTM 3 :	 TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

" Are the Government's efforts to create automate d
transportation procurement and traffic management adequat e
from a cost reduction and cost-efficiency standpoint? "

By increasing agency ability to compile, analyze, and
use comprehensive traffic data through automation, the
PPSSCC expects the 3-year savings to be $529 .6 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC report recommends that an automated sys-
tem providing comprehensive traffic data be developed t o
meet the needs of both traffic managers and freight audi-
tors throughout government . GAO agrees with the mai n
thrust of this recommendation . The 1980 deregulation o f
the transportation industry has caused carrier and rat e
proliferation . It is becoming virtually impossible t o
efficiently determine appropriate rates and routes withou t
computer assistance . The data base for making such deter-
minations now includes literally millions of rates an d
routes which are changing daily and increasing in num-
bers . It is equally difficult to audit freight rates ,
given the enormous number of rates and routes which mus t
be checked to determine if the lowest rate and route wa s
selected .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC report said that the establishment of a
governmentwide system could be initiated with th e
agencies' existing authority but should be initiated by a
directive from the President . GAO agrees and GSA has al-
ready begun action . GSA awarded a contract for an auto -
mated freight rate system in November 1983 . The system i s
to compare class and commodity rates via all modes o f
transportation (except airline, air freight forwarder, and
pipeline) including the special government rates an d
routes contained in the data files . This comparison wil l
show the lowest cost rates in cost-ascending order and
available routings at the lowest cost charge .

Use of the automated system to audit freight charge s
is now being considered but an implementation schedule has
not been developed . In its present form, the system i s
not fully responsive to the traffic manager or the freight
auditor . GAO believes that more relevant rate informatio n
must be included in the system in order for it to be a
viable replacement for the manual systems now used .
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Better coordination among federal agencies is needed t o
develop and implement systems with governmentwide
application .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO believes that an automated system to select routes
and modes of shipment, or to audit those already selected ,
can result in savings . But GAO has not evaluated thi s
process sufficiently to express an opinion about th e
PPSSCC's projection of savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/LCD 77-270 GSA Can Improve Traffic Management
Practices (July 28, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-8676
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TTM 4 : TRANSPORTATION AUDI T

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the audit of Government freight transportatio n
payments be improved and higher rate overcharge recoverie s
be achieved? "

The PPSSCC believes that improved auditing procedure s
for identifying rate overcharges could result in 3-yea r
savings of $165 .2 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC report concludes that the audit of govern-
ment freight transportation payments can be improved and
higher rate overcharge recoveries achieved if the Genera l
Services Administration (GSA) (1) uses private rate audi-
tors to reduce GSA ' s audit backlog, (2) studies ways t o
automate GSA's audit process, and (3) obtains repeal o f
the legislation preventing prepayment audit and reduction
of transportation payments .

GAO agrees there is a need to reduce the backlog o f
audits of government freight transportation payments .
Increased use of commission-compensated professional rat e
audit capability could assist in reducing the current work
backlog, and should be economical because the auditors ar e
paid a commission based on identified and collected over -
charges . GAO concurs with the PPSSCC's recommendatio n
that a study be conducted to compare the benefits from
improved in-house audit efficiency through automation wit h
the continued use of private-sector rate auditors on a
long-term basis .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC said that the recommendation to use pri-
vate sector capability to reduce GSA's freight transporta-
tion payment audit backlog can be accomplished under GSA ' s
current authority . The PPSSCC said the same for the stud y
of in-house automated systems . But it suggests an orde r
from the Office of Management and Budget to ensure th e
support of all agencies . GAO agrees . GSA has utilize d
private contractors for transportation audit . GSA dis-
agrees with the PPSSCC recommendations to test computer-
ized audit and to introduce legislation for repeal of th e
prepayment audit prohibition and has taken no action . GAO
believes that GSA should explore opportunities for auto-
mation and some form of prepayment audit, so long as pay-
ment to the carriers is not delayed .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO agrees that some savings can be achieved through
improvements in the transportation audit process . However ,
GAO believes the savings estimates provided by the PPSSCC
are questionable . The PPSSCC found that freight charge s
subject to GSA audit in fiscal year 1982 totalled $4 . 6
billion and that GSA's recovery rate was 0 .37 percent o f
total transportation expenditures, compared to a private
sector recovery rate of 1 .75 percent . GAO believes there
are two principal problems with the PPSSCC estimate . First ,
the $4 .6 billion is overstated . GSA data indicates that, i n
fiscal year 1982, about $2 billion in transportation charges
was subject to its postaudit . Second, GAO believes th e
PPSSCC's use of a 1 .75 percent recovery rate is optimistic .
The PPSSCC bases its use of this rate on interviews with
rate audit contractors, consultants, and automated tarif f
contractors, but no specific support is provided .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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LAND 3 : FEDERAL RECORDS MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the annual increases in storage costs related t o
the growing volume of federal records be halted by limiting
retention periods to useful reference life and by improving
agencies' records management practices? "

The PPSSCC estimated that halting the growth of annua l
records storage costs would result in 3-year savings of $2 9
million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommended that federal record retention
periods not exceed the useful life of the records . Toward
this end, it also recommended that the government establis h
procedures to promptly resolve disagreements--about how lon g
these periods should be--between the National Archives and
Records Service (NARS), which oversees the management o f
federal records, and the individual agencies, whose record s
are being stored . The PPSSCC also recommended that federa l
agencies, with NARS' guidance, bi-annually review thei r
records management practices to achieve needed improve-
ments . GAO agrees with the thrust of the PPSSCC's recommen-
dations, although GAO believes it unlikely that bi-annua l
reviews, particularly of record retention periods, ar e
needed . In this connection, the Paperwork Reduction Act o f
1980 (P .L . 96-511) requires that OMB and GSA selectivel y
review each agency's information management practices- -
including records management--at least once every 3 years .

The PPSSCC relied extensively on GAO reports in devel-
oping its recommendations . For example, in 1973, GAO recom-
mended that NARS (1) monitor agencies' record contro l
schedules and ensure they are complete and up-to-date, an d
(2) review record usage patterns to ensure that retentio n
periods are realistic .

In 1981, GAO reported that persistent records manage-
ment problems had not been corrected, despite many opportun -
ities for savings, and noted that, historically, resource s
devoted to the oversight of records management have been
limited and management attention to this issue inadequate .

Significantly, the PPSSCC report notes the persistenc e
of long-standing problems : the lack of clear-cut authority
for NARS to establish firm disposition schedules, the reduc-
tions in NARS' budget, and the general lack of top-leve l
management attention to this issue . These observations are
consistent with GAO's findings in reports spanning severa l
years .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC states, and GAO agrees, that its specifi c
recommendations can be implemented through executive ac-
tion . In theory, NARS itself could essentially implemen t
the PPSSCC recommendations . However, on a more practica l
level, the pervasiveness of the problem, the difficultie s
NARS has in gathering the necessary support from the many
other agencies involved and the general lack of top manage-
ment attention to this issue reduces the feasibility o f
implementing the PPSSCC's recommendations . Nevertheless ,
the PPSSCC recommendations deserve attention and efforts to
implement them can result in improvements, if not tota l
success .

GAO is not aware of specific actions on the PPSSCC
recommendations, although NARS is continually working with
agencies to establish record retention periods and to dis-
pose of unneeded records . Also, as noted above, the Paper-
work Reduction Act requires triennial studies of agencies '
information management practices, but GAO is not aware o f
the extent to which records management issue :; are being
addressed .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The cost factors and assumptions the PPSSCC used ar e
based on NARS ' data and are reasonable . Whether the
PPSSCC's $29 million estimate can be achieved over a 3-year
period is dependent on many variables ; however, there is n o
question that substantial savings can be achieved through
improved records management practices .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-81-59 Need to Establish Retention Periods and
Optimal Time for Microfilming Military
Personnel Records (Apr . 27, 1981 )

GAO/PLRD-81-2 Federal Records Management : A History
of Neglect (Feb . 24, 1981 )

GAO/LCD-80-48 Program to Improve Records Managemen t
Practices Should be Funded by Direc t
Appropriations (June 23, 1980 )

GAO/B-146743 Ways to Improve Records Managemen t
Practices in the Federal Government
(Aug . 18, 1973 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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PPAV 3 :	 IMPROVINGMAILINGLISTS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can substantial annual savings be realized by improv-
ing agency mailing lists used to distribute free publica-
tions? "

The PPSSCC reported that improved mailing list manage-
ment throughout the government would save $95 .9 million ove r
3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

To improve government mailing lists and achieve econo-
mies, the PPSSCC recommended that :

(1) The agencies submit to the Office of Managemen t
and Budget (OMB) for approval, their plans fo r
canvassing their mailing lists ;

(2) The General Services Administration (GSA) promot e
the use of an available software package for con-
solidating and canvassing agency mail lists ;

(3) The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) establis h
an official job classification for publication s
distribution management ; and

(4) The National Bureau of Standards expedite the pub-
lication of Federal Information Processing Stand-
ards on mail list management .

It appears to GAO that the issue has merit because i t
is aimed at improving the economy and efficiency of govern-
ment mailings by providing direction and guidance to agen-
cies . GAO agrees that agencies should make use of availabl e
software to consolidate mailing lists and reduce mailin g
costs . Recipients of mailings can lose their interest in a
publication, and duplicate mailings can occur .

III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that implementation of th e
recommendations appears to require no legislative changes .
Submitting agency plans to OMB for canvassing the mailing
lists and using automated data processing software package s
to eliminate duplicate mailings appear feasible . Because
GAO has done little, if any, work in the areas addressed b y
the last two recommendations, it cannot comment on thei r
feasibility .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The major premise of the PPSSCC cost savings estimat e
is valid, since reducing the agency mailings can effect cost
savings . However, GAO has not analyzed the PPSSCC estimat e
in detail and cannot comment on its overall validity .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/IMTEC 84-17 The Status of the Statistical Commu-
nity After Sustaining Budget Reduc-
tions (July 18, 1984 )

GAO/GGD-80-50

	

Problems in Developing the 1980 Censu s
Mail List (Mar . 31, 1980 )

GAO/GGD-82-13

	

A $4 Billion Census in 1990 : Timely
Decisions on Alternatives to 198 0
Procedures Can Save Millions (Feb . 22 ,
1982 )

Vl . GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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PPAV 4 : MAIL MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can substantial annual savings be realized by mor e
efficient management of postage and mail handling practice s
(e .g ., use of the most cost-effective class of postage, siz e
and weight of envelopes and paper, bulk mail, etc .)? "

The PPSSCC projected that improved government mai l
management would produce a cost savings of $549 .5 million
over the next 3 years .

Its GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommends that :

(1) The General Services Administration (GSA) and the
U .S . Postal Service (USPS) improve measurement o f
agency mail costs .

(2) GSA monitor agency compliance with the 197 9
National Archives and Records Service reports .

(3) The Office of Managemu t and Budget direct agen-
cies to implement improved mailing operations .

(4) GSA provide technical assistance to agencies t o
improve their mail management .

GAO believes these recommendations have merit to th e
extent that any activities that foster improvement and eco-
nomy should be encouraged . On the basis of its own observa-
tions and work, GAO believes that government mail operation s
in general are inefficient and uneconomical . GAO agrees
that opportunities exist for reducing mail costs . In the
past, agencies have assigned a low priority to mail manage-
ment. Direction and guidance from above could alter thi s
attitude .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that USPS has adequate
authority to implement the recommendations . However, GAO
has reservations about the feasibility of implementing th e
four recommendations . These reservations are based on th e
lack of commitment exhibited by federal agencies to cut mai l
costs and the limited amount of resources assigned t o
government mail management by USPS and GSA . Until these
concerns are addressed, GAO believes USPS and GSA may no t
succeed in instituting the desired changes with the compre-
hensiveness needed to significantly reduce mail costs .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The basic premise of the PPSSCC that improved mailin g
operations can save the government money is valid . For
instance, through more efficient mail management, GAO
increased its outgoing mail volume without increasing tota l
mail costs . GAO has not evaluated the PPSSCC's government-
wide savings estimate .

GAO cautions that certain operational factors should b e
considered in assessing the benefits of changing the clas s
of mail service from first to third class . For example, the
PPSSCC reported that the Census Bureau could reduce it s
annual mail costs by $400,000 by using third- instead o f
first-class mail to send copies of surveys and publica-
tions . The Census Bureau tried using third-class mail i n
its 1978 Census of Agriculture (one of its largest surveys )
and reverted to using first-class mail in the 1982 census .
The Bureau found that delivery was much slower using th e
cheaper mail service and that "return to sender" or mai l
forwarding either took significantly longer or was no t
accomplished . These factors detracted from the effective-
ness of the Bureau's operations and should be considered
when selecting the type of mail service .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/LCD-80-68 Program to Improve Federal Record s
Management Practices Should Be Funded B y
Direct Appropriations (June 23, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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PPAV 5 AND CONG 2-9 :	 IMPROVEMENTS TO PRINTING PRODUCTIO N

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Could the printing, duplicating, and commercial pro-
curement services of the Government agency in-house print
shops be accomplished more efficiently and cost effective-
ly?" (This issue statement, from issue PPAV 5, applie s
equally well to issue CONG 2-9. Despite the wording o f
is, .ie CONG 2-9's title, the discussion is of agency, no t
Government Printing Office (GPO) plants . )

The PPSSCC estimates cost savings of $158 .9 million in
the first 3 years from plant eliminations and consolida-
tions, increased commercial procurements, the operation of a
central plant, and various combinations of the above . I n
issue CONG 2-9, done somewhat later, 3-year cost savings o f
$99 .3 million were estimated from 130 plants targeted a t
that time by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) for
downgrading or closure .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that opportunities exist fo r
increased efficiency and effectiveness in agency printing
operations . In fact, three GAO reports on agency printin g
issued between 1974 and 1981 were cited and used extensivel y
by the PPSSCC . These reports demonstrated that printin g
costs could be reduced through increased commercial procure-
ment in some cases and multiagency shared printing support
in other cases .

GAO believes five of the six PPSSCC recommendations
have merit . These include : (1) OMB leadership of an effort
to reduce executive agency printing costs, (2) OMB implemen-
tation of a long-range planning process for executive agency
printing, (3) GAO assistance to Congress' Joint Committee o n
Printing (JCP) to improve printing data collection forms ,
(4) more systematic and current JCP audits of agency plants ,
and (5) more coordination with other management informatio n
functions within agencies . However, the Justice Departmen t
in three opinions since March 1984 has challenged th e
traditional role of the JCP in oversight of executive branch
printing management (Memorandum from Office of Legal Counse l
to Deputy Secretary of Defense, March 2, 1984 ; and to
Counsel to the Director, Office of Management and Budget ,
April 11, 1984 and August 21, 1984) . This raises questions
about the specifics of those recommendations which call fo r
JCP involvement . GAO has no basis for an opinion on th e
sixth PPSSCC recommendation to make printing subject to OM B
Circular A-76, which provides policies and procedures t o
determine whether commercial goods and services should b e
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obtained by contract with private sources or provided in-
house using government facilities and personnel .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC stated that its six recommendations can be
implemented without change in legislative authority . GAO
agrees that five of the six recommendations can be imple-
mented without legislation by the organizations PPSSCC
cites--OMB, executive agencies, JCP, and GAO . The sixth
recommendation--to include printing in the coverage of OMB
Circular A-76--appears to require a legislative change to
Title 44, U .S . Code, rather than an administrative change i n
policy as PPSSCC states . However, the Justice Department
opinions raise some doubt as to the applicability of Title
44's provisions .

In early 1983 OMB used its general management and bud-
get review authority to initiate a project to review execu-
tive branch civilian agencies' in-house printing activitie s
with the goal of reducing costly in-house printing . GPO
participated by providing technical assistance and intro-
ducing a new contracting method to facilitate contrac t
printing procurement . (The JCP, recommended by the PPSSCC
to be a partner in this effort, was originally involved bu t
was not consulted on recommended plant closures and in-
creased contracting .) In all, 275 civilian agency plant s
were recommended for downgrading or closure . Of these, the
fiscal year 1985 budget shows that agencies agreed to 11 1
downgrades or closures .

OMB continues to exercise oversight through the annua l
budget process and through a task force set up to asses s
Defense Department printing, which was largely excluded fro m
the original OMB review . However, in the future OMB does
not plan to give this project the strong emphasis i n
civilian agencies that it had in the last 2 years .

Executive branch agency officials suggest that the OMB
review caused them not only to assess having the privat e
sector do more contract work, but also to look closely a t
steps they can take to reduce cost per unit for printing
they will retain in-house .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO believes the PPSSCC ' s 3-year savings estimate o f
$158 .9 million is overstated . OMB recently projected
savings of $31 .5 million for 3 years from the 111 plan t
closings and downgradings agreed to by executive agencies as
a result of the OMB review . Various studies are being don e
of 164 other proposed civilian agency closures and down-
gradings . It seems unlikely that enough of these and the
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Defense Department plants currently being reviewed will b e
closed or downgraded to make up the difference between th e
$158 .9 million PPSSCC estimate and the OMB estimate of $31 . 5
million . Also, since few new contracts have been awarde d
for private sector printing, it is not certain that contrac t
costs will be as low as estimated . If not, the cost saving s
will not be as great as assumed in making the $31 .5 million
estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PLRD-81-31 Agency Printing Plants--Choosing th e
Least Costly Option (June 19, 1981 )

GAO/LCD-77-408 Government Printing Operation s
Improvements Since 197 4
(Feb . 22, 1977 )

GAO/B-114829

	

Agency Printing and Duplicatin g
Operations Need Improvemen t
(Nov . 1, 1974 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Mitchell 275-867 6
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CHAPTER9

FEDERAL AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING /
OFFICE AUTOMATION OPERATION S

The PPSSCC identified 65 issues related to the federal govern-
ment's automated data processing/office automation (ADP/OA )
operations . These issues, which focus on ways to increase the ef-
fectiveness of federal ADP/OA activities, dealt with central ADP/O A
management and agency leadership ; government-wide management of majo r

information resources, including ADP hardware, software, telecom-
munications, and OA ; and specific issues identified in individua l

agencies' ADP/OA operations .

This chapter includes GAO's analyses of 39 of the 65 tota l
issues with associated PPSSCC savings estimates totalling abou t

$15 billion . The remaining issues, while relating to ADP/O A
activities, more directly address issues such as cash management ,
inventory management, or debt collection systems and are therefor e
discussed as part of other report chapters . GAO found overall meri t

in 38 of the 39 issues . GAO does not support the issue and principa l
recommendation of accelerating the automation of the Agricultur e
Stabilization and Conservation Service's county offices . For the
most part, GAO has insufficient basis for judging the reasonablenes s
of the PPSSCC's savings estimates in this area, although in a numbe r
of cases, the estimates presented by the PPSSCC seem too high . O f
the 39 issues, five contain component recommendations which requir e
legislative action before they can be fully implemented .
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ADP 1 :	 FEDERAL ADP LEADERSHIPAND DIRECTION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the implementation of a centralized automated data
processing (ADP) management mechanism within the Executive
Branch resolve the present Federal data processing crisi s
characterized by increasing obsolescence and operationa l
inefficiency? "

The PPSSCC did not develop a specific estimate of sav-
ings potential for this issue . However, the PPSSCC stated
that the governmentwide cost savings and cost avoidanc e
attributable to such a mechanism could be approximated by
the total savings potential identified in the full ADP tas k
force report . According to the PPSSCC, these savings can b e
realized only through improved ADP central coordination ,
planning, and management .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that :

(1) The resources provided to the Office of Managemen t
and Budget's (OMB's) Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) by the Paperwork Reduc-
tion Act be reallocated to form the Office o f
Federal Information Resources Management, which i s
outside OMB's jurisdiction .

(2) The President appoint a Federal Informatio n
Resource Manager within its proposed Office o f
Federal Management (see Issue FMS-1) and assign
the manager several information-related responsi-
bilities, including ensuring full compliance wit h
the Paperwork Reduction Act (Public Law 96-511) .

GAO agrees that the issue--proper implementation o f
responsibilities assigned the central ADP management
mechanism--is valid and is consistent with the ADP-related
provisions of the Paperwork Reduction Act in establishing a
central ADP management authority . GAO also agrees that th e
central authority needs to effectively implement its respon-
sibilities .

However, the PPSSCC's proposed recommendations related
to the management structure would do little to alter th e
management structure put in place by the Paperwork Reductio n
Act, and would not guarantee effective implementation of th e
central ADP management authority's responsibilities . The
Paperwork Reduction Act, which GAO supports, established
OIRA as the central policysetting and oversight manager fo r
the government's information activities, including ADP .
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The PPSSCC's first recommendation, to remove OIRA fro m
OMB, is not consistent with the PPSSCC's proposal (FMS-1) to
create an Office of Federal Management . This new office
would assume OMB's current responsibilities, includin g
OIRA's responsibilities, and be assigned some additiona l
management functions . Also, the position described in th e
PPSSCC's second recommendation is generally the same as tha t
of the OIRA Administrator .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

No action agent is identified for the first recommenda-
tion ; however, either congressional action to amend th e
Paperwork Reduction Act or presidential action through pre-
sentation of a reorganization plan to the Congress would be
required to implement the recommendation . GAO agrees with
the PPSSCC that presidential action would be required t o
implement the second recommendation . GAO believes the
recommendations are feasible, should the decision be made to
implement them .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC did not develop a specific estimate of sav-
ings for this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/IMTEC-84-24 The Office of Management and Budget' s
Actions Show Progress in Implementing
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 198 0
(Sept . 7, 1984 )

GAO/GGD-83-35

	

Implementing the Paperwork Reductio n
Act : Some Progress, But Many Problem s
Remain (Apr . 20, 1983 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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ADP 2 :	 AGENCYADP MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Will strengthening the role and position of agenc y
information resources management (IRM) officials result i n
improvements in automated data processing/office automation
planning, acquisition, development, and operations withi n
agencies ?

No specific estimate of savings potential was develope d
by the PPSSCC . However, the PPSSCC stated that implementa-
tion of measures to ensure the appropriate role of the IRM
officials governmentwide is a mandatory prerequisite to th e
potential cost savings described elsewhere in the ADP Tas k
Force report .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that :

(1) The central agency IRM official revise Office o f
Management and Budget (OMB) Bulletin 81-21 to pro -
vide more guidance to the agencies on the intended
role of the agency IRM officials and guidance fo r
selecting the agency IRM officials .

(2) Each agency establish an information managemen t
steering committee to guide the agency IRM offi-
cial in such areas as setting the direction fo r
agency IRM activities, rationing resources, struc-
turing the organization, and selecting staff .

GAO agrees that both the issue and PPSSCC's recommenda-
tions have merit . GAO concluded in its 1983 repor t
(GAO/GGD-83-35) that Bulletin 81-21 offered only minimal
guidance to the agencies in establishing their senior IR M
officials . Most departments and agencies have appointe d
their Assistant Secretaries for Administration or person s
with similar responsibilities as the designated IRM offi-
cials . GAO has stated (GAO/GGD-82-9) that the Treasury' s
appointment of its Assistant Secretary for Administration a s
the senior IRM official was not an appropriate choice
because of the many other non-information-related responsi-
bilities (personnel, budget, procurement, etc .) assigned to
the Assistant Secretary. GAO recommended that the Treasur y
limit its senior official's duties to those required by th e
Paperwork Reduction Act (Public Law 96-511) . GAO also
recommended that OMB provide clear-cut guidance to the agen-
cies for implementing their responsibilities under the act .
Furthermore, GAO has generally advocated steering committee s
as an important function to ensure that activities cutting
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across agency functions and programs are properly directe d
to serve all mission interests .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that adequate executiv e
branch authority exists at the Executive Office and agenc y
levels to carry out recommendations covered by the issue .
GAO also agrees that the recommendations are consistent wit h
the intent and scope of the Paperwork Reduction Act, which
GAO supports . GAO believes both the issue and the recommen-
dations are feasible . OMB's Administrator for Informatio n
and Regulatory Affairs has not taken action to revise Bulle-
tin 81-21 or to provide further formal guidance to th e
departments and agencies on either the role or the selectio n
of the agency IRM official .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

No specific estimate of savings was developed by th e
PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony

	

Extending the Authorization of th e
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, b y
Charles A . Bowsher, Comptroller Genera l
of the United States, before the Subcom-
mittee on Information Management and
Regulatory Affairs, Senate Committee o n
Governmental Affairs . Apr . 4, 1984 .

GAO/GGD-83-35 Implementing the Paperwork Reductio n
Act : Some Progress, But Many Problem s
Remain (Apr . 20, 1983 )

GAO/GGD-82-9 The Treasury Department and Its Bureau s
Can Better Plan for and Control Compute r
Resources (Feb . 22, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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ADP 3 : ADP ACQUISITION AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Will efforts to promote the current trend in the Genera l
Services Administration's (GSA's) role, which is shifting
from strict oversight of automated data processing/office
automation (ADP/OA) acquisition to granting more agency au-
tonomy and providing technical support, result in cost sav-
ings and improved management efficiencies ?

Calculating governmentwide savings is difficult, accord -
ing to the PPSSCC . It stated that improvements resultin g
from a shorter procurement cycle and centralization of th e
technical support services are changes which can result i n
substantially improved ADP management and operations .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC reported that, although the capabilities and
cost-effectiveness of ADP technology constantly increased
during the 1970s, the government's ability to effectively in-
corporate this technology has not kept pace . The govern-
ment's ADP acquisition process indicates a disproportionat e
concern with "process accountability ." However, despite the
fact that the process involves review upon review, iignatur e
authority after signature authority, there is no one person
or section that is ultimately responsible . Even with multi -
layered review requirements, there is still no ultimatel y
responsible figure . To correct these problems, the PPSSC C
recommended the following :

(1) Upon demonstration of agency technical competence ,
increased procurement authority for ADP/OA systems
and components should be delegated by GSA t o
agencies for a specified period of time .

(2) GSA should publish an acquisition guidebook for ADP
hardware, software, and services .

(3) GSA's Office of Information Resources Management
(OIRM) should add a technical advisory group to th e
Information Resources Procurement Office .

(4) OIRM should continue to maintain an up-to-date ,
complete inventory of all government ADP/OA hard -
ware, software, and communications capabilities ,
except when national security considerations pre -
vent it from doing so .
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(5) The agency Information Resource Manager should
carefully weigh the cost of benchmarking l tech-
niques against the benefits when undertaking a
major acquisition .

On the basis of previous work, GAO generally agrees with
the PPSSCC concerns and the intent of the recommendations .
It believes that good management practices must be used i n
cases when increased agency autonomy is given by GSA . Also ,
criteria and guidance should be published for conducting
evaluations to ensure that agency processes are following th e
desired practices .

Although GSA has issued some guidance regarding acquisi-
tions, GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation that mor e
guidance is needed . GAO believes an inventory of government
hardware, software, and communications capabilities could b e
beneficial if the information maintained is current and ac-
curate . However, it may be an impossible task because of th e
volume of information on the different types of equipment an d
software . A more practical solution may be to maintain onl y
a selected inventory with information that has a demonstrated
managerial benefit related to the cost of the inventory .

GAO believes benchmarking is an appropriate evaluatio n
technique, but it should be used selectively . Also, GAO has
recommended the Federal Procurement Regulations be revised so
that benchmarking is discouraged for computer equipment pro-
curements with a projected system life contract value of les s
than S2 million .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes the recommendations are feasible and tha t
GSA has the authority to implement these recommendations .
The Federal Procurement Regulations Temporary Regulation 71 ,
issued by GSA on July 22, 1983, for the period beginnin g
September 1, 1983, and ending September 30, 1985, raises th e
delegation of procurement authority thresholds, thereby giv-
ing greater autonomy to federal agencies in meeting their ADP
resources needs . GSA has issued the End User's Guide to Buy-
ing Small Computers, dated August 1984, and Managing End Use r
Computing in the Federal Government, dated June 1983, thereby
providing guidance to federal agencies in these areas . GAO
does not have current information on the implementation o f
the PPSSCC recommendations .

I A set of computer programs and associated data tailored t o
represent a particular workload and used to evaluate syste m
performance and cost .
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IVs GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC evaluation that calculatin g
savings is difficult, but it believes that implementing thes e
recommendations could help improve ADP management an d
operations .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-81-20 Government-wide Guidelines and Manage-
ment Assistance Center Needed to Improv e
ADP Systems Development (Feb . 20, 1981 )

Benchmarking : Costly and Difficult, Bu t
Often Necessary When Buying Computer
Equipment or Services (Oct . 22, 1982 )

Continued Use of Costly, Outmode d
Computers in Federal Agencies Can Be
Avoided (Dec . 15, 1980 )

GAO/LCD-80-53

	

Reduced Communications Costs Throug h
Centralized Management of Multiplex
Systems (May 14, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

William Franklin 275-318 8

GAO/AFMD-83- 5

GAO/AFMD-81-9
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ADP 4 : HARDWARE	 AND SOFTWARE RESOURCESMANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"What can be done about the widespread existence o f
economically unsound and technologically obsolete computer
hardware and software, and how can the automated data proces-
sing (ADP) resources of the Federal Government be kept up-
to-date and effective? "

The PPSSCC stated that investments of time and resource s
devoted to this challenge over the next few years could pro -
vide opportunities to save many billions of dollars in th e
late 1960s . It projected that a net savings of $4 billion
could be achieved in the first 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC reported that many ADP systems now in th e
government need to be upgraded or replaced to be responsive
to, and supporting of, agency missions . To accomplish thi s
objective, the PPSSCC recommended that :

(1) Each agency undertake an examination of major ADP
system operations to determine the state of obsoles-
cence and mission responsiveness ;

(2) The agency Information Resource Manager determine
ways and means for consolidating and enhancin g
agencywide systems operations .

(3) The Federal Information Resource Manager, throug h
the General Services Administration (GSA), issue and
advocate the applications of a variety of planning
and technical tools and concepts for the guidance o f
agency ADP operations .

On the basis of previous work, GAO agrees with th e
PPSSCC's recommendations and believes this is an area tha t
warrants intensive high-level management attention . Agencies
should examine their major ADP operations, including bot h
hardware and software, to determine the state of obsolescenc e
and mission responsiveness .

With the necessary technical support from GSA, GA O
believes that agencies can and should conduct a detailed
analysis of individual system effectiveness to find ways o f
consolidating and enhancing systems operations agencywide .
GAO has reported that available alternatives to traditiona l
software development can significantly reduce the cost an d
time needed to satisfy application software needs .
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GAO also supports the PPSSCC's recommendation tha t
better use can be made of planning and technical tools . A
variety of software tools is available, which agencies should
be using to achieve savings and/or greater managemen t
control .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that the recommendations are feasible an d
agrees with the PPSSCC that the agencies have the authority
to implement the first two recommendations and the Office o f
Management and Budget and GSA have the authority to implemen t
the third recommendation . However, strong management suppor t
in the agencies is required to be effective . Some construc-
tive action has already been taken by GSA ; for example ,
forming the Technology Update Program to assist agencies i n
replacing outmoded ADP equipment . The implementation status
of the others is not known by GAO .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO does not believe that the major portion ($3 .4 bil-
lion) of the PPSSCC's savings estimate is attainable withi n
the first 3 years . The PPSSCC apparently used a GAO repor t
(GAO/AFMD-81-9) which reflected the savings obtainable b y
replacing older equipment with leased equipment . GAO' s
sample of four installations was not a statistical sample ,
and thus the savings cannot be projected to the entire
federal government . GAO agrees, however, that this is a goo d
area for savings and should be aggressively pursued .

The remaining portion of the PPSSCC's savings estimat e
($614 million) applies to the use of common systems withi n
the federal government and an estimated 20-percent ongoing
reduction in support requirements . On the basis of prior
work, GAO believes that the ADP personnel savings (normally a
component of the support requirements) from the use of commo n
systems would be allocated to other applications . Therefore ,
the budget reductions probably will not occur .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/AFMD-83-29 Federal Agencies Could Save Time an d
Money with Better Computer Softwar e
Alternatives (May 20, 1983 )

GAO/AFMD-82-4

	

Improving COBOL Applications Can Recover
Significant Computer Resources (Apr . 1 ,
1982 )

GAO/AFMD-81-25 Federal Agencies' Maintenance o f
Computer Programs : Expensive and
Undermanaged (Feb . 26, 1981 )
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GAO/FGMSD-80-38 Wider Use of Better Computer Software , -
Technology Can Improve Management Con-
trol and Reduce Costs (Apr . 29, 1980 )

GAO/AFMD-81-9

	

Continued Use of Costly, Outmoded Com-
puters in Federal Agencies Can B e
Avoided (Dec . 15, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

William Franklin 275-318 8
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ADP 5 :	 TELEPROCESSING RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"How should teleprocessing (TP) technology be managed t o
help achieve Governmental and agency mission objectives in a
cost-effective manner? "

Federal telecommunications operations, including voice ,
data, and video transmission are an =increasingly importan t
management concern . Voice and video communications are out-
side the scope of this study . Data communications (i .e . ,
teleprocessing), however, is an integral component of auto-
mated data processing (ADP) resources management . The PPSSCC
estimated that increased awareness of TP alternatives and ap-
plications, sharing of communication links by multiple agen-
cies, and economies of scale could reduce costs by approxi-
mately $220 million a year . According to the PPSSCC, th e
cumulative net 3-year savings would total $517 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

According to the PPSSCC, (1) TP resource cost is no t
documented separately ; (2) no central inventory exists of th e
current TP applications ; (3) end users' levels of utilization
and cost are not being systematically allocated ; (4) modern
technologies are not being applied to the Federal Telecommun-
ications System, which is managed by the General Service s
Administration (GSA), or to private or leased circuits ; and
(5) individual agencies are generally acquiring data communi-
cations networks from commercial carriers for their own use .

The PPSSCC made the following recommendations to improve
TP resource use and management :

(1) Amend the existing Office of Management and Budge t
(OMB) Circular A-121 to require that budget docu-
ment 43B specifically document subcategories o f
telecommunications costs, including TP, commercia l
services, interagency services, and special purpos e
commitments .

(2) Require GSA, as an extension of the existing AD P
inventory collection, to document the pertinent
characteristics of federally operated dat a
networks .

(3) At a consolidated level, the Federal Informatio n
Resource Manager (FIRM) should conduct, by review-
ing agency five year plans, a complete analysi s
and document ADP systems employing significant ,
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recurring levels of TP resources/cost . The FIRM
should use this mechanism to develop opportunitie s
for cost sharing, higher efficiency data movement ,
and enhanced system effectiveness .

GAO believes this is an important area that warrants at-
tention and supports the first recommendation . In a previou s
report (GAO/MASAD-83-16), GAO pointed out that the governmen t
was not ready to accurately accumulate governmentwide TP cos t
data because of some unresolved inconsistencies .

GAO supports the intent of the second recommendation .
However, GAO believes it may be ineffective to require GSA t o
document the pertinent characteristics of federally operate d
data networks unless the inaccuracies, inconsistencies, an d
lack of common data elements in the existing GSA Communica-
tion Management Information System are resolved .

GAO agrees in principle with the third recommendatio n
that specific agencies should document ADP systems employing
significant, TP resources/costs and that this information
should be used to identify opportunities for cost sharing o r
system improvements . In a previous report (GAO/LCD-80-53) ,
GAO pointed out that the Department of Defense (DOD) an d
several civil agencies had developed consolidated telecommu-
nications systems that replaced numerous individual circuit s
and resulted in significant cost savings . It reported
obstacles, however, to further exploitation of consolidate d
telecommunications . For example, GAO found that maximum
benefits can be achieved only on a governmentwide basis ;
however, no specific policy exists for coordinating DOD an d
civil telecommunications efforts or for using spare capacity
on existing systems . Furthermore, no organization exists to
manage the civil agency problem, but DOD has established on e
for itself . In its report, GAO recommended that a singl e
entity be assigned responsibility for developing and managin g
consolidated telecommunications systems for the entir e
government .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes the first PPSSCC recommendation cannot b e
implemented as stated until the Office of Management and Bud -
get (OMB) ensures that a common cost basis is established fo r
federal tracking and comparison of telecommunications costs .
It believes the second recommendation is feasible for imple-
mentation to the extent that GSA receives a formal federa l
charter . Also, GAO believes the third recommendation i s
feasible and OMB currently has the authority to carry it out .
Existing executive branch authority is also adequate to carr y
out the first two recommendations .
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IV,. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO believes the PPSSCC estimate of 3-year saving s
potential is not supported primarily because of the unavail-
ability of cost data . The recommendation does not appear to
include information from a previous GAO report (GAO/MASAD-
83-16) that cautioned complete cost data for all types of
services and equipment were unavailable .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/MASAD-83-16 Financial Information Lacking on Gov-
ernment Telecommunications Services and
Equipment (Feb . 25, 1983 )

GAO/LCD-80-53

	

Reduced Commissions Costs Through Cen-
tralized Management of Multiplex Sys-
tems (May 14, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

William Franklin 275-318 8
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ADP 6 :	 OFFICE AUTOMATION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can improved planning for and management of office
automation (OA), coupled with increased professional use o f
OA, produce cost savings and/or productivity improvements i n
the Federal Government? "

The PPSSCC estimated the cost savings from increase d
professional and clerical use of OA to be $6 .5 billion over
a 3-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that OA has the potential to
improve the productivity of federal managers, professionals ,
and clerical workers . Federal agencies plan to spend sev-
eral hundred million dollars on this technology in the nex t
few years . However, GAO has found in its previous audi t
work that the lack of strong central management and effec-
tive guidance has resulted in the development of OA systems
that duplicate existing systems, are not compatible wit h
other systems, and are not cost-effective . GAO believe s
that, to reap the potential benefits without wastin g
resources, agencies should establish strong central manage-
ment of OA with better guidance from the General Service s
Administration (GSA) .

The PPSSCC recommended that :

(1) With necessary authorization, the Office o f
Management and Budget (OMB), in concert with the
Federal Information Resources Manager (FIRM) ,
require each government department and agency t o
submit and update annually a status report and
plan for OA, indicating to the work unit level th e
steps and timing of systems implementation and the
number and identity of positions to be reduced .

(2) OMB and GSA, at the direction of the FIRM, provide
plainly worded guidance for departments and agen-
cies, stressing the necessity for strong manage-
ment of OA, including planning long-range strate-
gies, obtaining middle-management support, and
avoiding uncoordinated procurement .

(3) OA expenditures be viewed and justified in term s
of their cost benefits .

(4) Agency Information Resource Managers review
current equipment inventories and planned
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acquisitions of OA resoure

	

to identify opportu-
nities for using equipment to its fullest .

(5) At a governmentwide level, GSA provide a technical
support center to foster the productive acquisi-
tion of OA technology within and among agencies .

(6) Systematic efforts to document and quantify bot h
professional and clerical usage of OA tools b e
undertaken .

(7) GAO publish a schedule of reviews of OA in ever y
federal government agency beginning 1 year from
the acceptance of this report and deliver a cop y
of the schedule, this report, and the GAO study ,
"Strong Central Management of Office Automation
Will Boost Productivity," to the director of each
agency .

Generally, the PPSSCC recommendations for OA point agencie s
in the right direction, with one exception . Recommendation
#7 requires GAO to review OA in every federal governmen t
agency. GAO believes that such reviews are the primar y
responsibility of agency management and internal review .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that legislative action i s
not required to implement the first six recommendations ,
however, Congress will need to appropriate additional sum s
of money to achieve full implementation . If the intent o f
the last recommendation is to require that GAO review OA
activities at every government agency, then legislative
action would be needed . Legislative action would not be
required if the intent is to have GAO publish a schedule of
its reviews of OA .

GAO believes that the recommendations incorporated i n
this issue, with the exception noted above, are feasible .
There is potential for surfacing many implementation and
management problems . As a result of previous audit work in
the OA area, GAO has found that, to avoid such problems ,
certain necessary conditions must be met . These condition s
include, but are not limited to, the following :

--Active support by OMB, as well as by operating agen-
cies, would be required to meet the PPSSCC productiv-
ity goals . Up to now, however, OMB has argued tha t
productivity analysis constitutes but one of many
tools for managing agency programs, and it believe s
the ongoing management efforts provide sufficient
direction .
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--Appropriation action by the Congress would be needed ,
as previously indicated, to provide the necessary
staff to OMB, the Office of Personnel Management ,
GSA, and other agencies and possibly to fund accele-
rated investments in equipment .

--GSA would have to provide the much needed technica l
support center for acquisition of OA technology .
Also, in concert with OMB, it must provide guidanc e
to departments and agencies in their development of
planning for and management of office automation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO is unable to substantiate the PPSSCC cost savings .
Nevertheless, GAO believes that the PPSSCC estimate is base d
on assumptions that are not necessarily appropriate . Speci-
fically, GAO questions whether (1) agencies can successfully
implement OA systems for their professional staff within 3
to 5 years, (2) savings estimates of 10 percent from a few
companies can be applied across the board to a diverse wor k
force of over 2 million, and (3) efficiency savings from OA
systems will be translated into reductions in personnel .

Some companies have successfully implemented limited OA
systems for their professional personnel . However, GAO ha s
identified a significant number of OA failures in the pri-
vate sector . Assuming that there will be failures in the
federal government as well, the cost of such failures need s
to be taken into consideration when estimating net savings .

The PPSSCC estimated clerical cost savings of 12 per -
cent over 3 to 5 years seems more realistic than the esti-
mate of professional cost savings in the same time frame . l
Given strong management oversight, it may be possible to
translate improved efficiency into personnel savings .

GAO also believes that the PPSSCC cost estimate o f
about $4,000 per person for OA equipment, based on fou r
sources, does not adequately reflect the costs of personne l
required to manage, maintain, and evaluate OA systems and t o
train staff in the use of these systems. The additional
personnel costs should significantly increase thei r
equipment-oriented estimate .

1 Clerical applications are primarily aimed at the typing function ,
word processing applications, and other clerical usages, includ-
ing transferring information between business locations and re-
sponding to phone calls . Professional applications allow a per -
son to collect and analyze data ; send and receive data accumu-
lated ; process statistical data ; and perform word processing
functions, including editing and retyping reports .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-82-54

	

Strong Central Management of Office
Automation Will Boost Productivit y
(Sept . 21, 1982 )

GAO/FGMSD-80-63 The Senate Should Explore Other Wor d
Processing Alternatives to Improv e
Cost Effectiveness and Productivit y
(July 17, 1983 )

GAO/FGMSD-79-17 Federal Productivity Suffers Because
Word Processing Is Not Well Managed
(Apr . 6, 1979 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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ADP 9 AND COMM 2 :	 CENSUS SYSTEMSACQUISITION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can significant cost savings/avoidance be achieved by
adopting an alternate approach to the Census Bureau's infor-
mation technology needs, instead of the currently propose d
plan which was prompted by the Office of Management and Bud -
get process for 'Major System' procurement (A-109)? "

According to PPSSCC, if an alternate approach is used ,
$14 .8 million could be saved .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that :

(1) The A-109 policy not be used for procurement o f
the census system .

(2) The Census Bureau discontinue the A-109 procure-
ment process it was employing at the time of th e
PPSSCC review .

(3) The Census Bureau segment its technology need s
into manageable projects .

(4) The Census Bureau apply cost/benefit analysis t o
ADP projects .

GAO agrees with the first two recommendations becaus e
it believes the Census Bureau cannot complete the A-109 pro-
cess in time for the 1990 Decennial Census . The Burea u
endeavored to implement the acquisition of a fully inte-
grated automated data processing and telecommunications sys-
tem, which would meet its mission needs through the mid-
1990s by using the A-109 process . However, by late 1982 ,
the Bureau had fallen about 2 years behind schedule and wa s
concerned that the system could not be fully operational i n
time to meet the needs of the 1990 Decennial Census . There-
fore, GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that alternative approache s
should be considered . The A-109 process is multiphased ,
incorporating four distinct agency head approval points .
The first phase involves preparation of a "Mission Need s
Statement ." The second phase involves exploration of alter -
native systems, the appointment of a manager, and the devel-
opment of an acquisition strategy . Multiple-systems archi-
tects are asked to design a system to fulfill functiona l
requirements specified by the agency . In phase three, two
or more architects are funded to prototype/demonstrate thei r
design concepts . Finally, in phase four, one design i s
selected for full-scale development and eventual release t o
production .
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GAO generally agrees with the other recommendations .
Segmenting the Bureau's technology requirements into manage -
able projects seems to be a prudent approach, considering
the extensiveness and the complexity of the Bureau's techno-
logy requirements . However, the projects should be coordi-
nated and technology should be integrated, where possible .
Cost/benefit analysis is a prudent management principle .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the Census Bureau ha s
the authority to implement the recommendations associate d
with this issue . In fact, in response to the PPSSCC' s
suggestions, the Bureau discontinued use of the A-10 9
approach to ADP acquisitions . And, according to planning
documents, the Bureau plans to apply cost/benefit analysi s
to ADP projects . To some extent, the Bureau appears to hav e
segmented its technology needs into smaller projects, a s
opposed to the single A-109 project previously in place .
GAO is aware of separate projects covering data entry, geo-
graphic support, field office automation, and mainfram e
requirements .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Because GAO has not analyzed the PPSSCC's savings esti-
mate, it cannot comment on the validity of the estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-83-10 The Census Bureau Needs to Plan Now for
a More Automated 1990 Decennial Censu s
(Jan . 11, 1983 )

VI . GAO CCNTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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ADP 10 AND ARMY 15 : IMPROVED ADP MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING-
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Does the existing organizational structure of the Army' s
automated data processing (ADP) function help to maximiz e
ADP's potential productivity savings, and can improvements b e
made to automated data processing/office automation (ADP/OA )
to reduce costs ?

The PPSSCC estimated that, when its recommendations ar e
fully implemented, net savings of $250 million in the firs t
year and $827 .5 million over 3 years are possible .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO believes these issues could have merit as a firs t
step toward effective information resources management
(IRM) . But, Army implementation should take place only afte r
all 15 recommendations and related subrecommendations ar e
carefully analyzed . The PPSSCC's more prominent recommenda-
tions and subrecommendations are :

(1) The Chief of Staff of the Army should begin a n
immediate review of the ramifications of limite d
career paths within ADP and the long-term implica-
tions of noncompetitive salaries .

(2) The Chief of Staff of the Army should direct th e
Corps of Engineers to utilize the Project VIABL E
system--an Army base-level computer replacement
project--for its business functions .

(3) The Chief of Staff of the Army should order th e
formation of an Automation Command, with majo r
command status .

(4) The commander of the new Automation Command shoul d
streamline and clarify the current ADP regulations ,
particularly with respect to procurement .

(5) Project VIABLE procedures should be advertise d
throughout the government as one means of procuring
high technology ADP support .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that ADP career paths an d
incentive awards need reviewing and that current Army ADP
regulations, particularly with respect to ADP procurement ,
need to be streamlined and clarified . GAO also agrees with
the PPSSCC that more Army attention needs to be focused on
ADP management . However, GAO questions the need for forming
an Automation Command with Army-wide ADP responsibilitie s
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when an accountable official with such responsibilitie s
already exists . The Army, like every federal agency, can
benefit from an advocate who is accountable for promotin g
and exploiting ADP technology capabilities . But, such an
advocate should be the agency's information resource s
manager, consistent with the Paperwork Reduction Act of 198 0
(Public Law 96-511) . Without further clarifications, the
Automation Command could easily duplicate as well as confus e
and dilute the role of the information resources manager .

GAO also questions the PPSSCC's recommendation that th e
Army (1) force the Corps of Engineers to adopt the Army' s
Project VIABLE for business functions and (2) advertis e
VIABLE's procurement procedures as one means of procuring
high technology ADP support . GAO believes that forcing any
agency to adopt a specific solution, without carefull y
analyzing all alternatives is not a valid decision . Final-
ly, the fifth PPSSCC recommendation listed above is alread y
required by Office of Management and Budget Circular A-109 .
When procuring major high technology systems, all agencie s
must consider having competition for operational concepts ,
designs, and prototypes as one alternative for meetin g
ag ency needs .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that needed actions can be implemented wit h
the Army's executive-level authority . GAO believes the Army
can better manage its ADP resources, and the PPSSCC ha s
identified several actions that warrant consideration an d
careful Army study . GAO has limited knowledge of the Army' s
progress in responding to the PPSSCC recommendations becaus e
it has not received the Army's report on actions planned o r
already completed . However, GAO has been told the Army
Automation Command has been formed, but many Army automated
logistics systems may not be controlled by it .

W. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO can not formulate any opinion on the validity o f
the identified savings for this issue . The assumptions an d
approaches the PPSSCC used in computing the savings esti-
mates were not revealed, and an association of specific ac-
tions to expected benefits also was not available in th e
PPSSCC report .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

William Franklin 275-318 8
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ADP 11 AND TRANS 5 :	 CONSOLIDATION OF ADP OPERATIONS-
DEPARTMENT	 OF TRANSPORTATION

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Is the Department of Transportation's (DOT's) automate d
data processing (ADP) function executed efficiently, effec-
tively, and economically? The PPSSCC estimated tha t
centralizing and improving coordination would result in a
3-year savings of $46 .4 million .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC reccmmended that the DOT :

!1) Consolidate the ADP functions of the Federal Rail -
road Administration (FRA), National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), Urban Mas s
Transportation Administration (UMTA), Maritim e
Administration (MARAD), Research and Specia l
Programs Administration (RSPA), and Transportation
Computer Center within the Office of the Secretary
by fiscal year 1984 .

(2) Establish structured procedures for all ADP
development .

(3) Make all possible use of DOT's own timesharin g
service at the Transportation Computer Center .

DOT agreed that the PPSSCC's recommendations had meri t
and, in April 1984, it wrote a letter to the Chairman of the
House Appropriations Committee outlining actions it ha d
under way on each PPSSCC recommendation . GAO believes that
the issue and its associated recommendations have merit .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that legislative action i s
not required to implement this proposal . in its April 9 ,
1984, response to the Chairman of the House Appropriation s
Committee, DOT said it had (1) consolidated the Transporta-
tion Computer Center and the Office of Information System s
and Telecommunications Policy within the Office of th e
Secretary ; (2) completed a review of ADP functions in FRA ,
NHTSA, RSPA, UMTA, and MARAD to determine the best approac h
for consolidation ; and (3) appointed a program manager to b e
responsible for initiating and implementing uniform proce-
dures for all ADP system development throughout DOT .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis for assessing the reasonableness o f
the PPSSCC's savings estimate . However, savings estimate s
prepared by DOT cast doubt on the reasonableness of th e
PPSSCC's estimates . According to a DOT work group report, a
more accurate cost savings estimate is $9 .1 million .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Walter Anderson 275-967 5
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ADP 12 AND USAF 13 :	 IMPROVED AUTOMATED
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR

SYSTEMSINFORMATION
FORCE

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Are the Air Force Logistics Command's (AFLC's) auto -
mated data processing (ADP) systems up-to-date, properl y
managed, and cost-effective ?

The PPSSCC expected that effective ADP management an d
office automation would result in substantial cost saving s
in the areas of inventory management and control, mainte-
nance, and personnel reductions . The PPSSCC estimated it s
recommended improvements would generate annual savings o f
$176 .6 million--S579 .8 million over 3 years--and one-time
savings of another $80 million to $150 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes these PPSSCC issnes have merit . The
AFLC's automated systems need modernization . GAO testified
to this effect before the Senate Armed Services Committee on
October 26, 1983 . GAO agrees with PPSSCC statements tha t
AFLC should (1) have measurable objectives for its AD P
systems, stated and accounted for in terms of functional ,
financial, and timespan impacts; (2) emphasize functional
effectiveness and de-emphasize technical considerations ; (3 )
make ADP system users responsible for computer-based design ,
cost, and mission effectiveness ; and (4) pursue and expedite
completion of system improvements already started .

GAO has reported that benefits should result when agen-
cy managers have clearly defined objectives for managing ADP
procurements and system development projects . Further, GAO ,
the Office of Management and Budget, and the General Ser-
vices Administration believe functional effectiveness shoul d
be emphasized in ADP requirement definitions, cost justifi-
cations, and expected mission benefit descriptions . Also ,
in the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-511) ,
the Congress stated that mission effectiveness must be con-
sidered along with economic and technical efficiencies whe n
automated alternatives are being evaluated . However, GAO
does not fully agree with the PPSSCC on AFLC's need t o
respond quickly to stated recommendations . Before it takes
action, AFLC must first ensure that such efforts will pro-
duce critical yet cost-effective mission support .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that the PPSSCC recommendations are practi-
cal and can be implemented with existing executive-leve l
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authority . GAO believes the essence of the PPSSCC recommen-
dations have governmentwide application, but central agenc y
procedures and criter'a guidance would have to be developed .

GAO has not received the Air Force's report on its ac-
tions to implement the PPSSCC recommendations . Therefore ,
GAO cannot comment on the Air Force's overall actions an d
progress .

IV ® GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO can not formulate a position on the validity of th e
PPSSCC identified savings . The PPSSCC savings/estimates ,
assumptions, and/or approaches are not discussed in suffi-
cient detail . Therefore, GAO cannot link recommended ac-
tions to savings . Moreover, $450 million of the S579 . 8
million 3-year savings total relates to the base-leve l
modernization program (Phase IV), which is not AFLC -
controlled . Also, an AFLC updated economic analysis for its
stock control and distribution project (dated Oct . 12, 1984 )
states that one-time savings of $14 .2 million could be real-
ized from the reduced processing time associated with suppl y
transactions . However, the PPSSCC's estimate of the saving s
to be realized from the reduced processing time was betwee n
$80 million and $150 million .

V ® RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-81-20 Government-wide Guidelines and Manage-
ment Assistance Center Needed to
Improve ADP Systems Developmen t
(Feb . 20, 1981 )

GAO/FGMSD-80-15 The Air Force Should Cancel Plans t o
Acquire Two Computer Systems at Most
Bases (Oct . 26, 1979 )

GAO/AFMD-83-58 Status of the "Phase IV" Base Leve l
Computer Replacement Program (Mar . 16 ,
1983 )

GAO/IMTEC-84-7 Air Force Progress in Implementing th e
Phase IV Base Level Computer• Replace-
ment Program (Jan . 18, 1984 )

William Franklin 275-3188
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ADP 13 AND EPA 11 :	 AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) ap-
prove and implement the recommendations outlined in th e
Recommended A •proach for Consolidated Mana' ement of th e
A9ele's ADPResources? (Final report of the Automate Dat a
Processing (ADP) Consolidation Task Force, Feb . 11982) The
PPSSCC estimated the 3-year savings to be S22 .2 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that EPA immediately implemen t
the recommendations published in EPA's ADP task force
report, develop system manuals, and initiate a comprehensiv e
computer processing capacity study . GAO agrees with each
recommendation and with the PPSSCC position that EPA should
consolidate and centralize its management and planning o f
ADP resources-hardware, software, and telecommunications .
This proposal is supported by recommendations made in pre-
vious GAO reports . GAO believes that EPA should reorganize
to address agencywide issues in lieu of a decentralized
organizational structure that would likely have parochia l
views of user needs and services .

Further, on the basis of generally accepted ADP poli-
cies, procedures, and guidelines, GAO believes that EPA
needs to more effectively plan for all ADP services, includ-
ing the establishment of a continual planning process con-
sistent with agency mission and program objectives . In ad-
dition, GAO believes that EPA needs to eliminate redundan t
system development activities and better manage contractor s
who develop EPA's ADP systems . These actions should result
in more cost-effective ADP operations .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF EMPLEMENTATION A ORITY ® FEASIBILITY &
AND STATUS

EPA has the authority to implement the PPSSC C
recommendations . GAO believes the recommendations are
feasible and should be implemented . EPA has not acted on
GAO's or PPSSCC's recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis for assessing the 3-year saving s
estimate of S22 .2 million . However, GAO believes that mor e
effective planning for ADP resources, coupled with a
consolidation of ADP operations and system developmen t
activities, should result in significant sayings .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-$0-18 Stronger Management of EPA's Informatio n
Resources Is Critical to Meeting Program
Weeds (Mar . 10, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Walter Anderson 275-967 5
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ADP 14 AND HEALTH 6 : HCFA EDP INDEPENDENCE FROM SS A

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Is it possible to provide the Health Care Financin g
Administration (HCFA) with Electronic Data Processing (EDP )
independence from the Social Security Administration (SSA )
at a minimum cost and increase efficiency and managemen t
accountability? "

A minimum annual net savings of $73 million, with a n
additional estimated savings of $25 million, can be obtaine d
after the full implementation of a proposed state-of-the ar t
HCFA EDP system . (The PPSSCC estimated that savings woul d
be $324 million during the first 3 years . )

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO believes this issue has merit and generally agree s
with the three PPSSCC recommendations . The PPSSCC recom-
mended that HCFA :

Z1) Consolidate data processing into a new HCFA
bureau, under a career professional manager wh o
would report directly to the Administrator .
Although it has not made a similar formal recom-
mendation, GAO agrees with the general thrust o f
this recommendation .

(2) Charge the HCFA Office of Information Planning an d
Development with creating a long-range strategi c
plan for using EDP as a management tool . GAO has
generally endorsed the planning concepts embodie d
in this recommendation .

(3) Authorize a pilot test of the system to provide a
direct telecommunications linkage between provid-
ers and HCFA (SPIDER) . GAO believes, based on it s
review of the PPSSCC's description of the SPIDER
proposal, that the system offers substantia l
operational improvements and potential savings .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that each of the three PPSSCC recommenda-
tions can be implemented with existing executive branc h
authority . GAO found no legal impediment to administrative
implementation of the PPSSCC's recommendation to consolidat e
HCFA's data processing functions into a new bureau . The
PPSSCC believes that such a consolidation may require con-
gressional action . GAO believes that implementation of eac h
of the PPSSCC's recommendations is feasible .
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GAO ALTSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC recommended that HCFA authorize a pilot tes t
of the SPIDER system to provide a direct telecommunications
link between health providers and HCFA . The savings esti-
mate ($324 million) is difficult to assess because th e
PPSSCC provided little information on how the savings wer e
calculated . GAO believes, however, that the PPSSCC estimate
of costs and benefits could be misinterpreted, since th e
estimate reflects the combined costs and benefits of tw o
separate recommendations (HCFA EDP independence and th e
SPIDER project) . GAO believes that 3-year investment cost s
cited by the PPSSCC for the implementation period may be
understated because (1) software costs in relation to
hardware costs appear too low and (2) no training costs ar e
included .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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AG	 2 :	 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The PPSSCC said tha t

"Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) managemen t
information systems [which provide management
information in the areas of program support an d
administration] should be improved to allow mor e
effective management of the Agency and its loa n
portfolio, to reduce costs at the nationa l
office, and to reduce the work load of field per-
sonnel . Estimated savings from improved manage-
ment information are difficult to quantify, bu t
are in the order of $178 million in cash acceler-
ations in recovered delinquent principal an d
interest and $17 .8 million in reduced interes t
cost to the U .S . Treasury . In addition, savings
from the recommended reorganization [consolida-
tion of two divisions that receive data from th e
field offices] are approximately $673,000 per
year . Cost savings total $61 .1 million ove r
three years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The major sources of FmHA management information ar e
the Finance Office in St . Louis, Missouri, and direct con -
tact with local field personnel . About 2,300 state, dis-
trict, and county offices report monthly, quarterly, an d
semiannual data to FmHA's Management Information System s
Development Division (MISDD) and Resources Managemen t
Systems Division (RMS) . The PPSSCC believes that, in gen-
eral, the management information generated by FmHA's Financ e
Office, RMS, and MISDD is inadequate for the effectiv e
management of FmHA's loan portfolio and the agency . For
example, the PPSSCC believes that a great deal of potentia l
cost savings exists for borrowers to graduate out of FmHA -
assisted credit. However, one of the problems facing FmHA
is a lack of adequate information to identify such eligibl e
borrowers . The PPSSCC states that generating such informa-
tion through the ranking or aging of FmHA°s loan portfoli o
would alleviate this problem and increase loan graduations .

In two reports in 1978 and 1980 (see section V), GAO
pointed out the need for FmHA to improve its managemen t
information system and recommended corrective actions . GAO
also testified in duly 1980 before the Subcommittee o n
Legislation and National Security of the House Committee o n
Government Operations on improvements needed in FmHA° s
computer-based unified management information system . FmHA
has stated that the PPSSCC proposal is acceptable and tha t
work on implementing these improvements is underway .
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GAO's reviews hove not included evaluations that con-
sidered the specific PPSSCC recommendations within th e
issue . But GAO generally supports actions of the types pro-
posed; that is, improving the control and maintenance o f
management information reports, making forms and reports a s
useful as possible, obtaining user feedback to e nsure
reports are needed, focusing attention on delinquent loan s
and on opportunities for loan graduations, and eliminatin g
unnecessary organizational duplication .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that the recommendations can be imple-
mented through the FmHA Administrator's existing authority .
FmHA recognizes the weaknesses in its management informatio n
systems and has improvement efforts underway . Principally ,
the design of a new program accounting system is being com-
pleted and the system is expected to be operational durin g
fiscal year 1986 . FmHA's method of implementing othe r
recommenc'.ations in this issue is a series of automatic dat a
processing (ADP) development projects which will be phase d
in over the next few years .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Because the PPSSCC's savings estimate of $61 .1 million
is, by its own admission, extremely hypothetical, GAO di d
not further analyze the estimate to determine its reason-
ableness . According to FmHA, it believes that the mer e
availability of more current information is highly unlikel y
to lead to savings of the magnitude proposed . In addition ,
FmHA states that a substantial one-time cost will be in-
curred in fiscal year 1985 to purchase automated equipmen t
and software in order to put the management informatio n
improvements in place . According to the U .S . Department o f
Agriculture's implementation status report date: October 3 ,
1984, no savings will b realized until new equipment i s
operational .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony

	

Farmers Home Administration' s
Computer-Based Unified Managemen t
Information System, by Henry Eschwege ,
Director, Community and Economic
Development Division, before the
Subcommittee on Legislation and Nationa l
Security, House Committee on Governmen t
Operations (July 24, 1980 )

GAO/CED®80-67 Farmers Home Administration's AD P
Development Project-Current Statu s
and Unresolved Problems (Feb . 19, 1980 )
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GAO/CED-78-68 FmHA Needs to Better Plan, Direct ,
Develop, and Control Its Computer-Based
Unified Management Information System
(Feb . 27, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG 36 :	 ASCS ® COUNTY OFFICE AUTOMATION STUDY

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"The current Department of Agriculture (USDA) impleme n-
tation schedule for the automation of county offices should
he accelerated by two years . Actual full savings woul d
accrue after 1985, rather than after 1987 as in the USDA
plan . The present value of only the acceleration of futur e
savings would be $2 .7 million . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMNENDATION S

USDA's Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Ser-
vice (ASCS) proposed that its county offices throughout the
United States be automated . The office automation (OA )
decision was made on the basis of pilot tests conducted a t
various ASCS county offices . Aware of ASCS' proposed OA ,
the PPSSCC saw an opportunity for greater savings by accel-
erating ASCS' implementation schedule .

The PPSSCC recommended that the Chief of ASCS :

(1) Direct the appropriate ASCS personnel responsible
for the county OA effort to complete a comprehen-
sive, detailed implementation plan for all remain-
ing work required to complete the automatio n
effort .

(2) Require the development of a more aggressiv e
implementation schedule for the completion of th e
project . This schedule should provide for the
completion of the project by, the end of calenda r
year 1985 .

(3) Arrange for the procurement of an automated proj -
ect management software product which incorporates
a critical path scheduling method to assist in the
management of the project .

ASCS conducted two OA pilot tests . The first was con-
ducted at the ASCS county office in Crawford County, Kansas ,
from May 1980 to March 1982 . The second test was conducte d
in seven county offices in different states and different
crop-growing regions . In April 1983, ASCS began a
cost/benefit analysis to establish the economic feasibilit y
of automating ASCS field offices . This analysis was com-
pleted in September 1983 .

GAO does not believe this issue or the principal recom-
mendation to accelerate the OA implementation has merit .
However, the two supporting recommendations (numbers 1 an d
3) have merit and should be implemented at the appropriate
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time . The recommendation by PPSSCC for accelerating the
ASCS schedule for automation of county offices by 2 year s
was based, in part, on ASCS' reports on the first pilot tes t
and the planning documents for the second pilot test . In a
recent report (GAO/IMTEC-84-11, May 25, 1984), GAO reviewe d
the cost/benefit analysis of the nationwide automation o f
county offices and concluded that this analysis may b e
flawed . It found that most of ASCS' estimated benefits (8 2
percent) were based on projections of staff time saved an d
improved accuracy . However, time saved, which accounts fo r
over half the benefits, was based on county employees' esti-
mates based on individual jugdment, and ASCS included n o
plans to reduce staff as a consequence of time saved . Fur-
ther, the accuracy improvements were not substantiated by
evidence, and other benefits were overstated . Estimated
costs for equipment and maintenance, which were the larges t
cost categories identified, appear to have been under -
stated . Also, ASCS plans to use technology that was no t
pilot tested, which increases the risk of unforesee n
expenses .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that USDA has the authorit y
to implement the recommendations without further legislativ e
action .

Because of the substantial uncertainty in its esti-
mates, ASCS' cost/benefit analysis was defective . GAO
recognizes that predictions are difficult to substantiate ,
but it believes that better information is needed befor e
ACS commits its full resources to OA at the county of-
fices . The fact that ASCS has not tested the software tha t
is intended for implementation further increases risk .

GAO recommended that the ASCS proceed with the proto-
type project in three states and defer the planned nation -
wide automation of state and county offices until the proto-
type had provided better cost/benefit information and ha d
tested the technology . ASCS later agreed with the Hous e
Appropriations Committee to implement such a prototype pro -
gram. GAO believes ASCS should proceed with this pla n
before committing itself to a nationwide procurement .
According to the USDA, the status of implementation of thi s
issue was "on hold" as of September 30, 1984 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The projected PPSSCC savings are based on ASCS cos t
savings estimates . As stated earlier, GAO found the ASC S
cost/benefit analysis flawed and, therefore, does no t
believe the PPSSCC savings are realistic .
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V, RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/IMTEC-84-11 ASCS Needs Better Information t o
Adequately Assess Proposed County and
State Office Automation (May 25 ,
1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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AG 48 :	 IMPROVE DATA PROCESSING PLANNING PROCES S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC, "the Forest Service shoul d
improve planning for a $75 million distributed dat a
processing system ." Once implemented, this system wil l
gather and maintain information using about 1,45 0
computers . The PPSSCC estimated a 3-year savings of $4 3
million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that the Forest Service improv e
its planning activities and the organizational structur e
needed to effectively support distributed data processing .
On the basis of recent audit efforts at the Forest Service ,
GAO agrees the Forest Service should improve its plannin g
process. The Forest Service's planning should be a contin-
ual process, updated periodically to reflect changing need s
and conditions . Further, the plan should address the fol-
lowing elements : organizational involvement, direction ,
structure, control, and reporting . GAO also believes tha t
planning should have been completed before the minicomputers
were installed in late 1983 .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The Forest Service has the authority to implement th e
recommendations to improve its planning activities . Thi s
action is feasible and should result in a planning proces s
that provides the basis for continuing with the installatio n
of over 1,000 Data General minicomputers at the Fores t
Service's field offices . Although the Forest Service ha s
attempted to strengthen its planning activities, a recen t
GAO survey determined that more needs to be done .

On the basis of GAO work, the Committee of Conference o n
Agriculture's fiscal year 1985 appropriations directed tha t
the Forest Service implement its management and technica l
recommendations to improve its nationwide use o f
minicomputers .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC provided no solid support to validate it s
savings estimate . The PPSSCC's estimated cost avoidance
savings should be supported by a comprehensive analysis o f
the time agency personnel spend gathering, maintaining ,
processing, and/or analyzing information . GAO found no
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evidence that such an analysis was conducted . The PPSSCC
estimated a reduction of 5 to 10 percent in the amount o f
information to be handled . GAO found no evidence that a
comprehensive analysis of the present and future workloa d
was completed to justify this estimr -ced 5 to 10 percent
reduction .

Wichout the benefit of cost and workload analyses, GA O
is not in a position to agree or disagree with the PPSSCC' s
3-year savings estimate of $43 million .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-81-16 Department of Agriculture Needs Leader-
ship in Managing its Information Re-
sources (June 19, 1981 )

GAO/CED-81-15 Forest Service's Region 5 Should Con-
sider Less Costly Ways to Meet Word and
Data Processing Needs (Oct . 23, 1980 )

VI ® GAO CONTACT

Walter Anderson 275-967 5
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BUS-CPSC 3 : AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Can data processing costs at the Consumer Produc t
Safety Commission (CPSC) be reduced by moving from a time -
sharing service to an in-house facility? The PPSSCC esti-
mated a total net savings over the 3-year period to be $0 . 9
million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

On the basis of generally accepted automated data pro-
cessing (ADP) policies, procedures, and guidelines, GAO gen-
erally agrees with the overall merits of the issue raised b y
the PPSSCC, but it does not believe the PPSSCC is in a posi-
tion to determine the most cost-effective alternative . GAO
believes CPSC should analyze user requirements, alternativ e
approaches, and cost benefits to justify the most cost -
effective approach . In addition, GAO agrees with the recom-
mendation that calls for the establishment of a managemen t
advisory ADP committee (a "users" committee) . GAO also
agrees with the recommendations that CPSC prepare a
long-range ADP plan . These actions and plans should help
improve data processing service at a lower cost to the
government .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

CPSC has the authority to implement the PPSSCC recom-
mendations . Further, these actions proposed by the PPSSCC
are feasible and should be started at the earliest possible
date . GAO does not have a status report on the CPSC's re-
sponse to these recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO is not in a position to substantiate potentia l
savings of $0 .9 million over the 3-year period . To support
such savings requires analysis of additional factors no t
identified by the PPSSCC, such as facilities modifications ,
maintenance, space, depreciation, conversion of software ,
etc .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Walter Anderson 275-967 5
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BUS-FCC 2s AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the Federal Communications Commission (FCC )
evaluate the cost-effectiveness of its recent move from a
centralized to a decentralized data processing environment ?
The PPSSCC reported that savings would result from th e
increased use of data processing resources . However, the
PPSSCC did not quantify the savings in its report .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that FCC postpone its networ k
program, which will link all of its decentralized facili-
ties, until an analysis of functional requirements is
completed .

On the basis of generally accepted automated data pro-
cessing (ADP) policies, procedures, and guidelines, GAO
agrees with the PPSSCC position that FCC evaluate the cost-
effectiveness of its ADP operations before proceeding with
its network program . All user requirements should be vali-
dated and then analyzed to determine the information that
needs to be shared or transferred . On the basis of this de -
termination, FCC should then evaluate the requirement for
linking microcomputers to central computers . Evaluating the
data processing requirements at the decentralized microcom-
puter level and the centralized computer level should be
viewed from total agency functional requirements. It should
not merely be an analysis of the linking of microcomputer s
to central computers without proper justification .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

FCC has the authority to implement the PPSSCC recommen-
dation. Further, GAO believes that FCC should begin it s
evaluation as soon as practicable to provide cost-effective
data processing services for its users . GAO does not have a
status report on the FCC's response to this recommendation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO agrees that savings cannot be easily quantified .
However, more effective ADP operations should reduce dat a
processing costs .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI® GAG CONTACT

Walter Anderson 275-967 5
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COMM 6 : MODIFICATION OF PATENT AND TRADEMARK AUTOMATION PLAN

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) effectivel y
automate its operations without installing all of the 3,60 0
workstations called for in its long-term automation plan ?

The PPSSCC's work suggests that the PTO can effectivel y
automate its operations with fewer workstations than calle d
for in the current plan and can save approximately S3 mil -
lion over the first 3 years and up to $89 million over an
8-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

On the basis of its preliminary work now being per-
formed at PTO, GAO agrees that PTO may be able to effec-
tively automate its operations without installing all of the
3,600 workstations, including one dedicated workstation fo r
each patent examiner . GAO also agrees that PTO should care-
fully assess workstation needs in a pilot test environmen t
before acquisition . According to PTO's Administrator for
Automation, the initial workstation requirements were based
on educated assumptions about patent examiner work activity ,
not on actual observations . GAO believes that actual work -
station pilot test observations would provide a more accu-
rate assessment of PTO's user requirements .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

PTO has authority to implement the PPSSCC's recommenda-
tion for pilot testing before acquiring all workstations .
This pilot test is feasible and could be done after som e
workstations are installed . According to PTO's Administra-
tor for Automation, in early 1984, PTO analyzed the poten-
tial waiting time an examiner may experience with share d
workstations . While PTO has not made a final decision i n
this area, the PTO official stated that the assessment indi-
cated that five workstations for every six examiners may no t
be adequate because the cost of examiner waiting time may be
greater than the cost of the additional workstation . PTO' s
refined analysis indicates that the PPSSCC's assessment o f
PTO's requirement for 3,600 workstations may not be valid .
Nevertheless, PTO plans to validate its requirements for al l
3,600 workstations before acquiring them .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC's cost savings estimates are based on gener -
alizations about PTO patent examiner work flow and prac-
tices . As such, the estimated savings extrapolated from
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these generalizations are without analytical basis . Never-
theless, the idea of pilot testing examiner workstation
needs remains plausible, and GAO believes a refined PTO
analysis of examiner workstation needs is warranted .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FGMSD-80-40 Feasibility of Automating the Search
Process at the Patent and Trademar k
Office (May 9, 1980 )

V7 . GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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ED 2 :	 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND INTERNALCONTROLS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the financial exposure of the Department o f
Education to waste, fraud, abuse, and error be reduced by
the elimination of major weaknesses and deficiencies in
management information systems and internal controls ?

An estimated $763 .5 million can be saved over a
3-year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC concluded that overall improvements in th e
department's financial management systems are needed . To
achieve this, PPSSCC specifically recommended that the
department :

--conduct an in-depth review of existing management
information systems and internal controls ,

--revise the general account structure ,

--assess the areas where exposure to waste, fraud ,
abuse, and error is greatest ,

--assign clear responsibility for controls and hold
those involved accountable, and

--increase audit coverage and implement audit recom-
mendations in a timely manner .

GAO has previously reported problems with the infor-
mation systems--both management and financial--at th e
department . In September 1981, GAO reported on tw o
occasions internal control weaknesses in the Nationa l
Direct Student Loan Programs and the need for a bette r
Guaranteed Student Loan Information System .

Further, during our review of the department' s
first-year implementation of the Federal Managers' Finan-
cial Integrity Act, GAO concluded that improvements ar e
needed in the accounting systems to control and accoun t
for funds effectively and efficiently . The departmen t
also stated in its final certification letter to th e
President and the Congress that their financial managemen t
and accounting systems have weaknesses . For example, th e
accounting system control in the Accounts Receivabl e
System and the Department of Education Payment System
(FMPMTS) do not provide reasonable assurance that th e
systems classify, summarize, and report receivables an d
payments in a timely and accurate manner .
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III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recommendations can generally be imple-
mented through action by the department . Only the recom-
mendation proposing increased audit coverage require s
congressional action . The Congress would have to author-
ize additional hiring authority for the department to
increase its Inspector General staff . GAO believes that
the recommendations set forth by PPSSCC are viable and
should be implemented . Successful implementation of these
recommendations should help improve financial management
in the department .

The Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act (FMFIA )
of 1982 established a governmentwide framework for improv-
ing and monitoring the effectiveness of program financia l
management in federal agencies . This act amends the
Budget and Accounting Act of 1950, and requires eac h
federal agency to establish systems of internal accounting
and administrative controls that can provide reasonabl e
assurance that (1) obligations and costs comply with
applicable law ; (2) funds, property, and other assets ar e
safeguarded from waste, loss, unauthorized use, or thefts ;
and (3) revenues and expenditures are properly recordea ,
accounted for, and reported . Further the act require s
each agency to assess its accounting systems fo r
compliance with accounting principles and standard s
prescribed by the Comptroller General .

The Department of Education made an evaluation of it s
system of internal accounting and administrative contro l
in conjunction with the requirements of the act . The
evaluation was conducted in accordance with the guideline s
for the evaluation and improvement of and reporting on
internal control systems in the federal government . This
evaluation also considered whether the system of interna l
accounting and administrative control was in complianc e
with the accounting principles and standards prescribed b y
the Comptroller General .

GAO believes that the department's efforts fo r
evaluating and reporting on its internal control an d
accounting systems are a step in the right direction .
Since the act requires the department to issue an annua l
statement on its internal control and accounting, GAO i s
hopeful that improvements will result in the future .

In addition, during the first year implementation of
the FMFIA, the Department of Education assessed its E D
Financial Management Information System (the genera l
ledger) in accordance with the accounting principles an d
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standards prescribed by the Comptroller General . The
evaluation report of the system states that the system i s
costly and cumbersome to operate . It also states that th e
system needs replacing as quickly as possible because o f
numerous deficiencies such as untimeliness, duplication ,
and extensive manual intervention . GAO believes th e
department needs a modern, efficient, and compatibl e
system that contains the necessary internal controls .

To satisfy the act's requirments, the department wil l
have to evaluate continuously its systems of interna l
accounting and administrative controls . These systems are
necessary not only for financial and administrative
activities, but for program and operational activities as
well . In addition, the department will have to develop a
plan to evaluate, improve, and report on its interna l
control systems in the most efficient and effective
manner .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO has previously reported that significant savings
could be achieved through improvements in the department' s
financial systems. The PPSSCC does not present sufficien t
information for GAO to ascertain if the estimated saving s
can he realized .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD 84-57 Significant Improvements Seen I n
Efforts To Collect Debts Owed Th e
Government (Apr . 28, 1983 )

GAO/HRD 81-124 Stronger Actions Needed To Recove r
$730 Million In Defaulted Nationa l
Direct Student Loans (Sept . 30, 1981 )

GAO/HRD 81-139 Guaranteed Student Loan Information
System Needs A Thorough Redesign T o
Account For The Expenditure of
Billions (Sept . 24, 1981 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

John Simonette 275-945 9
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ED 9 :	 ADP OPERATIONS AND SYSTEMS DEVELOPMEN T

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the realignment of automated data processing (ADP )
resources within the Department of Education (the Depart-
ment) provide state-of-the-art management information sys-
tems and internal control functions as well as more effec-
tive administration of Department programs? "

The PPSSCC projected that $19 .4 million could be saved
over 3 years by improving ADP design and management .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC twat better information man-
agement, tighter controls of program funds, and reduce d
annual ADP operating costs can be achieved by improving AD P
management and by converting from the present antiquated AD P
systems to state-of-the-art technology . The large expendi-
ture of resources to develop ADP systems requires effectiv e
planning and management control . GAO believes that organi-
zational involvement, direction, structure, control, and re-
porting requirements will prevent the most serious problem s
encountered in ADP systems development projects . If proper-
ly implemented, the nine recommendations for the Departmen t
(such as establishing responsibility and accountability for
ADP plans, establishing a steering committee, and upgradin g
the knowledge and skills of the ADP staff) should provid e
for better ADP management controls and improved data pro-
cessing support .

In its 1981 report (GAO/HRD-81-139), GAO noted weak-
nesses in ADP management controls in the Guaranteed Studen t
Loan (GSL) information system . These weaknesses included
incomplete data and inadequate controls . GAO recommended
that the Department (1) improve management controls for AD P
system life-cycle management and for the development of AD P
systems under contract and (2) develop cor t-rehensive plan s
and timetables for completing and implementing a total GS L
system redesign . These recommendations are consistent with
those made by the PPSSCC .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that existing agency author-
ity is adequate to implement the nine recommendations . Th e
Department has implemented six recommendations by (1) di-
recting the Deputy Secretary for Management to take respon-
sibility for the ADP function, (2) establishing an AD P
steering committee, (3) upgrading the knowledge and skill s
of the ADP staff, (4) using local area networking ,
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(5) adopting the Environmental Protection Agency ® s automated
procurement tracking system, and (6) issuing clarifyin g
directives on office automation .

The Department has a consultant/task force working o n
two of the issues to assess the feasibility of the recommen-
dations . These recommendations call for the Department t o
(1) ensure the specifications for the three major ADP recom-
petitions have been upgraded as much as possible and (2 )
establish a comprehensive data dictionary to eliminat e
redundant data and to provide singular definitions for eac h
data element .

The Department believes that it cannot implement th e
remaining recommendation calling for it to reexamine the AD P
procurement strategy and to incorporate some of the success-
ful approaches used by other federal agencies because the
Department uses more contractors than most other agencie s
and it also uses basic ordering agreements .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The major premise of the PPSSCC's cost savings estimat e
is not supportable . Information was not available within
the Department to make an accurate estimate of savings .
Therefore, the PPSSCC used the "business judgement" of it s
survey members . GAO believes that the savings estimate
should be based on a more rigorous analysis than "busines s
judgement . "

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/HRD-81-139 Guaranteed Student Loan Information
System Needs A Thorough Redesign t o
Account for the Expenditure of Bil-
lions (Sept . 24, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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ENLRGY • AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

What is the potential for cost savings or improved ef-
fectiveness in the Department of Energy's (DOE's) use of au-
tomated data processing (ADP)? The PPSSCC estimated tha t
cost savings from better management of facilities, deferral s
of new equipment, and better resource sharing would resul t

in savings of $3R .5 million over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommendations to DOE related to bette r
management control over the acquisition and use of AD P
resources . In summary, the recommendations stressed that :

--The Office of ADP Management (OADPM) should be give n
approval authority over all software development fo r
management information systems, including adopting
departmentwide standards for systems development .

-

	

-Objectives for cost-effective use of ADP should b e
built into contracts for the operation of AD P
facilities at government-owned, contractor-operated

sites .

--Each site should be required to report ADP equipmen t
use in such a way that OADPM can determine when an d
how much of that equipment capacity is actually bein g
used .

-

	

-OADPM should follow ui. on whatever recommendation i t
makes regarding resource sharing opportunities b y
requiring a standacd report that would requir e
facilities to justify the reasons why--if applica;le
--potential sharing arrangements were not feasible .

-

	

-The planning and approval functions of OADPM and
the Office of Computer Services and Telecommunic a-
tions should be combined .

On the basis of prior GAO work at DOE, GAO agrees tha t
better management of software, hardware, and telecommunica-
tions resources could improve ADP operations at DOE . Fy
implementing standards for departmentwide approval and fo r
software development, DOE could reduce duplication an d
ensure maximum practicable compatibility . Better use of
hardware, including cost incentives for better use of AD P
facilities, better resources utilization reporting, and mor e
resource sharing would also be cost beneficial to DOE .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that each of the recommendations related t o
this issue can be implemented under existing authority . The
magnitude of DOE's ADP operations--over 350 major informa-
tion systems and 50 major computing facilities--require s
that any operational changes be thoroughly planned and care -
fully executed . Although DOE has stated that the recommen-
dations are good, it has not taken a definite position o n
whether they would be implemented .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has not performed recent audit work at DOE tha t
would validate the savings forecasted by the PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/EMD-78-60

	

Department of Energy's Consolidation
of Information Activities Need s
Improvement (May 3, 1978 )

GAO/EMD-82-71

	

DOE Needs to Strengthen Computer
Performance Evaluation and Improve
Documentation of Procurement Actions
(Apr . 29, 1982 )

GAO/EMD-81-102 Greater Use of Satellite Telecommuni-
cations to Link ADP Facilities Coul d
Save Millions (June 19, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Walter Anderson 275-967 5
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EMS 2 : EXECUTIVE BRANCH INFORMATION SYSTEMS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Would the implementation of common automated adminis-
trative systems by Federal agencies reduce system develop-
ment, maintenance, and operation costs and increase th e
availability and usefulness of Executive Branch managemen t
information? "

The PPSSCC found that the acquisition and implementa-
tion of common systems would save substantial resources and
would improve management information overall . According to
the PPSSCC's Automated Data Processing/Office Automation
Task Force, annual savings achieved from the acquisition an d
operation of common systems in federal agencies could reac h
about $1 billion by full implementation . Since the Federal
Management Systems Task Force recommended that first prior-
ity be given to developing and installing a common payrol l
system, this report estimated and projected savings for th e
payroll portion of the overall systems program .

While the acquisition of a common payroll system woul d
require an investment in the first 3 years, the PPSSCC
believes significant savings could be achieved by the tim e
such a system was installed governmentwide . Specifically ,
the acquisition of a common payroll system is projected to
cost $3 .3 million in the first year, $3 .6 million in the
second, and $4 .1 million in the third . By year 13 (after
full implementation), the government is expected to hav e
achieved a cumulative net savings of $734 .9 million, with a
decrease of approximately 2,000 staff-years in payrol l
clerical effort .

The PPSSCC also believes that additional benefits coul d
be achieved through the increased availability of managemen t
information . If common systems were designed, developed ,
and implemented, information would be more readily availabl e
to executive branch managers from the many departments an d
agencies and would be more compatible .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommended that the President :

(1) Establish a program for replacing agency-uniqu e
automated systems with common systems .

(2) Designate the Office of Federal Management (OFM )
as responsible for policy guidance, system design ,
acquisition, and maintenance .
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(3) Identify the management information needed by
agency heads and by central administrative agen-
cies (Office of Management and Budget, Office o f
Personnel Management, Department of the Treasury ,
and General Services Administration (GSA)) .

(4) Designate payroll as the first common system to b e
followed by accounts receivable, retirement/pen-
sion, general accounting, accounts payable, fixed-
asset systems, and budgeting .

GAO generally supports the concept of common compute r
software systems as advocated by the PPSSCC in this issue .
GAO believes it is more cost-effective to have a limite d
number of systems developed and maintained for use by multi-
ple agencies and/or departments than to have each federa l
organization develop and maintain its own unique system .

The PPSSCC recommendations are consistent with recom-
mendations made in various GAO reports . For example, in
GAO/AFMD-83-29, GAO urged greater use of software package s
as well as reuse of existing software and urged GSA to con -
duct pilot projects on common software for common applica-
tions . GAO believes common systems can be cost-effectiv e
and provide more reliable software .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, VEASIRILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes each PPSSCC recommendation on this issu e
can be implemented without congressional action, except fo r
the second one . The second recommendation is related to and
dependent upon PPSSCC issue FMS-1, which concerns the estab-
lishment of OFM . GAO believes the establishment of OFM wil l
require congressional action .

GAO believes the issue represents a commendable goa l
and implementation could lead to more uniform and more ccst-
effective software development and use . However, the dif-
ferences in agency operations, computer hardware, and soft -
ware capabilities at the various federal departments an d
agencies will make implementation a challenging undertaking .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

It is not possible for GAO to evaluate the cost sawJing s
potential of this issue because of the wide range of relat-
ed variables . GAO believes, however, that a properly imple-
mented and maintained program could result in substantia l
savings to the government .
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V® MLEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-84-49 The Federal Government Can Reduce Cost s
in the Development, Maintenance, an d
Operation of Civilian Payroll System s
(Aug . 2, 1984 )

GAO/AFMD-83-29 Federal Agencies Could Save Time and
Money With Better Computer Softwar e
Alternatives (May 20, 1983 )

GAO/AFMD-81-25 Federal Agencies' Maintenance o f
Computer Programs : Expensive and
Undermanaged (Feb . 26, 1981 )

GAO/AFMD-81-20 Government-Wide Guidelines an d
Management Assistance Center Needed to
Improve ADP Systems Developmen t
(Feb . 20, 1981 )

VI® GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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HOSP7 :	 THE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM IN THE VETERANS ADMIN-
ISTRATION HOSPITAL SYSTE M

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Veterans Administration (VA) develop a totall y
new automated data processing (ADP) system to provide man-
agement information? According to the PPSSCC, there would
be a negative savings since capital and development cost s
would range between $190 and $250 million for the first yea r
and total $365 .5 million over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OP ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees that VA should develop its new hospita l
management information system . GAO also believes if th e
recommendations are implemented some benefits will result .
However, GAO has not performed an analysis to quantify th e
full extent of the benefits .

The PPSSCC made the following recommendations t o
improve VA's hospital computer system :

(1) The VA must assess its mission and determine th e
course of ADP development .

(2) A task force should be created to develop a dat a
processing plan for the Department of Medicine and
Surgery (DM&S) .

(3) Current ADP files must be revamped . The data pro-
cessing needs of VA's medical core segment should
be evaluated .

(4) The VA Administrator should give the DM&S direc t
control over operations and the staff responsible
for processing data from the newly established
DM&S central data base .

(5) The VA Administrator and the Chief Medica l
Director should establish a formal users group to
establish priorities and needs . The group shoul d
consist of recognized data management profession-
als in VA who are already participating in the
informal users group .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendations because the y
address concerns cited in GAO's report, VA Must Stren then
Mane ement of ADP Resources to Serve Veterans	 Nee s
(GAO/FGMSD® 0- 0, Ju y 16, 19 0) .
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III. GNO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that VA has the necessary authority t o
fully implement the PPSSCC recommendations . GAO noted in a
current review that VA's DM&S ha s

--developed an annual 5-year ADP plan that assesse s
VA's mission and describes its direction and activi -
ties, including development of a new managemen t
information system ;

--established a formal users group L .-2r ADP issues ;

--approved a decentralized approach that gives th e
field responsibilities for ADP planning, budgeting ,
and operations ; and

--begun implementing a new decentralized hospital com-
puter system for patient care .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC estimated it would cost $365 .5 million over
3 years to implement this issue . GAO has not performed a
complete cost/benefit analysis and therefore cannot commen t
on the PPSSCC's cost estimate . In its report, GAO/FGMSD 80 -
60, GAO emphasized that benefits would result if the V A
strengthened its management of ADP resources . The ful l
extent of these benefits is not know since a complete analy-
sis has not been performed by GAO .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FGMSD-80-60 VA Must Strengthen Management of AD P
Resources to Serve Veterans' Need s
(July 16, 1980 )

GAO/AFMD-81-3

	

Computerized Hospital Medical Informa -
tion Systems Need Further Evaluation
to Ensure Benefits from Huge Invest-
ments (Nov . 18, 1980 )

Testimony

	

The Use of ADP in the Veterans Admin-
istration to Support Medical Car e
Facilities by Walter L . Anderson ,
before the Subcommittee on Governmen t
Information and Individual Rights ,
House Committee on Government Opera-
tions . Sept . 4, 1980 .

VI . GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-4659
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INFO 1 :	 INFORAATION NEEDS ASSESSMEN T

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the process of information needs assessment--th e
determination of the most critical information required fo r
successful management of an organization--assist in improv-
ing information management in the federal government ?

The PPSSCC stated that the cost savings relating to
determining the right information needed are estimated a t
$17 .4 billion over a 3-year period ; however, the savings are
duplicative of those reported in other PPSSCC reports . The
savings are presented in this issue only to provide a per-
spective of the problem .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommended that :

(1) The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) or th e
proposed Office of Federal Management establish a n
information needs assessment process employing th e
critical success factor technique°°key factor s
that must be done exceedingly well to achieve suc-
cess .

(2) Each department and agency conduct an
organization-by-organization information need s
assessment .

(3) The needs assessment process be implemented using
private-sector standards .

GAO agrees overall that assessing information needs i s
a critical step in the information management process . The
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-511), which
GAO supports, calls for information needs assessment . GAO
has reported (GAO/GGD-80-14 and GAO/GGD-81-32) that informa-
tion needs assessment is important . However, GAO has n o
stated position on the use of the critical success facto r
technique or the use of private-sector standards in imple-
menting the information needs assessment process as recom-
mended by the PPSSCC .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that the recommendations can be implemente d
with existing executive branch authority . Even though GAO
has no stated position on parts of the recommendations, th e
recommendations are, in all likelihood, feasible .
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IV. ® ANALYSIS OP SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The cost savings estimated at $17 .4 billion duplicat e
those reported in other PPSSCC reports .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-80-14 Department of Agriculture : Actions
Needed to Enhance Paperwork Managemen t
and Reduce Burden (Mar . 10, 1980 )

GAO/GGD-81-32 The Trucking Industry's Federal Paper -
work Burden Should Be Reduced (Mar . 3 ,
1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giacomo 275-465 9
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INFO 2 :	 INFORMATION COLLECTION

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the process of information collection--getting th e
right data in a quality state--assist in reducing the infor-
mation gap problems (producing useful and sufficient infor-
mation) in the federal government ?

The PPSSCC stated that the cost savings from collectin g
the right data are estimated at $27 billion over a 3-year
period ; however, the savings duplicate those reported i n
other PPSSCC reports . The savings are presented in thi s
issue only to provide a perspective of the problem .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that :

(1) Each agency review the types and quality of dat a
it uses or needs to monitor performance .

(2) The government adopt the generally accepte d
accounting principles, tailoring them to the need s
of the government's accounting and finance sys-
tems .

GAO agrees that data collection is a critical step i n
the information management process toward producing usefu l
and sufficient information . GAO also agrees that standardi-
zation of data collection is one way to ensure qualit y
data . The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (Public Law 96 -
511) upholds the concept that agencies should only gathe r
data that are needed to efficiently and effectively manag e
their operations .

The PPSSCC recommendation regarding the adoption o f
generally accepted accounting principles is supported by
GAO's accounting principles and standards for federal agen-
cies (Title 2 of the General Accounting Office Policy and
Procedures Manual for Guidance of Federal Agencies) .

GAO's accounting principles and standards contained i n
the new version of Title 2 follows, to the maximum exten t
practicable, the private sector's generally accepted
accounting principles . GAO has the authority, under 3 1
U .S .C . 3511, for prescribing the principles, standards, and
related requirements for accounting to be observed by th e
executive agencies, except for certain organizations speci-
fically excluded by law. GAO standards are to be followe d
in 1985, and when agencies submit their annual reports unde r
the Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act, they wil l
have to state if they have followed GAO standards .
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III0 GhO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees that executive agencies can implement th e
recommendations without further legislative action .

GAO believes that the recommendations are feasible . In
fact, regarding the adopting of generally accepted account-
ing principles and tailoring them to the needs of the
federal government, GAO has recently revised its accountin g
principles and standards to accomplish this .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The cost savings estimated at $27 billion duplicat e
those reported in other PPSSCC reports .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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INFO 3 : INFORMATION SYSTEMS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can improvement of information systems create cost
saving efficiencies and facilitate managerial decisionmakin g
throughout the Federal Government? "

The PPSSCC stated that the cost savings related t o
improving information systems are estimated at $13 .3 billion
over a 3-year period ; however, the savings are duplicativ e
of those reported in other PPSSCC reports . The savings ar e
presented in this issue only to provide a perspective of th e
problem .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommended that :

(1) Responsibility for overall policy for managemen t
information systems (MIS) and automated data pro-
cessing (ADP) systems management be centralized in
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) or th e
proposed Office of Federal Management, and tha t
performance measurement based on achieving speci-
fic agency and interagency objectives be insti-
tuted .

(2) Each agency and department should submit to OMB a
long-range strategic plan for upgrading thei r
information systems, and budgeting and managemen t
incentives should be directly tied to performance
and implementing the program plans .

(3) A software clearinghouse and technical resourc e
center be established to provide the developmen t
of compatible information systems .

GAO agrees with the basic thrust for improving informa-
tion systems . The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (Publi c
Law 96-511), which GAO supports, (1) gives OMB responsibil-
ity for governmentwide ADP policy ; (2) requires agencies to
inventory their major information systems and review thei r
information management activities ; and (3) directs OMB, in
consultation with the General Services Administration (GSA) ,
to develop a 5-year plan for ADP and telecommunication need s
of the federal governmer :'c .

The basic thrust of the PPSSCC recommendations is fur-
ther supported in previous GAO reports . GAO has reported
(GAO/FGMSD-80-57) that, although not specifically addressing
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MIS and ADP systems, institutionalizing performance measure-
ment systems in such areas as planning personnel managemen t
activities is important . Regarding the planning for improv-
ing information systems, GAO reported (GAO/FGMSD-78-33) tha t
productivity data would be useful in the budget process i n
regards to tying budget and management incentives to perfor-
mance and implementation plans . GAO has also made recommen-
dations (GAO/AFMD-83-29) to encourage the use of more cost -
effective methods of satisfying software needs in th e
federal government . One of those recommendations called fo r
OMB to direct agencies to make their software available t o
GSA's Federal Software Exchange Center for sharing .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that existing executiv e
branch authority is adequate to implement the recommenda-
tions . Successful implementation is dependent on OMB' s
involvement and GSA's input . GAO believes that the recom-
mendations are feasible because they are similar to thos e
action._ called for by the Paperwork Reduction Act and prio r
GAO reports .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The cost savings estimated at $13 .3 billion duplicat e
those reported in other PPSSCC reports .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FGMSD-78-33 Improving Federal Agency Efficienc y
Through the Use of Productivity Data
in the Budget Process (May 10, 1978 )

GAO/FGMSD-80-57 Evaluating a Performance Measur e
System--A Guide for the Congress and
Federal Agencies (May 12, 1980 )

GAO/AFMD-83-29

	

Federal Agencies Could Save Time an d
Money with Better Computer Software
Alternatives (May 20, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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INFO 5 : A STRUCTURE TO FACILITATE THE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
PROCESS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"How can the overall information management process b e
strengthened to provide both an effective and efficien t
information management process in the Federal Government? "

The PPSSCC stated that the cost savings involved i n
strengthening the information management process are esti-
mated at $9 .6 billion over a 3-year period ; however, th e
savings are duplicative of those reported in other PPSSCC
reports . The savings are presented in this issue only t o
provide a perspective of the problem .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that :

(1) A presidential task force on information manage -
ment be established to conduct an informatio n
needs assessment and to set goals at the Executive
Office of the President level .

(2) A federal information resources management offic e
be established in the proposed office of federa l
management .

(3) A position of information management coordinato r
be created in each department and agency .

GAO agrees that a structure is necessary to ensure a n
effective and efficient information management process . GAO
identified numerous instances in which federal agencies need
to improve the management of their information resources .
The results of these audits led GAO to strongly suppor t
enactment of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (Public La w
96-511), which established a structure for managing informa-
tion resources similar to that proposed by the PPSSCC .
Under the Paperwork Act, the Office of Management and Bud-
get's (OMB's) Office of Information and Regulatory Affair s
is assigned central management, policy setting, and over -
sight responsibilities for government information activi-
ties . Such responsibilities would be assigned to the
governmentwide information management office in the propose d
Office of Federal Management recommended by the PPSSCC (FM S
1-1) .

Regarding the information management coordinators, th e
Paperwork Reduction Act already calls for the responsibili-
ties similar to those of an information management coordina-
tor to be handled by a "senior official ." This official i s
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appointed by the agency head to be responsible and account -
able for carrying out the agency's information managemen t
activities .

While the structure called for by the PPSSCC is essen-
tially in place as a result of the Paperwork Reduction H.ct ,
more needs to be done by OMB and the agencies to effectivel y
implement their responsibilities under the act . For exam-
ple, OMB's Office of Information and Regulatory Affair s
needs to establish new and update existing policies an d
guidance covering the broad range of information activitie s
covered by the act . In turn the agencies need to organize
and better manage information activities, correcting th e
deficiencies identified in developing and maintaining infor-
mation systems so the system will effectively support mis-
sion accomplishment .

On the establishment of a presidential task force t o
conduct an information needs assessment in the Executiv e
Office of the President, GAO has not made a similar recom-
mendation . However, the information needs of the Executiv e
Office of the President should be clearly defined just a s
are the needs of any agency . Under the Paperwork Reductio n
Act, agency officials will determine their own needs . GAO
has no basis to comment on what the duties of the presiden-
tial panel, as outlined by the PPSSCC, should include .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the recommendations ca n
be implemented with existing executive branch authority .
However, the creation of an Office of Federal Informatio n
Resources Management and information management coordinator s
call for similar responsibilities currently assigned t o
OMB's Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs an d
senior officials under the Paperwork Reduction Act . Such
similarities between the two might necessitate amendments t o
the Paperwork Reduction Act . GAO believes that the recom-
mendations are feasible .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The cost savings estimated at $9 .6 billion duplicat e
savings reported in other PPSSCC reports .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Testimony The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, by
Elmer B . Staats, Comptroller General of th e
United States, before the Subcommittee o n
Legislation and National Security, Hous e
Committee on Government Operations . Feb . 7 ,
1980 .
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Letter

	

Comments on the Paperwork Reduction Act o f
1980, by Elmer B . Staats, Comptrolle r
General of the United States, to the
Chairman, Subcommittee on Federal Spending
Practices and Open Government, Senate
Committee on Governmental Affairs . July 25 ,
1980 .

VT . GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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JUST 5 :	 DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICEADP SYSTEMS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can general purpose automated data processing (ADP )
systems in the Department of Justice (DOJ) be made mor e
cost-effective? "

The PPSSCC stated that the development of effective AD P
systems would result in substantial cost savings, but th e
savings cannot be quantified until requirements are full y
defined and the systems design is complete .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

On the basis of ongoing work, GAO agrees that ADP sys-
tems within DOJ can be made more cost-effective . However ,
GAO believes that, in achieving this objective, the agenc y
should replace and upgrade DOJ's obsolete computer hardwar e
systems only after it has implemented the other PPSSC C
recommendations addressing comprehensive ADP planning, a
comprehensive study of data processing alternatives, and
user needs assessments . At a minimum, these activities nee d
to be in place before hardware upgrades are conducted and
are necessary in determining the cost-effectiveness of AD P
systems .

During the FY 1985 appropriations process, DOJ state d
that a comprehensive departmentwide ADP planning process ha s
yet to be implemented . DOJ anticipates having such a pla n
by FY 1987 . Therefore, while GAO agrees in principle with
this issue and the associated recommendations, it believe s
that the decision to replace and upgrade equipment should b e
based on a departmentwide plan that reflects the result s
of user needs assessments, data processing alternatives ,
etc ., rather than on the acquisition of state-of-the-ar t
technology .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that implementation of thi s
issue can be done under existing authority . Further, th e
substance of the issue, "Can ADP systems be made more cost -
effective?" is not only feasible but a basic goal of soun d
ADP management practice . GAO is not able to comment o n
DOJ's overall actions to implement the PPSSCC°s recommenda-
tion . However, as noted above, DOJ has not implemented a
departmentwide ADP planning process .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC did not develop a savings estimate for thi s
issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-81-9 Continued Use of Costly, Outmoded Compu-
ters in Federal. Agencies Can Be Avoided
(Dec . 15, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Watts 275-3455
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LABOR 6 :	 MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSIN G

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the Department of Labor (DOL) exercise centra l
control over the acquisition and management of department -
wide automated data processing (ADP) equipment, services ,
and personnel ?

The PPSSCC stated that savings and avoided cost s
resulting from centralized control over acquisition an d
management of ADP equipment, services, and personnel in DO L
could amount to $8 million over 3 years .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The PPSSCC recommended that DOL :

(1) Exercise central control over acquisitions and
management of ADP equipment, services, and person-
nel .

(2) Define its desired ADP environment and develop a
plan for achieving that environment .

(3) Replace numerous individual ADP system procure-
ments with a single procurement for a series o f
systems .

(4) Establish centralized, department-level managemen t
of in-house and contract programmers .

(5) Consider outside contractors for the provision o f
ADP equipment or services .

(6) Include in the cost of procuring a system th e
full cost of converting to any system incompatibl e
with DOL's defined ADP environment .

(7) Lower the dollar limit of procurements requirin g
department-level approval from $50,000 to $1,000 .

GAO agrees that DOL should establish strong centra l
control over its information resources, including all AD P
equipment, services, and personnel . To make the PPSSCC
recommendations consistent with the provisions of the Paper -
work Reduction Act of 1980, however, DOL should include th e
"data" component of the department's information resource s
under the centralized management and control of the DO L
senior information resources management (IRM) official . The
current lack of strong, centralized control and guidance a t
DOL has resulted in inadequate short- and long-range IR M
planning ; inadequate direction and control over system
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development procurement, and implementation ; and inadequate
evaluations of overall IRM activities .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC's assertion that central-
ized control of information resources is critical to DOL' e
accomplishing its programmatic objectives efficiently an d
effectively . However, GAO does not fully agree with thre e
of the PPSSCC's recommendations to meet this goal . These
recommendations involve (1) using single instead of multipl e
procurements, (2) centrally managing in-house and contrac t
programmers at the department level, and (3) lowering th e
dollar limit of procurements requiring department-leve l
approval from $50,000 to $1,000 .

GAO believes the level of specificity of these thre e
recommendations is unnecessary, given the detailed provi-
sions of the Paperwork Reduction Act pertaining to th e
senior IRM official's duties and responsibilities . It is
the senior IRM official who is in the best position to eval -
uate, on a case-by-case basis, such issues as single versu s
multiple procurement alternatives, the departmentwide use o f
in-house versus contract programmers, and the dollar level s
of procurements requiring department-level approval .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the implementatio n
of the recommendations could be accomplished through execu-
tive action . With the exception of the three recommenda-
tions discussed above, GAO also believes that implementatio n
of the recommendations would be feasible, given sufficien t
support from the Secretary of Labor and the Assistant Secre -
tary for Administration and Management . However, official s
at different levels within DOL have expressed the desire t o
maintain decentralized IRM due to the disparity in function s
among agencies and programs . DOL rejected the PPSSCC recom-
mendation concerning department-level, centralized manage-
ment of in-house and contract programmers on this basis .

DOL has acknowledged the merits of the general issue .
It is also in the process of implementing four of the seve n
PPSSCC recommendations (numbers 1, 2, 5, and 6) . Most o f
DOL's implementation activity involves developing depart -
mental policy on acquisition and management of ADP resource s
and developing ADP plans for administrative and programmati c
units .

To implement the PPSSCC recommendations, DOL has pre -
pared draft policies on such activities as the (1) acquisi -
tion and management of ADP resources, (2) preparation o f
agency 5-year ADP plans, (3) use of contractors, an d
(4) costs of conversion . DOL plans to include such IRM
policies in a departmentwide policy and procedures manual ,
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which it expects to issue during the Fall of 1984 . Th e
Directorate of Information Technology within the Office o f
the Assistant Secretary for Administration and Managemen t
(OASAM) has also developed an ADP strategy paper, whic h
defines DOL's desired ADP environment and proposes an imple-
mentation plan to attain such an environment .

Finally, OASAM recently announced the merger of it s
directorate charged with ADP oversight and its directorat e
charged with records management . With the merger, DOL hope s
to integrate the hardware, software, data, and personne l
components of information resources management under a sin-
gle official .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

GAO is unable to determine (1) the validity of th e
approach and assumptions used by the PPSSCC in making it s
computations and (2) the accuracy of the factual evidenc e
behind the PPSSCC's computations, since the PPSSCC did no t
disclose this information .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/RCED-84-9

	

Increasing the Department of Housing
and Urbari Development's Effectiveness
Through Improved Management (Jan . 10 ,
1984 )

GAO/AFMD-82-54 Strong Central Management of Offic e
Automation Will Boost Productivity
(Sept . 21, 1982 )

GAO/CED-82-100 Commodity Futures Regulation--Curren t
Status and Unresolved Problems
(July 15, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-4659
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NAVY 9s AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the Navy shorten the time interval required to re -
search, design, develop and install new computer systems? "
The PPSSCC estimated an average savings of about $500 mil -
lion per year . The savings for the 3-year period, fiscal
years 1986 through 1988, was estimated to be S1 .08 billion .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC reported on the obsolete computers support-
ing key Navy programs and the protracted time frames for ac-
quiring new computers and developing new systems . Pro-
tracted acquisition and development efforts increase cost s
and often lead to less-than-optimal solutions t, automated
data processing (ADP) problems . The PPSSCC mail! the follow-
ing recommendations to correct these problems .

(1) ADP approval cycles should be shortened by consoli-
dating reviews .

(2) General purpose computers should be used wheneve r
possible .

(3) The Delegation Procurement Authority (DPA) from th e
General Services Administration (GSA) should b e
more fully used .

(4) The "umbrella" contract, a prearranged contrac t
against which orders can be placed, should be use d
to the fullest possible extent .

(5) An Office of Navy ADP Plans and Operations shoul d
be established under the vice Chief of Nava l
Operations .

GAO generally agrees with the PPSSCC concerns and th e
objectives of the recommendations . GAO has made previou s
recommendations on the Navy's use of general purpos e
computers and overall ADP management and planning .

The PPSSCC rationale for recommending Navy use of gen-
eral purpose computers is that the procurement cycle can . be
shortened by saving specification development and respons e
time . GAO believes that time is not always the most impor-
tant factor . Several past GAO reports show that the Navy i s
paying mainly in money, and secondarily in time, by specify-
ing Navy-unique computers rather than off-the-shel f
technology .

The blanket DPA from GSA--an experimental project- -
encourages the Navy to prepare annual ADP acquisition plans .
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After reviewing the Navy's plan, GSA may decide to require a
separate DPA for some of the planned systems . For other
systems in the plan, it may grant an annual DPA . This would
merely require the Navy to report to GSA, after the fact ,
each acquisition made against the annual authorization .
Although two annual delegations have already been granted b y
GSA, the Navy has yet to report an acquisition .

Regarding the first recommendation, GAO has stated tha t
the Navy must establish a centralized monitoring program t o
ensure that all possible management actions are taken t o
meet milestone completion dates and cost projections . GAO
has no basis for commentin g on the fourth recommendation re-
garding the Navy's use of umbrella contracts .

Regarding the fifth recommendation, the Navy alread y
has an organizational structure almost exactly like the on e
recommended . However, it appears that, by design, th e
Navy's ADP program is managed according to its principa l
philosophy of "centralized policy direction and decentral-
ized execution ." To adopt this recommendation, the Nav y
would have to change its decentralized execution approach t o
managing the Navy, which GAO views as unlikely .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the Navy, on its ow n
initiative or in concert with GSA, could implement the rec-
ommendations . GAO does not have any status report on th e
Department of Defense's (DOD's) response to the recommenda-
tions . As noted earlier, the general ADP management frame-
work in the Navy appears to be about the same as tha t
recommended by the PPSSCC . The PPSSCC recommendation s
appear feasible and could contribute to improving the timin g
of automated systems acquisition and development .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC reports savings up to $1 .03 billion over 3
years . The PPSSCC savings are based on private-sector esti-
mates of a 3-year payback on research and development (R&D )
ADP project expenditures--an annual return of one-third o f
dollars spent . After 3 years, the full cost of the AD P
project is recovered and savings begin accruing . GAO has
not determined whether the 3-year payback period is valid .
However, using the prescribed method, the PPSSCC should hav e
applied the one-third factor to comparable Navy R&D AD P
expenditures . Instead, the PPSSCC applied the method to th e
entire Navy R&D budget, rather than the ADP expenditures .
This is inconsistent with the PPSSCC's methodology and coul d
inflate the estimated savings .
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/MASAD-83-26 DOD Should Change Its Approac h
to Reducing Computer Softwar e
Proliferation (May 26, 1983 )

GAO/MASAD-81-28 Navy Tactical Computer Development- -
Limited Competition and Questionabl e
Future Software Savings (May 15, 1981 )

GAO/LCD-78-107

	

Letter to the Secretary of th e
Navy on Its Efforts to Improve ADP
Management (Dec. 1, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

William Franklin 275-318 8
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PPAV 6 :	 IMPROVING THE MANAGEMENT OF COPYING AND DUPLICATIN G
RESOURCES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can improved management of copying and duplicatin g
resources result in a reduction of Federal Government expen-
ditures for this activity? "

The PPSSCC has identified potential savings of $32 8
million over 3 years through improved management of equip-
ment acquisition and utilization, centralized oversight, an d
technical assistance .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

To reduce expenditures for copying and duplicating, th e
PPSSCC recommended that :

(1) The General Services Administration (GSA) provid e
technical support and management guidance on
copiers and duplicators, develop an inventory o f
available technology, and keep an inventory of th e
size and scope of agency programs .

(2) The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) provide
central direction and budgetary control over copy -
ing and duplicating .

(3) The information resources manager oversee agen-
cies' copying and duplicating resources .

(4) Specific copier selection, tracking, and manage-
ment techniques, including those applicable t o
automated systems, be implemented by the agencies .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that improved management o f
copying and duplicating resources can potentially reduc e
expenditures . The PPSSCC criticism of agency copier manage-
ment and the lack of statistics on copier use are consisten t
with GAO observations .

The recommendation that OMB provide direction on thes e
matters is consistent with GAO's position on the Paperwor k
Reduction Act . Because GAO has done little, if any, work in
the areas addressed by the other recommendations, it canno t
comment on their merit .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that existing executiv e
branch authority is adequate to implement the recommenda-
tions . GAO also believes that the recommendations incorpo-
rated in this issue are feasible .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The 3-year governmentwide savings estimate of $328 mil -
lion is an extrapolation of savings from management improve-
ments realized at the Navy and Justice Departments . GAO
believes that the PPSSCC's projection of savings may b e
unrealistic . Although we have not recently reviewed the
agencies' copier management programs, GAO understands tha t
the Air Force and Social Security Administration enjoyed a
reputation for having good copier management programs in th e
mid-1970s . Other agencies may also do an effective jo b
managing their copying and duplicating resources . Also, one
of the PPSSCC recommendations called for the use of auto -
mated equipment simulation and tracking systems by GSA and
government agencies . The costs of putting these systems in
place were not considered by the PPSSCC in calculating it s
savings estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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'TEAS 5 :	 UTILIZATION OF ADP CAPABILITIES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

How can the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) use it s
installed and planned systems to make employees more
productive, to effect cost savings, and to provide bette r
service to the public?

The PPSSCC estimated total savings of $56 .1 millio n
within the first 3 years . This savings assumes an inflation
rate of 10 percent per year . In addition, the PPSSCC
claimed that $15 million in revenues could be realized by
the sale of one service center .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees in principle with the PPSSCC's findings o n
this issue . However, it believes that one of the thre e
associated recommendations is generally without merit . GAO
strongly endorses the recommendation that IRS implement a
systems strategic planning process . It has twice recom-
mended that IRS develop a strategic plan . An effective
planning process is essential for competitive procurement s
of automated data processing (ADP) technology and for th e
development and implementation of quality automated informa-
tion systems . GAO also endorses the recommendation that IRS
make a senior official responsible for all ADP equipmen t
planning and acquisition .

GAO does not support the recommendation to reduce th e
the number of IRS service centers from 10 to 8 . While GAO
has not done work specifically focusing on the number o f
service centers, it is aware of serious computer caFacit y
problems at the service centers . (AO believes these capa-
city problems significantly atfect the cost-effectiveness
and possibly the feasibility of closing one or more of th e
centers . Although GAO has not discussed work load shifting
with IRS officials, it believes that a major shift of ser-
vice center workload could introduce additional risk of a n
inadequate analysis, inappropriate conclusions and manage-
ment actions, and undesirable consequences .

YYI © GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC view that implementation ca n
be done under the existing authority of the executiv e
branch . However, it believes that the Congress will likel y
want to be informed in advance of the closure of any servic e
center and would also need to approve any funds to implemen t
the recommendation .
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GAO believes that the recommendation to reduce the num-
ber of service centers from 10 to 8 may not be feasible a t
this time . Until IRS can better determine its compute r
capacity needs, the risk of disrupting critical processin g
seems too high to close any of the service centers . Th e
recommendation to make the Associate Commissioner, Data Ser-
vices, responsible for all ADP equipment planning and acqui-
sitions is feasible . The PPSSCC recommendation to imple-
ment a systems strategic planning process is not only feasi-
ble but should be implemented as soon as possible .

According to IRS officials, all but one of the recom-
mendations have been implemented . The matter of closing on e
or more service center has been deferred until more progres s
can be made on the Tax System Redesign project . Tha t
project will probably determine the optimal number of ser-
vice centers needed to support the new tax processing syste m
due to come on line in the 1990s .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has not performed an independent cost/benefi t
analysis regarding the closing of two IRS service centers .
However, it believes the PPSSCC cost savings analysis i s
questionable . Specifically, PPSSCC's estimated cost of $ 8
million to upgrade computer equipment at remaining IRS cen-
ters is probably significantly understated . IRS recentl y
estimated that the total cost, through FY 1986, for imple-
menting proposed solutions to the capacity problem would b e
over $37 million .

No savings estimates were associated with the othe r
recommendations under the TREASURY 5 issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-79-48

	

IRS Can Better Plan for and Contro l
Its ADP Resources (June 18, 1979 )

GAO/GGD-82-9

	

The Treasury Department and It s
Bureaus Can Better Plan for and
Control ComputerResources (Feb . 22 ,
1982 )

GAO/GGD-83-103

	

Computer Technology at IRS : Presen t
and Planned (Sept . 1, 1983 )

GAO Publication Questions Designed to Aid Managers an d
Auditors in Assessing the ADP Plannin g
Process (Sept . 30, 1982 )

VI, GAO CONTACT

James Watts 275-3455
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VETS 7 : AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING ANDTELECOMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"What improvements should be made in the automated dat a
processing (ADP) and telecommunications environment to bet -
ter support the Veterans Administration (VA)?" The PPSSC C
did not estimate the savings potential for this issue .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

On the basis of current work, GAO agrees that improve-
ments should be made in VA's ADP activities to better sup -
port VA and its mission .

The PPSSCC made the following six recommendations t o
improve ADP and telecommunications in VA :

(1) Establish ADP steering committees at all level s
within VA .

(2) Implement a program to improve application plan-
ning, selection, and development .

(3) Implement a program to encourage more efficien t
and effective use of ADP resources .

(4) Upgrade VA computing hardware and integrate i t
into a new high-speed communications network .

(5) Replace the most critical, aging, and fragmente d
computerized applications at the Department o f
Veterans Benefits (DVB) with an integrated set o f
applications available .

(6) Place a moratorium on hiring additional personne l
and procuring equipment in support of hospita l
core systems .

GAO believes that VA can, and should, implement th e
first five PPSSCC recommendations . In particular, aging
software is a problem that is seriously undermining VA' s
ability to carry out its mandated mission . For example ,
archaic and obsolete software in the Compensation an d
Pension Benefit Delivery System has contributed to benefi t
overpayments and benefit nonpayments . Similar software
issues need to be resolved by VA for both the Loan Guarant y
System and the Insurance System .

Because of actions taken by VA, the PPSSCC recommenda-
tion concerning a moratorium is not appropriate at thi s
time . GAO believes that the recommendation had merit whe n
the PPSSCC was conducting its study, but soon after th e
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PPSSCC completed its review of VA, the agency took steps t o
resolve the PPSSCC's concerns . The PPSSCC was concerned
that VA had developed various alternative approaches to hos-
pital automation without reaching agreement on the approac h
to follow . In early 1983, VA selected its approach for hos-
pital automation and is currently proceeding in that direc-
tion .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

VA is making some progress in implementing the recom-
mendations . On the basis of current work, GAO agrees wit h
the PPSSCC that VA has existing authority needed to imple-
ment the recommendations . Furthermore, efforts are cur-
rently under way to (1) implement effective steering commit -
tees (2) provide a formal, structured information resource s
management function, (3) upgrade computer hardware at dat a
processing centers in Hines, Illinois, and Austin, Texas ,
and (4) implement hospital automation through the Decentral-
ized Hospital Computer Program. However, VA has yet to
implement the PPSSCC's recommendation to replace the most
critical, aging, and fragmented DVB computerized applica-
tions . VA continues to rely on local ad-hoc software fixe s
with little commitment to initiating a formal, structure d
software improvement project . So, even though VA is making
progress, more needs to be done, especially in improvin g
application coitware in the benefits systems .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

No specific estimate of savings was developed by th e
PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giammo 275-465 9
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CHAPTER 1 0

REVENUE MATTER S

The PPSSCC offered numerous proposals addressing the nee d
to collect additional revenues that could help reduce the growin g
federal budget deficit .

The 43 issues GAO analyzed in this area involve recommendations
to increase federal revenues through more efficiently and effectivel y
administering the tax laws, broadening the applicability of federal
taxes, and expanding the use of fees charged to those who use govern-
ment facilities and services . GAO found overall merit in 33 of the
43 issues, questioned the merits of six others, and did not hav e
sufficient information to take a position on the remaining four .
The PPSSCC estimates that increased revenue of $17 .4 billion could be
attained over 3 years if its recommendations making up the issues with
which we agree are implemented . Although GAO generally agrees with
the PPSSCC on the merits of these issues, it questions the PPSSCC° s
estimates of increased revenues . Thirty of the 43 issues GAO examine d
require legislation to be fully implemented while 13 could be imple-
mented by executive action .
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TREAS 3 : IRS APPEALS	 AND TAX COURT BACKLOG

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the settlement of appeals and Tax Court cases b e
accelerated, generating an interest benefit from accelerate d
revenue collection? "

The PPSSCC estimated that implementation of its recom-
mendation could result in annual revenue accelerations of $ 1
billion in settlements and net interest savings of $645 . 6
million over 3 years, after allowing for implementatio n
costs .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the enormous backlog o f
cases faced by the Tax Court threatens its effectiveness .
GAO has reported that`one of the major problems confrontin g
the Tax Court is that prompt resolution of tax cases i s
becoming increasingly difficult . However, GAO does no t
agree with the PPSSCC's recommended solution : establishing
a decentralized appellate tax board that would have purvie w
over small tax cases .

Implicit in this recommendation is the PPSSCC assump-
tion that the current inventory of small tax cases cannot b e
managed by the Tax Court . However, in a recently complete d
review, GAO found that the Tax Court did not have a growin g
backlog of small cases . In fact, it had about a 1-year
inventory and was resolving small cases at about the sam e
rate as small cases were being filed, while falling furthe r
behind in regular cases .

GAO has made recommendations to the Tax Court tha t
should greatly increase the Court's case closings at littl e
additional cost . GAO believes implementing those recom-
mendations should eliminate the growth in case backlog an d
accelerate the revenue collections--the rationale for th e
PPSSCC recommendation . GAO's preliminary estimate is tha t
its recommendations could generate about $100 million i n
additional revenue (exclusive of interest) .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Both GAO and the PPSSCC believe legislation would b e
necessary to create the decentralized appellate tax boar d
contemplated in the PPSSCC recommendation . However, whil e
GAO believes implementation of this recommendation is feasi-
ble, it thinks the recommendation is inadvisable and unnec -
essary. The IRS' Commissioner and Chief Counsel both hav e
advised the Secretary of the Treasury to oppose creation of
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the appellate tax board and suggested instead adopting
proposals to speed the review process . Thus far, no legis-
lative bills have been introduced to create an appellate ta x
board .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

In computing its savings estimate, the PPSSCC include d
nondocketed cases, that is administrative appeals, wit h
cases pending before the Court . GAO believes that a board ,
such as the one PPSSCC recommended, however, would be used
for only those cases that are formally brought before the
Court. Thus, the current appeals process would not be sup-
plemented . GAO agrees that implementation of this recommen-
dation would result in a cash infusion to the Treasury i n
its first year of implementation ; c: t GAO does not have
sufficient information to evali .ite the PPSSCC's revenu e
estimates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-84-25 Tax Court Can Reduce Growing Cas e
Backlog and Expenses Throug h
Administrative Improvements (May 14 ,
1984 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Johnny Finch 275-640 7
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TREAS1 :	 COLLECTION OF DELINQUENT TAXE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the better use of resources and collection method s
by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) expedite the collec-
tion of delinquent taxes, thereby providing a benefit i n
added revenues and reduced costs? "

The PPSSCC estimated that 3-year savings of $1,057 . 6
million and revenue accelerations of $2,835 .3 million are
possible if the federal government implemented the PPSSCC' s
recommendations .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO fully agrees with the PPSSCC that the number an d
amount of delinquent tax accounts have in recent years bee n
increasing faster than IRS can deal with them . GAO has done
extensive work in this area, and indications are that pas-
sive collection policies, inadequate use of taxpayer finan-
cial information, inefficient operation of the collectio n
program, lack of management information, and limited re -
sources have all contributed to this increase in tax delin-
quencies . GAO has reported on all these problems in th e
past and has made several recommendations to help IRS
overcome them .

The PPSSCC makes 14 separate recommendations to improve
the collection of delinquent taxes . Six of the recommenda-
tions are similar to, or consistent with, conclusions an d
recommendations contained in two GAO reports (GAO/GGD-82- 4
and GAO/GGD-83-63) . The PPSSCC recommendations call for
(1) staffing the IRS' Collections Department on the basis o f
the projected workload volume, (2) adding clerical suppor t
for IRS' revenue officers, (3) classifying delinquent tax -
payer accounts on the basis of specified characteristics ,
(4) obtaining payment or levy sources when examination per-
sonnel conclude their audits, (5) adding management contro l
reports on collections activity, and (6) requiring the us e
of payroll deduction or automatic bank transfer to collec t
all installment agreements .

Of the eight PPSSCC recommendations that address area s
not covered in the two GAO reports, GAO has done sufficien t
work to take a position on the merits of three . GAO agree s
with the PPSSCC recommendation on expanding the use of tele-
phone contacts to cover evenings and Saturday mornings .
Such contacts could increase the effectiveness of IRS' lii-
ited collection resources . GAO, however, disagrees with th e
PPSSCC on the merits of two other recommendations : (1) to
have the service center send a copy of the taxpayer's retur n
to the district office along with each delinquent accoun t
that does not contain a levy source, and (2) to combine th e
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taxpayer service activity and the collection activity unde r
one division . GAO believes that having the service cente r
send the return to the district office may not be cost-
effective and could delay, rather than aid, the collectio n
process .

With regard to combining the taxpayer service with th e
collection activity, GAO believes that the taxpayer ser-
vice's independence and visibility are very important for
maintaining compliance under our voluntary assessment sys-
tem. GAO further believes that it may he appropriate an d
cost-effective to combine some duties into a core group o f
employees at smaller IRS offices . However, a comprehensive
combining of the two functions into one unit could compro-
mise the spirit of any assistance because the two
activities--assistance and enforcement—may be viewed by
taxpayers as being contradictory .

GAO does not have sufficient information to evaluat e
the merits of the remaining five PPSSCC recommendation s
(1) requiring banks to accept levies by mail, (2) encour-
aging IRS' collection branches to use credit bureau informa-
tion, (3) expanding IRS' authority to use credit burea u
services, (4) requiring telephone numbers on tax returns ,
and (5) integrating the notice cycle into the Automate d
Collection System .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBIfIT Y
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC indicated in its report that 2 of its 1 4
recommendations require legislative action . These two would
(1) expand the capability of IRS to use credit burea u
reports and (2) require banks to accept levies by ,nail . GAO
agrees that expanding IRS' authority to use credit burea u
reports would require legislative action, but disagrees o n
the need for legislative action for IRS to require banks t o
accept levies by mail . IRS has, in fact, already imple-
mented that recommendation through a change to its regula-
tions . GAO notes as well that one of the other PPSSC C
recommendations--staffing the Collections Department on th e
basis of the projected workload volume--would need congres-
sional approval through the appropriations process . GAO i s
not aware of other factors that could adversely affect th e
feasibility of implementing these 14 PPSSCC recommendations .

IRS has completed its actions to implement 2 of the 1 4
PPSSCC recommendations . IRS has changed its regulations an d
now requires banks to accept levies by mail . It has also
implemented its Automated Collection System, which include s
the use of evening and Saturday morning telephone contacts .
Regarding another PPSSCC recommendation, IRS was unable t o
submit proposed legislation for the 1984 legislative sessio n
that would expand its authority to use credit burea u
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reports, but the Department of the Treasury will attempt t o
include such legislation with the Department's legislative
proposals in 1985 . IRS is currently studying or testin g
ways to implement three other PPSSCC recommendations to (1 )
classify delinquent taxpayer accounts on the basis o f
specific characteristics, (2) encourage district collection
offices to utilize local credit bureaus, and (3) requir e
payroll deduction or automatic bank transfer for collectin g
installment agreements .

IRS has decided not to implement four PPSSCC recommen-
dations which would (1) require examination staff to obtai n
payment or levy sources at the conclusion of audits, (2 )
provide additional management control reports on collection s
activity, (3) require taxpayers to provide telephone number s
on tax returns, and (4) have service centers send a copy o f
the tax return to the district office, along with th e
delinquent account, for any account without a levy source .

IRS has taken some action to implement modified ver-
sions of the remaining four PPSSCC recommendations . First ,
IRS is developing a schedule for formulating a comprehensive
IRS staffing model that would include staffing the Collec-
tions Department and would consider projected workload
volumes . Second, IRS has developed a plan for providin g
clerical support and has issued guidelines to establis h
Field Support Units, but has not accepted the PPSSCC's re-
commended six-to-one ratio for revenue officers to clerica l
support . Third, the IRS has given authority to Regiona l
Commissioners to combine taxpayer service and collection
functions for districts that are not call sites for th e
Automated Collection System and toll-free telephone calls .
Finally, the IRS has taken steps so that fourth notices from
the Integrated Data Retrieval System terminals will be
worked through the Automated Collection System .

W. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis for assessing the revenue benefit th e
PPSSCC associates with its recommendations on this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-83-63 With Better Management Information, IRS
Could Further Improve Its Effort s
Against Abusive Tax Shelters (Aug . 25 ,
1983 )

GAO/GGD-82-4 What IRS Can Do To Collect Mor e
Delinquent Taxes (Nov . 5, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Johnny Finch 275-6407
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TREAS 7 :	 ENHANCED IRS ENFORCEMENT PRESENC E

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can enforcement presence be expanded to reduce tax -
payer noncompliance and increase direct revenue fro m
enforcement programs? "

According to the PPSSCC, increasing IRS' enforcemen t
presence can yield an increased net revenue of $2 .9 billion
over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

Taxpayer noncompliance has risen dramatically in recen t
years and threatens the credibility of our voluntary assess -
ment tax system . According to IRS' most recent estimates ,
the total tax loss due to all types of noncompliance wa s
approximately $90 billion for 1981, up from about $6 9
billion of tax loss for 1979 .

The PPSSCC made six recommendations intended to reduc e
taxpayer noncompliance and increase revenue to the govern-
ment by enhancing IRS' enforcement presence . These involve :
(1) studying the effects of enforcement programs on taxpayer
compliance ; (2) adopting the concept of enhanced enforcemen t
presence to supplant audit coverage in defining and describ -
ing IRS' compliance enforcement efforts ; (3) requesting
higher congressional appropriations to increase examinatio n
coverage ; (4) streamlining the legal review process for
criminal tax cases ; (5) revising the document matching pro -
gram criteria for selecting paper documents to be converte d
to magnetic media for automated processing ; and (6) reallo-
cating resources within the enforcement program .

The first four of the recommendations are similar to ,
and consistent with, recommendations GAO made in its report s
on the need for further IRS research into noncompliance
(GAO/GGD-82-34), and for streamlining the legal review of
criminal tax cases (GAO/GGD-81-25) . One of the remaining
recommendations, involving modification of the documen t
matching program, was intended to improve a situation tha t
IRS has addressed more effectively by other means . At the
time of the PPSSCC review, IRS was using only about 2 6
percent of the information documents it received in pape r
form. The PPSSCC would have IRS change its criteria for
selecting which paper documents to process in order t o
increase revenues derived from the matching program . IRS
has since made changes allowing it to process almost al l
paper information documents it receives . Concerning the
final recommendation, on the reallocation of district exam-
ination resources to underreporter correspondence cases ,
GAO does not have sufficient information to evaluate it s
merits .
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III® GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC assessment that four of it s
six recommendations on this issue could be implemented
without legislative action ; and that the other twoe callin g
for additional IRS staffing and a reallocation of existing
IRS staffing within the enforcement program, would nee d
congressional approval through the appropriations process .
GAO knows of no other barriers to implementing the si x
recommendations .

IRS has completed its modified implementation of two o f
the six PPSSCC recommendations . It has adopted for internal
use a concept of enhanced enforcement presence, but will no t
periodically publicize information on the level of IRS en -
forcement presence, as the PPSSCC had suggested it should .
IRS has also made changes to its legal operations tha t
approximate the PPSSCC recommended changes, intended to
streamline what had been a duplicative, three-tier lega l
review process for criminal tax cases . Concerning a third
PPSSCC recommendation, the Commissioner of Internal Revenu e
has decided against reallocating funds within the complianc e
program, choosing instead to increase the number of under -
reporter contacts through program improvements. These
improvements were made without diverting resources from the
district examinations function .

IRS has taken some actions to implement two of th e
remaining three PPSSCC recommendations, but action on thos e
is either not yet complete or has been discontinued . In the
fiscal year 1984 appropriations hearings, IRS requested a n
additional 275 average positions for enforcement functions .
The PPSSCC recommendation would have IRS request an addi -
tional 7,500 staff-years over a 3-year period . However, the
Deputy . Secretary of the Treasury's decisions on the fisca l
year 1985 budget submission to the Office of Management an d
Budget ruled out adoption of this recommendation . In re-
sponse to another PPSSCC recommendation, IRS has undertake n
several efforts that should add to its body of research o n
the compliance effects of IRS' enforcement programs .

As noted in the previous section, IRS has taken step s
which obviate the need for the remaining PPSSCC recommend a-
tion, involving modification of the document matching pro-
gram. IRS has obtained optical character recognition
equipment, which will allow it to process almost all of th e
paper information documents it receives . Thus, IRS no
longer needs to consider improving its criteria for select-
in9 the highest quality paper documents for processing .
This improvement should increase the yield of the matchin g
program beyond that projected by the PPSSCC' s
recommendation .
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IV® GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis to evaluate the PPSSCC's estimate o f
increased revenues for the six recommendations pertaining
to this issue .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-82-34 Further Research Into Noncompliance I s
Needed To Reduce Growing Tax Losse s
(July 23, 1982 )

GAO/GGD-81-25 Streamlining Legal Review Of Crimina l
Tax Cases Would Strengthen Enforcemen t
Of Federal Tax Laws (Apr . 29, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Johnny Finch 275-6407
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ASSET 2 : PROMPT	 COLLECTION/DEPOSIT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should the government implement steps to accelerat e
the collection and deposit of its receipts ?

Cash accelerations of $6 .8113 billion and reduce d
interest costs/outlays of $2 .1454 billion have been iden-
tified for a total budget impact of $8 .9567 billion . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary thrust of this issue is to adopt new tech-
niques for accelerating the government's collections . GAO
believes this issue is worthy of further consideration . One
recommendation is to require state and local governments to
remit Federal Insurance Contribution Act (FICA) payment s
with the same frequency as private industry and, thereby ,
accelerate such collections to Treasury . Because such col-
lections are invested in government securities on behalf o f
the FICA trust fund, it appears that this recommendatio n
would increase the trust fund's interest earnings .

Another recommendation involves implementation of a
national lockbox system. Under such a system, government
debtors would submit their payments to a specified posta l
box serviced by a bank . Because this type of system allows
the collections to bypass the agencies and correspondin g
processing time, there is a potential for accelerating the
collections to Treasury .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC report states that congressional actio n
would be needed to implement the recommendation concerning
state and local governments' remittances of FICA payments ,
and GAO agrees . Although the lockbox system could probabl y
be implemented within Treasury's existing authority as
PPSSCC indicates, GAO believes further study is needed . GAO
recently completed a review which included examining th e
controls and other procedures governing lockbox operations .
The information gathered indicates that three considerations
should be made before greatly expanding lockbox operations .
First, procedures need to be developed for ensuring that a
lockbox is the most cost beneficial collection technique i n
a given situation . The PPSSCC cost estimate was based on
one example in California, and the benefit-cost ratio may
not be favorable in all situations . Secondly, adequate con-
trols need to be implemented to ensure that the banks oper-
ating the lockboxes transfer all receipts when required .
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Without such controls, Treasury does not have sufficien t
assurance that the funds are accelerated as desired . Final-
ly, a determination should be made whether Treasury or the
Federal Reserve Banks, rather than commercial banks, should

operate the lockboxes . This alternative, which has not bee n
adequately examined, would eliminate the reliance on banks to
promptly transfer funds and provide greater control at a
possibly lower overall cost to the government .

IVs GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO does not have sufficient information available to
determine the accuracy of the estimated savings computations .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

John F . Simonette 275°9490
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ASSET 3 :	 ELECTRONIC FUNDSTRANSFER (EFT) PRIORITIZED COLLECTION S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should Treasury prioritize the use of Electronic Fund s
Transfer (EFT) for collections ?

Cash accelerations of $6 .464 billion and reduced inter -
est costs/outlays of $1 .581 billion have been identified fo r
a total 3-year budget impact of $8 .045 billion . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The basic objective of this issue is to implement or
revise procedures to accelerate the flow of certain type s
of government receipts to the Treasury and, thereby, reduc e
the government's interest costs . GAO agrees with PPSSCC
that expanded use of EFT offers the potential for accomp-
lishing that objective . EFT, in this sense, involves a var-
iety of means whereby a payor authorizes a commercial ban k
to transfer electronically a payment to a Federal Reserv e
Bank and, hence, to Treasury . Such a system is supposed to
be much faster than having a payor mail a check to an agenc y
for processing, and then having the agency deposit the chec k
in a commercial bank so Treasury's account can ultimately b e
credited . Theoretically, Treasury's borrowing costs ar e
reduced as collections are accelerated through EFT . Gener-
ally, GAO believes the PPSSCC recommendations have meri t
because of their potential for accelerating the government' s
cash flow but should be further studied prior to implemen-
tation to ensure banks and taxpayers would comply, as dis-
cussed in the following section .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC that Treasury has the authority
to implement the majority of the recommendations . According
to Treasury officials, Treasury has acted or plans to tak e
action on most of the recommendations on this issue . For
example :

--Liquor and tobacco companies that have annual excise
tax payments of more than $5 million are now require d
to remit the taxes through EFT .

--An experiment is under way for collecting impor t
duties from brokers so that no grace period i s
allowed for the payment .

--A pilot program will begin in January 1986 which wil l
provide for automatic account withdrawal from payor' s
accounts on installment 'payments to the government .
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PPSSCC also recommended that the Internal Revenu e
Service revise its regulations to include the use of th e
Federal Tax Deposit (FTD) system for balance-due payments
required by the April 15 filing date for individual ta x
returns . Under the FTD system, corporate and certain othe r
types of tax payments are transferred to the Treasur y
through the Federal Reserve network . On the other hand, the
individual tax payments referred to by PPSSCC are typicall y
sent to an IRS office for processing prior to being deposi-
ted in a bank . A Treasury official stated that the depart-
ment is opposed to the recommendation because (1) there are
substantial differences between individuals' payments an d
the types of payments that flow through the system, (2) i t
would create an additional burden on individuals to take
their payments to a bank handling FTD transactions, and (3 )
banks are opposed to the recommendation . GAO agrees that
some administrative problems, such as banks not acceptin g
checks drawn on other banks, could develop, which would
diminish the usefulness of this proposal if not resolved .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

In general, the PPSSCC report does not provide adequate
information on how the estimated savings were calculated .
Therefore, GAO cannot comment on the reasonableness of the
stated amounts .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/FGMSD-78-50 Import Duties And Taxes : Improved
Collection, Accounting, And Cash
Management Needed (Aug . 21, 1978 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John F . Simonette 275-9490
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TREAS 4 : FUNCTIONAL OVERLAP WITHIN THE IRS

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the organizational effectiveness of the Interna l
Revenue Service (IRS) be improved and costs reduced b y
eliminating functional overlaps? "

Assuming 10 percent inflation, the PPSSCC estimated a
3-year savings of $354 .2 million for this issue .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECD

	

DATIONS

The effectiveness of IRS is greatly dependent on it s
organizational structure . The PPSSCC made four recommenda -
tions concerning this issue . The four recommendations would
(1) change the organizational design of IRS, (2) eliminat e
the manual verification of computer-generated error reports ,
(3) greatly reduce key verification in the service centers ,
and (4) reduce the administrative workload of group
managers .

Although GAO has addressed the way in which IRS i s
organized to deal with certain special compliance problems ,
such as illegal tax protesters, GAO has not reviewed the
effectiveness of IRS' overall organization and has n o
basis to evaluate the merit of the recommendation to change
IRS' organizational design . It should be noted, however ,
that IRS just underwent a major reorganization in early
1982 . Therefore, it may be premature to make anothe r
comprehensive change before the effectiveness of the curren t
reorganization is evaluated .

GAO disagrees with the PPSSCC on its recommendations to
eliminate the manual verification of certain error report s
and to reduce key verification in the service centers by 5 0
percent. In an October 1982 report, GAO recommended changes
in the returns processing systems to (1) reduce the error
corrections workload by improving the accuracy of the
returns processing system and (2) reduce to some degree th e
amount of needed key verification by incorporating promptin g
features into IRS' direct data entry systems . However, GAO
believes the manual verification process is vital to ensur e
that taxpayer and IRS errors are corrected . Therefore, GAO
believes this process should be retained .

Likewise, GAO believes that reducing key verificatio n
by 50 percent, as recommended by the PPSSCC, could allow
more errors in taxpayer identifying information to ente r
the automated data base, thus hampering IRS' complianc e
enforcement efforts .
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GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation that, to th e
extent practical, the administrative workload of grou p
managers should be reduced .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that each of the fou r
recommendations pertaining to this issue could be imple -
mented without legislative action . Furthermore, GAO know s
of no circumstances that affect the feasibility of imple-
mentation . IRS has proceeded cautiously in this area .
Concerning the changes to IRS' organizational design recom -
mended by the PPSSCC, IRS is now in the process of re -
aligning some field offices and redistributing some workloa d
as recommended, but has rejected most of the other aspect s
of the PPSSCC recommendation . IRS is still considering
development of quantifiable standards of performance an d
elimination of certain executive level assistan t
positions .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis for an assessment of the revenue ben e-
fit that the PPSSCC associates with the recommendations .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-83-8 IRS Can Do More To Identify Tax Retur n
Processing Problems And Reduce Processin g
Costs (Oct . 14, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Johnny Finch 275-6407
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TREAS 12 :	 COLLECTION OF RETAIL ALCOHOL OCCUPATIONAL TA X

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Would an enhanced presence by the Bureau of Alcohol ,
Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF) produce a net increase in the
collection of special alcohol occupation taxes? "

The PPSSCC estimated that the government could collec t
an additional $24 .8 million in occupational tax revenue i n
the first year, and $27 .3 million and $30 .0 million in the
second and third years, respectively . Subtracting implemen -
tation costs of $0 .2 million in the first year, the PPSSCC
estimated a net revenue increase of $81 .9 million ove r
3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that nonpayment of occupa -
tional taxes by retailers of alcoholic beverages and spirit s
is a problem . Taxpayer compliance with alcohol-relate d
occupational tax laws has dropped below acceptable levels ,
and the Bureau's enforcement is not adequate to promot e
higher levels of compliance .

GAO also sees merit in the PPSSCC's recommendation s
which would (1) prohibit wholesalers from selling alcoholi c
beverages to retailers who have no occupational tax stamp ,
and (2) have IRS match data which it has in separate dat a
bases in an attempt to identify noncompliant retailers .
Implementation of these two recommendations should produce a
net increase in the collection of special alcohol occupatio n
taxes . However, GAO's discussions with representatives of
the wholesale alcohol industry and with officials of th e
Bureau indicate that there may be several hurdles to th e
implementation of the recommendations, and that the recom-
mendations may need modification to be effectively
implemented .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Despite the PPSSCC's opinion that it could be done ad-
ministratively, Bureau officials believe legislation i s
necessary for the Bureau to prohibit the sale of alcoholi c
beverages to retailers who have no occupational tax stamp .
The Bureau's position seems reasonable to GAO . Bureau offi-
cials have drafted legislation to enable them to implemen t
this recommendation and have transmitted that draft legisl a-
tion to the Treasury Department's Assistant General Counse l
for Administration and Legislation for his consideration .
However, Bureau officials have expressed doubt to GAO tha t
prohibiting noncompliant retailers from selling alcoholi c
beverages would significantly increase compliance with th e
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occupational tax stamp requirement without aggressive en-
forcement by Bureau agents' visits to wholesalers . Such
visits are currently limited because of staffin g
constraints .

GAO's discussions with industry representatives con -
firmed that they are opposed to a prohibition on sales t o
noncompliant retailers . They expressed an opinion that
businessmen in the private sector should not be put in a
position of enforcixtg a federal tax . They also stated tha t
it would not always be easy for wholesalers to determine i f
the alcohol occupation tax has been paid because IRS is no t
always timely in issuing occupational tax stamps .

A further enforcement problem for Bureau officials i s
finding wholesaler incentives or penalties which can be used
effectively to prevent noncompliant retailers from purchas -
ing in the 19 "controlled" states where a state agency is ,
in effect, the wholesaler .

GAO also has some reservations about the details for
implementing the PPSSCC's other recommendation . The PPSSCC
would have IRS perform a computer match of certain Principa l
Industrial Activity (PIA) Codes, shown on income ta x
returns, with occupational tax payment data ; the goal would
be to identify retailers of alcoholic beverages who hav e
failed to comply with the occupational tax laws . The recom-
mendation calls for matching the occupational tax paymen t
file with identifying information from tax return s
containing either of two PIA codes .

While there is little doubt that any business estab -
lishment listing either of those PIA codes on its income ta x
return would also be liable for the occupational tax, GA O
believes that many noncompliant establishments would not b e
detected because of the way PIA codes are assigned . The
codes identify the principal business activity which, i n
many cases, may not be the retail sale of alcoholic bever-
ages . For example, a grocery store that sells alcoholi c
beverages would be assigned a PIA code that identifies it a s
a grocery store . GAO's four-state sample of retail alcoho l
occupational taxes identified an additional 14 PIA code s
that GAO believes should be considered in the compute r
match . A computer match using the 16 PIA codes (the two
identified by the PPSSCC plus the additional 14 identified
by GAO) should detect a majority of the noncomplian t
retailers . If this PPSSCC recommendation is implemented, i t
should be broadened to include 16 rather than 2 codes .

Bureau officials have made initial contact with Inter-
nal Revenue Service officials to explore the feasibility an d
desirability of implementing this recommendation . Bureau
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officials have tentatively concluded that it may not repre-
sent the best method of improving compliance . They believe
that if their draft legislation involving wholesalers in th e
compliance process should be enacted ; this computer matching
effort would probably not be necessary .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO believes the savings potential is overstated for
two reasons . First, the PPSSCC's estimates are based on a
noncompliance rate of 60 percent nationwide, which GAO be-
lieves to be too high : GAO's four-state sample indicated a
noncompliance rate of 40 percent . GAO has no evidence to
indicate that noncompliance is any higher in the states no t
included in its sample . Second, the PPSSCC's estimates use
an inflation factor of 10 percent for the second and thir d
years. Since the taxes are a flat amount (either $24 o r
$54 per year, per establishment), there does not appear t o
be a basis for increasing subsequent years' estimate d
revenues .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Johnny Finch 275-640 7
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TREAS 6 :	 VOLUNTEER IRS TAXPAYER SERVIC E

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can certain elements of taxpayer service be retaine d
through the use of volunteer professionals? "

The PPSSCC made no estimate of savings for this issu e
but stated that the use of volunteers could reinstate th e
telephone and walk-in service that had been curtailed due t o
budget cuts .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

Because the nation's tax laws have evolved into a
complicated array of exemptions, exclusions, deductions, an d
credits, taxpayers often need assistance in understandin g
the tax laws and in preparing their returns . For over a
decade, IRS has had a formal program for assisting taxpayer s
and, until recently, has sought to expand and improve tha t
program. In an April 1984 report, GAO discussed IRS '
administration of its taxpayer assistance program and the
importance of IRS' taxpayer assistance activities to th e
nation's self-assessment tax system . That report provided
Congress with some'of the information it needs to decide th e
level of funding for taxpayer assistance .

The PPSSCC recommendation concerning this issue woul d
have the Commissioner of Internal Revenue establish a corp s
of volunteer professionals to perform some taxpayer assis-
tance activities . GAO does not doubt that, to the exten t
volunteers could replace IRS employees, there would be a
cost savings to IRS . However, this PPSSCC recommendation i s
directed at a situation that has since changed . At the time
of the PPSSCC review, IRS had decided to revise and reduc e
its taxpayer assistance program due to escalating federa l
budget deficits and the administration's efforts to reduc e
federal spending . In its budget submissions, the adminis-
tration proposed to reduce IRS' taxpayer assistance progra m
in fiscal years 1983 and 1984 . However, Congress reacte d
unfavorably to those proposals and directed IRS to operat e
taxpayer assistance programs at prior years' staffing an d
funding levels . Thus, the original impetus for the PPSSCC
recommendation no longer exists .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that legislative actio n
would be necessary for effective implementation of thi s
recommendation . The Commissioner of Internal Revenu e
requested an advisory group to consider the feasibility o f
implementing this recommendation . The advisory group
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identified significant implementation problems, including
the disclosure of tax information, the availability o f
volunteers, the scheduling of volunteers, and the IRS '
responsibility in managing volunteers in IRS offices . The
consensus among advisory group members was that the proposa l
to use volunteers as telephone and walk-in assistors shoul d
not be implemented by IRS . Rather, the advisory group
determined that retired professionals could best be used t o
enhance the taxpayer education efforts currently carried ou t
by IRS outside of its offices . These include coordinator ,
instructor, and assistor roles in the Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance (VITA), Tax Counseling for the Elderly (TCE) ,
Outreach, Understanding Taxes, and Small Business Worksho p
Programs . In line with the advisory group's findings, IRS
has not taken steps to implement the PPSSCC recommendation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

No savings were identified by the PPSSCC for th e
recommendation .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-84-13 Need To Better Assess Consequence s
Before Reducing Taxpayer Assistanc e
(Apr . 5, 1984 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Johnny Finch 275-640 7
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ADP17 :	 INTERNALREVENUE SERVICE PRODUCTIVITYIMPROVEMENT

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) reduce the ta x
gap (taxes due but not reported) by fully exploiting moder n
automated data processing (ADP) technology ?

The PPSSCC indicated that total annual benefits coul d
be substantial . However, no specific estimates of potentia l
savings were presented .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees in principle with the issue . It believes
that two of the four associated recommendations discusse d
below are generally without merit . GAO does not have a
basis for assessing the relative merits of the two remainin g
recommendations .

GAO believes that IRS needs to make significant im-
provements in the area of ADP management before it can real-
istically address this issue . GAO has reported that IRS
does not have an adequate planning process . It also be-
lieves that a strong planning process is a critical succes s
factor in assessing, acquiring, and implementing modern AD P
technology on the scale appropriate for IRS . In addition ,
GAO believes IRS' highly decentralized ADP organization ma y
not be appropriate to effectively manage its ADP resources .

GAO does not support the recommendation to accelerat e
major ADP initiatives in IRS . It believes IRS should follow
a carefully considered and planned approach to developin g
and implementing new ADP systems . On the basis of its cur -
rent work, GAO believes an accelerated schedule could signi-
ficantly increase the risk of a non-cost-effective infusio n
of modern ADP technology . Three recent projects demonstrat e
IRS' past performance and contribute to GAO's concern :
(1) the service center replacement system, (2) the distri-
buted input system, and (3) the automated collection sys-
tem . In all three projects, IRS has experienced procure-
ment, performance, and/or system design problems in it s
efforts to provide newer technology to its users . Another
consideration is how to control an accelerated schedul e
with a :;iahly decentralized ADP organization structure . GAO
believes that a centralized ADP organization structure ca n
offer management greater control over ADP resources .

GAO does not support the recommendation requirin g
Treasury's Office of Computer Science to perform cost/bene-
fit analyses of IRS' ADP initiatives . GAO has reported that
the office was ineffective . In addition, IRS offices ar e
doing such analyses, and GAO believes a duplication o f
effort should be avoided . It believes Treasury's rol e
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should be to review and approve IRS' cost/benefit analyse s
and that Treasury's review responsibility should lie wit h
its new Assistant Secretary for Electronic Systems an d
Information Technology .

GAO does not have sufficient information to assess th e
merit of the recommendation that IRS use the most moder n
technology on a priority basis . GAO has not specifically
studied the application of state-of-the-art, "most modern "
technology to IRS requirements . However, it would cautio n
that state-of-the-art technology is not necessarily cost -
effective until it is proven suitable .

GAO also does not have sufficient information to asses s
the merit of the recommendation that IRS' tax processing
system redesign should start in fiscal year 1987 .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that implementation of thi s
issue can be done under the existing authority of the execu-
tive branch . However, it believes that the Congress woul d
need to approve any funds to implement the recommendations .
At this time, GAO does not have sufficient information t o
comment on the feasibility or the status of the fou r
recommendations associated with this issue .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

No specific savings estimate was developed by th e
PPSSCC .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/GGD-79-48

	

IRS Can Better Plan for and Contro l
Its ADP Resources (June 18, 1979 )

GAO/GGD-82-9

	

The Treasury Department and It s
Bureaus Can Better Plan for and Con -
trol Computer Resources (Feb . 22 ,
1982 )

GAO/GGD-83-103 Computer Management at IRS : Present
and Planned (Sept . 1, 1983 )

GAO Publication Questions Designed to Aid Managers an d
Auditors in Assessing the ADP Plannin g
Process (Sept . 30, 1982 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

James Watts 275-3455
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EX 2 : TAX-EXEMPT BOND S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

This issue was extrapolated from a prior PPSSCC repor t
on the Health Care Financing Administration . Recommenda-
tion HHS-HCFA 5-3 stated that "the Administration shoul d
propose legislation requiring that tax exempt hospita l
bonds be 'general obligation' issues of the governmenta l
unit issuing them rather than revenue bonds ." Althoug h
both types of bonds are tax exempt, general obligatio n
bonds are usually subject to state debt limitations and i n
most cases require voter approval . For revenue bonds ,
there are few, if any, statutory debt limitations and fe w
jurisdictions require voter approval . Thus, the PPSSCC
reasoned that the total volume of tax exempt hospital bond s
would be reduced if they were required to be genera l
obligation issues of the state . This extrapolated issue
proposes a general reduction in the volume of tax exemp t
bonds, including tax exempt hospital bonds .

The PPSSCC calculated savings from issue EX 2 of $4 . 5
billion over a three year period .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

Based on previous GAO work, GAO finds merit in raisin g
the issue of whether steps should be taken to limit the us e
of tax exempt bonds . GAO has documented the sharp increase
in bond volume -- from $65 billion in 1979 to $122 billio n
in 1982 . GAO has also noted that the composition of ta x
exempt bonds has changed dramatically, from predominatel y
general obligation bonds (65 .5% share in 1970) to predomin-
ately revenue bonds (73 .0% share in 1982) . General obliga-
tion bonds traditionally finance projects in areas such as .
water & sewer, public power, transportation, and educa-
tion . While a number of factors such as structural changes
in the bond market, voter disapproval of new bond issues ,
and high interest rates, contributed to the relative de -
cline in general obligation bonds, GAO found evidence t o
suggest that the increased volume of revenue bonds also ma y
have contributed to this reduction in general obligatio n
bonds .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Although states and localities have authority to limi t
the use of of revenue bonds, few have done so . Thus imple-
mentation of the PPSSCC recommendation would most likel y
require Congressional action . The Department of the
Treasury's current tax reform package contains proposals t o
limit the purposes for which tax exemption on State an d
local obligations may be allowed . The Treasury proposal i s
generally consistent with the PPSSCC recommendation .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC estimated total three-year savings fro m
issue EX 2 would be $4 .5 billion . This estimate is based
on various assumptions . One such assumption was that onl y
30% of the planned tax exempt bonds will be issued ; another
assumption was that investors will invest all of the mone y
they would otherwise have used to purchase tax exempt bond s
in taxable assets . This second assumption may lead to an
overestimate of the savings because it ignores the possibi-
lity that many investors will find other investment ta x
shelters . Thus GAO views the PPSSCC estimated savings as
tenuous . CBO, while acknowledging certain difficulties in
making savings estimates, provided a 3 year savings esti-
mate of $3 .2 billion for the case of limiting tax exemp-
tions to only general obligation bonds .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/PAD-83-46 Trends and Changes in the Municipa l
Bond Market as They Relate to Financing
State and Local Public Infrastructure
(September 12, 1983 )

GAO/RCED-83-145 The Costs and Benefits o f
Single-Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds :
Preliminary Report (April 1983 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

James Bothwell 275-408 3
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BANK 38 :	 TAXATION OFFARM CREDIT SYSTE M

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the present federal tax exemption for certai n
entities of the Farm Credit System (FCS) be removed? "

The PPSSCC estimated new revenues could total $658 . 1
million over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommended that the Federal Land Banks ,
the Federal Land Bank Associations, and the Federa l
Intermediate Credit Banks be taxed .

GAO's 1980 report to Congress noted the inconsisten t
tax treatment of income for the Farm Credit System . Th e
Federal Land Banks, the Federal Land Bank Associations ,
and the Federal Intermediate Credit Banks are not taxed .
Banks for Cooperatives and Production Credit Association s
are taxed . GAO noted the tax discrepancy to nsure tha t
Congress, in the process of deciding whether to combin e
the banks as GAO recommended, would also consider thei r
tax-exempt status . GAO also pointed out that Congres s
provided the FCS with competitive advantages to ensure th e
success of a nationwide system that would provide a n
adequate flow of credit to farmers, ranchers, an d
fishermen in all economic conditions . The tax-exemp t
status of these institutions is clearly an FCS advantage .

Taxing these institutions could increase the costs o f
funds to borrowers served by the FCS if nothing were don e
to reduce the taxes due . However, GAO believes these in-
stitutions would take action to reduce their profits . A
likely action would be to charge borrowers less interest ,
thereby offsetting excess earnings . Officials of the Farm
Credit Administration (FCA) believe that tax avoidanc e
actions taken by FCS institutions may reduce FCS°s ability
to raise capital in the bond market if FCS cannot convinc e
investors that its reduced profits are the result of ta x
avoidance rather than an inability to generate profit .

Relative to the 1970s, the farm economy in th e
1980s, in general, has been depressed . The FCS has used
its strong financial position, built up during the 1970s ,
to maintain level program activity . If the FCS were
taxed, not only would its accumulated earnings be less ,
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its incentive to accumulate financial strength would b e
less and this counter-cyclical credit tool could weaken .
GAO believes that Congress should consider thi s
recommendation only if it believes that the extent of th e
subsidy provided farmers, ranchers, and fishermen by
continuing the tax-exemption exceeds a level it believe s
appropriate .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that the authority t o
change the tax status of the Federal Land Banks, th e
Federal Land Bank Associations, and the Federal
Intermediate Credit Banks resides in Congress . The FC S
does not support, nor is it going to initiate, legislation
to change the tax-exempt status of these institutions .
The administration is not currently considering
recommending changes in the tax status of these
institutions .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC estimate of savings assumed that the en-
tities would maintain their state and local tax exemption ,
income would be distributed equally among entities ,
existing investment policies by the bank would not change ,
and the present distribution pattern of earnings woul d
continue .

GAO believes that all of the assumptions made by th e
PPSSCC are questionable . But the unstated assumption tha t
the institutions would do nothing to reduce their ta x
liability is clearly unfounded . GAO believes that, i f
these institutions were taxed, they would take actions t o
reduce their tax liability . The most logical step woul d
be to reduce the interest rate charged to borrowers rathe r
than rebate excess earnings at the end of the year, as i s
currently done . Regardless of the actions, assuming tha t
these currently tax-exempt institutions are able to reduc e
taxes to the extent that the FCS taxable institution s
have, a more realistic figure may be calculated . Dat a
available to GAO indicates that Production Credit Associ-
ations pay taxes of about 14 percent of taxable income and
Banks for Cooperatives pay taxes of about 1 percent o f
taxable income . Assuming that the Federal Land Banks, th e
Federal Land Bank Associations, and the Federal
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Intermediate Credit Banks were to achieve a similar tax
liability of 14 percent of taxable income or 1 percent o f
taxable income, the estimated savings would be $200 . 3
million and $14 .3 million, respectively, over 3 years .
GAO has no way of estimating additional revenue that ma y
be generated from increased taxes paid by farmers and
fishermen, whose taxable income would increase if the y
paid less interest on borrowed funds .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-80-12 The Farm Credit System : Some
Opportunities for Improvemen t
(Jan . 25, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-867 8
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BANK 13 . INCREASE TAX RATE AND INSTITUTE EXPERIENCE RATING S
FOR RAILROAD UNEMPLOYMENT PREMIUM S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should the tax rate for Railroad Unemployment an d
Sickness Insurance (RUSI) be increased to adequately fun d
the system? Would an experience-based system for futur e
premiums involve the financial health and equitabl e
application of the system? "

The PPSSCC recommended increasing the effective ta x
rate to adequately fund current claims and liquidate th e
existing deficit over a minimum five-year period . It
recommended that the tax increase be implemented by
raising the taxable wage from $4,800 to $9,500 . The
PPSSCC estimates this recommendation would lead to $54 6
million in additional revenues over a 3-year period .

The PPSSCC also recommended the adoption of a n
experience rating system of taxes to provide for a mor e
equitable application of the system within the industr y
and to provide incentives to reduce the overall cost o f
the system .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees that unemployment benefits should b e
adequately funded . Action taken by the Congress in 198 3
was directed toward that goal and meets the primar y
objective of the PPSSCC's recommendation . In early 1983 ,
additional revenues were needed to meet existing claim s
and to liquidate the RUSI deficit and repay the retiremen t
account monies borrowed to pay USI claims . Increasing
taxes and attempting to control future costs wer e
reasonable objectives . Congress authorized the former i n
enacting the Railroad Retirement Solvency Act of 1983 an d
a study group authorized by the act (the Railroa d
Unemployment Compensation Committee) subsequently endorse d
an experience rating system as a way to control futur e
costs .

The Solvency Act increased the monthly amount o f
wages against which the unemployment tax could be levie d
from $400 to $600, an annual equivalent of $7,200 . The '
Act also authorized a temporary loan repayment tax on the
first $7,000 of an employee's wages to be used to repa y
loans the railroad retirement account has made to th e
railroad unemployment insurance account .

The Railroad Unemployment Compensation Committee als o
made recommendations concerning increases in the effective
tax rate .
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The PPSSCC states that, under the present system ,
rail employers have no incentive to attempt to minimiz e
unemployment and thus unemployment insurance costs .
An experience-based rating system as recommended by PPSSC C
and the Railroad Unemployment Compensation Committee woul d
permit rail employers to challenge unemployment claims-- a
recourse they presently do not have . This will be
included in the legislation that will be jointly drafte d
by the Committee and the Board . GAO has not taken a
position on the need for an experience rating system .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Both of the PPSSCC's recommendations are feasible .
A tax rate change has been enacted and experience ratin g
is being considered . Any additional changes to the ta x
rate or the adoption of an experience-based rating syste m
would require legislative action by the Congress .
Legislation is likely to be introduced in early 1985 whic h
would both change the unemployment tax rate and require
the use of an experience-based rating system .

IV. GAO ANALYSES OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimates that $546 mi_lion in additional
revenues would be realized over a 3-year period if it s
recommendation for increasing the effective tax rate wer e
adopted . These estimates are considerably higher than
Railroad Retirement Board and CBO estimates, partly
because PPSSCC proposed a higher annual wage tax base .
The Railroad Retirement Board and CBO estimate that $18 6
million and $181 million respectively would be generate d
in additional revenues over a 3-year period beause of th e
tax rate reforms which were enacted in the Railroa d
Retirement Solvency Act of 1993 .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

None

VI. GAO CONTACT

Joseph Delfico 275-619 3
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BANK 23 :	 TAXING OF CREDIT UNIONS

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should credit unions be taxed ?

The PPSSCC projected potential revenue of $379 million
over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

Since this is a complex matter--more complex than th e
treatment given by the PPSSCC--GAO can take no position o n
this issue without much further study .

The PPSSCC believes that the tax exemption given t o
credit unions should be ended because they are beginning t o
conduct lines-of-business similar to commercial banks an d
savings and loans, both of which are taxed . The PPSSCC con-
tends that original credit unions were small and thei r
memberships were comprised of persons with close bonds .
Now, however, there are some large ones with very broad
memberships . Thus, since they are competing with othe r
financial institutions, they should be taxed similarly .

National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) official s
disagree with the recommendation . The officials point ou t
that tax exemption is based on the nature of credit unions '
organizations : they are not-for-profit cooperatives .
Theoretically, all earnings not absorbed by costs of opera-
tions are distributed to members as dividends, which ar e
taxable to the individuals . Presuming that only undistrib-
uted earnings would be taxed, credit unions, upon losing th e
exemptions, would simply distribute all earnings to thei r
members .

There are a number of arguments against th e
recommendation to end the tax exemption . Although credi t
unions may be growing, as of December 31, 1983, 99 .5 percen t
of all federal credit unions still had assets of less tha n
$100 million, and 68 percent had assets of less than $ 2
million . By commercial bank standards, those institution s
are very small .

Moreover, both federal- and state-chartered credi t
unions had deposits totaling $75 .5 billion, while commercia l
bank deposits totaled $1 .5 trillion, and saving s
institutions totaled $618 billion . Thus, overall, credi t
unions are not a serious competitive threat to the taxe d
competitors . Indeed, GAO is unaware of any major
protestations by banks or savings and loans that credi t
unions enjoy an unfair competitive advantage .
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However, a business practice test might conclude tha t
at least some credit unions should be taxed . Some are very
large . The 59 federal credit unions with $100 million o r
more in assets (out of a total of 10,962 federal credi t
unions) hold about 22 percent of all federal credit unio n
assets . Also, some credit unions are broadening thei r
membership bases . There is tax legislative history pertain-
ing to the mutual savings industry that demonstrates tha t
when some large mutual companies stopped "behaving" lik e
true cooperatives, they were taxed . Presumably, if a bod y
of evidence could show that credit unions have stopped
behaving like cooperatives--including complex financia l
analyses not performed by the PPSSCC--then a case for
taxation might be made .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC concluded that legislative changes would b e
needed to implement the recommendaton, and GAO agrees .
Adopting the recommendation would require a change t o
federal tax laws (sects . 501(c)(1) and 501(c)(14) of the Ta x
Code) . Such a change is technically feasible, given th e
changes to the insurance industry tax structure .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Since no figures were presented to back the PPSSCC
estimate, GAO could not analyze them .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PAD-81-1 Billions of Dollars Are Involve d
in Taxation of the Life Insuranc e
Industry--Some Corrections in th e
Law Are Needed (Sept . 17, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-867 8
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HUD 10 and BANK 37 :	 INCREASES IN THE GOVERNMENT NATIONAL
MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION (GNMA) GUARANTEE AND
OTHER FEES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Should the Government National Mortgage Associatio n
(GNMA) increase its fees, particularly the fee it charge s
mortgage servicers for GNMA's guarantee of timely paymen t
of principal and interest ?

PPSSCC made conflicting recommendations concerning
GNMA fees . In HUD 10, PPSSCC recommended that the guaran-
tee fee be increased from 6 to 10 basis points, and esti-
mated that this change could generate about $21 .6 million
over a three-year period . However, in BANK 37, PPSSC C
recommended no fee change and, therefore, no savings wer e
claimed .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

In HUD 10, PPSSCC stated that the fee GNMA charge s
mortgage servicers for its guarantee of timely payment o f
principal and interest is too low . It believes that the
fee should be raised from the current 6 basis points to 1 0
basis points--a basis point is equal to 1/100th of a
percent age point--to bring the fee more in line with fee s
charged servicers of non-GNMA mortgage portfolios and, a t
the same time, to generate additional revenues for GNMA .

GAO does not believe an increase in the fee is justi-
fied or necessary in that the fee currently charged mort-
gage servicers is already adequate to operate the progra m
on a financially-sound basis . In fiscal year 1983, GNMA
took in nearly $90 million in guarantee fees and paid ou t
only $70,000 in claims . Further, since the program' s
inception in 1970, GNMA has received over $400 million i n
fees and paid out claims totaling less than $12 million .
To increase the fee would go far beyond what is needed fo r
an actuarially-sound program .

In BANK 37, PPSSCC concluded that raising the fee i s
not warranted and would represent an improper transfe r
payment from the private sector to Government .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The proposal to increase the fee charged mortgag e
servicers could be implemented under existing agenc y
authority and would not require legislative changes .
Implementation of the proposz l 7 however, would likely draw
considerable criticism from the mortgage industry .
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To date, GNMA has not acted on the proposal to raise th e
fee .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

In calculating the $21 .6 million savings estimate ,
PPSSCC applied the fee increase to the amount o f
mortgage-backed securities expected to be issued by GNM A
in future years . GAO noted that consideration was no t
given to normal amortization and prepayments on thos e
securities . Since fees are paid monthly on the outstand-
ing balances, the failure to net out amortizations an d
prepayments resulted in inflated savings estimates .

GAO also believes that PPSSCC significantly under -
estimated the amount of securities to be issued, and, as a
result, the additional revenues that could be expected t o
result from increased fees . Specifically, PPSSCC assume d
that $12 billion in mortgage-backed securities would b e
issued in each of the years 1983 through 1985 . The GNMA
budget for fiscal year 1985, however, shows that GNM A
actually issued over $45 billion of securities in fisca l
year 1983 and expected to issue $40 billion and $4 2
billion in fiscal years 1984 and 1985, respectively .

V . RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-6111
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SBA 9 : USER'S FEE FOR SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

Can the Small Business Administration (SBA) increas e
revenues in the Small Business Investment Company (SBIC )
and Minority Enterprise SBIC (MESBIC) programs by chargin g
a 1 percent user fee on borrowings ?

PPSSCC estimates revenues resulting from a 1 percen t
user fee at $4 million over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

SBA incurs a variety of administrative expenses i n
connection with the processing of applications for th e
purchase or guaranty of debentures, with the sale o f
debentures, and with the subsequent servicing of deben-
tures . The PPSSCC's recommendation that SBA charge SBIC' s
and MESBIC's a user fee on borrowings is consistent wit h
established practices in the private sector and in othe r
SBA programs . GAO agrees that establishing a fee to be
charged to the SBIC's and MESBIC's that use SBA debenture s
would result in generating revenue that would help to off -
set SBA's administrative expenses . Although user fees ar e
not universally required of SBA program participants, SB A
does charge fees in some of its financial assistance pro -
grams including the Section 503 Development Company Loa n
Program, the SBA Guaranteed Bank Loan Program, and in th e
Surety Bond Guarantee Program .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

SBA has the authority to impose, at its discretion ,
user fees in the SBIC and MESBIC programs . This authority
is contained in Section 303(b) of the Small Busines s
Act of 1958, as amended, which authorizes SBA to charg e
SBIC's and MESBIC's a fee for borrowing to be applie d
toward covering costs of the program that the Administra-
tion may determine to be consistent with its purposes .

GAO believes the recommendation is feasible and tha t
its implementation will not adversely impact either th e
SBIC or MESBIC programs . The user fee is a one-time fee
which, over the life of the debenture, will increase th e
cost of borrowing by approximately 1/4 of one percent pe r
year . GAO does not consider this increase to be
significant to individual SBIC's or MESBIC's .

On April 13, 1984, SBA published a notice of propose d
rulemaking in the Federal Register to provide for th e
imposition of a user fee in the SBIC and MESBIC programs .
Only about 2 percent of the SBIC's and MESBIC's commente d
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on the user fee proposal and they raised only minor objec-
tions . As of October 1984, SBA had drafted a fina l
regulation that is consistent with the PPSSCC' s
recommendation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO believes that the approach and assumptions use d
by PPSSCC to estimate revenues by establishing a user fe e
are valid . The estimate is based on applying a 1 percen t
fee to funds budgeted to SBIC's and MESBIC's in fisca l
year 1983 . Rather than establish a flat 1 percent fee ,
SBA's regulations propose that the 1 percent fee b e
adjusted either slightly upward or downward depending o n
the maturity of the debentures . SBA's proposal should
have similar net revenue result as the PPSSC C
recommendation .

PPSSCC's recommended 1 percent fee was intended t o
generate enough revenue to cover the administrative cost s
incurred by SBA . However, because of the interchangeabil-
ity of certain activities involved with administering th e
and MESBIC programs, it is not possible to specificall y
account for total administrative costs . SBA believes that
the revenues generated through a 1 percent user's fee wil l
be in line with SBA's expenses in administering th e
program .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

John Luke 275-6111
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USER 1 : USER CHARGES PROGRAM MANAGEMEN T

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Can the Federal Government increase revenues and bette r
manage user charge programs though a clarification o f
policy on user charges and the implementation of a centra-
lized, business-like organizational structure, patterne d
after the product or service planning function found in th e
private sector? Is a high-level policy team needed t o
determine how legislation, agency instruction, and report-
ing need to be changed? Are incentives required fo r
managers and agencies to encourage both collection an d
reporting of user charges ?

This issue involves setting general user charge poli-
cies and designing specific management procedures to imple-
ment those policies . As such, it does not directly produc e
cost savings or additional revenues . However, PPSSCC
believes that additional revenues will result if thes e
policies and procedures are adopted by federal agencie s
and, under associated PPSSCC issues, makes recommendation s
and estimates concerning specific user charge areas .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

PPSSCC made a number of recommendations to improve th e
management of user charge programs and increase user charg e
revenues . GAO agrees with one recommendation, disagrees
with another, and has no basis for an opinion on severa l
others . GAO agrees with PPSSCC on the need for an overall
review of federal user charge policies . In a previou s
review of federal user charges, GAO found that pricin g
practices are inconsistent both within and across agen-
cies . However, GAO does not agree with one of the specifi c
recommendations of the PPSSCC . The PPSSCC recommended the
establishment of revolving funds for agencies providin g
user-financed services . GAO's general policy is to oppos e
financial arrangements such as revolving funds because o f
the possible loss of congressional oversight and contro l
that may accompany them . GAO has no basis for opinion o n
the other specific PPSSCC recommendations, including : th e
establishment of a different set of criteria for personne l
ceilings and employment freezes as they relate to use r
charge programs ; the reinstitution of a full reportin g
mechanism concerning the management performance of use r
charge programs ; the establishment of a separate and
centralized organization within agencies to manage th e
business of user charges ; the establishment of a use r
charge planning function in the Executive Office of th e
President ; and the establishment of a policy review team to
confer with OMB in reissuing Circulars No . A-25 and, i f
necessary, No . A-76, pertaining to agency use of user
charges .
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III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees witn the PPSSCC that the President has th e
authority to initiate a review of user charge policies an d
practices within executive agencies with the objectiv e
either of modifying policies, where the executive has th e
authority to do so, or of developing legislative recommenda-
tions, where the executive does not now have such autho-
rity . GAO also agrees that the President may appoint a
panel to assist him in that review . However, in a previou s
report, GAO recommended congressional involvement in such a
review since many of the policy changes, and some of th e
specific management provisions that are likely to emerg e
from the review, or are already proposed by PPSSCC, canno t
be unilaterally implemented by the President without con-
gressional involvement and action . GAO does not know of any
actions yet taken to establish a panel to conduct a syste-
matic review of federal user charge policies .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

PPSSCC did not make any estimates of the cost saving s
or additional revenues that would result from this particu-
lar issue . Increases in revenues may result as many agen-
cies modify their policies and procedures in accordanc e
with the review findings . GAO is conducting separat e
analyses of the PPSSCC estimates of additional revenue s
that would result from the specific user charges tha t
PPSSCC recommended .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/PAD-80-25 The Congress Should Consider Explorin g
Opportunities to Expand and Improve th e
Application of User Charges by Federa l
Agencies (March 28, 1980 )

VI. GAO CONTAC T

James Bothwell 275-408 3
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AG 20 : USER FEES IN THE AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE SERVIC E

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC ,

"The Agricultural Cooperative Service (ACS )
should assess user fees for publications and fo r
technical assistance services performed for agri-
cultural cooperatives . By charging user fees fo r
publications and for technical assistance ser-
vices rendered to existing cooperatives, appro-
priations could be reduced by * * * $4 .9 million
* * * [over] three years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

ACS is a U .S . Department of Agriculture (USDA) agency .
Its basic functions include providing technical assistanc e
to existing farmer-owned cooperatives ; giving assistance and
technical support to newly emerging cooperative associa-
tions ; and collecting and disseminating statistics o n
changes and trends in cooperative organization, membership ,
structure, and operations . The PPSSCC said that in 1981 AC S
was involved in 95 formal technical assistance projects an d
that it maintains and distributes over 100 research and edi.
cational publications concerning cooperatives .

GAO supports the assessment of user fees for service s
and agency publications as appropriate under OMB Circula r
A-25 . GAO has not made a study of whether the types of ser-
vices and publications provided by ACS should be covered b y
a user charge system . In a March 1980 report (GAO/PAD-80 -
25, 3/28/80), however, GAO included government publication s
in a list of special benefits for which, according to GAO ,
it is appropriate to charge . Also, GAO has found that i n
other USDA agencies, user fees are appropriate and a
cost-saving measure .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO has not looked into the question of whether th e
types of services and publications provided by ACS should be
covered by a user fee system . USDA's implementation statu s
report dated October 3, 1984, stated that user fees for pub-
lications would be implemented once the congressional Join t
Committee on Printing and the Government Printing Offic e
permit USDA to sell publications . It also said that a plan
for implementing technical assistance user charges had bee n
prepared and was under review .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC's 3-year savings estimate for implementin g
ACS user fees is $4 .9 million . According to USDA's imple-
mentation status report, USDA estimated $900,000 in poten-
tial savings for 3 years . Because GAO has not looked int o
the matter of ACS user fees, it cannot assess the reason -
ableness of either of the savings estimates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-81-49 Department of Agriculture Should Hav e
More Authority to Assess User Charge s
(Apr . 16, 1981 )

GAO/PAD-80-25 The Congress Should Consider Explorin g
Opportunities to Expand and Improve th e
Application of User Charges by Federa l
Agencies (Mar . 28, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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USER 11 : INSPECTION AND GRADING : DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ,
AGRICULTURAL	 MARKETING SERVIC E

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The PPSSCC stated the issue as follows :

"Can the Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS )
recover more of its cost of providing specia l
services by applying user fees to additiona l
services not currently covered in the existing
fee schedules? "

According to the PPSSCC, increased user fee revenue s
of $29 .4 million could be realized over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO endorsed the principle of charging identifiabl e
beneficiaries for the full cost of special U .S . Department
of Agriculture (USDA) services in a 1981 repor t
(GAO/CED-81-49, 4/16/81) . In that same report, GAO recom-
mended or endorsed instituting new fees, or increasin g
existing fees, for a number of specific services, includin g
the following services that the PPSSCC also covered : cotton
grading (classing), warehouse examinations, printed marke t
news reports, and plant variety protection certificates .
GAO has not reviewed the appropriateness of user fees fo r
marketing orders/agreements, another of the PPSSCC's recom-
mendations .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (Publi c
Law 97-35, 8/13/81) set annual limits on the amount of fee s
that can be collected for cotton grading and cotton ware-
house examination services . Legislative action would be
needed to increase fees for these services . Amendments to
program authorizing legislation (the Tobacco Inspection Ac t
and the Cotton Statistics and Estimates Act) would be neede d
to delete provisions requiring free cotton and tobacco
market information . Fees for plant variety protection
certificates could be implemented by USDA administrativel y
under authority granted by the general User Charge Statute .

According to USDA, as of September 28, 1984, it had no t
evaluated the PPSSCC's recommendations .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

Readily available budget data are not in sufficien t
detail to determine the difference between current user fe e
revenues and USDA's costs for providing the specifi c
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services included in the PPSSCC's recommendations . Thi s
information would be needed to analyze the PPSSCC' s
estimated savings .

V. RELEVANT GAC REPORTS

GAO/CED-81-49 Department of Agriculture Should Hav e
More Authority to Assess User Charge s
(Apr . 16, 1981 )

GAO/PAD-80-25 The Congress Should Consider Explorin g
Opportunities to Expand and Improve th e
Application of User Charges by Federa l
Agencies (Mar . 28, 1980 )

C 7,0/CED-77-105 The Department of Agriculture Should B e
Authorized to Charge for Cotton Class-
ing and Tobacco Grading Service s
(Aug . 2, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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USER 12 : INSPECTION AND GRADING : DEPARTMENT OF	 AGRICULTURE ,
FEDERAL GRAIN INSPECTION SERVIC E

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

The PPSSCC stated the issue as follows :

Is the Federal Grain Inspection Service (FGIS )
recovering its costs of providing inspection an d
weighing services from those receiving the ser-
vices? "

According to the PPSSCC, total additional revenues o f
$6.1 million for 3 years will be needed to cover estimated
deficits . Accordingly, the PPSSCC recommended that fees
should be revised annually to recover 100 percent of costs .

II . GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION

FGIS, an agency of the U .S . Department of Agriculture
(USDA), provides inspection and weighing services for a fe e
to grain merchandisers, both directly (for exported grain )
and indirectly, through supervision of authorized state an d
private agencies (for domestically sold grain) . These ser-
vices are designed to facilitate orderly marketing by inde-
pendently establishing and certifying the quality (grade )
and weight of grain . FGIS' 1983 estimated costs for thes e
services ($36 .3 million) exceeded estimated revenue s
($34 .3 million) by $2 million .

GAO endorsed the principle of charging identifiabl e
beneficiaries for the full cost of special USDA services i n
a 1981 report (GAO/CED-81-49, 4/16/81) . In that report, GAO
recommended that the Congress amend the legislative author-
ity for grain inspection and weighing services (the U .S .
Grain Standards Act) to delete provisions that eithe r
(1) required appropriations funding for certain costs o r
(2) limited the use of user charges. The Omnibus Budge t
Reconciliation Act of 1981 (Public Law 97-35, 8/13/81 )
subsequently amended the U .S . Grain Standards Act along th e
lines GAO recommended .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

USDA can implement the recommended changes administra-
tively, within existing legislative authority, by adjustin g
its fee schedules for these services . According to USDA, as
of September 28, 1984, it had not evaluated the PPSSCC' s
recommendation .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

Readily available budget data do not identify th e
extent, if any, to which costs currently exceed fee revenue s
for these specific services . This information would b e
needed to analyze the PPSSCC's estimated savings .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-81-49 Department of Agriculture Shoul d
Have More Authority to Assess User
Charges (Apr . 16, 1981 )

GAO/PAD-30-25 The Congress Should Consider Explorin g
Opportunities to Expand and Improve th e
Application of User Charges by Federa l
Agencies (Mar . 28, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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AG 8 : COLLECT CREDIT REPORT FEES

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

According to the PPSSCC ,

"The Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) shoul d
collect a credit-report fee from loan appli-
cants . If a $15 fee were to be collected ,
approximately * * * [$23 .2 million] could b e
saved * * * over three years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

FmHA procedures state that FmHA county supervisors ar e
responsible for verifying information furnished by loa n
applicants and for recording and assembling additiona l
information needed to properly evaluate the applicants ®
qualifications and credit needs . According to the PPSSCC ,
such additional information is often gathered from credi t
reports .

The PPSSCC stated that FmHA regulations prohibite d
charging an application fee . However, applicants for whom a
loan was approved and a credit report was obtained wer e
charged a $12 fee to cover the cost of the report regardles s
of the actual cost to FmHA . Unsuccessful applicants were
not required to reimburse FmHA for any expenses, including
the cost of credit reports . The PPSSCC said that to reduce
the number of casual applications received by FmHA and to
recover a greater portion of its expenses, FmHA shoul d
charge a nominal fee to applicants for whom a credit repor t
is obtained .

In an October 1977 report (GAO/CED-77-134), GAO
recommended that FmHA charge applicants for the cost o f
credit reports at the time of application .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

FmHA has taken action to collect credit report fees .
In March 1983 FmHA published a notice of proposed rulemakin g
in the Federal Register to amend its Credit Reports (Indi-
vidual) regulations . The final rule was expected to becom e
effective on November 19, 1984 . The amendment provides for
collecting a credit report fee from the loan applican t
before a credit report is ordered for all programs othe r
than for the section 504 rural housing loan program . When a
credit report is needed to complete the credit investigatio n
of a section 504 loan applicant, the cost of the fee i s
included as part of tLe FmHA loan .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

According to FmHA, the fee to be charged loa n
applicants for the rest of fiscal year 1983 and for fiscal
year 1984 was $20, the average cost of a credit report fo r
that period . FmHA estimated that the charge would save
about $1 .7 million a year in outlays . The PPSSCC estimated
$23 million in savings over 3 years . Because GAO has not
done any recent audit work regarding FmHA's assessment o r
collection of credit report fees, it cannot assess th e
reasonableness of either the PPSSCC's or FmHA°s saving s
estimates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-77-134 Collection of Credit Report Fees by th e
Farmers Home Administration (Oct . 7 ,
1977 )

GAO/B-114873

	

Assessment of Fees for Processing Loa n
Applications Would Help Recove r
Program Costs (Jan . 23, 1970 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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INT 2, AG46, :ER 6, USER 7 : PUBLIC RANGELANDS/GRAZING FEE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the management of public rangelands administeIed
by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the Fores t
Service (FS) be more cost efficient and possibly increas e
revenues to the federal government? "

The PPSSCC estimated that increasing BLM and FS graz-
ing fees to fair market value could increase revenues from
$125 .4 to $134 .4 million over 3 years . Or, the governmen t
could save from $156 .7 to $165 .7 million over 3 years i f
it (1) transferred 50 percent of BLM's rangelands to
private control, (2) increased grazing fef3 on the FS
rangeland and the remaining BLM rangeland an d
(3) consolidated court-ordered environmental impac t
statements .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

In INT-2 the PPSSCC recommended that BLM reduce its
net rangeland management costs (costs less grazing
revenues) by (1) undertaking a study to determine which o f
the 143 million acres of rangeland used primarily fo r
grazing should be transferred to private control throug h
sale or long-term lease, (2) increasing grazing fees to
fair market value for those rangelands not transferred to
private control, and (3) consolidating the preparation o f
71 environmental impact statements that BLM needed t o
prepare to comply with a court order . In AG-46, USER-6 ,
and USER-7 the PPSSCC recommended that BLM and FS increas e
the grazing fees charged on their existing rangelands .

The study recommended by the PPSSCC would duplicat e
efforts BLM already has underway . Section 202 of the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, a s
amended, establishes a land use planning process tha t
requires BLM to perform studies to determine (1) th e
proper allocation of the public lands between uses (e .g . ,
coal leasing, oil and gas development, timber, recreation ,
wildlife preservation, watershed) and (2) which lands ma y
be sold or otherwise disposed of . In an ongoing review ,
GAO has identified problems with BLM's land use plannin g
process as it applies to identifying disposable publi c
land . BLM recognizes that certain weaknesses exist and ,
according to BLM officials, the agency is taking steps t o
improve its land use planning instructions includin g
considering the matters that GAO suggested . GAO believe s
that if the revised instructions adequately address th e
matters GAO suggested the existing land use plannin g
process would identify those lands that should be dispose d
of . Therefore, the special study recommended by the
PPSSCC would not be needed .
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GAO's October 14, 1982, report Public Rangeland
Ii :;provement--A Slow Costly Process in Need of Alternate
Funding, (GAO/RCED-83-23) points out that the rate s
charged for grazing on privately-owned land, located nea r
BLM grazing land, were significantly higher than the rate s
charged by RLM . (FS uses the same formula to establis h
grazing fees as BLM .) The report presented 4 alternativ e
sources for funding needed range improvements, includin g
raising grazing fees . Therefore, GAO agrees with the
PPSSCC that raising grazing fees is feasible .

A 1974 court order required BLM to perform 21 2
environmental impact statements (EISs) . The PPSSCC
recommended that BLM obtain the court's approval t o
combine certain of the 71 EISs that remained to be done .
GAO has no basis for commenting on the validity of thi s
recommendation .

III . GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

In commenting on the PPSSCC recommendation that a
study be undertaken to identify that rangeland whic h
should be transferred to private control, BLM took th e
position that it would be too costly to perform th e
recommended study and that the land use planning proces s
required by the existing legislation serves the same
purpose, i .e ., identify those public lands that should be
disposed of . Therefore, BLM does not plan to perform th e
recommended study . GAO agrees with BLM's position .

The Public Rangeland Improvement Act of 1978 estab-
lished a trial formula to be used for setting the grazin g
fees charged by BLM and FS through 1985 and required BL M
and FS to perform a study and report to the Congress o n
potential methods for setting grazing fees in 1986 an d
subsequent years . Therefore, legislation would be requir-
ed to increase the grazing fees before 1986 . BLM and FS
are in the process of evaluating the fee formula an d
intend to issue a report to the Congress by April 1985 .
The report will present 10 alternative ways for establish-
ing a fee formula to be used in 1986 and subsequen t
years .

The PPSSCC said that court permission would b e
required to consolidate environmental impact statements .
GAO has not reviewed the original court order and ha s
performed no reviews in this program area so it does no t
have a basis for commenting on whether or not cour t
permission would be required or to what extent the
statements could be consolidated . However, in commentin g
on the PPSSCC recommendations, BLM said that it has con-
solidated some of the environmental impact statements a s
recommended by the Commission .
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IV® GAO ANALYSIS OP SAVINGS ESTIMATE

In estimating the savings in rangeland managemen t
costs, PPSSCC may not have given adequate consideration to
the time and costs that would be involved in selling/leas -

ing BLM lands . The PPSSCC estimate assumes 50 percent of
the land can be transferred within the first 3 progra m
years . However, this may not be feasible . Before the
sales could be made, evaluations would need to be perform -
ed to determine which rangeland parcels should be sold an d
that their sales would comply with the legislative
restrictions on sales of public lands and then the holder s
of grazing permits would have to be given a 2-year notic e
of intent to cancel their permits . Also, the PPSSCC did
not consider the cost of the study in estimating th e
potential savings and BLM has said that the recommende d
study would be costly to perform .

The PPSSCC estimates of the increase in revenues tha t
would result from increasing grazing fees appear reason -
able . The Congressional Budget Office performed a stud y
which concluded that if grazing rights were auctioned b y
sealed bid the average fees could more than double .

BLM says that some environment impact statements hav e
been consolidated and some costs have been reduced but GAO
has no basis for concluding whether the PPSSCC saving s
estimate is reasonable .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/RCED-85-84 The Bureau of Land Management' s
Efforts To Identify Land For Disposa l
(Draft )

GAO/RCED-83-23 Public Rangeland Improvement--A Slow ,
Costly Process in Need of Alternate
Funding (Oct . 14, 1982 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Michael Gryszkowiec 275-551 4
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AG 43 : ADOPT LUMP-SUM TIMBER SALES PROCEDURE S

I . PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The PPSSCC said that

"The Forest Service * * * should adopt lump-su m
timber sales procedsr.es . Revenues would increase
by * * * $53 million over three years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

According to the PPSSCC d the Forest Service's curren t
method of selling timber on the basis of estimated volum e
and being paid only for the actual removals leads to grea t
variability between expected receipts and actual revenues .
The PPSSCC said that there is no allegation of fraud, o r
even a consistent bias, but the potential exists because o f
inadequate monitoring and inaccurate volume estimates . The
PPSSCC concluded that the most reasonable solution would b e
adoption of a lump-sum sales system which would requir e
purchasers to pay the total amount bid on a timber sal e
rather thar, paying a unit price on the volume of timbe r
removed .

In a 1975 report (GAO/RED-75-396, 7/16/75), GAO too k
the position that the Forest Service, an agency of the U .S .
Department of Agriculture (USDA), should use the lump-su m
timber sales method for all forests, tree species, and tim-
ber conditions for which test sales have shown net benefit s
to be gained from its use and where Forest Service personne l
have the capability to prepare these sales . The Forest Ser-
vice is using lump-sum sales in its eastern regions and i s
testing the concept in some western areas with the view o f
expanding the use of lump-sum sales to those areas where ne t
benefits to the government could be enhanced .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY 1. FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The Forest Service has the administrative authority t o
implement this recommendation . In its implementation status
report dated October 3, 1984, USDA said that emphasis wa s
continuing on increasing tree measurement sales in the Wes t
and that other methods of selling timber to reduce Fores t
Service volume measurement costs were being reviewed by a
Productivity Improvement Team .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The Forest Service projects no revenue increases fo r
the expanded use of lump-sum sales but has stated that ther e
will eventually be savings from eliminating measuremen t
costs . GAO has not done any recent audit work on lump-sum
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timber sales and therefore cannot assess the reasonablenes s
of either the PPSSCC's savings estimate or the Forest Ser-
vice's comments .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/RED-75-396 Forest Service Efforts to Chang e
Timber Sale Payment Method (July 16 ,
1975 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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INT 4 AND USER 4 :	 NATIONAL	 PARK SERVICE RECREATION FEES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should visitors to national parks pay a large r
percentage of the operating costs through general entranc e
fees and/or charges for services provided? "

The PPSSCC estimated that revenues could be increase d
by $99 million, over 3 years, if some new charges wer e
applied and existing ones adjusted to reflect the effect s
of inflation .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The National Park Service operates 334 areas . During
1983, it charged entrance fees at only 62 of them an d
collected about $8 .6 million in entrance fees and $1 . 2
million from sales of Golden Eagle passports . It also
collected $11 .2 million in user and special permit fees .
In 1983 the Congress appropriated $567 .8 million to
operate and maintain these areas and in 1984 this amoun t
increased to $601 million .

The PPSSCC concluded that those who directly use an d
enjoy the Nation's parks should pay a larger share of th e
cost of operating and maintaining them . It recommended
that the Congress adopt pending legislation (5 .2759) that
would have (1) unfrozen park entrance fees from thei r
January 1979 level and allowed collecting entrance fees a t
additional park units and (2) lifted the $10 cap on th e
price of a Golden Eagle Passport . The PPSSCC also recom-
mended that the Park Service expand and accelerate it s
current efforts to identify and implement cost-effectiv e
opportunities for increasing revenues from park-relate d
activities not requiring specific congressional authoriza-
tion, such as camping charges, guided tours, extending th e
hours of entrance fee collection, and better packaging an d
promotion of services .

GAO agrees that visitors to the parks should pay a large r
percentage of park operating costs and has made recommen-
dations similar to those made by the PPSSCC in report s
issued in October 1980 and August 1982--see Part V .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Section 402 of Public Law 96-87 has to be repealed t o
remove the freeze on entrance fees at National Par k
Service recreation facilities and Section 4 of the Lan d
and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965, as amended, need s
to be amended to remove the $10 limit on the price of a
Golden Eagle Passport . The Secretary of the Interior
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submitted these legislative proposals to the Congres s
along with its fiscal years 1984 and 1985 budgets but the y
were not introduced in eit'ler session of the Congress .

GAO also agrees that there are opportunities t o
increase user fee revenues from park-related activitie s
which would not require specific congressional authoriza-
tion, such as increasing camping fees and extending th e
hours entrance fees are collected . The Park Serl;1ce has
taken action to increase revenues from such user charge s
and these were reflected in its fiscal year 1984 and 198 5
budgets .

W . GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTI .TE

The PPSSCC saving estimate related to the repeal o f
the freeze on entrance tees and the amount charged fo r
Golden Eagle Passports--$66 million over a 3-year perio d
--was based on estimates contained in GAO's August 198 2
report . Therefore, GAO believes the estimate i s
realistic .

GAO has no basis for concluding whether it would b e
realistic to increase user charge revenues from action s
not precluded by existing legislation by as much as th e
PPSSCC estimated--$33 million over a 3-year period . GAO' s
August 1982 report concluded that extending fee collectio n
hours at 14 Park Service parks would produce a ne t
increase in revenues of $2 .7 million annually . According
to the PPSSCC, Department of the Interior budget official s
concurred with the PPSSCC's estimate that the impositio n
of longer fee collection hours and other managemen t
policies could produce an estimated revenue increase o f
$10 million a year . However, the PPSSCC report state s
that approximately $3 million, or 30 percent of th e
increase, involved actions already taken by the Park
Service prior to issuance of the PPSSCC report .

V% RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-82-84

	

Increasing Entrance Fees--National
Park Service (Aug . 4, 1982 )

GAO/CED-80-115 Facilities in Many National Parks an d
Forests Do Not Meet Health and Safety
Standards (Oct . 10, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Gryszkowiec 275-551 4
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AG 45 AND USER 8 :	 FIREWOOD FEE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"The Forest Service should charge for firewood tha t
is currently given away . "

The PPSSCC estimates that this would generate ove r
$20 million annually and $63 .6 to $66 .2 million over 3
years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

In response to the 1973 energy crisis, the Chief o f
the Forest Service decided to open up the forests for fre e
firewood harvest . Forest Service officers were to tak e
positive steps to make existing firewood available to al l
potential users, as long as other resource values ar e
protected, and consistent with staffing and budget con-
straints . During the period 1972 to 1980, the amount of
firewood removed from national forest lands increased fro m
about 400,000 cords in 1972 to 4 .5 million cords in 1980 ,
an increase of about 1,165 percent . Of the 4 .5 million
cords, 92 percent of the firewood was catergorized fre e
use . In some forests, the firewood program remova l
exceeded the annual programmed timber harvest . Forests
near metropolitan areas also experienced particularly hig h
levels of demand for firewood .

The increased demand for free firewood has caused a
strain on ranger district resources because of the effor t
required to administer the program and to investigat e
violations . The firewood program has traditionally been a
minor program being managed on most ranger districts as a n
adjunct to other Forest Service programs . However, thi s
is no longer the case . In a March 1982 report entitle d
Illegal and Unauthorized Activities On Public Lands-- A
Problem With SeriousImplications, GAO concluded tha t
timber thefts from Forest Service land are a serious law
enforcement problem resulting in monetary loss an d
environmental damage .

The PPSSCC recommended charging a minimum of $10 fo r
a firewood permit and an additional nominal fee of a t
least $5 per cord of firewood . Recovering costs from
identifiable users of government goods and services is a
longstanding position endorsed by GAO . However, GAO
believes the fee may not be the same at all forest loca-
tions and a free firewood policy should be considered a t
some locations where it is administratively determined t o
be advantageous to the government .

The PPSSCC also recommended a management informa-
tion/accounting system . It also recommended that th e
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Forest Service review administrative cost data from thos e
regions using bid/auction pricing systems and, if th e
costs of the bid/auction system for firewood are compar-
able to a nationwide fee system, the bid/auction syste m
should be implemented . GAO has not done specific audi t
work directly related to existing fee collection an d
management information systems .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with PPSSCC's assessment that the fe e
program could be instituted as part of the official Fores t
Service policy nationwide .

Subsequent to GAO's 1982 report which discusse d
timber thefts but before the PPSSCC report, the Fores t
Service instituted a fee policy for firewood which wa s
implemented for the 1983 firewood cutting season . Tne new
policy included a minimum $10 charge for a firewoo d
permit .

The Department of Agriculture rejected the PPSSC C
recommendation that the Forest Service review administra-
tive cost data for those regions using bid/auction pricin g
systems and, if the costs of the bid/auction system fo r
firewood are comparable to a nationwide fee system, th e
bid/auction system should be implemented . The Fores t
Service stated that bid/auction systems only work i n
certain circumstances in certain locations and can not b e
applied nationwide .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis for assessing the reasonableness o f
the PPSSCC estimates of revenues from charges for fire -
wood . These estimates are based on the analysis conducte d
by the Agriculture Task Force (using both Government dat a
and private sector firewood market data) . These revenues
are to be offset by the additional cost of implementin g
management information and controls systems nationwide .

As mentioned above, the Forest Service started charg-
ing for firewood nationwide in 1983 . The Department of
Agriculture has estimated that it will recover about $34 . 0
million over a 3-year period .

0
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V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/CED-82-48 Illegal and Unauthorized Activities on
Public Lands--A Problem With Seriou s
Implications (Mar . 10, 1982 )

Vi . GAO CONTACT

Michael Gryszkowiec 275-551 4
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AG 44 AND USER 3 : REVISE RECREAT ON FEES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The PPSSCC asked "Can the Forest Service * * * recove r
a larger share of the cost of providing recreation service s
through the National Forest System?" The PPSSCC estimated
that combined additional revenues from initiating o r
increasing various recreation fees could range from $127 . 6
to $371 .6 million over 3 years .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AHD ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The U .S . Department of Agriculture's Forest Servic e
provides a substantial amount of recreation to the publi c
through camping sites, recreation residence permits, and sk i
resort land use agreements . The PPSSCC points out that th e
law allows some agencies to charge admission, recreation ,
and permit fees . According to the PPSSCC, no Forest Service
sites charge admission fees, the current recreation fe e
system limits the areas for which user fees can be charged ,
and the bases on which fees for ski resort and recreatio n
residence permits are established should be revised .

While GAO has not analyzed whether Forest Service fee s
should be revised, it believes that the overall issue o f
pricing goods, services, and privileges that the federa l
government provides to identifiable recipients has merit .
The issue has been discussed in various GAO reports . In a
1980 report (GAO/PAD-80-25, 3/28/80), GAO pointed out that
it was appropriate for the government to charge for goods ,
services, and privileges that benefit identifiable recip-
ients . GAO believes that charging for such benefits i s
equitable since it assures that costs are borne by benefici-
aries rather than taxpayers in general . Also, charging a
fee allocates goods and services to beneficiaries who valu e
them most highly (and perhaps to those best able to affor d
the goods and services) .

GAO pointed out, however, that deviations from thi s
general policy may sometimes be needed . Prices may have to
be lowered to permit access by those with low incomes or t o
encourage consumption of some products . Also, prices may
have to be adjusted when providing a good or servic e
involves costs and benefits that affect third parties no t
directly involved in an exchange .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO believes that determining the feasibility and cost -
effectiveness of initiating or raising recreation fees i n
the national forests requires the consideration of severa l
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variables . Most can be quantified or determined to b e
clearly prohibitive of or favorable to collecting the fees .
The key variables are the annual visitation level, the num-
ber of accesses to an area, the cost of capital improvement s
needed to collect entrance fees, the effect of entrance fee s
on visitation levels, property deed clauses prohibiting th e
collection of entrance fees, collection costs, and fe e
levels .

Legislative action will be needed to implement th e
PPSSCC's recommendations related to admission fees . Accord-
ing to Service officials, the Service was drafting legisla-
tive language that would authorize the Secretary of Agricul-
ture to collect entrance fees at the national forests an d
has proposed legislative changes that would expand it s
authority to collect recreation fees for the use of special-
ized outdoor recreation sites, facilities, and services .
Both the Senate and the House have cautioned the Fores t
Service about raising the fees for recreation residence per-
mits until the Service can devise an equitable system to se t
the new rates .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTINATE

GAO's audit work has not included an examination int o
the PPSSCC's estimated potential increase in revenues from
charging or revising admission, recreation, and permit fee s
and therefore GAO has no basis to judge the validity cf th e
overall estimate . However, GAO notes that the PPSSCC' s
reports did not indicate that it had analyzed the possibl e
negative effect that charging an admission fee would have o n
a traditionally free recreational experience and the resul-
tant effect on the revenue estimates .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Letter report

	

Problems With the Forest Service' s
Graduated Rate Fee System (Aug . 18 ,
1982 )

GAO/CED-82-84

	

Increasing Entrance Fees--National Par k
Service (Aug . 4, 1982 )

GAO/CED-81-49 Department of Agriculture Should Hav e
More Authority to Assess User Charge s
(Apr . 16, 1981 )

GAO/CED-80-115 Facilities in Many National Parks an d
Forests Do Not Meet Health and Safet y
Standards (Oct . 10, 1980 )

GAO/PAD-80-25 The Congress Should Consider Exploring
Opportunities to Expand and Improve the
Application of User Charges by Federa l
Agencies (Mar . 28, 1980 )
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VI . GAO CONTACT

Brian Crowley 275-513 8
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BUS-FCC 3 AND USER 14 :	 FEDERAL
COMMUNICATIONS	 COMMISSION USER CHARGES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should FCC collect fees and user charges for th e
services it provides?" (Essentially the same wording i s
used in both BUS-FCC-3 and USER 14 . )

The PPSSCC estimated savings of $140 .3 million in
BUS-FCC-3 and $132 .4 million in USER-14 over three years .
This estimate is based on FCC's establishing a user charg e
system .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The FCC regulates interstate and foreign communica -
tions, carried by radio, television, wire and cable .
Included among its regulatory activities are such things a s
licensing stations, approving station transfers, testin g
communications equipment, and assigning station call signs ,
which may be viewed as benefiting particular parties as wel l
as the public in general . For example, in fiscal year 1984 ,
FCC spent about $16 million on authorization of service an d
facilities (i .e ., licensing) activities .

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC recommendation that th e
FCC should establish a user fee schedule which would recove r
from private beneficiaries the full cost incurred by the FC C
in providing them a product, service, or privilege . GAO has
both formally recommended such action to the FCC in a 197 7
report on FCC user fees and supported it in congressiona l
testimony . GAO's support for the establishment of a FCC fee
schedule is cited by the PPSSCC .

GAO also agrees that fees should be based on the cost s
which FCC actually incurs in carrying out activities fo r
which fees would be assessed . GAO believes, as does th e
PPSSCC, that FCC should adopt an internal cost accountin g
system which would be used to support a user fee schedul e
and which could be used to adjust fees as the cost of FC C
activities change over time .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The FCC has authority to establish a user fee schedul e
through administrative action . In addition, on several
occasions bills have been introduced in the Congress t o
establish a FCC fee schedule through legislation . The
PPSSCC calls for FCC to support legislative enactment of a
fee schedule, but to develop such a schedule administra-
tively if the Congress does not establish such a schedul e
through legislation . This is consistent with GAO' s
position .
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FCC has not collected fees since 1976 . At that time
the U.S, Court of Appeals for the District of Columbi a
Circuit overturned FCC's then-existing fee schedule an d
ordered FCC to establish a proper justification for its fe e
schedule and to recalculate fees accordingly . Since the n
the FCC has supported the establishment of a legislatively -
mandated fee schedule, but has taken no action to reestab-
lish a fee schedule administratively because it believes i t
would be difficult to establish a fee schedule which woul d
withstand a legal challenge . While legislation to establish
a FCC fee schedule has been introduced on various occasion s
since 1976, such legislation has yet to be enacted .

GAO believes, as does the PPSSCC, that FCC should
proceed to establish a user fee schedule administratively ,
rather than continuing to wait for the enactment of a
legislative fee schedule . By establishing a cost accounting
system upon which fees would be based, GAO believes FCC wil l
be able to comply with requirements set forth by the Cour t
of Appeals for FCC recalculation of a fee schedule . FCC' s
Associate Managing Director for Operations told GAO i n
September 1984 that FCC may pursue the issue of user fees i n
FY 1985 if a legislative fee schedule is not enacted .

Should the Congress decide to enact a FCC fee
schedule through legislation, GAO agrees with the PPSSCC
that such fees should be cost based and that FCC should b e
empowered to adjust the fees if its costs chang e
significantly .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimates of savings are based on assumptio n
that FCC could recover one-half of its annual budget throug h
user fees and that it would cost about $2 million to imple-
ment a cost accounting system and fee schedule . This
assumption is predicated on a legislative proposal which
would have established fees at that level . The difference
between the savings estimates in the two PPSSCC analyse s
($140 .3 million in BUS-FCC-3 and $132 .4 million in USER-14 )
are due to the fact that different estimates of FCC's budge t
level were used .

GAO has not carried out the analysis needed t o
determine what portion of FCC's budget could be recovere d
through user fees . In September 1984, FCC's Associat e
Managing Director for Operations told GAO that he believes
$20 to $30 million per year could be collected through a FC C
fee schedule . (FCC's FY 1985 budget request was $92 . 6
million .)
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V RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

B-203297

	

Comments on H .R . 3239 and H .R . 324 0
(June 9, 1981 )

GAO/CED-77-70 Establishing a Proper Fee Schedule Unde r
the Independent Offices Appropriatio n
Act, 1952 (May 6, 1977 )

Testimony

	

Effects of Changes in the Telecommuni-
cations Industry on FCC's Operations, by
J . Dexter Peach, Resources, Communit y
and Economic Development Division, be-
fore the Government Information ,
Justice, and Agriculture Subcommittee ,
House Committee on Governmen t
Operations (Sept . 27, 1983 )

Testimony

	

S .821, A Bill to Provide for Authori-
zation of Appropriations for the Federal
Communications Commission, by Henry
Eschwege, Community and Economic
Development Division, before the Senat e
Committee on Commerce, Science and
Transportation (May 1, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Herbert McLure 275-490 5
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USER 16 : COAST GUARD USER FEE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the Coast Guard recover all the costs of it s
services provided to identifiable beneficiaries through a
system of user fees?

"New three-year revenues of $418 .2 million are possibl e
by collecting the costs of Coast Guard services . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes that the PPSSCC recommendations to insti-
tute user fees for certain program services and to reasses s
its activities to determine those that are more suitable fo r
accomplishment by local governments or the private secto r
has r,erit and that further examination is warranted .

GAO has stated that the Coast Guard performs service s
for which specific user groups could be charged and tha t
such an option provides an opportunity to recover Coas t
Guard costs for service . In an April 1980 report, GAO
recommended that the Coast Guard consider charging fo r
selected services performed primarily for the benefit o f
specific user groups .

GAO has found that certain Coast Guard programs such as
the vessel traffic safety systems provide very localize d
benefits more appropriately funded by the locality rathe r
than the general taxpayer . Also, some programs may be mor e
efficiently funded and carried out at the local leve l
because local officials are more attuned to local condi-
tions . Also, contracting with the private sector fo r
selected activities of Coast Guard programs which are appro-
priate for private performance and are more economicall y
performed should be explored .

PPSSCC recommendations under PRIV-08, and TRANS-19- 1
are related to USER-16 recommendations .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

For the implementation of user charges, legislative an d
executive action would be necessary .

The PPSSCC noted that one of the major difficulties i n
implementing a user fee program is the reluctance of th e
agency to "become a business ." Also, there are cost s
associated with this recommendation, and the PPSSCC see s
some decline in demand if fees are collected for service s
which are now free to users .

GAO also recognizes certain disadvantages and difficul-
ties in implementing a user charge system :
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--Safety may be jeopardized due to a hesitance to con-
tact the Coast Guard if mariners know they will be
charged for service performed .

--New costs will he incurred to implement and admin-
ister a user charge system .

--Identifying some users may be difficult and it may be
difficult to establish equitable charges for some
services .

The PPSSCC believes that establishment of a user charg e
product manager function within the Coast Guard woul d
relieve the operation staff from day-to-day difficulties o f
collecting user fees . The PPSSCC found that the Coast Guar d
was reluctant to undertake the additional activities or
responsibilities associated with implementing a user fe e
program. GAO believes the function will be needed and could
be established as an in-house function separate from tradi-
tional Coast Guard activities .

GAO believes there would be no difficulty conducting
the recommended PPSSCC assessment to determine those Coas t
Guard activities that are more suitable for state or loca l
governments or the private sector to perform . By conducting
demonstration projects and other investigations, the Coas t
Guard could determine the capability and potential effec-
tiveness of state and local government or private enterpris e
performance of certain activities .

It should also be kept in mind that state and loca l
government resources and their technical capabilities avail -
able to support this expanded role are limited . Efforts to
delegate Coast Guard services to other levels of governmen t
must, therefore, be balanced by a recognition that state and
local government finances and expertise are limited . Also ,
continued availability, capability and efficiency of con -
tractors would also have to be periodically assessed t o
assure continued acceptable performance .

A Coast Guard official informed us that the agency has
established a task force responsible for studying a numbe r
of programs in order to determine what can or cannot be con-
tracted out or turned over to the private sector or stat e
and local governments .

However, as of December 1, 1984, the Department had not
officially responded on the status of these recommendations
as requested by OMB and the White House .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC estimated 3 year revenues of $418 .2 million
by collecting the costs of Coast Guard services . The PPSSCC
recommended a 5-year phase-in schedule to respond t o
concerns of users about the impact of any new fee and t o
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allow the Coast Guard time to explore other options i n
establishing and collecting fees . The PPSSCC stated th e
user fee schedules should be designed to recover 100 percen t
of the direct and indirect costs of the services provided to
identifiable beneficiaries . The PPSSCC felt that new
administrative and program costs to implement and collec t
fees should also be included in the user fee schedules .

Because GAO does not have enough information to asses s
the validity of the projected revenue and because we hav e
not developed either cost or savings estimates related t o
these recommendations, GAO has no basis for an opinion . The
wide divergence between the $418 .2 million identified her e
and the $1,573 .7 million identified in TRANS-19 results from
different assumptions about what costs should be recovere d
and the time period covered .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-80-76 The Coast Guard—Limited Resource s
Curtail Ability to Meet Responsibilitie s
(Apr . 3, 1980 )

GAO/PAD-80-75 The Congress Should Consider Explorin g
Opportunities to Expand and Improve th e
Application of User Charges by Federa l
Agencies (Mar . 25, 1980 )

Audit Report to the Congress of th e
United States (Oct . 31, 1955 )

VI. GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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TRANS19 :	 SHIFTING COSTS OF COAST GUARD SERVICE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Are there Coast Guard services that can be supporte d
by user fees, privatized, or delegated to other levels o f
government, thereby permitting either direct savings throug h
cost recovery or delegation of functions, or cost avoidance s
obtainable through redeployment of existing resources ?

"The PPSSCC recommendation to shift the cost of certai n
Coast Guard services to marine users who benefit from the m
will result in new revenue and savings of $1,573 .7 million
over 3 years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO believes that the PPSSCC's recommendation to insti-
tute user fees for program services has merit . The recom-
mendations to test the conce1ts of transferring, to the pri-
vate sector and to other levels of government, some aspect s
of search and rescue, short range aids to navigation, com-
mercial vessel safety programs, and vessel traffic safet y
systems also have merit and warrant examination .

As far back as 1955 GAO recommended that the Coas t
Guard consider charging for certain services performed pri -
marily for the benefit of specific individuals or privat e
entities . GAO repeated this recommendation in an April 198 0
report in addition to recommending that the Coast Guar d
transfer certain functions . GAO believes that transferring
certain aspects of Coast Guard programs to the privat e
sector could help free-up scarce resources to handle othe r
Coast Guard mission responsibilities, such as enforcement o f
laws and treaties, pron .ote more efficient service delivery ,
as well as lower cost .

PPSSCC recommendations under PRIV-08 and USER-16 ar e
related to TRANS-19 recommendations .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

With respect to user fees, legislation would be neces-
sary authorizing the Coast Guard to recover costs for ser-
vices provided and deposit receipts into an earmarked
revolving fund for the Coast Guard's use . Coast Guard' s
appropriations could then be reduced by the amount earmarke d
in the revolving fund, thus reducing the Coast Guar d
budget .

The Coast Guard, under existing authority, however, can
enter into an agreement or contract with a state or loca l
government )r with the private sector for the performance of
a particular function on behalf of the Coast Guard .
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Although GAO believes that charging for certain Coas t
Guard services and transferring certain functions to th e
private sector or other levels of government would free u p
scarce resources, promote more efficient service deliver y
and lower costs ; GAO recognizes as stated in its April 198 0
report, certain disadvantages or difficulties in implement-
ing these recommendations . Charging user fees can caus e
difficulty in establishing equitable charges for some ser-
vices and in collecting fees . Also mariners requiring
assistance at sea may hesitate to contact the Coast Guard i f
they know they are to be charged for services performed . As
a result, mariner safety may be jeopardized .

GAO also stated in the April 1980 report that th e
feasibility of transferring certain Coast Guard functions t o
the private sector will be partly determined by the Coas t
Guard's assessment of the practicality of the role of th e
commercial sector in the subject area and by the availabil-
ity of interested and qualified commercial sector organiza-
tions .

GAO believes that by conducting demonstration project s
and other investigations the Coast Guard could determine ho w
effective state and local government would be if they too k
over certain existing functions such as the Vessel Traffi c
Systems .

In response to the PPSSCC recommendations, the Trans-
portation Department stated that it has in the past proposed
that user fees be charged to commercial users of Coas t
Guard's services which have not been accepted by th e
Congress . Regarding the transfer of certain Coast Guard
functions, the Coast Guard has developed agreements wit h
third parties for vessel inspection services and will con-
tinue to encourage private sector assumption of aids t o
navigation maintenance, major port vessel traffic control ,
and independent ice breaking duties .

V. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimated that the Coast Guard could reach a
3-year savings of $1,573 .7 million if the agency institute d
a system of user fees for certain program services an d
transferred to private industry and other levels of govern-
ment some aspects of search and rescue, short range aids t o
navigation, commercial vessel safety programs, and vesse l
traffic safety systems . Of the $1,573 .7 million, 1,554 .8 i s
attributed to user fee savings in nine Coast Guard progra m
areas that the PPSSCC considered to benefit discrete marin e
users . The $1,554 .8 million included estimated administra-
tive costs of 2 percent of collections .

The remaining $18 .9 million is based on savings esti-
mates for delegation of Vessel Traffic Safety Syste m
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services (VTS) . The PPSSCC stated it would be difficult t o
calculate the savings gained from transferring functions t o
private industry and other levels of government befor e
recommended cost/benefit studies were accomplished .
Therefore, VTS was chosen as an example of potential savings
if transfers were achieved .

Although GAO agrees that charging user fees and trans-
ferring certain Coast Guard functions could result i n
considerable savings, GAO does not have enough informatio n
to determine if the PPSSCC figures are valid . In addition ,
GAO has no opinion because we have not developed eithe r
costs or savings estimates related to this recommendation .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-80-76 The Coast Guard--Limited Resource s
Curtail Ability to Meet Responsibilitie s
(Apr . 3, 1980 )

GAO/PAD-80-25 The Congress Should Consider Exploring
Opportunities to Expand and Improve the
Application of User Charges by Federa l
Agencies (Mar . 25, 1980 )

Audit Report to the Congress of th e
United States (Oct . 31, 1955 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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TRANS 17 : METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON AIRPORT S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Should Metropolitan Washington Airports (MWA) attai n
a profit level comparable to other major metropolita n
airports? "

"Our recommendation to increase MWA user fees compar-
able to those of other major metropolitan airports woul d
produce new revenues of $57 .6 million over 3 years . "

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

According to the PPSSCC, the marginal profit at th e
Washington Dulles and National Airports results from "th e
public approach of break-even [as opposed] to the profi t
orientation of other major airports ." While MWA's fees ar e
designed to produce a 9 .9 percent profit margin, other majo r
metropolitan airports not owned and operated by the federa l
government have pricing policies that include a profi t
margin of from 7 .7 percent to 71 .5 percent, with an averag e
of about 40 percent .

FAA stated that the rate structure and concessio n
arrangements at the MWA are established to assure recover y
of operating costs, interest expenses, and "an appropriat e
return of the government's investment ." Fees collected from
airport users are deposited as miscellenous receipts to th e
general fund of the Treasury . FAA estimates that for fisca l
year 1985 a net profit of $9,2 million will be realized .

GAO has no position on the overall merits of the PPSSC C
recommendation since GAO has not evaluated whether 40 per -
cent represents an appropriate return on the government' s
investment .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that implementation of th e
recommendation to establish revised pricing for MWA could b e
accomplished by the FAA Administrator, if he finds that th e
average profit margin of about 40 percent represents "a n
appropriate return of the government's investment ." If the
Administrator makes such a determination, he could, as .
PPSSCC recommends, increase revenue and improve the operat-
ing margin by increasing user fees at both airports to a
level comparable with the average of other major airports .
The PPSSCC stated that the additional revenue could b e
attained by raising landing fees and increasing the pric e
for airport rental space .
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IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

PPSSCC based its 3-year savings estimate of 57 . 6
million on a 40 percent profit margin . This 40 percent i s
based on the profit margin of five other major airports with
the number of aircraft operations closely approximating MWA
operations . These airports produced an average profi t
margin of 42 .8 percent . The PPSSCC stated that by changin g
the fee structure so that operating margins for MWA woul d
approximate 40 percent requires a needed increase of revenu e
of about $17 .4 million in year 1, $19 .1 million in year 2
and $21 .1 million in year 3 for a total of $57.6 million
over 3 years . The PPSSCC showed that raising landing fee s
at National could account for $16 .6 million and raising th e
rental fees for space could account for $0 .8 million in year
1 alone totalling the $17 .4 million .

FAA had waived landing fees at Dulles airport in 198 1
and 1982 . In 1983, FAA began imposing landing fees a t
Dulles, but it continued to provide relief from fees for us e
of the mobil lounges . FAA stated that it believes the fe e
reductions at Dulles has contributed to the very stron g
growth rate at Dulles .

In the fiscal year 1985 budget hearings FAA stated tha t
for the last 5 years, MWA has averaged a profit of abou t
$6 .5 million a year, which it feels is the right level .
Therefore, FAA has targeted a profit level of $6 .6 million .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

None .

VI. GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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PPAV 2 : PUBLICATION USER FEES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Should Executive agencies charge user fees to recove r
a greater portion of their publication costs?" The PPSSC C
stated that the establishment of user fees for publication s
would result in a 3-year cost savings of $264 .8 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO generally agrees with the underlying objective o f
the issue that prices charged for government publication s
sold to the public should accurately reflect the govern-
ment's direct and indirect publication costs . In a recent
report on the Government Printing Office's (GPO's) Genera l
Sales Program, l GAO recommended that the Public Printe r
ensure that (1) costs incurred by the program are carefull y
determined and accurately reflected in the GPO pricing for-
mula, (2) estimates are periodically compared to actua l
costs, and (3) price increases are adequately supported .

The PPSSCC recommended that the following actions b e
taken on user fees :

(1) Clear responsibilities be established for
marketing/sales functions .

(2) Office of Personnel Management revise job require-
ments for professional marketing functions .

(3) Office of Management and Budget (OMB) develo p
model accounting procedures .

(4) Agencies be assigned responsibility for settin g
publications user fees .

(5) A long-range plan be developed for modifying th e
government printing system .

GAO is not in a position to agree or disagree with th e
PPSSCC's specific recommendation that agencies should hav e
the authority to set and charge user fees for their publica-
tions sold to the public . GAO does not know whether th e
PPSSCC's proposed system would result in the recovery of a
greater portion of the government's publication costs .

GAO also has reservations about the recommendatio n
calling for OMB to develop model accounting procedures t o

1 Under this program, GPO sells government documents to the publi c
through the mail, bookstores, and other outlets .
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track and account for unreported costs . GAO's concern i s
that a model accounting system may not be appropriate fo r
all agencies . The need for such accounting procedure s
depends on the significance of publication costs to th e
agency's mission and the cost to design and implement th e
accounting procedures . GAO has no basis for opinion on th e
remaining recommendations (numbers 1, 2, and 5) made unde r
this issue . However, GAO does note that the Joint Committee
on Printing has passed a resolution to study the modifica-
tion of the government printing system, which is consonan t
with the PPSSCC's recommendation on modifying the governmen t
printing system .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The PPSSCC recognized that, even though executive agen -
cies have general authority to impose fees for certain good s
or services under the User-Charge Statute (31 U .S .C . 9701) ,
implementation of this recommendation would likely require
specific legislation or at least blanket waivers from th e
Joint Committee on Printing (JCP) . This is because JCP has
long interpreted 44 U .S .C . 1701-1722 as vesting exclusiv e
authority to sell government publications in GPO . Several
of these provisions clearly indicate that the Congres s
intended executive agencies to have a very limited role wit h
regard to the sale of government publications, let alon e
their pricing . We agree with the PPSSCC as to how thi s
recommendation should be implemented .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The major premise of the PPSSCC cost savings estimat e
appears to be valid since user fees could offset costs .
However, GAO has not analyzed the PPSSCC estimate in detai l
and therefore cannot assess its specific merits .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/AFMD-84-20 The Government Printing Office Can
More Effectively Manage Its Genera l
Sales Program (Nov . 16, 1983 )

GAO/IMTEC-84-17 Status of the Statistical Communit y
After Sustaining Budget Reduction s
(July 18, 1984 )

GAO/GGD-83-61

	

Cost Recovery Practices Inconsisten t
with Government Policy (July 27, 1983 )

GAO/CED-81-49 Department of Agriculture Should Have
More Authority to Assess User Charge s
(Apr . 16, 1981 )
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VI . GAO CONTACT

Thomas Giacomo 275-4659
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USER 18 :	 DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY :	 CUSTOMSSERVICE--USERFEE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND REVENUE

Can Customs apply a system of additional user fees fo r
those services rendered to identifiable beneficiaries for
which no fee is currently being charged to recoup all direct ,
and indirect costs of providing those services ?

The PPSSCC estimated that $109 .8 million in additiona l
fees can be recovered the first year if new legislativ e
authority is passed, or $6 million under the existin g
authority . The $6 million is part of the $109 .8 million
proposal . Second-year revenues would be $120 .8 million an d
third-year revenues $132 .9 million . T!.- 3-year recovery
would be $363 .5 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The PPSSCC recommendations propose that Customs imple-
ment its proposed user fees governing commercial aircraf t
entering the country and support legislation that wil l
impose new user fees or increase existing user fees to cove r
drawback entries--refund of duties, warehouse entries, ware -
house withdrawals, in-bond fees, foreign trade zone fees ,
brokers licenses, commercial processing for trucks an d
trains, clearance of yachts and pleasure boats, and genera l
aviation processing . Customs' immigration, agriculture, and
health formalities--involving the entry of internationa l
travelers, imported products, vessels, trucks, aircraft, an d
trains--are not voluntary . However, the PPSSCC and Custom s
believe that all of the specific inspection services--th e
formalities noted above--are for the primary benefit of th e
user . Although additional users fees could be assesse d
above the current level if special services are provided ,
GAO does not believe there is merit in assessing users fee s
for those formalities that are not voluntary because thes e
formalities protect the nation as a whole .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The proposed fees governing commercial aircraft enter-
ing the country were withdrawn by Customs because of con-
gressional and public complaints . For the other user fe e
proposals, Customs has recommended that Treasury pursu e
legislative approval . Treasury has taken no legislativ e
action . GAO agrees with the PPSSCC that legislative author-
ity is needed .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF REVENUE ESTIMAT E

GAO has no basis for opinion on the PPSSCC estimate d
increase in revenues for these recommendations . PPSSCC
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estimates are based on Customs user fee proposals which ar e
too general for estimating potential revenue . In addition ,
GAO does not support those users fees associated wit h
Customs formalities that are not voluntary .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

Non e

VI. GAO CONTACT

Arnold Jones 275-8389
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SUS-CFTC 2 :	 USER FEES

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

Should the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC )
collect user, or transactions, fees for futures trading ?

The PPSSCC claimed a 3-year addition to revenues o f
$37 .7 million if the CFTC were to collect these fees .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

The CFTC is the federal agency charged with overseein g
the self-regulation of the futures exchan g es . The CFTC
collects user fees for certain services such as filin g
reparations complaints, registering with the CFTC, an d
requesting CFTC records, to name a few . In fiscal year
1983, the CFTC also imposed new fees upon commodit y
exchanges when they apply for new futures contracts . The
CFTC expected these fees to return about $3 million i n
fiscal year 1984 . The PPSSCC recommended that the CFTC, i n
addition to imposing new fees, propose legislation to
impose specific kinds of user fees, including a charge o n
futures transactions to be paid by traders, and that i t
improve its cost-accounting system to support thos e
changes .

GAO supports the development of reliable cos t
accounting systems . GAO has also generally supported use r
fees : it has, for example, recommended the periodic revie w
of one kind of user charge--registration fees--now impose d
by the CFTC, to assure that those fees reflect the actua l
cost of registration . However, GAO cannot take a positio n
on the particular fees the PPSSCC recommended withou t
further study .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY ® FEASIBILITY ® AND
STATUS

The PPSSCC stated that new legislation is required t o
implement the user fee charges it recommends, and GAO
agrees . Congress specifically prohibited the imposition of
such fees . This type of fee was vigorously opposed by th e
futures industry .

The CFTC agreed that the issue of trading fees i s
politically sensitive but said it might be revisited as par t
of the fiscal year 1986 reauthorization . In the meantime ,
the CFTC pointed out that it is generating about $3 millio n
a year in income from the service fees it has levied . Thi s
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figure will fall to about $2 million as more of the service s
are taken over by the newly established National Future s
Association, an industry self-regulatory organization .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

GAO could not analyze the savings estimate without a
lengthy study of CFTC operations costs . The PPSSCC states
that it based its estimate of revenue enhancements on a
"sampling study of direct and indirect activities which sup -
port users ." The PPSSCC does not give any information abou t
its sampling methodology or about the activities thought t o
support users . Such activities and their costs are no t
immediately obvious from the CFTC Budget Estimate for fisca l
year 1985, which GAO reviewed . CFTC staff did not dispute
the PPSSCC savings estimate, essentially saying that on e
could make any estimate and establish fees to achieve it .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-82-100 Commodity Futures Regulation--Curren t
Status and Unresolved Problem s
(July 15, 1982 )

GAO/CED-78-110 Regulation of the Commodity Future s
Markets--What Needs to Be Done (May 17 ,
1978 )

GAO/CED-77-70

	

Establishing a Proper Fee Schedul e
Under the Independent Office s
Appropriation Act, 1952 (May 6, 1977 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Craig Simmons 275-867 8
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USER 2 :	 CORPS OF ENGINEERS RECREATION FEE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVING S

"Can the Corps of Engineers (Corps) recover more o f
its cost of providing recreation services at its wate r
resource projects? "

The PPSSCC estimated that, over a 3-year period, th e
Corps could recover $92 .7 million in additional gros s
receipts . Deducting collection costs, estimated at $33 . 1
million, and a one-time implementation cost, estimated a t
$3 .0 million, the PPSSCC estimated that the additional net
revenues for the 3 years would be $56 .6 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIO N

The Corps administers the second largest system o f
recreation, in terms of total visitation, of the seve n
federal agencies involved in recreation managemen t
--approximately 1 .6 billion visitor hours in 1983 .
According to the PPSSCC, within 453 water projects ther e
are over 4,500 recreation areas of which about 2,400 ar e
managed by the Corps . Existing legislation prohibits th e
Corps from charging fees for most day-use facilities o r
charging entrance/admission fees to any of its recreatio n
areas . It is also required to provide a free primitive
campground at all areas where camping is permitted- -
camping fees are the only recreation fees the Corps is no w
collecting .

The PPSSCC recomended that the legislation be amende d
to eliminate (1) the existing prohibitions on chargin g
entrance and day-use fees and (2) the requirement fo r
providing primitive camp sites free of charge . GAO ha s
not reviewed the Corps' use of recreational user charge s
but agrees with the concept that the users of federa l
recreation areas should pay for the use of these facili-
ties . For example, in GAO's March 28, 1980, report The
Con•ress Should Consider Ex•lorin• 0o .ortunities To Ex and
and Im rove the A plication of User Charges by Federa l
Agencies (GAO/PAD-80-25), GAO stated :

"Federal agencies provide goods, services, an d
privileges that benefit identifiable recipi-
ents. Charging for these benefits is equitable
since it assures that costs are borne by benefi-
ciaries, rather than taxpayers in general . . . "

Further in an August 4, 1982 report Increasing
Entrance Fees-National Park Service (GAO/CED-82-84) GA O
concluded that visitors to national parks should pay a
larger portion of the costs to operate and maintain par k
facilities because they directly benefit from visiting th e
parks . GAO, therefore, recommended that the Congress lif t
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the ban on increasing existing and initiating new par k
entrance fees so that the National Park Service coul d
collect an additional $18 million annually .

On the other hand, some of the arguments against use r
charges include (1) user charges may be viewed as inequit-
able since individuals with lower incomes may be denie d
equal access to the goods or services involved, (2) som e
goods and services, while benefiting identifiable recipi-
ents, are considered desirable from the standpoint o f
society as a whole, and (3) the administrative costs o f
charging for some goods and services may be prohibitive .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Legislative restrictions need to be removed for th e
Corps to charge entrance and day-use fees and GAO concur s
with the PPSSCC recommendation to repeal these legislativ e
restrictions . The Corps submitted the recommended legis-
lative proposal and it was introduced in the Senate i n
April 1983 (S .987) but it was not acted upon by th e
Congress . The Corps has plans, according to one official ,
to submit a similar legislative proposal in 1985 .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

The PPSSCC estimate of increased revenues is based o n
numerous assumptions (e .g ., number of visitors, number o f
annual passes that would be sold, etc .) and GAO does no t
have the information necessary to determine whether thes e
assumptions are realistic . However, an internal Corps
study estimated that net revenues would increase $51 . 0
million over 3 years, or $5 .6 million less than the PPSSCC
estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORTS

GAO/CED-82-84 Increasing Entrance Fees--Nationa l
Park Service (Aug . 4, 1982 )

GAO/PAD-80-25 The Congress Should Consider Explorin g
Opportunities to Expand and Improv e
the Application of User Charges by
Federal Agencies (Mar . 28, 1980 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Michael Gryszkowiec 275-551 4
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USER 15 :	 FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSIONFEES FOR
REGULATORY SERVICE S

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

"Can the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC )
recover the cost of regulatory services provided t o
identifiable users? "

The PPSSCC estimated that by expanding its user fe e
program to charge fees for all services identified a s
benefiting identifiable users, FERC could generat e
additional receipts of $23 .2 million in the first year ,
$25 .5 million in the second year, and $28 .1 million in the
third year .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATION S

GAO agrees that FERC should recover the cost o f
regulatory services provided to identifiable users . These
services include activities such as processing hydro -
electric license applications and reviewing electri c
utilities proposed rate increases . The PPSSCC recommende d
that FERC continue its efforts to increase existing fees ,
expand the user fees to additional areas, and obtai n
statutory authority for assessing its customers annua l
charges to recover FERC's costs of operating its oil ,
natural gas, and electric power offices . The PPSSCC also
recommended that FERC improve the information used in th e
management of the user fee program . All of these recommen-
dations are generally consistent with GAO's report on thi s
issue (GAO/RCED-83-2, Feb . 9, 1983) in which GAO mad e
several recommendations aimed at strengthening FERC° s
methods and systems for cost estimating and allocation .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

Prior to the PPSSCC's study, FERC had requested
statutory authority to assess its customers annual charge s
to recover its costs of operating its oil, natural gas, an d
electric power offices . The Congress has not yet acted o n
this legislative proposal . FERC has also issued four fina l
rulemakings, has two additional proposed rulemakings i n
process, and plans to issue two other proposed rulemakings ,
aimed at increasing its user fees .

FERC has also taken action to improve its user fe e
program by specifying which costs are to be recovered ,
improving the accuracy of its cost data, and determinin g
the information needs of the user fee program .
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V. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMATE

For fiscal year 1982 FERC estimated that it s
collections would significantly increase from about $3 5
million to about $58 million annually if it expanded it s
user fee program . The PPSSCC's estimate of additiona l
receipts of $23 .2 million in the first year is very clos e
to FERC's estimate . GAO did not analyze the amount o f
potential revenues from the expanded user fee program an d
therefore has no basis for commenting on the validity o f
either estimate .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT

GAO/RCED-83-2 Federal Energy Regulatory Commissio n
Makes Progress Toward Expanding User
Fee Program (Feb . 9, 1983 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

John Sprague 275°144 1
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USER21 :	 INTERSTATE ANDDEFENSE HIGHWAY SYSTEM

I. PPSSCC ISSUE AND SAVINGS

The PPSSCC asks whether additional user charg,ea can b e
collected to maintain, rehabilitate, replace, and generall y
improve the interstate and defense highway system, associ-
ated facilities, and other strategic components of th e
nation's highway system . The recent passage of th e
5-cents-per-gallon increase in the gasoline tax and th e
increase in other highway-related taxes will generat e
a pproximately $5 billion in new revenue . While the new
taxes meet the major need for additional highway revenue s
there is still an issue of the price adjustment mechanis m
that has not been adequate to maintain taxes at th e
appropriate level .

If such a mechanism could be implemented, the PPSSC C
estimates approximately $600 million would be generated i n
Year 1, $660 million in Year 2, and $726 million in Year 3
for a 3-year revenue generation of $1,986 million .

II. GAO ANALYSIS OF ISSUE AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO believes that the PPSSCC's proposal to have a price
adjustment mechanism has merit . The PPSSCC drew on GAO' s
report Deteriorating Highways and Lagging Revenues :	 A Nee d
to Reassess the Federal Highway Program, GAO/CED-81-42 ,
March 5,

	

In that report, GAO noted that revenues hav e
not kept pace with rapidly rising highway costs and recom-
mended that the Congress address revising the federal motor
fuel tax and other highway revenue sources to be mor e
responsive to highway needs and the inflationary trends i n
highway costs . GAO reported that during 1970-79, revenue s
increased only 60 percent as gasoline consumption grew whil e
construction costs rose 145 percent .

III. GAO ASSESSMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY, FEASIBILITY ,
AND STATUS

The Federal Highway Administration publishes an index
for federal-aid highway construction in its "Price Trend s
for Federal-Aid Highway Construction ." It contains a
quarterly and annual index as well as the average contract
price for the six construction components comprising th e
index . Therefore, a mechanism already exists within Federa l
Highway for a system that would provide sufficient data to
maintain a current pricing mechanism for a user charge . I t
should also be noted that a number of states have considered
and some have adopted a variable motor fuel tax, which i s
tied to fuel prices that rise with inflation . Variable
motor fuel taxes may be used on a fixed percent of the sal e
price of fuel, like a sales tax, or may be indexed to fue l
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prices . In either case, sufficient data is already avail -
able to maintain a current pricing mechanism if the decision
was made to implement such a mechanism .

The second and more difficult part of the PPSSCC issue
will be reaching agreement on a legislative mechanism fo r
fuel tax adjustments, given the recent fuel tax increase o f
5-cents a gallon . At least one congressional proposal has
been made for changing the motor fuel tax from a fixe d
cents-per-gallon tax to a percent tax on the wholesale fue l
price .

As of September 24, 1984, the Department was in th e
process of establishing with OMB and the White House a
status of the recommendation .

IV. GAO ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ESTIMAT E

The PPSSCC's revenue generation estimate is apparentl y
based on applying an estimated 5-percent annual inflationar y
increase to estimated total revenues in excess of $12 bil-
lion . GAO has two observations about the estimate . One i s
that the PPSSCC report contains no specific discussion o f
the basis for its annual inflation rate adjustment, althoug h
it contends that it is conservatively estimated . The second
is that an adjustable tax could well be linked to either a
highway construction index or the gasoline price . The high-
way construction index declined almost 10 percent from 198 0
to 1982 and has been relatively stable over the first thre e
quarters of 1983 . Fuel prices have also declined from thei r
1980 level . Had a variable tax based either on highway con-
struction costs or fuel prices been in effect now, revenue s
could have actually declined since 1980 .

While highway construction costs and fuel prices ma y
increase in the future, GAO believes that it is not possibl e
to estimate with any precision potential revenue generation .

V. RELEVANT GAO REPORT S

GAO/CED-81-42 Deteriorating Highways and Laggin g
Revenues : A Need to Reassess the Federa l
Highway Program (Mar . 5, 1981 )

Testimony

	

Highway Conditions and Funding b y
Henry Eschwege, Director, Community an d
Economic Development Division, befor e
the Subcommittee on Surface Transporta-
tion, Committee on Public Works an d
Transportation, House of Representatives
(July 8, 1981 )

VI . GAO CONTACT

Oliver Krueger 275-611 1
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ADP-01 FEDERAL ADP LEADERSHIP AND DIRECTION 113 1
ADP-02 AGENCY ADP MANAGEMENT 1133
ADP-03 ADP ACQUISITION AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT 113 5
ADP-04 HARDWARE & SOFTWARE RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 113 8
ADP-05 TELEPROCESSING RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 114 1
ADP-06 OFFICE AUTOMATION (OA) 114 4
ADP-07
ADP-08

ADP PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT & MANAGEMEN T
U .S . CUSTOMS SERVICE :

	

ADP UTILIZATION
102 4
a

ADP-09 CENSUS SYSTEMS ACQUISITION 114 8
ADP-10 DEPT . OF THE ARMY :

	

ADP MGMT & PLANNING 115 0
ADP-11 DEPT . OF TRANSPORTATION :

	

CONSOL OF ADP OPERATIONS 115 2
ADP-12 DEPT . OF THE AIR FORCE :

	

IMPROVED INFO SYSTEMS 115 4
ADP-13 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY :

	

ADP RESOURCES 115 6
ADP-14 HCFA :

	

ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING (EDP) 1158
ADP-15 AUTOMATION OF CLAIMS & BENEFIT DELIVERY SYSTEMS 53 5
ADP-16 DEPT . OF DEFENSE :

	

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 292
0 ADP-17 IRS :

	

PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT 122 8
AG-01 PROMOTE LOAN GRADUATION FOR NEW FMHA LOANS 598
AG-02 IMPROVE MGMT INFO SYSTEMS 116 0
AG-03 MOVE FM DIRECT LENDING TO FIXED AMT GUARANTEES a
AG-04 TRANSFER FMHA HOUSING FUNCTION TO HUD a
AG-05 ELIMINATE LOAN DUPLICATION BETWEEN FMHA & SBA a
AG-06 INVEST FMHA BANK ACCTS IN INTEREST BEARING ACCTS 12 6
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AG-08 COLLECT CREDIT REPORT FEES FROM LOAN APPLICANTS 1251
AG-09 UPDATE THRIFTY FOOD PLAN (TFP) FAMILY MAKEUP 54 6
AG-10 ECONOMIES OF SCALE IN THRIFTY FOOD PLAN 549
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AG-12 REDUCE FOOD STAMP COUPON PRINTING COST 576
AG-13 ELIMINATE SCHOOL LUNCH/FOOD STAMP BENEFIT OVERLAP 54 3
AG-14 ELIM CHILD NUTRITION/FOCD STAMP BENEFIT OVERLAPS 541

a/This report contains no analysis of this issue because GAO had insufficient information to offe r
an opinion on the issue's merits . A complete listing of issues where GAO had no basis to
comment is included as appendix II .
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ARMY-01 RECRUITING/TRAINING/DISTRIBUTION OF NEW ENLISTEES 35 1
ARMY-0 2
ARMY-03

OVERSEAS TOURS OF NEW ENLISTEE S
FAMILY MOVES IN EUROPEAN TOURS
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1.0
N ARMY-0 4

ARMY-05
OFFICER TRAINING MOVES
UNIT ROTATION/REGIMENTAL CONCEPT

a
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ARMY-06 EXTENDING ARMY CAREERS 36 2
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ENERGY-1 5
ENERGY-16

PRODUCTION OF PLUTONIUM & TRITIUM
ACCELERATION OF DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING

16 6
a

ENERGY-1 7
ENERGY-18

MULTIPLE INTERNAL-CONFINEMENT FUSION PROGRAM S
STANDARDIZING SECURITY PRACTICES

16 9
a

ENERGY-19 POWER MARKETING ADMINISTRATIONS 654
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L.)
ENERGY-21 ORGANIZATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS IN NRC 66 7
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EPA-05 EPA CONTRACT AWARD/MANAGEMENT 688
EPA-06 EPA REGIONAL LABS 69 0
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EPA-0 8
EPA-0 9
EPA-10

EPA RESEARCH LAB CLOSING S
ORGANIZATION & STAFFING OF EPA
PERSONNEL TRAINING/DEVELOPMENT/MANAGEMENT

69 4
a
a

EPA-1 1
EPA-12

AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING AT EPA
FINANCIAL SYSTEMS/PROCEDURES/ORGANIZATION

1156
a

EX-01 CONTRACTING OUT 229
EX-02 TAX-EXEMPT BONDS 123 0
EX-03 SPARE PARTS BREAKOUT 324
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FEED-03 SOY PROTEIN EXTENDER IN GROUND BEEF 63 5
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FEED-05 TROOP FEEDING SERVICES 38 6
FEMA-01 NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM 72 6
FEMA-02
FEMA-03
FEMA-04

DISASTER GRANTS VS DISASTER INSURANC E
REDUCTION IN U .S . FIRE ADMIN
MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS OF STRATEGIC STOCKPILE

72 9
a
a

FINANCE-01 THE FEDERAL BUDGET 4 6
FINANCE-0 2
FINANCE-03

ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
CASH MANAGEMENT

3 2
a

FINANCE-04 DEBT COLLECTION 8 7
0 FMS-01 EXECUTIVE BRANCH MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION 2
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5 3
a

FMS-08 ORIENTATION OF EXECUTIVE-LEVEL APPOINTEES 101 1
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FMS-10 FEDERAL PROGRAM EVALUATION PROCESS 64
FRS-01 RETIREMENT AGE 406,

	

96 5
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FRS-03 LONG-TERM DISABILITY 97 0
FRS-04 BENEFIT FORMULAS 411,

	

97 3
FRS-05 COST-OF-LIVING ADJUSTMENTS IN FED PENSION SYSTEMS 415,

	

97 6
FRS-06 FEDERAL PENSION INTEGRATION 418,

	

97 8
FRS-07 GOVERNMENT PENSION ACCOUNTING PRACTICES 421,

	

98 1
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HEALTH-03 MEDICARE HOSPITAL REIMBURSEMENT 43 2
HEALTH-04 MEDICARE PHYSICIAN REIMBURSEMENT 43 4
HEALTH-05 EXCESS HOSPITAL CAPACITY 45 9
HEALTH-06 ADP INDEPENDENCE FROM SSA IN HCFA 115 8
HEALTH-07 LONGRANGE PLANNING FOR HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 44 8
HEALTH-0 8
HHSMGT-0 1
HHSMGT-0 2
HHSMGT-0 3
HHSMGT-0 4
HHSMGT-0 5
HHSMGT-0 6
HHSMGT-07

ORGANIZATION & STAFFING OF HCFA
ACTION AGENCY OVERSTAFFIN G
ORGANIZATIONAL LAYERING AND DUPLICATIO N
CORRESPONDENCE CONTROL & CLEARANCE PROCES S
POLICY RESEARCH FUNDING IN HHS DIVISION S
PROJECT EVALUATION IN OFFICE OF SECRETAR Y
REORGANIZE HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICE (HDS )
ORG CHANGES TO IMPROVE EFFECTIVENESS OF SOC RESEAR

44 7
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

r-~
HHSMGT-08 CASH MANAGEMENT OF MEDICAID FUNDS 11 6

w HOSP-01 MILITARY HOSPITALS OPERATING LESS THAN 50 BEDS 36 6
0N HOSP-02 SHARING HEALTH RESOURCES IN FED SYSTEM - VA/DOD/HHS 45 7

HOSP-03 CENTRAL HEALTH ENTITY IN DOD 36 9
HOSP-04 PLANNING & RESOURCE ALLOCATION IN VA 45 5
HOSP-05 VA HEALTH CARE FACILITIES CONSTRUCTION 46 2
HOSP-06 ORGANIZATION & DECISIONMAKING OF VA HOSPITAL SYSTEM 45 0
HOSP-07 MIS IN VA HOSPITAL SYSTEM 118 3
HOSP-08 MEDICAL SUPPLY INVENTORIES - VA/DOD 37 8
HOSP-09 MEDICAL SUPPLY SPENDING - VA/DOD/IHS 38 0
HOSP-10 MEDICAL CARE COST RECOVERY BY DOD 37 3
HOSP-11 MED CARE COST RECOV FROM INSURED INACT BENEFICIARY 46 8
HOSP-12 DUPLICATE PAYMENTS IN HOSPITAL SYSTEM - VA/IHS 47 0
HOSP-13 MEDICAL CARE COST RECOVERY IN VA 46 5
HUD-01 MGMT OF ACCOUNTING & FINANCIAL SYSTEMS 3 8
HUD-02 STAFFING/ORGANIZATION & ADMINISTRATION 71 0
HUD-03 DEBT COLLECTION MANAGEMENT 9 2
HUD-04 ACQUISITION/MGMT AND DISPOSITION OF REAL ESTATE 110 0
HUD-05 VERIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR SUBSIDY BENEFITS 56 4
HUD-06 SALE OF HUD-OWNED MORTGAGES TO FED FINANCING BANK 71 3
HUD-0 7
HUD-08

MULTIFAMILY MORTGAGE ASSIGNMENT S
MANAGEMENT OF PUBLIC HOUSING AUTHORITIES

71 6
a

HUD-09 LUMP SUM FUNDING UNDER COMMUNITY DEV BLOCK GRANT 719
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0
Ls.)

HUD-10
INFO-0 1
INFO-0 2
INFO-0 3
INFO-0 4
INFO-0 5
INT-0 1
INT-0 2
INT-0 3
INT-0 4
INT-0 5
INT-0 6
INT-07
INT-08
INT-09
JUST-0 1
JUST-0 2
JUST-0 3
JUST-0 4
JUST-0 5
JUST-06
JUST-07
JUST-08
JUST-09
JUST-10
LABOR-0 1
LABOR-0 2
LABOR-0 3
LABOR-0 4
LABOR-0 5
LABOR-06
LABOR-07
LABOR-08
LABOR-09
LABOR-10
LABOR-11

INCREASE GNMA GUARANTEE AND OTHER FEES
INFORMATION NEEDS ASSESSMENT
INFORMATION COLLECTION
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
INFORMATION UTILIZATION - COMPUTER MATCHING
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT PROCESS STRUCTUR E
SALE OF UNNEEDED PUBLIC LANDS
PUBLIC RANGE LAND MANAGEMENT
REORGANIZATION OF LAND MANAGEMEN T
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE USER FEE
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE CONCESSION MANAGEPEN T
STREAMLINING OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF LEASIN G
INCREASE COLLECTION OF DELINQUENT LOANS IN BI A
REDUCE ADMIN COST THROUGH BLOCK GRANT S
CASH MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT S
UNCOLLECTED REVENUES
ASSET SEIZURE & FORFEITURE
TRAVEL PROCUREMENT, EXPENSE ACCOUNT & REIMBURSEMEN T
DOJ USE OF PARALEGAL S
AUTOMATED DATA ?ROCESSING SYSTEM S
AUTOMATED LEGAL SUPPORT SYSTEM S
FEDERAL PRISON INDUSTRIES (UNICOR)
IMMIGRATION & NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS) : STAFFING
CONSOLIDATION OF PORT-OF-ENTRY INSPECTION SERVICE S
OFFICES OF INSPECTORS GENERAL
ABUSE IN FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION PROGRAM
FEDERAL EMPLOYEE DISABILITY PAYMENT S
COST OF DELIVERING MEDICAL PAYMENTS
PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT & IMPROVEMENT IN LABO R
REORGANIZATION OF REGIONAL OFFICES
MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF ADP
AREA WAGE SCALE S
TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURES
UNAUTHORIZED TELEPHONE USAG E
CAREER LADDER PROMOTIONS
PROCUREMENT & CONTRACTING ACTIVITIES

123 9
118 5
118 7
118 9

56 0
119 1
73 5

125 3
73 8

1258
74 1
74 4

9 4
75 1
12 2

9 9
59 5
a
59 0

119 4
59 3
90 6
a
900

5
99 3
99 8
a

100 6
a

119 6
95 7
a
a

102 6
a
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LABOR—1 2
LABOR— 13
LABOR—1 4
LAND—0 1
LAND—02
LAND—0 3
LISAB—0 1
LISAB—02
LISAB—0 3
LISAB—04
LISAB—0 5
LISAB—06
LISAB—07
LISAB—08
LISAB—09
MEDIC—01
NAVY—0 1
NAVY—0 2
NAVY—0 3
NAVY—0 4
NAVY—0 5
NAVY—0 6
NAVY—0 7
NAVY—08
NAVY—0 9
NAVY— 10
NAVY—1 1
NAVY— 1 2
NAVY—1 3
NAVY— 14
NAVY—1 5
NAVY— 16
OSD—0 1
OSD—0 2
OSD—03
OSD— 04

DAVIS—BACON ACT
WALSH—HEALEY PUBLIC CONTRACT ACT
SERVICE CONTRACT ACT
MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICES (MMS )
FEDERAL VEHICLE FLEET MANAGEMENT
FEDERAL RECORDS MANAGEMENT
COMBINED WELFARE ADMINISTRATION
ENERGY AND EMERGENCY ASSISTANC E
CONSOLIDATION OF WEATERIZATION PROGRAM S
INCOME VERIFICATION THROUGH COMPUTER MATCHIN G
AUTOMATION OF STATE WELFARE DATA
SIMPLIFICATION OF PROGRAMMATIC/PROCEDURAL ELIG REQ
SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME (SSI) PROGRAM
MEDICAID HOSPITAL & LONG—TERM CARE COST S
MEDICAID QUALITY CONTROL (MQC )
U .S . HEALTH CARE EXPENDITURES
PROGRAM STABILITY & ECONOMIC PRODUCTION RATE S
MULTI—YEAR PROCUREMENT
DUAL SOURCING
MODERNIZATION/PRODUCTIVITY ENHANCEMENT OF CONTRACT
WEAPONS SYSTEMS TRAINING NEED S
STRATEGY FOR WEAPON ACQUISITION
WEAPONS ACQUISITION & LOGISTICS SUPPORT
SUPPLY/INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
NAVAL ADP
AIRCRAFT OVERHAUL
AVIATION MAINTENANCE
NARF ENGINEERING STAFFING
AIRCRAFT POWER PLANT MAINTENANCE MANAGEMEN T
CURRENCY BALANCES
CASH DEPOSITS
CAREER MANAGEMENT
PROCUREMENT OF PETROL PRODUCTS (DEF FUEL SUPPLY CT )
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL
TRANSFER OF CONSUMABLE INVENTORY ITEM S
MAINTENANCE DEPOT CONSOLIDATION

57 8
58 0
58 2
74 8
a

1121
56 9
553
a
562
56 7
558
55 5
436
44 3
428
210
164
154
23 1
17 5
17 7
19 5
29 7

119 9
30 8
a
31 9
31 0
248
a
356
a
292
303
286
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OSD-0 5
OSD-06

WHOLESALE DEPOT CONSOLIDATION
OBSOLETE CONVENTIONAL AMMUNITION

28 8
a

OSD-07 OMB CIRCULAR A-76 CONTRACTING OUT WORK 22 9
OSD-08 CONSOLIDATION OF BASE SUPPORT OPERATIONS 28 4
OSD-09 MILITARY BASE REALIGNMENTS AND CLOSURES 29 0
OSD-10 UNIFICATION OF TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 33 2
OSD-11 INLAND CONTAINER TRANSP PROCURE (MIL SEALIFT CMD) 33 5
OSD-12 CONTAINER DETENTION CHGS (MIL TRAFFIC MGMT COMMAND) 33 7
OSD-13 CARGO DATA INTERCHANGE SYSTEM 33 9
OSD-14
OSD-15
OSD-16

HOUSEHOLD GOODS MOVES TO ALASKA & HAWAI I
IMPROVED ORGANIZATION OF THE ACQUISITION FUNCTIO N
DEFENSE CONTRACT ADMIN CONSOLIDATION

33 0
a
a

OSD-17 REG CONSTRAINTS - ACQUISITION OF WEAPONS SYSTEMS 21 3
OSD-18 INDEPENDENT R&D COSTS - WEAPONS SYSTEMS 17 9

w OSD-19 DEPT OF DEFENSE LABORATORIES 18 20
U, OSD-20 COMMON WEAPONS SYSTEMS PARTS AND STANDARDS 327

OSD-21 MAJOR WEAPONS SYSTEM NEW STARTS 21 5
OSD-22 ESTIMATING WEAPONS SYSTEMS COSTS 15 7
OSD-2 3
OSD-24
OSD-25
OSD-26

INSTABILITY IN THE WEAPONS ACQUISITON PROCESS
DOD RETIREMENT PAY
RETIREMENT PAY-SOCIAL SECURITY INTEGRATIO N
RETIREMENT PAY-HIGH THREE BASE

21 8
a
a
b

OSD-27 MILITARY UNUSED LEAVE AT RETIREMENT 39 2
OSD-28 CHAMPUS - CIV HEALTH & MED PGM OF THE UNIFORMED SV 37 1
OSD-29 DIRECT HEALTH CARE FOR MILITARY 36 9
OSD-30
OSD-31

MILITARY HEALTH CARE COST CONTAINMEN T
UNIFORMED SERVICES UNIV OF HEALTH SCIENCES (USUHS)

37 5
a

OSD-32 MILITARY COMMISSARIES 234
OSD-33 PERMANENT CHANGE OF STATION (PCS) MOVES 36 0
OSD-34 SELECTIVE REENLISTMENT BONUS (SRB) PROGRAM 39 4
OSD-35 AVIATION CAREER INCENTIVE PAY (ACIP) PROGRAM 397
OSD-36 DOD PUBLIC AUDIT COMMITTEE 149
OSD-37 PROCUREMENT AUDIT SERVICE (PAS) 151
OSD-38 FREIGHT BILL AUDIT 321
OSD-39 GOVERNMENT FURNISHED MATERIAL (GFM) 18 5
OSD-40 FOREIGN MILITARY SALES (FMS) 268

b/ Superceded by FRS 1 thru FRS 9
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PER-0 1
PER-02
PER-03
PER-04
PER-0 5
PER-06
PER-07
PER-08
PER-0 9
PER-10
PER-1 1
PER-12
PER-1 3
PER-14
PER-1 5
PER-16
PER-1 7
PER-18
PHS-0 1
PHS-0 2
PHS-0 3
PHS-0 4
PHS-0 5
PHS-0 6
PHS-0 7
PHS-07A
PHS-08
PHS-08A
PHS-09
PHS-10
PPAV-0 1
PPAV-02
PPAV--0 3
PPAV-0 4
PPAV-0 5
PPAV-06

CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT SYSTEM

	

b
FEDERAL EMPLOYEE HEALTH .BENEFIT PROGRAM

	

99 5
FEDERAL EMPLOYEE ANNUAL LEAVE

	

98 9
FEDERAL EMPLOYEE SICK LEAVE

	

99 1
FEDERAL EMPLOYEE POSITION CLASSIFICATION °YSTEM

	

96 3
PAY COMPARABILITY

	

94 9
BLUE COLLAR COMPARABILITY

	

95 1
EXECUTIVE LEVEL & SES PAY

	

95 3
EMPLOYMENT PROCESS & PUBLIC INFORMATION

	

a
EMPLOYMENT PROCESS & AUTOMATED EXAMINING

	

a
REDUCTION IN FORCE

	

104 2
CONTRACTED SERVICES

	

22 9
INSTRUCTIONAL TV PRODUCTION FACILITIES

	

101 4
DUPLICATION OF SUPERVISORY TRAINING

	

101 6
EXECUTIVE SEMINAR CENTERS

	

103 8
PRODUCTIVITY

	

100 0
DUPLICATION OF PERSONNEL SERVICES

	

103 3
WORKFORCE PLANNING

	

1020
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH-GRANTS & CONTRACTS

	

47 4
INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE CONTRACTORS REIMBURSEMENT

	

47 2
PHS : MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES

	

a
INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE ELIGIBILITY

	

476 .
CONSOLIDATE TOXICOLOGY TESTING & RESEARCH

	

a
PHS RESEARCH TRAINING GRANTS

	

a
IMPROVE COLLECTINS FROM PHS STUDENT LOANS

	

47 8
NHSC DEBT MANAGEMENT

	

90
NIH FIELD SITES

	

a
CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL (CDS) FIELD SITES

	

480
OFC OF ASST SEC FOR HEALTH (GASH) STAFF REQUIREMENT

	

a
OVERSTAFFING IN PHS

	

a
PUBLICATION MANAGEMENT

	

a
PUBLICATION USER FEES

	

1277
IMPROVED AGENCY MAILING LISTS

	

112 3
MAIL MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT

	

112 5
IMPROVEMENTS TO PRINTING PRODUCTION

	

1127
IMPROVED MANAGEMENT OF DUPLICATING RESOURCES

	

1202
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PPAV-0 7
PRIV-0 1
PRIV-02

MANAGEMENT OF AUDIOVISUAL ACTIVITIE S
PRIVATIZATION POLICY
POWER MARKETING ADMINISTRATIONS (PMA)

a
a
65 7

PRIV-03 NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 23 8
PRIV-04 HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT :

	

VA 45 2
PRIV-05 COMMISSARY OPERATIONS 23 4
PRIV-06
PRIV-07

TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY OF WASHINGTON METRO AIRPORTS
FEDERAL VEHICLE FLEET MANAGEMENT

a
110 8

PRIV-08 PRIVATIZING SELECTED COAST GUARD SERVICES 78 5
PRIV-09
PROC-01

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
ROLE OF OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT POLICY

a
104 6

PROC-02 SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROGRAMS 1064
PROC-03 CARLUCCI INITIATIVES (ACQUISITION IMPROVEMENT PGM) 22 2
PROC-04 MULTI-YEAR CONTRACTING (MYC) 164
PROC-05 WEAPONS PROGRAM PRIORITIZATION 22 4

w
0 PROC-06 WEAPONS SYSTEM PROGRAM PLANNING 188

PROC-07 WEAPONS PROGRAM CONTRACTING 22 6
PROC-08 WEAPONS COST ESTIMATING & SCHEDULING 16 1
PROC-09 WEAPONS SYSTEMS PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 19 9
PROC-10 ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITY (EOQ) SYSTEM 299
PROC-11 INVENTORY DATA ENHANCEMENT 29 2
PROC-12 PHYSICAL INVENTORY TAKING 29 9
PROC-13 BASE SUPPORT SERVICES 28 4
PROC-14 ROLE & RESPONSIBILITY OF GSA 106 2
PROC-15 FEDERAL SUPPLY SERVICE (FSS) REVIEW 104 9
PROC-1 6
PROC-17

DOD CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
MANAGEMENT OF CONSUMABLES

a
30 3

PROC-18 PRIVATE SECTOR GOODS & SERVICES 22 9
PROC-19 CONTRACT PERFORMANCE IN MAKING PROCUREMENT AWARDS 105 8
PROC-20 CENTRALIZATION OF PROCUREMENT FUNCTION 106 0
PROC-21 MULTIPLE VS COMPETITIVE AWARDS 1056
PROC-22 ENHANCING COMPETITION 105 1
PROP-01 MANAGEMENT FOCUS & TECHNIQUE OF REAL PROPERTY 108 1
PROP-02 OFFICE SPACE UTILIZATION GOALS 1088
PROP-03 DISPOSITION OF SURPLUS REAL PROP 1098
PROP-04 WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 582
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PROP-05 OUT-CONTRACTING FOR HIGH SKILLS 229
PROP-06 IN-HOUSE MAINTENANCE 1069
PROP-07 ENERGY COSTS IN GOVT-CONTROLLED BUILDINGS 110 5
PROP-08 LEASING POLICIES & PROCEDURES 108 3
PROP-0 9
PROP-10

PROSPECTUS REQUIREMENTS
MORATORIUM ON MILITARY HOUSING CONSTRUCTION

108 6
a

R&D-01 STRATEGIC PLANNING 55
R&D-02 R&D MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET PROCESS 58
R&D-03 PRIVATIZATION OF R&D ACTIVITIES 15
R&D-04 IMPROVED MGMT OF RESOURCES IN FED RESEARCH LABS 8
R&D-05 ADMINISTRATION OF RESEARCH GRANTS TO UNIVERSITIES 12
R&D-06 RESEARCH PROGRAM REPORTING 24
R&D-07 NASA COST REPORTING 38 8
SBA-01 TRANSFER OF LENDING TO PRIVATE SECTOR 89 5

LA.) SBA-02 IMPROVEMENTS IN LOAN QUALITY a
0 SBA-0 3

SBA-04
OTHER COST SAVINGS IN SBA
DISASTER LOANS VS INSURANCE

a
a

SBA-05 OTHER DISASTER LOAN PROG IMPROVEMENTS 92 5
SBA-0 6
SBA-0 7
SBA-08

REDUCTION OF GUARANTIES ON SURETY BOND S
INCREASE FEES ON SURETY BONDS
REDUCTION IN IDLE FUNDS

92 8
a
a

SBA-0 9
SBA-1 0
SBA-1 1
SBA-12

USER FEE FOR SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIE S
PAYMENT/COLLECTION PROCESS IMPROVEMENT S
IMPROVED EXISTING SYSTEMS & PLANNED UPGRADE S
NETWORK OF SBA FIELD OFFICES

124 1
a
a
a

SSA-01 EFFECTIVENESS OF SSA SYSTEMS MODERNIZATION PLAN 499
SSA-02 IMPLEMENTATION OF SSA SYTMS MODERNIZATION PLAN 50 3
SSA-03 STATUS OF DATA PROCESSING CENTERS IN SSA 50 7
SSA-04 MANAGEMENT CONTROL OF WORK FLOW IN SSA 49 7
SSA-05 AFDC FISCAL SANCTION POLICY 57 4
SSA-0 6
SSA-07

EARNINGS AND ENFORCEMENT
CONSOLIDATION OF SSA OFFICES

49 5
a

SSA-0 8
SSA-09

ELIMINATION OF FEDERAL FISCAL LIABILITY PAYMENT S
CONDENSED SIMPLIFIED SSA OPERATING MANUALS

57 2
a

SSA-10 SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY CLAIMS APPEAL PROCESS 492
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STATE-01 FOREIGN SERVICE PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 103 5
STATE-02 FOREIGN SERVICE RETIREMENT & DISABILITY SYSTEM 98 7
STATE-03 OFFICE OF FOREIGN BUILDINGS (FBO) 27 1
STATE-04 PURCHASE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES 24 6
STATE-05 REFUGEE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 27 3
STATE-06 AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (AID) : PROJECTS 24 1
STATE-07 AID :

	

INTEREST RATES ON LOANS 14 5
STATE-08
STATE-09

AID :

	

FOREIGN SERVICE ROTATION POLICY
AID :

	

CARGO PREFERENCE
24 4
a

STATE-10 U .S . INFORMATION AGENCY :

	

EVALUATION PROCEDURES 277
SUBS-01 THE MANAGEMENT OF FEDERAL SUBSIDIES 53 7
TRANS-01 MANAGEMENT OF R&D PROGRAMS 6 1
TRANS-02 DOT CASH MANAGEMENT 12 4
TRANS-0 3
TRANS-04

GRANT MANAGEMENT & CONTROL OF UMTA
REDUCE REGIONAL OFFICE & ADMIN SUPPORT COSTS

76 7
a

0
lO

TRANS-05 ADP OPERATIONS 115 2
TRANS-0 6
TRANS-07
TRANS-0 8
TRANS-09

FEDERAL HIGHWAY PROGRAMS
FEDERAL HIGHWAY REGULATIONS
REORGANIZATION OF LAND MODES - FHWA/UMTA/NHTSA/FR A
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION REGULATORY REVIEW

76 9
a
a
a

TRANS-10 FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMIN/R&D & USER FEE 77 2
TRANS-1 1
TRANS-1 2
TRANS-13

SAFETY FUNCTIONS OF LAND MODAL ADMIN S
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMIN - GRANTEE LAND ACQUISITION
CONSOLIDATE ROADS ON FEDERAL LANDS UNDER FHWA

77 5
a
a

TRANS-14 REVIEW OF UNIFORM TIRE QUALITY GRADING SYSTEM 93 2
TRANS-15 ORGANIZATION & STAFFING OF FED AVIATION ADMIN 777
TRANS-16 AIRPORT CONTROL TOWERS 77 9
TRANS-17 WASHINGTON AIRPORTS USER FEES 127 5
TRANS-18 FLIGHT SERVICE STATION CONSOLIDATION 78 1
TRANS-19
TRANS-20

COST OF COAST GUARD SERVICES
OPERATING SUBSIDY OF MARITIME SUBSIDY BOARD

127 2
a

TRANS—21
TRANS-22

MANAGEMENT OF SHIP FINANCING LOAN GUARANTEES
FEDERAL FUNDING FOR MARINE—RELATED EDUCATION

78 3
a

TREAS—01 COLLECTION OF DELINQUENT TAXES 1211
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TREAS-02 COST/BENEFIT OF IRS PERSONNEL ADDITIONS 100 9
TREAS-03 IRS APPEALS & TAX COURT BACKLOG 120 9
TREAS-04 FUNCTIONAL OVERLAP WITHIN THE IRS 122 1
TREAS-05 UTILIZATION OF ADP CAPABILITIES 120 4
TREAS-06 VOLUNTEER IRS TAXPAYER SERVICE 122 6
TREAS-07 ENHANCE IRS ENFORCEMENT PRESENCE 121 4
TREAS-0 8
TREAS-09

U .S . CUSTOMS BORDER MANAGEMENT
REORG OF BUR OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO & FIREARMS (BATF)

89 8
a

TREAS-10 STREAMLINING U .S . CUSTOMS PROCEDURES 90 4
TREAS-11 STREAMLINING U .S . CUSTOMS ORGANIZATION 90 2
TREAS-12
TREAS-13
TREAS-1 4
TREAS-15

COLLECTION OF RETAIL ALCOHOL OCCUPATIONAL TAXE S
AUTOMATION OF BATF ACTIVITIE S
OFFICE OF REVENUE SHARING/MGMT REORGANIZATION
OFFICE OF REVENUE SHARING/IMPROVED ACCOUNTABILITY

122 3
a
a
a

G.) TREAS-16 OFFICE OF REVENUE SHARING/CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLIANCE 588
TREAS-17 BUR OF ENGRAVING & PRINTING/BACK OF $1 BILLS 81 3

0 TREAS-1 8
TREAS-1 9
TREAS-2 0
TREAS-2 1
TREAS-22

BUR OF ENGRAVING & PRINTING/COMMON FEDL RESERVE SEA L
BUR OF ENGRAVING & PRINGING/SATELLITE FACILIT Y
BUREAU OF THE MINT RELOCATION
BUREAU OF THE MINT/ELIMINATE STRIP PRODUCTION
FEDERAL RESERVE BOOK-ENTRY SECURITIES SYSTEM

a
a
a
a
a

TREAS-23 SPACE CONSOLIDATION - BGFO/BPD 1091
TTM-01 FEDERAL TRAVEL PROCUREMENT 1110
TTM-02 TRAVEL EXPENSE ACCOUNTING AND REIMBURSEMENT 111 2
TTM-03 FREIGHT TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 1117
TTM-04 TRANSPORTATION AUDIT 1119
USAF-0 1
USAF-02

FINANCIAL REPORTING & CONTRO L
TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT PROCEDURES

19 0
a

USAF-03 STREAMLINE PROGRAMMING/BUDGETING REVIEW PROCESS 346
USAF-0 4
USAF-05

AIR FORCE PAY
AIR FORCE RETIREMENT

399
b

USAF-06 CIVILIAN END-STRENGTH CEILINGS 102 9
USAF-07 AIR FORCE SEVERANCE PAY 40 1
USAF-0 8
USAF-09

CONSOLIDATION OF AF RESERVE & AIR NATIONAL GUAR D
AIR GUARD & RESERVE DUAL PAY

34 8
a

USAF-10 AIR GUARD & RESERVE BONUS PROGRAM 404
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USAF-11 MILITARY AIRLIFT COMMAND - NO SHOW PASSENGERS 34 2
USAF-12 MILITARY AIRLIFT COMMAND - CONTRACT TRAVEL 344
USAF-13 ADP MODERNIZATION (AF LOGISTICS COMMAND) 1154
USAF-14 SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 58 2
USAF-15 DAVIS-BACON ACT 57 8
USAF-16 SPARE PARTS BREAKOUT 324
USAF-17 WALSH-HEALEY ACT 58 0
USAF-18 SMALL BUSINESS ACT SECTION 8A 193
USAF-19 MULTI-YEAR PROCUREMENT (MYP) 16 4
USAF-20 DUAL SOURCING 154
USAF-21 CONTRACTING OUT FOR COMML & INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES 22 9
USAF-22 CONSULTING/MANAGEMENT ADVISORY SERVICES & RESEARCH 103 1
USER-01 USER CHARGES PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 124 3
USER-02 CORPS OF ENGINEERS 128 4

w USER-03 FOREST SERVICE RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 126 3
USER-04 NATIONAL PARK SERVICE RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 125 8
USER-05 POWER MARKETING ADMINISTRATIONS 65 9
USER-06 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR GRAZING FEE PROGRAM 125 3
USER-07 DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE GRAZING FEE PROGRAM 125 3
USER-0 8
USER-09

FOREST SERVICE FIREWOOD PROGRAM
NATIONAL COOPERATIVE SOIL SURVEY

126 0
a

USER-10 FOREIGN MILITARY SALES 26 8
USER-11 AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERVICE 124 7
USER-12 FEDERAL GRAIN INSPECTION SERVICE 124 9
USER-13 HUD MANUFACTURED HOUSING PROGRAM 722 '
USER-14 FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 126 6
USER-15 FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 128 6
USER-16
USER-17

COAST GUARD USER FEE S
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUESTS

1269
a

USER-18
USER-1 9
USER-20

U .S . CUSTOMS SERVICE
DEEP DRAFT PORTS & CHANNELS USER FEES
INLAND WATERWAYS USER FEES

128 0
a
a

USER-21 INTERSTATE & DEFENSE HIGHWAY SYSTEM 128 8
VETS-01 CLAIMS PROCESSING 53 3
VETS-02 ERROR PREVENTION 531
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VETS-03 DEBT COLLECTION 67
VETS-04 FORECLOSURE OPTION 73 2
VETS-05 PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT a
VETS-06 LIFE INSURANCE a
VETS-07 ADP AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS 120 6
VETS-08 CENTRAL OFFICE ORGANIZATION a
WAGE-01 DAVIS-BACON ACT 57 8
WAGE-02 WALSH-HEALEY ACT 58 0
WAGE-03 SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 582




